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PREFACE .

In my former work I endeavoured to trace, chronologically, the

different incidents and changes in the Courts of Westminster that

occurred from the reign of William the Conqueror to that of her

present Majesty ; and I gave an account under each reign of the

judicial personages who then administered the law.

The arrangement then adopted, with its palpable historical

advantages, had, biographically, one inconvenience, that when infor

mation was required for any individual judge, the time of whose ex

istence was doubtful or uncertain , a search became necessary among

several volumes or reigns in order to find the narrative .

To remedy this defect, and to facilitate the reference to every

name in the judicial record, and also to reduce the bulk to one con

venient volume, this publication has been undertaken. It is limited

to the biographical portion of the larger work, and comprehends

every name therein introduced, with slight abridgments and correc

tions, adding to them the judges who have been appointed since

1864 : the whole number exceeding 1,600 lives.

I have not thought it necessary in the separate lives to refer

specially to Dugdale's • Chronica Series, because, from the Conquest

till the decapitation of Charles I. , I have inserted every name that

is included in his list. I have even done so when I have ventured

to differ from him in regard to the individual filling the particular

position, or flourishing at the precise period represented. In all

these cases I have been careful to quote the authorities upon which

I base the objections I have raised ; and I have invariably, as well

in the lives above alluded to as in those of the judges who flourished

since Dugdale wrote, given such references as will , I trust, justify

every fact I have introduced.

In the long period of eight hundred years over which the
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vi PREFACE.

history travels , there were many changes in the administration of jus

tice and the arrangement of the courts, which when described under

the different reigns in which they occurred would naturally account

for the terms then used, and the titles then given to the persons com

memorated ; but some explanation of them seems necessary, or at all

events desirable, when their biographies are collected in an alpha

betical form , and names appear together which are sundered by

centuries, as one in the reign of Henry II. , and the next in that of

Henry VIII, or William IV. I therefore add a short account of

the various alterations in the respective reigns.

In the reign of William the Conqueror the highest court of

judicature was the Curia Regis , in which the King himself frequently

presided . Its members were the prelates and barons of the realm

and certain officers of the palace. Of these the principal was th

Chief Justiciary, who in the King's absence was the ruling judgq

This office continued till the reign of Henry III. , a period of tw

hundred years, when its judicial duties were transferred to the Chic

Justice of the King's Bench.

Many of the barons, as members of the Curia Regis, soo

neglected the legal part of their duties, some from avocations th:

otherwise engaged them , some from unwillingness so to emplo

themselves, and some from incapacity to unravel the intricacies

the law. This naturally led to the association with those th

remained, and eventually to the entire substitution for them , of pe

sons whose lives had been devoted to judicial studies . These we

called justiciaries , and seem to have been first introduced in t|

reign of Henry I. , and their organisation to have been completed

that of Henry II. The justiciaries not only sat at Westminster, b

went on circuits or itinera throughout the kingdom. To the co

missions by which they were appointed some of the great men of t

several counties, whether lay or clerical, were occasionally add

and all were designated as justiciers or justices itinerant ; and fr

the reign of Edward I. to that of Richard II . , justices of trailbas

for the trial of certain particular transgressions were appointed.

By the Charter of King John, confirmed and acted upon

Henry III . , Common Pleas, being causes between private ir

viduals, were directed to be held in some certain place . This

to remedy the grievance felt by all litigants in being obliged

follow the Curia Regis to whatever distance the King might cho
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to travel. The Court of Common Pleas was thus originated ; and

in it the ancient advocates of the Curia Regis — the serjeants - had

sole audience.

When the office of Chief Justiciary was abolished, the King's

Pleas were left to be decided in a separate court, presided over

by the Chief Justice of the King's Bench, the first of whom was

appointed by Henry III.

The division of the courts, in nearly their present form , of

King's Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer, was completed by

Edward I. , the English Justinian.

THE COURT OF King's BENCH at first took cognisance of no

other suits than those in which the Crown was concerned ; but from

the increase of private suits , which were a source of great profit to

the advocates, means were gradually employed to bring them

within its jurisdiction , which was at last effected , so that now every

description of cause may be tried there.

THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS has now the same jurisdiction ,

and remains in nearly the same position, as when it was first esta

blished , with the exception that the serjeants, by a recent innova

tion, no longer monopolise the practice, which is now opened to all

barristers.

THE COURT OF EXCHEQUER was, before the division of the

courts, an integral department of the Curia Regis, under the name

of Scaccarium , in which all cases touching the Revenue were

decided , and now continue so to be . But by similar means to those

before alluded to , the privileges of the Court of Common Pleas have

been encroached upon, and private suits form a great part of its

employment. The judges who sit in the court are called barons,

the title being continued from the barons of the realm who origi

nally sat in the Curia Regis. They were till the reign of James I.

of a much lower degree than the other judges, and indeed were not

considered men of the law, nor ever employed to go the circuits.

The statute of Nisi Prius, 14 Edward III. , enacts that if it happen

that none of the justices of the one bench nor of the other come into

the county, then the Nisi Prius shall be granted before the Chief

Baron of the Exchequer, if he be a man of the law. ' But the

general increase of litigation occasioned by the extension of com

merce , with the gradual combination of civil and revenue cases , by

the cunning use of the Writ quo minus, requiring the aid of learned

6



viii PREFACE .

lawyers for their decision , it was determined to place the barons on

precisely the same footing as the other judges, and consequently

those barons who were appointed after the twenty -first year of

Queen Elizabeth were selected from the serjeants -at-law , and were

distinguished from their predecessors by the term · Barons of the

Coif .' Robert Shute was the first of these. As soon as the court

was filled with these legal barons, none of whom had been instructed

in the business of the revenue, it became necessary to appoint a new

officer, one who was acquainted with and could attend to the fiscal

business of the Exchequer. He was called the puisne or cursitor

baron, whose duty it was to inform the other barons of the course of

the court in any matter that concerned the King's prerogative. The

first of these cursitor barons was Nowell Sotherton , who was ap

pointed in 1606 ; but the office, after existing 250 years, was

abolished in 1856 , its duties having gradually been removed to other

departments of the State. The Court of Exchequer had also an

equitable jurisdiction, which in the year 1841 was abolished, and its

suits were transferred to the Court of Chancery.

All the judges of these three courts must be selected from the

serjeants-at-law, a practice originating from the advocates in the

Curia Regis consisting only of serjeants, and they from their learn

ing being raised to the bench. But as business accumulated, other

efficient men, who practised only as barristers, had opportunities o

distinguishing themselves, and were gradually advanced to the

bench, on which occasions the old custom was still adhered to by

investing them with the coif before they received their paten

as judges. This change was commenced in the reign of Quee

Elizabeth in the person of Robert Monson in the year 1572, and i

now the general practice. The judges and serjeants always addres

one another as · Brothers.'

The number of these judges from the time of the first divisio

of the courts until the reign of Henry VII, varied considerably, a

cording to the whim of the Monarch , the claims of the Governmen

or the necessity for additional or reduced assistance. By a referend

to a little volume I published, called • Tabulæ Curiales,' in which

have shown the state of each court under the different reigns, ai

the judges who sat in them in chronological order, it will be se

that there was no regular number, but that it varied in each cou

" See Judges of England, vi . 16-27 , ix . 109 .
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sometimes extending to eight and even to nine on one of the benches,

In the reign of Henry VIII. , however, the number of four in

each of the three courts seems to have been established, and by

its continuance nearly without change till the reign of William IV. ,

a period of 300 years, the Twelve Judges of England came to be

regarded as a sacred institution . This number, however, was in

creased in the reign of William IV. , by whom another judge was

added to each court ; and Queen Victoria has followed the example ;

so that instead of twelve there are now eighteen judges of England.

It is to be hoped that litigation will not increase so much as to

require another extension.

THE COURT OF CHANCERY originated from that department

of the Curia Regis called the Cancellaria, in which were prepared

and issued the various writs and precepts in reference to the Curia

Regis. There also were all royal grants and charters, and other

instruments requiring the King's seal, supervised. It was presided

over by an officer called the King's Chancellor, who held at first

a somewhat inferior rank in the Curia Regis, but who sat with the

rest of the judges , and occasionally even went a circuit. He origi

nally was the King's chief chaplain, and little more than his private

secretary , being commonly rewarded at the end of his service with

a bishopric. His intimate connection with the sovereign naturally

led by degrees to a frequent reference to him upon the affairs of

state ; and gaining thus an ascendency in council, he at last became,

on the extinction of the office of Chief Justiciary and the transfer of

the legal duties of that functionary to a court of law, the recognised

Prime Minister of the kingdom. This responsible position , after a

lapse of several centuries, gradually devolved first upon favourites

and next on party politicians ; the Chancellor of subsequent times,

though losing the lead , still held and now holds a most influential

place in the Government and is recognised as the head of the law, but

is removable, and always removed, with every change of Ministers.

From his first title of the Chancellor of the King, he rose to that of

Chancellor of England ; soon after he was called Lord Chancellor, a

title which has been since increased to that of Lord High Chancellor.

A keeper of the Great Seal was sometimes appointed instead of a

Chancellor, and it was somewhat difficult to distinguish the difference

in dignity between the one and the other ; but in the reign of Queen

Elizabeth an Act of Parliament was passed declaring their identity
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in rank, power, and privileges. The Great Seal was also occasionally

put into the hands of Commissioners, who held it for a temporary,

and principally for a political purpose, till a Chancellor or keeper

was appointed.

The duty of the Chancellor to supervise and issue the necessary

writs and charters led of course to the discussion before him as to the

propriety and expediency of them , but it was a long time before

questions of legal wrong were referred to his decision . It was soon

found however that there was much truth in the maxim Summun

jus, summa injuria ; ' consequently questions involving private wrong

were frequently submitted by petition to Parliament, where they

were decided. These petitions multiplied to such an extent that i

was found necessary to refer them to a separate court-naturally pre

sided over by the Chancellor ; and the rules which guided it wer

gradually moulded into a system of Equity Law . In its administra

tion the necessity of additional assistance was soon apparent, and tl

clerks or masters in Chancery were resorted to. The principal on

who received the title of Master of the Rolls, from these recor

being specially entrusted to his care, was deputed to exercise t

same jurisdiction. The first who was designated by that title w

John de Langton, in the reign of Edward I. Commissions a

were sometimes issued to some of the judges to ease the Chancel

in hearing causes. The Court of Exchequer also had a simi

jurisdiction till 1841 , when it was taken away, and its Equity ca,

were transferred to the Court of Chancery.

More permanent assistance had been previously required as !

gation increased , and in the reign of George III. one Vice -Chance

was appointed. To these three Equity Judges two others w

added by our present Queen , on the Court of Exchequer losing

equitable jurisdiction ; and the decisions of the Master of the R

and of the three Vice-Chancellors were made appealable to the I

Chancellor, and two other new judges, called Lord Justice

Appeal. So that the Court of Chancery now consists of sd

judges, instead of the two to which it was limited for more

500 years, from the reign of Edward I. to that of George III.

These short particulars will be sufficient to explain the va

designations given to the different judges included in this Diction

Those readers who are desirous of more ample details must b

ferred to my larger work, where I have given a full account
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only of the Division of the Courts, but also of the origin of the legal

Terms and Vacations ; the institution and formalities of Serjeants ;

and the perquisites of the Chancellors, and salaries and robes of the

Judges. In it I have also traced the appointment of Attorney and

Solicitor General, and the first designation co nomine of King's

Counsel ; the various uses to which Westminster Hall has been

applied ; the origin of the various Inns of Court and Inns of

Chancery, and of the different Serjeants’ Inns , with other interesting

details incidental to the History of the Law.

P.S.-In my eighty-third year I cannot expect to witness either the

saccess or failure of the new scheme for the arrangement of the courts

about to be introduced in pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the

last Session. I own that I cannot predict that much material benefit will

result from the intended change ; and I am inclined to think that those

who are conversant with the history of the past will consider the new

HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE little more than a mere revival of the ancient

Cueja Regis, with all its varied powers and privileges, which were dis

tributed into the present divisions so many centuries ago. Another remark

able restoration will be noted in the new statute—that by which the

legal Terms are reduced from four to three, as they originally stood in the

earlier times . But, be the innovation good or bad, I am sure it is well

intended , and I sincerely hope that it may prove as beneficial to the

administration of justice as its promoters anticipate.

NOTE. — Although the Bill referred to (which was brought into the Upper House

of Parliament by Lord Chancellor Hatherley ) did not pass during the Session of

1870, it has been thought well to preserve the author's remarks on it.



THE PRINTING of this volume was far advanced when the Author was

attacked by illness, which ended fatally on the following day. In these

circumstances it seems proper that the many Lives which are contained

in the following pages should be accompanied by some notice of th

Biographer.

Edward , the eldest son of Edward Smith Foss and Anne, daughter

Dr. William Rose, of Chiswick , and sister of Samuel Rose, the friend

Cowper, was born in Gough Square, Fleet Street, October 16, 1787. F

his mother's side he was nearly related to the Rev. Hugh James Ros

one of the ablest and most eloquent among the English clergy of la

times, and to his brother, the present learned Archdeacon of Bedford ; a

one of his maternal aunts was the wife of the eminent scholar Dr. Charl

Burney. His younger brother, Henry, who died in January 1868, was 1

many years a partner in the firm of Payne and Foss, which stood at t

head of the London trade in rare and valuable books, and was distinguis)

for his great bibliographical knowledge.

Edward Foss was educated under Dr. Burney, at Greenwich, and

1804 was articled to his father, who was a solicitor in Essex Street, Stra

In 1811 he became a partner, and on his father's death in 1830 he s

ceeded to the whole business, which he carried on with a high reputat

for ability and integrity. In 1827-8, when his friend Mr. Spottiswo

was one of the Sheriffs of London, he filled the office of Under -She

His professional work brought him into intercourse with most of

leading barristers of the day, so that, while he was able to turn to acce

his observation of the Judges who then occupied the Bench, he could si

from nearer personal knowledge of many who, by later promotion, e

to be included among the subjects of his biographical labours . In

he became a member of the Inner Temple, with the intention of 1

called to the Bar ; but he afterwards relinquished this plan, and conti

to practise in his original branch of the legal profession until 18-10 ,

he retired from business.

In 1844 he removed from Streatham , where he had for some time

to Street End House, about three miles from Canterbury. The c !

was one which for most men would have involved no small risk ; 1

too many cases it has been found that a withdrawal from a life of

engagements to one of competence and leisure does not brin

happiness which had been expected ; and so it might have been

Mr. Foss. He had little taste for country occupations or amusen

and, although he took an active part in the public business of the

bourhood - among other things, by acting as chairman of the Canta

bench of magistrates , where his strong sense and his legal knoy
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:

made his services very valuable—this was not enough to fill up his time.

In his own words, he ' found that full employment was necessary to his

existence and his happiness ;'' and he was fortunately able to provide

himself with the means of such employment. He had always felt a strong

love of literature ; he had already published some volumes, besides many

contributions, both in prose and in verse, to periodicals and newspapers ;

and he had early formed a project of writing the lives of all the English

Judges. Throngh many years of busy London life he had kept this

project steadily in view, and had gradually accumulated large stores of

materials for carrying it into effect. These he now set himself to arrange,

to complete, and to employ in composition ; and the first two volumes

of ' The Judges of England ' were published in 1848.3

Although these volumes were at once noticed with high praise by some

of the most esteemed critics, the general reception of them was not very

encouraging. Lord Campbell, in his ' Lives of the Chancellors,' had lately

made the public familiar with a very different style of legal biography ;

and when readers came to take up Mr. Foss's account of the early judges

with the expectation of finding it equally amusing with Lord Campbell's

popular narratives, they could not but be disappointed. The Chancellors

were commonly men who had played an important part in the history of

their times : of the older Judges, the vast majority were utterly forgotten ;

as to many of them, it was necessary to enquire whether they ever existed

at all, and, if so , whether they were judges or not ; and perhaps nothing

more could be ascertained , after all possible enquiry, than that their signa

tures were found attached to certain documents, and so prove them to

have been in certain places at certain times. It was unfortunate for the

anthor that the portion of his book whichwas first published should be that

in which the names for the most part had nothing of attraction for the

generality of readers, and were incapable of being invested with any

other interest than that which arises from skilful investigation and

scrupulous correctness.

The two volumes, therefore, could not be regarded as at first very

successful. But Mr. Foss knew that he was doing a good and substantial

work ; he felt that in it he had found a source of continual interest, the

chief occupation of his life ; and he determined to persevere, even if the

publication should involve (as at one time seemed not unlikely) a con

siderable pecuniary loss . The third and fourth volumes appeared in

1551 ; the fifth and sixth , in 1857 ; the last three, in 1864.

In the meantime the reputation of the book had been rising. The

subject became more interesting as it advanced ; the author's laborious

research , his acuteness in enquiry, his sound and impartial judgment,

were discerned, and were warmly acknowledged by the highest critical

1 Introduction to • Judges of England,' p. xiii .

? It may be well to mention that Mr. Foss's set (consisting of nearly 100 volumes ) of the

Record Commission's publications, for which , in the preface to the second instalment of his

work , be acknowledges himself indebted to the liberality ofGovernment,' was granted to him

at the instance of Lord Langdale, then Master of the Rolls, to whom • The Lives of the Judges '

are dedicated , and who early showed his high estimation of them.
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authorities ; ' and long before the concluding volumes were published, t

work had taken its place as (what Lord Campbell's ' Lives ' could nev

become) one of historical authority. How valuable it is in this charact

may be in some degree understood from the continual references to it

Dr. Pauli's learned Geschichte von England ; ' nor was this by a

means the only testimony which the author received of the appreciat

which his work has found among German men of letters. In America

its reputation is well established ; and, resting as that reputation does

a foundation of solid merits, it is not likely to be disturbed .

From the lives of Judges, Mr. Foss was led on to the compilation of

“ Tabulæ Curiales ; ' and his last years were employed in the re-cast

of his old materials with a view to the present publication .

While engaged on these labours, heremoved in 1859 from Street

to Churchill House, near Dover ; and in 1865 he finally settled

Frensham House, Addiscombe. The infirmities of age fell gently on ]

and he retained to the last his powers of sight and hearing, with the

vigour of his mind. His death took place at Frensham House

July 27 , 1870, and his remains are interred in the neighbouring chr

yard of Shirley. By those who knew him he will be remembered

man of strong understanding, of thorough uprightness, and of kind

generous heart.

He was twice married - first, in 1814, to Catherine, daughter of ]

Martineau, Esq.; and again, in 1844 , to Maria Elizabeth, daught

William Hutchins, Esq. By his second marriage he has left six son

three daughters. The eldest son , Edward W. Foss, a barrister o

Inner Temple, assisted in the revision of this volume, and has com ]

the task since his father's death.

Mr. Foss was a Feliow of the Society of Antiquaries, to which h

elected in 1822 ; a member of several other antiquarian and li

societies ; a member of the Incorporated Law Society, which electe

as its president in 1842 and 1843 ; a magistrate for Kent and S

a Deputy -Lieutenant for Kent, &c.

His chief publications were -

I. “ The Beauties of Massinger,' 1817.

II . ' Abridgment of Blackstone's Commentaries,' published ( 18

the name of John Gifford, Esq ., who had undertaken the work , bu

before completing the first sheet. (This volume had a large sa

was translated into German .)

III . The Grandeur of the Law ; or, The Legal Peers of England

IV. « The Judges of England ,' 9 vols . , 1848-64.

V. “ Tabulæ Curiales; or, Tables of the Superior Conrts of West :

Hall, showing the Judges who sat in them from 1066 to 1864.'-1

VI. Biographia Juridica : a Biographical Dictionary of the

1870.

1 • Edinburgh Review , vol. cvi . ; ' Quarterly Review , vol . cxix . ; ' Saturday

“ Times,' & c., including several legal periodicals.

16
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VII. Contributions to the ' Archæologia :'

(1 ) On the Lord Chancellors in the Reign of King John .'

( 2 ) The Lineage of Sir Thomas More. '

(3 ) On the Relationship between Bishop Fitzjames and Lord Chief

Justice Fitzjames.'

(4) “ On the Origin of the Title and Office of Cursitor Baron of the

Exchequer. ' ( And other communications.)

VIII. On the Collar of SS ' ( Archæologia Cantiana,' vol. i . 1858) .

IX . ' Legal History of Westminster Hall ’ (in ‘ Old London - Papers

read at the London Congress of the Archeological Institute, 1867 ' ) .

Mr. Foss also contributed largely to the Monthly Review ,' Aikin's

Athenæum ,' the ‘ London Magazine,' the Gentleman's Magazine,' the

' Legal Observer ,' ' Notes and Queries ,' &c. A small volume of his

epigrams and other pieces in verse (most of which had appeared in

newspapers) was privately printed in 1863, under the title of " A Century

of Inventions.'

6

6 6

&

J. C. ROBERTSON .

PRECINCTS, CANTERBURY :

September 1870.
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ABBINGWORTH, GILBERT DE, was one his admission into Corpus Christi College,

of the justices itinerant into the counties Oxford, in March 1781 , where he imme

of Sussex, Surrey ,Kent, and Middlesex, in diately obtained a scholarship. At Oxford

3 Henry III., 1218. His name also appears he distinguished himself by gaining the

with that designation on fines levied at only two honours which the university
Westminster in that year ; showing that then bestowed, the chancellor's medals for

the justices itinerant were accustomed to Latin and English compositions. The sub

sit at Westminster. Hewas employed in ject of the foriner (in 1784) was 'Globus

the same manner in 1225, for Surrey ; and Aërostaticus,' the novelty of Lunardi's

in the next year was at the head of those balloon occasioning the thesis ; and that

appointed to collect the quinzime of that of the latter (in 1786) “ The Use and

county. ( Rot. Claus. i, 76, 146. ) Abuse of Satire ,' an essay so much admired

ABBOTT, CHARLES, when created Lord for its learning and reasoning that it was

Tenterden , far from following the example afterwards published. Having taken his

nf many a new-made peer by endeavouring degrees, he was rewarded with a fellowship

to trace his pedigree to an ancient race, in his college, and became sub- tutor under

gloried in his descent from parents in the Dr. Burgess, afterwards Bishop of Salisbury.

lower ranks of life, as exemplifying the Soon after hewas selected as the private

beauty of the British constitution , which | tutor of Mr. Yarde, the son of Mr. Justice

excludes no one from its honours, and eren Buller; and that sagacious judge, seeing

opens the door ofthe peerage to the most and appreciating his talents, recommended

humble individual, when merit claims an him to devote his attention to the legal
entrance . When was at his highest |instead of the clerical profession ... He

elevation he attended the festival of the accordingly entered himself at the Middle

chool in his native city, at which he im- Temple on November 16, 1787 ; but in

bibed the rudiments of his education, May 1793 he removed to the Inner Temple,

acknowledged the benefits he had received by which he was ultimately called to the

from its foundation, and perpetuated the bar. In the meantime, for the purpose of

memory of his connection with it , by acquiring a practical knowledge of the

founding twn prizesfor future aspirants. working of thelaw,he attended forsome

On his epitaph too, written by his ownpen , :months the office of Messrs. Sandys & Co. ,

he records himself as sprung •humillimis attorneys in considerable business, and then
sortis parentibus.' placed himself under Mr. ( afterwards Baron )

He was born on October 7, 1762, in the Wood, the leading pleader of that day.

precincts of Canterbury Cathedral, where Subsequently Mr. Abbott selected the same

his father, John Abbott, carried on a re- department for his own commencement;
pectable business as a wigmaker and and for several years devoted himself to

hairdresser. His mother was Alice, daugh- this branch of the science, with so much

ter of Daniel Bunce of the same city. ' success, that in July 1795 he was enabled

Having entered the grammar-school there, to take the important stepof marrying.

called, from its foundation byHenry VIII., His bride was Mary, daughter of John

the king's school,byhis industry and Lagier Lamotte,Esq., of Basilden in Kent.
cleverness he gave such satisfaction to his His call to the bar was in the following

master, Dr. Osmond Beauvoir , and to the February; and hejoined the Oxford circuit.

Teverend trustees of the cathedral, that he Such was his reputation as a special

received one of the school exhibitions on pleader, that no sooner did he assuine the
B
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barrister's gown than he was employed as for 'misconduct at the riots in that cit

junior counsel for the crown in all the He immediately took to his bed, fro

numerous state prosecutions for the next which he never rose ,but died on Novemb

ten years, under the attorney -generalships 4, 1832, exactly fourteen years since he w

of Lord' Eldon , Lord Redesdale, Lord constituted chief justice. He was buri

Ellenborough , and the Hon. Spencer Per- in the Foundling Hospital, and on 1
ceval . In 1801 hewas elected recorder of monument is a modest inscription writt

Oxford ; and in 1802 he published a work by himself.

on The Law Relating to Merchant Ships Various attempts have been made

and Seamen ,' a treatise which was praised analyse Lord Tenterden's mind and cl

by all jurists, and at once became the racter, and a great deal of ingenuity a

standard book and practical guide on the eloquence have been expended in the

subject. It raised Mr. Abbott's reputation deavour. All allow that both were pe

80 'high, and consequently brought him liarly fitted for the judicial office. In

such an accession of employment in com- practice at the bar and in hisopinion
mercial and maritime cases, that when an answer to cases he exhibited less of

income-tax was imposed in 1807 he re- advocate than of the arbitrator. It

turned his professional receipts during the not till he was raised to the bench that

previous year at 8,0261. 58. full powers werebrought into play. Tl

With such an income as this it is not he soon proved himself one of the al
surprising that he should have declined in judges that ever presided . He was r

1808 to accept the offer then made himof liarly a common-sense judge. Com
a seat on the bench. Neither would he master of every branch of law , str

apply for the honour of a silk gown, con- impartial and unprejudiced, and dete

scious that his temperament and disposition anything that approached to quibblin,
disqualified him as a leader, and that his applied himself to discover the justid

services as a junior would bemore usefully , the case before him , and by his clear
employed and in greater requisition than if perspicuous explanations most comin
he aimed at the higher grade. But after led the jury to a right conclusion. S

eight years more of laborious but profit- against everything that had the semb
able application , he felt that his health of fraud or conspiracy, he was particu
would not bear the continued strain upon so if an attorney was implicated ; b

his faculties , and that he could with pru- the respectable members of the profe
dence accept the comparative relief of a he showed marked respect and urb

judgeship. On the death therefore of Mr. If he occasionally exhibited impatiei
Justice Heath, Mr. Abbott was raised to the long speeches and irrelevant argu

the vacant seat in the Common Pleas on of counsel, it should be remembered

January 24, 1816 , receiving the customary , was occasioned by his anxiety to clear
honour of knighthood. the accumulation of business, the ex

He remained in that court little more which may be estimated by the fac

than three months, removing on May 3, while Lord Mansfield had to dispose

very unwillingly, but at the urgent soli- 200 causes at a sitting, the number 1
citation of Lord Ellenborough, to the court creased in Lord Tenterden's time to

of King's Bench as the successor of Sir 800 : but as a significant proof of t1

Simon Le Blanc. His excellence in a judi- mation and respect in whicb he wa

cial character was so prominent that when by his bar, notwithstanding the 1

Lord Ellenborough resigned two years and sometimes administered, they paid 1
a half after, he was elevated to the chief unusual compliment of attending in

justiceship on November 4 , 1818. After his introduction as a peer into the
haring continued in the office for nine of Lords.

years, and established his fame by the ex- | As a member of that house he

emplary manner in which he fuitilled its avoided all party politics, but wi
duties, the royal wish was intimated to Tory principles opposed any attem
liim , that he should be created a peer : and novation on the constitution. H

he was accordingly ennobled ,by thetitle of against the repeal of the Test and
Baron Tenterden of Hendon in Middlesex, tion Acts, the Roman Catholic Rel

on April 30, 1827. and the several bills for reform ii

Soon after this elevation his health began ment, as dangerous speculations

to decline, and his infirmities were in- likely to produce the benefitswhich

creased by his anxious exertions to contend vocates prophesied. In his own dey

with the growing business of his court. he introduced and carried sever:

He betrayed no diminution of mental en- measures, and to his care and dilis

so far from shrinking from judicial legal profession is mainly indebte
duties he died almost in harness : being statutes 9 Geo . IV. c . 14 and 1.5

seized with his last illness while sitting on limitation of actions, and for the pt

the third day's trial of the mayor of Bristol, of a failure of justice by reason of :

1

ergy, and

c.
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between records and writings produced in ! ABNEY, THOMAS. The Abneys were ori

evidence ; and also for the statutes 2 and ginally seated, almost from the time of the

3 Will. IV. c. 39, for uniformity of process. Conquest, at a village of that name in

It is pleasing to find that the relaxations Derbyshire. They afterwards settled at

of a mind so overburdened with the labours Willesley in the same county ; and the

of a judicial life should be in botanical judge was the son of Sir Edward Abney,

researches and in literary pursuits. The LL.D., of that place , an eminent civilian

union of these in him produced some elegant and M.P. for Leicester in 1690 and 1695,

Latin verses of great classical merit, in the and the nephew of Sir Thomas Abney the

composition of which he amused the little famous lord mayor of London in 1701,whose

intervals of leisure during the latter portion virtues are celebrated in an elegy by Dr.

of his life ; as in his earlier years he had Isaac Watts. ( Funeral Sermon , by Jer.

penned some graceful English trifles. Smith, 1722.) His mother was Judith,

His was a truly domestic home. His daughter and co -heir of Peter Barr, á

wife survired him only six weeks. Of his London merchant. He entered himself at

four children, John Henry, the eldest son, the Inner Temple in 1697, puton his bar
is the present peer. ( Townsend's Twelvé gown in 1713, and was made a bencher in

Jadger, ii. 234; Jardine's Life, in Biog. 1733.

Dict., Soc.Useful Knowl.) Being placed on the commission of the

ABEL, John, was not improbably the peace for Middlesex, he was chosen for the

son or grandson of a goldsmith named chairman of the quarter sessions at Hicks’s

Richard Abel,who , in 27 Henry III., was Hall, in February 1731. In 1733 hewas

appointed maker and cutter of the dies for one of the commissioners to enquire into

the king's mint (Madox, ii . 88.) , as the the fees, & c., of the officers of the Ex

whole of John's property was situated in chequer; and in the same year he was ap

the neighbourhood of London . He was pointed attorney-general for the duchy of
engaged in the king's service in 28 Edward Lancaster, with the grade of king's counsel.

I. ( Abb. Rot. Orig . i. 112) , and two years from this he was advanced in December

afterwards we find him seneschal of the 1735 to be judge of the Palace Court and

queen and custos of her lands. ( Rot. Parl. steward of the Marshalsea, and was then

i. 146–205. ) Both he and his wife were knighted. At the same time he was in full

summoned to the coronation of Edward II. practice, and among the causes inwhich he

among those selected from the county of distinguished himself wasthatof Moore v .
Kent. The Corporation of Hastings, in which he

On March 8, 1312,hewas constituted one established the right of the eldest son of a

of the barons of the Exchequer, and in the freeman to be admitted a freeman of the

Dext year he received the office of king's borough. ( Strange, 2070 ; State Trials, xvii.

escheator, the duties ofwhich he performed, 815.)
principally on the south of Trent, for three His elevation to the bench of Westminster

years . ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 195–216 .) During was not long delayed, being made a baron

ihat time he was employed to fix the tallage of the Exchequer in November 1740. In

on the city of London and on the king's little more than two years he was removed,

burghs, & c.,in the home counties ; and was in February 1743, to the Common Pleas.

also directed to attend the council, with There he sat for the rest of his life, which

instructions to be in readiness to proceed was terminated by one of those afflicting

onthe king's service beyond the seas. visitations, too commonlyoccasioned by the

It would appear that when he entered infamous manner in which the common

on the functions of escheator he resigned gaols were then conducted, and the confined

his seat in the Exchequer, for hewasre- construction of the criminal courts. The

appointed a baron on May 6,1315 ; and was Black Sessions at the Old Bailey in May

probably again removed in 14 Edward II. , | 1750 will be long remembered. An un

as he was not summoned to parliament usually large number of prisoners were

beyond that year, and because a new baron arraigned, all most uncleanly, and some suf
was tben nominated. He died in 16 i fering from the gaol distemper; and a great

Edward II., possessed, among others, of concourse of spectators were crowded in the

large estates at Footscray and Lewisham in ' narrow court to hear the trial of Captain

kent,at Rochford in Essex, and at Camber- Clarke for killing Captain Innes in a duel.

well in Surrey, besides the manor of Da- These, added to the filthy state of the
dington in Oxfordshire, about which there rooms in connection with the court, so

was afterwardsa suit in parliament between tainted the air that many ofthose assembled

his three daughters by his wife Margery, werestruck with fever, of whom no less

and their husbands, and the Earl of Norfolk, than forty died. Of the judges in the com

who ciaimed it by a subsequent grant from mission only the chief justice (Lee) and

Ęward III. ( Parl. II"rits, ii.421; Cal. the recorder (Adams) escaped. Those who
Inquix. p . m . i. 303 ; Rot. Parl. ii . 391.) fell a sacrifice to the pestilence were Mr.

ABINGER, LORD. Sce J. SCARTETT, Justice Abney, Mr. Baron Clarke, Sir

B2
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Samuel Pennant, lord mayor,and Alderman Simon being then in possession of the ei
Sir Daniel Lambert; besides several of the ' tates. The male branch of the fami)

counsel and jurymen . terminated a little beforethe year 1235, 1

Sir Michael Foster, who in his report of the death of another William de Abrind

the Trial of the Rebels (p. 75) , afterdesig- without issue. His sister became his he

nating Sir Thomas Abney as a very and married Hamon Crevequer, lord

worthy man, learned in his profession , and Leeds Castle, in Kent. ( Dugdale's 1

of great integrity, proceeds thus :—He ronage, i . 467; Monast. v. 190.)

was through an openness of temper, or a ABYNDON, RICHARD DE, held the i

pride of virtue habitual to him, incapable portant office of chamberlain of No

of recommending himself to that kind of Wales from the 12th to the 18th Edward

low assiduous craft, by which we have his duty being the collection and disbud

known some unworthy men make their ment of the royal revenues in that ne

way to the favour of the great. subjugated country. ( Archæol. Journ .

In his judicial capacity he constantly paid 239.) He had no doubt been previo

a religious regard to the merits of the connected with the Exchequer in Engl

question in the light the case appeared to where, rising by degrees, he was, on (

him ; and hisjudgment very seldom mis- ber 17, 1299, 27 Edward I. , constituted

led him . In short, when he died the world of the barons of that court, and kep

lost a very valuable man, his majesty an place there during the rest of that k

excellent subject, and the public a faithful life. In 37 Edward I. he and another

able servant.' appointed custodes of the vacant bish

He married Frances, daughter of Joshua ofEly. Though at the commencem

Burton, of Brackley in Northamptonshire, the next reign he was not immed

and left a son, Thomas, whose only daugh- re - sworn a baron, his name being on

ter married General Sir Charles Hastings, in the patent of September, 1307 o

Bart. Their descendants have assumed the nuary 30, 1308, he had a special

name of Abney in addition to their own , constituting him a baron, ' ita quod

and possess Willesley Hall, the judge's dem Scaccario habuit eundem locum

seat . Another branch of the Abney family habuit tempore Domini Edwardi qu

is seated at Measham Hall in the same regis Anglie, patris regis nunc.' A

county.
of forty marks was attached to his

ABRINCIS, or AVERENCHES, WIL- in which he continued to act for th
LIAM DE, is one of the twelve barons ten years. ( Abb ; ev. Rot. Orig.

inserted in Dugdale's " Chronica Series ' as Madox, ii. 57, 59, 325.) There is
justices itinerant in 1170 for the counties plaint against William Randolf in

of Kent, Surrey , Middlesex, Berks, Oxford, II. for insulting and imprisoning 1

Buckingham, and Bedford . These barons, three others, justices who were s

however, cannot be properly so considered ; 1 to hear and determine certain ma

they seem , in fact, only commissioners ap- the city of Bristol. ( Rot. Parl. i. 13

pointed to enquireinto the abuses of sheriffs, nextyearhispowers failed him ; a
bailiffs, and other officers. de Okham was appointed his succ

He was the grandson of a Norman noble a patent of 10 Edw. II. , dated

of the same name; and the son of Roe- | 1317 , in which his infirmity is

landus de Abrincis, a valiant soldier under scribed : quia dilectus clericu

Henry I. , byhis wife Maud, thedaughter Ricardus deAbyndon, unus baron

and heir of Nigelde Monville, or Mundevil, trorum de Scaccario, adeo impd

who brought him the lordship of Folke- existit, quod ea quæ ad officium ill

stone in Kent, with all the lands and nent non potest commode exerce

honours she inheritedfrom her mother, certified in 9 Edw. II. as lord of

Emma, the daughter of William de Arques. ship of Horton in Gloucestershirt

According to the manner of the time, he writs, ii. div. ii. 114, 361.)
devoted part of his property to religious ACHARD, WILLIAM , possessed

purposes. In 1147 he ratified his mother's in Berkshire , which was grant
grant of the lordship of Siwelle in North- ancestor by King Henry I. Al

amptonshire, to the abbey of St. Andrew acted in 9 Richard I. , 1197—8, as

in Northampton : and he gave to the church justices itinerant in fixing the 1

of Our Lady of Merton two sheaves of his that county, he does not again a

whole lordship, with the tithes of his mill, judicial character, nor is he me

paunage, cheese, calves, colts, lambs, apples, an officer of the court. (Made

and nuts, in pure almes. To the monks of 705.)

Essay, in Normandy, he also gave the ACLE, REGINALD DE , having

fourth part of the church of St. Saviour, stable of Marlborough Castle in

with the tithe of the chapelry of his own III., became sheriff of Glouces

house, and otherbenefactions. 50th , and so continued till the

He died before 2 Richard I. , his son when he was allowed to accoy

1
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torney. In 2 Edward I. he was directed to His second son , Arthur, was the grandfather

take that office into the king's hands, and of the first Lord Fortescue, of Castle Hill,

commit it to a trusty person ; and to go to to which the earldom now enjoyed by his
the Exchequer to receive the king's com- successors wasadded in 1789. Hugh's third

mands thereon from the barons. ( Abbrev. son , Edmond,by his marriage with Sarah ,

Rot. Orig. i. 12 ; Madox, ii. 68, 181.) It daughter of Henry Aland , Esq., of Water
was no doubt as sheriff that he was added ford, whose name he added to his own, was

to the list of justices itinerant in 53 the judge's father.

Henry III., 1268. In the same year he He was born on March 7, 1670. Oxford

was custos of the bishopric of Hereford. has been supposed to be the place of his

( Ercerpt, e Rot. Fin . ii. 484.) education, as he received from that univer

ADAMS, RICHARD, was the son and sity the honorary degree of doctor of civil

heir of a gentleman of the same name re- law on May 4, 1733. But the language of

siding at Shrewsbury. He was born in that diploma leads to a different conclusion,

1710 ,and was called to the bar of the Inner and no trace is to be found of him in the

Temple in February 1735. He practised as register of matriculations. In 1688 he

& common pleader of the city of London, became a member of the Middle Temple,

until elected its recorder on January 17, but afterwards removed to the Inner Tem

1748. He obtained this honourable post ple ; and having been called to the bar in

after a severe contest, in which he was only 1712, arrived at thepost of reader in 1716.

successful by the casting vote of the lord In October 1714, immediately after the

mayor. During the time heheld ithe was arrival of George I. , he was appointed

knighted ; and on February 3, 1753,he was solicitor-general to thePrince of Wales

promoted to the bench of the Exchequer. (afterwards George II. ) , from which he was

Miss Hawkins, in the second volume of her promoted in December of the following

Memoirs, relates thathe owed his elevation / year to be solicitor-general to the king. He

to the king's admiration of him in his cha- was chosen member for Midhurst in the

racter of recorder. The ministers not agree- first parliament of George I. , but only sat

ing on the person who should succeed Mr. ! during its first session , being raised to the

Baron Clire, George II. put an end to ibench of the Exchequer on January 24,

the discussionby calling out in his usual 1717 ,when he was knighted. He occupied

English, “ I vill havenone of dese ; give me that seat for little more than a year ; and

de man wid de dying speech , meaning one of his last duties as a baron was to give

the recorder, whose duty it was to make his opinion respecting the education and

the report of the convicts under sentence of marriage of theroyalfamily, his argument
death . on which is fully reported by himself, and,

After a judicial serviceof twenty years, though he had been one of the law officers

he died on March 15, 1773, at Bedford, of the Prince of Wales, was decidedly in

while on the circuit , of the gaol distemper, favour of the prerogative of the crown. On

caught a fortnight before at the Old Bailey. May 15, 1718, he was removed to the
In Lord Chief Justice Wilmot's Common- King's Bench, and sat in that court till the

place Book ( Life, 199) his death is thus death of George I. in June, 1727 ; but

recorded :—He was a very good lawyer George II. the middle of September,

and an excellent judge, having every quality perhaps on account of the above opinion

Decessary to dignify the character. I never against his claim, superseded him. ( State

eat him out of temper in my life, and Trials , xr . 975, xvi. 1206 ; Strange, 86 ;

I have known him intimately for forty Lord Raymond , 1510.)

Fears.' After fifteen months' retirement, he was

ALAN wasmade abbot of Tewkesbury restored to favour, and placed in the Com
on June 16 , 1187, having been previously a mon Pleas on January 27, 1729. There he

monk and then prior of the Benedictine continued for above seventeen years, when,

Monastery of St. Saviourof Canterbury. warned by hisage and infirmities, he re

In 1 John he fised the tallage in Berkshire, signed in June 1746. So long before as

and in the same year he is named as one of 1741 he had petitioned for leave to retire

the jasticiers before whom fines were levied . with a pension, accompanied by the incon

( ador, i . 722.) He was a learned and a sistent request that a seat in the House of

pious man, and greatly beloved by Arch- Commons might be obtained for him .

biabop Becket, to John of Salisbury's Life When at last permitted to resign, after a

of whom he added a supplement. He wrote service in all the three courts extending to

sme other works, and died in 1202. (B. twenty -eight years, his senatorial ambition

Willis's Vitred Abbeys; Biog. Lit. ii. was gratitied by the grant of a barony in
567.) the Irish peerage in August 1746. His

ALAND, JOAH FORTESCUE (LORD FOR- title was Lord Fortescue of Credan in the

TENTE ), was the grandson of Hugh For- county of Waterford ; but he enjoyed it for

t - scue , the seventh in lineal descent from little more than four months, dying on

ise illustrious chief justice of Henry VI. December 19, 1746 .

0
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In addition to his legal reputation , he his having been born in the parish of th:

bad the character of being well versed in name in Normandy.

Norman and Saxon literature. This he Inthe townof Sawbridgeworthin Her

fully maintained in the introductory re- fordshire, which belonged to him ,

marks to his edition of the treatise of his exercised almost royal power, if we m

illustrious ancestor Sir John Fortescue, en- judge from his charter or writ commandi

titled “ The Difference between an Absolute his vassals there, that if any plaint

and Limited Monarchy,' which he published quarrel arose among the monks of ti

in 1714, beingthen a Fellow of the Royal church, it should be stayed till it could

Society. His Law Reports of Select Cases brought before him . ( Madox, i. 120. )

were prepared for publication before his He greatly distinguished himself,

death, but not printed till 1748. Of his 1106, at the battle of Tenchebrai,

manner on the bench the following illus- afterwards appears to have been high

tration in Bentley's case may serve as an King Henry's favour.
The county

example. The laws of God and man,' he Rutland was placed under his care

said, " both give the party an opportunity sheriff, or fermour; and the custody of
to make his defence if he has any. I re- extensive lands of Otuer Fitz-Count

member to have heard it observed by a entrusted to him. He was also one of

very learned man , that even God Himself council of the king, attended him in

did not pass sentence upon Adam, before movements, and wasa witness, immedia

he was called upon to make his defence. | after Hugh Bigot, and before Ricl

Adam (says God ), where art thou ? Hast Basset, to the charter by which Henry

thou not eaten of the tree whereof I com- , 1131, granted the office of Great Chan

manded thee that thou shouldest not eat ? lain to Alberic de Vere and his 1

And the same question was put to Eve ' (Madox, i . 56 , 297, 327.)

also.'of his appearance the Conveyan. When circuits were established by
cer's Guide ' (p. 107) gives this description : Henry for the dispensation of jy

. The baron had one of the strangest noses throughout the kingdom , he was naty

ever seen : its shape resembled much the selected to act in the county wher

trunk of an elephant. “ Brother, brother," largest possessionswere situate. The

said the baron to the counsel ," you are roll of 31 Henry I. gives evidence

handling the cause in a very lame manner. ” holding pleas in Lincolnshire, and a

“ Oh ! no , my lord, ” was the reply ; “ have justice ofthe forest in Essex.

patience with me, and I'll make it as plain From this roll it appears that h

as the nose in your lordship's face ." excused from the payment of Danes

Lord Fortescue's first wife was Grace, seven counties in which he had pro

daughter of Chief Justice Pratt, by whom an exemption he enjoyed in commor

he had two sons, who died unmarried in all those who were employed in ti

their father's lifetime. His second wife ministration of justice.

was Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. Justice Adhering, under the reign of St

Dormer, by whom he left a son , his suc- ' to the fortunes of the Empress Mai

cessor in his title and estates, one of which was for a time deprived of his ex

was Lamborn Hall in Essex ; on whose estates ; but they were afterwards r

death in 1781 without issue the peerage to him . His name appears as a wit

expired . this king's charter granting the bi

ALBEMARLE, EARL OF. See W. DE Hereford to Robert, Earl of Le
VANDEVIL. ( Madox, ii. 139. )

ALBINI-BRITO , WILLIAM Two He died about 1135 , 2 Henry II.,

persons named Williain de Albini lived at by his wife Maud , daughter of Si

This time. One, called Pincerna, whose Liz, Earl of Huntingdon, and wi

romantic adrentures with Adelaide, Queen Robert, son of Richard de Tonbrid

Dowager ofFrance, are related by Dugdale sons, William and Ralph.

in his · Baronage,' married Adeliza, the 1. William , who was

widow of King Henry I. The other was chines, had a son, also William

surnamed Brito, probably in order to dis- quently mentioned as a justice itin
tinguish him from his celebrated contem- ' 2. Ralph , whose descendants

porary. themselves Daubeney, by which n :

He was the son of Robert de Todeni, were summoned to parliament.
the standard -bearer of William the Con- Baron Daubeney was created

queror, who participated largely in the Bridgewater, but both titles bec

rich rewards distributed by his master, and tinct on his death , without issue.

founded Belvoir Castle, in Leicestershire, ( Mag. Rot. 31 Henry I.; Dugdale
as his chief seat. He died in 1088, and by i. 111; Collins's Peerage, i . 462,

his wife Adela left four sons ; the eldest of 451. )

whom , tbis William , assumed the name of ALBINI, WILLIAM DE, was

Albini, in consequence, it is believed , of Earl of Arundel, being grandson of

DE.

surname
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de Albini, surnamed with the strong hand,' was the grandson of the before -named Wil

who obtained the earldom by his marriage liam de Albini, surnamed Brito , and the

with Queen Adeliza, the widow of Henry son and heir of William de Albini, sur

I., to whom the castle of Arundel had been named Meschines, who died in 1167.

assigned in dower. His father died in 1196, In 2 Richard I., 1190-1, he was en

when he paid 1001. for the relief of his trusted with the sheriffalty of Rutland,

lands in Norfolk. With King John he was which he held during the remainder of

in high favour, receiving many grants from that reign ; in the course of which he was

him ; and his almost constant attendance at i also sheriff of the united counties of War

the court is shown by the fact, that in every wick and Leicester, and of Bedford and

year of the reign, except the last, he was a Buckingham . In 1194 he was with the

witness tocharters orother royal documents. royal army in Normandy; and in 10 Richard

In the earlier contests with the barons, he I. he was oneofthejusticiers before whom

adhered to the king, and was present ,as a fine was levied at Norwich, but evidently

one of his friends,at Runnymede. Dis only as a justice itinerant.

gusted at last with the tyranny and bad Únder King Jobn be was frequently

faith of his sovereign , he joined Prince employed. In the first year he was ap

Louis of France on his arrival in England. pointed one of the bailiffs of the Jewsin

His lands were immediately ravaged by the England. (Rot. Chart. 61. ) In 7 John he

royal army, and his whole possessions seized was sent on some embassy, the Close Roll

by the crown ; but they wererestoredto (i. 56) containing an order for a ship to be

him after the death of King John, on his provided for him on the king's service. In

returning to his allegianceinthe following 10 John a fine was again levied before him
July. ( Rot. Claus. i. 314.) as a justicier at Derby. In 14 John he was

His entire restoration to the goodwill of employed with four others on a commission
the king, or rather of the protector of the of enquiry in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire

Laingdom, is shown by several entries on the ( Rot. Pat. 97) ; and in the next year in

rolls, and particularly by his acting as a collecting the assize of woad, in the latter

justicier in 2 Henry III.,in which year a county, and the duties on corn, salt, grease,

fine was leried before him at Westminster. honey, and salmon. (Mador, i. 773.)

Roger de Wendover relates that in the During the whole of this time he was

same year, 1218, he proceeded to the Holy frequently a witness to charters granted by

Land, and wasat the siege of Damietta; the king; and on January 14, 1215, he was

and Matthew Paris adds that, in 1221 , he joined in a commission with the Archbishop

died abroad , as he was returning from the of Canterbury and others to give safe con

crusade, and that his body was broughtto ductto thosewho came to supplicate the

England and buried at the abbey of Wi- king's mercy for their great offences. (Rot.

mundham , of which he was a patron. His Pat. 126.) On the granting of Magna

son William did homage for his lands on Charta, however, he was one of the

April 12, 1221 , 5 llenry III. (Rot. Claus. twenty -five barons who were appointed to
enforce its observance ; and, though he

He is sometimes called Earl of Chi- afterwards neglected the invitation sent by

chester ; and on one occasion he signs thebarons to be present at the tournament

himself William of Arundel, Earl of Sussex. on Hounslow Heath, he subsequently joined
Rot. Chart. 14 John, 186.) them in London ,and was entrusted with
In December 1216, probably just pre- the command of Rochester Castle. There

rious to his embarkation for the Holy Land, he bravely sustained a siegeof three months,

the sheriff of Sussex was commanded to but being, in December 1213, compelled at
pat bim twenty marks out of the issues of last for want of provisions to submit, he

the eventy , which he ought and was accus- narrowly escaped being hanged, a sentence

toned esery year to have by the name of which the angry monarch had pronounced

the Earl of Sussex. (Rot. Člaus. i . 383.) against all the defenders. He owed his

He married Vaude, daughter of James safety to the remonstrance of Savaricus de

de St. Sidonio, and widow of Roger, Earl Mallóleone, one of the king's Poictevin

of Clare. By her he left two sons, William generals ; and was, with his son Odevel,

and Hugh ,who successively held the earl- sent prisoner to Corff Castle. The loss of
dom , and died without issue ; and several all his possessions was the consequence of

daughters, one of whom , Isabel, married his rebellion , to which was added the pope's

John Fitz-Alan, Lord of Clun ( son of excommunication. ( R. de Wendover, iii .

William Fitz-Alan, a justice itinerant 329-355.) His wife, Agatha, however,

under Richard I. ), to whom the castle of succeeded in obtaining his pardon ,with the

.Arundel, with its appendant title, was restoration of his property, on the payment

apportioned ,which has comedown in lineal of a fine of six thousand marks. (Rot.

dracent to its present possessor, the Duke Claus. i. 280, 287.)
of Norfolk. ( Drugdale's Baron . i. 118. ) According to Roger de Wendover, he

ALBINI, WILLIAU DE , of Belvoir Castle , was not released till November 25, 1216 ,

1

i. +52 .)
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about a month after the king's death ; and in 1461 to the church of St. Margaret

it is certainthat the whole of the fine was New Fish Street, London, and subsequent

not paid before his liberation,orindeed up received two prebends,one ofSalisbur
to the period of his own decease, nearly and the other of St. Paul's. He was ne

twenty years after ; because his son was advanced, on April 29, 1462, to the deane

then permittedto pay what remained due of the Chapel of St. Stephen, in the Pala

by annual instalments of 201. each. ( Er- of Westminster.

cerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 306.) Hewas at once It is not improbable, from the diploma

received into confidence, and had an early services in which he was engaged, that

opportunity of proving his loyalty in the acted as an advocate in the ecclesiast

battle of Lincoln, fought on May 19, 1217, courts, the members of that branch of

where he greatly distinguished himself. law being then commonly selected for t

Entrusted with the castle of Muleton and duty. In March 1470, a few months

the lands of Thomas of Muleton, which fore the restoration of Henry VI., he

had been forfeited, and obtaining the valu- one of the ambassadors to the Kin

able custody of the land and heir of Henry Castile (Rymer, xi. 653 ), and having

de Neville,he enjoyed the royal favour till April 29 in the following year, immedia

his death. In 3 Henry III . was placed after the battle of Barnet, which rep)

high in the list of itinerant justices sent Edward IV. on the throne, supers

into the counties of Lincoln , Nottingham , William Morland in the office of mast

and Derby ; and again into Yorkshire in 9 the Rolls (Rot. Pat. 11 Edw. IV. p .

Henry IIŤ. (Rot. Claus. ii . 77.) He died 24 ; not 1 Edw. IV. as Dugdale has

in May 1236. He was a great benefactor / vertently called it ), he was appointed

to the monks of Belvoir, and founded the August 26, a commissioner to treat

hospital of Our Lady, called Newstead , at the Scotch ambassadors for a per

Wassebridge, between Stanford and Offing- peace. ( Rymer, xi. 717.)

ton, in Lincolnshire, in which his body i He was made Bishop of Rochest

was interred, his heart being buried at March 17, 1472, having on the previo

Belvoir. resigned the mastership of the R

He married twice . His first wife was John Morton , and on September :

Margery, daughter of Odenel de Umfraville, Great Seal was placed is his hands,

by whom he had several children . With the lord chancellor, Bishop Stillingto

his eldest son, likewise William , the male up the duties on account of a ten

branch of this family became extinct , but illness. ( Claus. 12 Edw. IV . m. 16.

the possessionswere carried by his daughter opened the parliament as keeper on

Isabel to her husband , Robert de Roos; 6 ; and the lord chancellor, having rec

and her male descendants continued to hold prorogued it on April 5, 1473. (Ro

that barony till the year 1508, when, by i vi. 3 , 9, 41.)

the marriage of the heiress with Sir King Edward entrusted to him t

Robert Manners, it devolved on their son ! cation of his infant son, and placed

George, whose son , Thomas, was created his privy council, and a curious ins

Earl of Rutland in 1525. On the death of the royal favour occurred in the ye

this earl's grandson without male issue the when both Alcock and Bishop Rd

two titles became divided : but their pre- held the title of lord chancellor foi

sent possessors - viz.,the Duke of Rutland ' months together , affording a soli
and Lord deRos - plainly trace their descent stance, in the history of this king

from Isabel de Albini. His second wife two chancellors acting at the san

was Agatha, daughter and coheir of the The fact is incontestably proved by

Baron William de Trusbot, for whom , with dence of numerous Privy Seal bills a

her inheritance, he accounted six hundred to bothby the same title, from Ay

marks in 10 Richard I. It does not appear September 28, 1475. This extra
that she bore him any children . thus

ALCOCK , John, the earliest chancellor When the king planned his iny

of llenry VII., is described by Bale, who France, he intended tobe accomp

wrote about half a century after his death, his lord chancellor, Bishop Roth

as so devoted from his childhood to learning feeling it necessary to provide for

and piety, growing from grace to grace, ness of the Chancery in England,

that no one throughout England was more nated Bishop Alcock to takethe du

renowned for his sanctity. He was born | the chancellor's absence. Instead ,

atBeverley in Yorkshire, where his father, of pursuing the customary practic

William Alcock, sometime burgess of ing him merely keeper of the Sea
Kingston -upon -Hull, was in circumstances mark of special favour, invested

sufficiently easy to be enabled to send him the title of chancellor, intending
first to the grammar-school there and then regular chancellor should be

to Cambridge, where he took the degree of during the whole period of his

Doctor of Laws in 1466. He was collated France. It happened, however

circumstance may be
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armament was delayed from April till July, , his sermons he must have fatigued his

so that during those months Privy Seal auditors, if they were all as long as one he

bills were addressed to both officers in preached at St. Mary's church, in Cam

England, frequently on the same day and bridge, which is said to have lasted two

from the same place. The last writ of hours.

Privy Seal addressed to Bishop Alcock is The bishop died at his castle atWisbeach

dated on September 28, after which Bishop on October 1, 1500, and was buried in a mag

Rotheram, having returned from France, re- nificent chapel erected by himself in Ely

sumed his functions as sole chancellor. cathedral. All writers concur in speaking

The see of Worcester becoming vacant, highly of his erudition and his piety. The

the king was happy in the opportunity of latter is said to have been carried to an ex

appointing Alcock to fill it ; and possession treme in mortifications and abstinence. He

ofthe temporalities was granted to him on was greatly beloved and respected by his

September 25 , 1476. ( Rymer, xii. 34.) contemporaries, and was named by Judge

He presided over the diocese for the rest of Lyttelton as the supervisor of his will.

the reign, during which he enlarged the Coke in relating this fact calls him a man

churchof Westbury, and founded a school of singular piety, devotion, chastity, tem

at Kingston - on -Hull, where he built a perance, and holiness of life.' (Fuller's

chapel over the remains of his parents at Worthies ; Angl. Sac. i. 381, 538, 675 ;

the south of the church , endowing a chantry Godwin de Presul. 269 ; Cooper's Ath.

therealso. ( Cal. Rot. Parl. 324.) In 1478 Cantab. i . 3.)

he was constituted President of Wales, but i ALDEBURGH , RICHARD DE, derived his

on the death of Edward he was removed name from Aldeburgh ( Aldborough) in

from the preceptorship of his infant suc- Yorkshire, where he had a grant of lands

cessor by the protector Richard, who, how- in 12 Edw. II. , and seven yearsafterwards

eser, introduced a clause in the act of purchased the manor of Hundeburton and

attainder passed when he became king, property in Mildeby. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i .

declaring it should not prejudice the bishop 24.5, 293.). He is frequently mentioned as

in reference to certain property in Kent. a counsel'in the Year Books ofEdward II. ,
( Roi. Parl. vi . 201 , 219. ) and the first fire years of Edward III. In

The battle of Bosworth , on August 22, the third year of the latter reign he acted as

143 , placed Henry VII. on the throne; the king's attorney in the pleas of quo war

and Bishop Alcock was his first chancellor. ranto atNorthampton; and in the same year

The date of his appointment does not he is noticed as one of the king's serjeants .

appear, though Dugdale erroneously states In the fifth year he was a commissioner for

it to beon March 6, 1486 ,the date of Bishop preserving thepeace between England and

Morton's appointment ; but Alcock was Scotland (N. Fadera,ii. 809); and on

present as chancellor at the coronation on February 3, 1332, 6 Edward III. , he was

October 30, 1485, and opened the first parlia constituted a judge of the Common Pleas,

meaton November 7 , efficiently superintend- and knighted. Dugdale introduces two

inz the difficult questions it had to decide. other patents, conferring on him the same

Rutland Papers, x . 10 ; Rot. Parl. vi . 267.) office, "dated November 19, 1333, and
Bishop Morton succeeded him inthe office January 8, 1341 ; bu presume that , as on

on March 6, 1486, being then Bishop of these days new chiefs of the court were

Els , to which see Alcock was translated on appointed, these were merely formal re

that prelate's advance to the primacy, and nominations without any intervening re

was admitted to the temporalities on tirement; especially as Dugdale does not

December 7, having in the intervening record any break in the fines levied before

July been employed in treating with the him. These are stated to terminate at
commissioners of the Scottish king. Michaelmas, 14 Edward III. , 1340, in

( Rymer, xii . 285, 318.) which year he had a licence to enclose one

1De latter years of his life were occupied hundred acresof land in Rigton in Wherne

in building the beautiful hall athis palace dale. . ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 114, 117, 119, 138.)
of Els, and in decorating all his manors He is last nientioned as the head of a

with new edifices . On the site also ofthe judicial commission in Yorkshire as late as

od nunnery of St. Radegund, in Cambridge, May 20 , 1343. (N. Fædera, ii . 1225. )

be founded Jesus College, a lasting monu- ALDERSON, EDWARD HALL, was the ad

menit of his liberality and taste. Nor were ditional judge in the Common Pleas under

th- claims of literature forgotten. Various the new act passed at the commencement

cumpositions connected with his profession of the reign of William IV. His father,
issued from his pen, among which was Robert Alderson, Esq. , was an eminent

e called .Galli Cantus ad Confratres suos member of the same profession , recorder

Curatos in Synodo apud Barnewell, Septem- of Norwich , Ipswich , and Yarmouth , and

Dar 25, 1493 , at the beginning of which is his mother was the daughter of Samuel

a print of himself preaching to his clergy, Burry, Esq. , of the latterplace , where he

with a cock ( his crest ) at each side. In was born on September 11 , 1787. After
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6

6

spending a short timeat Scarning School, common law side till the former was trans

near Dereham , where Lord Thurlow com- ferred into Chancery by an enactment i

menced his education, he was removed to 1841.

the Grammar School of Bury St. Edmunds, The only fault that has been found wit

and subsequently had the advantage of the him as a judge arose from the quickness

private tuition of Dr. Maltby, afterwards insight into the questions before bir

Bishop of Durham . His progress was so which sometimes led him into too rapid

great and his intelligence so marked, that judgment of their real merits, producing

the highest expectations were formed of his degree of impatience against those who

college career; and so self - conscious was duty it was to argue against bis preco

he of his own talents and acquirements ceived opinions. Yet notwithstanding t1

that he afterwards acknowledged that if failing he was in the main a popular jud ,

any one had offered him on entering the especially with juries ; and while sitti

university the place of second wrangler, he in Banco he had much influence in

would at once have refused it. Thus well decisions of the court. His reasoning

prepared, he entered Caius College, Cam- the latter was deep, solid,and acute ;
bridge, in 1805, and by his indomitable his relish of fun and his occasional wi

perseverance and extraordinary genius he cisms on the bench no doubt made hil

not only achieved the success his friends general favourite at nisi prius. Ever

bad prophesied, but exceeded his own prog- Banco he could not always refrain . (

nostications, obtaining, besides the antici- a counsel on applying for a nolle prose

pated place of seniorwrangler, the additional pronounced thepenultimate syllable 1

distinction of first Smith's prizeman and Stop, sir,' said the baron ; ' consider

senior medallist, the highest honours this is the last day of term ,and don't r

which his university could give both in things unnecessarily long. At an a

classics and mathematics, and a triple glory town a juryman said to the clerk who

which few had previously obtained. administering the oath to him , ' Spea

During his progress through the university I cannot hear what you say. The
he also gained Sir Thomas Browne's medal asked him if he was deaf, and on the

for the best Greek and Latin epigrams, and man answering, ' Yes, with one ear,' re

the members' prize for the Latin essay. / Well then you may leave the box,

In 1809 he took his degree as bachelor, and is necessary that jurymen should hea

in 1812 that of master of arts, when he was | sides.'

elected fellow of his college . With all this spirit of drollers , 1

Having entered the Inner Temple, in i essentially of a serious and religious
1811 he was called to the bar, and selected sition ; cordially loved in his privat

the Northern circuit and York sessions, in and highly esteemed and respected

which he had no cause to complain of bar. He employed his leisure

neglect at the outset of his career. În1817, renewal of his early studies, and wa

on the termination of the Reports of Maule self a graceful poet. Several of his f
and Selwyn ,he joined with Mr. Barnewall pieces, some of which are addressed

in their continuation forthe five succeeding literary cousin, Mrs. Opie, are intr

years, when he felt obliged to relinquish into an interesting memoir of his lif
the employment. In 1823 he married lished by his son soon after his

(teorgina, daughter of the Rev. Edward That event occurred on January 27
Drewe, of Broadhembury, Deronshire. in his seventieth year, when he ha

He thence went on with such increase of on the bench more than six and

employment and reputation that in 1828 he years. His remains lie in the chu

was appointed one of the commissioners for of Risby, near Bury, his brother's

the amendment of the law. So much in ALENÇON, JOHN DE, was 1

demand were his services on the circuit ' one of the clerks of the Chancei

that he himself described his position, obtaining ecclesiastical preferment

• Heir-apparent to the crown, upon the ing to the custom of these othic

departure of the present holders.' ' At this raised to the archdeaconry of Li

time the act before referred to was passed , 1185. He was selected by Rich

and, though he never had a silk gown, nor accompany him as his vice - chan

the advantage of a seat in parliament, he iNormandy on his departure for
was at once selected from the outer bar for Land. There are six charters

his acknowledged ability, as one of the manum Johannis de Alençoni,

three judges then added to the old number cono Lexoviensis, vice Cancellar

of twelve. He was first placed in the granted by Richard in that count

Common Pleas in November 1830 , receiv- 1 months of January, March , June.

ing the honour of knighthood. There he 1190. ( N. Fæderu, i. 18 , 51 ;
remained till February 1834, when he was Monast. i. 485 ; vi . 1115. ) W

removed to the Exchequer, where he per- Longchamp, Bishop of Ely , va

formed the double duties on the equity and time chancellor and chiei jus
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England, where, no doubt,according to the that he was appointed legate from the

course duly recorded on the rolls of subse- latter in England, where he convened a

quent reigns, one great seal was left with synod , and passed some useful canons for
him, while another was entrusted to a repressing the enormities of the times. In

deputy in attendance on the king, to be used 1147 he made a third visit to the pope,

according to the royal pleasure. In the then in France, but, being seized with

following March the duty was performed sickness, he had scarcely time to return

by Roger Malus Catulus. In February ere he died ,in the month of August.

1198 Alençon was oneof the witnesses to å Besides the above proofs of his munifi

charter given under the band of Warine, cence, the hospital of St. Leonard at

Prior of Loches, tunc agentis vicem Newark, the priory of Haverholm in Lin

Cancellarii nostri' (Neustria Pra, 897 ; colnshire, and the abbeys of Dorchester and

Monast. vi. 1110 ) ; and he was appointed Thame in Oxfordshire, acknowledged him

treasurer of Vaudreuil on September 6, as their founder.

1199, 1 John. ( Rot. Chart. i. 19.) The Henry of Huntingdon, who dedicated his

last time he is mentioned is when he ac- History to him , paints him in glowing

companied Ralph de Furnellis to Rome, colours in some verses while living, and in

and letters of protection were granted to his epistle • De Mundi Contemptu ' when
both while there. ( Rot. Pat. 3 John , 5. ) dead .

ALENCUN, HERBERT DE, possessed pro- His introduction into Thynne's and

perty in Suffolk ; and a suit previously in- Dugdale's list of chancellors under King

stituted by him relative to the manor of Stephen is founded on a passage in William

Dipnireton, in that county, which was to of Newbury, in which , however, no name

have been heard before the justicesitinerant occurs, and the fact referred toevidently

in 9 Henry III. , was directed to be removed applies to the fate of his cousin Roger , the

before the judges at Westminster, in con- son, or, as he was often called , the nephew

sequence of his being included in the com- of the bishop, and an undoubted chancellor.

mission for that Iter. ( Rot. Claus. ii . 77, No charter or other record mentions Alex

79.) In 11 Henry III. he was employed ander as chancellor. (Godwin de Præsuli

to fix the tallage for Norfolk and Suffolk bus, 284 ; William of Malmesbury , 715,

( Ibid. ii. 174, 208), and for the nextfive 716, 744 ; Angl. Sac . ii. 700 ; Thoroton's

years he filled the office of sheriff of those Notts, i . 389, 398, 406. )

counties. ( Fuller's Worthies.) ALEXANDER, WILLIAM, of Scottish

ALEXANDER was the nephew of Roger, birth and extraction , possessed property at

Bishop of Salisbury. He was born in Airdrie, in the couuty of Lanark. Born

Normandy, and, with such a connection, about the year 1761,at the age of twenty

soon received advancement in England. one he was called to the bar of the Society

koger first appointed him archdeacon in his of the Middle Temple ; and, selecting the

own diocese, and at Easter, 1123, he was Court of Chancery, he practised there with a

advanced to the bishopric of Lincoln. high reputationasan equity and real property.

His cathedral being soon after destroyed by lawyer for nearly twentyyears, and was in

fire, he rebuilt it with the greatest magni- 1800 rewarded with a silk gown. Lord

teence, increasing the number of prebends, Eldon appointed him on November9, 1809,

and handsomely endowing them. He emu one of the masters in Chancery ; and after

isted his uncle in theerection of three filling this comparatively subordinate office

rasties- those of Banbury, Sleaford, and for about fifteen years, he was, to the sur

Newark — the last of which he was incau- prise, and somewhat to the dissatisfaction,

tions enough to declare was designed as of the profession, all at once by the same

Tuluch for the security as the dignity of the patronage raised to the head of the Court

Church. When King Stephen became of Exchequer, being constituted lord chief

j -zlous of the p )wer of the clergy he shared baron on January 9, 1824, and thereupon

a his uncle's disgrace, and was compelled made a privy counsellor and knighted. He

19 Furrender his castles to the monarch. , bimself hesitated to accept the appointment

The defenders of that of Newark, however , when offered, being aware of his limited

t-sisted the royal power, and could not be acquaintance with criminal law and the

prevailed upon to deliver it up until they practice of the common law courts. But,

1 sind that the king bad sworn that the notwithstanding his own doubts, and those

1.bp should not taste food so longasthey entertained by the legal world in general ,
brid out.

Even after their submission he presided most ably for seven years, his

11- bishop was kept in prison for some experience in equity, which then formed a

ime; and when he at last was liberated, i great part of thebusiness of his court, being

de quitted the strife of politics, and devoted peculiarly valuable.
bimself and his property to his religious In January 1831 he was induced to

duties and the improvement of his see. He resign, for the purpose of enabling Lord
uns two journeys to Rome, and so pleased Lyndhurst, who had giren up the Great

tutb tbe king and the pope by bis conduct Seal, to take his place as lord "chief baron .
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About the same time he had a large acceso mission for the gaol delivery of that tom

sion to his fortune from the discovery of in 1511 , and in the commission of the peas

iron ore on his estate at Airdrie. He sur- for the county till 1514. ( Cal. St. Paper

vived his retirement more than twenty 1509-14 .)

years, and dying on June 29, 1842, was Blomefield ( Norfolk, i. 758) is clearly
buried in the chapel of Roslin Castle. error when he states that John Wodehou

ALLERTHORPE, LAURENCE DE, derived of Kimberley in Norfolk, married the rel

his surname from the village in York- 1 of John Aleyne, one of the barons

shire so called. There is no account of the Exchequer, inasmuch as John Wo

his family ; but it is evident that his house himself 'died in 1465, and his le

early life was spent as a clerk in the Ex- lies buried with him .

chequer. In 1370 he was an auditor of ALLIBONE, RICHARD. The grandfat

that department, receiving 101. a year for of this short-lived judge was an emin

his salary, together with sixty shillings for divine, rector of Cheyneys in Buckingh

his expenses in going into the northern shire, whose third son, Job Allibond (fo

counties to affeer amercements. (Issue Roll, Anthony Wood spells thename), tui

44 Edward III. 143, 404. ) An ecclesiastic, Roman Catholic, got a comfortable plac

likehisbrethren, he obtained a canonry in the post office, died in 1672, and was bu
St. Paul's. at Dagenham in Essex. He was the fa

On September 27, 1375 , he was consti- of Richard, who, born about 1621, ra

tuted a baron of the Exchequer. This office late in life commenced his legal educ:

he retained during the remainder of Ed- atGray's Inn on April 27, 1663. Th

ward's reign, the whole of the next,and called to the bar on February 11, 167

for nearly two years of that of Henry IV ., mention is made of him tillNorember

during thelast twelve years holding the when,being a papist, he was selecte
higher position of second baron . King James to be one of his counsel

Haring now sat upon the bench for above knighted. On April 28 , 1687, he wa

a quarter of a century, he was advanced, pointed a judge of the King's Bench
on May 31 , 1401, 2 Henry IV. , to the the summer of that year he wen

treasurership, which he held rather less Northern Circuit, and Bishop Cart

than a year; and then accompanied the relates that at Lancaster, while his coll
king's son , Thomas of Lancaster, to Ireland. Judge Powell, attended at the parish c
( Rymer, viii . 227. ) Dying on July 21 , Allibone went to the school-house, an

1406, hé was buried in St. Dunstan's chapel mass. In his charge to the grand j

in St. Paul's Cathedral. Shortly before , took notice that only three of the

that event he is stated to have been the came out to meet the judges, and

sole residentiary there, and to have had it a great disrespect of the king's
the whole revenue of the thirty canons at mission - a fact strongly indicative

his own disposal, in consequence of all his general feeling of dissatisfaction
brethre : being excluded by the pope's bull couutry:

from participating onaccount of their non- At the trial of the seren bis!

residence. (Teerer, 366.) Trinity Term 1638 Sir Richard lai

ALLEYN, or ALEYN , Joux, was entered the most arbitrary doctrines, and

at Lincoln's Inn on February 2, 1476, and himself to the utmost to procure th

was elected reader in autumn 1191, and viction . On going the Home Cii

again in Lent 1496. He is not mentioned July, immediately after the trial, he

as an advocate by any reporter, and pro- ' indecency in his charge to the Croyd

bably held some office in the Exchequer. to speak against the verdictof their a
He was constituted fourth baron on Fe- and to stigmatise their petition to t

bruary 18, 1504, 19 Henry VII., and was as a libel that tended to seditio

continued in the same position for the first death on the 22nd of the followin
two years of the reign of Henry VIII. at his house in Brownlow Street

Phillips, in his “Grandeur of the Law, ' ' saved him from attainder at the re

p. 69, says that Sir Thomas Allen, Bart., He was buried at Dagenham ,

lord mayor of London, was one of the pompous monument was erected

baron's descendants; but evidence istant remains. His wife was Barbara ]

ing in support of the statement. There is of the family of Sir Francis Bla

indeed the same difficulty as in former Gibside, in Durham , Bart. ( Ath .

reigns in tracing the pedigree of the barons 440 ; Bramston, 275 ; Diary 4
of the Exchequer, who in general began Cartwright, 71 ; Luttrell, i.

their career as clerks in the department. Trials, xii. 190.)

Hewas appointed in 1509 supervisor of the ALTHAM , JAMES, was of ciri

will of John Perfay, draper, of Bury St. both paternally and materna

Edmunds, who bequeaths to bym for bys grandfather, Edward, was sherit

labor xx s. in mony, and a blak gownė'don in 1531 ; his father, James,

(Bury Wills, 113) : and he was in the com- Hall, Latton , Essex,wassheriff o

1

?

28
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city in 15:17, and of the county of Essex in |Mountnorris in Ireland, which title also

1570 ; and ' his mother was Elizabeth, failed on the death of its second possessor.

daughter of Thomas Blanke, citizen and Another daughter of Sir James Altham

haberdasher, and the sister of Sir Thomas married Richard Vaughan, second Earl of

Blanke, lord mayor of London in 1582. Carberry, a title which becameextinct in

( Archeologia, xxvi. 400-417.) After being the next generation. The third daughter

called to the bar at Gray's Inn, he was had three husbands — Sir Francis Astley,

chosen reader there in autumn 1600, and of Hill Morton in Warwickshire, knight;

again in Lent 1603, on his being summoned Robert, Lord Digby in Ireland ; and Sir

by Queen Elizabeth to assume the degree of Robert Bernard, baronet, serjeant-at-law .

the coif in the following Easter Term . But ( Vorant's Esser, 505 ; Wotton's Baronet.

her decease happening before that period, iii . 66, 364, iv. 402.)

King James renewed the writ with the same ALVANLEY , LORD. See R. P. ARDEN .

return . AMBLY, WILLIAM DE, was one of the

He represented Bramber in the parlia- many who, having been in arms against

ment of 1589, and had acquired such a King John, returned to their allegiance on

character in his profession that he was the accession of Henry III. After the

appointed a baron of the Exchequer on appointment, in 9 Henry III., of justices

February 1 , 1607, when he received the itinerant for Norfolk and Suffolk, in one

honour of knighthood. of which his estates were situate , he was

Lord Chief Justice Coke seems to have joined to those named, in the place of

been in the habit of treating the judges Bartholomew Glanville. ( Rot. Claus. i.

rather superciliously, since Justice Wil- 340, ii.77.)

liams toldArchbishop Abbot, who reported ANDELEY, or AUNDELEY, MAURICE

it to Lord Chancellor Ellesmere, of his DE, was so called from a town in Nor

utter dislike of all the Lord Coke his mandy. In 17 John he was sent down to

courses; and that himself and Baron Northampton, with Simon de Pateshull and

Altham did once very roundly let the Lord others, to hear a dispute relative to the

Coke know their minde, that he was not presentation of the church of Oxenden

such a maister of the lawes as he did take ( Rot. Claus. i . 270 ) ; and in Trinity Term

on him , to deliver what he list for lawe, 1219, 3 Henry III., he appears as one of the

and to despise all other .' ( Egerton Papers, justices at Westminster before whom fines
445.) were levied,and as a justice itinerant in

Hedied on February 21 , 1616–17 ; and various counties, which duty he performed
Sir Francis Bacon (Works, vii. 267), in a as late as 1230. ( Rot. Claus. i . 516

speech to his successor, calls him one of ii. 77. )

the gravest and most reverend judges of ANDERSON , EDMUND. A younger son

this kingdom .'. The numerous references of the ancient family of Anderson of North

to and reports by him in the State Paper umberland having migrated into Lincoln

Office prove the great respect that was shire, the first-named as resident in that

entertained for his judgment by the go- county, is Roger, who had an estate at

Ternment. He was interred in the chapel Wrawbey, and was grandfather of Henry,

of Oxhey House, near Watford, which he whose son Edward, of Flixborough in the
had founded in 1612, under a monument same county, married Joan Clayton, niece
onwhich he is represented inhis robes. to the Abbot of Thornholme. They had

He was thrice married. His first wife three sons — Thomas, who married Ellinor,

wa Margaret, daughter and heir of Oliver a daughter of Judge Dalison ; Richard, of

Skinner, Esq., by whom he had one son : Roxby; and Edmund, the future chief

his second was Mary, daughter of Hugh justice.

Stapers, Esq ., who brought him one son Edmund was boru about 1530, educated

and three daughters ; and his third was at Lincoln College, Oxford, and admitted
Helen, daughter of John Saunderson, mer- to the Inner Temple in June 1550. He

chant of London, and widow of John became reader in Lent 1567, and again in
Hyde, citizen and mercer of London , by Lent 1574. He was one of seven who

whom he had no children . His male issue were called to the degree of the coif in

soon failed, but all his daughters married Michaelmas 1577, and two years after

into noble families. One of them was united wards he was nominated queen's serjeant.

to Arthur Annesley the first Earl of In this character hewent asassistant judge

Anglesa; and her second son by him , on the Western Circuit in that year, and

christened Altham , was created ' Baron in November 1581 conducted the trial of

Altham in Ireland, his descendants even- Edmond Campion and others for high
tually succeeding to the earldom. The treason. His introductory speech, which is

sixth earl's son failed to make good his described as having been very vehemently

claim to the English peerage , which thus pronounced, with a grave and austere coun

becameextinct; buthe succeeded in regard tenance ,' is a fairexample of the vicious
to the Irish titles, and was created Earl of rhetoric of the bar at that period . It

6
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seems to be directed more against the pope that the queen had no power to grant th

than the prisoner; and whatever may have office, speaks highly forthe judicial inde

been Campion's guilt, he certainly beats the pendence in those arbitrary times.

crown lawyers both in eloquence and argu- Sir Edmund died on August 1, 1605, ar

ment. ( State Trials, i . 1051.) was buried at Eyworth in Bedfordshi

Within six months, on the death of Sir with a handsome monument, on which

James Dyer, the chief justice of the Com- is represented in his robes.
mon Pleas, Serjeant Anderson was ap- His first residence was at Flixboroud

pointed in his place, on May 2, 1582, and then at Arbury in Warwickshire, where

soon after knighted. TheRecorder Flete- built a house out of the ruins of themon

wood, in a letter to Lord Burleigh, relates tery. This he exchanged with the Ne

that on the day of his investiture the Lord digates for Harefield in Middlesex, to

Chancellor (Hatton ) made a short dis- nearer the courts ; and there he entertai

course what the dewrtie and office of a good the queen, who gave him a ring set w

justice was ;' and that after he was sworn , diamonds, which was long preserved in

*Father Benloos, because he was auncient, family, till one of them had it reset,

did put a short case, and then myself put afterwards gave away the jewels. I

the next.' To both , he continues,the new losing their identity , the present repre

chief' argued very learnedlie and with great tatives will not probably be so fortunat

facilitie.' Anderson sat aspresident of that one of the Northumberland Anderson

court not only during the remainder of said to have been, who, having dropp
Elizabeth's reign, but for more than two ring into the sea, gave it up for lost,v

years under James I., a period in the whole some time after, having bought a cod in

exceeding, twenty -three years. In the market, on opening the fish the ring

state trials which disgraced the earlier found in his maw.

part of his judicial career there is certainly The judge married Magdalen, dau

nothing that distinguishes the chief justice of Christopher Smyth, Esq., of Ann

from his fellows; all wereinvolved in the ' in Hertfordshire, and Ackthorpe in Lin

disgusting barbarity of the proceedings. shire, and by her had nine children .

He was one of the performers in the farce eldest son, Edmund, died without

of Secretary Davison's trial, and was equally ' His second son , Sir Francis, was the

puzzled with the rest in drawing that dis- of SirJohnAnderson of St.Ives,wh
tinction between the propriety of the act created a baronet in 1628, and the

itself and the impropriety of its perform- father, by another son ,of Sir Stephe

ance, which was necessary for the purpose derson of Eyworth , who received a

of justifying the required condemnation. netcy in 1664 ; but both these titles

A strenuous supporter of the discipiine of been long extinct. From this Sir 1

the Church of England , he showed himself also, through another grandson, des

too severe a condemner of all sectarians; Charles Anderson of Manley, in the

and Browne, the founder of the Brownists, of Broughton in Lincolnshire, who

on his trial, and Vdall, the Genevan inheriting the estates of hismaterna

minister, on his examination, felt that the uncle, Charles Pelbam of Brocklesby

chief justice was not an unprejudiced same county, assumed thatname, a

censor . ( State Trials, i. 1229-1271.) He raised to the peerage in 1794 as

discouraged, however, the “ insolence of Yarborough, a title which was erec
office ;' and when the mayor of Leicester, an earldom in 1837, the second poss

who had caused a Maypole to be pulled which now represents the chief jy
down, bad committeda poor shoemaker for the House of Lords. The third soi

saying that he hoped to see more morice judge was William , of Lea ( a n

dancing and Maypoles soon ,' the chief jus- Lincolnshire given to him by his

tice , on coming to the assizes there in 1599, whose son,Edmund Anderson of Brd

instantly ordered the lover of old customs was advanced in 1660 to a baronete

to be discharged. . ( Hist. of Leicester ,305.) is still enjoyed by his lineal repres

As a judge in civil cases he was patient ( Ath. O.xon. i . 753 ; Wotton's Bar

and impartial; his knowledge of law was 191 , 427 ; Collins's Peerage, viii. 39

extensive, and he was ready in its applica- ARCHER , Joan. Morant, in i

tion ; and the · Reports'which he collected,tory of Essex ' (i . 161), relates
and which were afterwards published, prore Archers derive themselves from

the industry and devotedness with which Bois, who attended Henry V.

he pursued his profession . His successful court, for which he received a p
resistance of an attempted encroachment five marks a year for his life ; an

on the rights of his place in the case of changed his name to Archer by

Cavendish, to whom Queen Elizabeth, at of the king for his excellence at a

the instigation of Lord Leicester, had match before the monarch at Hay

granted letters patent for making out writs Bower. John Archer, according

of supersedeas upon exigents, on the ground same authority, was born in 1593
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the son of Simon Archer, an alderman of time hath kept no record , unless in a sinister

London, of Coopersale in Theydon -Bois, way ; ' and he describes him as always de

Essex, by Anne his wife, but his admission sirous of staving off a long cause,relating

to the society of Gray's Inn on January the mode in which Sir Francis North (after

15, 1617, more correctly described him as wards lord keeper) played upon this weak

the son of Henry Archer, of Haydon ness. He survived his removalmore than

Clairon in that county. Hewas educated nine years, dying on Feb. 8, 1682. His

at Queen's College, Cambridge, and took burial-placeis in the churchyard of They

his degrees ofB.A. and M.A.in 1619 and don, where there is a monument to him .
1622. His call to the bar was in March He had two wives : one was Mary,

1620, and his eleration to the bench of his daughter of Sir George Saville, Bart.; and

inn in 1618. the other Eleanor, daughter of Sir John

In 1647 he was counsel for the corpora- Curzon, Bart. His son John by the latter

tion of Grantham , and was engaged in lived at Coopersale in Theydon Garnon,

1651 as one of the counsel for Christopher and was knighted. (Wotton's Baronet. i.

Lore, tried for high treason against the 162, ii. 246 , 347.)
Commonwealth before the High Court of ARDEN , or ARDERNE, RALPH DE,

Justice, though he was not allowed to was son -in -law of Ranulph de Glanville,

plead for bim because he had not taken i having married his second daughter,Ama

the engagement. ( State Trials, v. 211. ) bilia. With this connection it is natural

This sufficiently accounts for the fact that that he should have received employment

he was never employed by Cromwell; in the king's service ; andweaccordingly

though, on his election for Essex in the find him sheriff of Hereford, where he had

parliament of 1656, he was one of the mem- considerable property , from 1184 to 1189.

bersapproved by the council. ( Parl. Hist. ( Fuller's Worthies.) In the latter year he
ii . 1480.) Soon after the Protector's was amerced in the large sum of 651. for

death he was made a serjeant, on Nov. 27, thirteen days' neglect in attending at the

1658 ; and on the restoration of the Long Exchequer according to his summons.

Parliament was one of the judges appointed (Madox, ii. 235.) In the same year, pro

by that body on May 15, 1659. "White- bably just before his father- in -law had

locke does not name the courtto which he retiredfrom the placeof chief justiciary,

was then attached ,but it may be presumed he acted as a justice itinerant in Shrop

to hare been the Common Pleas, as he is shire, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, and
placed there on Jan. 17, 1660, when all Staffordshire.

the judges are designated with their par- The Pipe Roll of 6 Richard I., 1195
ticular courts . During the short time that (95, 144, 168, 248 ), charges him as a

clapsed before the return of the king he debtor in Essex and Hertfordshire for

was assigned to go the Northern Circuit ; 3621. 168. 8d. for his fine, and for having

and though on the Restoration he lost his benevolentiam regis. But' in 1198 he had

seat on the bench , he was among the ser- ' recovered the king's favour, and accounts

jeants of the interregnum who were im- on the Norman Roll of that year as bailiff

mediately confirmed in the degree by the of Pont-Audemer, in which office he was
restored government. succeeded, on the accession of King John,

Two years afterwards he was made a by Walter de Ely (Rot. Norm . ii . observa

jadge of the Common Pleas, on Nov. 4, tions), and probably died soon after. His

1053. He sat there for nine years, when wife, however, had died before 6 Richard

his services were interrupted in the Christ- I. , for in that year Thomasde Arden, their

mas vacation, 1672, by a royal prohibition ; son and heir, was engaged in a lawsuit re

the reasons for which were unknown to lative to the partition of the property of

Sir Thomas Raymond, who reports the fact, Ranulph de Glanville, who, previous to

and adds that the judge, having been ap- his departure to the Holy Land, had de

pointed ' quamdiu se bene gesserit,' refused vised it among his three daughters. ( Rot.

to surrender bis patent without a scire Cur. Regis, 24.) This Thomas was alive

facias. As this would not have been a in 14 John,whena compromise waseffected

convenient proceeding, he retained his posi- between him and the Bohuns,withwhom

tina, and received his share of the fees till his father and he had been in litigation for

his death , though forbidden to sit in the some years.

cart. His place in the meantime was ARDEN, or ARDERNE , RALPI DE,

supplied by Sir William Ellis, who was in was, there is little doubt, the grandson of

his turn remored before Archer's death , to the justice itinerant last named, and the

make way for Sir William Scroggs. ( Si- son of Thomas de Arden. ( Preface to

derfin , i. 3, 103; T. Raymond, 217 ; T. Coke's 8th Report.). He is mentioned by

Dugdale as a justicier in 9 John, 1207, and

The only account of Archer as a judge is 'by Mr. Hunter in the next year, when

by Roger North (Life, 45-48), who says tines werelevied before him at Derby.
that hewas one ofthose of whose abilities He had previously incurred the king's

Jones, 4 : 3 .)
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displeasure, and in 3 John fined 2721. 128.6d. chief seneschal of the king in his duchy

for the royalfavour ( Rot. Cancel. 147 ), but Lancaster. ( Plumpton Corresp.liii.) 'H

in thefollowing year he was employed in took the degree of the coif on February 1

the king's service, being sent with Gerard 1443, 21 Henry VI. , during the two sea

de Rodes to Otho, King of the Romans, after which his name frequently occurs

with an allowance of five marks for their an advocate in the cases recorded in t

passage. (Mado.x, ii. 340.) Two years Year Books. Hewas afterwardsmade o

afterwards he accompanied the abbot of of the king's serjeants, and was raised

Insula and Eustace de Fauconberg to the office of chief baron of the Excheqy

Flanders, the sheriff of Kent being com- on May 2, 1448, 26 Henry VI. , and

manded to provide a good and secure ship June 7 following was constituted als

to convey them . ( Rot. Claus. i. 16. ) judge of the Common Pleas ; thus, 1

He endowed the priory of Butley, in three of hispredecessors - Cokayne, Babi

Sussex, which was founded by Ranulph de ton , and Juyn - holding both places at

Glanville, with half the town of Bawdesey, same time. ( Rot. Pat. p.2 , m . 9. )
part of the inheritance which he had ac- On the accession of Edward IV. , 1

quired through that great justiciary ; and being then a knight , bis patents for

by his wife Agnes he left a son named offices were renewed, and he continue

Thomas. ( Monast. vi. 381 ; Rot. Cur. act in the double capacity till Septer

Regis, i. 121.) 10 in the following year, when a new

ARDEN, or ARDERNE,JOHN. To which baron being substituted for him, he reta

particular branch of this ancient and the judgeship of the Court of Com

numerous family he belonged no means Pleas, and fines were acknowledged b|

of tracing are left. He was an officer him so late as Easter 1467. From a

of the Exchequer in the reign of Henry in the Year Book 3 Edw . IV ., p.

V., under whom and his successor he held wbich he is called • late chief baron

the place of clerk and supervisor of the Exchequer, and now justice of the Cor

king's works. He received 231. 6s. 8d. for Bench et secundar,' it would seem tl

making the tomb of Henry V. in West- also remained in the Exchequer ass

minster Abbey ; and various sums were baron ; but the meaning of the title

advanced to him for the repair of the very clear. He had a grant of a

Tower of London and the palace of West- wine for his life , which was excepte

minster, and for building the prison in the act of resumption passed in 4 E
Wallingford Castle. In 7 Henry VI. he IV. (Rot. Parl. v . 528. ) He di

was appointed with William Fitz-Harry to June 2, 1467 .

enquire respecting certain jewels, gold, and He and his wife Catherine four

silver which had been conveyed into the chantry in the church of Nettlest

castles of Picardy without the king's Essex ; and another was endowed

licence ; and so late as July 1443 he was in the neighbouring parish of Latt

a clerk of the works sent toYork to super- manor of which belonged to him ,

intend the repairs of all that was drowen monumental brass now lies over bi

down belongyng to the church of York ,' | ( Morant's Essex , ii . +39 ; Inquis. p

being the property of the archbishop which 382 ; Gough's Monum . ii. 216.)

had been destroyed in a popular commo- ARDEN, RICHARD PEPPER ( Ld

tion, and which the Earl of Northumber- VANLEY), belonged to the same

land had been awarded to restore. ( Devon's but the connection has not been

Issue Roll, 376 , 384, 385, 436 ; Acts Priry ' traced . His great-grandfather

Council, iii. 54, 213, 329, v. 309, and In- ' John Arderne of Harden ; his gre

trod. cxxiii . ) was John Ardern , buried at Stod

On February 5, 1441, 22 Henry VI., he 1703 ; and his father was John

was constituted a baron of the Exchequer, Arden, who by his marriage wi
an office which seems to have been granted daughter of Cuthbert Pepper,

to him as an honourable retirement from Pepper Hall in Yorkshire, had

active life, as there is no later notice of his of whom he was the younger.

name. He was born at Bredbury in 1

His services were requited by the grant after attending the grammar-s

of the custody of the priory of Elyngham Manchester, was admitted a

in Hants, and the manor of Totyngbek in commoner of Trinity College , C

Surrey, at small reserved rents, which in October 1763, having in the

were afterwards assigned by the king to year been entered at the Middl

the support of Eton College. (Rot. Parl. He was named seventh wrangl.

v. 48.) when he took his B.A. degree

ARDEN, or ARDERNE, PETER, was not elected in 1769 fellow of his co

improbably the son of the above John he proceeded M.A. His app!

Arderne. In 18 Henry VI. he ves deputy | not prevent him from joining

of William de la Pole , Earl of Suffolk, the and in the True Blue Club, as i ,

.
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college, his gaiety and good -humour gained opposed Mr. Fox's East India Bill, and was

him the favour of his fellow -students. By an unflinching supporter of Mr. Pitt in his

the heads of the house he was no less re- memorable contest with the coalesced op

spected, and was entrusted by them with position immediately after his appointment.
the revision of their statutes. Called to For thenewparliament of May 1784, which

the bar in 1769, he took his seat in the confirmed the ministerial power,Mr.Arden

court of Chancery, and, according to the was returned member for Aldborough in

practice of the time, joined the Northern Yorkshire, and in those of 1790 and 1796

Circuit. At a very early period he was, he represented Hastings and Bath respec

by family interest , appointed recorder of tively. In all the parliaments he was a

Macclesfield, near his native place ; and in frequent and effective, though nota brilliant,

1776, when be had been scarcely seven speaker. He exposed himself in 1784 to

years at the bar, he was constituted one of some just censure by proposing a loose
the judges on the South Wales Circuit, in enactment with reference to elections ; and

conjunction with Daines Barrington. His by indiscreet acknowledgments he laid

chambers were in Stone Buildings, Lincoln's himself open to the sarcastic taunts of his

Inn, and it is said that those occupied by opponents. The shafts of the writers of

William Pitt were on the same staircase ; the Rolliad ' and of the Probationary

but as he was fourteen years the senior of Odes' were levelled against him , as well

the greatminister,the intimacy that existed for his want of law as of personal beauty,

between them must have commenced at a But the good -humour with which he met

later period, and certainly could not have these attacks disarmed them of their sting

influenced his nomination to the Welsh and silenced his assailants .

judgeship, nor probably his advance to the On the elevation of Lord Kenyon he

honour of a silk gown,which hereceived succeeded asmaster of the Rolls,on June 4,

in Michaelmas Term 1780, while Lord 1788 , notwithstanding Lord Thurlow's

Thurlow was chancellor. This advance, opposition,which was only silenced bya
especially considering that he was no significant hint from the king. The animo

favourite with bis lordship, shows that he sity and disrespect of the defeated chan

had gained a considerable standing at the cellor were unhandsomely shown against

bar. What was the origin of their mutual the new master on all occasions, and par

dislike is not very clear, since they were ticularly by calling upon Mr. Justice Buller

equally free of tongue and careless of ob- to sit for him when he was ill, or idle,

sertation. The chancellor was fond of which was frequently the case. The master

mubbing Mr. Arden, and one day, the latter of the Rolls was too good -natured and too

having in the excitement of his argument, wise to retaliate. He discreetly avoided

in a cause in which the age of a woman the slightest appearance of any angry feel

Fas in dispute , said to the opposing counsel, ings existing between the judges ; and the
I'll lay you a bottle of wine she is more only rerenge he took for the chancellor's

than forty -five ,' at once, seeing the in- dislike was by proving his antagonist mis

decency, apologised to the chancellor, de- taken in his estimate of him ; and indeed

elaring that he forgot where he was. at the same time surprising the legal pro

Thurlow growled forth, ' I suppose you fession by the excellent manner inwhich

thought you were in your own court, he decided the various cases in equity that

alluding to the free and easy manner in came before him , his judgmentsbeing far

which the proceedings in the Welsh courts the best that were pronounced in the court
were then conducted. of Chancery during the period in which he

When Lord Shelburne became prime sat. He was knighted at his promotion.

minister on the death of the Marquis of After enduring philosophically the rough,

Rockingham , in July 1782, Mr.Arden, no ness of Thurlow for four years, he worked

doubt by the instrumentality ofhis friend for nine more withcomplete barmony under

Mr. Pitt, then chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord Loughborough, on whose retirement

was, notwithstanding the disinclination of from the Seals, and the elevation of Lord

Lord Thurlow , appointed solicitor-general Eldon to the chancellorship, Sir Richard

on November 7, and was elected M.P. for was on May 30, 1801, constituted lord

Newton in the Isle of Wight.On the chief justice of the Common Pleas,which
dissolution of that ministry in thefollowing Lord Eldon had vacated. On the22ndof
April he of course retired ; but in nine that month he had been created a peer by

months, the Coalition Ministry being in the title of Lord Alvanley ,a manor in the

their turn discarded, and Mr. Pittentrusted parish of Frodsham in Cheshire,which had
with the conduct of affairs, Mr. Arden was been in the possession of his family ever

restored to his place, in December 1783. since the reign of Henry III.

He only held it for three months,when, on He performed the judicial functions of

March 31, 1784, he succeeded LordKenyon, his new position with great efficiency and

both as attorney-general and chief justice learning fornearlythree years; when to

of Chester. During this timehestrenuously theregretof all he was suddenly seized,
с
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while presiding in the House of Lords for being one of those employed in 9 Hen
Lord Eldon, with a violent attack of inflam- III. to conduct the quinzime, which b

mation, which after three days of suffering been collected for the county of Linco.

terminated fatally, on March 19, 1804. He to Northampton ( Rot. Claus. ii. 74.)

died at his house in Great George Street, On the circuits which were appointed

Westminster, and was buried in the chapel August 1, 1234,he was placed as a just
of the Rolls. itinerant for Lincolnshire; and in 12

As a judge he falsified the jokes of his for the counties of Nottingham and Der

early opponents by proving himself a good He died shortly before October 16, 12

lawyerand a conscientious administratorof when livery of his lands wasordered to

justice ; and to the last he preserved the made to Philip, his son and heir. (

character he had borne from the commence- cerpt . e Rot. Fin. ii. 196.)

ment of his career, of a hearty, good- This barony fell into abeyance am

humoured , and entertaining companion, daughters about 1340. Another baron

and of a simple, steady, and kind -hearted Darcy was created in a younger son of
friend . His advance in dignity had not of Norman’s successors, in 1332, which

the common effect of rendering him either fell into abeyance in 1418. A third ba
proud, formal, or reserved ; neither did it was created in 1509 in another branch

have the better effect of sobering the of whose descendants was advanced t

quickness of his temper. His occasional earldom of Holderness in 1682, whicl

irritabilities indeed made the French in- came extinct in 1778 ; but the baro

terpretation of his name, 'Mons. Poivre Conyers, which was also in the family

Ardent,' peculiarly applicable . These how- scended to the deceased earl's dau

ever were slight failings, and did not pre- who married the Duke of Leeds.

vent his being universally esteemed , or dale's Baron. i. 369. )

being looked upon with affection and re- ARFASTUS, or HERFASTUS, by b

spect by ' troops of friends, one of the Norman, was one of the chaplains of

earliest,most intimate, and steady ofwhom liam the Conqueror before his invas

was the great minister William Pitt. England. He had previously been a

In 1784 he married Anne Dorothea, in the Abbey of Bec in Normandy,

daughter of Richard Wilbraham Bootle, from the greater ignorance of his br

Esq., of Lathom Hall in Lancashire, the his slender pretensions to learning
father of the first Lord Skelmersdale. This some show. It seems, however, t

lady survived her husband till 1825. Of was merely luscus inter strabones, a

their children the two eldest sons held the ard among the blind ; and it is relat

title successively, which on the death of after Lanfranc had raised the chara

the latter in 1857 became extinct. (Lives the abbey, Arfastus, as one of the

by Jardine, W. C. Townsend, 8-c. ) chaplains, visited it in great pom

ARESEY, or D'ARCY, NORMAN DE, was Lanfranc, soondiscovering his defi
the fifth in descent from his namesake somewhat rudely ridiculed and

the founder of this noble family , whose them ; an indignity which Arfa
chief seat was situate at Nocton in Lin- venged by procuring his temporary

colnshire, where he hadthirty -three lord- and banishment. (Godwin de Prue
ships from the immediate gift of the After the Conquest, Arfastus o

Conqueror. He was the son of Thomas de in great favour with King Willi
Aresey and Johanna, who afterwards mar- became his chancellor. The da

ried William de Lauda, and succeeded his appointment does not appear ; bu

father in 7 John, giving to the king a fine certain that he held the office at

of six hundred marks, two palfreys, and a tide 1068, his name with that

complete horse for livery of his lands. being attached to the charter w

( Rot. de Fin . 340, 349.) He accompanied liam then granted to the chur

the king on his expedition to Ireland in Martin - le -Grand in London

1210 (Rot. de Præst. 187–229 ); but, join- vi. 1324), it is not unlikely th:
ing in the confederacy against him in 1215, William's first chancellor .

Du

his lands were seized into the king's hands his followers, Oldmixon and Lord
for the remainder of that reign ; nor were give the date of 1073 to the san

they restored under Henry III. till he had an inspection of which will p
given hostages for his future fidelity . ( Rot. error. Thynne, Philipot, and

Claus. i. 249, 311 , 320.) That his subse- state it correctly .

quent conduct was quiet and loyal appears He was chancellor in the follo

from his receiving in 3 Henry III. the 1069, being an attesting witne
confirmation of the grant of a market at William's charter to the church

his manor of Nocton , which had been made ( Monast. ii. 531 ) ; and proba

to him in 16 John ( Rot. Pat. 201 ), pre- about the middle of the year

senting to his sovereign a goss hawk of he received the bishopric of I

Norway for the privilege, and from his Norfolk - not Helmstadt in (
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Oldmixon and Lord Campbell erroneously Essex and Hertfordshire in 1193 ( Mador,
assert. ii . 20 ), of which counties he was after

In 1075 , in consequence of the mandate wards sheriff ; and his presenceas a jus

of the council of London that the episcopal ticier in the court at Westminster in the

sees should be transferred from villages to following reign is evidenced by tines in 3 &

the most eminent towns in their dioceses, 4John ,1201-2, being levied there before

this see was removed to Thetford ; and the him. ( Hunter's Preface.)

bishop madea subsequent attempt to fix it At the close of the reign he joined the

at Bury. Alleging that a great part of the barons and lost his lands; but restitution

revenues then belonging to the monastery was made in 1 Henry III., on returning to

there had been alienated from the see by his allegiance.

his predecessor, he took active measures ARGENTINE, GILES DE,was the grand

against the Abbot Aylwin ; but that dig- con of the above Reginald de Argentine,

nitary, claiming to be exempt from the and the son of Richard, who was one of

episcopal jurisdiction, strenuously defended the justiciers in Normandy under King

the rights of his house; and the contest, John, and steward of the household under

notwithstanding the bishop's interest with Henry III. (Madox, i. 63, 156.) In 1247,

the king, was decided against him in1081. on his father's death, Giles did homage for

There are letters of Pope Gregory VII. to the lands held in capite, and paid 101. for

Lanfranc abusing Arfastus plentifully for his relief. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 5.))
bis behaviour to the monks of Bury. He was a knight of great valour, and had

Thynne places Arfastus as chancellor been actively engaged in the wars with the

a rain in 1077 ( Holinshed, iv. 348 ), and Welsh, by whom he was taken prisoner in

Philipot ( p. 4) mentions Maurice in the same 16 Henry III.

year, but as they neither cite any authority, He was made governor of Windsor

and as there is proof that Maurice was Castle, and in 1253 he was at thehead of

chancellor probably in 1078 , and certain'y the justices itinerant for Berkshire, Ox

in 1081 , when the above decision was pro- fordshire, and other counties, and was
nounced between the bishop and the abbot, present in that year as judge at Alton, in

no sufficient ground is offered for reliancé Hampshire,when William de Insula took

on this statement. john le Falconer by the throat in open

That he was not deprived, however, of court. ( Abbrev. Płac. 132. )

the royal favour is evidenced by the grant After the battle of Lewes, when the king

which he received of all the churches and fell into the hands of the barons, Giles de

various other possessions in Thetford ; Argentine joined the latter, and was selected

where, assisted by Roger Bigod, he rebuilt as one of the council to govern the realm .

the church of St. Mary, and spared neither While in this office, the chancellor, Thomas

pains nor cost in augmenting and improving de Cantelupe, during a temporaryabsence,

his see. | delivered the SealtoRalph de Sandwich, to

He died in 1084, and was buried in his be kept by him under the seals of Giles de

cathedral. Weever (785, 827) has pre- Argentine and two others. The manor of

served his epitaph . He bequeathed his Witherfield, which he had lately purchased,

posse-sions among Richard and his other was seized from him as a rebel, and given

sons, who, no doubt, were born long before back to Robert de Stuteville, its original

the promulgation of thedecree of the synod proprietor. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 39.) He died in
of Winchester in 1076, enforcing the celi- 1283, leaving a son, Reginald , who was

bacy of the clergy. (Blomefield &Norfolk , i . summoned to parliament in 25 Edward

404 ; Vorrich, i. 463.) I.; but neither he, norany of his descend

ARGENTINE, REGINALD DE, is named ants, afterwards. ( Dugdale's Baron. i . 615.)

by Fuller in his “ Worthies of England ' ARMYN , WILLIAM . See W. ERMYN .

a3 shariff of the counties of Cambridge ARNULPH . See RANULPH.

and Huntingdon in 6 & 7 Richard I. An ARUNDEL, EARL See W. DE

entry , however, on the roll of 5 John ALBINI.

discharges him from the payment of ten ARUNDEL , ROGER, was of the clerical

marks . de dono, ' which he had promised profession, and isgenerally mentioned with

for the sheriffalty of those counties, because the addition of Magister.' He was one of

he never had that office , but only accounted the fermers of the see of York during its

kes sub - sheriff to the chancellor (Madox, i . vacancy at the end ofthe reign of Henry II.,

206 ), William de Longchamp, Bishop of and he and his colleagues account for it up

Fly . He was no doubt, therefore,an officer to 1 Richard I. (Madox, i. 309, 655.) In

of the court at that time, and appears to that year he held pleas with Hugh Pusar,

have held Wilmundele Magna, in Hertford- Bishop of Durham , and others, as a justice

ahire , per serjentiam pincerniæ .' (Rot. itinerant in Yorkshire, and in the ninth

Cur . Regis, 162.)
year of that reign performed the same duty

His name stands at the end of a list of in all the northern counties. (Pipe Roll,

fire justices itinerant who held pleas in 9, 84.) In the following reign he acted as a

6
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justicier,his name appearing on fines levied bishopric were restored tohim he retire

before him in 4 and 8 John. (Hunters from the chancellorship,being succeeded
Preface.) that office on May 3, 1389, by William

He died a few years afterwards,and his Wykebam, Bishop of Winchester,on whe

property must have been of considerable resignation, on September 27 , 1391, t

amount, as in 15 John bisnephew, Thomas Great Seal was again entrusted to hi

de Holm , paid a fine of 500 marks and five ( Rot. Claus. ii. m. 5 and m. 34.) On ea

palfreys for having his land in Yorkshire of his appointments as chancellor he

and Leicestershire . ( Rot. de Fin. 491. ) ceived a patent from the king, stating t!

ARUNDEL, or FITZ -ALAN, THOMAS DE, as he has no domains or villas pertain

the latter being his family name; but to his bishopric near. London, where

according to the common practice of the people, family, and horses can be en
time, especially among the clergy , he tained while he is in the office of chan

adopted that of Arundel, from his birth- lor, the king assigns to himfor his liv

place or his father's title. He was the by virtue ofhis office, the villas and pari

third son of Richard, Earl of Arundel, and of Hakeney and Leyton on the first o

Eleanor his second wife, who was the sion, and Stebenhyth on the second, so

fifth daughter of Henry Plantagenet, third his people, & c.,may be entertained the
Earl of Lancaster, and the widow of John, liberally and ut impediment. (Ry

Lord Beaumont. Born about 1352, and vii. 553-708.)

educated for the priesthood, he soon found There is a curious instance of the a

the benefit of his noble connections,by being cation of the word ' uncle' in a lett

made Archdeacon of Taunton in 1373, and him from Henry of Lancaster, Ea

Bishop of Ely in 1374, before he was of Derby ( afterwards Henry IV.), wh,
canonical age for either preferment. dresses him as his very dear and

Attached to the party of the Duke of entirely well-beloved uncle.'

Gloucester, he assisted that prince in recti- ings in Chancery, temp. Eliz. i. 7.)

fying the misgovernment of King Richard, actual relationship between them wa

and opposing the unworthy favourites of Henry's mother, Blanch, the wife of

that unfortunate monarch. On his applica of Gaunt, was the granddaughter
tion to the chancellor, Michael de la Pole, archbishop's grandfather, throug

Earl of Suffolk, for the restoration of the mother's elder brother, and was

temporalities to the Bishop of Norwich, the quently the archbishop's first cous

proud earl rebuked him , saying, " What is thus appears that it was the custom

it, my lord, that you now ask of the king ? age for children to designate tł

Seems it to you a small matter for him to cousins of their parents as uncles an

part with the temporalities,whenthey yield a practice whichis still prevalent in
to his coffers 1,0001. a year ? Little need Onthe deathof Archbishop Cou

has the king of such counsellor to his loss.' he was translated, in 1396, to the 1

Whereupon Bishop Arundel thus roundly of Canterbury, being the first ins

retorted : What is it that you say, my lord a removal from one archbishopric
Michael ? Know that I desire not of the other. He thereupon resigned th

king, that which is his own ; but that Seal, on September 27 ( Rot. Claus.

which, by the counsel of you and such 22), having held it on this seco

as you, he unjustly detains from other sion for five years. With the at

men, and which will never do him any of the highest ecclesiastical pos;

good. . If the king's loss weigh with you, prosperity forsookhim for a ti
why did you greedily accept 1,000 marks shortly afterwards King Richard ,

per annum when youwere made an earl ? ' subservient parliament, threw off

On the disgrace of that earl, Arundel was trol of the party of theDuke of G

appointed chancellor, onOctober 24, 1386 and determined to punish all

( Rot. Claus. m . 35 ), and in the following | implicated in the proceedings a

month was passed the act which placed the former favourites. *One of the fir

royal authority in the hands of eleven com- was the archbishop's brother,
missioners. In the next parliament he Earl of Arundel ; and immedia

presided , when his predecessor, and the his condemnation the Commons

Duke of Ireland , Alexander Neville, Arch- on September 20,1397, toimpeach

bishop of York, Chief Justice Tresilian , bishop of high treason . The princ

and Nicholas Brambre were charged with against him was that, being the c

high treason. One of the immediate effects of the king, his chancellor, he

of their conviction was his own appoint- advised in makingthe commis

ment to fill the vacant archbishopric of tenth year of the king's reign ,

York, the pope's bull for his translation to the royal authority was, in fact

which was dated April 3, 1388. ( Rymer, the hands of certain lords there

vii. 574. )
and that he put the said con

Soon after the temporalities of the arch - execution. This fact, which the
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could not deny, being declared to be trea- dence to show that he must have been a

son, he was thereupon convicted and sen man of great vigour and capacity for busi

tenced to be banished the realm , and all his ness; and he left a high reputation as well

property to be confiscated. The king gave for learning and intelligence as for personal

him six weeks to depart (Rymer ,viii , 31), courage.

with a promise to recall him , which he That he was not re -appointed chancellor

treacherously broke . on the accession of Henry V.seems to have

Arundel joined Henry of Bolingbroke in arisen from a dispute with the king while

his invasion of the realm , and, on King he was Prince of Wales. Of this we have

Richard's arrest, was placed for a third time no other notice than a reference which was

in the chancellorship ,in August 1399, hold- made to it in the instructions given to

ing it, however, for little more than ten certain lords in the following reign, with

days (Hardy's Catal.46 ), when the Seal the view of accommodating the contention

was placed in the hands of John de Scarle, between the Duke of Gloucester, and Beau

the master of the Rolls. fort, Bishop of Winchester, the chancellor.

The renunciation of the unfortunate king It is apparent that the prince had then re

was made to the archbishop at Conway, quired Arundel's removal ; and it looks as
and afterwards repeated at Westminster on if he took the opportunity of his accession

September 30, when Henry was led by the to effect his object.
primate to the vacant throne. He opened His death took place at the rectory of

ihe parliament six days afterwards, and Hackyngton on the 20th of the following

was in a short time replaced in full pos- February, at the age of sixty -two, and he
session of the temporalities of his see. was buried in Canterbury Cathedral. His

The attempts hitherto made for the sup- disease was an inflammation of the throat,

pression of the opinions of Wickliffe having which increased so muchas to prevent his

prored ineffectual, a statute was passed in taking any nutriment. The superstition of

2 Henry IV. authorising the burning of the time traced its commencement to the

heretics. Although probably thearchbishop day on which he pronounced sentence

was no more guilty than the rest of his against Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham ,

episcopal brethren in obtaining this detest- for heresy, and asserted that it was a judy

able act, he cannot be acquitted of the ' ment of God that he, who had deprived the

disgrace of being the first who pressed its peopleof food for the soul, should himself
execution, and who sullied the English suffer for want of food for the body. But,

andals by bringing a man for his opinions whatever may be our own opinions of these

to the stake. Within a month after the persecutions at the present time, we must

passing of the statute he delivered a priest notjudge harshly of those who, brought up

named William Sautre over to the secular with strictness in their religious tenets,

power to undergo the horrible sentence would naturally look with abhorrence on ,
Rymer, viii. 178 ) , and ere his career was and use every effort to exterminate, those

closed some others suffered under his con- ' ridiculers of their faith whose constant en

demnation . deavour was to subvert the principles in

His strenuous support of the rights of which they had been educated , and to slight

the Church was prominently shown in the the authority they had been accustomed to

bold resistance he made to the representa- reverence. His liberality to the three ca

tion of the Commons to the king in 1405, thedrals over which he presided showsthat

that the royal necessities might be supplied a love of money was not one of his vices ;

he seizing on the revenues of the clergy. and some Latin verses in his grace and

The king, fearful of offending that order, commendation, ' quoted by Weever (226 ),

gate etlect to the reprimand pronounced afford evidence of the estimation in which

by the archbishop, and the Commonstook he was held by his contemporaries.

nothing by their motion. He enjoyed King ASCWARDBY, ADAM DE, as Abbot of

Fleury's favour during the whole of his Bardney, was placed in thecommission for

TEIT, and was for thefourthtimeconsti- justices itinerant for Lincolnshire, dated

tuie chancellor on January 30, 1107. His August 1 , 1234, 18 Henry III. He was

continuance in office on this occasion was elected abbot in 1225 , and resigned the

only till December 21 , 1409 (Rot. Claus. m . office in 1237. (B. Willis, i. 30.)

3 .; and m. 3 ) ; but after an interval of about. ASHE , ALAN DE, is noted as an advo

two years he was restored to it,on January 5 , cate in the Year Books of the early part of

1412 , and retained it till the death of the the reign of Edward III . He was made a
kinz on March 20, 1413. ( Hardy, 48. ) baron of the Exchequer on July 2, 1346,

Thus did he hold the highest judicial and he had his robes in 21 Edward III .

office of the realmi no less than five times, ( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 192), but beyond that
the aggregate extent of his tenure being date all the published records are silent

leven years and about eightmonths, out of about him.

iwenty -six years and a half from his first ASHHURST, WILLIAM HENRY, derived

appointment. We want little further evi- his name from Ashhurst, near Wigan, in
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His con

Lancashire ,where his family was resident OnJune 9, 1799, being then in the seventy

soon after the Conquest. It comprehended fifth year of his age, he resigned his se

some famous knights, members of parlia- on the bench, and retired to his residen

ment, and merchanis, one of whom was at Waterstock, where, eight years afte

Sir William Ashhurst, lord mayor of wards, he died, on November 5, 1807.

London in 1693. Herry Ashhurst, one of By his wife, Grace, daughter of Jo

the younger branches, settled at Water- Whalley, of Oxford, M.D., and sister

stock in Oxfordshire, and was created a Sir John Whalley Smythe Gardiner, B

baronet by James II.in July 1688, but the (whom he married after he became a jud,

title became extinct in 1732. The Water- he left several children ,the descendant

stock property then devolved on Diana, the whom now reside on the family estate

only child of Sir Richard Allin, Bart. of hold a distinguished position in thecou

Somer-Leighton in Suffolk , by the daugh- ( Croke Family, 377,559; Blackstone's

ter of Sir Henry Ashhurst; and by her 719. )

marriage with Thomas Henry Ashhurst, AŠKE, RICHARD, belonged to a you

vice- chancellorof the Duchy of Lancaster, branch of an ancient Yorkshire family

and recorder of Liverpool and Wigan, the tled at Richmond. Hisgrandfather R

representative of the elder branch,the two Aske of Aughton was high sheriff of
estates became united. They were the county in 1588 ; his father was John

parents of several children, the thirdson, of the same place ; and his mothe

and eventually the heir, being William Christiana, daughter of Sir Thomas

Henry, the future judge. fax of Denton, knight. When admit

He was born atAshhurst on January 25, member of the InnerTemple in 10

1725, and was educated at the Charter was described as of Rides Park in

House. After his admission to the Inner county. He was called to the bar

Temple in 1750 he practised as a special nuary 29, 1614, butdid notreach the

pleader under the bar, one of his pupils of reader till Lent 1636 .

being his future colleague on the bench, with the Fairfaxes probablyintroduce
Mr. Justice Buller. In 1754 he became a to the notice of the parliamentary 1

barrister, and in that character pursued an He was employed by Mr. Stroud,

honourable career for twenty years, during the imprisoned members in 1629, t.

which he was appointed to the office of against the return to the habeas cor;

auditor of the Duchy of Lancaster. in several actions on that side of th

On June 25, 1770 , he was appointed a tion. ( Rushworth, i. App . 18; C.
judge of the King's Bench, and was then Papers ( 1625-6 ], '47 .) On Octo

knighted. He sat in that court no less 1613, the Commons specially recom

than twenty -nine years, preserving the him to the lord mayor and alder

character of an impartial administrator of London to be elected one of t

justice, and a careful expounder of the law, pleaders ; and in June 1644 both

united with a benevolent heart and po- presented him with the valuable
lished manners. His countenance was ex- coroner and attorney of the king

pressive of the kindness and amiability of King's Bench . ( Journ. iii. 380, 5

his disposition, but, being rather lank, was He was next selected as junior co

often made a subject for the barristers' the trial of King Charles ; and on

jokes. Mr. (afterwards Lord ) Erskine is 1649, the parliament nominated hi

said to have indited this complimentary the justices of the Upper Bench
couplet on him : hima serjeant forthe purpose

Judge Ashhurst, with his lantern jaws,
Trials, iv . 1054 ; Whitelocke, 405

Throws light upon our English laws.
a short time, in June 1055 , he wa

judge in the court (Style's Rep.

He was twice entrusted with the custody on June 23, 1656, he died . ( P'ec

of the Great Seal as one of the commis- Cur. B. xiv. 29.)

sioners — the first time from April 9 to ASKEBY, ROBERT DE, as

December 23, 1783, during the interval Edward I., 1297, held some ofi

between the two chancellorships of Lord Chancery, all the writs of 1

Thurlow ; and the second from June 15, directed to the chancellor after

1792, to January 28, 1793, between that embarkation to Flanders be

lord's retirement and the appointment of delivered into his custody. ( Par

Lord Loughborough. While acting in that 56.) Like his fellows, he

capacity he still performed his duties in ecclesiastic ; andand as parson

the King's Bench ,and during the latter lington in Oxfordshire he wa

period he delivered, in November 1792, a in a suit with the abbot of O

very able address to the grand jury of tithes . ( Abb. Placit . 246.) A

Middlesex on the subject of the seditious Edw. I., he was rector of Ilale

meetings and corresponding societies which shire, and in the parliament at

were consequent on the French Revolution. wa one of the proctors for the

a

ean
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Lincoln. In 8 Edw . II. it was his business | occurring, the judge's position became so

to make up the parliament roll ; and in disagreeable that he solicited a removal.
the following year, when he was appointed Accordingly, on the death of Sir Thomas

one of the receivers of the petitions for Denison, he bade adieu to his Irish anta

England, he is styled a clerk in the gonists, and was transferred to the English

Chancery. ( Rot. Parl. i. 189, 290, 350, court of King's Bench on April 19, 1765,

460.) being at the same time knighted.

On August 16 , 1316, the chancellor, John In thisnew arena his brusquedemeanour

de Sandale, being about to proceed from nearly led to more serious consequences.

York to London, on the business of his On a motion relative to a libel, a barrister

election to the bishopric of Winchester, had the imprudence to make an affidavit

was desired to leave the Great Seal in the that he believed it to be no libel. This

custody of William de Ayremynne, the being a mere matter of opinion ,Lord Mans

keeper of the Rolls, under the seals of two field and the other judges good -naturedly

clerks of the Chancery, ofwhom Robert de overlooked the impropriety as a foolish

Askeby was one. The same course was ebullition of the lawyer's zeal; but Sir

adopted on November 9, 1317, when the Richard coarsely declared that he would

same chancellor went to his bishopric on not believe such a man's oath . The bar

business; and again, from February 13 to rister, naturally indignant, watched for an

19, 1318 , on the bishop's taking a pilgri- opportunity to be revenged, and, tracing

mage to St. Thomas of Canterbury ; and the judge's movements, succeeded in de

on March 29 , when he went to Leicester. tecting him in a sale of lottery tickets,

( Claus. 10 & 11 Edw. II. ) presumed to be received as the wages of

In the following June, and subsequently judicial prostitution in the memorable
underJohnde Hotham , Bishop of Ely , the trials about Wilkes and Junius.' This

new chancellor, the Seal was left in the evidence of guiltwasproclaimed in a manly

same manner ; with directions to do the pamphlet and believed by every one, being

business of the Chancery during his ab- unanswered and unnoticed bythe subject

sence. Robert de Askeby, however, ob- of the charge.
tained leave to return home from North- Whether these charges were exaggerated,

ampton on July 20 , and his name does not or wholly true, or partially false,they did
appear later than the following year. not prevent Sir Richard Aston from being

A Robert de Askbywas appointed chan- entrusted with a more responsible office.

cellor of Ireland in 15 Edward III ., 1341. On the sudden death of Lord Chancellor

( Cal. Rot. Pat. 140.) Yorke he was appointed one of the com

ASTON, RICHARD, belonged to the very missioners of the Great Seal,onJanuary 21 ,

ancient family of Aston of Aston in Che- 1770. As neither of them had had much

shire, dating from the reign of Henry II., to experience in equity, their rule was not a

the head of which Charles I., in 1628, very distinguished one, and their decisions

granted a baronetcy. The judge was grand- were supposed to be guided principally

son of the second and brother of the fifth by Lord Mansfield's advice. Their trust

baronet, both named Sir Willoughby Aston. terminated on January 23, 1771, when Sir

His father was Richard Aston of Wadley, Richard resumed his duties in the King's

the sixth son of the former; and hismother Bench , where he continued till his death ,

was Elizabeth, daughter of John Warren, on March 1, 1778.

Esq., of Oxfordshire. He married, first, a daughter of — El

As a barrister, he was so successful in dred ; and secondly , Rebecca, daughter of

bis practice that he attained in 1759 the Dr. Rowland, a physician ofAylesbury, and

rank of king's counsel ; from which he was widow of Sir David Williams, Bart.; but

advanced two years afterwards to the office he left no issue by either.

of chief justice of the Common Pleas in ASTY, HENRY DE, was connected witn

Ireland. Here his career was unfortunate. the county of Lincoln, in which he held

He found that justice was very loosely the manor of Burwell, and the advowson

administered, it being the common practice of the priory there, paying to the king an

for grand juries to find the bills without annual rent of 100 marks. (Abb.Rot. Orig.

examining witnesses, but upon the mere ii. 348 ; Cal. & Inv. Exch. ii . 22.)

inspection of the depositions taken before Of his official position there is no account

the committing magistrate. Against this until he was raised to the office of chief

and other irregularities the chief justice baron of the Exchequer, on November 12,

naturally remonstrated ; but his represen- 1375, 49 Edward III., in which he remained

tations of the illegality of these proceedings till December6, 1380, 4 Richard II., when

produced no other effect than to create a Robert de Plessington was appointed in his

prejudice against him ,which was consider- stead . He however was still retained on

ably heightened by the rude and overbear- the bench, and acted as a judge of the

ing manner in which he delivered his Common Pleas until Hilary Term 1383.
admonitions. These disputes frequently ATKYNS, EDWARD. No less than four
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career .

generations of this family, which anciently safety had been dissolved, Atkyns w

came from Monmouthshire, attained legal omitted in the nominations;but on the re

honours. Thomas Atkyns was twice reader turn of the king, so satisfactory had bee

inLincoln's Inn inthe reigns of Henry the proofs of his loyalty, he was at on

VIII.and Edward VI., was judge of the placed in his old position as a baron of t]

Sheriff's Court in London,and argued the Exchequer, and was thereupon kuighte
first case in Plowden's Reports. Richard, One ofhis first duties was to sit on the tri

his son , wasa reader in Lincoln's Inn in the of the regicides, and one of the last was

time of Elizabeth , and chief justice of assist in the trial of the rioters in 1668, w
North Wales. Richard's third son by were charged with high treason; but

Eleanor, daughter of Thomas Marsh, Esq., neither did he take a prominent part ;

of Waresby in Huntingdonshire, was Sir on the subsequent discussion of the judg

Edward, the subject ofthe present sketch , whether the latter offence amounted

whose two sons,Sir Robert and Sir Edward high treason, he took the merciful vi

the younger, followed him in the same and several of them were in conseque

saved. ( State Trials, v. 986, vi . 912.)

Edward Atkyns was born about 1587, He died in Michaelmas vacation 10

and , having been admitted to Lincoln's Inn at Albury Hall in Hertfordshire,being

on February 5, 1600 , he was called to the above eighty years of age. By his

bar on January 25, 1613,became a governor wife, Ursula, daughter of Sir The

of the society in 1630, and autumn reader in Dacre, of St. Andrew le Mott in

1632. In the following year he was county , he had several children, tw

engaged as counsel for William Prynne, on whom became judges. His second

his prosecution for writing the " Histrio- Frances, daughter of John Berry , of 1

Mastix,' and when Prynne was prosecuted in Kent, and widow of - Gulstor

a second time in 1637, in conjunction with Hackney, whom he married in 1645

Bastick and Burton ; the two latter, on who died in 1703, aged 104, brough
their sentences being called in question by no issue. ( Atkyn's Gloucestersh.

the Long Parliament in 1640, prayed that Chauncy's Herts, 149, 301 ; 1 Sid

he might be one of the counsel assigned 435. )

for them. He was included in the last call ATKYNS, EDWARD, second of

of serjeants made by Charles I. on May 19 , name, was the youngest son of the

1640 , and there is a patent in Rymer, ceding judge. Born about 1630, 1

dated on October 7 following, appointing came, like the rest of his family, a m

Serjeant Edward Atkyns a baron of the of Lincoln's Inn in 1648 ; and havin

Exchequer. Dugdale, however, does not called to the bar in 1653, he attain

mention it, and it is evident that, if it post of reader in autumn 1675, w

really passed the Great Seal, it was never made a very learned reading, and

acted on, for when in February 1643 the very bountiful table. ( Chauncy's

parliament submitted their propositions to 149. ) In Easter Term 1679 he was

the king, they requested he would make serjeant, and on June 22 followii

Mr. Serjeant Atkyns ' a justice ofthe constituted a baron of the Excheqy

King's Bench. ( State Trials, iii . 564, 761, knighted . On the trialat York,

763 ; Rymer, xx. 447; Clarendon , iii. 407.) 1680, of Thomas Thwing and Mar

The Commons, though then disappointed, wicks for high treason , both he and

soon took upon them to fill the vacancies Dolben conducted the proceedin

on the bench, and the serjeant, by their summed up the evidence with fairı

selection, was a baron of the impartiality.
Exchequer on October 28, 1615 . He James II. promoted him to the

continued till the death of the king, when, lord chief baron on April 21 , 1686,

objecting to act under the usurping removal of Chief Baron Montagu

government, he courageously declined to agreeing with the royal claim to

accept a new commission. He was, how- pensing power. It may therefore

ever, induced afterwards to undertake the sumed that Sir Edward gave

judicial office, and on October 19, 1619 , he adhesion to his majesty's opinion
became a judge of the Common Pleas. In may very well account for his n

May 1654 he was one of the presiding re-appointed at the revolution of 16

judges on the trial of Don Pantaleon Sa, the omission of his name from the

the Portuguese ambassador's brother, for who for that reason were excepte

murder. The subsequent mention of him the act of indemnity, probably ar
by Whitelocke (178, 378, 590, 678) as the king's consideration for his bry

having been made a judge with some Robert Atkyns, who was then api

others in May 1659 arose, probably, from fill his place.
his being re -appointed by the Long Parlia- He declined to take the oath

ment when they resumed their power. On William , and retired to his seat a

their second return , after the committee of ham in Norfolk , where he spen

sworn
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mainder of his life in reconciling differences his removal principally to the two chief

among his neighbours, who had so great a justices, besides enumerating other causes

reliance on his integrity and judgment that viz., his expressed objections against pen

they confided the most difficult causes to his sions to parliament men ; his assertion of

decision. He died in London of the stone, thepeople'sright to petition ; and his denial
in October 1698. of the king's power withoutparliament to

ATKYNS, ROBERT, was the eldest son forbid the publication of books. ( Luttrell,

of the first Sir Edward Atkyns, and the i. 35 ; Parl. Hist. v. 308 ; State Trials, viii.

elder brother of the second Sir Edward . 193.)

He was born in 1621. At which of the The presumed displeasure of the court

universities he was educated is disputed , stirred up the corporation of Bristol to oust

Chalmers ( Oxford, 60 ) claiming him as a Sir Robert from the recordership, first by

member of Balliol College, Oxford, and prepared insults, and next by a prosecution

Dyer ( Cambridge, ii . 437) as of Sidney Sus- for a pretended riot in an irregular civil

sex College, Cambridge. Admitted to Lin- election. They succeeded in procuring a

coln's Inn in 1638, he was called to the bar conviction ; but the judgmentwas arrested

in 1645 , became a bencher in 1661, and by the court, Sir Robert appearing in person

autumn reader in 1664. Long ere that to argue the case. He was however per

date he commanded a good business as an suaded for the sake of peace to resign the

advocate, his name appearing frequently place, which was the real bone of con

throughout Hardres 'Reports ;and so great tention.

was his success in his profession that he During the interval of Sir Robert's re

was enabled to purchase several estates in tirement henaturally took great interest in
Gloucestershire. the political questions that agitated the

Though elected member for Eresham in country. He advised on the line of defence

Protector Richard's parliament of 1659, he to be taken by Lord Russell, and after the

was so well reputed for loyalty that onthe revolution he issued two tracts in assertion

Restoration he was selected as one of the of that nobleman's innocence. He resisted

persons of distinction who were created King James's attempt to dispense with the

knights of the Bath at Charles's coronation . penal statutes, in the publication of a lucid

About the same time also he was chosen argument proving its illegality, He also

recorder of Bristol, and on the king's mar- printed a discourse relative to the ecclesi

riage was made solicitor-general to the astical commission issued by that monarch.

queen. His royal mistress some time after These and some other of his tracts were

rewarded him with a reversionary grant of collected in a volume,which was published

the mastership of St. Catharine's, which in 1734. It does not appear that he took

however did not fall in till the year after any further part in promoting the revolu

his removal from the bench, when the tion than attending the Lords on their
zrant was disputed , and the decision was summons as one of their advisers after

pronounced in favour of his opponent. James's flight. His reputation as a lawyer
Littrell, i. 118, 115.) was so high as to insure the admission of

He represented Penryn in the parliament his name into the lists which King William

that met in 1661 , in which hepaid assi- desired the privy councillors to send in , and

duous attention to its business ; and on the he was fixed upon to fill the office of lord

impeachment of the Earl of Clarendon he chief baron. He is said to have declined it

spine against its proceeding. ( Parl. Hist. for some time, probably from a disinclina

15. 31.) Little more than two years after tion to supersede his brother in the place.

his father's death , in 1669, he was himself But when he saw that his refusal would

calledto the bench as a judge of the Com- not secure his brother's re-appointment, he

mon Pleas, on April 15 , 1672. During the was induced to accept the office. In October

tight years he occupied that position he 1689, the Great Seal being in commission ,

presided with fairness and moderation at Sir Robert was appointed speaker of the

many of the trials connected with the House of Lords, orer whom he presided till

popish plot, in the existence of which he March 1693, when Lord Somers was con

appears to hare fully believed . He had stituted lord keeper. He resigned his judi

th- misfortune to go the Oxford Circuit with cial seat on October 22, 1694. He lived

Chief Justice Scrogrs, to whom his consti- about fifteen years more, residing quietly

tutional opinions were so obnoxious that at his manor of Saperton, near Cirencester,

Scrozgs retailed them to the court. Whether where, on February 18, 1710, he died, after

Sir Robert wasdismissedin consequence, half an hour'sindisposition. (Luttrell, 1. 490,
ofvoluntarily resigned on finding that his , 522, 593, iii. 386, iv. 547.) There is a

olleagues and the governmentwere discon- monument to the memory of him and his

teated with him , does not precisely appear. father and brother in Westminster Abbey.
Bat he received his quietus on February 6, By his first wife , Mary, daughter of Sir

16-0; and on his examination before the George Clerk, of Watford in Northampton

Ilouse of Commons in1089he attributed shire, he had no issue. By his secondwife,
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Anne, daughter of Sir Thomas Dacre, and and a daughter, Emma; besides whom !

great niece of his father's wife, Ursula had another son, Hugh , who succeede

Dacre, he had a son , Robert, the author of him . Hugh's son William left only

the History of Gloucestershire,' and a daughter, named Joan, who married Nich

daughter,whomarriedinto the Tracyfamily. lasdeCriol. (Monust. vi. 898; Baron.

( Atkyns's Gloucestersh .; Jardine's Life.). 499 ; Hasted, ix. 401.)

ATKYNS, JOHN TRACY, was the third AUDLEY, or ALDITHLEY, JAMES

son of John Tracy, Esq., of Stanway in was the son of Henry de Aldithley,

Gloucestershire ( grandson of the third Vis- Heleigh in Staffordshire, who adhered

count Tracy), byAnne, the daughter of the King John in his troubles, and served

above Sir Robert Atkyns. Hewas called office of sheriff of that county under He

to the bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1732. It III., besides being entrusted with the

does not appear at what date he assumed tody of various castles on the marches

the name of Ath yns,nor when he discarded Wales. Henry founded the abbey

it, resuming his father's name ; but under Hilton in Staifordshire, and died al

the former he received the appointment of November 1246, having had by his

cursitor baron of the Exchequer on April 22, Bertred ,daughter of Ralph de Meisnilw:

1755, and under the latter he made a codiciſ of Cheshire, besides this son, a daug

to his will in 1768. He died on July 24, named Emma, who married Griffin , so

1773 ; and left no issue by his wife, named Madoc, lord of Bromefield , a perso

Katherine. great power in Wales.

He had earned the office to which he James, the son and heir, was co

attained by the industry with which he tuted constable of Newcastle-under- 1

devoted himself to taking notes in court. and did good service against the W

His Reports of cases in Chancery during and in 44 Henry III. was made she

the whole period that Lord Hårdwicke Shropshire and Staffordshire, acting

presided there, which he had the boldness justice itinerant into Huntingdon, and

to publish without the judge's usual allo- counties. In 1263 he was appointed ;

catur, in three folio volumes, are highly of Ireland, and in the reference ma

valued for their correctness, and have the King of France relative to the d

passed through several editions. Chief between Henry III. and the barons

Justice Wilmot ( Life, 199) describes him the provisions of Oxford, he was one

in his Diary as “ a cheerful,good-humoured, peers who undertook for their sove

honest man ; a good husband, master, and observance of the award . But in 1

friend .' joined Prince Edward when he

AUBERVILLE, WILLIAM DE, was de- from his keepers at Hereford, and is

scended either from a baron of the same nated as a rebel in the letters iss

name, lord of Berlai in Ilertfordshire, or that occasion. (Cal. Rot. Pat. 36.)

from Roger de Auberville, or Otherville, In 54 Ilenry III . he went on a pil .

who held divers lordships in Essex and to the Holy Land, and died two yea

Suffolk ; both of whom Hourished in the wards, as it is stated , by breaking h
time of the Conqueror. his eldest son James doinghomage

His father was Hugh de Auberville, on father's landson July 29, 1272.

whose death , in 1130, hewas a minor, and e Rot. Fin. ii . 574 ) His descenda

was placed under the care of Turgis de regularly summoned to parliame
Abrincis, who gave three hundred marks the male line terminated on the

of silver and one of gold ,with a courser, Nicholas, the tenth baron, in 13
for his wardship , and forthe marringe of barony, however, survived in John
Wynanc, his mother, Hugh's widow . the grandson of his sister, in w

He married Matilda, one of the three scendants it has remained till th
daughters of Ranulph de Glanville ; and in time . The earldom of Castlehave

1182, 28 Henry II. , he waspresent with that land, was added in 1617 , but becar

great justiciary at Westminster at the in 1777. ( Baron . i . 747.)

passing of two fines there , and evidently AUDLEY, THOMAS (LORD AND

acting as a justicier. (Hunter's Preface.) born, according to Morant, o

He was alive in 6 Richard I., 1194-5, parents at Earl's Colne in Essex

being in that year a party to a suit relative It is believed that he went to

to the partition of the inheritance of universities, and, if so , the clain

Ranulph de Glanville, his father-in -law . bridge may be preferred, from

(Rot. Cur. Regis, 24.) In 1192 he founded wards becoming a great benefa

an abbey of white canons of the Præmon- not founder of, Magdalen Coll

stratensian order, removed from Leyston in He studied the law at the Inn

Suffolk , at West Langdon in Kent, and and became autumn reader in

endowed it with the whole of that manor had held the office of town cle

and with other lands . In his charter of chester, and had been of the

foundation he mentions a son, William , \ the Princess Mary, when she
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court at Ludlow , ( Strickland's Queens, v. the riches they produced to the king's

156.) treasury, and to supply themeans of re

The step by which he raised himself to warding the subservient minions of his
eminence seems to have been the obtain- power.

ing a seat in the House of Commons in Among these, Audley, who all along

1523, as member for Essex. He was elected acted as a thorough tool to the king, and

speaker of the Black Parliament, that met was a most zealous promoter of the sup
in November 1529, which was signalised pression, secured no inconsiderable share of

by the fall of Cardinal Wolsey, and by the the confiscations, carving for himself in
first attack on the papal power. So zealous | the feast of abbey lands,' as Fuller humor

were the speaker's services that he was re- ously remarks, the first cut, and that a
warded by being in 1530 appointed attorney dainty morsel.' This was the magnificent

for the duchyof Lancaster, and in 1531 prioryof theHoly Trinity, orChristchurch,
king's serjeant. in Aldgate, London, founded in the reign

It was then the practice for the king to of Henry I. He pulled down the great

communicate with the speaker and certain church, and converted the priory into a

members of the house on subjects which he mansion for himself, in which he resided

intended to come before them ; and in all during the remainder of his life. It was

these matters he found Audley so willing subsequently called Duke's Place, from his

an instrument that it was not long before son - in -law the Duke of Norfolk . To this

he secured the speaker's services in a still were next added many of the smaller

more promir ent position . priories in the neighbourhood of Colchester.

On May 30, 1532, he succeeded Sir But he was not satisfied with even these

Thomas More in the possession of the extensive spoils ; for having fixed his eye

Great Seal, with the title of lord keeper, on the rich monastery of Walden in the

which on January 24, 1533, was changed same county, in suing for it he not only

to that of lord chancellor. ( Claus. ii. lessened its value, but had the meanness to

16 , m . 24. ) This office he held for the rest allege that he had in this world sustained

of his life; but during his last illness he great damage and infamy in his serving the

sent the Seal to theking, who deposited king, which the grant of this abbey would

it temporarily with SirThomas Wriothes recompense. Hesucceeded in his applica

ley during Audley's infirmities, which in a tion, and took his title from the plunder,

few days terminated in his death . ( Claus. when the king, on November 29, 1538,

p. 1 , m . 3. ) raised him to the peerage as Baron Audley

Audley had the custody of the Seal for of Walden . The orderof the Garter was

nearly twelve years, a period more dis- soon after disgraced by his admission among

graceful in the annals of England than any its members.

of a similar extent. Within it were com- The consciousness that the odious laws

prehended the king's divorce from one he had introduced might be turned against

queen, after a union of two and twenty himself, and that his fate depended on the

years, under pretence of a scruple of con- momentary whim of an inexorable tyrant,

science ; the repudiation of another after a may most probably have brought on, only

few days' intercourse, on the mere ground five years afterwards, that illness which
of personal antipathy; the execution of terminated in his death on April 30, 1544.

two others, one of them sacrificed to ob- His remains were deposited under a magni

tain a new partner; and innumerable judi- ficent tomb erected by himself in his

cial and remorseless murders, those ofSir chapel at Walden, with an epitaph in verse
Thomas More and Bishop Fisher leading as contemptible as his career. (Weever,

the dreadful array. Even the Reforma- 624.)

tion, the foundations of which were laid Audley has acquired the character of

during this period, though producing such undoubtedly equalling, if he did not ex

glorious results to this country, brings ceed, all his contemporaries in servility.

nothing but disgrace on its active origina- The only circumstance that rescues his

tors. Commenced by a despotic tyrant in name from entire opprobium is his appro
defiance of the religious tenets which he priation of part of his ill-gotten wealth to

had himself advocated and which he still the restoration of the college in Cambridge

professed, the power of the pope was ab- which Edward Stafford, Duke of Bucking

jured solely in revenge for the papal refusal ham , had left incomplete, obtaining the

to sanction his divorce ; his own imposed King's licence to change its name of Buck

supremacy was only used to introduce doc- ingham College to that of St. Mary Mag

trines which it was equally difficult for dalen. The only example recorded of his

Catholics or Protestants to adopt, each wit is in the application of two of 'Isope's
sofiering in turn from the dilemma in which fables ' to the case of Sir Thomas More,

they were placed ; and the monasteries thenintheTower for conscience'sake,
were dissolved, not for the professed pur- which he related to Alice Allington, Sir

poses of purification, but for the sake of Thomas's step -daughter, to show that the
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conscientious prisoner was only . obstinate mouth, for whose arrest the sheriff of

in his own conceite. One of these was the London was sent to the Tower.

story of the wise men who hid themselves His interpretations of the law on the

in caves to avoid the rain which was to various criminal trials at which he presided

make all fools on whom it fell, hoping to are a disgrace,not only to him, but to every

rule the fools when the storm was over ; member of the bench associated with him ,

but the fools were the more numerous, and while both branches of the legislature are

would not then be ruled . The other was equally chargeable with the ignoming of

of the confessions of the lion, the ass, and passing the acts he introduced, perilling
the wolf, intimating that Sir Thomas's every man's life by the new treasons they

conscience was like that of the ass, who invented, and every man's conscience by

confessed that he hadinhis hungertaken thecontradictory oathsthey imposed. It i

one straw out of his master's shoe, by a degradation to the pious and excellen

which he thought his master had taken Sir Thomas More to mention him even i

cold. More, on receiving a report of the contrast with such a man as Audley ; ar

interview , showed that the first tale was a the name of More's less estimable pred

clumsy repetition of one often told to the cessor, Cardinal Wolsey, acquires an add

council by Cardinal Wolsey as a reason brightness when the moderation of 1

for going to war, which fable, he adds, ministry, during the earlier years of t

dydde in hys dayes help the king and the reign, is compared with the persecuti

realme to spend manye a fayre penye.' spirit which prevailed while Audley he
The second tale he proved not to be Esop's, the Seals atits close.
and wittily turnedthe application of both Lord Audley was married twice-first

from himself to the relater. ( Singer's a daughter of Sir Thomas Barnardiston,

Roper, 127-138. ) Keddington, Suffolk , and secondly to Eli

His interference with the king to pre- beth, daughter of Thomas Grey, Marqui
vent the introduction of More's name into Dorset. He left no son to inherit his ti

the bill of attainder with reference to Eliza- but by his last wife he bad two daugh

beth Barton, the Iloly Maid of Kent, seems - Mary,the elder,whodied unmarried ;

to have been dictated rather by the dread Margaret, thus his sole beir, who bec

of a defeat in the House of Lords than by the wife, first, of Lord Henry Dudle

any friendly interest in More's behalf. His younger son of John, the first Duk

spiteful reminder to Cromwell, to mark in Northumberland, and secondly of Tho

his report to the king that More would Duke of Norfolk, who had been previd

not even swear to the succession · but under married. By the latter she had a

some certaine maner ;' his omission as Thomas, who erected on the ruins o

president on the trial of the ex-chancellor, abbey of Walden, which he inherited

when about to pass the dreadful sentence his mother, the stately mansion calle

of the law, to put the usual question to the memory of her father, Audley End .

prisoner, 'whether he could give any reason was summoned to parliament by

why judgment should not be pronounced Elizabeth as Baron Howard de W

against him ;' and his readyadoption,after and was created Earl of Suffolk by Ja

hearing More's argument, of the chief jus- Both titles still survive in different br

tice's equivocalreply,and hastily proceeding of the family, and were not divided
with the sentence, all manifest that he was death of James, the third possessor, ir

imbuedwiththe same spirit whichprompted The barony then fell into abeyance b

his vindictive master to seek for More's de- Essex and Elizabeth , his two dau

struction . and continued so for seventy-eight

Of his legal acquirements there is little being terminated in 1784 in favour

evidence, beyond the reputation that he great grandson of the elder daughte
gained at the Inner Temple for his reading was created Baron Braybroke in 17

on the Statute of Privileges, which recom- dying in the same year without is:
mended him to the Duke of Suffolk, his no other descendant of Essex, t !

first patron. The judicial decisions in daughter, remaining, the represent

which he was engaged during his period of Elizabeth, the younger daughter, w
office were too much mixed up with the to be Frederick Augustus Herrey

political questions of theday,and too clearly Earl of Bristol and Bishop of i

controlled by the sovereign whose will be whom therefore devolved ' the b

was so ready to obey, to have any weight Howard de Walden .
attached to them . To this perhaps there The earldom of Suffolk was hel

is one exception ; for the privilege that is death of the tenth earl in 1745 ,

now exercised by the Commons of punish- passed to the descendant of the se
ing thosewho imprison their own members of the first earl, and again in 12
is said to have been first established under descendant of a younger grand se

Audley's sanction, in 34 Henry VIII., in first earl. By this change in th|

the case of George Ferrers , V.P. for Ply- the titles of Baron Howard of
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Viscount Andover, and Earl of Berkshire, than is afforded by the appointment of his

Creations acquiredby the second son of the successor in the archdeaconry in September

first Earl of Suffolk, have been all united 1338, 12 Edward III. ( Part. Writs,ii. p.ii.

to the latter title. ( Baron. ii . 382 ; Mo- 428 ; Le Neve, 279 ; N. Fædera, ii. 847,

rant's Esser, i . 138 ; Lingard ; Nicolas's Sy- 866.)

nopsis.) AYLOFF, WILLIAM . The town of Wye

AUMARI, ROBERT DE, was a regular in Kent belongedin the reign of Henry III.

justicier before whom fines were levied at to the ancient Saxon family of Ayloff,

Westminster from 10 to 13 John, and act- whose seat in its neighbourhood was called

ing in the first of those years as a justice Bocton -Aloph. In the course of timethe

itinerant at Lincoln. In 2 Henry III. he representative of the house removed into

was sent into Kent with Martin de Pate- Essex, where he settled at Hornchurch ,and

shull and Ralph Hareng to takean assize possessed the manors of Brittons, Braxted
of novel disseisin. In 9Henry III. he was Magna, & c. William seems to have been

one of the justices itinerant in Oxfordshire, the favourite Christian name, and law the

and in the following year was appointed to ordinaryprofession, ofthe family; for among

collect the quinzime in that county, for his the readers of Lincoln's Inn there are no

activity in performing which dutyhe was less than three William Ayloffs from 16
pardoned a fine of forty shillings, which he Henry VII . to 10 James I. The first of

owed for permission to plough up part of these was this judge's grandfather. His

his wood of Perye, in Oxfordshire, where father , also William , was sheriff of Essex

bis property lay. ( Rot. Claus. i. 367, ii. and Hertfordshire ; and his mother was

76, 147, 164.) He had beensub-sheriff Agnes,daughter ofSir Thomas Bernardiston ,

there in 9 John (Madox , ii. 168 ); and one of Ketton in Suffolk . The judge himself

of his descendants was sheriff under Ed- was the second of these readers in Lent

ward II . 1571. He was called to the bar in 1560 ;

AUNGERVILLE. See R. DE BURY. and the degree of the coif was conferred

AUNTRESEYE, ROGER DE, was one of upon him in Michaelmas Term 1577,appa

the justices itinerant for the county ofWilts rently for the purpose of bis being raised

in 9 Henry III ., 1225. ( Rot. Claus. ii. 76.) to a seat in the Queen's Bench , his judg

AURE, JOUX DE, who was a justice iti- ments in which are duly reported by Dyer,

Derant in 46 Henry III. and thefollowing Coke, and Savile. Havingbeen present at

year in the counties of Cornwall, Devon, the trial of Edmund Campion and others

Dorset, and Somerset, had the custody of for high treason in November 1581, he was

the two latter counties, with the castle of made the subject of a fabricated miracle.

Shireburn , committed to him six years pre- In a book entitled An Epistle of Comfort

viously. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 15.) His family to the Reverend Priestes, and to the Ho

belonged to a place of hisnamein Gloucester- norable, Worshipful,and other of the Laye

shire,and hewas probably the grandsonof Sort, restraynedin Durance for the Catho

Walter de Aure, who died in 5 Henry III., licke Fayth , it is thus narrated : ' I omitt

and the son of Philip de Aure. (Madox, i. Judge Alephe, who sitting to keepe the

118, ii . 27 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i . 70.) place when the other judges retyred, while

AYLESTON, ROBERT DE, then Canon the jurye consulted about the condemna

of Salisbury, in 1323, 17 Edward II., was tion of Father Campian and bis companye,

keeper of thePrivy Seal, and was employed pulling of his glove, founde all his hande

in various counties to try the sheriffs and and hys seale of armes bloodye without

others accused of malversation and oppres- anye token of range pricking, or hurte ; and

sion. On May 21,1323, he was nominated being dismayed therwith wipinge it went

abaron of the Exchequer ; and on July 18, not away but still returned,he shewed it

1326, was sworn in as chancellor of the to the gentle men that sat before him , who

Exchequer, by which he seems to have va- can be witnesses of it till this daye, and

cated his former seat on the bench, as he haue some of them uppon theyr faythes and

was not among the barons appointedon the credites auouched it to be true. He sat

accession of Edward III. on the bench till his death , on November 8,

In the fourth year of that reign , however, 1585.

be resumed his place as a baron, on De- By his wife Jane, daughter of Eustace

cember 20, 1330, having in the preceding Sulyard, of Fleming in Suffolk , he had

August been collated to the archdeaconry of three sons - William , Thomas, and George.

Berks. He again vacated his seat on the William wasknighted by King James on
bench, on being constituted treasurer on his arrival in England; and in 1612 he was

March 29, 1332; and while he held that further honoured with a baronetcy ,which

office the king made an unsuccessful appli- continued in his line till 1781 , when it

cation to the pope to procure his nomination became extinct for want of male issue.

to the vacant bishopric of St. Andrew's. ( Wotton's Baronet. i . 249 ; Morant's Esser,

He continued treasurer till February 3, ii. 139.)
1331. There is no other trace of his death AYMER , or DANIEL. " The Abbot of
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Chertsey ' is the second of the “barones of 8,000 men raised for suppressing the in

errantes,' or ' inquisitores,' sent by Henry cursions of the Scots, they proceeded with
II. in 1170 to enquire into the conduct of so little caution that on being attacked

the sheriffs, whom Dugdale erroneously they were quickly thrown into confusion
designates justiciarii itinerantes.' and entirely routed. The two prelates

It is doubtful whether this abbot was escaped, but William de Ayremynne wa

Daniel or Aymer, but probably the latter. taken prisoner ( Holinshed , iv. 359), and

The date atached to the former in Manning probablyremained in durancetill the com

and Bray’s • Surrey'is 1149. (Vol. iii. 217.) pletion of the truce at the end of the year

The ' Liber Niger Scaccarii ’proves that the From the number of priests and monks i

latter was abbot in 1175, if not earlier. the English ranks, the name of the Whit

(Monast. i. 423.) Battlewas given to this encounter. (Weeve

AYREMYNNE, WILLIAM DE. Presum- 792. )

ing that a patent of 2 Edward III. applies He resignedthe office of keeper of t!

to this bishop, we have his pedigree for Rolls on May 26, 1324, when his brothe
three generations. By it divers lands,tene- Richard de Ayremynné, received the a

ments, and rents in the town of Ayrmyn pointment ( Rot. Claus. 17 Edw .II. m . 1
and elsewhere are confirmed to William He then becamekeeper of the king's Pri

the son and heir of John the son of Adam Seal, and in the following August had
the son of Sewall de Ayrmyn ' in fee. Great Seal again committed to his custo

( Cal. Rot. Pat. 102. ) Another authority during the temporary absence of Robert

leaves out John, and makes him the son of Baldock, then chancellor. ( Ibid. m. 38.

Adam , and states that his mother's name His preferment in the Church procee

was Matilda. The family was an ancient no less rapidly than his civil advancem

one, and was then settled at Osgodby in Heheld the valuable rectory of the pa

Lincolnshire. ( Angl. Sacra, i. 802.) Wil- of Wearmouth, in addition to which

liam was the eldest of three sons, his successively received canonries in the

brothers being the under-mentioned Rich- thedrals of St. Paul, Lincoln , York , S

ard , and Adam , Archdeacon of Norfolk. bury , and Dublin . Not content with t

He is described as one of the clerks in rich benefices, he obtained through th

the Chancery in 5 Edward II. ( Rot. Claus. fluence of Queen Isabella , to whose

m . 27 ), when , from August 27 to Sep, he was devoted, the papal nominati

tember 28, 1311, the Great Sealwas placed the vacantsee ofNorwich, to wbich h
in the hands of the keeper of the Rolls consecrated in France, on Septembe

duringthe absence of Bishop Reginald, the 1325, but the temporalities were the

chancellor, under the seals of him and fused by the king. He still remain

Robert de Bardelby. When sent by the France till he accompanied Queen Is

chancellor to summon to parliament the on her landing in England , in Sept

Abbot of Oseney , who had used every eva- 1326 ; and on November 30 theGrea

sion to avoid obeying the writs, he cun- which the king had in the meantim

ningly gained access to the abbot in the to the queen and prince, was placed

disguise of a penitent ;but as soon as his hands ofAyremynne, who, with He

errand was disclosed , he received such a Cliff, thekeeper of the Rolls, reta

salutary disciplinefrom the knotted scourges till the king's resignation of his cro

provided by the monks for the benefit of January 20, 1327. (Rot. Claus. 20 E

the visitors to the shrine of St. Brithwold m . 3.).
as induced him to decamp most speedily, Under Edward III. he held no

adopting with entire sincerity the character position till April 1, 1331, when

whichhe had assumed .' ( Palgrave's Mer- appointed treasurer ( Rot. Claus. 5 E

chant and Friar, 70. ) p. 1 , m . 13 ), and filled that office

He was one of the three keepers of the year. He presided over the bish

Seal appointed on December 9, 1311, who Norwich nearly eleven years, when

held it till September 1314. Ile was clerk at his house at Charing, near Lo

of the parliament wbich met at Lincoln March 27, 1336, and was buried ii

in January 1316 , and on the 19th of the thedral.

following August was raised to the office AYREMYNNE, RICHARD DE,

of keeper or master of the Rolls. ( Rot. younger brother of the above Wi

Claus. 10 Edw. II . m . 28.) In this character Ayremynne. He probably was ou

the Great Seal was frequently placed in his clerks of the Chancery, as on Dec

custody, under the seals of three clerks, to 1319, 13 Edward II., he is rec

perform the duties of the Chancery,when being present at a delivery of t

the chancellors, John de Sandale, John de i Seal, and as on May 26 , 1324

Hotham , and John Salmon, were absent constituted keeper ofthe Rolls in
from court. About 1319, having joined of hisbrother William . On Nov

the Archbishop of York, the Bishop of Ely, following, the Great Seal was pla

and others at the head of an irregular army custody, under the seals of two ot]

6
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till December 12, the chancellor, Robert de the descendants of the judge for more

Baldock, being then engaged on a mission than two centuries resided atKelsey in thet

to the Scots. He held the keepership of county, several of them filling the office of

the Rolls little more than a year, Henry eheriff. William Ayscoghe's name appears

de Cliff being substituted for him on July among the advocates recorded in the Year

4, 1325. ( Rot. Claus. 13, 17 , 18 Edw. II.) Books from Michaelmas 1429. In about

Vo explanation is given of his removal, but eight years he was called to the degree of

it seems not improbable that it was con- the coif, and was raised to the bench as a

nected with some suspicions then arising as justice of the Common Pleas two years

to his brother's fidelity, as it occurred two afterwards, on April 17, 1440, 18 Henry VI.

days after the death of JohnSalmon, Bishop This rapid advance he represented in a peti

of Norwich,whose see was then the subject tion to the king as a grievance, complain
of contention. On his brother's consecra- ing tha ' or he had ben fully two yere in

tion to that bishopric in the following that office at the barre (of serjeant] hewas

September, Richard, who was then rector called by your heghnes unto the benche and

of Elvelay, wasmade chancellor or vicar- made justice, by which makyng justice all

general of the diocese. ( Blomefiells Nor- his winnings that he sholde have hade in
wich, i. 501.) the said office of serjeant, and alle the

It seems probable that both he and his fees that he had in England weere and be

youngest brother Adam joined William de cessed and expired to his grete empoyryssh

Apremynne in France, inasmuch as the yng, for they weere the grete substance

king, in a writ dated (March 1326, com- of his lyvelode.' He therefore prayed, as

plains of their refusal to appear before him , he was the porest of alle youre justices,'

andcommands the Archbishop of York to that the king would grant him for his life
enforce their attendance. ( Rot. Claus. 19 certain tenements he specified of the value

Edw . II. m. 9.) of 251. 128. 10d . a year . He se t : n thecourt

On March 1, 1327, soon after the acces- for sixteen years, the last fine levied before
sion of Edward III. , he mentioned as him being dated at Midsummer 1454, 32

clerk of the Privy Seal ( Rot. Parl. ii . 440), Henry VI. ( Dugdale's Orig. 46.)

and on the 8th of that month he was ap- His son married Margaret, the daughter

pointed custos of the House of Converts and heir of John Talboys, Esq., of Nuthall,

for life, an office which had been filled by Nottinghamshire.
his brother William . Richard resigned it AYSHTON, NICHOLAS, belonged to a

on June 7, 1339. ( Rot. Pat. p. 1, m. 13 & branch of the ancient and knightly family
m. 10.) of Ayshton, or Assheton, in Lancashire.

The chancellorship of the church of Ile was created a serjeant- at-law in Fe

Salisbury was added to his ecclesiastical bruary 1443, 21 Henry VI., and a judge

preferments on July 16, 1329 ; and as his of the Common Pleas about Trinity Term

successor in this dignity was collated on 1414. His judicial career extended through

April 19, 1310 , the vacancy was pro- the remainder of Henry's reign , and the

bably occasioned by his death. (Le Neve, first four years and a half of that of Ed

ward IV. , the last fine levied before him

AYSCOGHE, WILLIAM. The Ayscoghes being on February 3, 1466. ( Dugdale's Orig.,

were a very old Lincolnshire family , and |46. )

215.)

B

BAALUN, Or BALUN, JOHN DE, was a forfeited all his lands. On the accession of

baron,whose estates were in the counties HenryIII. he returned tohis duty, and
of Gloucester, Hereford , and Wilts. He was was reinstated in his possessions. (Rot.

descended from Hameline de Balun, who Claus. i . 278, 280, 311.) In 9 Henry III.

came into England with the Conqueror, he was placed on the list of the justices

and built the castle ofAbergavenny. Regi- itinerant for the county of Gloucester.

nald , the father of John, in the reign of ( Ibid. ii . 76. ) On his death, in 1235,his son

Henry II . made a fine , with GeoffreyFitz- John paid '1001. for his relief, and did

Ace and Agnes his wife, of certain lands homage for his inheritance. (E.rcerpt. e

which had belonged to the said Hameline, Rot. Fin. i . 276.). Another son, Walter,

for the performance of which the son paid succeeded his brother in 3 Edward 1. ( Abb.
a tine to the king of one hundredmarks and Rot. Orig. i . 24. )

a palfrey in 9 John. ( Rot. de Fin. 382.) In BAALUN , or BALUN, ROGER DE (who

12 John be accompanied the king to Ire- was probably of another branch of the

land (Rot.de Prestito, 189 ), butafterwards same family), was also one of the justices

jained in the wars against his sovereign and itinerant in 9 Henry III., being appointed
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for Hampshire. In the next year he died, houses and rents. ( Cal. Inquis. p. m. ir.

and was at that time coroner for the county. 163, 298.)

( Rot. Claus. ii. 76, 91.) He left two sons and a daughter, but his

BABINGTON, WILLIAM , derived his branch of the family, part of which was

name from a place so called in Northum- settled at Kiddington in Oxfordshire, ha

berland, where his ancestors are said to been long extinct.

haveresided fromthe Conquest. His father BACON, Jonn,had almost always th

was Sir John Babington, of East Bridge title of Clericus Regis affixed to his nam

ford, Notts, andhismother was Benedicta, before he was raised to the bench. He hel

daughter and heir of Simon Ward, of Cam- the office of custos rotulorum et brevius

bridgeshire. They had one daughter and de banco ' certainly from , if not befor
five sons, the elder of whom , Thomas, ob- May 1288, 16 Edward I.; for among

tl

tained by marriage the rich manors of indentures in the treasury of the Exchequ

Dethick and Leachurch in Derbyshire, and is one of that date,the earliest existing
several other rich possessions, which re- strument of the sort, acknowledging t

mained in the hands of his posterity until delivery by him of certain ' pedes finiui
1586, when Anthony Babington was at- to the treasurer and chamberlains. Th
tainted for high treason, and his enormous are renewed at various intervals till 1 F

patrimony passed to a brother, whodissipated ward II. ( Cal. Exch . iii. 99-112 .)

the whole. Another branch of this part of the third year he was directed to har

the family settled at Rothley Temple in counter -roll of all pleas. The custody
Leicestershire. Ledes Castle in Kent was committed to

William was the second son of Sir John; in 19 Edward I. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i.

and byhis marriage with Margery ,daughter and two years before heis mentioned as

and heir of Sir Peter Martel, of Chilwell, of the executors of Queen Eleanor,

Notts, acquired that and other considerable record_calling him attorney .' ( De

property. He pursued the study of the law , Issue Roll, 98.) His name appears an

and on January 16, 1414,1 Henry V., he was the advocates in the Year Book in

constituted the king's attorney, an office earlier years of Edward II.; and in

which in those times was inferior to that of sixth year, on February 19, 1313, he

a serjeant-at-law , as we find him sum- advanced to the bench of that cour

moned on July 11 , 1415, to take upon which he had so long been an officer

himself the latter degree. he continued a judge there till Octob

He and some others neglecting to obey 1320, when John de Stonore was appo

the mandate, and there being then an in- in his place. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 79, 88.)

sufficiency of serjeants to carry on the In 21 Edward I. he received pern

business of the courts, complaintwas made to inclose a certain way in Restonin S

in the parliament of November 1417, which ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 56 ) ; and in 9 Edwa

issued an order that they should, under a he certified as having possessions

great penalty, immediately take upon them- townships of Shouldham in Norfoll

selves the degree. Upon their promise of of Hemingston, Cleydon, and Akenh

obedience they had a respite till the fol- Suffolk . ( Parl. Writs , ii. p. ii. 464.

lowing Trinity Term . ( Rot. Parl. iv . 107.) BACON , THOMAS, there can be

From that time his namefrequently occurs doubt, was of the same family as the

in the Year Books till November 4, 1419, which Sir Nicholas Bacon and Lo

when he was appointed chief baron of the rulam sprang. In 9 Edward II. , 1

Exchequer. While he held this office he was certified asholding property in S

was placed on the bench of the Common Baconsthorpe, and other places in

Pleas also, on June 30, 1420, holding both which fornied part of the posses

places together till May 5,1423, when he thoseeminent individuals. He was

was advanced byHenry VI. to the chief theThomas Bacon, son of Sir Roge

justiceship of the Common Pleas, and held of Baconsthorpe, on whom that

the presidency of that court for thirteen settled lands in Isbenham , &c., on

years, retiring on February 9, 1436. He riage with Johanna, daughterof 1

survived his resignation for nineteen years ; Antringham , in 8 Edward III. ;

and dying in 1455, 33 Henry VI., he was Bacons were even then so numer

buried at Lenton Priory in his native the different branches can scarcel

county. tinguished.

The Reports show his active attention to Thomas is named in the Year

his legal duties, and tradition speaks of his Edward III. both before and after

godly life and conversation. His piety is judge. He was raised to that dign

evidenced by his founding a chantry for Common Pleas on September 30,

two chaplains at the altar of St. Catherine, received the honourof knighth

in the church at Thurgarton in Notts ; and was removed into the King's

by endowing the chantry of Babington in January 28, 1332 , and he does no

Flaforth, in the same county, with several have exercised his judicial funct

a
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10 Elward III . , 1336 ; but if he were the | In 1540 he is mentioned as the first of the

son of Sir Roger, as above suggested , he three commissioners to accept the surren

was still alive in 1359. ( Parl. Writs, ii. p. der of the collegiate church of Southwell

ii . 303; Drydale's Orig. 102 ; Rot. Parl. îi. (Rymer, xiv. 674, 701 ) ; and in the same

68, 447 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 99, 109.) year he is styled solicitor for the university

BACON , NICHOLAS. The lineage of this of Cambridge. His name appears as ' stu

family, soeminent in philosophy, literature, diant of the lawe, ' receiving one shilling a

and law, has been traced up toone Grim- quarter in the accounts of the king's trea

baldus, a landed proprieter in Normandy, surer, during the first three years of Ed

who accompanied his relative William , Earl ward' VI. ( Trevelyan Papers), which seems

Warren, into England at the time of the to have been a customary fee to the de

Conquest, and settled at Letheringset in pendents of the court.
Norfolk. One of his great-grandsons in One of the projects which the king had

the reign of Richard I. first called himself at heart on the dissolution of the monas

Bacon,an Anglo - Saxon word signifying of teries in 1539 was the foundation of a

the beechen tree,' in allusion to which he house for the study of the civil law and the

bore for his arms argent, a beech -tree formation of young statesmen. A scheme

proper. The family widely extended itself was prepared by Bacon, but the lavish ex

over Norfolk and Suffolk ,holding consider- travagance of Henry having exhausted the

able estates in the latter county, among means which the monastic lands were to

which MonksBradfield and Hessetbelonged supply, this noble design died in its birth,

to the immediate ancestor of the lord keeper. not, however, without securing the royal

The two last-named judges, John and favour to Bacon, whose abilities had been

Thomas Bacon , doubtless came from the manifested in the composition . In 1545

same stock , both having property in these he had a grant of the manors of Redgrave,
two counties.

Bottesdale, and Gillingham, in Suffolk ,

Nicholas Bacon was the second son of which had belonged to the monastery of St.

Robert Bacon, of Drinkston in Suffolk, by Edmundsbury ; and in the following year

Isabel, the danghter of John Cage, of Pa- he was promoted to the office of attorney

kenham in the sanie county . His father, to the CourtofWards, his patent for which
who held the office of sheep reeve to the was renewed in 1547, on the accession of

neighbouring abbey of St. Edmund's Bury Edward VI.

( Vasters's Corp. Christi Coll. 220 ), had four During Edward's reign, Bacon purchased

other children, two sons and two daughters. the estate of Gorham , which had belonged

Thomas, the elder of the two sons, died to St. Alban's abbey, where he fixed his

without issue ; and James, the younger, was residence, and seeing that all rule and
a salter in the city of London , of which he authority in the town of St. Albans was

became an alderman , and served the office overthrown with the fall of the abbot, he

of sheriff in 1669. (Machyn's Diary, 280, obtained a charter for its incorporation in

1553, being himself nominated high steward .

Fuller (Worthies, ii. 334 ) says that Ni- (Newcome's St. Albans,481.)

cholas was born not far from the abbey, The accession of Queen Mary made no

meaning, nodoubt, his father's residence at change in his official position ; buthe was

Drinkston ; but most other writers fix the so well known to be strongly affected to the

place of his birth at Chislehurst in Kent, reformed doctrines that Queen Elizabeth
und the date about 1509. He was sent immediately selected him as her principal

vity early to Corpus Christi ( Benet) Col- legal minister. On December 22,1558, little

is. Cambridge, where he was one of the more than a month after Queen Mary's

l.ible clerks ,and proceeded A.B.about1527. death, hewas knighted , and the Great Seal

At the university he formed that intimacy was placed in his hands as lord keeper.

with Sir William Cecil which, afterwards What was the precise difference between
pireted by their union with two sisters, the two offices oflord keeper and lord chan

luted throughout their lives. On leaving cellor few could explain , as the powers of

to lege he pursued his studies at Paris, bot were apparently the same. Doubts,

where he remained till 15:32, in which year however, having been raised on the subject,

was admitted a student at Gray's Inn. it was deemed expedient to put an end to

llewas called to the bar in the following them in the second parliament of this reign ,
5 - as, and was made an ancient in 1536, that by passing an act declaring that the keeper

rice being distinct from the grade of a of the Great Seal always had, and thence
barcher, to which he did not arrive till forth should have, the same rights and

Hom ) . In 1552 he held the office of its powers as if he were lord chancellor. ( St. 5
tr , csurer. That his name does not appear Elis. ch. 18.)

Bon an advocate in any of the reported cases In the first parliament, which met on

***y be accounted for by his holding the January 25 , 155), Bacon contented himself

her of rolicitor to the Court ofAugmenta- with procuring an act forthe recognition of

to thi , to which he was appointed in 1537. Queen Elizabeth's title, without repealing
D
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the statute by which she had been declared by a happy repartee. When she remarked

illegitimate, upon the maxim that the crown on one ofher visits to his mansion, that it

purged all defects, and chusing,' as David was too little for him ,he answered, “ No

Lloyd observes, the closure of a festered madam , it is you thathave made me to

wound more prudent than the opening of big for it.' The queen took great deligh

it . ' Bills for the restoration of the queen’s in the early wit of Sir Nicholas’s illustriou
supremacy, and for the adoption of a re- son Francis, whom she called “ her youn

formed liturgy, having been then intro- lord keeper .' The great corpulency whic

duced, the queen commanded a conference oppressed him in his latter years was

to be held at Westminster,under the super- subject with which, in good-humour

intendence of the lord keeper as moderator, raillery, she would banter him , saying th

to settle some of the controverted points; his soul lodged well ;' and he would n

at which a certain number of bishops and hesitate to make this infirmity an excu

learned men were appointed to argue on for writing to her, instead of paying,

each side . Those of the popish party, how- personal respects, expressing himself thy

ever, refusing to be bound by the regula- Oh ! madam , not want of a willing h

tions which had been made,no discussion and mynd , but an unhable and unwei

took place, and the bills, after considerable body is the onlie cause of this.' ( Cal.

debate in the two houses, were passed in Papers (1547) , 555.)
both . So burthensome was this increase of

Through the influence of the Earl of size to him that he could not walk f

Leicester, whose dislike to him is evident one court to the other without suffer

from some letters in the State Paper Office and when he took his seat it was the cus

( Cal. [ 1547 ] , 235, 237 ), he was charged for the lawyers to refrain from pleadin

with assisting John Hales in the composi- he gave the signal with his staff. It

tion of a book showing that the succession to this infirmity he alluded when he

of the crown on the death of the queen to a certain nimble -witted counsellor

would devolve on the house of Suffolk. interrupted him often, “ There is a

Nothing could be more offensive to Eliza- difference betwixt you and me; it is a

beth than any interference in a question to me to speak, and a pain to you to

upon which she was notoriously jealous, your peace . In hearing the cases in

and the known prudence of Sir Nicholas cery and the Star Chamber he w

Bacon might well raise a doubt whether markable for his patience , always s

he so far failed in his usual caution as to Let us stay a little, and we shal

meddle in so dangerous a matter. It is done the sooner ;' and his judgment

said, however, that the queen believed the distinguished by soundness and n

charge , and not only forbade him the court, tion .

but even offered the Seal to Justice An- Sir Nicholas's death took place a

thony Browne, and that Sir William Cecil House, on February 20, 1579, afte

had some difficulty in persuading her ma- ing the Great Seal for above twent

jesty to restore Sir Nicholas to her good His remains were deposited under

graces. Some presumption of the truth of monument erected by himself in St

the story is afforded by the following facts. Cathedral, with an inscription per
On October 25, 1566, the queen under the famous George Buchanan.

standing the lord keeper's slow amendment' All writers concur in their esti

(which looks very like a politic excuse ) , his character, which may be sun

appointed Sir Robert Catlin , lord chief by what Canden (in Kennet , ii . 4

justice of the Common Pleas, to execute of him : “ He was a man of a gr

the office of lord keeper in parliament. but of great acuteness of wit, of

( Parl. Hist. i . 708.) In the same year An- wisdom , of great eloquence, of an

thony Browne was knighted , an honour memory, and a pillur, as it wer

seldom bestowed by Queen Elizabeth on privy council.' David Lloyd ( S

her puisne judges, and in that session thies, 472) is equally eulogistic
there was much discussion about the suc- conclusion , ' he was, in a word , a

cession and the queen's marriage. his country, and of Sir Franci

The queen's confidence, with this slight savours something of a bathos

interruption, was never withdrawn from motto, " Mediocria firma,' may b
him ; and to the end of his life he enjoyed modesty of his nature , to which

her favour so much that he even ventured may be attributed his long cont

sometimes to advise her in the form of a his position , unharmed , and a

joke . When the queen asked him his opi- touched, by the assaults of envy

nion of one of the monopoly licences,which rivalry.

were then so obnoxiously obtained, he His residence in London , before

answered, 'Would you havemespeak truth, lord keeper, was at Bacon Hou .

madam ? Licentia omnes deteriores sumus. ' Street, Foster Lave, which be

Ile knew also how to gratify her majesty afterwards in York House, ne

6
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Cross , which belongedto the Archbishops of | tation of a man's transactions, no better

York , and stood on the site of the streets explanation of his policy, can be found than

now known by thenameand title of George that which his own letters furnish ; and in

Villiers, Duke of Buckingham , to whom it the following sketch those of Bacon have

was subsequently granted. The Cursitor's been carefully used in order to form an

Office in Chançery Lane was erected by him , impartial and unbiassed judgment of his
and he founded a free grammar school at real character. His letters have been

Redgrave, allotting 30l. a year for its sup- collected in the edition of his worksby

port , and settling 201. a year for themain- Mr. Basil Montagu, and to that edition

tenance of six scholarships in Corpus Christi the references are made.
College, to be chosen out of that school. Francis Bacon was born at York House

Towards building the chapel to this college, in the Strand on January 22, 1560-1, when

the place of his education , he was so liberal his father, Sir Nicholás, had been lord

a contributor that the society presented him keeper of the Great Seal for two years.

with a silver mazer the year before his His mother, Sir Nicholas's second wife, to

death . To the library also of his university whose early instructions the future philo

he was a great benefactor, and his merits sopher owed much of his celebrity, was

were so highly esteemed there that eulo- Anne, one of the five daughters of Sir

gistic verses were published to his memory. Anthony Cooke, tutor of Edward VI. ,

Sir Nicholas married twice. His first another of whom was Mildred, the second

wife was Jane, daughter of William Fern- wife of Sir William Cecil, soon after

ley, ofWest Creting in Suffolk, Esq ., whose ennobled by the title of Lord Burleigh.

sister had married Sir Thomas Gresham . Anthony and Francis were the only issue
BF her he had a family of three sons and of this union.

three daughters. The eldest son , Sir As no person has claimed the honour of

Nicholas Bacon, of Redgrave, was the first being Francis Bacon's early instructor, it is

person whom King James advanced to the to be presumed that he spent the first

dignity of baronet, on the institution of the twelve years of his life at home, where,

order in 1611 ; and the title has continued besides the tuition he received from bis

uninterruptedly in his descendants to the accomplished mother, he had all the ad

present time. A second baronetcy, granted vantage that could bederived from associa

in 1627 to Sir Butts Bacon, of Mildenhall tion with the great and learned men who

in Suffolk , the fifth son of the first baronet, frequented his father's house. In Queen

became united to that of Redgrave in 1755 ; Elizabeth's occasional visits to Gorham

and a third baronetcy, granted in 1661 to bury, she is said to have been so pleased

Sir Nicholas Bacon, ofGillingham ,a grand- with his readiness that she called him her

sin of the first baronet, expired for want of young lord keeper; and his answer to her

inue in 1685 . question how old he was, “ Two years

The date of the death of thelord keeper's younger than your majesty's happy reign ,'.

first wife does not appear, but his marriage is somewhat too easily accepted as a proof

with the second must have taken place of his early wit.

some time before he received the Great When little more than twelve years old

Sval. She was Anne, daughter of Sir hewas sent with his brother Anthony to

Anthony Cooke, of Giddy Hall, Essex, and Trinity College, Cambridge, then presided

sister of the wife of Sir William Cecil, over by Dr. Whitgift, afterwards Arch

siterwards the renowned Lord Burleigh. bishop of Canterbury. By the master's

Herfather, the learned and pious preceptor | books, the account with him began on April

of Edward VI., had given to all bis 5 , 1573, but he was not matriculated till

daughters a scholastic education ; some of June 10 ; and according to the same

the fruits of which , in Lady Bacon, were account he paid for sizings up to Christmas

he translations of twenty-five sermons 1575. ( British Mag. xxxiii. 444.) It is

from the Italian of Bernardine Achine , stated that he left the university from dis

published in 1550, and of Bishop Jewell's gust at the system of education then adopted

LatinApologyfor the ChurchofEngland, there,and which remainedwithoutmuch

published in 1564. Her children by the alteration to the days of Milton ; but it
lord keeper were Anthony and Francis, seems unlikely that his father should have

and to her early instructions may doubt- been induced to listen to such an objection

boxe be attributed some of that eminence to from a boy not yet sixteen. His re

which they both attained; the former in moval was probably caused by other plans

the short life to which he was limited , being formed by him , which bad diplomacy

for be died early ; the latter, not only in for their object; for in the course of the

bis own time and in his own country, but next year he went to France with Sir

for all ages and throughout the civilised Amyas Paulet,our ambassador there. Sir
wrid. Amyas having occasion to send to England,

BACON, FRANCIS (LORD VERULAM , Vis- entrusted Bacon with the mission ; and the

CHEBT Si. ALBINS ) . No uster interpre- ' queen is said to have expressed her appro

9
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bation of the manner in which the youth- | wine;' which , if he was entered in 1576 ,

ful messenger performed the duty. After might be because he was going abroad. 2 .

spending not quite two years andahalfin Admitted to the Grad. Sop, wherebybe
France, during which his journeys into the hath won ancienty of 40, being bar. of 3

interior seem to have been only those in years continuance ;' which is perhaps ex

which he accompanied Sir Amyas as his plained by the next. 3. Utter barrister

" companion ,' his father'sdeath in February upon three years study ;' by which he

1578–9 caused him to be suddenly sum- would attain seniority over those who wer
moned home from Paris. not to be called till their full term of five o

At this period he was just turned eigh- seven years' study had expired. 4. Ad

teen ; and, as the youngest of a large mitted to the high table where none are by

family, the provision that came to his share readers.' Noneof these memoranda hay

was not sufficient for his maintenance any date ; but the last refers to the order

without some aid from his own exertions. February 1586, which proves he was the

He naturally selected the law for his pro- made a bencher.

fession, and entered himself at Gray's Inn , For this early call to the bench he w

as his father bad done before him. The apparently indebted to Lord Burleigh, w
date of his entry is uncertain, but in a was hiinself a inember of the inn.

questionable MS. of the society it is stated evidently refers to it in a letter to

to be November 1576 ; and, although at lordship in the following May, when spe
that date he was either gone or going to ing of a late motion of mine own,' whe!

Paris , it is possible that his father might ' I sought an ease in coming within ba

have entered him previous to his departure; meaning simply within the bar of his

but he could not have kept his terms, or which he calls in his letter not any

began his studies, till his return in March traordinary or singular note of favour.
1578. then alludes to some reports tohisprejus

Shortly afterwards he made some suit upon which his lordship had admoni

to his uncle Lord Burleigh, the precise him . (Works, xii. 473.) He entered pa

nature of which, from the involved lan- ment for the first time in November 1

guage in which he urged it in two letters as member for Melcombe Regis, but

addressed to his uncle and aunt (Sept. 16, record of the proceedings remains. I

1580 ; Works, xii . 471 ), it is difficult to next parliament, of October 1586, h

unravel. It was evidently connected with for Taunton, and was ' vehement as

the law, and required the queen's approval: the Queen of Scots , joining in the y

but his request being, as he acknowledges, demand for her immediate execution

rare and unaccustomed ,' and one which he does notappear to bave taken any

might be deemed 'indiscreet and un- active part in the business of the s

advised ,' it will not excite much wonder if ( Parl. Hist. i. 8:37.)
a youth not yet twenty should have failed In Lent 1588 he was elected

in his application. It has been supposed and double reader in Lent 1600, wh

that a letter without date, which Montagu reading was on " The Statute of

extracts from the 'Cabala ' ( Works, xii . 7 ) , which was not published till sey

thanking Burleigh for his intercession with years after his death . In the me

the queen on his behalf, was written in the however, he had been actively emp!

next month after this application . But, improving and ornamenting the pre

adverting to the fact that he was then a the society; and various sums were
minor, and to the contents of his subse- to him for planting the gardens, & e

quent letters to his uncle, it seems to be- dale's Orig . 273.) He took also a

long to a much later date, speaking as it ment part in promoting those

does of the queen having appropriated him entertainments for which the soci

to her service,' and of her princely liber- famous, and with the performance

ality , ' of which there are no signs at this the queen was so much gratified .

time, nor were there for a long time after. Soon after this his uncle prod

Ile was called to the bar on June 27, him a grant of the reversion of the

1582, and on February 10, 1586, there is an ship of the Star Chamber, an offi

order that he may have place with the 1,6001. a year,which mended his

readers at the readers' table, but not to but did not fill his barn ,' as he tr

have any voice in pension, nor to win for he had to wait nearly twenty

ancienty of any that is his ancient, or shall the vacancy . (Works, xii . 14 :

read before him .' ( Lansdowne MSS. 51 , art. evident that during this time h .

6. ) To a copy of this order some notes of getting on in his profession ; fc

Lord Burleigh are appended, being memo- the reporters as yetmention his n

randa of the successive favours shown by a letter to his mother, dated

the inn to Bacon . These are — 1. That he 18 , 1591-2 (Dixon , 30 ), he appli

had a ' special adinittance to be out of Burleigh for the wardship of

commons, sending for beer, bread, and Hayward's son ; and in anoiher

1
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to his lordship , later in the same year legal descent would alone avail him, and

(Works, xii. 5 ), he says he was one and his parliamentary character had been lately

thirty years old, and threatens ' if his damaged, so that his principal dependence

lordship will not carry him on ,' to sell his must have been on the influence of his

inheritance and purchase some office of gain frier:ds at court. There, in addition to Lord

that sball be executed by deputy, and so Burleigh and his son, he had enlisted the

. become a sorry bookmaker.' Though his Earl of Essex in his cause.

views were afterwards altered, his petitions The earl became his most strenuous ad

do not seem at this time to aim at any vocate. His letters show that both be and

active legal place; for he says, ' I confess the lord treasurer were zealous pleaders for

that I have as vast contemplative ends as I him ; for the queen was strongly prejudiced

bare moderate civil ends, for I have taken against him , telling them thatnone but

all knowledge to be my province .' His they thought him fit for the place. It is

suit not receiving so much encouragement grievous to be obliged to add that Bacon's

from his uncle as he hoped, he applied to letters betray an underhand endeavour to

his cousin, Sir Robert Cecil , to press it. impede Coke's success by depreciating his

At last Lord Burleigh, in September 1593, abilities, and nicknaming him the ' Huddler.

tells him that he had induced the lord (Works, xiii . 74, 75.) History may be

keeper ( Puckering) , who had been required searched in vain for an earlier example of

by the queen to give to her the names of such degrading solicitation for legal honours,

divers lawyers to be preferred, to put him and for such unworthy attempts to decry

down as a meetman, but not equal to Bro- a rival ; and it is to be lamented that almost

grave and Branthwait, two other barristers all Bacon's future struggles for advance

whom Puckering specially recommended. ment were sullied by the same unprincipled

(Works, xii. 72.) accompaniments. Coke, however, could not

In the parliament of February 1589 he with decency be passed over. He received

represented Liverpool, and busied himself the appointment on April 10, 1594 ; and in

in promoting the supply, being appointed to filling up the office of solicitor-general,

confer with the queen's learned counsel which he vacated , a longer delay inter

thereon. So in the next parliament, in vened, and a similar disappointment awaited

February 1593, being then member for Bacon.

Middlesex, be supported the motion of his This vacancy lasted from April 10, 1594,

cousin Sir Robert Cecil to the same pur- to November 6, 1595, a period of nineteen

port ( Parl. Hist. i. 855 , 881) ; but on a months. Bacon exerted every effort to get

subsequent day he lost the credit he had the place, in letters to Lord Burleigh and

gained, by objecting to the course proposed his son (Works, xii. 3, 475, xiii . 78, 85),

for its collection. Discovering his indis- to Lord Keeper Puckering (xiii . 51, 56),

cretion, in the remaining debates, which and to the Earl of Essex, to whom he says

continued for nearly three weeks, he had in one of them, “ The objections to my

the prudence to be silent. For this inter- competitors your lordship knoweth partly;

ference be so deeply incurred the queen's I pray spare them not, not over the queen,

displeasure that it had not subsided when but to the great ones, to show your con

he received Lord Burleigh's favourable fidence and work their distrust.' (xiii. 77,

Dote , por till some time after. ( Works, 79, 82.) Notwithstanding the intercessions

xi. 28, xiii. 275.) of the earl and some others of his friends,

In April 1593 Sir Gilbert Gerard, the and his own petitions and new year's gifts

master of the Rolls, died ; and though this to the queen, both of which she refused to

place was destined for Sir Thomas Egerton , receive, she was so disgusted by his per
it was kept vacant till his successor as tinacity that she said if he continued in
attorney -general was determined on . The this manner she would seek all England

list of lawyers to be preferred, which the rather than take him ? (xii. 109, 166 ,

kord keeper had been required to give, had xiii. 73, 81, 83) ; and in the end the
Do doubt reference to this vacancy ; for office was given to Sir Thomas Fleming.
though Sir Edward Coke, as solicitor- Bacon was precluded from complaining of

general, had the first claim to the succession, this appointment; for in a letter to the lord

it is evident that efforts were making to set keeper,writen in the previous July, he had
aside his just pretensions. Bacon puthim- said , 'If her majesty settle her choice upon
all forward as Coke's opponent ( Works, an able man , such a one as Mr. Serjeant
xl . 77 ), endeavouring to break through Fleming, I will make no means to alter it. '
the accustomed routine ; but, as he was ( xiii. 56. )

then only a young man, and had not yet During this contest the degree of Master

acquired any reputation either as a lawyer of Arts was conferred upon him by the

or as a writer, it is difficult to understand university of Cambridge, on July 27, 1594;
on what his claims to an office which had and at the end of it, Essex, attributing to

bers lately increasing in importance were himself Bacon's want of success, gave him,
founded . He could not expect that his as some compensation for his disappoint
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ment, an estate at Twickenham , which she never deals so with any aswith me ,

was afterwards sold for 1,8001. (vi . 249. ) she hath pulled me over the bar,she hath used

Lord Burleigh's .constant and serious en- me in her greatest causes. Yet any such

deavours to have him solicitor ' he grate- regular employment does not seem to be
fully acknowledges ; but in the sameletter consistentwith his absenting himself during

complains thathis lordship does not employ that term , as he tells Lord Burleighhe did,

himin his profession in any services of his in a letter dated in the following March

own. (Works, xii. 162.) The queen, pro- in the latter part of which he adds, “ Thi
bably through Lord Burleigh's interest, last request I find it more necessary for me

gave him, in July 1595, 60 acres in Zelwood to make, because (though I am glad of he

Forest, and in November she granted him majesty's favour, that I may with mor
the reversion of Twickenham Park . ease practise the law, which , percase,

In May 1596 Egerton was made lord may use now and then for my countenance

keeper, but as he still retained the master- yet, to speak plainly,though perhaps vainl
ship of the Rolls, no vacancy immediately I donot think that the ordinary practice
occurred in that office. Bacon applied the law, not serving the queen in plac

urgently and unsuccessfully for it (Dixon , will be admitted for a good account of 1

383 ) ; and Coke and Fleming probably poor talent that God hath given m

did not aspire to it, as they were common ( Works, xii. 160, 475, xiii. 83.) There

lawyers. They remained in their respec- also a letter from Lord Burleigh to

tive posts during the rest of the reign, so Robert Cecil, dated February 14 , 1594

that there was no opportunity for any which plainly proves that Bacon wasnott

further intrigue ; and Bacon was obliged to recognised as a queen's counsel . His le

content himselfwith receiving 'occasional ship is advising his son as to some rent

employment in the service of the queen. be reserved on the nomination of the

Ile has been represented as the first who Bishops of Winchester and Durham , a

held the office of queen's or king's counsel, which he had spoken to the attor

distinct from the usual law officers; but general (Coke), who, he says, complain

that he had any special warrant for that the want of other counsellors, “ seeing

purpose from Queen Elizabeth there is no iis but one sargeant and no sollicitor

evidence whatever from any existing record. ledging that ther ar many weighty c

Montagu and Macaulay say that he was so of her majesty to be ordered .' ( 1

appointed in 1590 ; butthe preceding facts Desul. Cur. b . v. 6.) Thus it is clea

sufficiently prove that it could not have the queen had not then bestowed o

been so early; and the precise time at which any distinct appointment; and that t!

hebegan to be engagedin the queen's causes casional employment he had for the g

still remains in doubt. From his corre- mentwas not of such importance as to

spondence it seems probable that he was first his absence inconvenient.

employed shortly after Coke became at- Bacon was engaged in some crown

torney -general, in April 1594, during the during the vacancy of the solicitorsh
vacancy in the office of solicitór. There is whether as having the independent n

a mysterious expression in a letter to the ment of them , or, as junior barrist

queen, dated July 20, 1594, which may now employed, in assistance ofthe at

probably refer to the royal promise so to general, it is difficult to say. That

use him — a gracious vail, itpleased your desirous ofproducing the former im

majesty to give me.' (Works, xiii. 81.) is evident from two letters to Lord

The undated letter to Lord Burleigh , al- Puckering in 1594 and 1595, dur

ready mentioned, apparently written about vacancy, in which he uses it for the
this time , seems also to allude to it. Bacon of being urged in furtherance of

says in it that it is an exceeding comfort Both of them , curiously enough , a

and encouragement to him , “ putting him- the same day in each year, Septe

self in the way of her majesty's service,' In the first, he says, ' I was minded

and ‘ seeing it had pleased her majesty. ... ing to the place of employment, th

to vouchsafe to appropriate me unto her of office, wherein I serve, for p

service .' While engaged in his application direction , and the advancement of

for the solicitorship, he writes to Foulk vice, to have acquainted your lord

Grevil, “ Her majesiy had by set speech before the term, with such of her

more than once assured me of her intention causes as are in my hands ; w

to call me to her service; which I could ... I find ... your lordship of y

not understand but of the place I had been is willing to use for my good ,

named to. The queen, however, evidently satisfaction you may find in my

had no such meaning; and it soon appears the second he says, “ I hope yo

that she merely intended him to hold some will not be the less sparing in u

of her briefs ; for Bacon tells his brother gument of my being studied ar
Anthony, January 25 , 1594-5, that the in the queen's causes.'. ( W'or )

queen, complaining of his pertinacity, says 58.) From a letter of his to K
1
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certainly written between July 1606 and absolute and compulsory, his position must

June 1607, his own opinion as to the time have been so notorious that blame would

when he was regularly employed may be not have been imputed, nor exculpation

collected ; for in it he urges his 'nine years' needed .

service of the crown,' which would not He was on the closest terms of friendship

make it earlier than 1597. (xii. 107.) with Essex ; the earl had been his most

Whatever was the date, it is clear he was energetic advocate in his aspirations to the

not a sworn adviser, nor had any patent offices of attorney and solicitor general, and

conferring upon him the office of queen's had even made his success a personal matter

counsel. That he was not so considered with the queen ; and when Bacon had been

when, at the end of the reign, the names of disappointed of both the places, Essex

all the existing officers were sentto King generously presented him with an estate

James for re- appointment, is manifest from worth 1,8001. All this Bacon is forced

the omission of his . His activity and the to acknowledge, but with respect to the

interest of his friends, however, soon got latter he asserts, in his apology, that he

this omission remedied, by procuring the said to the ear), “ My lord, I see that I

introduction of his name in a warrant on a must be your homager, and hold land of

totally different subject, dated April 21 , your gift; but do you know the manner of

1603, thus: Where[ as] wehave perceaved , doing homage in law ? Always it is with

by a lettre from our councell at Whitehall, a saving of his faith to the king and his

that Francis Bacon, Esq. , was one of the other lords; and, therefore, my lord, I can

learned counsell to the late queen ,our sister, be no more yours than I was, and it must

by speciall commandment, and that in the be with the antient savings ; and if I grow

warrant granted by us to them for the con- to be a rich man , you will give me leave to

tinewance of their places, he is not named, give it back again to some of your unre

we have thought good to allow him in such warded followers . The reliance that is to be

sort as she did? (Egerton Papers,367.) He placed on this minute report of a conver

held this equivocal position for the sixteen sation occurring eight years previously may

following months, for it was not till August be estimated by the fact, mentioned in the

25, 1604, that he obtained a patent formally same letter,that, notwithstanding this flou

appointing him consiliarium nostrum ad rish aboutgiving back the estate,hehad al

legem , sive unum de consilio nostro erudito ready sold it for 1,8001. In such intimate re

in lege,' with such precedence as any other lations as existed between the earl and him,

learned counsel, or as he had “ratione verbi both gratitude and common decency ought

rega Elizabethæ , vel ratione warranti nos- to have prevented him from taking any

tri ;' and granting a fee of 401. a year. active part in the prosecution, unless ab
( Rymer, xvi.596.)He himself confirmsthis solute necessity compelled him. If there

view of bis position by stating in one of his was nosuch necessity, some strong per

letters to King James, · You formed me of sonal object must have prompted bim

the learned council extraordinary, without officiously to intrude himself into the

warrant or fee, a kind of individuum vagum . business . ' To prove a necessity, it would

You established me and brought me into be incumbent on him to show that there

ordinary ; soon after you placed me so- wasa deficiency of the queen's ordinary

licitor. ( Works, xii. 402. ) legal counsel ; but, besides the attorney and

This discussion is of more importance solicitor general and Serjeant Yelverton,

than it at first appears, because the judg- all of whom assisted at the trial, there were

ment to be formed of Bacon's conduct in two other queen's serjeants , Daniell and

pleading against the Earl of Essex before Drew , whose services would have fallen

the council, and on his trial in February within the regular course of their duties.

100l, mainly depends on the question Even if additional aid was required, there

whether the nature of his employment did was the whole bar to choose from , and the

or did not impose upon him the necessity name of “ Nicholas Kempe, counsellor at

for such appearance . So general was the law, ' is actually recorded as taking some of

dizapprobation it caused that he wrote two the examinations. ( Works, vi. 378, 380. )

letters in defence of himself to Sir Robert As to Bacon's services being indispensable,

Cecil and Lord Henry Howard (nearly he, according to his own showing, held no

copies of each other ) ; and so long did the office, but a new and extraordinary appoint

stigma attach to him that he found it ne- ment; and it is a curious fact, that in a

cessary , Dearly three years afterwards, to memorandum for the order of the arraign

address an elaborate apology for his conduct ment, in Coke's handwriting, preserved in

to the Earl of Devonshire,Lord Lieutenant the State Paper Office, Bacon's name was
of Ireland . (Works, xii. 168, 171 , 245. ) not proposed in the list of counsel to be re

His justification is but a lame one , and can tained. There is , however, a note from the

hare satisfied few ; and in pleading the ne- lords of the council, written the day be

cessity of his place as one of the queen's fore the trial, addressed to · Mr. Francis

counsel, he forgets that, if his duty was Bacon, one of her majesty's counsel

&
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learned .' ( Jardine's Criin. Trials, i. 385.) \ it is signed by eight privy councillors.

The non - introduction of his name in Coke's ( Counc. Reg. xvii. 336.) Whatever may

memorandum is a strong proof that his have been the motive with the royal donor

appearance was not a necessary part of his inducing this extraordinary gift, it is

duty. No precedent could be urged against difficult, under all the attendant circum

his refusal, if he had been earnest in his re- stances, to draw an inference favourable t

sistance ; and if his aid was demanded by the courtly recipient.
the council, with the knowledge of his To return. Within ten days after th

connection with the earl, he ought to have appointment of Sir Thomas Egerton, Esse

felt that they sought rather to degrade wrote to him to have a care of Bacon du

than to advance or honour him . The truth , ing his absence in Spain . (Works, xii.91

however , peeps out, even in the apology The new lord keeper had always be

itself , in his arowal that one of his objects friendly to him , andwhen he was a ca

was to uphold himself in credit and didate for the solicitorship had suppli
strength with the queen ;' and in another him with observations for the exercise

place, that as she was constant in her the office. (Egerton's Life, 165.) Baco

favours, and made an end where she began ,' crown business no doubt would,with s

he was resolved to endure his condition in patronage, be materially increased, and

expectation of better. ' The queen was personal access to the queen become m

offended at his friendship for Essex, which, frequent. Her majesty even occasion

he says, he saw would overthrow him ; honoured him with her presence at his hq

and consequently he pursued a course by in Twickenham Park.

which he incurred the contempt of the This advance in favour had the nat

world , without producing, as the event effect of making him think more highl

proved , any advantage for himself. Had his position than the actual nature of

he acted a more honourable part, he would employment warranted. That he wa

have obtained the credit, without incurring clined to encroach beyond his provin

the danger, of Sir Henry. Yelverton, who apparently from the scene that occurr

refused to plead against his patron Somer- the Court of Exchequer about 1601, W

set, and Sir John Walter, who indignantly Bacon having moved for the reseizu

rejected a brief against Sir Edward Coke. certain lands, Coke, probably deemi

This disposition to undertake anything an interference with his duties, ki

with a view to his own advantage is still at it, ' and insulting and scornful

more manifest in the Declaration of the passed between them. Among the

Treasons of the Earl of Essex, published Coke bade him not meddle wit

by him soon after the trial . (Works, vi . queen's business, ' and said he

209.) Though he says that he wrote it at sworn. (Works, vii. 338. )
the queen'scommand, her majesty taking He had in 1578 been an unsuc

a liking to my pen, ' it is impossible to be- rival of Coke for the favours of

lieve that he might not have avoided the Hatton ; and the Earl of Essex, w
task . In it he vilifies and blackens the wonted zeal, had been his advoca

earl's character to such an extent that it is both her parents. His disappointi

surprising he should so long have associated not obtaining thelady, whose violent

with him without discovering or suspecting had not yet been displayed, no de
his criminal intentions; and it is curious to creased the feeling of jealousy and

observe that in the "Apology ,' after the which he already indulged again
queen was dead, and when the enemies of and which did not diminish as yea

the earl were in rather doubtful odour, all on.

the criminal imputations against him are Whatever reputation Bacon m

softened down to his misfortune, ' and the acquired among his friends and a

designation of traitor converted into the by his private studies, he was
unfortunate earl.' known to the public in his

Another remarkable circumstance con- character ; nor was it till they

nected with this conspiracy requires ex- that he made his first appearan

planation. Catesby, afterwards known as author. In it he published his

a principal in the Gunpowder Plot, was which , as it was the first , so it

also implicated in this, but succeeded in still remains, the most popular of

obtaining his pardon by the payment of a Notwithstanding all the profess

fine of 4,0001. to the queen . By a letter tages he enjoyed from his lega

from the council to Mr. Attorney-Generalments, they did not keep him

Coke, the queen's orders were conveyed to pecuniary pressure. His mothe

him to divide the said fine money among him for his extravagancein 1592

Mr. Francis Bacon , Sir Arthur Gorges, up a coach, and in 1594 for keer

and Captain Carpenter ;' and the share fluous horses. ( Dixon , 31 , 58.

appropriated to Bacon was 1,2001. The volvements at length became so

date of this warrant is August 6 , 1001 , and his credit so small, that he w

6

6

6
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execution and detained in a house in Cole- mess at Gray's Inn'commons ;and because I

man Street, in September 1598. He wrote have found out an alderman's daughter , a

to Lord Keeper Egerton,complaining that it handsome maid to my liking. ' ( Works, xii.

was a breach of privilege, as he was coming 278, 279. ) This maid was Alice, one of

from the Tower in 'a service of no mean the daughters and co-heirs of Benedict
importance' for the queen . The result of Barnham , an alderman of London, whose
his complaint is not stated ; but his letters widow had married Sir John Pakington, of

to Mr. Michael Hickes and Lord Cecil show Hampton Lovet, Worcestershire.
Bacon's

that his difficulties were still existing at marriage with Alice, however, did not take

least as late as 1603. (Works, xii. 275, place till three years after, in May 1606 ,when
278, 478, 479.) it is stated that the stores of fine raiment

In the last two parliaments of Elizabeth drew deep into her portion. ( Cal. St. Papers

in 1597 and 1601 , he was a frequent speaker [ 160:3], 317. ) The alderman had left a

in support of the queen's measures ; and in large fortune, the lady's share in which
the interim he had been rewarded, in 1598, much increased Bacou's means.

with the rectory of Cheltenham and the Bacon penned another voluntary procla

chapelry of Charlton-Kings. mation touching the king's style, which bad

No sooner was Queen Elizabeth's death the same fate as the former; and in the

announced than Bacon, instead of waiting session of parliament in that and the fol

with a decent and dignified patience for the lowing year, being member for Ipswich , he

king's arrival in London, exerted all his in- madehimself usefully prominent,delivering,

fluence among persons high and low to get however, a speech to the king himself, ful
himself favourably mentioned to the new somely flattering ( Works, vi. 3, vii. 179),

monarch. To Mr. Davis he writes, ' I and another with reference to him still more

commend myself to your love and the well- so. ( Parl. Hist. i . 1014.)

using my name, as well in repressing and The only fact which is recorded of him

answering for me, if there be any biting and in the second year of James's reign is his

nibbling at it in that place, as by imprinting redeeming a jewel on August 21, on the

a good conceit and opinion of me, chiefly in security of which Lord Ellesmere had lent

the king, as otherwise in that court. To him 501. ( Egerton Pupers, 395. ) Four days

Mr. Foules he writestwo letters, ' to further afterwards he received the patent already

my being known by good note unto the mentioned, appointing him king's counsel,

king.' Dr. Morison,Sir Thomas Challenor, with a salary of 401. per annum ; and on the

and Lord Kinloss were addressedin the same day he had a grant in addition ofa

same degrading style; and the Earl of pension of 601. for services performed by his

Northumberland ( to whom he volunteered a deceased brother Anthony and himself.

proclamation on the king's entry ), the Earl ( Rymer, xvi . 597. ).

of Northampton, and even the Earl of He was notemployed in the trial of Sir

Southampton, were reminded of his services. Walter Raleigh , in November 1603, though,

( Works, xii . 26 , 101 , 113, 114, xiii. 24, 29, besides the attorney -general, SerjeantsHeale

48 , 63, 102, 115. ) It must have been a and Phillips were; nor in any of the crown

ettre mortification to him to find that he prosecutions before he was made solicitor

had not been even named among the queen's general, the queen’s serjeant being the only

servants to be re -appointed ; but the efforts assistant to the attorney - general. From

of his friends were, as already stated , suc- these omissions of his services some judg

Erzsful in obtaining the warrant issued a ment may be formed as to the necessity of

month afterwards, allowing him as one of his appearing against the Earl of Essex,

the learned counsel'in such sort'as Queen the remembrance of which was probably

Elizabeth did .
the cause of his being now so much in the

Thatatfirst hewas not much encouraged, shade. He occupied the interval in the

notwithstanding a most fulsome letter to composition of works, some addressed to the

the king (Works,xiii. 99 ), may be judged king himself, and others evidently intended
from a letter in July to Cecil,who was now for the king's eye, which , however excellent

raised to the peerage,wherein he says, “ I in their matter, contained more of flattery

desire to meddle as little as I can in the than became a great philosopher. Such

king's causes, his majesty now abounding were his letter to Lord Ellesmere, suggest

in council ;' "my ambition now I shall only ing a History of England, and his letter to
put upon my pen, whereby I shall be able King James, On the True Greatness of the

to maintain memory and merit of the times Kingdom of Britain.' Tothese may be added

succeeding.' He, however, accepted the his tract on the union of thetwo kingdoms,

prostituted title of knighthood ,' as hecalls and his speech on the subject. ( Works, v .

it , with three hundred others,at the coro- 16, 47, 311 , xii. 69.) His" leisure was not

Eation on July 23, 1603 , and assigns as wholly devoted to politics, for he published

Fasons for doing so, because of his late his • Advancement of Learning'in 1605.
darrare ' (probably another arrest ); and In spite of his endeavours to force him

because I have three new knights in my selfforward, Bacon did not obtain the object
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of his ambition till he had suffered two, or powers, he recommends his own ' litt

indeed three, more disappointments. He skill’in the House of Commons,where h

was passed over in October 1604, when was never one hour out of credit,' an

Fleming was appointedchief baron, SirJohn asks “ leave to meditate and propound som

Doderidge being made solicitor-general. preparative remembrances touching the ty

The death of Sir Edmund Anderson, in ture parliament.' (Works, xii. 281, 285.)

August 1605, created another vacancy ; but, was not till after the earl's death that I

instead of Coke, Sir Thomas Gawdy was had the courage to publish his essay

selected to supply it. On the elevation of Deformity,' in which,under the semblan

Coke to the chief justiceship,in June 1606 , of a general description of the mental defe

Bacon was again set aside, Sir HenryHobart it produces, his cousin is ungenerously

being called upon to fill Coke's place, and picted. ( Dixon, 165.)

Doderidge remaining solicitor-general. In a Bacon held the office of solicitor-gene

letter to Mr. Matthew, at the coming in of rathermore than six years, during wh

the king, he comforts himself that the several puisnejudgeships were filled up,
canvassing world is gone,and the deserving which it does not appear that he appl

world is come.' ( xii. 230.) But he soon He, however, was not idle. On a vaca

altered his opinion, for on this last occasion in the mastership of the Court of W ;

he renewed his application to Cecil(now and Liveries in 1012,he applied to the

Earl of Salisbury ), somewhat depreciating of Rochester for the post, and felt so cer

the place, but professing to desire it chiefly of success thathe ordered new clothe

to increase his practice. ( 14 , 63.) An ex- his servants. Sir Walter Cope, how .

pedient was suggested by which Doderidge for a good sum , got the appointment.

should vacate the solicitorship on being wags laughed and said, ' Sir Walter ha

made king's serjeant. This plan he pressed the wards , and Sir Francis the live

in letters to the king, recapitulating all his ( Dixon, 176. ) He sent one of his pet
deserts, parliamentary and literary ; and also ary epistles to the king, begging bis pr

to the lord chancellor. (xii . 94, 105.) of the attorney's place whenever it s

Chief Justice Popham died in the following be void ;' and another when the att

year, and Chief Baron Fleming was put in was ill, indecently reminding his m

his place ; and instead of either the attorney of his promise. ( Works, xii. 97,121.

or solicitor general succeeding, Judge Tan- attorney recovered ; but upon the

field was placed at the head of the Ex- of Fleming, the chief justice of the

chequer. The opportunity was, however, Bench ,in August 1613, Bacon lost n

taken to effect the plan of making Dode- in urging upon the king that no o

ridge king's serjeant; and Bacon, after the attorney and he should be thou

fourteen years' expectance , obtained at last for the place, and that, if the a

his desire of entering the king's service by should refuse , heshould not be passe

being created solicitor- general on June 25, intimating that the king would the

1607. His prosperous star was then in the “ a chief justice which is sure to yo

ascendant, for in the next year his reversion rogative. ( 286.) But before the

in the Star Chamber fell in . was supplied, Bacon, perhaps feari
One of the first fruits of his leisure in he should be overlooked , took

his new office was “ Certain Considerations course , and in a paper presented to

touching the Plantations in Ireland, ' which pointed out 'reasons why it shoul

he presented tothe king as a new year's ceeding much for his majesty's se
offering. ( v. 169, xii. 73.) He was em- remove the Lord Coke from the

ployed also in preparing his great work now holdeth to be Chief Justice of
Instauratio Magna, and in 1609 he pub- and the attorney to succeed him

lished • De Sapientia Veterum,' a collection solicitor the attorney.' (vii. 340

of fables of the ancients moralised . his ill -feeling towards Coke again

In 1011 he was appointed joint-judge of self. He says, ' It willstrengthen

the Knight-Marshal's Court. His cousin , causes greatly amongst the judge

the Earl of Salisbury, died on May 24, Lord Coke will think himself ne:

1012 ; and within a week Bacon wrote to counsellor's place, and thereupoi

the king, disparaging his abilities, saying obsequious;' and , ' the remove on

' that he was a fit man to keep things from Coke to a place of less profit, tb«

growing worse, but no very fit man to re- with his will, yet will be though

duce things to be much better ;' and ' that kind of discipline to him for opp

he was more in operatione than in opere.' self to the king's causes ; th .

Comparing this with his letters to the earl whereof will contain others in

himself, full of professions of gratitude and After this shameless encourage

admiration, either they must be taken as stroy the independency of the

mere flattery, or this must be regarded as proceeds in one breath to speak

false and ungrateful. In this and other disparagement of his deceased i

letters to the king, depreciating the earl's his ent senior, thus : ' The

6
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general sorteth not well with his present in the course of them ; and he describes his

place, being a man timid and scrupulous, artful management in obtaining the separate

both in parliament and other business, and opinions of the judges. Coke forsome time

one that in a word was made fit for the resisted the auricular taking of opinions

treasurer ( Cecil)'s bent, which was to do single and apart ;' but eventually was forced

little with muchformality and protestation . ' to submit to this most unconstitutional mode

Not forgetting himself, however, he takes of prejudging the case.
care to enhance his peculiar adaptation to Then followed the trials connected with

the office, adding, “Whereas the now soli- Overbury's murder, in the progress of which

citor, going moreroundly to work, and being the letters of Bacon show his desire to assist

of a quicker and more earnest temper, and the king in his determination to convict,

more effectual in that he dealeth in, is like and afterwards to save, the principal offen

to recover that strength to the king's pre- ders. ( vi. 219-241.)

rogatire which it had in times past, and When Sir Edward Coke resisted the ju

which is due unto it.' This cunning plan risdiction of theCourt of Chancery, though

was adopted . Coke, two months after, was Bacon made to the king a fair exposition of

removed to the King's Bench ; Hobart, the the controversy, he could not refrain from

attorney-general , went to the Common aiming a blow at his rival, suggesting that,

Pleas ; and Bacon obtained , at last, his step at this time he should not be disgraced,

of promotion, being made attorney -general though this great and public affront ' to

on October 27, 1613. the chancellor, thought to be dying,which

In the two parliaments called by James was barbarous, and to the High Court of

in the first fourteen years of his reign, the Chancery, may not, he says, pass lightly,

one sitting from 1601 to 1610, and the other nor end only in some formal atonement.

from April to June 1614, Bacon was of His total disregard for the independence of

course an active member. So acceptable the bench is further shown in this letter ;

had he made himself to the House, and so for he proceeds to say that if anyof the

highly were his qualities as an orator ap- puisne judges did stir this business, I think

preciated, that in the second parliament, that judge is worthy to lose his place : I do

though it was alleged that no attorney- not think there is anything a greater poly

general had everbeen elected a member, he chreston ad multa utile to your affairs than

was allowed to sit ; but this was not to be upon a just and fit occasion to make some
a precedent for the future. example against the presumption of a judge

Among the first cases in which Bacon in cases that concern your majesty; where

exercised his office was his proceeding by the whole body of those magistrates may

against James Whitelocke (afterwards the be contained in better awe ;' and he then

judge) for giving a verbal opinion, or per- recommends that thejudges should answer

haps for arguing as a barrister,on the legal- it on their knees before your majesty and

ity of a commission from the crown. ( State your council, and receive a sharp repriuiand .'

Trials, ii.766.) The defendant probably (xii. 36.) In the case of the commendams,
owed his pardon as much to the bungling or " rege inconsulto ,' he not only took the

efforts of Bacon to justify the absurd charge part of the king, but was the principal in

as to the submission which he discreetly stigator in calling the judges to account

made. The attorney's speech in the follow- before the privy council ( vii. 307–338 ) ; a

in , year against Oliver St. John, for writing course which hồs too much the appearance

a letter showing the unlawfulness of be- of being influenced by his inveteracy against

Desolences ( for which he was fined 5,0001.), Coke, especially when connected with a

is loaded with flattery to the king, and paper he drew up, enlarging on the various

futile arguments to prove that a benevo- innovations into the laws' which Coke,

lence is not a tax." In reference to the as he alleged , had introduced. (vii . 401.)

sentence on St. John, he adopted the un- The chancellor's illness occurring during

usual course of corresponding with the king, the progress of these proceedings, Bacon set

& Dorel practice which he introduced, and himself about his usual practice of begging

which bemore particularly continued in the for the reversion of the place. In a letter
Can's of Peacham and Owen . Works, xii. to the king, dated Feb. 12, 1615–16 ,he not

62. 123-136 , 289, xiii . 64, 108.) only boasts of what he would do if he had

The charge against Peacham was founded the Seal, but depreciates those who might

on certain passages contained in a sermon be competitors for it; particularly Coke, of

bich had never been preached, but which whom he says, “ Your majesty shall put an

bad been discovered in his study. The king overruling nature into an overruling place,

was most desirous of proving that the mere which may breed an extreme : next you

Wnting constituted " treason, and Bacon shall blunt bis industries in matter of fi
interested himself too much to procure a nances which seemeth to aim at another

conviction. He wrote several letters to the place : and, lastly, popular men are no sure

kinz, with accounts of his examinations of mounters for your majesty's saddle.' ( xii .
the prisoner, to whom torture was applied | 31.) He had taken care to secure the
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affections, or at least the interest, of Sir | Bacon attained the object of his late endes

George Villiers, the new favourite, by a long vours, by receiving the Great Seal from tha

paper of instructions how to govern him- king's hand, with the title of lord keepe

self in the station of prime minister (vi . ( Claus. 16 Jac. p. 15, n. 13. ) In anoth

400 ), containing excellent advice, some week Lord Ellesmere died ; and on May

points of which it would have been better Bacon took his seat in the Court of Cha

if he himself had practised. One he evi- cery, delivering a long speech, stating !

dently forgot : ' If any one sue to be a judge, resolutions as to the practice. Even in ti

for my own part, I should suspect him ; ' speech he could not refrain from giving

for after having sent a paper to Mr. Murray, sly and contemptuous blow at Sir Edwi

of the king's bedchamber, “ concerning my Coke, by saying, in allusion to complai

honest and faithful services to his majesty,' against judgments at law, ' wherein ya

he applied to Villiers, more than a year lordships may bave heard a great ra'

before the chancellor's resignation, to get it and a noisè of præmunire, and I cannot

from him and go on with my first motion , what.' (Works, vii . 243.) He first remo

my swearing privy councillor, not so much from Gray's Inn to Dorset House in F

tomake myself more sure of the other, and Street, and soon afterwards to York He

to put off competition. Six days later he in the Strand ,where he was born.

again urges the suit, and repeats it on May On receiving the Seal he immedia

30 ; and when in the following June the wrote to Villiers (now created Ear

king gave him the choice either to be sworn Buckingham), in strong terms of gratit

privy councillor, or to have the assurance stating that he shall count every day

of succeeding Lord Ellesmere, he wisely wherein he shall not do your name ho

accepted the former (xii . 143, 148, 149) , and in speech, or perform you service in d

accordingly took his seat at the board on the (xii. 241.) The earl made good use o

9th of that month.
promise, by writing numerous lette

In the nine months that followed , Bacon Bacon in favour of suitors ; and the si

kept up a constant correspondence with of his influence may be judged by th

Villiers, not only on public matters, but quency of the applications. ( Passim,

with reference also to the favourite's private 314 to 411.) Herein both the earl ar

concerns,—the peerage which was conferred lordkeeperforgot the advice formerly

on him in August, and the grants which by the one to the other : ~ By no me

were made to him to support his title, with you persuaded to interpose yourself,

the contrivances adopted for his benefit. by word or letter, in any cause dep

Even in these , apparently for no other object in any court of justice.' ( ri. 413. )

than that of flattering Villiers, he speaks Within four months, however, ]

slightingly of the Cecils, father and son . ' veteracy against Coke, and his fear ]

( xii . 59, 60, 152, 237. ) During this time old enemy should again triumph, i

also the proceedings took place which ex- him to interfere in a matter which i

pelled Coke from his seat in the King's was likely to resent. He wrote le

Bench, in which Bacon, so far from attempt- the king and the earl (then both i

ing to moderate the king's groundless anger, land) , advising against the projecte

took every means to justify and intlame it. riage between the earl's brother, S

The minute of council, and the “ remem- Villiers, and Coke's daughter by

brances,' prepared by him , are evidently Hatton ,and representing the inconi

composed in this spirit. (vii . 307-338, to the state “ if there be but ap og

349.) Nor did he show more generosity his (Coke's) coming in .' (xii . 245 .

towards the chief justice, in reference to the the former he received a severe

absurd direction as to expurging of his rebuke; when he not only made a

Reports ' (xii. 304 ) ; and if the long letter submission , but reversed his policy

addressed to Coke, as soon as his disgrace thering the match, and altering his

had been rendered certain , was, as it has towards Sir Edward Coke. (2

always been considered, the production of 327.) Buckingham was not so e

Bacon, it exhibits the mean spirit of tri- peased, but professed openly agai

umphing over a fallen adversary, by dwell- as reported in a letter from S

ing, under the pretence of friendly admo- | Yelverton, who gave him

nition, on all his faults and infirmities, and advice how he should act.
The

painting them in colours which, however however, soon afterwards appar
true to the life, reflect on the writer the conciled ( 331, 342) ; and not onl

imputation of their being dictated by correspondence between them res

cowardly and malicious feelings. ( vii . 296.) Bacon was so entirely restored to

Lord Ellesmere's last days were ap- favour that he received the tit!

proaching. During the two previous years chancellor on January 4, 1617-1

he had petitioned to be relieved from his The king had indeed much re

office , but could not prevail on the king till satisfied with Bacon's industry

March 3, 1616–17. Four days afterwards was scarcely a single business toy

6
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myal interests to which he did not devote | he dedicated to the king, who received it
himself. His correspondence with the most graciously, promising to read it

king was incessant, comprehending all thorough with care and attention, though I

subjects — political, judicial, and, what steal some hours from my sleep , having

seems out of his province, economical. It otherwise as little spare time to read it as

would be more satisfactory if it did not you had to write it. ' " ( 154. )

contain too many proofs of his endeavours The parliament assembled on January

to conciliate favour by occasional symptoms 30 ; and Bacon, after the king had addressed

of his inclination to stretch , and even to it, made a short speech in theexaggerated

oferstep, the law for James's benefit (264, style of flattery he was in the habit of

374),and by perpetualflattery and allusions using : ' I am struck with admiration in

to the superiority of the king's judgment, respect of your profound discourses, with

which are repeated ad nauseam . reverence to your royal precepts, and con

ward for his many faithful services,' the tentment in a number of gracious passages,

king, on July 11 , 1018, created him Baron which have fallen from your majesty in

Verulam (Řymer, xvii. 17) ; and Bacon your speech,' & c. The Commons were not

three months afterwards applied to Buck- so well satisfied with the king nor with his

ingham to obtain for him a grant of the farm system ; and, though they were liberal

of the Alienation, ' a little to warm the in their grants and respectful in their

honour.' (Works, xii. 260.) In the follow- language, they resolved to investigate and

ing May he received a more substantial repress the evils under which the people

favour in the grant of 1,2001. a year (369 ); suffered, and to punish the oppressors.

and in writing to Buckingham on Dec. 12 , For this purpose they formed a committee

1619, as to the appropriation of the fines of grievances, which proceeded to enquire

imposed on the Dutch merchants for ex- into the various monopolies, patents, and

porting gold and silver coin, he says, ' And grants of concealments, which had caused

if the king intend any gifts, let them stay so much suffering and injustice. One of

for a second course (for all is not yet done) , the first objects of their attack was Sir

but nothing out of these, except the king Giles Mompesson, a member of their house,

should give me the 20,0001. I owe Peter the charge against whom was taken into

Vanloreout of his fine, which is the chief the House of Lords ; and while Bacon, as

debt I owe. ' He adds, This I speak chancellor, was assisting in the examina

merrily. Might he not have said ' ad- tion, the committee of the Commons, on

risedly ' too ? (380.) March 15, made a report, charging him

His efforts in this case of the Dutch with corruption in his high office, which
merchants, and in several other proceedings was communicated on the 18th to the

which resulted in fines , were dictated , to Lords.

all appearance, too much by the desire of Bacon seems to have been wholly taken

relieving the king's pecuniary difficulties, by surprise at this accusation , which was
and avoiding the necessity of calling a par- at first confined to two cases. He im

liament. To this, however, it became mediately took to his bed , and addressed a

pecessary at last to resort; and on Novem- letter to Sir James Ley, then acting as
ber 6, 1620, a proclamation , in the pre- speaker in his stead, praying tha the

paration of which , both as to the business house would maintain him in their good
to be transacted and the members to be opinion till his cause was heard, and for
chosen , Bacon took an active part, was time to advise with his counsel, and to

issued for one in January, being six years make his answer. On March 22nd four

and a half since that assembly had met. more charges were brought against him ;

Bacon was advanced in the peerage, with and on the 26th the parliament adjourned

the title of Viscount St. Albans. (Rymer, till April 17, three committees of the
Ivii. 279. )

Lords being authorised to examine wit

Before the parliament met, Yelverton, nesses during the recess. On the renewal

the attorney -general, who had incurred of the session the lord chamberlain an

Buekingham'senmity, was prosecuted in nounced that Bacon had had an interview

the Star Chamber for introducing certain with hismajesty, who had referred him to

clanses in a charter to the city of London the Lords ; and on the 24th Bacon sent

trt authorised by the king's warrant. them a general confession , stating that,

Baron , who had been on friendly and fami- though not communicated formally from

Lar terins with him , seems to have pressed the house, he found in the charges ·matter

the case too hardly against him ; and his sufficient and full ' to move him to desert

lottery bear the mark of his having been his defence. This submission not being

influenced in doing so by a desire to curry deemed satisfactory , the Lords resolved

favour with Buckingham. (Works, vii. that he should be charged with the several
441-9 . ) briberies and corruptions, and that he

In the preceding October he published should make a particular answer by the

ki gryat work, Sorum Organum ,' which 30th . The charges had been greatly in
.

1
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creased in number. They consisted of his (xiii. 30, 32.) To Sir Thomas May also,

having in no less than twenty -two instances in acknowledging and qualifying a present

received bribes and presents amounting to be had received from the Apothecaries, he

above 11,0001., from one or the other, or says, “ As it may not be defended, so I
from both, of the parties in suits before would be glad it were not raked up more
him . than needs. I doubt only the chair, be

On April 30 he sent in his submission, con- cause I hear he useth names sharply.

fessing serintim the receiptof the severalsums (xii. 406.) The language in these and
charged. Some few he acknowledged were other letters cannot by any interpretation

given while the suit was depending ; but be read as that of an innocentman.
he asserted that others were notpresented After his sentence, he expresses in hi

till after he had pronounced his decree. letters no compunction for his offence, no

Some he said were new year's gifts, and exhibits any shame at his exposure.
Ноу

some presents towards the furnishing of his little he felt his disgrace appears in a lette
house; and that there were “ few or none to the Bishop of Winchester, in which h

that are not almost two years old. On talks of his consolation being in the ex

the same day the Great Seal was se- amples of Demosthenes,Cicero, and Senec

questered, and three days later, Bacon _all three ruined, not by war, or by ar

being excused from attending on account other disaster, but by justice and senten

of illness, the Lords pronounced sentence as delinquent criminals ; all three famo

against him — of a fine of 40,0001. : im- writers, insomuch as the remembrance

prisonment in the Tower during pleasure; their calamity is now as to posterity but

incapacity to hold any office, &c., in the a little picture of night-work, remaini

state ; and prohibition against sitting in amongst the fair and excellent tables

parliament, or coming within the verge of their acts and works.' ( vii . 113.) In

the court. They negatived the proposition letter also to Buckingham he says, “ I c

that he should be suspended from all his fess it is my fault, though it may be so

titles of nobility during his life. happiness to me withal that I do n

It has been suggested that Bacon was times forget my adversity. ' ( xii. 4:

induced to " desert his defence' at the in- Neither was it any impediment to his

stigation of the king and Buckingham . for when Sir Henry Montagu, Earl

What passed at the interview between the Manchester, who had been chief jus

former and Bacon cannot of course be and was lately removed from the otid

known ; but it is not improbable that the lord treasurer to the less important or

king, desirous as he must have been of lord president of the council, expresse

putting a stop to the investigations ofthe the fallen chancellor how sorry he was t

Commons, lest other persons nearer to him him made such an erample, Bacon rey
should be implicated, advised him , if he ' It did not trouble him, since his lor

had not a clear defence against all the was made a precedent. ( Aubrey, 225

charges, not to lengthen the proceedings. Camden says his imprisonment !

But it is impossible to read the evidence but two days, and his letters prore

on which the charges were founded , or one of them was the 31st of May, and

even the circumstances alleged by Bacon the nextday hewas at Sir John Vaug

in extenuation of some of them , without at Parson's Green. (Works, xii. 4 *

feeling that it must have been more the 31. ) . From this retirement hewas al

consciousness of guilt than any tenderness at the end of the month to remove to

towards other parties that dictated the sub- |hambury. (xii . 408. ) In the foll

mission that he offered. Indeed, his own September he pressed his suit for

letters, both previous and subsequent to assistance in his fallen fortunes ; &

this confession, contradict the idea that he |October 8 he thanked the king for
sacrificed himself for the sake of others. In mission of his tine, and offered his ]

his first letter to the king after the charges of Henry VII. for correction . (410 .

were made, though he hopes he may not fine was pardoned, and, at the sam
be found to have a depraved habit of assigned to trustees to prevent t

taking bribes to pervert justice, ' he adds, portunity of his creditors ; to the

• Howsoever I may be frail, and partake of of which Lord Keeper Williams

the abuses of the times.' (xii . 66.) In made someobjections, the proposed

another, petitioning his majesty to save ment being, as he said, ' full of knav

him from the sentence, he ventures to say, a wicked precedent.' From a le

* But because he that hath taken bribes is dressed to him by John Selden in H

apt to give bribes, I will go further, and 1621-2, he seems to have at one ti

present your majesty with a bribe. And templated overturningthe judgmen
in a third letter pleading for pardon, he him , on account of a doubt he rais
instances Demosthenes, Titus Livius, and ther thatmeeting of parliament we

Seneca, as having been restored after being session ; but he received no encour

condemned for bribery and corruption. (421.) He continued his importu ,

6
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his friends succeeded in March in obtaining Buckingham that “ his wants are great.'

a release from his confinement atGorham- Even as late as January 18, 1626, he shows

bury, and a permission to go to Highgate. that his hopes of court favour are not ex

Subsequently he tells the Lord Treasurer hausted, by requesting the French ambas

Crantield, who was negotiating with him sador, the Marquis d'Effiat, to procure for

for the purchaseofYork House, thathe had him some mark of the queen’s goodwill,

taken a house at Chiswick (425, 428 ); and and to take occasion to whisper something

at the end of 1622 Buckingham obtained to his advantage in the Duke of Bucking

for him an interview with the king. ( xiii. ham's ear. ( xii. 460, 482, 483. ) Indeed,

37.) . He continued, by means of friends a great part of the industry which he dis

and letters, his correspondence with Buck- played during thefive years that intervened

ingbam till the marquis, in February 1623, between his disgrace and his death seems

accompanied the prince on his romantic to have been employed in attempts to re

pilgrimage to Spain, when, as he says, gain his lost consequence, and to forward

the better to hold out, ' he retired to his his personal advantage. The rest of his
chambers in Gray's Inn . (439.) He never time was consecrated to higher and better

returned to York House, which became purposes. No moment seems to have been

Buckingham's in 1624 . unoccupied ; and hisindustry is manifested

During the marquis's absence in Spain , in the number of his original productions

Bacon appealed to the king himself in a during that period, and in the publication

long letter, which would have been paths- of translations of his • Advancement of

tic but that it is over-laboured, praying Learning ,' with great additions, and of

his majesty to pity him so far as that he some other of his works, into Latin .

“ tbat bath borne a bag be not now in his His death was caused by the trial of an

age forced in effect to bear a wallet, nor he experiment whether flesh could not be pre

that desired to live by study may not be served in snow as well as in salt. For this

driven to study to live.' So reduced does purpose, while taking an airing with Dr.
he appear to be, by all his letters,that upon Witherspoon, the king's physician, he went

a vacancy in May 1623 be applied to the to a poor woman's cottage at the bottom of

king, but unsuccessfully, for the provost- Highgate Hill,and bought a hen, the body
ship of Eton, ' a cell to retire unto .' (xii. of which he stuffed with snow. In doing

49 ,440). this the chill seized him so suddenly and

To Buckingham , while abroad ( then violently that he was unable to proceed,

created duke ), his letters were frequent and was obliged to be carried to the Earl

and flattering ; and to Mr. Toby Matthew , of Arundel's house in the neighbourhood,

who was also in Spain , his desires to keep where the bed in which hewas placed

him in the prince's and the duke's remem- being damp, he caught so severe a cold

brance show his anxiety to be again re- that he died of suffocation. ( Aubrey, 227.)
ceired into favour. On their return in His last letter, addressed to the earl on his

October he offered the duke counsel for his deathbed, is preserved in his works (xii.

conduct, advising him to do some remark- 274) ; and his last breath was drawn in the

able act to fix ' his reputation,and remind- arms of his benevolent relative, Sir Julius

ing him of an old Spanish proverb, ' He Cæsar. He expired on Easter Sunday ,

that tieth not a knot upon his thread loseth April 9, 1626, having exceeded the com

the stitch .' In January 1624 he tells the pletion of his sixty -fifth year by nearly

duke that he is almost at last cast for three months.

means ; ' but it was not till November that He was buried at St. Michael's Church ,

he succeeded in getting three years ad- at St. Albans, where his faithful friend

Tance , ' to relieve him of his necessities. and servant Sir Thomas Meautys erected a

Shortly before this he had received a full monument, representing him seated in con

pardon of his whole sentence. (445, xiii. templation.
7 , 70.) His wife, by whom he had no children ,

King James died on March 27, 1625 , survived him till June 30, 1650, and was

and King Charles immediately calling a buried at Egworth in Bedfordshire, having

parliament, Bacon had the firstfruits of his had for her second husband Walter Doble,

full pardon by receiving a writ of summons. of Sussex. (xvi. note H HH ; Hasted's

Ill health, which had begun to make in- Kent, v . 304. )

roads upon him , prevented him from taking Authors differ in their accounts of Bacon's

his seat, and for the whole of that year his pecuniary means in the last years of his life.

correspondence was much curtailed. Such Howell says he died so poor that he scarce

letters as remain show a continuance of left money to bury him . " Wilson, the his

stratened means. He writes to Sirtorian , confirms this account, and adds that

Robert Pye ' to despatch that warrantof a Lord Brook denied him beer to quench his

putty sum, that it may help to bear my thirst. Aubrey tells that Sir Julius Cæsar

charge of coming up to London ; ' and at sent him 1001. in his necessities ; and the

the end of the year he tells the Duke of perpetual appeals to the king and Bucking
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ham for assistance seem to support the anything, which my lords were pleased to

conclusion . But, on the other hand, it is note they never saw before .' (xiii. 17.) To

related that the prince, on seeing him in a this account of his industry should be added

coach followed by a number of gentlemen his own view of his integrity. When im

on horseback, observed, ' Well, do what you prisoned in the Tower, he says to the duke,

can, this man scorns to go out like a snuff.' ' I have been . . . . the justest chancellor

Indeed , his income after his pardon was that hath been in the five changes since

apparently adequate, if prudently managed, my father's time. When writing also to

to the demands of his station, consisting of Buckingham of his poverty, he says,

his pension of 1,2001. and his grantof 6001. never took penny for any benefice or eccle

a year from the Alienation Office, besides siastical living ; I never took penny fo

the profits of his own estate . Both stories realising anything stopped at the Seal ;

may, however, be true, and their discre- never took penny for any commission ,

pancy accounted for by remembering with things of that nature.' ( xii. 466, 490.) TI

what irregularity pensions were then paid , conviction of Wraynham , prosecuted in tl

and the negligence and imprudencein money Star Chamber for slandering Bacon, w
matters generally attributed to him. had pronounced a decree against him

As a lawyer Bacon's reputation does not, favour of his opponent Sir Edward Fish

perhaps, stand so high as it ought. Queen would, on the statementof the case, appe

Elizabeth said of him, ' Bacon had a great to be just, but for the subsequent discove

wit and much learning ; but in law showeth that the chancellor had shortly afterwa

to the uttermost of his knowledge, and is received from Fisher a suit of hangi

not deep ; ' and hers was probably the echo worth about 1601. ( State Trials, ii. 10

of the general opinion. But this was said 1107.)

when he was a candidate for the office of The biographers of Bacon have b

solicitor-general; and he had not then had puzzled how to give to his personal c

the practical advantages which he after- racter the praise that he merited for

wards enjoyed. With theknowledge of the literary attainments and productions.
principles of law which his writings evi- the former he must be judged of as

dence, it is not improbable that the expe- man, by the latter as the philosopher ;

rience he subsequently obtained made him who but must regret that there is som

as finished a lawyer as most of his con- of contrast between them ? who but 1

temporaries. His acquirements in this feel that the system of the one was in d

branch, whatever they were , were over- contradiction to the acts of the ot

shadowed by his eminence as a philosopher. Bacon as a lawyer, a politician, and a

lle composed several legal treatises, but seems to be of a totally distinct n

nove of them were published during his from Bacon as a writer and propound

life. His speeches which remain are fair everlasting truths. Considering him

specimens of forensic eloquence in his pecu- in the former view, taking by them

liar style, with sufficient mastery of legal the incidents of his life and the evid

learning, and with ample illustration from of his character, as interpreted by hi

history. letters, it seems impossible that any

In the performance of his judicial duties grapher can ventureto pronounce a

he boasts of extraordinary activity . He tells upon him . Are there grounds for it

Buckingham , on June 6 , 1617 ,a month after ardent desire for place, betrayed ti

be took his seat in the court, that there is every phase of his career ? in his

not one cause unheard ; the lawyers drawn nacious and degrading applicatio

dry of all the motions they were to make ; 1 patronage ? in his depreciation

not one petition unanswered. And this, I rivals ? in his adulation of his sove

think, could not be said in our age before.? in his flattery of the favourite ?

( xii . 318.) His boasting might be passed double ingratitude to Essex, in

over ; butit becomes offensive when depre- against his life and in blacken

ciating his predecessor, as he does in the memory ? in his envy of Coke,
following December : - " This very evening underhand proceedings aga h

I have inade even with the causes of Chan- his attacks on the independence

cery , and comparing with the causes heard judges ? in his encouragement of

by my lord that dead is, of Michaelmas spotic principles of James ? in his

Term was twelve month, I tiud them to be ance, however extenuated , of th

double so many and one more; besides that which he acknowledged ? in the

the causes which I despatch do seldom turn ence to shame which he exhibit

upon me again, as his many times did .' |disgrace ? or in the unblushing

( 340.) Again, in May 1619 , he writes, which he made to regain his aset

Yesterday was a day of motions in the Would not these , if he had been a

Chancery . This day was a day of motions man and undistinguished as a wr

in the Star Chamber; and it was my hap to been visited with the contempt a
clear the bar that no man was left to move nation they merited ? And how
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position as an author alter the feeling thus but he attended his duty in his court at

forcibly impressed ? Must it not be more Westminster Hall, where, in Michaelmas

deeply imprinted by the conviction that he Term 1613, he was the only judge sitting

was acting contrary to his principles, that ( Clarendon, iii. 407, iv. 342) ; and on the

he had not the moral courage to withstand trial of Lord Macguire for high treason, as

any temptation , and that in every act of the fomenter of the great rebellion and

his life he was pursuing a course which his horrible massacre in Ireland in 1641, before

conscience condemned ? There is scarcely that court in Hilary Term 1615, he alone

a fault of which he has been guilty against appears to have been present. ( State Trials,

which he has not written strongly and iv . 666.) He is next mentioned in Sep

truly ; and he stigmatises the vices to tember 1647 as having, with Serjeant

which he is subject at the very time he Creswell or Cresheld, committed James

is committing them . To himself may be Symbal and others for speaking words

applied the close of his twenty-third essay, against the king, with whom negotiations

On the Wisdom for a Man's self :' — Wis- were proceeding. He continued to act till

dom for a man's self is, in many branches the king was beheaded, when he had the

thereof, a depraved thing. It is the wis- courage to refuse the new commission

dom of rats, that will be sure to leave a offered him by the Commons. (Whitelocke,

house somewhat before it falls. It is the 269, 378.)

wisdom of the fox , that thrusts out the He spent the remainder of his days in

badger who digged and made room for privacy, and died on August 22 , 1657 .

him . It is the wisdom of crocodiles, that By his wife Elizabeth , daughter of Willian
shed tears when they would devour. But Robinson, he had several children. Ilis

that which is specially to be noted is, that eldest son, Francis (who was a reader in

those which (as Cicero says of Pompey) are Gray's Inn in autumn 1662 ), raised a hand

** sui amantes, sine rivali, " are many times some monument over his grave in St.

unfortunate ; and whereas they have all Gregory's Church, Norwich .

their times sacrificed to themselves, they BAINBRIDGE, CHRISTOPHER (ARCII

become in the end themselves sacrifices to BISHOP OF YORK ), sprang from an ancient

the inconstancy of fortune, whose wings family seated at Hilton, near Ippleby, in

they thought, by their self -wisdom , to have Westmoreland, where he was born. Edu
piniuoed . cated at Queen's College, Oxford, he took

BACON, FRANCIS, owed his origin to his degree in laws, and having been admitted

the same root from which the four preced- at the same time into holy orders, he ob

inz judges sprang, being of that branch of tained early preferment in the Church. This

the family which settled at Hesset in he probably owed to the patronage of Arch
Suffolk. His great grandparents are bishop Morton , his intimate friend , with

stated to be Thomas Bacon, of that place, whom he had suffered under Richard III.

and Anne Rowse , and his father was John He became almoner of Henry VII., and was

Bacon, of King's Lynn in Norfolk , gentle- rector of Aller, in the diocese of Bath and

man. Wells. In 1485 he received a canonry , first

He was born about 1587, and commenc- in Salisbury and afterwards in York . In

ing his legal studies at Barnard's Inn , he 1495 he was elected provost of his college,

pursued them at Gray's Inn, where he was to which he was a liberal benefactor. In

admitted a member in February, 1607, 1497 he was presented to the treasurership

called to the bar in 1615, and became of St. Paul's ; in 1500 to the archdeaconry

Teader in autumn 1634. His name does of Surrey; and on December 9, 1503, to

Dit appear in any of the contemporary the deanery of York. He held the latter

Peports ; his practice probably being in dignity when he succeeded William Barons

Cåancery or the prorinces. as master of the Rolls, on November 13,

In 1036 he had a grant in reversion of 1504 ; and on February 18 in thefollowing

the office of drawing licences and pardons year he was made Dean of Windsor. ( Le
of alienations to the Great Seal. ( Rymer, Nere.)

Nr . 123.) In May 1640 he was included He resigned bis judicial office on his

in the batch of serjeants then called ; and being preferred to the bishopric of Durham ,

10 October 14, 1612, he received the then the temporalities of which were granted

dangerous promotion to a seat in the King's to him on November 17, 1507. Scarcely

Jitoch , bis patent being dated at Bridge- thirteen months had elapsed ere he was

Dorth ( Ibid. 511), on the king's march translated to the archl ishopric of York,
in Tards London , when he was knighted . receiving the temporalities of that province,

That the new judge was not obnoxious to which had been in the king's hands for

the parliament may be inferred from their above a year, on December 12, 1508. It

popust in the propositions made to the was probably in preparation for this removal

kioz, in February 1613, that he might that he obtained on November 11 a char

bus continued in his place. He does not ter of general pardon ( Rymer, xiii. 171,

44 ar to have joined the king at Oxford, 233, 235 ) ; a caution rendered peculiarly
E
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expedient in times when the extortions of dlesex in 1276, 4 Edward I., from which

informers were almost openly encouraged. he was raised , on October 18, 1294, to the

King Henry VIII., soon after his acces- deanery of St. Paul's, and was elected

sion, deeming it politic to have a represen- Bishop of London, February 24, 1304; but,

tative at the Roman court, Archbishop owing to some dispute, his consecration was

Bainbridge was selected for this honourable delayed till January 30, 1306. (Le Nere.)
post ; and his patent, with full powers as

He received the Great Seal as chancellor

procurator of the king , was dated on Sep- on April 21, 1307, from Edward I. , who

tember 24, 1509. ( Ibid. 264.) How much died on the 7th of the following July , a

of his future life he spent at Rome does not Burgh- on -the- Sands; and there is a curiou

precisely appear; but while there he so entry on the Fine Roll, showing that Ralp!

negotiated in the war against the King of de Baldock, being then in London,and igno

France as to please both his sovereign and rant of that event having occurred, con

the pope, from the latter of whom he re- tinued to seal writs of course till July 25:

ceived the reward of a cardinal's hat in On the following Saturday he received ti

March 1511 , with the title of St. Praxedis. new king's commands to send him theGire

But, not exercising in his own family the Seal , which 'was accordingly delivered

prudence which he exhibited in diplomacy, the king at Carlisle on August 2. ( R

he is said to have fallen a sacrifice to the Fin . 35 Edw . I. m. 1. )

violence of his temper. Having, in a fit of In 3 Edward II. he was appointed one

passion, given a blow to Rinaldo deModena, the ordainers for the management of

a priest in his household, the malicious affairs of government and the king's hou

Italian, according to this account, avenged hold.

the insult by poisoning his master. The He commenced the erection of the cha

letters, however, of William Burbank and of St. Mary in his cathedral, and bequeat
Richard Pace, the cardinal's secretaries, a sum sufficientfor its completion . He d

give a very different complexion to the at Stepney, on July 24, 1313, and was bu

transaction . They mention nothing about in that chapel. He left some works w

the blow, but state that the priest, in his proved his devotion to literature ; an

firet confession, acknowledged he was in- which was one entitled “ Historia Angli

stigated by the Bishop of Worcester, Sil- a History of British Affairs dow to his

vesterde Giglis, thecardinal'sknown enemy, Time. He also made “ A Collection o

who gave him fifteen ducats of gold , and Statutes and Constitutionsof the Chur

that, though he was afterwards induced to St. Paul's .'

deny the bishop's complicity in the murder, BALDOCK , ROBERT DE, was proba !

the doctors and learned men to whom the some way related to the last named ,

case was referred would not admit the con- de Baldock. The earliest notice fou

tradiction. Richard Pace ( afterwards prin- his history is a grant to him , in 1:

cipal secretary of state) seems to have had ward I. , of allthe king's right in the kr

some difficulty in saving the bishop, “ having fees, which Roger de Clifford held

respect unto him as your grace's orator,' jointly with John de Crombwell and

from the execution of the judge's determi- his wife, and also of the manor of Si

nation that he should not only be put in in Surrey, lately belonging to Roge
prison, but also suffer torments and be com- was attainted . ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 91.

pelled to show the truth .' The poison was next entry, howerer, is of a differer

administered atSpoleto ; and the cardinal's racter, being a fine of twenty ma

death took place on July 14, 1514. It was posed upon him in Durham , in 1:

announced to the king in a letter, dated the some unadvised obedience to a papal
same day, from the Cardinal de' Medici , withont notice given to the king

afterwards Pope Clement VII.; and it is council, the Archdeacon ofClevelar

added in another letter thatthe priest at the same time fined 1001. for t1
smote himself with a small knyff,' and died offence . ( Abb. Placit . 258. )

twelve days afterwards. ( Rymer, xiii.404 ; presumed, therefore, that Master R

Ellis's Letters , First Series, i. 100-108 .) Baldock (as he is always called ) tl

The archbishop was buried in the cloister some ecclesiastical benefice in the

of tbe church of S. Tommaso degli Inglesi In 1314, 8 Edward II . , he becar

at Rome, under a fine monument, still to deacon of Middlesex ( Le Nere), :
be seen , with a full-length recumbent figure which Ralph de Baldock had hel

of his handsome person. He bequeathed years before. Probably at that
20,000 golden ducats towards the building certainly two years afterwards,

of St. Peter's. ( Four Years at the Court some office about the court, as

of Henry VIII. ii . 146; Surtees' Durham , bruary 1317 he was regularly s

i . lxiv ; Gwinod, 699, 753, 796 ; Ath. Oxon, to the council and parliaments a

ii . 702.) judges and other legal personages.
BAIDOCK, RALPH DE (Bishop 1820 he was keeper of the kir

London ), was collated Archdeacon of Mid- ! Seal, and in the following year w
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the king and council, with other solemn prison there was soon invaded by an out

envoys, to treat for apeace with the Scots rageous mob, who treated him with vio

at Bamborough ; for his expenses in which lence, and thrust him into Newgate, where,

mission he was allowed the sum of 601. in after languishing about three months, hé

the wardrobe accounts . ( Archæologia, xxvi. died, on May 28, 1327. All his possessions

3:34.). The Despencers, father and son ,were had been previously seized, and among
then in the height of their ascendency; and , them were the manors of Heibrigge and
by his connection with their councils , he Tylingham in Essex. (Abb. Rot. Orig .

shared in the aversion with which they were i. 304.)

regarded by the nobles and the people. As he was never brought to trial, the

He was at last raised to the chancellor- precise charges against him do not appear;

ship on August 20, 1323, 1? Edward II , but in the mandates from thequeen and
but had little cause to rejoice in his advance- prince, both before and after his capture
ment. Though the defeat and execution of and death, his name is always united with

the Duke of Lancaster had produced a tem- those of the Despencers, ascribing to them

porary quiet, within a few months after he the guilt of estranging the king from his
had received the Seal a conspiracy by Roger wife and real friends by false suggestions
Mortimer and others was discovered, or in- and evil procurement,and designating them

vented, the object of which was themurder as enemies of God , of the Church, and the

of Baldock and the royalfavourite. Though whole kingdom . Remembering, however,
he escaped from this danger, he could not how great was the inveteracy between the

but experience many misgivings as to the contending parties, and how little there is
results that were likely to follow from the to approve in the conduct of that which

arrogant indiscretions of Despencer. was successful, we must hesitate before we

He was elected to the bishopric of Nor- join in the popular cry against the chan

wich on July 28, 1325 ; but a rumour cellor without more substantialproof of his

having reached him that the pope had demerits. ( Parl. Writs, ii. p . ii . 472; Abb.

reserved the presentation for himself, he Rot. Orig. i. 303.)
renounced the election on September 3, an BALDOCK, Robert, son and heir of
act which speaks well for his moderation, Samuel Baldock, of Stanway in Essex,
and his anxiety to prevent a collision be- bore the same arms as those of the last

twren his sovereign and the papal court. named, Robert de Baldock, Bishop of Nor

Baldock's concurrence in the advice which wich . He became a student at Gray's Inn

prompted Edward to fall into the trap laid on July 7 , 1644, was called to the bar on
by the French king , by which Queen February 11, 1651, and arrived at the de

Isabella was permitted to proceed to gree of ancient in May 1667. By his first

France , and the weak king was induced marriage, with Mary the daughter of

to give up Guienne and Ponthieu to his Bacqueville Bacon (of the family of Red

son, and to send the latter to do homage grave), he became settled at Great Hocham

for them , is conclusive evidence that he in Norfolk. This lady died in 1662, after

cannot be considered a wise counsellor ; for which he took a second wife, whose name

though perhaps the plan had not yet been has not been handed down . Of his early

formed that led to results so fatal to his legal career there is no other record than

sovereign and himself, there were sufficient that of Roger North (233), who says of

indications of danger at home, and of him that he had wit and will enough ' to

treachery in the conduct of Charles le Bel, contrive a fraudulent conveyance. In 1671

to have induced more cautious proceedings. he was recorder of Great Yarmouth when

The invasion of Queen Isabella quickly Charles II . visited that place , on which

followed. She landed on September 24, occasion he was knighted . He took the

1326 ; and the king, deserted by almost all degree of serjeant in Michaelmas Term

parties, fled to Wales with the chancellor 1677, and was included in the list of king's

and the two Despencers. The elder of serjeants on the accession of James II.

these was taken and executed at Bristol, He was one of the counsel employed by

and on November 10 the king and his two the crown in the prosecution of the seven

remaining companions fell into the handsof bishops ; and showed himself so thorough

the queen's friends. The fate of the fa- paced a stickler for prerogative that within

Fourite was soon sealed, and that of the a week after the trial he was appointed , on

king was delayed till a resignation of his July 6, 1688, a justice of the King's Bench,
eruwn had been forced from him. Baldock in the place of Sir John Powell,who had

had been specially denounced in thequeen's declared his opinion in favour of the pre
first proclamation ( State Trials, i . 35) ; but, lates ( Bramston's Autobiog. 311 ) ; but he

being an ecclesiastic, was committed to the had very little opportunity of showing his

euenindy of Adam de Orleton , Bishop of judicial qualifications, for before the next
Herford . He remained at Hereford till term the Prince of Orange had embarked

February following,when he was removed for England,and theking was on the point
to the bishop's house in London . His of flying from it.
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son

In the new appointments he of course BANASTRE, ALARD, was sheriff of Ox

was not thought of. He died three years fordshire in 20 & 21 Henry II., 1174-5 :

afterwards, on October 4, 1691 , and his andin the former of those years his name

monument still remains in the church of is found as one of the justices itineran

Great Hocham . fixing the assize for that county. But

BALDWIN , JOHN, was the of in reference to the ordinary proceedings o

William Baldwin, and Agnes the daughter the court, he is never mentioned ; nor in

of William Dormer, Esq., of Wycombe deed is any other information given con

in Buckinghamshire, the ancestor of Lord cerning him.

Dormer. At the Inner Temple, where he In thefour previous years that sheriffal

studied the law , he attained so high a was held by Adam Banastre, probably b

reputation that he received the uncommon father. ( Füller's Worthies; Madox, i. 12

distinction of being thrice appointed reader BANISTER , WILLIAM, was of a fam

-in autumn 1516, in Lent 1524, and in which resided at Turk Dean in the cour

autumn 1531. The last occasion was on of Gloucester, in possession of a very cl

account of his having been called upon to siderable estate . He received his le

take the degree ofthe coif, which he education at the Middle Temple,and be

accordingly assumed in the following honoured with the degree of the coit

November, when he was immediately con- 1706, was then appointed oneofthe jud

stituted one of the king's serjeants. In of South Wales ; from which position

1530 he held the office of treasurer of his was advanced, on the recommendatio

inn. Lord Harcourt, to be a baron of the

He probably practised in the Court of chequer, on June 8, 1713, when he

Chancery, as he was one of the persons knighted. He occupied this seat for 1

assigned in June 1529 to aid Cardinal more than a year, being superseded

Wolsey in hearing causes there . He and October 14, 1714, not three months

Serjeant Willoughby were knighted in the accession ofGeorge I. , having bee

15334, being the first serjeants, as is noticed ported by Lord Cowper as “ a man n

in Spelman's MS. Reports, who ever sub- all qualified for the place.' ( Atkyns's

mitted to receive that honour. In 1535 he cestersh. 413 ; Lord Raymond, 1201 ,

was elevated to the chief justiceship of the BANKE, RICHARD. The barons

Common Pleas. Within a few weeks he Exchequer in the early reigns were

was called upon to act as a commissioner little comparative importance, ger

on the trials of Sir Thomas More and rising to the bench from being cle

Bishop Fisher, in which, however, he does that department, and not engaged

not appear to have taken any active part. general judicial business of the e

He continued chief justice for ten years, that little information can be o

resigning between Trinity Term 1545, the regarding them either from rece

date of the last finelevied before him , and tradition. Of the legal career of I

November 6. He died on December 22 Banke nothing is known, except

following: was made a baron of the Exche

Notwithstanding his early promise, he June 11 , 1410, 11 Henry IV ., a

does not seem to have been much esteemed tinuing in his place to the end

as a judge. He differed frequently from reign, was re-appointed in the ne

his brethren, and was certainly thought and his wife Margaret, the dau

little of by Chief Justice Dyer, who on William de la Rivere, were buried

one occasion says in his Reports, ‘ But Priory of St. Bartholomew, London

Baldwin was of a contrary opinion, though 419.)

neither I , nor any one else, I believe, un- BANKE, THOMAS, who was pei

derstood his refutation .'
son of the preceding, is another

He possessed the manor of Aylesbury in of the paucity of materials respe

Bucks, and in the last year of his life he barons of the Exchequer of this :
obtained some valuable grants from the sole mention of Thomas Banke

king. All his property, for want of male received that appointment on May

heirs, was divided among his daughters, 2 Henry VI. ( Acts of Privy c .

one of whom , Catherine, was married to 147.)

Robert Pakington, M.P. for London (as- BANKS, John, was of Keswie

sassinated in the streets in 1536 ), who was berland, where his father of the

ancestor of the baronets of that name, of was a merchant, and his mother

Aylesbury, whose title became extinct in beth ,daughter of — Hassell. D
1830 . in 1589, and in 1604 he enter

BANASTER, Tuomas, described as a College, Oxford . Without taki

' clericus,' was constituted a baron of the gree there, he became a studer

Exchequer on November 4, 1423, 2 Ilenry Inn in May 1607, and , after bei

VI. ( Acts Privy Council, iii . 121 ) ; but his the bar on November 30 , 2011,

name nowhere else appears. bench of the society in 1629 , he

6
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reader in Lent 1631, and treasurer in the place in the Common Pleas. ( Parl. Hist.

following year. Hehad previous to arriving iii. 70. ). This recommendation he owed to

at these posts acquired a high reputation in his having friends in both houses, the Earls

his profession. of Northumberland and Essex, the Lord

Returned to the parliament of 1628, he Wharton, Denzil Holles, and Green, who
confined himself to legal questions (Parl. were aware that Banks by his moderate

Hixt. ii . 480 ), and was selected in July counsels had hazarded the king's indigna
10:30 to be attorney -general to newly tion. ( Corfe Castle, 122-124.) Sir John's

born Prince Charles, Duke of Cornwall realdevotion to the royal cause was proved
( Rymer, xix. 254), afterwards Charles II. , by his liberal subscription to the king's
whereupon he was knighted . On the death necessities, and by his wife's noble defence
of William Noy, he was appointed attorney- of Corfe Castle in 1643, and after his death

general to the king, on September 27, 1634, again in 1645 .
and it is some proof of the estimation in The former good feeling of the parlia

which he was held, that a contemporary ment towards the chief justice was totally
letter-writer says, with somewhat of ex- changed by his steady adherence to his royal

agreration, that he was commended to his master; andtheir inveteracy againsthim was
majesty as exceeding Bacon in eloquence, excited by his charge to the grand jury at

Ellesmere in judgment, and Noy in law. Salisbury in the summer assizes of 1643,
( Corfe Castle, 54. ) He had then a residence denouncing the Earls of Northumberland,

at Hanwell, near Staines, but soon after his Pembroke,and Salisbury, and several mem

advance he purchased the manor of Corfe bers of the House of Commons, as guilty of

Castle in Dorsetshire, of Sir Edward Coke's high treason in taking up arms against the
widow , Lady Hatton. king. Though the bills were notfound, he

Under his official direction the question was ordered to be impeached for his charge,

able proceedings in the Star Chamber were an order which was repeated in the following

taken against Bastwick, Burton, and Prynne, year on the occasion of his condemning

against Bishop Williams, andagainstJohn Captain Turpin to be hanged atExeter.

Lilburn ; and though he did not originate (Whitelocke, 78 , 96.) Though by his ab

the plan for the imposition of ship money, sence he escaped the consequences of these

he was employed in preparing and advising votes, he paid the price of his loyalty by

on the writs and to support them as the the forfeiture of all his property. Even his

prosecutor against John Hampden . ( State books were seized and given by the par

Trials, iii . ) These duties he performed liament to Mr.Maynard .

80 satisfactorily to the court that upon the Sir John did not live to see the destruc

elevation of Sir Edward Lyttelton to the tion of bis castle. He died at Oxford on

post of lord keeper, he received that of chief December 28, 1644, and was buried in

justice of the Common Pleas on January Christ Church Cathedral . Lord Clarendon

29. 1641. ( Rymer, xx. 447.) describes him as a man of great abilities

Very soon after his appointment a com- and unblemished integrity, ' butat the same

mission was granted to him to sit as speaker time intimates that he wanted courage to

in the House of Lords, in consequence of the meet the exigencies of the time. All agree
illness of the lord keeper ; and in that cha- that he was thoroughly versed in the learn

racter he had the melancholy duty of pre- ing of his profession, and his whole conduct

siding when the Earl of Stratford,who had shows that,though cautious and moderate, he

been his client, and with whom he was was steady in his attachment to the crown .

in habits of friendly intimacy, was brought He made a settlement of 301. a year, and

to the bar on his impeachmentby the Com- other emoluments, on the poor ofKeswick,

Dins. ( Corfe Castle, 83.) Early in the and chiefly to set up a manufacture there of
D * It year, on the king retiring to York, coarse cottons. ( Fuller, i. 237.)

Banks was among the first to join him , His wife, who was Mary, the daughter of

when he was admitted into the privy Ralph Hawtrey, Esq ., of Ruislip ,Middle

cum il, and subscribed the profession made sex,by compounding got rid of the seques
by the lords of their belief that the king tration. By her he had a numerous family,

had no intention to make war upon the whose descendants represented Corſe Castle

parliament, but that his anxious desire as long as that borough returned members
was to preserve the peace of the kingdom . to parliament.

( ('larendon , iïi. 72. ) BANKES, GEORGE, was the lineal de

Notwithstanding the part which Sir John scendant of the great chief justice, whose

had formerly taken in the prosecution and family introduced into the name the penul

in the case of ship money, and his present timate letter e. He was the third son of

**- istance to the royal counsels, he does not Henry Bankes, Esq . , of Kingston Hall,

perm to bare been an object of enmity to Dorsetshire, who represented Corfe Castle
the parliament; for in the propositionsthey from 1780 to 1826 , and then was elected

parte to the king for peace in February member for the county till 1831. His mother

1643 they desired that he should keep his was Frances, daughter of William Woodley,

W
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or

.

Esq. , governor of the Leeward Islands. He, bable that he was settled there; the more

was a member of Trinity Hall, in the Uni- especially as Sir Godfrey Foljambe, one of

versity of Cambridge, and studied the law his associates in that enquiry, many years

at first at Lincoln's Inn, andthen at the afterwards gave a messuage and land to a
Inner Temple, by which society he was clergyman named Roger de Bankwell ( Abb .

called to the bar in April 1815 , but had Rot. Orig. ii.286 ), who, it may be presumed,

little opportunity to acquire any eminence was this Roger's son.
in the profession. He succeeded Francis He was constituted a judge of the King's

Maseres in the office of cursitor baron in Bench before Easter in 1341, and is men

July 1824, and continued to perform the tioned in the Year Books as late as 2:
duties of his office (which at last consisted Edward III .

of little more than joining in the Michael- BARDELBY, ROBERT DE, is designate

massolemnities of the sheriffalty of London) in various records, from 30 Edward 1

till his death, in 1856, baving held the po- 1302, to 15 Edward II., 1321, as a clerk (

sition of judge advocate general during the the Chancery, and acting under no less tha

short administration ofLord Derby in 1852. eight chancellors. During that period 1
No one was appointed to succeed him as was one of those who were entrusted wil

cursitor baron , and the office was imme- the keeping of the Great Seal in t |

diately abolished. chancellor'sabsence, or in a temporary v

Succeeding eventually by the death of cancy of the office. He is often styled

his brother to the family estates, he was of the gardiens du Seal.' He is afterwa

chosen member for the county of Dorset, mentioned as a clerk of the Chancery as I

which he represented till his death ; and as July 5 , 1325 .

was further honoured by being placed on In 9 Edward II . he was selected as

the privy council. He died on July 6, assessor of the fifteenth in the city of I

1856, leaving issue by bis wife Georgina don ; and in the previous year he was

Charlotte, daughter and heir of Admiral pointed keeper of the hospital of St. The
Edmund Charles Nugent. the Martyr of Acon in London, until

BANKWELL, BAUKWELL, Joan brother, Richard of Southampton , retu

DE,whose name is variously spelled Bak- to England ; and he held the ecclesia

well, Bacwell , Bauquel, Bankwell, or Ban- rank of canon of Chichester. ( Rot. P :

quelle, was so called from a place formerly 287 , 357 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 227.)

written Bankwell, but now Bankers, at Lee BARDOLF , HUGH , was a younger

in Kent. Besides this, he had other property of Baron Willian Bardolf, of Stoke Ba

in the county, and in 31 Edward I. ob- who was sheriff of Norfolk and S

tained for himself and his wife Cicily a from 16 to 21 Henry II . The inclin

grant of free warren over all their lands in of his youth may be collected from th

Lee , Lewisham , Bromley, and Brokisham . thai in 22 Henry II. he was amerd

( Hasted, i . 460, 493.) trespassing in the king's forests. In

In 1297 he was appointed to perambu- few years , however, his talents we

late the forests of five counties, and was paid covered. In 30 Henry II . , 1184,

at the rate of six shillings a day ; and in the dapifer regis in conjunction with H

next year he acted as one of thejustices Morewick, and afterwards with V

itinerant into Kent. ( Parl. Writs , i . 396 , Rufus. It is sometimes considered t

397.) as seneschal or steward , and, indee

Shortly after the accession of Edward II. , occasionally designated by the latt

on November 10, 1307, he was nominated a and probably his appointment had r

baron of the Fxchequer, but must have died to the Duchy of Normandy only, a

within a few months, as his wife Cicily was / Norman roll of that year be an

assessed at fourmarks in the city of London de Morewick are allowed 1001. fo

for the quinzime imposed in 1308. disbursed for the king's expenses

He left two sons, named Thomas and Gisors. In the same year he re

William , and perhaps others, to whom the gift of one hundred marks from

property descended in gavelkind. (Abb. (Madox, i . 51 , 168. )

Rot. Orig. ii . 265. ) From this time till the end of

BANKWELL, or BAUKWELL, Roger he acted as a justicier, being pres

DE, was most probably of the family, Curia Regis when fines were lev

and perhaps a younger son , of the above and assisting as a justice itiners

John. Roger is noticed as an advocate in sessing the tallage of Wiltshire
the early part of the reign of Edward III. he was sheriff. (Ibid. 634.) H.

In the sixth year he was employed to tallage the sheriffalty of Cornwall, and

the counties of Nottingham and Derby ( Rot. of the honor of Gloucester (Madd

Parl. ii. 147) ;and from his being assigned 63, 67) , and was nominated

in 14 Edward III. to enquire into a contin- lieutenants of the kingdom durii

gration at Spondon , in the latter county absence in Normandy.

( N. Fædera, ii. 1133 ), it would seem pro- Richard I., after his accessior

W
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he forced him as well as others to contri- | as she should be a widow after the death

bute to the expenses of the crusade under of John de Braiosa, her late husband .

the name of a fine for not joining in it, ( Rot. de Fin. 82.) This seems to show that

treated him with equal distinction. He soon after the death of Hugh Bardolf she

was appointed of the council to assist the had married a second husband, who had

two chief justiciaries in the rule of the since died ; and it appears that in the

kingdom and the administration of the previous year William de Braiosa had

laws; and his pleas on the itinera in seve- given a fine to have her for the wife of one

ral counties are recorded on the great rolls of his sons. ( Duydale's Baron. i . 415.)
of 1 & 2 Richard I. When also the com- BARKER , EDWARD, was born at

plaints against William de Longchamp Wandsworth in 1678, and was called to

became too loud to be disregarded , he was the bar at the Inner Temple, of which he

one of the persons whom the king nomi- was not admitted a member till 1724 ; but

pated in the bishop's place. Although was one of the benchers of that society

some historians question the authenticity when he was appointed cursitor baron of

of the letter containing this order, the in- the Exchequer on May 9, 1743. He re

sertion of the names in the forged document signed the place on April 19, 1755,and

( if forged it were) shows the high position died in 1759. ( Lysons, i . 507, 570.)

of the parties, and the estimation in which BARKING, RICHARD DE, was raised

they were held at the period . There is no from the office of prior to that of abbot

doubt that he joined Prince Jobn and the of Westminster in September 1223.

barons in the removal of the unpopular (Monast. ii. 282.) He is first mentioned

bishop, and that the king (who never with by Madox (ii . 318 ) among the barons of

drew his confidence from the chancellor) the Exchequer in 27 Henry III., 1242 ;

punished him on his return by discharging and as he stands immediately after William

him from the sheriffalty of York and West- de Haverhull, the treasurer, he no doubt

moreland. That he did not, however, occupied a high position there. In this,

remain long in disgrace is proved by his however, his ecclesiastical dignity would

subsequent employments. Flis name fre- necessarily place him ; and it by no means

quently appears as a justicier in the Curia follows that he was, as Dúgdale and

Regis on fines levied from the 5th to the Weever describe him , chief baron, accord

9th Richard I. , and in the last four years ing to the signification by which they
of that reign he acted as a justice itinerant evidently interpret the term. There is

in various counties. (Mador's Exch. i . nothing to show that at that time there

35, 699, 704 , 733.) He was one of those was an officer bearing that title; and if it

tent to York to determine the controversy had then existed, the rolls would not have

between the archbishop and the monks been silent on the subject, nor would

there, and was also entrusted with the Madox have failed to notice it.

sheriffalty of the counties of Northumber- In the same year he alone tested the

land , Dorset and Somerset,Stafford, Wilts, mandates issued to the sheriffs of the

and Leicester. In some of them he con- different counties, directing them to get in

tinued under King John, with the addition the scutage -money granted for the king's

of Derby, Nottingham , Devon, and Corn- voyage into Gascony. This shows that he

wall. In the first year of King John's stood high in the royal confidence, and was

reign he was constituted custos of the in immediate attendance on the king ; and

castle of Tickhill , and had a grant of the about 1245 he was at the royal intercession

manor of Brumegrave -cum -Norton, for excused from his attendance on a general

which he procured the privilege of a council called by the pope, because he and

market, together with a fair for it, and also the Bishop of Carlisle were the king's

for Carleton and Grimeston. ( Rot. Chart. deputies or regents of England when he

John, 65, 61 , 91.) went abroad. ( Dart's Westm . ii. xx.) He

In all the three reigns his scutage in the died on November 23, 1246 ( Weever, 486),

several counties of Warwick , Leicester, having, during his long presidency, greatly

kent, Oxford, Norfolk , and Suffolk, where increased the revenues of his house. His

his property lay, was excused pro libertate character was that of a prudent, learned ,
sedendi ad Scaccarium ; ' and in the reign and religious man .

of John the records show that he continued BARNEWELL, THomas, was appointed

to act on the circuits as a justice itinerant, second baron of the Exchequer on October

and in the Curia Regisas a justicier before 1 , 1494, 10 Henry VII., and a successor was

whom fines were levied till the fifth year. put in hie place on May 2, 1496. Beyond

About that time he died, as in the next this fact history is silent.

year Amabilis de Limesey, who was his BARONS, WILLIAM , or, as he is some

wife, fined in two thousand marksand five times called, William Barnes (Bishop of

palfreys that she should not be compelled London) , took the degree of Doctor of

io marry again ; and that she should be Laws at Oxford ; but in which of the

quit of all aids to the sheriff, &c. , as long colleges or halls he studied has not been
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discovered . He became commissary of the BARRE, RICHARD, was a diligent and

Prerogative Court of Canterbury ; and hav- zealous servant of Henry II. After the

ing entered into orders, he received in 1500 peace concluded between that monarch and

the livings of East Peckham in Kent, and Louis of France in January 1169,he was

of Beaconsfield in Buckinghamshire ; in sent with the Archdeacon of Salisbury to

1501 , that of Gedney in Lincolnshire ; in Beneventum to negotiate with Pope Alex

1502, that of Bosworth in Leicestershire, ander in relation to Archbishop Becket:

and in 1503, that of Tharfield in the arch- and while there he succeeded in obtaining

deacorry of Huntingdon . from the pontiff a new letter to the Arch

He was appointed master of the Rolls on bishop of York ,commanding him to crowi

February 1 , 1502. In June he was one of Prince Henry at any time the king re
the negotiators of the treaty of marriage quired him . After the murder of th

between Prince Henry and Catherine of archbishop, he was again appointed one

Arragon ; and on the 24th of the following the ambassadors to the papal city; an
January he assisted in laying the first stone when their passage through the mountai!

of Henry VII.'s chapel at Westminster was impeded by the severity of th

Abbey. Ile succeeded Bishop Warham as weather, he was selected to proceed will

Bishop of London on August 2, 1504, but out his companions and urge the kins

did not obtain the restitution of the tem- innocence of the murder. Though on I

poralities till November 13. On the latter arrival the pope refused to admit h

day he resigned his judicial office, and died to his presence, he at last contrived

in less than a year afterwards, on October 9 mollify the indignant feelings of the pi

or 10, 1505. He vas buried in St. Paul's. tiff, and by his representations,backed

(Godwin , 190 ; Athen . Ox. ii. 194 ; Rymer, the proofs he produced , his royal ma.

xiii . 78, 111. ) escaped excommunication.

BAROWE, THOMAS, appointed In recompense for these and other fai

master of the Rolls on September 22, 1483, ful services, the king appointed him ch
1 Richard III. He was rector of Olney cellor to his son Henry when he crow

in Buckinghamshire ; and three weeks him ; but on that prince rebelling aya
after the accession of Richard had the grant his father in 1173, Richard Barre pre

of a prebend in St. Stephen's Chapel in his loyalty by restoring the Seal to
the palace of Westminster. How he had king. "In 1184 he was raised to the dis
ingratiated himself with that monarch does of Archdeacon of Ely .

not appear ; but perhaps by some services In7 Richard I., 1195-6 ,he was o

he had rendered in the Exchequer, of the justices itinerant holding plex
which he probably was a clerk. He was Devonshire ; and from that year till i
the first master of the Rolls who had a inclusive his name appears among

grant of the tun or two pipes of wine, which justices taking fines in the Curia Re
las been continued ever since , and nomi- ' Westminster. (Madox, i . 502.)
nally exists at present. His patent for it BARTON, JOHN DE, is the second

is dated December 6, 1483. " (Rot. Pat. 1 two justices (Ralph Fitzwilliam bei
Rich . III. ) On August 1 , 1485, he was first ) to whom the commission of

appointed keeper of the Great Seal (Rot . baston, confined to Yorkshire, and

Claus. n. 5 ), and it was in his custody in Spelman (Glossary ) is directed.
at the time of Richard's death on the date is there omitted , but in Hemi

field of Bosworth, on the 22nd of that (p . 208 ) it is placed under the yea

month, when it was of course given up to Among the parliamentary writs (i.
the conqueror. one dated November 23, 1304, ad

His possession of the mastership of the not only to these two, but to two
Rolls seems to have been considered an

so that it is probable there were tw

intrusion ; for his predecessor, Robert missions, and that the first was

Morton, resumed his place without a new before the great extent of the offer

patent. Barowe's punishment for his ad- known ; especially as in April 1:30

herence to the fallen party, however, ex- more formal appointment of jud

tended no further ; but on the contrary he almost every county in England too

appears very soon to have conciliated the ( N. Federa, i. 970.)

goodwill of the new king ; for on Sep- In the above commission he is ert

tember 21 he obtained not only a general called “ de Ryton,' as he is afterw

pardon , but a confirmation of his prebend signated de Fryton , not only
in St. Stephen's Chapel, and his appoint- parliamentary writ, but also in su

ment as one of the masters in Chancery. commissions. He was summoned

( Rot. Pat. 1 Henry VII. p. i . m . ii . ) In form military service against the

the latter character he attended parliament 24 Edward I. , and in the 28th

in the accustomed duty of receiving the years of that reign was named

petitions as late as 12 Henry VII., 1497, missions of array in Yorkshir

after which his name no more occurs. Writs, i. 277, 315 , 370) ; and in 8
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he was assigned to collect and levy the | ing no small sum to that abbey, with a

scutage of the county of York . ( Abb. Rot. grant of four hides of land in Chedeles

Orig. i . 214. ) worth , he died , and was honourably buried

BASSET, Ralph, was baron of Welden in the chapter -house there. He left several

in Northamptonshire, and had large pos- sons, some of which were justiciers; and

sessions in several of the midland counties. from their issue various baronies sprang,

He was a Norman by birth, but is stated to the last of which lately became extinct.

have been raised from an ignoble family by (Dugdale's Baron. i. 378 ; Mador, i. 12,
King Henry at the beginning of his reign . 146, 541, ii. 224 ; Thoroton's Notts, i . 161

Spelman places him as chief justiciary in Mag.Rot. 31 Henry I., Hunter's ed., 31 ,

the reign of William II. , and states that he 101, 124 , 145.)

succeeded Ranulph Flambard , Bishop of BASSET, RICHARD, was one of the sons

Durbam , in that office. But this is contra- of the above Ralph Basset, and succeeded

dicted by the fact that the bishop had him in the barony of Welden in North

certainly all the power usually attributed amptonshire. From an early period of his

to the chief justiciary at the time of life he was attached to the court, and

William’s death . Dugdale does notintro- assisted in the administration of justice in
duce him as chief justiciary till the reign of the Aula Regis . It is probable that

Henry I.; but it may be doubtful whether during the life of his father he had ad

he was even then distinguished by that vanced to a considerable position ; for in

precise designation, notwithstanding the the great roll of 31 Henry I. the same

assertion of Henry of Huntingdon in his number of counties are mentioned as under

epistle • De MundiContemptu , as it is un- the judicial superintendence of both ; and

questionable that the principal power was the father could only have been recently

exercised by Roger, Bishop of 'Salisbury, deceased .

for the greater part of the reign, and espe- He is introduced as chief justiciary to

cially during the king's frequent absences Henry I. in Dugdale's list, on the authority

from England. The place he takes as last of Henry of Huntingdon and Ordericus

of fifteen subscribing witnesses to King Vitalis; but some doubt may be entertained

Henry's charter to Westminster Abbey whether he can be correctly so described.
( Vonast. i . 308 ), granted either in 1121 or If he had held the office in 31 Henry I.,

1122, demonstrates that he could not then the roll of that year would have afforded

have held the office . some evidence of it ; but it makes no

He, however, certainly filled a very high distinction between him and the other

position in the administration of justice, justiciaries, whose pleas it records. In

and seems to have been selected to carry the grant, also, of the office of great

into execution the just and severe laws chamberlain of England to Alberic de

enacted by Henry for the suppression of the Vere, his name stands so low on a list of

system of rapine and robbery which the twelve witnesses as to preclude the possi

last reign hadintroduced. Heis mentioned bility of his being invested with the title .

in 1124 as presiding over a court of the That grant is dated apud Ferncham in

barons held at Huncote in Leicestershire Transfretatione Regis.' This must have

for the trial of offenders, where he caused been on occasion of the king's last visit to

no less than forty -four men convicted of his Norman dominions in 1134 ; as is

robbery to be hanged. apparent from the fact that Geoffrey,

By the roll of 31 Henry I. it appears, Bishop of Durham , the chancellor, whose

not that he was chief justiciary, for that name stands as the second witness, was

title nerer occurs in it, but that he had not elected to that see till 1133. The first

been justice of the forests in the counties witness is Roger, Bishop of Salisbury,

of Norfolk, Suffolk , and Surrey ; and that which is strong presumptive evidence that

in the itinera which were appointed by he was then first minister or chief justiciary

king Henry for the purpose of relieving of the kingdom .

the Curia Regis, and of administering The expression of Ordericus Vitalis goes

justice to the people almost at their own no further than that he had great power

doora, no less than six counties, and in this reign, utpote capitalis justitin.'

probably more, were placed under bis Dugdale's opinion, also ,that he held it

direction. He was manifestly dead before jointly with Alberic de Vere is probably

the date of that roll ; and the entries in it, founded on the fact that they were joint

in which his name occurs, have reference sheriffs of no less than eleven counties. Al

to debts due to the crown from his pleas in though the latter author says in his ‘ Baron

previous years. age ' that he also held the office duringthe

The precise date of his death is un- whole of King Stephen's reign , he does

Certain ; but it took place at Northampton, not so insert his name in his “ Chronica

where, falling sick , he called for a monk's Series.'
habit of the order of those of Abingdon ; He married Matilda, the daughter and

sud after disposing of his estate and send- heir of Geoffrey Ridel, the justiciary
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(whose land appears to have been in bis he bad committed in performance of his
custody ) , and increased his already large duties. He, however, afterwards held the

property by her possessions. Of these he sheriffalty of Lincolnshire in 24 Henry II,

devoted a great portion to pious uses. The and the six following years.

priory of Laund in Leicestershire, de- His pleas as a justice itinerant commence

dicated to St. John the Baptist, was in 14 Henry II., 1168, and extend till 26

founded by him and his wife, and muni- Henry II. , 1180, during which time he

ficently endowed by them with the town acted in twenty -four different counties

and manor of Lodington, in which it From 1175 he is frequently mentioned a

stands; with Friseby also , besides no less assisting in the judicial business of the

than fifteen churches in the neighbour Curia Regis, in which he continued to si

hood, and one in Rutland. He died about till 1184. (Madox, i. 94, 103, 143, & c.)

1154. His eldest son , Geoffrey, assumed He died about the latter date, and we

his mother's name of Ridel. Another son , succeeded in the barony by his son Simon

Ralph, who continued the surname of Bas- next mentioned .

set , was lord of Drayton in Staffordshire ; BASSET, Simon, is named among th

and a third son ,William ,subsequently men- justices itinerant who fixed the talla

tioned, was lord of Sapcote in Leicester for the counties of Nottingham and Der

shire. ( Angl. Sac. ii . 701 ; Thoroton's Notts, in 9 Richard I. , 1197-8. (Mador, i.73:

i. 161; Monast . vi . 189 ; Mag. Rot. 31 He was the son of the last-named Willis

Hen . I .; Madox::) Basset, lord of Sapcote. His connecti

BASSET , Thomas, was the son and with Derbyshire arose from his marri

heir of Gilbert, a grandson, or, as Dugdale with Elizabeth , one of the daughters

believes, a younger son of the abore Ralph coheirs of William Avenel, of Haddol

Basset. His military services in divers the Peak in that county . In 7 John

wars were rewarded by King Henry II . at fined eighty marks to the king to have

an early period of his reign with the lord- inheritance, which the king had seized

ship of fledendon in Oxfordshire, together her husband's death, and that she sh

with the hundred of Botendon, and that not be compelled to marry. (Rot. de

lying withont the north gate of the city of 307. )
Oxford . He was sheriff of that county in His male descendants failed in 137

10 Henry II., and in the 14th year of that the death of Ralph, the then baron, le

reign, 1168, he was one of the justices two daughters only. ( Baronage, i. 35

itinerant for the counties of Essex and BASSET, ALAN, was the third s

Hertford . ( Mador, i . 587.) the before -named Thomas Basset,ofH

From the year 1175 bis name frequently don. Under Richard I. and John he a

appears among the barons acting judicially to have been a frequent partaker of the

in the Curia Regis; and the superior bounty. In the former reign he had
character of his abilities is evident from of the manors of Woking and Mape

his being employed as a justice itinerant well ( Rot. Chart. 37) ; and in the la

for the six following years in no less than those ofWycumb and Berewick. ]

fifteen other counties; and in his having these, King John granted him the

been one of those selected by the great of the lands and heir of Hugo de I

council held at Windsor in 1179, when and excused him his scutage in

the kingdom was divided into four parts Oxfordshire, and Berkshire.. And
for the better administration of justice. Stephen de Turnham and him, in

He married Alice, the daughter of to deliver a sum of 2,250 marks f

de Dunstanville, and died before 1183, in treasury, shows that he was connect

which year his elder son,Gilbert,had come the Exchequer ; and in 15 John he

into his possessions, and founded the priory bearer of 1001. from the treasury to
of Burcester, or Bicester, in Oxfordshire. at Oxford . That he was a personal

Besides Gilbert he had two other sons, of the king may be inferred from a

Thomas and Alan , the latter of whom is he received from him of a doliur

hereafter mentioned. ( Dugdale's Baron. best wine. (Rot. Claus.59, 99, 1 :

i. 383 ; Madox, i . 94, & c.; Pipe Rolls, accompanied bis sovereign in his
Hen. II . ) Ireland in 12 John (Rot . de P

BASSET, WILLIAM , lord of Sapcote in &c . ) , attended him at Runnymede

Leicestershire, was a younger son of the a faithful adherent to his fortune

above Richard Basset and Matilda Ridel, death .

his wife. On the accession of Henry II

From 9 to 16 Henry II., 1163-1170,he equally faroured and equally emp

executed the office of sheriff of the united 2Henry III. he acted as ajusticie

counties of Warwick and Leicester, and minster, a fine being levied b

was afterwards tined by the commissioners ( Dugdale's Orig. 42) ; in 4 Her

appointed in the latter year in the sum of was sent on a mission to France

one hundred marks for some transgressions Henry III. he and Emericus de

a

W
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appointed to meet the King of Jerusalem blished. Between July 15 and October 18,

on his landing in Kent. He was sheriff of 1262, whilethe king was absent in France,
Rutland from 2 to 12 Henry III. , had the all the mandates on the fine roll were signed

custody of the land and heir of William de by him , and hepresided at a council, when
Montacute given to him , obtained a grant the Earl of Leicester, taking advantage of

of a market at Wutton in Wiltshire , and the king's absence, is said to haveproduced

was allowed two bucks out of Windsor a brief from the pope confirming the pro

Forest. (Rot. Claus. i . 313, 385, 410, 460, visions of Oxford, and recalling the king's

559. ) absolution. ( Rapin, iii . 146.) His name

He died about October 1232, leaving appears on the plea roll of the Exchequer

several children by his wife Alice, the as justiciary of England at the end of June

daughter and heir of Stephen de Gray. To 1263. (Mador, i . 100.)

judge from an entry on the Close Roll ( i . Another temporary reconciliation took

104),she was one of the ladies attached to place in the following year between the
theperson of the queen. king and the earl, the effect of which was

Three of his sons were successively in the reinstatement of Hugh le Despenser,

possession of his honours and estate - viz., whose name appears as justiciary of Eng

Gilbert, whose son died soon after him ; land to a mandate dated October 1 , 1263 ;

Fulk, who was raised to the deanery of while Philip Basset is named without that

York and the bishopric of London ; and addition in the reference of the Oxford pro

Philip, who is the subject of the next notice . visions to the King of France, dated in De

( Chauncey's Herts, 348 ; Atkyns's Glou- cember following . ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin .

cestersh.420 ; Brydges' Collins's Peerage, iii . ii. 405 ; Brady, i. App . 233.)

2, vii. 335.) Philip Basset, however, adhered firmly

BASSET, PHILIP, was the third son of to the king, and in the outbreak of the

the above Alan, and eventually succeeded London citizens, led by Hugh le Despenser,

to the barony of Wycombe. at the beginningof 1264, his house and pos

In 1233,the year after his father's death, sessions in London fell a sacrifice to their

he joined the insurrection of Richard, Earl fury. ( Chron. Rishanger, 22. ) In the fol

of Pembroke , but returned to his allegiance lowing March he greatly assisted the king

in the following year ( Baronage, i. 384), in taking Northampton ; and at the battle

and from that time seems to have been high of Lewes, on May 14, valiantly fighting

in bis sorereign’s favour. In 1242 he was near the royal person, he continued the

appointed one of the commanders of the contest until he fell through loss of blood,

knights who were sent to the king in when he shared the fate of his sovereign,

Puitou ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 20), and in 1243 and was taken prisoner. ( Lingard, iii. 138.)

be had a grant of the custody ofthe lands He was placed in Dover Castle, under the

and heir of Matilda de Luci ; in 1252, that custody of Simon de Montfort, younger son

of the lands and heir of Richard de Ripariis ; of the Earl of Leicester; but how long he
and in 1257 the manor of Dimmock was remained in durance does not appear.

granted to him and his wife, Ela, Countess After the triumph of the royalists at the

of Warwick . ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i . 407, battle of Evesham , on August 4 ,1265,

ii. 148 , 248, 249.) there is nothingto show that Philip Basset

Besides being called upon to attend the was replaced in his office of chief justiciary,

king in his wars in France and in Wales, he although there is ample evidence to prove

was, in 29 Henry III., one of the ambas- that he continued to enjoy the king's favour

sadors sent to the Council of Lyons to com- and to hold a high place in his counsels.

plain of the papal exactions in England; He was one ofthosewho were appointed to

and in 44 & 45 Henry III . he was consti- carry into executionthe Dictum of Kenil

tuted governor of the castles of Oxford, worth, in October 1266 ( Rapin, iii. 171 ) ;

Bristol. Corff, and Shireburn , with the and his name appears as one of the king's

sheriffalties of the counties in which they council in February 1270. (Madox, ii . 170. )

are situate , and of Berkshire. He is called He died about the end of October 1271,

bailiff of the King of the Romans in an 56 Henry III.

entry of 43 Henry III. ( Abb. Placit. 146.) He married two wives : the first was

When the king, in July 1261 , openly re- Hawise, or Helewise, daughter of John

sisted the control under which the barons Gray, of Eaton ; and the second (who sur

hud placed him since the parliament of vived him ) was Ela, daughter of William

Oxird of 1258 , he appointed Philip Basset Longspee, Earl of Salisbury ,and widow of

chief justiciary of England. The barons' Thomas, Earl ofWarwick . By the former

ekief justiciary was his son-in -law , Hugh le he left an only daughter, Alyna, or Aliva,

Inexpenser; and they both seem to have who had first married Hugh le Despenser,

artmi at the same time till the short accom- the chief justiciary, but was then the wife

ndation that took place between the con- of Roger Bigot, Earl of Norfolk , the son of

tending partiesin the following April,when HughBigot (Excerpt. e Rot.Fin. ii. 551) ,
Philip Basset's appointment was fully esta- being thus connected with three chief
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:

justiciaries, as the daughter of one , the wife was Humphrey de Bassingborne. ( Le Nere,

of a second, and the daughter-in -law of a 276. ) He suffered with the rest of the
third .

clergy on account of the interdict, his rents

BASSET, Thomas, was probably the being seized into the king's hands ; but

grandson of the before-mentioned Thomas they were restored to him in April 1208.

Basset, lord of Hedendon, by his second | At the end of the reign he again got into dis

son, Thomas ; and the nephew of Alan grace , and was obliged to pay a fine of one

Basset, above mentioned. Dugdale intro- hundred marks and a palfrey for his re

duces him as a justice of the King's Bench, storation to the king's favour, and he then

on the authority of a charter of 46 Henry had a royal letter of protection. ( Rot. Claus.

II. , 1262 ;but none of the customary proofs i . 113, 251; Rot. de Fin .582.)
appear of his so acting, either by his going BASTARD, WILLIAM, was the third of

any iter, or having any writs of assize five justices itinerant, appointed in %

directed to him. He died,however, shortly Henry II . , 1174 , by writ of Richard de Luci

after that date, as his widow Johanna is to set the assize of Hampshire (Madox ,

mentioned on the fine roll of 52 Henry III . | 125 ), but who he was cannot be traced wit)

( ii . 470. ) sufficient certainty .

BASSET, WILLIAM, was the son of the BATESFORD, JOHN DE, wasone of th

abuve Simon Basset, lord of Sapcote , by eight justices appointed by Edward 1

his wife Elizabeth, daughter of William in 1293, to take assizes, jurats, and certit

Avenel, of Haddon in the Peak in Derby- cates throughout the kingdom in aid

shire. In 10 Henry III . this lady died, the judges of each bench and the itinera

and all the land which she held of the judges, who were often prevented from

honour of Peverel, in the county of Buck- tending at the regular times and plac

ingham , was ordered to be put into the On February 18, 1307, he was the foui

possession of her son William , to whom she of the justicesof Trailbaston then non
had given it'as her heir .' ( Excerpt. e Rot. nated for ten of the midland counties ( 1

Fin . i. 140. ) From the termsof this entry, Parl. i. 99 , 218 ) ; and as in 4 Edward

however, it may be inferred that he was 1310, he wassent as a justice of assize i

not her eldest son . Long previous to this Hampshire, Wiltshire, Somersetshire, 1 )

event he was possessed of property in the setshire, Cornwall, and Devonshire, her

counties of Leicester, Derby, Lincoln, and be presumed to bave continued to ac

Stafford ; all which was forfeited for his the interim , the more especially as he

adherence to the barons in 18 John, and regularly summoned among the judge

restored in the following year, when he parliament from the beginning to

acknowledged his fealty to Henry III. In eleventh year of that reign. He died

the tenth year of that reign, 1226, he was after, his executors being commande

appeinted one of the justices itinerant for 13 Edward II. , to bring all proceed

Nottingham and Derby, and for various before him into the Exchequer.

other counties up to 1232. (Rot. Claus. i . , | Writs, ii . 499. )

ii . ) In July 1240 Robert Basset , his nephew BATHONIA, HENRY DE, accordin

and heir, did homage for his land in Buck- Prince (55) , was a native of Devon,

inghamshire . (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii . 57. ) younger brother of Walter de Bail

BASSET, WILLIAM, was a native of of Bathe House, in North Tawton , &

Staffordshire, but of what branch of the Colebrook, near Crediton. There do

family has not been traced. He was an appear any proof, nor indeed much

advocate in the reign of Edward II. , and in bility, that this statement is well foi

the first ten years of that of Edward III . The roll of fines shows that in 20

In the latter of these, 1337, he was raised III., 1236, the king directed the

to the bench of the Common Pleas. When of Dorsetshire to appraise all the c

the king, in December 1340, dismissed which had belonged to Hugh de Ba

some of his brethren for malpractices, he and to deliver them to Henry, tak

escaped, and was comprehended in the new curity that he would answer for the

patent issued on January 8, 1341. On in discharge of the debts due fron

October 28 he changed his court for that to the crown . (Ercerpt. e Rot. Fin .

of the King's Bench, where he remained In this record, as Hugh is frequentl

till 24 Edward III . , his name occurring up tioned as .clericus,' it must be ch

to that date in the Year Book ' and ' Book supposed that he was Henry's unel .

of Assizes ' of that reign. ( Dugdale's Orig. indeed the designation clericus'

45 ; Rot . Parl. ii . 164. ) tached to his name merely with a

BASSINGBORNE, HUMPHREY DE. Seve- instead of an ecclesiastical sign

ral fines were acknowledged at St. Edmunds, Hugh de Bathonia was an office

Cambridge, and Bedford in 8 John , 1206, king's wardrobe in the reign of Jo

before Humphrey , Archdeacon of Sarum , Pat. 173, 174), sheriff of Bucking
and Richard de Seing. Henry III. , and of Berkshire in 1

The Archdeacon of Sarum at that time III . ; and was afterwards one of th
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3

6

of the Jews. ( Rot. Claus. i. 569, ii . 196 ; | A grant of land , also, in the latter year,

Mador, i. 134.) This official position which addressed Henrico de Bathon. et sociis

Hugh held in the court will account for suis, justiciariis assignatis ad tenendum

Henry de Bathonia being brought up to placita coram rege ’ ( Manning, 298 ), proves

the legal profession ; and accordingly, so that he had been restored to his former

early as 10 Henry III . , his name appears high position . Comparing the title here

as the representative or attorney for Warin used withthat in the amerciament in 32

le Despenser in a suit against Nicholas de Henry III. already referred to, coram
St. Bridget, for a debt of four marks and a Henrico de Bathon. et sociis suis , justiciariis

half. (Rot. Claus. ii. 156. ) de banco, ' it would appear, according to

It was not till after Hugh's death that the modern interpretation of the terms,

llenry de Bathonia was advanced to the that he had changed his court ; but this
bench . In 1238, 22 Henry III., his name seems to be contradicted by an entry in

tirst appears to the acknowledgment of a 20 Edward I. , which refers to a proceeding
tine. Two years afterwards he was one in 41 Henry III. , ' coram H. Bathon. et

of the justiciers on the circuit then sent sociis suis, justiciariis regis de banco .? ( Abb.

through the southern counties. In that Placit. 228.) In the preceding year he and

commission he stood second on the list ; his companions are mentioned without any

and from that timethe fine roll teems with designation to distinguish the court, the

payments made for writs of assize to be words used being . et soc suis, justiciariis

taken before him . In November 1247 he regis. ' These changes suggest the caution

stands in a higher place, an amerciament with which such appellations should be

being mentionedas being made before him used in support of an hypothesis.
and his companion justices of the bench So late as 1260 he went the circuit

( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 23 ; Abb. Placit. through eight counties.
1:25 , 126 ) ; and in the circuits of that and He died before the 22nd of the fol

the two following years his nameisinserted lowing February, as on that day the

at the head in every county which he is king, intuitu laudabilis obsequii quod

appointed to visit. In 1250 he had a grant Henricus de Bathon. R. impendit in vita
of 1001. a year for his support ' in officio sua,' grants to John de Bathon, his son and

justiciarii, an expression which would heir, that the arrears which remained due
seem to show that the term.capitalis ,' or of the fine of two thousand marks which

chief justice, as subsequently used , was not he made for having the king's favour, and
yet adopted, as it is quite manifest that of all other debts which he owed the king
he then sat as the senior of his fellows. at his death , might be paid by instalments

Vot long after this grant he was accused of twenty -five marksat each of the yearly

by Philip Darcy of bribery and extortion, Exchequer terms, Michaelmas and Easter.

whereby he had raised a great estate (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 315.)

on the ruin of others. Four-and -twenty His widow, Aliva, afterwards married

knights became security for his appearance Nicholas de Yatingdon, and died in 1273 .

to answer the charge before the parliament The above-mentioned John de Bathonia

summoned for February 17, 1251. On the had a son , also named John, whose only

dav of hearing he was charged with in- child Joan was married to John de Bohun,

censing the barons against the king, and and died in 1310. ( Blomefield's Norfolki,

promoting a general rebellion ; and among i. 185.)

farious complaints urged against him was BATHURST, HENRY (LORD APSLEY,

ope that he had received a bribe to allow EARL BATHURST). The Bathursts were

a convicted criminal to escape . The vehe- originally seated at Bathurst, near Battel,

Idence of the king's anger may be estimated in Sussex, but afterwards removed into

by his brutal exclamation , If any man Kent. One member received a baronetry

will slay Henry de Bathonia, he shall not (of Leachdale in Gloucestershire) in 164:3,

be impeached of his death ; and I now pro- which is now supposed to be extinct; and

nounce his pardon . Thisviolence,however, several others were merchants and alder

was prevented by John Mansel's timely men of London. The immediate ancestor

interference, and the threats of the Bishop of the chancellor resided at Staplehurst in

of London, and the justicier's other friends, the reign of Henry VIII., and one of his

of Perlesiastical and temporal rerenge. grandsons was the father of the celebrated

The intercession of Richard, Earl of Dr. Ralph Bathurst, president of Trinity
Cornwall, the king's brother, at last pro- College, Oxford, and dean of Wells. The

cused him a pardon, on a fine of two thou- dean's brother, Sir Benjamin, was the father

id marks, the whole of which was not of Allen, who, after serving in two parlia

paid at the time of his death . His disgrace ments for the borough of Cirencester, was

continued more than two years - viz ., from one of the twelve peers created by Queen

Xermber 1230 till August 1253, after Anne in 1711, for the purpose of obtaining

Riich date applications to him for writs of a majority in the House of Lords. To his

A - size are frequent for the rest of his life. title, Baron Bathurst of Battlesden in
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Sussex, he received sixty-one years after-, no value in the profession. But, being a

wards the additional rank of an earl, as an staunch supporter of Lord North's mea

acknowledgnient and reward for his ser- sures, he was retained in his place for inore

vices to the state, and his eminence in the than seven years ; at the end of which ,

social and literary world . He died, at the from a failure in his health, or perhaps a

age of ninety-one, in 1775, having lived to consciousness of his inefficiency, he resigned

see his son elevated to the peerage and to the Seal, on June 3, 1778 , one of his last

the dignity of lord high chancellorof Great and most praiseworthy acts being the ap

Britain. That son was one of the nine pointment of his nephew , Francis Buller,

children he bad by his wife Catherine, to a vacant judgeship. He declined any

daughter and heir of Sir Peter Apsley, of retiring pension, and was in the following

Apsley in Sussex. year continued in the cabinet with the

Henry Bathurst, the second but eldest office of lord president of the council,

surviving son of the earl , was born on May which he held till Lord North's ministry
20, 1714. He took the degree of B.A. at terminated, in 1782. In the twelve years

Christ Church, Oxford, in 1733, and was he survived he gradually retired from
called to the bar by the Society of Lin- political life, and died from natural decay

coln's Inn in Hilary Term 1736. He had at his seat, Oakley Grove, near Cirencester,

already been returned to parliament in the on August 6, 1794, in his eighty - first year.
previous year as member for Cirencester, In his public life he was honourable and

which he continued to represent till 1754. sincere ; as a judge, he was esteemed

Though his business in the courts was by by the bar for his kindness of manner ; and

no means commanding, he was in 1746 in private life he was thoroughly amiable.

chosen solicitor-general, and shortly after Though of a cheerful and good -humoured
attorney -general, to Frederick , Prince of disposition, he was not quite so jovial a

Wales,afterwhose death , in 1751, be filled his father, who took his wine freely to the
the same office to the princess till his last day of his long life. On one occasion

elevation to the bench. He had on enter- at a party at Oakley, the chancellor bavin

ing the prince's service been honoured retired somewhat early from the conv
with a patent of precedency ; and in 1752 viality, the old earl chuckled and said t

he was the leading counsel for the crown the rest of the company, . Now, my go

in the trialat the Oxford Assizes of Eliza- friends, since the old gentleman is off,
beth Blandy for the murder of her father, think we may venture to crack anoth

his speech in which has been praised for bottle .' Neither was he so liberal a patr
its eloquence, but is too exaggerated an to literature as his father ; but it shou

appeal to the feelings of the jury to be be remembered to his credit that he w
approved by modern ears. Soon after he the first to encourage Sir Williain Jo:

was raised to the bench as a judge of the by substantialtokens of regard .
Common Pleas, on May 2, 1754, at the age In 1775, while he was yet chancell

of forty ; and in the case of the sham he succeeded to his father's earldom .

patriot John Wilkes in 1763 he concurred married twice. By his first wife, An
in the constitutional decisions of his chief, daughter of James, Esq ., and widov

Lord Camden. After occupying his seat Charles Phillips, Esq ., he had no is

for sixteen years, on the sudden death of but by his second wife, Tryphena, daug

the Hon . Charles Yorke, the Great Seal of Thomas Scawen, Esq., of Maidwel
was, on January 21 , 1770, placed in the Northamptonshire, he left six child
hands of three commissioners, the second His successor held a distinguished plas

ofwhom was Mr. Justice Bathurst. They the government, and the House of Lor

held it for a year, but their rule met with still graced by his descendants.
so little approbation that the minister found BAUKWELL. See J. and R. DE B.

it necessary to appoint a lord chancellor. WELL .

Though very limited in his choice, the pro- BAUMBURGH , THOMAS DE, is amon

fession was greatly surprised on finding clerks or masters in Chancery ment
Judge Bathurst, who was considered the from 1 to 14 Edward III . , and w

most incapable of thethree commissioners, named from the place now called

selected to fill that high and responsible borough in Northumberland, where h
post. The Sealwas delivered to him on property . He seems to have bet

January 23, 1771 , and he was on the same especial favourite with the king, wh
day created Lord Apsley. Ile naturally sented him with the church of En

found himself in a wrong position , and it was and made him various beneficial gr
said that he never entered his court with a lands in that comty. He acted as

firm and dauntless step. Overawed by of the Great Seal on several occasi

Thurlow , Wedderburn , and other coun- 1332 , 1331, 1336 , and 1339. In thi

sel practising at his bar, he was so little year, 14 Edward III., he was one

conversant with either the principles or receivers of the petitions to parli

practice of equity that his decisions have and probably died soon after, as he

W
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subsequently named. ( Rot. Parl. ii. 22, fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge,

68, 112 ; Cal. Ing. p.m. ii. 53; Cal. Rot. and rector of Quinton and Courtcenball ; to

Pat. 118 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 27, 75, 79. ) whose cultivation of his taste and talents

BAYEUX, JOHN DE (Barocis), was the for classicalcomposition the judge always
son of Hugh de Baiocis, a baron in Lincoln- ascribed his future success in life. The

shire, by Alienora his wife. Before his Musæ Etonenses' contain some favourable

father's decease he was outlawed for the specimens of his proficiency. Though ho

death of a man , and his property in Bristol was nominated in 1782 for King's College,

and in Dorsetshire, being forfeited, was Cambridge, it does not appear that he was
given away in 16 and 17 John . He con- ever matriculated .

trived, nevertheless, to make his peace ; He entered Gray's Inn in November

for in 3 Henry III. he was admitted to 1783, but was not called to the bar till

take possession of his paternal estates in June 22, 1792. In the interim he probably

Lincolnshire on payment of 1001, for his practisedasa special pleader, as in 1789 he

relief; and in the same year he was added published the Summary of the Law of

to the list of justices itinerant for the Bills of Exchange, & c., which has ever

counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, since been the standard work on the sub

and Dorset. ( Rot. Claus. i. 237, 404 ; Rot. ject, and of which many editions have

Chart. 201 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i . 32. ) It been issued . He also edited Lord Ray

would appear, however, that he was not mond's Reports, with valuable notes, in

even then entirely cleared of the charge, 1790. The fame he acquired by these

unless indeed he had subjected himself to publications naturally insured him , when

a new accusation ; for in 4 Henry III. he he became a barrister, ample employment,

and his mother Alienora , his brother, and which did not diminish when he was

three others, fined for having an inquisition raised to the degree of the coif in 1799.

before the chief justiciary , whether the About this time he was elected recorder of

appeal against them by Robert de Tille- Maidstone. After successfully pursuing
broc for the death of his father was his profession as a serjeant both on the

malicions, or they were guilty. That the Home Circuit and in Westminster Hall,

result of the enquiry was favourable may he was appointed in May 1808 a judge of

be presumed from his beingagain selected the King's Bench ,and was knighted .
as a justice itinerant in Devonshire in There his peculiar adaptation for the

1225 , and from his holding several re- judical office was at once seen ,and his pro

sponsible appointments about the same fessional erudition soon placed him in the

time , as justice of the forests,and constable first rank. Though his quickness of appre

of the castle of Plimpton. ( Excerpt. e Rot. hension enabled him to see the true bear

Fin. i . 45 ; Rot. Claus. i . 622, &c. , ii. 76, ings of a case, he was always open to con

& c.) In 18 Henry III. another charge of viction, and most patient in listening to the

homicide was raised against him ; and he arguments raised by counsel in opposition

paid a fine of no less than four hundred to his opinion. No one who has attended

marks for permission to accommodate with the courts can forget the seven little red

the widow of Roger de Mubray for the books which he always carried with him ,

death of her husband, in which he was to which he could instantaneously turn for

someway concerned . every reported case . The ease and delight

On his death, in 1249, his brother Stephen with which he got through his work at

did homage for his lands as male heir. Nisi Prius caused M. Cotte, the French

( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i. 264, ii. 51.) advocate, to exclaim , ' Il s'amuse à juger. '

BAYLEY, Joan. No judge since the In this court he sat for more than twenty

act was passed in 1799 granting a pension two years, for seventeen of which he held
on retirement after fifteen years' service has the next place to the chief justice, pro

declined to avail himself of the privilege nouncing the judgments of the courtupon

for so long a period as Sir John Bayley . delinquents with characteristic mildness.

He occupied the bench for no less than But at length he found the increasing

twenty-six years, with the highest reputa- labour too much for him , but still was

tion as a lawyer, and undiminished respect willing to undertake a lighter duty. He
and esteem from erery one who acted therefore took advantage of the act
either with or under him. authorising the appointment of a fifth

He was born on August 3, 1763, at judge in each court, and on November 14,

Elton in Huntingdonshire, the residence of ' 1830, was removed into the Court of Ex

his father, John Bayley, Esq. His mother chequer as the additional baron, taking his

was Sarah, the daughter and heir of the place however according to his seniority

Rer. White Kennett, prebendary of Peter- next to the chief baron.
brough , and granddaughter of Bishop On the new stage of the Exchequer he

hatinett, of that see. He was educated played the same prominent part for above

at Etoa under the superintendence of his three years more, when his advancing age

laiker's elder brother, Dr. Edward Bayley, prompted him to retire, before his mental
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powers decayed. He therefore resigned the but was afterwards obliged to take that

position he had so long graced in February honour. In the reign of Edward I. he was

1834 , receiving in the next month the nominated one of the conservators of the

well-merited honour of a baronetcy, and peace for his county, and died at a great

an opportunity being given hi:n of still age in 1306. By his wife, Alice, the

serving the state in the character ofa privy daughter of John le Ditton, he left a son,

counsellor. the survived nearly twelve the next-mentioned Robert. ( Blomefield's

years, and died on October 10 , 1841, at Norfolk, i . 557.)

the Vine House, near Sevenoaks. BAYNARD, ROBERT, the son of the

Few men in his prominent position ever above Fulco Baynard, so early as 13

passed through life with such unmingled Edward I. was returned as knight of the

respect. He had all the requisites of a shire for Norfolk , and represented tha

good judge — clearness of intellect, integrity county till 20 Edward II. În 5 Edward II
of purpose , urbanity of manner, strict im- the custody of Norfolk was committed to

partiality, and a totalabsence of political him (Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 186 ), and in the tw
bias. He was a favourite withall classes— following years hewasamong the magnate

his colleagues on the bench , the advocates who were specially summoned to parlie
over whom he ruled , and the litigants, ment. Several of these were not bacon

whether he decided for or against them. and were never afterwards summoned ; ar

Amiable and benevolent in his private life, he, in all the subsequent entries, is mere
he was deeply impressed with religious called “Miles.' He was one of the con

feelings, which were manifested in an edi- servators of the peace for the county, a'
tion of the Common Prayer Book pub- was employed as a commissioner of arr

lished by him in 1816 . and in assessing the various grants made

By his wife, Elizabeth, daughter of John the parliament. To him also was entrus

Markett, Esq . , of Meopham Court in Kent, the custody of the bishoprie of Durham ,

he left, besidesthree daughters, threesons, 1311, on the death of Anthony Bek .
the eldest of whom now enjoys the title ; On the accession of Edward III . he

the second is a clergyman ; and the third a appointed, according to Dugdale, a judo
barrister, who edited one of the editions of the King's Bench ; and it is curious i
his father's work on Bills. the writ directing the payment of

BAYNARD , Fulco, was of the noble expenses as knight of the shire, in

family of that name, the ancestor of which, parliament of the preceding January

Ralph Baynard , possessed in the Con- dated on March 9, 1327, the same da

queror's time various rich lordships in the which he was raised to the judicial be

counties of Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, and He died in 4 Edward III ., in possessi

Hlertford . By the conspiracy of his grand- Hautboys, Whatacre, and five other ma

son , William , the elder son of Geoffrey, in Norfolk , leaving a wife named Mar

against Henry I., the barony was lost ; and and a son named Fulk, among whose
its castle, called Baynard's Castle, near St. daughters the inheritance was afterv

Paul's, in London, was granted to Robert, divided . ( Cal. Ing. p. m . ii . 30 , 148 .
the son of Richard Fitz -Gilbert, from whom BEALKNAP, ROBERT DE, had very

descended the Fitz-Walters. Fulco traced siderable possessions in the county of

his lineage from a younger brother of before he could have acquired them

Geoffrey: He held eight knights' fees and the profits of his profession; yet there
a half in Norfolk under Robert Fitz- certainty who his parents were , excep

Walter, and obtained a market in 1226 for their names were Jobn and Alice .
his manor of Merton. (Rot. Claus. ii . 105.) bably his father was a lawyer , as an

In November of that year, 11 llenry III., cate of that name occurs in the Year

1226 , he and three others were constituted of 20 Edward III. Robert's career
justiciers to try some prisoners charged courts commences in 36 Edward III

with murder in the custody of the Bishop in 40 Edward III . he became a kin

of Ely . ( Ibid . ii . 159.) In four previous jeant, for which he had a salary oi
instances he had been one of four appointed year, with another of the same am
to take particular assizes of novel disseisin a justice of assize -- a duty which

in the county of Norfolk ; a practice then quently performed till his elerativi

not uncommon, but which would not bench at Westminster. (Liber Assi

warrant the insertion of those so em- This event occurred on October 11

ployed among the justices itinerant, from 48 Edward III., when hewas con

whom they were clearly distinct. Fulco's chief justice of the court of Commo
case is varied by his nomination to try the Three months before, he had beer

felonies above mentioned. Both in 2 and treat with the pope's nuncios as ti

11 llenry III . he was one of those selected former Wiclift. ( N. Fodera, iii . 100

to assess the tallage in Norfolk . ( Ibid. i . Ile was knighted in 1385 .

3.50 , ii . 78 , & c . ) Retaining his place on the acc

In 1:250 he tined for not being knighted, Richard II. , he continued in tlı
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performance of his duties in court and in February 3, the day of its meeting, Sir

parliament for thirteen years. Only one in- Robert Bealknap and the rest of the sub

cident of importance varied thequietness of scribing judges were arrested while sitting

this period of his life. In May 1381 he in court ; but this could not be,as Bealknap

was sent into Essex with a commission to was removed , and Robert de Charleton ap

bring to trial and punishmentthe insurgents pointed his successor, three days before. He

who had risen against the poll -tax recently was, however, conveyed to close imprison
imposed. No sooner had the grand jury ment in th Tower. At the trial, on

began to find the indictments than they March 2, Bealknap pleaded the compulsion

were broken in upon by the rioters, their under which he signed, and prayed mercy ;

heads chopped off and carried away on poles, but the temporal lords, not admitting that

and the chief justicewas compelled to swear excuse, found him and the others guilty,

that he would hold no more such sessions. and adjudged them to bedrawn and hanged

( Turner's Engl. ii . 245.) The circumstance as traitors, their heirs to be disinherited,

that no personal injury was offered to him and their lands and goods to be forfeited to

proves the respect with which he was re- the king. The spiritual peers, who had

garded, and that the outrages of the people previously retired from thehouse, the case

were not directed againstlawyers as lawyers. being capital, now came forward and in

In October 1386 the parliament insisted terceded for the lives of the unfortunate

on the removal of theking's favourites, im- judges, whose sentence wasultimately com

peached and convicted the chancellor, Mi- muted to that of banishment for life . The

chael de la Pole, and passed the ordinance by town of Drogheda, with three miles round

which the executive government of the it, was fixed as the retreatof Bealknap, and

country was substantially placed in the hands an allowance of 401.was granted to him for

of eleven commissioners, with a complete his support. There he remained till Ja

control over the public revenue. The Arch- nuary 1397, when the parliament remitted

bishop of York afterwardscharged Bealknap this part of his punishment, and he was

with having devised it; but this was evi- allowed to return to England ; and in the

dently without foundation. following year the whole of the judgment

In the following year that prelate, with was reversed, and the restoration of such of

the Duke of Ireland, the Earl of Suffolk, the forfeited lands as had not been alienated

and Chief Justice Tresilian, having stirred was decreed. (Rot. Parl. iii. 233–244, 346,

up the king to resist the encroachment on 358.) But all the acts of this parliament

his authority, the judges were summoned were annulled immediately on the accession

to Shrewsbury to support this purpose by of Henry IV., so that the forfeiture remained

declaring the ordinance to be illegal. " There in full force.

a series of questions, with answers, as some The date of his death is not precisely

aliere, ready prepared , were submitted to known. His wife was nextof kin andheir

them for signature. Bealknap refused for of Thomas Phelipp de Baldock, and is called

some time to sign the document, but the sometimes Sybell, and sometimes Juliana.

dukeand earl threatening his life if he per- Their son Hamon did notobtain thecomplete
sisted, he at last submitted, exclaiming as removal of the attainder till 4 Henry VI.,

he did so , Now here lacketh nothing but when he recovered possession of hisestates,

pope, that I may receive a reward worthie which descended eventually to his grandson

for my desert ; and I know if I had not Sir Edward Bealknap, who was a privy

done this I might not have escaped your counsellor in the time of Henry VII. and

handa; so that for your pleasures and the VIII. Dying without issue , the property

kiny's I have doone it, and deserved thereby was divided among his three sisters, one of

death atthe hands of thelords.' (Holinshed, whom married Sir William Shelley, a judge

11. 2 . ) The seals of all the judges present in the latter reign .

were accordingly attached to an act of council, BEAUCHAMP (BELLO -CAMPO ), ROBERT

dorted at Vottingham , August 25, 1387, 11 DE , was the son of a baron of the same

Richard II. , containing the questions and vame, of Hache in Somersetshire, on whose

answers, by which they declared the whole death , about 7John, he was left a minor,

proceedings to be contrary to the king's under the guardianship of Hubertde Burgh.
prerogative, and all the promoters of them | In 17 John he was sheriff of Oxfordshire,

to be guilty of high treason, thus in effect and constable of the castle of Oxford . The

condemning the commissioners and all the manor and park of Woodstock were also

loris of parliament to the death of traitors. committed to his charge, and in reward for

The lords were not idle in securing them- his adherence to his sovereign in that time

selves from the danger to which they were of revolt, he received various grants of land.

thus exposed ; and adding this charge to (Rot. Pat. 62, 178 ; Rot. Claus. i. 220, 235 ,

many others, they appealed thefour favour- 251, 267.)

itez, together with Nicholas Brambre, of On July 6, 1234, 18 Henry III. , he was

tr2901, of which they were all convicted constituted one of the king's justices of the

in the next parliament. It is said that on Bench, and in 26 Henry III. he paid eighty

6
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marksto be exempted from attending the ber, was captured by Faukes de Breaute.

king into Gascony. Hewas one of the barons who were ex.

He died in 36 Henry III., his son and communicated by name; and even on King

heir, Robert, being admitted to do homage John's death he did not return to his alle

February 1 , 1252, on paying 1001. for his giance, but was taken in arms by the roral

relief. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 123. ) forces at the siege of Lincoln, inMay 1217.

After a long succession ofhonours granted Before October in that year, however, he

to his descendants, the judge isrepresented made his peace and had restitution of his

in the House of Lords by the Dukes of lands. When the castle of Bedford was

Norfolk and Somerset and the Marquis of destroyed, in 1224 , in consequence of the

Hertford. resistance of Faukes de Breaute, Williar

BEAUCHAMP ( BELLO -CAMPO ), WALTER de Beauchamp had the site restored to him

DE, the family of Walter de Bello -Campo with part of the materials to erect a man

was settled at Elmley Castle in Worces- sion there. In the previous year, 7 Henr

tershire, of which county his ancestorswere III., he was in the expedition to Wale

hereditary sheriffs. His father, William, for his support in which he had a granti
died before 13 John, leaving him as yet a the scutage of the tenants of his differe )

minor . Roger de Mortuo Mari , and Isabella possessions, which were situate in eis

his wife, had a grant of his wardship and counties. ( Rot. Claus. i . 325, 326,571,6 ?

marriage on a fine of three thousand marks. 654 , ii . 23. ) He was again engaged in th

He had attained his majority in February country in November 1233, and was prese

1216, 17 John , for he was then entrusted when Richard , earl marshal , surprised 1
with the sheriffalty of Worcestershire; king at the castle of Grosmunt, when

but a few months afterwards he joined the and many of his barons narrowly escaj

barons' party for a short time. He soon, with their lives .

however, recovered the king's favour, but, In the following summer, ou July

having been excommunicated for his seces- 1234, he was assigned to sit at the Exe

sion, he was obliged to apply to the pope's quer 'tanquam baro ;' and his attesta

legate for absolution before his lands were in that character appears three years &

restored to him ; and from that time, with that date. (Mador, ii . 54, 317.) Ir

a short interval, till his death he retained Henry III. he was constituted sherii

the sheriffalty. the united counties of Bedford and B

In 7 Henry III. he obtained the grant of ingham, which he held for the next

a market for Kibworth in Leicestershire, years. (Fuller.)

and was allowed to have the scutage of his He lived to a good old age, the fino

knights and tenants. Hewastwice selected containing an entry of his lands

to perform the duties of justice itinerant, seized, as usual, into the king's han

in 1226 and in 1227 . For some offence, his death, on August 21 , 1262. Il

which is not stated, he was disseised of his five years previously settled his esta

sheriffalty in 14 Henry III., in which year his son William , for the king's confiru

he was summoned to show cause why he of which the latter paid a fine of fisi

had not accounted for the preceding year; dred marks. (Excerpt.e Rot.Fin. ii . 254

but before the close of thatyear he was re- He married three wives - Gunno:

instated in his office on a fine of six palfreys. sister of William de Lamvallei, re

He died in 12:36, when William , his son , on with her the town of Bromley ; Id :

April 16, did homage for his father's lands, whom he had the manor of New

and paid the usual baronial relief of 1001. Buckinghamshire ; and, thirdly , in th

for the livery of them .The son of this years of his life, Amicia, to whor
William became Earl of Warwick , and one after his death , the manor of Belch

of his descendants was created Duke of committed in tenancy. ( Ibid . ii . :
Warwick , a title now extinct, as are several Both his sons, William and Johr

baronies derived from the same source . without issue , the property was ul :

The only peers who can now claim a de- divided among his daughters. ( 1

scent from this judge are the Earl of Aber- Baron . i . 223 ; R. de W'endorer , iii.

gavenny and Earl Beauchamp. BEAUFORT, Henry (BISHOP

BEAUCHAMP (BELLO -CAMPO ), WILLIAM CHESTER). When the statute was y

DE , would seem to be the lord of the ba- January 1397, legitimating the el

rony of Bedford , for livery of which , on John of Gaunt by his mistress
the death of his father Simon, in 9 John, Swinford, whom he had married

he gave five hundred marks and six pal- preceding year, Henry Beaufort , t

freys. Although he was with the king's son, was probably just of age,

army in the expeditions to Scotland in 13 called clericus on the roll , and

John, and to Poitou in 16 John , he after- brother , Thomas, is styled

wards deserted the royal cause , and enter- ( Rot. Parl. iii. 343. ) He was e

tained the rebellious barons at the castle of part at Aix -la -Chapelle, and

Bedford , which, in the following Decem- i Queen's College, Oxford ; and w
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little more than a boy he formed an ama- On the accession of his pupil and nephew

tory connection with Alicia, daughter of Henry V., March 13, 1413, the Great Seal
Richard, Earl of Arundel, sister to the was immediately replaced in his hands.

Archbishop of Canterbury, and nearly re- He retained it during the whole of the first

lated by marriage to John of Gaunt him- four years and part of the fifth year of the
self, and had by her an illegitimate daughter reign, openirgall the parliaments that were

named Joan. The amour did not impede held during that period, and having the
bis future fortunes, nor prevent his brother, satisfaction to announce to that of Novem

king HenryIV. , from placing his own son, ber 1415 the glorious victory of Agincourt,
afterwards Henry V., under his tuition in won little more than a week before. ( Ibid.

the same college. This was about the year iv. 62.)

1399, when Beaufort had been appointed Just previous to the king's next expe

chancellor of the university, an office which dition into France, for the support of which
he held only one year. In the capacity of the bishop had advanced him the sum of

tutor he no doubtingratiated himself with 14,0001., secured on certain duties, and for

his pupil, and certainly was not a very the repayment of which a golden crown
severe preceptor, if we may judge from the was deposited with him as a pledge on July

money which he advanced to him while 18 , 1417 ( Ibid. iv. 111 ), the Great Seal was

Prince of Wales; being no less a sum than resigned by Beaufort on the 23rd of that
8261. 138. 4d ., the whole of which was month, when he obtained a grant of pardon

repaid as soon as Henry came to the throne . for all crimes and offences. (Rymer, ix. 471. )
(Deron's Issue Roll, 329.) The apparent cause of this retirement was

Bred up asan ecclesiastic, he received in to undertake a pilgrimage to the Holy

the year of his legitimation the deanery of Land ; but the probablu one was to proceed

Wells, together with a prebend in the to the Council ofConstance, then sitting, for

church of Lincoln, and was elected bishop the purpose of settling the claims of three

of the latter see on July 14, 1398. He contending popes, and of arranging certain

accompanied King Richard on his fatal ex- reformations in the Church. Though not

pedition to Ireland, during which Henry of originally appointed on the part of England
Lancaster came back from his exile ; and he to attend this council, he deemed his ap

was one of three bishops who were with pearance there necessary in order to ter

the king at Milford on his too long delayed minate a struggle which had already lasted

return. His indifference to the event and too long. He reached Constance in the

the politic character which he then bore are garb of a pilgrim , and his presence was

thown by his appearing in the first parlia- deemed by some to be very prejudicial to

ment of the usurper, and consenting to the the cause of the reform of the Church.

perpetual imprisonment of his late master. The question then agitating was, whether

( Ret . Parl. iii. 426.) His presence at the that or the election of the pope should take

earlier councils of Henry IV. , and his being precedence. By his suggestion, and on the

et trusted with the education of the young promise of the cardinals not to delay the

prince , prove that there was no interruption consideration of reform , the election was

in the intercourse between him and his proceeded with ; but on its falling on

mval brother. In 1402 he was sent to Martin V. every attempt to renew the

escort the king's second wife, Joan of question of reform was frustrated, and the

Navarre, Duchess of Brittany, to England. council was dissolved without any sound

This marriage took place on the 7th and improvement being effected. ( Tyler's

but coronation on the 25th of February Henry V. ii . 61. ) In November following,

1103, within four daysofwhich the young the new pope named the bishop cardinal

bishop receired the Great Seal as chan- and apostolic legate in England, Ireland ,

rellor of England. For his accommodation and Wales ; but by the remonstrances of

in attending the court the towns of Wol- Archbishop Chichely,who considered this

lounatowe and Old Stratford ' were assigned an encroachment on his authority, the king

fo: bis livery, and “ pro herbergiagio 'of his forbade him to accept the dignity. From
#rtants and horses . (Rymer, viii . 324.) Constance the bishop proceeded on his pil

The deathof William ofWykeham occur- grimage to Jerusalem, ofhis adventures in

ring about this time, the king procured his which, or of the precise date of his return,

election to the vacant bishopric of Win- we have no certain information.

chester, the temporalities of which were We find the bishop again in England in

ppstored to him on March 14, 1405. ( Ibid. 1421, when he was one of the sponsors for

22.) On his translation to this see he the king's son , afterwarıls Henry VI.; and

vacated the office of chancellor; but during again lent his sovereign 14,000l. towards
the remainder of the reign he acted as one the prosecution of the war, for which and

of the council; and on January 27 , 1410, for the arrears of the former loan a golden

thate being tben no chancellor, he declared crown was again given in pledge. ( Rot.

t'ja causes for which the parliament was Parl. iv. 132.)

19 nugel. ( Pat. Parl. iii. 622. ) On the death of Henry V. the bishop

F2
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and his brother Thomas, Duke of Exeter, bishop previous to the parliament which

were appointed governors of the person of had been summoned for the 18th of that

the infant king,their great-nephew ; while month. But, the duke being inflexible, it

John, Duke of Bedford, the king's uncle, became necessary, in order to prevent col

was made protector of England when within lision between the followers of the angry

the kingdom ; but when absent his brother parties, to forbid any arms to be brought to

Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, was to the place of meeting. Evading this man

execute the same office . The Duke of date, they attended with bats and clubs op

Bedford being in France at the accession, their shoulders ; from which circumstance

the immediate government fell on the Duke the parliamentwas called the Parliament

of Gloucester ; but jealousies arose, which of Bats. The bishop opened the session as

soon resulted in a determined hostility chancellor ; and on the Commons praying

between the duke and the bishop, to whom that the differences might be settled, and

the former attributed the checks which the protector and the lords having taken

were placed by the council on his exercise an oath to judge withimpartiality , the tw

of the supremeauthority. Historians differ contending parties thereupon agreed to

as to which was in fault; but probably subunit to the arbitrament of certain lord

both were in some measure to blame in the then named. The rolls of parliament d

commencement of their disputes, and cer- not contain the charges made by the dub

tainly in the extent to which they were against the bishop as stated by the bi
carried . torians , but only the award made by tl

The bishop's ascendency in the council lords, by which they unanimously acquitt

was naturally very great. The records him ; and he, by their award , made a pu

prove that he never failed in hisattendance lic denial in parliament of their truth, a

there; and in February 1424 he assisted a public declaration of his having no i

the government by advancing 4,0001., after- will to the duke; who in his turn was

wards increased to 11,3021. 16s. ld ., for quired by the award to say, “ Fair und

which he received certain crown jewels in since you so declare you such a man as

pledge for repayment. On July 6 in the say, I am right glad that it is so, and

same year he was, by the alvice of the such I take you. The two then , acre

council , invested for a third time with the ing to the award, took each other by

office of chancellor ; and his labours being hand. This occurred on March 12, 1.

greatly increased by the absence of both and on the next day the bishop at his

the dukes from the kingdom , the council request was exonerated from the offic

assigned him 2,000 marks per annum beyond chancellor. (Rot. Parl. iv . 296-299 .)

his accustomed salary. ( Acts Privy Council, May 14 he prayed for permission to ur

iii . 146, 165. ) He opened the parliament take a pilgrimage which he had

of April 1425 ; but before that of the fol- deferred , and accompanied the Dul

lowing year the disputes between him and Bedford'to Calais. His mortification

the Duke of Gloucester ran so high as to in some measure diminished by the

require the presence of the Duke of Bedford , nouncement of his nomination as a

who came from France to endeavour to dinal by Pope Martin V. , with the

effect an accommodation . The immediate of Presbyter of St. Eusebius, Cardin

necessity for this interference arose from England. He returned to Engla

the refusal of the governor of the Tower to September 1428, having been prey

admit Gloucester on his return to England appointed legate of the pope, and er

into that fortress, in consequence of an general of the crusaders against the

order of council to exclude every one more mian Hussites. Here the Duke of

powerful than himself. Gloucester, attri- cester, who still retained his emnit

buting this order to the bishop , caused the an opportunity of annoying him by

gates of the city to be closed against him , ing the council to refuse to allow

whereupon the retainersof both prepared officiate on St. George's Day as ch :

to attack each other, and were with diffi- of the order of the Garter, on the

culty prevented bythe Archbishop of that it was unusual fora cardinal

Canterbury and the Duke of Coimbra, a the bishopric of Winchester. ΤΗ

cousin of ihe king's. By their intercession val submitted forthe time,but had i

the parties wereinduced to keep the peace enough to obtain permission to r

till the Duke of Bedford was referred to. lances and 2,500 archers for that

The protector on his arrival seems to These forces, however, in less the

have acted most fairly, although his im- night were, by reason of the s

pressions were evidently in favour of the grievous adversities and fortunes

bishop. He issued instructions from St. happened to the king's subjects in

Albans to the Archbishop of Canterbury of France, directed to proceed

and others to see the Duke of Gloucester, under the Duke ofBedford for hi

and endeavour to induce him to attend at for permitting which the carlin

Northamptou , and be reconciled to the receive a reward of 1,000 mar
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Priry Council, iii. 330-345 ; Rymer, x. despair. (Godwin de Præsul. 231 , 296 ;

414.) The pope's displeasure at this Testamenta Vetusta , 249.)

equivocal transaction was well compensated BEAUFORT, THOMAS (DUKE OF EXETER ),

by the popularity it procured for the pre- was the younger brother of Cardinal Henry

late in England, where he was allowed to Beaufort, being the third and youngest son

resure his seat at the council, notwith of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, by

standing his being a cardinal. He accom- his mistress Catherine Swinford, whom he

panied the young king to France, and afterwards married, and whose children by

performed the ceremony of his coronation him were all legitimated by a statute

at Paris on December 17, 1430. passed in January 1397.

The Duke of Gloucester died on Fe- Thomas was then a minor, being called

bruary 28, 1447, previous to which the domicellus ’ in the record ; but two years

cardinal had for some years retired from afterwards he received a grant from the

court, and his own dissolution took place on king of the castle and town of Castle Acre

April 11 , within six weeks of the cuke's in Norfolk . The first notice of his knightly

So powerful, however, has been the en- career is in 1402, when he was cistos

chantment of Shakspeare's genius. that his of Ludlow Castle, and received 881. 188 6d .,

dramatic picture of the cardinal's character for the wages of himself and his garrison,

is too often accepted as historic truth, to resist the invasion of the rebels there.

without reflecting that the simple object of In the following year he was appointed

the bard was to enliven scenes developing admiral of the fleet towards the north,

political events, and to create a powerful an office which he held for many years ;

interest in his audience by exhibiting the and in 9 Henry IV. was made captain of

great actors of the time in strong and Calais. That in these commands he ex

exciting contrast. No doubt the cardinal hibited considerable ability as a statesman

was not exempt from the frailties which may be inferred from his being selected as

were then too common ; he was evidently the successor of Thomas de Arundel, Arch

fond of money , anubitious of power, jealous bishop of Canterbury, in the office of

of rivalry, and more attentive to his political chancellor, being the only lay chancellor

than his episcopal duties. But looking at of that reign .

the public evidences that are still extant, Sir Thomas received the Great Seal on

not excluding the multiplied charges with January 31 , 1410. From an entry in the

Which the duke perpetually assailed him, following year it would seem that the

there is little that can affect his character duties were not agreeable to him, as he

as a man anxious at once to serve his sove- humbly prayed to be discharged . This,

reign and to promote his country's welfare. however,was refused by his royal brother

The popular voice had been strongly in his ( Rot. Claus. 11 & 12 Henry IV .); and he

farour ; and when it is recollected that had completed nearly two years of service

during his ministerial career France was before he was allowed to retire , on January

both wou and lost to England , it is not 5, 1412. During his tenure of office he had

surprising that the prejudice excited a grant of 800 marksper annum , besides the

against him towards the close of his life accustomed fee. ( Acts of Privy Council,

should extinguish the memory of his i . 338.) Little other record of his pro

former praises , and that, being the last ceedings as chancellor remains than of

popular impression of his character, it his opening and adjourning the parliament

should alone survive him, and form a of November 1411,and as an assistant of the

tradition sufficiently recognised to warrant Archbishop of Canterbury in trying John

its introduction into a dramatic represen- Badby for beresy. ( State Trials, i . 219.)

tation. Onthe 5th of July following his re

Cardinal Beaufort was a bishop for signation of the Great Seal he was created

forty-nine years -- seven at Lincoln, and the Earl of Dorset ; and during the remainder

rest at Winchester. No works of his are of his life he devoted himself to pursuits

mentioned in the former diocese ; but in more congenial to his taste than the law,

the latter he expended vast sums in distinguishing himself to the last, in the

completing the cathedral, and particularly wars of Henry V., as a brave knight and a

in his new endowment of the hospital of wise commander. In the first year of that

St. Cross, which owes many of its present reign he was made lieutenant of Acqui

buildings to his munificence, and to which taine. He next was appointed governor of

be aided the means of supporting an Harfleur on its surrender to the English ;

increased number of poor brethren. The and after the battle of Agincourt, October

charity which he dispensed among the poor 25, 1415, in which he commanded the rear

during his life was continued under his of the forces, he was constituted lieutenant

will, and the pious dispositions which he of Normandy. On the 18th of November

maile in his first codicil, dated only four 1416 he was raised, in full parliament, to

diys before his death , are a sufficient con- the title of the Duke of Exeter ; and was

tradiction to the allegation that he died in I also made a Knight of the Garter. Scarcely
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a year of Henry's reign was unmarked by On Stephen's death , the earl was among

his prowess, either in Scotland or in the principal counsellors of his successor;

France. In all of these encounters he was and being as eminent for the qualifications

victorious, except in the battle of Anjon, of his mind and his knowledge of the law,

on April 3, 142 ), when the Duke of Čla- as he had shown himself in state policy

rence was killed, and he was unfortunately and civil affairs, he was immediately raised
taken prisoner. by Henry to the office of chief justiciary ,

He was an executor of the will of Henry or president of the Exchequer, which he

V.; and on the death of that monarch, in retained during the remainder of his life .

1422, he was one of the counsellors ap- This appointment is said by some to have

pointed by the parliament to assist the pro- been held by him in conjunction with
tectors of the kingdom during the minority Richard de Luci; and there are some writs
of his successor. which seem to show that it was so.

The four remaining years of his life were Throughout the king's contest with

employed in this duty, and in acting in the Becket, he aided his royal master in main

field in the foolish and unjust war which taining the rights of the state against the

the English carried on against France ; encroachments ofthe clergy. His prudene

adding to his other honours the office of was so great , and his piety so notorions

justiceofNorth Wales. that even the violent archbishop did ni
He died at his manor of Greenwich on venture to include him in the sentence

January 1, 1427 ; and, as he left no issue excommunication which he pronounce

by his wife Margaret, the daughter of Sir against several of the king's counsellor

Thomas Nevill , of Horneby, his titles be- although he had been one of the princip

came extinct. He was interred at the actors, and had joined in prevailing

abbey of St. Edmund's Bury, where, 350 Becket to sign the Constitutions of Clan

years after (see Times, Oct. 19, 1841 ), his don.

coffin was discovered among the ruins, and Before that contest was terminated

his body was found to be • as perfect and the murder of Becket, the Earl of Leices

entire as at the time ofhis death. ' ( Dug- died, in 1167 , at the abbey of Leices

dale's Baron . ii . 125. ) which he had founded in 1143. H

BEAUMONT, ROBERT DE (EARL OF LEI- stated to have been a canon regular of

CESTER) , succeeded,as the elder of two twin abbey for fifteen years before his de:

sons, his father of the same name, who, as but if so, his employments prove tha

Earl of Mellent in Normandy, wasone of had a dispensation from the obserrand

the principal ministers of Henry I. , and the strict rules of the order. Besides

acquired the reputation of being the first abbey, he founded three other reli .

statesman in Europe. He was allied to houses, and was also a liberal beneſact

the family of the Conqueror ; and , accom- many more.

panying him as a young man in his expe- He married Amicia , daughter of I

dition to England , he distinguished himself de Waet, Earl of Norfolk, and had b

by making the first onset in the battle of a son , Robert, surnamed Blanche

Hastings. He reward was the grant of whose son and successor, Robert Fitz

above ninety lordships in the counties of nell , dying in 1206 without issue, the

Warwick, Leicester, Wilts, Northampton, branch of the family became

and Gloucester. Adhering to King Henry (Madox, i. 34 , ii. 138, 394; Lord Lyt!

I. in his contests with his brother Robert, Henry II.; Dugdale's Baron . i . 81.)

he was created Earl of Leicester ; and, BEAUMONT, John, belonged to

dying in 1118, Waleran, the younger of ancient family whose barony date

the twins, succeeded to the earldom of the year 1309, but which in 1507 F

Mellent, and the lands in Normandy; while an abeyance which was not termina

those in England, with the earldom of the year 1840 , when the father of t

Leicester, devolved on this Robert, who sent baron (Miles Thomas Stapleto

was surnamed Bossu . summoned to parliament as the

Although this earl was also in great sentative of the eldest daughter of

favour with Henry I. , and was with him lord's sister .

at his death in 1135, he supported King The immediate ancestor of Johı

Stephen in the early part of his reign , and mont was Sir Thomas, the secon .

obtained a grant of the town, castle, and the fourth baron, whose grandson ,

county of Hereford . On the arrival, how- was seated at Thringston, near Col

ever, of Henry, Duke of Normandy, he and died in 1530, leaving, by his w

declared for that prince, supplied him with Harcourt, two sons — this John ,

necessaries, and assisted him with powerful ward, whose representatives still

military aid . He was a witness to the at Barrow -on - Trent in the

convention between the prince and King Derby.

Stephen, which terminated this intestine John Beaumont began his legal

warfare . the Inner Temple, and, gradually
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son , to

a

the bench of that society, filled the office to her by the then Earl Henry ( Coke's 9

of reader in autumn 1537, and a second Rep. 183 ), and was enjoyed by their

time in Lent 15+3, and was elected whose posterity it descended .

treasurer in 1547. As his name does not She wasElizabeth, the daughter and

appear in any of the Reports, he probably heir of Sir William Hastings, the younger

did not practise in the common law son of William , Lord Hastings ; and by

courts, but confined himself to the her hehad two sons -- one ofwhom ,Francis,

Chancery and the Star Chamber, and is the subject of thenext article. (Wotton's
to such duties as devolved upon him as Baronet. iii . 235.)

surveyor of Leicestershire for the crown. BEAUMONT, FRANCIS ,the eldest son of

In 1550 he was chosen recorder of the last-named, John Beaumont, was

Leicester; and his elevation to the master- fellow -commonerofPeterhouse, Cambridge,

ship of the Rolls took place on December in 1564, when Queen Elizabeth visited the

13 of the same year . University. He represented Aldborough

On February9, 1552, according to King in 1572, and in 1581 he was elected autumn
Edward's journal, he was put in prison reader in the Inner Temple, and though

for forging a false deed from Charles Bran- neither Dugdale nor Wynne include him

don, Duke of Suffolk, to the Lady Anne among the serjeants, yet Nichols, in his

Powis, of certain lands and leases;' and it History of Leicestershire' (iii.655 ),quotes

appeared by his subsequent confession that, a letter from him to the EarlofShrewsbury,
in a cause before him in Chancery between which proves that he took that degree.

the succeeding duke, Henry, and the lady, It is dated at Normanton by Derby, one of

he had bought her title, and had forged his manors, on July 3, 1589, and in it,

the hand of the late duke to support it. after apologising for omitting to pay 1001.

In addition to this , he was charged with on a certain day, he requests the earl's per

peculation to a large extent, an offence mission to name him as his chief patron in

which was then too prevalent. In his sub- his introductory speech in the court of
mission, which is dated May 28, he de- Common Pleas as a serjeant-at-law , such

signates this by the softer name of a debt being the custom on those occasions . He

charged upon bim in the Court of Wards was evidently, therefore, included in the

and Liveries, amounting to 20,8711. 188. call of that year.
&d. , in satisfaction of which he was He was promoted to the bench as a

* pleased and contented ' that the king judge of the Common Pleas on January 25 ,

should have all his manors and lands, and 1593 ; but sat there little more than five

all his goods and chattels, with the issues years, his death occurringathis paternalseat
and protits of the same, provided that all of Grace-Dieu on April 22, 1598. He was

just allowances out of the said debt were buried in the church ofBelton, within which

made to bim . To this submission the parish his seat is situated. ( Ath. Cantab.
surrender of his office was added. The ii. 246.) Burton, the historian of Leicester

king records his subsequent denial of his shire, who was three -and - twenty when

guilt, and his ultimate confession of it in Beaumont died, calls him a 'grave, learned,

the Star Chamber on June 20. Sir Robert and reverend judge ;' and it may well be

Bywes was designated as his successor as believed that his legal attainments alone

early as May 10 ; and the patent of his ap- would not have procured his elevation to

pointment on June 18 contains an entry of the judicial ermine, had not his character
ile disgraceful nature of Beaumont's dis- for integrity been such as to remove the
missal. Hayward adds that he was a stigma attached to his father's name. It

man of a dull and heavy spirit, and there- would be curious to discover the origin of

fore the more senselessly devoted in his an absurd story told by Nichols from a

sensual avarice.' ( Burnet, Reform. ii . pt . manuscript note to Burton's work, which

ii. 6 %, 80–3 ; Kennett, ii . B191.) states that two men came before the judge

He was evidently treated with much at Grace - Dieu for justice, and one of

leniency. The monastery of Grace -Dieu, them prayed that the ground might open

with a considerable estate in Charnwood and he might sink if what he attested was

Forest in Leicestershire, given to him and not true ; that the ground immediately did

his wife and their heirs by Sir Humphrey open , but the judge, by pointing with his

Foster in 1539, which he had given up at finger, ordered them to go off, and it closed

his disgrace, was in the following year again , and that, according to the affirma

granted by the king to Francis, Earl of tion of bis great-granddaughter's son , the

Huntingdon, and his heirs. As the earl place sounded in his time, being struck on .

was uncle to John Beaumont's wife, it may By his wife, Anne, daughterof Sir John

be readily supposed that this was a merci- Pierrepoint, of Holme-Pierrepoint in Not

ful mode of restoring the estate to the tinghamshire, and relict of Thomas Thorold ,

family ; and consequently, on Beaumont's of Marston in Lincolnshire, he had three

death five years afterwards, the lady sons. His eldest son, Henry, was knighted,

entered on the land, which was confirmed and died at an early age, leaving only a
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daughter. His second son, John , then sic- , at the age of ten under Robert, the prior

ceeded to Grace - Dieu (Beaumont's Case, of Merton, and afterwards studied at the

Coke's 9 Rep. 138 ) and obtaineda baronetcy schools in London . He next proceeded to

in 1626, which expired in 1686 , after hav- Paris to finish his education, and on his

ing been enjoyed by his two sons in suc- return is said to have been employed as a
cession. Sir John, however, has a better clerk to the sheriffs of London, an occu

claim to memory than his title, in being pation not unlikely for him to obtain,

the author of ' Bosworth Field ' and other considering that his father had held that
poems, which not only were admired by dignity, and was now reduced in his cir

his contemporaries Jonson and Drayton, cumstances.

but bave received high praise in our own The superiority of his parts and the cap

time from Campbell and Wordsworth. tivating grace of his manners had already

The judge's third son, Francis, bas given procured him the friendship of those who

an immortality to the name of Beaumont frequented his father's house. From one

which , it cannot be denied, the highest of them, a rich baron, he obtained little

legal attainments fail to secure. Fletcher, more than a zest for the amusements to

the partner of his labours, was, curiously which he was introduced ; but to two Nor

enough, the son of a bishop ; and unbecom- man ecclesiastics he was indebted for more

ing as it might then have been deemed that solid advantages, and in fact for the mean

the representatives of two respected mem- by which he ultimately raised himself

bers of the episcopal and judicial bench his highest position. They procured li

should devote themselves to the theatre, admittance about 1145 into the family

yet, such is the power of genius over learn- Archbishop Theobald, who, soon discern
ing, the twin stars of dramatic excellence ing his abilities, took him into his favou

have so entirely eclipsed the glories of their and obtained for him canonries in s

fathers, that little more is known of the Paul's and Lincoln , besides presenting hi

bishop or the judge than that the poets with the livings of St. Mary -le - Strand
were their sons . as some say St. Mary- at-Hill) in Londe

BECKET, THOMAS (ARCHBISHOP OF and of Otford in Kent. By the primat

CANTERBURY), was a native of London, kindness, also, Becket was sent to

having been born in the parish of St. Mary schools of Bologna and Auxerre, to stu

Colechurch, onthe north side ofCheapside, the canon and civil law ; and, return

in the year 1118. (Monast. vi . 646.) to England no mean proficient in them ,

His ancestors, according to his own ac- was employed by his patron in ser

count, were citizens there, somewhat above embassies to the court of Rome. Am

the lowest rank, ' non omnino infimi ; ' but | these was one to obtain the restoratio

the condition of the family had evidently the legatine power to the see of Car

improved in the time of his father,Gilbert, bury, and another to procure a bull pr

since he had filled the office of sheriff or biting the coronation of Eustace, the s

portgrave of the city. His mother's name King Stephen . The abilities which

wasMatilda, and the story of her union with evinced in these negotiations, and his

Gilbert, of which neither Becket nor any cess in both of them , not only contir

of his contemporaries state anything ex- the archbishop's goodwill towards

traordinary, was enlivened about two but formed the groundwork of the fs

centuries after his death with a romantic with which Henry, when he ascende

addition, which soon after was popularly throne, immediately distinguished hin
accepted as an undoubted truth .' Gilbert In the meantime, however, he wi

was said to have become a captive in the warded with the archdeaconry of C :

Holy Land, and to have inspired with love bury, about 1153. Whether this d

his master's daughter, by whose assistance was followed or preceded by the provo

he escaped ; that she followed him to of Beverley is uncertain , but the d

England, and, with no other knowledge of 1139, as it stands in the lists, is obv

the English vocabulary than the words erroneous.

• London ' and 'Gilbert,' was lucky enough The death of Stephen, on Octob

to work her way to the metropolis, and to 1154, enabled King Henry to show

discover the object of her search; that preciation of Becket's talents ; and

Gilbert forthwith procured her baptism , at seems very little doubt that imme

which six bishops assisted , and rewarded on his coronation he appointed h
her devotedness by making her his wife. chancellor, although Thynne, P

Omitting the omens of future greatness Old mixon , and even Dugdale affix

by which Thomas's birth was said to be date to his nomination ; inasmuch
attended, and the miraculous incidents charter has been found , granted in t

which were attributed to his youth , it will year of Henry's reign, among the w

be enough to relate the simple course of to which is Thomas the Cha

his early years. ( Archæol. Journal, xii. 235. )

Intended for the Church, he was placed Credit is taken on behalf of that I

6
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for naming an Englishman to the office, and intercourse between them , which bore the

tbus breaking through the practice, which appearance of fraternal concord, is enlarged

had obtained from the time of the Con- upon by Fitz- Stephen , who relates their

quest, of conferring all places of trust and playful contest when the king transferred
confidence on Normans. It is, however, Becket's rich cloak to the shoulders of a

impossible not to see that the amalgama- beggar ; and dwells upon the familiarity

tion of the two races, which one hundred with which the king wouldappear
without

years had produced, must have necessarily ceremony at his table, and either take a

tended to destroy the exclusive system , cup of wine in passing, or seat himselt un

and that the reason upon which it was invited as a guest.

founded no longer existed. Although the Henry in these visits could not be igno

monarch might naturally regard his native rant of the extent of Becket's liberality ,nor

land with affection, he would consider Eng- of his general magnificence and profusion.

land as his dearest inheritance; and the He must have seen the extravagance in

disputed successions of William Rufus, which he lived , the number of his attendants

Henry I., and Stephen must have shown and the gorgeousness of their appointments,

how little ground there was for fearing the splendour of his furniture and the rich

opposition from an Anglo -Saxon claimant. ness of his apparel, the hospitality of his

Becket was undoubtedly an Englishman in table and the luxurious delicacy of his

reference to his own birth, and probably to wines and his viands. He must have been

that of his father also ; but whether he aware that the expenses of such an esta

was of Norman or Saxon descent is an blishment could not be defrayed solely from

undecided question . Though he speaks of the profits of the Chancery and the produce

his progenitors as citizens of London ,itdoes of his ecclesiastical and other preferments;

not folliw necessarily that they must there and yet the knowledge produced no dis

fore have been Saxons; and Fitz-Stephen , satisfaction, nor any alteration in Henry's

his chaplain and biographer, states that a behaviour. On the contrary , he loaded,

Norman origin was the bond of connection Becket with new benefits, granting him the

between Gilbert and Archbishop Theobald . prebend of Hastings and the wardenship of
But even were he unquestionably a Saxon the castles of Eye and Berkhampstead, to

by lineage as well as birth , the mere desire the former of which one hundred and forty

to flatter that race by his appointment had knights were attached. The custody also

probably little operation on the mind of of various vacant bishoprics and abbeys
Henry, who was much more likely to be was entrusted to him, from the proceeds of

influenced in his selection by the recom- which much of his lavish expenditure was
mendation of Theobald, by his own obser- no doubt supplied.

tation of Becket's character, and by his The external dignity of the office of chan
conviction that his acknowledged abilities cellor must have been considerably en

and popular manners best qualified him to hanced by the publicity of Henry's favour,
meet the exigencies of the time. and by the profuseness of the favourite.

During the eight years of Becket's chan- They forined in fact the first step towards

cellorship, Robert de Beaumont, Earl of that advanced position which the possessor
Leicester, and Richard de Luci were chief of the Great Seal eventually obtained in the

justiciaries ; and to the united efforts of councils of the kingdom . It would almost

these three, aided and encouraged by the seem that it was with some view of pro

wisdom of the king, is to be attributed that moting such an advance that, in the em

amejioration in the state of the country bassy Becket undertook to the court of

which became visible before many years of France in 1158, to ask the Princess Margaret

the reign had elapsed , in the removal of in marriage for Henry's eldest son, he re

private oppression, the suppression of rob- doubled his habitual magnificence, and ex

bers , the restoration of property wrongfully hibited so pompous a cavalcade,the details

withheld, the improvement of agriculture, of wbich are minutely described by Fitz

and the encouragement of all peaceful arts. Stephen, that the inhabitants of the French

Ilis more laborious occupationswere re- townsthrough which he passed,on hearing

lieved by those diversions in which the that it accompanied the Chancellor of Eng

court indulged, his apparent devotion to land, loudly speculated on the power of the

wbich could not but be gratifying to a master whose officers made such a display.

Foutblul and joyous king, and is said by At Paris he pursued the same course. He

tome to bare been assumed for the purpose prevented Louis from paying him the cus

of riveting the influence he possessed orer tomary compliment of providing for the

the royal mind. Nor are less innocent ambassador's expenses, by contriving to

amusements omitted to be charged against anticipate the supply; he distributed his
him , which, on the other side, are met by gold and silver, his jewels and plate, and

an indignant denial. His intimate footing even his rich apparel, in gifts around him ;

with lienry, however it may have been and the sumptuousness ofhis table surprised

guined, is undoubted. The free and happy even the Parisians, by whom a dish of eels
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which cost a hundred shillings was not soon Whether the sudden changewhich Becket

forgotten. But he attained his object, and made in his mode of life on his attaining

brought back a favourable answer. the archbishopric, from a free enjoyment

In the following year he appeared in a of the luxuries of the world to a course

new character. The warof Toulouse broke bordering on asceticism, extending to the

out, occasioned by Henry's claim to that wearing of horsehair and the infliction of

duchy in right of his wife Eleanor, whose flagellation, which even his contemporaries

former husband, Louis , King of France, in- attribute to him, is or is not to be entirely

sisted on his side of his power to dispose credited , there is no doubt that a consider

of it. It was on this occasion that, under able alteration in his conduct was soon

the advice of Becket, a payment for every apparent. The sacred nature of his office

knight's fee, under the name of scutage, was would demand an abstinence from all that

first substituted for personal military ser- would savour of irregularity, and a stricter

vice ; and a new element was thus intro- attention to his externaldemeanour ; and of

duced into national warfare by the employ- these the king was not likely to complain
ment of mercenaries. Becket at his own But it must be allowed that he had reaso

expense led to the field no less than seven to consider himself deceived when , almos

hundred knights, and a numerous and without notice, and certainly contrary to hi

splendid retinue, heading them on every expectation, Becket shortly afterwardsser

enterprise, and performing many acts of in his resignation of the chancellorship ,

personal bravery. A French knight named the pretence of his incompetence to perfor
Îngelram de Trie was unhorsed by him in the duties of the two offices. As this dou

single combat, and left his steed as a trophy of his own powers could not have been i

to the victor. After the retreat of King result of experience, inasniuch as sufficie

Henry, Becket remained behind, and with time had not elapsed to try them , and

the aid of Henry de Essex took Cahors and the two offices could not be considered

other towns, and supported the king's name compatible, several bishops having alre:

by his valour and conduct. held the Great Seal , Henry might be jus

These acts, though somewhat inconsistent indignant that Becket, far-sighted as

with his clerical character, and productive was, should not have anticipated the d

therefore of some remarks among his con- culty, and prepared him for such a deter

temporaries, do not appear to have detracted nation. He could not, therefore, avoid

from the general estimation in which he pecting that it was a foregone conclu

was held, nor to have raised any doubt as and that some other cause had produce

to his being elevated eventually to the The stricter course of life which he

highestecclesiasticaldignity . On the death already adopted , and the resumption of

of Archbishop Theobald, in April 1161, the of the Church'sancient rights which h.

king resolved to advance his favourite to then beginning to attempt, in conjur

the primacy; but the election did not take with his resignation of theGreat Seal,

place till Nay in the following year. The rally led the king to fear that, instead

delay is attributed by some to Becket's own able assistant in his plans of goveri

repugnance to accept the appointment, and which he had expected, the archbish.

the conviction he felt that it would place about to become a declared antago.

the king and himself in collision . By others all those improvements connected wi

it is ascribed to the remonstrances of the clerical order which he contemplated

English bishops and the Canterburymonks, The precise timeof his retireme

together with the warnings of Matilda, the the office of chancellor has not bee

queen -mother, against the nomination of a tioned ; nordo any of the numerous d

man of so active and resolute a disposition. that bear his name in that characte

Nevertheless,the king, who considered that any evidence by which the date

his own views would be forwarded by this ascertained. To none of these is L

promotion, persisted in his purpose; and attached as bearing the two offices

Becket was consecrated on June 3, 1162, bishop and chancellor ; and it is

having been ordained priest on the day believed that he resigned the latte

before. the close of the year 1162. The

Henry soon discovered his mistake. He his successor has not been discover

at once lost a companion, a friend, and a there is an hiatus of about elever

counsellor; and obtained in their stead an the list of chancellors, which has

opponent to his claims, a rival to his great- filled up .

ness, and a disturber of his peace. To The history of his after-year

which of the two the blame is to be prin- many problems difficult to solve , e
cipally attached will be decided according both parties agree upon the fad

to the views of their severalpartisans, and many discrepancies where they

as they may consider the claims of the state the pursuit of the enquiry is

or of the Church should have the ascen- labour to one indifferent to the

dency. of either of the combatants , sat
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such pretensions can never again come into case in which any member of it was en

controversy, and feeling that,with what- gaged tried before its own tribunals , how

ever justice each side was originally sup- erer gross in its character or however

ported, the contest eventually became, as obnoxious to the peace of the community.

most contests do , an alternate exhibition of The sentence in the ecclesiastic
al courts

pride, temper, suspicion, and folly on both was that of deprivation and loss of orders ;

parts.

operating,of course, as a very slight re

That Becket in the first instance claimed straint. The consequen
ce

was, that mur

privileges for the Church to which no good ders and other atrocities by claimants of

government could submit few will attempt clerical exemptio
n
were sadly numerous.

to deny ; but it must also be admitted that As a remedy for the evil, the king pro

Henry was aiming at a royal independe
nce

posed that clerks should for such offences

of papal authority, for which the time was be subjectto the same jurisdictio
n as lay

not yet ripe. The first opposition of offenders ; and that, on conviction , they

Becket no doubt led to an increased de- should be degraded by the Church before

mand by the king, unaccust
omed

to be the secular sentence was executed . This

thwarted in his views ; and thus those the archbisho
p

resisted as an innovatio
n
,

ultimate proceeding
s
were caused which, contendin

g for these immunitie
s

as an in

by the violence of both parties, introduced herent rightof the Church ; but, a horrible

the French king for his own political ob- case of the kind just then occurring, Henry

jects into the contest, and terminate
d

in determin
ed

to bring to issue a question in

the catastrophe which not only obliged which all who were interested in preserv

Henry to desist from his efforts, butmade ing the public peace joined in wishing him

the crown for a time more than ever the success. Had he confined his endeavou
rs

slave of the papal power. Without enter- to that object, he must have overcome all

ing into all the details of the conflict, it oppositio
n.will be enough to notice the principal in- At a meeting of the prelates at West

cidents in the order of their occurre
nce

. minster in October 1163 he stated his

On Becket's resigning the chancellor
ship, views ; and on the bishops, at the instiga

the king required him to give up the arch- tion of Becket, hesitatin
g to concur, the

deaconry of Canterbu
ry, which he wished king asked them whether they would obey

to retain ; but at the same time he con- the customs of his ancestors . All of them ,

tinued to entrust him with the education save one , Hilary, Bishop of Chicheste
r, in

of Prince Henry, bis eldest son, who for answerin
g that they were willing to do so ,

several years had been under his care; and added the words saving their order.' On

the prince remained with him till the fol- hearing this reservatio
n, the king angrily

lowing May, when Becket proceeded to broke up the council, and deprived the

the Council of Tours.

archbisho
p
of the custody of the castles of

The archbishop having resolved to re- Eye and Berkhamps
tead

.
sume all the possessio

ns
which had ever After some little time the bishops with

belonged to his see, claimed among others drew their opposition , and even Becket

the custody of the castle of Rochester, consented to retract the objectiona
ble salvo.

because it had been bestowed on his prede- A council was accordingl
y
held at Claren

Gewor; and required the Earl of Clare to don in January 1164 in order to record

do bim homage for the castle of Tunbridg
e
, their assent. There the king required that

though it had been held by that family of the ancient customsof the kingdom should

ihe crown for nearly a hundred years. He be reduced to writing ; and they were

went further : on the pretence that he had forth with drawn up in the form now known

a right to bestow all churches situated on as the Constitut
ions of Clarendo

n. They

the manors of his tenants, he presented one not only made clerks accused of crimes

of his clerks, named Lawrence, to the amenable to the king's courts, and referred

church of Eynesford. William , the lord all questions of presentat
ion to benefices

of that manor, however, who was also a to be decided there, but prohibite
d all

tenani of the king , and possessed the ad- ecclesiasti
cs from leaving the kingdom

Towson , immediat
ely

turned out the in- without the king's licence, and forbad ex

trudies, whereupon the archbishop incon- communicat
ion

to be pronounced against

tilently excommun
icated

him ; and it was his tenants in chief, and the members of

Dext without some hard words between the his househol
d

. They brought also the

pr -late and the king that the sentence was patronage of the sees and abbeys more

taben off.

under the royal control, and gave the king

This kind of procedure, violent and in- power to compel the archbishop to do

to superate as it was, would of course be justice to the suitors in his court.
despleasin

g
to the king, and prompt him The barons gladly adopted them , and the

to dwell upon and endeavour to restrain bishops acquiesced . Becket alone resisted

phur encroachmen
ts

of the clergy. That for some time; but eventually, on the
brey claimed the privilege of having every pressing remonstance of his brethren and
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others, went at their head to the king, and the war of Toulouse. For the payment of
promised to keep the laws • legitime et this also, though he declared it was a free

bonâ fide.' In doing this he can scarcely gift, he was obliged to bind himself. And

be excused from the charge of deliberate lastly, a demand was made upon him to

perjury, committed , as he himself pre- account for the moneys he had received

viously said, “ to be repented hereafter as I from the vacant sees and abbeys while

may. His successful solicitation for the under his charge, the amount of which is

pontiff's absolution from his oath would variously stated as 230,000, 30,000, and

receire its natural interpretation from the 44,000 marks. To answer a charge of such

king, and would at once show theinsincerity magnitude, he demanded, and obtained, a

with which he joined in the application day for deliberation , during which his

for the pope's confirmance of the constitu- anxiety produced an illness which delayed
tions. the meeting till the following Tuesday.

It is not to be wondered at that Henry He then proceeded to the council, bearing

should feel indignant at conduct which his cross in his own hands; an unusual

Becket's warmest admirers do not pretend proceeding, caused by foolish reports that

to justify, or that the archbishop's request violence was intended him . The king,how

for an interview with the king at Wood- ever, came not into the hall, but sent to hir

stock should be refused . The royal dis- to know his answer. He declared that he ba

pleasure was greatly increased by twoat- expended all he had received in the king

tempts then made by Becket to proceed to service; and that, on being raised to tid

Rome in defiance of the constitutions. primacy, he bad been expressly discharge

On both occasions he was baffled by con- from all secular liabilities in the name

trary winds; and in a subsequent conterence the king, by Prince Henry, and Richard

with the king he was asked whether one Luci, the chief justiciary. He refuse

kingdom had not room for both, and was therefore, to account, and appealed to t

advised to return to the duties of his pro- pope. The bishops endeavoured to di
vince. suade him , but he prohibited them fr

His friendly biographer, Herbert of Bo- interfering in the cause. Others attempt

sham , shows that his subsequent proceed to intimidate him , butwithout effect ;

ings were far from temperate, and not con- when the Earl of Leicester, at the head

ducted in a manner to soften the anger of the barons, came to pronounce judgm

the king. In a short time they cameagain against him , Becket interrupted the e

into conflict. John the marshal , an officer and, refusing to hear him , referred the c

of the Exchequer, having a suit in the to the pope,and slowly retired from the

archbishop's court relative to the manor of Stigmatised by several of the cour

Pageham in Sussex , obtained a writ to as a perjurer and a traitor, he showed

remove it, requiring Becket to answer him his replies that he was by no means

in the king's court. Instead of appearing cient in the grosser language of vitu

personally according to the law , he sent tion . Whether he really believed tha

four knights with excuses, which the king king would resort to personal violence

deemed frivolous and insufficient. Another be doubted, but upon this pretence he

day was appointed, namely the 6th of Oc- trived to escape in the middle of the

tober (1164), when a great council of the from St. Andrew's Monastery, whe

bishops and barons had been summoned lodged , and by a circuitous route to

to meet at Northampton. He was there Sandwich about a fortnight after, wh

charged with treason for his omission, embarked in a small boat, and safely !

and was condemned to be at the king's near Gravelines.

mercy,' or, in other words, to a forfeiture Both Pope Alexander and King

of all his effects, which was commuted for of France attached themselves to B

a fine of 5001. interests — the one warmly, from p

llenry was not satisfied with this, but rivalry ; the other with more cautid

somewhat unfairly caused him to be ar- Henry should unite himself to the e

raigned on other charges, of which , as far the anti-pope. From both of them

as it appears, he had received no previous had a most honourable reception ,

notice. He was called upon to refund 5001. Soissons from Louis, who furnish

which he had received as constable of the with a train of 300 knights to pr

castles of Eye and Berkhampstead. He the pope at Sens. There he is

submitted , though he alleged that he had some to have resigned the archl

spent more in their repair, and gave secu- into the hands of the pontiff, and

rity for the amount. It is curious that been immediately reinstated.

one of his bondsmen for this money was committed him to the care of tł

William de Eynesford (Brady, i . 385 ), the of Pontigny, a Cistercian monaste

subject of his former excommunication. twelve leagues from Sens.

The next charge was for 5001. alleged to King Henry, on Becket's flight,

have been lent to him by the king during ambassadors to Louis to demand
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archbishop should be given up, and to Pope preaching at high mass, he, in the presence

Alexander to pray for his deprivation. No of a vast concourse of people, without any
sooner had be heard a report of the failure previous communicationto his clerks of

of both missions, than he ordered all the his intention , pronounced sentence of ex

archbishop's property and revenues to be communication against John of Oxford,

seized, banished all his kindred and Richard de Luci, and others ; anathe

attendants, and deprived the clerks at- matised six of the Constitutionsof Claren

tached to him of the income of their pre- don, and all who should act upon them ;

ferments. These orders were rigorously suspended the Bishop of Salisbury ; and

executed, chiefly by Ranulph de Broc, an summoned King Henry to repent on pain

old enemy of Becket ; and the unfortunate of being anathematised if he should persist
relations, without regard to age or sex, in his courses. The English bishops ap

were transported beyond sea in the depth pealed to the pope, fixing the following

of winter, but were hospitably received Ascension -day as the term for hearing.

and provided for in Flanders and France. It was not to be supposed that Henry

Becket remained at Pontigny nearly two would permit such a provocation to pass

years, habited as a Cistercian monk, but unnoticed ; and accordingly, in the follow

served as became his dignity. In this ing September, he caused an intimation to

asylum he pursued a course of study ill. be given at a general chapter of Cistercians

suited for one of his temperament and that if the archbishop, were admitted into

austere habit of life. Although his friend, any of their monasteries, he would con

John of Salisbury, remonstrated with him, fiscate all the English possessions of their

and , pointing out his inflammatory ten- order. The consequence, of course , was

dency, recommended the perusal of the his retirement from Pontigny; and the

Psalms and St. Gregory's Books of Morals, French king having desired him to choose

wisely asking him, "Who ever rises pricked a residence in his dominions, he selected a

in heart from reading lawsor even canons?' monastery near Sens.

the prelate still persisted ; and the fruits The pope had by this time removed to

were soon apparent. Rome, whither Henry despatched a mission .

The correspondence during this period At the head of it was John of Oxford,

was most voluminous. According to the who contrived not only to procure a re

opinion of one who has read much of it, it versal of his excommunication, and a con
does not 'give a favourable idea of the firmation of his appointment to the dennery

time. There is abundance of violence, of. Salisbury, but also to obtain the no
fraud, and insincerity ; mean selfishness mination of two cardinal legates, William

and artifice trying to veil themselves under of Pavia, and Otho, during the continu

fine professions and language ; cant, too ance of whose commission Becket's power
evidently known by those who used it to was entirely inoperative ; and the popo

be nothing better than cant ; strange toss- prohibited ererybody but himself from
ing to and fro of Scripture perverted by excommunicating the king. Becket's in

allegory and misapplication ; on the part of dignation appears in violent and most

the pope there is temporising and much offensive letters, in which the pope him

thatmustbe called duplicity ; the cardinals self is not exempted from his vehemence.

and other high dignitaries appear corrupt The cardinals made some efforts to pro
and crafty : Becket is arrogant,intemperate, cure a reconciliation , but through the

ard quarielsome; Henry at once violent obstinacy of both parties failed, and re

and slippery ; Louis weakly hypocritical ; turned to Rome.

and Foliot smooth, politic, and tricky.' These proceedings occupied nearly a
( Robertson's Becket, 172. ) year, during which the term assigned for

A negotiation opened between the king the appeal of the English bishops had ex

and archbishop had failed. It began in pired. Becket refused a second appeal they

snoothness, proceeded in heat, and ended wished to enter, and towards the close of

in threats and fury. Becket had been re- 1167 extended his excommunications to the

strained by the pope from taking any steps Bishop of London, Geoffrey Ridel, his own

against the king until after Easter 1166 ; archdeacon (whom , as an instance of his

and Henry, when that time arrived, choice of expressions, he called , in one of

thought it best to anticipate the sentence his letters, Archidiabolus noster '), and a

of excommunication which he expected long list of others , among whom were so

Becket would pronounce by appealing to many about the court of King Henry that

the pope. Envoys were sent to Pontigny there was hardly one that could offer him

to serve the notice of appeal, but were the kiss of peace at mass, but such as were

obliged to contentthemselves with reading excommunicated either by name or im

it aloud, as Becket had gone on a pilgrimage plicitly.'
to Soissons. There he remained a few The Roman pontiff was puzzled what

days , and then proceeded to Vezelay, where, to do between Henry's remonstrances and

to the Sunday after Ascension -day, after Becket's representations, supported as the

6

6
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course .

latter were by the French king. Irresolute place the kingdom under an interdict, and

to act firmly on either side , he took a middle even to excommunicate the king ; and the

He endeavoured to effect a recon- pope renewed his efforts to produce a re

ciliation ; and, despatching envoys for the conciliation. Rotrou, Archbishop ofRouen,

purpose,
he

suspended the sentence Becket one of the new papal commissioners,

had pronounced till the following Lent ; absolved the Bishop of London ; and

that is , Lent in 1169, for great part of Becket's letter of complaint shows that he
the preceding year had been then ex- was as little inclined to pay respect to the

hansted in the diplomatic negotiations. pope as to the king, when his own cause

The world had now begun to be tired of was not supported . He says, “ In the

the quarrel. To the pope, Becket's perti- court of Rome the Lord's side is always

nacity could be productive of nothing but sacrificed ; Barabbas escapes, and Christ is
annoyance ; Henry, feeling that his king- put to death .'

dom and his clergy were kept in a state of Becket soon found a new grievance in the

continual anxiety, was sincerely desirous of Archbishop of York having officiated at
some accommodation ; Louis was not un- the coronation of the king's eldest son

willing to get rid of a troublesome guest ; Henry, which was solemnised at West

and Becket's own friends and dependents minster on Sunday, June 14, 1170, that

were sighing after a restoration to their privilege rightfully belonging to him .
former ease . Becket alone refused make This, however, did not prevent a meeting

any concession. At an interview between taking place near Freteva), on the 22nd

Henry and Louis at Montmirail, in January of the following July, between him and

1169, Becket was admitted , when, after Henry, when a formal reconciliation was

lamenting the differences which had arisen, concluded, the king promising togive hin

and throwing himself upon the king's the kiss of peace in his own dominions.

mercy, the inflexible archbishop qualified his full restoration of Becket's possessions, an
submission by the words ' salvo honore Dei .' those of his adherents, the advance of

Henry was indignant, justly considering sum of money to pay his debts, and amend

that the reservation was intended to, or at for the injury he had sustained in the la

least would , warrant any future resistance ; coronation, were among the articles agree

but, after reproaching him with his pride on ; and the archbishop was to return

and ingratitude, declared that he would the exercise of his functions, and to shi

be satisfied if Becket would act towards all due obedience to his earthly soverei.

him with the same submission which the The performance both of the king's por

greatest of former primates had shown to mises and Becket's return was delas

the least powerful of his predecessors. but, after two more interviews at Toy
Becket, however, evaded the proposal. the last of which was a friendly a

Even the King of France was disgusted, Becket resolved to set out, although L

and themeeting terminated without further advised him first to insist on receivint

colloquy. kiss of peace. Disappointed of mee

Becket accordingly prepared to retire Henry at Rouen, as promised, and ot

from the French territory , when Louis, ceiving a supply for his expenses, he

from a new quarrel with Henry, again obliged to submit to the escort of

changed his policy . On the termination of warmest adversary, John of Oxford,

Lent, therefore, Becket resumed hostilities to borrow 3001. from the Archbisho

by renewing at Clairvaux the excommuni- Rouen .

cations, and including among the denounced In the meantime he had received

the Bishop of Salisbury and others. Not- Rome letters suspending the Archb

withstanding the efforts made to prevent of York and other prelates for ass

the admission into England of any letters in the coronation , and renewing thi

from Becket, he contrived that the sentence communication which had been prono

against Foliot, Bishop of London, should against the Bishops of London and

be delivered at the altar of St. Paul's on bury. Receiving these after the

the next Ascension -day . ciliation , he might have suppressed

The pope
was annoved, and directed that and little doubt can exist that had h

further proceedings should be stayed till | acting with sincerity and good fai

he had tried the effect ofanother mission. would have taken measures for the
This led to a second interview between On the contrary, however, le for

Becket and the two kings, which took them to England before he enbarkei

place at Montmartre, near Paris, on No- exhibiting the intolerance of his spi
vember 18, 1109, and had nearly led to a exciting the greatest exasperation

friendly result, when Becket demanded sailed from Witsand, near Cala

the kiss of peace, which Henry, in conse- landed on December 1, 1170 , at Sa

quence of a foolish oath he had taken, where John of Oxford protected h

having refused, the treaty was again the threatened interruption ofthe1
broken ofl . Becket now threatened to of Kent and others.
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His reception at Canterbury, after an more safe in the church , hurried him

absence of more than six years, was most through the cloisters . But the knights

enthusiastic ; and his progress in the fol- also, regardless of the sanctity of the place,

lowing week to see the young king was had obtained an entrance, fully armed ;

something in the nature of a triumph. and calling out, ' Where is the traitor ?

His conduct, however, with reference to and then , on receiving no answer, Where

the bishops being known, he received is the archbishop ? ' Becket replied, ' Here

orders to return to his diocese, without I am ; no traitor, but a priest of God. '

obtaining an interview. When there, he They repeated their demand for the

occupied himself till Christmas in exercis- bishops absolution, which he met by a

ing his archiepiscopal functions, Ranulph repetition of his denial, adding that he

de Broc and his other enemies still offering was ready to die, but commanding them

him erery species of annoyance. not to touch his people. The knights then

On Christmas-day, at high mass, he endeavoured to remove him from the

preached to the people, and after affecting church, but, finding their efforts to drag

them by a reference to one martyr among him away unavailing, Fitz-Urse struck him

their archbishops, and the possibility that on the head with his sword, wounding at

there might be a second, he concluded the same time Grim , his cross-bearer and

with one of those furious denouncements biographer; and Tracy and Brito repeat

by which he dealt " damnation round the ing the blows, the archbishop was soon

land ;' uttering, in a tone fierce, indignant, breathless corpse at their feet. Hugh de

fiery, and bold ,' a vehement invective against Moreville did not strike Becket, being em

his enemies, and pronouncing sentence of ployed in keeping off interference ; and the

excommunication against Ranulph de Broc four, rushing out of the church , repaired to

and his brotherRobert, and also against Hugh de Moreville's castle in Yorkshire.

Vizel de Sackville, a court chaplain . Though the above four knights only are

The Archbishop of York and the ex- recorded, other persons were apparently

communicated bishops had not been idle . engaged in the atrocious project. Robert

They had sailed to Normandy, and meeting de Broc, who joined them , pointed out the

the king near Bayeux, had communicated private passage to the cloisters ; and Robert

to him the recent proceedings of Becket. Fitz -Ralph, or Fitz-Ranulph, is spoken of

Henry's anger knew no bounds, and in the by Dugdale as having been concerned in it.

heat of it be unguardedly dropped words William , the son of the latter, was a jus

reflecting on the cowardice of his courtiers ticier in this reign, and will be mentioned

for sutiering him to be so long insulted by in a subsequent page .

& turbulent priest. Four knights then Thus terminated the life of one whose

present - Reginald Fitz -Urse, William de character, though distinguished by sterling

Tracy, Hugh de Moreville, and Richard qualities, was alloyed with many human

Brito - interpreting these unhappy words imperfections : to which the preponderance -

too readily , at once embarked for England, is to be given is still , and seems likely to be,

and repaired to Saltwood, the castle of a question to be agitated by historians and

Ranulph de Broc, where they arrived on biographers. Too frequently they become

December 28. Henry, on their departure the advocates of the one or the other

from the court, suspected their intention, party, instead of being impartial judges

and instantly despatched the Earl ofMan- between them ; and the difficulty must be

deville and two others, with orders to admitted ofdefining the precise line which

overtake them and to arrest the arch- divides firmness from obstinacy, energy

bishop. But they did not arrive till the from intemperance, and an honest zeal in

tragedy was completed. claiming the privileges of one order from

On Tuesday, December 29, the knights an insidious encroachment on the prero

arrived at Canterbury , and intruding into gatives of another. Whatever opinion may

the chamber of the archbishop, they de- be formed of the claims madeby Becket on

manded of him the withdrawal of the behalf of the Church, few will praise him

bishops' excommunication. Becket's an- for temperance in his enforcement of them ,

swer was proud and firm . He offered to or consider that he adopted the wisest

aheclre the Bishops of London and Salis- course to obtain their recognition ; and ,

bıry if they would swear to submit to the while none will deny the extent of his

determination of the Church ; but he said acquirements or the brilliancy of his

the pope alone had jurisdiction over the talents, many will attribute his canonisa

archbishop. On reminding three of the tion more to the swords of his murderers

knights that they had been his vassals, than to the virtues of his life.

thry broke into fury, and the discussion Two years after his assassination he was

ended with most violent threats on their canonised ; and his body, which the monks

retirment from the room . had hurriedly buried without ceremony in

It was now the hour of veepers ; and the the crypt, from fear that it might other

mºnks and clergy, thinking he would be wise be exposed to indignity, was removed

:
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was the

in 1221 to a chapel prepared for its recep- honourally acquitted. This occurred to

tion , where his shrine for many subsequent wards theend of 17 Edward I., 1289 ; and
ages was visited by pilgrims from all parts, the Parliament Roll of 20 Edward I. con

whom the successive popes, to keep alive tains an honourable record of his purity.

the natural horror which his martyrdom ( Rot. Parl. i. 84.)

had excited, and to connect it with religious He retired from the bench, or died, in

zeal for papal supremacy, assiduously en- 34 Edward I. , 1305, the last fine levied

couraged by granting them extraordinary before him being dated in fifteen days of

indulgences. The riches which supersti- St. Martin in that year. ( Orig. Jurid. 44.)
tion lavished on this shrine were enormous, He was buried at Bottisham Church in

and continued to flow in , till HenryVIII., Cambridgeshire, and on his sepulchral

assuming the title of “Defender of the Faith, memorial he is designated “ Justiciarius
and deeming Becket's examplea provoca- Domini Regis Angliæ .
tion to opposition, ordered the shrine to be BEDINGFIELD, THOMAS,

destroyed, seized the accumulated treasures, second son of Thomas Bedingfield, Esq.,

and, directing his bones to be burned and of Darsham Hall in Suffolk, which he

his ashes to be scattered to the winds, stig- afterwards purchased from his elder brother,

matised him as a rebel and traitor to his Philip. He was born about 1593, and,

prince, and struck his name from the ca- having been admitted a student at Gray's
lendar of saints. Inn in 1608 , was called to the bar on

Becket had two sisters who survived February 17 , 1615, and was reader there

him . One ofthem ,Mary,was made Abbess in Lent 1636. Heacquired such eminence

of Barking in Essex, in 1173; and the in his profession that he wasmade attornes

other, Agnes, was married to Thomas Fitz- general of the Duchy of Lancaster, and

Theobald de Helles, by whom, about the was thereupon knighted.

end of Henry's reign, was founded a hos- He was assigned by the House of Lord:

pital in London, on the land which had in 1642 to conduct the defence of Si

belonged to Gilbert Becket, and where Edward Herbert, the attorney -general

Thomas was born . It was called the Hos- against the impeachment of the Commons

pital of St. Thomas the Martyr, of Acon, but declining to plead, in consequence
and consisted of a master and several the latter threatening any counsel wh

brethren of a particular order , professing presumed to appear against them wit

the rule of St. Augustine, about that time iheir displeasure, he was committed to th

instituted in the Holy Land. It of course Tower by the peers for his contempt
didnot escape the dissolution under Henry their commands. He did not, hower

VIII. , and now belongs to the Mercers' long suffer under this choice of predid

Company, part of it being called the ments, being released from his incarcerati
Mercers ' Chapel. (Monast. i . 437, vi . 645.) in three days. ( State Trials, ü. 11

BECKINGHAM, ELIAS DE, was one of 1129. ) The Commons showed their es

the two judgeswho alone were found pure , mation of him in 1646 and 1647 by sere

when all the others were convicted of cor- times inserting his name as one of the

rupt practices, and dismissed in disgrace sons they proposed as commissioners of

from the seat of justice. Nothing is re- Great Seal ; but the appointment n.
corded of him beyond this fact and the was completed , in consequence of the

dates of his judicial career. Ile is first agreement of the Lords. But both ho

mentioned at the bottom of the list of concurred in October 1648 in a rote

ju - tices itinerant into Middlesex in 2 pointing him one of the judges of

Edward I. , 1274 ; but he clearly was not Common Pleas. Not long,however, d

then a regular justicier, as he is mentioned retain his new dignity, for on the de

in a liberate of the following year as a tation of the king, in January 1649

king's serjeant. In 4 Edward I. he was Thomas refused to act under the

one of the justices of assize then appointed. sion offered by the executioners.

He afterwards filled the oflice of keeper locke, 224, 278. ) Retiring into privat

of the records and writs of the Common he outlived the interreguum, and o

Pleas ; and an allowance of twenty shillings return of Charles II. , in 1660, he re
wasmade to him for the expenses of their immediately and in legitimate man

carriage from Westminster to Shrewsbury, degree of the coif. He died at Da

where the king, on his expedition to Wales on March 23, 1660-1, wherehis mer
in 11 Edward I., had ordered the court to still remains. By his wife , Eli

be held . (Madox, ii. 7. ) daughter of Charles Hoskins, of the

It was not till Michaelmas, 13 Edward of Surrey, he left a son of the same

I. , 1285, that he was raised to the bench and three daughters. ( Suckling's

as a judge of the Common Pleas ; and ii . 222, 226. )

when the judges were all apprehended by BEDINGFIELD, HENRY, was the

the king on charges of bribery and corrup- of five sons of John Bedingfield , of

tion, he and John de Metingham only were 'worth in Suffolk, the younger bra

COTT
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the above Thomas, and himself a bencher at that time, as he certainly was three

of Lincoln's Inn, by his wife, Joyce, yearsbefore ( Issue Roll, iii. 91), keeperof

daughter and coheir of Edmund Morgan , of theking's wardrobe, the usual place of the

Lambeth. He was born in 1633, and, hav- Seal's deposit. In the same year, also, he

ing been called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn was constituted treasurer ; but remained so

onMay 7, 1657,was raised to the degree a short time only, as Joseph de Cancy,

of the coif in 1663 ; being made king's prior of St. John of Jerusalem ,held it very

serjeant some time after, and knighted. soon after.
In 1684 he was elected sub - steward of Like most of the officers of the court in

Great Yarmouth , those days , he was an ecclesiastic, and in

Roger North calls him a grave but 3 Edward I. was in possession of the arch

rather heavy lawyer; but a good church- deaconry of Dorset, which he held till he

man and loyal by principle. He relates was elected Bishop of St. David's, on June

(p . 246 ) that Lord Guildford had cast his 3, 1280. He sat there for thirteen years ,

ere upon him, ' and informed him of his during which timehe founded two colleges

intention to nominate him for & vacancy on in Wales — one at Aberguilly,and the other

the bench. The serjeant gratefully de- at Landewy -brevy . He died on April 14 ,

clared he would ever own his preferment 1293. ( Godwin, 580 ; Le Neve, 218, 512.)

as long as he lived to his lordship, and to His brother, Anthony Bek, was an officer

no other person whatever.' Buton hear in the Exchequer, and ultimately became

ing this, Chief Justice Jeffreys, jealous Bishop of Durham .

of the lord keeper's power, sent to the BELER, ROGER, whose family was fixed

serjeant's brother, a woollen-draper in at Kirkby, on the Wrethek, in Leicester

London, afterwards lord mayor, who was shire, in which and in the neighbouring

one of his creatures and boon companions, counties they held large possessions, was
and told him that if his brother so much the son of William Beler and Avicia his

as went to the lord keeper,he would oppose wife, and the grandson of another Roger

him, and he should not be a judge at all. Beler, who was sheriff of Lincolnshirein

The poor serjeant, whose spirits were not 40 Henry III. (Monast. vi. 511 ; Madox,

formed for the heroics,' was obliged to ii . 142.) In 12 Edward II. the king

conform , and accordingly was not raised granted' him the hundred of Framelond,

to the bench during Lord Guildford's life. and certain farms in Leicestershire, for his

He howerer received the promotion soon laudable services. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 230.)

after that nobleman's death, being ap- It is not stated in what capacity they were

pointed a judge of the Common Pleas on rendered ; but in the same year hereceived

February 13,1686 . It is to be presumed a general pardon as an adherent of Thomas,

that , either from his own conviction or the Earl of Lancaster, and was confirmed in

arvuments of Jeffreys, he acknowledged the his office of bailiff and steward of Stapel
king's power to dispense with the penal ford in Leicestershire. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 86. )

laws, as two months after, upon the recom- He wasafterwards occasionally employed

mendation of the same arrogant patron, he in judicial commissions till July 20, 1322,
was raised to the head of thatcourt, on 16 Edward II. , when he was raised to the

April 21, on the discharge of Chief Justice Exchequer bench.
Jones. He did not enjoy this dignity He came to a violent end, being attacked

much more than nine months, dying and murdered on January 29, 1326, on his

suddenly while receiving the sacrament in journey from Kirkby to Leicester, by Sir

Lincoln's Inn Chapel, on Sunday, Febru- 'Eustace de Folville, lord of the neighbour

ary 6, 1607. A mural monument of white ing manor of Ashby, who was himself
marble was erected to his memory in mortally wounded with an arrow . A com

Halesworth Church. ( Suckling's Suffolk, mission was issued to try the offenders ;

ii. 337 ; Bramston's Autobiog.221, 223, 268.) and the goods of Roger la Zousch, lord of

BEK , Thomas (BISHOP OF ST. DAVID's), Lubesthorp, and Robert de Helewell,

was second son of Walter Bek , or Becke, charged as accessories and flying from

baron of Esseby in Lincolnshire ; and Mr. justice, were thereupon ordered to be seized

llardy ( p. 12) places him in his Catalogue into the king's hands. Sir Roger was

of keepers of the Great Seal,' on the buried in the chantrychapelhe had erected

quastionable ground that when John de at Kirkby, where his tomb, with a fine
Kirkeby, in whose possession it was left alabaster effigies ofhim in complete armour,

by Robert Burnel, ' the chancellor, was still remains. By his wife, Alicia , he left

commanded to attend the king in May an infant son . (Madox, ii.60 ; Parl. Writs,

1279,7 Edward I. , he was directed to leave ii . 522 ; Rot. Parl.ii. 432 ; Abb. Rot. Orig.

the Seal,sealed up with his own seal, in the ii.6–171;Royal Progresses to Leicester, by
Custody of Thomas Bek ; and that in the W. Kelly.)

kamne month they were both ordered to at- BELET, MICHAEL, was the second son

und with it at Dover, and there to await of Herrey Belet,and eventually succeeded
the king's messenger. Bek was no doubt to the lordship of Wrokeston in Oxford

6
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fordshire, and to the pianor of Shene or he remained faithful to the royal cause,

Richmond, which King Henry I. bad and in the last year of his reign bad &

granted to the family by the serjeanty of grant of the land of Wischard Ledet,who

chief butler or cupbearerto the king. was with the king's enemies. In 8 Henry

The sheriffalty of various counties was III. he was custos of the rents of the

entrusted to him — of Worcestershire, bishopric of Coventry ; and in the tenth

Wiltshire, Gloucestershire, Warwickshire, year was appointed to audit the accounts

and Leicestershire - at various dates from of the justiciers of the quinzime, being

22 Henry II. to the end of the reign. himself one of those assigned to collect it

( Fuller's Worthies.) in Northamptonshire. ( Rot. Claus. i . 286,

In 23 Henry II., 1177, and the two fol- 583, 585, 599, ii. 95, 147. ) These offices

lowing years , he acted as a justiceitinerant indicate that he was then in the Exchequer,

in variousparts of England; and when the and Madox (ii. 317) includes him among

great council of Windsor, in the last of the barons ofthat court, on the authority of

ihose years, divided thekingdominto four a writ attestedby him in 22 Henry III.,
parts, and sent judges into each to admi- 1238.

nisterjustice, he was one of thefive selected He executed the office of chief butler

for the circuit comprehending ten counties at the marriage of King Henry in the

of the home district. There are records of twentieth year of his reign ; and founded

his acting in this character, not only in the priory of Wroxton, for canons of the

these but other counties, through many order of St. Augustin. The date of his

succeeding years, as late as 3 Jobn,1201-2. death is not stated.

Many instances occur, also, ofhis partaking BELL , ROBERT, & barrister of the

in the judicial duties of the Curia Regis at Middle Temple,became reader there is

Westminster, fines being levied before him autumn 1565. Though he is afterward

from 28 Henry II., 1182, through the occasionally noticed in the Reports

reign of Richard , till the third of John. Dyer and Plowden, he seems to have bee

About this period he died, leaving byhis more sedulously engaged in senatorial the

wife, Emma, daughter and coheir of John in professional duties, havingbeen a mer

de Keynes, several sons, two of whom, ber for Lyme Regis in all Elizabeth

Hervey and Michael, succeeded in turn to parliaments from 1562 till the period
his honours. Hervey died without issue, his death. In October 1566 he was o

and Michael is the subject of the next of the committee appointed to petition t
article. queen about her marriage, and express
BELET, MICHAEL. There were two himself, as some other members did , w

Michael Belets in the reign of Henry III.- considerable boldness, on the unsatisfact

one, the son ofRobert Belet, of Cumbe, who nature ofher majesty's answer.
This

died in 3 Henry III. ; and the other, the to a dissolution in the following Janus

subject of this notice,who, from hispro- and nonew parliament was called
fession, was always called Magister Michael April 1571 , when Mr. Bell was na

Belet.' He was the second son of the above among those who were assigned to co

Michael Belet. In 2 John the king granted with the spiritual lords for the reforma

to him, as his ‘ dilecto et familiari clerico,' of the abuses in religion . In a debate

the church of Hinclesham ; and in 5 John the subsidy, having urged that the po
that of Setburgham , in the diocese of were galled by two means, . . . namely

Carlisle. (Rot. Chart. 75 , 134.) In 3 John licences and the abuse of promoters,

he paid forty marks for having the marriage having pressed for the calling in of ce
of Robert de Candos ad opus sororis suæ ;' licences granted to four courtiers tu

and on the death of his brother, Hervey utter undoing of6,000 or 8,000 of the qi

Belet, he fined 1001. for having the king's subjects,' he was sent for by the co

butlery, which he inherited as attached to and so hardly dealt with, that he
his manor of Shene or Richmond in Surrey. into the house with such an amazed

(Rot. de Oblatis, 180, 358.) tenance, that it daunted all the hoy

He was some time afterwards disseised such sort, that for several days the

of his lordship of Wroxton in Oxfordshire, not one that durst deal in any ma

having incurred , as the record says, the importance.' Another parliament

king's 'malevolentiam ’ for some offence summoned in thethe following ye

which is not named ; but in 14 John he which Mr. Bell was elected spea

recovered his lands and theking's goodwill May 10. (Parl. Hist. i. 715-794
by a timely fine of five hundred marks. In various prorogations this parliame

the next year, however, the roll says that kept alive till February 8, 1576,

he is notto be summoned for sixty marks again met, and the session was T

which he still owed for the butlery , remarkable by the committal of N :

because the king keeps that office in his Wentworth for the boldness of his

own hands, and as yet holds it.' (Madox, on the first day. At the close of

i . 462, 474. ) During King John's troubles disagreeable duty was imposed
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speaker of moving the queen on the sub- performing this duty are commemorated in

ject of marriage. This he seems to have a contemporary song. (Wright's Pol. Songs,
done witha great deal of skill, artfully in- 233.) He resided in Oxfordshire. It does

terlarding his address with graceful flattery, not appear in what manner he was related

and coneluding it with thewelcome offer to the opulent family of his name, which

ingof a subsidy. Itis evident, from the was settled inNorfolk,and which traced
lord keeper's answer, that her majesty was its lineage to Ralph de Bella Fago in the

not offended, for she gave a conditional time of theConquest.

assent to the prayer, and with gracious BENDINGS, WILLIAM De. When the

words prorogued the parliament on May great council which met at Windsor in

14. This prorogation lasted nearly five 1179, 25 Henry II., divided the kingdom

years, and the interval was an eventful one into four districts, and sent wise and

io the speaker. learned men into each for the admini

Notwithstanding the freedom of his stration of justice, William de Bendings

language in the earlier part of his parlia- was selected as one of the six justiciers to

mentary life, his conduct in the speaker's whom the northern counties were appro

chair had been so satisfactory to the queen priated , and who were also specially con

that she took the first opportunity to re- stituted to sit in the Curia Regis, to hear

ward him . A vacancy occurring in the the plaints of the people. This seems to
office of chief baron, he was invested with have been the first instance of the nomina

it on January 24, 1577, and was at the tion of extra judges in the king's courts ;

same time honoured with the order of the prelates and barons of the kingdom ,

knighthood. His judicial career,however, with the great officers of state, having

Fas brought to a fatal termination within hitherto acted almost entirely in that
a very few months. At the summer capacity .

assizes at Oxford , on the trial of one Previously to his elevation to the bench ,

Rowland Jenkes, ' a sawcy foul-mouthed he was one of four commissioners sent to
bookseller,' for scandalous words uttered Ireland in 1174 to settle the differences

against the queen, every person in court there, and to bring over Raymond, whom

was seized with such a malady, arising, it the king had recalled.

was believed, from the stench of the pri- He was alive in the beginning of the

goners, that they all died within forty reign of Richard I. (Madox, i. 94, 138,
days, to the number of three hundred. 285; Brady's England, 363 , Pipe Roll,
Among the victims were Chief Baron Bell, 1 Richard I.)

the sheriff, and several knights and gentle- BENEFACTA, RICHARD. See R. Fitz

Inen of the county, Serjeant Barham , and GILBERT.
cther lawyers. ( Camden's Elizabeth, in BENET. The only notice recorded of

Kennett, ii. 459.) The chief baron was Benet, “Magister Benedictus,' is the sen
buried at Leominster. tence of excommunication pronounced

Sir Robert's elevation to the bench against him by the chancellor, William

Tendered him incompetent to sit in parlia- de Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, because he

ment, and he consequently could no longer presumed to hold the Great Seal against the

till the speaker's chair; but, as the pro- statutes of the king and kingdom, as the

Firzation still continued, neither of the denunciator asserts, and contrary to his

Tacancies could be supplied till the next prohibition. (Madox, i . 77.)
This no

session, which did not occur tillnearly doubt was when Prince John and the

four years after his death, when the first barons removed Longchamp from the

act of the House of Commons was to elect government,and forced him to quit the

a speaker in his place. ( Parl. Hist. i. 809.) kingdom , in 1192. The Seal wasprobably
Camden describes him as a sage and then placed in the hands of this Benet, to

grate man, and famous for his knowledge perform the necessary duties during the

in the law . He was of a respectable vacancy .

Vorfolk family, and by his marriage with BENSTEDE, JOHN DE, was in frequent

Dorthy, daughter of Edmund Beauprè, employment under Edward I. and Edward

of Outwell in that county, he became II. He was clerk, or secretary , to the

possessed of Beaupré Hall. His male former, whom he accompanied to Flanders

descendants long flourished in the county. on August 22, 1297, on which occasion the

( Anecdotes and Traditions, Camden Soc. 2, Great Seal, which the king took with him ,

&c.; Blomefield : Norfolk, iv. 133.) was placed in his hands, and another seal

BELLA FAGO, ROGER DE, is proved by left in England with the chancellor. On

the Kolls of Parliament ( i . 100, 218) to be the king's return in the following March ,

ole of the justices of assize for Warwick- John de Benstede was the messenger em

shire in 33 Edward I. , 1305, and to have ployed by him to carry this latter seal to

beo afterwards appointed a justice of the Exchequer, the Great Seal being then

trailbaston for Cornwall and nine other given back to the chancellor. (Madox, i.

canties. His harshness and cruelty in 72. ) He afterwards held a place in the

6
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king's wardrobe, when the Seal was sereral | assessor and collector in the county of

times deposited with him. Worcester for the thirtieth granted in 10

His closeness to the king's person in 33 Edward I., 1283.

Edward I. is shown by a letter addressed He was treasurer of the Exchequer of

to him by Edward, Prince of Wales, re- Dublin from the twenty -eighth to the last

questing him to present to the king a peti- year of that reign,and probably at the

tion which he enclosed from the Earl of beginning of that of Edward II.;but in the

Ulster and others, and to pray, on his part, fourth year of the latter (1310) he was the

that such justices should be assigned as last named of the three justices of assize

would redress the grievances they com- assigned for six counties.

plained of. He was advanced to the post In 7 Edward II., 1314 , he was raised to

of chancellor of the Exchequer in the same the chancellorship of Ireland, and retained

year ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 65) ; but he resigned that office till August 1317, after which

it in 1 Edward II., when he becamekeeper date there is no mention of his name.

of the wardrobe. (Madox, ii. 29.) ( Parl. Writs, i. 404, ii. p. ii. 526 ; Abb. Rot.

In 2 Edward II. he was again in the Orig. i . 112 ; Abb. Placit. 255; Cal. Rot.

Scottish wars, and was sent with Roger Pat. 61 , 77.)
Savage to the King of France to arrange a BEREFORD, WILLIAM DE . Mr. Nic

meeting between bim and the King of Eng- cholls, in his " History of Leicestershire?

land. (Baronage, ii. 91.) (343), commences the pedigree of William

On October 6, 1309, in the third year, he de Bereford, or Barford, with his father,

was constituted one of the justices of the Osbert de Barford, whom , on the authority

Common Pleas,and fines were levied before of a descent taken from Mr. H. Ferren

him from the nextyear till 1320 ; in which, 'MSS. of Antiquities,'he calls chief gentle

on October 16 , William de Herle was ap- man of Ralph de Hengham , the chief jus

pointed a judge in his place . (Orig. 44 ; tice. It seems, however, more probable

Madox, ii . ° 7, 31. ) He probably resigned from two entries on the Plea Rolls, tha

then,as, according to the inquisition ( Cal. this Osbert was his brother, and that bot

i . 319) , bis death did not occur till 1323 or were the sonsof Walter de Bereford . (AL

1324. Placit. 215, 280.)

In 8 Edward II. he was sent on the He was a justice of the Common Plex

king's service to Scotland, and in the tenth Prynne (on 4th Inst. 20 ) gives two commi

yearhad been selected as an envoy to Rome sions to him , in conjunction with Rob

on the Scottish affairs; but the mission de Hertford and Robert Malet, to enqu

being stopped , he had a payment of 11. per as to a murder in 20 Edward I.; and in

diem for the eleven days he wasemployed, parliament that met after Easter in the
together with an allowance of 128. 5d. for a lowing year Eustace de Parles and J

loss he had in the purchase and sale of 159 his brother were convicted of insul

florins provided for his journey. ( Archeol. William de Bereford, a justice of our

xxvi. 322.) In the following year he was the king,' in the Aula Regis, by impu

one of the commissioners to treat for peace to him corrupt and improper conduct du

with Robert de Brus; and in 12 Edward his iter into Staffordshire; and they

II. he was sent with the Bishop of Here- imprisoned in the Tower for their conte

ford and others to the papal court, to ( Rot. Parl. i. 95.)
solicit his holiness for the canonisation He continued to act during the rema

of Thomas de Cantilupe, chancellor and of the reign , and was one of those sell

Bishop of Ilereford in the reign of Henry III. to treat with the Scots in 33 Edwa

Hehad large possessions in various coun- and was placed in the commission of

ties, with a manor -house called Rosemont, baston for the northern counties in th

at Eye, near Westminster, which he had year of the reign. (Rot. Parl. i . 218 ,

licence to fortify with walls of lime and On the accession of Edward II . his

stone, and in 15 Edward II. he was re- in the Common Pleas was

turned by the sheriff of Hertford as a knight holding the second place.

banneret. ( Parl. Writs, ii . p . ii . 591.) He was raised to the office of

He was married twice : his first wife was justice of that court, as the succe

named Isabella , and his second Petronilla, Ralph de Hengham , on March 15 .
who survived him. His son Edward suc- 2 Edward II. ; and the last fine t)

ceeded him, whose descendants were living acknowledged before him in that ct
in the county of Essex till the reign of is dated in the first week of 20 Edw

Henry VII. (Morant's Esser, i. 34, ii.495 ; July 1326. ( Orig. 44.) In the sam
Chauncy's Herts, 335 ; Hasted's Kent,v.149.) he died, leaving large possessions

BEREFORD, RICHARD DE, was not im- counties, the principal of which

probably the brother of the undernamed Warwickshire and Oxfordshire .

chief justice, William de Bereford ; and quis. p. m. i. 333.)

theonly trace of the place of his residence By his wife Margaret he left t.

while in England is in his being appointed named Simon and William .

renew
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BEREFORD, RALPH DEIwas in all son of Robert Fitz-Harding, who, having

probability not very distantly connected obtained agrant from Henry II., while
with the above William de Bereford. Ac- Duke of Normandy, of the castle and

cording to the certificate in 9 Edward II., lordship of Berkeley, of which Roger de

he possessed property in the townships of Berkeley had been deprived for his ad

Bourton, Milcome, and Bereford , or Bar- herence to King Stephen, assumed the

ford, in the county of Oxford . In the same surname; but Roger still urging his claim

year he was appointed one of the custodes to the lordship, an agreement was entered

of the vacant bishopric of Winchester; into between them , with the consent of the

and on several occasions during the re- duke and King Stephen, that Maurice, the

mainder of that reign was employed on son of Robert, should marry Alicia,the

commissions of Oyer and Terminer in va- daughter of Roger. This taking effect,

rious counties. In 1329, the third year of Maurice on his father's death, on February

the reign of Edward III. , he was the second 5, 1170, succeeded to the barony, which he

of five justices itinerant into Nottingham- enjoyed till his own decease, on June 16,

shire, and was named in a similar commis- 1190, having just previous to that event

sion for five other counties. ( Parl. Writs, ii. added one thousand marks to the purse

p. ii. 526 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 227, 257, ii. which King Richard was making for the
24 ; N. Fædera, ii. 537, 574.) support of his holy war, under the pre

BEREWYK, JOHN DE, was an officer of tence of a fine for the confirmation of his

the court, as appears from the nature of title.

his various employments. In 7 Edward I. In the last year of his life he acted as a

he was appointed custos of the vacant justice itinerant in Gloucestershire, his
abbey of St. Edmund, and in the next year pleas appearing on the roll of that year.

had a similar grant over the bishopric of ( Pipe Roll, 1 Ric. I. 168.)
Lincoln. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 33, 35.) In He was buried in the church of Brent

11 Edward I. he was assessor in Dórset- ford, Middlesex, to the building of which

shire of the thirtieth granted by the coun- he had greatly contributed. He was a
ties south of Trent. ° (Parl. Writs, i. 13.) liberal benefactor also to several religious

In 13 Edward I.he was keeper of the houses, and founded twohospitals — one at
queen's gold ( Mador, i. 361 ); and in 18 Lorwing, between Berkeley and Dursley ;
EdwardI. he delivered into thewardrobe and the other, that of the Holy Trinity, at

the Roll of Peace and Concord between Long-Brigge in Gloucestershire.
the chancellor and scholars of the uni- By his wife, the above -mentioned Alicia,

Fersity of Oxford and the mayor and he had six sons, the eldest of whom is the

burgesses of that city. (Rot. Parl.i. 33.) next-mentioned Robert. The presentholder
His high character is evidenced by his of the barony is his linealdescendant,with

being one of the executors of Queen the title of earl.
Eleanor. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 80.) BERKELEY, ROBERT DE, the eldest of

Although it doesnot appear that hewas the six sons of the above Maurice de Berke

a judge at Westminster, he held ahigh ley, on the death of his father, in 1190,

place among the justices itinerant. In all succeededto the large inheritance, paying

the circuits in which he was named over a fine of 10001, for livery thereof. In 10

various counties, extending from 20 Ed- John, 1208, he was one of the justiciers

ward I. , 12912, to nearly the end of the before whom fines were acknowledged at

reign , he was invariably at theirhead . He Derby.

was summoned also among the judges to He was among the principal movers in

parliament during the same interval, and the contest between King John and his

on one occasion was appointed to receive barons, and was accordingly included in the

and answer all petitions from Ireland and sentence of excommunication pronounced

Guernsey which could be answered without against them by Pope Innocent III.

reference to the king . ( Parl. Writs, i . 468. ) (Wendover, iii. 297, 356.). His castle of

Thathe acted as a justice itinerant under Berkeley and thewhole of his lands were

Edward II . there can be little doubt, as he also seized , but by his submission at the

is summoned among them to the parlia- commencement of the next reign they

ments of the first two years of that reign . were all restored, except Berkeley and its
( Ibid. ii. 536.) castle, which were retained till his death .

He died in 6 Edward II. , 1312, and was This event occurred on May 13, 1220, 4

possessed of several manors and otherlands Henry III. , when he was buried in a

in the counties of Essex, Hants, Wilts, monk's cowſ, in the abbey of St. Augustin,
Norfolk, and Suffolk . ( Cal. Inquis. p. m . near Bristol, to which he had been a mu

1.250.) His heir in one entry is called nificent benefactor, aswell as to many
Roger, his son,' and in another, “ Roger other religious houses. He also founded

Huse, consanguineus.” ( Abb.Rot. Orig.i. thehospital of St. Catherine at Bedmins
194, 195.) ter,near Bristol, and two chantries.

BERKELEY, MAURICE DE, was the He married twice. His first wife was
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Julian, daughter of William de Pontearch, are concerned, and that he is the sole judge

and niece toWilliam Mareschall, Earl of of the danger. He therefore in the great

Pembroke. The name of his secondwas case of ship money, after a most elaborate

Lucia, who after his death married Hugh and learned argument, which, however

de Gurney, Leaving no issue byeither, he wrong itmay be thought in its foundation,

was succeeded by his brother, Thomas, to at least showed his conscientious conviction

whom Berkeley and itcastle wererestored. of itstruth, pronouncedhis opinion against

( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. 4 Hen. III. i. 52.) Mr. Hampden. ( Ibid. iii. 1087-1125.)

BERKELEY, ARNALD DE, was a baron For this he was called to severe account

of the Exchequer, attesting a charterwith by the Long Parliament. He was one of

that title in 48 Henry III., 1264 (Madox, the six judges whom the Lords, on Decem

ii. 1319) ; but nothing further has been ber 22, 1640, bound in 10,0001. apiece to

discovered about bim , except thathe had answer the charges which the Commons

manors in Merkele, Bradefeld, and Brok- were preparing against them . On February

hampton, in Herefordshire, andthat a 13 hewas singled out for the first example,

process was issued to the sheriff in 51 and , being impeached for high treason, was

Henry III ., to enquire if Henry de Calde- arrested in open court whilesitting on the

well came and took his goods and chattels bench, to ' the great terrour of the rest of

there. (Abb. Placit. 160.) his brethren , and of all his profession.

BERKELEY, ROBERT, traces his de- ( Whiteloch 40.) Hewas kept in custody

scent from the above Maurice and Robert of the sheriff of London till October 20.

de Berkeley, through a succession of a 1641, when he appeared at the bar of the
multitude of younger sons. His grand- House of Lords, and ,pleading Not guilty.

father, William , was mayor of Hereford in obtained permission to go with a keeper i
1545 , whose eighth son was Rowland Serjeants' Inn to look out papers and al

Berkeley, who,having little to begin the vise with his counsel. The trial, whic

world with , by his industry becamea very was fixed for November 2, was put off

eminent and wealthy clothier at Worcester, the instance of the Commons for want

and purchased, among others, a consider- witnesses. In Michaelmas Term 1642,of t1

able estate in the neighbouring parish of three judges of the King's Bench that we

Spetchley. By his wife,Catherine, daugh- then left, Heath being with the king, Ma

ter of Thomas Hayward, Esq., he had a in the Tower, and Berkeley under in

family of seven sons and nine daughters. peachment, the two houses at a conferer

Robert Berkeley , the second son, was resolved That Judge Berkeley, hari

born at Worcester in 1584. He was ad- carried himself with modesty and humili

mitted at the Middle Temple in 1600, and and inoffensively to both houses, be pite
called to the bar May 6 , 1608. On the upon for keeping the essoigns.' (Par

death of his father, in 1611, he became Parliament.)

possessor of the Spetchley estate, and in The Lords in the following Septembe

1613 he was sheriff of his native county, that is, the ten that remained - senter

and thirteen years afterwards, in 1626, he the judge to pay a fine of 20,0001. and t
became autumn reader of his inn of court. for ever disabled from holding any d

At the commencement of the next year he in the commonwealth. But, the parlia
was called to the degree of the coif, and on being then pressed for money to pa

April 12 was nominated one of the king's instalmentof their subsidy to the Scot

serjeants. From this time his name ap- was let off on paymentof half to

pears in the Reports ; and it fell to his lot own officers. ( Clarendon, iv. 286.) I

in 1629 to argue for the king that the conflict that afterwards took place

return made to theHabeas Corpus obtained Robert Berkeley suffered much frou

by William Stroud and the other members plundering and exactions of both the
imprisoned for their conduct in the last ties. Even Whitelocke represents h

parliament was good and sufficient in law , moderate in his ways,' and acknow

his argument showing great ability. ( State him to be a very learned man in ou

Trials, iii. 844. ) and a good orator and judge .'

On October 11 , 1632, having been pre He outlived his sovereign above

viously knighted,'he was created a judge years, dying on August 5, 1056 , at t

of the King's Bench. He had a deep feel- 1of 72. He was buried under a hal
ing in favour of the king's prerogative; monument, with an excellent marble

and, though he agreed that the king could of the judge upon it, in a chancel

not on all occasions impose charges on his built to the church ofSpetchley.
subjects without consent of parliament, He married Elizabeth , daug

saying, “ The people of this kingdom are Thomas Conyers, Esq .,, of East

subjects not slaves, freemen not villains, to Herts, by whom he had one son ,
be taxed de alto et basso,' yet he contended whose descendants still enjoy the

that his majesty might do so when the estate.

good and safety of the kingdom in general BERNINGHAM , Rico
ARD

6

DE.
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were two families of this surname, and two not altogether deficient in legal acquire

individuals of bothnames flourishing in the ments, inasmuch as he was appointed a

reign of Edward II.; one connected with baron of the Exchequer on June 4, 1675.
the county of York, and the other with From that court he was removed, on

that of Norfolk. The former was son of June 15, 1678, to the Common Pleas, where

John de Berningham , or Barningham ; and he sat for only ten months, being discharged

the latter not improbably wasthe son of from his place in April 29, 1679,with three

Walter, who, in 1316 , was lord of the other judges - viz., Sir William Wilde, Sir

manor of Hauteyns in Barnham , Norfolk. Edward Thurland ,and Sir Francis Bram

Sir Francis Palgrave considers that the ston. It is a remarkable circumstance that,

presumption is somewhat in favour of five days previous, all these four judges

Richard de Berningham , of Yorkshire, were in the commission for the trial of Na

being the person who was so often sum- thanael Reading, indicted,on the testimony

moned to council among the justices and of the infamous Bedloes, for endeavouring

others, and the first entry among the to stifle and lessen the king's evidence

Parliamentary Writs in which his name against the lords then in the Tower ; and

appears seems amply to justify this opinion. itmay be a question how far their conduct

He is therein required to lay aside the or opinions on that trial caused their dis

caption of certain assizes in the northern missal. Vere Bertie died unmarried ten

counties, which had been fixed during the months afterwards, on February 23, 1680,

meeting of parliament, and to repair to and was buried in the Temple Church.

Westminster instead. This was on Sep- ( State Trials, vii. 261. )

tember 6, 1313, 7 Edward II., and his BERTRAM , ROGER. There were two

summonses continue till the fourteenth noble families of this name in Northumber

year, during which period he is included land - one Bertram of Mitford, and the

in sereral commissions in the county of other Bertram of Bothall — and the Christian

York, to which, perhaps, his judicial func- name Roger was common to both. The

tions were confined. He is mentioned as a subject of this notice belonged to the

knight in that county in 17 Edward II. , former family, and was the son of William

and his death is recorded in 3 Edward III. , de Bertram and Alice de Umfraville his

possessing property therein. ( Blomefield's wife. ( Baronage, i.543.) His father died

Norfolk, i. 636 ; Parl.Writs, ii. p. ii. 534 ; about 1 John, for in that year the guar

Cal. Inquis. p . m.ii . 19.) dianship of Roger was granted to William

BERSTEDE, WALTER DE, was bub- Briwer, butwas afterwards transferred to

sheriff of Kent to Reginald de Cobbebam Peter de Brus, who fined thirteen hundred

when he died, in December 1257, 42 marks for the same. Towards the end of

Henry III.,and was appointed to act as the reign , being found in the ranks of the

sheriff for the remainder of the year. In insurgent barons, his lands and castle of

1262 he was appointed constable of Dover Mitford were given into the custody of

Castle, and custos of the Cinque Ports Philip de Ulecot, who seems to have re

( Cal. Rot. Pat. 33) ; and also went as one sisted the royal order for their restoration

of the justices itinerant into Leicestershire, when Rogerreturned to his obedience on

and the next year into Norfolk, Suffolk , the accession of Henry III.He was obliged ,

and Lincolnshire. He is placed among the however, to submit, and Roger was rein

justices of the bench in 50 Henry III., on stated on a fine of 1001. ( Rot. Chart. 48 ;

the authority of a fine levied in February Rot. Claus. i. 70, 246, 316, 336, 342, 357.)

1286 ; and a writ of assize to be taken From this time he acted the part of a

before him occurs in the following Septem- loyal subject, and was frequently employed

ber. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 268, 446.) as a justice itinerant in the northern coun

BERTIE , VERE, was the fourth son of ties, from 9 to 18 Henry III. He died

Montagu,second Earl of Lindsey, lord before May 24 , 1242,onwhich day his lands

chamberlain, by his first wife, Martha, were delivered into the custody of Walter

daughter of Sir William Cockayn, of Rush- de Crepping on behalf of his son Roger,

ton in Northamptonshire, and widow of who did homage for them on June 28 ,

John Ramsay, Earl of Holderness. To 1246, on attaining his majority . ( Excerpt.

the devoted loyalty of both his father and e Rot. Fin. i. 379, 456.) In the reign of

grandfather he probably owed his profes- Edward II. the barony terminated by the

sional advancement, which was somewhat failure of male issue.

rapid. He was called to the bar of the BEST, WILLIAM DRAPER, did not ob

Middle Temple on June 10, 1659, and, tain his title of Lord Wynford till he had

thongh chosen a bencher in January 1673, retired from the bench. "Hewas born on

the law reports are silent as to his forensic December 13, 1767, at Hasselbury Plunk,
merits. Though this may be accounted for nett in Somersetshire, and was the third

by his employment by government as secre- son of Thomas Best, Esq ., by a daughter of

tary of the treasury and treasurer of the Sir William Draper, well known as the

orínance, it may be presumed thathe was antagonist of Junius.' Left an orphanin
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infancy, he was sent to the school of the enabled him to attend . In the debates he

neighbouring town of Crewkerne, and at strenuously opposed the Reform Bill through

theage of fifteen was removed to Wadham all its stages, and was always foundin op

College, Oxford, where he was educated position to the party who supported it. He

with the viewof entering the Church . lived for sixteen years after his retirement,

This plan he relinquished in consequence of anddied at his seat called Leesons in Kent

coming to the possession, by the death of a on March 3, 1845 .

near relation, ofa considerable estate : and, Lord Wynford's countenance,though not

entering the Middle Temple, was called to handsome,was very attractive. It indicated

the bar on November 6, 1789, and joined great cordiality and good humour, with

the Home Circuit. much intelligence ; but it also showed

Very early in his career he had the good something of a hasty temperament . As an

fortune to extract a flattering eulogium advocate, he was fluent if not eloquent,

from Lord Kenyon in a case which he acute if not learned, and his zeal for his
argued in the court of King's Bench . This clients left no means untried for insuring

was so unwonted in the chief justice that their success. As a judge, he was apt to

form hastyand questionable opinions, and

consequently soon received ample employ- when presiding at Nisi Prius to lean in his

ment. Though superficial in legal know , summing up so much to one side that he

ledge, his readiness of comprehension and was nicknamed the judge advocate.'

fluency of speech enabled him to avail Though he was remarkable for the clearness

himself of his early success, and his increase and terseness of his decisions, he was con

of business warranted him in accepting sidered by the profession as an indifferent

the degree of the coif in 1800. His services judge, and brought himself into bad odour

were in great requisition, in all the courts as well by the political bias he often dis

of Westminster Hall; and he sometimes played as by his occasional irritability an
appeared on important criminal trials. intemperance on the bench . His disposi

He entered parliament in 1802 as member tion as a man was essentially kind, amiabl

forPetersfield, and took a prominent part and charitable.

in its proceedings, particularly in reference He married very early in life Mary Ann

to naval affairs and public accounts. He the daughter of Jerome Knapp, Esq .,

was one of the actingmanagersonthe im- Haberdashers' Hall, London, andhad

peachment of Lord Melville, and , with Sir her ten children .

Samuel Romilly, answered the legal ob- BETHELL, RICHARD (LORD WESTBUR

jections taken by the counsel for the de. was born at Bradford in Wiltshire

fence. In 1814 he represented Bridport ; June 30, 1800, and his father, Dr. Rich

and from that time till his death, leaving Bethell, who was a descendant from

the liberal party withwhom he had hitherto old Welsh family of Ap-Ithell, practi

acted, he was a zealous supporter of con- as a physician at Bristol. From Bri

servative principles. Grammar School he proceeded at the

In 1806 he had been appointed one of of fourteen to Wadham College, Oxford

the king's serjeants, and recorder of Guild- which he was afterwards elected fel

ford ; and in Michaelmas 1813 he was se- having distinguished himself by attaini

lected as solicitor-general to the Prince of place in the first class in classics, an

Wales, then regent, succeeding in 1816 to the second class in mathematics . He

the attorney - generalship to his royal high- his B.A. degree when only eighteen ,

ness. With that prince he was a great then became for soine timea favourite

favourite ; and by the royal patronage he in the university. Entering the M

became successively chief justice of Chester Temple, he was called to the bar on No

and a judge of the King's Bench, the latter ber 28, 1823.

promotion taking place in December 1818 . For seventeen years he laboured

He was knighted in the following June . junior counsel in the Court of Cha

After sitting in that court rather more where his practicewas very conside

than five years, he was advanced in April and in 1810 he attained the rank of a

1824 to the head of the Court of Common counsel, in which character he soon ac

Pleas, from which his increasing infirmities a most prominent lead . His unis

obliged bim to retire in June 1829. By the employed him as their advocate ; :

continuance of royal favour he was at the filled the office of vice -chancellor
same time raised to the peerage as Baron county palatine of Lancaster. Wh

Wynford, the title being taken from an gaged in his vicarious duties as a ba

estate he had purchased in Dorsetshire ; he devoted himself to the improre

and hewas then appointed a deputy speaker the mode of legal education , his e,
of the House of Lords. In that house and in which are beyond all praise.

in the privy council he took his due propor- mittee of the benchers of all the fi

tion of labour in the judicial business, as was formed, of which he was th

often as his violent attacks of the gout mover and selected chairman ; and

W
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of rules wasissued for the admission, re- , Dr. Batty. To perfect himself in the science

gulation, and instruction of the students, of his profession, he went to Edinburgh in

which promise the most satisfactory re- October 1801, and had the advantage of
sults. attending the lectures of the eminent pro

From 1851 till his elevation to the fessors who then presided over the medical

peerage he was a member of the House schools. He became a member of the

of Commons, at first for the borough of Royal Medical Society, and distinguished

Aylesbury, and then for that of Wolver- himself in their debates by his eloquence ,

hampton. Throughout his senatorial career ingenuity, and energy. Inthe summerof

he supported the liberal party ; and on the the next year hewas called home for the

retirement ofLord Derby's ministry hewas purpose of supplying the place of his father,
knighted on his appointment as solicitor whose health required a temporary absence

general, on December 28, 1852,and was from his professional duties. This experience

nominated attorney -general in November confirmed his dislike to becoming a mere

1856 ; but resigning in February 1858 on country practitioner, and induced him to

the change of ministry , he resumed it six- decline his father's offer to give up the

teen months after, in June 1859, on his whole of his business to him.

party returning to power. On June 26, With the intent, therefore, of preparing

1861, he succeeded to the office of lord himself for the London practice of a phy

high chancellor. During the existence of sician, he entered Caius College, Cam

the ministry of which he formed a part he bridge, in October of that year, with a

resigned his high position, under circum- scholarship on Mr. Hewitt's foundation .
stances which , though he was acquitted of The application to his studies there was so

personal corruption by the two houses of intense that he was seized with a serious

parliament, his judges in those houses illness when he went to London at the end

were of opinion exhibited so much laxity of the term . His recovery was slow , and
of principle, and so little consideration for total relaxation became necessaryto insure

the publíc welfare, that in those respects it. With this view his uncle Dr. Batty,

he was a fit object for their censure ; and fully satisfied as to his qualifications for the

the general feeling of the people confirmed office, recommended him as medical at

theirdecision. Without entering into the tendant to the family of the Earl of Oxford,

details of thecases of Edmunds and Wilde, then on a tour in Italy,whom he started to
upon which the charges were founded, or join at the end of March 1803.

of the disclosures then made, Lord West- While at Florence the war with France

bury found it was impossible to contend broke out, and he and his noble friends had

against the resolution of parliament, and some difficulty in escaping the clutches of

he accordingly resigned the Seal on July 7, Bonaparte in his disgraceful seizure of all
1865. English travellers. After remaining some

By his wife, the daughter of Robert little time at Venice, Vienna, and Dresden,

Abraham , Esq., lie has a numerous family. the continuance of the war induced Lord

BEYNVILL, RICHARD DE (or Bayvill), Oxford to return home, when his lordship
was of a knightly family of the county of experienced the benefit of the medical se

Huntingdon, where he held lands ofthe lection he had made,by being safely brought

honor of the Earl of Chester. He was through a seriousillness under the care and

appointed one of the justices itinerant for skill of his youthful adviser. Though

that county and Cambridgeshire in 9 Henry proving himself a great proficient in the

III., and died in 1238, 23 Henry III. science, and taking great delight in the in

( Rot. Claus. i. 77, 209.) vestigation of its mysteries, as is particularly

BICKERSTETH, HENRY (LORD LANG- apparent in his correspondence with Dr.

DALE ) , was born on June 18, 1783,atKirkby Henderson, Mr. Bickersteth retained his

Lonsdale, and was the third of five sons of dislike to the profession, and , determining

Mr. Henry Bickersteth, a medical practi- to relinquish it, returned to Cambridge in

tioner of considerable repute in that town, 1805, where, after abandoning a passing

and of Elizabeth , the daughter of Mr. John desire to enter the army, he resolved to

Batty, a farmer of the same place, and the study for a degree in arts ; though his long

sister ofDr. Batty, afterwardsso eminent as absence was much against him , and his

& phşsician in London. To the moral and want of practice in mathematics raised a
religious feelings impressed on his mind by temporary obstacle to his success. But

his mother he always ascribed what was his indefatigable industry and quick per

praiseworthy in his future career. After ception overcameall disadvantages, so that

concluding his studies at the Free Grammar in January 1808 he graduated B.A. as

School ofhis native place,with the highest senior wrangler and senior Smith's prize

prize, he entered his father's business at man, in a year when he had no mean

Midsummer 1797 , and in the autumn of competitors to conquer, his principal oppo

the next year went to London to walk the nents being Miles Bland, Bishop Blomfield,

bospitals under the guidance of his uncle and Professor Sedgwick. He was of course
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immediately rewarded with a fellowship in | up all practice in other courts, and to con

his college ; and, fixing upon the law as his fine himself to the Rolls, and he actually

new profession, heentered the Inner Temple refused to break his resolution, though

as a student in 1808, and became a pupil tempted to go into the Exchequer in the

of Mr. Bell, one of the most eminent counsel great case of Small v. Attwood, by a fee of

in the Court of Chancery. 3,000 guineas.

The tendency of his mind was always to When the ministry of Lord Grey came

the liberal side of politics, and though his in, and an act passed for erecting a Court

extreme opinions were much moderatedby of Bankruptcyin 1831, Mr. Bickersteth was

witnessing the tyrannical sequence of the offered the chief judgeship of it ; but he
French revolution, he still continued some- at once declined it, as he disapproved its

thing more than a whig. Becoming also establishment, and thought it would be
a friend and disciple of JeremyBentham , wholly inefficient; and in February 1834

Mr. Bickersteth received from his conver- he also refused to accept the vacant office

sation the first impressions of the necessity of a baron of the Exchequer, which Lord

of amendment in the administration of the Lyndhurst, then lord chief baron, tras de

laws. He was thus enlisted into the band sirous that he should fill, from a conscien

of law reformers, eventually producing tious feeling that as an equity judge of that
those efforts to which his name is allied . court, for which he was intended, he could

He was called to the bar on November not efficiently perform the common-law

22, 1811 ; and for the next three or four duties which would in addition devolry

years he had to contend against the usual upon him . In April of that year he create
slow progress of a barrister at the outset of no slight sensation by a bitter rebuke h

his career, and even meditated giving up gave to Lord Chancellor Brougham in hi

the profession rather than put his father to answer to his lordship's question, What w

further expense. His circumstances were to prevent the University of London cor

somewhat improved in 1814 by becoming ferring degrees, without the authority of

a senior fellow of his college, and his busi- act of parliament ? to which he replie

ness gradually increased. But his known • The utter scorn and contempt of the worl

connection with the philosopher Bentham This and the following year were remar

and the politician Burdett, then deemed able in Mr. Bickersteth's history.

radicals, and particularly his support of the September he refused the offer of the sc

latter against Sir Samuel Romilly at the citor- generalship made to him by L

Westminster election of 1818, for a time Brougham , though it was afterwards m

proved an impediment to his success, which, regularly urged upon him by Lord

however, by stendy perseverance and mode- bourne, the prime minister. On the
ration he was soon enabled to remove . solution of that ministry at the end of

With his business his reputation ad- year he was pressed by a large bod:

vanced, and he was considered so con- electors to stand for the borough of u

versant with the practice of his court, and lebone, but, finding that he was expe

80 alive to its defects, that he was called to pledge himself to support certain ?

upon to give evidence before the commis- sures, he not only refused to be nomin:

sioners appointed in 1824 to investigate the but wrote a letter denouncing the der

subject. In his examination, which lasted of pledges and promises from any cand

four days, he boldly pointed out the evils as both improper and impolitic .
that attached to the whole system, and In April of the next year he drew

suggested several remedies, some of which Lord Melbourne's request, a valuabl ,

were eventually adopted . His evidence, comprehensive paper containing exc

though thought by some to be too com- suggestions for the relief of the lord

prehensive and visionary, was generally cellor, which in a few years led , s

regarded with attention and respect, and other things, to the removal of the

was particularly lauded by the great oracle business ofthe Court of Exchequer, a

of legal reform , Bentham ; and from that appointment of two additional vice

time all parties really desirous of amending cellors. In August Mr. Bickersteth n

the course of justice applied to him as an Lady Jane Harley, the daughter of

authority. Among others Sir John Copley, friend and patron the Earl of Oxfo

then attorney-general, requested his assist the following December Lord Me
ance in 1820, when preparing a bill for communicated to him the intention

reforming the Court of Chancery, and in point the master of the Rolls , Sir

1827, when appointed lord chancellor, re- c. Pepys, lord chancellor, offeri

commended him to the king as one of his Bickersteth Sir Charles's vacant sea

counsel, which he was appointed in May, Rolls, and urging him to accept a

and was then called to the bench of his in order that he might in parliame

inn .
in carrying into effect his views

In this character he was so fully em- reformation of the courts of equi

ployed that he was at length obliged to give Bickersteth, though agreeing to ac
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judicial office, hesitated to do so if united Gorham v. the Bishop of Exeter ( Dr.

with a peerage. His objections however Phillpotts ), relative to the bishop's refusal

were ultimately removed,and he consented to instituteMr. Gorham to the vicarage of

to enter the House of Lords upon the Brampton Speke, on account of a certain

express terms, fully understood and agreed difference of opinion on a disputed point

to by the minister, of perfect political in- of doctrine with relation to baptism . The

dependence. He was sworn of the Privy judgment pronounced by the committee ,

Council on January 16, 1835, and on the with the concurrence of the Archbishops of

19th and 23rd he received his two patents, Canterbury and York, in favour of Mr.

the former constituting him master of the Gorham , was prepared by Lord Langdale,

Rolls, and the latter creating him Baron in a very learned and elaborate paper, and

Langdale of Langdale in the county of naturally occasioned a severe controversy

Westmoreland. between the parties interested on one side

Acting on the understanding on which or the other.

he had accepted the peerage , he abstained Not contented with these labours, he de

in parliament from interfering in party voted himself with indefatigable industry

conflicts as inconsistent with his judicial to cleanse the Augean stable of the public
office to do so ; and devoted himself wholly records, which justly gained for him the

to the consideration of the various schemes title of Father of Record Reform . His

of legal reform , not hesitating, when they continued endeavours through thewhole of

did not meet his approval, to state his ob- his official life to induce the government to

jections, whether introduced by liberal or devote the proper attention to, and to pro

conservative legislators. To every bill that vide the requisite funds for,this important

tended to render justice more easily acces and national object, are fully recorded in

sible, and to diminish its expense, he gave the memoir of Nr. Duffus Hardy, who was

a most hearty support, and urged with one of his most efficient assistants in the

unanswerable arguments the injusticeand undertaking .Theperseverance withwhich
impolicy of taxing the suitor with fees to- he pressed the necessity of providing an

wards the establishmentand support of the adequate repository for the preservation of

courts and their officers. He himself in the monuments of the kingdom, and the

troduced several bills of great moment, unwearied patience with which he met the

some effecting substantial changes in the difficulties and answered the repeated ob

law and its administration , and others jections raised, were at last rewarded by

making important alterations in the mode the adoption of the plan he proposed . By

of transacting Chancery business ; but he the application of his discriminating judg

never undertook themanagement of any of ment and patient perseverance he subjected

them without carefully considering whether thechaotic mass to an arrangement which,
the evil complained of would be effectually with the facility of reference afforded , must

remedied by the supposed improvement, ever claim the gratitude of the statesman,

and without taking care that the holders the biographer, and the historian.
of offices abolished were duly compensated As a trustee and commissioner of the

for their loss. It was a pleasure to witness British Museum , and as the head of the

the extreme care he exercised in their pre- Registration and Conveyancing Commis

paration, and the great interest and anxiety sion, he devoted himself with the same

he evinced in their progress and success. ardour to the several questionssubmitted to

He lived to see the good effects of many of them respectively.

the measures he promoted. This continued exercise of the brain had

As a judge he was remarkable for the such a detrimental etfect on his health that

strictness of proof he required on every when,onLordCottenham's retirement in

print submitted to his decision, for theun- May 1850, the office of lord chancellor was

wearied attention he paid to all the argu- pressed uponhim , he refused to accept it ,

ments urged on either side , and for the convinced that he could not adequately

careful preparation and logical correctness perform the multifarious dutiesattached to

of hisjudgments. By his own dignified the place,nor hope to effect the reforms

example he made his court a model of pro- which he contemplated. But during the

priety and respectful demeanour, and all chancellor's previous illness Lord Langdale

attempts at professional fraud, or trickery , undertook his duties as speaker of the

of any inexcusable neglect,wereeffectually House of Lords, and on his resignation

kuppressed by the dread of his stern denun- consented to act as the head of the com

ciation. His judicial duties were not con- mission temporarily issued for the custody

fined to his own court, but were greatly of the Great Seal till a lord chancellor was

increased by bisattendanceonthejudicial appointed. TheSeal was delivered to him

committee of the Privy Council, of which and to Sir LancelotShadwell and Baron

hewasoftenthe presidingmember. The Rolfeon June19,1850 ,and they held it

case which occasioned him most trouble till July 15, when Sir Thomas Wildewas

and anxiety there was that ofthe Rev.Mr. appointed lord chancellor and created Lord
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Truro. The great labour thrown on Lord | was imprisoned on some account or other,as.

Langdale by this addition to his ordinary his wife Aelina fined in fifty marks for his

duties, with the unfortunate illness by release, the payment of part of which was

which his brother commissioner Sir Lan- excused, in 15 John. ( Rot. de Fin. 465.)

celot Shadwell was incapacitated, had a In that year he seems to have been restored

palpable effect on his health and strength, to his sovereign’s good graces, as he at

and brought on a serious illness . On his tended him into Poictou ; and for a fine of

partial recovery he found that he must two thousand marks obtained a respite for

relieve himself from the burden of office, his whole life from the service of 120

which, with the sincere regret of his bar, knights, and from all arrears of scutages.

affectionately expressed by Mr. (afterwards (Madot, i. 190, 667.)

LordJustice) Turner, he resigned on March In 17John he joined the barons, and was

28, 1851, after morethan fifteen years of one of the twenty -five who were appointed

judicial life. No sooner was the sorrowful to enforce the observance of Magna Charta.

parting completed than his health wholly His name was accordingly included in the

succumbed, and in three weeks he closed sentence of excommunication fulminated
his mortal career . He died at Tunbridge by Pope Innocent III. , and his lands were

Wells on April 18 , 1851, and was buried cruelly ravaged among the last attempts of

in the Temple Church. the tyrannic king. In the first year of the

A man with higher principle, greater reign of Henry III. he returned to his

integrity, more fixed in his purpose to do allegiance ; and, being again taken int:

right, more unwearied in his attempts to favour, a disputed question between th

discover the truth, more regardless of self, king and him as to the stewardshipof th

and with a kinder nature, it would be household was finally settled on May

difficult to find . Whether in the capacity 1221. ( Rot. Claus. i. 322,455, 469.)

of an advocate, a judge, a legislator ,or in Before the following August he die

the sacred seclusion of private and domestic and was succeeded by his son Hugh ,who

life, he secured the admiration,the respect, son Roger, the fourth earl, is the subject
and the devoted affection of all. the next article. (Wendover, iii. 297, 35
He left no son to inherit his honours ; 381.)

but his lady and an only daughter still BIGOT, ROGER, the fourth Earl of N

survive to venerate his memory.
folk, and the grandson of the precedi

BIDUN, WALTER DE, is inserted in Roger, was at the head of the commission

Dugdale's list as chancellor to HenryII. ; justices itinerant into Essex and Herti

but, on looking to the authority to which issued in 1234, 18 Henry III. He was

he refers, it seems more likely that he was son of Hugh the third earl, and Mat

chancellor to the King of Scotland . All his wife, one of the daughters of Will

doubt, however, of Walter de Bidun being Mareschall, Earl of Pembroke. His fa

a Scottish chancellor will be removed by died in 1225 , 9 Henry III . , when he, by

the fact that he is a witness, as chancellor, a minor, was placed under thewardshi

to a charter, dated Jedworth, of William William Longspee, Earl of Salisbury .

the Lyon , king of Scotland, granted to the following May be married Isab
William de Veteri Ponte . ( Robertson's the sister of Alexander, King of Scot

Index to Scottish Royal Charters, 179, No. to whom , on the Earl of Salisbury's
137. ) in the following year, the guardiansh

BIGOT, ROGER, second Earl of Norfolk , Roger was transferred. (Ercerpt. e

was the grandson of a Norman knight of Fin. i . 125, 128 , 168 ; Rot. Claus. ii . 5

the samename,whose lordships are recorded He became eminent for his kni

in Domesday Book as six in Essex and 117 skill , and was with the king in Fra

in Suffolk , and the eldest son of Hugh, who 1242. When the barons determine

was created Earl of Norfolk in 6 Stephen. 1245, no longer to submit to the opp

Richard I. appointed him one of the exactions made on the kingdom 'n

ambassadors to Philip, King of France, to pope, he headed those who addre

make arrangements for the crusade ; and letter of remonstrance to the general

during his sovereign's absence on that en- then sitting at Lyons, and joined

terprise he supported his authority against dismissal of the papal nuncio fra

the attempts of Prince John . shores of England.

His name appears on the records as a By the death of the last of the fo

justicier after the return of King Richard of William Mareschall, Earl of Pei

from the Holy Land, fines being levied in 1245, their inheritance devolved

before him from the fifth year of that five sisters, of whom his mother ,

reign till the third of John . (Madox, ii . was the eldest. To her share the

21.) That king sent him to summon Wil- ship of England fell, which she tra

liam , King of Scotland, to do homage at to Roger Bigot as her eldest son ,

Lincoln , and made various grants in his fa- soon after confirming him in the or

vour . But towards the end of the reign he He was one of the principal acto
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great council held at Westminster in May on May 14, 1264, on the king's side ; and

1258, when, on the barons appearing in when the rout began, he escaped with the

complete armour, the king asked of them , Earl of Warren and others. Their flight

"Am I then your prisoner ?' ' No, sir, ' is thus described by Peter Langtoft :

replied Roger Bigot, but by your partiality The Erle of Warenne, I wote, he scaped over

to foreigners, and your own prodigality,

the realm is involved in misery. Where- And Sir Hugh Bigote als with the erle fled he.

fore we demand that the powers of govern- After the battle of Evesham , in the follow

ment be delegated to a committee of barons ing year, he was replaced in the government

and prelates,who may correct abuses and of the castle of Pickering.

enact salutary laws. The provisions of His death occurred about November

Oxford were the consequence of this pro- | 1266; his son Roger on the death of his

cedure, under which his brother the under- uncle Roger became Earl of Norfolk, but

mentioned Hugh was nominated chief jus- dying childless in 1307, the title became

ticiary. After the battle of Lewes, Earl extinct.

Roger wasappointed by the barons governor BILLING, THOMAS. Fuller (ii. 166)

of the castle of Oxford. inserts Sir Thomas Billing among the

He died in 1270, leaving no issue. worthies of Northamptonshire, where are

BIGOT, Hugh, the younger brother of two neighbouring villages of the name,

the above-mentioned Roger,fourth Earl of adding that at Ashwellin that county the

Norfolk, married two wives, the first of judge 'had his habitation in great state.'

whom was Joanna the daughterof Robert Unsupported by any, authority yet dis

Bumet, and the second Joanna the daugh- covered, Lord "Campbell (Ch. Justices, i .
ter of Nicholas de Stuteville and widow of 145) represents him as in every respect a

Hugh Wake. contemptible and worthless person. In con

He received many marks of the king's formity with this view of his character, he

favour, being made chief ranger of the remarks that Fuller is silent both as to

forest of Farnedale in 39 Henry III., and his ancestors and descendants . ' This omis

governor of the castle of Pickering in the sion, however, is not uncommon with

next year. He accompanied the king in 41 Fuller ; nor is there anything in his account

Hearv III. in his expedition against the of Billing to indicate, as Lord Campbell

Welsh. On June 22,in the next year he asserts, that he is evidently ashamed of

was selected by the council nominated at introducing such a character among wor

the parliament of Oxford to fill the high thies’ Fuller was not a man to conceal a

station of chief justiciary, and at the same truth, though discreditable to the subject of

time the Tower of London was committed his notice ; and of this we have two in

to his charge ( Brady, App. 218), to which stances immediately following the account

was afterwards added the command of of Billing, besides many others throughout

Ilover Castle , and thechamberlainship of his work .
Sandwich. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 31.) The familywas of great antiquity in the

In 1259 he selected Roger de Thurkelby county. A Henry was certified to hold a

and Gilbert de Preston , two of the principal sixth part of a knight's fee in Rushden in

jutges, as his companions on a circuit from the time of HenryIII. ; a Robert Billing of

county to county to administer justice Cuquenho was vicar of Brayfield in 1348 :

throughout the kingdom ; and during the anda John Billing, probably the father of

king's absence abroad, from November the judge, was one of the feoffees of Sir

1959 till April 1260, he attested all the William Porter, knight, and presented to

mandates on the fine roll. ( Excerpt. e the rectory of Collyweston in 1430.

Ru. Fin . ii . 319–324 .) He is described by No certain memorial of Billing's ancestors

Matthew Paris as 'militem illustrem , et or of the personal history of his early years

legum terræ peritum , qui officium justi- has been found ; but no authority exists

tiariæ strenue peragens, nullatenus per- for the supposition made byLord Campbell
mit:at jus regni vacillare.'

that he had been the clerk of an attorney ;'

Although no complaintwasmade against nor if he had been , would it justify the

him , and he seems to have been zealous and improbable conclusion , which his lordship

actire in the execution of the duties of his invents, that he would thus necessarily

office, he resigned it about the end of 1260, become well acquainted with the less

Dosibly in order that the council of barons reputable parts of the law .'

mibt carry into effect their desire to make He was a member of Gray's Inn, and if

it an annual appointment, but more pro- MS. preserved in that society is to betaken
bably because he was dissatisfied withtheir as authority in this instance, it appears not

proceedings, as he afterwards joined the merelythat 'he contrivel tokeep his terms

royal party.He was immediately succeeded and to be called to the bar, ' as Lord Camp

by Hugh le Despenser, one of his coadjutors bell insinuates, but that he was so well
on thecouncil. reputed as to be made a reader in that

He was engaged in the battle of Lewes house.
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That he distinguished himselt in his early exactly what not only the other serjeants,

professional career appears certain, since but every one of the judges except For

he was returned in 1448 by the citizens of tescue, very naturally and very properly

London as their representative in parlia- did on the change ofdynasty,—he retained

ment, and was elected theirrecorder on Sep- his legal position in the courts of law . In

tember 21, 1450, an office which he resigned the very first parliament of Edward IV .

at the end of four years on account ' of his we find that, besides Billing, the famous

manifold labours, as well at Westminster as Lyttelton (who is named before him ) and

at the assizes in different counties.' The William Laken, serjeants in precisely the

corporation voted him a present of cloth same position , were nominated by the

engreyned . . . for his diligent services in parliament as referees in a case between the

the office of recorder,' and retained him as Bishop of Winchester and his tenants ; but

one of their counsel. ( City List of Recorders.) the Rolls do not supply any authority for

If this does not raise a sufficient doubt the very improbable fact which Lord

of Lord Campbell's assertion, that his Campbellintroduces, that Serjeant Billing

business was not of the most creditable assisted in framing the acts by which Sir

description ,' further proof may be found in John Fortescue and the principal Lancas

a letter in the Paston Correspondence'i trians, his patrons, were attainted ;' or that

53 ), that he had already acquired a high he took an active part in the subsequent

reputation , that his advice was deemed measures of hostility against King Henry

valuable, and that his personal position and Queen Margaret.
was such as to warrant an intimate inter- Nomaterials exist which would justify

course with the families of Paston and us in ascribing to Billing the private

Lord Grey de Ruthyn. So high indeed suggestions of which Lord Campbell

was his reputation that Bishop Grey ap- makes him the author, or in judgingof the

pointed him his chief justice in the Isle correctness of the motives assigned for his

of Ely. ( Cole's MSS. xxv. 47.) elevation to the bench . Neither is ant

Billing was summoned to assume the evidence to be found of bis presumed dis

degree of the coif in 1453, and was ap- satisfaction with the office of puisne justice.

pointed one of the king's serjeants in 1458, nor of his resolution that 'mere scruples of

36 Henry VI., a month after the hollow conscience should not hold him back fror

accommodation between the two contend- the woolsack . The simple fact is that or

ing parties in the state. August 9, 1464, 4 Edward IV. , he wa

Lord Campbell quotes a treatise of Bil- added to the three judges of which th

ling on the subject of the claimsof the royal Court of King's Bench then consisted.
antagonists, without stating where it is to Lord Campbell, quoting from Baker

he found, and asserts that the Rolls of 'Chronicle ' and "Hale's . Pleas of th

Parliament mention his name as appearing Crown,' mentions Billing as the judge w
• at the bar of the House of Lords as coun- tried Walter Walker for saying he wou

sel for Henry VI., leading the attorney and make his son ‘heir to the Crown,' meani

solicitor- general, and that on thatoccasion his inn so called ; and he gives the juds
it was . remarked that his fire had slackened ruling on the case, with the conviction :

much, and that hewasvery complimentary execution of the unfortunate prisoner.
to the Duke of York ,who since the battle of is curious, however, that his lords

Northampton had been virtually master of when five pages before he cites Sir Nich

the kingdom .' On referring to the Rolls Throgmorton's address to Chief Jus

of Parliament, however, no such entry is Bromley, omits there the chief just

recorded, but, on the contrary , it appears answer referring to this very " Cro

that not only the judges, but the king's case ; by which it appears that Mark

serjeants and attorney , none of whomare was the judge, and that an acquittal

mentioned by name, excused themselves the consequence of his honest ru

altogether from giving any opinion or ( State Trials, i. 894. )

advice on the question. (Rot. Parl. v. But if this omission is curious, it is

376. ) remarkable that neither Baker nor

Lord Campbell states , without giving his states the case as occurring in Billing's

authority, that on the accession of Edward and further, that Stow ( p . 415 ) giri
IV.'instantly Sir Thomas Billing sent in precise date of Walker's trial - viz.,

his adhesion : and suchzeal didhe express 12, 1460,morethan four years before
in favour of the new dynasty that his patent was on the bench ; adding that the
of king's serjeant was renewed, and he be- against him was for words spoken

came principal law adviser to Edward IV. title of King Edward whenhe we
He then designates him as“ this unprincipled claimed ; and Fabyan (p. 639) a
adventurer,' although Coke speaks of him him in the date.
among other excellent men ' who flourished On January 23 , 1468-9, 8 Edwa

at the time. ( Preface to First Inst . ) Mr. Billing received his promotion a
Serjeant Billing did nothing more than Justice of the King's ' Bench . T
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and conviction of Sir Thomas Burdet, for The name of the wife here represented

wishing a favourite buck of his which the with him is Katerina, the daughter of

king had killed in hunting, horns and all, Roger Gifford, of Twyford in Bucks, a

was in the king's belly, is said by Lord junior branch of the noble family of
Campbellto have taken place before Chief Gifford, Earls of Buckingham , whom he

Justice Billing in the very next term after married so early as 1447. His second wife

his appointment, and that a rumour was was equally well allied, being Mary, the

propagated that the late virtuous chief daughter and heir of Robert Wesenham ,

justice (Markham ) had been displaced be- of Conington in Huntingdonshire, whose
cause he had refused to concur in it .' first husband was Thomas Lacy , and her

It has not been discovered whence Lord second , William Cotton , of Redware in

Campbell extracted the ruling of Billing in Staffordshire.

this or in Walker's case, which he has By his first wife Sir Thomas had five

printed with inverted commas as quota- sons and four daughters; and there is

tions; but undoubtedly his lordship could another slab recording the death of Tho
not have been aware that Burdet's case had mas, his son and heir, in 1500, who left

been lately referred to in Westminster Hall; no male issue , but whose elder daughter,

that the record of his attainder wassearched Joan, married John Haugh, the after -men

for,and found in the ' Baga de Secretis ;'and tioned judge, and whose younger daughter

that this labour might have been spared by married Richard Tresham , of Newton , the

looking into Croke's ' Charles' ( p. 120) , progenitor of the conspirator in the Gun

where the proceedings against himare pub- powder Plot. ( Baker'sNorthampton , 730 ;

lished. The result of all this would have and ex inf. of R. E. Waters, Esq., a con

proved that the whole story of thebuck and nection of the family.)

the belly was a figment, and that the charge BINGHAM , RICHARD. This family was

agninst Burdet was for conspiring to kill established at Carcolston, in the hundred

the king and the prince by casting their of Bingham , in the county of Nottingham .

nativity , foretelling the speedy death of Richard was a younger son , and pursued

both , and scattering papers containing the the study of the law . He was called to

prophecy among the people. By the record the degree ofserjeant-at-law on February

it appears also that, instead of the trial 14, 1443, 21 Henry VI. His last appear

taking place in the very next term ' after ance as an advocate in the Year Book is in

Billing became chief justice , no part of Easter, 22Henry VI. ; and there is certain

Burdet's crimewas committed before 1474, proofofhis advance asa judge of the
and he was not tried till 1477. King's Bench before February 10, 1447,

Littlemorethan two years after Billing 25 Henry VI., he being among the judges

had attained the chief judicial seat Henry who acted as triers of petitions in thepar

VI. was restored to the crown, which he liament that met on that day . ( Rot. Parl.

retained for about six months, when he i. 129.). On the deposition of Henry VI.

was again expelled by his successful rival. in 1461 he was retained by Edward IV .,

It is a strong proof of the seat of justice and was continued in his place during the

being considered exempt from the conse- temporary restoration of Henry in 1470-1,

quences of the civil strife, that on both being then described as a knight. On the

these occasions the judges, with a few ex- return of Edward IV. , however, he was not

eeptions, were all replaced in their seats by included in the new patent, being probably

Drw patents issued immediately after each omitted by his own desire, as he must have

of these kings had gained the ascendency ; then been considerably advanced in age.

so that all the conjectures as to Billing's He married Margaret, the daughter of

deportment at either crisis in which Lord . Sir Baldwin Frevill, of Middleton in the

Campbell indulges must be deemed ap- county of Warwick , and (widow of Sir

plicable, if at all, to his brethren as well as Hugh Willoughby , of Wollaton in Not

. , , ,
from Billing's double re - instalment, that he was buried at Middleton, where there

he had not made himself obnoxious to is a monument representing him in his

either party by extreme partiality or ' out- judicial robes. His son Richard married

rageous loyalty . Margaret, daughter of Sir Thomas Remp

Sir Thomas Billing presidedin his court ston, uncle by the half blood to Sir William

up to theday of hisdeath ,which took place Plumpton . In the Plumpton Correspon

on May 5, 1481. He wasburied in Bittles- dence' is a letter from the judge to the latter

dun abbey, under a large blue marble slab, knight, in which, ' be the advise of my

on which are the figures of the chief justice master, Sir John Markham, chiefe justice,

in his official robes, and his lady. This he proposes that a variance between Sir

slab, after the dissolution of the monas- William and Henry Pierpont should be

turies, was removed to the church of submitted to their arbitration . ( Archeol.

Wappenham , in Northamptonshire, where Journ. ii. 250 ; Thoroton's Notts, i . 240 ;

it w remains, Plumpton Corr. 3, 259. )
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BIRCH , JOHN, would at first sight ap- /who in the Great Rebellion distinguished

pear to have been the earliest puisne baron himselfon the parliament side, and the son

of the Exchequer who was selected from of the Rev. Thomas Birch, rector of Hamp

among the serjeants-at-law ; but a little ton Bishop in Herefordshire,and afterwards
closer enquiry makes it very doubtful vicar of Preston in Lancashire, by his wife

whether he was the John Birch who took Mary. He commenced his legal careerat

the degree of the coif. There were evi- Gray's Inn in 1680, but in 1686 he trans

dently at that time two members ofGray's ferred himself to the Middle Temple,by
Inn of that name. In autumn 1551' a which society he was called to the bar in

John Birch was appointed reader, and was 1687. He was elected for Weobly in the

re-elected in Lent 1552 ; and there was parliament of 1700 , and in all the sub

also a John Birch who held thesame sequent parliaments, except one, till his

office in autumn 1558, and again in Lent death. The only mention of his name in

1560, being on the latter occasion called parliamentary history is connected with a

duplex reader,' which could not have disreputable transaction. He had been ap

been his title if all the four readers had pointed one of the commissioners for the
been the same man . One of these John sale of the estates forfeited by the rebels of

Birches was made a serjeant on April 19, 1715, and in reference to those belonging

1559 (Machyn's Diary, 373), and conse- to the Earl of Derwentwater had assisted

quently then becamea member of Serjeants' in a most corrupt and illegal transfer. The

Inn ; so that it could not have been he who transaction was declared void, and for the

was the reader in Gray's Inn in Lent 1560. notorious breach of trust Birch was ex

It follows, therefore, that the reader of pelled the house in March 1732. Hehow .

1551 must have been the serjeant, and he ever had sufficient influence with his

may possibly have been , as Dugdale de constituents to be re -elected in the new

bignates him , afterwards baron of the parliament that met in January 1735, but

Exchequer. 'But as, according to the he died before the end of the year .

baron's monumentalinscription, he was born In the progress of his profession he had

about the year 1515 ,it is far more probable been included in the batch of serjeant

that he should have been the reader of called in 1706, and before the discovery a

1558, when he would have been in his the abovedisgraceful transaction had been

forty -fourth year, than that he should have on December 11,1729, made cursitor baru

attained that rank in 1551, when he would of the Exchequer,in which office here

have been only thirty-six. As it was not mained till his death in October 1735 .

then the custom for the barons tu be ser- After the death in 1701 of his first til

jeants, and as there is no fact to show that Sarah, the daughter of his uncle Colon

any change took place on this occasion, John Birch , he married secondly Letit

there is little doubt that Dugdale applied Hampden ,of St. Andrew's, Holborn ; b

the designation to the wrong man, and had no children by either.

that John Birch the reader of 1558 and BIRCH, Thomas, descended from

1560, and not John Birch the serjeant, was family of Birch, of Birchfield in the par
the

person who was promoted to the bench of Handworth, near Birmingham , wh

of the Exchequer onMay 9, 1564, and who flourished in the early part of the reigt

sat there for the next eighteen years ; Queen Elizabeth . He was born at H

especially as in his patent of appointment borne in the same neighbourhood in 14

he is described as " Arm .,' and not as ser- and was the eldest son of George Birch

jeant. (Rot. Pat. 6 Eliz . p. 8 ; Cal. State Mary his wife, the daughter of Tho

Papers 1547-807,594 .) Foster, Esq. Destined for the law, he

He died on May 30,1581 , at the age of his barrister's degree at the Inner Ten

sixty - six, and was buried in the old church and, receiving the coif in June 1730,

of St. Giles-in-the-Fields, where this unique made one of the king's serjeants b

inscription ( Stow's London, 867) was placed November 23, 1745 . He is so nam :

on his tomb: going up with the judges' address t

Interr'd the Corps of Baron Birch lies here, king on occasion of therebellion , wh

Of Greyes Inn sometime, by Degree , Esquire . received the honour of knighthood .

In Chequer Eighteen Yeers a Judge he was, yearhe served the office of high sh
Till Soule from aged Body , his did passe. Staffordshire, and in June follow
Alive his Wife, Eliza, doth remaine

OfStydfolke stocke; one Sonne, and Daughters Common Pleas, and retained his
was raised to the bench as a judga

Twaine,

She bore to him : the eldest, in his Life , He resided at Soit

He gave to Thomas Boyer, for his Wife. near London, and died onMarch 1

Hisbodysleepes till Angels Trumpe shall sound ; leaving byhis wife Sarah , daugh

God grant we all may ready then be found .
co- heir of J. Teshmaker, Esq. , thi

BIRCH , John, of the ancient family of and two daughters . ( Gent. Mag . )

Birch, ofArdwick, near Manchester,was the BLACKBURN , Colin , is oneof t

nephew of the famous Colonel John Birch, sent judges of the Queen's Beng

eleven years.
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was born at Levenside in Dumbarton- , one of Lady Holford's exhibitions, unani

shire in 1813 ,being the second son ofJohn mously given by the fellows of the college.

Blackburn, Esq ., of Killearn in Stirling- In the university he did not contine him

shire. After passing through Eton Col- self to the classics, but devoted himself to

lege he matriculated at Trinity College, those sciences the investigation of which

Cambridge, where he was eighth wrangler tended so much to the simplicity and clear

in1835,and took his degree of M.A. in ness of his writings. Among these he was

1838. In Michaelmas Term of that year he peculiarly fond of architecture, and before

was called to the bar by the society of the he wasof age he composeda treatise on

Inner Temple, and joined the Northern the subject, which,though never published ,

Circuit, attending the Liverpool Sessions. was much admired. His partiality for the

Though with no considerable business as a Muses , already shown by his prize poem

counsel, he was esteemed a sound lawyer, on Milton, and afterwards exhibited by

and after above twenty years' experience several elegant fugitive pieces, he found

at the bar he was appointed a judge of the too fascinating and engrossing for the pro

Queen's Bench in June 1859, and received fession to which he was destined ; and,

the customary knighthood. resolving upon ' total abstinence ,' he wrote,

BLACKSTONE, WILLIAM. The name of on entering theMiddle Temple, a ' Farewell

Blackstone is inseparably connected with to his Muse,' in strains which induced many
the law of England. What Lyttelton and to regret he should leave the flowery path

his crabbed expositor were to our legal an- of poetry for the more rugged and sterile

cestors, Blackstone is to modern students; ways of the law. Notwithstanding this

and though some of the more earnest or formal adieu, he could not altogether re

more ambitious of them may seek honours frain ; and among other pieces he wrote

by endeavouring to fathom the mysteries some verses on the death of the Prince of

of the “ Tenures,' the oi rolloi of the pro- Wales in 1751, which were published in

fession are content to earn an easy degree the Oxford collection as the composition of

by mastering the more attractive lessons his brother- in - law , James Clitherow . He

conveyed in the Commentaries. So popu- amused himself also by annotating Shak

lar have they become that, where the speare, and communicated his notes to Mr.

study was confined in former times to Steevens, who inserted them in his last edi

those who pursued it as an avocation , few tion of the plays.
men of rank or forture now consider their He was admitted a member of the Middle

education complete without gaining an in- Temple on November 20, 1741 , and was

sight into the constitution of the country called to the bar on November 28, 1746 .

through Blackstone's easy andperspicuous But in the intervals of his attendance on

pages, and abridgments are even intro- the courts he still continued his academical

duced into schools for the instruction of studies at the university, where he was

the young. Whether this facility is pro- elected in November 1743'into the Society

ductive of better lawyers mustbe left as a of All Souls,of which he wasafterwards

question for our critical descendants. admitted a fellow , and delivered the anni

William Blackstone was the fourth and versary speech in commemoration of the

posthumous son of Charles Blackstoné, a founder. " There also he took his degree of

respectable silkman in Cheapside, London, B.C.L. in June 1745. On being appointed

descended from a family originally settled bursar of his college he reduced the con

in the neighbourhood of Salisbury . His fusion in which he found the accounts into

mother, who was Mary, daughter of Love- lucid order,and left a dissertation on the

lace Bigg, Esq., of Chilton Foliot in Wilt- subject for the benefit of his successors.
sbire, also died before he was twelve years He not only arranged the muniments of

old . He was born on July 10, 1723, and their estates, but greatly assisted in the re

from bis birth his education was under- edification of the Codrington Library and

taken by the brother of his mother, Mr. in the classification of its contents ; in gra

Thomas Bigg, an eminent surgeon in New- titude for all which services the college

gate Street. In 1730 he was put to school appointedhimin 1749 steward of their

at the Charter-house, and in 1735 was In 1750 he commenced doctor of

admitted on the foundation there, becom- civil law , and in the same year published

ing the head of the school at the age of an ' Essay on Collateral Consanguinity,'
fifteen, and distinguishing himself not only with theview of removingthe inconve

in the customary oration in commemora- nience felt by the collegeof electingany

tion of the founder, which he recitedon person who couldprovehimself of kin to

December 12,1738, but alsoby obtaining the founder in preference to any other can
Mr. Benson's prize medal for verses on didate. His arguments had so much weight

Milton. He hadin the preceding month that soon after anew regulation was intro
been entered at Pembroke College, Oxford, ducedlimiting the number of founder's kin.
and elected to a Charter -house exhibition, His progress at the bar in the meantime

to which in February following was added as so slow and unproductive that, though

manors.

9
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he had been in 1749 elected recorder of of the delegates of the Clarendon Press?

Wallingford, he determined in 1753 to he introduced new regulations, the good

retire to his fellowship, and only practise effect of which is seen at thepresentday,
as a provincial counsel. About this time from that press oneofthe earliest and best

the professorship of civil law in the uni- specimens of its reformed typography was
versity became vacant, and the solicitor- his publication in 1759 ofa new edition

general, Mr. Murray (afterwards Lord of the Great Charter and Charter of the

Mansfield ),withajust appreciation of Dr. Forest,which led to a controversial cor

Blackstone's abilities,strongly recommended respondence on the authenticity of a par

him for the place . The Duke of Newcastle ticular copy between Dean (afterwards

promised it, but it is believed was not Bishop ) Lyttleton and him , addressed to

satisfied with the devotionof the candidate the Society of Antiquaries, of which he was

to his grace's politics, for after a short inter- a fellow .

view with him it was given to another. By his marriage in 1761 with Sarah,

Mr. Murray was naturally disgusted , and daughter of James Clitherow , Esq., of

advised the doctor to read the lectures on Boston House, Middlesex, he vacated his

law he had long been preparing to such fellowship of All Souls'; but in the same

students as were disposed to attend him . year the Earl of Westmoreland , then

He at once adopted the plan and met with chancellor ofthe university, appointed him
immediate success. These lectures form principal of New Inn Hall, by which he

the basis of that work upon which is was enabled to continue his residence at

founded his imperishable fame; and, as a Oxford for the delivery of his lectures. In

guide to those who listened to them , he the early part of that year he had beer

published in the next year • An Analysis elected member for Hindon in the parlia

of the Laws of England ,' clearly methodis- ment then called ; and also received a paten

ing the intricate science. of precedence in the courts, to which he wa

One of the earliest fruits of the acknow- well entitled , not only by the fame he ha

ledged excellence of his lectures was his acquired, butby the increase ofhis busines

unanimous election to the first professorship The specimens preserved of his advocat

of law, on the foundation established under prove theexcellence of his argumentati

the recent will of Mr. Charles Viner, the powers. In 1763 he was constituted so

laborious compiler of that ‘Abridgment of citor-general to the queen, and became

Law and Equity,' the twenty -four volumes bencher of his inn.

of which must necessarily occupy the To repress the encroachments of pi

shelves of a lawyer's library . The elec- tical booksellers, who were selling imp

tion took place in 1758, only two years fect copies of his lectures, he determi

after Mr. Viner's death ; and the new pro- to issue them himself in the form of ' C

fessor in the same year published, not only mentaries on the Law of England .'

his admired ' Introductory Lecture, but accordingly published his first volum

also a treatise entitled . Considerations on 1765, and the three succeeding volum

Copyholders,'which produced an act of par- the four following years ; and from

liament establishing their rights in the elec- time tothe present the work has foru

tion of members ofparliament. The fame of textbook for all students, admired eq

his lectures was so great that he wasre- for its expositions and the eloquence

quested to read them to the Prince of Wales, purity of its language. With the app

an application which, though his engage- which it deservedly attained , it wa

ments obliged him to decline it, he so far likely that it should escape some amo

complied with as to transmit copies for his critical detraction. Some political o

royal highness's perusal. Justly conscious differed from his views ofthe princi

that his legal character was now esta- the constitution ; Dr. Priestley animad

blished, the professorresumed hisattend- on certain of his ecclesiastical pos
ance at the bar in Michaelmas 1759, but which were defended by the author

declined the honour of the coif that was to an attack upon him by a member

offered to him , and afterwards that of chief liament for some observations he hai

justice of the Common Pleas in Ireland . in the house, which were alleged

During the whole of this period he had contrary to the principles laid dow

exerted himself in various ways for the work, he also published a reply ju

benefit of his alma mater in the different the position he had taken, which
positions by which his efficiency was re- verely commented on by Junius.

cognised. He was appointed the arch- whether opponents or supporters of

bishop's assessor as visitor of All Souls' trines, joined in a universal eulog

College; he was elected visitor of Michel's clearness and beauty of his style,

new foundation in Queen's College ,and by ness of his classical allusions, and th

his tact and management put an end to the ments with which it enriched a

disputes which had long frustrated the which had previously repelled the

criginal intentions of the donor; and as one by its rugged exterior. It has bec
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will for everremain, the student's manual ; the judge, byBacon, was placed soon after

and the continued demand for it has found his deathinthe hall of AllSouls'College.
employment for along succession of accom- The Reports which he had taken and

plished editors, who by introducing the sub- arranged for publication, commencing with

sequent changes in the law have made it the term in which he was called to the bar,

as necessary and useful to its latest, as it and continuing with some intervalsthrough
was to its earliest, readers. the whole period of his life, were given to

In the new parliament of 1768 he was the world inthe year following his death,

returned for Westbury, but sat in it only under the editorship of his brother -in -law

two years ; for, though from a disgust at and executor, James Clitherow , Esq ., with

political controversy he declined the place an introduction detailing all the incidents

of solicitor-general in January 1770, he of his career, which from its fairness and

readily accepted a judgeship whichwas impartiality has formed thegroundwork of

offered to him in the following month on every future memoir. His investigation of

the death of Mr. Justice Clive. He actually the quarrel between Pope and Addison,

kissed handsas judge of the Common Pleas which was published with theauthor's per

on February 9 , but at the request of Mr. mission by Dr. Kippis in the ‘ Biographia

Justice Yates, who wished to escape col- Britannica ,' is spoken of by Mr. Disraeli in

lision with Lord Mansfield , he consented high terms of praise .

to take that judge's place in the King's He left behind him seven children , the

Bench , and again kissed hands for that second ofwhom held all the university pre

court on the 16th of the same month, when ferments of his father, and eventually suc

he received the honour of knighthood. Mr. ceeded to the estate at Wallingford, which

Justice Yates died four months after,when is still possessed by his representative.

Mr. Justice Blackstone removed into the Henry Blackstone, who reported cases

Common Pleas, on June 22. from 1788 to 1796, was the judge's nephew,

Whoever reads the reports of the period and his Reports were more popular than

during which he sat upon the bench must those of his uncle, three editions having

acknowledge that he was equally distin- been called for.

guished as a judge as he had been as a BLAGGE, ROBERT, was made king's

commentator. Someof the judgments that remembrancer in the Exchequer for life

he pronounced are remarkable for the learn- on December 6, 1502. He was advanced

ingthey display, and for the clearness with to the bench of thatcourt as third baron

which he supports his argument; and in on June 26 , 1511,3 Henry VIII.,with con
the few instances in which he differed from firmation of the patent of remembrancer,

his colleagues his opinion was in general the duties of which he still continued to
found to be right. perform by deputy . In 1515 he was one

He devoted his latter years to the im- of the surveyors of crown lands and pur

provement of prison discipline, and, in veyor of the king's revenues, and received

conjunction with Mr. Howard, obtained in a grantof an annuity of eighty marks during

1779 an act of parliament for the establish- pleasure. In that year he obtained a patent

ment of penitentiary houses for criminals. of the remembrancership for his son Bar

The beneficial effects of the system , though naby for life, in reversion on his own

not at first sufficiently perceived, are now death or other vacancy, which patent was

universally acknowledged ; and theamended the subject of discussion in Dyer's Reports

condition of our gaols, in the cleanliness, (197) , and the result was thatit wasannulled

classification, and employment of the pri- and revoked in 3 Elizabeth as insufficient

soders, is the best proof of the wisdom and and not good, because Robert Blagge had

benevolence of the projectors. Inthe same no legal estate at the time of its date, nor

year , having agitated the necessity of an at any other time after he was constituted

augmentation of the judges' salaries, to a baron. He is stated in the case to have

meet the increased taxation and expendi- been in possessionof his place on the bench

ture of the time, he obtained for them an in 1523–4 . He died in London, and was

addition of 4001. to their stipend. buried in St. Bartholomew's.

Ere he had been long on the bench he He was the son of Stephen Blagge, of an

experienced the bad effects of the studious ancient family in Suffolk , and Alice his

habits in which he had injudiciously in- wife. He afterwards established himself at

dulged in his early life, andof his neglect Broke Montagu in Somersetshire; andby his

to take the necessary amount of exercise, marriage with Katherine, sole daughter of

to which he was specially averse. His cor- Thomas Brune, or Brown, he became pos

pulence increased , and his strength failed ; sessed of Horseman's Place in Dartford ,

and, after two or three attacks of distressing and of considerable property in the county

LiIness, he expired on February 14, 1780. of Kent, which descended to his sons Robert
Ile was buried in a vault at St. Peter's and the above Barnaby. His second wife,

Church at Wallingford ,where he possessed Mary, daughter of John, Lord Cobham ,

a seat called ' Priory Place .' A statue of survived him , leaving a son, Sir George,
н 2
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who was gentleman of the bedchamber to that court for the next five-and-twenty

Henry VII. ( Cal.St. Papers ( 1509 ),263 ; years, though several memorialists of the

Hasted's Kent, ii.312, 375 ; Gage's Suffolk, judge, as Baker, Noble, and others, bave
520.)

represented him as having been removed to

BLASTON , THOMAS DE , was probably the Queen's Bench, for thewhole of Queen

of Leicestershire, where there is a hamlet Anne's reign , from 1702 to 1714. Luttrell
of that name. The custody of the honor (v. 183) records that in the beginning of

of Peverell, in that and two other counties, her reign such removal was intended ; but

was committed to a Thomas de Blaston in it is clear from Lord Raymond's Reports

the reign of Edward I .; and hemay have (769, 1317) that he was then re-appointed

been the father of the baron of the Exche- to the Common Pleas, and that he wasstill

quer. The latter is first mentioned in 3 in that court at the end of it, and he is

Edward III., when , under the title of cle- never mentioned as acting in the Queen's

ricus regis,' he was constituted the king's Bench . On the accession of George I. he

chamberlain in Chester. He was raised to was replaced in the same seat, andin 1718

the Exchequer bench on November 2, 1332, he concurred with most of the other judges
6 Edward II. A new patent was granted in favour of the king's prerogative over the

to him on January 20, 1341, when the king marriage and education ofthe royalfamily.

had weeded the court, on his return from On June 22, 1722, being then eighty years

Tournay, of those whomhe considered to of age, he obtained permission to resign,
have failed in their duty. He held the and a pension was granted to him for the

rectory of Solihull, in Warwickshire. ( Abb. remainder of his life, which terminated on

Rot. Orig. i. 39, ii. 17 ; Rot. Parl. ii. 105 ; May 6 , 1726. He was buried at Brackley,

Cal. Inquis. p. m . ii. 85.) where there is a monument to his memory.

BLENCOWE, JOHN, was born in 1642 Sir John is represented as an honest,

on the manor of Marston St. Lawrence, on plain, blunt man, with no brilliancy of

the Oxford border of Northamptonshire, genius nor any extraordinary attainments.

which was granted in the reign of He outlived his faculties, and conceived

Henry VI. to Thomas Blencowe, whose that he had discovered the longitude. A

family originally came from a place of that story is told of him that once he ordered

name in Cumberland. He was the eldest his servant to lay him out, insisting that he

son of Thomas Blencowe,by his wife Anne, was dead. Indulging his whim , the trusty

the daughter of the Rev. Dr. Francis fellow laid him onthe carpet, and afte

Savage, of Ripple in Worcestershire. He some time came to him and observed tha

was educated at Oriel College , Oxford, he thought his honour was coming to lit

admitted a student at the Inner Temple in again, to which the old judge, tired of h

1663, called to the bar in 1673, and elected position , assented. A proof of his cons

a bencher in 1687. Raised to the degree of derate kindness of heart appears in anoth

the coif in 1689, he was elected member for anecdote. Lady Blencowe having suggest

Brackley in 1690. Though not a pro- to him to pension off a hewer of stones w

minent debater, he was a firm supporter of was so oldthat he spoiled the work he w

the government. To his marriage with employed on , he replied, “ No, no, let h

Anne, the daughter of Dr. John Wallis, spoil on ; he enjoys a pleasure in think

the celebrated Savilian professor of geo- that he earns his bread at fourscore ya

metry and custos archivorum ' of Oxford, and ten, but if you turn him off he

and the great decipherer of his day, he die of grief.'

probably owed in some measure his ad- He left a numerous family. His t]

vancement to the bench. When the pro- son William was taught the myster

fessor was offered the deanery of Hereford deciphering by his maternal grandfat

in 1692 he declined the advancement, but Dr. Wallis, and was employed to give

in his letter of refusal he intimated that a dence of the letters written in cipher w

favour to his son - in - law would be more were produced on the proceeding ag

acceptable to him .. ' I have,' he said, ' a Bishop Atterbury . He was the first p

son-in-law, Mr. Serjeant Blencowe, of the to whom a salary was granted as decip

Inner Temple, a member of the House of to the government, his allowance

Commons, anable lawyer and not inferior 2001. a year. The judge's second dau

to many of those on the bench, of a good became the wife of Chief Baron PT

life and great integrity , cordial to the The estate of Marston St. Lawrence re

government and serviceable in it. ” ( Baker's in the possession of Sir John's line

Northamptonshire, 639-646. ) scendant. (Noble'sGranger, ü .180 ; Ni
It was not, however, till four years after- Lit. Anecdotes, ix. 273.)

wards that, in September 1696 , the serjeant BLOCKLEY, JOIN DE.

was constituted a baron of the Exchequer; this name in Worcestershire was pr

but in Michaelmas Term of the following the native place of John de Blockle

year he was further promoted to the Court endowed the chantry of the church
of Common Pleas and knighted . He sat in Mary there with some of his land

6

The pai
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Edward III. andsubsequent years. He pelled to pay a large sum , varying, accord

was an auditor of the Exchequer in 44 ing to different authors, from 6001. to 50001.,

Edward III., with a salary of 10l. a year ; as the price of his advancement, or, perhaps,

and he at the same timereceived an annual forexempting the see from the jurisdiction

pension oftwentymarks for certain good ser- of the Archbishop ofYork.

vices he hadperformed to the kingand the He wasconsecrated by Archbishop Lan

late queen Philippa ; besides which he had franc in 1093, and no doubt then resigned

a grant of the custody of the manor of Ex- the Great Seal.

hulne in Warwickshire during the minority That he exercised considerable influence,

of the heir. Like most of the other officers, not only over King William , but over his

hewas in holy orders. He was raised to successor King Henry also, all writers

thebench as a baron of theExchequerin agree ; but it does not appear that he held

47 Edward III., and so continued till the any official character under William after

last year of theking's reign. (Cal. Inquis. he retired from the chancellorship.

p. m . ii. 194 , 263, 352 ; Issue Roll, 49, 92 ; Neither Spelman nor Dugdale introduces

Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 310 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. him in their list of chief justiciaries under

189.) Henry I., but Henry of Huntingdon,who

BLOET,ROBERT (BISHOP OF LINCOLN ),is was one of his archdeacons, andhad lived

stated by both Risdon (67)and Prince (84) long in his family, expressly states that he

to have belonged to a family of that name was “ justitiarius totius Angliæ .' What

which held the lordship of Ragland, and ever doubt may be felt with regard to this

which for many generations lived at Hol- author's attribution of the title to some

combe Rogus in the county of Devon, others, it is impossible entirely to discard

where it still flourishes. The name is his authority here, considering the intimacy

often spelled Bluett . He is described by of his connection, and the consequent

Prince as the second son of Sir Rowland means of knowledge that hehad. The

Bloet,and great-grandson of William Bloet, period when he held the office is not men

Earl of Salisbury, of which earldom how- tioned, but he is furtherdescribed as having

ever, before the Conquest, Dugdale gives been twice prosecuted in the last year of

no account. But Godwin's editor, Richard- his life by the king's suggestion, and as

son (283 ), calls him the brother of Odo, having been fined so severely as to produce

Bishop of Bayeux, quoting Claud. A. 8, f. the lamentation that hewasnow compelled

118, MSS. Hutton, and referring in cor- to dress those about him in woollen ,who

roboration to his grant of the manor of had formerly been clothed in rich garments.

Charleton to the priory of Bermondsey, Even to the last, however, the king pre

wherein he says, ' quod pro salute animæ tended kindness towards him ; but when

Dom. mei Willelmi Regis, et fratris mei some royal flatteries were reported to him ,

Bajocens. Episcopi, & c., confirmavi Mo- he exclaimed with a sigh , “ He praises no

nachis de Bermondsey Cherletonam, &c. one whom he does not mean to destroy.'

But this charter is of very doubtful au- He was in the king's company at Wood

thenticity ; and with all these contradictory stock on the occasion of a royal hunt,when

accounts, his birth, his lineage, and even he was struck with apoplexy, and, falling

his country, must remain in obscurity. off his horse, was carried to his bed, and

It seems very probable that he was the died on January 10, 1123. His bowels

Bloet who is mentioned as accompanying were buried at Eynsham in Oxfordshire, a
William Rufus to England upon the death monastery which he had restored, and his

of the Conqueror. ( Lingard ,ii. 76.) The body was deposited at Lincoln.
Dame of Robert Bloet, without any addi- He had an illegitimate son named Simon ,
tion,appears as the witness to one of Wil- born to him when he was chancellor, whom

liam's charters to themonastery of Durham , he appointed, while yet in his nonage, dean
Franted in 1088 or 1089 ; and the signature of his church . Though this does not speak

* Rodberto Dispensatore ' is attached to well of his morals, the character given him
another to Chichester Cathedral, which by his contemporariesin other respects is

was probably granted about the same time, much in his favour. Henry of Huntingdon
andmay perhaps be his. describes him as mild and humble, a raiser

He was appointed chancellor before July of many, a depressor of none, the orphan's

or August 1090, a charter to the cathedral father, and the delight of his family ; and

of Lincoln of that date bearing his attes- Matthew Paris testifies to the beauty of

tation; another to Salisbury,dated in 1191 , his person ,and the sweetness and affability

and several without date (Monast. i. 174, of his manners and conversation . ( Angl.

241,i . 266,vi. 1167, 1177, 1271,1295 ), but Sac. ii. 694 ; Wendover, ii . 41, &c.; Turner's

Do doubt granted about thesame time, re- Engl. i. 167 ; Daniel 8,58.)

cord his name as chancellor ; but no instance BLUNDEVIL, RANULPH (EARL OF CAES

occurs of his signature as chancellor after TER ), surnamed Blundevil (or, as Dugdale

he wasraised to the bishopric of Lincoln. says, Blandevil, fromthe town where he
On his elevation to that see he was com- was born, then called Album Monasterium ,

6
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now Oswestry ), was the son of Hugh Cyve- | (Madox, i. 704.) For the first four

lioc , Earl of Chester, and Bertra, daughter of John's reign he acted as a justicier as

of the Earl of Evreux. He succeeded to well at Westminster as on the circuit.

the title in 1181. While King Richard In 2 John he was associated with Hugh

was in the Holy Land he resisted Prince de Wells in the custody of the bishopric of

John's attempts to obtain the government, Lincoln during its vacancy (Rot. Chart,

and distinguished himself in the sieges of 99 ) ; and in the next year he accounted

the castles of Marlborough and Nottingham , for the rents of BaldwinWace's lands,then

held by theprince's adherents. in the king's hands. (Rot . Cancell. 193.)

In 1193 his name appears as one of the The ‘ Rotulus de Oblatis’ of 2 John ( 101,

justiciers before whom a fine was levied ; 212, 271) contains an entry of his gift of

but there is no other trace of his having one hundred pounds and a palfrey to the

acted in a judicial capacity: king ; and among the fines of 6 John is one

He loyallyassisted King John throughout of two hundred marks paid by him rather

the troubles of his reign , and was equally than trust his son as a hostage ' pro domino
conspicuous in securing the throne to his suo.'

son Henry III. As soon as the rebels were BOCLAND, HUGH DE, was a canon of

defeated ,and the kingdom was at rest, he St. Paul's, and is mentioned by Dugdale

departed for the Holy Land, and was pre- and Spelman as chief justiciary at the

sent at the siege of Damietta. After bis commencement of the reign of Henry I. ,

return in 1220 the activity of his disposi- on the authority of that king's charter of

tion was frequently displayed, sometimes liberties, as cited by Matthew Paris, being
in opposition to the king, but more fre- addressed tohim in that character. Both

quently in his support. He died in Oc - Roger de Wendover and Matthew Paris

tober 1231, having presided over the give two copies of that charter — the first

county of Chester above fifty years. when it was promulgated by Henryin the

His first wife was Constance, daughter first year of his reign ; and the second when

and heir of Conan, Earl of Brittany, and it was produced to the barons, 113 years

widow of Geoffrey, the son of King afterwards, by Archbishop Langton. " The

Henry II . Being divorced from her, “ by first, therefore, would more probably be the

reason that King John haunted her com- correct copy, and that is addressed to him

pany,'he then married Clemencia, daughter as sheriff of Hertfordshire, while the latter

of Ralph de Feugers, and widow of Alan is addressed to him as Justiciarius Angliæ
Dinant. He left no issue by either of The continuation of the address in both is

them . et omnibus fidelibus suis,tam Anglis quan

BLYTH, JOHN (BISHOP OF SALISBURY), Francis, in Hertfordsyre,' words which

was son of William Blyth , ofNorton in Der- show that similar copies were sent to eac

byshire, by a sister of Archbishop Rotheram . county, addressed no doubt to its particula

He and his brother Geoffrey were sent to sheriff, as this was -according to th
the university of Cambridge, where each of royal direction at the time of its gran

them successively became master of King's recorded by both these historians, that :

Hall, each also being eventually raised to many copies ofit were tobe made as the

the episcopal bench -— John as Bishop of were counties in England, to be deposit

Salisbury, on December 22, 1493 ; and in the abbeys of each county as a pub

Geoffrey as Bishop of Lichfield and Co- record .' A charter by which King Hen
ventry, on December 26, 1503 . made a grant of land in Essex to 01

At the timeof his elevation to the pre- aurifabro,' addressed to Maurice, Bish

lacy John Blyth was archdeacon of Rích- of London, and Hugo de Bocland,

mond, to which he had been admitted on omnibus baronibus suis etfidelibus, Frar

October 8 , 1485. He was also master of et Anglis, de Essexiâ ' ( N. Fædera, i .

the Rolls, having been appointed on May affords a corroboration that he was at 1

5, 1492. This office he resigned on Fe- time sheriff of Hertfordshire, inasmuc!

bruary 13, 1494, a few days before his con- the two counties of Essex and Hert

secration ; and in the same year be was were then , and for several centuries at

elected chancellor of theuniversity in which wards, united underone sheriff, and the

he was educated . He enjoyed his honours riffalty was frequently held for many

only five years, dying about August 23, together by the same individual.

1499. His remains were deposited in a charters prove that he was also sheri

handsome tomb behind the high altar in portgrave of London , but his positi .

his cathedral. (Rymer, xii. 552; Le Neve, none of them affords the slightest evid
326 ; Godwin , 323, 352.) that he ever was chief justiciary.

BOBI, HUGH DE, was sheriff of York- he never held that high and respor

shire under Hugh Bardolph from 4 to 6 office is rendered more probable b:

Richard L., andwas one of thefive justices total silence of the historians with r

itinerant who set the tallage in Lincolnshire tohim, a silencewhich is wholly unaco

in the eighth year of that reign, 1196–7. able in reference to an officer whom
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describe as the prime minister of the realm , BOHUN ,HUMPHREY DE ( EARL OF HERE

and the next tothe king in dignity. FORD ). Henry de Bohun, the father of

BOCLAND, HUGH DE, may have been Humphrey, wasgreat-grandson of the after

a descendant from the above -namedHugh named Milo of Gloucester, the first Earl of

de Bocland . The first mention of him is Hereford, whose eldest daughter, Margery,

in 4 Henry II ., 1158 , when he was excused married Humphrey de Bohun, the grandson

from the donum of Berkshire . In 1166 he of another Humphrey, who accompanied

certified that he held two knights' fees and the Conqueror into England. After the

a half inthat county, and was sheriff of it death of Mahell, Earl of Hereford , her last

from 1170 to 1176. He acted as one of surviving brother, her grandson Henry de

the justices itinerant in 1173, to set the Bohun, in 1199, was created Earl of Here

assize on the king's demesnes in Devon- ford , and was constable of England. He

shire, and in the following year in his own married Matilda, the daughter of Geoffrey

county of Berks. ( Pipe Roil, 124 ; Madox, Fitz - Peter, Earl of Essex, and died in 4

i. 124 , 701.) Henry III., 1220.

His son William was sheriff of Corn- Humphrey de Bohun, then succeeding to

wall. the earldomof Hereford, was, on the death

BOCLAND, GEOFFREY DE, appears as of William de Mandeville, his mother's

a justicier from 7 Richard I. , 1195, to 3 brother, without issue, created in 1237 Earl

Henry III., 1218, during which years fines of Essex.

were levied before him at Westminster, His life was one career of activity, now

and in 5 Henry III. he was one of the boldly demanding from the king a redress

justices itinerantinto Hertfordshire . There of grievances, and now supporting his

are also several entries on the rolls showing sovereign in resisting his enemies. He was

that he wasconnected with theExchequer sheriffof Kent in 23 Henry III. and the

in the beginning of King John's reign. two following years ; in 34 Henry III. he

( Rot. Claus. i. 473 ; Rot. Chart. 99, &c.) tookthe cross and went to the Holy Land ;

About the year 1200 he was appointed in 37 Henry III. he was present in West

to the archdeaconry of Norfolk , which he minster Hall when the formal curse was

held till he was advanced by the king to pronounced, with bell , book, and candle,

the deanery of St. Martin's-le-Grand, a be- against the violators ofMagna Charta . In

Defice which he certainly enjoyed in 1216, 41 Henry III .he had the custody of the

having received grants in the interim of the marches of Wales,and it was during the

churches of Tenham and Pageham. ( Le time that he held this office that his name

Nece, 219 ; Rot. Chart. 156 ; Rot. Put. 61.) appears, in 1260, as a justice itinerant for

If he were the 'G. de Bocland' to whom the counties of Gloucester, Worcester, and

a mandate was directed in 15 John, com- Hereford. In the troubles which shortly

manding him to let the king have, at the followed he joined Simon de Montfort,

price any others would give for them , the Earl of Leicester, and was taken prisoner

corn, pigs, and other chattels at Berkhamp- at the battle of Evesham, August 4 , 1265 .

sted which belonged to Geoffrey Fitz-Peter, His former services, however, availed him

his brother, recently deceased (Rot. Claus. to obtain a restoration of his lands and

i. 139 ),he was probably a younger brother honours, with additional marks of favour.

of William de Bocland, who married the He lived till September 24, 1275, 3 Edward

sister of Geoffrey Fitz-Peter's first wife, the I., and was buried in the abbey of Lan

daughter of Geoffrey de Say. As therewas thony. He founded the church of Augus

no other connection between Fitz -Peter tine Friars in Broad Street, in the city of

and Bocland than this marriage, it would London .

appear that in those times the title of He married first, Maud, daughter of the

brother was extended by courtesy to the Earl of Ewe, by whom he had a son

brothers of the wife's sister's husband. Humphrey, who died during his lifetime,

Geoffrey de Bocland seems to have com- leaving a son, also Humphrey,whosucceeded

mitted himself with the barons in 17 John, to the earldoms of Hereford and Essex .

as time and sate -conduct were granted to His second wife was called Maud de Avene

him to come before the king, which were bury, by whom he had a son, John de

twice afterwards renewed ( Rot. Pat. 172, Bohun, lord of Haresfield .

174, 192 ); and in the same year his manor BOLEBEC, HUGH DE, was the son of

of Tacheworth in Hertfordshire was given Walter de Bolebec, a great baron in North

by the king to Nicholas de Jelland . ( Rot. umberland, by his wife Margaret, one of
the sisters and co -heirs of Richard de

On the accession of King Henry, how- Montfichet. He was a frequent attendant

ever, he soon returned to his duty, and was on the court, witnessing several charters,

restored to his judicial position . He died assisting his sovereign, King John, in his

before February 4,1231, the date of a charter contentions with the barons, and receiving

to Walter de Kirkham , then dean of St. his reward fromthe lands of their adherents.
Mertin's. (Maitland's London, 767.) In 4 Henry III. the county of Northum

Claus i. 257.)
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berland was placed under his charge (Rot. large share of business, and acquired so good

Claus. i. 421), and hewas again sheriffof a reputation that in 1815 he was selected

it in 20 Henry III., when he held it for to join Mr. Holroyd in a commission to

ten years. Though placed at the head of Jersey to enquire into the existence of cer

the justices itinerant for the liberties of tain ' doleances' complained of by the in

Durham in 1228, he does not seem to have habitants. In 1817 he was made recorder

had any subsequent judicial appointment of Reading, the place of his pupilage ; and

till 1262, when he was named as one of the in 1822, when, from the respect he had ob

justices itinerant for pleas of the forest. tained as senior city pleader, hewould cer

He died in October in that year, leaving tainly in ordinary times have been elected

hiswife Theophania surviving: By her he common serjeant of London, he was, from

had a son Hugh , who died unmarried the political excitement arising from the
during his father's life,and four daughters, trial of Queen Caroline, defeated by a small

who succeeded to his property. ( Rot. majority in favour of Mr. ( afterwards Lord

Chart. 179, 220 ; Rot. Claus. i. 246, 314 ; Chief Justice) Denman, who had acted as

E.rcerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 385–393 ; Baronage, one of her majesty's advocates.

i. 452.) After eight-and-twenty years' labour at

BOLINGBROKE, EARL OF. See O. St. the bar, he was called to the bench of the

John . Exchequer on November 16, 1829. The

BOLINGBROKE, NICHOLAS DE, judging nature of his business had not led him to

from his name, belonged to the county that abstruse learning which is so necessary

of Lincoln. In 4 Edward II. he wasthe for a judge, except in regard to criminal

last of three judges of assize sent into that law, with whichhe was intimately con

county and five others, and in the tenth versant. But, gifted with good sense and

year was named in a special commission to discriminative judgment, he fultilled his

try some rioters in Lincoln . In 12 & 13 duties with great discretion . He occupied

Edward II, he was commanded to cause the judicial seat for nearly ten years,when

all proceedings before him as a judge of disorders and infirmities obliged him to

assize to be estreated into the Exchequer. resign in January 1839, after which he lived

He certified as one of the lords of the little more than a year, his death taking

township of Gargrave in Yorkshire. ( Parl. place on May 14, 1810.

Writs, ii . p. ii. 561.) Hewas one of the most popular men of

BOLLAND, WILLIAM, was the eldest son his time. His eminently handsome end

of a London merchant of the same names, benevolent countenance made the first fa

and was born in 1772. Hewas sent for his vourable impression, which his pleasantry

education to Dr.Valpy's school at Reading, cordiality, and kind disposition more tha

then noted for producing scholars of high confirmed. He had a mania for old Englis

literary attainment. While there he was literature, and everything which wasancier

a great favourite with his master, and wrote and rare . The Roxburgh Club originate

several prologues and epilogues for the at a dinner party given by him , and he fu

annual drainatic performances for which nished the first book circulated among h

the school was renowned. He thence pro- associates, being a reprint of Lord Surrey

ceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge, version of the second book of the Ænei

where he formed a life -long intimacy with the first specimen of blank verse in our la

John Copley , afterwards Lord Lyndhurst, guage. He figures as Hortensius in 1

and took his degrees with him in 1794 and Dibdin's ‘ Bibliomania ;' and his curious c

1796. In the latter and two following lection of books, pictures, and coins a

years he gained the Seatonianprize for his after his death for morethan 30001.
poems on “ The Epiphany,' Miracles, ' and He married in 1810 his cousin Elizabe

* St. Paul at Athens ; ' and subsequently one of the daughters of John Bolland, E

evinced considerable poetic powers in se- of Clapham , and left several children.

veral pieces of great elegance . But soon his BOLLING, WILLIAM , was appoir

devotion to Astræa compelled him to desert third baron of the Eschequer on Oct
the Muses. He entered her ( Inner) Temple, 11 , 1501, 17 Henry VII. , and was contin

and placed himself underher priest George in his place for the first four years ir

Holroyd, and, after some initiation into the following reign. He was in the com

mysteries, was permitted to join in the sionof the peacefor Essex and kent.

ministrations. St. Papers ( 1509 ), 60, 101. ) He wa

To descend from these altitudes, he was of the ancients of the Middle Temple

called to the bar on April 24, 1801, having were present when three members of

previously acted for some time as a special society were called serjeants in Novi

pleader. He joined the Home Circuit, 1503, thus plainly showing that bar

practising atthe usual sessions attached to that time sat on the bench who,not

it , but principally at the Old Bailey, and of the degree of the coif, still remai

in 1804 he became one of the four city the society in which they had been b

pleaders. In all of these he commanded å up. ( Dugdale's Orig. 113.)
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BONQUER, WILLIAM, or BONCOUR, | into the king's hands on December 28,1462,

was employed in 1255 and 1259 on mis- and were not restored to him till April 17,
sions to the pope relative to the election of 1464, when he had so far reinstated himself

Prince Edmund to the crown of Sicily, and in the royal favour that all grants to him

upon the peace with the King of France. were excepted from the act of resumption

In the letter of credence on the latter occa- passed in the parliamentof that year .( Rot.

sion he is called " milite et mariscallo regis .' Parl.v. 319.) From this time till the

( Rymer, i. 337, 386.) In 46 Henry III., second imprisonment and death of Henry
1202, a salary of 401. was granted to four VI. , in May 1471, he seems to have been

justices of the bench, of whom he is the convinced of the inutility of further resist

last named ; and in that and the next year ance, as in the following July he united in

he acted as a justice itinerant. The fines the oath by which Edward, Prince ofWales,
in which his name appears do not occur was accepted as heir to the crown, and he

beyond Easter 1265 . took his place as a trier of petitions in the

BOOTH, LAURENCE (ARCHBISHOP OF next parliament. ( Ibid. vi. 3 , 234.).

YORK), to use the words of Dugdale ( Ba- Hewas so confirmed in King Edward's

ronage, ii . 481), was of ' a very antient and confidence as to be selected for his chan

knightly family,' possessing property in cellor on July 27, 1473, and retained the

Cheshire and Lancashire. From the reign office till February 1475. We may pre

of Edward I. there were five generations sume that his removal from it was occa

before John Booth, or Bouth , of Barton , sioned by no dislike of the king, inasmuch

who by two wives had twelve children as within ten days of the death of Arch

two ofwhom , William and this Laurence, bishop Neville, inJune 1476, the temporali

became Archbishops of York ; one, John, ties of the see of York were placed in his

Bishop of Exeter ; the son of another was custody, and he was translated to that pro

raised to the peerage as Baron Delamere, vince on the 1st of the following September.

and afterwards created Earl of Warrington; He presided as primate less than fouryears,

and the daughter of another of the twelve dying at Southwell on May 19, 1480. His

children married Ralph Nevill, the third remains were deposited in the collegiate
Earl of Westmoreland. church by the side of his brother, Arch

Laurence was the youngest son, and the bishop William Booth, who had been in

only child of the second wife, Maude, terred there sixteen years before. (Godwin ,

daughter of Sir John Savage, of Clifton, 697, 752; Angl. Sac. i . 777 ; Surtee's Dur

or Rock - Sarage, in Cheshire. He pursued ham , i . lix .)

his studies at Cambridge, becomingmaster BOREHAM, HARVEY DE, was of a family

of Pembroke Hall in 1450, and afterwards which took its name from the village so

chancellor of the university. Ecclesiastical called in Essex. He was an officer of the

preferments flowed quickly upon him . Exchequer, and also belonged to the eccle

From the rectory of Cottenham in Cam- siastical profession, being a canon of St.

bridgeshire he was successively advanced Paul's. In 49 Henry III. , 1264, fines

to the prorostship of Beverley in 1453 ; were levied before him from November

Canonries in Yorkand Lichfield"; the arch- till the following Easter. Dugdale ( Orig.

deaconry of Richmond in 1454; the deanery 21, 42 ) accordingly introduces him at that

of St. Paul's in 1456 ; and the bishopric of time among the justices of the Common

Durham , by papal bull, on September 15, Pleas, but he doesnot appear to have acted
1457 , Monast. vi. 1307 ; Le Neve.) afterwards in that character. He is, how

Although Fuller describes him as ' neither ever, recorded as a baron of the Exchequer

for York or Lancaster,but England , there in 1 Edward I., and probably continued so
is no doubt that until the Lancastrians till his death in the fifth year of that reign.

weredeprived of all hope he was zealously (Madux,ii. 28,320 ; Cal. Inquis. p. m. i. 62.)
attached to their interest and employed BOSANQUET, JOHN BERNARD. The

in their service. In 1454 he was Queen family of Bosanquet left France on the re

Marraret's chancellor, and keeper of King vocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685,

Henry's priry seal. The battle of Towton and settled in England, where several of

in the following year sealed the fate of his its members flourished among the most

party : but that he had not made himself eminent merchants of London . The judge's

obnoxious in his adherence to his royal grandfather, Samuel Bosanquet, became

master is apparentfrom the fact that he was lord of the manor of Low Hall in the county

but only not included in the act of attainder of Essex, and resided in Forest House, in

then passed by the conqueror in 1461, but Waltham Forest ;and his father, also

that by the same statute his right to for- Samuel, who added to the property the

feitures within the palatinate was expressly estate of Dingestow Court in Monmouth

excepted in his favour. Within a short shire, was sheriff of the former county in

period, however, he had incurred the king's 1770, and governor of the Bank of England
displeasure for some offence which is not in 1792. The judge was the youngest of

recorded. His temporalities were seized three sons, the issue of his marriage with
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Eleanor, daughter ofHenry Lannoy Hunter, September 25, 1847, and was buried at

Esq., of Beechill in the county of Berks. Llantillio -Crossenny, Monmouthshire, in

He was born at Forest House on May 2, the vault of the family of his wife, Mary

1773 ; and, after passing some years at Eton Anne, daughter of Richard Lewis, Esq., of

College, he completed his education at that place. A monument to his memory

Christchurch, Oxford. Being called to the is erected in the church of his own parish

bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1800, he joined the of Dingestow .

Home Circuit, and attended the Essex ses- BOSCEHALL, WILLIAM DE. If Dugdale

sions, ofwhich his father was thechairman ; had not inserted his name among the

but three years before his call he had como justices itinerant,itwould not have been

menced his legal career as a reporter of introduced here ; because he never appears

decisions in theCommonPleas,Exchequer to have acted in thatcapacity, except for

Chamber,and House of Lords, in conjunc- pleas of the forest in the northern counties

tion with Mr.(afterwards Sir Christopher) in 54 Henry III., 1270 ; the more especially
Puller. Of these reports there were two as nothing has been ascertained relative to

series, onefrom 1797 to 1804, and the other him.

from 1804 to 1807. After a steadyprogress BOSCO, JOAN DE, was an advocate who

for seven years more , he was selected as was employed in 18 Edward I.toplead on

counsel both for the East India Company the part of the king: ( Abb. Plac. 284.) On

and the Bank of England. the appointment of the eight justices of

The extensive business in which he was assize in 21 Edward L., 1293, he was

thus engaged compelled him to quit the selected as one of them . In the same year
circuit; and taking the coif in Michaelmas he claimed, with his brothers-in -law, the

Term 1814, he became from that time well manors of Toleshunt, Tregoz, and Bluntes

known to the public in the numerous bank hale in Essex, as son of Lucy, one of the

prosecutions which the then frequent for- four sisters of Nicholas de Tregoz. (Rot

geriesof one -pound notes rendered necessary, Parl. i. 92. ) Hewas summoned amon:

and which heconducted with great discre- the judges to parliament in the 23rd and

tion and effect for a period of thirteen years. 25th years of that reign ; but his caret

In 1824 he was offered the chief justiceship seems to have terminated disgracefully, a

of Bengal, but declined it ; and in 1827 he he was convicted in 6 Edward II. of ab

became king's serjeant. tracting a king's writ, and substituting

He was appointed a judge of the Court false one in its place . ' (Parl. Writs. i .

of Common Pleas on February 1, 1830,and 52 ; Abb. Plac. 316.)

was thereupon knighted. The ability and BOTELER , ALEXANDER LE, orPINCERN

impartiality with which he exercised his The history of the peerage shows sere

important functions may beestimated by baronies which were held by individu

his being chosen one of the lords commis- who were called by this name, from

sioners of the Great Seal, in conjunction office they filled in the families of royal

with Sir C.C.Pepys and Sir Lancelot Shad- noble persons. The butler of the great
1

well, which they held from April 23, 1835, of Leicester, in the first Henry's reign,

to January 16, 1836, after which date Sir the founder of the now extinct baronie

John sat in the Common Pleas for six years Oversley and Wemme, and the ancesto

more , when the failure of his health com- the baron of Sudley ; and from the bu

pelled him to resign in Hilary Term 1842. of the Earl of Chester in the reig

His appointment as head of the Com- Henry II.the barony of Warrington

mission for the Improvement of the Prac- derived. In the present Duke of No

tice and Proceedings of the Common Law the blood ofWilliam de Albini, the pin

Courts, and his selection as arbitrator be- or butler of King Henry I., continu

tween the Crown and the Duke of Athol , flow ; and five titles in the English

to fix the amount of the unsettled claims Irish peerage,commencing with the Mi

of the latter after he had resigned the of Ormond, owe their origin to Theol

sovereignty of the Isle of Man , are a suffi- Boteler, the chief butler of Ireland

cient proof of the high estimation in which Henry II.
he stood. In what family Alexander le I

In other respects his reputation was held that office does not appear, no

equally established. He published without Madox give any further informatio
his name a Letter of a Layman ' on the cerning him than that he, with

connection of the prophecies of Daniel and Fitz-Stephen the sheriff, and Phili

the Apocalypse, embodying in a small Ernise , were the justices errant t

compass a great amount ofresearch. He the assize of theking's demesnes i

was a very considerable linguist, of accu- cestershire in 20 Henry II ., 1174 , to "

rate and various learning, and particularly appears by the record theywere aj
fond of scientific enquiries. In these pur- by a writ of Richard deLuci, ti

suits he occupied the six years which he justiciary. (Madox, i. 123. )
lived after his retirement. He died on BOTELER, NICHOLAS LE , or PIN
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held land in Filby in Norfolk, and claimed signed with two others to hear and deter

the right of presentation to the church mine certain transgressions committed at

there, which was decided against him in Bristol. ( Parl. Writs, i. 368 ; Rot. Parl.

2 John. ( Abb. Plac. 31.) In 17 John he i. 168.)

forfeited his possessions for his adherence Under Edward II. he was equally dis

to the barons, but they were restored to tinguished, being appointed one of the peers

him on the accession of Henry III. In the to regulate the royal household, and after

ninth year of that reign he was added to wards to treat with the Earl of Lancaster.

the list of justices itinerant for the counties He was again admiral of the king's fleet

of Norfolkand Suffolk . ( Rot. Claus. i. 334, and governor of the castles of St. Briavel

ü . 77.) and Framlingham ; he also served again

BOTELER , JOHN. This judge may be against the Scots, besides being engaged in
presumed to derive his namefrom the office several commissions of a civil character.

which he originally filled in Lincoln's Inn. He died in 18 Edward II. ( Cal. Inquis. p.

In the Black Book of that society he is m . i. 319) , leaving, by his wife Matilda

described as being admitted a member of it ( the daughter of Beatrice de Beauchamp,

in 8 Edward IV ., 1468 , because “ bene et widow of William de Beauchamp), several
fideliter se gessit in officio pincerdæ ' - a children. The barony, after many abey

practice of which another instance will be ances, is now held by the Duke of Beau

found in the life of Judge More. He fort.

became reader in autumn 1482, and read a BOUDON, WILLIAM DE, ofa Northamp

second time in Lent 1488 . tonshire family, was appointed second

In 9 Henry VII., 1494, he was called to baron of the Exchequer on February 4,

the degree of the coif with Humphrey 1327, a few days after the commencement
Coningsby and several others, who held of the reign of Edward III.; but, as there

their feast at Ely House on November 16, is no subsequent entry whatever concern

1494, which is the first recorded instancé ing him , he probably died within a few

of this solemnity beinghonoured with the months, Robert de Nottingham succeeding

presence of the king and queen. him as second baron on October 15 follow

His elevation to the bench of theCommon ing. ( Parl. Writs, ii . p. ii. 527.)

Pleas took place on April 26 , 1508, just a BOURCHIER, or BOUSSER , JOHN DE,

year before the king's death ; and receiving whose name underwent several variations,

a new patent from Henry VIII., he con- but at last settled down to Bourchier, is

tinued in the exercise of "is judicial duties firstmentioned as one of the attorneys of
for the next nine years . the Earl of Oxford, to appear in his place

BOTETOURT, JOHN DE, was appointed at the parliament held in May,34 Edward

one of the justices of trailbaston in 33 1. , 1306. (Parl. Writs, i. 166.) He was
Edward I. , 1305, and in the same year re- one of the justices of assize in the counties

ceived his first summons to parliament, and of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex in 8 Edward

was sent to treat with the Scots on the II. ( Rot. Parl. i. 449), and was named in

affairs of that kingdom . Dugdale states several other judicial commissions from

nothing of his origin, but mentions his that time till May 31, 1321, in the four

appointment as governor of St. Briavel's teenth year, when he was constituted a

Castle in Gloucestershire, and as warden judge of the Common Pleas. In this court

of the Forest of Dene in 19 Edward I. he continued to act for the remainder of

Two years afterwards he was a justice of that reign ; but some short delay seems to

gaol delivery in the counties of Warwick havetaken place in his re-appointment on

and Leicester; and in 22 Edward I., being the accession of Edward III., his patent not

then admiral of the king's fleet, he was being dated till March 24, 1327, two months

summoned to serve in Gascony, and was in afterwards, while those to his brethren

the expedition there in the twenty -fourth were immediately granted .
year, during which period various sums of He was the son of Robert de Bousser

nodey were paid to him on the king's and Emma, his wife ; and by his own mar

account. ( Rot
. Parl. 95–478, ii. 432 ; N. riage with Helen, the daughter and heiress

Fædera, i . 970.) In the following years he of Walter de Colchester, became possessed

accompanied the king in his Scottish wars, of Stansted in Halsted,and other manors

and was present in June 1300 at the siege in Essex . The last fine levied before him

of Carlaverock, the metrical chronicler of was dated on the morrow of the Ascension,

which describes him as “ light of heart and 3 Edward III., 1329. Dying soon after, he

doing good to all.' ( Nicolas's Siege, 32, left two sons,Robert and John, the former

202.) He was apartyto the barons' letter ofwhom is the under-mentioned chancellor.
to the pontiff in 29 Edward I., in which he He was the head of a curious commission

is styled ' lord of Mendlesham’in Suffolk. in 19 Edward II. to hear and determine a

Twoyears afterwards he was nominated the charge made bythe Bishop and Dean and

king'élieutenant in Cumberland ,Westmore- Chapter of Londonagainst certain persons

land, & c., and in 33 Edward I. he wasas- for taking and carrying away a great fish,
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* quiſdicitur cete ,' found on their manor of Falling a sacrifice to the plague that

Walton,the prosecutors alleging that King raged in1349, he was buried in Halsted

Henry III. had, by his charter, granted Church, where his monument stillremains.

them totum crassum piscem ’ which should By his wife, Margaret, daughter and heir

be taken on their land, except the tongue, of SirThomas de Preyers, he had three

which the said king retained to himself .' sons — Robert, John ,and William . Two of

( N. Fæder a , ii. 619.) the grandsons of William are the next men

BOURCHIER, or BOUSSER, ROBERT DE, tioned as entrusted with the Great Seal,in

the eldest son of the above-mentioned John the reigns of Henry VI. and Edward IV.

de Bousser, began his career in 17 Edward II. BOURCHIER, THOMAS (ARCHBISHOP OF

as a man -at-arms, and was returned in that CANTERBURY), was great-grandson of the

character by the sheriff of Essex,as sum- last-mentioned Sir Robert, through his

moned to attend by general proclamation younger son William ,whose son, also named

(Parl. Writs, ii. p. i. 652); and in 2 Ed William, was created Earl of Ewe, in Nor

ward III., before his father's death , he was mandy, by Henry V., and married Anne, the

one of the knights returned to parliament daughter of Thomas of Woodstock, Duke
for that county, and received for his at- of Gloucester, sixth son of Edward III.,

tendance at the rate of four shilling a day. and widow of Edmund, Earl of Stafford.

( Rot. Pa ii. 441. ) Their eldest son Henry was created Earl of

In July 1334, 8 Edward III., he was Essex in 1461 ; and their second son was

appointedchief justice of the King's Bench this Thomas, the futurearchbishop.
in Ireland. ( N. Fædera, ii. 890.) Whe- Soon after his father's death in 1420 he

ther he accepted the place, or how long he becamea student in Nevill's Inn ,at Oxford

remained in it, doesnot appear; but atthe in which university he afterwards held th

commencement of Edward's claim to the office of chancellor from 1434 to 1437

crown of France he was engaged , in 1337, His relationship to the royal family ha

in the battle of Cadsant, where Guy, the already procured him the valuable deaner

brother of the Earl of Flanders, was taken of St. Martin's, London, to which he w

prisoner; and we next meet with him admitted in 1433; and in November of ti

attending at the Parliament held in Lent same year his 'neghnesse of blood,' as we

1340. (Rot. Parl. ii . 113.) as the desire of the Commons in parliamei

When the king hurriedly returned from is urged by the king to the prior and co
Tournay, at the end of November in that vent of Worcester as a recommendation 1

year, and dismissed Robert de Stratford, his election to fill the vacancy in that s

the chancellor,he resolved to appoint a lay ( Rot. Parl. v.435.) The pope, hower

chancellor ; and accordingly selected Robert appointed Dr. Thomas Brouns; and it v

de Bourchier, who was sworn in on Decem- eighteen months before the king succee

ber 14, 1340, with a grant of 5001. a year in placing Bourchier there, on March
beyond the accustomed fees. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 1435. Even at that time his profes

138.) That this appointment wasvery dis- was obliged to be delayed for a month
tasteful to all parties is evident from the account of his not being of sufficient

petitions in the next parliament, praying In the same year the monks of Ely
that, in consequence ofthe evils arising from doubt with the view of gratifying the

bad counsellors, the king should in future chose him as their bishop , on the dea

make the chancellor, chief justices, and Philip Morgan , and the pope confirme
other officers in full parliament, and that election ; but, for some cause the kin

they should there be openly sworn to ob- fusing his assent, and the bishop hi

serve the laws. To this the king , gave the fear of a præmunire before his e
what appeared to be a consent, and his an- new election became necessary , whic

swer was confirmed as a statute. (Rot. Pat. on Lewis of Luxemburgh . On the
ii . 128, 131.) Immediately after the par- of that prelate, however , in 1443, Bou

liament had closed its sittings he revoked was re -elected without royal or papal

the enactment as improperly forced upon tance, and was translated to Ely

him ; but he soon found it expedient to cember 20. The monkish historian

partwith his military chancellor, who gave diocese states that during his ten yea
up the Seal on October 29, 1341, and was he never performed mass in the chui
succeeded by Sir Robert Parning. (Rot. once, on the day of his installatio
Claus. 15 Edw. III. )

that he heavily oppressed the pri

From this time' Bourchier joined the other of the brothers by fines,

king's army, with so large an array thathis tenants by imprisonment. ( Ang

allowance amounted to 4011. 108. He dis- 671.)

tinguished himself at the battle of Cressi, Eight days after the death of Arc

and was engaged as one of the ambassadors Kempe, on March 22, 1454, the co

to treat for the subsequent peace . He was the request of the Commons, ‘ for

summoned to parliament as a peer from 16 merits, virtues, and grete blood t
Edward III. of,' joined in recommending Bish ,
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chier to the pope assuccessor to the primacy. On the death of Edward IV. he was in

( Rot. Parl. v.450.) This is the second time ducedby Richard, Duke of Gloucester, to

that the Commons are stated to have in- urge the queen to give up her younger son

terfered in his favour, which, if honestly into the protector's care, the elder being

recorded, evidences the popularity of his already in his charge; and there is no

character, and tends to throw some discredit reason to doubt that the archbishop's en

on the representation of the monk of Ely: deavourswere conscientiously made,without

He was elected on April 22, 1454 ; and a suspicion of the tragic fate to which both

haring thus attained the highest ecclesias- were doomed . His coronation ofthe usurper

tical dignity inthe kingdom ,he was within RichardIII., and of his successful rival

a year entrusted also with the highest secular Henry VII., offers a curious exhibition of

employment. On the king's recovery from the facility with which in those perilous

his illness, the Earlof Salisbury, whomthe timesminds could accommodate themselves

Duke of York had appointed chancellor, to political changes ; but it savours too

was removed, and Archbishop Bourchier much of heartlessness and careless indiffer

was put in possession of the Great Seal on ence, or perhaps too much of consideration

March 7, 1455. (Rot. Claus.33 Hen . VI.) of personal safety, not to create a degree of

He retained it not quite eighteen months, disgust, which, however, is somewhat tem

during which the Lancastrians and the pered by the recollection that the arch

Yorkists were alternately in power, He bishop had arrived at a period of life when

had not enjoyed his appointment by the feelings are not acute, and the desire of

former much above two months before the peace predominates. He did not survive

first battle of St. Albans, on May 22, gave the accession of Henry VII. above six

the Yorkists again the ascendency. Still months, his death occurring on March 30 ,

the chancellor was not removed, but opened 1486, at the manorof Knole, near Seven

the parliament that met in July. Even oaks. He was buried in the choir of his

when their power was more firmly esta- cathedral.

blished by a renewal of the king's illness, He has the reputation of having been a

and the reappointment of the Dukeof York learned man , and was certainly amost cau

as protector in November following, the tious one, guiding himself through the diffi

archbishop still continued in his place. cultiesof a most troublesomeperiod with in

And again when the king, resuming his finite discretion. To judge from a letterin

authority, dismissed the protector on Fe- the ' Paston Correspondence ? (i. 94) , he did

bruary 25, 1456, the chancellor wasfound not dislike the diversion of the chase. We

to be as ready to act on that side as he had there find him going to hunt and sport at

been on the other. ( Rot. Parl. v. 278 , 285, Hunsdon .' His two sees of Worcester and

321.) It is not therefore to be wondered Canterbury benefited largely by his libe

at that Queen Margaret should be dis- rality , and to thepoorhe was a kind friend .

satisfied with so lukewarm a friend, and But hismemory is principally respected for

should seek a more steady adherent to her having been an active instrument in intro

husband's cause. This will account for ducing the art of printing into England. It

the removal, otherwise unexplained, of the is related that,having heard of its invention,

archbishop, and the appointment of Bishop he induced King Henry VI., towards the

Waynflete as chancellor on October 11 in close of his reigo, to send an officer of his

wardrobe, Robert Turnour, to Haarlem ,

A temperamentso easy could not be ex- where John Guthenberg had set up a

pected to make much resistance to the press, he himself supplying a considerable

deposition of his royal patron. Accordingly part of the expense . Turnoursucceeded
we find him at once reconciling himself to in bringing over Frederic Corsellis, one of

the ruling power , and crowning Edward IV . the compositors, with a fount of types,

on June 29, 1461, and four years after which the archbishop caused to be taken
wards entertaining theking and his new to Oxford, where the first press was ac
queen, Elizabeth Woodville, for several cordingly, through his means, established

days at Canterbury, on their visit there to in , or soonafter, the year 1464. (Godwin,

par their devotions at Becket's shrine. By 129, 268, 466 ; Angl. Sac. i . 63, 537 ; Chal

that time he had received the last honour mer's Biog. Dict.)

he obtained in the Church, having been BOURCHIER, HENRY (EARL OF Essex ),

created cardinal- presbyter by the title of was the elder brother ofthe last-mentioned

St. Cyriacus in Thermis on September 18, Thomas, the archbishop. The earl held

1464. He wasnot, however, invested with the Great Seal after the retirement of the

the red hat till May 31 , 1472; and he is chancellor, Bishop Stillington , from June

first called cardinal in the Rolls of Parlia- 23 to July 17, 1473, acting during the

ment ( vi . 3 ) of November in that year. In whole of Trinity Term , and bills in

1475 he was one of the arbitrators between Chancery beingaddressed to him by the

Edward and the French king. ( Rymer, title of keeper of the Great Seal.
xii. 15-19 .) The father of the earl was William ,

that year.
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Earl of Ewe, in Normandy, son of Sir the trial of certain offences, which had been

Robert Bourchier's youngest son,William. directed to himand another, but which had

He married Anne of Woodstock , grand- been superseded, was, on the petition of

daughter of Edward III., and widow of the inhabitants, renewed. ( Pard. Writs, i.

Edmund, Earl of Stafford, and had by her 110, ii. p. ii. 578; Rot. Parl.i. 378 ; Abb .
several sons, one of whom was the arch- Rot. Orig. i. 239.)

bishop. BOUSSER . See BOUCHIER.

On his father's death in 1420 he became BOVILL, WILLIAM, the present lord

Earl of Ewe, being then about twenty- chief justice of the Common Pleas, is the

one, and having served under the king in second son of B.Bovil,of DurnsfordLodge,

France for three years previously. He Wimbledon. He was born at Allhallows,

succeeded to the barony of Bourchier in Barking, London, on May 26, 1816, and

1435, and for his distinguished services in was called to the bar at the Middle Tem

the French wars was created Viscount ple on January 15, 1841. Joining the

Bourchier in 1446. His marriage with Home Circuit, he soon acquired an ex

Isabel,daughter of Richard, Duke of York, tensive practice both there and atWest

naturally made him a devoted adherentto minster. On attaining a silk gown in 1855

that party ; and after their success at the he was elected a bencher of his inn, and

first battle of St. Albans, in May 1455, he ultimately its treasurer. He entered par

was constituted treasurer of England, re- liament in 1857 as representative of Guild

taining the office about eighteen months. ford, for which he continued member til

When his nephew , Edward IV ., had as his elevation to the bench . He invariab )

sumed the throne, he was reinstated in it advocated Conservative principles, and we

for one year , and in the following_June selected by Lord Derby as solicitor-gen

was advanced to the earldom of Essex. ral on July 6, 1866, and was thereup

He held the treasurership for the third knighted. Within five months after ih

time from 1472 till his death, and in 1473 appointmenthe was called upon to resi

he was temporarily employed, from June it, and to fill his present high office,
23 to July 17, as keeper of the Great November 29, as the successor of Ch

Seal till °Edward had fixed upont his Justice Sir William Erle, being about 1
chancellor. He died on April 4, 1483, same time made a member of the pri

five days before the king, and was buried council.

in the abbey of Bylegh , near Maldon, in By his wife Maria, the daughter of J.

Essex. Bolton, Esq., of Lee Park , Blackheath,

He had many children, the eldest of has several children.

whom , William, died in his lifetime, BOVINGTON , WALTER DE, is mentio

leaving a son, Henry, who succeeded to the as a justicier before whom fines

earldom, which onhis death in 1539 be- levied in 8 John, 1206. He held prop

came extinct. The barony, however, sur, in Yorkshire, and was one of two in

vived, and is now supposed to be merged dentes ' named by the king to Rober

in the Marquisate of Townshend. Stuteville, sheriff of that county. ( 1

BOURNE, or BURNE, WILLIAM DE, was to Fines of Rich. I. and John; Ro

appointed to superintend the collection of Oblatis, 106, 107, 109.)
the fifteenth granted in 29 Edward I. in BOWES, ROBERT, belonged to a

the county of Wilts. In the new commis- tinguished family seated at Stres

sion assigning justices of the Common Pleas, Castle, Durham , for than

issued on September 29, 1309, 3 Edward centuries. He was the second son o

II ., he was one of the two who were added Ralph Bowes, by Margery, daught

to that bench . He seems to have been Richard Conyers, of South Cowtor

frequently engaged in assizes in the coun- eventually succeeded to
try, principally in the western counties. estate.

One of these occasions, in 10 Edward II., Soexperienced was he in all the

was for the trial of persons accused of con- liarities of border warfare that

spiring to bring a false appeal of robbery negotiations were pending with the
against John de Treiagu, with whom it is in December 1541 , his presenc

somewhat curious to find that he was in required by the council in London

the same year united in a commission to who could advise them on the s

enquire into the transgressions alleged (Acts Privy Council, vii. 285.)

against the taxors in Devonshire. In 12 following year he led a body o

Edward II . he was appointed to perambu- cavalry against the Scots, by whom

late the forests of Devon, and was com- the Earl of Huntley, he was defe

manded to cause all proceedings before Haddenrig and , as some say,made f

him, as a justice of assize or otherwise, to (Lingard, ii.333. ) The warwas ter

be brought into the Exchequer to be by the death of King James,

estreated, and in 14 Edward II., when a Robert, became warden of the E
commission into Guernsey, Jersey, &c. , for Middle ' Marches. During the

more

the pa
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Edward he compiled his ' Informations' | six years afterwards, dying in 24 Edward I.

on the state of the marches and their laws ( Cal. Inquis. p . m. i . 129.)

and customs, addressed to Henry, Marquess The name of his first wife was Matilda,

of Dorset, the warden -general,and full of and hissecond was Ellen, the daughter of
curious and interesting details. In June Philip de Colvile. The extent of his pos

1551 he wils one of the commissioners to sessions, comprehending many manors and

conclude the conventionwithMary, Queen lands in Norfolk and Suffolk, over part of

of Scots ( Rymer, xv. 265, 272), and in the which he had a grant of free warren in

following September was sworn a member 1285, may show either his success asa

ofthe privy council. lawyer or his corruption as a judge ; but it

The intelligence he had exhibited as a would be unjust to attribute his riches to

diplomatist and as an author probably the latter, considering that King Edward

pointed him out as the successor of John was not likely to be lenient,or to discourage

Beaumont in the office of master of the complaints against him . ( Blomefield's Nor

Rolls , for which he received his patent on folk , i.38.)

June 18, 1552. In that character he was BRABAZON, ROGER LE. Jaques le Bra

one of the witnesses to King Edward's will, bazon, the first of this family who was

fixing the succession of the crown on Lady established in England, was so called from

Jane Grey, and he acted on her council the castle of Brabazon in Normandy. He

during the short continuance of her nominal came over with the Conqueror, and his

reign . On July 19, 1553, he signed the name is inserted on the Roll of Battle

letter to Lord Rich' on her behalf, but on Abbey. His great-grandson Thomas became

the next day he signed anotherto theDuke possessed of Moseley in Leicestershire, by

of Northumberland, commanding him to his marriage with Amicia, the heiress of

disarm . ( Queens Jane and Mary, 100, 109.) John de Moseley: Their son, Sir Roger

This probably saved him from the punish- also described of Eastwell in the same

ment with which several of Lady Jane's county, married Beatrix , eldest of the three

partisans were visited, and founded aclaim sisters and co-heirs of Mansel de Bisset,

on Queen Mary's favour. He was evidently and by her had two sons, the elder ofwhom

continued in his office for two months of was Roger le Brabazon, the judge.
the new reign ; and even then he seems to He isfirst mentioned in that character in

have retired voluntarily, the entry being 15 Edward I., 1287, when he acted as a

thathis patent was cancelled pure,sponte, justice itinerant for pleas of the forest in
et absolute,' on September 6. Resuming Lancashire ; and two years afterwards, on

then his duties on the border, he was sent the removal of the judges convicted of ex

by the council to Berwick in the ensuing tortion and other corrupt practices, he was

April, to assist Lord Conyers in taking the constituted a justice of the King's Bench

musters,with a warrant for 1001. as a reward in the place ofone of them . That he held
from the queen . a highrank in the estimation of the king

By his wife Alice, the daughter of John appears from his being employed to attend

Metcalfe, of Nappa, he had four sons ; but the meeting of the Scottish nobility and

these all dying in infancy,his property de- clergy at Norham on May 10, 1291, when
volved on his younger brother Richard, the Edward I. took upon himself the arbitra

father of Sir George Bowes, the knight- between the competitors for their crown.
marshal. There, in a studied address in the French

BOYLAND, RICHARD DE, probably the language, he required from the assembly an

son of RogerdeBoyland and Alice his wife, absolute recognition of King Edward's title

purchased in 1268 part of the manor of as Lord Paramount of the kingdom of

Brisingham in Norfolk, which was after- Scotland, which they were not in a condi

wards called by his name. In part payment tion to refuse. The prominent part taken
he gave eighty acres which he had pre- by him in this transaction has led writers

viously held in Pulham in the same county. to speak of him as if he were then the chief

He was then a successful lawyer, and in 7 justiciary. That office, however, no longer

Edward I., 1279, was appointed one of the existed, and it was not till four years after

justices itinerant into Dorsetshire, Somer- wards that he became chief justice of the

Petshire, and Wiltshire, an office which he King's Bench, to which he was advanced

continued to execute in various other about 24 Edward I., 1295. He presided in

counties, until, for his corruption in the ad- the court till the end of the reign, when he

ninistration of justice, he was disgraced in was immediately re -appointed by thenew
13-9, and was fined 4000 marks for his ex- king, and continued to perform the func
tortions. tions of this honourable post till February

After his discharge he retired to his 23, 1316, 9 Edward II., when, pressed by

manor of Boylands, and built a noble age and infirmities,he applied for andob
mansion there, famous for the moat that tained his discharge. The patent of that

sarrounded it, and for the magnificent con- date is expressed in the most eulogistic

duit which he constructed. He lived for terms, and recordsthe king's commandsthat

a
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he should be retained de secreto consilio ', 458.) It is thus clear that Bratton and

during his life, and should be admitted to Bretton are synonymous ;and there can be

all the king's courts, councils,and parlia- little question that Bracton isthe same

ments as often as he might choose to be with both. Prince, in his “Worthies of

present. He died in the following year. Devon , designates the village in that

Leaving no issue by his wife, Beatrix, the county in which he supposes Bracton to

daughter of Sir John de Sproxton, his pro- have been born as ' Bracton, now Bratton

perty devolved on his brotherMatthew , Clovelly, ' a name it still retains. Col

whose descendant was created Lord Bra- linson( Somersetsh. ii. 32 ) derives the

bazon of Ardee in Ireland in 1616 ,to which, name from Bratton, a bamlet of Minehead,

in 1627, was added the earldom of Meath, where the family had property, and states

a title which is still borne by his lineal that he lies buried in the church there,

representative, whosefather received an under an arch,with his effigy in long robes.
English peerage in 1831 with the title of Thus is Sir Edward Coke's assertion, in

Baron Chaworth. ( Thoroton's Notts, i. 294 ; the Preface to the 8th Report, that Bracton

Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 238 ; Hist. of the Family was a justice of this realm , corroborated,

of Brabazon , 1825.) as he would hardly have given him that

BRABOEF , WILLIAM DE, whose ancestor title had he been only a justice itinerant.

came into England with the Conqueror, He styles him , in the Preface tothe 9th

and held lands in Surrey, Hampshire, and Report, · Curie de Banco Judex ; ' but if

several other counties, acted as assessor the Common Pleas is to be understood by

for Hampshire for the fifteenth granted in this expression, its correctness may

3 Edward I., and in the sixth year that doubted, inasmuch as among the fines

county was committed to his charge as there levied nune appear to have been

sheriff. He held the office for the next two acknowledged before him . It seems more

years ,in the latter of which he was the last probable, if the division of the courts hal

named of the four justices itinerant in then been finally arranged , that he was a

Hampshire, Devonshire, Cornwall, and justice of the King's Bench.

Wiltshire ; a duty which he again per- According to Prince, he studied at 01

formed in Cornwall in 10 Edward I. Two ford, where he took the degree of doctor of

years afterwards he died . Manning and both laws. He was certainly of the clerica

Bray's Surrey, i. 86 ; Abb . Placit. 48, 78, profession : he is designated dilectus

164.) clericus noster ' by the king, in a gran

BRACKLEY, LORD. See T. EGERTON.
dated May 25, 1254,made to him of th

BRACTON, or BRETTON, HENRY DE. In use of a house in London belonging !

Dugdale's • Chronica Series ' the names of William , late Earl of Derby, during th

Henry de Bracton and of Henryde Bretton minority of the heir. ( Dugdale's Orig. 56

are separately introduced as justices itine- On January 21, 1263, he was collated

rant, with an interval of fourteen years the archdeaconry of Barnstaple , but her

between them, and with nothing in either signed it in the followingyear. ( Le No

insertion leading to a supposition that the 98.). He died about 1267,as in that se

one or the other was a justicier at West- his judicial duties evidently terminated

minster, or that they were thesame person . Although Lord Ellesmere ( State Tru

There is no reasonable doubt, however, ii. 693 ), in his argument on the subject

that both names belonged to one individual, the Postnati, calls himchief justice in

and that he was for many years a judge of reign of King Henry III., and some ot

the superior court. authorities so describe him ( Bale , a

Dugdale makes Henry de Bracton a there does not appear a single proof

justice itinerant in 1245 and 1246, 29 he ever attained that elevation . The
TIenry III . , and Henry de Bretton a justice an interval, however, after the deat!
itinerant in 1260. In 1250 Henry de Brac- Hugh le Despenser, in 1265 , during w

ton was evidently on the bench at West- he might possibly have held the office :
minster, as he was present as one of the it may be remarked, as giving some *

justiciarii? at a final concord made ' be- to the suggestion , that the appointme
fore the king himself respecting com- Robert de Brus as chief justice did

mon of pasture at Cheshunt. ( Harleian occur till March 1268, a few months

MS. 371, p. 71.) In every year from 1250 thesupposed conclusion of Bracton's c
also the entries on the fine roll prove Without enlarging, as Prince has

beyond contradiction that there was on his personal reputation , he undoul

regular justicier, whose name is spelled deserved the character hehas obtaine

indifferently Bratton and Bretton,and more great lawyer and a learned and ac
frequently in the former mode. These are writer. His work De Legibus et
entries of payments made for assizes to be suetudinibus Angliæ ' ' is a finishe
taken before him ; and they continue, systematic performance, giving a a :

principally with the name of Bratton, till view of the law in all its titles, as i
July 1267. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 92– when it was written .' Reeve ( Hist, o

6
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Lav,ii.86 ),from whom this extract is taken , ' BRADSHAW , Henry. Fuller fixes the

vires an analytical abstract of the several nativity of Henry Bradshaw in Cheshire,

divisions of his chapters, and assists the judging from his surname, but evidently

student byan ample digest of their contents. knowsnothing of his family. He received

lle considers Bracton as far superior to his legal education at the Inner Temple,

Glanville ; praises his style as clear, ex- and was twice reader to thatsociety - viz.,

pressive, and nervous ; and resists the at- i in autumn 1536, and in Lent 1542. In

tempt to throw discredit on bis fidelity as a | 1540 he was appointed solicitor-general,

writer on the English law, which has been and became attorney- general in 1545 - a

Tounded on his reference to theRomancode, i period so full of criminal prosecutions that

showing that it israther alluded to for illus- it is remarkable so little is said of his con

tration and ornamentthan adduced as autho- ! duct of them . Being created chief baron

rity. His omission of the regulations made of the Exchequer on May 21, 1552, he

by the statute of Marlbridge affords internal witnessed King Edward's will, settling the

evidence of his work having been written crownon Lady Jane Grey, and would pro

before the fifty -second yearofHenry's reign, bably have been removed from his place by

and greatly corroborates the preceding sug- Queen Mary had not death overtaken him
Festion asto the period of his death . three weeks after her accession. He died

Mr. Selden's opinion that the work called on July 27 , 1553. By his wife Johan,

* Britton ' is only an abridgment of Bracton daughter of John Hurstof Kingston -upon

derives weight from the name of the latter Thames, and widow of William Main

being very frequently called Bretton. ( Ibid . wayringe of Estham in Essex, he had four
281. ) sons and four daughters. ( Dugdale's Orig.

BRADBURY, GEORGE, the eldest son of 164, 170, 172; Chron. of Queen Jane, 100 ;
Henry Bradbury, of St. Martin's-in -the- Gent . Mag. lix . 1011 ) .

Fields, Middlesex, was called to the bar of BRADSHAW , John, as it is now satis

the Middle Temple onMay 17, 1667. Act- factorily established, was a younger son of
ing as junior counsel in the famous trial in Henry Bradshaw, of Marple Hill, in the

1634, in which Lady Ivy attempted to esta- parish of Stockport in Cheshire, descended

blish her claim to lands at Shadwell by from a family of considerable respectability

certain deeds of very doubtful authenticity, in Derbyshire, hismother being Catherine,

he alleged that their forgery was manifest, daughter of Ralph Winnington, Esq. , of

fromthe description of the year in Philip Offerton.

and Mary's reign, in whichthey professed Born at Marple in 1602, and baptised in

to have been executed, being by a title the parish church of Stockport on De

which was not assumed by the king and cember 10 in that year, he received his

queen till after the date they bore; and education first at the free school there, and

Chief Justice Jeffreys applauded him for the then at Bunbury and Middleton, to all of

ingenuity of the discovery. Not content which he bequeathed large sums for their

with this unaccustomed compliment from endowment. Designed for thelaw, he was

his roughchief , he by reiterating his re- called to the bar at Gray's Inn on April 23,
mark later in the trial brought down upon 1627, and to the bench of that society on

himself this silencing castigation : ‘ Lord ! June 23, 1645 , when appointed judge of

sir, ' exclaimed Jeffreys, “ you must be cack- the Sheriffs' Court in London. He pro

ling too. We told you your objection was bably acted for some years as a provincial

very ingenious ; but that must not make counsel, as he lived at Congleton, and

you troublesome; you cannot lay an egg, served the office of mayor there in 1637,

but you must be cackling over it.' and was afterwards high steward ; and at

That he must have been considerably one time of his life he resided in Bradshaw

distinguished as a lawyer may be inferred Hall in Bolton, on a stone over the door

from his being sunimoned in December of which his family arms remain. ( Gent.

268 , with the chiefs of his profession, to Mag. lxxxviii ., i . 328 ; Baines's Lancashire,

consult with the Lords as to what was to i. 540.)

be done on the emergency that had then In the year 1613 hebecame a candidate

occurred . In July of the next year he was for the office of one of the judges of the

Assigned by the House of Lords as counsel Sheriffs' Court of the city of London, then

for Sir Adam Blair, Dr. Elliott, and others, vacant, bis antagonists being Richard Proc

the impeachment of whom for dispersing tor and William Steele, afterwards chief

king James's declaration does not appear baron. The right of election was claimed

to have been afterwards prosecuted. On by both the Courts of Aldermen and Com
the oth of the same month he was ap- mon Council, and Bradshaw was chosen by

printed cursitor baron ofthe Exchequer, the latter on September 21. Immediately
and held the office till his death, which afterwards the Court of Aldermen elected

( ccurred on February 12, 1696 . ( State Proctor,who thereupon brought an action

Trials, x. 616, 626 ; 'Luttrell, i. 490 , 555, in the King's (afterwards the Upper) Bench,

w7, is. 17 ; Parl. Hist. v. 362.)
which, however, did not come to a tinal
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hearing till February 1655,when the right and superciliousness imaginable . Whateve

was determined to be in the Common may be the differences of opinion on the

Council, with whom it has ever since con- material point of the trial — and great wil

tinued .' Bradshaw in the meantime had be the differences among men — no doubt

performed the duties of the office, for in can be entertained that it was ordained by

February 1649 he was permitted to ap- usurped authority, that its end was de

point a deputy at Guildhall ' in regard of termined before its commencement, that its
his employment in the High Court.' proceedings were illegal and undignified,

(Whitelocke, 377.) and that the conduct of the president was

Clarendon says (vi. 217) he was ' not. insolent and overbearing. During the sit
much known in Westminster Hall, though tings of the court lodgings were provided
of good practicein his chamber and much for him at Sir Abraham Williams's house
employed by the factious. In October in New Palace Yard, and all provisions and
1644 he was assigned as one of the coun- necessaries were ordered to be supplied.

sel against Lord Macguire for the rebel- He was treated with all the forms of judi
lion in Ireland ; and he probably assisted cial state, decorated with a scarlet robe,a
Prynne in his argument to prove that Irish sword and mace were borne before him ,and

peers were amenable to trial by an English twenty gentlemen were appointed to attend

jury. He next appears in the following him with partizans. When , after a long
year as leading Lilburn's appeal to the speech, he had pronounced the sentence, be
House of Lords for reparation against the was the first to sign the warrant for execu

iniquitous sentence of the Star Chamber in tion . But, however willing an instrument.

1638; and in the discussions which arose he was not altogether a free agent ; for all
in the two houses in 1646, as to placing the that he did, and almost all that he said,

custody of the Great Seal in commission- seems to have been directed and dictated

ers who were not members of parliament, by the majority of the commissioners, con

he was among those voted by the Com - sisting of the king's most determined ene

mons, but objected to by the Lords. The mies. ( State Trials, iv. 1008_1154.) In

appointment of chief justice of Chester, the subsequent trials of the Duke of Ha

however, was given to him in March 1647. milton, the Earl of Holland, and others, he

In June he was retained as oneof the was continued lord president of the court:

counsel to assist in the prosecution of Judge and the dean's house at Westminster we

Jenkins; and on October 12, 1648 , he was given to him for ever for his residence and

included in the batch of serjeants then made habitation, with a donative of 50001. H
by the parliament. (Whitelocke, 100, 224 ; became one of the council of state, and

State Trials, iii. 1347.). being elected its president, is noticed b

When the Lords rejected the ordinance Whitelocke for his lengthened argument
for the trial of the king, and the Commons and the inconvenience they occasioned.

determined to proceedwithout their con- vote to settle 20001. a yearin lands out

currence, the names of the peers and judges the Earl of St. Albans' and Lord Cottin

who had been appointed were struck out of ton's estates on him and his heirs was passe
the commission ,and those of Bradshaw , and his appointment of chief justice

Nicholas, and Steele were substituted ; and Chester was renewed, to which the che
Bradshaw was dignified with the title of cellorship of the duchy of Lancaster

lord president of the so -called High Court of afterwards added. He does not seem
Justice. (Whitelocke, 366, 368.)The selec- have acted as lord president of the H

tion of a man of so little weight in his Court of Justice beyond 1650, Serje

profession can only be accountedforby the Keeble presiding in 1651, and Serje
supposition that the concocters ofthe tra- L'Isle in 1654. (Whitelocké, 390, 414,
gedy could not prevail on any of the more 529 ; State Trials, v. 43, 518.)
eminent lawyers to undertakethe obnoxious Bradshaw was a staunch republican,

service. Whitelocke and Widdrington had looked with a jealous eye on Cromw
refused the commission ; neither Rolle nor attempt to gain the sole authority. W

St. John, the two chief justices, nor even the ambitious general ejected the
Chief Baron Wilde, could be entrusted to Parliament on April20, 1653, and car

obey their behest; and their own law- the council of state to put an end 1

officer, Prideaux, either from objections on sitting, Bradshaw , who still presided

his part, or want of confidence on theirs, and boldly addressed him in these w
wasdisplaced, while creatures of their own — Sir, wehave heard what you did

were appointed temporary attorney and house in the morning, and before
solicitor general to conduct the charge. hours all England will hear it ; but, s

The trialbegan on January 20, 1649 ; and are mistaken to think the parliam

Bradshaw's conduct throughout its con- dissolved, for no power under heart

tinuance fully answered the description of dissolve them but themselves; the

Clarendon ( vi. 218 ),that he administered take you notice of that.' (Ludlow
the office with all the pride, impudence, He was not, of course, one of the m
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a

selected by the general to sit in what was Oxon. iii. 1129.) On the restoration of

called Barebone's Parliament; but in it an Charles II. his body, and those of Cromwell

act was passed for continuing in him the and Ireton, which had been deposited in

jurisdiction of the county of Lancaster. the same place, were disinterred , and, with

(Whitelocke, 565.) Cromwell, when he be- every mark of obloquy, were dragged on

came protector, summoned him to the coun- sledges to Tyburn , where they were hanged

cil, and required him to take out a new on the several anglesofa triple gibbet, then

commissionfor his office of chief justice of beheaded , their trunks thrown into á hole

Chester; buthe refused to do so, alleging under the gallows, and their heads exposed

that he held that place by a grant fromthe on poles on the top of Westminster Hall.

parliament of England, to continue quam- (Harris's Lives, iii. 520.)
diu se bene gesserit ; and whether he had The partisans of the royal and the repub

carried himself with that integrity which lican party of course differ essentially in

his commission exacted of him he was their estimate of Bradshaw's character. The

ready to submit to a trial by twelve men laudation of it during his life by Milton

to be chosen by Cromwell himself. Crom- (whom hehad patronised, and to whom he

well was silenced, and, though an order bequeathed 10t.) is too exaggerated, and
was actually signed dismissing him fromthe Clarendon's description of him after his

office, did not think it safe to prevent him death is perhaps too severe . Whitelocke's

from proceeding on his circuit. In Crom- ( with whom he was evidently no favourite)

well's parliament of 1654 Bradshaw was is pithy, and nearer the mark : ‘ A stout

elected member for Cheshire, notwithstand- man, and learned in his profession, no friend

ing the protector's attempts to keep him to monarchy .' The best partof his character

out, and distinguished himself against the is his consistency, for he showed as much

court party in the debate whether the resistance to the semblance of royalty as to

government should be in one single person the reality, opposing the usurpation first of

and a parliament. ( Parl. Hist. iii. 1428, Cromwell, and then of the army, as firmly

1445.) That parliament was soon dissolved ; as he had stood against the king.

and on summoning another, in September BRAIOSA, WILLIAM DE , was one of the

1656, Cromwell was more successful in his justices itinerant to impose the assize on

efforts, and Bradshaw was not returned. the king's demesnes in Herefordshire in

The distaste between them continued to in- 20 Henry II., 1174, but seems to have only
crease , and Bradshaw was omitted from the beenso appointed as sheriff of the county,
list of peers nominated by the protector. an office which he held in that and the

On the death of Cromwell, Bradshaw following year. (Madox, i. 124.)
was returned for Cheshire to Richard's He was the grandson of a Norman baron

parliament of January 1659. With its of the same name, who, besides his honor of

dissolution in April the protectorate ter- Braiose and other large possessions in Nor

minated from mere imbecility, and the mandy, is recorded in Domesday Book as

remnant of the Long Parliament,nicknamed holding between fifty and sixty lordships

the Rump, resumed its sittings. Bradshaw , in Sussex,Berks, Wilts, Surrey, and Dorset.

& determined commonwealth’s-man, was His successor was Philip de Braiosa, who,

named on the council of state, and on by his wife Berta , the daughter ofMilo,Earl

June 3 was appointed one of the commis- ofGloucester, was father to this William .

sioners of theGreat Seal, in conjunction In 3 Henry II, he fined one thousand

with Tyrrell and Fountaine . He had been marks for part of the honor of Barnstaple

for eight months suffering from theague, ( Pipe Rolls, 183); and in 1164 he was one

and was then in the country. His attend of the subscribers to the Constitutions of

ance, therefore, was dispensed with at that Clarendon. His favour with King Henry

time, but on July 22 he took the oaths in may be estimated by the grant, which he

the house. Ere four months had elapsed received in the twenty -fourth year of his
this Rump was again dismissed by the reign, of the whole kingdom of Limerick.

army, andBradshaw, still sick and suffer- How far he deserved that favourdepends
ing, attended in the council of state, and on the truth or falsehood of an historian of

almost with his last words expressed his Wales, who relates his horrible murder of

abhorrence of that detestable action ,'as he Sitsylt ap Dynswald and a large company

called it. ( Ludlow , Godwin, Whitelocke.) of Welshmen, whom he had treacherously

He then withdrew , and survived the scene invited to a feast in the castle of Ber

about a fortnight, dying on October 31 , gavenny.
with the declaration that if the king were In 7 Richard I., 1195-6, he again acted as

to be tried and condemned again, hewould a justice itinerant in Staffordshire (Madox,

be the first man that should do it. His i. 546) ; and for the last seven years of that

death occurred in the Deanery at West- reign he held the sheriffalty of the county

minster, and he was buried with great of Hereford.

pomp in the abbey, his funeral sermon The preservation of his influence in the

being preached by John Rowe. ( Athen. early part of King John's reign is shown,
12
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not only by his continuance in the office of born on May 18, 1577, at Maldon, and

sheriff of his county, but also by the special after receiving his early instruction in the

charter he received from the king in his free school there, he finished his education

second year, exempting the lands of the at Jesus College, Cambridge. Having

honor of Braiose from the interference of entered the Middle Temple, he was duly

any of the king's sheriffs or other officers, called to the bar in 1602, and chosen in

and giving William de Braiosa sole juris- 1607 by his university as one of their

diction there. ( Ibid . 150.) About the ninth counsel. Inthe preceding year he had

or tenth year of that reign he was the sub- married Bridget, daughter of Dr. Thomas

ject of royal persecution. One states the Moundeford, an eminent physician of Milk

cause to have been that he refused to give Street, London . He was selected as Lent

the hostages which the king demanded to reader in 1623, when his reading was on

secure the obedience of his barons; another, the statute 32 Henry VIII . c . 2, concern

that the king banished him for carrying ing limitations; and again in the following

war into Wales, and killing above three autumn, when he took the statute 13 Eliz.

thousand men in the battle of Elvel ; while c. 5, as his subject, treating on fraudulent

the king's own narrative, as recorded in conveyances. In Michaelmas Term he was

the Red Book of the Exchequer, attributes one of the fifteen who took the degree of

his outlawry to the nonpayment of five the coif ; not, however, without contribut

thousand marks, which he owed for the ing, as all the others did, 5001. to King

province of Munster, in Ireland, and offive James's purse. Obtaining great practice,
years' arrears of the ferm of Limerick ; to as well in the courts of law as in Chancery,

the repeated evasion of his promises to pay the Court of Wards, and theStar Chamber,
these moneys ; to his resistance to the pro- he was selected in 1626 by the Earl of

cesses of distress sent against his castles ; Bristol to defend him ; in 1627 he pleaded

and to his rebellious conduct throughout for Sir John Heveningham, who was im

the proceedings. The result was the cap- prisoned for not contributing to the loan

ture of his wife and their eldest son, (State Trials, ii. 1380, iii. 6); in 1628 he

William ,whom King John in 1210 bar- was retained by the city of London as

barously commanded to be famished in their their counsel, with a fee pro consiliv impensa

prison in Windsor Castle. The baron him- et impendendo; and in 1630 he was con

self escaped, in the habit of a beggar, into stituted chief justice of Ely, on the nomina

France, where he died about 1212, and was tion of the then bishop of that see, which
buried in the abbeyof St. Victor at Paris. was confirmed by his successor. Не тя

His wife was Maud de Haya, or St. made the queen's serjeant on March ?

Walerie, to whose instigation the murder 1632, and King Charles advanced him o

of the guests at Bergavenny is attributed, July 8, 1634, to be one of his serjeant

and on whose violence is charged all the and knighted him .

subsequent misfortunes of her family. Her After the death of his first wife, leavir

husband, though a bold and active soldier, a numerous family , he married in 1631,

seems from some accounts to have been his second wife, Elizabeth, the daughter

of a pious and kindly disposition , making Lord Brabazon, and the relict already

grants to the monks with no niggardly two husbands, the first being George Moi

hand, and remarkable for his charity and gomerie, Bishop of Clogher, and the

courtesy to the poor . cond Sir John Brereton, the king's serje

His issue consisted of three sons and four in Ireland. He had no children by I

daughters. William , the eldest son, called and she died in 1647, leaving him a sec

Gam, perished by starvation with his time a widower. Soon after his sec

mother, at Windsor ; Giles was brought marriage he purchased the estate

up to the Church, and became Bishop of Skreenes, in Roxwell, Essex, for so

Ilereford; and Reginald succeeded in as- from Thomas Weston, afterwards Ear

suaging the wrath of the king, and regain- Portland.

ing part of his father's possessions. ( Lord On the death of Sir Thomas Richa:

Lytielton's Henry II. iii. 339 ; Wendover, he was called upon to fill the then

ii. 384, iii . 129, 225, 234, 237.) very enviable place of chief justice o
BRAMSTON, Joun, whose ancestor, King's Bench, and received his pate:

William Bramston , was sheriff of London April 14, 1635. The people were d :
in 18 Richard II., 1394-95, was grandson tented and seditiously inclined ;

of John, a mercer in the same city, and Charles was raising money by

son of Roger Bramston , of Whitechapel, means without the aid
who first established himself in Essex. which had not met for six years ; the

His mother was Priscilla, daughter of for ship money had just been issue
Francis Clovile, of West Haningfield Hall, created general excitement. Bra :

and widow of Thomas Rushee, of Bore- who evidently was conscientious ir

ham, both in that county. sidering that it was legally impo

John Bramston, their eldest son , was chief justice headed the opinion

of parlia
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favour that was given by all the judges, | him as one ofthe lords commissioners of

in answer to the case which the king had the Great Seal ; but by his interest with

laid before them . In the prosecution of the peers he induced them to pass him

Hampden he supported that opinion upon over. In the following March the same
the general principle that the defence of attempt was made with the like result.

the realm must be at the subjects' charge; In the interim the Lords had voted that he

but, notwithstanding, gave his vote against should sit in their house as an assistant ;

the crown upon a technical point, that by but without refusing the appointment he

the record it did not appear to whom the managed to avoid the attendance ; and in

money assessed was due. ( State Trials, April a vote was passed that he should be

iii. 1213.) one of the judges of the Common Pleas

One of the earliest proceedings of the (Whitelocke , 108–245 ), which he also de

Long Parliament, which met in November clined. His son says that Cromwell, after

1640, was to impeach Chief Justice Bram- he became protector , urged Sir John in

ston and five other of the judges who had 1654 to take the office of chief justice

given this answer to the king ;and hewas again , but that he excused himself, pleading

obliged togive security in 10,0001. to abide his old age, then verging on seventy -seven.

his trial. The principal charge against him On September 22 of that year he died at

was for signing theopinion, and did not Skreenes after a very shortillness, and was

touch his judgment in the case of Hamp- buried in Roxwell Church.

den. His answer, which his son thinks, Fuller (i . 349) gives him the character of

though prepared and signed by counsel, being accomplished with all qualities re

was never called for, was that he, like quisite for a person of his place and pro

Croke and Hutton, subscribed only for fession ,... deep learning, solid judgment,

conformity, for he was overruled by the integrity of life,and gravity of behaviour ; '

rest of the judges in his wish to insert that adding that · he deserved to live in better

the charge could not be made except in times.

case of necessity, and only during thetime Six children survived him , three sons

and continuance of that necessity . When and three daughters. The present repre

the king went to York in July 1642 he sentative of his eldest son now resides at

commanded the attendance of the chief Skreenes, which took its name from Ser

justice, and, though Bramston sent his sons jeant William Skrene, in the reign of

to excuse him on account of the danger Henry IV ., and was afterwards possessed

which those who had become bound for his by Richard Weston, judge of the Common

appearance before the parliament would Pleas in the reign of Elizabeth, from one

incur, the injunctions for his presence were of whose family it was purchased by Chief

reiterated. Bramston, however, from the Justice Bramston. ( Bramston's Autobio

same motives determined to stay away. graphy .)

The consequence was, that on October BRĂMSTON, FRANCIS, thethird surviving

16, 1612 , the king revoked his appoint- son of the above-named Sir John Bramston,

ment (Rymer , xx , 536 ); but, as if to show was removed from a considerable school

that it was not from royal displeasure, sent in Goldsmith's Alley, Cripplegate, London,

hima patent as king's serjeant on the 10th kept by Mr. Farnabie, toQueens' College,

of the following February. It is curious Cambridge, where he took his degree of

that this patent was granted a few days M.A. in 1640. He was so feeble and un

after the king had received the propositions healthy at this time that Dr. Martin, the

of the Lords and Commons for an accom- master, wrote to his father that “ it was a

modation; one of which was a prayer that great pitie so great a soul should have so

he would make Sir John Bramston chief weak å body;' and, to prove that this was

justice of the King's Bench . By this it is no flattery, chose him in 1642 fellow of his

evident that the parliament were not very college . Hewas admitted of the society of

inveterate against Sir John ; and it seems the Middle Temple in 1634, and was called

probable that the king appointed him his to the bar on June 14 , 1642. The troubles

serjeant as an earnest of his intention, if that followed putting a stop to his profes

the negotiation had succeeded, to replace sional pursuits, ' the drumming trumpets,'

him in his office in compliance with the as his brother expresses it , blowing his

parliament's request. As a further proof gown over his ears,' he travelled for four

ihat that body held him absolved, ' and years into France and Italy, associating

esteemed him to be , as Lord Clarendon with Mr. Henshaw , Mr. Howard, and Mr.

calls him, a man of great learning and Evelyn. On his return he is not mentioned

integrity,' they made several attempts to in the reports till the Restoration, when his

induce him to resume bis judicial duties, steadiness to the royal cause secured him

and when he refused, as another had super- employment.
seded him , they ordered him to be advised In August 1660 he was made steward of

with on some legal business before them . some of the king's courts in Essex, and of

In January 1646–7 the Commons named the liberty of Havering ; and in 1665 bis
1
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university chose him for their counsel, with He also subscribed several in the same

a fee of 40s. a year. He was chosen reader mannerin May, June, and July 1203,5 John;

of his inn in 1668. The extravagance of but in 7 John there is only one charter 80

the feast on this occasion is noticed by authenticated, which happens to be the first

Evelyn, who relates that there were present after the death of Archbishop Hubert, the

at it the Duke of Ormond, privy seal, Bed- chancellor, and is dated July 24 , 1205.

ford, Belasys, Halifax, and a world more of On all these occasions the charters were

earles and lords.' ( Evelyn, ii. 303.) authenticated by him in the form specified;

In the following year he was one of the but that he could not be a vice -chancellor

large batch of serjeants who were created, or keeper is shown by the fact that during

and he receivedthe stewardship of the Court the same period he attested several charters

of Pleas at Whitchapel, with a salary of as a witness, when the name of some other

2001. His next advance was to the bench person was attached to the form of authen

of the Exchequer, being constituted a baron tication. And this occurred not only then,

on June 17, 1678. Within a year,however, but both at an earlier and a later period

he was summarily discharged from this seat also , commencing from March 1200, 1John,

with three other judges - Wilde, Thurland, proceeding throughout the second year,and

and Bertie — all of them being dismissed on continuing at intervals up to May 5, 1208,

April 29, 1679, for no express cause , but 9 John.

upon the king's forming a new council of There seems very little doubt that the

thirty,and admitting Lord Shaftesbury into persons whose names appear upon these

the ministry as its president. Though a authenticationsof the charters, when not

pension of 5001. a year wasassigned to him , otherwise described , were merely clerks of

he was never paid but only three terms,' the Chancery, or officers in the treasury of

so low was the Exchequer then ; and so the Exchequer. ( See Judges of England,

difficult was it to obtain any payment that ii. 8 et seq .)

the arrears were not received till above He received the reward usually accorded

three years after his death ; and of the to these officers, by being advanced to the

various delays and excuses in obtaining it | dignity of archdeacon of Worcester some

his brother gives a very amusing account time in 1200, and also grants of the church

in his interesting autobiography. The judge of Frotheham , in the diocese of Lincoln,

did not resume his practice at the bar, but, in 3 John ; of the perpetual vicarage of

keeping his chamber at Serjeants' Inn , he Brancestre in Norfolk, probably his native

died there four years afterwards, on March place, in 9 John ; and of the prebend of

27,1683, and was buried in RoxwellChurch . Lidington in Lincoln Cathedral, in 10 John

Never having been married, he left his bro- In these grants the king calls him hi

ther, Sir John, his heir, who in his biogra- clerk ,' and in 6 John two sheares of cori

phy gives a very pleasing character of him . ( garbas)outof the king's demesne of Wich

BRAMWELL, GEORGE William Wil- ton, in Norfolk , are conferred upon hic

SHIRE, is the son of George Branwell, a which are described as having been befer

banker. He was born in London , and was granted by Henry II., cuidam clericoru

called to the bar by the society of Lincoln's suorum. ' ( Rot. Claus. i . 4.) Again , in

Inn in May 1838. He travelled the Home John the custodyof the abbey of Malme

Circuit,and gained so good a reputation in bury, and in 7 John that of the abb

his profession as to be appointed on the of Ramsey were entrusted to bim , charg

commission of enquiry into the process, prac- in which the officers in question were f

tice , and system of pleadings in the superior quently engaged. In 6 John he went ir

courts. In 1851 he received a silk gown, Flanders on the king's service , and t

and was raised to the bench in January twenty marks allowed for his expenses ( I

1856 as a baron of the Exchequer, and was i. 14) ; and there are entrieson the Rotu

thereupon knighted . de Præstitis of 12 John (211 , 237 ) sh

He married, according to Dod's Peerage, ing that payments from the royal treas
a daughter of Bruno Silva. were made through his hands. That

BRANCESTRE, JOHN DE,is introduced by was of a joyous disposition, and that

Sir T. D. Hardy ( Cat. 6 ) among the keepers king understood his character, may be

of the Great Seal in 1203 and 1205 on the sumed from the grant in 7 John ofa do )

authority of charters of 5 and 7 John. Those of good wine of price, and of two mo

charters are subscribed with the words 9 John. He died in 1218. (Le Vere, i

* Data per manum J. de Brancestre, Archid . BRAYBROC, ROBERT DE, so called

Wigorn . If this be sufficient to ground the place of his residence in Northam

the title,he should have been so designated shire, was the son of Ingebard , by his

at an earlier date, as there are some char- | Albreda, one of the daughters and co

ters given under his hand in September of Ivo Newmarch. In 9 Richard

1200, 2 John, as well as others so signed by accounted for the ferm ofBitebroe in

him in conjunction with Hugh de Wells land ( Madox, i . 235) ; and in the full

in August and September of that year. year he was sheriff of the united con
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of Bedford and Buckingham under William į property of his neighbours. Faukes, having

de Albini, an office which he continued to hitherto acted with impunity , was too self

hold , with an interval of two or three years, willed to submittamely, but on the instant

till 15 John. His county of Northampton, directed his brother William , with all the

also, he held as sheriff from10 to 15 John, 1 garrison of Bedford Castle, to seize the

and that of Rutland from 12 to 16 John. judges and put them into 'strict confine

( Fuller's Worthies .) That he filled some ment. They all escaped, however, except

office in the court at Westminster appears Henry de Braybroc, who was taken and

by a notice on the great roll of 11 John carried to the castle, where, though no

that certain accounts were rendered ' in injury was done to his person , he was

camera regis ' before Richard de Marisco treated with the greatest indignity. His

and Robert de Braybroc (Madox, ii. 252) ; wife Christiana, daughter of Wiscard Le

and in the same year the Rotulus Misæ det, immediately appeared before the par

( 148) records a payment to him of three liament then sitting at Northampton, and,

hundred marks to be placed in the treasury loudly calling for justice, the indignant

at Northampton. king took the most active measures to

His name appears among the justiciers avenge the affront. Proceeding with a

before whom tines were acknowledged in formidable force at once to Bedford, he
I and 8 John. demanded the release of the incarcerated

From some cause not explained, he got judge, which was boldly refused . A re

into disgrace with King Richard, in the gular siege then commenced on June 16,

tenth year of whose reign he fined 180 and so stoutly was the castle defended that

marks to be restored to his favour ; but it it was not till August 15 that the garrison

is clear, from whathas already been stated , were forced to submit, when, so high was

that King John did not remove his con- the king's indignation raised , that he or

fidence. He granted him in 7 John the dered Faukes's brother William , who had

manor of Coreby in Northamptonshire, and been left in command, with several other

Dugdale (Baronage, i. 728) states that he knights, to be hanged on the spot. (Wen

made him master of his wardrobe and one dover, iv. 94.) Henry de Braybroc was thus

of his council, distinguishing him with the released, and was afterwards employed to

special favour of allowing him to hunt in see the castle totally destroyed and the

the royal forest. Roger de Wendover ( iii. materials distributed according to the king's

237 ) names him as one of John's con- order. In the following year he was again

siliarios iniquissimos ’ in the time of the appointed justice itinerant for the same

interdict. counties, and in 10 Henry III. for the

His death occurred during the last year counties of Lincoln and York, in the for

of his sheriffalty, 15 John,when he was mer of which his wife had property. He is

succeeded by his son Henry. mentioned as Justiciarius de Banco ’ in a

BRAYBROC, HENRY DE, was the eldest record of 11 Henry III., and Dugdale quotes

son of the last-named Robert de Braybroc, a fine levied before him two years after

with whom he was united in the sheriff- wards. (Madox, ii. 335.)

alties of Rutland, Northampton, and Buck- He died before June 1234, 18 Henry III.,

ingham and Bedford for the last two or as in that year his widow paid a fine for

three years of his father's life, but in 16 permission to marry whom she pleased.
Johnhe held them alone. Up to this They had two sons -Wischard, who after

period he had supported the king through- wards took his mother's name of Ledet ;

out his difficulties, but in that year ( pro- and John, who retained the name of Bray

bably on his father's death ) he united with broc. One of the descendants of the

the barons, and took so leading a part that latter was Robert de Braybroke, Bishop

be was excommunicated by name, and the of London , subsequently noticed ; and an

whole of his possessions seized into the other was Sir Reginald Braybroc, who.in

king's hands. “At the death of John he the reign of Henry IV . married the heiress

etill eontinued in rebellion , and success of the Lord Cobham . ( Dugdale's Baron . i.

fully resisted the royal forces at the castle 728.)

of Montsorel. ( Wendover, iii. 237, 301, 356.) BRAYBROKE, ROBERT DE (BISHOP OF

On the ultimate retirement of Prince Louis, LONDON) , a lineal descendant from the

however, he returned to his allegiance, and above Henry de Braybroc, was a younger
in September 1217 his lands were restored son of Sir Gerard Braybroke, who died in

to him . ( Rot. Claus. i. 321.) 1359,by Isabella his wife. Educated for

Having been appointed, in 8 Henry III., the Church,he successively became a canon

one of the justices itinerant to take the of Lichfield, archdeacon ofCornwall in

sizes of novel disseisin for the counties of 1376, dean of Salisbury in 1380, and ulti

Buckingham and Bedford, at Dunstable, he mately Bishop of London on September 9

and his associates fined Faukes de Breaute 1381, as successor to William de Courte

100 on each of more than thirty verdicts neye. ( Le Neve.)
i rod against him for violent seizure of the He was appointed Chancellor of England

6
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on September 9, 1382, 6 Richard II., but town so called in the department of the

did not receive the Seal till the 30th . Of Lower Seine.

his acts while in that office nothing is re
In 7 John he was sent with others to

corded beyond his opening the parliament Poictou with one thousand marks ( Rot.

in October, and his tenure of it was very Parl. 59) ; in 10 John he was sheriff of

short ; for, in consequence of some dis- Glamorganshire, and wasactively employed

agreement between him and John of in the Welsh marches until the fifteenth

Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, he was re- year of that reign. Hethen was sent with

moved on March 10, 1383, the record the Earl of Salisbury and others on a mission

delicately suggesting that he desired with to Flanders, taking with them ten thousand

great earnestness to be exonerated from marks. ( Rot. Claus. i. 139, 145. ) Zeal

the office .' ously supporting King John in the wars

The remainder of his life, which ex- with bis barons during the last years of his

tended till August 27, 1404, was devoted reign, he was one of the generals left to

to his episcopal duties. He was buried in check them in London when the king

his own cathedral. Pepys records ( iii. 9 ) | marched to the north in 1215. In the fol

the discovery of his body in a complete lowing November he took the castle of

state of preservation after the fire of Lon- William Malduit, of Hamslape,and a few

don in 1666 ; and in ‘ Notes and Queries ' days afterwards that of Bedford. (I'en

(2nd s. iii . 186) there is a curious account dover, iij . 347, 349.)

ofits subsequent mutilation . In reward for his energetic proceedings

BRAYTON, or DRAYTON , THOMAS DE, the king granted to him the latter castle,

had a grant of the prebend of Fynglas, in and also gave him in marriage a rich but

the church of Glasgow , in 13 Edward II. unwilling bride, Margaret, daughter of

In 3 Edward III. he accompanied the king Warin Fitz-Gerold, and widow of Baldwin
to France, and was engaged in various mis- ; de Ripariis, orde Betun, Earl of Albemarle,

sions of trust for several of the following the son of William , Earl of Devon , together
years. Hisappointment as a clerk in the with the wardship of her son Baldwin,and
Chancery, it would appear, occurred about the custody of his lands. Part of these

6 Edward III. , as in the parliament of that were in South Lambeth, where he built &

year he was a receiver of the petitions. hall or mansion -house, which was called
( Rot. Parl. ii . 68.) From 14 to 27 Edward by his name, and is termed Faukeshall, or

III. he was frequently one of those en- · La Sale Fawkes, ' in 10 Edward I. It is

trusted with the custody of the Great Seal , mentioned in the charter of Isabella de For

either during the absence of the chan- ' tibus, Countess of Albemarle and Derou

cellors or in the intervals of vacancy in 'and Lady of the Isle of Wigbt, dated

the office from 1340 to 1453. He con- 1293, bywhich she sold her possessionst
tinued to act as a clerk of the Chancery King Edward I. ( Archeol. Journ. iv. 27.5 .

till 33 Edward III . , 1359 ( New Fædera, iii. Edward the Black Prince, by licence fro :

452 ), after which his name is not men- his father, gave it in 1363 to the chapt .
tioned .

of Canterbury for permission to found

He is frequently called Thomas de Dray- chantry in the crypt of the cathedral, whe
ton in the Rolls ofParliament. ( ii . 146–261.) two priests were to pray for his 80

If this was his right name,he was probably ( Stanley's Hist. Mem . of Canterbury, 11

connected with a Norfolk family having 131.) It still belongs to the chapter ; ar

possessions atGreat Yarmouth . ( Abb. Rot. preserving its name ever since, it was la

Orig. ii . 103, 242. ) known asa favourite placeof suburban

BREAUTE, FAUKES DE, frequently acted tertainment, but has been lately conver

as a justice itinerant, and Fuller says that into building land. Faukes was also

he was a native of Middlesex, and that his pointed seneschal to the king, and obtai

family were named de Brent, ' from the à mandate for all constables to treat )

rivulet so called in that county. Matthew hospitably when he came to their cast

Paris, on the only occasion in which he (Rót. Claus. i . 190 ; Rot. Pat. 1:35 .)

gives him surname, also calls him ' de favours flowed in upon him ; the castles

Brent, but he describes him as a bastard, sheriffalties of Oxford , Northampton, I

born in Normandy. This seems to be sup- ford and Buckingham , and Huntingdon
ported by the fact that for eight years after Cambridge, were entrusted to him ; an

7 John ( when he is first mentioned ) he is continued to hold them for the first

never described except by his Christian years of King Henry's reign .

name, Falcasius or Fulco. Neither does Ro- On the accession of Henry III . his bra

ger de Wendover add any surname. Dug- was instrumental in securing the thro

dale, both in his · Baronage' and ` Chronica him . But,although valiant and couras

Series,'calls him “ de Breant ;' but the rolls he was brutal and oppressive .

after 15 John invariably name him de during the war was he cruel in his

Breaute,' or .de Braute . The probability tions, but even after the peace with

is that this name was given him from a had been completed, and the rebe

biela

6
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barons had returned to theirallegiance, the was assigned to his wife for her support,

desire of plunder would not allow him to and she was allowed to answer to the king

desist from themost arbitrary claims. When for all the debts owed to him at the rate

the king was declared of full age , and was of three hundred marks a year. The

advised to resume thecustody ofhis castles, Close Rolls contain numerous entries of the

Faukes was one of those who joined with restoration of_lands to their possessors,

the Earl of Albemarle in resisting the man- from whom Faukes had unjustly seized

date; but he was at last compelled to sub- them.
mit. During the whole of this time, how- His daughter Eve married Lewellyn-ap

ever, he received many proofs of royal favour, Jorwerth, Prince of North Wales. ( Duig

showing that his services were too valuable, dale's Baron . i.743; Wendover, iv. 10–137;

and he too powerful, to permit his delin- Rapin, iii . 10–26 .)

quencies to be examined with strictness. BRENCHESLEY, WILLIAM, by his mar-

His reliance on this impunity increased his riage with Joane de Benenden, became

boldness, until his presumption betrayed lord of themanor of Benenden, near Cran

him into excesses which were fatal to him. brook, in Kent. There is little account of

His tyranny and violence became so oppres- his early career as a lawyer, except that

sive that his neighbours at last resisted, he is mentioned in Richard Bellewe's

and , proceeding against him in the King's Reports, and that he was one of the king's

Court, three judges were sent down to try serjeants in 14 Richard II.
the cases at Dunstable, where no less than He attended the parliament of 21 Richard

thirty verdicts were found against him, and II., and was called upon to say what he

fines of 1001. in each of themwere imposed. thought of the answers which had been

The haughty baron resolved to be re- given by the judges to the questions pro

venged, and sent his brother William with posed to them by Chief Justice Tresilian.

a band of his followers to seize the judges. Ile replied that they seemed to him to be

Two of them , Martin de Pateshull and good and loyal, and that he should have

Thomas de Muleton, escaped ; the third, given the same. ( Rot. Parl. iii.358.) His

HenrydeBraybroc, was unluckily captured fear of the consequences of expressing a

and taken to Bedford Castle, where he was different opinion , and still more his imme

treated with every indignity. When this diate prospect of advancement, probably

outrage was communicated to the council, prompted him upon the occasion ; for in .

then sitting at Northampton, theyproceeded Trinity Term inthe following year we find

on the instant to his chastisement. His a fine acknowledged before him as a judge

castle at Bedford was taken, though not till of the Common Pleas.

after two months' siege, and William, the On the deposition of Richard II., King

brother of Faukes, with twenty- fourother Henry made him a knight of the Bath on

knights, was hanged. Faukes himself es- the day of his coronation , and continued

caped into Wales, but, not succeeding in him in his place in the Common Pleas ,

enlisting any powers in his cause, and hear- which he retained till Easter 1406 .

ing that the king had confiscated all his He died on the 20th of May following

possessions (Excerpt. e Rot.Fin. i . 117) , he at his house in Holborn, and was buried in

prepared to return. The king issued an Canterbury Cathedral, where his widow,

order to the sheriffs of Shropshireand Staf- who lived till 1453, built a small chapel or

fordshire to seize him and his followers. chantry. They left no children . ( Hasted,

He however reached the court in safety, xi. 347;Weever, 2:35 .)

and, placing himself at the royal mercy, BREREWOOD, ROBERT. The family of

gave up into the king's hands all his pro- Brerewood were flourishing citizens of

perty and possessions. ( Rymer, i . 175.) Chester. The judge's grandfather is called

Delivered into the custody of Eustace de a wet-glover there, and was thrice mayor.

Fauconberg, BishopofLondon, his case Hisuncle, Edward, was a famousscholar,

was heard in the following March, 1225, and became the first Gresham professor of

whereupon the nobles, preserving his life astronomy. His father, John,the mayor's
in consideration of his former services, ba- eldest son, was sheriff of Chester ; and the

niebed him the realm for ever . On landing judge himself was born there about 1588.

in Normandy be was taken before the King He wasadmitted into Brazenose College,

of France, where he again narrowly escaped Oxford , in 1605, and two years afterwards

a disgraceful death ; but, being signed with became a member of the Middle Temple,

the cross, he was permitted to proceed on where hewas called to the bar on Novem

bis journey to Rome. There he induced ber 13, 1615. After a lengthened practice

the pope to interfere with King Henry on of two-and -twenty years, during which he

his behalf; but that monarch was inexora- published several of his uncle's works, he

ble ; and the life of Faukes, about 1228, was appointed a judge of North Wales in

was terminated by poison administered in a 1637, was chosen reader to his inn in the
fish at St. Ciriac. Lent following, and at Easter 1639 was .

The manor of Whitchurch, in Berks, elected recorder of his native city. The

a
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degree ofthe coif was conferred upon him (Hengham , ut supra ; Reeres's Engl. Law,

in 1640, and in Hilary Term 1641 he was ii. 280.)

made king's serjeant. Receiving the BRETON, JOHN LE . Thefamily of Breton

honour of knighthood in December 1643, held considerable possessions in Norfolk,

he was advanced to the bench at Oxford but to what branch of it this John le Bre

on the 31st of the next month. The ex- ton belonged is uncertain . He was pro

ercise of Sir Robert's judicial functions was, bably theDominus de Sporle ' of that name

however, of shortcontinuance, and he never who joined in the barons' letter to Pope
performed them in Westminster Hall. Boniface VIII. in 29 Edward I. On Ja

Witnessing the extinction of regal au- nuary 9, 1305, 33 Edward I., he was one

thority, and lamenting his royal master's of the justices of trailbaston, then appointed

untimely death ,he passed the remainder of for the counties of Norfolk and Suttolk, and

his days in the retirement of his home, and again in 1307. In 3 Edward II. he was

dying there on September 8, 1654, he was an assessor of the twenty -fifth granted in

buried in St. Mary's Church at Chester. Norfolk , and he died in the next year.

Hemarried, first, Anna, daughter of Sir ( Parl. Writs, i.497 ,592 ; Rot. Parl. i. 218.)

Randle Mainwaringe, of Over Pever in BRETON, WILLIAM LE, or BRITO, as he

Cheshire, and , secondly, Katherine, daugh- is frequently called in the earlier part of his

ter of Sir Richard Lea, of Lea and Dern- life, was the brother of the after-mentioned

hall, in the same county, and left several Ranulph Brito, and was engaged in various

children by each of them . ( Ath. Oxon . ii . ways in the service of Henry III. Fifty

140.) marks were paid out of the treasury tohim

BRETON, JOHN LE (afterwards Bishop and another in 6 Henry III. to purchase

OF HEREFORD), is stated to have been the robes for the use of the king ; and two

son of a knight of that name, who, with years subsequently he held a judicial ap.

his wife, was buried at Abbey Dore in pointment in the court at Durham, he and

Herefordshire. (Archæol.Journ. xix. 35.) hisassociates beingcommanded not to hold

Brought up to the double profession of the plea on any writ of the bishop which his

law and the church , he had the county and predecessors had not been accustomed to

castle of Ilereford committed to his custody issue. In 10 Henry III. he seems to have

in 38 Henry III. ( Alb. Rot. Orig .i . 13 ), had some regulation of the ports,as he is

and was raised to the judicial bench at the directed to allow a person to send his core

latter end of 50 Henry III. ( Excerpt. e Rot . in a ship to London, taking security that

Fin. ii . 430.) In the nextyear the keeper of is carried nowhere else. (Rot. Claus. i. 49:

the wardrobe was directed by the king to 631, ii . 118. )

supply · Johanni le Breton et Henrico de From 11 to 16 Henry III . he held th

Monteforti, justiciariis suis ,' with the full sheriffalty, of Kent in conjunction wit

robeswhich the other judges were accus- Hubert de Burgh. ( Hasteil, i . 180.) H

tomed to be providedwith. ( Selden's Heng- next advance was to the office of one of th

ham Magna, 5. ). The entries of assizes justices or custodes of the Jewson July

before him continue till the end of De- 1234, 18 Henry III., which he held thr

cember 1268, or beginning of January 1269. years afterwards. (Mado.r, i . 234, ü . 311

On the 13th of the latter month the king He evidently became a regular justici

consented to his election as Bishop ofHere- and it is probable that hewas appoint

ford , when he no doubt retired from the in the same year he acted as ajust

bench . He was consecrated in the follow- itinerant in the county of Surrey, 32 Hei

ing July, and presided over the see about III., 1248. In the next year there are

six years, dying in May 1275, 3 Edward I. only writs of assize to be taken before h

(Godwin .) but he was also united with the same a :

The work called • Britton ,' which is a ciates as in the last, in three several co

compendium of the English law ,was at one missions. The writs of assize bare

time attributed to this judge and bishop. name inserted as late as August 1259.
But from the contents itis manifest that it Ile died in 45 Henry III., 1261 , ha

must have been written after 13 Edward I. , considerable property in Northampton

inasmuch as the author cites a statute and other counties, for which his son

passed in that year, as well as another le Breton did homage, paying 10 %, fo

enacted in 6 Edward I., both of which relief. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 57

periods were subsequent to the bishop's 349 ; Cal. Inquis. p. m . i. 20.)
death. The work has been considered by BRETT, WILLIAM BALIOL, one of

others, and this seems the better opinion , present justices of the Common Plea

to be little more than an abridgment of appointed as an additional judge und

Bracton, with the addition of the sub- statute 31 & 32 Vict. c. 125 , &. 11,

sequent alterations in the law ; and the pro- for amending the laws relating to el
bability of this acquires greater weight petitions.

when it is remembered that Bracton's name He is the son of the Rev. Joseph

was sometimes written Britton or Bretton . Brett, of Ranelagh, Chelsea , by Do

6
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daughter of George Best, Esq ., of Chilston |ter. Heshowed himself a strenuous sup

Park, Kent. He was born at Chelsea on porter of monarchical government, voting

August 13, 1815, and educated at West- against Lord Strafford's attainder, and op

minster School, and Caius College ,Cam- posing the ordinance by whichthe militia
bridge, where he took his degree of B.A. in was taken out of the hands of the king.

1840, and distinguished himself both as a ( Parl. Hist. ii . 611, 756 ; Whitelocke, 59.)

mathematician and as a boating man. Enter- When the civil war commenced he left

ing Lincoln's Inn, he was called to the bar the parliament and assisted his father the

in January 1846, and joined the Northern bishopin keeping the city of Chester firm

Circuit. His success is eridenced by his in its adherence to the royal cause.
In

soon becoming leader in the Passage Court 1645 he was one of the king's commis

of Liverpool, and by his being appointed a sioners in the fruitless endeavours to con

revising barrister in the districts adjacent. clude a treaty of peace at Uxbridge, where

He was employed also on several govern- Charles was somewhat dissatisfied at his

ment commissions and by the Court of Ad- carriage, expressing his surprise that the
miralty. His practice in London was very son of a bishop should have been willing

extensive, and continued so after he was to make any condescensions in matters of

raised to the rank of queen's counsel in the Church . Clarendon (iii. 448) also joins

March 1861. From July 1866 till his ele- in this censure, and, though giving him

vation to thebench he sat in parliament as credit for excellent parts and honest incli

member for Helston, for which he was re- nations, says, ' he was so much given to find

elected on being appointed solicitor-general out expedients to satisfy unreasonable men

by the Derby ministry in February 1868. that hewould at last be drawn to yield to

He was then knighted. The act above anything he should be powerfully pressed

alluded to waspassed on July 31 of that to do. ' On the ultimate successof the par

year, and Sir William was one of the three liamentary party Sir Orlando discontinued

new judges appointed under it on August 24. bis practice at the bar, but, as Ludlow re

He married Eugenie, daughter of Louis lates (p. 401 ) , “upon his submission to
Maver, Esq . Cromwell, was permitted to practise in

BRETTON, HENRY DE . See BRACTON. a private manner. He devoted his time

BRIDGEMAN, ORLANDO, belonged to the to conveyancing, in which department he

family of Bridgeman originally settled in became, it is said, the great oracle, not only
Gloucestershire, a younger son of which , of his fellow -sufferers, but also of the whole

having removed to Exeter, became the nation in matters of law—his very enemies

father of Dr. John Bridgeman, who, after not thinking their estates secure without

holding the living of Wigan in 'Lancashire , his advice. ° After his death his collections

was made Bishop of Chester in 1619. By were published under the title of Bridge

his wife Elizabeth ,daughter of Dr. Helyar, man's Conveyancer,' which had so high a

canon of Exeter and archdeacon of Barn- reputation that five editions were issued

staple, he was the father of several sons, from the press.

the second of whom was the judge. Ilis learning insured him immediate

Orlando Bridgeman was born at Exeteron employment on the Restoration. Two

January 30, 1608. He entered Queen's Col- days after the king's return he wasin

lege , Cambridge, in 1621, and he took his vested with the serjeant's coif, followed on

master's degree at Midsummer 1624, and the nextday by his promotion to the office

was elected fellow of Magdalen College. In of chief baronof the Exchequer.
In the

November of that year he was admitted a same week his loyalty was rewarded with

member of the Inner Temple, and, having a baronetcy, in which he is described of
been called to the bar on February 10, 1632, Great Lever in Lancashire, a property not

became a bencher a few weeks before the far from Wigan. Pepys speaks of another

restoration of Charles II. He was made seat in the county called Ashton Hall, near

king's counsel in the duchy of Lancaster Lancaster, in which he caused four great
and judge of the countypalatine of Ches- places tobe left in the great hall window
ter in 1638 ; and was in 1640 appointed at- for coats of arms. ' In one he hath put the

torney of the Court of Wards, and solicitor- Levers' , with this motto, “ Olim ;” in an

general to Charles, Prince of Wales, when other, the Ashton's, with this, “ Heri; ” in
he was knighted. He also had a grant in the next, his own, with this, “ Hodie ; in

reversion of the office of keeper ofthe writs the fourth, nothing but this motto, “Cras
and rolls in the Common Pleas. ( Rymer, nescio cujus." ( Pepys, i. 349.)

11. 447,511 ; Bp. Bridgeman'sMS.Ledger.) The principal duty that he had to per

In the Long Parliament of 1640 hewas form as lord chief baron was to preside at

returned for Wigan , his father's former the trials of the regicides, which lasted

pectory, in which the family seems to have from the 9th to the 19th of October 1660.

had some interest, as Anthony Wood re- Three days aftertheir termination Sir

lates that Sir Orlando about 1662 conferred Orlando was promotedto the chief seat in

the living upon John Hall,Bishop ofChes- the Common Pleas. He sat in that court

6
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for nearly seven years, in high esteem as an last of which the late Lord Ellenborough

able exponent of the law and an impartial (14 East's Reports, 134 )-himself a great
administrator of justice . authority-bore honourable testimony, in

That he was sometimes too precise in calling him that most eminent judge,

his legal interpretations is exemplifiedby and speaking of the profundity of his

a story told by Roger North ( p .97), that learning and the extent of his industry.'

when it was proposed to move his court, He married, first, in 1627, Judith,

which was placed near the door of West- daughter and heir of JohnKynaston, Esq .,

minster Hall and exposed to the wind, of Morton in Shropshire, who died in 1611;

into a back room called the treasury, the and secondly, Dorothy, daughter of Dr.

chief justice would not agreeto it, declar- Saunders, provost of Oriel College, 0x

ing it was against Magna Charta, which ford , and relict of George Cradock, Esq.,
enacts that the Common Pleas shall be of Carswell Castle in Staffordshire. By

held in certo loco (in a certain place) , with his first marriage he had a daughter and
which he asserted the distance of an inch one son ; by his second two sons and :

from that place is inconsistent, and that all daughter. The baronetey, of course, de

pleas would be coram non judice. volved upon Sir John, his son by the first

On the removal of Lord Clarendon the venter; but a second baronetcy was granted

Great Seal was given to Sir Orlando on in 1673, the year following Sir Orlando's

August 30, 1667, as lord keeper ; but no retirement from the Seal, to the eldest son

successor was appointed to take his place by the second venter, Sir Orlando Bridge

in the Common Pleas till May 1668. ' He, man, of Ridley in Cheshire. The latter

therefore , during the interval filled both became extinct on the death of the third

offices, which it was said were not incom- baronet in 1740 ; but the former still sur

patible; and though he did not sit in his vives. The fifth baronet was ennobled by

old court, tines appear to have been levied the title of Baron Bradford in 1794, bi

before him during the whole of the time. father having married Anne Newport, the
( Siderfin, 2 , 338 ; Dugdale's Orig. 49.) sister and heir of the last Earl of Bradford

While he held the Seal, both Pepys (iv . of that name. The son of this baron was

88) and Evelyn (ii. 376) state that he advanced to an earldom in 1815.

resided at Essex House in the Strand . BRITO. See W. LE BRETON .

It is to Lord Clarendon's credit that he BRITO, RALPH, had the custody of th

writes not a word in depreciation of his honor of Bologne and of the land

Neither Burnet nor Roger Henry of Essex for many years, and thy
North are so abstinent . The former says rolls from 15 to 31 Henry II. conta

( i . 253, 307) that in his new office he did entries of his accounting for them .

not long maintain the esteem he had pre- 1177, Robert Mautel and he, as justiciari

viously acquired, and that his study and fixed the aid to be paid in the count

practice had lain so entirely in the common of Norfolk , Suffolk, Essex , and Hertfor

law that he never seemed to apprehend and in 1179 he was selected for the ho

what equity was ; nor had he a head made counties to act as a justice itinerant in

for business and for such a court. Roger of the four divisions into which the cou:

North ( Lires, 88 ; Examen , 38 ) is more of Windsor then apportioned the kingd

particular in his animadversions. Ile de- (Mado.x, i. 130, 263, & c., ii. 200, & c. )

scribed the lord keeper .as timorous to an the roll of 1 Richard I. (he being t

impotence, and that not mended by his dead ) it appears that Lageford and C

great age. IIe laboured very much to well in Essex belonged to him .

please every body, a temper of ill conse- BRITO, RICHARD, was an officer of

quence to a judge. It was observed of Exchequer, to whom was committed

him that if à cause admitted of diverse receipt of the rents of the vacant bis

doubts, which the lawyers call points, he rics of Lincoln and London while in

would never give all on one side; but 'king's hands, the former in conjunction
either party should have something to go Master Gregorius, and the latter

away with . And in his time the Court of Ralph, archdeacon of Colchester.

Chancery ran out of order into delays and called archdeacon of Coventry in th

endless motions in causes ; so that it was of 31 Henry II. , 1185 .

like a fair field overgrown with briars . ' In 1 Richard I. he was one of th

After holding the Seal for about five years, tices itinerant in the counties of

he was made the victim of the strong Dorset, Somerset, Wilts, llants , an

parties which opposed him , and was re- ford ; and ashe acted in so many co

moved on November 17, 1672. He died all probably in one circuit, without

on June 25, 1674 ,atTeddington in Middle- recorded as a justicier at Westmin .
sex, where he lies buried. All parties seems likely that officers of the cou

unite in acknowledging his amiable dis- sometimes sent on these itinera in a

position, his honest principles, his piety, to the regular justiciers. He no
his moderation, and his learning; to the continued to act in subsequent year

successor.
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roll of 7 Richard I. , 1195-6, contains an and his heirs certain possessions and pri

entry of the payment of sixty marks · Ri- vileges, with the forestship of the forest of

cardo Britoni et sociis snis.' ( Madox, i. De la Bere, in as ample a manner as his

309, 311, ii . 281.) father held them in the times of King

BRITO, RANULPH , or LE BRETON , the William and King Henry I. However this

brother of the before-mentioned William may be, in 26 Henry II., 1180, he was

le Breton, or Brito , was chaplain to Hu- entrusted with the sheriffalty of Devon

bert de Burgh, the chief justiciary, in 1221 , shire, which he continued to hold till 1
when a payment was made to him under Richard I.

that designation, besides many others up His judicial career commenced in 33

to 11 Henry III. He afterwardsbecame a Henry II. , 1187, when he was associated

canon of St. Paul's. In 7 llenry III. he with two others in fixing the tallage in

assessed the tallage in Wilton , and appears Wiltshire. Ile acted in the same character

to have been about the king's person, as in 1 Richard I. in Cornwall and Berkshire,

in the ninth year he had an order for the and in 9 Richard I. in Nottingham and
repayment of ten marks, with which he Derby. After the introduction of fines his

had accommodated the king to pay some name is found among the justiciers before

messengers. A grant was made to him in whom they were levied at Westminster

11 Henry III. of part of the wood of and other places, during the last four years

Engayne, in Blatherwick, and in Dudinton, of Richard's reign, and most of the years of

Northamptonshire, to hold by the service that of John ;and he is mentionedas a

of a pairof giltspurs. ( Rot. Claus. i . 457, baron ofthe Exchequeras late as5 Henry
ü . 47, 173, 184.) III . , 1221. (Madox, i. 634, 733 ; Pipe Rolli,

Having, by the influence of his patron, 115 , 185.)

Hubert de Burgh, been raised to the trea- That he attained an early character for

surership of the chamber of the Exchequer, wisdom and prudence may be inferred from
he was, at the instigation of Peter de the fact that King Richard, on his em

Rupibus, Bishop of Winchester, dismissed barkation to the Holy Land, although he

from the office in 1232 for fraud and corrup- exacted from him a fine for not joining in

tion, and fined in no less a sum than 10001. the crusade, named him as one of the

( I'endorer, iv. 244.) Henry in his first council to assist the Bishops of Durham

anger had banished Ranulph Brito from and Ely in the government of the kingdom .

the kingdom , but within two months, on Acting against the latter when the king's

payment of the fine, restored him to favour, letter authorised the council to assumethe

though not to his place, with a condition , government, he was included in the sen

however, that he should not appeal to Rome. tence of excommunication which the bishop

( Cal. Rot. Pat. 15. ) induced the pope to pronounce against the

His death occurred in 1247, and the supporters of the Earl John. All doubt of

words cancellarius specialis,' used by his loyalty, however, was removed by the

Matthew Paris in recording that event, hearty assistance he gave to release his

seem the only warrant for Dugdale and sovereign from captivity; and the king's

others introducing him into the list of confidence in him is proved by his being
chancellors, although, according to the con- selected as one of the ambassadors then

construction of the sentence, the words ap- sent to make a league with the King of
pear rather to intimate that he was chan- France. In this and the subsequent reigns

cellor to the queen . None of the records he was sheriff of several counties. The

describe him as the king's chancellor, and rolls also teem with grants of all kinds-of
Sir T. D. Hardy has accordingly omitted the manors, lands, markets, custodies, ward

namein his catalogue. Lord Campbell, ships, licences for building castles, and of
by mistake, calls bim Bishop of Bath and various other privileges , besides presents

ofwine, and on one occasion of a captured
BRIWER , WILLIAM . This great man , ship.

toho was in the confidence of four successive In frequent attendance on King John,

monarchs, is said by Camden to have been he accompanied him to Ireland, dined with

afoundling, and to have receivedhis name him at his table, eating flesh on certain pro

from having been discovered by Henry II. hibited days, for which indulgence money

on a heath (bruyère) while hunting in the was given to the poor; and, adhering to

New Forest. The king, he says, caused him in all bis troubles, he was a witness to

him to be takenup and placed under proper his renunciationofthecrown to the pope.

care, and when he arrived at man's estate In 15 Johnhe was made seneschal to the
employed him in his service. Unfortunately king in conjunction withW.de Cantelupe

for this romantic tale,Dugdale's account ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 4 ), and when the king

of him, if correct,provesthat it is not marchednorthwards in1215he wasone
foundedon truth. 'Hesays hisfather was of those entrusted with the command of

Henry Briwer, and quotesa charter of one oftheforces left to check the barons

Henry II. confirming to William Briwer remaining in London ; and on several occa

Wells.
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sions till the end of the reign justified the the crown, and there are no less than seven

royal confidence by the exertions which he teen entries in that year in which he acted

made on behalf of his sovereign. for the king in suits before the court. For

These exertions were continued on the an interval of seven years his name does

accession of Henry III. till Prince Louis not again occur, but in 1260 he seems to

was forced to retire from the kingdom . have resumed his position, and to have

Rewards still flowed upon him, and at been regularly engaged onthe king's behalf

various times he was appointed governor of until Christmas 1267. He was raised to

the castles of Bolsover, Lidford, Devizes, the bench before the following February,

and Newcastle-upon - Tyne. and continued there till the end of the

He seems to have been an uncompromis- reign, in the last year of which a judgment

ing supporter of the king's prerogative. is mentioned. (Rot. Parl. i. 4.) He died

Wendover relates (iv. 83) that when Arch- in 3 Edward I. , in possessionof considerable

bishop Stephen and the nobles in 1223 property in the counties of Buckingham,

urged thekingto confirm the liberties and Kent, Hertford, and Oxford. (Cal. Inquis.

rights for which they had contended with p. m . i. 54.)

his father, William Briwer exclaimed that BROME, ADAM DE, was a clerk or master

those liberties, having been violently ex- in Chancery, and filled the office of a jus

torted, ought not to be observed .' The tice itinerant in the county of Nottingham

archbishop, however, mildly reprimanded in 3 Edward III., 1330. He probablywas

him , and the king wisely promised to keep of the family settled at the manor of Brome

the oath he had taken to grant them. Hall in Norfolk, and is first mentioned in

His career of prosperity was only termi- 6 Edward II., 1312, when he was assigned

nated by hisdeath, which occurredin 1226, to talliate Warwickshireand other counties.

11 Henry III. He was buried in the abbey From that time up to 3 Edward III., besides

of Dunkėswell in Devonshire, which he had being frequently mentioned in connection

founded for Cistercian monks. with his duties in Chancery, he was sereral

His riches and his piety may be esti- times employed in judicial commissions.

mated by the following works. Besides ( Parl. Writs, ii.p. ii. 602; Abb. Placit.337.)

the above abbey of Dunkeswell, he founded Like his brethren in the Chancery, he re

that of St. Saviour at Torre, in the same ceived many ecclesiastical preferments . I

county, for Præmonstratensian canons ; the 1315 hewas rector of Hamworth in Mid

priory of Motisfont, in Hampshire, for canons dlesex ; in 1316, chancellor of Durham ; if

regular of St. Augustin ; and a hospital for 1319, archdeacon of Stow and rector of St
twelve poor people, besides religious and Mary, Oxford . In 17 Edward II. he had

strangers, at Bridgewater in Somersetshire, licence to erect a school in that universit:

where he also built a castle, constructed á by the name of Rectoris Domus Scholi
haven , and began a handsome bridge. rium Beatæ Mariæ, Oxon ,' whieb , whe

He married Beatrix de Vallibus, by whom founded, he presented to Edward II. , w

he had two sons and five daughters. On further endowed it, and appointed him t

the death of the sons the inheritance was first provost. From a large messuage, call

divided among the five daughters and their la Oriole, bestowed on it by Edward II .

heirs . ( Dugdale's Baron. i. 700.) received its present name, Oriel Colle

BRIWES , JOAN DE, is introduced as a (Cal. Rot. Pat. 94 ; Chalmers's Oxford, i
justicier in Mr. Hunter's Preface to the Le Neve, 171.)

Fines of Richard I. and John in the eleventh BROMLEY, Thomas. The ancient fan

year of the latter reign, 1209. Thathewas of Bromley, established as early as the re
in some office connected with the Exche- of King John at Bromleghe in Staff

quer appears from several entries on the shire, has supplied the ranks of the

Rot. de Finibus. (417, 442.) He died in with the three following judges. The
1229. (Rot. de Oblatis, i. 184.) is Thomas Bromley, who was the sot

BROCLESBY, WILLIAM DE , of that place Roger Bromley (a younger brother of

in Lincolnshire, was an ecclesiastic, who immediate ancestor of Queen Elizabe

devoted much of his property both in that chancellor), by Jane, the daughter

county and in Yorkshire to pious purposes. ThomasJennings. Hewas placed at

He held the office of remembrancer ofthe Inner Temple, and became reader the

Exchequer in 1338 (Hospitaller in Engl. autumn 1532. In June 1540 he was e

203) till he was promoted to bea baron of tothe degree of the coif,and was appo

that court on January 20, 1341 , 14 Edward one of the king's serjeants on the 2nd

III . He is mentioned as being alive in nextmonth .

25 Edward III. (Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 91, Succeeding Sir John Spelman , he

&c.; Rot. Parl. ii. 453.) appointed a judge of the King's Ben

BROK, LAURENCE DEL, was an advocate November 4, 1544.

in the reign of Henry III., evidently stand- esteemedbyHenry VIII, is apparent

ingvery high in his profession. Asearly his having a legacy of 300l. under the
as 1253 he was employed on the part of I will, and being appointed one ofth.

That he was E
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cutors of it. ( Testam . Vetust. 43.) He thus flourished in that and the neighbouring

became one of the council of regency under counties throughout the succeeding centu

Edward VI.,butseemstohaveavoided the ries. Roger Bromley, of Mitley in Shrop

political difficulties of that reign till its shire, a linealdescendant, bad, besides other

close, when he was most unwillingly in- children, two sons,William and Roger. The

volved in the project of the Duke ofNorth- chief justice was son of the latter, and the

umberland to place Lady Jane Grey on the lord chancellor was grandson of the former,

throne. His being sent for by the duke his father being George Bromley, the only

to prepare the king's will, and the conduct son of William , who was of Hodnet in

pursued toovercome his resistance, is sub- Shropshire, and his mother, Elizabeth,

sequently detailed in the life of Chief Jus- daughter of Sir Thomas Lacon, of Willey

tice Montagu. Having submitted, under in the same county. His father was him

the compulsion to which he was subjected, self distinguished in the law, being a reader

to settle the instrument, it would seem that at the Inner Temple in the reignsof Henry

he was no further called upon to interfere ; VII. andHenry VIII., and his brother, Sir

for his name does not appear among those George Bromley, attained in the same pro

who witnessed the will, and, instead ofbeing fession the rank of justice of Chester under

committed to prison, asthetwo chiefjustices Queen Elizabeth.

were, he was raised by Queen Mary to the Sir Thomas was born about the year

head of his own court on October 4, 1553, 1530, and, being destined for the law, was

in the place of Sir Roger Cholmley, from sent to the same inn at which his father

which it maybe naturally inferred that he had studied, where he was reader in autumn

was, as Burnet says, ' a papistin his heart.' 1566,having been just previously elected

He presided at the extraordinary trial of recorder of the city of London. He held

Sir Nicholas Throckmorton on April 17, this honourable post till he became soli

1554, when , though the prisoner had so citor-general, to which office he was ap

much greater liberty of speech allowed to pointed on March 14, 1569, and filled it for

him than in any previous trial on record ten years, during which, in 1574, he was
that the queen's attorney openly complained elected treasurer of his inn .

in court and threatened to retire from the He acted in 1571 on the trial of the

bar, yet was he hardly pressed bythe judges, Duke of Norfolk for high treason, and
whorefused himthe examination ofa wit- managed that part of the prosecution which

ness he produced, and denied him the in- had reference to Rodolph's message. ( State
spection of a statute upon which he relied. Trials, i. 957, 1015.). As an advocate he

The chief justice's summing up too was so arrived at great eminence, but was scru
defective, either for want of memory or pulous in undertaking a suit till he was

good will,' that the prisoner craved indif- satisfied of its justice, ‘ not admitting all
ferency, and did help the judge's old causes promiscuously,' says David Lloyd
memory with his own recital.' ° (Holinshed, ( State Worthies, 610),who adds that never

iv. 31–55 .) Throckmorton's acquittal and failing in any cause for five years, ... he
the iniquitous punishment of the juryfol- was theonly person that the people would

lowed ; and the impression which the whole employ.' An anecdote is told of him in

proceedings leave upon the mind isanything Bacon's Apophthegms' which shows that
but favourable to the lawyers who were he had a ready wit in escaping out of a
concerned in them . Sir Thomas Bromley dilemma. Having offered in evidence a

cannot escape from the charge of undue deed which the counsel on the other side

severity,though probablyhewas complained impeached as fraudulent, arguing that it

of at thetimeforgivingtoo great licence to hadnotbeenproducedintwo formersuits
the prisoner. He was succeeded as chief on the same title, but some other convey
justice on June 11 , 1555, by Sir William ance relied upon, Justice Catlin , who in
Portman ; but it does not appear whether clined to that opinion , said tohim, ' Ipray

the vacancy was occasioned by his death or thee, Mr. Solicitor, let me askyou a fami
by his being superseded. Wroxeter Church liar question : I have two geldings in my
crintains his remains, over which is a hand- stable, and I have divers times business of

some altar tomb. importance, and still I send forth one of

He left an only daughter, Margaret, who my geldings and not the other ; would you
married Sir Richard Newport, the ancestor not say I set him aside as a jade ? ' No,
of the late Earls of Bradford,a title which my lord ,' replied Bromley, “ I would think

became extinct in that family in 1762, but you spared him for your own saddle.'
as revived in 1815 in the descendants of Retained by Lord Hunsdon and patron

Sir Orlando Bridgeman, one of whommar- ised by Lord Burleigh, it is not surpris
ried the sister and heir of the last earl. ing, with the professional character he had

BROMLEY, THOMAS,descended from the acquired, that Bromley, though not yet
Same ancestor as his last-mentioned name- fifty years of age , should have been selected

Enke . Established at Bromleghe in Staf- as the successor of Sir Nicholas Bacon . He

fordshire under KingJohn , the family received the Great Seal on April 26, 1579 ,

6

6

6
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with the rank of lord chancellor, a title was made a serjeant for the purpose of his

which his predecessor had never enjoyed. being raised to the bench, his call taking

It is not improbable, however, that there place on February 5, and his patent as

was some doubt which of the two titles baron of the Exchequer being dated Fe

should be given to him , for more than two | bruary 6, 1610. During the remaining six

months elapsed after Bacon's death during | teen years of James's reign, and for above

which , according to the entries on the two years in that of Charles I. , he per

· Close Roll (24 ), the Great Seal remained formed the functions of his office, and,

in the queen's possession ; and two speeches according to Croke ( Car. 85) , he died in

are preserved which , if both of them are the summer vacation 1627.

rightly attributed to Bromley, would seem BROMPTON, WILLIAM DE, whose name

to have been prepared by him to deliver to is sometimes spelled Burnton and Burton,

the queen in the event of either determina- was constituted a judge of the Common

tion . (Egerton Papers, 81.) Fuller says Pleas in 1278, 6 Edward I. , and fineswere

(Northies, ii. 259), • Although it was dif- levied before him from that year till Mi

ticult to come after Sir Nicholas Bacon , and chaelmas, 17 Edward I. , 1289. ( Parl. II rits,

not to come after him , yet such was Brom- i . 382; Dugdale's Orig. 44.) Soon after

ley's learning and integrity that the court this he wasdisgraced and imprisoned in the

was not sensible of any considerable altera- Tower for corruption in his office . ( Stow's

tion . ' Ile seems to have pursued a steady London, 44.) One of the charges against

course in the performance of his official him was that he impeded the prior of Hunt

duties, without respect to persons. He ingdon in an assize of darrein presentment

presided as chancellor over the commission to the church of Suho, whereby the bishop

issued in October 1586 for the trial of Mary , took it by lapse of time. ( Rot. Parl. i . 48.)

Queen of Scots, in which he conducted him- Another implicated the judge in cruel treat

self with great decency and personal respect ment towards Nicholas de Cerny, impri

towards the unfortunateprisoner,though in soned in Newgate, by directing him to be

the subsequent proceedings in parliament put in irons and injured as much as pos.

he was the organ of the house to represent sible. But his offences must have been o

to Elizabeth their unanimous request that a far more heinous nature than either

the judgment might be executed . Before these, as the fine of 6000 marks, which h

the next session , which was opened on was compelled to pay for his enlargemen

February 15, 1587, he was seized with an was one of the highest that was impost

illness which necessitated the appointment upon those who shared in his disgrace.

of a temporary speaker of the House of A William de Brompton is named as of

Lords, and by which he no doubt escaped of the king's councillors in the Statute

being a performer in the despicable proceed- Escaetoribus, 29 Edward I., 1301, and

ings against Secretary Davison on March one of the justices of the Bishop of I

28. This illness terminated in his death ham in the same year ( Parl. Writs, i . 10

on April 12 , at the age of 57. Ile was and in the following a justice itinerant

buried in Westminster Abbey, where his Cornwall called William de Burnton ocrt

-son, Sir Henry, erected a splendid monu- but whether they were the same person

ment to his memory. uncertain .

By his wife, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir BROOK, DAVID, was a native of Glas!

Adrian Fortescue, K.B. , he had four sons bury in Somersetshire, his father Job

and four daughters. One of the latter mar- serjeant-at-law, being principal senesch:

ried Sir Oliver Cromwell, the uncle of the the famous monastery there. David

Protector, and another married John Lyttel- reader at the Inner Temple in 15:34

ton of Frankley, whose eldest son wasad- 1540, when he was also treasurer. In

vanced to the peerage as Baron Lyttelton first week of the reign of Edward VI. , 1

of Frankley. he was admitted to the degree of the

Sir Thomas's eldest son ,aswell as seve- having been summoned thereto by H

ral of his descendants, sat for the county of VIII., and in 1551 he was made or

Worcester in parliament, and eventually, the king's serjeants . Queen Mary

on May 9, 1741, the representative of after her accession advanced him , on

the family was created Baron Montford of tember 1, 1553, to the office of chief

Horseheath, Cambridgeshire, a title which of the Exchequer ( Duglale's Orig.

became extinct in 1851 by the death of the 170) , and on October 2, the morrow

third lord without surviving issue. coronation, he and a number of othe

BROMLEY, EDWARD, the third member sons were dobyd the knightes e

of the same family who has been adorned carpet.' (Machyn's Diary , 335.) 11

with the judicial ermine, was the son of cisions are reported in Dyer till

Sir George Bromley, justice of Chester, the 1557, about a year after which he di

elder brother of the chancellor. David Lloyd, in his ‘ State Wo

He kept his terms at the Inner Temple, (386–390) , gives thejudge a highly e

where he was a reader in Lent 1606. He : astic character, and concludes with a

6
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appear, how

phthegm which is worth remembering. ' A His namehas a high reputation in West

fat man in Rome riding always upon a very minster Hall, not only on account of his

lean horse being asked the reason thereof, great learning and his just administration

answered that he fed himself, but he trusted of the law , but as the author of an ‘ Abridg

others to feed his horse. Our judge being ment' or abstract of the Year Books till his

asked what was the best way to thrive, own time, which Coke calls an excellent

said , Nerer do anything by another that you repertory , and of " Ascun's Novel Cases '

can do by yourself. in the three last reigns.

Sir David left a widow ,Margaret, daughter BROOKE, RICHARD, or BROKE, whose

of Richard Butler, of London, who had family was established at Leighton in

previous to her marriage with bim been Cheshire as early as in the twelfth century ,

already the wife of two husbands,Andrew was the fourth son of Thomas Brooke of

Fraunces and Alderman Robert Chartsey, that place, by the daughter and heir of

and who, after the death of the chief baron John Parker of Copen Hall. He studied

was married , for the fourthtime, to Edward, and practised at theMiddle Temple so suc

Lord North, whom also she survived, and cessfully that, dreading a summons to take

dying in 1575, was buried in St. Lawrence upon him the degree of the coif, the usual

Jewry. (Collins's Peerage,iv. 458 ; Fuller, reward of eminent advocates, he obtained

ii. 283. ) This lady was the chief baron's a royal permission in July 1510, 2 Henry
second ' wife, his first being Katherine, VIII., to decline the honour in case should

daughter ofJohn, Lord Chandos, who in á be offered to him. It would

patent of 1553, granting to her and her ever, thathe soon altered his mind, and did

husband the manor of Canonbury, is de- not avail himself of the exemption ; for he
scribed as having been the suckling nurse was one of the nine who were made ser

of Queen Mary. ( Tomlins's Y seldon.) jeants in the following November. In the

BROOKE, ROBERT, or BROKE , was the same autumn he was reader at his inn of

son of Thomas Broke,of Claverley in Shrop- court . In that year also he was raised

shire, by Margaret, the daughter of Hugh from the office of under-sheriff to that of

Grosvenor, of Farmot in the samecounty; recorder of the city of London , and was

and he was buried in the church of that elected its representative in parliament, a

parish. ( Athen. O.con . i . 267.) He was trust which was repeated in 1615.

reader at the Middle Temple in 1542 In 1520 he was raised to the bench of

and 1551. His readings on these occa- the Common Pleas,receiving the customary

sions were ' On the Statute of Limitations, knighthood on the occasion; and on re

32 Henry VIII. . 2 ,' and ' On Magna signing the recordership the corporation

Charta, c. 16 ,' both of which were after complimented him with a tun of wine at

wards published. Between these dates— Christmas.

viz., in 1545 — he was advanced from the On January 24, 1526 ,he was constituted

office of common serjeant of the city of chief baron of the Exchequer, and performed

London to that of recorder in the room of the duties of that office in addition to those

Sir Roger Cholmley. In that character he of the judgeship of the Common Pleas till

is frequently mentioned in Dyer'sReports. April 1529, about which time he died .
In Michaelmas 1552 he was made a ser- He erected the mansion still called Broke

jeant, and was several times returned to Hall, at Nacton, near Ipswich, in Suffolk.

parliament as representative of the metro- From Sir Richard's son Robert descended

polis. another Robert, of Nacton, who was created

He was elected speaker in that which a baronet in 1661, but dying in 1693 with

met on April 2, 1554 , duringwhich the out male issue , the baronetcy expired , and
marriage of the queen with Philip of Spain the estates descended to a nephew , Robert,

was solemnized. A new parliament was who had married one of his daughters.
then called , and between the date of the This Robert's great-grandson, Captain Philip

summons and the day of meeting Brooke Bowes VereBroke, was raised to the same

was put in the place of Sir Richard Morgan dignity in November 1813, for his victory
as chief justice of the Common Pleas on as commander of the ' Shannon ' over the

October 8.
He was knighted by King American frigate the 'Chesapeake.?

Philip on January 27, 1555 , but he enjoyed BROUGHAM , HENRY, though born in

his judicial dignity little more than four Scotland, was the representative of one of

Fears, dying on September 6, 1558, about the most ancientfamilies in Westmoreland,

two months before the death of the queen. in whose possession the manor of Burgham ,

O his tomb at Claverley he is represented now Brougham, can be traced uninterrup
in his official robes,with a wife on each tedly from thetime of Edward the Con

side of him in splendid dresses. One of his fessor. Bythe intermarriage of one of his

wites was named Anne, and the other ancestors with the heiress of the familyof

Durothy ; and between them they produced Vaux ofCatterlyn, he also represented that

him seventeen children. ( Machyn'sDiary, noble house .Beforethe death ofhisgrand
father, John Brougham , his father resided

6
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at Edinburgh, where he married Eleanor, the English bar in 1807 by the society of

the only child of the Rev. James Syme, by Lincoln's Inn, joined the Northem Circuit.

Mary, the sister of Dr. Robertson the his- His practice was less in the courts than in

torian. Of that marriage the eldest son appeals to the House of Lords and the Privy

was the future chancellor,who was born in Council, and before parliamentary com

St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh, on Sep- mittees. In 1808 he signalised himself at
tember 19, 1778 . the bar of the House of Commons by his

In passing through both the High School energetic advocacy of the application of the
and University of Edinburgh he distin- British merchants to obtain a repeal of the

guished himself by his rapidity and intelli- famous orders in council issued in oppo

gence in receiving the instruction afforded, sition to the aggressions of Napoleon. His

and in the latter he more particularly ad- earnest exertions and his overpowering elo

dressed himself to philosophical enquiries. quence procured bim a seat in parliament
The first fruit of his studies was a paper in 1810 for the borough of Camelford. He

• On the Inflection, Reflection, and Colours continued a member of that house till he
of Light,' written at the earlyage of seven- was advanced to the other, twenty years

teen, and forwarded by him to the Royal later, except for four years from 1812, Mr.

Society, and published in its Transactions' Canning having then defeated bim in his

in 1796. To thishe added in the next year attempt to be returned for Liverpool. In

some • Further Experiments ; ' following 1815 he was elected for Winchelsea, for

these with ‘ General Theorems,chiefly Po- which he sat till he succeeded in an arduous

risms of the higher Geometry,'whichlike- contest for the West Riding of Yorkshire

wise appeared in successive years in the in 1830, the year in which he was called to
same publication. These successful ex- the House of Peers.

ertions in physical science led him to an It is impossible in the present sketch to

intimacy with Sir Joseph Banks,the presi- particularise all the incidents of his par

dent, and were rewarded in 1803 by his liamentary career, co wide was the range
election as a fellow . In the meantime his of subjects which he discussed.

pursuits introduced him into the best lite- tion found him unprepared, and whether

rary circles of Edinburgh, where he joined the debate was upon African slavery,
the Speculative Society,' and formed the Catholic emancipation, or foreign politics,

more select association called the Academy or upon the more domestic questions of
of Physics.' Hevisited Norway and Sweden charity abuses, distress in the agricultural
before he settled himself as an advocate in districts, free trade and the laws that re
the Scottish law courts. In a letter to his strained it, the extravagance and corrup

friend , Sir Joseph Banks, dated December , tion of our military and civil establishments,

10 , 1800, he expresses his aversion to that and the thousand other topics that agitated
profession, and his resolution to attempt an that assembly, he threw into them all that

opening in the political world ; but at the spirit and fervour for which his speeches

same time to cultivate its duties to secure were remarkable. He soon acquired the
a retreat, in case his plan should fail. He lead of the party to which he was attached

showed his capacity for the province he and was allowed to be a most brillian

preferred by publishing in 1803 · An En- debater, and to be an exception to th
quiry into the Colonial Policy of the Euro- almost universal experience, that the eld

pean Powers ; ' and in 1806 he exhibited his quence ofa lawyer did not succeed in th

first acknowledged effort in behalf of the House of Commons. At the same time

persecuted blacks, by issuing a pamphlet was admitted that in the warmth of b
entitled “ A Concise Statement of the Ques- addresses he was apt to exceed the limi

tion regarding the Abolition of the Slave of discretion , and sometimes to injure i
Trade. In 1802 he had joined with Lord cause he was advocating;

Jeffrey, Sydney Smith , Horner, and other Ilis reputation as a lawyer had sa

talented men then residing at Edinburgh , advanced, aided , no doubt, by his politi
in founding the · Edinburgh Review ,'which status, that he was occasionally consul
up to the present time, after more than by the Princess Charlotte , and on

șixty years' existence, preserves the popu- elopement from Warwick House in !
larity it obtained on its first establishment. he was summoned by her to her moth

To this he was a mostindefatigablecontri- house at Connaught Terrace , to which
butor, advocating on all occasions the most had fled , and it was by his advice that

liberal principles, in support of which it returned home. But the great erent
always took so prominent a part. which his legal fame was to be establi.

With an established reputation as a poli- in the popular mindwasnow approac!

tician, a jurist, and an orator, he felt that On the accession of George Ill. in

Edinburgh was too confined a stage , and his queen, from whom he had been

therefore, coming to London, he became separated , determined to return to Ens

for some time a pupil of Mr. ( afterwards assert ' her rights, and summoned

Chief Justice) Tindal, and, being called to Brougham , whom she appointed he
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torney -general, as her adviser. A bill addition of 10001. a year to their retiring

of pains and penalties was immediately allowance. He went out with his party,

brought into the House of Lords, charging after exactly four years' enjoyment of the

her with adultery committed abroad. Mr. office, on November 22, 1834 ; but when in

Brougham was the leading counsel for her the next year its successors were obliged

defence against the bill , and by his extra- in their turn to give way to the whigs, for

ordinary exertions and powerful advocacy some cause or other, hitherto unexplained,

produced such an effect, not only on the Lord Brougham was not restored. Per

public mind , but on the noble jury who haps it was for the same reason which

were to decide on her fate, that ministers was adduced by Sir Robert Walpole just

were obliged to withdraw the bill . So one hundred years before, that he would

severe had been his invectives against the not ' make a man lord chancellor who was

king, not only in this defence, but in par- i constantly complaining of the grievances

liament also, on that and on other occasions, of the law, and threateningtorectifythe

that, though his position at the bar had abuses of ' Westminster Wall .' 'Lord

long entitled him tothe usual precedence, Hervey'sMemoirs, i . 434.)

his majesty refused to allow him thé Lord Brougham was now in his fifty

honour of a silk gown, the death of the seventh year, a period of life at which
queen depriving him in the next year of many a man having filled the highest office

that which he wore as her attorney-general . in the state would have thought himself

Against Lord Eldon, to whom he attri- justified in resting upon his laurels. But
buted his exclusion , he took every oppor- he was of no such disposition ; he did not

tunity of aiming the most pointed shafts of approve of slothful inaction, but preferred
wit and sarcasm. His lordship refers to exercising his talents, whether in or out of

one of his direst attacks in 1825, in a letter office, with a view to the benefit of the

to his daughter, Lady F. J. Banks, with state, and to the improvement of his fellow
cool indifference . creatures. He continued regularly to at

Of course the cause of Brougham's se- tend the hearing of appeals in the House

Terity , and the assertion of Eldon's indiffer- iof Lords for many years; and for his inde

ference, must be both taken with some fatigable labours in that judicial capacity

allowance ; but while his lordship remained he was rewarded by Queen Victoria in 1860

chancellor, Brougham was obliged to content with a new patent, entailing his title in

himself with a stuff gown . Under Lord default of male issue upon his brother,

Lyndhurst, who succeeded Lord Eldon, he William Brougham , Esq., lately a master

received in 1827 a patent of precedence. At in Chancery. Time moderated his political

that time so conscious was he of his parlia- feelings and tempered his party virulence,

mentary powers that he refused the place and he was charged by disappointed bigots

of lord chief baron offered him by Mr. Can- with having joined the tory ranks. But
ning, the new minister, objecting that it the imputation arose from his not choosing

would exclude him from the house ; and to desert old friends of that party , with

on Mr. Canning's suggestion that he would whom , amidst the most violent political

be only one stage from the woolsack , he contests, he had still kept up his intimacy.

replied, ' But thehorses would beoff.' But no one could accuse him of any decay

Soon after the accession of William IV . or discontinuance of his exertions for the

the ministry of the Duke of Wellington extension of knowledge and instruction

was obliged to succumb, and that headed among the poor, or in the pursuit of the

by EarlGrey took its place. So strong patriotic and benevolent objects it had been
were Mr. Brougham's claims on the Whigs his life's endeavour to promote. Both

that no lower place than that of lord before and after his exaltation these objects
chancellor could be offered to him , and he were Among the principal

accordingly received the Great Seal on were the formation of the Society for the

November 22, 1830, and on the next day Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,'by which

was created Lord Brougham and Vaux. many valuable publications were issued ;

During his chancellorship his utmost and the foundation of University College,

energies were applied in the House of London, extending the benefits of a superior

Lords to the carrying of the Reform Bill, education to a class of men who were in

and to the support ofall themeasures sug- capable of incurring the customary expenses

ested by the ministry ; and in the Court of of Oxford or Cambridge, or who were un

Chancery to the introducing many exten- willing to subject themselves to the tests or

sive reforms, some of doubtful value, but discipline required at those universities. To

others of essential and permanent benefit. these may be added as a consequence the

Imong others, he swept away a host of University College Hospital. He was also

*inecure places entailing great expense to greatly instrumental in the establishmentof

the suitors, and, as a compensation for so the Social Science Association ; and as its

Teat an annihilation of the patronage of president, even so lately as 1863, in his

the office, he procured for his successors an eighty -fifth year,he delivered a lengthened

6

numerous.

6

K2
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address at Edinburgh, the scene of his determinations.' (Dr. Maitland on the Re

earliest triumphs, which surprised all who formation, 427, 468, 514, 559.)

heard it by its vigour and variety . His These energetic exertions were not un

various contributions to the press have been requited. He was called to the degree of

collected in ten octavo volumes ; and it is the coif, and on the very day that he as

to be hoped that to these may be shortly sumed it, October 16, 1555, he was ap

added, as promised, His Life and Times.' pointed one of the queen's serjeants, and

He was elected lord rector of the Uni- on October 5, 1558, was made chief justice

versity of Glasgowin 1825, and, retaining of the Common Pleas. Within six weeks

his popularity to the last, he was chosen Queen Mary died, and on the day succeed

chancellor of the University of Edinburgh ing that event he received a new patentfrom
in 1860 . He purchased an estate at Elizabeth ; but before Hilary Term it was

Cannes, in Provence, on which he built a deemed expedient to remove both the Ca

mansion , to which he retired for several tholic chief justices from their more promi

weeks of the last years of his life, and nent positions, still,however,retaining their

where he died on May 7, 1868 . legal services. Chief Justice Browne pas

By his wife, Mary Anne, daughter of accordingly removed into the seat of Mr.

Thomas Eden , Esq., and niece of Lords Justice Dyer, who was placed at the head

Auckland and Henley, the widow of John of the court. This change having been

Spalding, Esq. (whom he married in 1819) , completed on January 22, 1559, he con

he had two daughters, both since deceased, tinued to perform the duties of a puisne

and no son ; and his title has descended by judge of the Common Pleas till the day of

the special limitation before mentioned to his death. Anthony Wood states that he

his brother, William Brougham, now Lord was offered the Great Seal when the Lord

Brougham and Vaux. Keeper Bacon was in temporary disgrace on

BROWNE, ANTHONY, was the son of the suspicion of having assisted John Hales

Wistan Browne, of Abbesroding and Lan- in a pamphlet arguing that,in the event of

genhoo in Essex, and Elizabeth, the sister Queen Elizabeth's death without issue, the

of Sir John Mordaunt, of Turvey in Bed - crown would devolve on the house of Suf

fordshire, serjeant-at-law , who became folk ; but that Browne refused it , for that
chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, and he was of a different religion from the

whose son was created Lord Mordaunt. state .' It was perhaps in connection with

( Testam . Vetust. 462.) Anthony was born this offer that he received the honour of

about 1510, and studied at Oxford, where knighthood in 1566 .

he did not take a degree, entered the Mid- He died on May 16, 1567, at his estate of

dle Temple , and became reader there in Weald Hall, or South Weald, in Esses ,

autumn 1553 and in Lent 1554. which he had purchased from Lord Chan

Being a strict Roman Catholic, he made cellor Rich . He was buried in the church

himself active in carrying into effect the of that parish , and to his remains wer
new orders of religion promulgated under added, within the same year , those of hi
Queen Mary ; and, being then a justice of wife Joan , daughter of William Farington

the peace in his native county , a letter was of Farington in Lancashire, and widow

sent by the council in August 1554 direct- Charles Booth, Esq. He left no issue.
ing him and others to put those in ward His devotion to Queen Mary did not pr

who kept themselves from church and were vent him from resisting her encroachmen
not in other respects conformable. Among on the rights of his chief justiceship.
the persons brought before him was William the interval between Sir Robert Brook

Hunter, ‘ an apprentice of nineteen years, ' death and his own appointment the que
who, according to the printed relation of had filled up the vacant place of exigent

his brother Robert,was pursued to death London, &c., the presentation to which
by Justice Brown for the gospel's sake.' longed to his office. As soon as he v

Robert enlarges on the justice'sfury' and installed he at once admitted his nep!
rage,' and seems to lay more blame on him Skrogges, whose right was decided by

for sending the unfortunate youth to Bishop judges to be good against Coleshill,
Bonner than on that brutal prelate for con- queen's nominee. ( Dyer's Reports, 175

demning him to be burnt. In the next year Plowden , his contemporary Reports,

Justice Browne and his fellows sent up an- 376 ), calls him a judge of profound le

other prisoner, whom they called 'an arro- ing and great eloquence, and gives e
gant heretic ; ' and in August 1557 a spe- eulogistic verses composed on his di

cial letter was written to him by the He is said to have supplied Bishop I
council, “ geving hym thanks for his dili- with the legal arguments for his påm

gent proceeding against Trudgeover (whom in favour of the succession of Mary,
he had taken and executed in Essex ); will- of Scotland, published under the nai

ing him to distribute his head and quarters Morgan Philipps, and answered by

according to his and his colleagues' former Nicholas Bacon. ( Athen . O.ron . i .

405, 433 ; Morant's Esse.r', i . 118. )
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war.

BROWNE,HUMPHREY, of RidleyHall, in | at Lincoln's Inn in 1616, where he was

Terling, Essex, was the uncle ofthe fore- called to the bar in 1623,and elected reader

going Anthony Browne, being the younger in autumn 1642. He was returned mem

brotherof Wistan Browne. Their father ber for the boroughs of Clifton , Dartmouth ,

was Robert Browne, of Langenhoo in that and Hardness,in the Long Parliament of

county, and their mother Mary, daughter November 1640 ; and in February 1643,

and heir of Sir Thomas Charlton. Hum- no doubt by the influence of his cousin St.

phrey was of the Middle Temple,where he John, who was then solicitor-general, he

was chosen reader in 1516, and again in was recommended by the parliament to be

1521. Hewas not called to the degree of a baron of the Exchequer, in the proposi

the coif tillten years afterwards, nor made tions made to the king for peace, which

a king's serjeant till Easter 1536. On No- came to nothing. In the following No

vember 20 , 1542, he was elevated to the vember he and St. John were two of the

bench as a judge of the Common Pleas, a four members of the House of Commons to

seat which he retained in four reigns. whom, with two lords, the new Great Seal

Although his name appears as a witness was entrusted . ( Parl. Hist. ii. 606 , iii. 70,

to King Edward's deed altering the suc- 182.)

cession , Queen Mary very properly con- The commoners so appointed still con

sidered the act as onemore of compulsion tinued to perform their parliamentary func
than of choice, and Queen Elizabeth, on tions . Lord Commissioner Browne was

her accession , made no immediate change most active in the proceedings against

in the judges, whatever were their religious Archbishop Laud, summing up the case in

opinions. The quiet and unostentatious the House of Lords and carrying up the

performance of his duties was undistin- ordinance for his attainder passed by the

huished by any remarkable incident. Commons in November 1644. ( State Trials,

Plowden relates that in a case in Hilary iv . 576, 596.) His position did not exempt

Term 1559 he did not argue at all, be- him from the inconveniences of the civil

cause he was so old that his senses were He had to complain to the parlia

decayed and his voice could not be heard ; ' ment in December 1644 that his house at

Fet he acted for nearly four years after he Arlesley in Bedfordshire was used for

had thus lost his judicial powers, the last quartering troops, and he procured an order

tine levied before him being dated at the for their removal out of the county: ( Jour

end of November 1562, and his death oc- nals, iii. 734. ) After remaining in office

curring on the 5th of the next month. for nearly three years, the lords commis

( Dugdale's Orig. 47, 215 ; 1 Plowden , 190.) sioners were removed in October 1646 , and

His remains were removed from a house the Great Seal transferred to the speakers

which he had built in Cow Lane, St. Se- of the two houses. Resuming then his

pulchre's, with great funeral pomp to the practice at the bar, where by a vote of the

church of St. Mary Orgars in Cannon house precedence was given him, he was
Street, where one of his wives had been included in the batch of twenty -two who

buried, and to which parish he bequeathed were made serjeants by the parliament on

several houses. (Machyn's Diary,297,393.) October 12, 1648 , when both he and his

His first wife was Anne ,daughter of Sir cousin were also elevated to the bench, he

Henry Vere, of Great Adlington ; and his as judge of the King's Bench , and St. John

second wife was Anne, daughter of John, as chief justice of the Common Pleas. Just

Lord Hussey. ( Morant, i . 118.) previous to this he had been sent as one of

BROWN, ROBERT, does not appear to the commissioners to treat with the king

have been related to either of the pre- in the Isle of Wight,and what he witnessed
ceding judges, nor has any certain trace there of his majesty's bearing, and the un

been found of the family to which he be- seemly return with which it was met by

longed . All that is known of him is that the parliament's subsequent proceedings,
he was promoted to the bench of the Ex- tended no doubt to open his oyes to the

chequer assecond baron on May 6, 1550, 4 violent objects of the party to which his
Exlward VI., and that he retained ' his seat cousin St. John was attached. He resolved,

during Mary's reign and for the first two therefore, no longer to follow in his foot

months of that of Elizabeth ,when he was steps ; but when the king, three months

replaced by George Freville . later, fell a victim to its machinations, he

BROWNE, SAMUEL, was the son of Ni- | boldly refused to act as a judge under the

cholas Browne, Esq., of Polebrook in usurped government, and, with five of his

Northamptonshire, by Frances,daughter colleagues, resigned his seat on the bench.
of Thomus St. John, Esq ., of Cayshoe, (Whitelocke, 154, 158, 226 , 334 ,342, 378.)
Bedfordshire, the grandfather of Oliver This conduct so effectually atoned in the

St. John , the chief justice of the Common eyes of the royalists for everything that
Pleas during the Protectorate. Samuel might be deemed objectionable in his former

was admitted pensioner of Queen's Colc acts, that on the Restoration he was not

lege, Cambridge,in 1614, and was entered only immediately reinstatedas a serjeant,
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but within six months was replaced on the arrival in England the appointment of

bench, being constituted on November 3, master of the Rolls on May 18, 1603.
1660, ajudge of the Common Pleas, where Lord Bruce was at the same time ad

he retained his seat till his death in Easter mitted into the king's new council, and in

Term 1668. (1 Siderfin, 3, 4, 365.) He the first parliamentobtained an act of natu

was buried under a monument still existing ralisation for himself and his family. King

in the church of Arlesley. James showed his continued favour to him ,

He married Elizabeth, daughter of John by making him large grants of money
and

Meade, Esq ., of Nortofts, Finchingtield, lands, and by promoting the marriage of

Essex . his daughter Christianwith William , after

BRUCE, EDWARD (LORD KINLOSS ). The wards second Earl of Devonshire, giving

third son of Robert de Brus, the first chief her away with his own hand,and making

justice of the Court of King's Bench as up her fortune to 10,0001. In July 1604

newly constituted under Henry III., and the king also created him an English peer
one of the competitors for the crown of by his former title . He sat at the Rolls

Scotland in the following reign, was John for nearly seven years, and his remains are

de Brus, to whose grandson his cousin deposited close to his court in the chapel

King David II. granted in 1359 the castle there, where his effigy in his official dress

and manor of Clackmannan, with various is represented on a monument, the inscrip
other manors in the county of that name. tion on which states that he died on Ja

In the middle of the sixteenth century Sir nuary 14,1610-11, and concludes with
Edward Bruce, the second son of one of the these two lines :

lineal holders of this property, acquired the
estate of Blair Hall, and by his marriage Conjuge, prole,nuro, genero, spe, requebeatus ;

Vivere nos docuit, nunc docet, ecce, mori.
with Alison, daughter of William Reid, of

Aikenhead in the same county, and sister By his wife, Magdalen , daughter of

of Robert Reid, Bishop of Orkney, had | Alexander Clerk , of Balbírnie in Fife,

three sons, the second ofwhom, Edward, Esq ., he had, besides the daughter already
became master of the Rolls. mentioned , two sons, who successively

He was born about 1548, and was,accord- possessed the title. Edward , the elder,

ing to the most probable accounts, brought was killed in a duel with Sir Edward

up to the law ,and practised at the Scottish Sackville, afterwards Duke of Dorset.

bar. In 1597 he was preferred to be one Thomas, the younger, was created Earl of

of the senators of theCollege of Justice, Elgin in Scotland in 1633, and Lord

and in 1600 was selected by King James as Bruce of Whorlton in England in 1641 .

his ambassador to the English court, for To the last title his son received the addi

the professed purpose ofcongratulating tion of the earldom of Aylesbury in 1664.

the queen on her escape from the Earl of This title, though it failed in 1747, was

Essex's insurrection, but with the secret re-granted to thelast earl's nephewin 1776.

mission to forward James's views on the to which a marquisate was added in 1821 .

succession, and to sound the disposition of The title of Earl of Elgin devolved , accord

the people in regard to it. He effected this ing to the Scotch patent, on the heir male,

object with so much judgment and address who was the Earl of Kincardine, a de

that he obtained the private assurance of scendant from Sir George Bruce of Car

most of the leading men of the country nock, younger brother of Edward , th :

that they would support James's preten- master of the Rolls , and the two titles

sions; and he opened a secret correspond- Elgin and Kincardine are now enjoyed b

ence with Sir Robert Cecil ( afterwards the present peer, who has also an Englis

published by Lord Hailes ), which insured barony of the former name, granted

the earliest communication of every detail 1849 .

that would aid theconjuncture. (Robertson , BRUCE, JAMES LEWIS KNIGHT, d .

iii . 136 ; Burnet, i . 8.) Even before his scended from an old Shropshire fazni

royal master had reaped the fruits of his long settled near Ludlow . Ilis fath

diplomacy he received, in reward for his John Knight, Esq., of Llanbletbian

services, a grant of the dissolved abbey of Glamorganshire, and Fairlinch in Devel

Kinloss in the shire of Elgin , and was shire, by his wife Margaret, the

created Lord Bruce of Kinloss by patent married child of William Bruce, Esq . ,

dated February 22, 1603. the former place, a descendant from

On Queen Elizabeth's death , Lord Bruce junior branch of the ancient house of Bri

of course accompanied his sovereign to wit- of Kennet, and granddaughter (by

ness that peaceful accession to the English mother) of Gabriel Lewis, Esq ., of 1 .
throne which he had been so instrumental ishen in Glamorganshire, had
in securing. He was not long in being family, of whom the lord justice was

placed in a post which had some slight youngest son. He was born at Barnsta

relation to his early studies, receiving in in 1791, and bore his father's name for

less than three weeks after King James's first forty -six years of his life ; but in I
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he added by licence that of his mother, BRUDENELL, ROBERT, lineal descendant

upon the occasion of his eldest brother, of an ancient family established at Doding

John Bruce Bruce, Esq., assuming the ton in Oxfordshire as early as the reign
surname of Pryce on succeeding to an of Henry III., and of which Edmund
estate . Brudeneli, attorney -general to Richard II.,

He finished his education at Exeter was a member, was born in the year 1461.

College, Oxford, and, entering at Lincoln's He was the second son of Edmund Bru

Inn in 1812, he was called to the bar in denell, Esq., of Agmondesham , Bucking

1817. In the first instance he attended hamshire, where he had large possessions,

the Welsh Circuit, where he is said to by his second wife Philippa, đaughter of

have had great success in handling the Philip Englefield, Esq. , of Finchingfield in

native juries. But in the Court of Chan- Essex. After spending some time at the

cery, to which he ultimately attached University of Cambridge, he studied the

himself, his talents and industry were soon law at an inn of court which is not re

rewarded by so large a business that in corded ;but his name occurs as an advocate

1829 he received a silk gown. From that in the Year Books in Hilary Term 1490,

time till he was raised to the bench he and hewas called to the degree of the coif

enjoyed the most extensive practice, through in Michaelmas Term 1504, receiving the

the labours of which he fought with un- appointment of king's serjeantin 1505. In

flinching energy and imperturbable good eighteen months he was raised to a judicial
humour . seat in the King's Bench, on April 28,

In 1831 he was elected member for 1507, two years before the death of King

Bishop's Castle, shortly before its disfran- Henry VII.

chisement by the ReformAct. In parliament On the accession of Henry VIII. he was

hewas a supporter of conservative principles. removed into the Court of CommonPleas,

In 1834 the University of Oxfordhonoured but afterwards returned to the King's
himwith the degree of D.C.L. Bench, where he sat as one of the puisne

When the legislature decided that two judges. At the end of twelve years he

additional judges were necessary for the was appointed chief justice of the Common

assistance of the lord chancellor, Mr. Pleas on April 13, 1521, and presided there

Knight-Bruce, with the approbation of the till his death on January 30, 1531. He

whole bar, was selected for the first place. was buried in the church of Dean in

He became vice -chancellor on October 28, Northamptonshire, under a beautiful ala

1841, and was thereupon knighted, and baster monument, on which his effigy was

soon afterwards was called to the privy placed between those of his two wives.

council. Indefatigable in the performance The first of these was Margaret,the widow

of the duties that devolved upon him , no of William Wivil, Esq., of Stanton in

amount of labour seemed to distress or dis- Leicestershire, and daughter and co -heir of

concert him . Before the long vacation of Thomas Entwissell,Esq ., of Stanton-Wivil .

1850, by the illness of the two other vice- The second was Philippa Power, of Beck

chancellors, the whole business of the ampton. By the latter he had no issue ;

three courts at the most pressing period of but by the formerhe had two sons — Thomas

the year having been thrown on his hands, and Anthony. The descendants of the

he despatched it with so much discrimina- elder of these were elevated in the peerage

tion, ability, and good temper that a public to the highest from the lowest rank.
expression of respectful admiration was Among those which have become extinct

elicited from the whole bar, in an address are the Duke ofMontagu,Marquis of Mont

from the attorney -general. hermer, Earl of Cardigan, Baron Montagu

It seemed naturally to follow , when the ; of Boughton, and Baron Montagu of Dean ;

Court of Appeal in " Chancery was organ- and the only one which still remains in the

ised in October 1851, that Sir James House of Peers is the Marquis of Ayles

should at once be selected for the senior bury.

lord justice ; a position which he held for BRUNDISH, ROBERT, probably derived

above fifteen years, when , suffering under his name from a parish in Suffolk, which is

a severe illness, he sent in his resignation also frequently called Burnedish . A Johu

in October 1866, which within a fort de Burndish acquired the manor of Morton ,

might was followed by his death on No- near Ongar in Essex, in the reign of Edward

Fember 7. The loss of few men on the I. His son Nicholas was probably Robert's

judicial seat has been more regretted than father or brother. Of Robert there is no

that of Lord Justice Knight-Bruce, whose other mention than that he was constituted

judgments, always well weighed and pro- a judge of the King's Bench on April 4,

tound, were frequently enlivened with 1338 , 12 Edward III. ( Abb. Rot . Orig. i.

quiet humour and chastenedwit. 141 , ii. 98, 129 ; Cal. Inquis. p . m . ii . 70,

He married Eliza, the only daughter of 159, 184.)

Thomas Newte, Esq ., of Duvale in Devon- BRUS, PETER DE, or BRUIS, was de

shire, by whom he had several children. scended from Robert de Brus,
a valiant
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6

Norman knight, who accompanied William soner at the battleof Lewes, on May 14,

the Conqueror on his invasion of England, 1264. ( Rapin, iii. 154.)

and whose prowess was rewarded with no In October 1266 the payments for assizes

less than ninety -fourlordships in Yorkshire, before him are resumed , and on March 8,

of which Skelton was his principal seat. 1268, he was appointed capitalis justi

The lordship of Annandale was afterwards ciarius ad placita coram rege tenenda,

added to the family by the marriage of being the first who was distinctly consti

Robert's son Robert to the heiress of that tuted chief justice of the King's Bench .

large property ,which on his death devolved He had a salary of one hundred marks 48

on William , the eldest son of that marriage, signed to him .

from whom descended Robert de Brus, or King Henry died in the following No

Briwes, afterwards noticed ; while the Eng- vember, but Robert de Brus does not appear

lish estates became the inheritance of Adam, to have been replaced on the judicial bench

the second Robert's eldest son by a first on the accession of Edward İ. Nothing is

marriage. After two Adams, there were related of his career during the eighteen

four Peters in succession , of whom the sub- years which intervened before he became&

ject of the present notice is the third. His competitor for the crown of Scotland on the
fatherwasa strong adherent to Prince Louis death of Queen Margaret in 1290. The

of France when he was introduced by the several claimants who then came forward

barons in rebellion against King John,and were eventually reduced to two - John
gave him powerful aid in Yorkshire. His Balliol, the representative of the eldest

mother was Helewise,one of the sisters and daughter of David, Earl of Huntingdon ;

coheirs of William deLancaster, of Kendal, and Robert de Brus, the descendant of the

a justice itinerant. He did homage for second , but one degree nearer the common

his father's estates in February 1222, 6 stock. The decision was referred to King

Henry III., and married Hillaria, the eldest Edward, who, in 1292, determined in favour

daughter of Peter de Mauley. of Balliol, who was accordingly declared

He was one of the justices itinerant ap- | king. Róbert de Brus, however, would

pointed forthe county of Northumberland on never acknowledge his title; but retiring
June 30 , 2226, 10 Henry III.,after which no in disgust,he died at his castle of Loch
further mention is made of him till No- maben in 1295 , and was buried at the mo

vember 15, 1240, 25 Henry III.,when his nastery of Giśburne in Cleveland , which
son , the under-mentioned Peter, fined two had been founded by his ancestor, the first

hundred marks on having livery of the Robert.
lands of which his father was seised on the By his wife Isabel, the daughter of

day when he commenced his joumey to the Gilbert de Clare, Earl of Gloucester, he
Holy Land, where, probably,he died. (Rot. had three sons — Robert, Bernard, and John.
Claus.ii.151 ; Excerpt . e Rot.Fin. i . 80, 332.) Robert's son , Robert, eventually succeeded

BRUS, PETER DE,theson ofthe preceding in securing the Scottish crown, by the

Peter, by Hillaria his wife, was joined in signal victory obtained at Bannockburn

the commission issued to the justices itine- over the forces of Edward II. , on June 24 ,

rant for Yorkshire in 52 Henry III. , 1268. 1314 .

In the next year he was appointed constable The third son , John, was the progenitu

of the castle of Scarborough , and died on of a long line of eminent knights, froo

September 18 , 1272. He left no issue, so whom descended the Earls of Elgin an

that his four sisters divided his property. Cardigan and the Marquis of Aylesbury.

BRUS, ROBERT DE, was the fifth lord of BRYAN , THOMAS, studied the law

Annandale, to which he succeeded in 29 Gray's Inn, and is mentioned in the Year

Henry III., 1245, on the death of his father, Books as an advocate so early as Hilar

Robert the Noble, who, by his marriage |34 Henry VI., 1456. His call to the d

with Isabel, the second daughter of Prince gree of the coif was in Michaelmas 146

David, Earl of Huntingdon and Chester, and his practice seems to have been a

grandson of David I., King of Scotland, i siderable, bothduring the next seven red

became one of the greatest subjects in of Edward's reign and the short restorat

Europe. From June till October 1250 of Henry VI. that followed. Ile o

there are entries of payments made for raised to the head of the Common P !

assizes to be taken before him, and his name on May 29, 1471, a few weeks after )

also appears upon fines, showing that he ward's return . In 1475 he received

acted as a justicier at that time. There is honour of knighthood on the same das

then an interval of seven years ; but from the Prince of Wales ( Holinshed , iii . ;3

1257 to 1263 he acted in the same manner, and he continued to perform the dutie

and on the circuits of the two last years he his office for the remainder of thereign

was placed at the head of the commissions. There is evidence of his not being

In 1263, during the contest between the moved under Edward V. and Richard I

king and the barons, he stood firm to his and from the latter he received a gran

royal master, with whom he was taken pri- tail male, of the manors of Wyllesford
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Lphaven in Wiltshire , of Over in Glouces- then contending for the papal chair, when

tershire, and of Calverton in Buckingham- the choice fell upon Martin V. While on

shire (9 Report, Pub. Rec., App. ii . 12, 122) , that mission he joined in inducingGiovanni

properties forfeited to the king by persons di Serravalli, Bishop of Fermo, to under

attainted . These grants are statedto be for take the translation of Dante's • Commedia .'

unnamed services against the rebels ; but ( Tiraboschi, Poes. Ital. ii. 46. )

that they were judicial, and not political, He is described as a man discreet, pro

may be presumed from his immediately vident, and circumspect, both in temporal

receiving a new patent as chief justice on and spiritual affairs ; and his charity

Henry VII.'s accession, and from his being and munificence were evidenced bothin

appointed one of the commissioners to his life and the disposition of his will. He

Execute the office of steward at that king's died on October 27, 1424, and was buried

coronation. (Rymer, xii. 277.) in his chapel at Wells. (Godwin , 379 ;

He presided in his court till his death, Rymer, viii. 451,496, 512 ; Notes and Que

about October 1500. His will was proved ries, 3rd S. iii . 406 ).

on December 11 in that year ; and, inas- BUKYNGHAM , JOAN DE, or BOKYNGHAM

muchas both he and his son Thomas desired (BISHOP OF LINCOLN ),was educated at Ox

to be buried in the religious house of Ash- ford , where he took the degree of Doctor

ruge, and the son of the latter was buried in Divinity. He was collated archdeacon of

there, it may be presumed that he was Northampton in 1350. In 1351,24 Edward

stated in Buckinghamshire. The name of III., he was appointed keeperof the king's

his wife does not appear ; but he left a son great wardrobe. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 211.)

named Thomas, whose son Francis was the In 1357 he was a baron of the Exchequer,

intimate friend of Sir Thomas Wyatt, and but it may be presumed that he resigned

was himself a scholar and a poet. His his seat on that bench on his becoming

poetical powers are thus celebrated by keeper of the privy seal two years after

Drayton in the ·Heroical Epistles ' :- wards, an officewhich he retained till the

And sweet- tongu'd Bryan, whom the muses middle of the thirty -seventh year. In

kept, 1360 Robert de Ierle and he were con

And in his cradle rock'd him while he slept. stituted the king's lieutenants and captains

BUBBEWITH, NICHOLAS (BISHOP OF of the duchy of Brittany.

BATH AND WELLS),was born at Menethorpe In the meantime he had been advanced

in Yorkshire, and was brought up in the successively to the deanery of Lichfield,

neighbouring township of Bubbewith, from about 1361, and to the bishopric of Lin
whence he acquired his name. The earliest coln on April 5, 1363. After ruling that

notice of him is as a clerk or master in diocese for thirty - four years, Pope Boniface

Chancery receiving petitions in parliament IX. , in revenge for certain contests between
in 1397 ,21 Richard II . ( Rot. Parl.iii. 348.) them, thought proper to remove him from

He had been admitted prebendary of it in 1397, offering bim the see of Lichfield

Hayes in the church of Exeter in 1396, and instead. The offended prelate, however,

was collated to the archdeaconry of Dorset refused to accept what he considered as a

in 1400, to which was added in the follow- degradation, but chose rather to retire to

ing year that of Richmond, which he held, the cloisters of Canterbury, where in less

however , for only two days. (Le Neve, than six months he died on March 10,
2-1, 325.)

1398. (Le Neve ; Godwin, 295.) His works
He succeeded Thomas de Stanley as are mentioned by Bale and Pits, and prove

master of the Rolls on September 24, 1402, him to have been an able disputant and
but continued in that office less than two profound scholar.

years and a half, resigning it on March 2, BULLER, FRANCIS, is equally celebrated
1405.

among both females and males, but not

It was not long before he was raised to with equal admiration . While he is con

the episcopal bench ; and he affords & sidered by the latter as one of the most

curious instance of one individual presiding learned of lawyers, he is stigmatised by the

over three sees in less than two years. He former as one of the most cruel of judges,

was elected Bishop of London on May since to himn is attributed the obnoxiousand
13, 1406; was translated to Salisbury on ungentlemanly dictum that a husband may

August14, 1407, and to BathandWells beat his wife, so thatthestick with which

on April 1 , 1408. He was raised, during he administers the castigation is not thicker

these changes, to the office of treasurer, than his thumb. It may perhaps restore
which he held for about two years. him to the ladies' good graces to be told

He presided over the diocese of Bath and that, though the story was generally be

Wells more thansixteen years; and his lieved, and even madethe subject of carica

character for wisdom was so well esta- ture, yet, after a searching investigation by

blished that he was one of the prelates the most able critics and antiquaries, no

Bent to Rome in 1414 to assist the cardinals substantial evidence has been found that he

in deciding between the three candidates ever expressed so ungallant an opinion.
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Francis Buller waslof an ancient and quate compensation of a baronetcy in
renowned Cornish family, the members of January 1790. Under Lord Kenyon be re

which were famous in the senate, in the mained for six years, and inEaster 1794 he

Church,and inmany distinguished posts in removed into the Common Pleas,where he
the service of the state. One of his uncles sat for six years more. Being then pros

was father of Admiral Sir Edward Buller, trated by physical infirmity, he arranged

of Trenant Park, who was honoured with a with the lordchancellor forthe resignation

baronetcy,which expired in 1824. Another of his seat; but on June 5, 1800 , the very

uncle became Bishop of Exeter ; and the day after that arrangement, and before it

judge himself had legal blood in his veins, could be effected, he died at his house in

some of his ancestors being recorders of Bedford Square ,atthe age of fifty-four,and

boroughs, and another the daughter of was buried in St. Andrew's, Holborn.

ChiefJustice Pollexfen . His mother also Thus terminated, at an age whichhad

was Lady Jane Bathurst,the sister of Lord been the commencement of many a judicial

Chancellor Bathurst, the second wife of his life, the career of a judge who had sat on

father, James Buller, Esq ., of Shillingham , the bench with distinguished merit no less

M.P. for Cornwall from 1747 till his death than twenty -two years. No one ever denied

in 1765. Francis wasborn on March 17,1746, his extraordinary legalcapacity, though the

and was entered at the Inner Temple on Fe- correctness of some of his decisionsmight

bruary 3, 1763. He became a pupil of Mr. be disputed. Notonly was he the recor

(afterwardsJudge)Ashhurst, and in 1765felt nised substitute of his celebrated chief in

competent to set up for himself. For seven his own court, but he won the admiration

years he was in full practice as a special of that great grudger of praise ,Lord Thur

pleader, and his reputation in that character low, who had so great a dependence onhim

was greatly enhanced by the publication in that he frequently, when obliged or inclined

1767 of a work ( said to be founded on to be absent, appointed him to preside in his

collections made by his uncle, Mr. Justice place in the Court of Chancery, where his

Bathurst) entitled ' An Introduction to the decrees excited the rough eulogy of his

Law relative to Trials at Nisi Prius,'which principal. Yet with all his industry, sa
was somuch esteemed that it went through gacity, quickness , and intelligence , ani
six editions before his death . notwithstanding his urbanity to the bar, bu

He was called to the bar in Easter Term was not a popular judge. Hewas considered

1772, and immediately took a high rank arrogant in his assumption of superiori : y

among bis colleagues. His assistance and hasty in his decisions and decrees, and

advice were in perpetual requisition, and which pressed harder upon him in pub

there was scarcely any case of importance estimation, prejudiced, severe, andere

in which he was not engaged . The Re- cruel in criminal trials. But his charact:

ports of Ilenry Cowper and the State Trials has outlived all detraction , and at t

amply show , not only the extent of his prac- present day, due allowance being made f

tice, but the excellence of his advocacy. occasionalmistakes and shortcoming , the

Lord Mansfield soon recognised his genius are very few deceased judges whose d

and promoted his advancement, which was cisions , whose opinions, or whose dout

furthered by his uncle, Lord Chancellor are received with more respect. Even

Bathurst. În 1777 he was made a king's his own day his penetration and impartia

counsel and second judge on the Chester were so far recognised that it was said

Circuit ; and on May 6, 1778, he was ap- him that , though no person if guilty vu

pointed a judge of the King's Bench, being choose to be tried by him , all person:

then only thirty -two years of age . Lord innocent would prefer him for their jus

Mansfield's expectations were fully realised Among the young and diffident member

by the effectual assistance he received the bar whom he encouraged and befrier

during the ten years he remained chief jus- were the eminent names of Feaine

tice, in the last two of which, when his llargrave, and the future chief jus:

health began to decline , he found a most Gibbs, Law, and Abbott, the latter of w

efficient and active substitute in Mr. Justice when tutor to his son, he recommend

Buller, who not only conducted for him the adopt the law . He married, at the eari

sittings at Nisi Prius, but in the absenceof the of seventeen, Susannah, the only dau:

chief took the lead in Banco, though Judge of Francis Yarde, Esq., and by her he

Ashhurst was his senior. In those two years, only son, who, in compliance with the

in fact, he was little less than chief justice, of his mother's brother, assumed th

and in the hope of inducing the minister to ditional surname of Yarde, and whow

makehim really so, it is understood that the third baronet,was raised to the pe

Lord Mansfield delayed hisown resignation. in 1858, by the title of Baron Churs

Mr. Pitt,however, from political and other the county of Devon .

motives would not consent, but appointed BURGH, HUBERT DE (EARL OF K

Lord Kenyon as Lord Mansfield's successor, This distinguished man traced his an

giving Mr. Justice Buller the very inade- as high as the Emperor Charlemagne
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whose fifth son,Charles, Duke of Ingeheim , ment to be pronounced. John, not ventur

descended Harluin de Burgh, who married ing to expose himself to such a risk, was:

Herleva or Arlotta, the mother of William condemned for his non -appearance to the

the Conqueror, and bad by her two sons, forfeitureof his French dominions. (Ra
both to be hereafter noticed - viz., Odo, pin, ii. 429.)

Bishop of Bayeux ; and Robert, Earl of In 1214 he is mentioned as seneschal,

Moreton. Robert's son, William , who re- and also as mayor of Niort, and shortly

belled against Henry I., and, being defeated , afterwards as seneschal of Poictou, in

was not only deprived of his eyes, but im- which character, after the battle at Bo

prisoned for life, is stated to have left two vines, he arranged a truce between the

sons, one of whom was John de Burgh, Kings of England and France for five

the father (or more probably the grand- years. (Wendover, iii. 193, 302. )

father ) of Hubert. ( Biog. Universelle.) Having, on the death of his first wife,mar

From an early period of his life Hubert ried Beatrice, the daughter of William de

was in the service of Richard I., and in Warenne, and widow of Dodo Bardolf, in

the first year of King John's reign he was 1209, her death occurred before December

sufficiently prominent at court to be one of 18, 1214 ; for on that day the sheriff of

the pledgeson his sovereign's part that the Lincoln was commanded to give Hubert's

convention with Reginald , Earl of Bologne, steward seisin of the land of Finigham ,

should be faithfully kept, and to be a wit- which was Beatrice's dower. ( Rot. Claus.

ness to a royal charter. " In the same year i . 181.)

he was raised to the office of king's cham- As seneschal of Poictou, he was in at

berlain, and is so designated, for the first tendance at Runnymede on July 15, 1215 ,

time, in a charter dated April 28, 1200, 17 John ,when Magna Charta was granted ;

confirming a convention made between but a few days afterwards he was raised to

him and William de Vernon, Earl of the high office of chief justiciary of Eng

Devon, on his marriage with Johanna, the land. To this office were added many

earl's younger daughter, by which the Isle grants, and the custody, among others, of

of Wight and Christchurch were assigned Dover Castle.

as her portion . ( Rot. Chart. 30, 36, 52.) He was in charge of this important for

From this period he advanced rapidly in tress in May 1216, when, at the instigation

the royal favour. The castles of Dover and of the barons, England was invaded by

Windsor were committed to his charge, he Prince Louis of France , who in the next

was appointed sheriff of Dorset andSomer- month began to besiege it. Hubert by his

set, and he was entrusted with the cus- skill and courage successfully resisted the

tody of the county and castle of Hereford enemy's attacks until the death of King

and the office of Warden of the Marches, John, when Louis, finding his warlike

for the defence of which the king gave him efforts unavailing, endeavoured to tempt

a hundred knights. In 3 John the sheriff- him to deliver up the castle by promises

alties of Cornwall and Berkshire were added of large rewards. The loyal governor's

to his employments; and he obtained a honour, however, being as impenetrable

licence to fortify his castle of Dunestore in as his walls, the foiled prince raised the

Somersetshire. (Rot. Chart.100 ; Rapin, siege and hastened from the scene. (Wen

ii. 423 ; Rot. Liberat. 10 ; Rot. Pat. 6 , 11. ) dover, iii . 368, 380 , iv. 4.)

On the defeat of Arthur, Earl of Brit- He next defeated the French armament

tany, in August 1202, that prince was sent sent under the command of Eustace le

to Falaise under the charge, according to Moyne to aid Prince Louis, the conse

some relations (Holinshed , ii . 285),of Hu- quence of which victory was the retire

bert de Burgh, whose refusal to obey the ment of the French prince and the com

king's cruel behest against his royal priso- parative restoration of peace to the king

Der is the subject of one of themost beauti- dom , under the prudent management of

ful of Shakspeare's scenes. This disobe- William Mareschall, Earl of Pembroke,

dience and the concealment with which it the young king's governor. ( Lingard, iii .

was covered seem to have been forgiven 79.)

when the murmurs of the barons on Ar- That Hubert remained in the office of

thur's supposed death were removed by chief justiciary on the accession of the new

Hubert's announcement that the prince king is proved by various mandates adl

was still alive. On King John's being dressed to him under that character in 1216

summoned, after the completion of the and formany years after that date . A salary

real tragedy, to answer the charge be- of 3001. per annum was assigned for his

fore Philip of France and his peers, Hu- support in the office, and 10001. for the

bert was sent with Eustace, Bishop of Ely, custody of Dover Castle. ( Devon's Issue

to that court, to demand a safe- conduct for Roll, 2.)

his going and returning, the former of which On the death of the earl marshal in

was readily promised, but the latter, they 1219 the regency was conferred on Hu

were answered, would depend on the judg- bert, while the king's person was placed
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and the

under the care of his rival, Peter de Rupi- England in case of illness or absence, and

bus, Bishop of Winchester. His govern- the grant of the office of chief justiciary of

ment was marked by wisdom and firmness, Ireland for life.

not unaccompanied, however, with some Butthe seed of suspicion had been sown,

degree of severity. He repressed a dan- and there were many to encourage its

gerous insurrection in London in 1222 , and growth . He was charged with conniving

caused Constantine, the ringleader, to be at certain depredations which had been

executed ; he compelled the barons to sur- made against the Italian clergy, under

render their castles into the king's hands, Robert de Tuinge ; and the frequeut dis

and in 1224 he punished Faukes de turbances on the Welsh frontier were

Breaute, a ferocious magnate raised by attributed to his incapacity. The restora
the late king, for imprisoning Henry de tion of his ancient rival, Peter de Rupibus,

Braybroc, one of the judges, by destroy- Bishop of Winchester, to favour seenied to

ing his castle of Bedford , hanging those foretell the coming storm , and that prelate

who had defended it, and banishing the was not backward in insinuations which he

principal offender. knew would hasten it. He represented

In 1222 Hubert's interest at court had that the poverty of the treasury was

been still further strengthened by his mar- occasioned by the rapacity of some,

riage with Margaret, the eldest sister of maladministration of others, of its officers,

Alexander, King of Scotland , thus be- and used his interest to procure the dis

coming allied to his sovereign ,whose sis- missal of several functionaries who owed

ter, the princess Johanna , had been re- their places to the justiciary's protection,

cently united to the Scottish king. Hubert's fall was not long delayed. He

When the king attained his majority he was removed from his office on July

continued Hubert as hisminister,and raised 1232, 16 Henry III . , and Stephen de
him , in 1227, to the earldom of Kent, a Segrave was nominated in his stead. He

title which his ancestor, William ,Earl of was called upon to account, not only for the

Moreton , had forfeited his freedom and his disposition of all the treasure he had to
life in his endeavours to recover. In the ceived, but for the exercise of all the privi

following year his office of chief justiciary leges entrusted to him , both in the reignar

was confirmat to him for life ; and the John and of the present king ; and variou
numerous grants with which he was en- criminal charges were brought against hin
riched, and responsible offices entrusted to by those who rejoiced in his disgrace .
him about the same time, are proofs at So inveterate was the king against b

once of the influence he possessed over the former favourite that Hubert did not da

king's mind, and the manner in which he to appear at the time appointed , but to
exercised it to his own aggrandisement. sanctuary on two occasions, the sanctity

His uncontrolled authority could not fail the latter of which was harshly violate

to excite some jealousy among the barons, and he was dragged to the Tower.

nor could his enemies be slow to find in- His imprisonment there did notlast lo

stances of rapacity in the rewards which for the king, under the Bishop of Lond

he accumulated. But the success of his threat of excommunication for violat

ministry and the favour of his sovereign the sanctity of the church , was comp

silenced all loud complaints. The feeling to replace his captive in the asylum he

of the time may, however, be judged from chosen. The church was then encir

the derisive title of ‘ Hubert's Folly,' which and besieged, so that, being deprived of

was given to a castle, commenced but not and the means of escape, Ilubert wa

completed by him , at Cridia, to overawe last obliged to surrender himself and

the Welsh . (Wendover, iv. 173.) His turn to his prison in the Tower.

career was nearly arrested in September exertions of his friend Henry , Arebb

1229 by the irritable temper of the king, of Dublin , could only obtain authori

who, having collected a vast army at Ports- offer him the choice of abjuring the I

mouth with the object of making an at- or perpetual imprisonment, or conf.

tempt to recover his French dominions, himself a traitor and putting himself

found such scanty naval preparations to king's mercy. He at once rejected all

transport his armament that in his passion- conditions,but replied that, thought
ate disappointment he called Hubert an done nothing deserving his present

old traitor, charged him with receiving ment, he would , for the satisfaction

a bribe from France, and would have king, retire from the kingdom, altho

instantly despatched him with his own would not abjure it.

hand had he not been restrained by the The king being somewhat pacified

Earl of Chester. The royal indignation submission, and by the remembrane

did not long continue, and Hubert was re- former services to his father and I

stored for a time to his former power. consented that he should retain hi

Even in 1231 he obtained the privilege of monial inheritance andthe lands be

appointing a substitute as Justiciary of mesne lords, forfeiting those that he
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chief from the king, and that he should be | Preachers, or Black Friars, in Holborn ,to

kept in safe custody in the castle of Devizes which he had been a large benefactor. His

under the charge of four earls. Thither he pious donations were too numerous to be

was accordingly transferred ; but in the fol- recorded here, but among them may be

lowing year, hearing that his old enemy mentioned his grant to that fraternity of

was about to obtain the custody of his his palace at Westminster, which was after

person, he dropped from the wall into the wards purchased by theArchbishop of York,

moat , and took refuge in the church of St. and is now known by the nameof White

John at Devizes. Here he was again vio- hall ; and his foundation of the Hospital of

lently dragged from the altar, but, the Our Lady, and the church of the Maison

bishops interfering, was obliged to be re- Dieu , at Dover.

stored to his sanctuary . On this, however, Whatever failings marked the character

a precept,dated October 15 , 1233,was issued of Hubert, it cannot be doubted that he

• to the good men of Wilts,' commanding was a faithful servant and a wise coun

them, if Hubert de Burgh would not give sellor to the monarchs whom he served.

his abjuration of the realm to Ralph de The distractions of the kingdom after he

Bray and Ralph deNorwich ,justices whom had ceased to be Henry's minister speak

the king had sent there, or submit himself loudly of his power of guiding and con

to be judged by them , to surround the trolling the passions of a foolish and capri

church and the cemetery thereof as they cious prince.

should be instructed. ( New Fædera, i . 211.) He left two sons and two daughters, but

He was, a few days afterwards, rescued of which of his wives they were the issue

from his intended starvation by a body of is a debateable question.

armed men , who, overpowering his guards, The eldest son, John, did homage for his

led him from the church, and conveyed father's lands, but never bore the title of

him to the Earl of Pembroke, then in arms Earl of Kent. His branch of the family

against the king in Wales. His outlawry failed in 1279, by the death of John's son

immediately followed . John, without male issue.

The disgrace of Peter de Rupibus oc- Hubert's second son was named Hubert,

curred in April 1234, and was soon after from whom descended Sir Thomas deBurgh,

followed bythe restoration of peace be- who in 1487 was created a peer, as Baron

tween the king and the barons, with the Borough of Gainsborough, a title which in

restitution of their forfeited lands. In this 1598 fell into abeyance among the four

reconciliation Hubert participated, but at the sisters of Robert, the sixth baron . (Nicolas's

same time surrendered his title to the office Synopsis.)

of chief justiciary. ( Wendover, iv . 204- One of his daughters , Margaret, was cer

310. ) tainly by the Princess Margaret, as she is

Even after all these trials, his loyalty to so described in a charter dated April 14,

the king was conspicuous. In the con- 1227. Her clandestine marriage with Ri

federacy of the barons headed by Richard, chard de Clare, Earl of Gloucester, in 1237,

the king's brother, in 1238, he alone re- already alluded to, was quickly followed by

mained faithful to his allegiance. But with her death, as the earl took another wife in

a monarch so weak and fickle, so avari- the following year. (Archæol. Inst. at York,

cious and extravagant, it was impossible 1816; Holy Trinity , 129.)

to remain long in peace. In 22 Henry III . BURGH,HUGH DE. When John de San

the king took offence at the marriage of dale, the chancellor, went from York to

Hubert's daughter Margaretwith Richard, London on August 26, 1316, 10 Edward II.,
Earl of Gloucester; and, though it was he, by the king's directions, left the Great

proved that Hubert had no knowledge of Seal in the custody of William de Ayre

the affair, the royal indignation could only mynne, the keeper of the Rolls, underthe
be appeased by a considerable fine. In the seals of Robert de Bardelby and Hugh de

following year, upon some frivolous pre- Burgh,clerks of the Chancery. Hugh de
tence, a new quarrel was fixed upon him, Burgh,clericus, was paymaster of the forces
and , many of the old charges against him raised in Cumberland and Westmoreland

having been revived, a day was appointed in 27 and 31 EdwardI.; and was one of

forthe trial. His answersto all theeight the procurators of the Bishop of Carlisle in

articles alleged against him were full and the parliament of 16 Edward II., and for
satisfactory , but he felt compelled, in order the abbot of St. Mary's, York, in that of
to avoid an unjust sentence, to make a the following year . ( Parl. Writs, i. 506 ,

peace-offering to the king of four of his ii. p . ii.615. ) He held the living of Pa
castles. ( State Trials, i. 13.) trick Brompton inYorkshire, and died in

The few years that he lived afterwards 2 Edward III. ( Cal. Inquis.p. m . ii . 21.)

he was suffered to pass in quiet, and his BURGH, WILLIAM, was apparently of a

Eventful life was closed on May 12, 1243, Norfolk family, although he had property

27 Henry III . , at Banstead in Surrey. He in the counties of Leicester, Rutland, and

was buried within the church of the Friars | Lincoln. His first appearance as an advo
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cate in the Year Books was in 43 Edward king uses in his letter to the pope on that

III., 1.369 ; and he is mentioned as one of occasion, praying for the bishop's expulsion,

the king's serjeants in 3 Richard II. , 1379 forin a curious contrast with the laudatory

( Rot. Parl. iii. 79), receiving in the same expressions in his five letters ofrecommen

year the appointment of seneschal of the dation two years before. ( New Fadera,i.
domain of Okeham ad placitum regis .' 464.) The temporalities of his bishopric

( Cal. Rot. Parl. 203, 208, 231.) In Trinity were, however, seized into the king's hands ;

1383, 7 Richard II. , we find him acting as but were restored by the first parliament of

a judge of theCommon Pleas, to which he Edward III. ( Ibid. 697. )

had probably been only just appointed , as Soon after the accession of Edward III.

in the following Christmas he was knighted he was placed in the office of treasurer,

at Eltham , having previously received the which he filled till, in the next year, on

materials for his robes as a banneret. ( Dug- May 12,1328, he was appointed chancellor.
dale's Orig. 46 , 103. ) In 1329 he accompanied theking to France,

He was one of the judges who, in August todo homage to KingPhilip for the lands

1387 ,wereinduced, or, as he pleaded, com- held of that crown,and is said to have re

pelled, to sign the opinions stigmatising as ceived some hint of an intention to surprize

treason the ordinance of the previous par- and seize the person of Edward ,who there

liament, appointing commissioners for the upon lost no time in escaping. He retained

government of the kingdom ; and, being the Great Seal till the downfall of Mortimer

impeached in consequence, was condemned and Queen Isabella, when the king, on No

with bis colleagues to die. His sentence, vember 28, 1330, placed it in thehands of

like theirs, was commuted to banishment John de Stratford, Bishop of Winchester,

for life ; and the city of Dublin, with two but gave Burghersh a generalpardon. (Cal .

miles round it, was named as the place of Rot. Pat. 109.)

his exile , with an allowance of 40 marks We find him , however, in the royal con

per annum to live on. His expatriation fidence, as treasurer, from the eighth year

lasted till 1397, when he had liberty to of the reign till the end of his life , and en

return. The reversal of the original pro- gaged in various negotiations as to Edward's

ceedings against him and the others, which claim to the crown of France, accompanying

passed in the next year, was in its turn an- | the king in his expeditions, and becomio.

nulled by the first parliament of Henry IV. , bound for bim for a loan of 10,0001. ( NE

two years afterwards. That king, however, Fadera , i. 893-1134. )

in the fourth year of his reign , restored him The bishop died at Ghent in December

wholly to thepropertywhich he had for- 1340, and his body was removed to England

feited . (Rot. Pat. iii . 253-491 ; Cal. Inquis. for burial in his own cathedral.

p . m . iii . 107.) He is reputed to have possessed grea

BURGHERSH, HENRY DE ( Bishop of natural abilities and extensive learnin

LINCOLN ). The family of Burghersh derived His political character must have been his

its name from a manor so called in the since for ten years after the king had r

county of Sussex. Its possessor in the reign leased himself from his mother's dominati

of Edward I. was Robert de Burghersh, he was employed, although one of her part

who was constable of Dover Castle, and in embassies requiring skill and prudence

warden of the Cinque Ports . He died in well as confidence and trust. He and

1 :306 , and Henry, born about 1290, is de- brother founded a grammar-school in L

scribed in the statutes of Oriel College, coln , to which he left maintenance for i

Oxford, as the son of Robert de Burghasse, poor priests and as many poor scholars
knight, and Matilda, his wife.

He owed to his connection with Bartho- Bartholomew , his brother, was the

lomew de Badlesmere, of Ledes Castle, cestor of the present Earl of Westmorel

Kent, his uncle,that favourwhich produced and the Baroness le Despencer and Bi

the king's intercession with the pope to hersh. (Godwin , 294; Barnes's Eduard

raise him to the vacant see of Lincoln . In 36–210. )

one of the royal letters he is called canon BURLAND, Joan, belonged to a fa

of York . ( Parl. Writs, ii . p . i . 405-418.) which was for a long series of years se

The necessary bull having been procured, at the manor of Steyning, in the pari:

he was consecrated bishop on July 20, 1320, Stoke Courcy in the county of som :

14 Edward II . In the next year his brother His father was also named John Bur

and his uncle were both in arms on the side and hismother was Elizabeth , the dau

of the Earl of Lancaster; and it is evident of Claver Morris, of Wells,M.D) . The

that he was suspected of adhering to the was educated at Balliol College, O ;

same party, as there is a memorandum on from 1740 to 1743, when he entere

the Roll ( Ibid. 550) that he is not to be Middle Temple, and was called to ti

requested to raise men -at-arms to march in January 1746. The next year he

gainst the rebels and adherents of the earl. ried Letitia , daughter of William Be

The strong terms of vituperation which the Portman, Esq ., of Orchard Portms

ever.

a
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Anne, the daughter of the speaker, Sir residence , has acquired an interest in his

Edward Seymour. torical recollections by having given its

In 1762 he was honoured with thedegree name to the Statutum de Mercatoribus,

of the coif, and in 1764 was appointed king's which was enacted there on October 12,

serjeant. After he had held therecordership 1283, 11 Edward I. The king was then

of Wellsfor sometimewith greatreputation, paying a visit to his chancellor, while a
the corporation thought fit to remove him, parliament, which he had summoned to

but on application to the Court of King's meet at Shrewsbury , were determining the
Bench in 1767 a peremptory mandamus fate of the Welsh Prince David. When
was ordered to be made out for his restora- that trial was over, the parliament joined

tion. He was constituted a baron of the the king at Acton -Burnell, and passed this

Exchequer on April 8, 1774 ; but within statute, after which the king extended his

two years he died by the bursting of a royal visit till November 12. Some re

blood -Fessel in hisbrain, on March 28,1776 , mains of the room in which the parliament

and was buried in Westminster Abbey. He sat still exist. They belong to the old

left a son , who became member of parlia- mansion of the bishop's ancestors, which he

ment for Totnes. ( Collinson's Somerset, i . replaced by a new building, still remaining,
217 ; Gent. Mag. xxxvii. 91.) but with great alterations.
BURNEL, ROBERT (BISHOP OF BATH AND One of his last acts is his attendance at

WELLS) , appears to have been ( after con- Norham as chancellor at the meeting of

sideration of the various descriptions of the Scottish peers on June 3, 1291, when

his parentage) the son of another Robert King Edward acted as arbitrator between

Barnel, and to have been born at Acton- the competitors for that crown. ( Lingard,

Burnell. In 1265, 50 Henry III., he is iii. 206.)

described as clerk or secretary to Edward, On October 25, 1292, he died at Berwick

the king's eldest son ( Archæol. Journal, ii. on - Tweed, when his body was removed to

326 ), and as being signed with the cross Wells and buried there.

with the prince in 1269, whom he accom- Bishop Burnel was an active and a wise

panied to theHoly Land. Having returned minister, serving the crown with zeal,

before him , he held in the first year of energy, and prudence. No chancellor be

Edward's reign a high place in thecouncil forehim hadever held the Seal so long or

during the king's absence (Madox, ii. 207), retained so uninterruptedly his sovereign's

and there are also several letters addressed confidence . The monk of Worcester gives

by him to Walter deMerton ,the chancellor. his character in these words: ‘ Regitam

16 Report Pub. Rec ., App. ii . 92 , 93, 113. ) utilis, plebi tam affabilis, omnibus amabilis :

He was at this time canon of Wells and vix nostris temporibus illi similis inve

archdeacon of York ,and probably held nietur. ( Angl. Sac. i . 514. )

some office in the Exchequer. BURNET, THOMAS, was not the first of

king Edward returned to England on his family who obtained a seat on the

August 2, 1274, and was crowned on the judicial bench, his grandfather having
19th . Within a month afterwards Burnel acquired high legal eminence in the Scot

was raised to the chancellorship , the Great tish tribunal as Lord Cramond. Hisfather

Seal being delivered to him on September was the celebrated whig prelate, Gilbert

21 , 1274. He filled this office all the re- Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury, whose exer

mainder of his life, and never during the tions at the Revolution, the piety of whose
righteen years that it lasted lost the con- | life, and the value of whose works have

fidence of his royal master ; a distinction ' thrown around him a lustre which is

which he well merited from the wisdom of rather brightened than diminished by the

his counsels, and the real and assiduity controversies which the latter occasioned.

with which he aided his sovereign's efforts His mother wasthe bishop's second wife,

in the improvementof the law. Mrs. Mary Scott, a wealthy and accom

In January 1275 he was elected Bishop plished Dutch lady of Scottish and noble

of Bath and Wells, and was consecrated at extraction. Thomas Burnet was their

Merton in the following April. On the third and youngest son , and was born
abdication of the archbishopric of Canter about 1694. Hewas first sent to Merton

bury by Robert Ascwardby in 1278, the College, Oxford, and afterwards in 1706 to
monks elected Bishop Burnel as his suc- the University of Leyden, where he studied

OPssor, but the pope, not deeming him a for two years, and then visited Germany,

man fitted for his purposes, annulled the Switzerland, and Italy. On his return he

appointment, and placed John Peckham in entered himself at the Middle Temple in
the vacant seat. 1709.

On his various expeditions into foreign His student life was divided between

parts he left the Great Seal in the custody law and politics, and he acquired equal
of different officers of the Chancery, to notoriety for the wildness of his dissipa

transact the necessary business. tions and for his genius and wit. Swift, in

Acton - Burnell, the place of his birth and one of his letters to Stella of 1712, speak

a
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ing of the Mohocks when they terrified tescue on the bench of the Common Pleas.

the town by their lawless and mischievous where he administered justice with a great

exploits, reports that the Bishop of Salis- reputation for learning and uprightnessfor

bury's son is said to be of the gang.' This , nearly twelve years. He was knighted in

however, may have been only à current November 1745, on the occasion of all the

calumny of the day, which the tory dean judges , serjeants, and barristers presenting

found pleasure in promulgating. The an address to the king expressive of their

groundlessness of the report seems the “ utter detestation of the present wicked

more probable, inasmuch as at this period and most ungrateful rebellion. He died

Burnet was issuing from the press no less unmarried on January 5, 1753, of the gout

than seven pamphlets against the adminis- in his stomach, and was buried near his

tration , and in defence of the whigs; and father in St. James's Church, Clerkenwell.

was engaged in the composition of several Whatever were the frailties of his youth.

poetical pieces, which were not given to he redeemed them by his after-life, com

the world tilllong after his death : occu- manding in the latter period the respect of

pations which would leave him little the wise , as he had gained in the former

ſeisure for the imputed connection. One of the admiration of the wits who dis

the pamphlets, entitled ' A certain Infor- tinguished the reign of Queen Anne. He

mation of a certain Discourse, that happened rejoiced in the esteem of many friends, and
at a certain gentleman's house, in a certain his merits and his worth were recorded

county , written by a certain person then after his death in several publications.

present, to a certain friend now in London ; BURNHAM , THOMAS DE, was the last

from whence you may collect the great |justice of four to whom the first com

certainty of the account,' so stung the mission of trailbaston into the countien

ministers that they imprisoned the author. of Lincoln, Nottingham , and Derby, date )

There is no doubt that his course of life at November 23, 1304, 33 Edward I., was

this time was dissolute and licentious. A | addressed . (Rot. Parl. i. 407. ) On the

story is told that his father one day, seeing renewal of the commissions in the follow

him uncommonly grave, asked him the ing April, he was not reappointed ; but he

subjects of his thoughts. " A greater work ,' \ had in the meantime been returned di

replied he, ' than your lordship’s “ History knight of the shire for Lincolnshire, which
of the Refor on . " ) • What is that, he had already represented in three parlia

Tom ? ' 'My own reformation, my lord .' ments, and was again elected to that of -

The bishop expressed his pleasure, but at Edward II.

the same time his despair of it. BURNTON, WILLIAM DE, the last nam:)

On the accession of George I. he wrote of five justices itinerant appointed in

some other political squibs, now forgotten, Edward I. , 1302, for the county of Corn

and at his father's death he published the wall, may have been the same as Willia .

character ofthe bishop, with his last de Brompton, the justice of the Comm

will. In 1715 he and Mr. Ducket wrote a Pleas in this reign , whose name was som

travestie of the first book of the Iliad , times written Burnton ; as thirteen yeni

under the title of ' Homerides,' which na- had elapsed since his disgrace.

turally, procured them a place in Pope's BURROUGH, JAMES, was the third son

• Dunciad .' On the whig party regaining the Rev. John Burrough, of Abbotts- Ai

power he was sent as consul to Lisbon, in Hampshire, in which county and

where he got involved in some dispute Wiltshire he possessed considerable pr

with Lord Tyrawley, the ambassador, and perty. He was born in 1750 , and, showi

adopted a curious mode of ridiculing his great ability as a youth, his father de :

noble antagonist. Having learned what mined on bringing him up to the le

dress his lordship intended to wear on a profession. He was called to the bar

birthday, he provided liveries for his ser- the Inner Temple in 1773, having F

vants of exactly the same pattern, and viously practised for a short time as a :

appeared himself in a plain suit . He con- cial pleader. Joining the Western Cire

tinued at Lisbon several years, and on his he gradually acquired a good shan

recall to England he published his father's business, and was particularly noticed

“ History of his own Time,' to the last his profound knowledge as a sessional i

volume of which he added a life of the yer. In 1792 he was appointed a com

bishop. sioner of bankrupts, and to Lord Ei

Resuming his original profession, he was estimation of his intelligence and wort
called to the bar in 1729, twenty years owed his ultimate elevation .

after his admission to the Middle l'emple. Ile was selected in 1794 by the Es

He showed so much ability and met with Radnor as his deputy in the recordert

such success that in 1736 he received the Salisbury, and afterwards became ree

degree of the coif, and in 1710 was ap- of Portsmouth , both which appointi

pointed king's serjeant. In October of the he held till he was advanced to the 1

next year he succeeded Mr. Justice For- That event did not occur till May
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when he was sixty - six years of age . He bridgeshire and Yorkshire, and was very

was then constituted a judge of the Com- liberal to the institutions of those counties,

mon Pleas, and knighted . is uncertain . He held the office till July 22,

As a judge he held a distinguished rank. 1394 ; and from March 26 to April 19 ,1393,

To his legal knowledge he added patience he was entrusted with the Great Seal dur

and strict impartiality ; and he was par- ing the absence of the chancellor. There

ticularly esteemed for the kindness and is proof that he died in possession of the

simplicity of his demeanour. Hewas apt place by the mandate to give up the Rolls

to deal in apophthegms, one of which was, of the Chancery being directed , not to him ,

* Public policy is an unruly horse, which if but his executors. (Rot. Pat. 18 Rich. II.

a judge unwarily mounts, ten to one he is p . i . m. 28.)

run away with . ' His mode of illustration BURY, RICHARD DE, or DE AUNGER

too was especially quaint. He once ad- VILLE (BISHOP OF DURHAM ). The real

dressed a jury thus : Gentlemen, you have name of this learned and eminent prelate

been told that the first is a consequential was Richard de Aungerville, a town in

issue. Now, perhaps you do not know Normandy; but he assumed that of de Bury

what a consequential issue means; but I from the place where he was born, Bury St.

dare say you understand nine-pins. Well, Edmunds, in Suffolk . He was son of Sir

then, if you deliver your bowl so as to Richard de Aungerville, and was born in

strike the front pin in a particular direc- 1281, Being of very tender years when he

tion, down go the rest : just so it is with was left an orphan , the care of his education

these counts ; knock down the first, and all devolved on his uncle, John de Willoughby,

the rest will go to the ground ; that's what a priest, by whom hisyouthful studieswere

we call a consequential issue.' well directed. In due time he was re

When he had attained the age of se- moved to Oxford, where he pursued them

Tenty-nine he was obliged by his infirmi- with so much diligence that he became dis

ties to apply for his discharge, which he tinguished for his learning, and at the same

obtained at the end of 1829. His life was time acquired the higher character of a

prolonged till March 25, 1839, and his re- man pure in his life and manners .

mains were deposited in the Temple Church. On leavingOxfordhe entered the convent

His daughter Ånne, his only surviving child, of Durham as a monk. From this seclusion
erected a monument to his memory in the he was withdrawn by being selected as the

church of Laverstock, near Salisbury. ( Lord tutor of the king's eldest son ; but, as the

Campbell s Chancellors, iv . 666 ; Law Mag. prince was not born till 1312, this event
ü . 29.) could scarcely have occurred before the

BURSTALL, WILLIAM DE, is first men- year 1319 or 1320, when our monk would

tioned as a clerk,or master, in Chancery in have been nearly forty years old. His con
a document recording that the Great Seal duct in his new position was so exemplary

was placed in the custody of four indivi- that he was rewarded with the treasurer

dnals, ofwhom he is the second named, on ship ofGuienne, where he was established

March 16, 1371, to hold during the absence when Queen Isabella, and his pupil the

of Sir Robert Thorpe, the chancellor. The prince, went to France in 1325. Theasylum

Dext time his name appears is in an entry he gave them there, and the pecuniary aid

dated the 28th of the same month, stating he afforded out of the royal treasures in his

the delivery by the Bishop of Winchester, keeping , had nearly proved fatal to him.

the late chancellor, of certain seals which Although the latter rightly belonged to the

had been left in his possession. He is then prince, as his father had transferred the

called master of the Rolls, and Dugdale duchy to him, he was pursued by the

fixes that as the date of bis appointment. emissaries of the Despencers, and, escaping

In 49 Edward III. there was a contest in to Paris, was compelled to conceal himself

the court of Rome between him and a car- for seven days in the belfry of the church

dinal relative tothe presentation to the of the Friars Minors in that city .
parish church of Hoghton in the diocese of On the accession of his princely pupil to

Durbam , which the pope decided in his the throne his services were not forgotten.
favour. (Nere Fædera, iii. 1037.) Under Ile was retained near the person of the

Richard II . he continued master of the king, then little more than fourteen years

Rolls during the first four years of his of age, and was rewarded successively with
reign, and died in 1381 . the offices of cofferer, treasurer of the ward

During his time the Domus Conversorum robe, and keeper of the privy seal . Nor

in ('hancery Lanewas permanently annexed was his clerical preferment” overlooked.
br Edward III . to the oflice of master of Ile held at first a small prebend in the
the Rolls .

church of Chichester; and the king, in a

BURTON ,JOHN DE,was appointedmas- letter to the pope on de Bury's behalf, calls

tep of the Rolls on October 24, 1386 , but him his secretary, and, speaking of his

whether he was the John de Burton who services, “ a pueritiâ nostra, uses these

beld benefices about this time in Cam- strong expressions : Quod novimus ipsum

&

L
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virum in consiliis providum , conversationis talents were probably more peculiarly fitted.

et vitæ munditiâdecorum , literarum scien- His allowance on these missions was at the

tiâ præditum , et in agendis quibuslibet cir- rate of five marks a day. ( New Fædera, ii.

cumspectum .' The object of this letter was 950.)

to induce the pope to reserve forde Bury Though frequently absent, he neglected

the prebends in the churches of Hereford, none of the requirements of his diocese. He

London, and Chichester, with the other be had the habit of turning all his time to ac

nefices which Gilbert de Middleton, arch- count, and neither his meals nor his travels

deacon of Northampton, lately deceased, were spent idly . During the former he was

had possessed. Before an answer could read to by his chaplains,among whom were

have been received to this application, de numbered some of the most celebrated men

Bury was collated to the vacant archdea- of the day, and afterwards he discussed with

conry on January 6 , 1330-1 ; but the pope, them the various subjects suggested by the

according to the too common practice of reading. During the latter he occupied

the day, usurped the appointment, and, on himselfin forming what became the largest

the 1st of thefollowingMarch, grantedthe library in Europe, the possession of which

dignity to Peter, one of his cardinals ; but was oneof his greatest glories, and its ac

prebends in the cathedrals of Lincoln, Sa- cumulation formed his chief delight. He

rum , and Lichfield were among the grants spared no expense in securing the most

soon aftermade to de Bury. curious and valuablemanuscripts, andspeaks

In October 1331 he went with Anthony with evident glee of the motives which iu

de Pesaigne on a mission to the pope at fluenced the donors of some, and of the

Avignon,where he formed an intimacy with difficultieshe had to overcome in obtaining
Petrarch, among his conversations with others. The stores he had thus collected be

whom is one relative to the Island of Thule, bequeathed to the students of Durham

on which, however, Petrarch complains that ( since called Trinity) College, in Oxford,

the learned ambassador was either unable or being the first public library that was

unwilling to offer any elucidation. On his founded in that university; and in his work
return from this embassy he was sent, with called ' Philobiblon ’ he not only gives in

two others, to Cambridge, with a com structions for its management, but endea
mission to enquire into the conduct and vours to excite a love of literature and &

claims of such scholars as were supported in taste for the liberal arts .

that university by the king's bounty . It His own devotion to books may be esti

was probably during this visit that he be- mated by the language he uses regarding

came oneof the guild of St. Mary's there, to them : - Hi sunt magistri qui nosinstruunt

the union of which with that of Corpus sine virgis et ferulâ, sine verbis et colerá,
Christi the college of the latter name owed sine pane et pecuniả. Si accedis non dor
its foundation . (Masters, 9. ) miunt, si inquiris non se abscondunt, non

In 1332 he was admitted dean of Wells, remurmurant si oberres, cachinos nesciunt

and in the next year was sent again as am- si ignores.'

bassador to the pope, by whom he was ap- His ardour in their pursuit did not end

pointed one of his chaplains. While he was with their attainment. He read and used

absent on this mission, Lewis Beaum them ; and he relates that the first Greek

Bishop of Durham ,died; and the pope used and Hebrew grammars that ever appeared
the opportunity at once of exercising his in England were derived from his labours.

own power, and of gratifying King Edward, He encouraged theacquaintance and assisted

by setting aside an election made by the the enquiries of all learned and intelligent

monks of Durham , and placing Richard de men , and never enjoyed himself so fully as

Buryinthe vacantseat. He was conse- in thepleasures of their conversation ;and
crated at Chertsey on December 19, 1333. his understanding was so cultivated, his wit

King Edward estimated his ability and his so piercing,and his spirit of enquiry so eager.

prudence so highly that he fixed on him to that few subjects were beyond his geniusand
hill the most important offices in the state. penetration.

He was accordingly constituted treasurer on
Ilisvirtues and his charities were eqcs

February 3 , 1334,and raised to the chan- to his talents and learning. He was belos

cellorship on September 28 in the same by his neighbours, with whom he lived

year. Whether he found that he was un- terms of reciprocal affection ; to his clers

qualified for its cares and responsibilities,or he was an indulgent superior ; to his tenan

that they withdrew him more than he and domestics a considerate master. E

wished from those of his diocese, he resigned was most bountiful to the poor, distributi

the latter office, after holding it less than eight quarters of wheat every week for t

nine months, on June 6, 1335. He was relief of those around him, and never om

employed in the following and several sub- ting in his journeys to appropriate la:

sequent years in frequent embassies to sumsfortheindigent in those placesthrou

France on the subject of the king's claims , which he passed .

an occupation to which his learning and He closed his useful life, in the Citby
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of his age , at his palace of Auckland, on pointed in June 1858 to fill the vacant seat

April 24, 1345, and was interred in his in the bench of the Common Pleas.
cathedral. He has been twice married. His first

BURY, THoxas, the youngest son of Sir wife, a daughter of J. Foster, Esq ., of Big

William Bury, knight, of Linwood in Lin- gleswade, be lost very early; his second is

colnshire, was born in 1655, and , entering a daughter of J. Weld, Esq.,ofRoyston.
Gray's Inn in 1668, was called to the bar in Besides theabove-mentioned pamphlet,

1676. After twenty-four years' practice, he he published a work ' On the Usury Laws,

obtained the degree of serjeant in 1700, and and some others.

on January 26 of the next year he was made BYNTEWORTH , RICHARD DE (BISHOP

a baron of the Exchequer. Speaker Onslow OF LONDON ), had a grant of the manor

in his notes to Burnet states that it was of Bynteworth, now called Bentworth, in

said that it appeared by Bury's · Book of Hampshire,with the advowson of its church,

Accounts' that Lord KeeperWrighthad from the Archbishop of Rouen, in 9 Edward

1000l. for raising him to the bench. This III . , and probably was a native of the place.

discreditable story, however, depends on He was employed in the previous year as

very slight testimony. The new baron was one of the ambassadors to negotiate the

of course knighted, and sat in that court marriage of the king's brother, John, Earl

during the remainder of his life ; for fifteen of Cornwall, with Maria, daughter of Fer

years as a puisne baron, and for six as dinand of Spain, and in several subsequent

chief baron, to which he was advanced on years on other missions, in all of which

June 10, 1716. In the famous Aylesbury he is called “ juris civilis professor.' In 11

case in the House of Lords he supported the Edward III. he was keeper of the king's

opinion of Chief Justice Holt , when the privy seal; and be appears to have been a
judgment wbich he had opposed was re- canon of St. Paul's atthe time of the de

versed. cease of Stephen de Gravesend, Bishop of

He died on May 4, 1722, and was buried London . By his conduct in these employ

at Grantham, where there is a handsome ments his character had been so firmly es

monument to his memory. tablished that he was immediately called

BYLES, JOAN BARNARD, one of the pre- upon to fill the vacant see , his election to
sent judges of the Common Pleas, was born which took place on May 4, 1338. On

at Stowmarket in Suffolk in 1801, and is July 6 the king appointed him his chan
the eldest son of John Byles, Esq .,ofthat cellor. But his sudden death putan end to

place , by the only daughter of William his tenure of both these offices on December
Barnard, Esq., of Holts in Essex. 8, 1339, before he had illustrated either by

Cailed to the bar by the Inner Temple any memorable act. (Godwin , 185.)

in November 1831, hejoined the Norfolk BYRLAY, WILLIAM DE ( Birlaco ), can

Circuit, and attended the sessions attached | hardly be considered entitled to the desig

to it. In 1810 he was appointed recorder | nation given to him by Sir T. D. Hardy as

of Buckingham , and in 1813 received the keeper of the GreatSeal. He seems to have

degree of the coif, to which was added a been merely a clerk in the Chancery, to

patent of precedence in all the courts in whom, with two of his brethren, the Great
1816 , the year in which the act was passed Seal was on some occasions entrusted dur

opening the Court of Common Pleas to all ing the temporary absences of the chancellor,

barristers. In 1857 hewas promoted to the the first occurring in March 1298, 26 Ed

dignity of queen's serjeant. During the ward I. , and the last in 1308.

whole period of his career as an advocate BYRUN, JOHN DE, wasnamed in a sepa

his sagacity and sound judgment secured rate commission of trailbaston , issued on

for him a considerable , and ultimately a March 13, 1305, 33 Edward 'I. , for the

leading, business. county of Lancaster, which in the follow

His professional reputation must have ing month was consolidated with the other

bern universally acknowledged to have in northern counties in a new commission, in

duced a lord chancellor so much opposed which his name was not included. ( Parl.

to him in politics as was Lord Cranworth | Writs, i . 407, 408.)

to select him for a judge's place. Mr. Ser- Hewas a lineal descendant from Ralph

jeant Byles was not onlya tory, or rather | de Burun, who at the timeof theCon

a conservative, in his opinions, but had ad- queror's survey had eight lordships in Not

vocated the principles of that section of his tinghamshire and five in Derbyshire, and

party which supported protection in an able whose family subsequently obtained con

paniphlet, called Sophisms of Free Trade. ' siderable property in Lancashire. His father

Notwithstanding this apparent impediment was also named John, and his mother was
to his advance, Lord Cranworth , 'deeming Joan, daughter of Sir Baldwin Thies, and

that a good judge was better than a political widow of Sir Robert Holland .

partisan, made choice of one who in the Seated at Clayton , in Lancashire, his

estimation of the legal world held the high- father was one of the conservators of the

est place. Vr. Byles was therefore ap- pence for that county in 15 Edward I., and
L 2
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sheriff of Yorkshire for seren years from 21 succeeded by his son Richard de Byron.

Edward I. , and actively engaged in raising In regular descent from him cảme Sir John

the forces for the Scottish wars. In 28 Byron , whofor his faithful adherence to the

Edward I. he held ahighplace in the com- fortunes of King Charles I., and his valiant

mission to perambulate the forests of that support of his cause, was created Baron

and the neighbouring counties. ( Purl. Byron of Rochdale on October 24, 1613.

Writs, i. 299, 389, 398, ii . 8–17 .) The present baron, the eighth lord, is his

John the son for thefirst nine years of lineal descendant. The surpassing genius

the reign of Edward II. held an equally , of George Gordon Byron, the sixth lord ,bas

prominent position in Lancashire. Some given to the title an immortality which it

little confusion, arising from the identity of could have never derived either from the

name, renders it difficult to distinguish pre- antiquity of the family or the devoted lor
cisely the acts of the two. The date of alty for which the peerage was granted :

neither of their deaths is given. The son his works will remain a lasting monument

married Alice, cousin and heir of Robert of his glory, but a sad record of his unhappy

Banastre, ofHyndeley,Lancashire, and was disposition and of his unfortunate fate .

a

C

CAEN , JOIN DE (Cadomo),was one of not called to the bench until he was ap

the clerks in the Chancery. He is men- pointed a baron of the Exchequer, and

tioned on many different occasions from nerer held the post of reader to the society.

1292 to 1302 in connection with the Great ' He seems to have used his father's name

Seal, as holding it with other clerks of the during the early part of his life, and 10

Chancery during the occasional absencesof hare afterwards partially adopted that of

the chancellor , and in October 1298 he Cæsar, at first with an alias, and subse

was acting in the Exchequer as locum tenens quently alone . His first wife, whose mo

for the chancellor. (Mador, i. 421.) He ther's name was Chapman, describes herself

also acted as a receirer of petitions to the in her will , Susan, wile of Thomas Dal

parliaments 1305 and 1307, 333–35 Edward mare, alias Cæsar . In this he no dondt
I., and as late as 1310, 3 Edward II. followed the example of his brother, Sir

CÆSAR, THOMAS. In the city ofTreriso, Julius, who was then holding a prominent

near Venice, the noble family of Adelmare judicial situation, and was aiming at higher

had long resided , when a member of it, posts, for which he perhaps imagined his

named Peter Maria Adelmare, who was Italian surname might be deemed a dis

eminent as a civilian,married a daughter qualitication.

of the house of Cæsarini, and had three sons, Thomas's name does not appear in any of

the second of whom was christened, after theReports, and no account is given of his

his mother, Cæsar. This Cæsar Adelmare professional career, nor of any office which

pursued his studies at Padua, and, having he held (except that of steward of S :

taken the degree of doctor in medicine, Catherine's Hospital, of which his brotbe !

came to England to practise in 1550. Here was master), before his appointment as a

he obtained such repute that he was em- baron on Vay 26, 1610. On his receiving

ployed by Queen Mary, and on one occasion it, the Inner Temple ordered that he

received the enormous fee of 1001. for his should not be attended to Westminster k.

attendance. ( Burgon's Gresham, ii . 464. ) any but the officers of the Exchequer, fer

Queen Elizabeth also placed him at the : asmuch as none but such as were of thi

head of her medical department, and granted coif ought tobe attended by the fellows

to him some beneficial leases under the the house.' He is there described as un
crown. He fixed his residence in the close puisne baron of the Exchequer (commor

of the priory of Great St. Helen's, Bishops- called the baron cursitor ). Another orde
gate , where he died in 1569. By his wife, was made on June 10 , that, though he he

Margaret, daughter of Martin Perin, or not read, but fined for not reading, }

Perient, treasurer in Ireland , heleft eight should have his place at the bench ta ?

children, two of whom obtained judicial notwithstanding, a previous act, • Tb:

appointments — Julius Cæsar,the eldest son , none who should thenceforth be called

after mentioned ; and Thomas, the third son,, the bench that had not read should ta

the subject of this sketch . place ofany reader, or have a voice in ſ

Thomas Cæsar was born in 1561, and liament.' ( Dugdale's Orig . 149.) IR

was educated at Merchant Taylors' School thus manifest that the office of baron wl
in London. In October 1580 he was ' he held was not of the same degree

entered of the Inner Temple,where he was dignity as the other barons ; and ibat
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had no judicial function is apparent from he was kept alive beyond nature's course

the absence of his name from all the Heports by the prayers of those many poor he daily

of the period. relieved .'

But whatever was his position , he did At last his perseverance procured for him

not retain it quite two months, during the appointment of a master extraordinary

which interval he was knighted. He died of the Court of Requests in 1591 , but

on July 18, 1610, and was buried in the it was not till August 1595 that he was

church of Great St. Helen's, Bishopsgate. admitted one of the ordinary masters of

His tirst wife died in 1590, leaving three that court, which gave bim immediate ac

children , who did not lire to grow up. He ' cess to the queen. During this time it is

married , secondly, Anne, the daughter of amusing to see how he paid his court to

Gecrge Lynn, ofSouthwilk, Northampton, the intuential ministers and favourites, and

Esq., and widow of Nicholas Beaston ,Esq. how ingeniously he contrived to remind

But she dying early, without children, he them of his claims in his letters conveying

took for his third wife Susan, daughter and new years' gifts, some curious specimens
co- heir of Sir William Ruther, knight, an of which are preserved among the Lans

opulent alderman of London, and had by downe MSS. In 1593 he was elected

her three sons and five daughters. ( Lodge's treasurer of the Inner Temple, and on De

Casars, 39-41.) cember 8 in the same year he was appointed

CÆSAR, JULIUS, was the eldest son of governor of the mine and battery works

Cæsar Adelmare ,physician to Queens Mary throughout England and Wales. Having

and Elizabeth , by hiswife Margaret Perin, already procured (by a bribe of 5001. to

or Perient. He was born at Tottenham in Archibald Douglas, the Scottish ambas

Middlesex in 1557, and enjoyed royal pa- sador, to use his influence with the queen)

tronage from his infancy. He received the the reversion of the mastership of St.
names of Julius Cæsar, the latter of which Catherine's, he succeeded to it on June

he seems very early to havesubstituted for 17, 1596.

that of his ancestors, though even so late His wife dying in June 1595, he entered

as 1608 he was designated by both names in the following year intoa second matri
with an alias in formal documents. monial connection with Alice, daughterof

Having lost his father when he was Christopher Green , and widow of John

twelve years old , and his mother having Dent, a rich merchant of London. In Sep

married again, he was sent to Magdalen tember 1598 her majesty inflicted on him

Hall, Oxford, where he took the degree of the honour of a visit to hishouse at Mitcham ,

B.A. in 1575, and that of M.A. in 1578. ' the expense of which, with the customary

In 1520 he was admitted a member of the offering, amounted to 7001. sterling: No

Inner Temple, and proceeding toParis, he other incident occurred to him in Eliza

took the degree there of doctor in both laws beth's reign, except that he obtained a ver

in 158 1 , after which he returned to Oxford, dict of 2001. against a man for asserting

and proceeded to the same degree in that that he had pronounced a corrupt sentence

university in 1983. (Wood's Fusti, i . 224.) against him in the Admiralty. ( Croke, Eliz.

In 1582 he married Dorcas, daughterof Sir 305.)

Richard Martin, an alderman of London, King James knighted him on May 20,

afterwards master of the Mint, and widow 1603, and in the same year reappointed

of Richard Lusher. During the previous him master of the Court of Requests and

year he received two public appointments, master of St.Catherine's. He was further

and in 1583 he became commissary of favoured with grants of the manor of Lin

Essex, Herts, and Middlesex, from which wood in Lincolnshire, and of the Forest of

he was promoted in 1984 to be judge of High Peak in Derbyshire, for life. On

the Admiralty Court. Although possessed April 11 , 1606, the important cffice of

of so important a post at the early age of chancellor and under treasurer of the Ex

27, be was not contented, but made fre- chequer was conferred upon him, and in the

quent applications for grants and promo- next year he was sworn of the privy coun

tiun, in which he was only so far at that cil. During the eight years in which he

time successful that in October 1588 he performed the onerous duties of his place

was admitted one of the masters in Chan- his main difficulty seems to have been the

cery, an otlice which was then frequently supplying means to meet the idle profuse
filled by doctors of the civil law . He ness of his master. He obtained from the

still continued his importunities, alleging king, in January 16, 1611 , a reversionary

that he had spent 40001. above his gains in grant of the mastership of the Rolls; but

the execution of his office of judge of the he did not come into possession for nearly

Admiralty, and in relieving the poor suitors four years, when he was sworn in on Sep

of bis court. This statement it would be ' tember 13, 1614. In James's reign he sat

scarcely possible to credit, if his unlimited in parliamentfor Westminster in 1604, for

charity were not evidenced by what Isanc Jiddlesex in 1614, and for Malden in 1621.
Walton says of him , that when grown old Ilaving lost his second wife, he married
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Anne, the daughter of Henry Wodehouse, of November 1642 the smallpox seized the

Waxham in Norfolk, by Anne, daughter of family, and proved fatal to one of his

Sir Nicholas Bacon , lord keeper, and widow daughters onthe 2nd of that month, to

of William Hungate, of EastBrudenham in himself on the 6th of December, and to his

the same county . eldest son five days after. They were

Sir Julius continued master of the Rolls buried at Bennington in Herts, where his

till his death, a period of more than twenty- estate was situate ;and his monument there
one years ; and during the interval between bears an inscription commemorative of his

the disgrace of Lord Chancellor Bacon and personal worth and his judicial integrity.

the delivery of the Seal to Lord Keeper It records besides that he had two wives

Williams - viz., between May 21 and July the first, Anne, daughter of Sir Peter Van

10, 1621–he had a commission to hear lore, knight, an eminent London merchant;

causes in Chancery. To Bacon, with whom and thesecond, Jane, daughter of Sir Ed

he was connected by marriage ,he continued ward Barkham , knight, lord mayor of

a kind friend, assisting him by his bounty, London—and that he had six children by

affording him an asylum in hismisfortunes, the first wife, and nine by the second, but

and receiving his last breath in his arms of these fifteen no male descendant now

He had not any great reputation as a judge, preserves the name of the family. ( Lodge's
and it is said that counsel would occasion- Cesars.)

ally pass ' a slye jeste ' upon him . CAIRNS, HUGI MCALMONT ( LORD

He died on April 18, 1636, at the age of Cairns) , within three years passed through

seventy -nine, and was buried at Great St. three legal offices - attorney -general, lord

Helen's, Bishopsgate, where his father lay. justice of appeal, and lord chancellor - ris
Over his remains was placed a monument ing from a practising barrister to the highest

with an inscription written by himself, in seat in the law , from a simple member of

the form of a deed with a pendent seal, the the House of Commons tothe speakership
connecting silk of which is broken. of the House of Lords, and, after less than

He had no issue by his last wife, but his ten months'enjoyment of that honourable

other two brought him eight children. Of office, has been entrusted with the still more

the five by his first wife only one survived responsible position of the leadership of the

him - viz., the under-mentioned Charles. conservative party in the house of which he

His second wife produced to him three sons had been so short a time a member. Such a

John, who was knighted at the age of ten ; rapid advance as this has never been before

Thomas, who became a doctor in divinity; witnessed , such proof of confidence is al

and Robert, who obtained the place of one most unparalleled.

of the six clerks in Chancery. (Lodge's He was born in 1819, and is the son of

Cæsars. ) William Cairns , Esq. , of Culha in the

CÆSAR, CHARLES, the eldest surviving county of Down. At Trinity College,

son of the above Sir Julius, was born on Dublin , where he was educated, besides

January 27, 1589. Destined to pursue the other honours, he took the first place in

profession by which his father had risen, classics. Called to the bar at Lincoln's

he was sent to All Souls' College, Oxford, Inn on January 26, 1844, he soon acquired

and was admitted to the degree of doctor so prominent a station in the Court of

of laws on December 7, 1612. (Wood's Chancery that he was made a queen's

Fasti, i.348.) Commencing practice in the counsel in 1856, when he still maintained

ecclesiastical courts, he received the order it with more than the usual success. : Before

of knighthood on October 6 in the following this datę he had commenced his parlia

year, and was gradually promoted, first to mentary career, having been elected mem

the office of the master of the faculties,and ber forBelfast in 1852, and in every otber

then to that of judge of the audience. ( State parliament till he was raised to the beneb .

Trials, ii . 1452. ) On May 19, 1615, he İlis eloquence and ability in that arena are

was made a master in Chancery, no doubt the best proofs of the statesmanship which

by the interest of his father,who had been is generally attributed to him .

sworn in as a judge of that court in the His official life began with the appoint.

preceding year ; and on the death of Sir i ment, on February 26, 1858, of soliciter

Dudley Digges, in 16:39, he was appointed general , which he held till the change o
master of the Rolls, on Varch 30 ; paying ministry on June 18, 1859, a little les

however, according to amemorandum made than sixteen months. Seven years after

by his son , for that “high and profitable wards, on the conservative party resumin

place' no less than 15,0001., “broad pieces power, he was made attorney -general

of gold , ' with a loan of 20001. more when July 6, 1866, and in less than four monti

the king went to meet his rebellious Scot- was removed into the important ottice

tish army. It is difficult to regret that he lord justice of appeal in Chancery on

did not live long enough to profit by this tober 29. On the following February

iniquitous traffic of the judicial seat, as he wascalled up to the House of PR

disgraceful to one party as the other .' In by the title of Lord Cairns ofGarmoyle
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the county of Antrim ; and on the 29th of par, in Fifeshire, was the younger son ofDr.

the same month in 1808 he received the George Campbell, minister of Cupar, and of

Great Seal as lord chancellor. This he Magdelene, daughterof John Haliburton,

retained only till December 9 in thesame Esq., of Fodderance. He spent eight of his

year, when the liberal party gained the early years, from ten to eighteen , at the

ascendency, but was then immediately University of St. Andrews, studying for

selected as the leader of the opposition in the ministry, and took the degree of A.M.

the House of Lords, with which office he there . Relinquishing, however, his cleri

has been again entrusted in the present cal prospects, and aiming at legal distinc
session.

tion , he came to London ,and in November

In 1867 his alma mater, the University 1800 entered the society of Lincoln's Inn,

of Dublin, elected him their chancellor. and placed himself under the guidanceof

He married Mary Harriet, daughter of Mr. Tidd. With that eminent special

John McNeile, Esq., of Parkmount in the pleader he stayed three years, and to the
county of Antrim . tuition he received during that time he

CALETO , JOHN DE, or DE CAUX. A chiefly ascribed his success at the bar. He

fine wasacknowledgedbefore John, abbot gratefully records the generosityof his in

of Peterborough, in 1254, 39 Henry III ., structor, who, he relates, on finding that it

and in that and the following year his name would not be convenient to him to pay a

appears at the head of the justices itine- second fee of one hundred guineas, not only

rant into several counties. From April till refused to take it, but insisted on returning

August 1258also payments were made for him thefirst. ( Lord C.'s Chanc.v. 484.)

assizes to be held before him . In October, Before this, finding that the small allow

44 Henry III. , he was constituted trea- ance which his father could make him was

surer, and continued so till his death on inadequate for his support in the metropolis,

March 1 , 1262. This abbot was John de he engaged himself for many years as a

Caleto, or de Caux, who was elected to reporter to the Morning Chronicle,' then

that dignity in 1249, being then prior of under the conduct of Mr. Perry, a country

St. Swithin's at Winchester. He was a | man of his. To this he added occasionally

relative of Queen Eleanor. ( Bruce's Introd . a dramatic criticism, in which after some

to Chron . Petroburg. x.) Browne Willis time he became an adept, though, from the

describes him as a pious and wise man . strictness of his Presbyterian education, and

CALOWE, WILLIAM ,probably descended consequent inexperience, this must at first

from a family seated at Holbeach in Lin- have been a difficult task, and probably
colnshire in the reign of Richard II., was produced some strictures which in after

80 short a time a judge that little is known years he would hesitate to indorse. The

about him . In the Year Books he is · Morning Chronicle ' was the organ of the

mentioned under the name of Collow in whigs, to which party he attached himself

1475, and as having been called serjeant at the outset of his career, and it is greatly

from the Middle Temple in Trinity Term to his credit that during the whole of his

18 Edward IV. In 2 Richard III., 1481, life, whether it was in opposition or in

he was joined in the commission of assize power, he never deserted it. His occupa

for the county of Dorset,and on January 31 , pation and his politics introduced himinto

1487, 2 Henry VII . ,he was raised to the various society, and among his relaxations
judicial seat in the Common Pleas. The were the enjoyments of the Cider Cellar in
only fine levied before him is in the follow- Maiden Lane, Covent Garden. There he

ing Trinity Term, and from the absence of bad the advantage of associating with

all notice of him from that time, it would many men of celebrity, among whom was
seem that be then resigned or died . the learned and eccentric Professor Porson,

CAXBHOU, WALTER DE,is mentioned in who surprised him by reciting the whole of

14 Edward I. as a keeper of the tallies of Anstey's Pleader's Guide' from memory.

the Exchequer. He was appointed a jus- During the period of his novitiate, when

tice itinerant in Tindale in 21 Edward I. Bonaparte threatened to invade the king

(Rt. Parl. i. 122 ) , being at that time dom , he joined the “ Bloomsbury and Inns
eustos of the castle of Baumburgh ; but he of Court Association ' (Lord C. Ch. Just.

does not appear to have acted afterwards. ii . 604), a corps chiefly composed of mem

In that year he and Isabella his wife bers of the legal profession , and he looked

levied a fine of considerable property in back in after-years with so much pride to

Colwell in Northumberland, for which his position in the ranks that he left the
county he was elected a member of par- musket he bore as an heirloom to his

liament in 24 Edward I., and died in the descendants.

same year. ( Parl. Writs, i. 39 ; Abb. Rot. Of Lord Kenyon, who was then chief

Orig. i. 94.) justice , he relates that at the Nisi Prius

CAMDEN, EARL. See C. PRATT. sittings at Guildhall the chief used to hand

CAMPBELL,JOHN (LORD CAMPBELL), the record to the students, who sat in a box

buru Sept.5 , 1781,at Springfield, near Cu- close to him ,andpoint out to them the

1
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important issues to be tried. During the with the solicitor -generalship, and conse

latter part of Mr. Campbell's pupilage the quent knighthood. In the new parliament

chief justice was Lord Ellenborough, with then called he was elected member for

whose • very dignified, impressive, and awe- Dudley, but only retained his seat till 1834,

inspiring deportment,' especially at the trial when,on his being made attorney-general,

of Colonel Hespard in 1803 for high treason , the fickle town would not re -elect him.

he was much struck , and whose rough For nearly a whole session he remained

treatment of him in his future career he without a seat ; but in the following June

regrettingly remembers. ( Ch. Just. ii. 329, he succeeded with a more distinguished

iii. 94, 177.) constituency, being elected member for

He was called to the bar in Michaelmas Edinburgh in the place of Francis Jeffrey,

Term 1806 , and published in 1808 two made a lord of session. This city he con

volumes of Reports of Cases Argued and tinued to represent while he remained a
Tried at Nisi Prius, in the Courts of King's commoner. His tenure of office was inter

Bench and Common Pleas, in the Home rupted after little more than nine months

Circuit,from Michaelmas Term 1807 to the by his party being turned out of the mi.

sittings before Easter 1808,' which he after- nistry in December 1834, but only to be

wardscontinued in two additional volumes restored with more confirmed power in

extending to the year 1816. This publica- April 1835, when Sir John was reinstated

tion greatly aided his progress at the bar. inhis place .

Dr. Watt mentions alsoanother publication Before his first period of office as attor

under Mr. Campbell's name in 1808, “ A ney - general expired, Sir John Leach, the

Letter to a Member of Parliament on the master of the Rolls , died . Though accord

Articles of a Charge against Marquis Wel- ing to the usual practice he might have

lesley, which have been laid before the claimed the vacant place, he allowed

House of Commons; probably an ephe- himself to be passed orer in favour of

meral pamphlet which died with the day. the solicitor-general, Sir Charles Christo

It would seem from the title of his reports pher Pepys, who was appointed. On his

that he at first attended the Home Circuit, resuming the office of attorney -general the

though afterwards, about 1810, he joined Great Seal was put into commission, of

the Oxford Circuit, on which, as well as in which the new master of the Rolls was the

Westminster Hall, his success was so great head , and after so remaining about nine

that for three years before he obtained a months, Sir Charles was constituted lord

silk gown he was the leader of it. ( Chanc. chancellor. Thus for a second time the

iii 275.) office of master of the Rolls was racant,

In 1821 he married Mary Elizabeth, the and for a second time Sir John Campbell

eldest daughter of Mr. Scarlett, then one was passed over, Lord Langdale receiving

of the most eminent advocates at the bar, the appointment. The avowed reason for

who afterwards became lord chief baron | thus overlooking his claims was that be

of the Exchequer, and was created Lord was wholly inexperienced as an equity

Abinger. To the influence of his father- lawyer : but the real ground was supposed

in -law , who was appointed attorney -general to be that he was so active and serviceable

in 1827, he probably owed his promotion to to the ministry in the House of Commons

the post of king's counsel in the same year, that he could not be spared without dan
Lord Lyndhurst being chancellor. ger to its existence. Indignant at fin

In the next year he was named the chair- with this usage, he resigned , but a peer:

man of a commission on the Registration age being given to his wife, with the tit ]
of Deeds, and in 1830 he was placed at the , of Baroness Stratheden, he was appease

head of the Real Property Commission. and resumed his post.

( Ch. Just . iii . 324.) In that year he began The whig party retained their ascer

his senatorial career as member for Stafford , dency for the next four years, and no 1 :

and soon showed himself active and useful cancy occurred on the bench which s

in introducing and defending several im- John Campbell was desirous to fill. Du

portant measures, among which were the ing the whole period of his parliamentas

Bill for the Registration of Deeds, and the career hedevoted himself, both at this ti

Anatomy Bill. A friend to parliamentary and after his accession to the peerage ,

reform , he gloried in having materially the improvement of the laws, and sert

furthered the measure, attributing, not un- statutes owe their existence to his int

naturally, the one vote by which the second duction. On the ministry beginning

reading of Lord John Russell's first bill totter in 1841 , they were so determi

was carried to bis leaving his circuit, at before their exclusion to reward their

a considerable professional sacrifice, and torney -general for his political and

coming up to London to be present at the fessional exertions, that they ventured

division. His speech on the second bill he the bold and questionable step of remor

afterwards published. ( Speeches, 19.) their ancient colleague, Lord Plun !

On November 26, 1832,hewas rewarded from the chancellorship of Ireland , for

a
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purpose of raising Sir John to that dignity cellor of the duchy of Lancaster. This

and decking him with a peerage. With office he filled til "March 6, 1850, when,
reluctance Lord Plunkett submitted ; and Lord Denman having retired from ill

Sir John, on June 22, 1841 , became Lord health and advanced age, Lord Campbell
Campbell of St. Andrews and lord chan- was raised to the chief justiceship of the
cellor of Ireland . After sitting only one or Queen's Bench , although only two years

two days in the Irish court he made a younger than his predecessor. On assum

speech tothe bar, in which he plainly in- ing it he of course relinquished his seat
timates his expectation of soon being re- in the cabinet council, as he had expressed

duced to a private station. ' ( Speeches, 518.) his strong disapproval of theunion of the

The ministry succumbed in August, and two positions by Lord Mansfield in 1757,

Lord Campbell, retiring with them, finished and Lord Ellenborough in 1806. ( Ch. Just.
his shorttenure of office; but though enti- ii . 451 , iii . 185.)

tled to a pension of 40001., the job was so Lord Campbell was specially fitted for

gross and notorious that the ministry did the office to which he was thus appointed.
not venture to offer nor he to claim it . During the nine years that he filled it he

During the nine years that followed his is acknowledged to have performed its im

retirement he applied himself to his sena- portant duties in a most exemplary manner,

torial duties, taking a leading part in the preserving the dignity of the place, and
Lords debates , and assisting greatly in the administering the law with apparent ease

appellate jurisdiction of the house. But and strict impartiality. When Lord Pal

his active habits required further occupa- merston assumed the premiership for a

tion, and in 1812 he found it by publish- second time in 1859, he offered Lord Camp

ing his Speeches at the Bar and in the bell the chancellorship ; and it surprised
House of Commons. But his ambition the world that he should be tempted to

was not satisfied with this slight offering ; leave a court where he was so much at

aiming at literary fame, he next chose a home, for one in the practice of which he

subject from the execution of which he could not be expected to be so conversant,

hoped to obtain it. This was " The Lives especially when its tenure was so uncertain .

of the Lord Chancellors,' the first three But ambition decided ,and he received the

volumes of which he published at the close Great Seal on June 18.

of 1845,continuing them in 1816 and 1847, He presided over the Court of Chancery

till he had filled seven volumes, concluding for two years, and the practisers in it were

with the Life of Lord Eldon . ' This work astonished at the readiness with which he

acquired an immediate popularity, and, mastered the forms of the court, and the
though condemned by some critics for its discrimination he showed in the judgments

looseness and occasional incorrectness, it he pronounced. In the midst of hisduties,

should be remembered that the mere in the full tide of his triumph, he was sud

writing of seven volumes, each consisting denly cut off. On Saturday, June23, 1861 ,

of between six and seren hundred closely he had attended a cabinet council, and,

printed pages, in the course of little more after having entertained a party of friends

than two years, was of itself an extraordi- at his house at Knightsbridge,had retired
nary effort of labour, and that it would be to his chamber in his accustomed health

unreasonable to expect any strict investi- and spirits, and applied himself to preparing

gation of records or authorities, or more a judgment which he had promised on

than a compilation from previous writers . Monday. On Sunday morning he was

In 1849 he published two volumes of “ The found dead in his chair with the blood

Lives of the Chief Justices,' towhich, in oozing from his mouth, caused by the burst

1857,he added a third gossiping volume, ing of one of the great arteries near his

including those of Lords Kenyon, Ellen- heart.
borough, and Tenterden , in which a ten- Thus awfully terminated the life of one

dency to disparage his noble predecessors who, during itswhole continuanee, never

is too apparent. The only other literary relaxed from his labours,who never was

production which he printed was Shak- satisfied unless he was doing something,

speare's Legal Acquirements,' being an and was indefatigable in all hispursuits.

attempt to prove that the great dramatist Commencing as a poor and dependent man ,

spent his youth in an attorney's office. he worked his way by industry and per

This was amere enlargement of theidea severance, not only to wealth, but tothe

that had been previously suggested by highest honours of his profession. In the
Malone, Chalmers,w .s. Landor,J. B. temporarycessationof his legal life, his

Collier, and, so lately as in 1838 , by love ofemployment led him to aspire to the
Charles Arinitage Brown. acquisition of a literaryname. It is not,

When his party came again into power however, probable that hisfame asa lawyer,
in 1846 , Lord John Russell, the prime

a legislator, or a judge, will be superseded

minister, admitted him into the cabinet, byhis repute as an author. The transient

and gare him the appointment ofchan- popularity of his works has already in a
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great measure subsided, for, thoughthey | to William de Cornbill all the lands and

must ever be regarded as an extraordinary goods oftheclergy in the diocese of Lincoln

effort of laborious industry ,and as composed who refused to perform divine service.

in a pleasant and easy, though somewhat (Cul. Rot. Pat. 3.) He received the ac

egotistic, style, they are not looked upon knowledgment of fines at Cambridge in 10

as authority by those who are best versed and 11 John, 1208–9, and he and his asso

in the history ofthe various times of which ciates are there specially called “justicii

they treat. It has been considered a material itinerantes.'

detraction from the merits of his works He died in 16 John . ( Ibid. 8, 10.) His

that from the beginning to theend of them wife, Nichola, survived him for someyears,

he takes every opportunity of referring to during which she held the sherifialty of

the incidents of his own life, and the ad- Lincolnshire, and was constituted gorerness

vice and opinions he gave in his professional of the castles ofFramptonand Lincoln, the

capacity. It will be seen that this volun- latter of which she gallantly defended

teer information has been serviceable in the against the confederated barons. She died

preparation of the present sketch . about 15 Henry III., 1230–1.

In the year before his own death he lost CAMVILLE, THOMAS DE, was a nephew

his wife ,Lady Stratheden, to whose title of the above Gerard de Camville, being the

their eldest son, William Frederick, suc- third son ofhis brother William by Albreden

ceeded, thus taking a place in the peerage the daughter and heir of Geoffrey Marmion.

which , but for his father's position as He held Westerham ,in Kent, of the honor

chancellor, would have given him prece- of Bologne, in 2 and 3 John , and paid fif

dence in the House of Lords. Lord Camp- teen marks for three knights' fees in that

bell left two other sons and four daughters. county, and two marks for one knight's fee
CAMVILLE, GERARD (de Cana in Essex. (Rot. Cancell. 161 , 220. ) His

Villa ), the ancestor of whose family came adherence to the rebellious barons at the

into England with William the Conqueror, close of that king's reign was punished with

was theeldest son of Richard de Camville, the loss of all his lands, which, however,

the founder of Combe Abbey in Warwick- were restored on his obedience to the go

shire ; and by his marriage with Nichola, vernment of Henry III. In 11 Henry III.

the eldest of the three daughters of Richard he had the grant of a market for his manor

de Haya, and the widow of William Fitz- of Fobbing, in Essex. ( Rot. Claus. i. 243,

Erneis, had in her right the office of con- 325, ii. 194.) He is only once named as a

stable of the castle of Lincoln . A charter justicier, on the authority of a fine being

exists among the archives of the duchy of levied before him in May 1229, 13 Henry

Lancaster ( Archæologia, xxvii. 112) which III. (Dugdale's Orig. 42.) His death oc

is curious as having been granted by Rich- curred in 1235, leaving Agnes, his widow,

ard I. between the demise of his father and and a sou Robert, who married a daught

his own coronation, and as showing that he of Hamo de Crevequer. ( Hasted, iii. 169.

did not then assume the style and title of CANTEBRIG , THOMAS DE (Cambridge

* King,'but only called himself Dominus described as of the clerical profession ,

Angliæ .' It confirms to Gerard de Cam- an officer in the Exchequer in 29 Edwari

ville and his wife Nichola all the right and and his appointment as a baron of

heritage of Nichola in England and Nor- court took place on September 16 , 1

mandy, together with the custody and twomonths after the accession of Eil

constableship of Lincoln Castle. He was II. In the following year, on October

also made sheriff of the county of Lincoln. had a patent authorising him to ta

On King Richard's departure to the Holy place of William de Carleton , the

Land , Gerard de Camville having joined baron, when he was absent, and to

the party of Prince John , William de to him when he was present — a cle

Longchamp, the chief justiciary, laid siege of the royal favour, as there were

to Lincoln Castle, which Nichola resolutely barons in the court senior to himin

defended (Mador, i. 22 ), and compelled He remained in this place till July
Longchamp to withdraw his forces. On when his removal doubtless aros

the king's return Gerard was not only de- services being more valuable

prived of the sheriffalty and constableship, character, as during the time !

butalso of his own estate, and was reduced office, and for several years afte

to the necessity of purchasing restitution of tending to 1317, he was employe

the latter, with the king's favour,by a fine negotiations. ( New Fædera, i.

of two thousand marks. On the accession 175, 273, 333 ; Madox, ii . 58 ;

of King, John he recovered the sheriffalty, ii. p. ii. 4 , 630 , 1408.)

which he retained till the end of the CANTEBRIG , JOHN DE, could

serenth year of that reign, and received the son of the above Thomas de

other proofs of the king's regard . When as Masters, in his Corpus Chri

the kingdom was placed under interdict ( p. 8 ), suggests, the latter bein
in 9 John, the king committed to him and man,though he was probably nea
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to him. From 4 Edward II. he was con- of his life received repeated marks of the

tinually employed in the judicial commis- royal favour, the only interruption to which

sions in the county of Cambridge, and was arose from his joining the barons who were

returned member for it to several of the dissatisfiedwiththe ministry ofHubert de

parliaments from the 14th to the 19th year. Burgh . He built a hospital at Studley, at

He is mentioned as a counsel in the Year the gates of a priory there, the advowson of

Books of Edward II . and Edward III. In which belonged to him.

the third year of the latter he was one of His death occurred in April 1238, leaving

the king's serjeants , and as such was joined four sons--William , the next-mentioned

in the commission into Northamptonshire, Walter,John ,andNicholas.

&c. , and on October 22 in that year was CANTILUPE, WALTER DE (BISHOP OF

made a knight, tanquam banerettus. WORCESTER ), the second son of the above

In 1331 he was seneschal of the abbot William de Cantilupe, was educated for

of St. Albans ( Newcome, 223), and on Ja- the Church, and in 10 John was presented

nuary 18 he was raised to the bench of the to the living of Eyton. This was followed

Common Pleas, and, for some reason that in the course of the next eight years by no

does not appear, had a new patent on Ja- less than seven benefices,besides a prebend

nuary 30 , 1334.' Ilis death occurred in the in the church of Lichfield , — Wurefield ,

bext year. Burton, Long Huchendon, Rammcham,
His property was very extensive in the Preston, Herdewic, and half of Stokes.

town and neighbourhood of Cambridge, ( Rot. Pat. 87 , 106, & c.; Rot. Chart. 192. )

and both during his life and by his willhe In 16 Henry III . , 1231, he was one of

devoted a great part of it to the guild of the seven justices itinerant namedfor several

St. Mary, in that town (afterwards Corpus counties, being the only occasion on which

Christi College ), of which hewas a member, he appears to have acted in that capacity.

and twice alderman. ( Dugdale's Orig. 45 ; In August 1236 he was elected to the bi

Abb. Rot. Orig . 35 ; Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii . shopric of Worcester, and in his episcopal

60.) character he boldly resisted the papal ex

CANTILUPE, SIMOX DE. See S. NOR- actions, influenced probably by the remem

Misrs . brance of his own pluralities , at the same

CANTILUPE, WILLIAM DE. The noble time, however, exhibiting so much zeal

family of Cantilupe, so called from the ori- that, to advance the heroic designs of

ginal Champ de Loup, or Campus Lupi, Christian princes in the Holy Land,hewent

followed the Norman Conqueror in his en- himself thither, accompanied by William

terprise on the English monarchy. William , Longspee, Earl of Salisbury.'

whose father was Walter de Cantilupe, in Towards the close of his life he sided

2 John held the office of steward of the with Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester,

household. (Rot. Liberat. 1.). In the fol- for which he was excommunicated by the
lowing year he was sheriff of Worcester- pope's legate ; but he lived long enough to

shire,Warwick and Leicester, and Hereford; repent of hisdisloyalty, and to obtain abso
and over one or the other of these counties lution. He died at his manor of Blockley

he presided for many years. From 5 to 10 on February 12, 1265 . His character, ac

John his name appears as one of the justi- cording to the historian of his nephew, St.
ciers before whom tines were acknowledged. Thomas de Cantilupe, was that of a person

( Hunter's Preface .) During the remainder of mind and courage equal to his birth .'

of that reign he was in frequent personal He founded the nunnery of White Ladies,

attendance on his sovereign, accompanying andwas otherwise munificent to his see.
him to Ireland, and firmly supporting him (Life and Gests of S. Thomas de Cuntilupe,

both under the interdict and in his wars by R. S. S. I. Gant, 1674. )
with the barons. It would be endless to CANTILUPE, THOMAS DE (BISHOP OF

Tecite the grants which were made to him HEREFORD ), was the grandson of the above

byKing John, eren up tothe last month William de Cantilupe, whose heir ofthe

of his reign ( Rot. Claus. i.290 ) ; and on the same name was his father ; his mother

accession of Ilenry III. his loyalty was still being Milicent, the daughter of Hugh de

conspicuous, both he and his son assisting Gournay, and the widow of Almeric, Earl

in the siege of Montsorel in Leicestershire, of Evreux in Normandy, and of Gloucester

and in raising that of Lincoln. In 2 in England. He was born about the begin

Henry III. he was again made sheriff of ningof thereign of King Henry III., at his
Warwickshire and Leicestershire, with the father's manor of Hameldone in Lincoln

custody ofthe castle of Kenilworth, where shire. Under the advice of his uncle,

he tixed his chief residence ; and in the Walter, Bishop of Worcester, he was

next year he was appointed one of the jus- brought up with a view to the clerical pro
tices itinerant into Bedfordshire and the fession, and studied at Oxford under Robert

Deighbouring counties. He still enjoyed the Kilwarby, who became Archbishop of Can
office of seneschal, which his son also held i terbury and a cardinal. He afterwards re

after his death ; and during the remainder moved to Paris, and applied himself to the

a
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study of philosophy, in the College of Sor- ' John XXII.,on April 17 , 1320, being the

bonne, whence heproceeded to Orleans to last Englishman so honoured.

read the civil law with an eminent pro- The Bishops of Hereford in his honour

fessor there. Returning to Oxford, heap- assumed his family coatasthe armsoftheir

plied himself to the canon law, and proceeded see — viz., Gules , three leopards' heads in

doctor. The nobility of his blood, as well verted, each with a flower de luce in his

as the eminence of his learning, pointed him / mouth, Or. ( Life and Gests of S. Thomas

out, in 1262, as worthy to fill the office of Cantilupe.)

chancellor of the university, in performing CARILEFO, WILLIAM DE (Bishop of

the duties of which in the suppression of a DURHAM) , a native of Bayeux , was so

riot between the southern and northern named from having been a monk of St.

scholars, he is said to have greatly exerted Carilefo, from which he was advanced to

himself , to the injury both of his person be abbot of St. V'incentius ; both being

and habiliments. monasteries in the province of Maine ; ibe

The barons having assumed the ascen- former being a cellat Covenham in Lincoln

dency, and the king being completely under shire , and the latter one at Abergarenny in

their dictation , he was selected by them to Montgomeryshire.

fill the office of chancellor on February 21 , Hewaselected Bishop of Durham onNo

1265. Their power, however, being termi- | vember 10, 1080, in the place of Walcherus,

nated by the battle of Eresham , and the who was slain about six months before.

death of De Montfort in the following The church of Durham having been greatly

August, his removal was the natural con- neglected, the present editice was com

sequence . menced by him ,and affords sufficient pront

Îlaving retired to Oxford, he completed of the munificent expenditure, not only of

a course of divinity by taking the degree of this bishop, but of his successor , Ranulph

doctor, his ancient friend and master, Flambard , in its structure.

Robert Kilwarby, then Archbishop of William of Malmesbury (Gesta Regum,

Canterbury, honouring his act with his 486, &c . ) , who describes him asa man of a

presence. | ready tongue, and very powerful in his time,

His connection with the insurgent barons says that he was appointed by William

did not blind King Henry to his merits, and Rufus to administer the public affairs in

accordingly, in 1206, he wasappointed arch- 1088, and Roger de Wendorer ( ii. 32,341

deacon of Stafford , to which were added distinctly mentions that he was made ju-

* many and fatt benefices,' as he held at the ticiarius ' His tenure of that office, hive

same time canonries in York, Lichtield , ever, must have been very short, for ( in

London, and Hereford. Neither was he in Bishop of Bayeux, is described as holder

less favour with Edward I. , being elected it at the previous Christmas, and Carilt

Bishop of Hereford on June 20 , 1275. in the spring had joined that prelaze

The remainder of his life was deroted to the confederacy to depose King Willia

the sacred duties of his office, on the per- and raise his brother Robert to the thr

formance of which his biographer is very The insurrection being quelled by

eloquent, not forgetting his courage in defeat of Odo, the king proceeded

defence of ecclesiasticall libertyes,' which Durham to chastise the bishop , whe

engaged bim in many controversies, and obliged to surrender and to quit the

eventually led to his death . Archbishop dom . After a banishment of two of

Peckham having laid some injunctions on years he was permitted to return , w

the sees within his jurisdiction which were endeavoured to ingratiate himself w

prejudicial to their liberties, and considered king by taking part against Are

to be beyond the verge of his power, our Anselm . He was, however,

bishop volunteered a journey to Rome to summoned to the court to meet

obtain redress. Therehewas received with charges made against himself.

great distinction, and having prosecuted his to obey , he reached the court of

suit to a successfulissue , he commenced his with difficulty , and , surviving ,

journey homeward ; but being seized with days,died there on January 2 , )

sickness, he could not proceed further than remains were removed to Dur!

Monte Fiascone, where he died on August, they were deposited in his cathe

255, 1282, in the sixty -third year of his age. He is described as endowed

His flesh was buried at the place of his highest mental gifts, with wit

death , and his bones were removed to Eng- eloquence, and subtlety , and
land and interred in his cathedral. The none in the conduct of business

miracles which were performed on both unbridled ambition , and wantin

these events, and on other occasions during integrity . ( Druydale's Monast . i

his life, and at his shrine, are stated to ex- . Godwin , 731 ; Angl. Sac. i. 104.
tend to the number of 425. The fame of CARLETON , WILLIAM DF,

them was so great that he was canonised 14 Edward I. with Henry de ]

about thirty -two years afterwards by Pope custody of the vacant abbey of
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inserted by Dugdale in his list of barons of Beeralston, and at the dissolution of the

the Exchequer in the same year, but he latter in 1722 he was again elected for

was only at that time one of the justices of Leicester ; but history has preservedno

the Jews. He is introduced in that cha- record of his senatorial eloquence. His

Tacter by Vadox (i . 236) inthe next and professional career was distinguished by his

three following years, till which time the being appointed in 1717 solicitor -general

Jews were in the kingdom . The justices to the Prince of Wales, afterwards George

of the Jews seem always to have sat with II., by receiving in 1724 the degree of the

the barons of the Exchequer; but their coif, and by being made soon after one of
duties of course terminatedafterthe expul- theking's serjeants, when he was knighted.

sion of that people. William de Carleton On September 7 , 1726, he succeeded Mr.

and Peter de Leicester, who then held the Baron Price as a baron of the Exchequer,

office, were thereupon appointed regular retaining his recordership for the next three
barons, and the former continued to act years. He continued on the bench till his

from that time till the end of the reign. death on March 14, 1745, with the reputa

Io 25 Edward I. he was employed by the tion of an upright judge. He was buried in

king with two others to collect a sum of the church of St. Šlary de Castro, Leicester,

ten thousand pounds from the merchants at where hismonument isstill to be seen.

Antwerp. ( Rot. Parl. i. 169, 194. ) ( Nichol's Leicester, i. 318.)

Dugdale says that he was constituted CARUS, THOMÁS, was of a Lancashire

chief baron on July 26, 1303, 31 Edward I.; family, and his descendants in 1684 were

but the liberate, on the authority of which seated at Horton in that county. His legal

this statement is made, contains no such school was the Middle Temple, where he

designation. ( Madox, ii . 62.) The title became reader in Lent 1556. At the end

of chief baron indeed was not adopted till of Mary's reign he was summoned to take

some years afterwards ; but William de the coif, which he received soon after the

Carleton was at that time the senior baron, accession of Elizabeth , on April 19, 1559.

and was at the head of those reappointed From that time till Trinity 1565 his name

on the accession of Edward II. , 1307. On occurs in Dyer's and Plowden's Reports.

October 24, 1308, he had special licence The date of his elevation as a judge of

from the king, on account of his long ser- the Queen's Bench is not given, but from

vice, to retire to his own house as often the latter author (Plowden, 376) it may be

and as long as his health or private affairs collected that he succeeded Mr. Justice

should require, and to attend at the Exche- Corbet, who sat in the court as late as
quer in his place when he should think fit Trinity Term 1566. Carus remained there

(Ibid. ii . 57 ), and he does not appear among till his death , the date of which has not

the justices who were summoned to parlia- been discovered ; but no successor seems to
ment beyond the following March . have been appointed for him till May, 14

CARR, WILLIAM, in his admission to Elizabeth , 1572, although his name does

Grav's Inn in December 1655, is described not appear in the Reports after Easter in

of Newington , Middlesex. He was called the twelfth year.

to the bar in Vay 166 :3, and succeeded Sir He married Catherine, daughter of Sir

Richard May as cursitor baron between Thomas Preston of Furness Abbey, a lineal

1635 and 1688. retaining his office at the descendant of John de Preston, a judge of

Revolution. He died in 1689. ( Luttrell, the Common Pleas in the reigns of Henry

i. 577.) V. and VI.

CARTER, LAWRENCE, was born at Lei- CARY, John, of an ancient and opulent

cester about 1672, of a familywhichorigi- family, sented in Devonshire, was the son

nally came from Hitchin in Hertfordshire. of Sir John Cary, knight, bailiff of the

His father, who bore the same names, forest of Selwood, and Jane, daughter of

having projected the scheme of supplying Sir Guy de Brien. He was appointed a

Leicester with water, was chosen the repre- captain of the Devonshire coast, and a com

sentative ofthe boroughin several parlia- missioner of array inthe same county, soon

ments of William III.,of whom he was a after his father'sdeath in 1371. ( New Fæ

firm supporter. His mother was Mary, the dera, iii . 976 , 1046.)
dauzhter of Thomas Wadland, Esq ., of the His name does not occur in the Year

Neworke at Leicester, an eminent solicitor, Books, and there is no proof of his ever

in whose office her husband had been having acted asanadvocate. According to

articled. Their son , after being called the practice of that period ,neither the chief

to the bar by Lincoln's Inn , was elected nor the puisne barons of the Exchequer

Temurder of his native town on September 1, were necessarily selected from the serjeants

1047, and entering the House of Commons or pleaders, nor indeed otherwise connected

as its representative in the next year, sat with the law than as officers of that par

there till the death of William III. In ticular department. It is true that he was

1710, and in thetwo following parliaments called by the king's writ to take upon him

of 1714 and 1715, he was returned for self the degree of a serjeant-at-law in 6
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Richard II.; but it is equally true that he mains. ( Atkyns's Glmicestersh, 202; Gent.

disobeyed the summons (Manning, 201 ), Mag. Feb. 1840, p.141.)

and it may not be unreasonably supposed CATESBY, John, of a family settled in

that he refused the honour because he was Northamptonshire, was apparently the

not a regular pleader in the courts. uncle ofWilliam Catesby, esquire of the

Whatever was his previous position, he household of Edward IV.and Richard III.,

was raised to the office of chief baron of who was attainted for his adherence to the

the Exchequer on November 7, 1386, 10 latter in the field of Bosworth. ( Rot. Parl.

Richard II. ; but it turned outan unfortu- vi. 276, 278. )

nate advancement for him. Within a fort- He was a member of the Inner Temple,

night after his appointment the parliament or the Inner Inne,' as itwas then called,

passedan ordinance placing the government and first appears among the advocates in

of the kingdom under eleven commissioners, the Year Books in Michaelmas 1458. He

and in effect depriving, not only the king's was honoured with the coif in 1463, and

favourites, but the king himself, of all made king's serjeant on April 18, 1469.

power in the state . In the efforts made He was promoted to the bench of the

to regain the ascendency, the plan of ob- Common Pleas on November 20, 1481,21

taining the declaration of the judges that Edward IV. , and was knighted in the fol

the ordinance was illegal was adopted. lowing year. Thethree subsequent changes

The chief baron was one of those who in the sovereignty of thekingdom made no

concurred in that declaration , being pre- alteration in his judicial position, though

sent with the others on the discussion at Henry VII. delayed his reappointment for

Shrewsbury. He, therefore, was included nearly a month after his brethren , probably

in the impeachment, and was condemned to on account of doubts arising from hisrele

death with his colleagues, but, like them , tionship to William Catesby, so closely

had his sentence commuted to banishment. connected with the late king .

The place of his exile was the city of The excellence of his character may be

Waterford and a circle of two miles round inferred from his being the first-named

it ; and for his support he had an allow- executor in the will of Bishop Wayntlete

ance of 201. per annum . As his namewas ( Chandler, 382 ) , whom he survived but

not among those of his banished brethren short time, dying in 1486 .

who received permission to return to Eng- He married Elizabeth, the daughter of

land in 20 Richard II . , he probably died in William Green, of Heese in MiddleseI,

Ireland, apparently in the previous year Esq., and had by her seven sons and two

( Cal. Inquis. p. m. iii. 196 ) ; but his pro- daughters. He was buried in the abber of

perty, including Torrington and Cockington St. James, in Northampton ,and apparently

in Devonshire,was restored in 3 Henry IV ., was seated at hismanor of Whiston in that

1402. (Rot. Parl. iii . 484.) county. ( Test. Vetust. 277 , 389.)

He married Margaret, daughter and heir The conspirator in the gunpowder pl

of Robert Holloway, by whom he had two was one of his descendants .
sons, Robert and John. CATLIN , ROBERT. There were two

The latter was Bishop of Exeter for a temporary lawyers of the name of Cat

short space, and died in 1419. The former Richard and Robert, of different brans

was a renowned knight, many of whose of the same family . ( Fuller , i. 568 ; B

descendants were honoured with various field's Norfolk , i . 682.) Richard Catli

titles in the peerage, all of which have Lincoln's Inn, was made a serjeantin

become extinct, except that of Viscount and queen's serjeant in 1556 . IL

Falkland and Baron Hunsdon, connected with the county of Norfo

CASSY , John,was probably born at the was steward of Norwich , which

manor ofWightfield,in the parish of Deer- represented in parliament.

hurst in Gloucestershire, which had been The branch from which Rüber

held by the family from the time of was descended was anciently

Edward III., and continued in their pos- Raunds in Northamptonshire.

session certainly till the end of Elizabeth's born at Thrapstone inthat coun

reign . His name occurs among the counsel den , 342 ) , and was elected rea

in Richard Bellewe's Reports of the time of Middle Temple in 1547. In 1 :

Richard II. ; and he was raised to the office admitted to the degree of the c

of chief baron of the Exchequer on May 12, November 4, in the following

1389, in the twelfth year of that reign . and Mary appointed him one o

He received a new patent on the acces- jeants. He was raised to the

sion of Henry IV., but died very shortly judge of the Common Pleas on

afterwards. His tomb affords an example 1558, five weeks before the deat

of the practice of placing the royal armson Mary, and received a new patt

the monuments of persons holding office after the accession of Queen

under the crown , the three lions of Eng- Previous to the following term ,

land occurring on the brass over his re- moval of the two Catholic chief
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was on January 22 promoted to the head of of land at Cokefrueddinge inStaffordshire,
the Court of Queen's Bench , and knighted. from Alwyn de Norton and his wife. ( Abb.

He continued to preside as chief justice for Placit. 213. )

the next sixteen years, with a high reputa- CAVE, JOHN DE, is inserted by Dugdale

tion for wisdom and gravity. That hewas as having been appointed a justice of the

bold and independent also is apparent from King's Bench in 1283, 11 Edward I. Al

a letter to Lord Burleigh, who had con- though there is no absolute impossibility

veyed a message from the queen, complain that he may have been the sameperson as

ing of his judgment in a suit in which the the above John de Cave, the lapse of time

Earl of Leicester was a party, wherein he from 1261 to 1283 renders it very impro

says he dares not alter the ancient forms bable. There is, however, no subsequent

of court.' (Cal. State Papers [1471] , 416. ) record of his name in connection with the

However high the character of a judge courts.

may be, it is not to be expectedthatthose He appears to have been the brother of

against whom he decides will alwaysjoin the last-mentioned Hugh de Cave, and to

in his praises. In 1566 one ThomasWelsh have had grants of land made to him till

of London was indicted in the Queen's 2 Edward II. (Abb. Placit. 213, 215, 275,

Bench for saying, " My Lord Chief Justice 305.)

Catlin is incensed againstme; I cannot have CAVENDISH , JOHN DE. Notwithstand

justice, nor can be heard ; for that court ing the high legal rank which John de

now is made a court of conscience ,' and was Cavendish attained , and the tragical termi

fined accordingly. nation of his life, and although his family

The chief justice died at his seat at New- was afterwards illustrated by two duke

enham in Bedfordshire in 1574. He married doms,no account remains of his early career

Ann, the daughter of John Boles, of Wal- except that whichmay be collected from

lington in Hertfordshire,and relict of John the Year Books. Nor can the want of any

Burgoyne. ( Chauncy, 48.). By her he left other memorials of him be wondered at,

an only daughter, Mary, who married first when we advert to the fact that nearly 250

Sir JohnSpencer, and theirson Robert was years elapsed after the death of the chief

created Baron Spencer of Wormleighton in justice before the family was ennobled.

1603, whose grandson wasadvanced tothe John de Cavendish was the sonof Roger

earldom of Sunderland in 1643. The fifth de Gernum , the grandson of Ralph de

earl succeeded under the act of parliament Gernum , an after -mentioned justice itine

& Duke of Marlborough, his mother being rant in the reign of Henry III. The name

second daughter of thegreat duke. of Cavendish was first assumed by either

The earldom of Spencer of Althorp is his father or himself, each being said to

derived from the same stock, the first earl have acquired it by marriage with the

having been a younger son ofthethird Earl heiress of the lord of the manor socalled

of Sunderland. The barony of Churchill of in the county of Suffolk . John de Caven

Whichcote also was granted in 1815 to a dish appears in the Year Books as an advo

younger son of the third Duke of Marl - cate as early as 21 Edward III. , and as late

borough, and all these titles still grace the as 45 Edward III., and was made a serjeant
in 40 Edward III. Yet Dugdale intro

CAUX . See J, DE CALETO . duces him in his Chronica Series' as chief

CAVE, JOHN DE, acted as a justicier from justice of the King's Benchin 39 Edward

1254 to 1261, 45 Henry III. ( Dugdale's III., 1365. This is evidently founded on

Orig. 43 ; E.rcerpt. e Rot. Fin .ii. 331-336 .) mistake, for Dugdale, six years afterwards,

If H. Phillipps (Grandeurof the Law gives a patent appointing him a puisné

(1684 ), 53) is right in stating thatthe baro- judge of the Common Pleas on November

nets of that nameof Stanford in Northamp. 27, 1371 , besides showing that Sir Henry

tonshire, a title still existing, are descended Green was chief justice till October 29,

from him , his ancestor was Jordan deCave, 1365 , on which day he was succeeded by

the brother of Wyamarus de Cave,who re- Sir John Knyvet, who kept the place till

ceived lands in North and South Cave, in he was made chancellor, when Cavendish

Yorkshire, from William the Conqueror, is again inserted inthe listas raised to the

and transferred them to Jordan . chief justiceship of the King's Benchon

CAVE, HUGH DE, in 5 Edward I. was July 15, 1372. From 40 to 44 Edward III.

clerk to Ralph de Hengham , chief justice he was joined in the commissions as a judge
of the King's Bench . ( Dugdale's Orig. 94. ) of assize,his salary for which was 201. a year
In 21 Edward I., 1293, he was the last (Deron's Issue Roll, 360 ); and fines were
named of four justices itinerant assigned for levied before him as a judge of the Common
the cnunty of Surrey; and he was among Pleas atthe commencement of 46 Edward

the justices summoned to the parliamentof III ., in the term nextafter his appointment
August, 23 Edward I. ( Parl. Writs, i . 29. ) to that court. ( Dugdale's Orig. 45.) Hewas

Heand his brother, probably the under- atrier of petitionsin every parliamentfrom
named John, in 15 Edward I , had a grant | 1372, and notbefore, which he undoubtedly

English peerage,
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would have been had he been then chief ( named Charles, was father of Sir William

justice. He continued to fulfil his high Cavendish, who wasraised to the perage
duties with great credit till the end of the by being created Viscount Mansfield in

reign, when he wasimmediatelyreappointed , 1620, to which were successively added the

with the grant of 100 marks perannum , carldom ,marquisate,and dukedom of New

which had been for some years made to his castle, all of which titles became extinct

predecessors. in 1691.

He seems to have been a bit of CAXTON, JEREMIAH DE, although omit

humourist. A case being heard before ted in Dugdale's list, was undoubtedly a

him in which a question arose upon a justicier, being expressly called so in 30

lady's age, her counsel pressed the court to Henry III. , as being present at the erecu

have her before them , and judge by in- tion of a final concord 'before the king

spection whether she was within age or himselt ' at Westminster (Harleian MSS.

not. But “ Candish, Justice,' showing 371 , fo. 711a ), and also payments being

great knowledge of female character, says, made for assizes to be taken before him in

• Il n ' ad nul home en Engleterre quepuy 28 and 31 Henry III. (Excerpt. e Rot .

adjudge a droit deins age ou de plein age ; Fin . i . 424, ii . 9.) In the following year

car ascun femes que sont de age de xxx he is mentioned as one of the custodesof

ans voilent apperer d'age de xviii ans. ' | the archbishopric of Canterbury during its
( l'ear Book, 50 Edw . III. fo. 6, pl. 12. ) vacancy (Madox, i . 595 ) , after which his

The chief justice met with an untimely name occurs in 37 Henry III., 1273, a

end . The insurrection of Wat Tyler in holding pleas before the king with Henry

1381 extended itself from Kent over va- de Bretton .

rious parts of England. In the county of CECIL, WILLIAM (EARL OF SALISBERT ),

Suffolk the rebels assembled to the number was one of the parliamentary commissioners

of 50,000, destroying the property and ill- of the Great Seal for less than four months.

treating the persons of all who would not His grandfather was the renowned Lond

join them . The principal objects of their Burleigh, and his father was Robert Cecil,

vengeance seemedto be all those who had the wise minister of Queen Elizabeth and

any sort of learning. They attacked Sir James I. , who, after serving both sore

John Cavendish's house, and plundered reigns , and after passing through the two

and burned it ; and having unfortunately lower grades of the peerage, was created

got hold of the venerable man, they dragged Earl of Salisbury in 1605. On his death , in

him into the market-place of Bury St. Ed- 1612, this William succeeded, but did not

munds,and there, after a mock trial,ruth- do much credit to his lineage. At first the

lessly beheaded him and insulted his obsequious servant of his sovereign, he cou
remains. curred in everyact proposed by the court

Thus perished this amiable judge, after and attended King Charles when he re

gracing the judicial bench for ten years, tired in his troubles to York, joining to

without an imputation of having perverted peers in signing the declaration that th

the course of justice, or of deviating from king had no intention to take warli

the path of rectitude and integrity, to Soon after, without any apa

justify or to palliate the brutalfate which rent reason , he fled from court , desert

overtook him. Shortly before his murder the king's party for that of the parliam

he washonoured by being elected chan- and forming one of the small knot of

cellor of the University of Cambridge. who legislated at Westminster. Il

By his wife Alice, who died before him , the effrontery to appear before the
he left two sons,the descendant of one of Oxford as a commissioner to treat fur

whom , William , became the biographer of and was named in the same capacit

Cardinal Wolsey, to whom he was gentle- proposed treaty at Uxbridge.

man usher. He was afterwards admitted totally without credit with either

into the service of the king, by whom his was appointed a commissioner of

fortunes were greatly enriched by various Seal on July 3, 1646. The p

profitable offices and valuable grants of however, withdrew their confii

lands belonging to the dissolved abbeys bim and the other commission

and priories. One of his sons, William , tober 30, and placed the Seal in

was ennobled by James I. with the title of of the speakers of the two hous

Baron Cavendish of Hardwicke in 1604, On the decapitation of the

to which that of Earl of Devonshire was lowed himself to be nominate

added in 1618. The fourth earlwas created Council of State, and , as if thi

Duke of Devonshire in 1694. A younger sufficient degradation, he got his

son of the fourth duke was created Earl of abolition of the House of Lor

Burlington in 1831 , a title which is now as a member of the House of C

held by his grandson , the present Duke of Lynn in Norfolk , in September
Devonshire. being expelled with the rest ) ,

Another son of Wolsey's biographer, in 1053, he joined the Rumpai

measures .
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in 1659, tobe again expelled, and again re- mention is made of his name, except that

stored. His insignificance probably saved he is one of the executors named in King

him on the restoration of Charles II., who Henry's will. (Rymer, 496.) He is some

no doubt thought that the contempt which times called Chareport.

all men felt for the degraded earl was a TA HAMBERLAYINE,THOMAS,claims a de
sufficient punishment. scent from William , Count Tankerville,who

He died on December 3, 1668. His de- was one of the Norman followers of Wil

scendants have wiped outhis disgrace, and, liam the Conqueror, and whose son John
at the end of two centuries, flourish with became lord chamberlain to Henry I.; the

the additional title of marquis, granted in same office being held by several of his de

1789. ( Clarendon ; Whitelocke ; Parl. Hist.) scendants, its name thus became attached

CESTRETON, ADAM DE. King HenryIII. to them . One of the branches of the fa

before the seventeenth year of his reign mily, William Chamberlayne, brother of

founded a house for the maintenance of Sir Thomas Chamberlayne, who was em

converted Jews, in the street then called ployed in diplomacy by Henry VIII. and

New Street,' but now known as Chancery his three successors, settled in Ireland, and

Lane, endowing it with many houses and was the father of the subject of the present

lands, and bestowing on it thechurch of St. article.

Dunstan, in Fleet Street. Over this ‘ Domus Thomas Chamberlayne was called to the

Conversorum'a custos wasappointed, some- bar by Gray's Inn in 1585, and became

times during the king's pleasure and some reader in 1607. He was raised to the

times for life, who was generally an eccle- degree of the coif in 1614, wasmade a

siastic, and connected with thelegal pro- Welsh judge in 1615, and in 1616 was

fession. In the reign of Edward I. this advanced to the office of chief justice of

office was first united with that of master Chester, and knighted . ( Cal. State Papers

of the Rolls ; andwhen, by the banishment [ 1611 ],289,363.) From thisposition he was

of the Jews from England, the object of its selected tobe one ofthe judgesof theKing's

foundation gradually ceased , the house was Bench on October 8, 1620. In that court

erentually annexed to the office of master he remained only four years ; for, whether

of the Rolls, and thenceforward received from feeling the duties too onerous, or from

the name by which it is now distinguished. some other cause, he retired from it on

Adam de Cestreton, both an ecclesiastic October 18, 1624, and resumed his judicial

and an officer of the court , received in 50 seat at Chester, with a grant of the same

Henry III. , 1265, a grant of the custody of precedency in the Court of Common Pleas,

this house for his life ; and during the whole to be held without fee or charge , which

of 52 Henry III. he was performing the was made to bim within a week after the

functions of a justicier. ( Excerpt. e Rot. accession of Charles I. ((Croke, Jac. 690 ;

Fin. ii. 465–478.) The short time that he Cal. State Papers ( 1625-6 ), 5.) In a com

remained on the bench may account for his mission dated May 12, 1625, he is described

non -appearance in Dugdale's ' Chronica Se- not only as chief justice of Chester,butalso

ries,' inasmuch ashis death occurred at the as a judge of theCommon Pleas. ( Rymer,

beginning of the following year . xviii. 673.) He is likewise mentioned by

CHACEPORC, PETER. A grant of 30 Sir William Jones (Reports, 70), under

marks per annum was made in 31 Henry Easter Term , 1 Car. , as one of the judges

III . to Hugh de Cbaceporc and his wife before whom the case of Lord Sheffield v.

Guidonea, who in the patent is called Ratcliffe was argued in the Exchequer

comatæ regis. (Cal. Rot. Pat._22 .) Chamber, in which it appears that after

Whatever was their relationship to Peter various hearings, extending over two

Chace porc, it will account for his being years, the judges were equally divided .

constituted king's treasurer in 26 Henry III., Lord' Bacon, in his address to Sir James

and for his being keeper of the king's ward- Whitelock on succeeding to the chief jus

mobe from 29 to 37 Henry III. ( Ibid. 19 ; ticeship of Chester, recommends him to

Madai, i. 603, & c.) The wardrobeappears follow the example of his predecessor
to have been used as one of the royal trea- Chamberlayne, who, he says, " for religion ,

suries , and a certain class of fines was for lerning, for stoutnesse in course of

commonly paid into it. On May 15, 1253, justice, for watchfulnesse over the peace

William de Kilkenny being ill, the Great of the people, and for relation of matters

Seal was delivered to Peter Chaceporc and of state to the counsell heer, I have not

Jobn de Lexinton, and there is little doubt knowen (no disprayse to any) a better

that the former merely received it in oneor servant to the king in his place.' ( Liber
other of the above characters, probably in the Famelicus, 80. )

former, to be deposited in the wardrobe for He died on September 17 or 27, 1625,

safe custody. In that same year Peter Chace- having married , first, Elizabeth, daughter

pare received the archdeaconry of Wells, of Sir George Fermor, knight, of Easton

and in the following the treasurership of Nestor in Northamptonshire, and widow of

Lincoln (Le Nere, 43, 151), after wbich no Sir William Stafford, knight, of Blather

6

M
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wick in the same county ; and, secondly, because the proprietor was defendantin a

Lady Elizabeth Berkeley, only daughter of cause at that assize.
Lord Chamberlain Hunsdon, and widow of Sir Alan lived seven years after his re

Sir Thomas Berkeley. ( Cal. St. Papers tirement, and, dying at Harrogate on Sep

[ 1619 ), 346.) His eldest son , Thomas, of tember 20, 1823, was buried in the family

Wickham in Oxfordshire, was a loyal ad- vault at Kendal.

herent toKing Charlesin his misfortunes, CHANNELL, WILLIAM Fry, is one of

and was byhim created a baronet in 1642, the present baronsof the Exchequer. He is

a title whichlasted 134 years, and expired the son of Pike Channell,Esq ., of Peckham

in 1776. ( Wotton, ii. 374.) in Surrey. He was called to the bar by

CHAMBRE, ALAN. The family of De la the Inner Temple in May 1827,and was

Chambré, De Camera, or Chaumberay was one of the five gentlemen who, in 1840,

of Norman origin, and the name of one of on the warrant for opening the Court of

its members occurs on the Roll of Battle Common Pleas to all barristers being de

Abbey. They settled in Westmoreland, clared null and void,were the first who

where their descendants have fourished in were called to the degree of serjeant-at

an uninterrupted lineal succession till the law with all its former privileges. On

present time. Alan Chambre was the son February12, 1857, he was appointed to his

of WalterChambrè, ofHalhead Hall in the present office, and knighted .
parish of Kendal, and recorder of Kendal, Hemarried in 1834 a daughter of Richard

by his marriage with Mary, daughter of Moseley, Esq ., of Champion Hill, Camber

Jacob Morland, of Capplethwaite Hall in well.
the same county. CHAYVILL, WILLIAM DE ( ARCHDEACOY

He was born in 1739, and, being des- of RICHMOND ), was one of the justiciers

tined to the law , he, reviving an ancient at Westminster before whom fines were
custom which had been long discontinued, levied . ( Hunter's Preface.) That dignity

first resorted to an inn of Chancery, and he had enjoyed since 1189. He probably

paid the customary dozen of claret on ad- died in 1196, as his successor was then

mission into the society of Staple Inn, and appointed . ( Le Neve,323.)
his arms are emblazoned on a window in CHAPPLE, WILLIAM, belonging to a

the hall. From this inn he removed to Dorsetshire family,and residingat Warbay

the Middle Temple in February 1758, but House in the parish of Upway, was born in

transferred himself to Gray's Inn in No- 1677. In 1722 he entered parliament as
vember 1764, and was called to thebar in member for Dorchester, which he continued

May 1767. The diligence with which he to representtill he was raised to the bench.

had devoted himself to his studies was History is silent as to his talents as a

proved by the success which he achieved, senator, but as a lawyer his reputation was
and his independent and upright conduct high. Called serjeant in 1724, he was

and amiable disposition may be estimated madea judge on the North Wales Circuit

by his popularity among his colleagues. in 1728, and onhis appointment as king's
Hİe selected the NorthernCircuit, andsoon serjeant in1729 he was knighted. Da
became one of its leaders. In 1783 he June 16, 1737, he was constituted a judr

was chosen treasurer of his inn, and in of the King's Bench, and occupied the sea
1796 he was elected recorder of Lan- for nearly eight years with credit a
caster. On the resignation of Mr. Baron distinction . He died on March 15, 174

Perryn in 1799 he was named as his suc- leaving, by his wife Trebane Clifton

cessor, the announcement of which was Green Place,Wonersh , Surrey, four sons

received by the circuit bar with acclama- two daughters, one of whom married

tions quite unprecedented. ' A short act Fletcher Norton , afterwards Lord Goa

of parliament was passed on July 1 , 1799, ( Hutchins's Dorset, i. 373 , 596 ; N
authorising, for the first time, a serjeant to 1075.)

receive his degree in the vacation, so that CHARLETON , ROBERT DE ( to

the vacant office_might be immediately branch of the family of Charleton of

granted to him . In June of the following shire he belongs there is no acrou
year he was removed from the Court of raised to the office of chief justi

Exchequer to the Common Pleas, in which Court of Common Pleas on Jar
he remained till his resignation in Mi- 1388, 11 Richard II. , and the fir
chaelmas vacation 1815. before him extend to Midsumi

In the exercise of his functions he merited As his attendance in parliame

and received universal praise both for his noticed at a later period , he pro!

learning and urbanity. So extremely care- soon after that date . Hereceived

ful was he of doing anything that could by of knighthood a banneret

possibilitybemisinterpretedthatonone ( Dugdale's Orig: 46, 103.) Some
occasion he declined the invitation to a cisions are in Richard Bellewe's I

house, at which the judges had been accus- CHARLETON , Jos, descended

tomed to be entertained during the circuit, ancient Shropshire family of (

as
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and directly from Sir Alan Charleton, of relates theseparticulars ( p. 213) , calls him

Appley Castle near Wellington, the brother 'an old cavalier, loyal, learned, grave, and
of John, the first Lord Powis. Hewas the wise,' and concludes his narration thus :

eldest son of Robert Charleton, of Whitton, May Westminster Hallnever know a worse

by his first wife, Emma,daughterofThomas judge than hewas.'

Ilarby, of Adston, Northamptonshire ; from He sat as justice of the Common Pleas

whose brother, Sir Job Harby (both emi- from April 26, 1680, till April 21, 1686,

nent jewellers who had suffered much in when he was one of the four judges who

the royalcause),he received his baptismal were removed byJames II. for giving his

name. Born in London in 1614, and edu- opinion in opposition to the king's dispens

cated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford , he was ing power. He was however restored to

called to the bar by Lincoln's Inn, but his chief justiceship of Chester ( Bramston's

does not appear to have practised in the Autob. 233; 2 Shower, 460), and was made
courts during the interregnum , but was a baronet on the 12th of May following.

elected to Protector Richard's only parlia- He died on May 27, 1697.

ment in 1659, and also to the first two His seat was at Ludford in Herefordshire.

parliaments of Charles II. in 1660 and 1661, By his first wife, Dorothy, daughter and
as member for Ludlow. heir of William Blundell, of Bishops Castle,

His reputation for loyalty may be inferred Esq.,hehad four sons and three daughters;

from hisbeing included on the Restoration i and by his second wife, Lettice, daughter

in the first batch of new serjeants,and being of Walter Waring, of Oldbury, Esq., he had

made one of his majesty's council at Ludlow one son and one daughter. The baronetcy

for the Marches of Wales. In 1662 he became extinct in 1784. (Wotton, v. 13";

had a grant of 37001. for the services ren- Wood's Fasti, i. 464.)

dered by his father to Charles I. ( Cal. St. ! CHASTILLON , HENRY DE, or CASTIL

Papers ( 1662), 376), and also succeeded LION , was raised to the archdeaconry of

Sir Geoffrey Palmer as chief justice of Canterbury in 1195, 7 Richard I., and was

Chester, being thereupon knighted. He then acting as a justicier in the Curia
became king's serjeant in 1668, but his Regis, several fines being levied before him

name is veryseldom mentioned by the law in that year. He probably had previously

reporters of the day. filled some officein theExchequer,and

In the parliament of 1661 he was chair- may have been the Henry de Casteillun

man of the committee for elections ; and on who accounted for the ministry of the

February 4 , 1673, he was unanimously chamberlainship ( chamberlengariæ ') of

elected speaker. His claim for the cus- London in 6 and 7 Richard I. (Madox, i.

tomary, privileges was uttered in so neat 775.)

and brief an address that Lord Chancellor During the controversy which arose in

Shaftesbury complimented him on having 1202 between King John and the monks of

with so much advantage introduced a St.Augustine's, Canterbury, concerning the

shorter wayof speaking on the occasion. right of patronage to the church of Faver

His resignation ofthe chair, in a fortnight sham , the archdeacon contrived to secure

after, was not unlikely to have been the some advantage to himself by claiming the

result of an intrigue of the Earl of Shaftes- custody of the church during the vacancy.

bury, who was then in the ascendant. By ( Hasted, xii. 564 ).
Sir StephenFox's confession to the parlia- CHAUCOMB, HUGH DE, in the last three

ment of 1679, Sir Job had a pension of years of the reign of Richard I. was sheriff

10001. while he was speaker. of Staffordshire, and from the 6th to the

Sir Job retired to his chief justiceship of 9th John held the same office in Warwick

Chester, in which he desired to die ; but shire and Leicestershire. In 2 John he was

after a few years he was disturbed in the employed as a justicier in Normandy, and

enjoyment of it by the ambition of Sir in 5 John he was one of the justiciers

George Jeffrers. That impudent aspirant before whom fines were acknowledged

preseed the king so hard for the place that, in Hampshire and Nottinghamshire, and

to make way for him , it was resolved that in the same year the king pardoned him

Sir Job should be removed to a seat in the a sum of money which he owed to cer

Common Pleas. This Sir Job took heavily tain Jews. He was also employed in

to heart, and, desiring to see the king to making inquisition at all the ports as to

endeavourtodivert him from the purpose, those who brought corn from Normandy ;

went to Whitehall aud placed himself and the castle of Kenilworth was committed

where the king must pass ; buthis majesty, to his custody. He held it for four years,

Being him at a distance and knowing his and then for some unrelated cause be lost

object, turned short off and went another the royal favour; for in 9 John he was

war. The disappointed judge “ pitied his ordered to deliver the castle to Robert de

poor master, andnever thought of troubling Roppel, andwas fined 800 marks to recover

him more , but buckled to his business in the goodwill of the king. His property

the Common Pleas.' Roger North, who lay in the counties of Lincoln and Oxford ,
M2
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and his wife's name was Hodierna. ( Rot. shire family, and the son of John Choke,of

Pat. 74 ; Rot. de Finibus, 382.) the manor of Long Ashton inthat county.

CHAYNELL, JOHN , was summoned in 5 He is first mentioned as an advocate in 19

Edward II., 1312, among the legal assistants Henry VI. , 1440, and was called to the de.

to parliament, inwhat precisecharacter is gree of serjeant in July 1453.Six months

not stated , and his attendance continued after the accession of Edward IV. he was

to be required in most of the parliaments raised to the bench of the Common Pleas,

till 1324. Heis first mentioned as a justice not however as chief justice, as Dugdale

of assize in 1314 , and the last commission erroneously states, but as one of the

in which his name occurs is in 17 Edward judges' of that court, according to his

II. ( Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. 654 ; Rot. Parl. i. patent, which is dated September 5,1461.

450.) That he was a useful judge, and did not

CHELMSFORD, LORD. See F. THESIGER. unnecessarily interfere with the violent

CHESTER , EARL OF. See R. BLUNDEVIL. politics of the time, may be presumed from

CHESTER, PETER DE, was one ofthe his successive reappointments on the teni

justices itinerant in 54 Henry III ., 1270, porary restoration of Henry VI. in 1470,

for pleas of the forest. He was appointed on the return of Edward IV. in the follow

as a baron of the Exchequer in12Edward ing year, and on the accessions of Edward

I. , 1284, and continued to act till 1288. In .V. and Richard III . in 1483, in the first

1282 he received the provostship of Bever- year of the latter of whom he died, and
ley, and died about 1298. (Madox, ii. 322 ; was buried at Long Ashton.

Monast. vi. 1307.) His first wife was Joan, daughter of

CHEYNE,WILLIAM , appears in an apocry- William Pavey, of Bristol, by whom be

phal List of Readers of Gray's Inn , but the bad several children. His second wife was

Year Books prove that he was in practice Margaretta Mones, who survived him &

as an advocate from 8 Henry IV. till 2 year. The family, after three generations,

Henry V. In 12 Henry IV. he was called was settled at Avington in Berkshire.

serjeant; and on June 16 , 1415, 3 Henry ! ( Ashmole's Berks, iii. 318 ; Collinson's

V., he was constituted a justice of the Somerset, ii. 291.)

King's Bench, and was reappointed on the CHOLMLEY, ROGER, was the natural

accession of Henry VI. In 2 Henry VI., son of Sir Richard Cholmley, descended

January 21, 1424, he was raised to the from the ancient race of Cholmondeler in

office of chief justice of the King's Bench Cheshire, who was lieutenant governor of

(Acts Privy Council, iii. 132)and knighted. Berwick under HenryVII., and afterwards

He presided inthat court till 1439,when governor of Hull and lieutenant ofthe

he resigned. His death occurred in 1442, Tower of London . He died in 1522, lear

and he was buried in the church of St. ing a handsome provision for Roger, whəm

Benet, Paul's Wharf. ( Weever, 686.) he placed at Lincoln's Inn . The date of

By his wife Margaret he left a son and his first admission there cannot be found :

a daughter, to the former of whom he be- but the fact of his being re-admitted in
queathed 4001. and all his estates at Stoke 1509, which the books of the inn recini.

and Trapeseles . ( Testam . Vetust. 249.) gives some substance to the story that the

CHISHULL, JOAN DE (BISHOP OF LON- embryo chief justice entered at first ratter

DON ), in 1264, 48 Henry III. , was chan- freely into the frolics of youth . It is er

cellor of the Exchequer, and records state dent that he soon reformed, and diligen?

that the king's signature was made to pursued his legal studies, laying up

divers patents while the Seal was in his for future use so assiduously that vi

custody (Cal. Rot. Pat. 35 ), and that he two years after his father's death he
gave it up in February 1265. He was admitted to the bench of the society

archdeacon of London in 1262, and be- filled the office of reader there no les

came dean in 1268. In the latter year, three times — in Lent 1524, in Len

on October 30 , the Great Sealwas again and in autumn 1531, on the occasio

committed to his custody, to be held at the being called to the degree of t

king's pleasure, which he retained till the which heassumed in the follow

end of the following July, but whether chaelmas Term .
with the title of chancellor does not ap- Roger Ascham tells stor

pear. Cholmley used to relate of hin

In February 1270 he was constituted when he was an ancient in Line

treasurer, in which office he continued certain students being brought b
about two years. to be corrected for their irregula

He was elected to the bishopric of of them , remembering the old m

London on December 7, 1273. He died on career in the same house, said to

February 8, 1280, and was buried in St. we be yong gentlemen , and wise

Paul's. ' ( Godwin, 183 ; Le Nere, 177, 183, fore us have proved all fashions
324. ) have done well. ' • Indeed ,'

CHOKE, RICHARD, was of a Somerset- / Cholmley, ' in youthe I was as
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Dow, and I had twelve felloes like unto Sir Roger lived for seven years after

myself; but not one of them came to a good Elizabeth's accession , and his name occurs

end. And therefore foloe not my example as late as 1562 ina commission for the trial

in youth , but foloe my counsell in age, if of persons charged with coining. The even

ever ye think to cometo this place, or to ingof his life he passed in thecalm delights

theis yeares that I am come unto, lesse ye of literary retirement, closing it by esta

meet either povertie or Tiburn in the way.' blishing and amply endowingone of those

(Seward :Anecdotes, ir. 275.) useful foundationswhich then became the

In 1530 he was appointed one of the happy substitutes for chantries for priests,

commissioners to enquire into Cardinal and which now remain as glorious memo

Wolsey's possessions in Middlesex ( Rymer, rials of the piety and forethought of their

rir. 402 ); and in October 1536 he was originators. Thiswasa freegrammar school

knighted, having in the preceding year at Highgate, incorporated on May 6, 1565.

been elected recorder of London. This One of his last acts was an additional grant

office he held for ten years, during which in its favour of various premises in the fol

he was twice returned as representative of lowing month, at the close ofwhichhe died.
that city in parliament— viz., in 1537 and He was interred on July 2 at St. Martin's,

1542. He was named in 1540 as a com- Ludgate, where his wife Christine had been

missioner in London to search for and burn buried in December 1558. (Machyn's Diary,

all beretical books, and to enquire into 181, 290, 368.)

transgressions against the acts of the Six He left only two daughters, who inhe

Articles. His London residence was in the rited very extensive property, the books of

Old Bailey, and probably formed part of the Augmentation Office showing that the
the property (now the London Coffee judge had a considerable share in the lands

House) which he granted to his school at distributed on the dissolution of the mo

Highgate. nasteries. ( Hasted, i. 450, &c.; Ormerod's

It was not till 1544 that he was made Cheshire, iii. 208.)

one of the king's serjeants. He then sur- Sir Roger is confounded by Strype and

rendered the recordership, on which occa- others with his Cheshire kinsman Ranulph
sion the corporation granted him yearly a or Randle Cholmley, who, like him, was a

new year's gift of twenty angels (nobles) reader of Lincoln's Inn, á serjeant-at-law ,

in gold. In the following year, on No- recorder of London, and M.P. for that city.
vember 11, he was appointed chiefbaron He died two years before Sir Roger.

of the Exchequer — an office which he re- CHURCHILL, JOHN , and hisnamesake

tained for the remainder of Henry's reign, the first Duke of Marlborough werecousins,

and for above five years under Edward VI., each being descended from Jasper Churchill ,

when on March 21 , 1552, he was promoted Esq., of Bradford in Somersetshire,who was

to the chief justiceship of the King's the great- grandfather of the duke, and the
Bench . grandfather of Sir John, whose father was

Hehad been seated there little above a also named Jasper. ( Collinson , iii. 580.)

Fear before he was called upon to witness Hewas called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn in

the will by which King Edward attempted 1647, and elected autumn reader in 1670,

to exclude his sister Mary from the throne. having then the title of knighthood. This

Althoughthis wasprobably not a voluntary dignity he had attained by his eminence at

act, but under pressure of the powers that thebar, which enabled him to purchase in
ruled , yet within a few days after the ac- 1653 the manor of Churchill, near Banwell,

Cessionof that princess he was committed in Somersetshire, probably attracted by its

to the Tower,where he remained six weeks, name, and caused his selection as one of the

at the end of which he was liberated on king's counsel, and attorney -general to the

payment of a large fine. Though never re- Duke of York. He practised in the Court

placed on the bench, he was soon restored of Chancery,and Roger North (p. 199 ) re

io fatour, and named in several commissions lates of himthat on his walk from Lincoln's

in the first year of Mary's reign. One of Inn to the Temple Hall, where the court

these was for the trial of Sir Nicholas sat out of term in Lord Keeper Bridgeman's

Throckmorton, from whose remarks at the time, he had taken no less than 281. for

outset, as recorded by Holinshed (iv. 33), it motions and defences for hastening or

may be inferred that his character for in- retarding the hearings of causes only; a

partiality did not stand very high. practice greatly amended by Lord Guil

Queen Mary admitted him into her privy ford.

council, by the books of which it appears He was the first counsel named by the

that he was on several occasions appointed House of Lords in 1675 to manage the fa

to examine certain prisoners in the Tower, mous case of Sir Nicholas Crispe againsta
with the addition of the horrible discretion member of the House of Commons, which

of putting them to such tortures as . occasioned the absurd contest about privi

shall be thoughtmostconvenient. ' ( Jar- ! lege between the two houses. In the course
dine on Torture, 75, 70.) of the dispute Sir John and the other
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counsel, notwithstanding the protection of earl, without issue . ( Baronage, i. 209 ;

the Peers, were committedto the Tower by Hasted, v. 159,203.)

the Commons; and to such an extent was CLAREMBALD (ABBOT OF ST. AUGUS

the quarrel carried that the kingwas obliged TINE's, CANTERBURY) is placed by Dugdale

to prorogue the parliament, when Sir John at the head of the twelve whom he calls

and his imprisoned colleagues were of course justiciarii itinerantes ' into certain coun

released . He afterwards became a member ties in 1170, but who were rather inqui

of this parliament for Dorchester, and in sitors into the conduct of the sherifis and

the next for Newtown in Hampshire, and other officers of the king.
lastly for Bristol, which city chose him as The abbot was either a secular or, as

its recorder in April 1683. On the death of some say,a fugitive and apostate monk in
Sir Harbottle Grimston hewas invested Normandy. Obtruded by King Henry in
with the office of master of the Rolls on 1163 on the monks as their abbot, they

January 12, 1685, less than a month before refused to permit him tosit in their chapter

King Charles died ; but an early end was or to celebrate any of the holy offices.

put to bis judicial career by his own Notwithstanding this opposition, he con

decease in the summer vacation following. trived to possess himself of the temporali

He left four daughters by his wife Susan, ties and to retain them for fifteen years,

daughter of Edmund Prideaux, Esq. ( State when, on the representation of the monks

Trials, vi. 1144 et seq .; Luttrell, i. 254, 324 ; that he was a bad man and had wasted the

2 Shower, 434.)
revenues ofthe monastery,a papal mandate

CLAHAUL, HUGH DE, held a judicial was directed to the Bishops of Exeter and
position in 9 Henry III. as one of the Worcester and the Abbot of Faversham ,

justices itinerant for Essex and Hertford- |under which he was deposed in 1170.

shire, in the latter of which counties his : During his time the greater part of the

property was situate. He was among those abbey was destroyed by a fire in 116s.

who, having taken the barons' part in King ' (Monast. i. 122 : Weever, 255 ; Hasted , kii.

Jobn's reign , returned to his duty at the 190.)
beginning of Henry's. (Rot. Claus. i . 323, CLARENDON, EARL OF. See E. HYDE.

324, ii . 67, 147.) CLARKE, ROBERT, was probably of the

CLARE, ROGER DE (EARL OF CLARE county of Essex, as he purchased and

AND HERTFORD ), was one among the twelve resided in the mansion house of Newarks,

designated as itinerant judges in 1170 by or Newlands-fee, in the parish of Good

Dugdale. There are good reasons, how- Estre, and as he also possessed the manor

erer, for considering that they did not really of Gibbecrake in Purley, in that counts:

bear that character, but that they were (Morant, i. 345, ii. 459.) He was cali1

rather inquisitors into the abuses attri- to the bar by Lincoln's Inn in 1568, and was

buted to the sheriffs and other officers of reader in autumn 1582. He was con : 1.

the king This earl was great-grandson tuted a baron of the Exchequer in Jun

of Richard Fitz -Gilbert, called Richard de 1587, 29 Elizabeth . ( Coke's 3rd Reports

Benefacta, or Bienfait, afterwards noticed, p. 16.) In the summer of 1590 he was the

and son ofRichard who was created Earl judge of assize at Croydon, before wh..

of Hertford . John Udall, the Puritàn, was tried for

In 3 Henry II. Earl Roger obtained the publication of the alleged libel called I

king's grant of all lands he could win in Demonstration ' - a trial which, notwi

Wales, and accordingly marched a great standing the evident wish of the jud :

army there, and fortified divers castles in be lenient with him if he would have

the neighbourhood of Cardigan. i mitted, is a curious instance of the shai

One of the first acts of Becket, after he and absurd manner in which crimina

was raised to the archbishopric of Canter- ceedings were then conducted. ( State

bury , was to summon the earl to do him i . 1277.) On the accession ofKin :

homage for the castle of Tunbridge. He his patent was renewed , and on

refused to appear, asserting that he held it 1003, he was knighted . He sat

by militaryservice of the crown, and, asthe bench for nearly twenty years,a

king abetted him in his plen, thearchbishop months before his death the in

refrained from pursuing the claim . His against Bates, raising the great

grants to religious houses, which were tional question whether a duty
numerous and munificent, are stated in imposed on the subject by the v

detail by Dugdale. After his death in 1173, the king, was heard in the E
Matilda, bis widow , the daughter of James His feeble argument in favou

de St. Hilaire, married William de Albini, crown is fully stated in “ Lane's

Earl of Arundel, and the earldoms of Clare (p. 22).

and Hertford descended to his son Richard , He died on January 1 , 1606-7

whose son Gilbert became Earl of Glou- buried at Good Estre . Thoug

cester. All the earldoms became extinct says that he had only two

in 1313 on the death of Gilbert, the tenth more must be added , and all of t
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widows. The parish register of Good Estre posed candidate for the vacant solicitor

records that Mary Clarke, his wife, was generalship in 1742 :
buried ' the 26 daie of February 1585 ,' and

she appears to have been the widow of Then Cl - ke, who sat snug all this while in his

- Hills. It further records the burial of
place,

Rose up and put forward his ebony face :
Catheran, another wife of the baron, on • I have reason,' quo' he, now to take it amiss,

January 16, 1590,and she appearsto have That your lordship ha'n't call’d to me long

been the widow of Chapman. By each before this.

of these he had several children. The third If the old civil law, on which I would build,

wife was Margaret, the daughter of John
Is in so much neglect and indifference held,

Let your common law dunces go on and apply,
Maynard, M.P. for St. Albans, and grand- Quoting chapter and sect. insipidly dry !

father of the first Lord Maynard, and widow A student of moderate parts and discerning,

of Sir Edward Osborne, lord mayor of With intense application may master such

London in 1582, and ancestor of the first
learning :

Duke of Leeds. This lady died in 1602,
But I, as a genius, the office demand,

That office my qualifications command !
learing two daughters by the baron . The

fourth wife was Joyce, thewidow of James It is probable that his advance to the

Austen, who survived the baron for twenty post of king's counsel took place before this

years, and was buried in 1626 in the church date. In 1747 he was member for St.Mi

of St. Saviour's, Southwark . chael's, and in 1754 for Lostwithiel, both

CLARKE,CHARLES,was the son ofAlured Cornish boroughs, but had no seat in the

Clarke, of Godmanchester in Huntingdon house in 1761.

shire, by Ann, daughter of the Rev. Charles On the death of Sir John Strange in

Trimnell,rector ofAbbots Repton in Hamp- 1754 Mr. Clarke was immediately pointed

shire, and sister to the Bishop of Win- out both by Lord Hardwicke and the Duke
chester of that name. In 1717 he entered of Newcastle to succeed him as master of

Lincoln's Inn , and was in 1723 called to the Rolls ; to which place he was appointed

the bar, at which he was rewarded by so on May 29, 1754, and was thereupon

large a share of practice that he amassed a knighted. The duke calls him a very
considerable fortune. The neighbouring deserving man, and intimates that he was

borough of Huntingdon elected him re- greatly before his competitors in the Court

corder in 1731 , and he was returned mem- of Chancery. He held the office with '

ber for the county in 1739. In the new great credit a few months beyond ten years,

parliament of 1741 he was elected for dying on November 13, 1764. He was

Whitchurch in Hampshire ; and in its buried in the Rolls Chapel ; andby his

second session he was raised to the bench, will he left, among other legacies, 30,0001.

as baron of the Exchequer, in Hilary Terní to St. Luke's Hospital, and appointed the
1743 . Earl of Macclesfield bis residuary legatee,

His judicial career was terminated seven his whole property being estimated at

years afterwards by an infectious fever 200,0001. ( Harris's Lord Hardwicke.)

caught at the Black Sessions at the Old CLAVER, JOHN, is introduced among

Bailey in May 1750, already described in the advocates under Edward II. and III.

the memoir of Sir Thomas Abney, another He was a native of Norfolk, and acted as

victim of the uncleanliness ofthe prisons. custos of the see of Norwich during its va

His death occurred on the 17th , and he cancy in both reigns. He tallaged that

was buried at Godmanchester . His first county and Suffolk in 6 Edward III.; and

wife was Anne, a daughter of Dr. Thomas in the following year he was added to the

Green, Bishop of Ely ; and his second was commission of justices itinerant into Kent.
Jane, daughter of Major Mullins,of Win- ( Parl. Writs, ii. p . ii. 679 ; Abb . Rot. Orig.

chester, and by both he left issue. ii. 103, 106, 121.)

His brother, Dr. Alured Clarke, became CLAY, STEPHEN DE, held under KingJohn

dean of Exeter. (Master's Corp. Christi Coll., the manor of Tinden in Northamptonshire,
Cambridge.) at a rent of 261. per annum. ( Rot. Chart.

CLARKE, THOMAS, was, according to Mr. 49.) He was one of the justiciers before
Nichols ( Literary Anecdotes, viii. 507), whom fines were levied in 2 and 3John.
* generally supposed to be anatural son, CLEASBY, ANTHONY, the additional

and as having no relations. Of his early lifó baron of the Exchequer appointed under

little is known, beyond his being educated the recent act relating to election petitions,

at Westminster School. That he was in- is the son of Stephen Cleasby, Esq., of
timate with the second Earl of Macclesfield, Cragg House, Westmoreland,by Mary, the

and was a fellow of the Royal Society, daughter of George John , Esq ., of Pen
devoting himself to philosophical pursuits, zance.

appears from a letter of Lord Hardwicke's; He waseducated at Eton, and at Trinity

and that he was reputed to bedeep rend College, Cambridge, and came out when

in Roman law, is apparentfrom thedescrip- he took his degree in 1827third wrangler
tion of him in the Causidicade 'as a sup- and first class in classics, and in 1828 was
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son

-

1

tion says

elected fellow of his college. He studied | was raised to the bench of the Exchequer

law at the Inner Temple, and was called to as second baron on October 29,1460, little

the bar on June 10 , 1831, choosing the more than four months before the deposi
Northern Circuit. In 1861 he became a tion of the latter king. He evidently re

queen's counsel ; and on August 5, 1868, tainedplace during the first reignof Ed

he was appointed to his present post. ward IV., as he is named as second baron,

He married Lucy Susan , daughter of not only in the new patent of Henry VI.,

Walter. Fawkes, Esq ., of Farnley Hall, but in that of Edward IV. on his resump

Yorkshire, which county he formerly re- tion of the crown six months afterwards.

presented . From the latter period till February 3,

CLENCH , John, the of John 1481 , 20 Edward IV., no other second

Clench, of Wethersfield in Essex, and baron is mentioned. He married one of

Joan, daughter of John Amias, of the the daughters and co -heiresses of

same county, was called to the bar in Tateshun , of Tateshum ; and the estate at

Lincoln's Inn in 1568, and was elected Ford continued in the possession of his de

reader in Lent 1574. In the same year scendants till 1644, when William Clerke,

he was elected the first recorder of Ips- who had been knighted for his loyalty, was

wich, and in Michaelmas 1580 he was slain at Cropredy Bridge, commanding the

raised to the degree of the coif, from which regiment he had raised to aid the cause of

grade he was promoted to be third baron of his sovereign, Charles I. ( Hasted, v . 19.)

the Exchequer on November 27, 1581, and CLERKE, JOHN (BISHOP OF BATH AND

acted in that capacity till May 29, 1584, WELLS), was educated at Cambridge,

when he was removed into the Court of where he took the degree of doctor in

Queen's Bench . He was one of the four divinity. He probably was the John

judges who were assigned to hear causes Clerke" who, with Richard Pace, was in

in Chancery in November 1591 , when the the service of Cardinal Bainbridge when

Great Seal was in commission after the he was poisoned at Rome in July 1614 ,and

death of Sir Christopher Hatton. Tradi- attributed the crime to Silvester de Giles,

that Queen Elizabeth used to call the Bishop of Worcester. Wolsey, how
him her good judge.' ever, took both into favour, making Pace

He continued to sit till the beginning secretary of state, and John Clerke dean

of 1602, but his death did not occur till of the Chapel Royal in 1516. ( Cal. State

August 19, 1607. He was buried in Hol- Papers (1509 ), 868, 892,[1515] , 875.) On

brook Church, and upon his tomb are two October 22, 1519, he was collated to the

full-length marble effigies of the judge and archdeaconry of Colchester. He must

his wife in the costume of the day, with have been recommended by extraordinary

smaller figures on each side of his seven abilities to be selected in 1521 for a mission

sons and eight daughters. The inscription so important in the eyesof its roval author

describes him as the oldest judge of his as that of laying at the feet of Leo X. King

time. He remored into Suffolk, and is de- Henry's book against Luther. His oratioa

scribed as of four different places there , on its delivery is not an inelegant compo

Creeting, All Saints, Holesley , and Hol- sition , and is appended to the published
brook . work. His return to England

His wife was Katherine, daughter and bearer, not only of the pope's complimen

heiress of Thomas Almot, of Creeting. tary reply, but also of the bull conferrin

Thomas, their eldest son ,' in 1620 was on the King of England the coveted title

member for Suffolk. The family is now • Defenderof the Faith,' was secure o

quite extinct. ( Shobert's Suffolk, i. 150 ; cordial welcome ; and his services did
Dary's USS.) receive a less substantial reward from

CLERK , JOHN LE . In 20 Henry II., having acted as Wolsey's private a

1174, the assize or tallage of the united while at the Roman court.

counties of Nottingham and Derby was On October 20 , 1522 , he was apr.

set by the following itinerant justices— i master of the Rolls, but held the off

viz . , William Basset, John Malduit , et quite & year, vacating it on (et

Johannem Clericum .' ' Whether this John 1523, in consequence of his eleva

was a clerk of the Exchequer sent down to the bishopric of Bath!!
and W

assist, or a clergyman resident in one of which he was elected on March 20

those counties, or a person who bore that Despatched to the court of the

designation as his surname, it would be cleves with the lame explanatio
useless to enquire. variable sovereign's repudiation

CLERKE, John. Ford, near Wrotham, Princess Anne, the unwelcome n

in Kent, was the seat of the family of is reported to have had poison adm
Clerke, or le Clerke, as the name was to him in his food , as several of

anciently called . John Clerke the father died after partaking of it. The bi

flourished there in the reigns of Henry V. fected with the venom, survived

and Henry VI. ; and John Clerke the son return , when he died in London on

as the
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3, 1540-1. He was buried in the nunnery CLIFF , WILLIAM DE, probablythe bro

of the Minories, whence his remains were ther of the foregoing Henry de Cliff, was

removed to the church of St. Botolph, in 3 Edward II. commissioned to prepare

Aldgate, hisepitaph in which is given certain ships in Yorkshire against the Scots.

in Weever. (Godwin , 387 ; Lingard, vi. 104 , ( N. Fædera, ii . 109.) Two years after

304; Rymer, xiii. 758, 792 ; Weever, 426.) wards he was appointed the king's steward

CLIDERHOU, ROBERT DE, held themanor in the forest of Galtres, in the neighbour

of Bailey, a township in the neighbourhood hood of York. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 189.)

of Cliderhou, orClitherow, in Lancashire. In 12 Edward II. he was presented with

In 35 Edward I. he recovered 2001. from the prebend of Kylbryde, in the church of

three brothers who attacked him at that Glasgow , and about the sametime became

place, and beat him till they left him for one of the clerks of the Chancery, in which
dead . capacity he was ,from 1319 to 1323, with

He was a clerk in the Chancery under others of his fellows, frequently entrusted
Edward I. and Edward II. , and in the with the Great Seal, in the absence of the

fourth year of the reign of the latter was chancellors, whose duties they accordingly
appointed one of the three justices of assize performed .

forKent, Sussex, and Surrey. During the It seems not improbable that he shared

eighth and ninth years of that reign he was in the disgrace of the Despencers, inasmuch

the king's escheator beyond Trent, and as a complaint was made, in the first par

afterwards became parson of the church liament of the following reign, by Eliza

of Wigan . He took so strong a part in beth de Burgh, that she had been arrested,

behalf of the Earl of Lancaster thathe not in 16 Edward II., by the conspiracy and
only sent his son Adam , and another man- crafty plotting of Hugh le Despencer the

at-arms, with four foot 'soldiers, to his as- younger, Robert de Baldock "(afterwards

sistance, but preached at Wigan in his chancellor), and William de Cliff; and in

farour, and promised absolution to those the parliament of the second year another

who aided him. The punishment he suf- complaint was made thatHughle Despencer
fered for these offences wasa fine of 2001. and he had disseised John de Larcheley of
He was alive in 7 Edward III. his manor. ( Rot. Parl. ii.23, 440.) If this

As he was a priest, it must be presumed were so, however, his offence appears to

thathis sonAdam was born before he took have been overlooked , as he was oneofthe

orders. ( Abb. Placit. 300 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. commissioners appointed in 3 Edward III.

i . 217-226 ; Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. 686.) to enquire into the chattels belonging to

CLIFF, HENRY DE . There were two Hugh le Despencer, in his Lincolnshire

clerks ormastersin Chanceryof the name manors. ( Abb . Rot. Orig. ii. 24.)

of Cliff or Clyff in thereign of Edward II., CLIFFORD, WILLIAMDE, whose name is

who probably were brothers. Henry de frequently abbreviated in the Rolls to Cliff,

Cliff accompaniedtheking abroad inMay was the king's escheatoron this side Trent

1313 ( N. Federa, ii . 215 ), and is first men from October 1265 till May 1268. Dug

tionedin connection with the Chancery in dale introduces himas abaron of the Ex

May 1317, when, during an absence of the chequer in 55 Henry III., 1270, about which

chancellor, John de Sandale, Bishop of Win- period he was appointed chancellor of the
chester, the Great Seal was left in the bi- Exchequer, and had a liberate granting him

shop's house in Southwark, in the chargeof a salary of401. a year. (Madox,ii. 320.)
Master Henry de Cliff. From this time till CLIFFORD, ROGER DE, traced his descent

the year 1324 he was usually one of the from Richard, Duke of Normandy, grand

clerks in Chancery under whose seals the father of William the Conqueror. The

Great Seal was securedduring the occa- duke's grandson became lord of Clifford
sional absences of the chancellors. On July Castle in Herefordshire, and left a son,

4, 1325 (being then a canon of York ), he Walter (the father of Fair Rosamond ),whó

was raised to the office of keeper or master assumed that surname. Walter's grandson,
of the Rolls ; and after the virtual abdica- Roger, married_Sibilla, daughter and heir

tion of Edward II., in the following year, of Robert de Ewyas and widow of Lord
he was commanded, on December 17, 1326, Tregoz, and by her had the subject of the

to add his seal to that of the Bishop of present notice, who at his father's death,
Norwich for the custody of the GreatSeal, in 16 Henry III., 1231, was a minor. He

and they together transacted the business attended the king inhis expedition into

till the appointment of John de Hotham, France in 43 Henry III. For a shorttime

Bishop of Ely, as chancellor, a fewdays hejoined therebellious barons,but,return
after ihe accession of Edward III. ingto his duty, he gave effective assistance

He continued inthe office of master of to his sovereign, both at the siege of North

the Rolls for the first seven yearsofthis ampton and in Wales,andinthe decisive

Iriga, during which theGreat Sealwas fre- victory at Evesham in 1265. In the next

queatly entrusted to his custody, and died yearhe was made justice of the forests

about the beginning of January 1334. south of the Trent, the duties of which he
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performedtillAugust1, 1270,whenhe and in one of his grants, dated after125,
went to the Holy Land. Dugdale places treasurer; and in the charter of confirma

him in the year previous to his retirement tion the king gives him both titles. ( Monast.

at the head of the justices itinerant visiting i . 308, vi. 153,221.)

Rutland and five other counties , and he In 31 Henry I. heis mentioned as hold

again held the same position in 8 Edward I., ing pleas in no lessthan eighteen counties
1280 . in the roll appropriated to that year, and

His bravery and experience in military also as beingjustice of the forestfor Hun

affairs obtained for him many important tingdonshire and sheriff of Warwickshire.

governments, among which were, at various No presumption, however, can be formed

times, the custodyof the castles of Marl- from this fact thathe waschief justiciary,

borough, Ludgershall, Gloucester ( with the as there is very little doubt that Roger,

sheriffalty of that county ), and Erdesley in Bishopof Salisbury, was then invested with
Herefordshire. His last office of trust and the highest dignity in the kingdom .

responsibility was justice of North Wales, It appears from that roll that his posses

to which he was appointed in 8 Edward I.; sions were very large,and extended through

and his severity in the execution of its no less than fourteen counties; and his

duties is said to have induced David, the exemptions from the Danegeld and other

son of the Prince of Wales, to break out amerciaments to which they were liable

into open hostility. He was attacked by amount to the large sum of 561. 168. Id.

the Welsh in the castle ofHawardyn in lo He built the castle at Kenilworth, and

Edward I., and taken prisoner ; and in a gave all the lands he held there, except

skirmish that followed in the next year his those attached to the castle and park, to
eldest son , Roger junior, was unfortunately endow the priory of Augustin monks which

slain on November 6, 1282. His own death he founded .

occurred in 14 Edward I. , 1286, when he The male branch of his own family failed

was succeeded by his grandson Robert, the at the death of his great-grandson,Henry,

son ofRoger junior. in 1232 ;but from his nephew, Osbert de

The name of his first wife is not recorded, Clinton , descended a long line, which is

but his second, whom he married a few now represented in the House of Lords

years before his death, was the Countess of by the Duke of Newcastle-under -Lyme

Lauretania, who survived him . and Baron Clinton .

Robert, his grandson,was summoned to CLIVE , GEORGE, of an ancient and

parliament from 28 Edward I.; and his honourable family , deriving their name

descendants enjoyed the title till 1525,when from the village of Clive in Shropsbire,

HenryClifford, thethen baron, was created was the son ofGeorge Clive, who became

Earl of Cumberland. By the death of the possessed of Wormbridge in Herefordshire,

fourth earl in 1643 the earldom became by his marriage with Mary,thedaughter of

extinct. The barony, however, fell to his Martin Husbands, Esq. They had thre

daughter, and the future succession is re- sons, of whom the eldest, Robert, was the

markable for the frequency with which it grandfather of the great Lord Clive, those

fell into abeyance. The present Baroness son assumed the name of Herbert, and was

de Clifford is the heir of the eldest daugh- created Earl of Powis ; and the third set

ter of the previous possessor. Another de- Edward, was the father of Sir Edwa

scendant of the family was created Baron Clive, the subject of the next article.

Clifford of Chudleigh in 1672 byCharles II. , George wasborn about 1666 , and beca

a title which is enjoyed at the presenttime. a bencher of Lincoln's Inn in 1719, thu

CLINTON, GEOFFREY DE. There are two he obtained no eminence in the courts.

accounts of theorigin of Geoffrey de Clin- was appointed cursitor baron of the

ton - one that he was of mean "parentage chequer on November 6 , 1735 , ani

and raised to high office by Henry I. ; the the office for four years. Hedied uur

other that he was the grandson of William on December 31 , 1739, and was bu

de Tankervilla, chamberlain of Normandy, Lincoln's Inn .

and Maud, the daughter of William de CLIVE, EDWARD, was the nephe
Arches. last-mentioned George Clive , b=

How early he became in favour with eldest sonof his brother, Edward

King Henry I. there are no means of Wormbridge in Herefordshire ,

tracing. He is a witness, with no title daughter of - Key , of the city

attached to his name, to that king's charter merchant, and was born in 1704.

to Westminster Abbey, granted either in called to the bar by the society of

1121 or 1122 ; and he is also witness to a Inn in 1725 , and was returnedto

deed of King Henry, confirming a grant of in 1741 as member for St. Mi

the Sokeof Knighten Guilde to the church Cornwall, for which he sat till his

of the Holy Trinity in Aldgate, London, to the bench , as a baron of the E

executed between 1121 and 1128. In 1123 in April 1745 . He remained in

he calls himself chamberlain of the king ; nearly eight years without the
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knighthood, which he did not receive till vanity, and to become a friar of the Friars:

January 1753, when he was removed into Minors.' ( Blomefield's Norwich, ii . 115.)

the Common Pleas. He sat there for seven- He died about 1410. ( Cal. Inquis. p. m.

teen years more, thus extending his judicial iii. 335. )

service to twenty-five years, at the end of COBBEHAM, HENRY DE, is the first

which he resigned in February 1770. The named member of a noble family, holding

pension of 12001. then granted to him he large possessions in Kent, of which the

enjoyed for little more than a year, dying lordship of that namenear Rochester was

at Bath on April 16, 1771 . the principal. Hasted ( iii . 407 ) mentions.

He married twice. His first wife was him as being one of recognitores magnæ

Elizabeth, daughter of Richard Symons, ' assisæ ' in 1John, and in 4 John fornot.

Esq., ofMynde Park in Herefordshire ; and obeying some precept of the king he was

hissecondwas.Judith, the youngest daughter obliged to payone hundredmarks to re

of his cousin the Rev. Benjamin Clive, a cover the royal favour. (Mador, i . 473.).

son of his uncle Robert Clive, of Stychein In 3 Henry III. he wasappointed one of the

Shropshire, but he left no issue by either. justices itinerant into Sussex, Surrey, Mid

The judge's brother George was the hus- dlesex, and Kent, and in the tenth year

band of the eminent actress ofthat name, of that reign he was in the commission to

unrivalled in her particular walk. collect the quinzime there . ( Rot. Claus.

CLOPTON , W'ALTER DE, descended from ii. 147.) At his death, the date of which

aknightly family, established originally at does not appear,he left three sons — John,

Newenham , in theparish of Ashdon, in Reginald, and William - each of whom oc

Essex, but which afterwards removed into cupied the judicial bench. Henry, the grand

Suffolk, was the son of Sir William de Clop- son ofthe first, was summoned toparliament

ton, a commissioner of array in that county . by Edward II . The barony, after many

(Terrer, 695 ; N. Fædera, iii. 449.) He changes, is now represented by the Duke

is named as an advocate in the Year Books of Buckingham .

in 10 Edward III., 1360, and was oneof COBBEHAM, JOHN DE , was the eldest

the king's serjeants from 1 Richard II. , son of the above, and succeeded to his
1377. Rot. Parl. iii. 61, 169.) father's manor on his death. In 20 Henry

Onthe eve of the parliament in which III. hewas constable of Rochester Castle

Sir Robert Tresilian was impeached he ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 18 ), and from 26 to 32

was raised to the office of chief justice of Henry III. held the office of sheriff of Kent,

the King's Bench on January 31, 1388, and with Bertram de Criol. He was raised to

Teceived theorder of knighthood. Towards the bench about 28 Henry III., fines being

the end of the reign he was called upon to ' levied before him from Easter in that year,

say what he thought of the answers given 1244, till Michaelmas 1250 ( Dugdale's Orig.

by the judges to the questions propounded 43 ), during which time also writs of assize

to them in 11 Richard II. by Sir Robert : were frequently directed to him. He mar

Tresilian, by whose removal on that account ried twice . His first wife was a daughter

he had himself been raised to the chief of Warine Fitz- Benedict, by whom he had

stat. It must be confessed that his answer, two sons — John, afterwards noticed ; and
that had be been asked he should have Henry, of Roundal, in Shorne, Kent. His

made the same reply ' ( Ibid. ' 377 ), looks second wife, Joane, daughter of Hugh de

Tery like an evasion , to be justified ,perhaps, Nevill, produced to him Reginald , from

by the consideration of the perilous conse- whom the Cobhams of Sterborough Castle,

quences which might have resulted from in Surrey, sprung. ( Hasted, iii . 331 , 407. )

hispronouncinga more decided opinion. COBBEHAM, REGINALDDE, the second son

Votwithstanding thissubmission to the of the above -mentioned Henry, was in 32.

pliant parliament of Richard II., the chief Henry III ., 1248, one of the justices itine

justice, although all the acts of that assem- rant into Essex and Surrey, and in the

bly were repealed two years afterwards, next year into Kent, Middlesex, Hamp

escaped the censure of Henry IV .; for he shire, and Wiltshire. In 33 Henry III . he

was in the first parliament of that usurper was appointed sheriff of Kent, and con

appointed to investigate the case of Judge tinued to hold that office during the re
Kickbill, whose visit totheDuke of Glou- mainder of his life , wbich terminated on

Bester while in prison at Calais was made December 14, 1257. Some time after,

the subject of enquiry, andno doubt felt a Maria, his widow , had permission to pay
real pleasure in receiving the king's com- the debts he owed to thecrown by instal

mands to acquit him of all criminality ments. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin .ii. 268, 328. ).

th - rein. ( Ibid. 416, 430 , 432.) In No- While he held the sheriffalty he was ap

Tember 1400 he vacated' his seat in the pointed governor of Dover Castle and

hing's Bench ; and it is stated that by the warden of the Cinque Ports. (Baronaye,
piety, mildness, and commendable example ii . 65. )

of Dr. Robert Coleman, chancellor of Ox- COBBEHAM , WILLIAM DE , the third

ford, he was induced to contemnallworldly son of the above Henry de' Cobbeham ,

1
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inherited the manor of East Shelve , or | Western Circuit, and attending the Devon

Shelve Cobham, in Lenham , in Kent. En- shire sessions, he quickly established for

trusted, as well as his two brothers, John himself a considerable business. Soon after

and Reginald, with judicial duties, hewas the Reform Bill was passed,he and and Mr.

in three successive years, 39, 40 , and 41 Rowe commenced the publication of re

Henry III., 1255-7, employed as a justice ports of decisions which arose out of that

itinerant into a variety of counties. Hasted measure, and the volume in which they

dates his death in 14 Edward II., 1320 ; I were collected is of great and substantial

but it seems scarcely possible that this merit. He was consequently engaged in

wasthesame person. (Hasted, iii. 407, several contests before election committees,

v. 435, 525.) in which he showed so much ability thatin

COBBEHAM , JOHNDE, the grandson of 1834 he was placed on the Municipal Cor

the above Henry de Cobbeham , and eldest poration Commission. His parliamentary

son of the above John de Cobbeham , was employments and the more regularbusiness
made constable of Rochester Castle so of the courts became of such magnitude

early in life that he was called the young that he felt warranted in 1841 in obtaining

constable, and was entrusted with the the precedence of a silk gown. Of bis

sheriffalty of Kent for four years from 44 powers of advocacy ,' one of his mostdis

Henry III. His seat was at Monkton in tinguished contemporaries and professional
the Isle of Thanet. In 52 Henry III. , competitors says, “ it is impossible to speak

1268, he acted as a justice itinerant for too highly. He was not perhaps so well

Surrey andKent, and was advanced to the fitted for the daily work of the profession,

bench at Westminster in February 1270, because he was always indisposed to bend

54 Henry III. , but in which court is un- his mind to it. But when any great occa

certain , as the mode of designating them sion called for extraordinary exertion, he

was then scarcely fixed. In 4 Edward I. excelled all the eloquent advocates who

he was certainly constituted a baron of the were amongst my contemporaries. Al

Exchequer , the mandate for which is dated though he soared to a high pitch , he never

June 6 , 1276, with a salary of forty marks lost himself in the clouds, and he dealt with

per annum , and there are several records the facts of the case in a practical and at the

showing that he continued in that office same timein a masterly manner.' The same

during the remainder of his life. By an discriminating critic used to say to him in

entry in the Year Book of Hilary, 28 Ed- allusion to his powers, “ You fly better than

ward I. , 1300, it appears that he was autho- you walk. '

rised to stay at home at his pleasure, and In the year of his obtaining rank heabils

to come to the Exchequer and remain there defendedhis uncle, and assisted in over. 1

when he would. This licencewas no doubt turning the attempt to deprive him of the

granted to him in consequence of bodily deanery of York. Among other cases in

infirmity, as he died in the same year. which he distinguished himself as a leader

( Cal. Inquis. p. m . i . 156.) was hiseloquent and impressive defence in

He was twice married. His first wife 1813 of M Naughten , who had shot WI.

was Joane, daughter and heir of Sir Robert Drummond, in which he satisfied the jury

de Septvans, by whom he left two sons— that his client was not a responsible beinz.

Henry and Reginald. His second wife was In the meantime he had been appointe!

named Methania. ( Hasted, iii. 408.) recorder of Southampton, and in loti wai

COCKBURN, ALEXANDER JAMES Ed- elected member for that borough , which

MUND, the present lord chief justice of the continued to represent till he was elevat
Court ofQueen's Bench , is the son of Alex- to the bench. His speechesin Parliam

ander Cockburn, Esq. , formerly envoy ex- were less professional than those for

traordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the members of the bar are generally ne

Columbia,by the daughter of the Viscomte and he was of great assistance in suppe

de Vignier of St. Domingo, and the grand the liberal party, with whom he acte

son of Sir James Cockburn, the seventh In July 1850 he was 'made sul

baronet, of Nova Scotia , created in 1627 ; general and knighted, and in the full

whose next brothers, Admiral Sir George, March he became attorney -general.

and the Very Rev. Sir William, dean of this office till November 1856 , with

York, the eighth and ninth baronets, died ception of ten months between Feb

without male issue. and December 28, 1852, during w

He became a member of Trinity Hall, Earl of Derby conducted the gor

Cambridge, in 1822, and in his second year His next promotion wasthat of re
gained prizes for the best exercises in En- Bristolin1854, and on November
glish and Latin, and afterwards for the he was constituted chief justice
English essay. He graduated as B.C.L. in Common Pleas. He presided in th

1829, and was elected fellow of his college. ' for nearly three years, during w

He was called to the bar by the Middle , uncle the dean ofYork'dying, he su
Temple on February 6 , 1829. Joining the to the baronetcy in 1858 . On the e
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of Lord Campbell to the office of lord collected by Richard Bellewe; and from

chancellor, Sir Alexander was raised to his 18 to 22 Richard II. he was recorder of

present position of lord chief justice of the London. In addition to the office of chief

Queen's Bench on June 24, 1859.

baron of the Exchequer, to which he was

The restriction under which I placed raised on November 15, 1400,2 Henry IV.,
myself of not giving anopinion of my own a puisne judgeship in the Common Pleas

on the judicialmerits of the existing mem- was granted to him on June17, 1406, and

bers of the bench ought not to preventme he performed the duties of both offices

from recording theestimation in which they during the remaining seven years of the

are regarded by their eminent contempo- reign .raries. It is but justice therefore to quote On the accession of Henry V. his two

a portion of the eloquent eulogy of Mr. offices were again divided, and a new pa

Serjeant (afterwards Mr. Justice ) Shee, in tent was granted to him as a judge of the

proposing the health of the chief justice, Common Pleas only. This wasrenewed

when presiding aschairman of the anniver- by Henry VI., and he continued to per

sary festival of the United Law Clerks' form his judicial functionsduring the first

Society in 1863. After a few words intro- seven years of that reign. Having then sat

ducing his name, he proceeded thus : 'Heis on the bench nearly thirty years,he retired

the successor in, if not the highest, the to private life, and died about nine years

second post in the law of England - ofmen afterwards, in 1438. ( Cal. Inquis. p. m .iv.

than whom , as great magistrates, in no 182.) He was buried in Ashbourn Church .

country of the world will men be found their ( Dugdale's Orig . 100.)equals, or at least their superiors. . . By his wife Edith, sister of Lord Grey

Tosay of him that he surpasses in the great de Ruthyn, he had four sons and two

and highest quality of a chief justice the daughters. A descendant from his elder

high legal attainments of some of his pre- brother Edmund,in 1642 , was created Vis

decessors — would be flattery, of which I count Cullen, a titlewhich became extinct

will not be guilty ; but this I will venture in 1810. ( Lodge's Irish Peerage, iv .323.)
to say, that he possesses qualities which COKE, WILLIAM, was born at Chesterton

bare endeared him to us all, in which none in Cambridgesh
ire

, and was educated at the

of them have surpassed him . We like university of Cambridge. From Barnard's

him because we know that his distinction Inn he removed to Gray's Inn in1528, and

was achieved by no back -stairs influence, was called to the bar in 1530. He became

by no political intrigue, by no political sub- reader there in Lent 1544, and again in
serrience. We like him because we know autumn 1546. On February 3, 1547, he

that he did not arrive at the high position was called serjeant, and was presented by
which he now occupies without having first Gray's Inn with eight pounds in gold on

obtained , solely by his own endowments the occasion, nomine regardi. On October

and superior talents, the highest position at 22, 1550, he was made one of the king's

the bar. , ... Wé like him because we serjeants, and on November 16, 1552, he

know that not merely the honour of the was nominated a judge of the Common

profession , but the honour and character of Pleas. He had previously been appointed

every man who comes before him, are safe steward of no less than four houses in his

in his hands. We like and admire him be- university, and in January 1546 had been

cause we observe every day that the com- elected recorder of Cambridge. ( Cooper's

mand which he possesses of allthe treasures Ath. Cantab . i . 114.)and all the beauties of our noble language The story told by Machyn( Diary, 20,

enables him , whenever there is occasion for 38 ), that he was, on July 27, 1553,sent to

it, to refute whatever fallacies and sophis- the Tower for signing King Edward's will

tries are put forward before him at the bar, settling the crown on Lady Jane Grey, is

and to vindicate at the close of every cause evidently a mistake, as Coke's name does

the innocence that belongs to those thatare not appear among the signatures to that
tried . But most of all we like him, we re- document ; and as his death occurred on

spect him , we love him, for this, because, the 24th of the following month,it is clear

whenever he has occasion to reprove or to that Machyn mistook the name of (Sir

rebuke - and no man in his position can be Thomas) Wroth for Coke.

without having some occasion to reprove

On Coke's monument
al brass at Milton

and to rebuke - he takes care always to both he and his wife Alice , together with

temper authorit
y with gentleness, and to two sons and three daughters, are repre

rebuke without giving pain. '

sented - he in his judicial robes, and they

COKAYNE, John, was the second son of in the costume of the period . Above his

Jobn ('okayne, of Ashbourn in Derbyshire, head is a label, the inscription on which

M.P. for that county in several parliaments Plebs sine lege ruit ' — was the motto on
of Edward III. , by his wife Cecilia Vernon. the rings of the serjeants who were called
His name is mentioned as an advocate in in the same term in which he was raised to

ibe Reports of the time of Richard II. , the bench. ( Boutell, 45 ; Dyer, 71. )
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COKE, EDWARD. The ancestors of Sir corder of the metropolis. The latter office

Edward Coke are traced as far back as the he retained for six months only, resigning

twelfth century, Henry Coke, of Dodding- it on being selected by Lord Burleigh a3

ton in Norfolk. bearing arms and being solicitor-general on June 16, 1592. On

mentioned in a deed dated 8 John. ( Has- his being nominated autumn reader of the

ted, ii. 479.) In direct descent came Ro- Inner Temple in 1592,he composed seren

bert Coke, Sir Edward's father, of Milebam lectures on the Statute of L’ses, fire of

in the same county, who was a lawyerand which he delivered to 160 auditors in

a bencher of Lincoln's Inn. He married August, when, on the appearance of the

Winifred, daughter and coheiress of.Wil- plague, he was compelled to withdraw

diamKnightley, of Morgrave Knightley in from London. In his progress to his seat

Norfolk , and dying at his chambers in Lin- at Huntingfield, he says that “ nine of the

coln's Inn on November 15, 1561, he was benchers, forty of the bar, and other fellows

buried in St. Andrew's Church, Holborn. of the Inner Temple,'accompanied him as
There Sir Edward erected a monument to far as Romford. In 1596 he was elected

his memory, as he did also in the church of treasurer of hisinn.

Tittleshall to that of his mother,who, after Hitherto he had confined himself to his

marrying Robert Bosanne andhaving by legal avocations: he was now to enter on

him a son named John, died in January his political career. Before the parliament
1569. of 1593 was assembled, and even before

Edward Coke, who was the only son out Coke had been elected a member of it, the

of eight children, was born at Milebam on queen and council, on January 28, named

February 1, 1551-2 ; so that he was ten him as the speaker. On the 5th of Fe

years old when his father died, and near bruary he was returned as representative of

eighteen at the decease of his mother. He his native county, ‘ nullo contradicente ; '

received the rudiments of his education at and he proudly adds that it was a free

the grammar school at Norwich , and was election, sine ambitu, seu aliqua requisi

thence removed in September 1567 to Tri- tione, ex parte mea .' On the meeting of

nity College, Cambridge, where he remained the house he was elected speaker, ashad

three years and a half. On the 21stofJa- been previously arranged. The parliament

nuary 1571 he was admitted a student of lasted only seven weeks, and his speeches

Clifford's Inn , and was in the following in it have the same ponderous verbosity for

year, on April 24, entered of the Inner which they were ever remarkable, and too

Temple. On April 20, 1578, he was called much of sycophantic subserviency, ill ac

to the bar ; and in the very next term he cording with the boldness of his later years.

held his first brief in the Court of King's But he was then a seeker after advance

Bench , and was successful in defending Mr. ment, and he felt he had a mistress with

Denny, a clergyman of his native county, whose power noone dared to trifle. Ex

in an action brought against him by Lord actly one year after his speakership termi

Cromwell for scandalum magnatum .. (4 Re- nated, on April 10, 1594 , he became attor

ports, 14.) His reputation for learning was ney -general.

already so great thatwithin a year after his Coke had lived happily with his firs

call the benchers of his house selected him wife for sixteen years, when he lost her

as reader at Lyon's Inn an honour usually June 27, 1598 . Within five months af

conferred on an older barrister — where his this event he entered into another mat

lectures fully confirmed the character he monial speculation, which began inau

had acquired . ciously, and was fatal to his future po

On August 18, 1582, he married his first His second wife was Elizabeth , relict

wife, Bridget,the daughter and heir ofJohn William Hatton, and daughter of T)

Paston, Esq ., deceased, of Huntingfield in Cecil, who had just succeeded his fa

Suffolk , a descendant of Judge Paston. At Lord Burleigh, and the marriage to

this time his name was pronounced Cooke, at her house in Holborn on More

and is so spelled in the registry of his mar- 1598, without either bans or lice

riage, as also in a special commission ten is recorded in the register of the

years later, when solicitor-general. His without remark . Even his frien

acquisition of a fortune of 30,0001. with bishop Whitgift could not over

his wife, in addition to his paternal inheri- irregularity, and it was onlyby

tance, did not diminish his industry ; for submission , and the extraordinar

from this date he seems to have been en- ignorance of the law , that Coke a

gaged in almost every prominent case no- parties concerned escaped exco

ticed by the different reporters. About tion. The powerful connections
1585 he was chosen recorder of Coventry ; large fortune of the lady had also

in the next year the same office was given Bacon, who had previously becom
to him by the citizens of Norwich ; and in for her hand , and the success of

January 1591-2 the corporation of London rival did not tend to diminish t ]

called him to the distinguished post of re- feelings between the parties.
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Coke continued attorney -general during more disgusting scene had never been wit

the remainder of Elizabeth's reign, no va- nessed in court.

cancy having occurred in the chief seats of During the trials of the conspirators in

the common law courts during the nine the gunpowder plot, Coke repeated his

years that it lasted. The only important gross flattery of the king , and his cruel

state trial which is reported in theinterval language to the prisoners. Soon after their

was that of the Earls of Essex and South- termination he was elevated to the bench

ampton in February 1601. Here he gave as chief justice of the Common Pleas, on

the first specimenof that objurgatory and June 30, 1606.

coarse style which makes his oratory so On ascending the judicial seat he dis

painfully remembered. He designates the carded all appearance of subserviency, and

prisoners as a Catiline, popish , dissolute, boldly asserted the independence of the

and desperate company;' hecalls the Earl judge. He did not hesitate to oppose James

of Essex treason -bird ,' and uses these in his attempts to extend his prerogative ;

barsh and indecentexpressions: — But now , and in the very next year after hisappoint

in God's judgment, he of his earldom shall ment he told the king, in the case of pro
be Robert the last, that of the kingdom hibitions, that his majesty had not power

thought to be Robert the first.' ( Jardine's to adjudge any case, either criminal or be

Crim . Trials, i . 318-329.) His arrogance tween party and party, but that ought

and ill-temper were displayed in 1601, to be determined in some court of justice ;

when Bacon, in the Court of Exchequer, and upon the king's saying that he thought

made some motion which Coke thought the law was founded on reason , and that

trenched upon his duties. Bacon was not he and others had reason as well as the

backward in reply, and after many dis- judges, Coke answered that ' true it was

graceful words on both sides, the scene that God had endowed his majesty with

ended by Coke's threatening to clap a cap . excellent science and great endowments of

utlegatum ' on his back . nature, but his majesty was not learned in

On the commencement of the new reign, the laws of the realm of England ; ' with

Coke, who had cordially co -operated in the which the king was greatly offended. In
arrangements for the peaceable accession of another case , in 1608, when he and the

James, was not only confirmed in his office, other judges were summoned before the

but received the honour of knighthood. council to account for a judgment they had

He soon had ample opportunity of exhi- given, he said to the lords, We do hope

biting his zeal in the prosecution of state that where[as] the judges of this realm

ofienders. On Sir Walter Raleigh's trial have been more often called before your

his heartless and unmanly behaviour forms lordships than in former times they have

an appropriate introduction to the shameful been, which is much observed, and gives

mode in which the proceedings were con- much emboldening to the vulgar, thatafter

ducted, and the disgraceful verdict given this day we shall not beso often, upon such

by the jury; and his fulsome adulation of complaints, your lordships being truly in

the king's wisdom and innocence has an formed of our proceedings, hereafter called
awkward illustration in the absurd farce before you. ' In 1610 he gave an opinion

which the monarch caused to be performed in opposition to the council, that the king

at the intended execution of the lords im- could not, by his proclamation, create any

plicated in the same treason, and in the offence wbich was not an offence before.

cruel tragedy which, thirteen years after, In the next year he and the other judges

he perpetrated in Raleigh's death on that of the Common Pleas discharged Sir Wil

condemnation. To Raleigh, a prisoner on liam Chancey, brought before them by

trial for his life, he brutally says, Thou Habeas Corpus, who had been imprisoned

art a monster; thou hast an English face, by warrant from the High Commission in

but a Spanish heart ; ' • Thou viper, for I Causes Ecclesiastical, and afterwards justi

thon thee,thou traitor ! ' " Thou art thyself fied their decision before the council. When

a spider of hell !' ' Oh ,damnable atheist !' a new commission was issued, in which he

dc. Eren Chief Justice Popham felt it was named , he refused to sit upon it. ( 12

necessary to apologise : " Sir Walter, ' said Reports,51,64, 74, 82,84, 88.)

be, Mr. Attorney speaks out of the zeal His old enemy, Bacon, did not fail to

of his duty for the service of the king, and take advantage of Coke's resistance. On

you for your life ; be patient on both the death of Sir Thomas Fleming, he re

sides.' And Secretary Cecil endeavoured commended the king to remove Coke from

to seiten him : " Be not so impatient, good the Common Pleas to the King's Bench ;

Nr. Attorney, give him leave to speak .' and , among others, he gave the follow

on which Coke angrily exclaimed , ' I am ing reasons for this measure : — It will

the king's sworn servant, and must speak ; strengthen the king's causes amongst the

if I may not be patiently heard , you dis- judges,for my Lord Cokewill think himself

erurage the king's counsel, and encourage near a privy counsellor's place, and there
traitors ;' and sat down in & chafe. A upon turn obsequious. ' The remove of

6

6
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my Lord Coke to a place of less profit ... the legality of Commendams having been

willbe thought abroad a kind of discipline incidentally disputed by a counsel in his

to him for opposing himself in the king's argument 'in a private cause, the king's

causes, the example whereof will contain pleasure was signified to the judges that

others in more awe.' ( Bacon's Works they should not go on with the case till

[ Montagu ), vii. 340.) His craft succeeded ; they had first consulted his majesty. But

Coke waspromoted to the office of chief the judges thought it their duty, this being

justice of the King's Bench on October 25, only a dispute between party and party, to

*1613, and was sworn of the privy council proceed notwithstanding the king's man

on November 4. He received å sincerer date ; and all the twelve signed a letter to

and more welcome compliment in the fol- the king, stating their reasons and justify

lowing June, by his unanimous and un- ing their conduct. They were immediately

sought election as steward ofthe University summoned before the council, and, being

of Cambridge. At the beginning of the reprimanded by the king,they all fell down

reign he had obtained for the university on their knees, and acknowledged their

the privilege of sending two members to error, except Coke, who defended the letter;

parliament. ( Seward's Anecdotes, iii.396.) and upon further interrogation, whether

Coke was not more obsequious' in his they would stay their proceedings on a

new office than he had been in his old. future command, Coke said, “When the

Some portion of his uncomplying conduct case should be, he would do that which

may perhaps be attributable to his being should be fit for ajudge to do.' ( Bacon's

brought frequently into collision with Works, vii. 307–338.)

Bacon, now attorney -general, whom he In the other case, Coke had not only

despised , and whom he could not but con- resisted the power of the Court of Chan
sider as a watchful spy on his conduct, cery to touch any cause which had been

and a delighted talebearer of his supposed decided in the courts of common law ,but

lapses. In Bacon's letters to the king his had encouraged indictments being pre

offences are carefully reported . The in- sented against all who had been concerned

famous case of Peacham was the first of in a case where relief in equity had been

these. The king baving desired to have applied for, including the counsel and so

the private opinion of the judges whether licitor to the parties, and even the master

Peacham could be convicted of treason, in Chancery to whom it had been referred.

Bacon undertook to procure it. Coke, The question was taken up by the king,

however, told him that this auricular whose decision , confirming the Court of

taking of opinions, single and apart, was Chancery in all the powers which it

new and dangerous ; ' but on being pressed claimed , is acted on to this day.

that the other judges had given theirs, he On both of these occasions Bacon's hand

consented ; and, to Bacon's disappointment, is visible. In the case of the Commendams

it was in writing, and was apparently he enlarges, in his letter to the king, wo

against the prosecution. ( Johnson's Life, Coke's contempt; and in the Chancery

i. 246.) Notwithstanding the infinite pnins questionhedwells on the time chosen i.

he took in regard to the murderers of Sir pressing the indictments, that which al

Thomas Overbury, he offended also on those men condemn — the supposed last day

trials by some mysterious and indiscreet my lord chancellor's life , as if that we

expressions he used in the course of them . the power of the chief justice to se

In their progress he not only repeated his The result of all this ' turbulent carria

flattery of the king, but resumed the coarse as the king called it , was, that on Jun

invectives in which he had formerly in- 1616, he was sequestered from the co

dulged , degrading the seat of justice by ' table, and ordered to “ forbear to ry

telling Mrs. Turner before the verdict was summer circuit. ' This was soon fo

given that she had the seven deadly sins— by his removal from office , bis di

viz . , a whore, a bawd, a sorcerer, a witch, a from which , on November 15 , he i

papist, a felon , and a murderer.' Guilty ! by one contemporary letter -writer

as the parties undoubtedly were, Coke received with dejection and tea

conducted the trials most unfairly, and the another describes him as bearin :

daily letters that passed between James fortunes well,' and as retiring.wi

and him on the subject of them are in applause .

strong contrast with his former protest On Coke's receivinga hinttha

against giving auricular opinions. ( Great pliance with a private job of Bu«

Case of Poisoning, 360-420.) would prevent his dismissal, he i

But the immediate causes thatappeared temptation, saying, " A judge mi
to determine the court to remove him were a bribe or take a bribe. His

his independent refusal to submit to its Sir Henry Montagu , sent him ?

interference in the case of Commendams, purchase the collar of SS ; but

and his more doubtful denial of the power swered that he would not pai

of the Court of Chancery. In the first case, ' but leave it to his posterity ,
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might one day know that they had a chief | commenced ,his mouth being, no longer
justice to their ancestor .' stopped bythe silence imposed upon him

Bacon, while this was in agitation , had by his former office of speaker. He at

the meanness to address a letter to Coke, once distinguished himself by taking a

in which, with an ungenerous and mali- prominent part against monopolies, patents,
cious

pen,he describes the character of the and other grievances, and was one of the

chief justice. Whatever truth there is in principal movers against Sir Giles Mom

this delineation, who must not wish it pesson. In the impeachment of his old

painted by another hand, and at another enemy Bacon, he did not, though one of

time? the managers, actively interfere, norin the

An epigram , by Ben Jonson (Gifford, other trials which then took place ; but on

viii. 430 ), written about the same time, is the adjournment in June he is said to have

a better proof of the estimation in which stood up with tears in his eyes,' and to

Coke was then held by his contemporaries have recitedthe collect for the kingand

as a lawyer and a judge, and affords some his issue, adding only to it, “and defend

evidence that players were not inimical to them from their cruel enemies." ' When

him, por he to them . And Milton ( Works, the house met again in November it im

ii. 218 ), years after, thus speaks of him , in mediately proceeded on the Spanish match

a sonnetaddressed to his grandson, Cyriac and the supply for the palatinate, and Coke
Skinner : was made chairman of a committee to con

Cyriac, whose grandsire on the royal bench
sider these and other subjects. A remon

of British Themis, withno mean applause, strance and petition to the king being

Pronounc'd and in his volumes taught our laws, resolved on , Coke spoke strongly in their
Which others at their bar so often wrench. support. He made a bold stand also for

Coke, at the time of his dismissal, was the privileges of the house, and the pro

commanded to expunge and retractó such testation , which was then carried , so

novelties and errors and offensive conceits offended the king that with his own hand

as were dispersed in his “ Reports ." But he tore it out of the journals. The par

he showed that there were no more errors liament was again adjourned on December

in his 500 cases than in a few cases of 18, and on January 6, 1621-2, was dis

Plowden, and delivered in a paper explain- solved by a proclamation enlarging on the

ing other points. This frivolous enquiry, cunning diversions of some ill -tempered

however, soon ceased, and, though he was spirits who sowed tares among the corn .

not replaced in his judicial seat, he was In the interim between the adjournment

received into a certain degree of favour. and the dissolution several of these “ ill

Bacon also, who had become lord keeper, tempered spirits' were visited with the
was sharply rebuked by the king on Coke's vengeance of the court. Coke had made

account, andwas nearly losing the friend himself a special mark for the royal indig

ship of Buckingham for opposing the mar- nation. Thecouncil debated on the means

riage of Coke's daughter by Lady Hatton of excluding him from the general pardon

with the earl's brother, SirJohn Villiers, at the end of the year ;he was sentto the

afterwards Lord Purbeck. This marriage Tower on December 27 ; his papers were

Coke had evidently negotiated for the pur- seized, and prosecutionswerecommenced
pose of securing the interest of Bucking- against him on trumped -up and frivolous

ham , and thus furthering his return to charges. His incarceration lasted seven

court. In this he was partially successful, months, at first without intercourse with

being restored to the council table in his family or friends, and even when he

September 1617 , and appointed, on July obtained his discharge in August 1622, the

21 , 1618, one of the commissionersfor exe- king said he wasthe fittest instrument

cuting the office of lord high treasurer. for å tyrant that ever was in the realm of

( Pell Records, 211.) During three years England,' and orderedhimto confine him

he was employedin various commissions, self to his mansion at Stoke Pogis.Yonge,

and his assistance was required in theStar in his Diary (p. 62) , records that the great

Chamber in all casesof difficulty ; but he cause concerning theLordCoke, for50,0001.,

received no substantial proof of the renewal followed in the king's behalf in the Court
of the royal confidence. of Wards, is adjudged for my Lord Coke

He had not been in parliament since by the three chief judges and Justice

1583, the office of attorney-general dis- Doderidge.'

qualifying him from sitting in the House In the new parliament which neces

of Commons in1597,1601, and 1604,and sity compelled James tocall inFebruary

during the short parliament of 1614he was 1623–4 Coke took his seat as member for

chiefjustice. But when James summoned Coventry. The questions on which he

that of 1621 Coke wasagaineligible ,and seemedmostlyto interest himselfwere the

was accordingly returned for theborough Spanishmatch, the meansofrecovering

ofLiskeard in Cornwall. His parliament- the palatinate, and the impeachment of the

ary career may be truly said to have then Earl of Middlesex, on each of which he
N
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age, and

managed the conferences with the House | Bench forwriting a petition wherein be

of Lords. The session closed on May 29, said that Lord Chief Justice Coke was a

and King James died on the 27th of the traitor. ( State Trials, iii. 1375.)
followingMarch . He died on September 3, 1633, being

In the first parliament of Charles, Coke, then nearly eighty-two years of

who was chosen by his native county, at was buried in the church of Tittleshall, in

first dissuaded the house from renewingthe Norfolk , in which a marble monument,

committee for grievances, advising a peti- bearing his effigy at full length, is erected

tion for the king's answer to the former to his memory.

application ; but afterwards he opposed Besides the four books of Institutes, he

the grant of a supply without a redress of published eleven volumes of Reporte, to

grievances. Thisdemand, and an evident which two othervolumes were added many

preparation to bring charges against the years after his death, but not finished or

Duke of Buckingham , led to a hasty dis- prepared by him for publication . The first

solution on August 12, 1625, and to an part came out in 1600, when he was in

endeavour to prevent the most unruly mem- the height of his professional fame, and

bersfrom sitting in the next parliament, attorney-general to Queen Elizabeth. The

which Charles was necessitated to call in the others followed in quick succession till the

month of February following, by nomina- eleventh, published in 1615, about a year

ting them sheriffs of the counties in which before he was deprived ofhisoffice of chief

they resided. Coke was made sheriff of justice of the King's Bench by James - an

Buckinghamshire, but was elected member example of perseverance and indefatigable
for Norfolk ; and,notwithstanding a message industry which no one occupied as he was

from the king, no new writ was issued, with judicial and political duties, and

though, in consequence of the parliament harassed by domestic broils, could have

being dissolved before his sheriffalty ex- exhibited, had not a cold blooded tempera.

pired, he did not take his seat. Two years ment made him indifferent to the one, and

elapsed before the third parliament was a habit of early rising enabled him toover

called, when Coke was returned for two come the other. They are distinguished in

counties, Buckingham and Suffolk, choosing Westminster Hall by the name of ' The

the former because he resided there. It met Reports,' and his jealous enemy, Bacon,

on March 17, 1628, and in the first session, is obliged to say of them , “ Had itnot been

which ended on June 26, and was the last for Sir Edward Coke's reports ... the law

in which hetook any part in public affairs, by this time had been almost like a ship,

he advocated the liberty of the subject with without ballast, for that the cases of

an energy thatwas surprising in a man who modern experience are fled from thosethat

had attained the age of seventy -eight. He are adjudged and ruled in former time.

suggested , and succeeded in carrying, the For some law tracts, also , of minor imper

famousPetition of Right, in the conferences tance, but of great learning, the profession

with the Lords being one of the principal was indebted to him . They were not put

managers, and overcoming, by his argu- lished till after his death, and are note,

ments and perseverance, all the objections from the alterations in practice, become
and impediments raised againstit. In the obsolete.

violent proceedings of the second session of The early portion of Coke's life was not

this parliament he took no part; but, re- distinguished from that of any other ad

tiring to his seat at StokePogis, he occupied vocate, except by his deeper studies and

the five remaining years of his life in pub- more extensive andsuccessful practice. I

lishing that celebrated work on which his reputation he attained for legal knowled

fame is permanently established — The pointed him out without a rival for

First Institute, or Commentary on Little- Office of solicitor-general, which he fille

ton ,' — and in preparing for the press the the age of forty . In less than toSEX

three other volumesof the Institutes, treat- succeeded as attorney -general, and

ing respectively on Magna Charta, on Cri- the twelve years that he held that of
minal Law , and on the Jurisdiction of the raised it to an importance it bat

Courts. These,with his will and fifty -one before acquired , andwhich it has ev

other manuscripts, were seized while he was preserved. The coarseness and bru

on his death -bed,by an order of the privy his language, both at the bar an

council, made by the peremptory direction bench, will ever leave a stigma or

of King Charles nearly three years before mory ; but it may be observed that
( Cal. St. Papers [ 1629 ], 490 ), under the ebullitions occurred till his riva

pretence of searching for seditious papers, Bacon began , whose underhand en

and were not published till seven years to supplant and annoy him evident

afterwards, when, by a vote of parliament, to exacerbate his temper, which

they were delivered up to his son . Four naturally good ; and some of his pic

years before his decease, one Nicholas indecent exhibitions - towards Es

Jeoffeswas indicted and tined in the King's instance, whowassupposed to be
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friend — may, perhaps, be traced to that you have sent meno notice of your coming,

influence. His pride and arrogance, how- you must dine with me ; but if Ihad known

ever, cannot be doubted, and to them it it in due time, I would have dined with

may be attributed , together with the cold you.'

ness of his nature and his retired habits, Sir Edward, by his first wife, Bridget

that his biographers record no friendly Paston, had seven sons and three daughters.

intimacies, and that fewer sayings of his The succession to the family estates fell

are repeated than of any person who held finallyon Robert, the grandson of Henry,

80 prominent a position inpublic life. In his fifth son . Robert's grandson, Thomas,

his station as a judge, which heoccupied was created Baron Lovel in 1728, and Visa

for ten years, he shone with the brightest count Coke and Earl of Leicester in 1744 ;

lustre ; and, making some allowance for but, the earl leaving no surviving issue,thé

his equivocal conduct with regard to Over - titles became extinct in 1759. The estates

bury's murderers, he deserves great praise then devolving on Wenman Roberts , Esq .,

for his resistance of royal interference, and the son of the earl's sister, Anne, that gen

for upholding the independence of the tleman assumedthe nameof Coke, and his

bench. Judge Whitelocke (Liber Famelicus) son, ThomasWilliamCoke, for many years

gives testimony of his freedom from the the representativeof Norfolk in parliament,

prevailing vice of the time. Never was was at last, in 1837, created Viscount Coké

man,' he says, “ so just, so upright, so free and Earl of Leicester, titles which are now

from corrupt solicitations of great men and borne by his eldest son.

friends, as he was. Never put counsellors Clement, the sixth son of the chief jus

that practised before him to annual pen- tice, was the father of Edward Coke of

sions of money or plate to have his favour. Longford,who obtained a baronetcy in 1641,

In all causes before him the counsel might which became extinct in 1727. (Many of

assure his_client from the danger of these dates and facts are taken from Coke's

bribery.' By his subsequent career in par- ' Vade Mecum ,' as he calls the interleaved

liament, and his energetic advocacy of copy of Littleton's " Tenures, written by

liberal measures, he would have gained the himself, and extracted in the Collectanea

admiration and applause of the world, were Topographica et Genealogica,' by the late

it not for the opinion, by some entertained, John Bruce, Esq.)
that his opposition to the court savoured COKEFIELD, JOHN DE, so called from a

too much of personal discontent and dis- place of that namein Suffolk,andprobably

appointed ambition. This mixed feeling connected with a powerful family seated

has prevented him from being a popular there, is first recorded on a fine levied at

character, and has led men to doubt his Michaelmas 1256 , 40 Henry III., and on

judgment and to deny his authority in others till the following Michaelmas, in

matters unconnected with his profession ; which latter year he was added to the jus

80 that many, who allow his merit as a tices itinerant into the county of Suffolk .

great lawyer andan incorrupt judge, refuse After that time payments were made for

to acknowledge his claims as a disinter- assizes to be taken before him , commencing

ested patriot, or as an estimable man . in August 1258, 42 Henry III., and ending

Against his private character even his in June 1259. A long interval of eleven

enemies could bring no charge ; but the years then occurs, nopayments being made

contentions with his second wife,which did for assizes before himtill May 1270, 54

notterminate till his death, do not speak Henry III., after which they are frequent

well for the temper of either. If his divi- till May 1272. During this latter period

sion of the hours of the day, "Quatuor he had a grant of 401. a year for his support,

orabis,' was the rule of his life, he must be according to Dugdale, asa justice of the
allowed to have been a pious man . Of his King's Bench. His death is recorded on

friendship to the Church he gave many the Close Roll of 56 Henry III. ( Excerpt. e

proofs in his settlement of ecclesiastical Rot. Fin . ii . 286–573.)

property, and in his careful selection in the COKEFIELD,ROBERT DE, orKOKEFIELD,

distribution of the patronageattachedto holding a high position in Yorkshire,was
his estates. With regard to the first, he selected in 9 Henry III. as one of the jus

threatened a nobleman, who was applying tices itinerant for that county. He was
for some lands belonging to the see of Nor- constable of the castles of Scarborough and

wieh, to putonhiscapand gownagain and Pickering , for the custody of which he had

plead in support of its rights ; and as to the a salary of two hundred marksper annum .

last he was wont to say that he would (Rot. Člaus. ii. 77, 107, 117. ) From 1226,
hare Church livings passby livery and 10 Henry III., to 1229, the sheriffalty of

teisin, not by bargain and sale." He was the county was entrustedto him , and he

liberal in his entertainments,but moderate was excused 1601. which remained duefrom

in his household ; andwhena great man him for the profits of the county. He mar

CELMEtodinnerwithout previously inform- ried Nicholė, the daughter of Jordande

ing him , his common sayingwas, "Sir,since Sancta -Maria, by Alice,the daughter, or
2
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.

sister, of Geoffrey Haget. ( Archæol. xxx. a pin. We may not buy our own

485.) clotheswithout their brokage. These are
COLEPEPER , JOHN . The Colepepers the leeches that have sucked thecommon.

were of a very ancient Kentish family , wealth so hard that it is almost become

which in the reign of Edward III. sepa- hectical.? (Rushworth,ii.917.)

rated into two branches, one settled at Bay The king, sensible of his value, admitted

Hall, near Pepenbury, from which descen- himof hisprivy council, and on January

ded Baron Colepeper, master of the Rolls 6 , 1642, made him chancellor of the Ex

in the time of Charles I. ; and the other chequer. ( Rymer, xx. 516.) During that

seated at Preston Hall, near Aylesford, to eventful year he, with the assistance of

which John Colepeper this judge belonged . Lord Falkland and Edward Hyde, though

His grandfather was Sir Jeffrey Cole- sometimes disconcerted by the king's hasty

peper, who was sheriffof Kent in 40 Ed- measures, did what he couldto serve his

ward' III., and his father's name was majesty. He acquired great influence ,but

William . John is first reported in 4 Henry his counsels were not always very wise or

IV ., as being appointed a king's serjeant, temperate. To his advice is attributed the

and as one of that degree who advanced king's consent to pass the bill for removing

1001. each on loan to the king . (Acts the bishops from the House of Peers, the

Privy Council, i. 202.) On June 7, 1406, transference of the court from Windsor to

7 Henry IV ., he was made a judge of the York , and the attempt to obtain possession

Common Pleas, and received a new patent ofHull. After theroyal standard had been

on the accession of Henry V. He died in set up at Nottingham , Colepeper was one

1414, and was buried in the church of of the bearers of the king's message to the

West Peckham, which manor, together with Commons, with an offer to treat, so as to

those of Oxenhoath andof Swanton Court, preventthe effusion of blood and the mise.

he gave to the Knights Hospitallers of St. ries of civil war. He must have anticipated

John of Jerusalem . the answer, from the manner in whichhe

By his wife Catherine he left a son, was received by the house. They would

William , to whose lineal descendanta baro- not permit him to take his seat as a mem

netcy was granted in 1627, which became ber, butobliged him to deliver his message

extinct in 1723. at the bar, and then withdraw . (White

COLEPEPER, JOHN (LORD COLEPEPER ), locke, 61.)

was of the same family from one branch of On January 28, 1643, hewas promoted

which the preceding judge descended . He to the mastership of the Rolls, an office for

was the son of a knight of the same name, which his previous education had in so

living at Wigsell in Sussex ; and he spent degree prepared him. He took it as adding

some years in foreign parts,doing good to his dignity and profit,without regard ti
service as a soldier, and reputed to be of its accustomed duties, for in those troublet

great courage, but of a rough nature, his times there was less need of lawyers than

hot temper leading him too frequently into of counsellors and soldiers . As a counselor

quarrels and duels. When he married he he was used on the most private occasiog

settled in the county of his ancestors, where and was added to the junto which , as

he soon became popular among his neigh- cabinet council, managed the king's atia

bours, and, in consequence of the know- as a soldier, he wasever by the king's

ledge of business which he exhibited, and and took part in all his battles with

the ability with which he conducted it, he most distinguished bravery.

was frequently deputed by them to the In reward for these services, the ki

council board, and at length was knighted, October 14, 1644 , createdhima peer ,

and elected member for Kent in the Long title of Lord Colepeper, of Thoresway

Parliament. colnshire, andnamed him of the cor

Within a week after its meeting he the Duke of York . At the beginnir

summed up in an eloquent speech the next year he was one of the comm

grievances of his country, concluding thus: on the part of the king in the

One grievance more, which compriseth treaty of Uxbridge. A very un

many; it is a nest of wasps, or swarm of commencement was made by t

verniin, which have overcrept the land : I ment's refusing to recognise the

mean the monopolies and polers of the Colepeper, or the titles of any of

people. These, like the frogs of Egypt, which had passed the Great

have gotten possession of our dwellings, Lord Lyttelton had sent it to

and we scarce have a room free from them . The commissioners wasted their

They sup in our cup. They dip in our dish. Icipally in religious disenssions

They sit by our fire. We find them in the treaty was ultimately broken o :

dve -rat, wash -bowl, and powdering -tub. calamitous events which follor

They share with the butler in his box . Colepeper was zealously and a

They havemarked and sealed us from head gaged in serving the king

to foot. Mr. Speaker, they will not bate Charles, the latter of whom , in

21
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accompanied to Paris to join the queen . his uncle, the Rev. George Coleridge, then

From this time he was the constant com- master of the school at Ottery St. Mary,

panion of the prince in his wanderings; young Coleridge, in June 1803, went to

and while at the Hague,in 1648, he had a Eton, where he acquired a considerabl
e

serious quarrel with Prince Rupert, who reputation.was strongly prejudiced against him , which, In April1809 he was elected to a scho

but for Hyde's interference , might have larship at Corpus Christi College, Oxford,

led to a fatal result. When Prince Charles where his career was most triumphan
t.

became king by the tragic death of his In 1810 he won the chancellor'
s Latin

father

, he sent Lord Colepeper to Russia, to verse prize, the subject being Pyramide
s

obtain money to supply his necessities ; and Ægyptiacæ . In 1812 he was placed alone

the mission resulted in the czar granting in the first class for classics, and in the

50,0001.in rich commodit
ies

.

same year he was elected fellow of Exeter

At the Restorati
on

he accompa
nied

the College and Vinerian law scholar. In

king to England, and resumed his place of 1813 he won the chancello
r's

prizes for

masterof the Rolls; but he was not des- prose compositi
on

, both in English and .

tined long to enjoy it, for within little Latin, the former having for its subject

more than a month after his landing in Etymolo
gy

, and the latter The Moral

England he was seized with an illness, of Effects of the Censor's Office in Rome.'

which he died on July 11, 1660. He was Since the foundati
on

of these prizes it has

buried in the church of Hollingb
ourn

in only happened three times that they both

Kent, inwhich and the neighbour
ing

parish have been gained by one man in the same

the family property, including LeedsCastle, year, the threeconquero
rs

being Mr. Cole

was situate.

ridge, Mr. Keble, and Dr. Milman ; and on

Lord Clarendon, though evidently jealous each occasion the chancello
r ( Lord Gren

of his ascendency over Charles I.

, and ville) testified his pleasure and approbatio
n

certainly not preposses
sed

in his favour, by adding to the prizesthe gift of a costly

gives him full credit as well for his great and valuable classic. In 1852 the univer

parts, ready wit, and universal understa
nd

sity presented to him the honorary degree

ing, as for his sufficiency in council, his of D.C.L.courage in the field, and his devoted fidelity. In the same year in which he was elected

His letter to the chancellor, just after Vinerian law scholar he entered the Mid

Cromwell's death, as to the counsels to be dle Temple ; and, after practising fora short

pursued, and theprobable course of General time asa certificate
d
special pleader,hewas

Monk, confirms the opinion of his wisdom , called to the baron June 26, 1819, hav

and seems to be dictated by prophetic in- ing in the preceding year married Mary,

spiration. (Seward , iv .388.)

daughter ofthe Rev. Dr. Buchanan , rector

By his first wife, Philippa, daughter of of Woodmanst
one

in Surrey. For more

Snelling, Esq., he had one son, who than fifteen years he was a regular atten

died young . His second wife, who was his dant on the Western Circuit, and, though

cousin, Judith, daughter of Sir Thomas he had for his competitors such eminent

Colepeper, of Hollingbourn ,knight,brought men as Serjeant Wilde (afterwards Lord

him four sons, the three elder of whom Truro ), Sir William Follett, Chief Justice

enjoyed the title in succession, which then, Erle, Mr. Justice Erskine,and Mr. Justice

for wantof male issue, became extinct in Crowder, he obtained considerab
le

success.

1725. ( Baronage, ii . 472.)

Ashe expresses himself in one of his future

COLERI
DGE

, JOHN TAYLOR (a lately lectures, The law was not a hard mistress

retired judge), belongs toafamilythe to him , and did notallow him long to lan

Dame of which never occurs without as- guish without business, nor suffer him to be

sociation
s

of intellectu
al

eminence — whe- without hope . During this period he had

ther as poet,philosoph
er
, biographe

r
,scho- been appointed, in 1827, a commissio

ner
of

lar, ecclesiasti
c
, or jurist . In the foremost bankruptc

y
; and in 1832 the corporatio

n

sank of these, as a scholar and a lawyer, of Exeter elected him their recorder; the

mustbe placed this retired judge.

offer of a similar honour from both the

John Taylor Coleridge was born at Ti- boroughs of Southmolt
on

and Barnstaple

Ferton on July 9 , 1790. His grandfathe
r

having been declined by him . In February

123 vicar of the parish of Ottery St. 1832 he was raised to the dignity of the

Mary in Devonshir
e
, and master of the coif, and when, in April 1834, the attempt

Tamma
r

school there. His father was was made, under the warrant of King

Captain James Coleridge, who retired William IV., to open the Court of Com
from the army soon after hismarriage mon Pleasto all barristers,he, with the

with Frances DukeTaylor, the daughter other serjeants -at- law , was supposed tobe

of one of the coheiresses of the family of compensat
ed

by receiving apatent of pre

Duke of Otterton and Power Hayes, one of cedence,giving himrank after the existing

the mostancient in the county ofDevon. king's counsel.After receiving an excellent training from Engaged as he was in his legal occupa

.
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a

tions , Mr. Coleridge never deserted his father's footsteps in the law, and is now

literary pursuits. He contributed occa- solicitor -general and M.P. for Exeter.

sionally to the “ Quarterly Review , and COLEVILL, GILBERT DE,appears on one

on the retirement of its editor, William occasion only in a fine of 28 Henry II.

Gifford, he for one year (1824) undertook as being present in the King's Court at

the post, but at the end of it, finding that Westminster when it was acknowledged.

its labours interfered too much with his (Madox, i . 113 ; Hunter's Preface, p. xxi.)

professional practice, he resigned it into the As he is not again mentioned in a judicial

able managementofthe late Mr. Lockhart. character, it is possible that he merely

To professional literature he supplied an held some official post there which re

excellent edition of • Blackstone's Commen- quired his attendance.

taries ' in 1825. COLEVILLE, HENRY DE, was employed

Mr. Coleridge was soon called upon to in 18 Henry III. to assess the tallage in

take the position which all allowed he was Cambridge and Huntingdon,and was twice

the most competent to fill. OnJanuary 27, appointedsheriff for those counties— in ?1

1835, he was appointed ajudge ofthe King's Henry III., when he held the office for six

Bench, by the recommendation of Lord years; and again in 34 Henry III., when

Lyndhurst, and knighted. For more than he held it for two. (Madoć, i. 735, äi.

three- and -twentyyears he administered jus- 169. ) In 1252 he acted as justice itinerant

tice on that bench and on the different cir- for Berkshire, Oxford, and Northampton,

cuits in amannerwhich was most eloquently and in the following yearfor Cambridge,

and truthfully described in the affectionate Huntingdon, Essex, and Hertford. (Abu.

language of the bar, as expressed bytheir Placit. 141.) Whether either of the two
spokesman, the attorney - general (Sir Fitz- belonged to the noble family of Coleville

roy Kelly , now chief baron of the Exche- in Yorkshire is uncertain.

quer ), on June 28, 1858, the day of his COLNEYE, WILLIAM DE , represented

retirement. He was immediately admitted Robert de l'ateshal in a suit the subject

to a seat in the privy council,and to be a of a petition to the parliament in 18 Ed

member of its judicial committee. On the ward I., and on the accession of Edward

sittings of that tribunal he has ever since II. he was summoned to the coronation,

regularly attended. and to the next two parliaments, his place

That his character and merits were ap- in the lists being low among those of the

preciated most highly by those in power legal profession . He was returned as

has been fully proved by the varied services member for Norfolk , and when the jus

that have been required of him . He was tices of assize were appointed for that and
selected as a member of many important the four neighbouring counties in 1310 he

commissions. Among them was that in was the last of the three who were then

1834, to enquire into thearrangements of nominated.1 His name does not appear

the inns of court and Chancery for pro- after the next year, but that of his son

moting the study of the law and juris- Ralph is mentioned in 8 Edward II., in
prudence; that in 1858, to enquire into the which he certified that he was one of the

expediency of bringing into oneneigh- lords of Scottow and Lammas with Lit:

bourhood the different courts of justice ; Hautboys. ( Rot. Parl. i. 37 ; Parl. Hra
besides the Oxford University Commission, ii . p. ií. 708 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i .; 21

which sat for four years, and the Educa- ! 246.)

tion Commission, which sat for three. COLTMAN , THOMAS, was descended fr

In the devotion of his services to the an old and respectable family in the cou
public he has notį been unmindful of of Lincoln , where they enjoyed consi

private and local calls. On his resignation able possessions. He was the you

he retired to Heath's Court, Ottery St. son of John Coltman , Esq ., then res

Mary, the house in which his father re- at Beverley, and was born
on Ju

sided , and devoted a good portion of his 1781 , but ultimately succeeded

leisure to the charitable and educational paternal estate . His education wa

establishments of the county, and by menced at the Charterhouse in I
several interesting and amusing lectures from which he proceeded to Rugby

(none of them more so than his ‘ Recol- he obtained an exhibition , and in

lections of the Circuit ') delivered to removed to Trinity College, Ca

various literary societies, encouraged the where he took his degree of B ..

efforts to promote rational enjoyment nuary 1803, and in 1805 he gained

among all classes. The internal restora- ribbon ' of the university by being

tion of the beautiful priory church in his a fellow of his college .

neighbourhood has been completely effected Entering the Inner Temple , he

by his liberality and exertions.
under thetuition of that eminen

Of Sir John Coleridge's six children, pleader Mr. Tidd, that mastery of

four still survive, the eldest of whom, which enabled so many ofthat ger

Sir John Duke Coleridge, is following his pupils to rise to high distinction .
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to the bar in 1808, he attended the | dale's statement, that this Matthew died in

sessions at Manchester, and joined the 1 Edward I., be correct, which isnot im

Northern Circuit, in which he secured 80 probable ( Cal. Inquis. p. m . i. 53), there

considerable a share of business that even- must have been still another Matthew , who

tually in 1832 he was appointed a king's was chief assessor in Hampshire of the fif
counsel. teenth granted in 3Edward I. ( Parl. Writs,

On February 24, 1837, he was raised to i. 3) , and one of the king's butlers in the

the bench of the Common Pleas, receiving following year, to whom was committed in

the customary honour of knighthood. In the sixth year the office of one of the king's

that court he remained for the last twelve chamberlains, and of gauger of the wines

years of his life , performing his duties in sold in England. ( Devon's Issues Exch. iii.

that quiet and calm mannerwhich does not 92; Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 31.) He was a jus

attract the million , but which greatly tice itinerant of the forests in 8 Edward I.,

assisted and was highly appreciated by his 1280, and his death is recorded in 10 Ed

colleagues,who, in the languageof a grace- ward I., when his brother Michael did

fultribute to hismemory publishedby one homage for the lands he held in capite.
of them (Lord Wensleydale) soon after his (Abb. Rot.Orig. i. 41.) To make the diffi

death, knew and admired his dispassionate, culty still greater,there is among the re

candid, and just mind ; his clear, acute,and cords a roll entitled “ Compotus Mathæide

strong understanding ; his sound and accu- Columbariis Camerarii vinorum ,' from Mi

rate knowledge ofthe law ; his even temper, chaelmas at the end of the ninth year to

patience, and firmness ; his care and skill the same feast in the thirteenth ; and a

in investigating cases ; his excellent judg- Matthew is againmentioned as king's butler

ment in deciding them. Though some- in 18 Edward I. ( 2 Report, Public Records,

what slow in forming his opinions, they App. ii . 55 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 54.)

were always to be relied on , and, though COMYNS, JOnx, was born about the year

not brilliant or dashing,he was essentially 1667. His father,WilliamComyns, a bar

a just and right-minded judge . rister of Lincoln's Inn, was descended from

He fell a victimto the Asiatic cholera at a family of that name seated at Dagenham

his house in Hyde Park Gardenson July 11, in Essex ; and his mother was Elizabeth,

1849, leaving four children by his wife, daughter and coheir of Matthew Rudd, of

Anda, sister of Samuel Duckworth, Esq ., Little Baddow in the same county. Their

master in Chancery. son was educated in Queens' College, Cam

COLUMBIERS, GILBERT DE, or COLUM- bridge, and became a student in his father's

BARIIS, was of a Norman family. He is inn in May 1683, where he took his degree

mentioned only once by Madox (i. 131) as a of barrister in May 1690. Electedmember

justice itinerant into Wiltshire on the roll of the House of Commons in the last par

of23Henry II., 1177. He held a fourth liament of William III. for Malden, he re

part of a knight's fee in EnglandofWilliam presented that borough (except from 1708

de Roumare ; and Philip de Columbiers, to 1710) till 1726, when he was promoted

probably his son , was fermor of the forest to the bench.

of Roumare, in Normandy, in 1180. ( Rot. As a lawyer he early laid the foundation

Scacc. Normanniæ, ii. clx.) of that character for learning and industry

COLUMBIERS, MATTHEW DE, is con- which he ultimately, attained. The first

founded by Dugdale (Baronage, i. 633) with case in his Reports is dated so

three others of the same name and family Hilary Term 1695. His reputation was soon

flourishing about the same time. It seems established, and in 1706 he was summoned

probable that he was the son of Michael, the to the degree of serjeant. He travelled

brother of another Matthew , by his wife the Home Circuit, and in 1719 he was

Aricia,daughterof Elias Croc. counsel for the defence in the absurd pro

In 44 Henry III. he was constituted go- secution for vagrancy instituted against a

vernor of the castle of Salisbury , and soon clergyman for preaching a charity sermon

after joined the rebellious barons,by whom, at Chislehurst in behalf of the poor children

after the battle of Lewes, he was made ofa parish in London, four or five of them
governor of Rockingham Castle. He availed being present.

himself of theDictum de Kenilworth to Notwithstanding his high repute as a

maka his peace, and was appointed warden lawyer, it was not till twenty years after
of the forests south of the Trent. Although he assumed the coif that he was promoted

Drugdale introduceshimas an ordinary jus- to thebench . On November 7, 1726, he

ticeitinerant in53Henry III., 1268, it was appointeda baron of the Exchequer,
seems more probable that his duties on that wherehe remained upwards of nine years,

occasion were confinedto the trialof pleas when he removed to the Common Pleasin

ofthe forest, as well on accountofhisabove- January 1736. Two yearsand a half after

mentioned appointment as because thecom- thishe was promoted ,on July7 ,1738, to
mission washeaded by Rogerde Clifford, the head ofthe Court ofExchequer,where

the chief justiceof the forests. If Dug- his presidency lasted littlemorethantwo

soon as

&
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years, his death occurring, at the age of ofthe above-named Humphrey,was edu

seventy - three, on November 13 , 1740. He cated at Eton, and King's College,Cam

was buried at Writtle, near Chelmsford, bridge, whither he wentin 1497. He then

where is a monumental inscription to him , became a member of the Inner Temple,

surmounted by his bust. ( State Trials, xv. where he was reader in Lent 1519, and

1412 ; Lord Raymond, 1420 ; Comyns' Re- again in Lent 1526. In 1516 he was in

ports, 587.) the commission for gaol delivery at King's

The two works, the labour of his life, Lynn , and was named in June 1529 &

on which his fame as one of the greatest commissioner to assist Cardinal Wolsey

lawyers of his time is permanently esta- in hearing causes in Chancery. He was

blished, did not see the lighttill some years recorderofLynn, for which he sat in par

after his death. His Reports, which ter- liament in 1637, one of the prothonotaries

minate in his last year, were first published of the Common Pleas, and attorney of the
in 1744, and his Digest of the Laws of duchy of Lancaster, frum the latter of
England ' was delayed till 1762. By the which he was removed on February 1540

unanimous assent of the most eminent men on being charged with counselling Sir John

in the profession, the latter is acknowledged Shelton to make a fraudulent will of his

to be the most accurate, methodical, and lands, and committed to the Tower. That

comprehensive abridgment of the law , pro- this charge was without foundation may

found in its learning and easy of reference be presumedfrom his being released in
selected five

Sir John married three times. His first months to be a judge of the King's Bench,

wife was Anne, daughter and coheir of Dr. to which he was appointed on July 6,

Nathaniel Gurdon , rector of Chelmsford ; | 1540. It would seem that he sat little

his second was Elizabeth, daughter of more than four months, and that Edward

Courthope, of Kent; and his third was Nervin succeeded him on November 20.

Anne, daughter of - Wilbraham . NeitherWilbraham . Neither (Dugdale's Orig. 163, 172 ; Rymer, xir.

brought him any issue. (Morants Esser, 738.)

ii. 60 ; Gent. Mag. x. 571 , 1x. 390.) He resided in the Woollen Market in

CONINGSBY, HUMPHREY, whose ancestor Lynn, and at Eston Hall, Wallington,

was lord of the manor of Coningsby in Lin- Norfolk. By his wife, a daughter of

colnshire as early as the reign of King Thursby, of that county, he had an only

John, was the son ofThomas Coningsby,of son, Christopher, who was killed at Mussel.

Nene Solers in Shropshire, by his wife, the burgh in Scotland. ( Ath. Cantab. 76.)
daughter and heir of - Waldyffe.* - CONSTANTIIS, WALTER DE (ARCH

After pursuing his legal studies atthe BISHOP OF ROUEN) , was a canon of Rouen,

Inner Temple,he is mentioned as an advo- and held a responsible post in the Curia

cate in the Year Books in 1480 , and as Regis under Henry II. , but whether as

being called to the degree of the coif at the chancellor or vice -chancellor it would be

end of Trinity Term 1494, 9 Henry VII. difficult to define.

During the whole of that reign he had a In 1175 he was raised to the archdes

considerable share of practice, and on Oc- conry of Oxford ; in 1176 he had an allow

tober 30, 1500, was made one of the king's ance of fifty marks for providing for the

serjeants. ambassadors of the King of Sicily , whe

Within a month after the accession of they came to demand Henry's secu
Henry VIII.—viz. , on May 21, 1509 — he daughter, Jane, in marriage ; and in 11

was placed in the King's Bench as sole he accounted forthe proceeds of the abb

puisne judge and was knighted. The num- of Wilton and Ramsay, and of the ho

ber of judges was afterwards increased, and of Arundel, then in the king's bani

Sir Humphrey retained his place among which he had been appointed cu

them for a very extended period, his seat ( Madox, i. 201, 367 , ii. 252.)
On no

not appearing to be supplied till the middle these occasions is any official title
of 1532. to his name.

He resided, and according to Clutterbuck He held the living of Woolpit, bel

( i . 414) was buried, at Aldenham in Hert- to the abbey of St. Edmunds, un

fordshire, but that author evidently errs in 1183, when he was elected Bishop

dating his death in 1551. By his wife, coln ( Chron. Josc. Brakelonda , 3

who was a daughter of — Ferebie, of Lin- from which see he was promote

colnshire, he left three sons and four following year to the archbish

daughters. William , bis second son , was Rouen. In 1186 he was one of

the next-mentioned judge ; and one of the ambassadors to King Philip of Fra

descendants of Thomas, his eldest son , was succeeded in obtaining a truce w

raised to the earldom of Coningsby in 1719, monarch ; and in 1189 he and I

which is now extinct. ( Chauncy, 461 Archbishop of Canterbury , were at
Blomefield's Norfolk , vii. 413. ) umpires to decide the disputes

CONINGSBY, William, the second son them .

-
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On Henry's death he invested Richard, been guided by prudence and discretion,

in the cathedral ofRouen, with the sword and not to have been deficient in firmness

of Normandy; and attending him into and courage. A strong proof of the latter

England, assisted at his coronation , and would beshown by the admonition which,

was present at the council held at the abbey according to Brompton, he gave to King

of Pipewell. He accompanied that king Richard against the indulgence of his

on his progress to the Holy Land, but re- three vices — pride, avarice, and lust; which

turned to England in February 1191, es- produced the monarch's jesting reply, that

corting Queen Eleanor on her departure he would give the first to the Templars, the

from Sicily. He broughtwith him a letter second to the monks, and the third to the

from King Richard , appointing him the bishops. Other writers,however, attribute

head of the council for the rule of the king- the rebuke to another divine. (Godwin ,

dom ; but a doubt has been raised as to its 286 ; Wendover, ii. 435 , iii. 2-138; Lord

authenticity, from its not having been pro- Lyttelton's Henry II. iii. 441; Lingard, ii.

duced till some months after his arrival in 335.)

England. Longchamp, however, was dis- COOPER, ANTHONY ASHLEY (EARL OF

missed in October 1191, and the Arch- SHAFTESBURY ). The ancestors of this sa

bishop of Rouen, by virtue not only of this gacious but versatile statesman were of a

letter, but of the appointment of Prince class of opulent gentry ; but, from the fre

John and the barons, was constituted chief quent occurrence of the surname,his direct
justiciary: lineage cannot with certainty be traced

Warned, perhaps, by the example of his beyond thereign of Henry VII. His great

predecessor, he was moderate in the exer- great-grandfather, John Cooper, possessed

cise of his office, and cautious to avoid estates in Sussex and Hants, and died in

undertaking any important act withoutthe 1495. His great-grandfather Richard, de

advice of the barons and the consent of his signated Solutarius under Henry VIII., pur
associated council. ( Madox, i. 220. ) chased Paulett in Somersetshire, and died

When Richard's place of confinementwas in 1566. His grandfather John represented

discovered, and the terms of his enlarge- Whitchurch in parliament,and wasknighted

ment were settled , Walter de Constantiis by Queen Elizabeth. On his death in 1610

Was summoned to attend him in Germany, he was succeeded by his son , also John, who

and his place of chief justiciary was, in was created a baronet in 1622, was member

September 1193, conferred on Hubert for Poole in 1628, and by his first marriage,

Walter, the new Archbishop of Canter- with Anne, daughter and heir of Sir An

bury. He accompanied Queen Eleanor thony Ashley, of Wimborne St. Giles, Bart.,

with the king's ransom , paid it to the em- became the father of two sons, the eldest

peror at Mentz, and procured Richard's of whom was the future lord chancellor.

Anthony Ashley Cooper was born at

In 1196 a contest arose between Walter Wimborne St. Giles, on July 22, 1621,

and King Richard,in consequence of the and, having lost his father in 1631,he in
latter interfering with some of the property herited a large estate before he was ten
of the church of Rouen . The archbishop years of age. From Puritan private tutors
thereupon placed Normandyunder an inter- he received his early instruction, till, in

dict, which produced such horrible con- Lent Term 1636, he was entered a fellow
fusion in the country that Richard , unable commoner at Exeter College, Oxford .

to relieve the inhabitants by any other Underthe tuition of Dr.Prideaux, the

means , was compelled to appeal to Rome. rector, afterwards Bishop of Worcester, he
By the pope's interposition the interdict made such progress as to be accounted,

was removed, and a convention was made according to the description of his eulogist,
between the king andthe archbishop, the most prodigious youth in the whole
exchanging theland in dispute for certain university. By his ownaccount he was
other property and privileges, no doubt more famous for putting an end to the

greatly to the advantage of the Church. • ill custom of tucking freshmen,' and for
( Nicolas's Chronology, 303.) preventing an alteration in the size of

On the accession of King John he per- the beer. ( Shaftesbury Papers, 17.) Re

formed the ceremony of investiture to the maining at college about two years, he

dakedom of Normandy in the cliurchof then, inconsequence of lawsuits in which
Pouen, as he had previously done to his he was involvedwith some near relatives,
royal brother ; and in the course of that caused himself to be admitted into the

reim his active life was terminated. society of Lincoln's Inn, on February 18,

Richard of Devizes (27, 31, 45) wrote 1638. His legal studies there were not

tonnear his time, and was too much ofa interrupted till the commencement of the

partisan, to warrant his readers in placing Great Rebellion , for though he was elected

estire credence on the hypocritical character member for Tewkesbury inthe parliament

which he ascribesto the archbishop. On of April 1640,when he was not yet nine

the contrary, his conduct seems to hare teen, hissenatorialduties,during the short

liberation .

6
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time it lasted , could not have been very vious to the king's execution he was at

onerous ; and he was not admitted a mem- his house in Dorsetshire, and that erent is

ber of the Long Parliament, which began not even noticed in his diary, which merely

its eventful sittings in the following No- records his arrival at Bagshot in his

vember, although elected for Downton in journey to London , where he arrived on
Wiltshire by a double return, decided in the following day. He subscribed the en

his favour by the committee of privileges, gagement in 1650 , and in January 1652 he

that body, having omitted , purposely , to was appointed one of the committee on
report their decision to the house. the abuses and delays of the law, and the

At the commencement of the contest remedies to be adopted. For his former

between the king and the parliament Sir connection with the king he had been per

Anthony was a professed loyalist. In 1042 mitted in 1644 to compound by the payment

he acknowledges that he was withthe king of 5001., which was afterwardsremitied by

at Nottingham and Derby, adding eva- Cromwell ; but he was not entirely cleared

sively, ' but only as a spectator;' yet soon of his delinquency till March 1653, when

after he accepted a commission from the the Commons passed the following resolu

Marquis of Hertford, the king's general, to tion : That Sir A. A. Cooper, Bart., be

treat for the surrender of Dorchester and and is hereby pardoped of all delinquency,

Weymouth. This he effected , and was and be and is hereby made capable of all

thereupon made governor of the latter other privileges as any other of the people

place, colonel of a regiment of foot, and of this nation are .'

captain of a troop of horse, both of which On the forcible expulsion of that body,

he raised at his own charge. And after Sir Anthony was summoned to Barebone's

Hertford's dismissal he received the king's Parliament in July 1650, as one of Crom

confirmation in his government, and the well's nominees for Wiltshire, and was

appointments of high sheriff of Dorset and elected for the same county, and also for

president of the council of war in those Poole and Tewkesbury, in the subsequent

parts. parliament, which met in September 1654,

But the baronet's loyalty was not very and wbich_was dissolved in the following

deeply rooted . According to Clarendoni, January. In both these assemblies he was

when it was thought necessary to substi- 'in Cromwell's confidence, acting in his in;

tute Colonel Ashburnham in his place as terest in each, and beingone ofhis council

governor of Weymouth, he took such of state, both as general and protector.

offence that he deserted his colours, and, Dryden, in his . Medal,' with much malice,

immediately joining the other side, gave but with some apparent truth, describes

himself up ' body and soul to the service of him at this time as

the parliament, with an implacable animo
A vermin ,wriggling in th' usurper's ear:

sity against the royal interest.' He himself
Bart'ringhis venal wit for sums of gold

saysin his autobiography that, notwith He cast himself into the saint-like mould,

standing a flattering letterfrom the king, he Groan'd , sigh’d, and pray'd , while godliness

resigned his government and came away was gain,

to the parliament, resolving to cast bim- The loudest bagpipe of the squeaking train .

self onGod, and to follow the dictates of But soon another change took place.

a good conscience. ' Mr. Locke gives a From the supporter, he became the enemy
somewhat different account of the cause of of Cromwell, who, according to Antbear

his defection ; but the uncontradicted fact Wood and Ludlow ,understanding his cha

remains that he went over to the malcon- racter, refused to receive him as his son

tents and was hailed by them as a great in-law. Whatever was the cause , it i

acquisition. Hewas at once entrusted with certain that in the parliament of Septemb

a command as field -marshal-general of the 1656, to which he was returned again fo

army in Dorsetshire, and with his forces Wiltshire, he did not receive the requis

he besieged and took Wareham , and com- certificate of approval from the counc:

manded in chief at the taking of Blandford and he was consequently, with above nine ?

and Abbotsbury, and in the relief of Taun- other members in the same predicamez

ton, besieged by the royalists. His mili- partly Presbyterians and partly Repul

tary career seems to have terminated with licans, excluded from sitting, notwithstar

the year 1645, in the September of which ing the bold remonstrance against it

he was probably renewing his attempt to tyrannous proceeding addressed by the

have his right to his seat for Downton to the house. Thosewho remained , bar

acknowledged. Though he did not succeed confirmed Cromwell's power, and enab

in this, he was in such favour and trust him to appoint a certain number of pee

with the parliament that in November he the excluded members, taking the oats

was made sheriff ofNorfolk ,and in January fidelity to the protector, were admitted

1647 sheriff of Wiltshire, with the addi- sit in the session that followed in Janu

tional favour of permission to live out of 1658, and by their numbernearlyorertur

the county. During the two months pre- all that had preceded . A controversy
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immediately raised, in which Sir Anthony ' because, having lately married a niece of

actively joined, as to the title and pri- the Earl of Southampton, it was believed
vileges of the other house, as it was that his slippery humour would be easily

called, which was carried on with so much restrained and fixed by the uncle.' When

violence that the protector hurriedly dis- that earl was made lord high treasurer,

solved the parliament after a fortnight's in September 1660, Lord Clarendon states
sitting. He never called another during that Sir Anthony was appointed chancellor

his life, which terminated seven months of the Ex ier. Other authorities delay

afterwards. his entrance into the office till May 1667 ;

The short session of Protector Richard's but Clarendon's account is confirmed, not

parliament, to which SirAnthony was re- | only by several documents addressed to

turned both for his old county and for him in that character in the State Paper

Poole, was wasted in tiresome and insidious Office, but by Sir Anthony himself, in his

debates, renewing the old question about speech in 1672 on Mr. Serjeant Thurland's

the other house, and discussing various being constituted a baron , in which he

points in the new form of government. In / alludes to his eleven years' experience in

these Sir Anthony took a prominent part; | that court.' He has been blamed, though

and in a published speech of great satirical without much reason , for allowing himself

power he had the bad taste to blacken to be named on the commission for the trial

the character of the protector who had of the regicides, in the proceedings of

fostered him , and withwhose administra- which, however, he does not appear to have

tion he had been intimately connected. taken any part. On April 20, 1661, he

(Burton's Diary, iv. 286.) The dissolution was called up to theHouse of Peers by the

of this parliament on April 22 , 1659, was title of Baron Ashley of Wimborně St.

Richard's fall ; and the Rump Parliament, Giles, the introduction to his patent,while
which then resumed its sittings, appointed it records his loyalty 'in many respects ' to

& council of state, of whichSir Anthony King Charles I.,and his assistance in re

was elected as a member. His fidelity to storing King Charles II. , carefully abstain

the Commonwealth began, however, to be ing from all allusion to his conduct in the

doubted. In May he was publicly charged interval, in deserting the former king , in

with holding correspondence with the king, aiding his rebellious subjects, and in joining

and so loud were his professions of in- in the counsels of theusurper.

Docence, and his imprecations on himself Till the death of his uncle Southampton

if he were guilty, that they only added in 1667 Lord Ashley took comparatively

weight to the suspicions against him . little ostensible interest in party politics,

Whether he was imprisoned on this charge but showed himself an adept in the busi

seems uncertain , but it was some months ness of the state. At the same time he

before he got rid of it . Though there can was preparing his way by making himself

be little doubt that he was engaged in the agreeable to the king, and by encouraging,

plots that were then contriving in behalf or at least countenancing, the scandalous

of the king , be managed so artfully that intrigues of the court. Ever ready in re

he procured his acquittal by the parliament partee, in which the king delighted, he

in the following September. On the second once, when his majesty, in reference to his

expulsion of the Rump by the army, in amours, said railingly to him, ' I believe

October, the government was carried on by thou art the wickedest fellow in my doni

à council of safety, whose powers lasted nions,' replied with a low bow and grave

only two months, when the Rump was face, Of a subject,may it please your ma

again restored. To this last event SirAn- jesty, I believe I am .'
thony mainly contributed, and was admitted On the dismissal of Lord Chancellor

upon his former election to take his seat Clarendon in that year a new career was

for Downton on January 7, 1660. Besides opened to Ashley's ambition. He had

resuming his position as a member of the already been appointed lord lieutenant of

council of state, he was made colonel of Dorsetshire, and president of the new coun
the regiment of horse lately commanded by cil of trade and plantations; and , gradually

Fleetwood, with which he joined Monk, ingratiating himselfwith his easy sovereign,

and continued to act in conjunction with as well by his pliancy and wit as by his

that general till the restoration of the king. facility in the invention of expedients, he

The Long Parliament dissolved itself soon became one of a secret cabinet with

in March 1860 , and to the convention, or Buckingham , Clifford, Arlington,and Lau

Healing Parliament, that met in the follow- derdale, by which everymeasure was de

ing month, Sir Anthony was returned by termined before it was brought publicly
kis old conatituents . He was oneof the forward , and which ,from the initials of the

deputation sent by the two houses to the names of its members, acquired the desig

Hague to invite the king to return, and nation of the CABAL. Their ministry was

was among the first who were sworn of the rendered conspicuous by the shutting up of

privy council; the rather,' says Clarendon, the Exchequer, the rupture of the triple

6
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alliance, and the mismanagement of the ,dually deserting the measures he had
religious questions which then agitated the originated, and endeavouring to thwart

country ; but though the discredit of these the objects of the king. But his imme

measures has been generally fathered upon diate hopes were disappointed : his plans

Lord Ashley, Mr. Christie, in the Shaftes- being discovered, the parliament was pro

bury Papers’ (ii. 77, 90), has shown sa- rogued, and the Sealtaken from him on

tisfactorily that he objected to and op- November 9, 1873, after a tenure of less

posed the two former. Whether he were than a year.

the opponent or supporter of them , the Immediately on his disgrace he was the

king, regarding him with personalaffection, chosen leader of the discontented party,

and appreciating his abilities, raised him to and, without entering into the question as

the earldom of Shaftesbury on April 23, to the policy pursued on either side, for

1672. Not satisfied with this elevation, which this is not the place,wecan only
the new earl aspired to a still higher posi- look to the repeated treachery of the man .

tion, for the attainment of which the re- From an arbitrary minister he was con

moval of Lord Keeper Bridgeman was verted into the head of a popular faction,

necessary. His intrigue for that purpose and from a royal favourite he became the

was successful. An opportunity soon was king's enemy, ungratefully repaying, the
taken, on the lord keeper's resistance to honours and favours he had received by

some of the ministerial measures, to repre- continual attempts to injure and ruin the
sent him as weak and incapable, and the family of his benefactor. It bears too

Great Seal, being consequently taken from strong a resemblance to his former de

him , was given to Shaftesbury on the 17th fections, and exhibits, if not the perfidy,

of the follcwing November, with the title at least the fickleness of his character.

of lord chancellor. While he held that The remainder of his life was spent in

office he resided at Exeter House. factious opposition, his chief object appa

Though educated at Lincoln's Inn, he rently being to exclude the Duke of York

had never practised as a lawyer, his time from the succession. For this purpose he

during the rebellion having been employed entered into all sorts of intrigues and con

in active service, and since the Restoration spiracies, exciting the cry of No Popery,

in court attendance. The consequence was and pretending first that his own life was
that he had so little respect for the profes- in danger from the Roman Catholics, and

sion for which he had been intended that next that the murder of the king was their
he despised the forms by which its proceed- object. Foremost in opposing all the mea

ings were regulated , and even refused to sures proposed by the court, his manceurres

assume the decent habit of a judge. “ He at one time subjected him to an imprison

sat on the bench in an ash -coloured gown, nient in the Tower for nearly a year, and

silver - laced, and full-ribboned pantaloons at another they were so far successful that

displayed, without any black at all in his he forced himself again into the ministry

garb ;' and at first, setting all rules at as president of the new council of thirty.

defiance, he was frequently obliged on This event was effected in April 1679 , on

rehearing to reverse his own orders, so the fall of the Earl of Danby, and durin:

that at last he became more reasonable, the excitement produced by the pretended

and submissive to the formulæ of the court. Popish Plot, which had been openly pur

Without regarding the extravagant praises tured by Shaftesbury, and aided by hiu
of his eulogists on the one side, or the ad- through all its ramifications, encouragin:

verse insinuations of his detractors on the its inventor, the infamous Titus Oates, ani

other, his decrees in Chancery would appear explaining away his various contradictions

to have met with general approbation ; for and those of his perjured coadjutors . Eren

in Dryden's severe description of him under during his presidency he continued to cus

the name of Achitophel he gives him full teract the wishes of his royal master: ach
credit for judicial integrity. King Charles, opposing a bill offered by the king, limitin

too, is reported to have said of him , on de- the powers of a Catholic successor to 1

ciding a very difficult case, that he had a throne, supported one to exclude the du
chancellor that was master of more law from the throne itself. On this the kn

than all his judges, and was possessed of whohad never trusted his mutable mini

more divinity than all his bishops.' ter, designating him (from his stature a

It was not in Shaftesbury's nature to be his falsehood ) as · Little Sincerity ,' d

steady ; even the high position which he missed him from his councils in the follor

enjoyed could not fix him . Finding the ing October. He then became more viel

opposition more strong than he expected, and less cautious in his endeavours to

and fearing , the personal consequences rass the court. He made an attemp:
which the leaders threatened, he deter- present the Duke of York as a recus

mined to avert the danger by joining which was defeated by the judges sudde
their ranks. Even while chancellor he discharging the grand jury ; he advoch

showed his wavering disposition by gra- if he did not originate, another bil
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exclusion, which, though it passed the | the Habeas Corpus Act, which was passed1

House of Commons, was triumphantly re- | by his instrumentality.

jected by the Lords; and he even pro- The earl married three times — first, so

posed abill divorcing the queen , that the early as 1639,to Margaret, daughter of

king might marry again and have a Pro- ThomasLordCoventry, lord keeper ,who

testant heir. died in July 1649 ; secondly, in April 1650,

The violence of his agitation at length to Frances, daughter of David Cecil, Earl
caused its own defeat. The people began of Exeter, who died in 1654; and lastly,

to open their eyes, and the court ulti- in 1656, to Margaret, daughter of William
mately regained the ascendency. From Lord Spencer of Wormleighton, and niece

the popular and patriotic leader, Shaftes- to the Earl of Southampton, who survived
bury became the suspected and trembling him . He had issue by his second wife only,

traitor. He was arrested and committed two sons, of whom one survived him . Of

to the Tower in July 1681; and, though his descendants the third earl was the cele

an indictment against him for compassing brated author ofthe ' Characteristics ;' and

and imagining the death of the king was the present, the seventh earl, has already
thrown out in the following November by acquired a high reputation for his charitable

a grand jury packed by sheriffs of his own exertions for the good of mankind.
party (a medal tocommemorate this event COPLEY, JOHN SINGLETON (LORD LYND

is the subject of Dryden's bitter poem HURST), wasborn at Boston in Americaon
called “ The Medal')," the discovery of a May 21, 1772, before the war of indepen

treasonable association, in which he pro- dence had commenced, and he lired to see

bably was engaged, and the fear lest his the disseverance of those states, the union
connection with other desperate projects ofwhich was the result of that war. His

should be betrayed, made it advisable for father, John Singleton Copley, of Irish ex

him to fly the country. By various dis- traction, was then practising in that city
guises and concealments he eluded a war- the art in which he became afterwards dis

rant issued against him , and at last suc- tinguished in England, whither he brought

ceeded in escaping to Amsterdam , where, his family when his son was two years old.

twomonths after, he died on January 21, His fame was soon established as a painter,
1683, of the gout in his stomach . His both in portraiture and history; and the

remains were conveyed to England, and high value at which his works are now esti

buried at Wimborné St. Giles, where his mated is proved by the large prices they
great-grandson in 1732 erected a noble produced in the recent sale of the late lord
monument, with just such an encomiastic chancellor's collection. The artist died in

inscription as might be expected from an 1815 , aged seventy -four, when his son had
admiring descendant. already taken the first steps in his success

While on his mission to King Charles ful career ; and his wife, who was a daughter

in Holland in 1660 he received an injury of Richard Clarke,Esq., survived till 1836,

from the overturning of his carriage, happy in witnessing the highest honours by

which caused him great inconveniencein which her son was graced .

his after-life, and obliged him to have Young Copley was originally destined for

continued recourse to medical advice. his father's ofession, in the elements of

Among those who attended him was the which he made some progress, but the plan

celebrated philosopher John Locke, then was happily set aside in consequence of

a young man, with whom his lordship was the mental powers he early exhibited . At

80much pleased that he tookhim into his the age of nineteen he was sent to Trinity

household, entrusted to him the education College, Cambridge, where he pursued his

of both bis son and grandson, and, when in studies so energetically that he took his

office, placed him in some responsible and degree of B.A. in 1794, with the honours

profitable positions. Shaftesbury's publi- ofsecond wrangler and Smith's prizeman,

cations are confined to speeches and poli- and of M.A. in 1797, haring in the interim

tical pamphlets at different periods of his been elected a fellow of his college . His

life, and contain abundant evidence, were delight in mathematical studies, and also

all else wanting , of his unprincipled muta- in practical chemistry and mechanics, he

bility and his restless turbulence. retained throughout his long life, and his

Shaftesbury is charged with participating attainments in them were of infinite service

in all the vices of the time except that of to him in his professional career. This he

being tempted by pecuniary bribes; and, commenced by entering himself asa member

though all must acknowledge his talents, of Lincoln's Inn, and by becoming a pupil

his eloquence , and his wit, his memory of Mr. Tidd, from whose instructions so
must be regarded with repugnance by all many men have risen to eminence. He

who remember the various desertions and spent part of thefollowing years in visiting

intrigues of his career, and the factious the land of his birth .
fickleness of his character. His only claim On June 8, 1804, he was called to the

for the respect and gratitude of posterityis bar, and selectedthe Midland Circuit. One
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of his earliest clients was Lord Palmerston, cused lady with the decorum due to her

the late primeminister, then first entering exalted rank, satisfying his employers by

into polítical life, for whom he appeared his admirable performance, without in .

before a committee of the House of Com- curring the obloquy to which they were

mons on adouble return for the borough of subjected. At this time Lord Tenterden,

Horsham in 1806, but failed in securing in a letter to Sir Egerton Bridges, gives

the seat. The only book which Mr. Copley this opinion of him : The solicitor-general

ever published with his name was a report bas less learning than the attorney -general

of that case. Both on the circuit and in (Gifford ), but amuch better person, coun

Westminster Hall he gradually acquired a tenance, and manner ; a good head and a

sufficient practice to induce him to accept kind heart, and not deficient in learning.

the degree of serjeant -at-law in 1813. En- I suppose he will soon fill one of our high

tering now in some measure intopublic life, officesin the law .' ( Lord Campbell's Ch.

he avowed tory, or what would now bé Just. iii. 296.) In January 1824 he was

called conservative, principles, to the sur- promoted to the attorney - generalship, and

prise of some of his contemporaries, who on September 14, 1826, he received the
charged him with havingbeen notorious in patent of master of the Rolls.

the early part of his life for the ultra -libe- He held the latter office only eight

rality of his professions. Whatever were months. On Mr. Canning becoming prime

his youthful notions, and however un- minister Lord Eldon resigned the Great

guardedly he may have expressed them Seal, which was delivered to Sir John

among his private associates, it is hardly Copley on April 30, 1827, as lord chan
fair to refuse a man the exercise of more cellor, he having been created Baron

mature reflection, and to bind him down to Lyndhurst a few days before. This bis

the rash phrases of a juvenile imagination , first chancellorship lasted three years and

especially when he had never joined any seven months, during the successive admi

whig society, nor connected himself with nistrations of Mr. Canning, Lord Goderich,

any public measure of that party . But the andthe Duke of Wellington . On the ac

subject of the charge ever denied its truth ; cession of the whigs to power in 1 William

and the best proof of the sincerity of his IV., he resigned the Seal on November

confictions is his steady adherence to them , 22, 1830, but did not remain ' unemployed

through good report and bad report, for the quite two months. He accepted the ap
long period of fifty subsequent years. pointment of lord chief baron of the Ex

As a leading advocate, by the beautiful chequer on January 18, 1831, in the place

simplicity of his style , by the logical ar- of Sir William Alexander, with the perfect

rangement of hisarguments, and bythe apt- understanding that he retainedhispolitical

ness ofhis illustrations, his speeches were opinions. Hisindependence of ministerial

wonderfully effective both on juries and influence was shown by his resistance, with

judges. The government were so struck all his energyand strength , of the bills for

with the talentwhich he exhibited that in reform in parliament, and of various other

October 1817 he was specially retained for measures proposed by the party while it

the crown in the indictments against Brand- remained in power.

reth and others for high treason tried at When the conservatives regained the

Derby . In the next year, besidesbeing administration he was at once replaced a

made king's serjeant and chief justice of the head of the Court of Chancery, or

Chester, he was introduced into parliament November 21, 1834, retaining the office c

for the ministerial borough of Yarmouth in lord chief baron for the next month . His

the Isle of Wight, which he soon after ex- presidency of the Exchequer had exhibited

changed for Ashburton ; and in 1826 he his high judicial capacity, and had bett

had the honour of being elected as repre- principally distinguished by the luminor
sentative of his own university. judgment which he pronounced in th

In the senate his great capacity for great case of Smallv. Attwood , which
debate was so efficiently displayed that though it was reversed on appeal in the

in July 1819 he was appointed solicitor- House of Lords by a close majority of

general, and received the usual accolade of single vote, was bymost people consider

knighthood. During his tenure of this to be well founded, and by all, whethe

office the spirit of sedition was prevalent supporters or opposers, greatly admired.
throughoutEngland, and in the legislative After a short term of five months h

remedies that were then introduced,as well again, on April 23, 1835 , resigned the Ste

as in the prosecution of Thistlewood and the to his political opponents, who retaine

other Cato Street conspirators, Sir John Cop- power for the next six years. Duri:

ley exhibited his extraordinary talent. In that interval he maintained the ascer

the unfortunate trial also of Queen Caroline dency he had gained in the House

it was his duty to take an active part, in Lords, by, his powerful opposition to t

the performance of which he tempered the various innovations introduced by t
conviction he felt of the guilt of the ac- whig ministers, and by submitting
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the house useful amendments of the law ; | Mary's death intervening, a new writ be
and still more by the annual comprehensive came necessary, and the solemnity of his

exposure of the ineffective legislation at the inauguration took place on April 19, 1559.

end of each session, in which he visited the On the 16th of the next October he was

successive failures with alternate rebuke constituted a judge of the Queen's Bench,
and sarcasm . These regular attacks in- where he sat till his death in 1566.

creasing the general unpopularity of the ( Plowden's Reports, 356.)

party, the ministers were atlength obliged He married Alice, daughter of John

to resign , and Lord Lyndhurst was in- Gratewood, Esq ., and by her he had a

stalled in his third and last chancellorship son Richard, who was father of John

on September 3, 1841. His merits had Corbet, of Stoke in Shropshire, created a

been recognised and rewarded in the pre- baronet in 1627. This title became extinct

vious year by his university electing him in 1750 by the death of its sixth possessor

their lord high steward . without issue ; but his nephew , Corbet

For nearly five years hedevoted himself d'Avenant, succeeding to his estates and

to his judicial duties, till the retirement of assuming his name,had a new creation in

Sir Robert Peel, when he resigned the Seal 1786, which also became extinct at his

on July 4, 1846. When the conservative death in 1823. (Wotton's Baronet, ii. 74,

party regained power for short periods in 272, 274, 312.)

1852 and 1858, Lord Lyndhurst felt him- CORDELL, WILLIAM, the son of John

self too old to undertake the responsible Cordell, Esq., and Eva, daughter of Henry

labours of the chancellorship, orto accept Webb, ofKimbolton, was born at Edmon

the offered seat in the cabinet,being in his ton in Middlesex, and, having become pos

eightieth year at the first of these periods; sessed of the manor of Long Melford in
but during nearly the whole time since his Suffolk , he fixed his residence there, his

resignation to almost the last year of his family having been long seated in that

life , when he had attained his ninetieth county. From a branch of it descended

year, he entered with his accustomed spirit Sir Robert Cordell, who received the dig

into most of the constitutional questions nity of baronet in 1660, which became

that arose, and surprised the house by his extinct in 1704 by the death of his grand
intellectual vigour. son without issue.

No statesman maintained for so long a After being educated at Cambridge, he

succession of years a name so unsullied as was admitted a member of Lincoln's Inn,

Lord Lyndhurst, and few have died in pos- and was called to the bar in 1543. He sat

session of more veneration and regard . His in the parliament of March 1553 as mem

death occurred from natural decay on Oc- ber for Steyning, and on September 30,

tober 18, 1863, in the ninety -third year of two months afterQueen Mary came to the

his age, at his house in George Street, crown, he was made her solicitor-general.

Hanover Square, where his father had On the 1st of the following November the
lived and died . bencbers of the society of Lincoln's Inn

He married, first, Sarah Geary, the appointed him their butler,and on February

daughter of Charles Brunsden, Esq ., and 2, 1554,he was fined in the sum of xxvjs,

widow of Colonel Charles Thomas,of the viijd .' ' for not exercysing the office .'

First Foot- guards, who fell at Waterloo. ( Black Book, iv. 270, 272.) This curious

By her he had three daughters. His se- entry seems to show that the juniormem

cond wife was Georgiana, daughter of bers of the bench had this duty imposed

Lewis Goldsmith, Esq., by whom he had upon them , for in the Lent of that year he

one daughter. was nominated to the post of reader. As

CORBET, REGINALD, was descended from solicitor-generalhe took a part in the pro

an honourable family seated in Shropshire secution of Sir Thomas Wyat for his at

ever since the Conquest, some members of tempt against the queen ; and on November

which were barons of the realm from the 5, 1557,he was promoted to the office of

reign of Henry II. to that of Edward II. , master of the Rolls and knighted. In the

and others were ancestors of baronetcies, last parliament of Queen Mary, being then

all of which are extinct except that of member for Essex, he was chosen speaker ;

Corbet of Moreton Corbet, created in but her death at the close of it made no

1808. Reginald was the second son of difference in his judicial position, which

Sir Robert Corbet of Moreton Corbet, by he retained for nearly twenty -four years.

Elizabeth , the daughter of Sir Henry Ver- ( Dugdale's Orig .231.)

non of Haddon. He pursued his legal Troubling himself apparently very little

studies at the Middle Temple, and was with politics, though successively member

elected reader there in autumn '1551 , but for Middlesex and Westminster, he was

his reading was deferred till thefollowing regarded with favour by the court, and

Lent. On October 27, 1558, he received å Queen Elizabeth paid him the compliment

summons to take upon him the degree of of commencing her progressin Suffolk,in
the coif in the following Easter,butQueen 1578 , by visiting him at Long Melford

6
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Hall, where he gloriously feasted her. He That he acted in a judicialcapacity in 1

died on May 17 , 1581. John appears from the Rotulusde Oblatis

He married ' Mary, the daughter of (p . 47),where certain persons are summoned

Richard Clopton, Esq., but left no chil- before him and John de Gestling and Wil.
dren . liam de Wrotham , also justiciers. In the

CORNHILL,GERVASE DE , was so called fines of that reign his nameoccurs as being

from the ward of that name in London, present in court till 10 John.

where probably he resided, and was clearly Various other employments show that

a man of high note and authority there, he was high in the king's confidence. In

holding in 2, 3,6, and 7 HenryII. thepost 5 John he was one of the custodes of the

of sheriff (Madox, i . 204, 602 ), an officer ports of England and the quinzime of mer

in whom the temporal government of the chants; and in the next year he and Wil

city was then vested. After the latter year liam de Wrotham were appointed ' supe

he is not noticed in connection with the riores custodes ,' when the king made an

metropolis ; but his next residence being in assize'demoneta custodienda,et retonsori

Surrey, he was appointed sheriff of that bus et falsonariis monete nostre destruen

county in 10 Henry II. , 1164, and remained dis.'

in that office , with the exception of one He was a staunch adherent of that king

year, until 1183. in all his earlier troubles, and received

In 16 Henry II., and for the seven suc- many substantialmarks of his favour. The
ceeding years, he held the same responsible Reginald de Cornhill who, in the latter

office in Kent, where he had a seat at Luke- contests of his reign , joined the barons,

dale, in the parish of Littlebourne ;and in and who was one of those taken prisoner

the contest with Becket he sided strongly in Rochester Castle in December 1215 ,

with the king. was probably his son, to whom, and to

Among the justices itinerant in the 15, William de Cornhill, the ‘ Cameraria 'was

16, 20, and 23 Henry II., 1169-1177, his granted in 14 John. His wife, Isabella,

name appears as acting in various counties. paid a fine offive thousand marks for his

It does not clearly appear whether at that liberation. (Rot. Claus. i. 241 ; Rot. Pat.
time he performed the same duties in the 189.)

Curia Regis, but it is certain that he CORNHILL, WILLIAM DE (BISHOP OF

attended there in 28 Henry II., 1182, as LICHFIELD AND COVENTRY), either the sou

his name is inserted as one of the barons or the nephew of the above Reginald de

and justiciers before whom fines of that Cornhill, was an officer of the Exchequer,

year were taken . ( Madox, i. 113, 123, 132, and connected with the Mint of England.
143, 144. ) (Madox, i. 338. )

From the termination of his sheriffalty Somehouses in London were granted to

in Surrey, it may be presumed that his him by the king in 5 John ; and in that
death occurred in 29 or 30 Henry II. year Geoffrey Fitz-Peter was ordered to

He left three sons, Henry, Reginald, and make a provision for him of twenty marks

Ralph, the two former of whom held the out of the first ecclesiastical benefice of the

office of sheriff of Kent for several years. king's patronage that should drop. In

Henry was bailiffof London, and also John he had a grant of twenty acres of the
sheriff of Surrey. He was chancellor of wood of Tilgholt in Kent ; in 7 John he tas

St. Paul's, and had the management of the made rector of Maidstone by the king's cut

Mint (Cambium ) of England in 3 Richard lation; in the same year he wasappointed
1. Reginald was the next named justice custos of the abbey of Malmesbury ; in th

itinerant . (Hasted, i. 178 ; Lord Lyttelton's next year he had the same office in th

Henry II. 583.) bishopric of Lincoln, and in 9 John be s

CORNHILL, REGINALD DE,was the second raised to the archdeaconry of Huntingdi:
son of the above Gervase de Cornhill, and ( Rot. de Liberate, 69, 80 ; Chart. 137 , 157

after the death of his elder brother Henry, Pat.57, 65, 73. )
in 4 or 5 Richard I. , he , or his son of the His name occurs as a justicier in fin

same name, held the sheriffalty of Kent, levied in 10 John, 1208 , but not in s

with some short interval, until 5 Henry other year. In the two next years , a

III. Hisseat at Minster, in the Isle of in 14John, his personal attendanceon i

Thanet, acquired the name of " Sheriff's king is noticed on the rolls, and in thelat
Court,'which it still retains ; and he him- year he was presented to the churches

self, discontinuing his own name, was Somerton in Somersetshire , and of Ferets

styled Reginald le Viscount, even his Yorkshire, and , in conjunction with
widow being designated Vicecomitessa nald , the son of Reginald de Cornhill,

Cantii. ( Hasted, i. 178–9.) He succeeded ceived a grant of Cameraria nostra's

his brother also in the management of the the king. (Rot. Pat.95, 96.)

Mint of England, and continued in con- On January 25, 1215, 17 John , he

nection with it and with the Treasury till consecrated Bishop of Coventry and I

late in the reign of John . ( Madox, i. 459.) field , and dying on June 19 , 1223, he
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a

buried in Lichfield Cathedral. (Godwin, sons, the younger of whom was Thomas the
315.) future judge. He was born in 1547, and

CORNWALL, EARL OF. See ROBERT. educated at Oxford, where he took the de

COSSALE, WILLIAM DE , so called from gree ofM.A.on June 2, 1565, and afterwards

his manor of Cossale in Nottinghamshire, was elected fellow of Balliol College. He

was a benefactor of Newstead Abbey in entered the Inner Temple, and became

that county . He was appointed a baron of reader there in autumn 1593. Hewas one

the Exchequer in3 Edward III., but is not of those named onSir Edward Coke's pre
mentioned after the 14thyear. ( Cal. Rot. ferment tosucceed him in thesolicitor's

Pat. 106 ; Rot. Orig. ii. 78, 81 ; Inquis. p. place, and Bacon (Works, xii. 157) tells Sir

m . ii. 97. ) Robert Cecil, though with a profession of

COTESMORE, JOHN, resided at Baldwin disbelief, that it was asserted that Coventry
Brightwell in Oxfordshire. He married had bought his interest for 2000 angels.

Florence, the daughter of Sir Simon Har- Neither of them obtained the promotion,
court, ancestor of Lord Chancellor Harcourt. and was not till two monthsbefore the

He appears among the advocates in the queen’s death that Coventry received a writ

Year Book till 8 Henry V., and was made to take upon him the degree of the coif in

a serjeant- at-law in 5 Henry V. In 9 the following Easter. On January 13, 1606,

Henry V. he was sent as a justice of assize he was appointed a judge of the Common

to Norwich andotherplaces with Justice Pleas, and knighted ." He enjoyed his place
William Babington. ( Cal. Exch . iii. 380.) less than a year. Dying on December 12,

He afterwards became one of the king's 1606, he was buried at Croome d'Abitot in

serjeants, and was elevated to the bench as Worcestershire. His estate, called Earles

a judge of the Common Pleas on October Croome, he had acquired by his marriage
15, 1429, 8 Henry VI. After sitting in with Margaret, the daughter and heir of

that court for nearly ten years, he succeeded Jeffreys, of that place, and it still is the

as chief justice there on January 20, 1439, chief seat ofhisfamily.

17 Henry VI., but presided little more than The judge left three sons, of whom Tho

eight months,the executors of his will being mas was the lord keeper.

onOctober 14 following commanded to give COVENTRY, THOMAS (LORD COVENTRY),
up the records to his successor. He was was the eldest son of the above -noticed

buried at Brightwell, where there is a judge. He was born in 1578, and, having

monumental brass to his memory. ( Notes passed the first fourteen years of his life
and Queries, 1st S. x. 520.) under the tuition of his parents, he was

COTTENHAM , EARL OF. See C. C. placed asa gentlemancommoner at Balliol

PEPTS . College, Oxford, at Michaelmas 1592. At

COTYNGHAM , THOMAS DE, was one of the end of three years he was admitted a

the clerks in Chancery for nearly thirty member of the Inner Temple, and, having

years, from 14 to 43 Edward III., 1340-1369, been called to the bar, he is mentioned in

but only on one occasion is mentioned as Coke's Reports as an advocate so early as

keeper of theGreat Seal- viz., on the death 1611 ; he was elected reader in autumn

of the chancellor, John de Offord, when it 1616.

was placed in the custody ofhim and others By the respect he showed to Sir Edward

from May 28 till June 16, 1349. ( Rot. Coke he entailed upon himself the enmity

Claus. 23 Edw . III. p. 1 , m. 8, 10.) During of Bacon, who sought to impede his prop

part of this period , however, he went to fessional advance by prejudicing the king

Ireland as master of the Rólls there, to against him . When Coventry was a candi

which office he was appointedin 30 Edward date for the recordership of London, Bacon

IIL , 1356. ( Cal. Rot. Pat.166.) He was suggested to the king that it is very

po doubt brought up in the Chancery, as he material, as these times are, that your

was presented by the king so early as 13 majesty have some care that the recorder

Edward II. , 1319, with the church of succeeding be a temperate and discreet

Wygeton , and acted as the attorney of man. ... The man upon whom the choice

William de Herlaston , a clerk in the is like to fall, which is Coventry, I hold

Chancery, in 1325. ( Ń. Fædera, ii. 401, doubtful for your service; not but that he
606.) is well learned and an honest man, but he

COVENTRY, THOMAS. With John Co- hath been, as it were, bred by Lord Coke

ventry , lord mayor of London in the reign and seasoned in his ways . The shaft

of Henry VI., and one of the executors of fell harınless, and Coventry was not only

the renowned Richard Whittington, began elected recorder on November 16, 1616,
the prosperity of this family, which derived but on March 14, 1617, was taken into the

its surname from the city of Coventry ,where king's own service as solicitor -general, and
it was originally established. One of his knighted. Four years after, also, when Sir

descendants, Richard Coventry ,was settled Henry Yelverton, the attorney -general, was
at Cassington in Oxfordshire, and by his condemned by the Star Chamber, Coventry

wife, a daughter of — Turner, had two received theappointment, on January 11,
0
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1621. One of the first duties he had to said Coventry boldly. It's false,' said

perform in his new office was to take a Buckingham ; “'twas I did make you, and

message from the Lordsto Bacon, requiring you shall find that I who made you can

him to send specific answers to the charges and will unmake you.'. Coventry retorted,

against him . Soon after he had to pro - Did I conceive I held my place by your

secute Edward Floyde for his presumption favour, I would presently unmake myself,

in calling the king's daughter and her hus- by rendering the Seal to his majesty.'

band 'Goodman Palsgrave and Goodwife Buckingham would have put his threat

Palsgrave ;' but he was not answerable for into execution ,and probably haveobtained

the brutal sentence which the Lords pro- the Seal for Sir Henry Yelverton,had he not

nounced upon the silly speaker. ( Parl. been assassinated in the following August.

Hist. i.1239, 1260.) This parliament, after another session, was

On King James's death he was retained hastily dissolved like the former, the close

in his office by King Charles, and before of it being distinguished by the forcible

the end of the year was called upon to detention of the speaker (Sir John Finch)

supply the place of Bishop. Williams, re- in the chair while the protestation of the

ceiving the Great Seal as lord keeper on Commons against tonnage and poundage

November 1 , 1625. His letter to Bucking- was passed.

ham forms a strong contrast with Bacon's No other parliament met for the eleren

on a similar occasion. It is a manly and remaining years of Coventry's life - a cir,

modest doubt of his own capacity for the cumstance which, however impolitic, could

place, a dutiful submission , after full con- not be distasteful to his personal disposi

sideration, to the royal will, and a courtly tion. He was more of a lawyer than a

acknowledgment of the duke's favour. politician, and would no doubtbe glad to
But there is nothing in it that shows any be relieved from defending measures which

previousapplication,nor any undue reliance he could not honestly justify . The holder
on theinterference of the favourite. of the Great Seal was no longer, as in

He had to open the second parliament Wolsey's time, the director of the state ;

of the reign, and soon after to deliver the other and more active spirits acquired the

king's reprimand to the Commons for their ascendency, and their opinions prevailed.

negligence in completing the supply, and No one can read the history of the time

their encouragement of seditious speeches. without seeing that Corentry had but little
He had little to do in reference to the influence in the councils of his soverein ,

imprisonment of theEarl of Arundel and which were in a great measure directed

the demand of the Peers for his release, personally by the king,under the guidance,

except as the messenger of the king and first of a favourite, and then of un-cru

the organ of the house. The angry disso- pulous and intemperate advisers . In times

lution of this parliament, notwithstanding when all men's actions were open to cel

his earnest endeavours to prevent such a sure, and none escaped who could be charged

termination, soon after taking place, the with too violent a support of the rural

king endeavoured to supply his necessities prerogative, or with too manifest a ten

by forced loans; but, not succeeding to his dency to infringe on the liberty of the

wish, he called a third parliament in March subject, the very absence of the name, of

1628. Sir Thomas Coventry opened this one who held so high an official posit

in an eloquent speech, which would have tells strongly in his favour, as showing tha

been more effective had it not contained an his personal demeanour and his impute

intimation that, if there were not a readi- principles were not to any great erits

ness in voting supplies, the king might obnoxious to those who were assumi:

resort to othermeans by the use of his the rule and punishing their opponents

prerogatives. But before the end of the Lilburn's case, though Coventry presil

session he had to pray of the king a more on the condemnation , his estate wasnot

explicit answer to the Petition of Right, the first instance attempted to be cbar

which was accordingly given on June 7, with the compensation awarded, and it

1628, in the well-known formula, “ Soit droit not till the estates upon which the repa

fait comme il est désiré .' ( Parl. Hist. ii . tion was voted were disposed of in an :

218, 409.)
manner, nor till eight years after the

On April 10 the lord keeper was created keeper's death, that the pertinacious

a baron by the title of Lord Coventry of ferer conceived the idea ofcoming on 1

Aylesborough in the county of Worcester. Coventry's heir. The attempt was i

When Buckingham applied for the dormant trated, even in the strong excitemer

office, and almost unlimited powers of lord that period , by a large majority ; and

high constable, Lord Coventry showed a vote, though perhaps intluenced by

patriotic spirit in opposing the grant, and personal motives, was no doubt die

thus incurring the hatred of the favourite. principally by the conviction that

Peremptorily accosting him , theduke said, cruelty and illegality of the sentence a

Who made you lord keeper ?' " The king,' Lilburn could not be justly imputed
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ford keeper. At the same time it is diffi- practice, ... he died in great honour, and

cult altogether to excuse his lordship from much lamented by all the people.. Claren
participation in the iniquitous punishments, don says he discharged all his earlier offices

which were too often awarded in the Star with great ability and singular reputation

Chamber, except on the presunuption that, for integrity,' and thatin his place of lord

though presiding, he had but a single voice, keeper he enjoyed it with an universal

and that, by the course of the court, he reputation ( and sure justice was never
gave his opinion last, and was compelled better administered ).' Of his parts’ the

to pronounce the censure of the majority. sameauthor says, ' He was a man of won

That his inclinations were on the side of derful gravity and wisdom , and understood

mercy the judgment in Chambers's case not only the whole science and mystery of

prores. In Henry Sherfield's case, for the law, at least equally with any man

breaking a painted glass window , he was, who had ever sate in that place, but had

after giving a lenient sentence , actually a clear conception of the wholepolicy of

outvoted ; and in the case ofDr. Leighton, the government, both of Church and state,
for publishing 'A Plea against Prelacy, which by the unskilfulness of some well

and in other similar accusations, it requires meaning men justled each the other too

not much discrimination to decide to whom much. He knew the temper, disposition ,

the severity of the punishment is to be and genius of the kingdom most exactly ;

attributed . ( State Trials, iii. 374, 383, 519, saw their spirits grow every day more

1315. ) In April 1635 James Maxwell and sturdy, inquisitive, and impatient; and

Alice his wife were brought before the therefore naturally abhorred all innova

Star Chamber, for asserting in a petition tions. Anthony Wood, Fuller, and David

to the king that the lord keeper disobeyed Lloyd are equally encomiastic ; and Lord

his majesty and oppressed the subject, and Clarendon says, in recording his death ,

were fined 30001.to the king and the same that he had the rare felicity in being

sum to the lord keeper,the female narrowly looked upon generally throughout theking
escaping & whipping moved for by one dom with great affection, and a singular

of the members. ( Čal. St. Papers [ 1635 ], esteem , when very few men in any high
31.) trust were so .' A charge of bribery was

At the introduction of the imposition of got up against him by a disappointed
ship -money, in the speeches which he ad- suitor, butwas so palpablyunfounded and
dressed to the judges previously to the malignant that the Star Chamber visited
commencement of the circuits both in June the contriver and all his assistants with

1635 and Lent 1636, he enjoined them, in severe penalties of purse and person. (Rush
their charges to the grand jury, to urge worth, ii. App . 30.)
the peopleto pay their contributions with LordCoventry was twice married. His

alacrity and cheerfulness ; but from his first wife was Sarah, daughter of Edward

position as lord keeper he was precluded Sebright, of Besford in Worcestershire ;

from giving any legal opinion on the case and his second was Elizabeth, daughter of

of Hampden, who resisted the levy, the John Aldersey, of Spurston in Cheshire,
judgment being pronounced by the twelve and widow of William Pitchford, Esq .

judges alone, and he was not a party to , By both of them he left issue. His grand
nor a witness of, the consequences that son, Thomas, was advanced in 1697 tothe

resulted from these proceedings; for before titles of Viscount Deerhurst and Earl of

the nextparliament met his death occurred Coventry, with a special limitation, under
at Durham House in the Strand (where the which they are now held, the original

Adelphi now stands), on January 14, 1640, barony having become extinct in 1719, by
and his remains were removed for in the death of the fourth earl without male

terment in thefamily vault at Croome issue.

d'Abitot. His last message to the king COURTENEYE, HUGH DE (EARL OF

was a request that his majesty would take Devon), was at the head of the commission

all distastes from the parliament summoned of justicesitinerant into Bedfordshire in 4

against April with patience, and suffer it Edward III., 1330 , but he seems to have
to sit without an unkind dissolution .' been placed there more as one of the prin

( Hacket : Bp. Williams, ii. 137.) cipal barons of that county than as in any

He had held the Seal for above fourteen other way connected with the law. He was

years, and every writer of any authority has also at the head of another commission,

refrained from making anyspecific charge for the trial of offenders in the forests,

against him . Even Whitelocke, who had in the same year. (Abb. Rot. Orig. ii.

evidently no goodwill towards him, can 24.)

say no more than he was of no transcen- He was the eldest son of Hugh de Courte

dent parts or fame.'. His other contempo- neye, Baron of Oakhampton, and Eleanor,

raries differ from this judgment, and unite daughter of Hugh Despencer the elder,

in praising him .Croke calls him a pious, Earl of Winchester. His father died in
prudent, and learned man, and strict in his 1291 , when he was sixteen years of age.

02
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He had no sooner attained his majority doctrine, accordingly, spread widely through

than he joined in various expeditions under the kingdom ; and though he died at his

Edward I., by whom he was knighted. He living of Lutierworth in 1384, his follow .

was summoned, also, to all the parliaments ers, under the name of Lollards, rapidly
as a baron, both under that king and his increased.

two successors, until 8 Edward III., 1334 ; On the murder of Archbishop Sudbury,

and on February 22, in the following year, the king, on August 10, 1381, appointed

he was created Earl of Devon , as the lineal Bishop Courteneye Chancellor of England,

descendant of Baldwin de Ripariis, the and assented to his election as Archbishop
geventh earl. He died in 1340 , 14 Ed- of Canterbury . Thus it would appear that

ward III., and was buried at Cowick, near the Duke of Lancaster no longer felt any
Exeter. animosity against him ; yet it is difficult to

By his wife Agnes, daughter of John, account for Courteneye's resigning the Seal

Lord St. John, of Basing, he had six chil- three months after, on November 30 .

dren . The title still remains in one of his Duringthe remainder of the archbishop's

descendants. The eighteenth earl was life, a period of nearly fifteen years ,he was

created Marquis of Exeter in 1553 ; but, engaged in various contests with his bishops

dying without issue three years after- as to the right of visitation, in all of which

wards, this additional honour became ex- he was triumphant; but the demand which

tinct. be made on his clergy, of a sixtieth part of

COURTENEYE, WILLIAM DE (ARCH- their revenues, being resisted by the Bishop

BISHOP OF CANTERBURY), was the grandson of London , was carried by appeal to the

of the last-mentioned Hugh de Courteneye, court of Rome, where it was not decided
Earl of Devon, being the fourth son of while he lived.

Hugh, the second earl, by Margaret,daugh- He died at his palace at Maidstone, on

ter of Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Here- July 31, 1396, and was buried in the church

ford , and Elizabeth, a daughter of Edward there. A monument was erected to his

I. He was born at Exminster about 1327, memory in his cathedral church, to which,

was educated at Oxford, where he took his besides contributing largely to the erection

degree of Doctor of Civil Law, and was of the nave, he gave various rich pre

afterwards chancellor of that university; sents.
With such connections he soon procured Walsingham declares that he was digni

rich benefices,among which were prebends fied with a cardinal's hat ; but the doubts

at Exeter, Wells, and York. He was of others seem to be supported by the

elevated to the bishopric of Hereford in absence of all notice of the fact in the

1369, and thence translated in 1375 to epitaph inscribed on his gravestone in
London . Maidstone Church . This edifice he had

Among the followers of Wickliffe, whose entirely rebuilt, and had restored the church

opinions at this time gained so much ofMepham ; besides many liberal donations,

ground as'to alarm the Church, was John among others to the church of Exminster,
of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster ; and when, his native town.

towards the end of Edward's reign, Bishop He is represented as having a noble pre

Courteneye, in obedience to the pope's sence and courtly manners, with the leara
mandate , summoned the reformer to be ing fit for his position , a clear and acuta

examined, the duke attended him to St. understanding, and a favourite with the

Paul's Church, where the meeting was held . monks ofhis cathedral. (Godwin, 120, 18 :
There some violent words passed between | Weever, 225, 285. )

the duke and the bishop, which ended inin " COWPER, WILLIAM (EARL COWPEK

an unseemly threat on the part of the descended from that branch of the fani.

former. The assembled people, who as which held a respectable position in Sus

vet cared little for the religious question, in the reign of Edward IV. , and then resi...
faneying their bishop in danger, prepared at Strode in the parish of Slingtield. 1
to defend him , and by their clamours com- immediate ancestor became an alderman

pelled the duke, whowas no favourite with London in Elizabeth's time , and had a s
them , to retire . The populace, outside, Sir William ,who was created a barope :

excited byother reports to his disadvantage, Charles I. , and suffered imprisonment for

joined in the outcry ; and the ferment was loyalty to that unfortunate king. His gti.

not appeased till they had broken open the son the second baronet represented Hert:

Marshalsea prison , ransacked the duke's in several parliaments of Charles II .

house in the Savoy, and contemptuously William III., adopting the whig sid

dragged his arms through the streets. politics, and taking a prominent part ir

On Edward's death, which occurred soon proceedings against James II, when I

after, it was not likely that the council of of York . By his wife Sarah , daught

the young king, the Duke of Lancaster Sir Samuel Hoiled , of London , he had

being at its head, would allow the prosecu- sons, William and Spencer.

tion against Wickliffe to proceed. His William Cowper was born at Hei
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He was

Castle about four or five years after the last parliament of William III. and in the
Restoration. some years at a first of Queen Anne, at the end of which

sehool at St. Albans, and became a stu- he ceased to be a commoner. The parlia

dent at the Middle Temple on March 8, mentary history records only two important

1681-2. His years of probation were di- speeches delivered by him while in the

vided between his law -books and his plea- House of Commons - one on the bill of

sures, the latter it is reported claiming the attainder against Sir John Fenwick in.

greatest share, but the former evidently 1696, and the other on the Aylesbury

not neglected. Whatever were his ex- case in 1704, in support of the right of the

cesses during that interval, it may be pre- subject to seek redress at law against a

sumed that before the end of it he termi- returning officer for corruptly refusing to

nated them by his marriage about 1686 receive his legal vote. He also defended

with Judith , daughter of Sir Robert Booth, Lord Somers when impeached , and in 1704

a merchantof London living in Walbrook. he was censured by thehousefor pleading

He was called to the bar on May 25, 1688. for Lord Halifax. ( Parl. Hist. v . 1007,

Bred up in the principles of political li- 1141, vi. 279 ; Burnet, iv. 480 ; Luttrell,

berty and with a deep hatred of popery , v. 488.)

his youthful ardour prompted him a few When the tory ascendency began to be

months later to offer his personal aid in diminished, the removal of Lord Keeper

resisting the obtuse tyranny of James II. Wright, the weakest and most inefficient

He and his brother Spencer, with a band man of the party, was determined on.

of men, joined the Prince of Orange in Passing over the attorney and solicitor

his march to London : but on the peaceful general, Cowper, at the urgent instigation

establishment of William and Mary on of the Duchess of Marlborough , was se

the throne he returned to the stage of his lected from the whig ranks to hold the

profession, on which , whether on the Home Seal. It was delivered to him as lord

Circuit or in the courts of Westminster, he keeper on October 11, 1705. The com

soon became a favourite performer. He mencement of his judicial career was illus

was chosen recorder of Colchester, and trated by a noble reform . It had been a

get into considerable practice within the custom of long standing for the officers of

first five years after his call. Before Easter the court and the members of the bar to

1694 he had been raised to the position of present new years' gifts to the chancellor

king's counsel, and by his assistance to the or keeper, a practice which, if not actual

attorney and solicitor general in the prose- bribery, he considered looked very like it.

cutions arising out of the assassination plot These he at once refused to receive ; and

in 1696 he conspicuously demonstrated his the extent of the sacrifice may be esti

superiority as an advocate. In the only mated, if not by his wife's calculation that

other state trial in which he appears — that they amounted to nearly 30001., by Bur

of Lord Mohun for the murder of Richard net's more probable computation of 15001,
Coote — the peers paid him the compliment With such a proof of his moderation and

of naming him particularly to sum up the delicacy, it is curious that he did not abo
Evidence instead of Sir John Hawles, the lish the equally obnoxious custom of selling
solicitor -general, whom from his dulness the offices in the chancellor's gift. By the

and lowness of voice they could not under- evidence on the trial of the Earl of Mac

stand . But, as it was contrary to the eti- clesfield it appears that he received 5001,
quette of the bar, Sir John was allowed to on the admission of a master in Chancery.

proceed. ( State Trials, xii. 1446, xiii . 123, Although it is difficult to perceive the dis
10.5.) .) tinctionbetween the two customs, it is clear

In 1695 he was returned with his father that he did not consider them as coming

to parliament for Hertford, and tradition under the same category, and that he did

reports that on the day of his entrance into not anticipate the evil consequences to
the house he spoke three times, and with which the latter might lead. At the same

such effect as to establish his character as time he forbad the clerks to demand any

an orator. He represented the same con- extra fee for the performance of their
stituency in the parliament of 1698, but in duties. On the death of his father in

the following year the family interest in the November 1706 he succeeded to the ba

borough was disturbed, and his own pro- ronetcy, and on the 9th of the same

fessional success materially endangered, by month he was ennobled with the title of

the unfounded charge brought against his Lord Cowper of Wingham . (Evelyn , iii.

brother Spencer of the murder of a young 407; Burnet, v. 243 ; Luttrell, vi. 111 ;
Quaker named Sarah Stout. Notwith- State Trials, xvi. 1154.)

standing the acquittal that followed, the His first wife having died six months

influence of the Cowpers in Hertford was before his elevation, he married, secondly,

so damaged thatthey did not venture to Mary, daughter of John Clavering, Esq. , of

stand in the election of 1701 ; but William Chopwell in the bishopric of Durham .
Was returned for Beeralston in that and the Lord Cowper was one of the commis
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sioners for the Union with Scotland, and extremes to which their animosity was

zealously assisted Lord Somers in the nego- carried hurried on the rebellion of 1715.

tiations . Upon its being completed the To his energetic representation to the king

queen invested him,on May 4, 1707, with may perhaps be attributed the speedysup
the title of lord high chancellor of Great | pression of that rebellion. His conduct on

Britain ; and from that time the designa- the trial of the rebel lords, when he acted

tion of lord keeper fell into desuetude, only as lord high steward, supported his pre

one other possessor of theGreat Seal having vious reputation.
been so distinguished up to the present day. During his second chancellorship the Riot

For the next three years the whig party Act, the Septennial Bill, andthe Mutiny

retained its influence ; but at last,by its own Bill, after violent opposition, became law,

folly in the impeachment of Dr. Sacheverell, and ' to the passing of them he gave his

the popularity it had acquired was trans- powerful aid. Intrigueswere formed for

ferred to its political opponents. The pro- his removal as early as October 1715, and

secution stirred up all the dormant feelings continued in the two succeeding years, till

of the people, revived the cry of The at last,though his party remained in power,
Church in danger,' and so strengthened the he resigned the Seal on April 15, 1718 ,

efforts of the tory advisers of the queen having been on the 18th of the preceding

that the whig members of the government month honoured, as a specialmark of the

were soon after dismissed. The Duke of royal approbation, withthe additional title

Marlborough had during the contest am- of Viscount Fordwich and Earl Cowper.

bitiously demanded to bemade captain- |He lived more than four years afterwards,

general for life ; but Lord Cowper, though and continued to the last days of his life to

united with him in politics, represented to take a prominent lead in the debates, and

the queen that such an appointmentwould adeep and impartial interest in the various

be highly unconstitutional, and by his measures proposed on the one side or the

advice the application was rejected ." His other. He died after a few days' illness at

lordship, though strongly pressed by the his seat nt Colne Green on October 10,

queen to keep the Seal, was firm in his 1723, and was buried in the parish church

resolve to follow the fate of his colleagues, of Hertingfordbury. His wife followed

and resigned on September 23, 1710. He him four months afterwards, literally dying

then entered at once into an avowed, and it of a broken heart.

must be acknowledged sometimes a factious, Of Lord Cowper's character as a states

opposition to the new ministry ; and, ac- man there will always be two opinions .

cording to the fashion then prevalent, occa- The course of his conduct that would exo

sionally supported his views and answered cite Burnet'sor Wharton's applause would

the attacks of his opponents in the periodi- certainly be decried by Swift and the tors

cal publications of the day. He remained writers. But all would allow that he was

unemployedforthe four remaining yearsof a firm adherentto theprinciples be pro
Queen Anne's reign ; but on her death he fessed, and that those principles tended to

was found to be one of the lordsjustices civil and religious liberty, and that the

nominated by the Elector of Hanover, who motives which guided him were pure and

showed the tendency of his opinions by straightforward, though occasionally tainted

selecting them principally from the whig with a little too much of party prejudice.

party, The queen died on August 1, 1714, Of his extraordinary oratorical powers, of

and King George, arriving in England on the singular gracefulness of his elocution ,

September 18, immediately formed his mi- of the sweetness of bis disposition , and of

nistry and reinstated Lord Cowper in the his integrity and impartiality as a juda

office of lord chancellor on the 21st. there has never been any question. Di his

On his appointment he presented to the urbanity and consideration for the feelings

king a long paperwhich he called “An Im- of others we have a striking instance in his

partial History of Parties, but which is repressing the harsh personalremarks made

anything but what its title imports. In by a counsel against Richard Cromwell, in

professing to describe the two parties, whig a cause towhich hewas a party , by imm

and tory, into which the people were di- diately addressing the old protector, az !

vided, he artfully depreciates all the acts kindlý begging him to takea seat beside

and principles of the latter, and represents him on the bench.
the former as the only one which it would Though not particularly eminent for cle

be expedient or safe for his majesty to trust. sical learning, he was well versed in the
The antipathy of one faction against the literature of his country, and was a gede

other was atits height, and was exhibited rous patron to its professors, among wheel

by the vindictive course which the new were John Hughes and Ambrose Philips

ministry pursued against the leaders of the who devoted some graceful verses to hi
party they had supplanted. Lord Cowper memory. Among his prose eulogists wer

took too prominent a part in these proceed- Burnet, Steele, Lords Chestertield an

ings, and it may not be improbable that the Wharton, and ahost of other minor author
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Even Swift himself, in his " Four Last throwing her into the water where she was

Years of Queen Anne,' is compelled to speak found. The parties were summoned before

of him with as much praise as his crabbed Lord Chief Justice Holt, who at first

nature andparty prejudices would allow . dismissed them, but after two subsequent

The earl's London residences were in examinations was induced on May 19 to

Russell Street and Powis House, Lincoln's commit Mr. Cowper for trial to the King's

Inn Fields, and subsequently in Great Bench prison , where he remained till the

George Street; and his country one was at next assizes. The prisoners were arraigned

a spot called Colne Green, in the parish of at Hertford on July 16, and after a long

Hertingfordbury, themanor of which he trial were acquitted, as Luttrell remarks,

had purchased. The house which he built to the satisfaction of the auditors.' Every

there was pulled down in the beginning of one who reads the trial must join in this

this century, and replaced by the present satisfaction, for a more unfounded charge

stately mansion of Penshanger, where his could not be made. Judge Hatsel presided,
successors flourish . and by his querulousness at the trial and

COWPER, SPENCER , was the younger the stupidity of his summing up, the pri

brother of the above William Earl Cowper. soners had certainly no cause to thank him

Born in 1669,he received his education at for their acquittal.

Westminster School, and having been called But Cowper's persecution was not yet

to the bar by the society of Lincoln's Inn, over. Whether from & conviction of his

he was immediately appointed bythe cor- guilt and a thirst for revenge , which seems

poration of London, in June 1690, comp- scarcely possible ; or from a desire to clear

troller of the Bridge House estates, a post the Society of Friends from the imputation

of considerable responsibility, which en- that one of their body could be affected by

titled him to a residence at the Bridge worldly passions, which no doubt in some

House, in the parish of St. Olave, South- measure operated ; or from the excitement

Wark. There he lived for some years, and of party spirit prompting the opponents of

gained the respect of his neighbours by the Cowpers to endeavour to destroy the

his exemplary conduct and social manners. interest of the family in the borough, which

There, too, he executed with great useful- is far more likely, as a new election was

ness the duty of a magistrate, having been near at hand ; for one or the other of these

soon placed on the commission of the peace; reasons the question was kept alive, at first

and there he filled many offices of trust con- by pamphlets, and subsequently by much
nected with the locality. more unjustifiable means. The law allowed

In the midst of these prosperous circum- an appealfor murder to be instituted within

stances he was suddenly charged with a a year and a day after thedeath bythe next

crime which threatened not only to blast heir of the deceased. Such an heir was

the character he had acquired, but to con- immediately found,wbo was an infant; but,

sign bim to an ignominious end. In the instead of at once obtaining the necessary

course of the Home Circuit which he tra- writ, the prosecutors purposely delayed is

velled he was in the habit of visiting Hert- suing it till three or four days before the

ford , ofwhich both his father and his brother expiration of the term ; and this they did

were representatives in parliament. Re- without the knowledge or consent of the

siding with her mother in that town was infant heir, the nominal appellant, or of his

a young woman named Sarah Stout, the mother, who were not even made acquainted

daughter of a respectable Quaker deceased, with the proceeding for a month afterwards.

whohad been a firm friendof the Cowpers ; Naturally disgusted at the prosecutors' con

and both the brothers and their wives had duct , they applied for and obtained from

shown a kind interest in her welfare . At the sheriff the writ and return , which they

the spring assizes of1699 Spencer had dined forthwith put into the fire. This the pro

with heron March 13,and after supper had secutors endeavoured to remedy by apply

gone home to his lodgings about eleven ing to the lord keeper for a new writ,which

o'clock . On the next morning she was he, assisted by four learned judges, very

found in the river, and an inquest was properly refused, on the ground that the

immediately held on the body, at which first writ had been clandestinely and frau

Spencer Cowper was present and gave his dulently procured, that it was absolutely

evidence, which resulted in a verdict that renounced by the pretended plaintiff, and

the deceased drowned herself, being non the delay in its issue showed that the pro

compos mentis. About a month after this, secutors did not design justice, butto spin

with no further evidence than was sub- out a scandal as long as they could, mali

mitted to the coroner's jury, the mother and ciouslyand vexatiously. Mr. Cowperduring

brother commenced a prosecution, charging these discussions appeared in court, and de
not only Spencer Cowper, but two attorneys clared his readiness to answer. Thus this

and a scrivener, who had been heard making affair terminated ; but the principal object

some loose remarks at their lodgings about was answered , by the dissolution for the

the girl,with first strangling her andthen time of the Cowperinterestinthetown.
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( State Trials, xii. 1105 ; Luttrell, iv. 518- absence of the chancellor, John de Langton,

650 ; Lord Raymond, 555.) in March 1298, and again in December.

Every impartial man acquitted Cowper, He continued to be summoned to thepar

whose professional success was only tem- liament among the clerks of the Chancery

porarily impeded. He steadily advanced till February 1305, 33 Edward I. (Parl.

at the bar, and in 1705, when he resigned Writs, i. 138.)
the office of comptroller, he succeeded his CRAWLEY, FRANCIS, was of a Bedford

brother as member for Berealston, which shire family, residing at Someris, near Luton.

he continued to represent in the two follow- He received his legal education at Staple
ing parliaments. During the last of them Inn and Gray's Inn, to the latter of which

he was one of the managers in the im- he was admitted on May 26, 1598, and,
peachment of Dr. Sacheverell, and had having been called to the bar in the usual

to conduct the second article . ( Luttrell, time, was elected autumn reader in1623, on

vi. 551, 555 ; State Trials, xv. 152.) This the occasion of his being summoned to take

prosecution lost him his election for the the degree of the coif. In 1626 he wasone

next parliament; and he did not sit again of the counsel whom the Earl of Bristol de

till the accession of George I. , when he sired to be assigned to him on his impeach

was returnedfor Truro. He then became, ment, and on October 11 , 1632, he was

on October 22, 1714 , attorney -general to appointed a judge of the Common Pleas,and

the Prince of Wales, and in 1717 chief jus- knighted . In the great case of ship-money
tice of Chester. he not only joined the rest of the judges in

On George II. coming to the crown he their answer to the king's letter affirming its

at once promoted his old servant, raising legality , but in an elaborate argument in

him first to the attorney-generalship of the the Exchequer Chamber, in February 163 ,

duchy of Lancaster, and then to the bench he gave a decided opinion in favour of the

at Westminster. Hewasconstituted a judge king against Hampden, which he repeated
of the Common Pleas on October 24, *1727, at the assizes, asserting in his charge to the

but died in the next year, on December 10, grand jury · thatship -money was so in,
at his chambers in Lincoln's Inn. He was herent a right in the crown that it would

þuried at Hertingfordbury, where there is a not be in the power of a parliament to take
beautiful monument to hismemory by Rou- it away. For these opinions, and particu

biliac, erected by order of his second wife, larly the last, he was impeached by theLong
Theodora, widow ofJohn Stepney, Esq. By Parliament. In August 1641 the house

her he had no issue, but by his first wife, resolved that the impeached judges should

Pennington, daughter of John Goodeve, have no commissions to go the circuits ; but

Esq ., he left three sons, the second of whom, it appears that they still continued to sit in

theRev. John Cowper, D.D.,was the father Westminster Hall. Justice Crawley joined

of the delightful poet, William Cowper. the king at Oxford in 1642 , and in the ful
( Lord Raymond, 1318 , 1510. ) lowing Januarywas made doctor of civil

CRANWORTH , LORD. See R. M. ROLFE. law . (Wood's Fasti, ii . 4.) The state of

CRASSUS, RICHARD, had been prior of the kingdom probably prevented his trial

Henley in Buckinghamshire before he be- from taking place, notwithstanding his es .

came abbot of Evesham. On the expulsion treme unpopularity ; but on November 24 ,

of Simon the Norman in 24 Henry III. , 1645 , the Commons pa:sed an ordinance

1239, the Great Seal is said to have been disabling him andfour others · from being

placed in his custody, and to have continued judges, as though they were dead .' (White

in his possession till his election as Bishop locke, 181.)
of Lichfield and Coventry (or Chester, as it Hedied on February 13, 1619, and was

was then sometimes called) in 1242, when buried at Luton. His wife was Elizabeth ,

he resigned it. This election took place daughter of Sir John Rotherham , kniza :

about November, but before he had received of that place, by whom he left two sula,

the rite of consecration he died at Riola in the younger of whom was the undermer

Gascony, on December 8, 1242. ( Godwin, tioned Francis.
317 ; Le Neve, 124.) CRAWLEY, FRANCIS, second son of th

CRAUCOMBE, JOHN DE, was probably the above Sir Francis Crawley, was also
son of Godfrey de Craucombe,who served Gray's Inn, being admitted on August 17

King Henry III. as seneschal. (Madox, i . 1623, and called to the bar in Februar
63.) He was evidently a clerk in the Chan- 1638. His appointment to the office

cery, and, like most of his fellows, an ec- cursitor baron of the Exchequer to

clesiastic, sharing in the digpities usually place in 1679, when he must have bee

distributed among that class of officers, by nearly seventy years of age, and he belu

being made archdeacon of the East Riding for four years, till his death in 1683 .
of Yorkshire. He is described as having an estate

The Great Seal was deposited in his hands 10001. a year in Bedfordshire in low

and in those of Master John de Caen and when named as one of the knights of

William de Byrlay during the temporary contemplated order of the Royal Oak ;

1

.

a
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he afterwards resided atNorthaw in Hert- not appear to have often taken part in the

fordshire. By his wife, Mary , daughter of debates.

Richard Clutterbuck, Esq ., he had seven That he accommodated himself to the

children, the descendants of whom now views of the popular party is apparent by

flourish at Stockwood Park in Hertford- his receiving the thanks of the Commons

shire. on November 2, 1642, for the good service

CREPPING, WALTER DE, resided at done by Serjeant Cresweld in the country

Crepping, a manor in Essex which belonged upon the matter of contributions and other

to the Earls of Oxford, and was one of the services ' ( Commons' Journals, ii. 831), by

justices itinerant who set the tallage on their proposing him to be a judge in 1643,

that county in 8 Richard I., 1186. He and by their appointing him one in 1648 ;

was soon after raised to the bench at but that he disapproved of their violent

Westminster, and his name appears on proceedings is equally apparent from his

many fines levied during the first eleven refusal to act under their usurped authority

years of the reign of King John, and he is on the death of the king. He died in Ser
named on a record of13 John. (Madox, i. jeants' Inn in 1652, and was buried in St.

704 ; Abb . Placit, 82.) Andrew's, Holborn, in the register of which

CREPPING, RICHARD DE , was of a York- his name is properly spelled .

shire family, and it seems probable was the CRESSI, HUGH DE, wasfor six succes

son of Robert de Crepping, who for several sive yearsof the reign of Henry II ., com

Fears inthe reign of Henry III. wasoneof mencing in 1175, employed as one of the

the king's escheators beyond the Trent. ( Cal. justices itinerant, and in 1177 his name

Inquis. p.m . i . 69.) Richard can scarcely appears among the king's regular justiciers

be considered to have been a regular justice at Westminster. (Madox, i. 94.)

itinerant (asDugdale calls him ), as heonly He was a Norman by birth, and had

acted in reference to pleas of the forest been some time previously attached to the

in Lancashire and Nottinghamshire, in 14 king's service; and that he added military
Edward I., 1286. He was returned as to his judicial services is shown by his

knight of the shire for York in 18 Edward I. having the custody of thetower of Rouen

( Perl. Writs, i. 21.) in 1180, at a salary of 2001. a year, and

CRESHELD, RICHARD, is called three by a grant which he received in 1184, 30

times by Whitelocke ( 269, 342, 378 ) Mr. Henry II., of 1001. on the Norman Roll, for

Serjeant Creswell, and in the propositions the soldiers whom he led in the war of

made by the parliament to the king in Poictou. (Rot. Scacc. Normanniæ , i . 70,

February 1643 , of those whom they desire 115.)

to be appointed justices of the Common He married Margaret, the daughter and

Pleas, his name is so inserted . ( Clarendon, heir of William de Cayneto, or Quesnay,
ü. 407.) who survived him , and afterwards became

But there was no serjeant of the name. the wife of Robert Fitz-Roger, lord of

The person intended is Richard Cresheld , Clavering in Essex. He left ason named

who was summoned to take the coif in Roger, who was in the wardship of this

1636 ( Rymer, xx. 22), and who is recorded | Robert Fitz- Roger till his majority in 1205,

underthat name in Dugdale's List of Ser- when he obtained possession of his father's

jeants. By an abbreviated mispronuncia- lands in Suffolk, Sussex, and Lincoln.

tion of the name it became corrupted to The barony does not appear to have con

Creswell, for even in Sir W. Jones's Re- tinued beyond the fifth generation, finish

ports (390) of the period he is called ,when ing with the after -named William de Cressi,

appointed, Creswell. justice of trailbaston under Edward I.

He was admitted into the society of CRESSI, WILLIAM DE. His relationship

Lincoln's Innon June 18, 1608, under the with theabove Hugh de Cressi is not

description of Richard Cresheld, son of known. Though he had a grant of forty
Edward Cresheld, of Mattishall-Burgh in librates of the Norman lands in Norfolk in

the county of Norfolk ,' and was called to 6 John ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 8 ), he seems to have

the bar on October 17, 1615, and became joined the barons in the last years of that

bencher in 1633. He sat for the borough reign, a safe-conduct having been given
of Evesham in Worcestershire in King to him in December 1215 to go and speak

James's last parliament, and was returned to the king as to making his peace. (Rot.

member for the same place (of which he Pat. 162.) In this he was no doubt suc

was recorder) in all the parliaments in cessful, being employed in the next year

King Charles's reign .(Notes and Queries, with others to take a recognition as to the
2nd S. i. 460.) In 1628 he led the van in last presentation of the church of Mareseye

the Committee of Grievances, in a speech in Nottinghamshire. In that and the neigh

sufficiently complimentary to the king, but bouring counties he was one of the justices

arguing strongly against the legality of itinerant in 3 Henry III., 1219, and again

imprisonment without declaration of the in 1225.

Cause ( Parl. Hist. ii. 240 ) ; but he does CRESSI, WILLIAM DE, was the lineal

9
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descendant ofthe above Hugh de Cressi, and of English history, a regular succession of

the son of Stephen de Cressi, and Sibylla, male heirs having possessed the estate from

the daughter and heir of John de Braytoft. the days of Richard I. till the death of John

He was summoned to attend the king on Cresswell in 1781 . That gentleman left

urgent affairs in 22 and 25 Edward I. He two daughters, one of whom, Frances

was returned as holding lands in Notting- Dorothea, married Francis Easterby, Esq.,of

hamshire, Derbyshire, and Lincolnshire, Blackheath, who, purchasing the other sis

and when the commission of trailbaston was ter's moiety, became possessed of the whole

issued for those counties, on November 23, estate, and assumed the name of Cresswell.

1304, 33 Edward I. , he was the second of Of that union Sir Cresswell Cresswell was

the three justices then assigned. ( Parl. the fourth son. He was born in 1793,

Writs, i . 407-8 ; Nicolas's Synopsis.) and , passing through the Charterhouse from

CRESSINGHAM , HUGH DE, son of Wil- 1806 to 1810, he went in the latter year

liam de Cressingham , was an officer of the to Emmanuel College, Cambridge, where he

Exchequer. In 18 Edward I. he is called had for his tutor the future Justice Maule.

seneschal of the queen (Abb. Placit. i. 30, He took his degree of B.A. in 1814, and of

33 ), and in 1292 he was appointed with M.A. in 1818, and then, pursuing his legal

two others to investigate and audit the debts studies in the Inner Temple,was called to

due to Henry III. ( Madox, ii . 291. ) In that the bar in 1819, and naturally joined the

and the three following years he was at the Northern Circuit. Here he soon showed

head of the justices itinerant for the north- that ability and power that ever after dis

ern counties. ( Year Book, i . 33. ) Hewas tinguished him , and long before he became

a canon of St. Paul's, and held at least nine by seniority the leader of the circuit, scarcely

parsonages. Prynne calls him ' an insatiable any cause was tried in which he was not

pluralist ;' and Hemingford gives a similar engaged on one side or the other. In 1830

character, and ascribes to him an immode- he was appointed recorder of Hull, and in

rate passion for hoarding money . ( Archæo- 1834 received a silk gown.

logia ,xxv.608.) In 1841 he defeated Mr. William Ewart,

When the king defeated the Scotch , and the whig member, in a contest for Liverpool,

Baliol renounced the throne, in 1296 , Cres- and soon secured to bimself that admiration

singham was appointed treasurer of that in the house which it is not generally the

country, and on the disorders which fol- fortune of lawyers to gain.

lowed Edward's departure was commanded Sir Robert Peel, on thevery first vacancy

not to scruple to spend the whole money that occurred, selected him as a judge of

in the exchequerto put them down. Proud, the Common Pleas, whereupon hewas

ignorant, and violent , he made himself hate- knighted. In that court,from January 1842
ful to the Scots by his oppressions : and on to January 1858 , he discharged the duties

the rising of Wallace in the followingyear, in the most admirable manner; and at the

preferring the cuirass to the cassock, he latter date he consented to undertake the or

joined the Earl of Surrey in leading the ganisation of the new court then created for

royal army to Stirling. Wallace left the deciding testamentary and divorce causes.

siege of Dundee, in which he was engaged , Themanner in which heovercame the diffi

and by a rapid march drew up his army on culties attendant on the new judicature, and

the other bank of the river Forth before the met the perpetually increasing demands on

arrival of the English forces. By Cressing- its decisions, which unexpectedly accumo

ham’s rashness the latter were led over the lated in overwhelming numbers, were eln

bridge, and were terribly defeated ,he being quently and justly described by Sir Robert

among the first who fell. “ So deep was Phillimore, the queen's advocate, on the

the detestation in which his character was opening of the court after bis lamented do

regarded that his body was mangled, the cease, which occurred on July 29, letni.

skin torn from his limbs, and in savage tri- from the effects of a fall from his horse teu

umph cut to pieces. ' It is said that Wal- days before.

lace ordered as much of his skin to be taken CREWE, RANULPHE, was a descendez

off as would make a sword - belt, a story from the younger branch of a family re

which has been absurdly extended to its dent at Crew , or Crue,a manor in Cheshire

naving been employed in making girths and in the reign of Edward I. ( Cal. Ing. p. ir

saddles. ( Tytler'š Scotland, i. 123–143.) i . 119.) His father, John Crewe, was so

The Scots called him ' non thesaurarium sed tled at Nantwich, where he is said to hat

trayturarium regis.' ( Triveti Annales, 366 , been a tanner. By his wife, Alice Mais

note.) He held the town of Hendon and waring, he left two sons , both of wh

land in Finchley in Middlesex, with the were the ancestors of noble families. T

manor of Coulinge in Suffolk. ( Cal. Inquis. Ranulphe (as he himself spelled it ) was

p. m . i . 134.) elder. " Thomas, the younger , was

CRESSWELL, CRESSWELL. The family jeant-at-law, and speaker of the Hous

of Cresswell, of Cresswell, near Morpeth, in Commons in the reigns of both Jam

Northumberland, dates from the earliest age and Charles I., and his son , John Crewe
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1661 was created Baron Crewe, of Stene in from his subjects according to the amount

Northamptonshire, which barony became they would have paid towards a subsidy.

extinct in 1721 . The judges,who among the rest were ap

Ranulphe Crewe was born about 1558. plied to , paid the money demanded , but
He was called to the bar of Lincoln's Inn refusing to subscribe a paper recognising

on November 8, 1584, and was elected the legality of the collection , Chief Justice

reader in 1602. In 1597 he entered par- Crewe was selected as an example, and was.
liament as member for Brackley ; and in discharged from his offic on November 9 ,

1598 hemarried Juliana , the daughterand 1626. In 1628 he wrote a manly and

heir of John Clipsby, of Clipsby in Norfolk , modest letter to the Duke of Bucking

with whom hehad a fairinheritance. ( Fuller, bam, pleading for his restoration to the
i. 188.) He does not seem to have been king's favour. Whatever intentions the

much employed in the courts, yet it is evi- duke might have had of repairing the

dent that his reputation as a lawyer must injury he had done to the chief justice,

have been considerable, as he was selected they were frustrated by his assassination
to defend the king's title to alnage in the by Felton, in the August of that year.

House of Lords in 1606 , for his travail After another application to the king

and pains' in which he received 101. ( Pell himself, which produced no result, Sir

Records, Jac. 64), and as his professional Ranulphe retired from public life. He

income was so considerable that be was survived his dismissal more than nineteen

enabled, two years afterwards, to gratify years, witnessing the calamitous effects of

the great object of his ambition by the ac- those illegal measures to which he had

quisition of the ancestral property from refused his judicial sanction, and suffer

which he derived his name; and thus be- ing much from the consequences of the

coming repossessed of the estate which for civil war, his revenues being seized and

nearly three hundred years had had no his mansion ransacked by the soldiers of

Crewe for its owner, he built the magniti- that parliament which had made those

cent mansion there which has ever since measures the ostensible motive of the

been the seat of the family. rebellion . (Hinchcliffe's Barthomley,

He was selected as speaker of that par- 238.)

liament which met on April 5, 1614, and He died at his house in Westminster on

was so bastily dissolved on the 7th of the January 13, 1646, and his remains were in

following June , to which he was returned terred in a chapel he had erected in the

as representative of his native county, and church of Barthomley, the parish in which

was knighted the day after the dissolution. Crewe Hall is situate.

Called to the degree of the coif and made As a lawyer he was learned and pains

king's serjeant in the following month, he taking; as a judge he was assiduous and

sat in 1615 as a commissioner on the trial patient; of his honesty, independence, and

of Weston for the murder of Sir Thomas integrity he gave the best proof thatman

Overbury, and was one of the counsel for can offer; and of his eloquence he has left

the crown against the Earl and Countess a most favourable specimen, in his speech

of Somerset. ( State Trials, ii.911, 952, to the Lords on the titles of De Vere.

989.) Hewasalso concerned in the shame- After describing the500 years of unbroken

ful trial of Edward Peacham for treason at lineage in the family , he exclaimed : ' I

Taunton. (Walter Yonge's Diary , 28.) have laboured to make a covenant with

He was not in the next parliamentof myself that affection may not press upon

1620, but conducted the proceedings in the judgment; for I suppose there is no man

House of Lords against Sir Francis Michell, that hath any apprehension of gentry or
the monopolist, Sir Henry Yelverton, laté nobleness, but his affection stands to the

attorney -general, and Sir John Bennet, continuance of so noble a name and house,

judge of the Prerogative Court. ( State and would take hold of a twig or a twine

Trials, ii. 1136, 1143, 1146.) In the par- thread to uphold it. And yet Timehas his

liament of 1624 be opened some of the revolutions ; there must be a period and

charges against Cranfield, Earl of Middle- an end of all temporal things — finis rerum ,

sex ( Parl. Hist. i. 1447); and when Sir -an end of names and dignites, and what

James Ley succeeded that nobleman as lord soever is terrene; and why not of DeVere ?

treasurer, Sir Ranulphe was selected to fill For whereis Bohun ? Where is Mowbray ?

his place as chief justice of the King'sBench, Where is Mortimer ? Nay, whichis more

to wbich he was promoted on January 26, and most of all, where is Plantagenet ?

1625 . They are entombed in the urns and se

King Jamesdied in the following March. pulchres of mortality. And yet let the
Hissuccessor, having angrily dissolved two name and dignity of De Vere stand so

parliaments in less than fifteen months, long as it pleaseth God ! ' ( W. Jones's

was compelled to resort to unconstitutional Reports, 101.)

means to replenish his exhausted exche- By his first wife he left a son , Clipsby

quer. One of these was by forced loans Crewe, whose granddaughter (married to
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John Omey, Esq., of Madeley in Stafford - family, of whom two, this John and the

shire) ultimately succeeded to the inherit- next-mentioned George, became judges.

ance. Their son took the name of Crewe, The fifth son , William , is the only one

whose grandson was in 1806 created Lord whose male representatives have continued

Crewe of Crewe in Cheshire. Sir Ra- to the present time. One of them, Sir

nulphe's second wife was another Juliana, Alexander Croke, judge of the Vice -Ad

daughter of Edward Fusey, of London, and miralty Court in America, has commemo

relict of Sir Thomas Hesketh , Knt., by rated his family in an elaborate ‘Genealo

whom he had no children . ( Barthomley, gical History,'of which full advantage bas
239. ) here been taken.

CRIOL , NICHOLAS DE, was the son of John Croke, the eldest son, was born in

Bertram de Criol, who was apparently an 1553, and entered the Inner Temple on

officer in the Exchequer and sheriff of April 13 , 1570, and, having been in due

Kent for many years, being then in such course called to the bar, was appointed

favour with Henry III. that part of the Lent reader in 1596 , and treasurer in
debt he owed to the crown wasremitted . 1598. At a very early period he had ac

That his son Nicholas retained the influ- quired so great a reputation for his pro

ence his father had possessed is shown by his fessional attainments that he was consulted

receiving many favours from the king,and by Sir Christopher Hatton, who gave him

by his being entrusted with the sheriffalty as his fee, for his counsellin lawe, a silver
of Kent in 48 Henry III. ( Excerpt. e Roč. gilt bole and cover .' In 1595 he was

Fin. ii. 232 ), and by his being made go- elected recorder of London, and his bio

vernor of Rochester Castle and warden of grapher gives a copy of one of his speeches

the Cinque Ports. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 34.) on presenting thelord mayor to the Court

In 1265 he is mentioned as a baron of the of Exchequer, which, in its elaboration,

Exchequer,and as such sued one of his puts to shame the curtailed addresses of

debtors in that court. (Madox , ii.13, 319.) the present day. The same city chose him

He died in 1272. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 20.) for their representative in the parliaments

By his wife Joan, daughter and heir of of 1597 and 1601, he having before, in

William de Auberville, he left a son Ni- 1585, been returned forthe borough of
cholas, who was summoned to parliament Windsor.

by Edward I., but not afterwards. Of the parliament that met in October

CROKE, John. The original name of the 1601 he was unanimously chosen speaker,

Croke family was Le Blount. Two bro- and in his speech onº presentation be

thers, Robert and William Le Blount, offered up his solemn prayers to heater

younger sons of the Count de Guisnes, to continue the prosperous estate and

held high military commands in the army peace of the kingdom, which, he said,

of William of Normandy on his descent had been defended by the mighty arm of

upon England. After the Conquest they our dread and sacred queen. Elizabeth,

were rewarded by extensive grants of interrupting him, cried out, ' No ; but by
lands. The elder branch failed by the the mighty hand of God , Mr. Speaker .

death of the sixth baron at the battle of Early in the session Serjeant Heale, on the

Lewes in 1264; and of the younger branch , question of a subsidy, marvelled much that

Sir Robert Blount, who was deeply impli- the house should stand upon granting it, or

cated in the conspiracy to restore Richard the time of payment, when all we had, he

II . , was beheaded in 1400. Nicholas, his said , was her majesty's, and she may law .

kinsman, being engaged in the same con- fully at her pleasure take it ; · vea, added

spiracy, was outlawed, and took service he, she hath as much right to all our lands

under the Duke of Milan ; but four years and goods as to any revenue of the crown.

afterwards he ventured into England, and Atwhich all the house laughing and ht -

escaped observation by changing his name ming, the speaker was obliged to call thin

to Croke. On the death of Henry IV. he to order, saying that he that is speakin

came out of his retirement, and bought should be suffered to deliver his mind with

lands in_Buckinghamshire, where he re- out interruption . The grievance ofme

sided at Easington, in the parish of Chil- polies occasioned great debatesin this pas
ton . His great-grandson,John Croke, a liament, and the queen having politici

master in Chancery in the reigns of Henry anticipated the decision of the Commia

VIIL , Edward VI.,and Mary, by his wife, the speaker had the gratification of a

Prudentia Cave, left a son, who succeeded nouncing to the house her resolution

to his ample inheritance. His name was revoke the patents thatexisted, and nos

also John, and he was knighted by Queen grant any other. On the division upon t.

Elizabeth when he was sheriff of Bucking- bill for enforcing attendance at church,

hamshire, which county he also represented ayes being 105, and the noes 106, it

in parliament. Marrying Elizabeth ,daugh- contended that the speaker had ar

ter of Sir Alexander Unton ,of Chequers in which would make the votes eren ,

that county, he had by her a numerous Croke said he was foreclosed of his ro

6

6
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by taking that place which it had pleased He was raised to the bench on February

them to impose upon him, and that he was 11, 1625, as a justiceofthe Common Pleas,
to be indifferent to both parties.' At the and in six weeks the death of James I.

close of the session, on December 19, the occurred, when his patent was renewed by

lord keeper concluded his speech by saying, King Charles, who, on October 9, 1628,

' For yourself, Mr. Speaker, her majesty removed him to theCourt of King's Bench

commanded me to say that you have pro- on the death of Sir John Doderidge. He

ceeded with such wisdom and discretion had no successor in the Common Pleas, the

that it is much to your commendations, opportunity being taken to reduce the

and that none before you have deserved judges from five, to which they had been
more .' increased by James I. , to the original num

About a year after this Croke received a ber of four. ( Croke, Car. 127.)

summons to take upon him the degree of The twelve years that he sat there were

the coif on a daywhich occurred after the those that immediately preceded the Great

queen's death . The writ in consequence Rebellion, which the courts of justice were

abated, but a new one was issued returnable greatly instrumental in hastening. They

the same day . He was called serjeant in were used as tools to enforce the unconsti
Easter Term 1603,and knighted by King tutional behests of the crown, which by the

James, one of theking's serjeants on May subservient decisions of the judges were

29, and a Welsh judge, whereupon he re- declared to have the force of law . This

signed the recordship. In 1604 he was servile spirit did not extend over the whole
appointed deputy to Sir George Hume, bench, and Sir George Croke was one of

chancellor of the Exchequer. ( Cal. st. the minority whom neither the threats of
Papers ( 1603 ), 79.) power nor the hopes of favour could induce

On June 25, 1607, he was created a to swerve from the dictates of conscience.

judge of the King's Bench, and fully sus- He was the only judge of the King's Bench

tained the character he had acquired as an excepted in the vote of the Houseof Com

advocate . mons from responsibility for delaying jus

After performing his judicial duties for tice towards Selden, Holles, and theother

Dearly thirteen years, he died at his house members of parliament who were com

in Holborn on January 23, 1620, aged mitted to the Tower for their speeches

sixty -six, and was buried at Chilton. there ; and in the great case of ship -money,

His wife was Catherine, daughter of Sir though he had been induced in the first

Michael Blount, of Maple Durham inOx- instance to join the rest of the judges, for

fordshire, lieutenant of theTower, by whom the sake of conformity, in signing an abstract

he had five sons, of whom no descendants opinion declaring its legality , yet when it

remain . came judicially before him inHampden's

CROKE, GEORGE, was seven years junior case he, in opposition to the majority, gave

to his brother the above Sir John Croke. judgment against the crown ; and in this

He was educatedat the school at Thame, courageous conduct he was imitated by Sir

and at Christ Church College, Oxford. Richard Hutton , Sir Humphrey Davenport,

Having been entered of the Inner Temple, and Sir John Denham . *About 1640 Sir

he was called to the bar in 1584, and ap- George, being then eighty years old, had

pointed autumnreader in 1599 , and again petitioned to be relieved from his duties,

in Lent 1618. He commenced his parlia- and had received from the king a dispensa

mentary career in 1597 as member for tion from his attendance in court or on the

Beeralston. circuit, his judicial title, salary, and al

Though not mentioned in his own Reports lowances being continued to him.

as an advocate till Michaelmas 1588, he Sir George retired to his estate at Water

had commenced his collections for them stock,where he spent the remainder of his

seven years before, showing an early devo- life.He died on February 16, 1641-2, in

tion to the practical part of his profession. the 82nd year of his age, and was buried at

He did not attain legal honours, however, Waterstock in Oxfordshire, under a monu

till four years after his brother's death , in ment on which he is represented in his

1023, when he was made serjeant-at-law judicial robes, with an inscription comme

and king's serjeant nearly at the same morative of his private virtues and public

time. King James knighted him on the patriotism , which, unlike the usual lan

occasion. Judge Whitelocke, in his Diary, guage of epitaphs, was acknowledged both

says that he did not receive thecoif sooner by contemporaries andposterityto bea

because he refused to give money, and faithful picture of his character.His learn

otienee was taken at his saying be thought ing as a lawyer and his bearing as a judge

" it was not for the king '-s0 common it are well described by his son-in -law, Sir

was in those days to pay for honours, and Harbottle Grimston, in the preface to his

s large a part of these unholypayments Reports,which were not published till after

were known to be appropriated by those his death . They were originally written
about the court . by Sir George in the Norman-French lan
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guage,butwere translated by Sir Harbottle the court of Rome (Rymer, i. 344 ), and on
into English , and they consist of three two other occasions had been sent on mis

volumes ,one being appropriated to each of sions to the Duke of Brabant, to negotiate

the reigns of Elizabeth, James,and Charles. a marriage between Prince Edward and
The cases comprehend a period of sixty the duke's daughter. Matthew Paris de

years, and afford an example of persevering scribes him as a learned and elegant man,

industry not to be equalled. In the abbre- with a handsome person and a pleasing

viated language of the courts they are voice. He died about July 21, 1258, as

referred to as Cro. Eliz.,' ' Cro. Jac.,' and some say by poison ( Dart's Westminster,

" Cro. Car.,' and are always quoted with re- ii. xxi.), leaving such extravagant bequests

spect for their learningandaccuracy. to the poor that a mandate was procured

He married Mary, the daughter of Sir from the pope limiting the expense . (Pad

Thomas Bennet, who was lord mayor of dington, Past and Present, by W.Robins,

London in 1 James I. , and whose brother 1853. )

Richard was ancestor to the noble houses CROMPTON, CHARLES, was descended

of Arlington and Tankerville. This lady is from an old family settled at Derby as

said to have encouraged and confirmed her eminent bankers, several of them having

husband in his resolution not to be in- been members for the county, and one of

fluenced by the persuasions of the king's them raised to a baronetcy in 1838,which
friends to give a judgment in the case of died with him in 1849. The judge was

ship-money contrary to conscience. She the third son of Peter Crompton , Esq.

survived himfifteen years, and died on De- M.D., of Eaton, near Liverpool, by bis

cember 1, 1657. By her he had one son, cousin Mary, the daughter of John Cromp

who died early, and three daughters, oneof ton, Esq ., of Chorley in Lancashire.
whom married SirHarbottle Grimston, the It is somewhat remarkable that of the

master of the Rolls. judges of the reign of Victoria there are

CROKEDAYK, ADAM DE, was oneof the at least eight who can boast of medical

two justices of assize appointed in 21 Ed- paternity - Lords Denman, Langdale, and

ward I., 1293, for Lincoln and nine other Westbury, and Justices Maule, Park,

counties, and was summoned among the Vaughan, Crompton, and Willes.
TO

justices to severalparliaments. (Parl.Writs, these may be added Lord Chancellor Lord

i. 29–138.) He is mentioned in 25Edward Cottenham , who was the nephew of the

I. as assigned to assess and collect the eminent physician to George IIL , Sir

ninth imposed for the king's confirmation Lucas Pepys, Bart.

of Magna Charta in the northern counties. Charles Crompton was born at Derby in

( Rot. Parl. i . 239–241.) Three years after- 1797, and was educated at Trinity College,

wards he was appointed to perambulate Dublin, where he graduated with great

the forests of the counties of York and distinction, obtaining honours in lelt
Cumberland, and in 31 and 33 Edward I. 1815, and 1816. He then entered the

there are writs in his name, showing he Inner Temple,and was admitted as a bar

was still engaged in legal employments. rister in November 1821. On the Northern

In the latter year he died, possessed of and the Western Circuits he soon becama

very considerable property in Cumberland. known as a deeply read lawyer, and conse
( Parl. Writs, i. 398; Abb. Placit. 249, quently acquired great experience in th :.

254 ; Cal. Ing. p . m . i. 198.) practical part of theprofession both thes

CROKESLEY, JOHN DE, was one of the and in Westminster Hall. He successively

king's escheators of the forest of Rocking filled the posts of tub-man and post -man

ham, and also custos of Skipton and other in the Court of Exchequer , where he fa

royalmanors. ( Rot. Parl. ii. 414; Mador, counsel for the Board of Stamps ar

i . 721.) It was only for pleas of the forest Taxes. Of thedecisions in that court !

that he was a justice itinerant in Essex, was a reporter from 1830 to 1836 , in care

from 20 to 29 Edward I., 1292–1301, junction at first with Mr. (afterwami

where he received six shillings a day for Chief Justice ) Jervis, and subsequer:

( Parl. Writs, i. 88, 397.) with Messrs. Meeson and Roscoe. in l .
He died in the following year. he was appointed assessor of the Court

CROKESLEY, RICHARD DE.succeeded the Passage at Liverpool, and in 1851 he

before -mentioned Richard de Barking as selected as one of the commissioners

abbot of Westminster on March 25, 1247. enquiry into the proceedings , practice, a

(Monasticon, ii. 283.) He is twice named jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery.

hy Madox ( ii. 318, 319) in his List of the retirement of Sir John Pattescu i

Barons of the Exchequer in 35 and 42 the Court of Queen's Bench , Mr.Croor

Henry III.,taking precedence of the trea- was appointed in February 1252 , and

surer, instead of being placed , as his pre- ceived the customary knighthood. H

decessor was, after him . In the interval obliged from illness to resign his 8

between these two dates he had been de- October 1865, and on the 30th of

spatched by the king as his ambassador to month he died.

his expenses:
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He married a daughter of Thomas him to come boldly forward, apparently at

Fletcher, Esq., of Liverpool, by whom the risk of the king's displeasure, in defence
he left several children . of his fallen master. Having procured a
CROMWELL, THOMAS (EARL OF Essex) , seat in the House of Commons, there was

was born towards the latter end of the nothing,'to use Cavendish's words, at any
fifteenth century, at Putney, where his time objected against my lord but he was
father Walter Cromwell carried on the ready to make answer thereunto ; by means

business, first of a blacksmith , and then of whereof he, being earnest in his master's
a brewer. His mother, after Walter's behalf, was reputed the most faithful ser

death , was married to a cloth -sheerer in vant to his master of all other, and was

London . His education was that of his generally of all men highly commended. '
class, but his activityand intelligence were When the bill of impeachment was sent

great, and early in life he had the advan- down tothe Commons, . against it Master
tage of going abroad,in what capacity is Cromwel did inveigh ' so discreetly, and

not known. During this period he so im- with such witty persuasions, thatthe same
proved his opportunities that he mastered would take no effect.' It is impossible,

several foreign languages, and acquired however, considering the general subser
that aptness in the conduct of affairs for viency of parliament, not to believe that he

which he was afterwards distinguished. had received some encouragement from the
He seems, from a letter addressed to him king before he ventured on this opposi

by Cecily, Marchioness of Dorset, com- tion.

mencing Cromwell, I woll that you send That he had then access to his {majesty

to me, & c., to have been at one time in is manifest from his being sent on various

the household of that lady. ( Ellis's Let- comforting messages to Wolsey, among

ters, 1st S. i. 218.) which was the communication of the royal

While at Antwerp he was retained by intention to give 10,0001.when the cardinal

the English merchants there to be their was going into the north . He was almost

clerk or secretary, and during his employ- immediately taken into the king's service.

ment in their affairs he became acquainted Wolsey died on November 29, 1530 ; and

with Sir Richard Gresham , the father in less than eighteen months Cromwell had

of the founder of the Royal Exchange. made himself so serviceable to the king

( Burgon's Gresham , i. 218.) Whether that he was rewarded with the post of

this took place before or after his admis- master and treasurer of the king's jewels,

sion to Gray's Inn in 1524 is uncertain ; on April14, 1532, (Auditor's Patent Book,

but there is no doubt that he afterwards , i. 130. )

went to Rome, since he was present as a Stow ( Thoms's, 67) tells a story which

soldier at the sacking of that city in May charges Cromwell with making an oppres

1527 under the Duke of Bourbon. He is sive use of the power he had thus attained,

represented as having been engaged at in the erection of his house and the enlarge

Antwerp by two persons from Boston in ment of his garden in Throgmorton Street;

Lincolnshire to accompany them and en- but is is not unlikely that there is some

dearour to obtain from the pope a renewal exaggeration in the tale, since Cromwell

of the indulgences granted to the guild of on other occasions showed a grateful and a

Our Lady in their church of St. Botolph , feeling heart, remembering in his prospe

and as having succeeded by gratifying his rity the services he had received whenhe

holiness's palate with somedainty jellies was poor. At the gateof this very house

made after the English fashion. Drayton, also,in Throgmorton Street, which is now.

in · The Mirror for Magistrates,' intimates the site of Drapers' Hall, two hundred per

that the pope's favour was obtained by sons were served with bread, meat, and

Cromwell's 'singing to him.freemen's drink twice a day when Cromwell had the

catches ,' and further alludes to his playing means to be bountiful.
there, with other of his countrymen, as a On July 16, 1532,he received the profit

comedian .' ( Notes and Queries, 3rd' S. xi. able office of clerk of the Hanaper, with an
74.) annual rent of 401. ; and on April 12, 1533,

Returning to England, Cromwell was the still more important one of chancellorof

admitted into the family of Cardinal Wol- the Exchequer. (Rymer, xiv . 456.) It was

sey, who had met him in France andat about this time that Sir Thomas More gave

once appreciated his abilities. What office him that excellent advice, which it would

he heldin that household does not clearly have beep well for him to havefollowed,

appear, but in the two years that he was and which was dictated probably by the

retained in the family he made himself great man's suspicions that Cromwell was

eminently useful, assisting Wolsey in many the prompter of those ecclesiastical ques

important matters, and particularly in the tions which were then being agitated.

foundation of his colleges at Ipswich and After communing together on a message

Oxford. This shortservicewas sufficient Cromwell had delivered from the king, Sir

to create so great an affection as to prompt Thomas, who had lately resigned the chan

6
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cellorship, said to him , “Mark, Cromwell, himself to save Sir Thomas, who in several

you are now entered into the service of a letters speaks of him in termsof gratitude.

most noble, wise, and liberal prince ; if you ( Singer's Roper, 114–158.)

will followmy poor advice , you shall, in After holding the office of master of the

your council- giving to his grace, ever tell Rolls for somewhat less than two years, he

him what heought to do, but never what resigned it on July 2, 1536 , for the more
he is able to do. For if a lion knew elevated one of keeper of the privy seal

his own strength, bard were it for any man ( Rymer, xiv. 571 ), and on the 9th of the

to rule him. ( Singer's Roper, 55.) On same month he was raised to the peerage
October 8, 1534, he was made master of by the title of Baron Cromwell of Okeham

the Rolls, having previously been appointed in the county of Rutland. This creation

principal secretary to the king. In the was no doubt made to give greater weight
next year he was nominated visitor-general to a higher dignity which was reserved for

of the monasteries, under the pretence of him . The king having thrown off his obe

correcting the known abuses in them, but dience to the pope, and assumed the rule

in fact to lay the foundation of their ulti- in all ecclesiastical matters, required a re
mate dissolution .

presentative to conduct the business which

There can be no doubt that Cromwell thus devolved upon him . To this duty he

was an early convert to the reformed opi- appointed Cromwell on July 18, with the

nions, and he is said even in his journey to title of vicar-general and 'vicegerent, in

Rome to have learned by heart Erasmus's which character he sat in synods and cou

translation of the New Testament. He vocations above the whole prelacy of the

had encouraged the writers and promoted kingdom - a position which a layman could

the circulation of ballads and books ridi- scarcely be deemed competent to fill. Eren

culing the pope and all popish idolatry. in parliament precedence was allotted to

( Maitland's Reformation, 236.). His name him ,not only above all peers, but above the

therefore was naturally held in utter de- great officers of the crown .

testation by all those who adhered to the It is curious that, though Cromwell was

old religion, and every species of wicked- never admitted into holy orders, the king
ness and cunning was charged upon him. in this very year, as if for the purpose of

We must consequently be cautious in investing him with some ecclesiastical cha

adopting the terms of vituperation with racter, presented him with the prebend of

which writers of that church assailhis cha- Blewbury, in the church of Salisburs,

racter, and hesitate to give fullcredit to all and in the following with the deanery

the stories they tell to his disadvantage. of Wells ( Rymer, xiv. 569 ; Le Never

At the same time there is no doubt that 36 )-preferments which he held till bis

his zeal in the king's service, strengthened death .

possibly by his own convictions of the The proceedings which he took in the

inutility, if not the evils, of the monastic quality of vicar- general belong more to the

establishments, betrayed him into measures history of the Church than to this biographs.

which even now have the appearance of Suffice it to say that, steering wisely be
harshness, making no distinction between tween the conflicting opinionsof the king ,

well - conducted houses and those which who, while he repudiated the pope's au

were a pest and a nuisance, nor discrimi- thority, retained the principal points of th :

nating between the virtuous and the guilty, old religion, Cromwell discouraged the

but involving all in one common ruin . The obnoxious practices of popery , as the wor

personal grants also that he obtained out ship of images, &c. , and served the caus

of the religious plunder of course occa- of the Reformation most effectually bis

sioned, and perhaps justified ,the imputa- directing the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, an

tion that avarice had a sharein prompting theCommandments to be taught to child

his energetic proceedings. And yet, while in their mother -tongue, and by orderir:
doubting his motives in reference to these Bible in English to be placed in all chura

acts of severity, it would be unjust not to for the parishioners to read at their pes

advert to that conduct which seems to sure. To prevent the publication of corru

result from the real feelings of his nature- copies of the Holy Scriptures, a patent "

his tenderness towards Sir Thomas More. afterwards granted to him which pre

He was one of those who urgently pressed bited all persons from printing an En

the king to exclude thenameof Sir Thomas edition except those who were deputai

from the bill of attainder in connection him . To him also is to be attributed

with the Holy Maid of Kent, ' and he it useful introduction into each parish

was who sent the comforting message to register of births, marriages, and destb

the fallen chancellor, that he had suc- The rapid elevation of a man of so obs

ceeded . In the examinations which took an origin naturally disgusted the nor

place as to the oath of supremacy and ma- his efforts in suppressing the monasti

trimony , in which Cromwell was a neces- and in promulgating the king's supres

sary actor as the king's secretary, he exerted and the new tenets, created
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against him by a large portion of the tunity of answering, a bill of attainder was

clergy; and the extravagance with which hurried through the parliament, in pur
the produce of the confiscated abbeyswas suance of which he was beheaded on Tower

wasted, together with the demands which Hill on July 28.

he was in consequence compelled to make Whatever were the faults attached to

on both clergy and laity to supply the defi- Cromwell's character, no one had less cause

ciency in the king's coffers, rendered him to complain of them than King Henry.

an object of odium in the eyes of all but Zealously devoted from his first introduc

the king, who, benefiting by his exertions, tion at court to the royal interests, disre

appreciated his zeal and capacity , and esti- garding public obloquy in his efforts to

mated them at a higher value from bis promote them , and evidencing by all his

resolute defiance of the unpopularity that acts the most sincere affection for his

followed him . He was accordingly re- master, his death by that master's hand

warded with munificent grants of manors adds a deeper shade to the aversion with

and lands which had belonged to the dis- which the whole of Henry's career after

solved houses, a list of which is given in the death of Wolsey must ever be re

Dugdale ; and additional dignities were garded .

conferredupon him , among which was the Archbishop Cranmer, the only one of

office of chief justice of the forests beyond Cromwell's adherents who had the courage
the Trent. to come forward in his defence, wrote a

With these continued proofs of the royal letter to the king, which in its exposition

favour, he might still have disregarded the of the claims the fallen favourite had on

efforts of bis enemies, had he not in his the royal mercy would have staggered a

anxiety to support his position taken a step less obdurate heart; but both thatand the

which alienated the affections of his only humble and affecting letter of Cromwell

friend. The king's avowed adherence to himself, though it moved the king to tears,
the ancient doctrines of the Church had were unavailing.
encouraged those who continued to be It would seem, however, that when it

attached to them ; they were gradually ob- was too late the capricious king regretted

taining an ascendency in the royal councils, the baste with which he had sacrificed his
and the advocates of the reformed tenets active minister, and there is an evident

were consequently placed in a difficult proof of his compunctious visitings' in his

dilemma. Cromwell could not but see the patent, dated on the 18th of the following

danger that hung over him , and ,deeming December, granting to Cromwell's son

that his party would resume its power if it Gregory the barony which his father had

had the support of a Protestant queen, he held . This barony survived through seven

recommended, in an evil hour to himself, generations. In 1687 it and the Irish earl

the Princess Anne of Cleves as the new dom of Ardglass, which had been granted

partner of the royal bed. The disgust to the fourth baron,became extinct.
taken by the king to this lady from his The Protector Oliver Cromwell was a

first introduction to her is well known, and descendant from Thomas Cromwell's sister,

Cromwell soon became the viction of his who married one Williams, and whose son

resentment . He did not, however, imme- Sir Richard Williams,one of King Henry's

diately betray his purpose, but, on the con- privy chamber, and afterwards constable

trary,heaped upon the devoted statesman of Berkeley Castle, assumed the surname of

bigher honours . The marriage with Anne Cromwell, and was the great grandfather

of Cleves wascelebrated on January 6,1540, of Oliver .(Herbert's Henry VIII.; Baron

and on April 17 Cromwell was created Earl age, ii. 370 ; Weever, 505.)

of Essex, which was immediately followed CROWDER , RICHARD BUDDEN , son of

by his admission into the order of the William Crowder, Esq.,of Montague Place,

Garter, and his appointment to the office was born in London about 1795 , was edu

of lord high chamberlain of England. cated at Eton, and Trinity College, Cam

It would almost seem that Cromwell bridge, and, entering the Middle Temple,

was raised to this high pinnacle of great- was called to the bar in May 1821. 'On

dess for the mere purpose of gratifying the the Western Circuit he got into good prac

capricious malice of the tyrant, for within tice as well as in London , and in both

two months after his elevation to the earl- displayed great power and ability. He

dom he was suddenly arrested at the coun- obtained a silk gown in 1837, and was

cil table on June 10, on charges which appointed recorder of Bristol in 1846.

must have been for some time in prepara- For a short time he was in parliament,

timn. The principal crime alleged against being elected member for Liskeard in 1849,

him was heresy and the encouragement of but was not so eminentas a senator as he
heretics, and this was embellished with was as a barrister. In the latter character

accusations of having spoken heinouswords he was very effective with the jury and
against the king two years before. In the court, by his sound common sense, and

order that he might not have an oppor- his forcible, if not eloquent, oratory. He
P
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held the posts of counsel of the Admiralty probable that he held a responsible office

and judge advocate of the fleet at the time in the Exchequer, as in 1170 he had the

of his promotion to the bench. That event custody of the bishoprics of Hereford and

occurred in March 1854, when he was Bath, then vacant; and in 1180 William

selected to supply a vacancy in the Com- Malduit, the chamberlain, and he were
mon Pleas. There he continued for nearly employed to convey the treasury from

six years, distinguished by his honourable Northampton to Nottingham. ( .Wador, i.

and manly bearing and his courtesy and 93, & c.,289.)

urbanity. He died unmarried on Decem- When the council of Windsor, in 1179,

ber 5, 1859. divided the kingdom into four parts for

CULEWORTH ,WILLIAM DE, in 11 Henry judicial purposes, he was one of the six
III. was engaged in fixing the tallage for justiciers whowere not only appointedto

the counties of Cambridge and Hertford. act in the northern counties, but were also

( Rot. Claus. ii . 176, 180. ) This employ- specially constituted to hear the complaints

ment, in connection with his future position of the people in the Curia Regis. His

on the bench, makes it very probable that services were not long unrewarded. In

he was regularly engaged in forensic occu- 1182 he was consecrated Archbishop of

pations . From Easter 1236, 20 Henry Dublin . Before this ceremony was per

III., to Hilary 1242, he was one of the formed he received priest's orders from

justiciers at Westminster, fines being re- the pope, which, it would seem ,neither
gularly acknowledged before him ; with a his canonry nor his chaplaincy required.

salary of 201.per annum . There are, indeed, several instances of per

CUMIN, John, or COMYN (ARCHBISHOP sons holding higher rank in the Church
OF DUBLIN ), a monk of Evesham , and without being priests. He founded S.
then a canon of St. Paul's, was one of the Patrick's Church in Dublin, and in 1180

chaplains of Henry II., who employed him he presided at a provincial synod, for the
in several important embassies. În 1164 better regulation of the manners and dis
he was sent to the emperor on the subject cipline of the Irish clergy . He died about

of the anti-pope,and by his long stay there 1213. ( Brady's England, 372 ; Lord Lyttel
caused considerable uneasiness to Pope ton ; Leland's Ireland, i. 138, 195 ; Holia
Alexander and the adherents of Becket. shed, vi. 43.).
Again, in 1166, he was one of the three CURSON , ROBERT, became a reader of

ministers despatched to Rome, where they Lincoln's Inn in autumn 1529, and
succeeded, not only in obtaining the ap- second time in Lent 1537. On the ac

pointment of two cardinals to hear and to cession of King Edward VI. in 1547 be
determine the dispute with Becket, but was promoted to the bench as second

also in bringing back to the king the baron of the Exchequer, and his succesar
letters which Becket had addressed to the in that office was appointed on May 6, 1564 ) .

pope, and which any other person had CUSERUGGE, BALDWIN DE, had property
written in his favour. in Berkshire,and was one of the justics

In 1169 and the five following years itinerant employed in 9 Richard I., 1197

his name appears as one of the itinerant to fix the tallage in that county. ( Vadu,

justices into several counties, and it seems li. 705.)

D

DAIVILL, JOHN DE, or D'AYEVILL, was joined the latter, and was summoned to th

one of the justicesitinerant appointed in 10 parliament they held after the battle

Henry III., 1226, for the county of West- Lewes. He even continued the coat

moreland. He was the son of Robert after the royal victory at Evesham , ay

Daivill, a baron of Yorkshire and Not- suffering another defeat at Chester

tingham , and had joined in the rebellion fled to the isle of Axholme in Lincolns'ın

against King John , whereupon his lands He, however, purchased his peace in

were seized into the king's hands. Dug- Henry III., and was again restored to

dale, in his . Baronage ' (i. 593 ), states that possessions.

they were again forfeited for some offence He married Maude, the widow of Jar

in 38 Henry III., but being restored to de Aldithley. ( Rot. Claus. i. 243 , 2455

favour, he was appointed justice of the 128, 151. )

forests beyond Trent in 41 Henry III., and DALISON, WILLIAM . William Du

was afterwards constituted governor of the zon, who came over with the Cooque

castles of York and Scarborough. In the was the founder of this family . The

contest between the king and his barons he who wrote himself Dalison , & direct
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a

scendant in the eighth generation, was of trial of whose impeachment lasted seven

Laughton in Lincolnshire, which , near two years, from 1788 to 1795, and highly dis

centuries afterwards, gave the title to the tinguished himself by his exertions, and by

baronetcy granted in1611 to Sir Roger | his polished addresses to the lords. Natu

Dalison, but which failed in 1645. Sir rally disgusted with the inveteracy of

Roger was the grandson of George, the Burke against his client, he gave the

elder brother of Judge William , and they relentless prosecutor no credit for patriotic

were the children of William Dalison, feelings, but, attributing his attacks to the

sheriff and escheator of his native county, innate malignity of his nature, composed

by a daughter of George Wastneys, Esq. , this bitter epigram :

of Haddon in Nottinghamshire. Oft have we wonder'd that on Irish ground

William was educated at Cambridge, and, No poisonous reptile has e'er yet been found :

entering at Gray's Inn, was called to the
Reveal'd the secret stands of Nature's work

bar in 1537, and was reader in 1548 and
She sav'd her venom to produce her Burke.

1552. In the October of the latter year the
In 1795 Mr. Dallas received a silk gown ;

society presented him with 5l. and a pair of and through all the succeeding years till he

zloves on his leaving them to assume the was raised to the bench the latter volumes

degree of the coif ( Dugdale's Orig. 137, of the State Trials record his efforts either

293 ); and on November 2, 1555, he was for the defence or the prosecution. Among

made serjeant to King Philip and Queen these his speech on the motion for a new

Vary. În April 1554 he was elected trial in the case of General Picton was

representative of the county of Lincoln, separately published . In the meantime he

and was appointed a justice of the Common had obtained a seat in the House of Com

Pleas in the county palatine of Lancaster. mons, where he representedSt. Michael's,

He was constituted a judge of the Cornwall, in 1802, and afterwards the

Queen's Bench about Hilary Term 1556, Scotch boroughs of Kirkaldy, &c. In 1804

being mentioned, not only in Dyer's Reports he was promoted to the chief justiceship of

in that and subsequent terms, but also in Chester, and presided there till 1813,

a commission of the same and the succeed when on May 4 he was appointed to the

ing year,among the proceedings preserved office of solicitor -general and knighted .

in the .Baga de Secretis ' (4 °Report Pub. Six months afterwards he was raised to the

Rec. , App. ii . 255 ) , and was then knighted. bench of the Common Pleas, on November 5,

On Queen Elizabeth's accession his pa- 1813, and on the same day in 1818 he was

tent was renewed , but he survived only promoted to the headship of that court .

till the 18th of January following. He There he presided for five years with ac

was buried in Lincoln Cathedral under knowledged ability and universal respect.

an altar tomb with his portrait thereon. A curious question having been raised in

By his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Robert 1823, whether the Lord Lieutenant of Ire

Dighton, Esq ., of Sturton Parva in Lin- land had the same power to confer knight

colnshire, he left four sons and five hood after the Union which heundoubtedly

daughters. possessed before that measure had passed, a

His learning as a lawyer was in high meeting ofthe judges was held in June at

estimation.His reading on the statute . Chief Justice Dallas's to consider the

3 Henry VIII., entitled " That wrongful point, when they were of opinion unani

disseisin is no descent in law ,' is quoted by mously that the Act of Union did not

Dyer (219 ) ; and his Reports in conjunction deprive him of his former privilege. In

with Serjeant Bendlowes are avaluable was a matter of some speculation how the

record of the cases of the time. | right should have remained undisputed for

DALLAS, ROBERT, was the son of agen- | above twenty years, during whichit had

tleman of the same name living at Ken- been frequently exercised , and only now

sington in Middlesex, and his mother was be impugned ; and it wassuspected that the

Elizabeth, daughter of the Rev. James doubt was invented for the purpose of

Smith , minister of Kilberney in Ayrshire. mortifying Lady Morgan , who had offended

He became a member of Lincoln's Inn, and the ministers by the freedom of herwritings,

trained himself to public speaking at the and whose husband had received an Irish

debating society held at Coachmakers' Hall, knighthood. ( Lady Morgan's Memoirs, ii .

according to the common practice of thé 172. )

time. This was of considerable advantage
At this time his health began to break,

to him when he was called to the bar, and and he soon found he could no longer

egabled him to produce his arguments with undergo the fatigues of his office. He

much more ease to himself and with greater therefore resigned his seat at the end

effect to the court, in which he soon ac
of 1823, and lived little more than one

quired considerable practice. In January year longer, dying on December 25, 1824.
1783 he was engaged in the defence of lle left several children by his wife, Char

Lord George Gordon. He next appears lotte, daughter of Lieut. -Col. Alexander

as one of the counsel for Mr. Hastings, the Jardine.

!
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DAMMARTIN,MANASERIUS DE, was one preference must be given to Dugdale*

of the justices itinerant named by Dugdale account, not only because the name of

under the year 1170, but who were rather Danaster is so often repeated, for itappears

commissioners to enquire into the abuses of that he was also a reader at Lincoln's Inn

the sheriffs. Some of the family of Dam- in 1530 and in 1535 , but also because he

martins were settled in Surrey, and some is specially mentioned with the title as one
in Norfolk .

of the commissioners for receiving the in

DAMPIER, HENRY, descended from the dictment against Henry Pole, Lord Monta

Le Dampierres, anciently Counts of Flan- cute, on November 29, 1539, preserved in

ders, was the son of the Rev. Thomas Dam- the · Baga de Secretis.' He died before

pier, a native of Somersetshire, who from Easter 1540. ( Drugdale's Orig. 251, 259 ;

being one of the masters at Eton College 3 Report Pub. Rec., App. ii. 256, 258 ;

was raised to the deanery of Durham, and , Manning and Bray's Surrey, iii. 224.)

having married twice, was most fortunate in DANBY, RÓBERT, of a Yorkshire family,

his family. Thomas, the elder of his two in 1441 is mentioned as an advocate in a

sons by his first wife, Anne Hayes, became case before the privy council. The Year

successively Bishop of Rochester (1802) Booksmintroduce his name as early as 1431,

and Ely ( 1808 ); and John, the younger, and he was called serjeant on February 14,

held a canonry in the latter cathedral. 1443, 21 Henry VI . , being appointed one of
Henry, his only son by his second wife, the king's serjeants soon afterwards. He

Frances Walker, was born on December was raised to the bench of the Common

21 , 1758, at Eton, and, having received his Pleas on June 28, 1452, 30 Henry VI., and

early education there,was elected to King's held his place during the remainder of the

College, Cambridge, in 1775. He took his reign.
degree of B.A. in 1781, and of M.A. in If he be the Robert Danby mentioned in

1784 ; in the interim gaining the members' the ‘Paston Letters' (i.34),he was evidently

prizes both in 1782 and 1783. Preferring an adherent to the Yorkist party . If so,

the legal to the clerical profession, for we can well understand why on May 11,

which he was at first intended, he entered 1461 , immediately after the accession of

the Middle Temple in 1781, and was called Edward IV. , he was made chief justice of

to the bar in the customary routine. Dur- the Court of Common Pleas. Dugdale is

ing the next thirty years he pursued the in error when he introduces Sir Richard

rugged paths of the law , admired and Choke as chief justice in 1 Edward IV . ,

esteemed for his intelligence as an acute four months after the appointment of

counsel, and for his obliging disposition and Danby. The Year Books plainly prore

his classical as well as legal learning, made that throughout the next ten years both
more attractive by the brilliancy of his Danby and Choke were in the courtto

conversation and his wit. At last he was gether, the former described as chief jus
appointed a judge of the King's Bench on tice, and the latter as justice only.

June 23, 1813, when he was knighted. He was still chief justice on the restora

His judicial career was doomed to be tion of Henry VI. , who continued him at

shorter than any who had lately preceded the head of the court during the six months

him . Ere he had graced the bench for two of his renewed reign. On the return of

years and a half, he died on February 3, Edward IV. in 1471 he was not re -ap

1816. Few have left a name so universally pointed; but whether the change arcesie

respected. from his death or removal we

He married in 1790 Martha, daughter of informed.

the venerable John Law , archdeacon of In Holinshed's Chronicles ( iii. 299 ) anda:

Rochester. She and five of their children this year is an account of the curiowa

survived him , one of whom , John Lucius means adopted by Sir William Haukes

Dampier, was recorder of Portsmouth, and ford, knight (meaning Hankford ), one ·
became vice -warden of the Stannaries in the chief justices, to rid himself of li :
Cornwall. by directing his keeper to shoot any persu

DANASTER, JOHN. In Dugdale's list of whom he found in the park at night, a .

the governors of Lincoln's Inn the name who would not stand when called up

of John Danaster occurs five times from 21 andthen placing himself in the way of ta

to 31 Henry VIII., 1529–39, and in the fatal shot. That this could not apply

last year he is called “ Baró Scacc. In Sir William Hankford is evident from t :

the Chronica Series,' however, the name is fact that he had been dead for nearls of

not inserted among the barons ; but in a years. Whether it be true at all, or i

list kindly supplied by Mr. Adlington , an mistake is only in the name, cannot a

officer of the Exchequer, John Banester be determined ; but the only chief jue

appears in Michaelmas Term 1538 as third who disappears at this time is Sir Rot

baron, who is also omitted in Dugdale's list . Danby, and to him not only is the hi

There can be no doubt that the same indi- character given by Holinshed in favou :

vidual is intended in both cases ; and the the misguided man equally applicable,

are :
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the perplexities of the time afford a more I forhigh treason, and someof them executed.

probablereason for the tragic catastrophe. Thathis conductwhile acting in this capa

That Sir Robert was an excellent judge city was not displeasing to the government

is evidenced by the great deference with appears by his being named on a commis

which he was treated by the other judges sion into Kent, issued on August 1, to try

and by the counsel in the Year Books, and the adherents of Cade, and by his being

by the frequent reference made to his raised to the bench as a judge of the Com

opinions. mon PleasonAugust 14. He continued to

DANIEL, WILLIAM, was ayounger son sit there till the deposition of King Henry

of the ancient family of Daniels of Over- VI.; and, being re-appointed by Edward

Tabley in Cheshire. The name was origi- IV., he passed the remainder ofhis life in

nally D'Anyers, and isto be found in the the quiet performance of his judicial func

list of those who entered England with the tions. He died in 1467, being described as

Conqueror. He was entered at Gray's Inn a knight in the inquisition then taken. ( Cal.

in 1556, and became reader there in 1579, iv. 341.) He and his wife Agnes were

and treasurer in 1580 and 1587 . buried in the church of St. Bartholomew ,

In 1584 he was admitted deputy recorder in Smithfield. By her, who was daughter

of London to Serjeant Fleetwoode, and of Richard Quatremains, of Rycot in Oos

his name appears in Coke's Reports in fordshire (or, according to Stow , of Sir

Hilary 1591." When about to be advanced Richard Delaber), he left no male heirs.

to the degree of serjeant- at-law in 1594 his Thebaronetcy of Danvers and the earl

name was struck out of the list upon an in- dom of Danby were granted to descendants

formation to his prejudice relative to one from Sir Robert's brother Richard , but are

Hacket, but was restored at the request of both now extinct.

Lord Burleigh, who contradicted the re- DANVERS,WILLIAM, was half -brother to

port, and testified to his being “ a vearie the above Robert, being one of the sons of

honest, learned , and discreat man.' On John Danvers, of Cothorp in Oxfordshire,

February 3, 1604, he was constituted a by his second wife, Joan,daughter of Wil

judge of the Common Pleas, as one of the liam Bruly, of Waterstock in the same

iwo new judges King James had deter- county. There must have been a consider

mined to add to thejudicial staff. ( Egerton able difference between the ages of the two,

Papers, 388.) . There is no record of his because William's career as an advocate, in

argument in the great case of the post-nati, the Year Books, does not commence till

but he joined the majority in the affirma- 1475, seven or eight yearsafter his brother's

tive view of the question. ( State Trials, death. He attained the degree of serjeant

č. 576. ) He died in 1610. at -law soon after the accession of Henry

DANVERS, ROBERT. The founder of VII., and on February 5 , 1488 , he was

this family in England was Roland D'An- raised to the bench of the Common Pleas.

vers,who accompanied the Conqueror on Fines appear to have been acknowledged
his invasion, and whose descendants, by before him as late as February 1504. ( Drug

grants and marriages, acquired considerable dale's Orig. 47.)

property in Berkshire and Oxfordshire. He married Anne, davghter and heir of

Robertwasthe eldest son of John Danvers, John Perry, Esq ., of Chamberhouse in

of Cothorp in the latter county, by his first Berkshire;and hisdescendants were settled

wife Alice, daughterof William Černey, of at Upton in Warwickshire.

Byfield. He became one of the governors DARNALL,JOHN, on February 26, 1544,

at Lincoln's Inn in 1428 , 6 Henry VI. was appointed ingrosser of the Great Roll

In 1433 he was implicated in an erasure of the Exchequer,otherwise called clerk of

which had been made in an act of council the Pipe; on May 5, 1548, he was con

siv. 106), but was exonerated from all stituted fourth baron ofthat court, and

blame on that account by a special warrant he retained his seat till his death , on No

under the privy seal. The record does not vember 28, 1549. Beyond this there is no

explain the particulars; but it seems pro- account of him .

bable that they were in some way con- DAVENCESTER, PHILIP DE. In 11 Henry

Dected with the city of London, of which II. , 1165, a charter between the abbots of

he was about this time common serjeant. St. Albans and Westminster was executed

He was advanced to the recordership in at the Exchequer, assidentibus justiciis

1442, and was called serjeant on February regis,' the last of whom is Philippo de

14, 1443. In 1444 he wasone of the king's Davencestriæ ' (Daventry), without any

serjeants, and in 1445 was member for the designation of the office he held. (Mador,
city of London. i. 44.) He was sheriff of Cambridge and

In July 1450 Jack Cade, on taking up Huntingdon for three years, from 13

his bead -quarters in London, forced Robert Henry II.
l'anvers, the recorder, to be the head of a DAVENPORT, HUMPHREY, the second

Commission of oyer and terminer, at which son of William Davenport, of an ancient

beveral noblemen and gentlemen were tried and genteel family settled 'at Bromball in
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Cheshire, by Margaret , daughter of Sir counsel to GeorgeII. in 1758, and in Sep.

Richard Ashton, of Middleton in Lanca- tember 1761 solicitor-general to the queen
shire, was born at Chester about 1566, and of George III . In the latter year he was

after entering Balliol Collegewent to Gray's elected member of parliament for Newport

Inn, where he was called to the bar on No- in Cornwall, and in December 1763 tras

vember 21, 1590, and in Lent 1613 became appointed solicitor to the king. In August

reader to this society. He was elected 1766 he became attorney -general, and was

member for Brackley in 1588, and made an knighted. He was also comptroller of the
ineffectual effort to introduce a measure of first - fruits and tenths.

Church reform . ( D'Ewes, 438.) In June He filled the office of attorney-general

1623 he took the degree of the coif ; and, for nearly five years, and in the parliament

having been knighted by King James, he following his appointment had the honour

was created king's serjeant, shortly after of being elected by three different consti

King Charles's accession , on May 9, 1625. tuencies - at first for Newport and Tam

Hewas raised to the benchon February 2, worth , selecting the former ; and after

1630, as a judge of the Common Pleas, wards, in January 1770, for the university

and had not sat there a year before he was of Cambridge. In that parliamenthecon

called upon to fill the office of lord chief tended against the legality of Mr. Wilkes's

baron , to which he was nominated on return for Middlesex ; and on all other ob

January 10, 1631. ( Rymer, xix . 133, 254 ; casions strenuously supported the measures
W. Jones's Reports, 230.) of Lord North's ministry. On a motion to

In the case of ship-money he gave his abridge the power of the attorney -general

opinion assuming the king's power to im- in filing ex officio informations, he boldly

pose it, but acquitting Hampden on a defended himself, and proved that the

technicalpoint, that the writwas not good power was not only constitutional, bui,

in law. The majority of the judgeshaving when discreetly exercised, essentially neces

decided against Hampden, it became the sary. He conducted the proceedings against

duty of the lord chief baron to deliver the Wilkes, when he surrendered in 1768 after

judgment, which afterwards, in the Long his conviction, on the question of his out

Parliament, was declared to be void. His lawry; in the various discussions previous

equivocal opinion in favour ofHampden did to his sentence ; and in the writ of error

not avail to prevent that parliament from before the House of Lords, by whom the
condemning the support he had given to the conviction and sentence were contirmed.

king's illegal impositions. Articles of im- Though sharing of course the unpopularity

peachment against him were accordingly with which all the opponents of that dema

carried up to the House of Lords on July 6, gogue were visited , Sir William De Gry

1641, and he was ordered to give 10,0001. does not seem to have excited any special

bail forhis appearance. It isprobable that he animosity, but to have been regarded **

then withdrew himself altogether from the merely doing his duty as an officer of te

duties of his office, for on January25, 1644, crown.

the king appointed Sir Richard Lane his On January 25, 1771, he was appointe!

It is curious, however, that lord chief justice of the Common Pleas

Sir Humphrey's patent of revocation is After presiding over his court for nearls

not dated till January 11 in the following ten years, the failure of his health obligat

year. him to resign in June 1780. In acknow

The date of his death is not given . Fuller ledgment of his services, the king in th '

( i . 188) says he had the reputation of a following October called him up to t ..

studied lawyer and upright person ; ' and House of Peers by the title of Lord Wal
A. Wood (iii. 182) states that he was ac- singham . He enjoyed his new honours 1...
counted one of the oracles of the law. ' littlemore than six months, dying on Na ! '

DE GREY, WILLIAM (LORD Walsing- 1781, when he was buried at Merton .

HAM ). The root of this family can be He was a most accomplished lawyer, an

traced to the twelfth century , and that of the most extraordinary power ofmemory

branch of it to which the judge belonged I have seen him ,' says Lord Eldon , 'c1

possessed, with other large estates, the into court with both hands wrapped up

manor of Merton in Norfolk for about four flannel ( from gout ). He could not take

hundred years before he came into the note , and had no one to do so for him .

world. His father was Thomas De Grey, have known him try a cause which la -te

whorepresented that county in parliament ; nine or ten hours, and then , from me

and his mother was Elizabeth, daughter of sum up all the evidence with the gresie

William Wyndham , of Felbrigge. William correctness. ( Twiss, i. 113.)

was their third son , and was born at Merton He married Mary, daughter of Wils

on July 7 , 1719. After receiving his edu- Cowper, Esq., M.P. for Hertford , and 1

cation at Christ's College, Cambridge, he cousin of thepoet; and the title is still

entered theMiddle Temple, and wascalled joyed by his descendants .

to the bar in 1742. He was made king's! DELVES,JOHN DE ,was the son of Rich

successor.
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de Delves, ofDelves Hall, near Uttoxeter, , and the place of his education is claimed

in Staffordshire, who was constable of by both Oxford and Cambridge. He be

Heleigh Hall,in that county. At the battle came in 1461 prior of Llanthony Secundus,

of Poictiers, in 1356, the Lord Audley, with near Gloucester, a cell to that in Monmouth

his four esquires, of whom John de Delves shire, but afterwards, in 1481, made the

was one, performed such acts of valour that principal house. In 1494 he was consti

Prince Edward granted to him, on the field, tuted Chancellor of Ireland, when his ser

“ fyue hundred markes of yerely reuenewes,' vices in turning away the impostor Perkin

which the generous lord immediately re- Warbeck from the Irish shores secured the
signed to his four squires, sayingthat they royal favour, and he was not only rewarded

had alwayes serued metruely, and specially by being made deputy and justiciary of

this day that honour that I haue is by that kingdom iu 1496, but also Bishop of
their valyantnesse .' And each of them was Bangor. In this see he restored the rights

allowed to add a part of their lord's arms to of the church, and regained several valuable
his own . properties, and in March 1500 he was

John de Delves was soon afterwards translated to the more important diocese of

knighted, and retained in the service of Salisbury. Six months afterwards, on Oc

the Black Prince. In 36 Edward III, he tober 13, he was invested with the custody.

is called his ó valettus,' in an order to the of the Great Seal with the title of lord

sheriffs of London to supply him with as keeper, and in the following January he

many bows and arrows as the prince should was consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury.

require; and he was entrusted with the The pope soon after appointed him his legate

wardship of the Duchess of Brittany. in England; and before the end of the year

However natural it was that the royal he solemnised the nuptials ofPrince Arthur,

goodwill should be extended to him , it with Catherine of Arragon, and was en

seems strange that a place on the judicial gaged in negotiating the treaty of marriage

bench should be selected as areward for his between theKing of Scotsand the Princess

military services, since there is no evidence Margaret. No reason beiug assigned for

that he had been ever previously connected his early resignation of the custody of the

with the law . Yet so it was, and on Fe- Great Seal on July 27, 1502, it may pro

bruary 3, 1364, 38 Edward III. , he was bably be attributed to the failure of his

constituted a judge of the Common Pleas. health, as he survived his retirement only

There is evidence, however, that he ac- half a year. He died atLambeth, on Fe

companied the Black Prince to Gascony two bruary 15, 1502–3 ; and his remains were

months afterwards, so that he did not de- deposited in Canterbury Cathedral. (God

vote himself much to his legal avocation. win, 132, 352, 625 ; Rymer , xii. 523, 642,

Fines, however, appear to have been levied 793 ; Arch. Journal, xviii. 256–267.),
before him till the middle of the following DENE, RALPH DE, one of the twelve in

year. As his name was not afterwards in- quisitors against the sheriffs in 1170, who

derted among the judges who received their are called justicesitinerant by Dugdale, was

salaries, he probably then retired from the of a Sussex family, in which county hehad

bench. He was lucky enough,at this time, considerable property.
He settled some

to announce to the king the birth of his canons of the Præmonstratensian order at

grandson Edward , the son of the Prince of Ottham in Sussex. (Madox, i . 576, ii. 78 ;

Wales, for which he had a grant of 401. a Monast. vi . 911. )

year. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 180.) DENHAM , John, in the memoir of his

He lived till 1369, and was buried at son Sir JohnDenham , the poet, isdescribed

Audley in Staffordshire. By his wife Isa- as of Little Horsley in Essex. He was a

bella, daughter of Philip de Malpas, he member first of Furnival's Inn, and then of

left a daughter, Joan, the widow of Henry Lincoln's Inn, and, having been called to

de Kymes, and bequeathed to her most of the bar in 1587, was chosen a reader of

his manors; but he was eventually suc- that society twenty years afterwards.

ceeded in his estates by his brotherHenry, Eton College employed him as their

one ofwhose descendants, Thomas Delves, counsel, and made him their steward. On

of Dodington, obtained a baronetcy,which June 5 , 1609, having been first called ser

is now extinct. ( Froissart, i. 197, 205 ; jeant, he was appointed lord chief baron of

Dudale's Orig .45 ; Cal. Ing. p. m . ii. 296.) the Irish Exchequer, and knighted. From

DENE, HENRY (ARCHBISHOP OF CANTER- this office he was advanced within three

BUBT) , although holding three sees succes- years to that of lord chief justice of the

zively, wore the episcopal mitre for little King's Bench, in the same country. This

more than five years. His public career is he held for five years, and then exchanged

equally short, andlittle is preserved ofhis it on May2, 1617, for aseat in the English
private history. His origin is not recorded , Court of Exchequer. How well he per

except that he was a Welshman, which formed his dutiesin Ireland maybe judged

might perhaps operate as a recommendation from the address of Lord Chancellor Bacon

to Henry VII. He was born about 1450, (Works, vii . 264 ) to his successor, Sir Wil
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liam Jones, who is recommended to imitate had so high an opinion of his learning, and
the care and affection to thecommonwealth so great an affection for him , that when he

of Ireland, and the prudent and politic ad died on the 8th of the following Septem
ministration of Sir John Denham . ' He ber,he wrote the beautiful and characteristic

was so good an administrator of the re- epitaph on hismonument in the church of
venue ' there, as Bacon calls him , that he Harewood in Yorkshire, where he lies near

set up the customs, which, bringing first Lord Chief Justice Gascoigne.

only 5001., were let before his death for He married Anne, daughter of Robert

54,0001. per annum . ( Ibid. 316, note.) Smithson, Esq., but left no issue .

In the proceedings against his eminent DENMAN, THOMAS (LORD DERMAN ),

eulogist, three years afterwards,he had the than whom no chief justice of England
unpleasant duty of delivering the message since the death of the Earl of Mansfield

of the lords to the fallen chancellor, re- has been regarded with more personal

quiring a special answer to the charges esteem and affection, and none since the

against him . ( Parl. Hist. i . 1239.) In days of Lord Chief Justice Holt have left

the case of ship -money he joined the other a character of bolder independence or more

judges for the sake of conformity in the fearless and uncompromising patriotism ,

opinion theygave to the king in favour of was born on February 23, 1779, at his
its legality ; but on the hearing of the case father's house in Queen Street, Golden

against Hampden he was absent during Square, which in honour of the infant then

four days of the argument, and, being sick | brought into the world has lately assumed

andweak, gave a short written judgment | the name of Denman Street. He was the

on May 28, 1638, in opposition to the king's only son of Dr. Thomas Denman , the most

claim . ( State Trials, iii. 1201.) He lived eminent physician of his time in his par

only seven months after the unfortunate de- ticular branch of science , and of his wife

cision of the majority, anddying on January Elizabeth, daughter of Alexander Brodie,

6 , 1639, was buried at Egham in Surrey, Esq., a descendant from the ancient family
where there is a monument to him and his of Brodie, of Brodie in Morayshire. The

two wives. The first of these was Cicile, family from which he sprang was originally

the widow of Richard Kellefet, Esq.; and settled in Nottinghamshire , some time at

the second Eleanor, the daughter of Sir East Retford, and more lately at Bever
Garrett Moore, first Viscount Drogheda. cotes, but Dr. Denman's father removed to

The judge built the mansion called The Bakewell in Derbyshire, where for many

Place ' at Egham ; buthis estate was wasted years he practised as a surgeon. The judge

in gambling by his only son , John Denham , therefore is another instance, of which there

equally celebrated as the author of ' Coop- ' are so many in this reign, of the legal bench

er's Hill' and otherpoems, and as a loyal being supplied by men ofmedical lineage.

adherent of King Charles through all his At three years he commenced his school

adversities. He was rewarded on the Resto- education under that amiable and excellent

ration with the post of surveyor-general woman Mrs. Barbauld, then resident at Pal

and the knighthood of the Bath,and died grave in Norfolk, and to her system of in

in 1668. ( Aubrey, ii . 320 ; Brit. Biography, struction during the two years he was under

v. 453. ) her tuition the judge was accustomed to

DENISON , THOMAS, was the younger of attribute the retentive memory and what

two sons of Mr. Joseph Denison, an opulent ever grace and facility of diction he after
merchant at Leeds, the elder of whom was wards attained .

the grandfather of the Right Honourable After leaving Mrs. Barbauld's, he was

John Evelyn Denison ,speaker of the House placed for a short time under the Rev. Dr.
of Commons since 1857. He was born in Thompson at Kensington, whence he pr

1699, and received his legal education at ceeded when seven years old to Eton. HL
the Inner Temple,where he was called to industry and application during the year

the bar. His merits as a lawyer soon pro- that he remained there are evidenced by

cured him a considerable practice, and, the stores of classical literature which så
without having filled any of the minor mained in his memory, and by the deligt

offices of the profession, he was made a ' which he took in them , and his readiness
judge of the King's Bench in December quoting them ; and his social characte
1741 . He was knighted in November among his schoolfellows maybe estimate

1745, when he joined in the loyal address by the many lasting friendships which

to the king on the rebellion. After ad - formed there. To the last period of h

ministering justice in that court for more life he retained that affection for the bal
than twenty-three years , his health and his establishmentwith which those who hy
sight failing him , he resigned on February been educated within its walls invaria
14, 1765 . regard it. Before proceeding to the u

He sat under three successive chief jus- versity he spent one or two years as

tices — Sir William Lee , Sir Dudley Ryder, pupil with his maternal uncle, the ti

and Lord Mansfield ; the latter of whom i Peter Brodie ( the father of Mr. B
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the eminent conveyancer, and Sir Benjamin commenced his actual reign of George IV.

Brodie thegreatsurgeon, his fellow pupils), A conspiracy, widely spreadamongthe
under whom he added largely totheclassi- lower orders of the people, had been orga

cal and historical knowledge which he had nised to overturn the government of the
laid in at Eton . country just before his accession ,and within

From 1796 to 1800 he spent atSt. John's a month after it a plan was concerted for

College, Cambridge, and took his degree of the commencement of the outbreak by the

B.A. in the latter year, and that of M.A.in murder of all the ministers at a cabinet

1803, without aiming at a place on the list dinner at Lord Harrowby's. The plot was

of university honours, as he had a great discovered only just in time. On the very

distaste to mathematical studies, and de- day of its intended execution the body of

voted himself entirely to his favourite traitors were arrested in the midst of their

classics. preparations, and their conviction and exe

He then entered Lincoln's Inn, and cution soon followed . The agitation arising

placed himself as a pupil under the great from what was called the Cato Street con

conveyancer Charles Butler, and the emi- spiracy had scarcely subsided before the

nent pleader Mr. Tidd, the initiator into public were excited by the prospect of an
legal mysteries of so many remarkable men. investigation of a very different nature, but

After due preparation, he practised for a threatening equally perilous consequences.

short time as a special pleader until 1806 , In the meantime Mr. Denman bad at the

when he was called to the bar, and joined general election of that year been returned

the Midland Circuit and Lincoln Sessions. for Nottingham .

He had two years before married Theodosia Queen Caroline, who was living apart

Ann, the eldest daughter of the Rev. from her husband in foreign lands, had

Richard Vevers, rector of Saxby in Lei- intimated her intention of coming to Eng

cestershire. land to claim the rights and privileges due

While making the slow progress which to her new rank, which it was known that

is so much the fate of junior barristers, he theking intended to resist,as he had already

employed some part of his leisure in writing excluded her name from the usual prayers

critiques on the classical literature of the in the Liturgy. One of the first acts of

day for the Monthly Review ,' then the her progress towards England was to ap

leading, whig journal, until it was super- point Mr. Brougham her attorney -general

seded by the advances of its Edinburgh and Mr. Denman her solicitor-general.

competitor. But he gradually got the ear Numerous negotiations took place between

of the court, and so early as 1809 by his the government and her law officers, in

lucid, elaborate, and successful argumenton order toavertthe inconveniences which

the right application of the rule in Shelley's threatened to follow her arrival . But all

case, in opposition to so able an opponent endeavours of accommodation failing, her

as Mr. Copley (afterwards Lord Lyndhurst), majesty entered London on June 7, amidst

prored that he had not sat at the feet of the triumphant acclamations of the people,

the great conveyancing Gamaliel in vain. and the whole town, partly from synipathy

( 11 East,548.) But the event to which he and partly from forceandfear, was illumi

attributed his ultimate success, and which nated in the evening.

recommended him to the first honours he The cause of thispopular feeling was not

received, was his employment on the trials so much a conviction of the queen’s inno

of the Luddites in 1817, when he was en- cence, for of that the majority knew little

gaged for the defence of the prisoners ar- and cared less, as a disgust at the indignities

raigned at Derby. offered to a female, and an admiration of

In 1818 Mr. Denman obtained his first the spirit she exhibited in hastening to face

seat in parliament as representative of her accusers, together with the growing

Wareham in Dorsetshire. ' He soon em- unpopularity of the king, much increased

barked on the stormy sea of politics, and by the knowledge of the grounds of recri
distinguished himself by the boldness with mination which the queen, even if the

which he attacked abuses and pronounced charges against her were true, could justly
opinions to which he adhered through life, bring against him. Meetings of arbitrators,
and in particular by advocating the neces- motionsin parliament, werealike ineffectual

sity of an amelioration of the criminal law. to produce an arrangement, the interesting

In this his first year he had obtained a protocolsand debates in which will be
position of considerable importance in the found in Hansard andthe ‘ Annual Register '

House of Commons, and had established a for the year. In all these proceedings Mr.
reputation which was soon to be extended Denman of course took a prominent part,
throughout the country , and in the new House of Commons he

The old king George III. died on January spoke with so much indignation, boldness,

29, 1820, and the Prince of Wales, who and forcethat hedrew from the mouth of

had held theregency of the kingdom for a member a question to which the spirit of
the nine previous years, heavily in clouds' prophecy might be attributed . Ir. R.
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Martin asked her majesty's solicitor-general Common Council, and would naturally hare

“ if by any train of fortuitous events he fallen to their senior pleader,Mr. Bolland,

should at some future period find himself who was a deserved favourite in the city.

elevated to the bench of this country ( and, as But the queen's party in the council deter

all things were in the hands of Providence, mined to testify their admiration of the

such an event was by no means unlikely ), exertions made in her defence by Mr. Den

how he would like to have hurled against man , on whom in the previous year they

his judicial dignity any former opinion had conferred the freedom of the city, and

which he might have professed in that elected him to the office by a majority of

house or elsewhere ? ' Mr. Denman was 131 over 119 for Mr. Bolland, who some

certainly prophetic in the dignified answer years after was appointed a baron of the

that he gave to this impertinence. He said Exchequer.
that he did not fear that any opinion he In this new character Mr. Dennan dis

had delivered or should deliver in that appointed his opponents,who gave him

house would ever rise up in judgment credit for more eloquence than law ,by ex

against him , nor should he desert those hibiting those judicial powers which are

opinions in any situation in which he might most admirable while presiding over &

be placed .' criminal court - patience, firmness, and

The “Green Bag containing the dirty humanity; and by the sweetness of his
details was brought in and referred to a disposition, joined wi the natural dignity

secret committee, upon whose report the of his character, he gained the affection

Bill of Pains and Penalties was introduced and respect even of those who differed

into the House of Lords on July 5, the ob- most from him in politics. These feelings

ject of which was to deprive the queen of found utterance in the various addresses they

her title and todissolve the marriage be- presented to him upon every occasion of his

tween her and the king. The second read- advancement.

ing was put off till August 17. Nearly the He retired from parliament from 1836 to

whole talent of the bar was engaged, and ' 1830, when on the general election conse

of the eleven counsel who appeared ,six on quent on the accession of William IV. he

one side and five on the other, no less than was again elected for Nottingham , which

ten were afterwards elevated to high legal he continued to represent till his elevation

distinction . Only one of the advocates for to the bench .

the queen - namely, Sir Nicolas Tindal — re- On the death of the queen in 1821 he of

ceived his judicialpromotion while George course lost the precedence which bis office

IV. remained on the throne, and though of her solicitor-general gave him in the

the two principal advocates received legal courts, andwas obliged to retire behind the

rank during the reign, it was not granted bar ; and it was not till seven years after

till near the end of it, and then with the wards, in 1828, that he received a silk

greatest reluctance and difficulty. With so gown . From that time his promotion was

much displeasure did the king regard Mr. rapid . William IV . in 1830 succeeded in

Denman for the bitter terms in which he the crown , and on the accession of the

had alluded to the grounds of recrimination whig ministry, scorning to remember the

which the king had afforded , that he was personal attack which Mr. Denman in his

omitted from the batch of king's counsel zeal had uttered against him on the queen's

created on the accession of the liberal- trial, sanctioned his appointment as attor
minded Lord Lyndhurst to the chancellor- ney -general on November 26 , and knighted

ship, and it was only by his bold remon- him . He had not filled the office of atta

strance that the Duke of Wellington was ney-general quite two years when Lord

enabled to remove the injustice. Tenterden died, and Sir Thomas was with

During the progress of the trial the ex- out a moment's hesitation appointed , on

citement of the people was unbounded. November 4, 1832 , his successor as lont

They wholly discredited the evidence ad- chief justice of the King's Bench .

duced against her majesty, declaring that Fornearly eighteen years he graced th3*

the witnesses were suborned, and when the seat with the highest commendation from

ministers were obliged to abandon the bill bis brother judges, the bar, and the puka

thedelight of the populace almostamounted Without pretending to the deep black -letta:

to frenzy. In the queen's popularity the learning of some of his colleagues, he

advocates of her innocence, who had shown laid up a sufficient store of legal knowleda

such fearless gallantry in her defence, of to meet every requirement, and buite
course largely participated. deeply imbued with the principles 1

The popular effervescence had not sub- which the law is founded , knew well b's
sided when Sir John Sylvester, the recorder to apply them in thejustice he admini

of London, died and Mr. Knowles was tered. He maintained on the bench to

appointed his successor in 1822, leaving a same independence, and exhibited tb.

vacancy in his former place of common same courage, as distinguished him at it

serjeant. This was in the gift of the bar, and in the famous case of Stockis
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v. Hansard did not hesitate boldly to sup- , in the court in which he presided of a
port the rights and liberties of the subject valuable inkstand, in a beautiful classical

in opposition to the assumed privileges of design, accompanied by a letter the lan

parliament, and the threats of the House of guage of which must have beenevenmore
Commons. No judge ever showed more precious than the gift. His four brethren

unaffected dignity in his demeanour, more say, We do desire to bear sincere and con

kindness and courtesy to all who were in siderate testimony to the leading good sense

communication with him , more patience and and ability, the industry and uprightness,

discrimination in investigating the rights of the candour, patience, dignity, and good

the parties before him , or more firmness temper with which you have adorned the

and perspicuity in delivering his judgments. bench on which we have had the hap

In March 1834 he was created a peer by piness to sit as your assistants. But we

the title of Baron Denman of Dovedale in are bound to add to this our gratitude for

Derbyshire, and ventured to breakthrough the uniform kindness which individually we

the custom of chief justices attending par- have experienced at your hands, the hearty

liament in their judicial robes, by always acceptance which you have ever given to

sitting in his ordinary dress. Lord Den- such assistance as it was our duty and in

man wascalled upon, in consequence of the our power to afford you, and the delightful

illness of Lord Cottenham the chancellor, friendliness, without change or diminution

to preside as lord high steward when the at any time, which has shed a peculiar

Earl of Cardigan was indicted for shooting charm on our private intercourse. By these

Captain Tuckett in a duel, who was ac- we have beenmade, we trust, more useful

quitted from the omission of the prosecution servants to the public, as we are sure we

to prove the identity of the man wounded have been enabled to enjoy our few leisure

with the man named in the indictment. hours more perfectly. The letter bears

At the age of seventy Lord Denman's the subscription of the respected names of

health began to fail, and after several Sir JohnPatteson, Sir John Coleridge, Sir

months' suffering he felt that he could no William Wightmán ,and Sir William Erle.

longer perform the duties of his office with Throughout his life he preserved bis en

satisfaction to himself or with benefit to joyment ofevery branch of literature and

the public. He therefore sent in his resig- science ; and, though he did not publish any

nation at the end of Hilary Term 1850, and work with his name, he contributed many

Lord Campbell, who was only two years elegant translations to Bland's "Greek An

his junior,was appointed in his place. In thology,' besides often relaxing himself in

Do instance of a judge's retirement was so playful dalliance with the Muses.
much regret expressed. Not only from the He lived nearly five years after his resig

citizens of London, who looked upon them- nation, spending most of his time at Stony

selves as in somesort the founders of his Middleton, near Bakewell, which he had

fortune, and who had placed his portrait on inherited from his father, in those acts of

the walls of their council chamber, but charity and kindness which endeared him

from the whole bar, and specially from the to his fellow -creatures, and in contempla

members of his owu (the Midland) circuit, tions which prepared him for his end. His

from the grand juries of Lincolnshire, death occurred on September 22, 1854, at

Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Leicester- Stoke Albany, near Rockingbam . He left

shire, Warwickshire, Kent (conveying the a large family.
sentiments of admiration and regret of the DENNY, EDMUND, or EDWARD, from

leading gentry of those counties), was he being a clerk of the Exchequer, wasraised

gratified by receiving the most affectionate in 1504 to the office of king's remem

addresses . The solicitors gave a permanent brancer, and on May 6, 1513, 5 Henry
testimony of their participation in these VIII. , to thatof fourth baron , in which he

feelings by placing his bust in their ball in continued till his death in 1520. He was

Chancery Lane ; and the poet -laureate of buried in the church of St. Benet, Paul's

the Home Circuit , Sir Joseph Arnould ,since Wharf, London. He is described as of

a judge at Bombay, embodied them in a Cheshunt in Hertfordshire, and was the
beautiful copy of verses describing in son of Thomas Denny and Ágnes his wife .

elegant and pathetic lines the various He had three wives : the first was Margaret,

excellences by which he was distinguished, daughter of Ralph Leigh , Esq ., of Stock
and their loss in being deprived of his well, Surrey, M.P. for the county ; the
example. second was Mary, daughter and heir of

The sympathy thus shown in this country Robert Troutbeck , Esq., of Bridge- Traf
extended even to America, and was com- ford , Cheshire ; and the third Jane,
municated in an elegant letter from Mr. daughter of By his second wife only

Everett, who hadbeen ambassador here. he had issue. Besides severaldaughters,
But the highest gratification experienced one ofwhom ,Joyce, was themother of the
by Lord Denman was in receiving the un- celebrated Sir Francis Walsingham , and
Exampled compliment from his colleagues the maternal ancestor of the Viscounts

6
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Falkland, he had two sons, the younger of doubt, the descendant of one who had been

whom was Sir Anthony, the king's remem- the steward of the king, and who was,
in

brancer, and gentleman of the king's the language of the time, called Dispensa

privy chamber. His grandson was created tor, or le Despencer, which title became &

Baron Denny and Earl of Norwich, bothof surname of the family. Dugdale calls Hugh

which titles have become extinct. The agrandson of another Hugh, and the son

family is now represented by a baronetcy, of Thomas ( Baronage, i. 389 ); while Col

created in 1782. lins makes him the son of Geoffrey, and

DENTON,ALEXANDER ,was the nephew of grandson of Thurstan . ( Peerage, iv. 496.)

Sir Edmund Denton, a baronet,whose title is If the former,Dugdale leaves us in doubt

now extinct,and the son of another Alexan- as to his actual ancestors ; butif the latter,

derDenton ,of Hillesden , near Buckingham . his succession from the steward of Henry I.
In 1704 he was called to the bar by the is clearly shown .

Middle Temple, and in February of the That Hugh le Despencer, however, wasof

next year he was committed to thecustody the baronial familyof that name is suti

of the serjeant-at -arms by the House of ciently proved byhis accompanying Richard,

Commons for pleading for the plaintiffs in King of theRomans, to Germany, in 1257

the Aylesburycase. ( State Trials, xiv. 809.) ( Rymer, i.355 ), and by his being selected
In 1708 and 1714 he was elected member as one of the twelve commissioners on the

of parliament for Buckingham . Taking a part of the barons at the parliament of

high rank in his profession, he was on June Oxford in 1258 , when Hugh Bigot was

25, 1722, appointed a judge of the Common nominated chief justiciary by them . In H

Pleas, and after filling it with respectability Henry III. he went as a justice itinerant
for eighteen years, he died on March 22, into three counties, and on the retirement

1740, holdingat his death the office also of of Hugh Bigot atthe latter end of that

chancellor tothe Prince of Wales. year he was appointed by the barons to

He married a lady with a fortune of succeed him . Although the king, in the

20,0001., named Bond, but left no issue. following July, on resuming his authority,

DENUM , WILLIAM DE,of a family esta- placed Philip Basset in the office of chief

blished in Durham , wasthe son of Robert justiciary, Hugh le Despencer continued 10

deDenum . Both he and his elder brother act in thesame capacity on the part of the

John were serjeants, and are probably the barons till April 1262 , when, an accom

persons who aregenerally called J. and W. modation taking place, Philip Basset seems

Derom in the Year Books of Edward II. to have been established in the office, as he

and III. William, in the early part of the certainly performed its functions duringthe

reign of the latter monarch ,was frequently king's absence in Guienne in that year.

employed in conducting the negotiations ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 385 , &c. )

with Scotland. In 1329 he was one of the On a pretended reconciliation between

itinerant judges into Nottinghamshire, and the king and the barons in 1263 Hugh le

in 1331 was constituted king's serjeant. Despencer was again appointed chief justo,

On September 24, 1332, he was made ciary. Early in the next year the barcas

a baron of the Eschequer; and a little war again broke out, and the Earl of Lei

later in the same year Dugdale introduces cester havingsecured the citizens of Lor

him among the justices of the King's don on his side, Hugh le Despencer, at the

Bench, on the authority of a liberate. head of their associated bands, destrored

But it is most probable that this document the houses of Philip Basset and the localist

was nothing more than the order for his nobility, imprisoned the judges,and left the

salary as a baron, the titles not being Jews,after enriching himself with the rate

always clearly distinguished. No entry som of some of the most wealthy , to th *

occurs relative to him after this date , só tendermerciesofthemob . ( Lingard, iii . 137. )

that it is not unlikely that he retired from In the battle of Lewes, foughton Marli ,

the bench when he succeeded to the manor 1264, the chief justiciary distinguished hiz

of Herdwick -juxta-Hesilden, and otherlarge self on the barons' side, and atter the kir:

family estates, on the death ofhis brother. defeat no less than six castles were plati

He died in 1350, leaving his wife, Isa- under Hugh's government, with a grani

bella, and fourdaughters. ( Surtees's Dur- 1000 marks for his support in his offers

ham , i . 51 , 192; N. Fædera, ii. 70 +-819 ; ( Rymer, ii. 445.)

Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 91, 261. ) in Leland's .Collectanea ' (ii. 378) tho

DERBY, WILLIAM,was a clergyman,and is a statement that he afterwards quart ...
no doubt a clerk in the Exchequer. On with the Earl of Leicester ; and it is soul.

February 8, 1435 , 13 Henry VI., he was what curious that in three records qu.te
nominated 'third baron, and on June 16, by Brady (i. 650–1) , dated in Mari ...

1436, was raised to the second seat in the June 1265, the title · Justiciarius' is die
court. He died in 1438. (Acts Privy to the earl's name. This bears the appeas

Council, iv. 295.) ance of the retirement of Hugh ; but a .

DESPENCER, Hugh LE, was, there is no the following August he was in arms wir

6
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that nobleman, the difference could not progenitors, so eminent for their mathema

have been of long continuance. The firm- tical studies, were resident at Digges Court,

ness ofhis friendshipwas shownat the battle Barham , in Kent, where Sir Dudley was

of Evesham on August 4 , 1265 ,when, re- born in 1583. He was entered a gentleman
fusing to quit the field before it began, commoner of University College in Oxford,

though urged by the earl to do so, heand where he took the degree of B.A. in 1601,

Leicester were slain together. and, in themultitudinous distribution of

As a soldier he seems to have been va- honours byKing James, he was knighted
liant and bold ; but the few facts that are soon after the accession .

recorded of him in his capacity of chief He was member for Tewkesbury from

justice of the kingdom are marked with the 1604 to 1611. Part of this time he spent

violence and rapacity of the times. abroad ; and in 1611 he is mentioned as

Hemarried Alyna, or Aliva, the daughter busy with the discovery of the north -west

and heir of Philip Basset, of Wicombe, passage,' and in 1614 as 'moving every

who, after his death, became the wife of stone to obtain employment.' ( Cal. st.

Roger Bigot, Earl of Norfolk . By her he Papers ( 1611), 96, 225.) He was subse

left a son and a daughter, the latter of quently employed on a mission to the

whom married Hugh de Courtney, father Hague. Whether he then held any office

of Hugh, first Earl ofDevon. The son , at court is uncertain ; but he probably did

Hugb, was created Earl of Winchester in so in October 1615, when he deposed, on

1322 ; but being beheaded in 1326 , his the trial of Weston for the murder of Sir

honours became forfeited. His grandson , Thomas Overbury, that the knight had

however,was summoned to parliament by imparted to him his readiness to be em

Edward III. ; but his successor (who had ployed in an embassy to Russia, to which

been created Earl of Gloucester in 1397) the king had appointed him . He was cer

was beheaded in 1400, and the honours tainly a gentleman of the king's privy

were again forfeited . This attainder being chamber in 1618, for he is so described in

reversed in 1461, the baronywas restored a commission of that date appointing him

to his granddaughter Elizabeth ,the wife of ambassador to the great duke and lord

Edward Nevill, and, after falling several of all Russia , to treat concerning a loan

times into abeyance , still survives in the from theking to the duke.' Of this voyage,
present Baroness le Despencer. in which John Tradescant accompanied

DEVON, EARL OF. See H. DE COURTE- him as a naturalist, there is a MS. account

SEYE . preserved in the Ashmolean Museum .

D'EYNCOURT, EDMUND, the son and heir ( Notes and Queries, 1st S.ii. 392. )

of John, who was lineally descended from In the parliament of 1621, so fatal to

Walter D'Eyncourt, who came over with Lord Chancellor Bacon, Sir Dudley sat

the Conqueror, and was royally rewarded again for Tewkesbury , and was one of the

with many lordships in the counties of committee that brought forward the charges

York , Northampton, Nottingham, Derby, against the noble delinquent. Though he

and Lincoln, at his father's death, in seems to have taken altogether a moderate

1257, was a minor, and when he attained and conciliatory part, the king thought

bis majority served the king in his wars in otherwise, for, though not included among

Wales, in Gascony, and in Scotland. He the ill-tempered spirits ' mentioned in his

was summoned to parliament in 27 Ed, proclamation on the dissolution, whom he

ward I. ( Baronage, i. 388 ), and subscribed committed to the Tower, Sir Dudley and a

the letter to the pope by the title of “ Do- few others were punished by being sent

minus de Thurgerton .'' In 1305 he was into Ireland on a frivolous commission .

appointed one of the justices of trailbaston They were dismissed from their penal em

for Lincoln and nine other counties, and ployment in February 1623, receiving each

throughout the following reign he still con- thirty shillings a day for 124 days from

tinued to act as a judge. ( Parl.W., ii. 759.) October 26, when they entered on their

He died in 1327, 1 Edward III. His commission. ( Pell Records, 266.)

lands and title devolved by royal licence on Archbishop Abbot, in his narrative, says

his nephew William , the son of his brother that Sir Dudley had been a great servant'

John. Onthe death of the thirteenth baron, of the Duke of Buckingham ,who, he pre

in 1422, the barony fell into abeyance, and sumes, lost his friendship for some un
ultimately became forfeited. (Nicolas's worthy carriage offered to him ; and also

Synopsis.) alludes to Sir Dudley being committed to

DIGGES, DUDLEY, whose pedigree, pre- the Fleet, and kept there for seven or eight

pared by himself, commences in the reign weeks, without any known reason for his

of Henry III . , was the grandson of Leo- imprisonment. ( Rushworth, i. 450.) It is

nard Digges, insignem mathematicum ,' apparent that these two persons bore great

and the son of Thomas, mathematicum illwill towards each other, for Sir Dudley , in

insignissimum ,' by Anne, the daughter of the second parliament of Charles I. ( 1626 ),

Sir Warham de Sentleger. Both of these was one of the most active managers of
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the impeachment against the duke. In and was the author of The Compleat Am

the conference with the Lords, having bassador,' printed after his death. The
made some allusion to the plaister admi- family was famous for literature ; his bro

nistered to the late king, Buckingham en- ther Leonard was an accomplished poet,
deavoured to fasten upon him expressions and is connected with the memory of

which were little less than treason to the Shakspeare by his commendatory verses,
present king, and thereupon obtained his which have been often reprinted ; and his

committal to the Tower. There was evi- third son Dudley was also a good poet and
dently a wilful misrepresentation of the linguist. His grandson ,Sir Maurice Digges,

words used, and on the murmured resent- received a baronetcy in 1666, which became
ment of the Commons, Sir Dudley was extinct within the year. (Ath. Oxon .ii.634;

released ,after threedays'detention . (White- Fasti, i . 290 ; Hasted, vii. 265.)
locke, 5. ) In the next year he suffered an- DIGHTON, WILLIAM DE. In 48 Edward

other imprisonment in the Fleet, for some III., when he had letters of protection
• unfitting words' at the council table. ( Cal. granted to him to accompany the Duke of
St. Papers [ 1627 ], 2 , 64.) Brittany abroad, he is called clericus, and

In Charles's third parliament ( 1628 ) Sir is described as alias dictus Willielmus

Dudley was returned for the county of Marmoyn .' In the previous year his name,

Kent, and took a prominent part in " for- as canon of St. Paul's, London, is attached

warding the Petition of Right, being ap- to the treaty with the King of Portugal.

pointed to open the conference with the (New Fædera, iii.985, 1010.)

Peers on the subject. The lord president in He was made keeper of the priry seal in

reporting to the house describes him as the early part of the reign of Richard II ;

a man of volubility and elegance of speech .' and when the king dismissed Richard le

This parliament was angrily dissolved in Serope from hissecond chancellorship. On

March 1629, and the next was not called July 11, 1382, Dighton was joined with

until eleven years afterwards. In the in- Hugh de Segrave and John de Waltham in

terim , Sir Julius Cæsar being a very old the custodyof the Great Seal, until a new

man , the reversion of his office of master of chancellor was appointed , and they held it

the Rolls had been granted to Sir Hum- for ten weeks. He is not mentioned later

phrey May, an old officerand constantsup- thanthe ninth year of the reign, when he
porter of the court, but he dying in four- is stillcalled canon of St. Paul's. ( Rymer,

teen months, the reversion in the following vii. 520.)

November (1630 ) was given to Sir Dudley DIXON, NICHOLAS, was in holy orders,

Digges, who, though a strenuous advocate and held the church of Cheshunt in Hert

for the liberty of the subject, had, since fordshire for thirty years from 1418. He

the death of his enemy the duke, shown no was then clerk of the Pipe, and soon after

disposition to oppose government measures, became sub- treasurer of the Exchequer. Ilie
and had probably resumed his connection next elevation was to the bench of that court

with the court. On obtaining this grant on January 26, 1423, 1 Henry VI. (Ads

he entered himself as a member of the so- Privy Council, iii. 22.) He is mentioned as

ciety of Gray's Inn, and, honoris causâ, was late as 19 Henry VI. in a deed relating tu

immediately madea bencher. Hehad to property granted to Richard , Duke of York

wait for nearly five years and a half before ( Ibid. v. 136.) His retirement from the

Sir Julius Cæsar died ; but in the mean- court must have been previous to 22 Henry

time he was admitted one of the masters in VI., as his name does not appear am a

Chancery on January 22, 1631. He thus those to whom the usual robes were than

had a slight opportunity of acquiring some assigned (Orig . 99 ) ; but he lived till Oct

professional knowledge; for neither henor ber 30, 1448,27 Henry VI.

Sir Humphrey May, having never studied He was buried in the church at Chesh'oi.

any branch of law, could from their legal which, together with a chancel dedicate :

experience found any claim to the judicial to the Virgin, was erected by him ; &

seat. On Sir Julius's death on April 18, his epitaph celebrates both hiš justice **

1636, Sir Dudley immediately acceded to his charity. ( Fuller's Herts, i . 438 ; Chuzuni."

the office ; but of his proceedings in it, dur- 302.)

ing the three years of his possession, there DODD, SAMUEL, was descended from a

is no account. Cheshire family, and was the son of Rat!

He died on March 18, 1639, and was Dod ,who describes himself • Ciris et P ...

buried at Chilham , the manor and castle of Londini.' He was born about 1652. T.
which he acquired by his marriage with Inner Temple was his school of law , wh---

Mary, one of the daughters and co-heirs of he was called to the bar in 1679, and 21

Sir Thomas Kempe, of Ollantigh in the next mitted to the bench in 1700. He w

parish. He was intelligent, eloquent, and counsel for Dr. Sacheverell in the ill-jud.

ready as a public man, and pious, amiable, impeachment against him in 1710, ?4

and generous in his private life. He pub- pleaded so manfully and ably that he in
lished . A Defence of Trade' during his life, tained a great amount of popularity am 21
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the high church party. ( State Trials, xv. I negotiating for his son's marriage with the
213, &c. ) Spanish princess, and was desirous of show

On the accession ofGeorge I. he was ap- ing some leniency to the Catholics, Walter

pointed the lord chief baron on November Yonge ( Diary , 69 ) reports that Judge

2:2, 1714 , and knighted. He occupied his Doderidge saith he thought they (the

seat barely seventeen months, dying on judges] should find out a way by law to

April 14, 1716, when he was buried in the dispense with the statute against recu

Temple Church. He left a manuscript vo- sancy. This spirit of accommodating their

lume of Reports,which is preserved among opinions to the royal wishes was further

the Hargrave Collection in the British shown when the judges refused to admit

Museun . Hampden and others to bail for refusing to

By his wife Elizabeth , sister and coheir subscribe to the late loan . On their being

of Sir Robert Croke, of Chequers, Bucks, called before the House of Lords in April

he had two sons, who both died without 1628 to assign the reasons for their judg

issue. ment, Judge Doderidge, though he at

DODERIDGE, Johx, according to the more tempted to justify the decision, seemed to

received opinion, was the son of Richard acknowledge they had committed a mistake ,

Doderidge, an eminent merchant at Barn- by thusapologetically concluding : 'Omnia

staple, and Joan Badcock , of South Moulton, habere in memoria, et in nullo errare, di

and was born at Barnstaple in 1555. He vinum potius est quam humanum. (Parl.

entered Exeter College, Oxford, and, having Hist. ii. 291.) This speech exhibits some

taken the degree of B.A., becamea member what of the drivelling of an old and failing

ofthe Middle Temple. At both his studies man ; but in it he says, “ God knoweth I

were so successful that Fuller says it was have endeavoured always to keep a good

hard to say whether he was better artist, conscience,' an assertion which is borne out

divine, civil or common lawyer. Among by the general tenor of his life. He had

his other pursuits, history was a favourite the habit of shutting his eyes while sitting

one, and he joined the learned men who on the bench, for the purpose of concen

formed the nucleus of the Society of Anti- trating his attention on the argument, with

quaries, then meeting at the Heralds’ Col- out being distracted by surrounding objects,

lege inDerby House . ( Reliq. Spelman, 69.) and was thence jocularlycalled the Sleeping
In 1593 and 1602 he was selected by his inn Judge.

to deliver lectures at New Inn. Ihe sub- He survived his appearance in the House

ject of the last course was ' Advowsons and of Lords only five months, dying on Sep

Church Livings, published after his death tember 13, 1628, at Forsters, near Egham ,

under the title of 'A Compleat Parson. In in Surrey, and was buried in the Lady

the following year he was appointed Lent chapel in Exeter Cathedral, where there is
Teader to hisown society; and on January a stately monument erected to his and his

20, 1604, he was called to the degree of the wife's memory .

coif, being at the same time nominated ser- Croke, in recording his death, describes

jeant to Henry, Prince of Wales. Nine him as “ man of great knowledge, as well in

months after, on October 28, he was ap- common law as in other humane sciences,

pointed solicitor-general, being at this time and divinity ' (Croke, Car. 127) , and Fuller

representative in parliament for Horsham in ( i. 282) says of him , “ His soul'consisted of
Sussex.

two essentials, ability and integrity, hold

After filling the office of solicitor-general ing the scale of justice with so steady a

nearly three years, during which he argued | hand that neither love nor lucre , fear or

the famous case of the post-nati ( State flattery, could bow him on either side.'

Trials, ii . 566 ), he was induced on June 25, But it must be acknowledged that in

1607, to resign it, and become principal ser- several instances be betrayed that subserri
jeant to the king, in order that Bacon might ence to the ruling powers for which the

be put into his place. For this accommo- judicial bench was thenremarkable . He

dation he was knighted on July 5, with a composed a variety of works, legal and

promise of the first seat that should become antiquarian, none of which were published
Facant in the Court of King's Bench. This in his lifetime, and some of which still re

did not occur for the next five years, when, main in manuscript.
on November 25, 1612, he received his He married three wives, but outlived

patent (Croke, Jac.); and in that court he i them all . His first wife was a daughter

continued during the remainder of his life. of— Germin ; his second was a daughter

When the practice of privately interro- of— Cullum, of Canon's Leigh in Devon

gating the judges was adopted, Bacon ' shire ; and the third was Dorothy, daughter

(Works, xii. 125) tells the king that he of Sir Amias Bampfield, of North Molton,

had found Judge Doderidgevery ready to and widow of EdwardVIancock ,ofCombe

gire opinion in secret,' a course in which it Martin, Esq . By the two former he had

is lamentable to think that most of his col- no issue, and by the latter only one son,

leagues concurred. When King James was who died before him . He was succeeded

6

>

6
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in his property by his brother, Pentecost DONCASTER , JOIN DE, in 28 Edward I.

Doderidge, of Barnstaple,whose son became was a commissioner of array in Yorkshire.
recorder of that town, and edited one of He was summoned to attend the cere

his uncle's tracts concerning Parliament.' mony of the coronation of Edward II.,and
( Athen. Oxon . ii. 425. ) also was included in the list of judges and

DOLBEN, WILLIAM, of an ancientand re- others called to assist at the parliaments

spectable Denbighshire family, was the son from the first year of that reign. In 1310

of John, Archbishop of York ,and brother of he was appointed a judge of assize for the

Gilbert, the judge of the Common Pleas in northern counties, and he is named in

Ireland' from 1700 to 1719, who was created various judicial commissions during the

a baronet by Queen Anne. next seven years .

He pursued his legal studies at the Inner On June 5,1319, he was raised to the

Temple, was called to the bar in 1653, and bench of the Common Pleas ;but the fines
was elected a bencher in 1672, and autumn levied before him in that court do not ex

reader in 1677. His legal merits probably tend beyond the next year, and he was not

procured him a royal recommendation for summoned to parliament after the early

the recordership of the city of London , to part of the fourteenth year. Hewas pro
which he was elected on February 8, 1676, bably at that time removed from the court,

and knighted. He held the place till he although he was named in a special com

was advanced to the bench, when the cor- mission for trying some forestoffences in

poration voted him a piece of plate ' as a his own county two years afterwards.
loving remembrance.' He was alive in 5 Edward III . , when

In 1677 he was the first -named serjeant, the king confirmed certain grants which

and wasimmediately made one of the king's had been made tohimand his wife Alicia,

serjeants. On October 23, 1678, he was and their heirs, by the Earl of Surrey.

constituted a judge of the King's Bench ; ( Parl. Writs, i. 345, ii . p. ii . 781 ; Abb.

and it was his misfortune to sit under Sir Rot. Orig. ii . 52, 55.)

William Scroggs as chief, and to be present DORMER, ROBERT, a descendant of the

at all the trials arising out of the Popish Buckinghamshire family of that name,a

Plot, in the existence of which , as far as it | branch of whichwas evnobled by James In

appears, he had a firm belief. But he saw with the title of Lord Dormer of Wenge,

and fairly pointed out the inconsisten- which has flourished ever since, was the

cies andimprobabilities of the evidence grandson of Sir Fleetwood Dormer, and the
against Sir Thomas Gascoigne, which re- second son of John Dormer, of Ley Grange

sulted in an acquittal; and at the trial of and Purston , a barrister, by Katherine,

Sir Thomas Stapleton at York for high daughter of Thomas Woodward, of Ripple
treason he summed up favourably for the in Worcestershire. To his elder brother

prisoner, who was thereupon acquitted. John, Charles II. in 1661 presented a
( State Trials, vi . 1321, vii. 964, viii. 326, baronetcy, which became extinct in 179 .

523.) Being found to be too independent, Robert was born in 1619, and, baring

and suspected of not siding with the crown entered Lincoln's Inn , was called to the

in its attempt against the charter of the bar in 1675. He is mentioned as junir

city of London, he was, according to the counsel for the crown in several trials in

vicious practice of the time,suddenly super- 1680, and was soon afterwards constituti

seded on April 20, 1683, just before the chancellor of Durham .

judgment against the city was pronounced. In 1698 he represented Aylesbury, in

Whether he returned to the bar is un- 1701 the county of Bucks, and in 17c

certain. Northallerton . In the great question luk

At the Revolution Sir William Dolben Ashby and White he opposed the assumi

was replaced in his former seat on March privilege of the House of Commons, which
11, 1689. On the 29th of the following would have prevented an elector fmm pri

month, in delivering a charge to the grand ceeding at common law for the injurs t.
jury in the King'sBench, Narcissus Luttrell sustained by the returning officer refusta

says that he inveighed mightily against his vote. On January 8 , 1706, he

the corruption of juries the last seven years, made a judge of the Common Pleas, ar

and gave in charge the laws againstPa- sat there nearly one-and-twenty years, ...
pists. The same diarist records (i: 509, his death on September 18 , 1728 .
527, ii . 253, 259, 262) that on a similar His seat was at Arle Court, near Chi

occasion in 1691 he directed the grand jury tenham . His marriage with Mary, daugho

* to enquireinto malecontents to the govern- of Sir Richard Blake, of London, product

ment, such as disturbed the peace of the him four daughters only , one of the

kingdom by dispersing seditious and false married Lord Fortescue of Credan , 83

news.' He died on January 25, 1694, another John Parkhurst, of Catesby

seized with an apoplectic fit while going Northamptonshire, the father of the auth

into court, and was buried in the Temple of theGreek Lexiconto the New Test

Church . ment. ( Atkyns's Gloucestersh . 174 ; Sv. Tra
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vii. 967, 1188 ; Parl. Hist. vi . 267 ; Lord was still alive in 20 Henry III. , when he

Raymond, 1260, 1420 ; Luttrel, vi. 15 ; assessed the tallage there. ( Rot. Claus. i .

Gent. Mag. lxx. 615.) 560, ii. 76, 136, 140, 146.)

DORSET, EARL OF. See OSMUND. DROGO is the last witness in a charter of

DOUBRIDGE, or DOUNEBRIGGE, WIL- William II. granting the church of And

LIAM, was appointed a baron of the Ex- over to the monks of St. Florentius, and

chequer on May 12, 1389, 12 Richard II., is there described with the words qui
having previously hel the office of auditor custodiebat sigillum . Gald was chan

of the Exchequer, in which he was paid cellor at the time, being the second wit

6s. 8d. a day for going to Lostwithiel to ness to it ; so that it is difficult to explain

audit the accounts of Cornwall and Devon. the nature of the office held by Drogo,

It seems probable that he died in 17 unless, if the sigillum ' mentioned was the
Richard II. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 115, 117 ; royal seal, he was merely the officer atten

Deron's Issues Exch . 223, 235.) dant on the chancellor, whose duty it was

DOVER, JOHN DE, and his companions, to carry it. This is the less unlikely, from

made the assize of the king's demesnes in the fact that no previous evidence exists of

Warwickshire and Leicestershire in 20 any such appointment as keeper of the seal,

Henry II., 1174, as the justices errant either independent of or in connection with

for those counties. ( Madox, i.125.) He the chancellor, and from his position at the

was the son of William de Dover, and end of the list of witnesses. The charter

nephewof Hugh de Dover, Lord of Chil- has no date,but was probably granted in or

ham in Kent, to whom his son Fulbert de soon after 1093. (Mmast. vi. 992.)

Dorer eventually became heir. (Mador, DROKENESFORD , JOHN DE (BISHOP OF

i. 97, 125, 252, 630 ; Arch . Cantiana, iv. BATH AND WELLS), was keeper of the

214.) The family became extinct in the king's wardrobe, and on the chancellor's

reign of Edward I. resignation on August 12, 1302, 30 Edward

DRAYTON, NICHOLAS DE, an ecclesi- I. , the Great Seal was placed, as was the

astic, was probably the son or nephew of usual custom , under his care in the ward

the already mentioned Thomas de Brayton, robe, but with no power to use it, and

who was sometimes called de Drayton, to eleven days after it was given to Adam de

whom the Great Seal of Edward III . was Osgodby, the master of the Rolls.

occasionally entrusted in the absence of the He possessed the manor of EstonCrok,

chancellor.' On December 1 , 1363, he was j in the forest of Chute, and had a licence

appointed custos of the scholars supported to impark his wood of Horsley there and
by the royal bounty at the Aula Regis in eighty acres in addition. He had also

Cambridge (N. Fædera, iii . 717) ; and a grants from the king amounting to 260

few years afterwards he was a disciple of acres in Wolnemere and Windsor forests.

John Wickliffe, and had the greater ex- ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 55, 62. )

communication fulminated against him by Heevidently had previously filled some

Sudbury, Bishop of London, for promul- office in the Treasury or the Exchequer, as he

gating among the people errors against the is mentioned in 1296 asthe locum tenens of the

articles of the Catholic faith ; and whom treasurer, an office to which he was again

the king, on March 20, 1370, authorised appointed in 1305, in which year he is also

that prelate to incarcerate until he re- described as pleading for the king in a suit

Dounced bis heresies. ( Ibid . 889.) How relative to the manor of Woodhull in Bed

he purged bimself does not appear; but it fordshire. He retained the office of keeper

is by no means surprising that he should of the wardrobe till the end of that reign,

bave been raised to the bench of the Ex- when it would appear that in 1 Edward II.

chequer on November 14, 1376, 50 Edward he exchanged it with John de Benstede for

III., and been continued there in the fol- the office of chancellor of the Exchequer.

lowing June, on the accession of Richard (Madox, i . 72, 325, ii . 71 , 324 ; Abb. Placit.

II., since the authority of John of Gaunt, 256 , 293.).

Duke of Lancaster, who partook of the His ecclesiastical preferment consisted at

same opinions, was paramount at both this timeof a canonry in the cathedralof

these dates. Wells, and he was also a chaplain to the

DRAYTON . See T. DE BRAYTON. pope ; but in the next year he was elected

DROES,HUGH DE, was appointed one of Bishop of Bath and Wells, andwas con

the two coroners of Wiltshire in 7 Henry secrated on November 9, 1309. King Ed

IIL , and it was no doubt in that character ward II . entrusted him with the care of

that two years afterwards his name was the kingdom when he went into France in

added to the list of justices itinerant for 1312, but he afterwards joined the partisans

that county. In 10 Henry III., 1226, he of the queen against her husband ,

was one of those appointed to take an The nineteen years of his rule were

size at Devizes as to the last presenta- continually disturbed by contests with the

tion of the church of Harrendon, and to canons of his church. He died at Dogmers

collect the quinzime of the county. He field in 1329, and was interred in the chapel

*

Q
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of St. Catherine in his own cathedral. he is then first mentioned as an advocate

(Godwin , 375.) in his own Reports.

DUKET, RICHARD, was probably the On May 19, 1552, he received his writ

son of Nicholas Duket, chamberlain of to take upon himself the degree of the coif

London in the reign of Richard I. (Madox, in the following Michaelmas Term ; and

i. 776. ) He held an office in the court, his in the interval, according to a commor
name frequently appearing ongrants in custom of the time, he was appointed

5 to 8 John. ( Rot. Claus. i. 4-73.) In the autumn reader to his society. TheStatute
latter year, being then called clericus of Wills' was the subject of his reading.

noster,' he received a grant of an annual He was admitted to the degree of the coif

pension of five marksout of the abbey of on October 17, 1552, and the ceremonywas
Whitby. ( Ibid. 83.) In 6 and 7 Henry III. remarkable as the first recorded instance of

he was sheriff of the counties of Norfolk a motto being inscribed on the rings pre

and Suffolk. In 1225 he was one of the sented, that adopted on this occasion being
justices itinerant commissioned to several Plebs sine lege ruit.' ( Dyer ,71.) But it
counties,and while performing this duty appears, though not recorded, that it was an

in Norfolk and Suffolk he was summoned ancient practice, and instancesoccurin the

to the king to undertake an embassy to the reigns of Henry VII. and VIII. ( See Six
court of Rome, whither he proceeded with JohnFINEUX and SIR EDWARD MONTAGU.).

Philip de Hadham . In the nextyear and till Within a month he was nominated one of
17 Henry III. he was still employed as a the king's serjeants, and in March 1553 he
justice itinerant, and from the numerous was returned member for Cambridgeshire,

commissions in which his name thus occurs and elected speaker of the last parliament
through so many years, and the position of Edward's reign. His next honour was

whichhe occupies inthem, it is notimpro- the recordership ofCambridge, and he was
bable that he was at this time one of the re- soon after knighted. On May 8, 1557, he

gular justiciers At Westminster. His death was constituted a judge of the Common

occurred about 1245, when his son Hugh Pleas. Another påtent, dated April 23 ,
did homage for his lands in Lincolnshire. 1558, appointed him a judge of the King's
( Ibid . 77, ii. 68, 78, 103, 141, 151, 213 ; Bench during pleasure — a temporary, ap
Orig. 104 ; Ercerpt. e Rut. Fin. i. 446.) pointment without removing him from

DUREDENT, WALTER, is only known the Common Pleas, made for the sole pur

as a resident in Buckinghamshire, and as pose of his keeping the essoign of Easter
acting as one of the justices itinerant for Term , instead of Justice Francis Morgan,

thatcounty in 9 Henry III. (Rot. Claus. who was too ill to perform the duty. A
i. 375, ii. 77.) question was mooted whether Dyer's first

DUREM ,John, was appointed oneof the patent was not rendered void by this new

barons of the Exchequer in 1449, 27 Henry patent ; and, as this was decided in the

VI., and remained in his seat till the affirmative (Dyer, 143, 158) , it is more

restoration of that monarch in 1470, but than probable that Judge Dyer wasat once

does not appear to have been reappointed restored by a new patent to the Common

on the return of Edward in the following Pleas. This view is strengthened by the
year. He died between that date and facts that a fine was levied before him in

1476, when his widow , Elizabeth, made Trinity Term following ( Orig. 48), and

her will, by which it appears that they that on the accession of Queen Elizabeth

left a son Thomas and two daughters, and in November his patent was for that court.

that he possessed property at Wendover Queen Mary's death took place in the

in Bucks, and also in the counties of North- middle of Michaelmas Term, and the nee

ampton, Bedford , and Huntingdon . He patents to all the then existing judges Ver

was buried in the church of St. Bartho- issued on the following day. " But beror

lomew in Smithfield. ( Test. Vetus. 342.) the commencement of the next term the

DYER, JAMES, was born at Roundhill in two chief justices, who were Catholes,
Somersetshire about the year 1512. His were removed to a lower grade, and Juda

father, RichardDyer, of Wincalton , was of Dyer was promoted to the head of th

an honourable family, which produced in a Comm Pleas on January 22, 15-59 . H.

senior branch Sir Edward Dyer, the author he presided till his death , on March 2+ .

of severalpoems, and an especial favourite 1582 , a period of more than twenty -thre

of Queen Elizabeth, who conferred on years, during which the law was admi

him the chancellorship of the Garter. His nistered in his court and on the cint

mother's name was Walton. He is said to with such efficiency ,firmness, and patier

have been educated at Broadgate's Hall, as not only to secure the confidence an

Oxford, on the site of which Pembroke admiration of his contemporaries, but a!

College was afterwards founded, and went to fix a glory round his name which ter

from thence, first, to New Inn, and then to centuries have failed to dim. His judied

the Middle Temple. He must have been manner is thus described by George Who

called to the bar before the year 1537, as I stone, who sung his praises in a long lame
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awe.

which , written when flattery would be Maurice à Barrow , ofHampshire,and widow

unprofitable, is more valuable than any of Sir Thomas Elyot, the celebrated author

epitaph : of the • Boke of the Governour, ' but left no

Set:led to heare, but very slowe to speake,
children ; and on his death his mansion in

Till either part,at large, his minde did breake. Charterhouse churchyard and his estate at

Andwhen he spake, hewas in speeche repos’d ;
Great Stoughton descended to Sir Richard

His eyes did search the simple sutor's harte ; Dyer, his great -nephew , whose grandson

Toput by bribes his hands wereever closde, Ludovick was created a baronet in 1627,

His processe just, he took the poore man's but the title became extinct at his death .

parte ;
( Whetstone's Poem ; Vaillant's Life ; Athen.

He ruld by lawe and listned not to arte ;

* These foes to truth , - love, hate, and privategaine,
Oxon. i. 480.)

With most corrupt, his conscience would not DYMOCK , ANDREW, descended from a

staine. branch of the family of Sir John Dymock,

The friendless wight,which did offend through who acquired the manor of Scrivelsby in

need , Lincolnshire in the reign of Edward III.,

He evermore with mercy did respect ; and held it by the service of being the

The prowder thiefe, that did bis trespasse feede,

Through truste in friendes, with scourge of stituted solicitor-general in 1485, 1 Henry
king's champion at the coronation, was con

lawe he checkt ;
For by the fault, not friendes he did direct . VII. ; but, as his name is never mentioned

Thus he, with grace, the poore man's love did in the Year Books, his duties were proba
drawe,

bly contined to the advocacy of the king's

And by sharpe meanes did keepe the prowde in interests in the Exchequer. To the second

barony in that court he was preferred on

This last point of his character was per- May 3, 1496 , 11 Henry VII., and filled the

haps suggested by the energy be displayed seat till the 16th year of that reign.

at the Warwick assizes in 1574 in support- He married Elizabeth, daughter and one

ing a poor widow against the oppression of of the coheirs of Sir Peter Ardern. ( Cal. St.

a rich knight of that county, whose illegal Papers ( 1509 ), 190.)

proceedings were assisted by the bench of DYVE, WILLIAM DE, sometimes called

magistrates there ; the particulars ofwhich Dyne, is mentioned by Dugdale as a justice

are related in the life of the judge prefixed of the King's Bench in 1321-2, on the

to bis Reports, edited by John Vaillant, authority of a passage from Leland's. Col

Esq.; together with his reply to the articles lectanea" (i . p . ii.275) ; but, referring to it,

exhibited against him to the privy council we find that Geoffrey de Say andWilliam

by the angry magistrates, whose punish- de Dyne, “ justiciarii regis,' are stated by

ment or disinissal of the complaint does Gervas of Canterbury to have been sent

not appear, but is alluded to by Lord Chief into Kent to enquire de fautoribus Bade

Justice Sir Edward Montagu in Wrayn- lesmer. ' Now the term ' justiciarius

ham's case in 1618. ( State Trials, ii . 1080.) regis’ was at that time applied, not only

The judge continued to be an ornament to to the judges ofthe two benches and the

the bench for nearly eight years afterwards. justices of assize, but also to any others

He was buried in the parish church of Great whowere appointed on a specialjudicial

Stoughton in Huntingdonshire, under a commission ; and it is not improbable that

handsome monument still existing. such a commission, although no record of

His Reports, which extend from 4 Henry it has yet appeared, may have been issued

VIII. to the period of his death , are re- to those two gentlemen to try the adherents

markable for their conciseness and accuracy. of Bartholomew de Badlesmere, who was

They were first published in French three executed for treason in that year. Though

years after he died, and several editions have there is nothing whatever to show that

since issued from the press. That of 1688 William de Dyve, or Dyne, was connected

was illustrated by marginal notes and re- with the courts at Westminster, it has

ferences by Chief Justice Treby ; and that been deemed right,on Dugdale's authority,
of 1794, the edition now used, is an En- to introduce his name.

glish translation by John Vaillant, Esq ., There were two families of that name,

with valuable additions of modern cases, one settled in Northampton, and the other
and preceded by a life of the author. lords of the manors of Docklington and

He married Margaret, the daughter of Sir Dadington in Oxfordshire.

2
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EBROICIS, STEPHEN DE (Evreux), was office of treasurer. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 147,

appointed by a mandate of 4 Henry III. 154.) This he held for no less than ten

( Rot. Claus. i. 437 ), with three others, one years, and then only exchanged it for the

of the justices to deliver the gaols of Here- higher post of chancellor.
ford of all the prisoners therein detained. On the death of Adam de Orlton he was

It is evident, however, that he was only placed in the vacant see of Winchester,by

included in this commission on account of papal provision in his favour dated De

his being a knight residing in that county, cember 9, 1345 ; but he was wise enough

where his principal seat was the castle of to renounce the pope's nomination as pre

Lenhall. (Rot. Chart. 156. ) For his lands judicial to the rights of the crown ; and

at Badelingham he was accustomed to pay the king, of his special favour, and not

annually thirty -two gallons of honeyto the by virtue of the said bulls,' accepted his
castle of Hereford, a charge from which he fealty, and restored the temporalities to

was for ever released in 17 John. ( Rot. himonthe15th of thefollowing February.

Claus. ij. 188.) He died in 12 Henry III. (Cal. Rot. Pat. 153; N. Fædera, üi. 39, 61,

( Excerpt, e Rot. Fin. i . 168.) 69 ; Devon's Issue Roll, 150.)

EDENESTOWE, HENRY DE,so called from His treasurership was illustrated by the

a place of thatnamein the county of Not- unfortunate introduction of two new coins,

tingham , now Edwinstowe, where he had called a groat and a half-groat, the real

possessions ( Cal. Inquis. p. m . ii. 102), worth of which was so much less than

was a clerk in the Chancery in 18 Edward their nominal value as to produce a cor

II. , 1325, and in 4 and 6 Edward III. he responding increase in the price of all

acted as clerk of the parliament. (Rot. articles of consumption throughout the

Parl. i . 420, ii. 52, 68.) In the latter year kingdom .

and on several occasions the Great Sealwas i On the institution of the order of the

placed in the custody of the master of the Garter in 1349 Edward constituted him

Rolls, in the absence of the chancellor, the prelate of it, perpetuating the dignits

under the seals of two of the clerks, of in his successors of the see of Winchester.

whom Henry de Edenestowe was one In 1355 he was left one of the custodes of

(Hardy's Catal.) ; and in 20 Edward III . , the kingdom in the absence of the king on

1346, he is named for a loan to the king of his renewed invasion of France .

1001. ( N. Fædera, iii. 69. ) The Great Seal was placed in his hands

EDENHAM, GEOFFREY DE, had property with the title of chancellor, on November

in Lincolnshire, where there is a parish of 27, 1356 , 30 Edward III. , and he retained

that name. He was made a judge of the it for more than six years, during which be

King's Bench on January 18, 1331 , 4 Ed- preserved the royal favour without losing

ward III. , and is last mentioned, with the confidence of the people . Hewas,as

Thomas de Longevillers, as possessing the the record says, ' gratefully absolved ' fra

manor of Aykle in Lincolnshire in 15 its duties on February 19, 1 :363.
Edward III . ( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 110, He survived little more than three year,

138 : Rot. Parl. ii. 446 ; Cal. Inquis. p . m. still continuing high in the confidence
ii . 105. ) his sovereign. Shortly before his death th:

EDINGTON, WILLIAM DE (BISHOP Or monks of Canterbury elected him arch

WINCHESTER) , was born at Edington, a bishop, on the decease of Simon Islip :

parish in Wiltshire, where, when he be- but he refused the proffered dignity,

came Bishop of Winchester, he built a humorously saying that, though Can's

church and founded a large chantry for bury was the higher rack, Winchester T.

a dean and twelve ministers . (Monast. vi . the bettermanger.

5.35 .) He died on October 7, 1366, and res

He was educated at Oxford , and was buried at Edington . (Godwin , 2.25 . )

presented in 1335 to the living of Cheriton EGERTON , THOMAS (BARON ELLEYES...

in Hampshire, and also had a canonry in Viscount BRACKLEY),whose surname *

Salisbury Cathedral. assumed from a manor in Cheshires

In 1341 he was receiver of the ninth called , possessed by his father's ance !

granted by parliament (N. Fadera, ii. when ’ Domesday Book was
com .

1154 ), and in 1343 he was keeper of the was the natural of Sir Ric

king's wardrobe. On April 10, 1344, he Egerton, of Ridley in the same

was appointed chancellor of the Exchequer, by a youngwoman named Alice Sparke.
from which he was raised, at the end of He was born in 1510 , and about 1:57

two years, to the high and responsible was admitted a commoner at Bras r.

son

COL :
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so

College, Oxford , where he remained for and his son Sir Robert Cecil. Fuller says

three years. He then entered Lincoln's (i. 186) that “ all Christendom afforded

Inn, and was called to the bar in 1572. not a person which carried more gravity in
He became governor in 1580, Lent his countenance and behaviour,

reader in 1582 , and treasurer in 1587. much that many havegone to the Chancery

He practised principally in the Court of on purpose truly to see his venerable garb

Chancery, and was raised to the office of (happy they who had no other business ),

solicitor-general on June 28, 1581. It is and were highly pleased with so acceptable
related that this appointment arose from a spectacle ; adding that his outward case

the admiration of Queen Elizabeth on was nothing in comparisonwith his inward

hearing him argue in a cause against the abilities, quick wit, solid judgment, ready

crown,when she is said to have exclaimed, utterance. He still retained the place of

• In my troth, he shall never plead against master of the Rolls, and executed during

me again .' ( Life of Egerton, 8.) the rest of the reign the whole busi

During the intervals of his laborious ness of the Court of Chancery in his double

avocations his chief relaxation was in capacity. The intrigues of the lawyers

the sports of the field , and severalnoble who aspired to the second place were

clients gave him licence to “ hunt and kill ’ !counteracted by his influence with the

in theirparks and manors. queen , and her conviction that he needed

Egerton held the office of solicitor- no assistance .

general for the space of eleven years, till In the foolish émeute raised by the Earl
he became attorney -general on June 2, of Essex in February 1600, só fatal to

1592, and so remained for nearly two himself, the grave lord keeper was placed
years. During this long period of office in position of some danger. On the

hewas of courseengaged inall thepro- queen's being informed of the earls se

secutions for high treason and offences ditious meeting in Essex House, she sent

against the state . Hisname appears in the lord keeperthere, accompanied by

those against Campion and others in the lord chief justice and other lords of

1581 , against Abingdon and others in the council, ' to understand the cause of this

1586, against Secretary Davison in 1587, their assembly, and to let them know that

against Philip Earl of Arundel and if they had any particular cause of grief

against Sir Richard Knightly in 1589, against anypersons whatever,it should be
and against Sir John Perrot in 1592. ( State heard, and they should have justice .' On

Trials, i. 1051-1322.) If these criminal being admitted they found the courtyard

proceedings were to be judged according to crowded with armed men , who, after the

the present enlightened views with regard | lord keeper had delivered the queen's mes

to the administration of the law, not one sage, cried out, Kill them !' Cast the

of the persons engaged in them would Great Seal out of thewindow ! ' &c. The

escape condemnation . But this would be earl, under pretence of conferring privately

palpably unjust. With whatever abhor- with them , took the lords into his back

rence the iniquitous principles on which chamber, and, telling them that he was

these trials were conducted may be now going to the lord mayor and sheriffs of

regarded, the only fair enquiry which can London, and would be back in half an hour,

be raised with respect to the advocates em- left them under lock and key, ' guarded by

ployed in them is whether they exceeded Sir John Davis and others with musket

their duty according to the practice which shot. There they were detained from ten

then prevailed. Looking through the Re- o'clock in the morning till four in the
ports from this point of view , Egerton must afternoon, when Sir Ferdinando Gorges,

receive a full acquittal from all imputation who had joined Essex in his progress

of harshness towards the prisoners. through the city, and found that he re

In 1593 the office of chamberlain of ceived no encouragement, hastened back

Chester was conferred upon him, and soon and released them. Considering how much

after he was knighted. By this title he the earl was indebted to Egerton, who had

was promoted to the mastership of the always acted as a sincere and considerate

Rolls on April 10, 1594. So active and friend, it is to be hoped that his allegation

efficient did he prove himself in this office that he locked up the counsellors for their

that the queen at once constituted him security against his irritated partisans was

lord keeper on the death of Sir John founded in truth ; but the Earl of Rutland

Puckering, delivering the Great Seal to in his examination acknowledged that it

him on May 6, 1596 . was purposed to take the lord keeper with

His appointment arose entirely from the them to the court, which they intended to

high reputation he had attained for his legal surprise. ( State Trials, 1340-7.)

knowledge and integrity, and notonly with- During Queen Elizabeth's life Egerton

out the intervention of any courtly interest, enjoyed her utmost confidence and favour.

but even, it is said, in opposition to the Sheemployed him in varioustreuties with

wishes and endeavours of Lord Burleigh, the Dutch and the Danes, in the manage

6
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ment of which he showed himself a good Among the most eminent was Sir John

diplomatist; and she entrusted him with Davies, the poet, statesman , and lawyer,

great powers under several special commis- who, after summing up the characteristics

sions, which he exercised with mildness of a good chancellor, gracefully applies

and moderation. Within eight months of them to Lord Ellesmere . ( Preface to his

her death she paid him the honourable but Reports.)
burdensome compliment of a three days' He is said to have been the first law

sit to hi mansion at Harefield in Mid - chancellor since the Reformation who en

dlesex, the enormous expense attending tertained a chaplain in his family. Thiswas

whichmay well account for her majesty's Dr. John Williams,who subsequently filled

subjects dreadingsuchvisitations. ( Egerton the same office as his patron,and became
Papers, 340-7. ) also Archbishop of York. Another eminent

No sooner did King James hear of his man , Dr. Donne, afterwards dean of St.

peaceful accession to the throne than he Paul's, spent many years under LordEl

issued a mandate from Holyrood House, lesmere's roof, as his secretary , and there

dated April 5, 1603 , appointing Egerton formed that secret connection with his wife

keeper of the Seal during pleasure, who AnneMoore,the niece of the chancellor's

met theking on his arrival at Broxbourne second marriage, which had so fatal an in

in Hertfordshire, on May 3 ,when his ap- fluence on his earlier fortunes.

pointment was confirmed. He was also Few of his judicial decisions are re.

continued in the office of master of the ported ; but in the case of the post-nati,

Rolls tillthe 19th of the same month , being the question whether persons bom in

Edward Bruce, Lord Kinloss, being then Scotland after the accession of King James

named as his successor. On deliveringhim to the throne of Englandwere aliensinthe

the new Great Seal on July 19 his majesty latter country, and therefore disabled from

created him Baron of Ellesmere in Shrop- holding landsthere, he delivered an elabo

shire, and on the 24th he was constituted rate judgment that they were entitled to

lord chancellor. He held this high position all the rights of natural-born subjects, which

for nearly fourteen years under KingJames, by the king's command he published in

which, in addition to the seven years under 1609. Twelve out of the fourteen judges

Elizabeth, makes his term of service as the concurring in his opinion, bis remarks on

head of the law extend to the long period the doubts of the other two afford a curious

of twenty-one years. Few have filled so specimen of the extraordinary manner in

prominent a station with so much honour which Scripture allusions were introduced

and so few enemies. Looking at the cha- into the oratory of the period . He said.

racter of the two monarchs whom he " The apostle Thomas doubted of the re

served , he must have been endowed with surrection of the Lord Jesus Christ, when

more than ordinary wisdom , prudence, and all the rest of the apostles did firmly beleere

learning, to suffer no alienation from the it; but this his doubting confirmed, in the

caprices of either, and to preserve such whole Church, the faith of the resurrec

continued ascendency in their councils, tion. The two worthy and learned judzes

without degrading bimself by that abject that have doubted in this case , as they

and humiliating flattery to which they were beare his name, so I doubt not but their
both too much accustomed . doubting hath given occasion to cleare tèe

He was elected chancellor of Oxford in doubt in others, and so to confirme ja

1610, and his presidency lasted till within both the kingdomes, both for the preset

two months of his death ,when he resigned and the future, thetruth of the judgement
it on January 24, 1617. in this case .' He does not name the tw)

The best mode of judging ofthe character dissentients, and it is uncertain which they
of an individual is to see the reputation were, as three of the judges who pn

which he held among his contemporaries nounced their opinion were named Thoms:

of various grades. That of Egerton will !—viz., Sir Thomas Fleming, Sir Thoria
stand the ordeal. Camden records an Walmesley, and Sir Thomas Foster, all **

anagram on his name, ‘GESTAT HONOREM ,' the Common Pleas. ( State Trials, ii . 042

which would not have been discovered if Besides the publication of this judgmest.

it had not been applicable; Ben Jonson he printed no otherwork during his lika ,

wrote three epigrams in his praise, one of but he left several valuable manuscripts
them the last time he sat as chancellor ; He objected strongly to the Statuto che

and Bishop Hacket describes him as one Wills, passed in the reign of Henry VIII

• qui vihil in vitâ nisi laudandum , aut fecit, and hewas wont to tell the following perts
aut dixit, aut sensit.' Among the writers story as an illustration of its evils :-)

of the next generation, Fuller gives the friar coming to visit a great man in ki
same testimony; and Anthony Wood says, sickness, and finding him past memory, tims

* His memory was much celebrated by epi- opportunity, according tothe custom of the
grams while he was living, and after his times, to make provision for the monaster

death all of the long robe lamented his loss.' whereof he was, and, finding that the sic

>
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man could only speak some one syllable, 1 little more than two months elapsed before

which was for the most part " Yea” or his majesty proved his sincerity bycreating

“ Nay ," in an imperfect voice, forthwith took the heir Earl of Bridgewater in Somerset

upon him to makehis will ; and demanding shire on May 27, 1617. This title was
of him, “Will you give such a piece of land changed into a dukedom in 1720, but both

to our house to pray for your soul ?” the have since become extinct. T'he earldom ,

dying man sounded - Yea ." Thenhe asked however, was revived in 1840 in the grand

him , “ Willyou gire such land to themain- nephew of the last duke.

tenance of lights to our Lady ? ” The sound The chancellor was thrice married, but

was again “ Yea .” Whereupon be boldly had issue by his first wife only. She was

askedhim many such questions. The son Elizabeth, daughter of ThomasRavenscroft,

and heir standing by, and hearing his land Esq. , of Bretton in Flintshire. His second

going away so fast by his father's word wife was Elizabeth, sister to Sir George

* Yea,” thought fit to ask one question as More, knight, of Losely Farm , Surrey,

well as the friar, which was, “Shall I take lieutenant of the Tower, and widow, first

a cudgel, and beat this friar out of the of Richard Polstead, Esq., of Abury in the
chamber ? " The sick man's answer was same county, and then ofSir John Wolley,

again " Yea,” which the son quickly per- knight, chancellor of the order of the

formed, and saved unto himselfhis father's Garter. Histhird wife was Alice, daughter

lands. ( Archæologia, xxv. 384.) of Sir John Spencer, of Althorpe, knight.

In the latter part of his judicial career and widow of Ferdinando, fifth Earl of
he was annoyed by Sir Edward Coke's Derby.

attempt to restrain the jurisdiction ofthe ELDON, EARL OF. See J. Scott.

Court of Chancery, and by the proceedings ELERIUS was a mouk in the priory of

which were taken, not only against certain Cogges in Oxfordshire, of which he became

suitors there,but against thecounsel who prior in 1227. Fromthat he was promoted

were engaged in the causes, and even the to the abbacy of the monastery of Pershore
masters in Chancery to whom they were in Worcestershire on March 19, 1251, 35

referred, to subject them to the penalties of Henry III. In August of that year he was
præmunire, to which,under an old statute, appointedthe king's escheator on this side
all persons were subject who impeached Trent, and continued in that office till 1255

the judgments of any of the king's courts. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 112-220 ), in which

The enquiry resulted in the complete tri- year he was employed by the king on a

umph of Lord Ellesmere, by the confirma- financial commission into Wales,where he

tion of the powers of his court, and it had was most honourably received by Llewellyn

no little effect in disgracing Coke, its insti- and his nobles . ( Leland's Coll. i.243.)

gator. In 1257-8 he is inserted in Madox's

On November 7, 1616, the king rewarded list of barons of the Exchequer (ii. 319 ),

bis long services by advancing him in the on the authority of the memoranda of that

peerage to the title of Viscount Brackley, year ; but he is not mentioned afterwards
which the wits of Westminster Hall, who in that court. He retired from the abbacy

objected to his interference with the judg- of Pershore on October 24, 1262, having

ments of the common law courts, converted previously granted to it hismanor de

into Viscount Break -law . He had in Hauekesburi. (Monast. ii . 412, 418, vi.
1613, and several times since, requested | 1003.)

the king to allow him to retire from his ELIOT, RICHARD, was allied to the an

arduous post, the duties of which he felt cient family of that name first seated in

were too heavy for his increasing age and Devonshire and afterwards in Cornwall, a

intirmities. Sickness at last compelled him member of which wasraised to the peerage

to press his resignation, and theClose Roll in 1784 as Baron Eliot of St. Germains,

records that on March 3, 1617, being ill at whose son was created Earl ofSt. Germains

his residence , York House, he was visited in 1815. Richard was an advocate of the

by the king bimself, who then freed him Middle Temple in 8 Henry VII. In 1503

from the custody of the Great Seal , but he took the degree of the coif, and in 1506

limited his retirement to two years. Within he was appointed oneof the king's serjeants.

two weeks from this time, however, his On April 26 , 1513, he was raised to the

earthly career was closed. He died on bench of the Common Pleas, and exercised

March 15, and his body being removed to bisjudicial duties there till 1522. Byhis
Doddleston in Cheshire, was there buried. will he directed his body to be buried in

The king, who appears to have regarded | the cathedral of Salisbury. (Orig. 47, 113,

him with great affection, is said to have 215.)

parted from him with tears of gratitude ELIOT, WILLIAM, was named master of

and respect, and to have signified his inten- the Rolls, in conjunction with Robert

tion to raise him to an earldom . Though Morton , on November 13, 1485, to hold for

death prevented the chancellor from receiv- life and for the life of thesurvivor. There is

ing this last mark of his sorereign's favour, no evidenceof his exercising the duties of

9
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the office, nor of his retaining it, after his first being the place that the judge repre

partner was consecrated Bishop of Wor- sented afterwards in 1679, and the last

cester in February 1487. On the contrary, being the place of his father's residence :

David William is mentioned in the office facts sufficient to support the identity,

on the 22nd of that month, and William The family of Ellis, orEllys, is said to

Eliot as acting as a simple master in Chan- have been originally Welsh, but afterwards
cery, being named in that character as a to have settled in Lincolnshire. Sir Wil

receiver of petitions in parliamentfrom the liam Ellis, an ancestor of the judge, was

fourthto the eleventh year of the reign. an eminent lawyer in the reign of Queen

(Rot. Parl. vi . 346, 409, 441, 458. ) Elizabeth, and from him descended Thomas

ELLENBOROUGH, LORD. See E. Law. Ellis of Grantham , who had two sons,

ELLESMERE, LORD. See T. EGERTON . Thomas and William . The former was

ELLESWORTH, SIMON DE, had a grant made a baronet in 1660 for his loyalty

in 11 Edward 1. from Simon de Torp of during the rebellion, but the title became

lands in Torveston, Bucks, with the ad- extinct in 1742 ; the latter sided with the

vowsonof the church there. ( Abb. Placit. opponents to thecrown and wasthe future
206.), He was not a regular justice itine- judge. (Wotton's Baronet. iii . 90.)
rant,but merely for pleas of the forest, in William Ellis was born about 1609, and

which he is mentioned as acting in 1292 was sent for his education to CaiusCollege,

for the county of Essex. In 23 Edward I. Cambridge , where he took his degrees of

the custody of the religious houses belong- B.A. and M.A. in 1632 and 1636. Ad

ing to France in the counties ofNorthamp- mitted into Gray's Inn, he was called to
ton, Rutland, Cambridge, and Huntingdon the bar in 1634. The town of Boston re

was committed to him , and fin the next turned him to the Long Parliament in

year he was joined with the chiefjustice of 1640, where he subscribed the Solemn

the forests in a commission to rent out the League and Covenant; but, in consequence

wastes of the forests beyond the Trent. of voting “ that the king's answers to the

( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 91, 94.) In 21 Edward propositions of both houses were a ground

I. he was one of the sureties for the ap- for peace, he was one of those excluded

pearance of William de Luda, Bishop of from thehouse by Pride's Purge, in De

Ely, on acomplaint made against him by cember 1648. Whitelocke states (p. 405)
the Archbishop of Dublin ( Rot. Parl.1. that he was re -admitted in the following

112); and on Ellesworth’s death, in 25 June, and accordingly he is found among

Edward I. , the bishop returned the obliga- the Rump who resumed their sittings on

tion by becoming security for the payment the dissolution of Protector Richard's go

of his debts to the crown. (Madox, ii. 44.) vernment in 1659. ( Parl. Hist. ii. 611,

ELLIS, W'ILLIAM, son ofThomas, thrice iii. 1248, 1547.)

mayor and once M. P. for Norwich, was a In the meantime,however, he had ac

member of Lincoln's Inn ,where he became cepted office under Cromwell, being ap

a reader in Lent 1502. He was made a pointed solicitor-general to his highness on

baron of the Exchequer in 1523, being so Nay 24, 1654, the functions of which be

named in the list of the judges, & c.,who continued to perform under Protector

were assessed to the subsidy in November Richard. In the parliament of 1654 he was

of that year. He continued on the bench returned for Boston, and in those of 163
till 1536. and 1659 for Grantham , having in the in

He was lord of the manor ofAttlebridge terim received a baronetey from the pro-,

in Norfolk , where his son William, whom tector. In Richard's parliament he showed

he had by Elizabeth his wife, lies buried. great activity, but all his speeches, as re

( Blomefield : Norwich , ii. 199 ; Orig . 250.) ported by Burton, were in a sober and

ELLIS, WILLIAM. Noble, in his · House accommodating spirit. Having from the

of Cromwell' (i . 437), states that the Wil- beginning been an adherent to the sur

liam Ellis who was solicitor-general to the porters of the Commonwealth , he was

protector became judge of the Common opposed in his attempt to be re -elected at

Pleas under Charles II.; and, notwithstand- Grantham to the Healing Parliament of

ing the apparent improbability that one 1660. Probably his brother's loyalty, add 1

who had held so prominent a ministerial to his own insignificance, preserved him

office under the Commonwealth should be from censure or even notice at the Restoru

selected to fill a judicial cne under the tion.(Parl. Hist. iii. 1430 , 1480 , 15:33, iv .

monarchy, there seems little reason to 4 , 1081.)

doubt that the solicitor and the judge were Losing his title and his place on the

one and the sameindividual. The appoint- king's arrival, he fell back into the legal

ment as solicitor is dated 1654, and the ranks, and pursued his profession with s

judge was chosen bencher of Gray's Inn in much success that, after having been chox-

that year ; he was a member of the parlia- reader of his inn in 1663 , he was callet

ments of1640 and 1654 for Boston, and in serjeant in 1669, and made one of the king'

those of 1656 and 1659 for Grantham , the serjeants in 1671 , when he was knighted
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He was appointed a judge of the Common in 19 Henry III., 1235, when, being then

Pleas on December 18 , 1672,but in October custos of the honor of Richmond, he was

1676 he was removed from his place for directed to deliver it up to Alexander

some political reason not stated , but pro- Bacon. (Madox, i. 335.) * In 1240 he was

bably for the mere purpose of giving his one of the justices itinerant for the northern

seat to Scroggs, whom the minister Lord counties, before whom a fine was levied at

Danby favoured . His dismissal was evi- York . At this time he had the custody of

dently not caused by any reflection on his the king's manors, and failing to account

character, for he was replaced in less than for the proceeds in 29 Henry III., his per

three years, when Danby's influence had son was attached , and he was called upon

ceased . In the interval he again entered to appear before the barons of the Ex

parliament, being chosen in 1679 by his chequer. (Madox , ii. 243.) On his death,

uld constituents at Boston, while his in 1253, he was still indebted to thecrown,

nephew, Sir William , was selected for as the king then granted his brother, James

Grantham . These elections may have been Engaine, permission to pay thebalance due
the cause of his being recalled to the bench into the Exchequer, by half-yearly instal

on the 1st of the next May, when he was ments of 100 shillings each .' ( Excerpt.

also allowed to resume his former prece- Rot. Fin . ii. 166.)

dency. He died at his chambers in Ser- ENGLEFELD, ALAN DE, called so from

jeants' Inn, Fleet Street, on December 3, the place of that name in Berkshire, of

1680, leaving no issue. ( Sir T. Raymond, which he wasthe parson, was added tothe
217, 251 , 407.) commissionofthe justices itinerant for that

ELY, NICHOLAS DE (BISHOP OF WIN- county in 9 Henry III. He was at the

CHESTER),was appointed archdeacon of Ely same time coroner for Staffordshire, and

about 1249, 33 HenryIII., and on October possessed property, not only in both these

18 , 1260,the barons placed the Great Seal counties, but also in Oxfordshire and Buck

in his hands. He kept it only till the 5th inghamshire, all of which were seized into

of the following July, when King Henry King John's hands, but restored to him on
transferred it into the hands of Walter de returning to his allegiance in 1 Henry III.

Merton, but by a separate patent specially ( Rot. Claus. i. 300 ; ii. 76, 124.)
recommended Nicholas for hisgood service. ENGLEFIELD , WILLIAM DE, probably

In the following year the king appointed the nephew ofthe above, was sheriff of

him his treasurer ; and on July 12, 1263, Devonshire in 36 Henry III., 1251, and the

the Great Seal was again entrusted to him, two following years. (Mador, i.597, ii . 193.)

with the title of chancellor. On the king's In 1255 andthe two following years

going abroad soon afterwards, the Seal re- one of the justices itinerant who visited se

inained in his possession, with a prohibi- veral counties, and again in 1260. About that

tion, however, from affixing it toany in- time it seems probable that he was made a
strument which was not attested by ľugh justicier at Westminster,for the Rotulus

le Despencer, the chief justiciary. In the de Finibus ( Excerpt. ii. 335 ) contains an

course of thenext year heresignedthe office entry of an amercement imposed by bim .

of chancellor,and resumed that of treasurer. From 46 to50 Henry III.he was employed
( Mador, ii. 319.) in a judicial character. ( Ibid. ii. 422-415 .)

In September 1266 he was elected Bishop He derived his name from the town of

of Worcester, from which see he was on Englefield in Berkshire, where it is said his

February 24, 1267, translated to Win- family had property above two hundred

chester, over which diocese he presided years before the Conquest. He was the
about twelve years, and died on February son of John Englefield, of that place , and

12, 1280, at Waverley in Surrey, where was succeeded by his own son John, one of

bis body was buried , his heart being sent whose descendants is the subject of the

for interment atWinchester. (Godwin,222, next article.

261 ; Le Nere, 73, &c. ; Rapin , iii . 142.) ENGLEFIELD, THOMAS. In regular de

ELY, RALPI DE, was according toMadox scent from the above William came Sir

(ii. 318) a baron of the Exchequer in 24 Thomas Englefield, justice of Chester, and

and 27 Henry III., but there is no other twice speaker of the House of Commons,
notice of hisname.

who died about 1514, leaving by his wife
ELY, WILLIAM OF, a canon of the Margery, daughter of Sir Richard Danvers,

church of Lincoln,was the king's treasurer of Prescot, a large family. His second son
during the whole of the reign of John and wasThomas the judge,who on the death

part of that of Henry III. He is mentioned of his elder brother without issue suc

in that character as one of the justiciers ceeded to the inheritance,having previously

heforewhomfineswere acknowledged in entered theMiddleTemple, where he was
10 John, 1208, and Dugdale records his reader in 1520 .
death in 8 Henry III., 1223, calling him In 1519 he was sheriff of Berkshire and

then Angliæ Thesaurarius. ( Rot. Chart. 49.) Oxfordshire. In 1521 he wascalled to the
ENGAINE, WARNER, first mentioned degree of the coif, and on December 3,

he was
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1523, he wasadvanced to be king's serjeant, he entered New College, Oxford,where he

at the same time receiving a grant of 1001. took his degree in civil law in 1818. In
a year for life. November of the next year he was called to

From the Year Books it appears that thebar by the society of theMiddle Temple ,

he sat as judge of the Common Pleas in and joined the WesternCircuit. He also

Michaelmas 1526, 18 Henry VIII., being purchased the situation of oneof the counsel

knighted at the same time. He performed of the palace court, in which he acquired
the functions of his office till his death, those habits of business which are of slow

which took place on September 28, 1537. attainment in the superior courts. His

To his judicial duties were added those of erudition as a lawyer and his attainments

master of the king's wards, which he held as a scholar soon insured him such full

in conjunction with Sir William Paulet. employment on the circuit and in West

He was buried at Englefield , where there minster Hall that he was made king's coun

is a brass memorialof him in his robes, and sel in 1834.

of his wife Elizabeth , daughter of Sir The city of Oxford returned him as their

Robert Throgmorton , of Coughton, War- representative in parliament in 1837, and ,
wickshire. though his support was given to the liberal

His eldest son Francis lost the paternal party in the house, the conservative prime

estate by attainderfor high treason in 35 minister, Sir Robert Peel , regarding his

Elizabeth . His second son John, seated at merits only, did not hesitate to appoint him

Wootton Basset, was the father of another a judge of theCommons Pleas on November

Francis, created a baronet in 1612 — a title 6, 1844, whereupon he was knighted. He

which expired in 1822. (Wotton's Baronet. sat in that court nearly two years, and in

i . 254 ; Dugdale's Orig. 47, 215 ; Kal. of October 1846 was transferred to the Queen's

Exch. i. cxxxix .) Bench . For little less than thirteen years

ERDINGTON , GILES DE, was the son of he remained in this seat, when he was

Thomas de Erdington,of an opulent family promoted on June 24, 1859, to take the

seated at Erdington, near Aston, in War- vacant place of chief justice of the Common
wickshire, who was honourably and fre- Pleas, in which high position the urbanity

quently employed by King John, and died of his manner added force and effect ty

in 2 Henry TII. His motherwas Roesia, theunquestioned impartiality of his de
the widow of Adam de Cokefield . Giles cisions.

was evidently a minor when his father These qualities were eloquently recog.

died, and so continued for the twelve follow- nised by the attorney -general in his fare

ing years, for it was not till April 12, 1230, well address on the chief justice's retire

14 Henry III., that heobtainedpermission ment from the bench on November :
from the king to pay his father's debts by 1866, after a judicial life of twenty

instalments of 100 shillings a year. (Er- years. He stiil gives his services at the

cerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 195.) Though there privy council.

are no reports of the period, itmay be He married the daughter of the Rer .

sumed that he practised in the courts of David Williams, warden of New Coller

Westminster. He was made ajudge be- and prebendary ofWinchester.
fore August 1251 , 35 Henry III., the first ERMYN, OR ARMYN , WILLLAM , pe

date of a payment for an assize to be taken sessed property at Osgodby in Linck ...

beforehim , and when he held pleas for the shire. In 2 Richard II. hewas treasur :

city of London. He retained his place on of Calais , and in 3 Henry IV ., 1102, b• **

the bench till December 1267, soon after mentioned as a baron of the Excheque.

which he died. ( Ibid. ii . 113-464 ; Abb. Neither the date of his appointmentnor :
Placit. 137. ) his death is recorded ; but he was the ar

Although Dugdale, in his Origines Juri- cestor of a knightly family which :

diciales ' (21), calls' him a canon of St. ! flourished in the county . ( Deron's la

Paul's, he makes him in the · Baronage' (ii . · Erch. 211 ; Cal. Inquis. p . m . üi. 199.)

112) father of Henry, who succeeded to his ! ERNLE , JOHN , whose name was derir

estates, and whose son, also Henry, was from a family which had flourished

summoned to parliament in 9 Edward III . , : Ernle, a manor near Chichester in Suat
but not afterwards. before the reign of Edward I. , was I

ERLE, WILLIAM , is the lineal descendant second son of John Ernle, of Érnle , e

ofa very ancient family of that name, settled Agnes, daughter and heir of Simon B

in Somersetshire, from the time of our who brought him her mother's inherita
earliest kings, several members of which of the manor of Etchilhampton in 1 .
have rendered themselves eminent for their shire . He was made solicitor- genersi

services to the country. Heis the son of 1507 ; and in 1509, a few days after !
the Rev.Christoper Erle, of Gillingham in accession of Henry VIII., he was prom :

Dorsetshire, and was born at Fifehead- to the attorney -generalship, which be
Magdalen in its neighbourhood in 1793. cupied till he was raised to the chief

After going through Winchester School of the Court of Common Pleas, on Jana.

pre- !

2

6
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27, 1519, whereupon he received the honour English literature with so much aridity that

of knighthood. He did not enjoy his pre- there was scarely a passage in Shakspeare,

sidency much above two years, hisdeath Milton, Dryden , or Pope which he could

occurring in 1521. He was buried at Ernle, not recite from memory. He used to re

where his remains lie under a monument late that while in Minorca he not only read

still existing. He had two wives : the first prayers to the regiment, but also composed

was Anne, daughter of Constantine Darel, and preached two sermons.

Esq ., of Collinbourne, Wilts ; and the se- Returning to England in 1772, bis agree

cond was Margaret, daughter of Edmund able manners and pleasant vivacity soon

Dawtry, Esq . procured him access to the societyof the

From his second son, John, descended metropolis,among the distinguished mem

Sir John Ernle, knight, chancellor of the bers of which are the namesof Mrs. Mon

Exchequer to Charles II. ; and alsoWalter tagu, Jeremy Bentham , Dr. Johnson, Bos

Ernle, of Etchilhampton, who in 1660 was well, Cradock, and Sheridan. He also

created a baronet - a title which became commenced authorship in a pamphlet ‘On

extinct in 1787. the Prevailing Abuses in the British Army,'

ERSKINE, THOMAS (LORD ERSKINE ). which had a considerable circulation . After

That only one short year of judicial life serving in the army for seven years, he saw

should have distinguished an advocate who too palpably that without interest that

retained for the long space of twenty -eight profession would not secure a provision for

years the most prominent place at the his increasing family, and he could not but

Britishbarwould naturally excite sur- feel that his talents were more likely to be

prise, were it not for the recollection that productive in a wider field for their exer

the party to which he wasattached was Xcise. Resolving, therefore , to enter the

during that period wholly deprived of the legal profession , hesold his lieutenancy ,and

power of selecting the law officers of the was admitted á member of Lincoln's Inn

crown, except for an equally short interval in 1775. His next step wus to be matri

at thebeginning of his career,when hewas culated at one of the universities in order

too youngand inexperienced to expect pro- that by taking his degree his time of legal
motion. Such was the position of the Hon. probation should be shortenedfrom fiveto

Thomas Erskine in 1806,when he was raised three years. With this object he entered

per saltum to the highest office of judicial Trinity College, Cambridge, on January 13,

dignity; although without a single inter- 1776, asa nobleman's son , which entitled
ruption from his very first entrance into him to a Master of Arts degree in two

the forensic arena in 1778, his progress bad years without examination. This did not
been one continued march of triumph. prevent him from striving for and obtain

This eminent advocate was the youngest ing the college prize for English declama

of three sons of Henry David ,Earl of tion, the harbinger of his future fame. His.

Buchan, by Agnes, daughter of Sir James degree was conferred in June 1778, and on

Steuart, Bart., the eldest of whom suc- July 3 he was called to the bar.

ceeded to his father's title, and the two During the interval between his matri

others, Henry and Thomas, became equally culation and his call he kept bis terms:

distinguished for their extraordinary talents, both at Cambridge and Lincoln's Inn, di
the former being twice lord advocate of viding his timebetween literary and legal

Scotland, in 1783 and 1806, and the latter studies. For the latter purpose he placed

earning honours in Englandwhich are now himself under the instruction of Sir Francis
to be recorded. Buller, and afterwards of Sir George Wood,

Thomas Erskine was born at Edinburgh both subsequently raised to the bench ; and

on January 21,1750, and received his edu- by steady application gained that know

cation at the High School of Edinburgh ledge of the principles of the law , and that
and the university of St. Andrews, the mastery of the intricacies of special plead

rery restricted income of the earl his father ing, so necessary for his future success.

forbidding any other advantage. In 1764 Healso attended a debating society in order

he left his native country as a midshipman to obtain fluency and confidence, and to ac

in the Tartar,' and during the four years he custom himself to the sound of his own
remained at sea he visited America and the voice. His circumstances were so strait

West Indies. He retired from the service ened during this period that he himself ac

in 1768, and entering the army as an en- knowledged, and indeed vaunted, that his
sign in the Royals or First Regiment of family were usually feed on cow -beef and

Foot, attained his lieutenancy in April tripe, and that when he was called to the

1773. While yet an ensign, in 1770, and bar he was almost reduced to his last shil

when little more than twenty years of age, ling. But his sanguine disposition and his

he married Frances, daughter of Daniel courageous self-reliance supported him

Moore, Esq ., M.P. for Marlow , and spent through all his difficulties.
the next two years with his regiment at No sooner was he called to the bar than

Minorca , deroting his leisure hours to there was a propitious change in his cir
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cumstances. From being almost penniless , illwill. His manners were 80 pleasing

he became suddenly affluent, and though and his bearing so unpretending that he

a perfect novice in Westminster Hall, he soon became a universal favourite, and his

was at once recognised as one of its brightest competitorswillingly submitted to the su

ornaments. One happy accident followed periority of his genius. His business be

by another gave him the fortunate oppor- came so extensive that he found itneces

tunity. Happening to dine in company sary to refuse to hold junior briefs, and he

withCaptain Baillie , against whom a rule accordingly received a patent of precedence

to show cause in the following Michaelmas in May 1783, before hehad been five years

Term why a criminal information should at the bar.

not be filed for a libel on the officers of The coalition ministry, of which his whig

Greenwich Hospital had been recently ob- friends formed a part, had in the previous

tained, Erskine, in ignorance that the cap- Marchcome into power, and, being caturally

tain was present, expressed himself freely desirous of the assistance of one so much

on the doomed pamphlet, which was then famed for his eloquence, procured his elec
the general subjectof conversation. He tion for Portsmouth in the following No

spoke with so much warmth and indigna- vember. He made his first speech on the
tion against the tyranny and abuses im- introduction of Mr. Fox's India bill, and

puted to Lord Sandwich, first lord of the continued to support in its progress

Admiralty, and the officers of the hospital, through the house. When the rejection
that the captain, enquiring who he was, of that bill by the Lords caused the dis

determined to employ him as his advocate. missalof his friends from the government,

Erskine had not then taken his seat in he took a prominent part in the vexations

court, and his first retainer and first brief attempts in the remainder of the session

was as counsel for the defence of Captain to oust Mr. Pitt, the new minister. The

Baillie. But still, ashewas the last of five natural consequence was that, with the

barristers retained on that side , he could dissolution of that parliament in March

not expect to have any opportunity of dis- 1784, Erskine was made one of .For's

tinguishing himself ; but again fortune Martyrs,' and his senatorial life suffered an

favoured him. His four seniors expended interruption of more than six years. In

so much time in their arguments, and Mr. truth, he had somewhat disappointed public

Hargrave was obliged by illness so often expectation. His eloquence was less suiteů
to interrupt his address, that at the close to the senate than to the forum : and ,

of it Lord Mansfield adjourned the court. though he made some effective addresses
Erskine therefore had to commence the he was considered to have been coted by

proceedings on the next morning, and in the superior powers of Mr. Pitt , against
a speech as powerful and effective as was ,whomhe was indiscreetly put in collision,
ever heard in court he exposed and stig- During this interval he devoted himself

matised the practices of Lord Sandwich to his profession, in the pursuit of which
and the officers of the hospital , with so he increased his fame and fortune. Besides

much eloquent invective that the rule was his command of business in Westminster

dismissed , and Erskine was triumphant. Hall and on the Home Circuit, he was

The effect of this brilliant oration was so called special retainer to prosecute o

great that retainers flowed in upon him defend very many important causes in

from all quarters, and from that time for- other parts ofthe kingdom .

ward there was scarcely a cause or a trial of a more public nature was his deferee

of importance in which he was not engaged . of Dr. Shipley, the dean of St. A sapk,

This first appearance occurred on November for publishing a tract by Sir Willia
28, 1778, and as a consequence of his suc- Jones, when , in a contest with his former

cess he was employed in the following master, Mr. Justice Buller, he boldir is

January to defend Lord Keppel, on the sisted on the verdict of the jury being tas-1

charges brought against him by Sir Hugh in the very words they used, and after
Pallisser. The trial lasted thirteen days, wards, in a speech which Charles Fox de

and, though from the restricted privileges clared to be the finest piece of reasoning is

of a counsel at a court-martial he was not the English language, contended for ise

allowed to examine witnesses nor to make power and right ofthe jury to deterne

a speech in defence,he suggested the ques- : whether the publication complainedof was

tions to be put, and composed the address or was not a libel. Though the judget

which Lord Keppel was to deliver.To was afterwards arrested, the judgesdecided
the excellence of that address his noble against him on this question ; but his ar

client attributed his triumphant and unani- gument was the death -blow to their do

mous acquittal, testifying his gratitude by trine, and led to the enactment of Mr. Fue

thenoble present of 10001. libel bill in 1792, which fully establi-» 1

Though acquiring in less than a year the the right of juries to give a general rentii

lead over many an elderly aspirant, his on the whole matter in issue . Atthis ti

success was productive of no jealousy or Mr. Erskine had regained his seat in paris

Among those
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ment for his old borough, and had the and the sale of his portrait and bust was

satisfaction of seconding Mr. Fox's motion excessive.

on bringing in the bill. At this time also For the next twelve years he preserved

he was attorney -general to the Prince of his undisputed ascendency in the courts,

Wales, who on the formation of his esta- and was engaged for the plaintiffs or defen

blishment had nominated him to that office. dants in almost every cause. In state trials

Another triumph in libel cases was in his the defence was generally entrusted to him

inimitable defence of Stockdale, prosecuted as the advocate of liberty of speech, and re

for publishing Logan's pamphlet against sulted most frequently in verdicts of ac

the managers on Hastings' trial, when his quittal. In parliament he was always

forcible argument for free discussion, and found on the liberal side, supporting Mr.

his impressiveintroduction of the celebrated Fox, and joining him in his temporary

illustration of the Indian chief, produced secession from the house. He published a

so enthusiastic an effect on the auditory, pamphlet entitled ' A View of the Causes

and induced the jury, even before the libel and Consequences ofthe present War with

bill was passed, to acquit thedefendant. France, of which no less than thirty - seven

When the French Revolution electrified editions were called for. In it he made a

the world , a schism aroseamong the whigs, violent attack on Mr. Pitt, against whom

many of whom, led by Burke, supported he had a strong animosity, arising,perhaps,
government in its efforts to counteract the from his consciousnessof failure in competi

spread of revolutionary principles in this tion with the minister in the senate. On

country. The Prince of Wales took the Pitt's resignation in 1801 , Mr. Addington

alarm with this section, but Erskine, though offered Erskine the attorney -generalship,

his royal highness's attorney -general, and which from a doubt of the prince's approval

designed for the same office to the crown he declined. He however supported that

had the regency been established, had the administration till it was superseded in

spirit and independence to join the other 1804 by the return of Mr. Pitt, but he

section, led byFox, to whom throughout his seldom addressed the house. In the follow

life hezealously adhered. Happening then ing year the prince revived the office of

to be retained for the defendant in the chancellor to the duchy of Cornwall, and

prosecution of Paine's Rights of Man,' gave it to Mr. Erskine ; and on the renewal

attempts were made to induce him to refuse of the war he for a time resumed his old

the brief; and on his firm refusal to do so, profession by becoming colonel of the Law

upon the principle that he was bound by Association , a corps of volunteers which was

professional etiquette to defend any man familiarly called The Devil's Own .' It is

for whom he was retained, he received a curious that it should bave fallen to his

message from the prince, unwillingly re- lot soon after to contend for the right of

questing him to resign his office, which he volunteers to resign, when the government

accordingly did in February 1793. wished to deprive them ofthat power ; but,

This episode of unpopularity was of short as usual , he was triumphant, the judges

duration . In the next year he rose to the unanimously deciding that the service was

highest pitch of public admiration by the entirely voluntary .
noble stand he made againstthe doctrine of On Mr. Pitt's death in 1806 the whigs ,

constructive treason in his defence of Hardy, after an exile from court of more than

Horne Tooke, and Thelwall, severally in- twenty years, were allowed a temporary

dicted for high treason as members of taste of the sweets of office, and Erskine

societies professing parliamentary reform , was certain to be a partaker. He would

but charged with conspiring to subvert the have preferred to preside over a common

existing laws and constitution , and thus law court, conversant as he was with its

compassing the king's death. The trial of rules and practice ; but the existing chiefs,

Hardy lasted eight days, that of Horne Lord Ellenborough and Sir James Mans

Tooke six days, and that of Thelwall four field, wisely resisting the temptation ofthe

days, in all eighteen days, and each resulted Great Seal, its possession was given to him
in an acquittal, produced principally bythe on February7, 1806 ,as lordhigh chancellor

wondrous exertions, the powerful reason- of Great Britain , and he was at the same

ing, the eloquence, and the tact of their time raised to the peerage by the title of

advocate. This triumph was hailed by the Lord Erskine of Restormel Castle in Corn

general public as the preservation of the wall, a designation with which the Prince

constitution from the perils that wouldhave of Wales complimented him ,as it had been

environed it if the subjects were liable to the ancient residence of the Dukes of Corn

sach proceedings. No further attempt has wall. With whatever feelings of pride he

been since made to impute treason by con- went in state from his house in Lincoln's

struction or inference. The applause which Inn Fields to take the oaths, or may have
Erskine received could scarcely be ex- welcomed these rewards for his long public

ceeded ; honours flowed in to him from all services in the cause of liberty, far greater

quarters in the freedom of corporations, must have been his gratification at the
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recognition of his private worth and per- and the customs and manners of London

sonal character in the unprecedented address life. It had a temporary popularity and

of congratulation which was unanimously passed through several editions, but from

voted to him bythe whole bar of England. the want of interest in the story it is now

Thatbody might well regret his retirement almost forgotten .

from its ranks, for never had they, and Whenthe popular tumults and discon

never could they expect to have, a leader tent in 1817 led to the introduction of re

whose hilarityof spirits, whose lively wit, strictive measures, Lord Erskine appeared

and whose uniform kindness,added to such again in the political world , and contended

extraordinary powers, could secure at once against them with all his ancientvigour.

their affection and respect. He stood boldlyand prominently forward

Though little acquainted with the rules also in 1820 in defence of Queen Caroline, al

of equity or the practice of his new court, though by so doing he opposed his old patron

he had the wisdom to avail himself of the and friend. But, deeming the queen an

advice of more experienced men ; and by innocent and injured woman, he cast every

his natural quickness of perception, his dis personal consideration aside, and through

cretion and caution , he passed through his out the investigation battled on her part,

fourteen months of trial in so satisfactory a and when the Bill of Pains and Penalties

manner that only one of his decrees was was withdrawn, he sounded its knell in the

appealed against, and that one, arising out last speech he made inparliament. By this

of Mr. Thellusson's extraordinary will, was independent conduct his favour with the

affirmed. In the trial of Lord Melville, people, by whom he was almost forgotten,
Lord Erskine presided as chancellor, and was revived, and was exhibited in every
acted with that dignity, firmness, and im- shape. His likeness was a treasure uni.

partiality that excited universal admiration. versally sought, addresses and municipal

As a peer of parliament he of course sup- freedoms were showered: upon him, and

ported the measures introduced by his party, public dinners were given to do him bo
and had the satisfaction to announce the nour. One, on which he most prided him .

royal assent to the bill for the abolition of self, was that at Edinburgh, which he had

slavery . In the summer the death of his not visited since his departure from it as a

friend Mr. Fox was a source of sincere midshipman in 1764, a period of fifty -seven

lamentation to him , which was followed years. In 1822 he published a Letter to

in the following spring by the dissolution Lord Liverpool'in support of the cause of

ofthe ministry, occasioned by therefusalof the Greeks,proving that hislove offree.
George III. to sanction a bill allowing dom was unabated ; and another pamphlet
Roman Catholics to hold commissions in on agricultural distress, his advocacy of

the army. Though himself adverse to the increased protection in which is strongly

measure, he shared in the dismissal, and opposed to the principle of free trade that
gave up the Great Seal on April 7, 1807. now prevails. His career was now drar

In the fifteen years during which he ing to its close . In the autumn of les,

survived his loss of office he very rarely as hewas proceeding by sea topay a visit
took a prominent part in the politics of the to his brother the Earlof Buchan at Dry:

day; but on some occasions he exbibited burgh Abbey, he was suddenly attacked

the same command of argument and ora- with inflammation in the chest. On land

torical power which bad formerly distin- ing he went direct to Ammondell, near

guished him . When the king's permanent Edinburgh, where the widow of his deceaed

illness necessitated a regency in 1810, Lord brother Henry resided, and where the Earl

Erskine opposed therestrictions on hispatron of Buchan joined him . There he breathed

the Prince of Wales, who, in 1815, though his last on November 17, 1823, and his

he had deserted his old whig connections, remains lie in the family burying-place

complimented his former chancellor with Uphall in the county of Linlithgov .
the green ribbon of the order of the Thistle. In the eloquent words of Lord Broughar ..

Lord Erskine now amused himself as a ' if there be yet among us the power

man of the world, mixing in all gay so- freely discussing the acts of our rulers , i

cieties, and being acceptable to all by his there be yet the privilege of meeting :
liveliness and wit. His bon-mots and his the promotion of needful reforms: if be

vers de société at this time and while at the whodesires wholesome changes in our ct**

bar would fill a good -sized volume, and stitution be still recognised as a patrat ,

Mr. Townsend in his agreeable menoir has and not doomed to die the death of a train,

made a happy selection of them . He again let us acknowledge with gratitude that

ventured his fame by becoming an author this great man , under hearen, we owe th:

on a more extended scale, and published a felicity of the times. The courtesy of his

romance called ' Armata,' being a clever manners, the cheerfulness of his disposi'c.
allegory, in the manner of Sir Thomas the geniality of his wit, his • generous in

More's Utopia' and Dean Swift's ‘ Voy: pulses and honourable feelings,' and a

age to Laputa,' on the politics of England wonderful power of his eloquence , E.
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almost as vividly among the few who now Taking no active part in political con

survive as they impressed those who at his troversy , and more intent on the steady

death erected a statute to his memory in performanceof his duties than in the pur

Lincoln's Inn Hall. Against merits such suit of public distinction, he progressed

as these the only failing that is suggested slowly but surely, till he acquired such a

is a charge of egotism and vanity, with too position as toentitle him to claim the

great a tendency to introduce himself and honour of a silk gown. He was appointed

the incidents of his life upon all occasions. a king's counsel in 1827, and speedily

Let those who laugh at him on that account acquired a place, if not among the first

ask themselveswhether, if they had founded leaders of the common law bar, yet one of

their fortunes in the same surprising man- considerable distinction on his own cir

ner, they could have altogether abstained cuit. His speeches as a leading advocate

from sell-glorification. were not so much characterised by fluency

Of the incidents ofhis private life there or copiousness of language, or by strong

are few records. If they were mixed with appeals to the feelings, as by great clear

some frailties, we may ask, Whatmortal is ness of statement, and, according to the

exempt from them ? Whatever they were, subject of the case, placing it on a high

they may be designated by the words of moral ground, or treating it with dry

that rigorous moralist, Lord Kenyon, blots humourand epigrammatic force.

in the sun. ' The great fortune which he sessed a power which in those days, when

must have acquired by his forensic suc- verdicts were more often won or lost on

cess he lost by unfortunate speculations in technical grounds than now , was of infinite

Transatlantic funds,andby the purchase of importance,-he saw perfectly the points of

an estate in Sussex, which produced no- attack and defence; and no one was more

thing but brooms ;so that at last he was acute in detectinga latent non-suit in his
obliged to part with his beautiful seat at opponent's pleadings. When Serjeant

Hampstead, and live upon the retiring al- Wilde found on consultation that there

lowance of chancellor. was a weak point in his case, he would

He lost his first wife, after a union of commonly ask, “ Whom have we against

thirty - five years , in December 1805 , just us ? ' and if the answer was “ Mr. Erskine,

before his attaining the peerage. His se- would shake his head and say, ' Then we

cond wife was Miss Mary Buck. By both may be pretty sure this blot will be hit .'

he left issue. Thomas, one of his sons by When the new Court of Bankruptcy,

the first wife, having acquired judicial ho- establishedby stat. 1 and 2 Will. IV., c.

nours, is next to be noticed." ( Lives by, 56, received the royal assent on October 20,

Roscoe, Townsend, and Lord Campbell; Lord 1831, Mr. Erskine was selected as the

Brougham's Historical Sketches ; & c.&c. ) chief of the four judges who were thereby

ERSKINE, Thomas, the fourth son of the appointed as a Court of Review . Though

above celebrated advocate by his first wife, the juniorof bis three colleagues, he soon

Frances, the daughter of Daniel Moore, by the unfeigned simplicity of his manner

Esq., was born on March 12, 1788, at No. and attractive cordiality overcame any

10 Serjeants ’ Inn , Fleet Street, then the jealousy that might have existed among

abode of his father. He was educated at them ; and by the clearness of his intellect,

Harrow under Dr. Drury and Dr. Butler his the soundness of his judgment, his great

successor. His career at school was inter- industry, impartiality, and care, amply
rupted by his father's elevation to the office justified the appointment. He presided

of lord chancellor,whose inauguration hewas over this court for eight years, assisting

summoned to attend, andwho gave him the also in hearing appeals before the judicial

secretaryship of presentations, the duties of committee of the privy council, ànd in

which did not require any great experience. the early period of its existence aiding

At the same time he was entered at Trinity greatly in shaping its proceedings into that

College , Cambridge, and in 1811 as a peer's course which has gradually raised it to so

son graduated as M.A., without residence pre -eminenta rank among the judicial
or examination . In 1807 he became a tribunals of the country. So effective were

member of Lincoln's Inn, commencing his his services considered that hewas appointed

študy of the law as a pupil of the eminent a judge of the Common Pleas on January

special pleader Joseph Chitty, Esq. , and 9, 1839 ; and for nearly four years he held

acquired such a mastery of the science that both offices together, not resigning his

in 1810 he began practice in the same chief justiceship of the Court of Review in
branch on his own account. After a suc- Bankruptcy till November 1842.

cessful pursuit of it for three years, Mr. He accompanied Mr. Justice Coleridge

Erskine was called to the bar in 1813. He on the Northern Circuit in the spring of

at first joined the Home Circuit, and after- 1840, when the delinquents among the

wards availed himself of the privilege of Chartists were to be tried ; and it is to the

changing it once, by attaching himself to credit of these two judges that the manner

ibe Western Circuit. in which they disposed of these political

:
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trials contributed not a little to the settle werejustices itinerant in that county, and

ment of disturbed minds, and to disabuse also in Northumberland, Cumberland, and

ill-informed persons of the prejudices they the bishopric of Durham . The precise

had entertained against the tribunalsofthe period of their appointment is uncertain,

country. The effect was that the judges but they both fined to be relieved from

were not merely the objects of general being judges of Yorkshire in 31 Henry I.

admiration, but that their conduct was (Mag. Rot.) They had certainly acted as

most highly applauded by those papers justiciers in the two preceding years, dur

( especially the Northern Star,' of which ing which they were excused, as the judges

Feargus O'Connor was the editor) which then usually were, from the payment of

were supposed to guide and to express the Danegeld and other impositions.
feelings of the lower orders. In theearly part of the reign of King

Mr. Justice Erskine's judicial career was Stephen ,WalterEspec appears in the cha

short. Amid the performance of his duties racter of an experienced warrior, heading
he was seized with a sudden chill , which his countrymen against the ferocious inta

produced a severe attack of influenza and sions of the Scots. Animated by despair,

congestion of the lungs, which resulted under the barbarities which they witnessed,

in the rupture of a blood -vessel and tuber- the northern barons summoned theirneigh

cular disease in the lungs, producing such a bours and dependants, who put themselves

state of bodily incapacity as to render him under the command of Walter Espec and

totally unfit to discharge the functions of William of Albemarle, and marched to

his office, requiring as they did the active Northallerton . There they placed a silver

employment of the voice . Under this com- pix containing the consecrated host on the

pulsion he reluctantly retired from the top of a tall mast, with the banners of their

bench in November 1844, and many were patron saints, to serve as a rallying point :

the testimonials he received from his dis- and from this sacred ensign the battle

tinguished contemporaries of the value of which followed , and which was fought in

those services they were about to lose. August 22, 1138, received the name of the

The retired judge was long in a dangerous Battle of the Standard. From the foot of

state ,and it wasnearly ten yearsbefore the this standard WalterEspec harangued his

bleeding from the lungs entirely ceased ; associates, and then, by giving his hand t

and the continuance of his life for twenty William of Albemarle, and exclaiming with
years after his first seizure was little less a loud voice, ‘ I pledge thee my troth either

than a miracle. He died at Bournemouth, to conquer or to die,' he kindled such en.

on November 9, 1864. By his wife Hen- thusiasm among his hearers that the oath

rietta Eliza, daughter of Henry Trail, of was repeated by every chieftain around

Dairsie in Fifeshire, he had a large family, him . The result of the battle was the a

of whomonly four were living at his death. tire overthrow of the invaders, with the

ESCURIS,MATTHEW DE, was one of the loss of 12,000 men .

five justices errant appointed by Richard He died in 1153, and was buried in his

de Luci to impose the assize in the county own monastery of Rievaulx. To his piets

of Hants in 20 Henry II. , 1174. . (Madox, and bravery may be added that he was

i . 125.) He is not otherwise noticed. equally distinguished for wit, modesty ,

ESPEC, WALTEP, was a powerful baron sincerity, and loyalty, and ( not to oz.

in the north , his principal estate being what was a great recommendation in the

Helmsley, or Hamlake, in Yorkshire, and days) was of high and commanding sta

having also large possessions in Northum- ture.

berland and several other counties. The Leaving no issue by his wife Adelina

loss of his only son Walter, by a fall from his property descended on his three sisen.

his horse, is said to have induced him to from one of whom, Adeline, the wife !

devote a great part of his estate to the ser- Peter de Roos, the Duke of Rutland a.
vice of God . He and his wife Adelina Lord de Roos are descended .

founded a priory of Augustin canons at ESSEBY , JORDAN DE (Ashby), was is

Kirkham in Yorkshire, to the honour of grandson of another Jordan, and had 3

the Holy Trinity, in 1121 , endowing it with siderable possessions in the county of La

seven churches, and other lands to the coln . Others were subsequently confetes.

amount of 1100 marks per annum. He
upon him by King John for his adher ? -

also founded the abbey of Rievaulx in the ' to the royal cause . ( Rot. Claus, i. 4

same county, for Cistercian monks, in 1131, ! 290.) In 7 Henry III . he was appoin :
dedicating it to the Virgin Mary ; and the by the Archbishop of York to appear f

abbey of Warden in Bedfordshire, in 1135 , him before the barons of the Exchequr

for the same order, with endowments of relative to the debt due by his predecesso

like munificence . to the crown ( Ibid. 335 ), from which

He was justice ofthe forest for Yorkshire may be inferred that he was an advoch 1

in the reign of Henry I.; and he and Eus- the court. He was selected as one of :

tace Fitz - John, another northern baron, justices itinerant for Lincoloshire in
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Henry III., 1225, being at that time con- been narrated by himself to the abbot of

stable of Lincoln Castle. ( Ibid. ii. 68, 77.) St. Edmunds, on his visit to the abbey of

ESSEBY, ROBERT DE, sometimes called Reading about the year 1196 ; so that he

Esseburne,appears in the acknowledgment had then been thirty-three years in the

of a fine in 27 Henry III ., 1243. In 1221 cloister, where, Fuller quaintly observes,

a Robert de Essebywas appointed with between shame and sanctity he blushed

William Basset todeliver the gaolat Roell outthe remainder of his life .”

in Leicestershire( Nichols,579 ),and Robert By his defeat the whole of his large

and Thomas de Esseburn,in 10 Henry III. , possessions were confiscated, and several

were attorned by William de Ferariis in a records show that they remained in the

suit he had against Walter de Widevill. king's hands for many years afterwards.

( Rot. Claus. ii. 153.) His property was Before his disgrace he gave the church of

situate in the counties of Leicester, North- Walde to thenunsof Clerkenwell, and
ampton , and Nottingham . ( Ibid, i . 253, his lordship of Little Fraincham to the

258, č . 25 ;Abb. Placit. 99.) Knights Templars. Dugdale states that he

ESSEX, HENRY DE, whose grandfather, bad two sons, Henry andHugh, andthat

Swene, at the time of the general survey his widow , Alice, a sister of Alberic de Vere,

was lord of Rachley in Essex, and of no afterwards married Roger Fitz -Richard,

less than fifty -four other lordships in that lord of Warkworthin Northumberland,

county,besides others in Suffolk and Hunt- and of Clavering in Essex . ( Baronage , i.

ingdonshire, was the inheritor of this pro- 463 ; Brady, 302 ; Lord Lyttelton, ii. 73,

perty after the death of Robert his father. 76, 224 ; Leland, iii. 410. )

He was in great favour with Henry II., ESSEX, EARLS OF. See G. DE MANDEVIL ;

and held the high office of constable. His G. FITZ-PETER ; H. BOURCHIER ; T. CROM

pleas as a justice itinerant in many counties WELL.

are recorded on the rolls of that king from EUSTACE ( BISHOPOF ELY ), of whose

1156 to 1158. (Pipe Rolls, 31, 78, & c.) parentage and early life no memorial re

He was likewise sheriff orfermer of the mains, was not improbably one of the
counties of Bedford and Buckingham . clerks in Chancery . The appointment to

His prosperity, however, was not of long accompany the king into Normandy, for

continuance. In the war which King the purpose of conducting such business of
Henry waged with the Welsh in 1157, his the Great Seal as might be required while

army, falling into an ambush at Coleshull hewas abroad, would be the natural result

in Flintshire, was thrown into confusion, of his official position ; and the deanery of

and the king himself placed in great danger. Salisbury, which he held in 1195, with the

Henry de Essex, who bore the king's addition of the archdeaconry of Richmond ,

standard, instead of hastening to his assis- which was conferred upon bim in the

tance, was seized with a sudden panic, and, following year (Le Neve, 262, 324), would

exclaiming that the king was dead, threw probably be the recompense to which he

away hisbanner and fled from the field. The would be entitled from his standing in the
king withmuch difficulty rallied the troops, court.

and, though his army suffered severely, Hoveden calls him ' sigillifer ' and 'vice

overlooked the dereliction of his officer, chancellor ; ' but in the charters which he

making allowance probably for the terror authenticated, thefirst of which is dated

of the moment, and remembering his April 7 , 1195, 6 Richard I. (New Fædera,

former services . The subsequent conduct i . * 65) , he simply uses the terms 'tunc

and bravery of Henry de Essex in the gerentis,' or ' tunc agentis vices cancellarii.'

war of Toulouse, in '1159, justified his He was raised to the bishopric of Ely on

sovereign's leniency, and tended to wipe August 9 , 1197, but was not consecrated

out the stain from Essex's character. The till the 8th of March following. There is

disgrace would probably have been entirely no positive evidence of the actual time
forgotten but for a quarrel which he had when he received the Great Seal as chan

six years afterwards with Robert de Mont- cellor, but he probably was appointed to

fort, who, publicly charging him with the office before his consecration as bishop.

fact, and offering to prove it in mortal com- Succeeding Longchampthus both in his

bat, the king had no choice but to consent ecclesiastical and his civił honours, Eus

to the trial. The duel accordingly, took tace's name as chancellor appears in a

placeon April 18, 1103, atanisland near charter datedAugust22, 1193, apud

Reading, and terminated in the defeat Rupem Auree Vall.' ( Rymer, i. 67 ), and

of Essex. The Chronicle of Bracelonda ' he was officially presentwhen a fine was
(50, 136 ) says that, being believed to be levied at Westminster in the following

dead, the king, on the petition of his re- year. (Hunter's Preface.) King Richard's

lations, permitted his body to be taken to death occurred on April 6 , 1199, when

the neighbouring abbey for interment, and Eustace's duties ceased, King John select

that there he recovered, and took the habit |ing his successor from among his own ad

of the order. This account is stated to have herents.

6

6

R
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That John, however, appreciated his | Everdon in Northamptonshire, and it was

abilities and judgment is proved by his probably on acquiring this preferment that

being sent in 1202 with Hubert de Burgh he assumed the name. In the following

to the court of France, to demand from yearhe was evidently engaged in the king's

King Philip a safe-conduct on his sove- service in the same way as the clerks of

reign's appearance there to answer the the Exchequer or Treasury frequently were,

charge made against him of having mur- and is called clericus noster.' ( Rot. Claus.

dered his nephew , Prince Arthur. The i . 631 , ii. 53, 63.)

ambassadors were told that their king It was no doubt in this character that he

might come in peace, but that his return had the custody of the Great Seal when the

would depend on the result of the trial, a king, on May 5, 1242, confided to the Arch

decision which John was not so foolhardy bishop of York the government of the king

as to risk . dom during his absence in Gascony. Soon

In the subsequent troubles of that reign after the Bishop of Chichester's death (Sir

he was called upon to take a prominent T. Hardy says on November 14 , 1244 ) he

and courageous part. Appointed in 1207, was appointed either chancellor or keeper,

in conjunction with the Bishops of London and is stated to have been one most cun

and Worcester, to convey the papal re- ning in the custom of the Chancery . In

monstrance, they appeared before the king, August 1246 he received the bishopric of

and demanded of him the restoration of Carlisle , and in November was succeeded

Stephen, the ejected Archbishop of Can- in the Chancery by John Mansel. In 1251

terbury . The hardened monarch's angry and 1252 he acted as a justice itinerant in

and contemptuous refusal was followed by the counties ofYork, Nottingham , Derby,

the bishops pronouncing the solemn inter- Warwick , and Leicester.

dict, which deprived the kingdom for so When the bishops and nobles in 1233

many years of the rites of religion. Warned went to the king with the conditions upon

by the king's threats, the bishops retired which they granted the aid he demanded,

secretly from the kingdom , and in the fol- and the former were sharply reminded that

lowing year,by the pope's directions, ful- their elevation was effected by the very

minated the sentence of excommunication causes of which they complained, Matthew

against the royal person. They remained Paris relates that to Silvester de Everdon

in voluntary exile till the year 1212, when , he addressed himself thus : " And thou,

the king having found it necessary to ob- Silvester of Carlisle, who, so long licking

tain absolution from the pontitf, they ven- the Chancery, wast the little clerk of my

tured to return ; and in the charter of sub- clerks, it is well known to all how I ad

mission afterwards executed a pecuniary vanced thee to be a bishop , before many

compensation was made to them for their reverend persons and abledivines.'
losses. He was killed by a fall from his horse

During the short remainder of his life on May 13, 1254.

Eustace was reconciled to his sovereign , EVERDON, JOHN DE , was an officer of

and was one of his sureties to the barons the Exchequer, and , like his fellows,was

for the redress of their grievances. He did of the clerical profession. He was ap

not live to witness the grant of Magna pointed in 30 Edward I. to superintend the

Charta, but died at Reading on February 3, levying of the fifteenth in the counties of

1214, and was buried in his own cathe- Oxford and Berks. In 1 Edward II, he was
dral. constituted a baron of the Exchequer oc

He is described as well skilled in both November 28, 1307. While he held a seks

sacred and profane learning, and as a pious on that bench he frequently acted as an

and discreet prelate. To his church he assessor of the taxes charged on the city

was a considerable benefactor, and built of London, and as a justice of over and
the Galilee at the west end of it from its terminer in various counties for the trial

foundation . ( Godwin , 254 ; Angl. Sac. i . of offences connected with the revenue si

633 ; Mador, i. 29, 77 ; Rapin, ii. 429. ) its collection. He continued in his place cl

EVERDON, SILVESTER DE (BISHOP OF 1322 or 1323. In 4 Edward II. he is

CARLISLE), as one of the king's chaplains, dean of the free chapel of St. Peter ir

appears as a witness to charters granted in Wolverhampton, and was certified as lant

7 and 9 John . He had about that time of that township in the ninth year. H.

presentations to the churches of Bulewell, held the chancellorship of Exeter from May

Fremesfeld , and Tatham in succession. In 1308 till August 1309, and was afterwan :

all these he is called by his Christian name a prebendary of Sarum , which he exchar ,

alone, and may possibly, therefore, not be for the deanery of St. Paul's, London , :

the person who afterwards became bishop. which he was admitted on September 13,

In 8 Henry III., 1224 , however, Silvester 1323. He died on January 15 , 13:30 , a

de Everdon is expressly mentioned as a was buried in the church of St. Faith, ur...

demandant of a virgate of lands, which St. Paul's. (Le Neve,89 , 183.)

he claimed as belonging to his church of EVERDON, WILLIAM DE , probably !
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brother or nephew of the above John de when he was raised to the bench of the

Everdon, in 5 Edward II. , October 11, Exchequer, and his judgments in that and

1311, was appointed treasurer's remem- the following years are reported by Savile

brancer in the Exchequer, and had a fee of and Coke. His death or resignation soon

forty marks per annum for himself and his after occurred, as his successor, John Savile,

clerks; and in 10 Edward II. he had an was appointed in July 1598. ( Dugdale's.

additional grant of 201. a year, de dono, for Orig. 218. )

his good service, until the king should pro- EXETER, DUKE OF. See T. BEAUFORT.

vide him with an ecclesiastical benefice EYNEFELD ,HENRY DE, was appointed,

suitable to his degree. From that time in 21 Edward I. , 1293, one of two justices

there is no entry relative to him till July to take assizes, & c., in Cornwall and nine

18, 1324, 17 Edward II. , when he was other counties, and was summoned among

raised to the bench as a baron, in which the judges to parliament till the twenty

office he continued till the end of the reign, fifth. One of his namewas returned knight

and was retained in it on the accession of of the shire for Middlesex in 26 and28

Edward III. The date of his death is Edward I. ( Parl. Writs, i. 29, 52, 72-86 .)

not recorded, but he was employed in 11 EYRE , GILES, was of an ancient and

Edward III. to assist in levying money distinguished Wiltshire family, which sup

from the clergy of York for carrying on the pliedno less than three, and perhaps four,

French war, and is named as receiving a members to the judicial bench . Their

pension, or bribe, from the Knighte Hos- common ancestor was Humphrey le Heyr,

pitallers so late as 1338. (Mador, ii. 267 ; who accompanied Richard Cour de Lion

Vero Fædera, ii. 1005 ; Hospitallers in Eng- to the Holy Land. One of his lineal de

land, 203.) scendants, Giles Eyre, settled at Brick

EVESHAM, THOMAS DE, held someplace worth in Whiteparish, and had several

in one of the departments of the court as children, one of the youngerof whom emi

early as 1313, 6 Edward II. , when he grated with Ludlow to Ireland, and was

accompanied the king abroad. In 1319 he the ancestor of Lord Eyre, of Eyre Court

was appointed one of the attorneys for in the county of Galway, a title which died

Rigand de Asserio, the pope's nuncio ( N. with the grantee in 1702. The eldest son ,

Fu dera, ii. 212, 399), and appeared as named also Giles, succeeded to Brickworth,

proxy for the abbot of Evesham in the and represented Downton in the parliament

parliaments of 16 and 18 Edward II. ( Parl, of 1660 and 1661. By his marriage with
Writs, ii . p . ii . 828.) Anne, daughter of Sir Richard Norton, of

He is first mentioned as a clerk in the Rotherfield, Hants, Bart., he became the

Chancery in July 1328 , 2 Edward III., and father of Sir Giles Eyre, the judge, who
on the appointment of Sir Robert Bour- was admitted a member of Lincoln's Inn

chier as chancellor the Great Seal was in October 1654, and called to the bar in

placed in his hands under the seals of two November 1661.

of the other clerks, and so remained from Of his early life we have no further ac

December 16, 1340, to the lst of January count except that he lost his first wife,

following. On the 10th of that month be Dorothy, daughter of John Ryves, of Ran

was raised to the office of master of the ston in Dorsetshire, in 1677. To hermonu ,

Rolls, but it would seem that this was a ment in Whiteparish Church he attached

mere temporary appointment, for he was an inscription in anticipation of his own

superseded by John de Thoresby on Fe- death, leaving the date in blank,with eight

bruary 21,after only six weeks' enjoyinent lines expressing the warmest affection for

of the place. He immediately resumed his her, and implying the impossibility of his

duties as a clerk in the Chancery ( N. ever being united to another. Notwith

Federa, ii . 745, 1172), which he con- standing this monogamistic resolution, we

tinued to perform during the remainder of find that he afterwards married a second

his life. Hedied in 1343, possessed of land wife, who occupied the same grave with

at Weston Underegge in Gloucestershire. her predecessor .
His London residence was in “ Faytour In 1675 the corporation of Salisbury

Lane.' (Cal. Inquis. p. m . ii. 108.) presented him with a tankard of 101. value

EVESK, HENRY LE, had property, in for his services in procuring their charter,

Cambridgeshire, which was allseized into being then their deputy recorder. He was

the king's hands during the troubles of afterwards elected recorder,but lost his

King John. On the accession of his suc- place on the subsequent seizure of the

cessor they were restored to him , and in charters. On the renewal of them in 1688

9. Henry III. he was one of the justices he was restored, and was elected represen
itinerant in that county and Huntingdon- tative of that city to the Convention Par
shire . ( Rot. Claus. i. 324, ii. 76, 146.) liament. He took part in the conference

EWENS, MATTHEW , was reader in the with the Lords as to the vote of abdication,

Middle Temple in autumn1591, and took and in all the debates showed himself á

the degree of serjeant in Hilary 1594, hearty supporter of the new government.
R 2
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He was immediately made a serjeant, and His body wasremoved to the family vault

on the settlement ofthe Court of King's in St. Thomas'sChurch, Salisbury, a costly

Bench was constituted one of the judges of monument to his memory being erected at

it on May 4, 1689, receiving soon after the Lancaster.

honour of knighthood. After filling this His wife, Martha, daughter of Francis,

seatwith great credit for six years, he died fifthson of Sir Thomas Lucy, of Charlecote

on June 2, 1695 , and was buried in White- in Warwickshire, brought bim a large

parish Church. family, the eldest_of whom was Chief

The Christian name of his second wife Justice Sir Robert Eyre. ( Luttrell, ii. 427,

was Christabella ; that of her family bas iii . 273, iv. 343, 428, 436 ; 1 Lord Raymond,
not been discovered. She survived the 10 ; State Trials, xii. 1179.)

judge, and took for her second husband EYRE, ROBERT, the son and heir of the

Lord Glasford , a Scotch Papist, from whom above Sir Samuel Eyre, was born in 1666,

she withdrew in 1699, leaving him a pri; and, having entered upon his legal studies
soner for debt in the Fleet, where he died at Lincoln's Inn in April 1683, was admitted

in November 1703. The judge left issue to the bar in February 1689 .
by both his wives. Some of the male re- Before his father's death in 1698 he had

presentatives of his family have had seats succeeded his cousin Sir Giles in the re

in parliament, and one of his female de cordership of Salisbury , and he represented

scendants married Thomas Bolton, the that city in the last three parliaments of

nephew of Admiral Lord Nelson , who suc- William III. and the first four of Queen

ceeded to that earldom in 1835. ( Parl. Anne, from 1698 to 1710. He was sworn

Hist. v. 107, &c.; Luttrell, i. 529, iv. 549.) queen's counsel in May 1707, and in Octo

EYRE, SAMUEL , was the second cousin ber of the following year hewas made

of the above Sir Giles Eyre, both having solicitor- general. In March 1710 he was

the same great-grandfather. He was the one of the active managers of the unwise

son of Robert Eyre, of Salisbury and Chil- impeachment of Dr. Sacheverell , and was

hampton, and Anne, daughter of Samuel afterwards engaged in the trials of the

Aldersey, of Aldersey in Cheshire, and was parties connected with the Sacheverell

born in 1633. As his father had done riots. ( Luttrell, vi. 166, 202, 263 ; State

before him , he took the degree of barrister Trials, xv. 396, 522, &c.)

at Lincoln's Inn in June 1661. He pursued The whig ministry by which he was

his profession with considerable success, to appointed fell a sacrifice to this prosecution,

which the patronage of the Earl of Shaftes- but fortunately for him , before their dis

bury , to whom he was reputed to be the missal, the death of Mr. Justice Gould

confidential adviser, in some measure pro- occasioned a vacancy in the Court of Queen's

bably contributed, though the same cause Bench, which he was appointed to supplý,

in aſl likelihood prevented his promotion Hewas sworn in on March 13 and knighted,

in Charles's and in James's reigns. After and satin that court during the remainder

the revolution he was created a serjeanton of Queen Anne's reign . On the arrival of

April 21, 1692 ; andfrom that rank was George I. he was appointed chancellor to
advanced , on February 22, 1694, to take the Prince of Wales. As in duty bourd,

his place, by theside of his cousin Sir Giles, onthe great question agitated before the

as a judge of the King's Bench . judges in 1718 as to the king's prerogatire

Shortly after his appointment, Charles in regard to the education and marriage of

Knollys, claimingto be Earl of Banbury, the royal family, Sir Robertgave an opisica
who had been indicted for the murder of differing from the majority of his brethr+ 6,

Captain Lawson, his brother-in-law , and in favour of the prince his client. Sos

had pleaded his peerage, brought the ques- tisfactory was his performance of his judi
tion into the Court of King's Bench, where cial functions, and so high his legal reputa

judgment was given in the defendant's tion, that, notwithstanding this oppositi-2
favour in Trinity Term 1694. On the dis- to the royal claim, the king on Nover her

cussionof the claim of peeragenearly four 16, 1723, promoted him to the head of the
years afterwards, Chief Justice Holt and Sir Court of Exchequer as lord chief bar a:
Samuel Eyre were called before the House 1 and eighteen months after, on Mar ,

of Lords and required to give their reasons 1725 , raised him to the still higher dis
for that judgment. They resolutely and of lord chief justice of the Common Pias

properly declined to do so , unless it came (Lord Raymond, 1309, 1.331 ; State Trois
before the house on a writ of error, and xv. 1217.) He maintained the reputation

their lordships, after threatening the two he had earned for the ten years that le
judges with the Tower for their refusalto continued to preside in that court. Lis
answer, found it expedient to let the matter whole career on the three benches exter.

drop. " Seven months after this incident ing over one-and -twenty years.

Sir Samuel was seized with the colic, just Sir Robert, however , did not escape

upon finishing, the circuit at Lancaster, calumny, Some infamous and proti

where he died on September 12, 1698. persons brought a charge against him : *
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visiting Bambridge, the brutal and corrupt papers under a general warrant from the

keeper of the Fleet, when in prison, and of secretary of state. Though he acted in

otherwise aiding and abetting him in his this case with great energy and spirit,as

atrocities. On a strict investigation, how . thinking that it affected the liberty of the

ever, the committee came to a resolution subject, yet, when a few years after, in

that it was a wicked conspiracy to vilify 1770, the corporation,joining in the poli

and asperse the chief justice, and that the tical distractions excited by the cry of

informations against him were ' false, mali- Wilkes and Liberty , and the call for å

cious, scandalous, and utterly groundless. new parliament, voted a remonstrance to
( Parl. Hist. viii. 707, &c.; State Trials, the king, the recorder would not attend on

xvii . 619.) its presentation ; but on another address in

That Sir Robert was'somewhat haughty harsher terms being voted , he boldly pro

in his demeanour may be inferred from the tested against it as a most abominable libel,

Duke of Wharton's satire. He vows con- and again refused to accompany the cor

stancy to his mistress until the time poration to the palace. This was the

occasion when Lord Mayor Beckford is
When Tracy's generous soul shall swell with

pride,
supposedto have replied to his majesty in

And Eyre his haughtiness shall lay aside. the speech thatappears at the foot of his

statue in Guildhall, but the language of

As a set-off against this, there is evidence which is said to have been subsequently

of the general estimation of his character composed by Horne Tooke. The common

in the intimacy which existed between him council of course resented their recorder's

and Godolphin, Marlborough, and Walpole; resistance, and voted that he should no

and of his kind and generous disposition a more be advised with or employed in the

testimony is afforded by a legacy of 4001. city affairs, he ' being deemed unworthy of

bequeathed to his daughter by an old their future trust and confidence. But

domestic, in grateful acknowledgment that the court of St. James's looked upon his

he owed all his good fortune in life to his conduct in a different light, and took an

deceased master. The chief justice died early opportunity of rewarding his loyalty,

on December 28, 1735, andwas buried in by raising him to the bench of the Ex

St. Thomas's Church, Salisbury. By his chequer in October 1772, .when he was

wife, Elizabeth, daughter of Edward knighted. On resigning the recordership he

Rudge, Esq., of Warley Place, Essex, he received the thanks of the Court of Alder

left a large family. ( Sir R. C. Hoare's men for the many eminent services he ren
South Wiltshire ; Trustfield : Salisbury.) dered the public, and was presented with a

EYRE, JAMES, was a descendant of the piece of plate with the city arms engraved

old Wiltshire family to which the three thereon, as a grateful remembrance from

judges already noticed belonged , but it is the court for his faithful discharge of his
uncertain of what branch of it . His great- duties.

grandfather was of the medical profession, After sitting in the Exchequer as a

and died mayor of Salisbury in 1685. His puisne baron for nearly fifteen years, he
brother, Dr. Thomas Eyre,was a canon in was raised to the head of it on January 26 ,

the cathedral of that city. The judge was 1787 ; and when Lord Chancellor Thurlow
born in 1733, and his father is described in was removed in 1793, he was appointed

the Lincoln's Inn books as Mr. Chancellor chief commissioner of the Great Seal, an
Eyre. Having received his classical educa- office which he held for seven months from

tion first at Winchester and then at Oxford, June 15 to January 28, in the following
he commenced his legalstudies at Lincoln's year. On retiring from the Seal he was

Inn in November 1753, but two years promoted to the chief justiceship of the
after removed to Gray's Inn, by which | Common Pleas, and at the end of the

society he was called to the bar in next year he wasentrusted with the arduous

1755. He purchased the place of one of duty of presiding at the memorable trials

the four city pleaders of London, and was of Hardy, Horne Tooke, and Thelwall for
for some time little known beyond the constructive high treason. These trials

Lord Mayor's and Sheriffs' Courts. In lasted eighteen days, and throughout them

them, however, his attendance was he acted with the greatest patience and

regular, his manners so good , and his impartiality, but in the opinion of many
appearance so grave, that in February with too great forbearance to the irregu
1761 he was appointed deputy recorder, larities of Horne Tooke. In his summing

and in April 1763 recorder of the cor- up of the evidence in the different cases he

poration, being then scarcely thirty years carefully described the principles of the

law, and in the most fair and unexception

In the December of that year he was able manner explained the bearings of the

enza red as second counsel for John Wilkes evidence upon thecharges. The result was

in the action against Mr. Wood for entering the acquittal of all the prisoners ; and the

in the plaintiff's house, and seizing his same verdict was given in 1796 in another

SO

of age.
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trial before him of Crossfield and others to him the respect and esteem as well of

for high treason in conspiring to make an his brethren on the bench as of the mem

instrument from which to shoot a poisoned bers of the bar, whom he never interrupted
arrow at the king. ( State Trials, iv ., v.,vi.) in their arguments, and towards whom he

With an extensive knowledge of law he preserved an invariable and unaffected

united the greatest judicial qualities; and courtesy. He presided over the Common

to the unbiased integrity of the judge was Pleas six years and a half, and died on July

joined a quickness of apprehension and a 6 , 1799, at his residence, Ruscombe in

natural sagacity and candour that secured | Berkshire.

F

FAIRFAX, Guy, the third son of Richard made chief justice of Lancaster (Grants of

Fairfax, of an ancient family seated at Edw . V.6 '); nor did the termination of the

Walton in Yorkshire,by Anastasia,daughter tyrant'scareer makeanychange in his judi

and co-heir of John Carthorpe, received cial position. For the first ten years of the

from his father the manor of Steeton in that reign of Henry VII. he kept his seat, and

county, where he afterwards built a castle, died in possession in 1495 , leaving behind

which continued the chief residence of his him the character of an able lawyer and a

posterity till the beginning of the last conscientious judge.

century, when the family removed to New- By hismarriage with Margaret, daughter

ton Kyme, about six miles distant from the of SirWilliamRyther, he had six children,

castle, which is now the principal form- one of whom, Sir William , is the next-men

house on the estate. tioned judge. The viscounty of Fairfax of

In 1435 he was a commissioner of array Elmley in Ireland, granted in 1628 to &

for the West Riding, and in 1460 he was descendant ofWilliam, the elder brother of

joined with Sir William Plumpton and Sir Guy, became extinct in 1772. ( Biog.

others to enquireconcerning the lands of Peerage, iii. 249.)

Richard, Duke of York, attainted in the FAIRFAX, WILLIAM, the eldest son of

preceding parliament. ( Plumpton Corr.lii., the above Sir Guy Fairfax , pursued bis

Ixvi.) Itmay be presumed that he par- father's profession, andprobably in the sazne

ticipated in the mercy shown by the duke's school, Gray's Inn. He was elected r .

son , King Edward, to his friend Sir Wil- corder of York in 1489 (Drake, 368 ), and

liam Plumpton , for in Michaelmas 1463 was engaged as counsel for Sir Robert

he was called serjeant from Gray's Inn Plumpton in 1490 ( Corresp . 101, 210 ), ari

( Y. B.3 Edw. IV . fo. 10) ; and in April in November 1504 he was called to the

1468 the king appointed him one of his degree of the coif. Soon after the accessica

own serjeants. In the following yearhe is of Henry VIII. he was made ajudge ofthe

noticed as being employed by Sir William Common Pleas, the first fine levied before

Plumpton, and as receiving ten shillings for him being in Easter Term , 1 Henry VIII ,

his fee, a sorry honorarium to be offered to April 1509. He died about the same seda

a king's serjeant. A few years afterwards, in 1514 .

in an appeal carried on, as the judges sus- By his wife, Elizabeth, one of the three

pected , by the maintenance of Sir William , daughters of Sir Robert Manners, ances! T

in which they expressed their opinion that of the Duke of Rutland, he had an onit

the men charged were not guilty, Fairfax son, William , whose grandson Thomas as

6 said openly att the barre that he knew so, created Baron Fairfax of Cameron in Sci

verily they were not guilty ; that he would land by Charles I. in 1627. The pari a

labor their deliverance for almes, not take- mentary general who defeated thatus

ing a penny; ' whereupon Sir William's tunate monarch at Naseby in 1015 was the

agent retained two other counsel. ( Corresp. third lord. Bryan, the eighth baron, rade
23, 25. ) dent in America, proved his title in the

He was appointed recorder of York in House of Lords, May 6, 1800 ; but his de

1476 (Drake's York, 363), which he held scendants have notclaimed it. ( Biog. Preto
about a year. The date of his elevation to age, iii. 219 ; Notes and Queries, Ist S ix .

the bench is not preserved, but he is first 156.)

mentioned in the character of a judge of FALEISE, WILLIAM DE, held a high ar

the King's Bench in Trinity Term 1477. responsible office in the Treasury of Er

( Y. B. 17 Edw . IV . fo . 4 , b .) On the land. The only year in which he is -

death of Edward IV ., and again on the tioned as acting as a justicier is I JA

usurpation of Richard III., he had a re- 1199, when a fine was levied before him,

newal of his patent, and a few days before ( Liberat. 37, 71,76, 99, 107 ; Hteter's Fre

Richard's assumption of the crown he was face.)

*
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He was the custos of the honor of Claus. i . 16, 32, 368, 447, 556, ii. 41,

Gloucester for the first nine years of John's 47.)

reign , and he and Maurice de Tureville at To his judicial duties he added those of

a later period had the custody of the castle an ecclesiastic , and held a canonry in the

of Winchester. (Madox's Baron . Angl. 59, cathedral of St. Paul's; and in1221, 5

66, 76. ) Henry III. , he was elected Bishop of

He married Alice,the daughterof Philip London. His high character may be

de Linguire, and died in 1232, leaving å estimated by the following distich, which

son , Elias. ( E.ccerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 220.) was written on his being elevated in

FALLAN ,WILLIAM, was appointed a baron opposition to several other claimants :

ofthe Exchequer in 14 Henry VI. , 1435-6.

( Cal. Rot. Pat. 278. ) There is a curious
Omnes hic digni, tu dignior omnibus ; omnes

account of his removal from the court.
Hic plene sapiunt, plenius ipse sapis.

Richard Forde, one ofthe remembrancers, Ile still continued actively to perform bis

in a petition to the parliament of 33 Henry duties at court, and was a frequent witness

VI, 1455 ( Rot. Parl. v . 342), stated that to charters and other royal documents

Thomas Thorpe having superseded Forde until a fortnight before his decease . This

in the office of remembrancer,would not re- occurred on October 31 , 1228. He was

store it to him unless he was made third buried in his cathedral, to which he had

baron of the Exchequer, and that Forde been a considerable benefactor. ( Godwin,

thereupon arranged with Sir William Fal- 179.)

lan , clerk , thenthird baron, to resign on FAUNT,WILLIAM, of whom neither in

receiving from Forde a bond to pay bim 40 the Year Books nor in any other records is

marks yearly for life, unless otherwise pro- the name to be found, is inserted by Dug

vided for to the same amount, with a re- dale as a justice of the King's Bench on

markable condition, howerer, by Sir William April 4, 1338, 12 Edward III., and H.

Fallan, that such provision should not be Philipps mentions two persons as his de

' any benefice havyng cure of soule. The scendants in 1684, one residing at Foston

prayer of this petition, that this bond should in Lincolnshire, and the other at Kings

be made void, was granted ; so that the thorpe in the county of Northampton.
baron lost both bis place and pension . (Grandeur of the Law (1684), 220, 252.).

FASTOLF, NICHOLAS, was of Great Yar- FENCOTES, THOMAS DE, of a Yorkshire

mouth in Norfolk, for which town he was family, was an adherent of Thomas, Earl

returned to parliament in 2 and 7 Edward of Lancaster, in the reign of Edward II. ,

II. In 18 Edward II., 1324, he was ap- and obtained his release from prison by a

pointed chief justice of the King's Bench in payment of 201. ( Parl. " Vrits, ii, p. ii.

Ireland, and was still mentioned in that 208.) When John de Britannia , Earl of

character in 1327, 1 Edward III . The pa- Richmond, was taken by the Scots in 16

tent of his successor in the office being dated Edward II., Thomas de Fencotes was ap

in 1333, 7 Edward III., it may be pre- pointed one of his attorneys in England;

sumed that Fastolf enjoyed it till that time. and on the death of the earl in 8 Edward

If so, he must have been on a visit to Eng- III . he still represented him , and acted as

land when he was added to the commission custos of the estate till the death of the

of justices itinerant into Derbyshire in 4 earl's successor, John , Duke of Brittany, in

Edward III ., 1330.( Parl. Irits, ii . p . ii . the fifteenth year. ( N. Fædera, ii. 88, 524 ,

838 ; X. Fædera, ii . 709; Smyth's Law Ofi- 1159.) From the Year Books it appears

cers of Ireland, 97. )
that he acted as an advocate in Yorkshire

PAUCONBRIDGE, ECSTACE DE (BISHOP as early as 2 Edward III. , and as a justice

OF LOX Dox ),was born in Yorkshire, but of assize in the seventeenth year. He was

his relationship to the noble family of that appointed a judge of the Common Pleas on

name is not distinctly traced. He appears January 14 ,1318, and seems to have re
in 1 John , 1199, among the justiciers be- i signed about 1356. (Orig. Jurid. 45.) He
forewhom fines were levied atWestminster. received the order of knighthood when or

In this capacity he regularly acted during soon after he wasraised to the bench . In

the whole of that and for the first three 24 Edward III . he gave certain tenements

yearsof the succeedingreign. Orig. Jurid. to the priory of the order of Mary of Mount
42; Abb. Placit. 39, 116.) In 2 Henry III. Carmel to enlarge their house in Fleet

he was appointed treasurer of England, a ' Street; and in 31 Edward III. he and his
station which he held for the remainder of wife Beatrice endowed the convent of

his life, during the whole of which he was Egleston with the advowson of the church

in the constant confidence of the sovereigns of Bentbam in Yorkshire. ( Cal. Inquis . p .

whom he served. Each of them employed m . ii. 168, 203.)

him in embassies to the court of France, John de Fencotes, a serjeant -at -law in

King John in 1204, and King Ilenry in 40 Edward III . , was probably his son .
122:3 and 1 :225, and from each of them he i FENNER, EDWARD, was the son of John

received various marks of favour. ( Rot. Fenner, of Cr ley in Surrey , by Ellen ,

.

1
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the daughter of Sir William Goring, of FIENNES, NATHANIEL, was the second

Burton. Dallaway (i. 16) traces the family son of William , Lord Say and Sele, by

for five generations higher, the earliest of Elizabeth, daughter of John Temple, Esq.,

which he calls John atte Fenne. He took of Stowe in Buckinghamshire. He was

his legal degrees in the Middle Temple, born about 1608 at Broughton in Oxford
where he became reader in autumn 1576. shire, and was educated at Winchester and

In Michaelmas 1577 he was made a ser- atOxford, where he was admitted in 1624

jeant- at-law , and on May26, 1590, he was fellow of New College, as founder's kin.

constituted one of the judges of the Court (Woods Athen . iii . 877.) He remained

of King's Bench, in which he sat for one- there about five years, and then spent some

and -twenty years, under Elizabeth and her time abroad , ‘ in Geneva and amongst the

successor . (Orig. Jurid. 218.) In the cantons of Switzerland, where,' says Cla

January before his appointment he, being rendon, ‘ he improved his disinclination to

a justice of the peace for Surrey, sat on the the Church, with which milk he had been

bench at the assizes when John Udall was nursed .' From his travels be returned

brought up to receive sentence, and in kind through Scotland in 1639 , at the time of

and considerate language assisted the judges the tumults there, which he assisted in

in urging the prisoner to submit himself to fomenting. ( Clarendon, i . 325, 510. )
her majesty. ( State Trials, i. 1297. ) In In 1640 he was elected a member of the

1595 an account was published of . The ar- Long Parliament for Banbury, and soon
raignment, judgement, and execution of became a leader of the party called “ root
three wytches of Huntingdonshire, being and branch .' He strongly supported the

recommended for matter of truthe by Mr. bill against the bishops, and so little had

Judge Fenner ;' and the Register of the the consequences been considered that, in

Stationers' Company adds to the entry that a conversation with Clarendon , in answer

the judge's note'is layd up in the war- to the question what government they

den's cupbord .' ( Notes and Queries, 3rd meant to introduce instead, he said there
S. i . 402.) would be time enough to think of that.'

Hedied onJanuary 23, 1611-12, and was He was appointed of the committee to a :

buried at Hayes in Middlesex. By a tend the king on his journey to Scotland in

curious error, his name on his monument 1641. ( Ibid. 410, 491; Life, i . 90.) When
appears as Jenner ' instead of Fenner. ' the parliament took up arms in the follow

FERMBAUD, or FERNYBAUD, Nicho- ing year,Fiennes not only undertook to

LAS, was constable of Bristol from 22 to 33 find one horse and bring 1001. in money
Edward I. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 82.) In his subscription towards the cause

28 Edward I. he was appointed to peram- ( Notes and Queries, 1st S. xii . 338 ), but

bulate the forests of Gloucestershire and accepted a commission of colonel of their

the neighbouring counties ( Parl. Writs, i. forces. His first exploit, the defeated at

398 ), and two years afterwards the custody tempt to surprise Worcester ( Clarendoa ,

of the bishopric of Bath and Wells was iii. 234, 625 ), did not speak much to the

entrusted to him during its vacancy. (Abb. credit either of his courage or military

Rot. Orig. i. 121.) skill , and his conduct at Bristol in 1613

He is mentioned with William Inge as confirmed the bad impression hehad made.

a justice taking assizes in 1305, and was Professing great zeal for the parliament, he

also appointed a justice of trailbaston for had removed the former governor on sus

Essex and ten other counties. (N. Fædera, picion of disaffection, and had condemned
i . 970.) He possessed considerable pro- and executed two principal citizens on the

perty at Wingrave and Rollesham in Buck- charge of plotting to give up the place to
inghamshire. ( Abb . Placit. 2:22, 276.) the king ; and yet, after laying in stores of

FERRIBY, THOMAS DE , was a clerk of ammunition and provisions sufficient to

Thomas Plantagenet, Earl of Buckingham sustain a siege of three months, no sooncr

(afterwards Duke of Gloucester ), in 6 had Prince Rupert invested the city than1

Richard II. ( Kal. Exch . ii. 12.) " It was he surrendered it to the royalists, to the
not unnatural, therefore, that Henry IV ., great advantage of their cause in the wesi ,

on ascending the throne, should advance and the irtinite discouragement of the par

him to be a baron of the Exchequer on liamentarians.
October 14 , 1399. But of the term of his On the colonel's return to parliament

continuance in the court there is no account. ' every one looked strangely on him with a

FERTE, RALPH DE LA , so called from a discontented aspect,' so palpably showing

town in Normandy,was a resident in Cum- ' their suspicion of either treachery or

berland . In 17 John he was constable of cowardice that he felt it necessary to make

Carlisle (Rot. Pat . 163 ) ; and in 3 Henry his apology openly in the house, conclud

III . , 1218, and several years afterwards, he ing with a desire that his conduct might

was appointed a justice itinerant in that be examined by a council of war. This
county and in Westmoreland. ( Rot. Claus. relation , being published by himself, was

ii . 77, 147, 151.) answered and exposed by Mr. Walker and

as
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7

6

Mr. Prynne, in a book called " Rome's ( 1498, 1515.) . Under the new constitution

Masterpiece , for the publication of which he was appointed one of Cromwell's lords,

the writers were summoned before the and on the protector's death in 1658 as

council to make good their accusation. sisted in proclaiming Richard as his suc

Theconsequencewas that Colonel Fiennes cessor, and was reinstated in the custody of

was called upon to defend himself , and the Great Seal, with his former colleague

after a solemn trial, conducted most ably by and BulstrodeWhitelocke. ( Whitelocke,

Mr. Prynne, which lasted no less than nine 666, 675–6.) In the list of the members

days, he was convicted by the council of of the parliament called by Richard in

War, and condemned to lose his head. The January 1659 the name of Nathaniel

sentence, however, was not put in execu- Fiennes appears asmember for Banbury

tion ; by his family interest and connec- ( Parl. Hist. iii. 1533), which, as he was a

tions, and perhaps by the consideration of member of the other house,' either must

his great civil ability and the eminent ser- be a mistake, or some other person of the

vices and zeal he had previously shown in same name must be intended. He is not

the cause, the general was induced to grant only mentioned as lord keeper in Richard's

him a pardon. His military career, for speech on the first day, as about to address

which he was totally unfitted, thus ended the parliament on certain matters un

in infamy, and he quitted thekingdom to touchedby him ( Ibid. 1540), but is named

coverhis disgrace . ( Ibid .iv. 141, 343, in Aprilas goingupto thebar of the
611 ; State Trials, iv. 185–298. ) other house to receive a declaration from

Returning after some years' retirement, the Commons. (Whitelocke, 677.) Soon

he resumed bis attendance in parliament after the dissolution of the parliament on

and almost his former ascendency: He April 22 Richard's authority ceased, and
was one of the committee formed for the with it Fiennes' office, the Long Parlia

safety of the kingdom in January 1648; ment, which met again on May 7, appoint

and on December 1 he made a speech in ing other commissioners. _ ( Ibid . 678.)

favour of receiving the king's answers from On the king's return Fiennes retired to

the Isle of Wightas satisfactory. In con- his country seat at Newton Tony in Wilt

sequence he was one of the first victims of shire, where he died on December 16, 1669,

Pride's Purge, and, after being imprisoned and was buried in the church there, with a

for a short time,was secluded from the monument to his memory. However that

house . (Whitelocke, 286. ) memory might be cherished by his friends

In the parliament which Cromwell called and family, the only claim to admiration

after he wasdeclared protector in September by the public would be his undoubted

1654, and which was dissolved in January talent and eloquence, of which his pub

1055, he was elected one of the members lished speeches afford ample evidence ; but

for Oxfordshire. In the following May in regard to his conduct either as a soldier

Fiennes was a commissioner of the pro- or civilian , tainted in the former as it must

tector's privy seal , and on June 15 hewas ever remain with the suspicion of trea

appointed lord commissioner of the Great chery and the imputation of cowardice,

Seal, on the secession of Whitelocke and and exhibiting in the latter so many

Widdrington, when they refused to carry proofs of changeableness and timeserving,

into effect the ordinance concerning the he cannot but be held in the lowest esti

Chancery . mation .

Fiennes is said to have been the author He married twice. Ilis first wife was

of the declaration issued by Cromwell in Elizabeth, daughter of Sir John Eliot, of

the following October, vindicating the Port Eliot in Cornwall, by whom he had

severity with which he had treated all the a son ; andhis second was Frances,daughter

royalists, making them suffer in money or of Richard Whitehead, Esq., of Siderley,

inperson for the plots against him, whether Hants, by whom he had three daughters.

they were implicated in them or not. His son Willian , by the death of his first

(Harris's Lives, iii.433–435.) In January cousin without male issue, became third

1656 he was united with Whitelocke and Viscount Saye and Sele, and the title

others in the negotiation of the treaty with remained in the family till 1781,when the

the Swedish ainbassador. In the next viscounty became extinct, but the ancient

parliament he was returned for the uni- barony survived in Thomas Twistleton,

versity of Oxford, and confirmed as com- descended from the daughter of the eldest

missioner of the Great Seal. (Whitelocke, son ofthe first viscount.

632-649, 653. ) In the endeavour to re- FINCH, JOHN (LORD FINCH OF FORD

more the scruples which Cromwell pro- WICII ). This family originally bore the

fessed to assuming the title of king he name of Herbert, and is said to have de

was one of the principal speakers. This scended from Henry Fitz -Herbert, cham

attempt being set aside, he bore the Seal berlain to Henry I., and to have adopted

at the solemn ceremony of the re-inaugu- the name of Finch in the reign of Edward

ration in June 1657. ( Parl. Hist. iii. I., being that of a manor in Kent,which
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(Parl. Hist. ii.

came into their possession by a marriage , king. At the termination, however,ofthe
with the daughter and heir of its lord . second session he lost all credit with the

After a long train of succession , Sir house, and incurred their censure by his

Thomas Finch, in the reign of Queen conduct. After delivering a message from

Mary, married one of the coheirs of Sir the king, ordering an adjournment, he re

Thomas Moyle, of Eastwell in Kent, and fused to read a remonstrance against ton

on his death by shipwreck , in 6 Elizabeth, nage and poundage, proposed by Sir Jolin

he left three sons. Through two of them Elliott, and left the chair. Upon being

his connection with the law is worthy of forced to resume it, he had again recourse

remark, for he had one son, two grandsons, to tears, saying, “ I am the servant of the

one great-grandson, and one great-great- house, but let not the reward of my service

grandson, all eminent in Westminster Hall, be my ruin . I will not say I will

besides two female descendants connected not, but I dare not.' Sir Peter Harman,a

by marriage with lawyers equally illus- kinsman and a neighbour, called him the

trious. Sir Thomas's second son, Sir disgrace of his country, and a blot to a

Henry Finch , was an eminent advocate, noble family.' The door of the house was

and one of King James's serjeants, and by locked, the usher of the black rod denied

his wife Ursula, daughter and heir of John admittance, and the speaker was compelled

Thwaites,wasthe father of this John Finch , to keep his seat while the resolutions were

who was born on September 17, 1584, and passed. Eight days after the king angrily

was admitted of the societyof Gray's Inn in prorogued the parliament.

February 1600. Nearly twelve years elapsed 222-492 . )
before he was called to the bar, on Novem- But soon Sir John was to act a more

þer 8 ,1611 ; but in six years more, assisted prominent part. Noy, the attorney-general,
by the patronage of Lord Bacon, he became who had invented or revived the tax called

a bencher,andwas chosen autumnreader in ship -money, died in the followingAugust,

1618. In the meantime he had been elected before the writ for the imposition was
member for Canterbury in 1614 , and was issued ; the removal of Sir Robert Heath

chosen recorder of that city in 1617. The from thechief justiceship of the Conimn
corporation rejected him in 1620 ,but being Pleas,without any alleged cause, tok

reinstated by the direction of thecouncil place in September ; and on the 14th
( Cal. St. Papers [ 1619 ), 108–148 ), he held of October ( 1634) Finch, to the surprise

that office till 1721. Again representing of all, received the latter appointment.
that city in the first three of Charles's par- ( Croke, Car. 375.) . The writ for ship

liaments, he was chosen speaker of the last money being issued six days after natu

in 1628. Clarendon says ( i. 130 ) that he rally induced the public to associate the

had “ led a free lifeina restrained fortune, removal, the substitution, and the writ is
and having set up upon the stock of a good in some way connected together. L

wit and natural parts, without the super- Clarendon (i. 127 , 130 ) says that Fir :

structure of much knowledge in the pro- took up ship-money where Noy left it,
fession by which he had to grow , he was and , being a judge, carried it up to this:
willing to use those weapons in which he pinnacle from whence he almost broke his

had most skill .' The first effectofhis own neck, having in his journey thith :

endeavours was his knighthood, the next had too much influence on his brethren !?

his appointment as king's counsel, and then induce them to concur ina judgment this

attorney-general to the queen' in 1626. had all cause to repent.' Though he denimi

(Rymer, xviii . 633, 866.)
| having known of the writ at the time and

În his address to the king on his being his appointment, he acknowledged havin :

elected speaker he showed some of the wit collected his brethren's opinions on the su:

for which Clarendon gave him credit, and ' ject, and when the case of Hampden (

too much of the customary adulation. On under discussion he gave so absolute .

the difficult subjects which agitated this , opinion in its favour, and contended

parliament it was a difficultand delicate strenuously against the argument of !:

task to a man of Finch's disposition to brother judges, Hutton and Croke, that

avoid doing anything which might deprive confirmed the general feeling that he is

him of the confidence of the Commons, or elevated to the bench for the purpose

hazard thedestruction of his hopes from the carrying through the obnoxious impo**

king. Through the first session he managed and, as Lord Clarendon says, by the jos

in his speeches to the throne to steer with ment he delivered hemade it much i

tolerable safety ; and though, towards the abhorred and formidable ' than before

end of it, he ran some risk by interrupting, ( State Trials, iii. 1216. )

6 with tears in his eyes ,' a speaker who was On his appointment in the place ofH.

about, as he supposed, to fall upon the and Sir John Banks succeeeding Vari

Duke of Buckingham , and requesting to attorney -general, the following specir:

withdraw, he redeemed himself by bring- ! of bar wit was circulated ( rood's Athes

ing back a conciliatory message from the ii. 584) :

6
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Noy's floodis gone, chargedhim with endeavouring to subvert
The Banks appear ;

the fundamental laws of England, and to
Heath is shorn down ,

introduce an arbitrary tyrannical govern
And Finch sings here.

ment against law ;and comprehended, be

The prejudice against him was in no de- sides others, his refusal to put the question

gree diminished by his beartless remark, as speaker, his soliciting the judges' opi

when Mr. Prynne was brought up for sen- nions on ship -money when chief justice,

tence upon his second libel: ' I had thought and his framing and advising the king's

Mr. Prynne had no ears, but methinks he declaration after the dissolution of the last

hath ears.' Thus noticed, the hair was parliament. ( Ibid. 626-698 .)

turned back , and the clipped members ex- From a passage in Lord Clarendon's work

posed , upon the sight whereof the lords (i. 525) , originally suppressed , it appears

were displeased they had been formerly no that many of the ascendant party were not

more cut off.' And the consequence was desirous of urging the charges against Lord

that the unfortunate gentleman was con- Finch to extremity; and their refraining

demned to lose the remainder, which was from pressing for any further proceedings

doneso cruelly and closely that a piece of on the impeachment seems to warrant the

his cheek was cut off with it. ( State Trials, assertion . His lordship remained quietly

üi. 717 , 749.) at the Hague, and the governing powers

Finch's unpopularity in the kingdom were content with receiving from him a

tended to advance his favour with the king, composition of 70001. ( State Trials, iv. 18.)

and on Lord Corentry's death hewas ap- It does not appear when he returned to

pointed lord keeper on January 23, 1640. England, but he received two affectionate

Rymer, xx. 364.) Having been previously letters from Queen Henrietta Maria in

ennobled with the title of Baron Finch , of 1640, and Elizabeth , Queen of Bohemia,

Fordwich in Kent, he opened the parliament in 1655, showing their continued interest

that met in April (eleven years having in him . ( Archaologia, xxi. 474.) On

elapsed since it had last assembled) with a Charles II.'s return to his throne, Finch

fulsome speech , in which, alluding to the was named in the commission for the trial

royal condescension in calling them toge- of the regicides in October 1660, and when

ther, he says that the king is now pleased Thomas Harrison in his defence asserted

to lay by the shining beams of majesty, as that the authority under which he acted

Phoebus did to Phaëton, that the distance was not usurped, but that it was done

between sovereignty and subjection should rather in the fear of the Lord,' Lord Finch

not barr you of that filial freedom of access interrupted him , and said, " Though my

to his person and counsels .' His majesty, lords here have been pleased to give you a

however, felt it necessary to resume his great latitude, this must not be suffered,

beams in less than three weeks, and hastily that you should run into these damnable

dismissed the assembly on May 5. In the excursions, to make God the author of this

meantime the Commons had visited the damnable treason committed .' In two or

lord keeper with a vote declaring that his three of the other trials he also made some

conduct as speaker at the close of the last remarks. ( State Trials, v. 986–1067 .) lle

parliament was a breach of privilege ( Parl. was then in his seventy -seventh year,

Hist. iii. 528, 552, 571 ), and the offence which he did not live to complete,dying
was not forgotten when the king was com- on November 20, 1660. He was buried in

pelled to summon a new parliament in the the ancient church of St. Martin , near Can

following November. Lord Finch, finding terbury, in which parish his paternal seat,

by the resolution then passed by the Com- called TheMoat, was situate ; and a splendid

mons against ship -money and those who monument to bis memory was erected there

advised it , that preparations were making by his widow .

for proceeding against him personally, ap- However highly Lord Finch's talents

plied to the house, desiring to be heard in and eloquence may have been spoken of,

his own defence before it cameto a vote ; few have ventured to bear testimony to his

and, his request being granted, he delivered, independence as a judge or his wisdom as

on December 21 , an artful and ingenious a statesman ; and the general character that

speech in his own vindication. But, not- has with apparent truth been assigned to

withstanding his grace of elocution, the him is that of an unprincipled lawyer and

Commons were not to be diverted from a timeserving minister.

their purpose, a vote being immediately He was twice married , first to Eleanore,

passed for his accusation before the Lords, daughter of Sir George Wyat, of Boxley in

and a demand for his committal. On the Kent; and secondly to Mabella, daughter

following morning the message was deli- of Charles Fotherby, dean of Canterbury.

vered ; but his lordshiphadtakenadvan- As heleft only a daughter (married to Sir

tage of the interval to escape, and, first George Radcliffe, of the privy council of

sending the Great Seal to the king, to sail Ireland ), the title became extinct. ( Hasted,

for Holland. The articles against him xi . 162.)
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FINCH ,HENEAGE (LORD FINCHI OF DA- | by the house to facilitate the king's re

VENTRY, EARL OF NOTTINGHAM ). What- turn. A week after that event he was

ever discredit the family of Finch sustained appointed solicitor-general and rewarded

from the equivocal character of the above with a baronetcy. The trials of the regio

John, Lord Finch of Fordwich, was amply cides were conducted wholly by him , the

redeemed in the person of his relative, tho attorney -general taking no part in them,

Earl of Nottingham , by the admiration and and the whole proceedings were carried

respect he commanded amonghis contem- on with exemplary fairness and judgment.

poraries, and the reverence with which his When the parliament met after the recess,

name is ever mentioned in the present day. he brought in the bill for keeping the fast

He was great- grandson of Sir Thomas of King Charles's martyrdom , which,after
Finch , the ancestor of Lord Finch, and son an observance of two centuries, has been

of Sir Heneage Finch, recorder of London, lately discontinued ; and in a debate with

by his first wife, Frances, daughter of Sir reference to the attempted exaction of 1501.

Edmund Bell, of Beaufrá Hall, Norfolk (a by the serjeant-at-arms for fees against

descendant of the lord chief baron in the Milton, he is reported to bave said " Milton

reign of Elizabeth ). He was born on De- was Latin secretary to Cromwell, and de

cember 23, 1621,and, after passing through served hanging ;' a sentiment which shocks

his curriculum at Westminster School, was our modern ears, and which has been ac

admitted as a gentleman commoner at cordingly stigmatised by over-nice critics,

Christ Church , Oxford, in 1635, four years without making due allowance for the

after his father's death. Anthony Wood frantic loyalty of the time, and without

records no degree that he took, although he remembering that little was then known

remained at theuniversity till he becamea of the great bard beyond his republican

member of the Inner Temple in 1638. He writings ; his ‘ Comus,' • L'Allegro,' and

was called to the bar in 1615 , and must Il Penseroso,' and other minor poems,

have soon obtained good practice in the having had a very limited circulation.

courts, as his namefrequently occurs in A new parliament met in May 1661, in

Siderfin's Reports during the Common- which Sir Heneage represented the uni .

wealth asa leader in abstruse cases in the versity of Cambridge. Later in the year

upper Bench. That he was no friend to he became treasurer of his inn of court,
the republican party may be inferred from and, being selected as autumn reader, he

his being selected for å prominent office had the expensive satisfaction of reviving

immediately on the Restoration ; and it the splendid festivities which had been 30

was no doubt from the reputation of his long discontinued , and on the last day of

loyalty that he was employedbefore the the feasthadthe honour of entertaining
Protector Richard's parliament in February the king. Sir Heneage resided, at this

1659for Mr. Street,who had been returned time and till his death , at Kensington ,

for Worcester, and'was petitioned against in the mansion which afterwards became

as having borne arms as a cavalier. On the palace, his son having sold it to king
this occasion we have the first reference to William.

the eloquence for which he has been so Atthe trial of Lord Morley for murder,

famed, the opposing counsel acknowledging Sir Heneage summed up the evidence in an

that hehaddonethe part' notonly of an ad- eloquent and impressivespeech ,whichis
vocate, but of an exquisiteorator. ( Burton, fully reported in the State Trials. ( vi. 778,

iii . 423-434.) From his persuasive powers, Lord Clarendon then acted as high steward,

he acquired the titles of the silver-tongued and in the following year was himself the

lawyer' and ' the English Cicero,' and from subject of prosecution . During its progress

his graceful action that of the English Sir Henenge, as far as can be judged from

Roscius . ' Evelyn speaks (ii . 226) of his the published reports, showed his disap

pleading most eloquently for the merchants proval of the proceedings, and did what ha

trading to the Canaries ; and the gossiping legally could in behalf of the fallen states

Pepys (ii. 123, iv. 157) is in ecstasies when man. ' ( Parl. Hist. iv. 375, &c. ) In 16.0

attending the court, exclaiming, ' So plea- he succeeded to the office of attorns •

sant a thing is it to hearhim plead . Even general, which he held for three years

the prejudiced Burnet (ii. 37) is obliged to and a half;andonthe removal of Lord

concur, though he qualifies his praise by Shaftesbury from the chancellorship, the

thedepreciating remark that his eloquence Great Seal was on November 9 , 267 ,

was laboured and affected ,' and that he placed in his hands, where it remained

saw it as much despised before he died .' till his death , a period of nine years. Two

He was returned to the Convention Par- months after his advancement he was raised

liament of April 1660 , by two consti- to the peerage as Baron Finch of Datentry .

tuencies, those of St. Michael's in Corn- For two years he was distinguished by the

wall , and of the city of Canterbury, and, title of lord keeper only, but at the end of
taking his seat for the latter, he was that time, on December 19, 1075, he was

actively employed in all the steps adopted constituted lord high chancellor, and in

6
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1691 he was further honoured with the lof his ecclesiastical patronage he was so

earldom of Nottingham . While he held particular that, not thinking himself a

the Seal he presided as lord steward on judge of the merits of the suitors for it, he
three occasions— in 1678, on the trials ofthe charged it upon the conscience of his chap

Earl of Pembroke and of Lord Cornwallis, lain (Dr. Sharp , afterwards Archbishop of

both for murder; and in 1680, on that of York) to make the closest enquiry and ġive

Viscount Stafford, impeached for compli- the best advice, so that he might never
city in the Popish Plot. In pronouncing bestow any preferment upon an undeserving

sentence on that unfortunate nobleman he man .

shows his belief in the existence of the plot Tate,in the second part that he added

beyond all possibility of doubting ,' and to Dryden's 'Absalom and Achitophel,'

eren carries it back so far as the Fire of describes him in encomiastic terms under

London, exclaiming, ' Does any man now the character of Amri ; and the Duke of

doubt how London came to be burnt? ' Wharton, in the North Briton' (No. 69),
He, however, according to Roger North, speaks of him in terms equally eulogistic.

discredited the witnesses brought forward His character may be estimated by the

to support it, and pointed out the incon- reputation which has ever since been at

sistencies of their evidence. ( State_ Trials, tached to his name, by the frequent refer

vi. 1310, vii. 143, 1294 ; North's Examen, ences to his decisions as authority, and by
208.) the veneration with which he is still re

Towards the close of the chancellor's life garded by those who practise in Westmin

he suffered greatly from the gout, and was ster Hall, where his common appellation is
in other respects so much afflicted that he “ The Father of Equity .' As a law reformer

often sat to hear causes when in greatpain toohe must holdthe highest place, since

and more fit to keep his room . Frequently to him we owe the most important and

unable to perform his duties in the House most useful act of the reign - the Statute

of Lords, his place as speaker was supplied of Frauds.
by Chief Justice North, with whom he He has been unfortunate in the con

preserved a cordial friendship. He died at temporary reporters of his decisions, of

the age of sixty -one at his house in Great whom there were three - namely, William
Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, on De- Nelson, an anonymous author, and Sir

cember 18, 1682 ,and was buried in the Anthony Keck, the lord commissioner of
church of Ravenstone in Bucks, where he the Great Seal under William III., none

had a seat, his son placing a splendid mo- of whose publications are satisfactory or of
nument to his memory over his remains. much reputation. A few cases may be met

In the various steps of his career, wbile with occasionally in other writers, and Lord

party animosities weremost violent and the Nottingham left a folio volume in manu

whole kingdom was divided into factions, script of all the judgments he pronounced ,

he carried himself with so much wisdom some of the most important of which have

and steadiness, modesty and forbearance, been given to the world by Mr. Swanston,

that he appeared to be of no faction him- the learned editor of our own time. While

self, and not only retained the good opinion attorney -general he superintended the edi

of his sovereign, but escaped eren the tion of Sir Henry Hobart's Reports (1671 ) ,
assaults, if not the censures, from which few The other publications in his name are

were exempt, of his political opponents. principally his speeches and legal argu

As chancellor, Lord Nottingham is de- ments.

scribed by Blackstone ( iii. 55 ) as " a person In his private life there is not one story

of the greatest abilities and most uncor- told to his discredit, ready as that profligate

rupted integrity. ... The reason and ne- age was to feed malice and deal ir scandal.

cessities of mankind arising from the great He kept up the dignity of his office with

change in property by the extension of liberality and splendour, and was so far

trade and the abolitionof military tenures from being tainted with avarice that he

enabled him in the course of nine years to gave up 40001. a year out of his official

build a system of jurisprudence and juris- allowances. He patronised largely learn

diction upon wide and rational foundations.' ing and learned men . In the language of

Burnet (ii. 67) calls him a man of pro- Bishop Warburton, he took into his notice

bity, and well versed in the laws . . : an and continued long in his protection every

incorrupt judge, and in his court he could great name in letters and religion, from

resist the strongest applications even from Cudworth to Prideaux. '

the king himself, though he did it nowhere He married early in life Elizabeth, daughter

else ;' forgetting his refusal to affix the of Mr. William Harvey, who died seven years

Great Seal to Lord Danby's pardon, and before him , having produced him fourteen

the remark of the king on returning it children . His eldest son , Daniel, succeeded

after he had himself used it for the pur- to a second earldom , that of Winchilsea, a

pose, ' Take it back, my lord, I know not title given to his great-grandmother, the

where to bestow it better. In the disposal widow of Sir Moyle Finch ; and in his
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descendants the double earldom of Win- reign , and for the first sixteen years of that

chilsea and Nottingham still survives. of Henry VIII. , he retained his high posi

The chancellor's second son , Heneage, tion with an unblemished reputation both

also an eminentlawyer and solicitor-general asalawyer and aman.
before his father's death till he was removed He died in 1525 , residing then in the

by James II. , greatly distinguished himself manor of Hawe in the parish of Herne,

by his strenuous advocacy in the cause of which he had purchased ; and his remains

the seven bishops. He received no office were deposited in Canterbury Cathedral.

or other reward from King William , but He is represented as a person of great piety,

when Queen Anne came to the throne he though of a very cheerful temper and

was raised to the peerage as Lord Guernsey, conversation. He was a considerable bene

to which the earldom of Aylesford was factor to the Augustin friars and the priory

added by George I. , and has been enjoyed of Christchurch in Canterbury, and also to

ever since by his descendants in regular the abbey of Faversham : and it tells well

succession. ( Collins's Peerage, iii . 420 ; of his character that Archbishop Morton,
Athen. Oxon . iv. 66 ; Welsby, 51.). who had opposed him , made him his

FINEUX, John, whose family was executor, and that he was nominated to

established at Swingfield in Kent, which the same duty under the will of Henry
Hasted says was bestowed on John Fineaux VII.

by Nicholas Criol, in 3 Richard II., in gra- The inn of Chancery now called New

titude for saving his life at the battle of Inn is said to have belonged to him , and to

Poictiers,was one of three sons of William have been let by him to the students there

Fineux of that place, bya daughter of when they first removed from St. George's

Monyngs ; and, taking Fuller's authority Inn, at the rent of 6l. per annum . (Orij.

that he was eighty -four years of age when Jurid. 230. )

he died, he must have been born about He was twice married . His first wife

1441. Fuller states also that he was was Elizabeth , daughter and heir of Wil.

twenty-eight before he took to the study of liam Appulderfeld, Esq. , and byher he had

the law, that he followed that profession |two daughters, the eldest of whom , Jane,

twenty -eight years before he was made a married Attorney -General John Roper,

judge, and that he continued a judge for whose grandson was created in 1616 Baron

twenty-eight years. His legal studies,there- Teynbam . His second wife was Elizabeth,

fore, must have commenced about the year widow of William Cleere, and daughter of

1469, 9 Edward IV. The inn of court to Sir John Paston, grandson of William Pas

which he belonged is not ascertained, nor ton, the judge in the reign of Henry VI.

does his name appear in the Year Books From his only son by her descended an

till 1485, 1 Henry VII., whenhe was called only daughter, who married Sir John

serjeant-at-law ; but David Lloyd states Smythe, of Ostenhanger in Kent, whose
that he was steward of 129 manors at once, son Sir Thomas in 1628 was created Vis

counsel to sixteen noblemen, and that he count Strangford in Ireland , to which was

left behind him twenty -three folio volumes added the English title of Baron Penshurst

of notes, and 3502 cases he hadmanaged in 1825, so that the chief justice was lately
himself. ( State Worthies, 81-86 .) The doubly represented in the House of Lords.

motto he selected for his serjeant's ring ( Fuller , i. 500 ; Hasted, vi. 141 , vii. 1:29,

( the first recorded instance of its use) was, ix . 87, 454.)

" Suæ quisque fortunæ faber,' and one is FISHEBURN, THOMAS DE, was probably

in possession of a noble descendant of the theson of Ralph de Fisse burn , who in 12
judge. Henry III. paid a fine of one hundred

Heowed his elevation to the bench to shillings in Northumberland for marrying

his bold opposition to the imposition Beatrice, the widow of William the con

of the tenth penny. Let us see,' said ner. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 278.) He

he, before we pay anything, whether was appointed justice itinerant in 21 Ed

we have anything we can call our own ward I., and assizes taken before him in
to pay. ' The king, when Archbishop Cumberland in the same reign are refernd

Morton resisted his advancement as being to in 2 Edward II. (Abb. Placit. 307,

an encouragement of the factious, more 309.) He continued to act as a justice of
wisely suggested that .so noble a patriot assize until 10 Edward II .
would be an useful courtier, and that one FISHER , John, is said to be descended

who could do so well at the bar might do from Osbernus Piscator, who held lands in

more at the bench .' Ile was accordingly Bedfordshire in the time of Edward the

made a judge of the Common Pleas on Confessor. The first time his name verur

February 11, 1494, and gave so much is when hewas made king's serjeant-at-lam
satisfaction in that court that in less than in 1486. From that period the Year

twoyears he was promoted to the office of Books frequently mention bim as an adro

chief justiceofthe King's Bench, onNovem- cate, till he was constituted a judgeofthe

ber 24, 1495. During the remainder of the Common Pleas on November 3, 1301. in

6
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the summer preceding he acted as a judge , a curious deed by which he grants a piece

on the circuit at Nottingham and Derby of land in Lim - Strete, in the city of Lon
( Plumpton Corr. 159, 161), as serjeants don, to William Lafaite. The considera

then commonly did, and still frequently tion is half a mark of silver'in gersumiam ,'

do . Fines continued to be levied before and the annual rent reserved is twelve

him till the end of the reign, and he re- pence.

ceived a new patent on the accession of He died in 1212, 14 John (Rot. Claus.

Henry VII ., but died in the next year. i. 124, 127 ), and was buried in the priory

FITZ-AILWYN, HENRY. Considerable of theHoly Trinity, near Aldgate. By his

difficulty frequently arises in tracing the wife Margaret, who survived him , he had

families to which individualswho are solely four sons-Peter, Alan, Thomas, and Ri

designated in the records as ' filiusAluredi,' chard.

. filius Bernardi,' ' filius Radulfi,' &c . , be- FITZ -ALAN , BRIAN, was the son of Alan

long ; because, surnames not being at that Fitz-Brian , a grandson of Alan, Earl of
period in general use, sons were often Brittany and Richmond. ( Dugdale's Ba

described by the Christian names of their ron . i. 23.) At the end of John's reign he

fathers, their own Christian names being took part with the insurgent barons ; but

in turn assumed by their children . Thus his estates, which were thereupon seized,

the designation varied in the different were restored soon after the accession of

generations, until one of the family, by ac- Henry III. ( Rot. Claus. i. 165, 338. ) From

quiring, possessions, or honours, or office, 9 to 15 Henry III. he performed the duty

fixed his own name , or some other he had of justice itinerant in the northern counties.

assumed, permanently for his descendants. ( Ibid. ii. 77, 151 , 213.) From 13 to 19

The difficulty is materiallyincreased where Henry III. he was sheriff of Northumber

both the Christian names thus united were land and from 21 to 23 Henry III. he

of common occurrence . In these cases two held the same office in Yorkshire. ( Fuller's

persons of different families not unfre- Worthies.) The time of his death is not

quently bore the same appellation, so that mentioned, but his son Brian succeeded

much confusion often occurs in investi- him, and dying without male issue, the

gating the facts and records of the time, by barony is in abeyance among the descend
the impossibility to distinguish the precise ants of his two daughters-Agnes , the wife

individual intended. of Sir Gilbert Stapelton ; and Katherine,

The frequent occurrence of names of this the wifeof John Lord Grey de Rotherfield.

class (the prefix Fitz ’ being substituted ( Nicolas's Synopsis.)
for that of " Filius ') renders these observa- FITZ -ALAN ,THOMAS. See T. DE ARUN

tions necessary , in order to account for the DEL.

doubt that is sometimes expressed as to FITZ -ALAN, WILLIAM,of Clunin Shrop

their actual lineage. They will apply more shire, was the grandson of Alan , the son of

forcibly to others than to the individual Flathald, who received from William the

now to be noticed ; but their introduction Conqueror the castle of Oswaldstre, and

appeared more appropriate when the first son of William of the same name.
example was to be considered. In 1 Richard I., 1189, he was one of the

Henry Fitz-Ailwyn, called of London justices itinerant into Shropshire, Hereford,

Stone, was probably a lineal descendant of Gloucester, and Stafford . ( Pipe Roll, 95–

Ailwin Child, who founded the priory of 248.) In the next year he became sheriff

Bermondsey in 1082, part of his family of Shropshire, and continued to hold that

being buried there. În 1 Richard I., 1189, office through the remainder of the reign ,

he was appointed mayor of London by the and for the first three years of that of King
king, being the first who bore that title, John. ( Fuller .) The manor of Chipping

and as such he is particularly mentioned to Norton in Oxfordshire belonged to him ,

have officiated at the coronation as chief for a fair at which, and also at Clun, he

butler of the kingdom. It was not till 10 obtained charters from King John . (Rot.

John, 1208, that the citizens obtained the Chart. 136. )

power of annually electing a mayor for He died about 15 John, 1213-14 , and left

themselves. Their choice then feil upon two sons, the younger of whom , John, by

Fitz - Ailwyn, who had presided over them his marriage with Isabel, one of the sisters

from his first appointment, and whom they and coheirs of Hugh de Albini, Earl of
annually re- elected till his death in 14 Arundel, acquired , in the partition of the

John , 1212, so that he held the office for a estates, the castle of Arundel, which, with
period of twenty -four years. its appendantearldom , has remained in the

His name is inserted in this list of justi- family ever since, and is nowheld by his

ciers because he was one of those present lineal descendant, the Duke of Norfolk.

at Westminster in 8 John before whom a FITZ -ALDELM , WILLIAM, or ALDELIN ,

fine was acknowledged . sometimes also called de Burgh, was de

Sir Francis Palgrave, in p. cv . of theIn- scended from Robert, Earl of Moreton in

troduction to the RotuliCuriæ Regis,'gives Normandy,and Earl of Cornwall in Eng
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land, the uterine brother of William the naught, and while engaged in some cruel

Conqueror. Earl Robert's son William ravages was seized with an illness, of

succeeded him, and fighting against Henry which he died in 1204.

I. was taken prisoner and confined for the He married Juliana, the daughter of

rest of his life, and cruelly deprived of his Robert Doisnell, and by her he had Richard

eyes. He is said to have left two sons, the de Burgo, surnamed the Great, lord of

elder of whom was Aldelm , the father of Connaught and Trim , who left two sons,

the subject of the present notice. The Walter and William. Walter, by marry

younger was either the grandfather or ing Maude, the heir of Hugh de Lacy,

father of the celebrated Hubert de Burgh. became Earl of Ulster in Ireland, and from

In 11 Henry II.William Fitz- Aldelm is him, by the marriage of the third earl's sole

called one of the king's marshals, and in daughter and heir, Elizabeth, with Lionel,

1177, and probably before, he was one of Dukeof Clarence, third son of King Edward

the dapifers. (Madox, 44-50 .) III. , descended Richard , Duke of York,the

It was no doubt in the latter character father of King Edward 'IV . William was

that he accompanied King Henry in his the ancestor of the present Marquis and
expedition to Ireland in October 1171. He Earl of Clanricarde in Ireland, who was

was then sent with Hugh de Lacy to re- created Baron Somerhill in England in

ceive the allegiance of Roderick, King of 1826. The same title, with that of Vis

Connaught, and on the king's return to count Tunbridge, was given to Richard ,

England in the next year the city of Wex- fourth Earl of Clanricarde, in 1624, to

ford was committed to his charge, with which was added the earldom of St.

two lieutenants under him . In 1173 Pope Albans in 1628 ; but these became extinct

Adrian's bull granting the kingdom of Ire- in 1659. The Irish earldom then devolved

land to Henry was entrusted to the prior ona cousin , from whom the present mar

of Wallingford and him to exhibit before quis lineally proceeds. The Earl of Mayo

the synod of bishops at Waterford,and on also deriveshis lineage from thesame root.

the death of Richard de Clare, Earl of ( Dugdale's Baron. i.693 ; Leland's Ireland,

Pembroke, in 1176, the king appointed him i. 113 , & c.; Lord Lyttelton's Henry II. ii.

deputy over the whole of that kingdom, 85, &c. ; Lingard, ii. 261. )

and granted him the wardship of Isabella, FITZ -ALEXANDER, NIGEL, was one of

the earl's daughter and heir. thejusticiers present in the Curia Regis in

His government, which is represented as 31 Henry II., 1185,when a fine was levied
having been weak and negligent, did not there. ( Hunter's Preface.) In the same

last above a year, Prince John receiving a year , and until 1 Richard I., he was sheriff

grant of the kingdom at the parliament of Lincolnshire ( Fuller), in which county
held at Oxford in May 1177, Fitz -Aldelm he had considerable property. He gave a

himself being present there. The city of carucate of land in Bolebi io the priory of
Wexford, however, was restored to his Sempringham in that county in pure and
charge, together with the province of perpetual alms ; and it is a curious fact
Leinster.

that in 29 Henry III. the prior was er

Luxurious, proud, and covetous, harsh, empted fromthe scutage upon it, because

unkind, and tyrannical to his officers, his the heirs of Nigelhad then sufficient pro
unpopularity washeightened by the disgust perty in the county to discharge it .
naturally felt by a brave people against (Madox, i . 672. ) In i Richard I. , also, he

one to whom was imputed a too careful was one of the justices_itinerant in the

avoidance of personal danger in the wars counties of Buckingham , Bedford, and Lip
which he undertook . The complaints of coln ; and by the roll of that year he ap

the Irish deprived him for some time of pears to have been a justicier of the forex
Henry's favour, though they did not occa- acting in Yorkshire. He died before 9
sion his removal. John , when his son Osbert was engaged in

During his residence in Ireland be a suit relative to lands in Fulebec in Lis

founded the priory of St. Thomas the colnshire.
Martyr at Dublin . Brady (i . 365) states FITZ -ALURED, RICHARD, is only know

that he was seneschal of Normandy, Poic- by an entry on the Great Roll of 31 Herry

tou ,and some other of the king's dominions I. Inthat record it is stated that he owed

in France. i , e ., that he fined - fifteen silver marks that

After Henry's death he held the office of he might sit with Ralph Basset to holdthe
sheriff of Cumberland during the first nine king's pleas in Buckinghamshire. He is

years of Richard's reign, and in the first called pincerna, or butler , an office which

year he was one of the justices itinerant in he probably held under William de Albi .,
that county and in Yorkshire, and in the the king's chief butler. ( Mador, i. 6 .

former again in 8 Richard I. (Madox, i. 457.)

704, ii. 236.) FITZ -BERNARD, ROBERT, was

He afterwards returned to Ireland , ob- the eighteen justices itinerant appointesi

tained a great part of the province of Con- at the council of Northampton, beld da
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January 23,1176, 22 Henry II., to distribute | to the Conqueror on his father's side ; and

justice throughout the kingdom . Robert if his mother was,as one pedigree asserts
Fitz -Bernard was placed at the head of (Manning and Bray's Surrey, i. xix.), Ar
the three to whom the counties of Kent, lotta, who was also mother of the Con

Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Berks, and Oxford queror, he was, on her side, that monarch's

were entrusted, hebeing atthat time, and half -brother.

until 29 Henry II., sheriff of the first- Hewas a participator in the dangers of
named county. the field of Hastings. His share in the

He had been sheriff of Devonshire also lands distributed among the Norman ad
for six years from 1165. He died about venturers was not a niggardly one. At

9 Richard II. (Mador,i. 120-138, 199 ; the general survey he wasfound to be pos

Fuller ; Lord Lyttelton, iii. 93, 186.) sessed (among others) of thirty -eight lord

FITZ -BERNARD, Thomas, was an officer ships in Surrey, thirty - five in Essex, three
of King Henry's household, and was twice in Cambridgeshire , and ninety - five in Suf

subjected , in 1166 and 1169, to the sen- folk , of which Clare was the chief, the

tence of excommunication pronounced name of which his descendants adopted.

against him by Becket, for the purpose He exchanged the strong castle of Brion in

of annoying the king. His pretence was Normandy , which he inherited , for the
that Fitz- Bernard had usurped the goods town and castle of Tunbridge, with a cir

of the church of Canterbury ; but the cuit round them, the extent of which was

pope, on the king's representation that fixed by the same rope by which his own

Fitz - Bernard and others were in attend- domains at Brion had been measured, com

ance on his person , took off the ban . prehending three miles from every part of

In 1178, 24 Henry II., and the two fol- the walls.

lowing years, he acted as a justice itinerant When King William went to Normandy

in several counties; and in 1182 he is in 1073 he was left as joint chief justiciary

named as one of the justiciers and barons of the kingdom with William de Warenne,
before whom fines were levied in the Curia and during their rule they defeated Roger

Regis at Westminster. Hewas also justice Fitz -Osberne, Earlof Hereford, and Ralph

of the forest, and from 1178 to 1184 he de Guader, Earl of Norfolk, who had headed

held the sheriffalty of Northamptonshire. a rebellion against the royalauthority
(Lord Lyttelton , ii. 434, 506, iii. 404 ; After the Conqueror's death he at first

Mador, i . 133-137 ; Hunter's Preface, xxi.; took the part of his son Robert, but after
Fuller.) wards adhered to William Rufus, and his

PITZ - ERNISE, PHILIP, was one of the successor Henry I. In the reign of the

justices itinerant appointed by the writ of latter he was slain in an ambush, while

Richard de Luci to make the assize forthe marching to his property in Cardiganshire.
county of Gloucester in 20 Henry II. , 1174. He married Rohais, the daughter of

(Jador, i . 123.) Walter Giffard, Earl of Buckingham , and

FITZ-GEROLD , HENRY, as one of the by her he left five sons, the eldestof whom

king's chamberlains, had a seat in the wasGilbert, who is generally spoken of as

Curia Regis, and is one of the three de Tunbridge, whose eldest son, Richard,

justiciæ regis ' directing an exchange was created Earl of Hertford, a title which

of lands at Canterbury between the king was successively enjoyed ( together with

and one Atheliza. In 16 and 17 Henry II., that of Clare) by his two sons Gilbert and

1170-1, he was a justice itinerant into Roger de Clare. Gilbert's second son ,Gil
Kent. bert, was created Earl of Pembroke by

There can be little doubt that he was King Stephen , and this title devolved on

either the son or brother (probably the the famous William Mareschall by his
former) of Warine Fitz -Gerold, the third marriage with this earl's grand -daughter.

lord mentioned by Dugdale, whom he (Madox, i. 32 ; Dugdale's Baron. i. 206 ;
succeeded in the office of chamberlain . Brady's England, &c. )

( Mador, i . 145 , 204.) FITZ -HELTON, WILLIAM, or FITZ -HELT,

FITZ -GILBERT, RICHARD DE, had a va- is named by Dugdale as one of the jus

riety ofnames. He was first called Richard tices itinerant in 16 Henry II., 1170, but

Fitz-Gilbert from his father, and after- who have been shown to be commissioners

Fards de Benefacta, from his estate of of enquiry into the conduct of the sheriffs,

Benefield in Northamptonshire ; de Tun- & c .A family of that name is mentioned
bridge, from that castle in Kent ; and de by Madox as paying seventy shillings for

Clare, from the honor or earldom of that scutage in Kent ; and by an entry on the

namein Suffolk, all of which were included Great Roll of 1 Richard 1. (232) it appears
in his possessions. that William Fitz-Helte and William de

He was the son of Gilbert Crispin, Earl Enema attested theaccountof the sheriff

of Brion and Ou, whose father Geoffrey ofthat county for money laid out in the
was a natural son of Richard I. , Duke of works of Dover Castle. (Mador, i . 630.)

Normandy,so that he was second cousin FITZ -HENRY, RANULPH, whose family
S
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eventually adopted the name of Fitz-Hngh, a manor in Derbyshire, granted in1125 by

and may be traced back to Bardolph, lord of William , prior of Tutbury, to William

Ravensworth in the time of William the Fitz -Herbert, was the sixth and youngest

Conqueror, was the son of Henry Fitz- son of Ralph Fitz-Herbert, the twelfth lord,

Hervey, who died in 1201 , 3 John. In 17 | by Elizabeth, daughter and sole heir of

John,having shown symptoms of joining John Marshall, of Upton in Leicestershire ;

the discontented barons, he obtaineda safe and bythe death ofall his brothers with

conduct to go to the king to make his peace, out male issue he eventually succeeded to

which he effectedon the payment of a fine the paternal estate, as fourteenth lord.

of fifty marks. (Rot. Pat. 163.) Hemar- Anthony Wood claims him as a member

ried Alicia, the daughter and heir of Adam of the university of Oxford, but is not able

de Staveley, and in 2 Henry III. fined forty to say of what college ; and the place of his

marks for having livery of the lands held legaleducation is equally uncertain,though,

by his father -in -law in capite in York- from the insertion of his arms in the win.

shire . (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 14.) dow of Gray's Inn Hall, that society evi

In 18Henry III., 1234 ,he was appointed dently adopts him . It is more surprising

one of the justices itinerantthen sent into that there should be any difficulty in
Cumberland. tracing the academical home of so emi

He died, not as Dugdale states, in 1262, nent and learned a lawyer, than that any

but before January 13, 1243; for on that school should desire to be considered as

day a writ was granted to Alicia, who 'was having guided his studies. Although his

thổ wife of Ranulph Fitz-Henry . ( Ibid. name does not appear in the courts till

393.) He wassucceeded by his son , Henry some time after he was called to the

Fitz-Ranulph, from whose son, Hugh Fitz- degree of serjeant in 1510, it is evident

Henry, the name of Fitz-Hugh was per- that he had been long industriously em
manently adopted . The barony continued ployed in the compositionof his laborious

in male heirs till 1512, since which time it work, TheGrand Abridgment,' containing

has been in abeyance. ( Nicolas.) an abstract of the Year Books till his time,

FITZ -HERBERT, Mathew, á younger the first edition of which was published

son of Herbert Fitz-Herbert, who was in 1514. In 1516 he was made one of the

chamberlain to Henry I., was attached to king's serjeants, and about the same time

King John's court, and is a frequent wit- be received the honourof knighthood. In

ness to his charters fromthe sixth year of less than six years his elevation to the

his reign. ( Rot. Chart. 140, & c.) From bench as a judge of the Common Pleas

12 to 17 John he was sheriff of Sussex, took place, in Easter 1522. He sat in this

during partof which timeheheld the court for the remainder ofbis life, a period
office of custos of the port of London of sixteen years.

( Rot. Claus. i . 145) ; and in 18 John the Besides his judicial duties, he had fre

castle of Pontoise was delivered tohis quent occupation on the king's affairs. He

charge. His services and faithful adhe- was one of the commissioners sent to Ire

rence to his sovereign were not without land , and a visitor of the monasteries ; ani

reward : besides the lands of WilliamPont during the latter period of his career bis
Arch in Gloucestershire, he received a name appears more prominently in co

grant of the manors of Wufrinton and nection with the politicalevents of the

Kinemesdon in Somersetshire ; and he time. His signature is the last but one of
possessed the manor of Chedelinton in the seventeen subscribers to the articles of

the same county , for which he obtained impeachment against Cardinal Wolsey, and

a market. ( Rot. Pat. 184, 194 ; Rot. Claus. he was oneofthecommissioners appointed

i. 17, 48, 363.) He married Joanna, on the trials both of Sir Thomas More add

daughter and heiress of William de Bishop Fisher . Notwithstanding the dis

Mandeville and Mabilia Patric, his wife, gust which the conviction of these tw3

andbyherright had the land of Ol- excellent men universally excited, Fitz

londe in Normandy. Herbert's reputation sustained no blemish ,

For the first thirteen years of the next the world knowing thathis being joined a
reign he continued sheriffof Sussex, and the commission was an act that he muld

acted twice as a justice itinerant, in 3 and not prevent, and that his interference with
11 Henry III. ( Rot. Claus. ii . 213. ) the will of the arbitrary despot would have
He died in 1231. His son Herbert been both useless and dangerous. His jo

( called HerbertFitz-Mathew ) died in dicialcharacterhad been raised by his

1245, when his possessions devolved on having allowed bills for extortion against

his next brother , Peter, who also dying Wolsey while in the height of his powe

in 1255 was succeeded by John, the son to be found before him atYork, for which

of the third brother, Mathew , after whom he suffered the cardinal's rebuke (86

the descent is doubtful. (Excerpt.e Rot. Trials, i. 377–398; Hall's Chron. th .

Fin . i. 211, 430, 432, ii. 205.) and his legal reputation bad continued to

FITZ-HERBERT, ANTHONÝ, of Norbury, increase, not only from the sound juda

:

9
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27, 1538 .

ments he pronounced, but from the seven father was Henry, probably the justicier

useful and learned works with which he last noticed , and his mother was Alice,

followed his early undertaking, showing daughter of Henry Fitz - Yvo. He married

that his labours were not confined to pro- Dionysia, daughter of Geoffrey de Grey,

fessional enquiries, but extended to subjects and diedin April 1206, leaving an only son

of generalinterest, and aimed at instructing Adam ,who married Juliana, the daughter
allmankind. of the justicier John Fitz -Hugh, and their

Sir Anthony died, as appears by his descendants through a long succession of

epitaphin the church at Norbury, on May years were conspicuous in the senate and

In his last moments it is said the field. One of them ,Sir William Hervey,
that he enjoined his children, by a solemn was created by James I. baron of Ross in

promise, never to accept a grantor to make the county of Wexford, and by Charles I.
apurchase of any of the abbey lands. He Lord Hervey of Kidbroke in Kent, but on

was twice married . By his first wife, who his death without male issue in 1642 his

was Dorothy, daughter of Sir Henry Wil- titles becameextinct. Another representa

loughby, of Wollaton, Notts, he had no tive of this distinguished family was raised

issue. By his second wife, Matilda, daughter by Queen Anne to the peerage, by the title

and heir of Richard Cotton, of Hampstall- of LordHervey of Ickworth in Suffolk ,

Ridware in Staffordshire, he left several and by George I. he was advanced to the

children. Norbury , after a regular descent earldom_of Bristol. The fifth earl was

of more than seven hundred years, is still created Earl Jermyn and Marquis of Bristol

in possession of a lineal representative of by George IV . on June 30 , 1826. ( Brydges'

thefamily. Collins's Peerage,iv. 140, & c.)

The Fitz -Herberts of Tissington in FITZ-HUGH, John, was among the jus

Derbyshire are of a different but equally ticiers before whom fines were acknow

ancient family, which, however, became ledged in 10 John, 1208. (Hunter's Pre

connected with the Fitz-Herberts of Nor- face.) He was of a Yorkshire family,

bury by marriage with one of the descen- and was high in the king's employment,

dants of the judge. being constable of Windsor Castle, in the

FITZ -HERVEY, HENRY, was probably custody of which he is noticed through

the father of Osbert, noticed in the next out the whole of the reign, and in that of

article ; but the early history of the family Henry III.

is involved in some obscurity. If so, he In 10 and 12 John he held the sheriffalty

attended King Richard in hisexpeditionto of Sussex, and during the three following

the Holy Land, and was much esteemed by years that of Surrey, andin some of these

King John. years was concerned in the receiptof the

In 9 Richard I. , 1197, hewas one of the tallage from the Jews,and in the collection

justices itinerant who fixed the tallage in of the customs of woad and wine. (Madox,

Cumberland ( Madox, i . 704) ; and in 10 i. 123, 774.) Among the mandates ada

John, 1208, he was present as a justicier dressed to him , he is commanded on August

when fines were acknowledged at Carlisle. 1212to send the great crown , with all the

KingJohn confirmed to him his lands at regalia which he had in his custody, to the

Hinton in Richmond, in Scorton,and other king at Nottingham . ( Rot. Claus. i. 122. )

places ; and the forest in Teisedale, as his He was a firm adherent to King John,

ancestors held it, and authorised him to and was present with him on the expedition

fortify his house at Cudereston. to Ireland ( Ibid. 125 ), and during his sub

Hemarried Alice , the daughter ofHenry sequent contests with the barons. (Wen

Fitz- Yvo . When he died is uncertain, but dover, iii. 301.)

he survived Osbert, his eldest son . He died on March 7, 1222, 6 Henry III. ,

FITZ -HERVEY, OSBERT. Osbert Fitz- leaving by his wife a son, who died young ,

Hervey's nameappears as one of the jus- and a daughter Juliana, who married Adam

ticiers of the King's Court at Westminster Fitz-Hervey, son of the last -noticed Osbert

for a period of twenty -five years — viz ., from Fitz -Hervey.

28 Henry II., 1182, till 7 John, 1205-6 - in FITZ -JAMES, JOHN, so far from Lord

almost every year of which he was present Campbell's assertion that he was of ob

when fines were levied there ( Hunter's scure birth ' ( Chief Just. i. 160 ), was of

Preface), and frequently he performed the very good parentage and ancestry.

duties of a justice itinerant. Joceline de name, in connection with the county of

Brakelonda (25 ) records that he was sub- Somerset, is as old as the reign of Edward

sheriff of Norfolk and Suffolk . III. ( Cal. Inquis. p . m. ii . 163.) His grand

He was a descendantof a younger son of father is stated to have been James Fitz

Herrey, Duke of Orleans, named Robert, James, who acquired the estate of Redlynch

who accompanied William the Conqueror in that county , and considerable other pro

in his enterprise against England, and re- perty, by his marriage with Eleanor,the

ceived partof the territorial spoil in reward daughter and heirofSimon Draycott; and

for his services. The name of Osbert's his father is described as John Fitz -James,

82
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whose wife was Alice, daughter of Johnsome business in his way in the Court of

Newburgh, of East Lullworth in Dorset- Wards and Liveries. ' Whatever may be

shire (Godwin , 190 ) ; and the Draycotts the source from whence these curious par

and Newburghs were second to noneof the ticulars are extracted, the little dependence

gentry of England in possessions and high that should be placed on it may be esti
blood. ( Athen . Oxon. ii. 720 ; Hutchins's matedby the fact that the Court of Wards

Dorset, ii . 337, & c .) and Liverieswas instituted, not only after

The last-named John was the father of the death of Wolsey, but even after that of

three sons — 1. Jobn ; 2. Richard, who was Fitz - James, ten years later. ( Ellis's Letters,

Bishop of Rochester, Chichester, and Lon- 1st S.i . 176.)

don in succession ; and 3. Alored, the an- He studied the law at the Middle Temple,

cestor of theLewesden branch ofthe family. where he sufficiently distinguished himself

The eldest son , John, has by all writers to be called to the bench of that society, to

been hitherto considered to have been the be made reader in 1505, and treasurer in

chief justice ; but, on a full investigation 1509. He was recorder of Bristol in 1510

of the family records, he is proved to be the ( Cal. St. Papers( 1509 ), 157) , and succeeded

father of the chief justice, who therefore, to theoffice of attorney-general on January

instead of being the elder brother, was the 26, 1519, more than three years after

nephew of the bishop. Wolsey had become chancellor, and seren

No evidence whatever exists of the place or eight years after he had acquired a com

of Fitz - James's early education, and Lord plete ascendency over the king. In Trinity

Campbell is silent as to the authority on Term 1521 he was called to the degree of

which he says that he made his fortune the coif, and on the 6th of the following

by his greatgood humour, and by being February was constituted a puisne judge of
at college with Cardinal Wolsey.! If this the King's Bench, and two days afterwards

were so, the cardinal was rather backward chief baron of the Exchequer (Dugdale's

in his patronage; for Fitz- James's first pro- Orig. 215, 221), a fact of which Lord

motion in the law was not till many years Campbell doesnot seem to be aware.

afterWolseyhad attained supreme power. Judging from all appearances,heperformed

Lord Campbell adds, ' It is said that Fitz- the duties of both offices at the same time,

James, who was a Somersetshire man, kept for which there were numerous precedents

up an intimacy with Wolsey when the from the reign of Henry IV ., with the

latter had become a village pårson in that slight variation that in former instances the

county, and that he was actually in the judgeship was in the Common Pleas. He

brawl at the fair when his reverence, is named as chief baron in the will of

having got drunk, was set in the stocks by Lord Zouche, dated October 1525. ( Test.
Sir Amyas Paulet.' Vetust. 620.) When he had occupied this

It would have been more satisfactory to honourable position for four years he was

his readers if his lordship had informed promoted tothe presidency of the Courtof
them where the facts he has thus announced King'sBenchon January 23, 1526, havin:

are to be found. Though Anthony Wood been in themeantime serviceably employed

did not know it,Fitz-Jamesmaypossibly to negotiate a marriage for Lord Peres,

have been at Oxford ; though Redlynch, whose previous contract with Anne Bolero

Fitz-James's home,is at least sixteen miles stood in the wayoftheking's desirez

from Lymington, Wolsey's parish , the inti- ( Lingard, vi. 112.)

macy between them may have existed; and He sat as chief justice for thirteen years,

though Fitz -James was very nearthe time during a very trying period of thereign for

of his solemn reading at the Temple, it is one in his prominent position. There caz

not impossible that he might havejoined beno doubt that he participated in the

in the drunken brawl; yet all these cir- craven subserviency to the royal tyranny
cumstances, new and extraordirary as they with which every one of his brethren was

appear, are of such interest in the lives both chargeable ; but, in expressingdisgust at the

of the judge and the cardinal that a refer- generalfailing, care must be taken not **

ence seems necessary, in order to decide visit on any onemore than history justija .

whether their original relater is worthyof Lord Campbell gives no authority for his
credit. The same enquiry will be made assertion that Cardinal Wolses incurre!

as to the authority on which his lordship considerable obloquy by Fitz-James's ap

states that Fitz- James at his inn of court pointment, or that the new chief justice

chiefly distinguished himself on gaudy was thought to be •not only wanting ia

days by dancing before the judges, playing gravity of moral character,but that he ha

the part of theAbbotof Misrule, and swear- not sufficient professional knowledge fra

ing strangeoaths ; ' that hisagreeable man- such a situation. The prejudicealso whist

nersmadehim popular...although very his lordship displays againstthe chiefjus.
deficient in moots ;' and that he was in tice renders it necessaryto look with caution

deep despair ' for want of clients till Wolsey, on his description of litz-James's conduct

• his former chum, . . . was able tothrow in the three great erents in which be in

1

.
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was

troduces his name — the disgrace of Wolsey, At the trial of SirThomas More, Lord

and the trials of Sir Thomas More and Campbell says that Fitz - James's conduct
Bishop Fisher. not less atrocious, adding that ‘ no

In reference to Wolsey, his lordship's one can deny that he was an accessory to

endeavour to prove Fitz-James guilty of this atrocious murder.' These are hard

base ingratitude loses all its potency from words, but the guiltmust be divided among

the total want of evidence thatthe cardinal all those who sat in judgment. Fitz- James

had been his benefactor. With this view, is mentioned once only in the report, and

however, he makes the chief justice the then an expression is put into his mouth

active organ of the proceedings against the which may well raise something more than

cardinal,charging him with having joined a doubt whether he was satisfied of thejus

in the cry against him and assisted his tice ofthe proceedings. When Audley , the

enemies to the utmost,' and withhaving lord chancellor, who conducted the trial,
declared his readiness to concur in any pro- loath to have the burden of the judgment

.ceedings by which the proud ecclesiastic to depend upon himself,' openly asked the

might be brought to condign advice of the Lord Fitz-James whether the

punishment ;' and he further represents indictment was sufficient or not, the chief

Fitz- James' as the suggester of Judge justice answered, My lords all, by St.
Shelley's argument' to the cardinal with Gillian ( that was ever his oath) I must

reference to the alienation to the king of needs confess that if the act of parliament
the archiepiscopal palace of York House be not unlawful, then is the indictment in

( now Whitehall). These are serious charges, my conscience not insufficient, thus evading
and surely require more authentication than the very point raised by Sir Thomas More,

his lordship has afforded before they are which was that the act of parliament, beivg
admitted on the page of history. In addi- repugnant to the laws of God, was in
tion to these, Lord Campbell describes the sufficient to charge any Christian man .

chief justice as the adviser and dictator of (Roper's More [ Singer ), 88.) If he had

the articles adopted in the House of Lords not beenpreviously overruled on that point,
against Wolsey, for no other apparent as the ' if' seems to infer, he was no doubt

reason than that the name of John Fitz- intimidated, as all his brethren were, by the

James ' appears as the last of the seventeen fear of the consequences, of which they saw

persons who subscribed them . The sig- too many examples.
nature, even if his, is merely a formal one, On the conviction of Queen Anne Boleyn

and the articles no more indicate a pre- Lord Campbell pursues the same course.
existing envy and jealousy ' in Fitz -James He represents that the opinion of the

than they do in Sir Thomas More, who judges was asked ' whether the sentence

signed atthe head of all. There was,how- upon her could be in the alternative, to be

ever, another John Fitz- James,ofthe Middle burnt or beheaded at the king's pleasure,

Temple, who might have held some office and he putsa cruel speech into Fitz-James's
in the House of Lords. mouth arguing against its being in the dis

Lord Campbell next introduces this junctive, and consequently enforcing the

recreant chief justice,' as he calls him, former as the legal punishment of a woman

as one of the commissioners on the trial of attainted of treason . The sole words in the

Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, of which the authority quoted, upon which this posed

lord chancellor was the head, and, though speech is founded, are, • The judges com

the chief justice isnot personally mentioned plainedof this way of proceeding,and said

in any one account of the proceedings, his such a disjunctive in a judgment of treason

lordship names him the spokesman on had never been seen ' (State Trials, i.418 ;

every occasion. Professing to quoteverbatim Burnet's Reformation , i. 407 ) ; and Lord

from the State Trials' the answers of the Campbell not only translates the judges '

court, which consisted of thirteen persons, into Fitz- James, C. J., ' but adds within

nine of whom were lawyers, he includes inverted commasan argument as spoken by

within themarks of quotation with which he him on the occasion. It does not appear,

cites them the nameof Chief Justice Fitz- however, that there was any opinion asked,

James, instead of the words which are or any public discussion on thesubject, but,

actually used - viz., ' someofthe judges,' and on the contrary, the above passageismerely

* the judges and lawyers;' the word " judges' a remark in Judge Spelman’s Common

evidently applying to all members ofthe Place Book, and evidently shows nothing

commission . Surely this modeofwriting morethan the judges' private doubts on the

history cannot be defended. His lordship introduction of the precedent. Deeply as

would bave shown more charity, asthere all Englishmen must feel the dreadful

was clearly as much likelihood, if, in re- degradation of the law at this period, and

cording from the same report that some of disgusted as they must be at the despicable

the judges lamented so grievously ' as to weakness of its professors, they would

shed tears, he had suggested the possibility deem themselves guilty of injustice similar

that Fitz - James was one of them .
to that which was then administered if
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they convicted any individual on evidence His retirement from his high office on

concocted as this is. But the most curious January 21, 1539, arose probably from

part of the story remains to be told. The bodily infirmity ;for in his will, which is

whole of the proceedings against theun- datedin the previous October, he describes
fortunate queen are preserved in the ‘ Baga himself as 'weke and feble in bodye.?

de Secretis, and from them it is manifest That he lived above two years afterwards

that Fitz - James was not present at all. may be presumed 'from the fact that the

His name does not occur in any one of the will was not proved till May 12, 1542.

writs, and Baldwin, the chief justice of the He was buried at Bruton, near to his

Common Pleas, was the principal judge manor of Redlynch , and a tine monument

in all of them. (3 Report, Pub. Rec., App. tohis memory is in the parishchurch there.

ii. 243.) His will contains a direction that his great

Is it not improbable that Fitz- James book of Statutes in rellum or parchment

partook of those faults which pervaded the ... shall remayn to the howse ( Redlynch?
whole bench at the period in which he as an implementto the saide howse ;' and

flourished ; but they were faults arising his bequests in behalf of his poor neigh

more from that awful dread of majesty bours and dependants are unmistakable
which the Tudore inculcated than from proofs of his considerate benevolence.

any personal cruelty or delinquency. Of FITZ -JOEL, WARIN, was one of the four

Fitz- James nothing is told to distinguish justices itinerant sent in 8 Henry III.,

him in this respect from the rest of the 1224, to Dunstable ( Rot. Claus. i, 631 ),

group , and certainly nothing to justify his whose judgmentsagainst Faukes de Breaute

being brought forward as a special object led to such fatal consequences to that tur

of vituperation. Indeed, if any credit is bulent baron. In 1225 he went as justice

to be placed on David Lloyd ( State Wor- itinerant into Cornwall ; a fine was levied

thies, 1114-118 ), who wrote little more than before him in Easter. In October he was

a century after the chief justice's death, he sent with Thomas de Muleton on a special

left a character behind him very different commission into Norfolk , to enquire into

from that with which, two centuries later, certain robberies committed on the mer

Lord Campbell has depicted him . This chants of Norway ; and in the following
author states that Sir John • was so fearful January he acted as a justice itinerant in

of the very shadow and appearance of Hampshire and other counties.
corruption that it cost his chief clerk his FITZ - JOHN , THOMAS, was

placebut for taking a tankard afterasignal itinerant in Cumberland in 18 Henry III.,

cause of 15001. A year, wherein he had 1234. He had a grant in 17 John of the

been serviceable, though not as a bribe, but lands of Philip Fitz-John , in Yorkshire,

as a civility.' The following remarks in during Ipleasure, and in 10 Henry III. was

oneof the additional MSS. (1523, f. 54) one of those appointed to assess the quin

in the British Museum , which are either zime in Westmoreland. (Rot. Claus. i.

the foundation of or extracts from David 245, ii. 147.) He may possibly have been

Lloyd's sketch, convey also a pleasing a second son of John Fitz -Geoffrey ( the
picture : son of Geoffrey Fitz -Peter, Earl of Ésser,

“ Two maine principles yo guide humane by Aveline, his second wife ), who in the
nature are conscience and law ; by ye for- same was sheriff of Yorkshire.

mer we are obliged in reference to another ( Dugdale's Baron . i . 706.)
world, by the latter in relation to this. FITZ- JOHN, Eustace, appears on the

What was law alwaye, was then a resolu- Ancient Roll of 31 Henry 1. as holding
tion, Neither to deny, nor defer, nor sell pleas on thenorthern circuits established he

justice. When his cozen urged for a that king, in all of which he was united
kindnesse, “ Come to my house, (saith the with Walter Espec. They seem to bare

judge,) I will deny you nothing ; come to taken some offence in Yorkshire, inasmuch
the king's court and I must do you justice . ' as on the same roll it is recorded that the

* He would attend each circumstance of fined that they should not be any longer

an evidence, hearing what was impertinent, judges or jurors there. By the roll it is

observing what was proper, saying, “ We evident that he had held the office for at
must have two soules as two sieves,one least two years .

for the bran , and the other for the flowr; He and Pain Fitz- John (next men

one for the grosce of a discourse, and the tioned) were the sons of John de Burro,

other for the quintessence.” ? called Monoculus, from having lost an ere,

Fitz -James, however, did not escape and thenephews of Serlo de Burgh, baron

those attacks from which even the best of Tonsburgh in Normandy, and founder

judges are not exempt. Sir R. Terres, the of Knaresborough Castle , both of wbiz

writer of a " slanderous complaint against accompanied the Conqueror onhis invasi."

him, exhibited to the king in a written of England. The latter dying without
book,' was condemned to pay a fine, to issue, Eustace succeeded as his beir ,

stand in the pillory , and to lose his ears . and thus became a powerful baron in the

& justice

year

a

6
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north, receiving very large additions to ) and one for Fitz- John . ( Mapes, De Nugis

his inheritance from the bounty of King Curialium , 210.)

Henry , and being appointed governor of In the roll of 31 Henry I. he is

Bamburgh Castle in Northumberland. He mentioned as a justice itinerant in the

held a high place in the confidence and counties ofGloucester,Stafford ,and North

favour of that king, and had the reputation ampton. Besides his landsin Oxfordshire,

of a wise and judicious counsellor. Gloucestershire, and Norfolk , he likewise

On the death of Henry, the usurper possessed the whole territory of Ewyas in

Stephen took from him the custody of Herefordshire. His castle of Caus, in 34

Bamburgh Castle, and on suspicion of a Henry I., was attacked in his absence by

treasonable correspondence with David, the Welsh, who burned it to the ground,

King of Scotland, seized his person and and massacred all its inhabitants; and two

kept him for a considerable time in con- years afterwards, in 1130, he himself was

finement. On obtaining his release, he slain with 3000 of King Stephen's troops

joined with Robert, Earl of Gloucester, in in a battle fought with the same enemy

aiding the Empress Matilda ; making good near Cardigan .
for her the castle of Malton, and raising a By his wifeSibyll he had a son and two

powerful force from his own vassals in daughters. Cecilia, the elder daughter,

support of the Scottish king's invasion. married Roger, the son of Milo of Glou

He held a command at the memorable cester (afterwards Earl of Hereford ),

battle of the Standard, fought at North- his coadjutor as a justice itinerant; and

allerton on August 22, 1138, when the Agnes, the younger daughter,married — de

Scottish forces were entirely defeated. He Montchensy. His son Robert took the

must afterwards have made his peace with name of Fitz -Payne, and his male descen

King Stephen , for in 1147 he founded the dants were summoned to Parliament until

abbey of Alnwick in Northumberland, and the reign of Edward III ., when the title

in 1150 the priory of Walton in York- became in abeyance in the femaleline, and

shire. In 3 Henry II., 1157, he was slain at last devolved on the Earls of Northum

in battle with the Welsh, whom the king berland, but became extinct in 1670.

had attacked in a narrow and difficult pass (Madox, i . 146; N.Fædera, i. 10; Lord

in Flintshire. Lyttelton ; Hasted ; Baronage, i. 90, 572 ;

He was twice married . His first wife Nicolas.)

was Beatrix, the daughter and sole heir of FITZ -JOHN, WILLIAM , in 9 Henry II.,

Yvo de Vesci, which name was afterwards 1163, held pleas in the county of Hereford,

assumed by Eustace's son William , who and in 1168 he amerced Samuel, thepriest

succeeded tothe barony, which became ofPilton in Somersetshire. (Madox, i .

extinct in 1297 by the death of William 527, ii . 213. ) He held some office about

de Vescy, a justice itinerant in the reign of the court, and when Richard de Humet,
Edward I., without heirs. thechief justiciary of Normandy, was sent

His second wife was Agnes, daughter to England by King Henry in 1170 to

and heir of William Fitz -Nigel, baron of arrest Becket , with a view to save him
Halton, and constable of Chester, to both from the mischief which he anticipated

of which he succeeded . By her he had a from the sudden absence of four of his

son named Richard Fitz-Eustace, one of knights, William Fitz- John and Hugh de

whose grandsons, Robert Fitz -Roger, was Gundeville were despatched by Humet to
a justicier in the reigns of Richard I. and Canterbury for the purpose ; but before

John, and another, Roger de Laci, was their arrival the archbishop's fate was ac
also a justicier in the latter reign. (Madox, complished . (Lord Lyttelton , iii . 2. )

i . 146, 457 ; Monasticon , vi . 867, 970 ; Lord FITZ -MARTIN, WILLIAM, who had land

Lyttelton ; Rapin ; Nicolas's Synopsis, 664.) in Hampshire, was a justicier or baron act

FITZ -JOHN, PAIN , brother of the above- ing in the Exchequer both in 4 and 16

mentioned Eustace Fitz -John, was also a Henry II. , 1170. He is also one of the

favourite baron and one of the chief coun- twelve commissioners, whom Dugdale calls

sellors of King Henry, in whose household justices itinerant, who in the same year

he beld the office of groom of the chamber were sent to enquire into the conduct of

( cubicularius ). It was his duty to provide the sheriffs in the several counties of the

à measure of wine every night for the king, kingdom . (Madox ,ii. 253 ; Pipe Roll, 172. )

which , as it was seldom required by his FITZ-NIGEL, or FITZ-NEALE,WILLIAM ,

majesty, Fitz -John and the pages generally is named among the commissioners ap

drank. On one occasion the king, being pointed in 1170 to examine into abuses of

thirsty, called for his wine, and it was the sheriffs, & c.,whom Dugdale erroneously

gone ; but, instead of being angry, he ac- calls justices itinerant. He was sheriff of
knowledged that one measure was too Kent in 1184, 30 Henry II., and in the

little for both, and good -humouredly di- certificate returned by the Bishop of

rected that the butler should supply two Chichester for the aid on marrying the

measures for the future, one for bimself king's daughter in 12 Henry II., 1166 , Le
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as to

mentions William Fitz-Neale as holding into the court - namely, about 28 Henry II.

one knight's fee under that church . -his regularity of attendance is particular

It is not improbable that he was a son of ly observable, for there is scarcely one until

Nigel, Bishopof Ely, and brother of the the end of that reign in whichhis name
next-mentioned Richard Fitz-Nigel,Bishop does not appear. So also after King

of London. ( Madox, i . 215, 576; Fuller.) Richard's return from the Holy Land tillthe

FITZ -NIGEL, or FITZ -NEALE, RICHARD year before his own death. ( Ibid. 79-215.)

(BISHOP OF LONDON ), must have been Underthe regency of William de Long

born before the canon requiring the celi- champ,Bishop of Ely, he possessed consider
bacy of the clergy was strictly enforced, able influence, and it wasbyhis interference

because he seems to have been openly that Geoffrey Plantagenet, Archbishop of

brought forward by his father Nigel, York, when seized and imprisoned by the

Bishop ofEly (who will be subsequently orders of the chief justiciary, was liberated.

mentioned ), and acknowledged as his son. He left a most valuable legacy to his

He was educated in the monastery of Ely, successors in the “ Dialogus de Scaccario,

andwas then placed in the Exchequer, at copies of which are preserved both in the

the head of which his father held the office Black and the Red Books in the Exchequer.

of treasurer . It is printed by Madox (ii . 331-452) at the

Brought up to the Church, as most of end of his learned history of that court:

the other clerks in those times were and in a preliminary dissertation he has

(whence indeed the derivation ), his suc- satisfactorily established the claim of the

cessive ecclesiastical preferments in Henry's bishopto the authorship, in opposition to

reign were canon of St. Paul's ; archdea- that of Gervas of Tilbury, to whom it was

con of Ely, 1169 ; and dean of Lincoln , for manyyears attributed. It was composed

by which latter title he is described in in the 23rd or 24th Henry II., and describes

30 Henry II. , 1184. (Madox, i. 215 ; Le the Exchequer,with all its officers and their

Neve.) duties, andtheforms of proceeding and their

In his early youth he was the author of origin; a treatise of inestimable value as

a work called “ Tricolumnus,' from its well to historians and antiquaries

being arranged throughout in three co- lawyers.
lumns. It was a tripartite History of He died on September 10, 1198. One of

England under Henry II. — the first column the monks of Winchester ( Angl. Sac. i.

treating of the transactions of the Church 304) , in describing this event, having desig;

of England and the rescripts of the apo- nated his office of treasurer by the word

stolical see ; the second of the remarkable apotecarius,' an author has been led to

exploits of the king, which he says exceed commit the somewhat absurd blunder of

all human credibility ; and the third , of making him the king's medical adviser.

many affairs both public and domestic, (Godwin , 179 ; Wendover, iii . 39.)

and also of the court and its judgments. FITZ-OGER, OGER, the son of Oger the

(Madox, ii . 315. ) Dapifer (afterwards noticed ), was sheriff of

His diligence and erudition, and the the united counties of Buckingham and

capacityhe displayed for the conduct of Bedford from 33 Henry II. to 1 Richard I.

the public revenue, soon justified his father inclusive. In the next year he was made

in recommending him as his successor in sheriff of Hampshire, and filled that ofice

the office of treasurer. He wasaccordingly also in 5 Richard I. ( Fuller.) From 7
appointed in 1165, but, as no royal favour Richard I. , 1195-6, to the end of the reign,

was in those days conferred without an hisnameoften appears as one of the justi ,
equivalent, Nigel was obliged to pay to ciers beforewhom fives were acknowledged

the king fourhundred marks for hisson's atWestminster, and in the first of those
nomination. ( Ibid . i. 44 , 113.) He con- years he acted as a justice itinerant into

tinued in theoffice forthe remainder of Devonshire. (Hunter's Preface;Mador, i.
that reign, and managed the revenue with 113 , 502.)

so much care and adroitness that, not- He married Amy, one of the daughters

withstanding the continual wars in which and coheirs of William de Schetlega.
the country was involved, King Richard FITZ-OSBERNE, WILLIAN ( EARL OF

found on his father's death no less asum HEREFORD), was the sonof Osberne de

than one hundred thousand marks in the Crepon,and grandson of Herfastus,who was
Exchequer. the brother of Gunnora, first concubine, and

That monarch's appreciation of his merits thenwife ,to Richard I., the third Duke of
was evidenced, not only by retaining his Normandy, and great-grandfather of Wil.

valuable services, butby raising him , soon liam the Conqueror. He was consequently

after his coronation, to the bishopric of connected by distant relationship with the

London on December 31 , 1189. young prince, and was brought up with him

During Henry's reign he frequently shared from infancy. On his father's death be sue

in the duties of a justice itinerant, and ceeded to the office of steward or dapiter in
from the time when fines were introduced the ducal household, and was Count of

.
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Bretteville in Normandy. He aided Duke He was twice married . His first wife

William in quelling every civil commotion was Adeline, daughter of Roger de Toney,

of his Norman subjects ; and in the invasion a great Norman baron, standard -bearerof

of England he equipped forty of the ships King William ; and the second was Ri

at his own expense, and commanded one of child, daughter and heir of Reginald , Earl

the three divisions at the battle of Hastings. of Hainault. By the former only he had

Having contributed to the conquest of children, three sons and two daughters;

England, he assisted greatly in the main but the family and titles soon became

tenance of the acquisition by his valour and extinct. (Duydale's Baron. i . 67 ; Will.

good counsels. To his vigilance was en- Malmesbury , 396, 431 ; Mador, i. 31-78 ;

trusted the erection of a castle at Winches- Chauncy's Herts, 121 ; Turner , &c. )

ter for the purpose of overawing the in- FITZ-PETER, SIvon , was
one of the

habitants, and when, in the year after the assidentes justiciæ regis ,' before whom

Conquest, the king returnedto Normandy, to acharter or contract was executed at the

him and to Odo, Bishop of Bayeux , the go- Exchequer in 11 Henry II ., 1165, and is

vernment of the realm was committed as the first of four after whom are the words

chief justiciaries . The southern division marescallis regis . Whether, as Madox

was appropriated to Odo, and the northern ( i . 44) seems to infer, these words apply to

to Fitz -Osberne, on whom the earldom all the four may perhaps admit of question.

of Hereford and the office of constable If, however, he were not one of the mar

or marshal (magister militum) were also shals, it is clear he held some office in the

conferred. court, since his property was exempted on

Besides presiding over the Curia Regis that account from the Danegeld and other

during the king's absence,they also managed assessments so early as 2 Henry II. ( Pipe

the king's revenue; but their conduct was Roll, 7. ) . From that year to the sixteenth

so arrogant and rapacious that the indigna- he was sheriffof the latter county ; and as

tion of the English wasroused. The efforts Geoffrey Fitz -Peter, the great justiciary in
of the people, however,to relieve themselves the next reign (whose father is not men

were so ill-concerted that they were easily tioned in Dugdale's ' Baronage '), was en

subdued, and the regents were rewarded ,in- trusted with the same sheriffaltyfor many

stead of being punished for their oppression. succeeding years, it does not seem an im

In 1069 Fitz-Osberne assisted his sove- probable conjecture that this Simon was

reign in the suppression of various insurrec- lhis father.

tions in England, and wasemployed by the Simon Fitz -Peter acted also for four

king in aiding Queen Matilda in the defence years, commencing 2 Henry II., as deputy

of Normandy. In 1072 he proceeded to to Henry de Essex, the sheriff of the coun

Flanders to assist Arnulph, the heir of ties of Buckingham and Bedford. It was

Baldwin, its earl, in resisting the invasion probably at a later period that he was a

of the disinherited Robert de Frison, by justice itinerant in the latter county, when

whom he was surprised, and perished through his name is mentioned in connection with
his careless security. the case of acertain canon of Bedford ,named

To his zeal, courage, and wisdom King PhilipdeBrois, who having been convicted of

Williamwas greatly indebted for his suc- manslaughter before his bishop, was merely

cess , and he was rewarded accordingly. condemned to make pecuniary compensa

Besides the grant of the county of Here- tion to the relatives of the deceased. In

ford, he received the Isle of Wight and the open court at Dunstable, the judge, al

various other possessions and advantages. luding to the case, called him a murderer,

But, notwithstanding the rich gifts which whereupon a violent altercation ensued , avd

were lavished on him , his prodigality al- the priest's irritation drawing from him ex

ways left him in poverty, which King pressions of insult and contempt,the king
William , with whom he was a great ordered him to be indicted for this new

farourite, at once chided and supplied. offence . ( Lingard, ii. 213 ; Leland's Collect.

Quarrels, howerer, would now and then iii. 424. ) This was one of the grounds for

occur between his sovereign and him. On Henry's attack on clerical privileges.

one occasion, being steward of the house- FITZ -PETER, GEOFFREY (EARL OF Es

hold , he had set upon the royal table the SEX) , was not improbably the son of the

flesh of a crane scarcely half - roasted, when above Simon Fitz -Peter, for the reason sug

the king in his rage aimed a severe blow at gested in his life. Dugdale commences

him , which, though it was warded off by his history without anymention of who his

Eudo, another favourite, so offended Fitz- father was,and, independently of the sheriff
Osberne that he resigned his office. alty of Northamptonshire, and also of the

Though brave and generous as a soldier, name, it is apparent that he had been

he was severe and oppressive in his govern- brought up in the court where Simon had
ment, and was looked upon as the pride also filled some office.
of the Normans and the scourge of the In 31 Henry II, he was one of the jus

English. tices of the forest, the duties of which he
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continuedtoperform till the death of King have
administered them with firmness, and

Henry (Madox, i . 547, ii. 132 ) ; and in 1 the lengths to which the king soon after
Richard I. he acted as a justice itinerant resorted appear to show that the royal im

in various counties. ( Pipe Roll, 35, &c. )
petuosity had been previously checked by

King Richard
compelled him to pay a his prudence. Matthew Paris says that the

fine for not joining the crusade ( Ric. Divis. king hated, but feared, him , and that upon

8) , but at the same time showed the esti- his death he
exclaimed, ' Per Pedes Domini,

mation in which he held him by
appointing nunc primo sum rex et dominus Angliæ.

him one of the council to assist Hugh Pu- How the infatuated monarch used his free

sar, Bishop of Durham , and William de dom the history of the remainder of his
Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, in the govern- reign affords a

lamentable display.
ment of the kingdom , and in the

subsequent Šo large were the various grants made to

disputes
directing him , in

conjunction with him that when his son did homage on suc
Walter de

Constantiis,the
Archbishop of ceeding him ,the sheriffs of no less than

Rouen, and others, to act
independently

seventeen counties were
commanded to give

of the
chancellor. About this time he

possession of the lands heheld in each of

became sheriff of the united counties of them . _ ( Rot. de Finibus, 502.)

Essex and Hertford,being probably sonamed By Beatrice, his first wife, he left three

on account of the property to whichhe had sons, two of whom succeeded to his title,
succeeded in right ofhis wife, Beatrice, one which

continued in the family,through fe

of the daughters and co-heirs of William de male channels, till the year 1646, when it

Say, by Beatrice,
the_sister of Geoffrey, became extinct.

father of the
deceased Earl of Essex.

Geoffrey Fitz-Peter's second wife was

His continued
employment as a justicier Aveline, by whom he had asonnamedJohn,

during Richard's reign is shown by his being lord of the manor of
Berkhampstead in

present when fines were
acknowledged at

Hertfordshire, who was made justice of Ire
Westminster ( Hunter's Preface) ; and in land . ( Dugdale's Baron. i. 703 ; Wendovet,
July 1198 ,9 Richard I., he was placed in iii. 49, & c.;Royal Tribes of Wales, 7l ;

the high office of chief justiciary of the Turner's Engl.)
kingdom . His military talents were imme- FITZ -RALPH, GEROLD, whose lineage has
diately called into exercise against the not been traced , was one among the twelre

Welsh, whose king,
Gwenwynwyn, he com-

inquisitores in 1170, 16Henry II., whom
pletely defeated.

Dugdale has
mistakingly called justices

On
Richard'sdeath in the

following year,
itinerant.

being
continued in his office, he induced the FITZ -RALPH ,

WILLIAM ,

sometimes

nobles to take the oath of fealty to King written Ranulph,and
sometimes Randulph,

John at
Northampton. On the day of the for they are all three one and the same

coronation he was created Earl of Essex. name,
succeeded to the

lordships of Alfre

His
performance of the duties of his office ton, Norton, and Marnham , in

Derbyshire,

was marked with exemplary activity, and on the death of his father, Robert Fita

he exerted himself with
considerableenergy Ranulph,who is supposed by sometohave

in exacting the taxes which King John im- assisted in the
assassinationof

Archbishop

posed.. At the same time he appears to Becket in the year1170, and to havefounded

have joined in the king's
amusements, as a the priory of

Beauchief, in that counts, in
payment of five shillings was made to him expiation of his crime. The fact that be

* ad ludum suum ,'and to have been not retired about that time from the sheriffalty

averse from the pleasures of the table, as he of the counties of
Nottingham and Derby,

paid for eating flesh with the king on a fast- which he had held for the four preceding

day. (Cole's
Documents, 248 ,272, 275.) years, in some degree gives weight to this

During the contest with Romé he sup- opinion. His son , this
William ,was then

ported his royal master, but was compelled placed in that office, and held it for the
to be a witnessto the

disgraceful document, eight
following years. ( Fuller . )

dated May 15, 1213, 14 John, by which the Whether thefather was guilty or not

crown was
surrendered to the pope. In a the son was certainly not

excluded from the

few months after this event this great man court,but
continued to be

employedin
terminated his career, dying on the second places of trust up tothereign of King John ,
ide ofthe following October. He wasburied In 20 Henry II., 1174, hewas, as sheriffof

at the priory of
Shouldham in Norfolk ,

Nottingham and Derby , joined with God
which he had founded .

frey de Luci, one of the
king's

justices, in
For twenty - eight years he had filled a setting the assize of those

counties ; and in
judicial position, fifteen of them as head of the six next years he sat in the

King's Court ,

the law , and principal minister of the king- in which he seems to have held a high place,

dom . Invested with
extraordinary power, as his name often appears thus : • Per Wit

the absence of complaint in such difficult lielmum filium Radulfi et socios suos ,' wih

times is a proof that he used it without out noting who those
companions were.

harshness ; skilful in the laws, he seemsto During those years, also , he went as one of

1

1
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the justices itinerant into fourteen several King Henry, dated at Waltham , in 1182 .

counties. (Madox, i. 94 , 123-138 .) ( Lord Lyttelton, iv. [ 3 ], [ 14 ].) He was

In 1180 he was appointed dapifer or se- sheriff of Sussex for eleven years from 23

neschal of Normandy, in right of which he Henry II., and of Berkshire in 1 Richard I.

had the custody of the castle of Caen, for ( Fuller.)

which a livery of 300l. per annum was The estimation in which he was held is

allowed him. ( Ibid. 166.) This office,which evidenced by his being appointed one of

comprehended that of justiciary, he con- the council to assist the two chief justicia

tinued to hold from that time till his death ries who were left in the government of

in 1200. When Richard I. went to the thekingdom during King Richard's absence

Holy Land he committed Alice, the King of in the Holy Land . (Madox, i. 34.)

France's sister, to the custody of William He married Rohaise, niece of Ranulph,

Fitz-Ralph, who resolutely refused to de- Earl of Chester, and widow of Gilbert de

liver her up to her brother, notwithstanding Gant, Earlof Lincoln, by whom he had a

his repeated demands. In 2 John he is son Gilbert, who was afavourite of King

mentioned on the Norman Roll as being John .

present in the King's Court at Caen with FITZ -RICHARD, WILLIAM, was sheriff of

the other justices and barons there. (Ibid . the counties of Buckingham and Bedford

53–169.) from 16 to 25 Henry II. He was pre

According to Dugdale’s‘Baronage'(i.678 ), ceded in this office by a Richard Fitz

he had,byhiswife Agnes, one son,Thomas, Osbert, who probably was his father.
who succeeded him and died without issue, According to the practice then adopted , he

and three daughters, who thus became his was appointed, as sheriff,one of the justices
heirs. itinerant to fix the assize for those coun

FITZ -RANULPH , RALPH , was the son of ties in 20 and 23 Henry II. (Madox, i .
the under -named RanulphFitz -Robert,and 124, 132.)

a descendant, therefore, fromRanulph de Nothing further occurs as to this William

Glanville. ( Excerpt. é Rot. Fin . ii . 147.) Fitz-Richard during Henry's reign , and it

Dugdale introduces his name among thé is difficult to ascertain whether facts sub

justices itinerant into the northern coun- sequently related in connection with the

ties in 46 Henry III., 1262 ; but it is ap- same name refer to the same individual.

parent that this iter was only for pleas of The Christian names Richard and William

the forest. He died about April 1270. His were common in those times, and scarcely

wife's name was Anastasia, and he had by a roll occurs which does not mention
her three daughters. several bearing the same designation in dif

FITZ -REGINALD, RALPH, was three ferent and distant counties who are evi

times a justice itinerant — viz., in 14 , 16, dently not the same person .

and 18 Henry III . , 1229–1234. From these FITZ -ROBERT, John, was the son and

appointments, which are evidently not re- heir of the after-noticed Robert Fitz -Roger,

ferable to any local property, it seems pro- lord of Clavering in Essex , and Wark
bable that he was connected with the courts worth in Northumberland. Soon after his

of law. He had been a partisan of the father's death, in 14 John, hewas appointed

baronsagainst King John, but on the acces- to the sheriffalty of Norfolk and Suffolk,

sion of Henry III. his forfeiture was re- which he held for the next two years. He

versed on returning to his allegiance. then joined the insurgent barons, and was

FITZ -REINFRID, ROGER, is mentioned one of the twenty - five to whom was en

in 1176, 22 Henry II. , as a justice itinerant, trusted the enforcement of Magna Charta.

in which capacity he acted occasionally to He obtained restitution of the possessions

the end of that reign . During this period he then forfeited soon after the accession
he visited no less than thirteen counties, of Henry III., and in subsequent years re

an extent of circuit sufficient of itself tóceived several marks of royal favour. He

show that he was a regular justicier in the held the sheriffalty of Northumberland for

King's Court, from whence these itinera four years, commencing in 9 Henry III.,

emanated. But examples of pleas before him and in 10 Henry III. was nominated one of

in the Exchequerat Westminster are men- the justices itinerant for Yorkshire. There

tioned from 25 Henry II., 1179 ( Mador, is a writ in the Exchequer in 1238 which

83-736 ), and fines were levied before him bears the appearance of his then acting as a

as late as 10 Richard I. baron of the Exchequer.

It was then a common custom for some His first wife was Joane, and his second

of the judges to be in personal attendance Ada de Baillol, who, on his death in25
on the king, and accordingly his nameis Henry III. , 1241, fined two thousand marks
attached to the charter, dated at Oxford in for the custody of his lands and heirs, Hugh

May 1177, by which the grant of the king- and Roger. The former of these, dying

dom of Cork to Robert Fitz -Stephen and during minority, was succeeded by Roger,

Milo de Cogan was confirmed, and he was whose grandson assumed the name ofČla

also one of the witnesses to the will of vering. (Lugdale's Baron. i. 106 ; Rot. Pat.
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185 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i. 337, 342 ; 135.) In March 1203 he was prorost of
Madox, ii. 317.)

Beverley, and in June 1204 he was conse
FITZ -ROBERT, PHILIP, was among the crated Bishop of

Chichester.
justices itinerant who fixed the tallage in Le Neve, in his list of

archdeacons of

the county of Lincoln in 10 Richard I., Wells, calls him Simon Fitz-Robert, and

1198–9 (Madox, i . 705 ), being the only in that of the Bishops of Chichester intro
time he is noticed in that

character. The duces Simon de Wells ( Le Neve, 43,56),

roll of the following year, 1 John, contains evidently, not being aware that the two
a curious entry of his paying a fine of 2001., names belonged to one and the same person.

and one hundred bacons and one hundred Godwin also calls the bishop Simon de

cheeses, for the grant of the wardship and Wells. That his actual surname was Fitz
land of the heir of Ivo de Munby till he Robert is proved by two curious charters
was of age. ( Rot. de Oblatis, 24.) ( Rot. Chart. 86, 88 ), by one ofwhich King

FITZ-ROBERT,
RANULPH, wasthegrand- John, on February 7, 1201, confirmsto him ,

son of that Robert Fitz-Ralphwhomarried by the nameof Symoni filio Roberti, arch

the daughter of Ranulph de
Glanville. He deacon of Wells, a grant of certain lands in

himself married Berta, the niece of Ranulph Stawell in
Somersetshire, with the advow

de
Glanville, and

succeeded to a third of son of the church there, which had been

his property with the
representativesofthat estreated in

consequence of the felony of
great man'stwo other daughters. (Rot. de Alice, the wife of "Robertde Wattelai

, in

Finibus, 337, 369.) In 12 John heaccom- killing her husband, for which she was con

panied the king to Ireland, but before the demned and burnt; and by the other, dated

end of the reign took part against him in the 22nd of the samemonth ,the king grants

the contest with the barons .
Returning, to him the land of Burgelay in the manor

however, to his
allegiance before the king's of Meleburn, which the said Robert de

death, hismanor of Saxtorp in Norfolk , of Wattelaiand Alice his wife had heldas of

which he had been deprived, was restored her inheritance, butwhich had been forfeited

to his
possession. Little further is re- by the same felony of which she had been

counted of him , except that he twice filled convicted . No doubt, therefore, that the

the office of á justice itinerant - once in Robert of whom Simon was the son was

10 Henry III., 1226, for
Lancashire, and the murdered man Robert de Wattelai,

another time in 15 Henry III., 1230, for and that the grants were in fact a restora

Yorkshire. His death occurred before De- tion of the property which he would have

cember 25, 1252, 37 Henry III., when his
inherited but for the crime

committedby

son and heir, Ralph (who has been men- Robert's wife. It was not
uncommon in

tioned in a former page as Ralph Fitz- this age for an
ecclesiastic to discard his

Ranulph ), did homage for his lands in family name, and adopt thatof the place of

Norfolk, paying fifty shillings for his relief. his birth, education, or
preferment. It is

FITZ -ROBERT, Ör DE WELLS, SIMON certain that this bishop is
generally knota

(BISHOP OF
CHICHESTER). Many of the as Simon de Wells; but,

inasmuch as he
charters of the earlypart of thereign of King had not

discontinued thé name of Fitz
John are

concluded with thewords • Dat.per Robert at the time when these grants
manus Simonis

Archidiaconi
Wellensis et were made, the

assumption of the newname

J. de Gray,' both of whom some writers may possibly, in this
instance, have been

have therefore
designated keepers of the

intluenced by the tragical events recorded
Seal under the

Chancellor Hubert, Arch- in them .

bishop of
Canterbury. As in no instance That Bishop Simon after his elevation

have their names, or those of others who continued to enjoy the royal favour is shown
appear in the same manner, any addition by the king in January 1207 giving him
designating that office, such as · vice -can- letters 'ad dominum S. de Malo Leon, de
cellarius,' or ' tunc agens vices

cancellarii,' siring all honour should be shown to him,

as in the reign of King Richard, it admits with letters of
protection during his abe

of
considerable doubt

whetherthis
character sence. ( Rot. Pat. 68.) In the cour of

is properly assigned to them ,
especially as that year he died .(

Godwin , 504. )

in every case the persons so introduced are FITZ -ROBERT,
WALTER, was the gard

known to have held some other office in the son of the before -
noticed

Richard Fitz

court. They were officers of the treasury Gilbert, called also
Benefacta , and son of

of the Exchequer, where the Great Seal Robert, steward of King Henry I., by les
usually kept .

wife Maud, the
daughter of Simon de St.

The first date on which these two names Liz, Earl of
Huntingdon .

appear is September 16 , 1199, 1 Jobn ; and He was probably very
young at his

they continue to sign together till June in father's death, as no
mention is made of

the following year, after which Simon the him, beyond the usual
assessments on his

archdeacon's name alone is
appended to property, until 22 Henry II . , 1176 , when

numerouscharters for a long period, ending he is recorded as one of the three
justiers

}

6

6

was
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itinerant appointed by the council of North- was a justice itinerant in Norfolk , and was

ampton to go into the eastern counties of present in the following year on the ac

England. In this employment he was en- knowledgment of fines at Norwich. Other

gaged for several following years, during fines were levied before him in 3 John,

which time, and perhaps before it, he took 1201. (Madox, 704 ; Hunter's Preface.)

his share in the judicial duties of the Curia King John granted him a charter of con

Regis. Madox gives several instances from firmation of his inheritance of the castle

that time till 5 Richard I. , 1193, in which and manor of Warkworth in Northumber

he was present as one of the barons and land, of which county heheld the sheriffalty

justiciers there. (Madox, i. 94-137, ii . 20.) from 3 to 14 John . He founded the priory
His knightly pursuits werenot forgotten of Langley in Norfolk about the end of

in the performance of his civil duties. He Richard's reign (Monast. vi. 929 ), and

supported William de Longchamp, Bishop dying in 14 John, left by his widow , Mar
ofEly,the governor of the realm , during garet, a son, the before-mentioned John

King Richard's absence in the Holy Land, Fitz -Robert. After three generations the
in his contest with John, the king's bro- family assumed the name of Clavering,

ther ; and in 6 Richard I., 1194, he joined from a manor so called in Essex, which

the expedition into Normandy. belonged to this Robert. John de Claver

He died in 1198, and wasburied in the ing, who was summoned to parliament by
choir of the prioryof Dunmow , which the first three Edwards, died in 1332,

father had founded, and to which he him- leaving only female issue. ( Dugdale'sBaron .
self had given divers churches and lands. i. 106 ; Nicolas.)

His two wives were, first, Maud, daughter FITZ -ROGER, WILLIAM,was one of the

of Richard de Luci, the chief justiciary; 1 justices itinerant appointed for York and

and, secondly, Margaret de Bohun. Northumberland in 3 Henry III. , 1218.

He left several sons, of whom Robert, ( Rot. Claus. i . 403.) If, as it seems pro

the eldest, succeeded him , and was called bable, he were of Lincoln , he married

Robert Fitz-Walter. His prowess as a Agnes de Scotney. (Madox, i. 488. )

warrior procured for him the addition of FITZ -ROSCELIN , WILLIAM, is introduced

the Valiant ;' and, as leader of the barons by Dugdale as one of the justices itinerant

confederated against King John, they styled for Norfolk and Suffolk in 9 Henry III.,

him · Marshal of the Army of God and the yet, being ill at the time, he did not act;

Holy Church. His grandson was regularly buton several occasions he had been named

summoned to parliament in 23 Edward I. with others to takeassizes of novel disseisin

To the title of baron Fitz -Walter an in Norfolk ; and in 11 Henry III. he was

earldom of Sussex was added in 1529, and the first named in a commission into that

other titles ; but these becoming extinct in county to try two prisoners of the Bishop

1756, the barony fell into abeyance among of Ely, who were charged with murder, and

the five daughters of Thomas Mildmay, for whom the bishop had not a gaol suffici

Esq., whose wife Marywas sister to Ben- ently secure. (Rot. Claus. i. 552, 633, 665,

jamin, the fourteenth baron. ( Dugdale's ii . 72, 77 , & c.) In 15 John he was so far in

Baron , i. 209 ; Nicolas.) the confidence of the court as to be em

FITZ -ROBERT, WALTER, was forester of ployed as one of the commissioners ap

the county of Huntingdon, and for some pointed to enquire into the losses sustained
offence in the exercise of his office was im- | bythe clergyin the diocese of Norwich ;

prisoned in 14 John, and did not obtain his and he obtained a licencenot to be placed

liberty without a fine of two palfreys. He on any assize or jury in the county, except

afterwards joined the barons against the in cases in which thekingwas concerned.

king, but returned to his duty at the com- ( Rot. Claus. i. 154–165 .) Before the end

mencement of the next reign. His appoint of that reign he either fell off from his

ment as one of the justices itinerant in allegiance , or was suspected of intending to

Huntingdonshire in 9 Henry III. no doubt do so, as his son Andrew , and his grand

arose from his continuing to hold the above daughter Alice, were placed as hostages for

office . ( Rot. Claus. i . 120, &c. , ii. 75, &c.) him in the custody of the constable of

FITZ -ROGER , Robert, was the son of Orford Castle, and he fined two hundred

Roger Fitz-Richard, a grandson of the be- marks. On the accession, however, of

fore -noticed Eustace Fitz - John . Hemarried Henry III. he procured full restitution.

Vargaret, the daughter ofWilliam de Ches- ( Ibid. i. 257, 332 , Rot. Fin.589.) His wife's

Dey, and widow of Hugh de Cressi, and name was Lecia or Alicia.

obtainingwith her considerable property in FITZ -SIMON , OSBERT, is inserted by

Norfolk , he became sheriff of that county Dugdale in his List of Fines as a justicier

and of Suffolk in 3 Richard I. , and held the before whomone was levied in 7 Richard

office at intervals till 14 John. ( Fuller.) I. , October 1195 ( Orig. Jurid . 41), but Mr.

In 3 Richard I. , 1191, he was present in Hunter omits his name.

the Curia Pegis as a witness to a final FITZ -SIMON , RICHARD, in 1 Henry III.

concord then made there; and in 1197 he paid 100 shillings for having seisin of the

а
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lands which his father,Simon Fitz -Richard, the six circuits arranged bythe council of
forfeited in 17 John,situate in the counties

Northamptonin 1176, and his pleas are re

of Leicester, York ,
Huntingdon, Norfolk , corded in that and the four following years,

Suffolk , and Essex . He was one of the not only in fourteen counties, but ad

justices itinerant in 9 Henry III. for Essex
Scaccarium also. (Mador, i. 127-189,

and
Hertfordshire, and in the two follow- 211.) His name likewise appears as a

ing vears was a
commissioner to collect the justice itinerant in Shropshire in 1 Richard

quinzime and to assess the tallage there, I. , 1190. ( Pipe Roll, 95.)

and in
Cambridge and

Huntingdon. He died There are many grounds for identifying

in 17 Henry III. ( Rot. Claus. i.
245-324, the sheriff and justicier with a remark

ii . 76–208 ; Excerpt. c Rot. Fin . i . 212, 234.) able man of the same name who flourished

FITZ -SIMON, TURSTIN, held some office at the same period ; Imean William Fitz

inthe
Exchequer soearly as 4 Henry II. Stephen, the author of ' The Life and Passion

( Pipe Rolls, 144, 150), and after the murder of
Archbishop Becket,' in which is intro

of Becket he was one of the custodes of the duced the
description of the city of London

archbishopric of
Canterbury. (Madox, i. printed in Stow's Survey:'

.

309, 631.)

Several
circumstances in the career of

In 1173 he was a justice itinerant for the latter render it far from improbable

setting the assize or tallage in
Gloucester- that he should havebeen selected forjudi

shire, and having been selected in 1176 as cial
employment. He himself says that he

one of the eighteen justices
appointed to was a fellow -citizen with Becket

, one of

administer justice
throughout thekingdom , his clerks, and an inmate of his family;

his pleas are recorded, in that and the two that, being by express
invitation calledto

following years, on the rolls, not only of the his service when
Chancellor, he became “ in

four counties at first
appropriated to him ,

Cancellaria ejus dictator' qu. remem
but also of six others. In 1177 he is brancer ? ), or, as another reads, ' scriba in

mentioned as holding pleas in the Ex-
Cancellaria Angliæ ; ' that when Becket

,

chequer. ( Ibid. 127, & c.) In 1 Richard sat to
determine causes he was a reader of

I. he had the custody of the castle of the
instruments, and upon his request

Ludlow . ( Pipe Roll.)

sometimes an advocate. ( Dr. Pegge's Dise
FITZ -

STEPHEN, RALPH, was an officer sertation , 8.) All this must have occurred

in the Chamber of the
Exchequer from 3 before 1162, when Becket resigned the

to 19 Henry II., 1157-1173. He possessed
chancellorship ,and, from the expressions

lands in the counties ofWarwick, Leicester, used, no doubt can exist that he was at

Northampton, and Gloucester, and the she- that time
established in some office in the

riffalty of thelatter county was entrusted to Chancery,or in the
Exchequer, where the

him in
conjunction with his brother William business of the Chancery was usually trans

Fitz-Stephen in18 Henry II., and from acted. There is nothing to show that he
that time till 1 Richard I. either one or the did not remain in his office after his

other occupied the office . For that county patron's
resignation of the Great Seal, and

also he acted as a justice itinerant in 117ů, it is certain , from his own relation, that

and having been appointed in 1176 at the though he was presentwith the
archbishop

head of one of the six divisions into which on his trial at
Northampton in 1164, be

the circuits were then arranged, his pleas escaped being involved in the
subsequent

are recorded in the rolls of that and of the
banishment of Becket's friends, in conse

four following years in twenty - four different quence ofhis having been the author of a
counties. ( Madox, i . 123–137 .)

rhyming Latin prayer, which he had once
In 1182 he was one of the king's presented to the king in the chapel of krachamberlains, and his name appears as a hull in

Buckinghamshire .

( Biog. Brit

witness to the king's will executed at Lit. 363.) The first two lineswill be a
Walthamin that year. ( Lord Lyttelton , iv.

sufficient specimen of its style :

[14]. ) In 1184 he was among the justiciers
and barons before whom a fine was levied

Rex cunctorum gæculorum , rex arcis atherie ;in the King's Court, and in 1187 hewas ap

Rector poli, rector soli, regum rex
altissiine .pointed custos ofthe abbey of

Glastonbury, That he was present at
Canterbury,and

and so
remained till 3 John. (Madox, i. was an

eyewitness of
Becket's murder ,

635; Rot. Cancell. 195 ; Abb. Plac. 12.) forms no objection to the
presumption that

He diedin or before 6 John, as Godfrey he was a servant of the court,
because it is

de Albini then paid a thousand marks, his to be recollected that the
archbishop was

tine for having his land. ( Rot. Claus. 9. ) then, at least
nominally,

reconciled to the

FITZ -STEPHEN, William , the brother king, and it could be
considered no other

of the last-
mentioned Ralph Fitz- Stephen, than an act of decent

respect for Fitz
filled with him theoffice of sheriff of Stephen to visit his former patron on his
Gloucester from 18 Henry II., 1171, to return from a long exile.

After the nur

1 Richard I., 1190. He was (like Ralph der had been
accomplished King Henry

Fitz-Stephen ) placed at the head of one of would naturally be
anxious to

disconnect

:
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bimself from its perpetration, by carefully , it is asserted that William de Wilton and

avoiding any actwhich might be construed Fulco Fitz-Warine, justiciarii regis ,' were

into a punishment of those who had ad- slain at the battle of Lewes, May 14,

hered to the troublesome prelate, inde- 1264. There is no doubt that both these

pendently of his being too wise a prince to persons met their death at that battle, nor

deprive himself of the services of a learned that the formerwas a justiciary ; but Fulco

and useful man, who had never made him- Fitz -Warine, who was a Shropshire baron,
self personally obnoxious. is never mentioned even as a justice itine

It would therefore be far from unlikely rant. One of his descendants, John Bour

that a person so situated should not be chier, was created Earl of Bath, a title

interfered with in his office; indeed, the which became extinct in 1654. The barony

reasons adduced would rather operate to then fell into abeyance among the daugh

promote his further advancement, as tend- ters of the fourth earl. : ( Dugdale's Baron .

ing to remove the suspicions which then i . 443 ; Nicolas.)

certainly attached to the king. Accord- FITZ -WARINE, WILLIAM, a younger

ingly, his nomination as sheriff of Glouces- brother of the above-mentioned Fulco

tershire in the following year can excite no Fitz-Warine, was in the early part of

surprise, especially as it was most usual in John's reign greatly in the king's favour,

those times for officers of the Exchequer, receiving a grant of themanor of Dilun in

or of other branches of the court, to be Herefordshire in 6 John, and in 9 John

entrusted with such appointments, and the obtaining royal ‘literas deprecatorias ' to

same reasons would account for the selec- Gila de Kilpec, urging her to marry him

tion of such a man, palpably well expe- without delay. For this intercession on

rienced in the law , as one of the justiciers his behalf he presented the king with an

in 1176. That the termination of the entire horse and a palfrey. ( Rot. Claus. i.

sheriffalty and the last acts of the justicier 25, 28, 43 ; Rot. de Finibus, 375. ) Onthis

both occur about 1190 or 1191, the period lady's death he was again indebted to

assigned for the death of the biographer, royalty for a wife, paying a fine of fifty

arecurious circumstantialcorroborations marks, in 2 Henry III., for permission to

of the conjecture thus ventured. Fitz- marry Agnes, one of the sisters and coheirs

Stephen's Life of Becket offers nothing to of John de Wahull, and widow of Robert

contradict the supposed identity; but, on de Bassingeham . He was at this time

the contrary, it is remarkable for being sheriff of Lincolnshire. ( Excerpt. e Rot.

written in a calmer style than that of Fin. i . 3 , 7 ; Rot. Claus. i. 380.) In 9

other partisans, and for not attempting Henry and several following years he was

to implicate the king in authorising the appointed one of the justices itinerant in

murder. many other counties, in most of which he

Fitz -Stephen bad travelled to France had property ; and' in Easter, 12 Henry

to complete his education, and on his re- III., his name appears upona fine levied

turn, his erudition , which was conspicuous before him , in consequence of which Dug

both as a scholar and a divine, recom- dale has introduced him among the regular

mended him to the notice of Becket, with justiciers of this reign, but he is not sub

whom he eventually became on terms of sequently noticed in a judicial capacity.

familiar intercourse . He is said to have ( Rot. Claus. ii. 77–213 .)

been a monk of Canterbury, and is fre- The castle of Rockingham was entrusted

quently called Stephanides. to him as constable in 10 Henry III. , in

FITZ -TOROLD, NICHOLAS, was one of which year he sent five hundred 'Welsh to

those selected by the council held at Prince Richard, the king's brother,in Gas

Windsor in 25 Henry II., 1179, as a jus- cony. ( Ibid . 110, 130.) In 13 Henry III.

tice itinerant in one of the four divisions he was sheriff of Worcestershire, and exe

then established for the purpose of ad- cuted the same office in Herefordshire in

ministering justice throughout the kingdom. 16 Henry III . and the two following years.

( Mador, i . 79, 139.) His name occurs as During the rest of his life he sustained the

a justice itinerant in the following year, part of a loyal knight, assisting his sove

and he probably acted subsequently , be- reign as one of the lords of the Marches,

cause, among the pleas of Godfrey deLuci and attending the king in 37 Henry III. in

and his companions in Berkshire, entered his expedition to Gascony.

on the Roll of 1 Richard I. ( 181 ), there is He leftan only daughter, Asselina, who

an entry which seemsto have reference to married Thomas Lyttelton, ancestor of the

his misconduct in office - viz., ‘ Nicholas eminent judge in the reign of Edward IV.

filius Turoldi redd. Comp. de 451. 138. 4d. FITZ -WILLIAM , ADAM , forfeited his

pro falsa p'sent. plac. Corone et pro falso property in the county of Hertford in 17

clam . de averiis detentis .' John for his adherence to the barons ; but

FITZ -WARINE, Fulco, is introduced by on that king's decease he returned to his

Dagdale as a justicier of the bench, and in allegiance, and was restored to his lands.

the chronicle of William de Rishanger (33) | ( Rot. Claus. i . 229, 245, 318.) He appears
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in a judicial character from 9to 21 Henry 1304, and was for Yorkshire, where they

III. as a justice itinerant and one of the both resided , and of whichthe former was

regular
justiciers at

Westminster. ( Ibid. the king's
lieutenant. ( Hemingford, edhe

ii . 76, 147;
Wendover, iv. 469 ; Orig. Hearne, 208.) In the next year new com

Jurid. 42.) There are
numerous man- missions, in which neither of them were

dates addressed to him from 18 to 20 named, were issued for all the counties of

Henry III. as one of the king's
escheators. England, exceptthose in the home district

(Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i. 260–303.)

( N.Fædera, i. 970),showing therefore that

FITZ -
WILLIAM , Hugh. There are so the

offences which these
commissions

many persons of the nameof Hugh Fitz- were intended to suppress were found to
William who lived about the same period be of a more serious nature, and more uni

that,without a better clue than has been versally extended,
requiring,larger powers

obtained, it is impossible to decide which and more
experiencedjudges.

was the justice itinerant so called , who, Ralph Fitz -William was ason ofWilliam

in 30 Henry III., 1246, was
appointed with Fitz -Ralph , of

Grimsthorp in Yorkshire,

five others to visit the northern counties. by Joane,
daughter of Thomas de Grey

From 15 John to 43 Henry III. thereare stock. In 25 Edward I.hewas one of the

four persons so named on the rolls, all in barons
summoned to join the king's armies

different counties,and with different wives. in Scotland. He served with so much zeal

( Rot. de Oblatis, 471 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . and valour in those wars that he was con

i. 132, ii. 36 , 293.)

stituted
capitaneus of the garrisons and

FITZ -WILLIAM, ROBERT, was a knight fortresses in
Northumberland, lieutenant

of
Nottinghamshire, who, having got into of Yorkshire, and lord of the Marches,in

trouble in 17 John, when he was taken which
character, no doubt , the

commission

in arms against the king in the castle of of
trailbaston was directed to him . In 28

Beauveer ( Belvoir), was
compelled to pay Edward I. he was present at the siege of

a fine of sixty marks for the
restoration of

Carlaverock, and was engaged in the

the royal favour. ( Rot. Pat.162, 168; Rot. Scottish wars to the end of the reign.

de Finibus, 591.) In 9 Henry Ili. his Under Edward II. he was employed in

name appears among the justices itinerant the same manner, and was made governor

in
Nottingham and Derby. In the follow- of Berwick - upon - Tweed and of Carlisle,

ing year the sheriff of
Cumberland is com- was one of the

ordainers to regulate the

manded to cause a successor tobe elected king's
household and

government, and was

in the place of Robert Fitz-William , one
frequently appointed, in 8 Edward II., to

of the coroners of that county ; and there is take
inquisitions as to wrecks and other

every
probability that thiswas the same wise. He died about

November 1316 , and

person , as in 11 Henry III. Ralph Fitz- was buried in Nesham Abbey, Durham .
Nichol paid 1001. for the custody of his The barony of

Greystock was settled

lands and heirs, the sheriff of
Nottingham upon him by his

mother's nephew , John,

and Derby being
commanded to give him the last lord of that name, upon whose

seisin of those which were in his bailiwick. death , in 1305, he
succeeded to it.

(Rot. Claus. ii. 77, 119 ; Excerpt. e Rot . By his wife Margery ,the
daughter and

Fin . i . 157. )

one of the coheirs of Hugh de Bolebec,

FITZ-WILLIAM , OSBERT, in the last and widowof Nicholas Corbet,he had two
year of the reign ofRichard I., 1198-9, was sons - William , who died in bis father's

one of the justiciers before whom a fine lifetime, and Robert, who
succeeded him ,

was levied (Hunter's Preface), but his and died in 1317. His
descendants assumed

name does not appear in any fine of a sub- the name of
Greystock , and held the

sequent date. He was, perhaps, therefore, barony till 1487, when , the then lon
merely an officer of the court, which is dying without issue male , it was , by the
rendered more probable from his being marriage of his

granddaughter, united to
sheriff or fermer of the county of Devon that of Dacre of

Gillesland till 1569 , when

in 2 John, and of
Hereford in 8 and 9 John. it fell into

abeyance among the sisters of

FITZ -WILLIAM ,Otho, from 28 Henry George, the fifth Baron Dacre.

( Dragdak's

II . , 1183, to 2 Richard I. , 1190, was Baron . i. 740 ; Nicolas.)
sheriff of the united counties of Essex and

FLAMBARD,
RANULPU (BISHOP

Hertford. In 1194 he acted as justice DURIAM) . This
extraordinary man rad s

itinerant in the same counties, and in that Norman, whose father was an obscure

or the previous year he was one of the priest, and whose mother had the reputa

justiciers before whom a fine was levied tion of being a witch. He
followed the

at
Westminster. (Madox, ii . 20 ; Hunter's court of the Conqueror into

England, and.
Preface.)

having entered into holy
orders,

obtained
FITZ-WILLIAM, RALPH. The first two from that prince the church of

Godalming

justices of
trailbaston whosenames appear in Surrey, in which his name

appears as

were Ralph Fitz-William and John de
Flambard .

According to
Domesdar Bers

Barton. Their
commission was dated ( fo. 30, 51), he had,

besides one hide of
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the king's land in Bile in Hampshire, three which resulted from these proceedings, say

tenements whichWilliam held in Guildford , ing that he was the only man inhis domi

belonging to the church of Godalming. nions who regarded not the hatred of others

After receiving many pluralities, he became so thathe pleased his master. Hisapproval

chaplain to Maurice, Bishop of London, was manifested during the remainderof his

but left his service because that prelate reign by raising him to high office in the state.

refused him the deanery of the church of What the precise nature or title of his

St. Paul. office was it is difficult to determine. Dug

He probably held an office in the Chancery dale introduces him into his list of chief
under Maurice ; and Malmesbury's descrip- justiciaries. The only historian who gives

tion of him , as'invictus causidicus,'shows he him that title is Ordericus Vitalis, whose

was connected with the courts. He is next words are ' Summus regiarum procurator

found in 1088 and 1098 asone of the king's opum et justitiarius factus est .' " Henry of

chaplains (Monast. i. 164, 174, 241) ; and it Huntingdon and Roger de Hoveden style

was not longbeforehe contrived to ingratiate bim placitator et exactor totius Angliæ ; '

himself with Rufus, and soon discovered his by the former of which titles, Madox says,

sovereign's profuseness and extravagance. may be meant chief justicier, and by the
Unprincipled himself, he did not hesitate latter, intendant of the revenue,or treasurer.

to suggest measures which, however op- Roger de Wendover calls him by the names

pressive to the people, or disreputable to of placitator 'and ' procurator regis.'

thecrown, would produce the desired object The only authority of anyimportance who

of filling the royal coffers. By his insti- describes him as chancellor is Spelman ; but

gation , new offences were created for the there is evidently no foundation for sup

sake of the fines which followed them ; a posing that he held that office. He refers

price was set on crimes by substituting a to Malmesbury, who says nothing like it ;

pecuniary payment for the punishment; and to Godwin, whose language has been

the forest lawswere loaded with severe palpably misunderstood . That author, after

penalties ; and the impost on the land, so saying, from Malmesbury, that Ranulph

lately established according to the entries became “ totius regni procurator,' merely

in Domesday Book, was disturbed , and adds this explanation : Unde illam om

rendered more oppressive by a new survey nem authoritatem videtur consequutus, qua

of the kingdom . Not content with this, hodie potiuntur cancellarius, thesaurarius, et

he drew down upon himself the deepest nescio quot alii.'
indignation of the clergy, by suggesting to The office of chief justiciary seems

the king that on the death of any dignitary scarcely yet to have been completely esta

of the Church , whether bishop or abbot, blished ; but, by whatever title Ranulph

the temporalities devolved to the crown was distinguished,he was clearly the king's

till the vacancy was supplied . The king chief minister. The oppressive nature of

was not slow in acting upon this advice; his exactions naturally caused frequent

and the injurious effect on the ecclesiastical complaints against him , which being unra

revenues may be easily conceived ; since dressed, the instigator of them became the

the parties towhom the Church lands were object of popular indignation , and narrowly

entrusted in the interim , having paid escaped the fate that was prepared for him.

largely for their use, and knowing how Being inveigled ,by a pretended message

precarious was their tenure, could not be from the Bishop of London, into a boat on

expected to neglect any means, howerer the river, he was forced into a ship, and

detrimental to the property, of making the carried out to sea . A storm arising, and

most of their bargain . his intended murderers quarrelling among

Flambard, as may be supposed, obtained themselves, Ranulph took advantage of

the custody of several of these vacant bene- both, by working upon the fear and grati

fices. In 1088 the abbey of Winchester, in tude ofGerold ,the principal of them ,who

1089 the archbishopric of Canterbury, and had formerly been a mariner in his service,

in 1092 the bishopric of Lincoln and the and they were prevailed upon to release

abbey of Chertsey wereseverally entrusted him , and put him on shore. The terror and

to him ; and by the spoil of their churches amazement of his enemies when, three days

and the pressure of their tenants, both rich afterwards, he appeared in his usual place at

and poor, he did not fail to enrich himself. court may well be imagined. His appoint

To these modes of imposition he added ment to the bishopric of Durham immedi

another device to supply the royal wants. ately followed , in June 1099, three years

When any ofthese vacancies were at last and four months having elapsed since the

filled , he made a simoniacal contract for death of William de Carilefo, its last in

the king with the candidate for the clerical cumbent. The king, however, benefiting

honour, compelling him to pay a large sum by the lessons his minister had taught,

before he was instituted. made bim feel the effect in his own person ,

William looked more favourably upon by compelling him to pay one thousand

bis minister on account of the unpopularity pounds for his advancement.

>
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On the death of William Rufus, one of FLANDRENSIS, or LE FLEMING, RI

the first acts of Henry was to satisfy the CHARD , was one of the justiciers before

clamours of the people by imprisoning the whom fines were levied at Westminster in

hated Flambard in the Tower of London, the last year of Richard's reign, 1198-9,and

to which he was committed onAugust 15, the first three years of that of King John,

1100. But even in this extremity his good 1199–1202. In 3 John and the twofollowing

fortune did not desert him . Outof the al- years he held the sheriffalty of Cornwall,

lowance of two shillings a day which he and was connected with the receipt of the

received for his subsistence (equal to thirty king's revenue in Devonshire. His property

shillings now ), with the additional help of was in the latter county ; and he and Wil

his friends, he kept a sumptuous table,and liam Fitz-Stephen in 7John gave two pal

by his affability and his wit captivated his freys for the grant of a market at Dartmouth.

keepers. Encouraging them in their habits In the sameyear the king, in consideration

of intemperance, he lulled their watchful- of six hundred marks and six palfreys,
ness ; and on the4th of the following Fe- granted to him , and his four sonsafter him,

bruary, taking advantage of their excess the custody of the lands in that county and

at a feast he had provided, he contrived to eight others, and the wardship and marriage
escape by means ofa rope which his friends ofthe heir of Richard de Greinville. ( Rot.

had concealed in the bottom of a pitcher de Finibus, 221 , 295, 362.)

of wine, not, however, without cutting Either be or his son Richard, it would

his ungloved' hands to the bone in the appear, was with the king in Ireland in 12

adventure. John, and the land of a Richard Flandrensis,

He succeeded in obtaining shipping to in Gloucestershire, was given away by the

Normandy, where he instigated the Duke king in 18 John, evidently having been for

Robert to pursue his claim to the English feited in the rebellion. ( Rot. Clans. i. 281,

crown, and accompanied him on his in- 283. ) But the name being by no means

vasion. By the settlementwhich the policy uncommon at the time, it is impossible to

of Henry then effected, Ranulph, on the say that either of these is of the same

retirement of the duke, was permitted to family.
return to his bishopric, and obtained a FLEMING, THOMAS, was of a family long

charter restoring all its immunities. settled in Hampshire, and many of its mem

From this timeit does not appear that bers, from the early part of the thirteenth

he interfered further in politics, though century, held high office in the town of

Dugdale,on the authority ofMatthew Paris, Southampton. He was the son of John

places him in the list of treasurers tó Fleming, established at Newportin the Isle
Henry I. of Wight,by his wifeDorothy Harris, and

The completion of his cathedral, the was born there in April 1544. In May 1567

erection of Norham Castle , the fortification he became a member of Lincoln's Inn, and,

of the walls of Durham , and numerous other having been called to the bar in June 1574 ,

works, among which were the endowment he arrived at the bench of that society in

of the college of Christchurch , where he 1587, and was elected reader in Lent 1590,

had beendean, and the foundation of the and double reader in Lent 1594, on his re

priory of Mottisford, near Lincoln, not only ceiving the degree of the coif. Before the

are ample proofs of his munificence, but end of thefollowingyear he wasdesignated

seem sufficient occupation for the remainder as the successor of Sir Edward Cokein the

of hislife. He filled the see rather more office of solicitor-general, andeven Bacoa,

than twenty-nine years, and died on Sep- who was intriguing for it, acknowledged that
tember 5, 1128. he was an able man for the place. In order

The character of Flambard may be col- to hold it , however, it was then deemed ne .

lected fromtheincidents of his life. There cessary that he should vacate the degree of

can be no doubt that he was an able, artful, serjeant,when he was replaced as a governur

and uncompromising minister; thathe had of Lincoln'sInn. (Dugdale's Orig.25 + 2;

considerable eloquence and ready wit; and Bacon, xvi. App. LL .)
that he was convivial in his habits and He attained sufficient eminence in his pro

generous in his expenditure. It is evident fession to be brought forward asa candidas

also that hewas ambitious,crafty, prodigal, for the recordership of London, a post to

and rapacious ; but some abatement should which, though he then missed it, he 33

be made from the unfavourable colouring elected in 1594, but resigned it in 1934 (a

with which he is painted by the historians, being made solicitor-general.( Martiand's

who, writing near his time, and being mostly London, 1206.) In 1601 and in 1604 he w

ecclesiastics, would look with a jaundiced returned member for Southampton; and,

eye on one whom they considered to be having been knighted, was on October 2 ,

the adviser of measures oppressiveto the 1604, raised to theoffice of chief baron of

Church. ( Godwin, 732 ; Mado.r, i . 32, 78 ; the Exchequer. Such was the reputsthe

Wendover iMalmesbury ; Angl.Sac.; Turner; for integrity he had acquired in the Hemix
Lingard .) of Commons, that on the meeting after theu

#
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adjournment it was resolved that, notwith- | assumed the name of Fleming, and the pre

standing his elevation to the bench, he sent possessor long represented the county

should still continue a member. ( Duthy's in parliament.

Hants, 383.) When advanced on June 25, FLOWERDEW , EDWARD, son of John

1607, to the chief justiceship of the King's Flowerdew , Esq., of Hetherset, Norfolk,

Bench, he vacated his seat, and his son was after being educated at Cambridge was

elected for Southampton in his place. admitted a member of the Inner Temple

One of the first duties chief baron was in 1552, appointed reader in 1569 and

to sit on the trial of the gunpowder con- | 1577, and treasurer in 1579. ( Dugdale's

spirators, but he appears to have been quite Orig. 165, 170. ) . He held a high character
a silent commissioner. Not so, however, on as a lawyer, and was the contidential ad

the great case of impositions by royal au- viser of the dean and chapter of Norwich,

thority, which, so important in its ultimate having also several annuities granted to

consequence, was tried in Michaelmas 1606. him for his good and faithful counsel and

There, after expressing something like in- | advice, all charged on the estates of his
dignation that a subject should presume to clients. In 1580 he was called to the

plead that an act of the king was indebite, degree of the coif, and was appointed

injuste, et contra leges Angliæ imposita,' he steward or recorder of Great Yarmouth.

concluded a long argument which, though In 1564 he had purchased Stanfield Hall,

certainly most learned and ingenious, was at Windham in Norfolk, and taken up
his

anything but conclusive in favour of the residence there, so that probably his prin
crown. The only other important case in cipal practice was in the country, which

which he is recorded to have been engaged would account for the omission of his

is that in which the refusal of the Countess arguments from the Reports. On October

of Shrewsbury to answer interrogatories re- 23, 1584, he was raised to the bench of the

lative to the marriage of Sir William Sey- Exchequer as third baron , and in the fol

mour with Lady Arabella Stuart, and her lowing Februaryhe was one of the judges

connivance in their subsequent escape, was appointed to try Dr. Parry for high treason,
considered before the privy council. Itwas being the first baron of the Exchequer

apreliminary enquiry as to this being an |whose name appears on a similar com

offence in law, and whetherit was cognisable mission. (Baga deSecretis ; App. 4 Report
in the Star Chamber, and the chief justice's Pub. Rec. 273.) At the assizes held at

speech , in favour of the affirmative, is curious Exeter on March 14, 1586, when a con

as containing a recital of the privileges at- tagious and mortal disease broke out,

tached to the nobility, and the consequent which spread from the prisoners to many

duties which they are therefore peculiarly of the leading gentlemen of the county,

called upon to perform . ( State Trials, ii. Baron Flowerdew wasone of those who
159-770 .)

were seized with the distemper, of which

After presiding overthe Court of King's he died about April 11,and was buried in

Bench for six years, he died suddenly at Hetherset Church . His wife was Eliza

Stoneham Park,on August 7, 1613, and was beth, daughter of William Foster, ofWind

buried in the church of that parish, under a ham; and their daughter married Thomas,

stately monument, on which he is repre- the son of Sir Robert Shelton, knight.

sented in his official costume, with an in- (Blomefield's Norfolk ,i. 721-732 ; Ath. Can

scription that he had fifteen children , of tub. ii. ö ; Weever, 864 ; Holinshed, iv. 868.)

whom eight were then living, by his wife, FOLIOT, Hugh. Dugdale inserts among

Dorothy, otherwise Mary, daughter of Sir the justiciers before whom fines were ac

Henry Cromwell , of Kitchinbroke, who knowledged at Westminster in 3 Henry

was the aunt of the protector. ( Druthy's III. , 1219, the name of H. Abbot of
Hants, 385.) Ramsey, whom he also notices as a jus

A prejudiced account of him is given by tice itinerant in the same year. This was

Lord Campbell ( Ch. Justices, i . 237 ), who Hugh Foliot, who, from being prior, was

calls him a poor creature ;' but Sir Edward elected abbot of Ramsey in June 1216.

Coke ( 10 Reports, 34),who knew him some- ( Mitred Abbeys, 154.) It seems probable

what better,describes him as discharging all that he is the same man who is called

his places with great judgement, integrity, archdeacon of Salop in a record dated

and discretion , adding that he well de- January 16, 1215, being a pressing appli

served the good will of all that knew him, cation by the king to the Bishop of Here

becaue he was of a sociable and placablé ford relative to the church of St. David's

nature and disposition.' in his behalf, in which he is designated as

The male branch of the family failed in a man magnæ honestatis et scientia et

the early part of the last century,when the moribus bene ornatum .' ( Rot. Claus. i .

Hampshire property, including the Stone- 203.) The archdeacon was raised tothe

ham estate, devolved on the descendantsof bishopric of Hereford in November 1219 ,

the great antiquary Browne Willis, who had which would account for his no longer

married a daughter of the house. These acting as a justicier ; but the doubt whether

T2
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the abbot and the bishop were identical vices, among other lands, the manor of

arises from the discrepancy between the Wimondeston or Winstone in the parish of

dates given of their deaths, the abbot Modberry, Devon. King John confirmed

being stated by Browne Willis to have the grant, and it remained in possession of

died in 1231 , and the bishop by Godwin the family till the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

(484) on July 26, 1234. Two accounts are given of the judge's

FÓLIOT, WALTER, was settled in Berk- actual parentage; but, discarding that which

sbire at the beginning of the reign of King makeshim the son of Sir Henry Fortescue,

John , whom he accompanied to Ireland in the chief justice of the King's Bench in

the twelfth and fourteenth years of his Ireland from June 1426 to February 1429,

reign . ( Rot. Misa, 178, &c .) ' In 16 John who was really his brother, the most pro

he was summoned to attend with horses bable seems to be that his father was Sir

and arms at the castle of Wallingford , in John Fortescue, knighted by Henry V. for

which, by the king's order, the chamber bis prowess in the French wars, and made

appropriated for the royalwardrobe wasas- governor of Meaux,which he had helped to

signed for the accommodation of him and reduce. This knight was a second son of

his wife and family. Several other entries William Fortescue of Winstone, and was

show that he was either the governor of himself seated at Shepham . He married

that castle, or held some otherhigh office Joan, the daughter and heir of Henry Nor

in connection with it, and with the county reis, of Norreis in the parish of North

of Berks. In 3 Henry III. he was a justice Huish in Devonshire, by whom he bad

itinerant into Wiltshire, Hampshire, Berk- several children , the two elder being the

shire, and Oxfordshire, and sheriff of the above-mentioned Sir Henry, the Irish chief

latter county in 9 and 10 Henry III. justice, and Sir John, who obtained the

He died about June 1228, 12 Henry III., samerank in England.

and was succeeded by his son Richard . John Fortescue is supposed to hare been

( Excerpt. eRot. Fin. i.172, 426-443.) born at Norreis, the estate of his mother.

FORD, WILLIAM (not Fulford, as Prince The date of his birth must have been about

erroneously calls him , nor in any manner the close of the fourteenth century. He

connected with the Devonshire family of received his education at Exeter College,

that name), was, according to the only Oxford , and pursued his legal studies at
authentic information that exists_about Lincoln's Inn, where he was a governor of

him , constituted a baron of the Exche- the house from 1424 to 1429. (Dugdale's

quer in 8 Richard II., 1384 , reappointed Orig. 257.) In Michaelmas Term of the

on the accession of Henry IV., and ceased latter year he took the degree of a serjeant

to act, whether from death or removal, at-law, and from that time his arguments

between 1403 and 1407, the entries of the frequently occur in the Year Books. In
intervening years not having been found. 18 and 19 Henry VI. he acted as a judge

FORTESCUE, John, is one of the wor- of assize on the Norfolk Circuit (Kal. Erc .

thies of the county of Deron, of whom it iii. 381), and at Easter in the latter year,

may be justly proud. In Westminster 1441 , he was named one of the king's

Hull his name is still regarded with re- serjeants.

verence, and his principal work , ‘ De Lau- So conspicuous were his merits that be

dibus Legum Angliæ ,' after more than was, without taking any intermediate step ,

three centuries, is referred to as the first raised to the office of chief justice of the

treatise that entered minutely into the King's Bench on January 25 , 144. In

history of our legal institutions and de- that court we have proof from the Year

scribed the professional education and Books that he presided till Easter Term

habits of the period. The works of his 1460 ,and no new chief justice is recorded

three predecessors, Glanville, Bracton, and until Edward IV. a few months afterwards
a

Hengham , were no doubt more useful to seized the throne .

the legal student and forensic practitioner ; His salary on his appointment was 180

but that of Fortescue offered greater at- marks ( 1201.) a year, besides 5l. 16s.11d.

tractions to general readers by its popular for a robe at Christmas, and 31. tis. d. for

form and its historical details; and the another at Midsummer. In addition to

consequence is that, while the former have this he received in the following February

become almost obsolete, the latter is still a grant for life of one dolium of wine an

read with interest by the curious and nually, to which a second was added in the

pbilosophical enquirer . next year. These two dolia (tunnes) of

The family traces its origin, without the wine are expressly reserved to him by the

loss of a single link , to the knight who act of resumption in 34 Henry VI. In
bore the shield before William the Norman March 1447, 401. a year was granted

on his invasion of England, the assumed him beyond his former allowances. Mye

name commemorating the fact. His son mer, xi. 28 ; Rot. Parl. v. 317.)

Sir Adam , who was with him in the battle, It has been a question how far Sir John

received as the reward of their joint ser- Fortescue was justified in calling him li.
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as hedoes in the title to his work 'De given during the exile of Henry, and that

Laudibus,' Cancellarius Angliæ , a title the dictum of Chief Justice Finch, rather

which he reiterates in his retractation of oddly introduced into his argument upon

what he hadwritten against the house of ship -money in the reign of Charles I., is cor

York, by making the interlocutor in the rect, that Fortescue was never actualChau

dialogue say to him , “ Considering that ye cellor of England. ( State Trials, iii. 1226.)
werethe chief chancellor to the said late In the first parliament of Edward IV.

king .' ( Selden's Preface.) Fortescue was attainted of high treason as

Let us then follow him in his career, one of those engaged in the battle of Tow

and see at what time he could have re- ton , and all his possessions were forfeited

ceived the office after Easter 1460, up to to the king, who granted part ofthemto

which time he acted in the King's Bench. Lord Wenlock. ( Rot. Parl. v. 477, 581.)

The fatal battle ofNorthampton was He clearly wasat sometime in Scotland,

fought on July 10, 1460, and three days going there probably with King Henry, for

before it the Chancellor Waynflete resigned in his petition to King Edward someyears

the Seals in the king's tent on the field. afterwards he refers to the works he had

Fortescue was clearly not appointed then, written against his title to the crown ' in

for the Seals were in the custody of Arch- Scotland and elleswhere.' ( Ibid. vi . 69.)

bishop Bourchier on the 25th of that About 1463 he was with the queen and

month, when the king delivered them to prince, but without the king, at Seynte

George Neville, Bishop of Exeter, the new Mighel in Barroys' (in Lorraine), from

chancellor. A parliament was held in the which place he addressed a letter in De

following October, which was opened by cember to the Earl of Ormond, then in

that prelate as Chancellor of England . Portugal, in which he describes himself,

Fortescue does not appear in that parlia- not as chancellor, but simply as one of the
ment in his usual place as a trier of peti- knights who were there with the queen.

tions ; but neither does Prisot, the chief They must all have been much straitened

justice of the other bench. Of the four for the means of living, for he says, “We

judges who were among the triers of peti- buth all in grete poverte, but yet the queue

tions, onlyone, John Markham , was of the susteyneth us in mete and drinke, so as we

Court of King's Bench (Rot. Parl. v . 461 ) , buth not in extreme necessite.' He re

of whom there is no evidence whatever to mained in Lorraine for some time, and it was

show that he becamechief justice till the probably while there that he composed his
next reign . Neither is he named among learned work ‘ De Laudibus Legum Angliæ

the judges who were called upon, and re- for the instruction of the young prince.

fused, to givetheir opinion on the claim of During the whole of this time Sir John

the Duke of York. Henry continued under was energetically negotiating for the re

the control of hisenemies till February 17, storation of King Henry, and did notreturn

1461 , the second battle of St. Albans, and with the queen to England till April 1471 ,

his reign practically expired on March 4, after the battle of Barnet. His age did

when Edward assumed the throne. At not prevent him, aswe learn from Wark

the battle of Towton on Palm Sunday, worth, from being present at the battle of

March 29, Fortescue was present, and when Tewkesbury on May 4, 1471, where he was

the field was lost fled with King Henry. taken prisoner: but it no doubt exexempted

That unfortunate monarch went first into him from suffering under the subsequent

Scotland, then into Wales, and afterwards execution of the Lancastriang. His royal

lay concealed in the north of England until master and his princely pupil being now

he was betrayed and taken to the Tower of both dead, no hope could remain for

London in June 1465. There he remained the party to which he had been devoted .

in durance till his temporary restoration in Further opposition, therefore, to the ruling

October 1470. During this period the powers would have been fruitless, and the

GreatSeal remained in the hands of Bishop desire of peace for the short remainder of

Neville till June 1467, and then was trans- his life, and of obtaining a restoration of

ferred to those of Bishop Stillington ; so bis property for his family was probably
that, without its possession, any appoint- all that could now influence him. These

ment of Sir John Fortescue would have feelings no doubt operated to produce the

been merely illusory, and in fact could only retractation, spokenof by Selden , of all he

have been legitimately recognised if made had previously written against Edward's

between February 17 and March 4, 1461. title, and thisit is apparent on the record

During the six months of Henry's renewed was one of the causes of that monarch's

reign , from October 1470 to April 1471, it reconciliation with him, and of the re

is certain that Fortescue did not hold the versal of his attainder in October 1473, 13

post, as Neville, then Archbishop of York, Edward IV., when he was reappointed a

is expressly mentioned as chancellor. ( Ry- privy councillor.

mer, xi. 672.) It must therefore be con- How long he lived afterwards is very

eluded that his title was a nominal one, uncertain . The only further recorded
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notice of him is in February 1476, when borough till 1736. He became attorney

he delivered into the Exchequer an assize general to thePrince ofWales ,and king's

that had been taken before him while chief counsel in 1730 , and a baron ofthe Court

justice. ( Kal. Exch. iii. 8.) Over his re- of Exchequer on February 9, 1736. On

mains, at Ebrington in Gloucestershire, is July 7, 1738, he was removed to the Com

a tomb on which he is represented at full mon Plens, and after nearly six years' ex

length in his robes as chief justice. His perience on both these benches he received

seat there still belongs tothe family. the appointment of master of the Rolls on

He married Isabella, daughter of John November 5, 1741, and sat there till his

Jamys, Esq ., of Philips Norton in Somer- death on December 15, 1749, when he was
setshire, not, as several biographers erro- buried in the Rolls Chapel.

neously state, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Though considered a good lawyer, he is

Miles Stapleton. From his grandson John better known for his intimacy with the

descended Sir Hugh Fortescue, created in wits and literary men of the time. The

1721 Lord Clinton ,and in 1746 Lord For- friendship that existed between him and

tescue of Castle Hill, Devon, and Earl Pope appears in their correspondence, and

Clinton . In the latter barony he was suc- he is reputed to have furnished the poet

ceeded, under a special limitation, by his with the famous case of Stradling versus

half -brother Matthew , whose son Hugh Stiles in Scriblerus’s Reports. His mother

was in 1789 advanced to the titles of after his father's death married Dr. Gilbert

Viscount Ebrington and Earl Fortescue, Budgell, who by his first wife was the

which still flourish . Besides Sir John father of the unfortunate poet Eustace

Fortescue-Aland, already recorded as Lord Budgell. Mr. Fortescuemarried Mary,the

Fortescue of Credan in Ireland, a third daughter and co -heir of Edmund Fortescue,

descendant was created in 1777 Earl Cler- Esq., of Fallapit, and left an only daughter.

mont in Ireland ,who is represented by the ( Collins's Peerage, v. 342; Parl. Hist. vii.

present Lord Clermont, under a new crea- 019 : Noble's Granger, iii. 296.)
tion , whose handsome edition of all Sir FOSTER, MICHAEL, was of legal descent,

John's works has recently been printed — we both his father and grandfather being at

are sorry to add,for private circulation only. torneys in the town of Marlborough,with

FORTESCUE, LEWIS, was the third son the reputation, eminently deserved , of being

of John Fortescue, of Spurleston in Devon- honest lawyers. He was born on December

shire (descended from William ofWinston, 16, 1689, and after attending the free school

the elder brother of Sir John, the father at Marlborough entered Exeter College,

of the eminent chief justice ), and Alice, Oxford, in May 1705,and was called to the

daughter of John Cookworthy, his wife. bar at the Middle Temple in May 1713.

His legal studies were completed at the In 1720 he published · A Letter of Advice

Middle Temple,where he became reader in to Protestant Dissenters ,' to which class his

autumn 1536. " On August 6, 1542, he was family belonged. Little known in West

constituted fourth baron of the Exchequer, minster Hall, he pursued his profession
but only sat there for about three years. principally as a provincial counsel, first in

By his marriage with Elizabeth, the his native town, and then at Bristol, to

daughterand sole heir of John Fortescue, which city he removed after his marrinze

Esq., of Fallapit (lineally descended from in 1725 with Martha, daugbter of James

Sir Henry Fortescue, the chief justice of Lyde, of Stantonwick in its neighbourhood.

Ireland) , he acquired' that property, which In 1735 he issued a learned tract entitled
came in regular succession to Sir Edmund An Examination of the Scheme of Church

Fortescue,who received a baronetcy in 1664, Power, laid down in the Codex Juris Eceiro

which became extinct in 1682. ( Dugdale's siastici Anglicani,' which went through

Oriy. 216. ) several editions, and of course led to a coc

FORTESCUE, LORD. See J. FORTESCUE- | troversy on ecclesiastical law. In August

ALAND. of the same year he was appointed recorder

FORTESCUE, WILLIAM, lineally descen- of Bristol, and took the degree of serjearit

ded from the celebrated judge Sir John For- in the following Easter Term .

tescue, was the son of Hugh Fortescue, of In his character of recorder several rey

Buckland Filleigh ,and Agnes, daughter of important questions came before him ,

Nicholas Dennis, of Barnstaple. He was Among others was the right of the city of

admitted to the Middle Temple in Sep- Bristol to try capital offences committed

tember 1710, but removing to the Inner within its jurisdiction, and the legality of

Temple in November 1714, he was called pressing mariners for the public service.

to the bar by the latter society in July 1715. The former arose in 1741 in the case of the

Sir Robert Walpole, when chancellor of atrocious murder of Sir Dineley Gooders

the Exchequer, made him his secretary, and by his brother Captain Gondere, who was

he was returned to parliament as member convicted,and the city authority fully est

for Newport in Hampshire at the beginning blished . The latter was the case of Alpro

of the reign of George II. , and sat for that ander Broadfoot, indicted in 1743 for the7
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murder of Cornelius Calahan, who was judge of the Common Pleas, and sat in that

killed in an attempt to press the prisoner. court for four years and a half, performing

Onthis occasion therecorder delivered a long his duties in such a manner asto acquire

opinion in support of the legality ofimpress the character of “ a grave and reverend

ment, but directed the jury to find Broadfoot judge, and of great judgment, constancy,

guilty of manslaughter only, because Cala- and integrity . (10 Coke's Reports, 235.)

han had acted without any legal warrant. He was nominated by Thomas Sutton to

( State Trials, xvii. 1003, xviii. 1323.) be one of the first governors of his hos

On April 22, 1745, he was sworn in as pital — the Charterhouse.

a judge of the King's Bench, and knighted, He died on May 18, 1612, and was buried

and for the long period of eighteen years he at Hunsdon in Hertfordshire, under a mas

maintained the high judicial character he sive archedmonumentof variegated marble,

had established as recorder of Bristol. He with an effigy of the judge in his robes.
was equally distinguished for his learning, His town residence was in St. John Street.

his integrity, his tirmness, and his inde- The under -mentioned Robert was one of

pendence. Three of his contemporaries who his sons.

practised under him, and afterwards gained FOSTER, ROBERT, theyoungest son of

eminence as judges, have given testimony the above Sir Thomas Foster , was born

of his excellence. Lord Chief Justice De about 1589. Destined for his father's

Grey says of him , ' Hemay truly be called profession , he was called to the bar of

theMagna Chartaof liberty of persons as the InnerTemple in January 1610, and in
well as of fortune.' (3 Wilson , 203.) Sir autumn 1631 attained the post of reader.

William Blackstone ( Commentaries, iv. 2) In May 1636 he was created a serjeant,

alludes to him as a very great master of and on January 27 , 1640, was promoted

the crown law ;' and Lord Thurlow, in a to the bench as a judge of the Common

letter written in 1758,describes his spirited Pleas, and knighted. He joined the king

conduct in the trial of an indictment for a on his retiring to Oxford, and that uni

nuisance in obstructing a common footway versity conferred on him the degree of

through Richmond Park. ( Life of Foster, Doctor ofLaws on January 31,1643. Upon

85.) " The general impression of his dis- the execution of Captain Turpin in 1644 ,

position may be collected from the passage the House ofCommons ordered the ju

in Churchill's • Rosciad ' : who had condemned him to be impeached

Each judge was true and steady to his trust, of high treason, and proceedingswere taken

As Mansfield wise, and as old Foster just. against Serjeant Glanville, who was in

He died on November 7, 1763, and was their power ; but against the two chief

buried in the church of Stanton Drew. justices and Justice Foster, who were also

Besides the works mentioned above he concerned in the trial, no further measures

published his · Report of the Proceedings were adopted. The steady adherence of
on the Commission for the Trials of the the latter to the royal cause,however, was

Rebels in 1746, and other Crown Cases,' in not likely to go unpunished . An ordinance

which the doctrines of the criminal law are was accordingly passed on November 24,

very learnedly discussed. It is a work of 1645, disabling hím and four of his col

very high authority, and two subsequent and leagues from being judges, ' as though they

enlarged editions have been issued under the were dead,' and he was obliged to purchase

superintending care of his nephew Michael his peace by compoundingfor his estate.

Dodson , Esq .,who was also author of a me- | (Wood's Fasti, ii. 44 ; Rymer, xx . 20, 380 ;

moir of the judge's life, from which much Whitelocke, 96 , 181.)

has been extracted in the present sketch . On the restoration of Charles II. he was

FOSTER, THOMAS, was born about 1549. immediately restored to his seat in the

He belonged to the family of Foster in Common Pleas on May 31, 1660, and

Northumberland, one ofwhom was gentle- within five months, on October 21, was ad

man usher to Queen Mary, and another, vanced to the chief justiceship of the King's

Sir John Foster, his second cousin , was Bench . During the three years that he

made a knight banneret at Musselburgh for presided in thecourt he wasmuch engaged
his valour in defeating the Scots. (Gent. in the trials of the Fifth Monarchy men

Mag. Ixxxiv . pt. i. 341.) and other conspirators against the state,

He entered the Inner Temple in 1571 , and also of the Quakers Crook, Grey, and

described as of Hunsdon, Herts, and became Bolton, for refusing to take the oaths of

reader in autumn 1596. He being one of allegiance and supremacy. It would have

the persons designated by Queen Elizabeth been well if he had confined himself to

to be serjeants two months before her these judicial duties, but his memory is

death , the writ was renewed by King tarnished by his conduct in Sir Harry

James, and he assumed the coif in Easter Vane's case. When the prisoner was con

Term 1603, and was afterwards counsel to victed, and both houses of parliament had

QueenAnne and Prince Henry. petitioned for his life, which the king had

On November 24, 1607 , he was made a promised, the chief justice is reported to
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have urged his execution, suying 'God in- fortnight he was at Aylesbury he published

tended his mercy only for the penitent.' a ‘ Letter to Dr. Samuel Turner concerning

Sir Robert's death occurred on October the Church and its Revenues,' urging him

4, 1663, while on circuit, and his remains to advise the king, for the sake of peace,

were deposited under a handsome monu- and to save what is left,' to concede all

ment in the church of Egham, in which the parliament required , bishops and Church

parish his family residencewassituate, still lands, and all. Dr. Richard Steuartwrote
called Great Foster House . (1 Siderfin , 2, an answer ( Wood's Athen . ij . 297), in

153 ; State Trials, vi. 188. ) which he calls the writer an Oxford

FOUNTAINE, JOHN. Alternately a royal- Londoner,' and reminds him, in reference to

ist and parliamentarian, this lawyer was his profession of reason and honesty,' of a

commonly called Turncoat Fountaine. A sentence he was wont to utter, that when

monumental inscription in the church of vessels do once make such noises as these,

Salle in Norfolk proves him to have been the 'tis a shrewd sign they are empty .

eldest son of Arthur Fountaine, of Dalling On his release he appears to have re

in that county, one of the sons of another mained quiet for the next six years, and so

Arthur Fountaine, of Salle. His mother was far to have satisfied the parliament as to be

Anne, the daughter and heir of John Stan- appointed in January 1652 one of the

how ." (Pedigree in Heralds' Coll., Norfolk, ii . committee of persons, not members, to take

82. ) The Lincoln's Inn books confirm this into consideration what inconveniences

description, and record his admission to that existed in the law, and to suggest remedies .

house on October 30, 1622, and his call to He was fully cleared from his former

the bar onJune21, 1629. A.Wood (Fasti,i . delinquency in March 1653, compounding
473, 497) has evidently mistaken for him a for his estate at 4801. (Whitelocke, 520;

member of another family of the same name Com . Journ. vii . 69–268.) He must have

settled in Bucks. acquiredsome reputationas a lawyer, ashe

When the civil war broke out in 1642 was made a serjeant-at-law on November

John Fountaine showed his devotion to the 27, 1658, in the shortreign of the Protector

crown by refusing to contribute to the sub- Richard .

scription required by the parliament, where- The Long Parliament, on its restoration ,

upon the House of Commons committed selected him on June 3, 1659, for one of

him to the Gatehouse' on October 12, the three commissioners of the Great Seal

and Whitelocke in stating the facts adds, for five months, but before that terin er :

But, afterwards, he and many others re- pired the Committee of Safety superseded

fused, and again assisted on both sides, as the commission. He, however, wasreplaced

they saw the wind to blow .' ( Com. Journ . on January 17, 1660, on the Long Parlia,
ii. 804 ; Whitelocke, 63. ) ment again resuming the government, and

Hewas still in confinement on December with his colleagues continued in possession

20, when his petition to be bailed was of the Seal till its commonwealth emblems

refused . ( Com. Journ. ii. 896.) His dis- were defaced, and the Broad Seal of the

charge from custody was probably granted monarchy restored. On the return of Charles

on condition of his leaving London, for II . he resumed his old political creed, and
Clarendon (86 ) mentions him in 1645 as was immediately contirmed in his degree of

assisting and counselling Sir John Stawel the coif. ( Noble, i. 438 ; Whitelocke, 600,

in forming the Association of the Four 693 ; 1 Siderfin, 3.)

Western Counties, and calls him a lawyer Pursuing his profession, he resided in

of eminency, who had been imprisoned and Boswell Court, and survived the Restoration

banished London for his declared affection eleven years. He died on June 4, 1671,

to the crown.' He is said to have joined and was buried at Salle, the seat of his

Sir Anthony Astley Cooper in a project to ancestors. His first wife died in 1642 ; his

raise a third army to force both parties to second was Theodosia, daughter of Sir

put an end to the civil war. (Locke's Edward Harrington , Bart. By both he left

Works [ 1768 ], iv. 234.) a family, among the descendants of wbom

As long as the royal cause prospered were several eminent churchmen.
Fountaine remained its staunch adherent, Richard Baxter ( Reliquia , pt . 3, 1-7)

but as soon as he considered it was hope- speaks highly of his piety, integrity, and
less he deserted Oxford, and went over to liberality ,and states that hereceived during
the enemy under Colonel Rainsborough at the serjeant's life an annuity of 10 %. from the
Woodstock . The colonel announced his time of his being silenced .

coming in , and his being then at Ayles- FOXLE,JOHN DE, had the custodyof the

bury, to the Commons, who,evidently dis- temporalities of thevacant abbey of West
trusting him, ordered that he should be minster in 1 Edward II. , 1307. On Fe

sent prisoner to Bristol, and that Major- bruary 28, 1309,he was constituted a barco

General Skippon should take care to keep of the Exchequer. Besides performing the

him in safe custody.' (Com. Journ . April duties of that court, he was frequently

25 , 1646 ; Whitelocke, 202.) During the named in commissions, and appointed to

9

6
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take inquests by the parliament,and called lar entries occur in 29and 31Henry III.

upon to act as a justice of assize and of ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 349, 427, ii. 7.) In
oyer and terminer in the provinces as late 27 Henry III. Robert de Veteri l'onte

as 17 Edward II. gave him the manor of Meburn in Cum

He died in 18 Edward II. , possessed of berland, and he held the church of Cal

considerable property in the counties of debec in that county. (Abb. Placit. 120,

Hants, Berks, and Buckingham , part of 169.)

which was granted to him by the king. He is introduced by Madox (i . 615, ii .

His wife's namewas Constanciă. (Madox, 318) among the barons of theExchequer

i. 314, ii. 60; Parl. Writs, ii . 891 ; Rot. from 27 to 42 Henry III. , 1243–57. It is

Parl. i. 298–345 ; Cal. Inquis. p. m. i. 318 ; probable that for some short time he

Abb. Orig. i. 199–283.) was one of the regular justices, as assizes

FRAMPTON , ROBERT, is introduced by were ordered to be taken before him in

Dugdule as a baron of the Exchequer in Cumberland and Norfolk , in July 1254,

1444, with no other authority than a MS. and July 1255. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii.

volume belonging to the keeper of the 192, 211.)
wardrobe. He was the son of John He died in 52 Henry III., when his pro

Frampton, of Morton in the county of perty lay in the six counties of Lincoln,
Dorset, by Edith, daughter of Sir Matthew Bedford , York, Kent, Westmoreland, and

Stawell, of Catherston , Somersetshire. By Cumberland .

his wife Alicia he left a son Robert, but FRAUNCEYS, John,was probably the

this branch is said to have failed for want nephew of the above John le Fraunceys,

of male issue. (Cal. Inquis. p. m. iv. 100, but the various and discordant circum
271 , 326.) stances mentioned in the entries connected

FRANCHEVILL, WILLIAM DE, was lord with the name in the reign of Edward I.

of the manor of Garboldesham in Norfolk , will give some idea of the difficulty in

of which his father, also named William, tracing any individual to whom it belonged .

had a grant from Hugh de Montfort. In the parliament of18 Edward I. , when

From 8 to 11 Henry III. several man- Thomas de Weyland, the chief justice, was

dates are addressed to him and other gen- disgraced, there is a petition from one John

tlemen of the county to take assizes as to Fraunceys, who had been imprisoned for a

lands claimed by the Church, and as to the year and a half in the Fleet by that judge

right of presentation. In 9'Henry III. he for a debt which Agnes de Valence claimed

was one of the justices itinerant for Norfolk from him ; and he was ordered to be bailed.

and Suffolk. (Rot. Claus. i . 592, ii . 77, 83, In the same parliament there is a petition

157.) He left à son William . which charges John Frauncies with a mur

FRANK, JOHN, was of a Norfolk family, der, for which he had been acquitted, and

and was probablythe son of John Frank, a new trial is prayed for by reason of his

of Norwich , and Alice his wife. ( Acts Privý kindred and his confederates having tried

Council, ii. 149.) He was a clerk or master the appeal. In 35 Edward I. a John

in Chancery in 2 Henry V., 1414, in which Fraunceys represents that he was taken

reign he was also clerk of the parliament, in the battle of Rosslyn, had lost his

receiving 401. a year as bis salary for that horses, arms, and everything he had, and

duty. ( Ibid. v . 106.) Hewas collated / was detained in a Scotch prison for fifty

archdeacon of Suffolk on November 10, seven weeks, and only released on payment

1421 ( Le Neve, 221) ; and on October 28, of a fine of forty marks ; and he therefore

1423,was constituted keeper of the Rolls prays for the grant of certain land in Staf
in Chancery. During the absence at fordshire, the particulars of which are

Calais of the chancellor John Stafford, ordered to be reported to the king. And

then Bishop of Bath and Wells, the Great in the same parliament held at Carlisle,

Seal was placed in his hands for a month , Master John Fraunceys, rector of Quel

from April 22 to May 23, 1433. He held dryk, is one of the proctors sent by the

the office of master of the Rolls till May clergy of the diocese of York. (Rot. Parl.

13, 1438 . By his will be bequeathed i. 47, 49, 191-193 .)

20001. to purchase lands for the main- The last of these was probably the sub

tenance of four fellows of Oriel College, ject of the present notice, as the duty to

Oxford, from Somerset, Dorset, Wilts, and which he was appointed was commonly
Devon. ( Chalmers' Oíford, 79.) peformed by_some officer in the court.

FRAUNCEYS, JOHN LE, or FRANCIGENA , Master John Fraunceys was a clerk in the

as he is sometimes called, was the son of Chancery, and on May 12, 1310, 3 Edward

Hugh le Fraunceys. Hewas a servant of 11., on the Great Seal being surrendered by

thecrown, and acted as aneschentor inthe the chancellor John de Langton, Bishop of

north of England. In 25 Henry III.,1241 , Chichester, was one of the three persons
he was assigned with the sheriff of Cum- under whose seals it was placed in the

berland to extend the lands of John de wardrobe, a proceeding which scarcely
Veteri Ponte, deceased. Some other simi- warrants his beingincluded in the list of
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keepers. He was among the dilecti / Sir Robert and Sir William Danvers, sur

clerici' to whom, with others, the correc- vived him till 1478, having since his death

tion of the ordinances was submitted by had two other husbands - riz., John, Lord

the king in 5 Edward II. ( Ibid . 447.) Wenlock, who was killed in the field of

FRAY, JOHN , so early as in the reign of Tewkesbury in 1471 ; and Sir John Sav,

Richard II. held themanor of Coldridge, knight, who also died before her. (Cal.

or Codered, in Hertfordshire, for which Inquis. p. m. iv. 309 , 390; Morant, ii. 592 ;

county he was returned to parliament in 8 Test.Vetust. 297, 347.)
Henry v. ( Chauncy , 67.) In 2 Henry FRENINGHAM , RALPH DE, held a ca

VI., being then recorder of London, he nonry of St. Paul's, to which he was ap

was one of the commissioners appointed pointed in 1270. Fines were levied before

to enquire into the treasons of John him as a justice of the Common Pleas
Mortimer. He was raised to the bench as from 3 to 6 Edward I., 1275-8. (Dugdale's

a baron ofthe Exchequer in 4 Henry VI., Orig. 21 , 44.) He died in 15 Edward I.,

1425 ( Cal. Rot. Pat . 273), and is men- and one of his descendants, residing at Fast

tioned in that character on July 15, 1428. Farleigh, was sheriff of Kent in 17 Edward

( Rot. Parl. iv . 202, 334. ) Dugdale does II. ( Parl. Writs, i. 623 ; 3 Report Pub.

pot introduce him into that court till Fe- Rec. App. ii . 209 ; Abb .Rot. Orig. i . 279. )

bruary 8, 1435, but that is the date of bis FREVILLE, GEORGE, was a descendant of

advancement to be the second baron. ( Acts a noble family of the fourteenth century,

Privy Council, iv. 295. ) In every year He was the second son ofRobert Freville, of

after the seventh year hewas sent as a Little Shelford in Cambridgeshire,and Rose

justice of assize into Norfolk ( Ibid . iii. [Peyton) , his wife.

283; Kal. Exch. iii. 381), from which it Commencing his legal studies at Barnard's

may be inferred that he was a serjeant-at- Inn, he completed them at the Middle

law . He sat as second baron for twelve Temple,wherehe was twice reader, in 1558

months only, being raised to the office of and 1559. On the first occasion bis duties

chief baron on February 9, 1436, and pre- were performed by the celebrated Edmund

sided in the court for twelve years, till May Plowden, and the second occasion is remark

2, 1448. Two years afterwards' we find able from the fact that on the 31st of the

him delivering å silver seal out of the previous January Queen Elizabeth had con

treasury to the new chancellor, Cardinal stituted him third baron of the Exchequer,

Kempe, being described as deputatum thus affording an evidence that the degree

Jacobi Fenys, militis ,' the treasurer of of the coif was not yet a necessary qualit
England. Inthe same year an act was cation for those whosat on that bench .He

passed ( Rot. Parl. v. 196 ) for the resump- became second baron on April 28 , 150+,

tion of all the king's grants, from whichwas and remained in that place till June 1,

excepted 401. yearly out of 100 marks given 1579.

to him for life out of the ferm of London He was elected recorder of Cambridge in

and Middlesex, with a yearly robe, vesture, 1553, but was successfully opposed in 155.),

and furrure. when he was appointed å baron. ( Athen.

Among his possessions in Hertfordshire Cantab. i . 407, ii . 92.)

wasthe manor of Munden , in right of which FRISKENEY, WALTER DE, whose name

he had the patronage of Rowheiny or was derived from a parish so called in the

Roweney nunnery ; which , by a licence county of Lincoln , is mentioned as a counsel

in 37 HenryVI., he transferred to a chantry in the Year Book of Edward II., and in the

lie had founded in the church of the nun- fourth year of that reign was summoned,

nery, to be called the chantry of St. John with six others, as an assistant to the par

the Baptist of Roweney, for a perpetual liament then held. He was added to sereral

chaplain to pray for the souls of the founders judicial commissions in his own county in

and for the good estate of the king, &c. , 7, 8, and 11 Edward II.

and of John Fray. (Monast. iv . 342.) He was constituted a baron of the Ex

There is no other evidence of the part he chequer on August 6, 1320 , 14 Edward II.,

took in the contest between the Roses, ex- and, besides being frequently employed as 3

cept that he made a loan (perhaps a com- justice in the country, he was one of those

pulsory one ) of 2001. to King Edward IV. who were empowered to pronounce the

in his first year. ( Rot. Parl. v. 471. ) At judgmentupon the Mortimers in 16 Edwani

the close of that year, 1461, he died, and II. On July 9, 1323, he was removed from

was buried in the church of St. Bartholo- the Exchequer and appointed a judge of the

mew the Little in London . He left large Common Pleas. Remaining,as it seemseri

estates in the counties of Bedford, Essex, dent, in that court till the end of the reign,

and Hertford, which, as he had no sons, he was reappointed to the same court sa

were divided among his five daughters. days after the accession of Edward III, viz .

His wife Agnes, or Annes, one of the on January 31 , 1327. On March 6 follow

daughters of John Danvers, of Cothorp, ing, however, he was placed in the king's

Northamptonshire, and sister of the judges Bench ,wherehe sat till Trinity Term in the

6

a
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second year, when the last notice of him Elizabeth,the eldest, was married to the

occurs in the Year Book . ( Parl. Writs, ii . after-mentioned Sir John Spelman .

p. ii . 897. ) FRYSTON , RICHARD, had the custody

FROWYK , THOMAS. From the time of from March 7 to May 12, 1470, of theGreat

Henry III. the records of the city ofLondon Seal during the absence of the chancellor,

afford evidence of the respectability and Bishop Stillington. He was at that timea

opulence of the family of Frowyk. In that clerk or master in the Chancery, which

reign the conduit in Newgate Street was office he had held since1450,and continued

built at the charge of Henry Frowyk and to hold as late as 1472, 12 Edward IV.

Sir Henry Basynges; under Edward I. and ( Rot. Parl. v. 227–571 , vi. 3.) During the

II. Thomas and Roger were successively above two months bills in Chancery were

goldsmiths to the king , and Simon was addressed tohim as keeper, and not to the
an alderman . Under Edward III. one chancellor, although the latter still retained

of the assessors of the subsidy in Mid- his office and received the Seal back from

dlesex was Henry de Frowyk, and an- Fryston's hands on May 12._ ( Introd . Pro

other of the same name gave lands for ceedings in Chancery, temp. Eliz. vol. i.)

the support of four chaplains for the chantry FULBURN, WILLIAM DE, was no doubt

in the chapel of St. Marie Gyhalle, Lon- a native of the placeof that name in Cam

don. In that reign also John de Frowyk bridgeshire. He held an office in the court

was prior of St. John of Jerusalem in Ire- in the reign of Edward II., and was sent

land, and chancellor of that kingdom , and into that county and Huntingdonshire to

Thomas de Frowyk was a justice of la- instruct and assist the sheriffs in arresting

bourers and coroner and clerk of the King's the Knights Templars. Besides being em
House of Merchants. In the reign of ployed in special commissions for the trial

Henry VI. Henry de Frowyk was an al- of offenders, he was on June 1, 1323, 16

derman and twice lord mayor of London, Edward II. , constituted a baron of the Ex

and justiciary of the German merchants in chequer,and having filled that office during

that city : and in the seventh year of the remainder of the reign , was reappointed
EdwardIV. Thomas Frowyk was a mem- on the accession of Edward III. The latest

ber of the parliament then assembled. occurrence of his name is in a commission

(Vercome's St. Albans, 334; Rot. Parl. i. dated May 11 , 1328, 2 Edward III. (Parl.

474, ii. 426, 455, iv .303, v. 634 ; Palgrare's Writs, ii. 900 ; Rot. Parl. ii . 25, 208.)

Merchant and Friar, 140 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. FULCON, ROBERT, before whom frequent

16 €, 174, 285 ; Devon's Issue Roll, 122, 128 ; assizes were holden from September 1267,

Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 198, ii. 34, 229 ; Mait- is not introduced into Dugdale's list until

land's London , 1195.) May15, 1271, 55 Henry III., when hewas

The latter was probably the father ofthe appointed a justice of the Common Pleas.

chief justice, who was born at the manor As he was clearly raised to the bench at the

of Gunnersbury in the parish of Ealing, former date,it isnot improbable that he satin

Middlesex . His mother was daughter and the King's Bench for the intervening period .
heir of Sir John Sturgeon , knight. Thathe was continued in his office on

Fuller states that the judge died before the accession of Edward I. appears from
he was full forty years old, so that he must fines being levied before him till about

have been born about the year 1466, and in Michaelmas in the second year of this reign

Keilwey's Reports his death is recorded to ( Dugdale's Orig. 42), and he is mentioned as

have occurred in florida juventute eua. ' a justice itinerant till 15 Edward I., pro

He was educated at Cambridge, and bably retaining his position on the bench.

studied the law in the Inner Temple. (Rot. Parl.i.4 , 186; Abb. Placit. 202.)

From this society he was called to the de- FULTHORPE, ROGER DE, was the second

gree of serjeant at the endof Trinity Term son of Alan de Fulthorpe, of Fulthorpe,

1494 ( V. B.9 Henry VII. fo. 23 b) , and county Durham , where the family had been

he attained such eminence in his practice settled for several generations. He began
as to be preferred , on September 30, 1502, his career as an advocate about 34 Edward

to the high office of chief justice of the III., 1366, and was made a king's serjeant

Court of Common Pleas, when he received in the thirty -ninth year. In 47 Edward

the honour of knighthood. By a manifest III. he was one of the three commissioners
error, an entry in the Year Books (15 assigned to hear and determine the dispute

Henry VII. fo. 13) would seem to fix his between Henry Lord Percy and William

elevation three years earlier, as he is sub- Douglas respecting the custody of the

sequently mentioned as counsel. marches of the kingdom of England near

This oracle of the law ,' as Fuller calls Scotland. (Issues Exch. 195.) His elera

him , presided in his court only four years, tion to the bench of the Common Pleas

and dying on October 17, 1506, was buried took place in the following year, on No

in the church of Finchley. His wife's name vember 28, 1374, and , having been re

was Elizabeth ; by her he left two daugh- appointed on the commencement of the new

ters, between whom bis estate was divided. reign, he was knighted in 1385, and fines

>
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were continued to be levied before him till Robert Salebury , and widow of Richard

Midsummer 1387. (Leland Collect. 185 ; Radcliffe, of Ordsall, county Laucaster.

Dugdale's Orig. 45.) ( Surtee's Durham , iii. 126.)

In the following August he was sum- FULTHORPE, Thomas, was the grand

moned to the council at Nottingham with son of the last-mentioned Sir Roger Ful

the other judges, where, according to his thorpe, and the son of Sir William ,who

own plea, he wascompelled by the menaces was the knight of the retinue of King

of the Archbishop of York , the Duke of Henry IV. who, on the refusal of Sir Wil

Ireland, the Earl of Suffolk, and Sir Robert | liam Gascoigne,was assigned for the nonce

Tresilian, to put his seal to the questions to sit in judgment on Archbishop Scrope,

and answers already prepared by the latter, the earl marshal, Ralph Hastings, and
declaring the ordinanceof the last parlia- others in 1405. (Rot. Parl.iii. 633. ) No

ment appointing eleven commissioners for evidence exists of Sir William having

the regulation of the kingdom to be illegal, acted as a judge on any other occasion, and

and denouncing the promoters of ittobe this was more a military execution thana

guilty of high treason . He and his col- judicial trial. His mother was Isabella,

leagues were impeached for this act in daughter of Ralph, Lord Lumley:

the next parliament, and, notwithstanding He was made a serjeant-at-law in 3

the above excuse, were sentenced to death, Henry VI., and often acted as a justice of

which, however, was eventually commuted assize, until he was raised to the bench of

to banishment to Ireland for life, with for the Common Pleas, shortly before February

feiture of all their property. Sir Robert 3, 1439, 17 Henry VI.,when the first fine
was confined to the city of Dublin, and was acknowledged before him . The last

three miles round it, and he had an allow- fine was in November 1456, 335 Henry II.

ance of 401. a year. ( Rot. Parl.iii.223–244.) ( Dugdale's Orig. 46.) Hedied betiera

It is somewhat surprising that the same that date and Nay 3 in the following year,

measure of severity should be meted to him when his will was proved. ( Surtres Dw

as to his colleagues, since it appears by his ham, iii. 126.)

plea that he immediately communicated the Among the patents of 27 Henry VI.,

act he had done under fear of his life 1448-9, is one declaringthat pro salate
to the Earl of Kent, so that it was through sua ' he shall not be compelled - residere

his means that the lords, who were likely in his office of judge, and that he may take

to be endangered bythis extra -judicial opi- cognitions wherever theymay be brought

nion, had the earliest opportunity of secur- to him ( Cal. Rot. Pat.293 ) ; but it does

ing themselves against the consequences. not appear whether this privilege was

It was perhaps, however, on this account accorded on account of a failure in his

that in the same year an allowance of 401. health or of some personaldanger which

per annum wasmade to his son William out he apprehended.
of the forfeited estates during his father's FURNELLIS, or FURNAUS, ALAN DE,

life,and that two years afterwards manyof does notappearto haveacted as a judge

his father's manors and landswere granted previous to1179, 25 Henry II . , when the
to him on a fine of 1000 marks. (Rot. Pat. kingdom was divided by the council beli

iii. 245 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 219. ) at Windsor into four parts, and certain

It would seemthatFulthorpe died in his wise men were selected to administer jus

exile, probably in 16 Richard II. , 1392 tice in each . He was one of the six wbo

( Cal. Inquis. p. m . iii . 151 ) , for his name were specially appointed to hear the code

was not included among those who in the plaints of the people in the Curia Resis

twentieth year were recalled from Ireland ; | itself, and different counties were also ap

although he was mentioned in the pro- propriated to them for their circuit .

ceedings of the next parliament, which The roll of 1 Richard I. , 1189, contains

reversed the judgment against the judges, the entry of his death. He had been

and decreed the restoration of their lands sheriff of Oxfordshire from 31 to 33 Herr

to such as were living and to the heirs of II. , and Cornwall also from 27 to 30

those who were dead. Though the bene- Henry II. The family, however, appears

fit of this reversal was lostbyits repealin to have been morespecially connectedwith

the first year of Henry IV ., the judge's Devonshire, asa Geoffrey de Furnellis was

forfeited lands were ultimately restored to sheriff of that county at the end of the

his family, on the petition of his son reign of Henry I. and the beginning of tha:

William alleging all these facts in excuse of Henry Il. ° Alan himself was joined iu

for his father. ( Rot. Parl. iii. 346, 358, that sheriffalty in 21 Heary II . , and Heary

393. ) de Furnellis held it during the last nine

By his first wife, Sibella, Sir Roger had years of the reign of Richard I. ( Vada :

the above-mentioned William , who was Exch. i. 94, 139, 276, 328, ii . 220 : Fuliers

the father of the next- noticed Thomas de Worthies ; Pipe Roll, 58, 105, 106 , 107,

Fulthorpe. His second wife , also named ' 118, 131. )

Sibella , was the daughter and heir of Sir FURNELLIS , or FURNAUS, HEXRI DE,
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a relative and probably the son of thelast- | Bromesgrove at the time of his death, in

named Alan, was according to Fuller 1236, when the bishops gave it to theuse

sheriff of Devonshire during the last nine of the monks of Worcester. ( Angl. Sacra,

years of the reign of Richard I., though i . 489.)

seemingly only under -sheriff. (Madox , i. He was present at Cambridge in 10 and

276. ) În 3 John he accounts for Shropshire 11 John, 1208--1210, when fines were

as the substitute of Geoffrey Fitz -Peter, taken there before him, in which he is
then the sheriff of that county: ( Rot. called a justice itinerant.

Cancell. 121.) There is little doubt, there- FURNELLIS, SIMON DE, was one of the

fore , that he held an office in the Exche- justices itinerant for Essex and Hertford in

quer, and it was probably in that capacity 1234, 18 Henry III.; but his name does

that he was present in 1 John, when his not again occur in the same character.

name appears among the justiciers before he probably was a connection of the three

whom a fine was acknowledged. above -named persons, and, like them , held

FURNELLIS, or FURNAUS, WILLIAM some office connected with the courts.

DE, as well as the two last members of FYNCHEDEN , WILLIAM DE, is men

this family, was connected with the court, tioned as an advocatein the Year Books
and in 5 John was one of the fermers ofthé from 24 Edward III., and was made a

quinzime arising from merchandise in Eng- king's serjeant in thó thirty-sixth year,

land. (Madox, i.771.) According to the being also employed as a justice of assize

custom of the time, he was likewise of the two years after. On October 29, 1365, 39

clerical profession, and in the same year a Edward III. , he wasraised to the bench of

royal mandate was directed to Geoffrey the Common Pleas, andwasadvanced to

Fitz -Peter to give him ecclesiastical pre- its head on April 14, 1371. His successor
ferment to the extent of 401. a year as was appointed on October 10 , 1374, but

soon as the other royal promises had been whether the vacancy was occasioned by

satisfied . (Rot. de Liberat. 69.) He was the death or retirement of Fyncheden does

accordingly in possession of the living of not appear. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 180, 186.)

G

:

GAERST,Hugu De, was a justicier ap- | raised to the bishopric till some years

pointed by the great council held at Wind- after the accession ofWilliam II.

sor in 1179,25 Henry II., when England Galdricus Cancellarius ' is the second

was arranged into four judicial divisions. witness to this charter, and he probably
He must have been held in some consider- was the immediate successor of Robert

able estimation, as he was one of the six to Bloet as chancellor, on his resigning the

whom not only the northern counties were Seal when he was appointed bishop in

appropriated, but who were also assigned 1093 ; because there is sufficient testimony

to hear the complaints of the people in the that William Giffard was restored to the
Curia Regis. (Mador, i . 93, 138.) office soon afterwards, and retained it with

GALDRIC. Dugdale erroneously calls out interruption to the end of the reign.
this chancellor Baldricus, and places him In the reign of Henry I. there was a

in the reign of William I., on the authority chancellor described by the name of Wal

of a charter granting the church of St. dric, and, considering that the letters G

Mary of Andover to the abbey of St. and' W were often indiscriminately used in

Florence, at Salmur, in Anjou. This spelling Christian names, as Gualterus,

charter, however, was evidently granted |Walterus ; Gulielmus, Willielmus ; and

by William II.,though the gift of the also that there is only an interval of ten

church had been previously made by the years between them , it does not appear

Conqueror. That gift is recited in these improbable that Waldric was the same

words : Noscant qui sunt et futuri sunt, man. There is not, however, sufficient

quod Willielmus rex, qui armis Anglicam evidence to warrant a united notice.

terram sibi subjugavit , dedit Sancto Flo- Galdric was one of the royal chaplains,

rentio ecclesiam de Andeura,' &c. (Mo- and accompanied King Henry in 1106 to
nast. vi. 992 ) -language which the Con- Normandy, where he distinguished himself

queror himself never could have used, but in the battle of Tenchebrai, fought on

which would be very natural in his son . September 28 , by taking Duke Robert

But the date is placed beyond the possi- prisoner. He was rewarded for his ser

bility of doubt by the fact that the first vices with the bishopric of Laon, Laudu

witness to the charter is Robert, Bishop ' nensis ( Notes and Queries, 2nd S. v. 45) ,

of Lincoln, who was Robert Bloet, not not, as elsewhere said , Llandaff, Landa
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vensis ( Lingard, ii. 115), being elected, nulph, Earl of Chester, in whose custody he

notwithstanding the protest of Anselm , remained for a year, and ransomed himself

dean of the cathedral. Incurring the by the cession of two of his capital manors,

batred of the citizens, he was murdered those of Leeds and Bingley in Yorkshire.

in a field with seven of his prebendaries. After the treaty with Prince Lewis, he was
A curious account of his episcopate is in allowed to make his peace, and in the latter

book iii. of Guibert of Nogent, ' De Vitâ part of the second year of Henry's reign his
Sua.” lands were restored to him. ( Rot. Claus.

GANT, ROBERT DE. Philipot, following i. 368, 376.)
Thynne, names a Robert as chancellor to His loyalty was thenceforward steadfast

Stephen, without any surname. Spelman and active. In 9 Henry III. he assisted

adds thé surname, but neither Dugdále nor William , the earl marshal, in fortifying a

theauthorof the ' Lives of the Chancellors' castle in Wales;and although he had for
( 1708 ) mentions him . Madox (ii . 138), tified his castle of Beverston in Gloucester

however, gives the copy of a charter of shire withoutthe necessary royal licence,

King Stephen, the first witness to which he obtained the royal confirmation of his
is Robert de Gant, chancellor. Another act. And in August of the same year, 1227 ,

witness to this charter is William , Earl of he was nominatedone of the justices itine
Lincoln, who acquired that title in 1142, rant for five counties. ( Ibid . ii. 180, 213.)
and died about 1152. Robert tbe Chan- In April 1230 he embarked with King

cellor' is also the first witness to a grant of Henry on his expedition into France, during
the church ofLangeford made by that king which , in the following August, he died .

to the Templars (Monast. vi. 320 ), which ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 201.)
must have been dated between the years After the death of his first wife, Matilda,

1139 and 1151 .
he married Margaret, the widowof Ralph

There were two Roberts de Gant who de Sumeri , who survived him ; but be left

were alive about this time, uncle and no issue by either. ( Dugdale's Baron, i.

nephew . The former was the second son 402.)

of Gilbert, the first baron of that name GARDINER, STEPHEN (BISHOP OF Wix

(son of Baldwin, Earl of Flanders or Gant) , CHESTER), is stated to have been an illegiti

by Alice de Montfort; the latter was the mate son of a bishop, who concealed his

second son of Walter de Gant, the second incontinence by making one Gardiner, an

baron , by Matilda, the daughter of Ste- under-servant in his household, marry his

phen, Earl of Brittany and Richmond. In concubine, and thus become the apparent

the absence of any decisive authority, the father of the child of which she was pres

presumption to be drawn from facts and nant. The actual father is represented to

dates seems to be that theuncle was the have been Lionel Woodvill, brother of the
chancellor. He preceded Becket as pro- queen of Edward IV., who was made Bi

vost of Beverley (Ibid. 1307), and was shop of Salisbury in 1482,and died in 1485.
dean of York in 1148. He was succeeded He was born at St. Edmund's Bury in 1488.

in the deanery in 1153, which was doubt- A will has been lately published (Gert.

less the date of his death. The nephew Mag. May, 1855, p. 495) , made by one
John

lived till 1192, and was the ancestor of Gardener, a cloth -maker of Bury St.Ed.

Maurice de Gant, the next-noticed justice munds, dated January 18, 1506-7, which

itinerant. ( Arch. Inst. York ; Holy Tri- bequeaths some valuable legaciesó lo Sterya
nity , 59, &c.; Dugdale's Baron . i. 402.) mysone,' one of which is to be paid to him

GANT,MAURICE DE,wasthe son ofRo- when he comythto thefull age of exj

bert de Berkeley (son of Robert Fitz- years, and another when he shall take
Harding), by Alice, daughter of Robert commensement in the scole at the univer

de Gant (above named ) and Alice Pa- site ; ' and it is inferred with great proba

ganell, his wife . He attained his majority bility that this John was the father of the

about 9 John, and soon afterwards assumed lord chancellor.

his mother's name, inheriting the large pos- He was sent to Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

sessions she derived from her mother. In where his perseverance and attainments
15 John hemarried Matilda, the only secured to him a reputation which he main

child of Henry D'Oilly,baron of Hook- tained through life. Proceeding doctor in
norton in Oxfordshire. both laws in 1520 and 1521 , he entered into

He was one of the principal instigators holy orders, and in 1525 he was elected

of the contest between the king and the master of his college, eventually, in 1540,

discontented barons, and thereupon suffered becoming chancellor of the university. At

excommunication and lost all his lands. an early period , however, he had been re,

( Rot. Pat. 162-198 ; Rot.Claus. i . 232, &c. ) ceived first into the family of the Duke of

On the accession of Henry III. he continued Norfolk ,and then into that of Cardinal

to adhere to Prince Lewis of France, and Wolsey, who had made him his secretary

was taken prisoner at the battle called the About the year 1525 the king, being 008

Fair of Lincoln, on May 20, 1217, by Ra- visit to his minister, found Gardiner em
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ployed in drawing up the plan of an alli- / whowas joined in the embassy, complained

ance projected by Wolsey with the kingof loudlyofhis being obstinate and self-willed ,

France, wbich he did in a manner so satis- and of his extreme jealousy of any inter

factory, supporting his views with so much ference in the management of the business,

ability , and suggesting expedients with so or of any supposed assumption of an equality

much ease, that he at once acquired the of rank. This spirit he soon after exhibited

royal confidence, and was soon admitted toward his ecclesiastical superior, Arch

into the council. In 1528, when he and bishop Crammer, by raising every obstacle

Fox were sent to the pope, to negotiate against the visitation which that prelate

the question as to the king's divorce from proposed to make in his diocese. Like all

Catherine of Arragon, he gratifiedHenry his brethren of the episcopal bench, he was

by obtaining a new commission to Wolsey compelled by the new statute to swear to

and to Cardinal Campeggio, and Wolsey the king's supremacy, which he not only

also by reconciling the pope to the endow- appeared to do with the greatest readiness,

ment of his two colleges at Oxford and but wrote strongly and ably in its support,

Ipswich out of the revenues ofsome lesser although at the sametime he was devotedly

monasteries which had been dissolved, as attached to the superstitious doctrines of

well as by his arduous exertions to secure the Romish Church. The king, though

the pontificate for the cardinal in the event professing the same sentiments, was still

of the pope's expected death. desirous of introducing some reforms, and

On Gardiner's return he received his first of permitting the Scriptures to be read in

preferment in the Church , that ofthearch- the vulgar tongue, butGardiner vigorously

deaconry of Norfolk, on March 1 , 1529. In opposed every step taken to promote the
the following October his name " Stephen Reformation . He stirred up the king's
Gardyner' appears as counsellor to the zealagainstthose who denied theReal Pre

king' in the record of the delivery up of the sence, and seems to be justly chargeable
Great Seal by CardinalWolsey. ( Rymer, with bringing Lambert and others to the
xiv. 349.) Placed by the changes which stake for refusingto adopt the doctrine ;

took place on that event in the office of he procured, or at least promoted, the en

secretary of state, it has been a question actment of the bloody statute of the Six
how farheexerted the great influence which Articles, under the cruel provisions of which

he certainly had with the king in behalf of so many suffered ; and he plotted to get rid

his fallen master, and it is generally ad- of Archbishop Cranmer, whom he hated as

mitted that Cromwell's conduct wasmore the great supporter of the Protestantparty ,

generous, bold, and decided. A letter, how- by charges of an heretical nature. But in

erer, from Wolsey to Gardiner, without the latter he failed ; the king saw through
entirely attributing to his interference the his malevolent design, and from that mo

pardon which the king had consented to ment ceased to have confidencein him. He

grant, seems to exhibit a firm reliance on did not improve the impression on the royal
his love and affection ' in the preparation mind by the servile submission and ac

of theinstrument. (Archæologia, xviii.57.) knowledgment which he made in anticipa

Gardiner wasnext employed in inducing tion of acharge againsthimself of doubting

the university of Cambridge to make a de- the king's supremacy, although he obtained

claration affirming the prohibition by the his pardon by an abject promise to reform

divine and natural law for a brother to his opinion. But he put a finishing stroke

marry the relict of bis deceased brother. to the king's alienation from him by com

This he and his coadjutor Fox, after some bining with Lord Wriothesley in the en

trouble, contrived by managementto obtain deavour to implicate Queen Catherine Parr

( Lingard, vi. 386) ; and the king was not in reference to these religious questions.

long in rewarding both. Gardiner received From that time Henry notonly withdrew

the archdeaconry of Leicester on March 31 , all show of favour to him, but his name

1631 , and on the 27th of November in the was struck out of the king's will, of which

sanie year he was consecrated Bishop of he had before been appointed one of the

Winchester, the patent for the restitution executors. He was thus excluded from the

of the temporalities, dated December 5, council of regency:

describing him as our principal secretary .' Strongly opposing all the means then

( Rymer, xiv. 429.) taken toadvance the Reformation, he was

Throughout the remainder of Henry's committed tothe Fleet in September 1547,

reign Gardiner devoted himselfto the king's resisting all the attempts of Archbishop

service, and until towards its close succeeded Cranmer to bring him round to the new

in preserving his ascendency in the royal opinions. From this imprisonment he was

councils. This he effected by accommoda- released, in consequence of the general

ting himself to Henry's humours, whatever pardon granted at the close of the session,

they might be. When the king's marriage on December 24. In the following June,

was pronounced null and void, he went as however, being commanded to preach be

ambassador to the French king. Bonner, fore the king, his sermon was so little satis

a
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factory that he was sent to the Tower on to say that several Protestant bishops were:

the next day. The removal of the lord deprived, others compelled to fly the coun

protector, whom he looked on as his great try, the prisons were filled to overflowing,

enemy, made no change in his state, and at and after a short time innumerable victims

the end of two years he was subjected to a suffered at the stake. With every desire

sort of examination, and offered his freedom to give an impartial consideration to the

if hewould subscribe to certain articles sub- arguments of those writers who attempt to
mitted to him. This he declined to do palliate his conduct, it is impossible to ac

until he was discharged from his imprison- quit Gardiner of originating the laws which

ment. A special commission was then ap- authorised these cruel measures, and of

pointed to try him, when, persisting in his carrying them into effect with their er

refusal, his bishopric was sequestered, but tremest severity,and conscientious as some

three months were given him for considera- may think him in his zeal for the ancient

tion, at the end of which he was brought Church , none but the most bigoted can

before a court of delegates, over which justify the means he adopted for its restora

Archbishop Cranmer presided, and on tion. That his old enemy, Archbishop

February 14, 1551,he wasdeprived for Cranmer,who had already been tried, did

disobedience and contempt of the king's not suffer at the same time with Bishops

authority. His contemptuous behaviour Ridley and Latimer, has been ascribed to

towardsthe court led to an increased rigour his desire to succeed to the archbishopric,

in his confinement, which continued till with which he knew that Cardinal Polo

the end of the reign . would be immediately invested if his in

The accession of Queen Mary opened a trigues in the court of Rome against that

brighter prospect to the determined prelate. powerful ecclesiastic were not successful.

On her public entry into the Tower on Whatever were his motives fordelaying the

August 3, 1553, he made a congratulatory execution , it is difficult to ascribe them to

speech in the name of himself and his merciful considerations, since these did not

fellow -prisoners, among whom were the operate to save the two other Oxfon

Duke of Norfolk, the Duchess of Somerset, martyrs. During the interval, however,

the Lord Courtney , and Bishop Tunstall. between the archbishop's trial and the

The queen, in releasing them all, is said to execution of his sentence, Gardiner, after

have kissed them , and to have called them opening the parliament ' on October 21 ,

' her prisoners. Thus, after a confinement 1555, was seized with a mortal disease, the

of more than five years, was he restored to nature of which has been variously repre

liberty. He was immediately admitted sented, of which he died at Whitehall, on

to a seat in council, and within five days November 12, terminating a short ministry

he exercised his episcopal functions, per- ,of two years and less than three months

forming in the queen's presence the obse- more disreputable than anyother of similar

quies of the late king. On the 23rd of extent recorded in the annals of the king
that month the Great Seal was delivered to dom . He was buried in Winchester

him as chancellor, but it was not till Sep- Cathedral.

tember 21 that his patent was dated. He Of Gardiner's learning there can be nu
performed the ceremony of coronation 'on ' doubt; but even in his contest with Sir

October 1, opened the first parliament of John Cheke onthe pronunciation of the

the reign four days afterwards, and from Greek language he exhibited the obstinacy

that timeduring the remainder of his life andtyrannyof his disposition,visiting with

acted as Mary's chief adviser in all civil punishment those who adopted the refor

matters, and, untilthe arrival of Cardinal nation proposed by his antagonist. With

Pole in November 1554, in the affairs of the very quickparts and greatacuteness of
Church also. mind, his early initiation into business

The first difficulty which hehad to en- highly qualified him for a statesman, and

counter was the necessary confirmation of the measures which he took on the mar

the marriage of Henry VIII. with Catherine riage of Queen Mary to prevent fori..

of Arragon , in order to remove the illegi- interference with the government of the

timation of Queen Mary. Here, though he kingdom are sufficient proofs of his abili

had been one of the principal promoters of ties as a politician .

the divorce, by his contrivance the whole His work ‘De Verâ Obedientiâ ,' written

blame was thrown on Archbishop Cranmer. against the Papal supremacy, he was after

The repeal of the laws passed in the last wards obliged to retract by another called

reign with regard to religion, and the re- Palinodia Dicti Libri. Besides these he

storation of all the ancient Romish practices, published several other controversial pieces;

were not delayed , but themeasures adopted and many of his sermons have been pro

for this purpose, and the cruel consequences served . (Godwin, 236 ; State Trials, l.

with which all opponents were visited, be- 551; Brit. Biog. ii. 202 ; Robertson's Hey .

long rather to the history of theperiod than lin ; Lingard ; Burnet ; &c. )

to the biography of an individual. Suftice it GARLAND, JOAN DE, was one of the cus
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todes of the bishopric of Winchester during first year after his call to the bar. He not

its vacancy in 1189. ( Pipe Roll, 5.) There only acquired the undisputed lead in the

is no doubt, therefore, that he held some crown courts, but was also so much em

office in the court. In 8 Richard I., 1196, ployed , both on the Home Circuit and in

he acted as a justice itinerant, setting the Westminster Hall, that in April 1793 he

tallage for the united counties of Essex and was appointed a king's counsel.

Hertford . (Mador, i . 704.) His services were perpetually engaged in

GARROW , WILLIAM, one of the most honourable contest with the phalanx of

successful advocates of his day, was born eminent men who, during the twenty

on April 13, 1760, at Monken -Hadley in four years that he remained at the bar

Middlesex, where his father, the Rev. with a silk gown, graced the courts in

David Garrow, kept a school, in which London and thecountry, the principal of

his son received the whole of hiseducation. whom were Erskine, Gibbs, and Best. He

At fifteen he was articled to Mr. South- was employed by the government in most

ouse, a respectable attorney residing in of the state trials occurring during that

Milk Street, Cheapside, where he showed period ; and in many of them the sole

so much ability and quickness that he was management was entrusted to him . ( State

strongly recommended by his masterto aim Trials, xxii.-xxxi.) In June 1812 he was

at the higher branch of the law . His appointed solicitor-general, and knighted,

friends consenting ,he was entered at having six years previously held office

Lincoln's Inn in 1778, and was called to of attorney- general to the Prince of Wales,

the bar on November 26, 1783. before he was regent. Inthe next year he

He attended the debating societies then was raised to the same office as the king's
established in the metropolis, and at Coach- | attorney , and further promoted tothe chief

makers' Hall and other similar schools he justiceship of Chester in March 1814.
soon became a powerful debater, and his He entered parliament in 1805,and re

speeches were so admired for their elo- presented successively Gatton, Collington,

quence and ingenuity that hispresence at and Eye ; buthis senatorial harangueswere
them was always welcomed. He assumed not distinguished with more success than is

the gown, therefore, with a certain pres usually attributed to members of the legal
tige, which immediately secured him some profession.

business at the Old Bailey, where, so early After performing the duties of attorney

as the January after he was called, he was general for four years with exemplary for

fortunate enough so to distinguish himself bearance and general commendation , he

as to establish a sure foundation for his i relieved himself from its responsibility by

future success. A clever swindler, Henry accepting on May 6, 1817, a seat on the

Aickles, was indicted for stealing a bill of bench of the Exchequer. For nearly fifteen

exchange, which he had obtained under the years he exercised the functions of a judge,

promise of getting it discounted ; instead of when , prompted by the advance of age and

doing which he had converted it to his own infirmity, he retired in February 1832, re
use . His counsel contended confidently ceiving an honourable reward for his ser

that this was no felony, and it was con- i vices by being made a privy counsellor.

sidered a very doubtful point ; but the He lived nearly eight years afterwards, and

acuteness of Mr. Garrow's reply, and the died on September 24, 1840, at his house

readiness and cogency of his arguments, so 'at Pegwell Bay, near Ramsgate, at the age

far satisfied the judge that he left the of eighty .
question of fact to the jury, who convicted The influx of business with which he

the delinquent; and on a reference to the had to cope from the very commencement
twelve judges, they coincided with Gar- lof his career, although it made him an
row's view of the law. adept in the practice of the courts and in

His reputation thus established, his busi- the superficial questions of law, deprived

ness rapidly increased, not only in criminal him of the opportunity of studying the
but in civil cases. In the general election abstruser points. So conscious was he of

of the same year he was fully employed. his deficiency in the knowledge of the law

First, he was chosen assessor to the sheriff of real property that he always in cases

of Hertford, in the county election ; next, which touched that brauch relied on the

he was retained in the London scrutiny for intelligence of his junior.

Mr. Sawbridge; and then he acted as As a judge hisformer experience gave

counsel for Mr. Fox in the famous West- him considerable advantages in theordinary

minster scrutiny. In reference to the cases of Nisi Prius, by enabling him at

latter, when he was suddenly called upon once to pierce into the real merits of the

to address the House of Commons, his question,and to detect any evasion or am

un premeditated speech was so forcible and biguity, and in Banco he had the discretion

luminous that it excited the applause, and not to go beyond the limits of his own learn

he received the congratulations, of even the ing. He maintained an intimatefriendship
opposing party. All this occurred in the with those who were his forensic antago

U
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nists and rivals, and he closed his long life , withstanding his declaration that Henry's

without a single stain on his moral cha- succession to his inheritance should not be

racter, and with the respect and deep af- interrupted .

fection of all who were closely connected Henry IV. had not been fourteen months

with him. upon the throne before he rewarded Gas

By his wife, whom he lost in 1808, he coigne for his services, by constituting him

had two children — a son , Dr. David Gar- chief justice of the King's Beuch on No

row ,who died rector of East Barnet; and vember 15, 1400. All writers acknowledge

daughter, Eliza, who married the eldest his legal merit in the ordinary execution

son of the well -known Dr. Lettsom . of his office, and it was not long before he

GARTON, THOMAS DE, was a member of had occasion to exhibit the higher charac

the clerical profession, and appointed in 18 teristics of his nature. In 1405 the army

Edward II. to assist the bishops in removing raised by Richard Scrope, Archbishop of

foreign priests. Under Edward III. he held York, and Thomas Mowbray, earl mar

the offices of comptroller of the king's shal, having been dispersed by thecapture

household and keeper of the wardrobe, and of the two leaders, they were taken to the

on October 10 , 1331, 5 Edward III., he royal presence at Bishop's Thorpe, the

was placed on the bench of the Exchequer, primate's Palace, when the king com

as second baron . ( N. Fædera, ii . 574, manded the chief justice to pronounce on

769 , 785.) them the sentence of death. Gascoigne

GASCOIGNE, WILLIAM, is the first chief resolutely refused to obey, saying,“Neither

justice of whom we have any personal you, my lord, nor any of your subjects,can,

anecdotes, and the incidents related of according to the law of the realm , sentence

him are not only creditable to himself as any prelate to death ; and the earl has a right

an individual, but afford also the first ex- to be tried by his peers.' The king, how

ample of that honesty, independence, and ever, was not to be stopped, and he found &

courage which should characterise the ju- willing instrument in a knight of York
dicial bench, and of which in our own days shire, named Sir William Fulthorpe, in

we have so much reason to be proud ; but of no way himself connected with the law .

himwe know ,and we can expect to know , ( Scrope and Grosvenor Roll, ii. 124.)

but little, until he became chief justice of Henry on reflection could not help ap

the King's Bench. proving his judge's boldness, and, so far

The family of Gascoigne, the derivation from withdrawing his confidence from him ,
of which is sufficiently shown in the name, seemsto havebeenin the familiarhabit of

is very ancient,no less than seven succes- putting supposed cases for his opinion,

sive Williams being recorded in the pedi- |The History of Gascoigne's committing

gree before the chief justice. The third of Prince Henry to prison is told in various

these is described as of Harewood, near ways. The most authentic seems to be

Leeds, in Yorkshire, whose son acquired that the prince, on the arraignment of one

Gawthorp in the same parish by marrying of his servants for felony before the chief

the heiress of thatmanor. There the judge's justice, imperiously demanded his release,

father was settled , and there the judge was and having been refused, with a rebuke for

born, his mother being Agnes, daughter and his interference, had angrily drawn his
coheir of Mr. Nicholas Franke.

sword on the judge. His passion was in
In which of the legal seminaries he stantly checked by the dignified demeanour

received his instruction it is impossible to of Gascoigne, who calmly called on him
determine, because the records of none of to remember himself, reminded him of the

them extend to so ancient a date. Fuller position in which he would one day stand,

says he was of the Inner Temple, but ad- and committed him to prison for his con

duces no authority ; and in the MS. account tempt and disobedience . The prince sub

of Gray's Inn, written in the seventeenth mitted at once and went away in custods:

century, his namestandsamong theundated andwhen the incidentwas related to the

and supposedreadersof that society. king, he exclaimed, “ How much an I

He was old enough in 48 Edward III . , bound to your infinite goodness, O merd

1374, to be mentioned as an advocate in ful God, for having given me a judge who

theYear Books, and in 21 Richard II., feareth not to administer justice, and a sam
1397, he was appointed one of the king's ser- who can thus nobly submit to it ! '

jeants. In 1398 be was among the twenty Almost all of Gascoigne's biographers

attorneys assigned for different courts or have fixed his death to have taken place

jurisdictions by Henryof Lancaster, Duke on December 17, 1412, 14 Henry IV ., and

of Hereford (Rymer, viii.49 ) , on his banish- consequently have determined that Shak

ment from thekingdom in consequence of speare's introduction of him , as chief jus:

the quarrel with the Duke of Norfolk ; but tice to Henry V., is a poetic fiction intented
on the death of Henry's father, John of for dramatic effect. " Whatever enthusi

Gaunt, four months afterwards, the infa- asm wemay indulge for the works of our

tuated monarch seized the duke's lands,not- immortal bard, it cannot extend to our

6
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accepting them as authority for historical Hankford, who, though previously only a

facts, and unquestionably in a trial between puisne judge of the Common Pleas, is

him and the biographers we should feel named in precedence of Sir William Thirn

bound in the absence of other evidence to ing, the chief justice of that court. (Rot.

give a verdict for the latter. But in this Parl. iv. 4. )

case there are materials which render it Again , although Dugdale defers Hank

unnecessary to rely wholly on either, and ford's elevation to the chief justiceship for

which enable us to arrive with a clearer more than ten months from the accession,

judgment at the truth. The result of and although he was not included in the

the investigation proves that both are new patents to the judges of the Common

wrong — the biographers wholly, the poet Pleas which were issued on May 2, a day

partially. or two before the opening of Easter Term

The error of the biographers in fixing 1413, yet in several cases reported in the
the death of Gascoigne in December 141 Year Books, not only of that term but of
is manifest in many ways: Trinity also, we find him, not indeed act

In the first place, he is the judge in a ing in the Common Pleas, but presiding in

case reported in February 1413. ( Y. B. the King's Bench.

14 Henry IV . fo. 19.) Secondly, he was Evenif these two facts were not suffi

summoned to the first parliament of Henry cient to remove anydoubt upon the ques

V. in Easter 1413. Thirdly, on the Issue tion , the two records to which reference

Rolls of the same year the sum of 791. has been already made contain such con

3s. Ofd. is stated to have been paid to him clusive proof that Sir William Gascoigne

on July 7 for his salary and additional was not reappointed to his place as chief

annuity. (Devon's Issue Roll,322.) And justice that it seems impossible that any

lastly, his will has been found in the eccle- one can maintain the contrary,
siastical court at York , the date being on In one of them , the payment on the

December 15 , 1419, and the probate being Issue Roll of July 1413, Gascoigne is called

granted on the 23rd of the same month. late chief justice of the Bench of Lord

Thus therefore the poet correctly intro- Henry, father of the present king.'

duces Gascoigne as alive on the accession In the other, the inscription on his

of Henry V.; but we fear we must convict monument in Harewood Church in York

him of falsifying history in his desire to shire in 1419, he is described as " nuper

enhance the character of his hero, when he capit. justic . de Banco Hen . nuper regis

makes Henry with a noble generosity re- Angliæ quarti.'

invest the inflexible magistrate with the Can it be for a moment supposed that in

balance and the sword ; ' nor can we acquit either of these records he would have been

Lord Campbell of a similar charge, when docked of his title had he ever been chief

he asserts that be can prove to demonstra- justice of the reigning king ?

tion that Sir William Gascoigne Still, however, the difficulty remained

actually filled the office of chief justice of arising from Dugdale's date of Hankford's

the King's Bench under Henry V. appointment as chief justice ; but this

The only evidence that has theslightest has been removed by reference to the

tendency to support this view is the sum- roll itself. It turns out, on inspection ,

mons to parliament,whichwas dated March that the date, instead of being January 29,

22, 1413, the day after the accession, in 1414, as stated by. Dugdale, is March 29,

which he is called chief justice of our 1413, just eight days after King Henry's

lord the king. This single fact, however, accession, and ten days previous to his
gives little assistance to the argument; coronation.

because the title of chief justice would The peculiar period chosen for this act,

be properly applied to him until he was and its precipitancy in contrast with the

actually superseded, and because the king, delay in issuing the new patents to the

having obviously had no more time than other judges, seem strongly to show that

to order a parliament to be summoned , the it resulted from the king's peremptory

writs of summons would be naturally mandate rather than Gascoigne's personal

addressed to those peers, judges, and others choice, and consequently to raise a sus

who were summoned to the preceding picion that the indignity he had laid upon

parliament, and consequently to the judi- the prince was not washed in Lethe , and

cial officers existing at the demise of the forgotten ' by the king.

late king. But the slight presumption A royal warrant dated November 28,

founded upon the fact is invalidated by 1414 , twenty months after his dismissal,

numerous contrary proofs. granting him four bucks and four does

Thus in the parliament held by virtue yearly during his life, out of the forest of

of that summons, which commenced oni Pontefract ( Tyler's Henry V. i . 379) , was

May 15 ,Gascoigne not only was not pre- a favour too long retarded to warrant a
sent, but his usual place among the triers more lenient construction of the conduct of

of petitions was filled by Sir William the king.

6
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This great judge was buried in the parish GATESDEN, JOAN DE, is called by Dug

church of Harewood , where the monument dale ( Orig. 21) a canon of St. Paul's; but
bears his effigy in judicial robes. if so , civilians must have held those ap

He married first Elizabeth, daughter pointments, inasmuch as he had a wife and

and heir of Alexander Mowbray, of Kirth- children. He was possessed of property

ington, Esq.; and secondly, Joan, daugh- in Norton and Bradford in Somersetshire,

ter of Sir William Pickering,andrelict of and held the office of sheriff of Surrey
Sir Henry Greystock, baron of the Exche- and Sussex in 20 Henry III. and the three

quer. By both he had issue. The eldest following years. (Madox, ii. 177. ) In 25

son byhis first was named William ,and Henry MI. he had a liberate for 501., to

as there were seven successive Williams discharge theexpenses of the queen . ( Pell

before the judge, so also were there seven Records, iii . 17.)
after him . He is inserted in Dugdale's list of jus

The baronetcy of Gascoigne of Barnbow ticiers of the Common Pleas in 34 Henry

was granted by Charles I. to a descendant III. , 1250, on account of a fine having been

of Nicholas, a younger brother of the acknowledged before him in Hilary Term of

judge, and became extinct in 1810. (Wot- that year, and also as a justice itinerant into

ton's Baronet. v. 334 ; Testam . Ebor. p. i . Lincolnshire. He is again mentioned as a

410.) justicier in an entry of 38 Henry III. rela

GASELEE, STEPHEN, was the son of an tive to certain ' beccagiis'in Sussex held by

eminent surgeon at Portsmouth, where he himself and some other persons. (Abb.

was born in 1762. He chose the legal Placit. 137.)

profession and entered thesociety of Gray's He and the Bishop of Ely were sent as
Inn , becamea pupil of Sir Vicary Gibbs, ambassadors to Spain on the king's affairs

and' was called to the bar in 1793. He in 40 Henry III. (Rymer, i . 343.) He died

joined the Western Circuit, and was so well in April 1262, 46 Henry III., leaving large

respected as a careful and well-informed property both in Sussex and Somersetshire.
junior that when, after six-and-twenty By his wife Hawise he had a son named
years' practice, he was made a king's coun- John, who died in his lifetime, leaving a

sel in 1819, his professional income was widow ; and at the date of his own death,
probably diminished. But though not Margaret, his daughter, or granddaughter,

gifted with those oratorical powers which wasa minor. She married John deCamoys.

were likely to gain him employment as a ( Excerpt . e Rot. Fin. ii. 316–384 ; Abb .
leader, his deserved reputation for legal Placit. 187, 334.)
knowledge soon recommended him to a GAUNSTEDE, SIMON, was in holy orders ,

judge's place. Accordingly he was selected and connected with the court as early as 9

on July 1 , 1824, to supply a vacancy in Richard II . , 1386, when his name appears
the Common Pleas, and was knighted . In attached to the confederation with the hins

that court he sat for nearly fourteen years, of Castile . Throughout the reign of Henry

with the character of a painstaking and IV. he is mentioned as one of the clerks of

upright judge, and in his private capacity the Chancery . (Rymer, vii. 515, 809.) On
as a worthy and benevolent man. He June 3, 1415 , 3 Henry V., he was appointed

resigned his place at the end of Hilary master of the Rolls, and on the chancellor's

Term 1837, and died on March 26 , 1839 . going to France the Great Seal was left

His widow survived him , and one of his with him from September 5 to October 12 ,

sons is now a serjeant-at-law. 1416. He held it aguin under Henry VI.,

GATES, Tuomas, is described as of from September 28, 1422, till November 10

Churchill in the county of Oxford in his when he was recognised as an independent
admission to the Inner Temple, on January keeper with all the usual powers, and re

1 , 1606–7. Having been called to the bar on ceived the accustomed salary. ( Rynet, I.

January 29, 1614–15 ,he was elected reader 262.) He probably died soon after, since

to that society in autumn 1635. As his John Frank was appointed his successor ( 2
name is never mentioned in the Reports, October 28, 1423.

there seems nothing but his politics to GAWDY, THOMAS, was the son of another

induce the Long Parliament ( of which he iThomas Gawdy, of Harleston in Norfolk

was not a member) to recommend him to Both were of the Inner Temple, and bib

be called serjeant, and to be made a baron serjeants -at-law . The father was reader
of the Exchequer. This however they there in Lent1548 and 1553, and for refusins

did on October 12 , 1648, and he accepted a to read in the latter year he was amend,

renewal of his commission on the death of although he had been promoted to be ser

the king. His death on August 19, 1650, jeant in the previous October. (Ingdale's

at the age of sixty -three ,was occasioned by Orig. 164 ; Machyn's Diary, 26.) lle reine
an infection taken atCroydon while engaged presented Norwich in Queen Mary's fint

in his judicial duties, and hewas buried in parliament. He died in August 15tti, and

the Temple Church. ( Peck's Desid . Cur. his virtues, together with those of Serjeart

b. xiv. 23.) Richard Catlin, are recorded in a joint Latin

.
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GAWDY

epitaph introduced into Plowden's Reports. 1 in 1566. In Lent 1571 he was appointed

(180.) By one of his wives, Anne, the duplex reader, and also treasurer to the
daughter of John Bassingbourne, Esq ., of society. Being called to the degree of the

Woodhall in Hertfordshire, he hadtwo sons, coit in 1577, hewas madeone ofthe queen's

Thomas and Bassingbourne, the latter of serjeants on May 17, 1582,and was present

whom wasthe great-grandfather oftwo at Fotheringay on the trial of Mary Queen

baronets —Gawdy of Crow'sHall in Suffolk, of Scots, but no duty appears to have de

and Gawdy ofWest Herling in Norfolk ; but volved upon him. On the arraignment of

both titles becameextinct at the beginning Secretary Davison in 1587, for forwarding

of the last century.

the warrant for that unfortunate lady's exe

Thomas Gawdy,the eldest son, who was cution, he joined in the solemn farce with

bornat Harleston, became in 1558 member as seriousà face as any of the rest of the

for Norwich, as his father had been before actors. ( State Trials, i. 1173, 1233.)
him , and was among those who were sum- On the death of his brother, Sir Thomas

moned by Queen Mary in October of the Gawdy, he was nominated his successor as

same year to take the degree of the coif in a judge of the Queen's Bench on November

the following Easter; but her death inter- 25 , 1588. In none of the criminal trials on

vening, it became necessary to have a new which he was a commissioner, either in the

writ, from which, probably at his own re- reign of Queen Elizabeth or of King James

quest, his name was excluded. In the fol- (by whom he was continued in his place

lowing year he was reader at the Inner and knighted ), is he represented as taking

Temple,and treasurerin 1562. In 1563 he any part except in that of Sir Walter Ra

became recorder of Norwich, and on an- leigh, when he is made to say, ' The statute

other summons he tookthe degree of the you speak of concerning two witnesses in

coif in 1567 ; and on November 16, 1574, case of treason is found to be inconvenient ;

he was constituted a judge of the Queen's therefore by another law it ·was taken

Bench. Here he sat for fourteen years, and away.' ( Ibid. ii . 18.) He was named as

was one ofthe few puisne judgeson whom one of the commissioners to hear causes in

Queen Elizabeth bestowed a knighthood. Chancery on the death of Sir Christopher

He was both in the commission for the trial Hatton in 1591.
of Dr. Parry in February 1585, preserved It seems not improbable that heowed

in the ' Baga de Secretis,' and in that of his elevation to the bench to Elizabeth's

October 1586 for the trial of Mary Queen favoured chancellor, whose nephew , Sir

of Scots at Fotheringay. ( State Trials, i. William Newport, alias Hatton , about six

1167.) His legal arguments are reported months after it took place, married the

by Dyer, Plowden, and Coke ; and the judge's only daughter Elizabeth. The

latter, in stating Rawlyn's case in Michael - judge perhaps was also indebted for his

mas 1587 ( 4 Report, 54) , gives this cha- next promotion to themarriageofhis grand

racter of him : ‘ This was the last case that daughter Frances, the only issue of the

Sir Thomas Gawdy argued, who was a above union, to Robert Rich, second Earl

most reverend judge andsage of thelaw , of of Warwick . These nuptials took placein

ready and profound judgment, and vene- February 1605 ( Nicolas' Hatton , 478 , 502 ),

rable gravity, prudence,and integrity.' He and on the 26th of the following August

died on November 4, 1588, and his place Sir Francis was raised to the post of chief

was supplied by the appointment of his justice of the Common Pleas. He enjoyed

half -brother, Francis Gawdy.

this high position, for which he is said

He was married twice : his first wife was to have paid at a dear rate, less than a

namedHelwise, and his second Frances, by year. He was stricken with apoplexy at his

both of whom he left issue.

chambers in Serjeants’ Inn about Whit

GAWDY , FRANCIS, was the half - brother suntide 1606, and was taken to his mansion

of his predecessor, Sir Thomas Gawdy, at Eston Hall, Wallington, in Norfolk ;

being the third son of Serjeant Thomas but, having converted the parish church into

Gawdy, of Harleston in Norfolk , by his a hay -house or dog -kennel, his body was

third wife,Elizabeth , daughter of Thomas obliged to be buried in the neighbouring

or Oliver Shyres. He presents an instance church of Rungton.
as well of the same name being given to His wife was Elizabeth, the eldest

two sons as of a Christian name being daughter of Christopher Coningsby, the son

altered at confirmation. At his baptism he of William Coningsby the judge.
was called Thomas, which at his confirma- GEDDING , RANULPI DE, is named among

tion was changed to Francis, and the latter the justiciers and barons before whom fines

Dame, ' by the advice of all the judges in were acknowledged in the Curia Regis in

anno 36 IIenry VIII. (1544), he did beare, 28 Henry II., 1182, and the two following

and after used in all his purchases and years (Hunter's Preface, xxi. ; Madox, i .

grants .' ( Coke Litt. 3 a .)

82, 113, 213 ) ; but his attendance on these

He was admitted a member of the Inner occasions probably arose from his holding

Temple in 1549, and became Lent reader an office connected with the Exchequer. Ina
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the last of those years he was paid out of justices itinerant who set the tallages in

the issues of the honor of the constabulary that county. (Mador, i . 705.)

divers sums expended for cordage, instru- GEOFFREY THE TEMPLAR, to whom ,

ments, and other necessaries for the ship of with John de Lexinton, King Henry gave

Henry deSchornis, when it sailedto Spain thecustody of the Great Seal in August

for the Infanta of Portugal. (Madox's Ba- 1238, does not seem to have held it long,
ron . Angl. 75. ) as it was soon after in the possession of

The Great Roll of 31 Henry II. , 1185, Simon the Norman. There is very little

contains a curious instance of the pretences information as to Geoffrey, and indeed of

made in those times for bringing money the persons so named at different dates the

into the king's exchequer. William de identification is doubtful. (Mat. Paris, 474.)

Beaumont, it seems, had contracted to GEOFFREY (BISHOP OF COUTANCE) was

marry the daughterof Ranulph de Gedding, amember of the noble Norman house of

but, altering his mind, had taken to wife the Mowbray, and was elected Bishop of Cou

daughter of Maurice de Barsham ; where- tance (Constantia) in Lower Normandy in

upon the faithless William was fined fifty 1048. He was more of a soldier than a

marks, while his manœuvriny father-in- divine, and, accompanying William on his

law was fined in double that amount for invasion of England, held a distinguished

permitting the breach of the contract. command in the battle of Hastings. He

GENT, THOMAS, was the son of William assisted at the coronation of the Conqueror,

Gent, Esq.,of the manor of Moynes in the and harangued the Normans on theoccasion.

parish of Bumpstead -Steeple, Essex, who He afterwards exerted himself in suppress

could trace his pedigree backwards more ing the rebellions of the English and in
than two centuries, by his second wife resisting the incursions of the Danes. At

Agnes , daughter and coheir of Thomas the head of the men of Monmouth, London,
Carr, Esq ., of GreatThurlow in Suffolk. and Salisbury, he checked the assault of

Educated at Cambridge, he entered the the West Saxons of Dorset and Somerset

Middle Temple, where he arrived at the on Montacute, and he joined in reducing to
post of reader in Lent 1571, and again subjection the rebels under the Earls of

filled it three years afterwards,having been Hereford and Norfolk. He was rewarded
elected member for Malden in 1572. He with no less than 280 manors.

was called serjeant in June 1584, and in He is said to have held the office of chief

the meantime he enjoyed the lucrative ap- justiciary in conjunction with Lanfranc,

pointment of steward of all the courts of Archbishop of Canterbury, andRobert,

Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford. Accord- Earl of Moreton, during partof William's
ing to Dugdale he was not raised to the reign, several precepts having been directed

bench of the Exchequer till June 28, 1588, to them by the king which bear that inter

30 Elizabeth ; but this is clearly an error, pretation . There is no doubt that he pre

for he is so designated in a special com- sided in loco regis at the contest between

mission of oyer and terminer in Sussex Archbishop Lanfranc and Bishop Odo, re

on February 1, 28 Elizabeth , 1586, pre- lative to certain lands and rights of which
served in the ‘ Baga de Secretis.' the former alleged his church of Canterbury

Coke reports his judgments,and he ha had been disseised by the latter. The trial

the special privilege granted him of acting took place on Penenden Heath, about 1076,

in his own county as a judge of assize, not- lasting three days, and was decided in fa

withstanding the prohibition in the statute vour of Lanfranc.

33 Henry VIII. c. 24. He died in 1593, After William's death he assisted Robert,

and was buried at Bumpstead . His cha- the king's eldest son ,in his attempt onthe

racter may be estimatedby the lineswhich English crown, andwith his nephew, Robert

Thomas Newton in his ·Encomia ' addressed Mowbray, Earl of Northumberland, forti

to him , commencing thus : fied themselves in Bristol. On the failure

of Robert's enterprise the bishop was al
Religio, virtus, pietas, pudor, ac aletheia

Exulat e terris, mobile vulgus ait.
lowed to return to Normandy, where he

Fallitur : Eximias nam qui considerat in te
died on February 4, 1093. ( Dagdale's

Dotes, &c. Monast. i. 546 ; Will. "Malmesb. 487 ; Ma

dor, i. 32 ; Dugdale's Orig. 20 ; Barouge,

He married first Elizabeth, only daughter i . 56 ; Hutchins's Dorsetsh . i. 11 ; Raper :

and heir of Sir John Swallow, of Bocking ; Turner ; Lingard .)

and secondly Elizabeth, the widow of Ro- GERARD, GILBERT, a descendant from

bert Hogeson, of London , and sister of the family of Gerard of Bryn, which now
Morgan Robyns, Esq. By the first he had enjoys a baronetcy granted in 1611 , was

a large family, and the estate has continued the son of James Gerard and Margaret,
fromthat time to this in his descendants. daughter of John Holcroft of Holerit.

GEOFFREY was archdeacon of Berks After receiving his education at Cambridge

from 1175 to 1200 ( Le Neve, 278 ) , and in he entered Gray's Inn, and was called to

9 Richard I., 1197-8, was the first of four the bar in 1539, became an ancient in 1547,
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reader in 1554, and in the next year he from both of whom peerages sprang, all of

was joined with Sir Nicholas Bacon in the which have since become extinct. ( Dug

office of treasurer. ( Dugdale's Orig. 293, dale's Baron. ii . 417 ; Wotton's Baronet. i.

298.) He represented Wigan in the par- 51 , iv. 271 , 279.)

liament of 1553, Steyning in 1554, and GERNEMUE, ADAM DE ( Yarmouth ),

Lancashire in 1585. Dugdale says( Buron. was one of the justices itinerant who,in19
ii. 417), ' In the time of Queen Mary ( as and 20 Henry II., 1173-4, fixedthetallage

by credible tradition I have heard ), upon for Essexand Hertford, and for Norfolk
the Lady Elizabeth's being questioned at and Suffolk . (Madox , i. 124, 701.) . He
the council table, he was permitted to plead probably held some office in the king's
there on her behalf, and performed his part court or household, for he was one of the

so well as that he suffered imprisonment four commissioners whom the king in 1174
for the same in the Tower of London during sent over to Ireland to settle the affairs of

the remaining terme of Queen Marie's reign.' that country, and to bring Raymond over

However true the former part of this story to England.”( Brady'sEngland, 363. )
may be , the latter part is certainly incor- Camden ( Remains, 247) relates a story

rect, for Plowden recordshis appearance in of Adam de Gernemue, who, being clerk
court in Michaelmas 1557 ; andon October of the signet, was summoned before Henry

27, 1558, he was summoned to take the de- I. by Thurstan le Despencer, or steward,

gree of the coif in the ensuing Easter Term . for refusing to sign a bill he had without

Before that time arrived thedeath of Mary a fee,as was the custom among the officers

had taken place, and Queen Elizabeth had, of the court. Upon Adam's answering
on January 22, 1559, raised him to the that he merely desired him to bestow two

office of attorney -general. He retained his spice cakes made for the king's own mouth,

important post for twenty -twoyears, during the king compelled Thurstan to put off his

which time there are only two English cloak and to go and bring the two cakes on
state trials reported — thoseofthe Duke of a white napkin, and with alow curtsey

Norfolk and of hisservant Hickford for !to present them to Adam . He then made

hightreasonin 1571. Atboth of these them friends, observing that ' officersofthe
Gerard assisted, and in the first took a pro- court must gratifie and shew cast oftheir

minent part. In the last Hickford pleaded office, not only one to another, but also to

guilty. ( State Trials, i. 957-1030.) strangers, whenever need shall require.'

He was knighted in 1579, and was pro- GERNUM, RALPH, was one of those

moted to the office of master of the Rolls before whom a fine was levied at West

on May 30, 1581. While occupying this minster in 3 Henry III., and described as

post he seems to have been more engaged justices itinerant.

in criminal trials than whenhe was attorney- He was descended from Robert de Ger

general, as the ' Baga de Secretis ' contains non, a Norman who, for the assistance he

the proceedings of tive in which he is named gave to William the Conqueror, received
as a commissioner. He was also one of various lordships in Hertfordshire. His

the commissioners on the arraignment of father Ralph was great-grandson of this

Davison, and joined with his colleagues in Robert, and his mother was a sister of

the shameful sentence pronounced against William de Breuse. During John's reign

the secretary, of whom he says that his hewas one of his marshals (Rot. Claus. i.

great zeal made him forget his duty. ' 77 ), and was a firm adherent to bim in his

( State Trials, i . 1094, 1230, 1250, 1315. ) troubles. Several valuable grants of land

During the vacancy in the office of rewarded his loyalty, besides other marks

chancellor between November 20, 1591 , of favour and confidence.

and May 28, 1592, he was placed at the In 4 Henry III. he was twice sent over

head of the commission for hearing causes to Poictou, and the last time to accompany

in Chancery. This of itself would be a the king's sister Joanna to England . In

sufficient contradiction to the account of 5 Henry III. he was appointed constable

Dugdale, who says that he died shortly of the castle of Corfe, which he held for

after January 8, 1592, 34 Elizabeth , the many years. In 7 and 8 Henry III. he was

date of his will, which was proved in April sheriff of the county of Dorset, and in the

next ensuing.' It turns out, however, that following year he was appointed one of the

the probate is dated on April 6, 1593, and justices itinerant for that county. ( Ibid . i.

the entry in the parish register of Ashley 418-586, ii . 76.) He lived to a good old

in Staffordshire rather unusually records age, and died in 1247. His son William

his death on February 4, 1592–3, and his had two sons, from one of whom , Geoffrey,

burial on the 6th of March following. A descended Chief Justice Sir John Cavendish,

noble monumentwas erected to his memory. a name assumed from a lordship so called

( Notes and Queries, 1st S. vii. 609.) in Suffolk .

By his wife Anne, daughter and heir of GESTLING , JOHN DE, had property at

William Ratcliffe, he had, besides four Winchelsea,and is first named as a justicier

daughters, two sons, Thomas and Ratcliffe, in 9 Richard I., 1198, and acted regularly
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in that capacity during the first ten years lease from apprehension for the numerous

of John's reign ,and upto 4 Henry III. misguided men who might have been im

He died about 1223. ( Dugdale's Orig. 41, plicated in the transactions which formed

& c . ) the groundwork of the charge. Sir John

GIBBEWIN , GEOFFREY, is recorded by Scott (Lord Eldon), the prosecutor on these

Madox (ii . 43),from the archives of West- trials, sent him across the table this written

minster Abbey, as taking a fine in the King's testimony at the termination of them : 'I

Court at Westminster in 3 Henry III. , but say from my heart that you did yourself

he is not mentioned inany other record as great credit as a good man, and great credit

occupying a place on the bench. He had as an excellent citizen, not sacrificing any

land at Bixe in Oxfordshire, the corn of valuable public principle ; I say from my

which he gave to themonksofThame ( Rot. judgment that no lawyer ever did himself
Claus. ii . 62) ; and there is a hamlet near more credit or his client more service ; 80

Henley in that county still called Bix helpme,God ! '
Gibwen . This masterly performance at once raised

GIBBS, VICARY, was the son of George Mr. Gibbs to the front rank of his profes

Abraham Gibbs, Esq. , amember of the sion , and led to a rapid succession of forensic

medical profession practising at Exeter till honours. The recordership of Bristol he

1781 , when he retired to a small estate he had received in February 1794, before the

bad inheritedatClyst St.George.He treasontrials,as a recognition of hislegal
was born in October 1751 , and was sent to merits. In the following years he was

Eton, and thence was elected scholar of made king's counsel, and received the ap

King's College, Cambridge. At the former pointment of solicitor-general to the Prince

he contributed some elegant Latin compo- of Wales, which was followed by that of

sitions to the · Musæ Etonenses,' and at the his royal' highness's attorney -general. In

latter he wasnotorious for his scholarship 1804 he was promoted to the chief justice

in Greek. Taking his degree of B.A. in ship of Chester, and in February 1805 he

1772, he was elected fellow of his college, became solicitor-general in Mr. Pitt's last

and becamea member of Lincoln's Inn in administration, and was then knighted. He

August 1769. When he commenced busi- held this place for a year only, resigning

ness for himself as a special pleader be on that statesman's death ; but the whig
soon acquired a high reputation for ability administration that succeeded holding the

in the science. The most complicated reins of government little more than twelve

cases were submitted to him , and they months, Sir Vicary, on their exclusion , was

Hlowed in with such abundance that he was restored to office, but in the higher grade

wont to complain of the absence of easy of attorney - general.
ones. Yet he enjoyed the usual pleasures In theparliament thatfollowed the change

of society , of which the theatre was one of of ministry he had the honour of being re

his favourite relaxations, evidenced by an turned for his own university, defeating

extensive familiarity with almost every line the late chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord

of Shakspeare, and with passages and scenes Henry Petty , and also the late prime mi
from the best comedies. nister, Lord Palmerston, then first entering

He was called to the bar in February into political life . As a senator he wn

1783, and in the next year he married. doubtedly did not shine, his style of elo

Joining the Western Circuit,he soon obtained quence not being adapted to the audience

sufficient employment, leading naturally to he was addressing. As a legislator, the only

equal success in Westminster Hall, and statute he introduced was one enacting that

only ten years after his call Horne Tooke, a person against whom an information bad

disregarding Mr. Gibbs's known predilec- been filed might be arrested and held ta

tions on the side of public peace and pub- bail (48 Geo . III. c. 58 ), the provisions of

lic order,'and no doubtbeing aware of his whichwere so obnoxious that neither be

energetic defence at Exeter of the Rev. nor any subsequent attorney -general erer

Mr. Winterbottham , indicted for alleged put them in force. In the exercise of bis

sedition in two sermons (State Trials, xxii . Official functions be is considered to have

838, 884) , strongly recommended him to i been extremely severe, and there is no doubt

be employed in aid of Erskine in the trials that he filed many more ex-officio informa

for high treason that were then about to tions than any of his predecessors. The

take place. Discarding all political prepos- fact is that while Sir Vicary held office se

sessions, Mr. Gibbs threw himself into the ditious libels were the order of the day , and

cases with such zeal, and displayed so much there was so much licentiousness in certain

constitutional learning, that by his exposi- publications of the daily and weekly press

tion of the law and application of the facts, that it was deemed necessary to put some

almost as much as by the wonderful elo- restraint on them . But it might well be

quence of his leader, verdicts of acquittal a question whether the attorney-general's

were not only gained for all the defendants power was not too freely exercised, when

in those extraordinary trials, but also a re- by a return made to the House of Commons

W
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it appears that from 1808 to 1810 no less him personally is altogether silenced when

than forty -two informations had been filed, his judgments are the subject of observa

while only fourteen had been filed during tion . One of the most severe of his critics

the preceding seven years. The wisdom of admits that there was but one opinion as

these proceedings becomes still moredoubt- to his fitness for the situation which he

ful, when out of these forty -two informa- had been selected to fill, and that in point

tions no less than twenty -five were not of learning and experience no one could be

prosecuted, but the subjects of them were better qualified for it. : : . His decisions

left in a state of suspense and anxiety. The on thebench or at Nisi Prius furnished

sentences passed on those who were con- equal proofs of the extent of his learning

victed show, by their severity,how strongly and of the accuracy of his mind .'

thejudges felt the necessity of stoppingthe On quitting the bench he retired alto

seditious incitements, and how clearly they gether from public life. In his domestic

saw the danger that induced the attorney- society he had always shone, and they who

general to prosecute them. partook of it are loud in their declaration

Among the acquitted were James Perry of the charms he imparted to it. His fa

and John Lambert for an apparently inno- miliar friends, and they were many from
cent passage in the Morning Chronicle,' both sides of politics, bear witness to his

and John and Leigh Hunt for a much more virtues, his high religious feelings, his

questionable article in the Examiner.' honourable principles, his goodness of

These defeats seem to have put an end to heart, and the kindness of his disposition ,

any further proceedings on Sir Vicary's ex- potwithstanding occasional irritabilities of

officio informations, but not before a general temper . After suffering forfifteen months,

outcry had been excited against the fre- he died on February 8 , 1820, and was

quency of them ; and the active mover no buried in the family vault at Hayes, with

doubt incurred great uupopularity, which a monumental inscription of great elegance

was aggravated by the personal character and truth penned by his friend Sir William

of severity and harshness which generally Scott, Lord Stowell.
but undeservedly attached to him . Few He married, in June 1784, Frances Cer

men were really more sensitive, more kind- joit Kenneth, sister of Francis Humberston

hearted, more anxious to atone for an un- Mackenzie, Lord Seaforth ; and their only

premeditated wrong, and more desirous of child , Maria Elizabeth, was married to

the good opinion of good and moral men. Lieutenant-General Sir Andrew Pilking

But his manner was so caustic and bitter, ton, K.C.B.

and sometimes so rude and uncivil, that the GIFFARD, WILLIAM (BISHOP OF WIN

prevalent feeling would be amply justified ; CHESTER), was a Norman of high birth ,

and his assumption of superiority over his and probably a relative of Walter Giffard,

brother barristers, which on one occasion who came over with King William at the

received a severe rebuke, did not tend to time of the Conquest, and was rewarded

remove it. with the earldom of Buckingham . In con

At the same time his superior merits as sequence of that connection he was in all

a lawyer were universally acknowledged. likelihood received into the Conqueror's
After he had filled his office for five years household as one of his chaplains; but the

he found its duties, together with his vast first certain notice of his name is as chan
accumulation of business both in court and cellor.

in chambers, so much more onerous than He is placed by all the authorities as the

his strength or his health could bear that last chancellor to William I. , succeeding,
on May 28, 1812, he accepted a seat in the William Welson, afterwards' Bishop of

Common Pleas ás puisne judge. He sat Thetford ; and is generally mentioned as
there only eighteen months,when he was the first chancellor under William 11. , and

promoted to be chief baron of the Exche- to have been succeeded by Robert Bloet in

quer in November 1813. In less than three 1090. His restoration to the chancellorship

months Sir James Mansfield's retirement between 1093 and 1098 is rendered certain

enabled him to take the place which he by his witnessing in that character a char

most desired and was best fitted for. He ter granting the manor of Stone to Roches

was sworn lord chief justice of the Common ter Cathedral ; for, though it is undated,
Pleas in Hilary vacation 1814, and presided one of its witnesses is Robert Bloet, Bishop

in that court for nearly five years.The of Lincoln, whowasnot raised to that see
attacks ofill- health from which he had long till 1093 ; while Walkeline, Bishop of
suffered, and to which it is charitable to Winchester, another witness, died in Ja

attribute much of his ill temper, becoming nuary 1098., ( Dugdale's Monast. i . 164,

more frequent, he felt himself compelled to 241 , vi. 1271.). By a similar process of
resign his seat on November 5, 1818. investigation his continuance in the office

As a judge all competent authorities may be traced to the end of the reign, and

give him the highest praise. The pre- that he so continued at the commencement

judice which undoubtedly existed against I of that of Henry I. appears by several
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charters granted by that king. ( Ibid. i. of Elias Giffard, the third lord of Brinsfield

241 , ii. 18 , v . 14.) He was superseded in in Gloucestershire, was one of the eighteen

his office by Roger, afterwards Bishop of justices itinerant who were appointed to

Salisbury, who is designated chancellor in administer justice throughout the kingdom
two charters, dated September 3, 1101. by the council of Northampton, 22 Henry

( Ibid. iv. 16, 17.) After Roger's eleva- II. , 1176. (Madox , i. 126-135.) In 1180

tion to the episcopal bench , however, Gif- be was bailiff of the Oximin in Normandy,

fard was reinstated, asappears from his receiving 2001. per annum as custos of the
being present as chancellor at the signing castle of Falaise. To the hospital of the

of the convention between KingHenry and latter town he was a benefactor. (Rot.

the Earl of Flanders, on March 10, 1103 Scacc. Norm . i. 41. ) One of his descendants

(Rymer, i . 7, 12), shortly after which there was summoned to parliament, but the title

is every probability that he was discharged became extinct in 1322. ( Dugdale's Baron .

from the office in consequence of the dis- i . 499.)
pleasure of the king.

GIFFARD,Hugh, if not, as not unlikely,

At the coronation, or soon after the the son of Osbert Giffard, who was a natural

accession of Henry, Giffard had been no- son of King John ( Dugdale's Baron. i. 501 ) ,

minated to the vacant bishopric of Win- ! was undoubtedly of noble connection , as

chester ; but his consecration had been William , Earl of Salisbury,Hugh de Mortuo
prevented at first by the absence of Arch- |Mari, and Walter de Clifford became his

bishop Anselm , and then by that prelate's pledges in 1 Henry III. that he would

refusal to perform the ceremony upon satisfy the king for a transgression which he

him, and several others then appointed, i had presumed to commit. From the rest

unless the king would give up the right of the record it may be collected that this

of investiture, which had been gradually offence was his marriage, without the royal

assumed by the crown. This dispute lasted licence,with Sibilla, the daughter of Walter

for the four following years, and was then de Cormaill, an heiress. ( Rot. Claus. i.
terminated by mutual concessions, the king 301. ) In 20 Henry III. Hugh Giffard was

giving up the claim to invest with the made constable of the Tower of London ;

crozier and ring, and being allowed to and two years after a fine was levied before

retain the more important right of receive him as a justicier ( Dugdale's Baron. i . 502 ) .

ing the fealty and homage of the bishops probably only sitting as constable, as his

for their temporal possessions. This ac- name does not afterwards occur in a judi

commodation was arranged in 1107, and cial character. He was connected with

on August 11 Anselm solemnly consecrated the household of Edward the king's son ,

seven bishops, William Giffard being among and several payments were made to him
the number. for the prince's expenses, and other pay

He presided over his see for nearly ments up to 26 Henry III. (Issue Roll, iii.

twenty-one years, during which period he 15, 18, 29, 30.)

performed many acts to make his rule re- It appears that in 1256 King Henry gave

membered. He introduced monks of the his widow and her son, the next-mentioned

Cistercian order into England, and in 1128 Walter Giffard, permission to live in the

founded an abbey for them at Warerley in castle of Oxford during pleasure ( Excerpte

Surrey. He erected a priory for Augustin | Rot. Fin . ii. 243 ) , and by a pedigree in

canons at Taunton in Somersetsbire. He Dugdale's ' Baronage' (i . 424 ), under the

was either the founder of, or the principal title “Cormeilles,' it seems that she had

contributor to , the priory of St. Mary another son , named Geoffrey, which is

Overy in Southwark, and he built the probably a misreading forGodfrey , Bishop

magniticent mansion there which was so of Worcester, also hereafter noticed , wbo ,

long the residence of his successors when according to Richardson's notes on Godwin

in London . His death occurred on Ja- (461), was Walter's brother.

nuary 25, 1129. GIFFARD, WALTER (ARCHBISHOP OF

There is no act recorded of him that | York ) , was, as before stated, the son of

throws doubt on the praises awarded by the abore Hugh Giffard , and of Sibilla de

Henry of Huntingdon, and Thomas Rud- ; Cormaill. The first notice of his name

borne in his ‘ History of Winchester ; ' and, occurs in the permission from King Henry

holding the office of chancellor five times III . , on November 3, 1256 , to * Sibille

under three kings, the last of whom was Giffard, and her son , Master Walter

celebrated for his discrimination, he must Giffard ,' to lodge in the castle of Oxfori .

have been endowed with no ordinary quali- and to use the mills below it. He after

fications. (Godwin , 213; Angl. Sac. i. 279, wards became a canon of Wells and a

700 ; Roger de Wendover, ii . 164, & c.; chaplain to the pope, and on May: ?, 124,

Rapin : Turner : Lingard .) was elected Bishop of Bath and Wells.

GIFFARD, RICHARD, the great-grandson After the battle of Evesham , which was

of Osbert,oneof the Norman baronswho ac- fought on August 4, 1265, he was appointed

companied theConqueror,and a younger son chancellor, in the room of Thomas de

!
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Cantilupe,who had been nominated by the |1, 1869, to his present judicial seat, ineach

barons. He was translated to the arch- case succeeding Sir William Page Wood

bishopric of York on October 18, 1266 ; (Lord Hatherley). He was thereupon

soon after which he is believed to have re- added to the privy council.

signed the Great Seal, but the actual date He is married to Maria, daughter of

of his retirement nowhere appears. He Charles Pilgrim , Esq. , of Kingsfield ,South

still continued a member of the king's ampton .

council, and in54 Henry III. was sheriff of GIFFORD, ROBERT (LORD GIFFORD),

the counties of Nottingham and Derby ,an was the son of Robert Gifford, carrying on

office which he filled from that time till 1 the business of grocer and linendraper in
Fdward I. the city of Exeter, where he was born on

On the accession of Edward I. he was February 24, 1779. From his earliestyouth

selected as one of the regents of the king- he showed remarkable quickness and an

dom during the king's absence, and was ardent desire of improvement. His greatest

made constable of the Tower of London , delight wasto attend the assizes and watch

andaccording to Philipot was also treasurer. the proceedings of the courts, and he longed

Various dates are assigned for his death, for an opportunity to emulate the talents

but the most probable seemsto be April 25, he witnessed. Though his father could

1278. He was buried in York Cathedral. not afford to educate him for the bar, he .

(Godwin , 373, 682 ; Le Neve, 32, 308. ) so far encouraged his taste as to article

GIFFARD, GODFREY (BISHOP OF WOR- | him toMr. Jones, a respectable attorney of

CESTER ), is said by Bishop Godwin (461) his native city ,with whom he served the

to have been near to the king in blood, and whole of his time. Here he made himself

Richardson, his editor, adds that he was the so practically useful in the business of the

brother of the above Walter Giffard , Arch- office that during the illness of his master

bishop of York. he was entrusted with its sole management.

On November 6, 1265 , he was collated Before the end of his clerkship his father

archdeacon of Barum (Barnstaple ), ( Le died, and at its termination he entered

Neve, 98 ), and in the following May he himself at the Middle Temple in 1800.

occupied the post of chancellor of the Ex- After a year or two's study under Mr.

chequer, and had permission to appoint Robert Bayley and Mr. Godfrey Sykes,

a substitute to act during his absence. eminent special pleaders, he commenced.

(Madox, i . 476, ii . 52.) practice for himself in the same line. For

In 1266 he was appointed chancellor of five years he pursued this useful branch

England, in the room of his brother,Walter with considerable success, and was called

Giffard ,probably soon afterthatprelate's tothebaronFebruary 12, 1808.

promotion to the see of York. In June He joined the Western Circuit, and the

1268 he was elected Bishop of Worcester, Exeter and Devon Sessions, where he soon

and continued chancellor till the 29th of acquired an extensive business. In London

October following. In6 Edward I., 1278, too his abilities were soon recognised, and

he was at the head of the justices itinerant many opportunities occurred in which he

for the counties of Hereford, Hertford , and distinguished himself by his intimate ac

Kent. quaintance with the law of real property,

He died on January 26, 1301. He wns by the ready cogency of his arguments, and

a man of high spirit, overbearing, and by his easy elocution .

litigious, and made his visitations burthen- He had been only nine years at the bar

some by the extent of his retinue, which when he was appointed solicitor-general

amounted to near a hundred horse. ( Cham- on May 9, 1817. So entirely did he owe

bers's Illust . Worcestershire.) it to his professional merit that many of

GIFTARD, GEORGE MARKHAM, one of those advocates who were opposed to the

the present lord justices of appeal in government acknowledged its propriety.

Chancery, is the son of Admiral Giffard , He was then knighted and elected bencher

by Susannah, daughter of Sir John Carter. of his inn, and took his place in the House

He was born at the Dockyard, Portsmouth, of Commons as member for Eye in Suffolk.

in the year 1813, and was educated at On that stage, though not acting a promi

Winchester, and New College, Oxford, of nent part in politics,heassisted the govern

which he eventually became a fellow . ment by the dexterity he displayed, and

Entering the society of the Inner Temple, by the clearness with which he explained
he was called to the bar on November 20, tħeir legal measures. He was almost im

1840, and practised in the Court of Chan- mediately called upon to take part in those

cery . He was raised to the rank of queen's state prosecutions rendered necessary by

counsel in 1858, and took a prominent lead the treasonable practices of the time. The

without holding any official situation till talent he displayed on these occasions at

1868, when, on March 5, he was made a once dissipated all doubts upon the pro

vice- chancellor and knighted, and in less priety of his promotion. In July 1819 he

than ten months was promoted, on January succeeded to the office of attorney- general,
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and, holding it at the commencement of April 5. The increase of labour consequent

the reignofGeorge IV ., it fell to his lot in on these appointments at length weighed

April 1820 to conduct the prosecution of upon his spirits, and so greatly affected his

the conspirators who were implicated in health and strength that he succumbed to

the Cato Street plot for overturningthe a bilious attack on September 4, 1826, at

government, intended to be commenced by Dover, where he was spending his vacation.

the assassination of all the ministers at a His remains repose in the Rolls Chapel.

cabinet dinner. ( State_Trials, xxxii. 538, At the time of his premature death he

&c., xxxiii. 716, &c.) In the same year he was only in the forty -eighth year of his age.

had the more arduous duty imposedupon He was then the universally designatedheir

him of opening the charges against Queen to the chancellorship upon the expected re

Caroline in support of the preamble of the signation of Lord Eldon. But he was not

Bill ofPains and Penalties ; his compara- permitted thus to completethe parallel with

tive failure in which was amply redeemed Lord Chancellor King. Lord Tenterden

by his powerful reply, which in the most wrote of bim : " The present attorney -gene
perspicuous manner collected all the facts ral (Gifford ) will probably be his ( Lord

and corroborative evidence into one focus, Eldon's) successor ; he is a sound lawyer

and to the satisfaction of most unprejudiced and a sound -hearted man . . . . the fittest

minds made clear and evident the guilt of man living to succeed one for whom a suc
that unfortunate lady. But few , though cessor must soon be found — though perhaps

they could not shut their eyes to her mis- an equal will never be.' High aswas his

conduct, approved of the proceedings, and professional character, in private life he was

the outcry was so great at the harshness equally to be admired. Unaffected, amiable,

and impolicy of the measure that the mi- kind, and indulgent, he secured the affection

nisters were obliged to withdraw the bill . of numerous friends, and totally disarmed

The temporary popularity of the queen soon whatever jealousy might at first have been

subsided ,and her death, which was hastened entertained at his sudden advancement.

by chagrin , occurred soon after the corona- He married in 1816 the daughter of the

tion inthe next year. Rev. Edward Drew, rector of Willand in

Exercising his office with great modera- Devonshire, and by her had seven children,

tion , he instituted very few prosecutions, the eldest of whom is the present peer.

and principally confined himself to his GILBERT, JEFFREY, who, fromhis arms

forensic duties in Chancery, to which court being somewhat similar to those of Sir

he had removed on being appointed solicitor- Humphrey Gilbert, the noted seaman and

general. Here he obtained very consider- discoverer in Queen Elizabeth's reign, is

able practice, which was greatly increased supposed to have belonged to a branch of

after the lamentable death of Sir Samuel that family, is said to have been born at

Romilly. In the House of Lords also he Burr's Farm , a manor in the parish ofGoud

had the principal lead, especially in the hurst in Kent, which he afterwards pur

appeals from Scotland, having carefully chased, in 1674. Hewas the son of William

made himself master of the laws of that Gilbert, Esq., and Elizabeth his wife. Ad

country . As recorder of Bristol, to which mitted intothe Inner Temple in 1692, ha

he had been elected on the resignation of was called to the bar in 1698, and, judging

Sir Vicary Gibbs, he was such a favourite from the numerous treatises of whichhewas

with the corporation that they placed his the author, he must have been indefatigable

portrait, a whole-length by Sir Thomas in his early studies. He commenced taking
Lawrence, in their town -haſt. notes of cases in 1706, when his Equity Rea

After filling the office ofattorney -general ports begin. It is evident that he had esta

for four years and a half, he was raised to blished a good legal reputation before 1714,

the bench on January 9, 1824, as lord chief as on November 8 of that year he was ap

justice of the Common Pleas, and was en- pointed one of the judges of the King's

nobled on the 31st of the same month by Bench in Ireland , from which he was pro

the title of Lord Gifford of St. Leonards in moted on the 16th of the following June to

the county of Devon. This elevation to the be chief baron of the Exchequer there. In

peerage he owed to the alteration then 1719 he andthe other barons were committed

adopted in the House of Lords in the hearing by the Irish House ofLords to the custe dy

of appeals, and he was constituted at the of the usher of the black rod , for grantir

same time deputy speaker for the special an injunction in pursuance of an order of the

purpose of hearing those from Scotland. So English House of Lords ( State Triais, xv .

satistied were the Scottish lawyers with his 1301-16) in an appeal from the Irish courts

decisions that on a visit to Edinburgh a (Annesley v. Sherlock). In the next year

short time after he was received and in- an act of parliamentwas passed putting an

vested with extraordinary honours. In less end to the dispute by excluding the Irish

than three months he changed his judicial House of Lords from any jurisdiction , and,
post for the more appropriate one of master though this act was afterwards repealed , the

of the Rolls, to which he was removed on whole question is since settled by the Act
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of Union. How long the barons remained one of the new judges of the Common

in custody is not mentioned, but the con- Pleas. In January 1293 he came to an

duct of the chief was evidently approved untimely end, but noother particulars of

by the English government. Hisepitaph his death have been found than are con

says that he wasoffered the Great Sealof tained in a letter from William de Were

Ireland, and that he refused the honour, minster to John de Langton, the chancellor,

and resigned his place upon being made a in which he simply communicates that

baron of the English Exchequer in May William de Giselham had been killed . (7

1722. He received the honour of knight- Report Pub. Rec. App. ii. 249.)

hood in January 1724. On the resignation GLANVILLE,RANULPI DE, was born at

of Lord Macclesfield he was nominated se- Stratford in Suffolk. He wasà grandson
cond commissioner of the Great Seal, and of a baron of the same name, whose posses

filled that position from January 7 to sions were in the counties of Norfolk and

June 1, 1725, on which day he was pro- Suffolk, and younger son of William de
moted to the place of chief baron, which Glanville, and on the death of Bartholo

seat he only occupied for fifteen months, mew , his eldest brother, he succeeded to

being snatched away by an early death on the barony.

October 14, 1726. This event occurred at Long previous to this event he had

Bath , in the abbey church of which he was raised himself to a considerable position .

buried. A tablet to his memory is placed It does not precisely appear in what capa

in the Temple Church, with an elegant city he began his career, but it seems most

eulogium in Latin of his legal and scientific likely that he filled some office in the Ex

attainments. chequer. It was probably in this character

Of all the works that appear under his that he held the office of sheriff of War

name, and which exhibit so much learning wick and Leicester in 10 Henry II. , 1164,

in almost every variety of legal investiga- and that in the same year he was advanced

tion that they are still constantly referred to the sheriffalty of the more important

to as authority, it is extraordinary that county of York. The former he retained

none were published in his lifetime. They for only one year, but in the latter he con

comprehend Reports in Equity, histories of tinued during the whole remainder of the

the Courts of Exchequer, Common Pleas, and reign. These appointments took place

Chancery, and treatiseson Uses and Trusts, twelve years before his name is recorded as

Tenures, Devises, Ejectments, Distresses, a justicier; but after he was raised to the

Executions, Rents, Remainders, and Evi- bench several other counties were placed

dence. This latter Blackstone describes as under his care as sheriff.

excellent, and calls it a work which it is According to Benedict Abbas, Queen

impossible to abstract or abridge without Eleanor was consigned to his care during

losing some beauty and destroying the the sixteen years of her confinement in the

chain of the whole. He was a fellow of castle at Winchester, of which, and also of

the Royal Society, and was equally famous the royal treasury there,he had thecustody.

for his mathematical as for his legal studies, That he treated her with the respect due

and for his refined taste in polite litera- to her station is shown by the confidence

ture. The modesty he showed in not him- she reposed in him when placed in autho

self publishing any of his works distin- rity on her release.

guished him throughout his career ; and During his northern sheriffalty his mili

he was held in as much esteem by his con- tary talents were called into action by the

temporaries as he is regarded with respect incursion of the Scots, and his efficiency as

and admiration at the present day . (Lord an energetic and brave commander was

Raymond, 1380–1420 ; Hasted's Kent,vii. soon proved . Having, with the assistance

77, 195.) of KingHenry's illegitimate son Geoffrey,

GISELHAM, WILLIAM DE, probably took then Bishop of Lincoln, forced the Scottish
his namefrom the place so called in king to retire, that monarch a short time

Suffolk . On several occasions from 7 to afterwards renewed his attack, and while

14 Edward I. he is described as the king's his army was ravaging the neighbouring

attorney, and in the tenth year both he country he himself besieged Alnwick.

and Gilbert de Thornton are designated There Ranulph de Glanville,at the head
narratores pro rege.' In 9 Edward I. he of the Yorkshire barons, surprised him on

was called to the degree of king'sserjeant- July 11 , 1174, and, defeating his troops,

at-law ; but it should be observed that all took him prisoner. (Lord Lyttelton, iii .
who are noticed at this time as of the 135, 148.) This victory was of the highest

degree of the coif seem to have been so importance to King Henry in the critical

designated, and that it is doubtful whether state of the kingdom , then distracted by

the modern distinction then existed. the rebellious conduct of his sons . From

When Edward I. purified the bench in this time, therefore, the valorous sheriff,

1229 of those members who had disgraced brought more immediately under the

it, William de Giselham was constituted king's notice, was employed in services for
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which he was not long in proving that he in the subsequent wars against Philip of
was equally fitted . France. In those wars we find him suc

In the very next year he appears as a cessfully engaged in procuring a truce

justice itinerant, his pleas being recorded between the two kings. ( Lord Lyttelton,

not only in his own county ofYork, but in iii. 369,441.) So high an opinion had

thirteen other counties, and in 1176, one of Henry of his wisdom and sagacity that he

the six circuits into which the council of sent him with his son John to assist and

Northampton then divided the kingdom direct in the government of Ireland. (Le

was appropriated to him and two others. lands Ireland, i. 143.)

When the council of Windsor in 1179 re- In 1188, when the crusade was preached

arranged the kingdom for judicial purposes at Gedington, though his age and position

into four divisions, although most of his would have been a sufficient excuse, he

brethren were removed, his capacity was partook of the enthusiasm and engaged in

so conspicuous and his integrity so un- the enterprise. The king's death, which

blemished that he was not only reappointed happenedthe next year, only delayed, but

to act in one of them , but was among those did not prevent, the performance of his

specially selected to hear the complaints of vow . His piety was further evidenced by

the people in the Curia Regis at West- the foundation and endowment of the

minster (Mador, i. 77, 125–137 ), and in priory of Butley and the abbey of Leystone,
1180 he was appointed chief justiciary, and both in Suffol for canons of the order of St.

continued in the office during the whole Augustin. ( Dugdale's Monast.vi.379,879.)

remainderof the reign, as high in the royal In his character of chief justiciary he

favour and confidence at the close as at the assisted atthe coronation of Richard I. , on

commencement, being named one of the September 3, 1189, and was sent by the

executors to the king's will. A dereliction king to restrain the people from the mas
from the path of judicial integrity is re- sacre of the Jews which disgraced that

ported of him in having, in 1184, con- solemnity. Two or three authors testify

demned Sir Gilbert de Plumpton to death that he was deprived of his office at the

on a charge of rape, for the purpose of beginning of this reign, and was obliged to

giving the widow of theunfortunate knight, purchase his release from imprisonment by

årich inheritrix, to his friend Rainer, who anenormous fine, fixed by someat50001,

performed his duties as sheriff of York- and by others at 15,0001 . The silence of

shire. The execution of the sentence was other historians throws a discredit on the

delayed by the interference of the Bishop story,which is supported by his subsequent
of Worcester, and, the case being remitted proceedings. His retirement from the

to the king, Sir Gilbert's life was saved , office of chief justiciary would be a ne

but his person imprisoned for the rest of cessary result of his determination to pro
the reign. Presuming this story to be ceed to Jerusalem , and his payment of a

true, the chief justiciary's merit must have sum of money to assist the king in his

been great indeed to induce the king to holy war would be only what thatmonarch

pardon so monstrous a perversion of jus- required from all who could afford it . The

tice . Much doubt, however, cannot but roll of that year, so far from giving any

beattached to the relation. It appears evidence of his 'disgrace, proves plainly
that in his account of the year as sheriff of that he continued to act in his judicial

York he charges 138. for conveying Sir character after the death of King Henry.

Gilbert from York to Worcester, and in (Pipe Roll, 8,15 , & c.) There is also sub

the next year accounts for half a year's rent sequent evidence of his being with the

ofhislands. Gilbert's brother afterwards king in Normandy on his way to the Holy

pays a fine of 100 marks for his discharge , Land, as he is the first of the witnesses

and Rainer pays a fine of 1000 marks for attesting a royal charter given under the

having the king's benevolence. These hand of John de Alençon, the vice-chan

show noevidence that Ranulph de Glan- cellor, 'apud Moret.,' on April11, 1190, 1

ville was cognisant of Gilbert's innocence, Richard I. (Mador, i. 77), and he after

or a party to Rainer's intentions towards wards travelled towards Jerusalem in

the lady. ( Plumpton Corresp. x. ) Indeed, company with Baldwin , Archbishop of

it is scarcely possible to suppose that a Canterbury , and Hubert Walter , bis

king so just as Henry II. would have over- nephew, Bishop of Salisbury , and landed

looked the guilt of the judge or have at Tyre about Michaelmas” 1190, all of

visited the innocence of the accused with them having been despatched by King

imprisonment. Richard toassist at the siege of Acre, and

În the year after his appointment he baving previously, according to some so

headed a large army against the Welsh, counts, accompanied the king himal

and, though at first he made little progress, through France as far as Marseilles.
he succeeded at last, not only in bringing He and his companions reached Icre,

them back to their fealty, but in procuring before which Archbishop Baldwin first fell

from them a large body of infantry to serve a victim , and then, before the end of the
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year, Ranulph de Glanville ; not, as some- ceived consecration. Heappears among the

times stated, in the heat of battle, but ex justiciers in 1 Richard I., 1189, and acted

aëris nimia corruptione. (R. de Wend- as a justice itinerant in several counties.

orer, iii. 30, 36.) He was present also in 5 and 7 Richard I. ,

He married Berta, one of the daughters whenfines were levied before him . ( Pipe

of Theobald de Valoins, lord of Parham . Roll, 27, &c.; Hunter's Preface.)

Leaving no male issue, he distributed his The whole of his episcopal life was en

lands before he sailed on his last expedition gaged in a contest with the monks of his

among his three daughters - Matilda , the church relative to certain lands which he

wife of William de Auberville, a before claimed as belonging to the see ; and they

named justicier; Amabilia, the wife of are said by some to have carried their ani

Ralph de Arden , a justicier also before- mosity so far as to refuse the ordinary funeral

-named ; and Helewise, the wife of Robert rites to the bishop's body when he died .

Fitz - Robert. This, however, according to others, was oc

Although some questionbasbeen raised casioned by the interdict then hanging over
whether the work generally attributed to the kingdom . The bishop's death happened

this great man, entitled “ Tractatus de on June 24 , 1214 , and his tomb is within

Legibus et Consuetudinibus Regni Angliæ, ' the rails of the altar of his cathedral. He

was really composed by him, there are still founded, and amply endowed, the hospital
stronger grounds for considering him as its at Stroud in Kent, an act which is a suffi

author . If decisive evidence of the fact cient answer to the harsh character given

cannot be advanced, there is at all events to him by the monks in their doggerel

no candidate who has superior claims to rhymes written on his death.

the honour of having produced it, nor is GLANVILLE, BARTHOLOMEW DE , is in

there any hypothesis of sufficient weight serted by Dugdale as one of the justices

to counterbalance the presumptions in itinerant for Norfolk and Suffolk in 9 Henry
favour of the tradition. ( Dugdale's Baron . III. It is found that the record in which

i. 423; Lord Lyttelton ; Lingard.) his name was at first introduced is altered

GLANVILLE, WILLIAM DE, no otherwise by substituting that of William de Ambly.

appears in connection with his eminent ( Rot. Claus. ii. 77.)

namesake than that he was awitness, with GLANVILLE ,John, isstated by Anthony

the title of clericus,' to the charter of Wood ( Fasti, ii. 64) to have been bred an

.Hervey Walter, Ranulph de Glanville's attorney. If so , he is the first judge who

brother-in -law, to the priory of Butley, is recorded as having commenced his career
which was founded by the chief justiciary. in that branch of the profession. Hewas

( Monast. v. 380.) He was one of the a younger son of another John Glanville,of

justiciers in 7, 8, and 9 Richard I., and Tavistock, and entered himself at Lincoln's

was still alive in 3 John. (Madoc, i . 705 ; Inn in 1567, and, having retired from his

Hunter's Preface : Rot. Cancell.) first occupation, he was called to the bar in

Mr. Hunter,in his valuablepreface to 1574. He filled theoffice of reader both in

the ‘ Fines of Richard I. and John ,' sug- Lent and autumn 1589, the latter occasion

gests the possibility of his having been the being in consequence of his having been
author ofthe treatise generally attributed called to the degree of the coif . Prince

to Ranulph de Glanville ; but he offers no states that it was said of him , and of

other grounds for the suggestion than the Thomas Harris and Edward Drew, who
identity of the name. were called serjeants at the same time, that

GLANVILLE, OSBERT DE, was present gained )(

as a justicier when fines were levied

}
One spent as much as the other two.

in the Curia Regis in 28 and 35 Henry

II. , 1182, 1189. ( Hunter's Preface .) As He does not specially appropriate these
the former of these years was soon after characters, but intimates that Drew was on

the appointment of Ranulph de Glanville the getting side.

to the office of chief justiciary, and the He was promotedto the bench as a jus
latter just before his retirement from it, it i tice of the Common Pleas on June 30, 1598,

is probable that Osbert was in some way a positionwhich he occupied for little more
related to him, and had been brought into than two years, his death occurring on
the court under his auspices. This is ren- | July 27, 1600. His monument in Tavistock

dered still more likely by the fact that he church represents him as a corpulent man,
was one of the witnesses to the justiciary's in full judicial costume, in a recumbent

charter to the priory of Butley . (Monast. posture, and is considered a superior work

vi. 180.) of art. It was erected by his wife , Alice,

GLANVILLE, GILBERT DE (BISHOP OF the daughter of — Skirret, who after his

ROCHESTER ), was archdeacon of Lisieux death married Sir Francis Godolphin. He

when , on July 16, 1185, 31 Henry II . , he left several children ; his second son, Sir

was elected Bishop of Rochester,and was John Glanville, who becamea serjeant, and

obliged to be ordained priest before he re- was speaker of the House of Commons in

gave
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April 1640, gained a far higher eminence slain by an arrow in a hunting match, on
for his legal attainments than hisfather did, December 24, 1146.

and his Reports on controverted elections He translated the canons of the abbey of

are still in considerable estimation . ( Risdon, Lanthony in Monmouthshire, who were

403.) oppressed by the Welsh , to a place called

GLOUCESTER, MILO DE (EARL OFHERE- the Hide, near Gloucester, where he esta

FORD), sometimes called Milo Fitz -Walter, blished them in a new abbey called Lan

was son of Walter, ' constabularius princeps thony Secunda.

militiæ domus regiæ ,' who built the castle He had five sons, all ofwhom died with

of Gloucester on his own domain. His out issue, and three daughters, the descen

mother was Emma, sister of Hameline de dants of the eldest ofwhom acquired, besides

Balun, also a powerful noble, and a com- the earldom of Hereford , those of Essex and

panion of William the Conqueror on his Northampton. These titles all became ex

invasion. By his marriage with Sibyl, the tinct in 1372. ( Dugdale's Monast. vi. 131

eldest daughter of Bernard de Newmarche, 136 ; Madox, i. 40, & c.; Lord Lyttelton ;

he acquired the honor of Brecknock . Lingard ; Magn. Rot. 31 Henry I.)

In 31 Henry I. he was sheriff of Stafford- GLOUCESTER, WALTER DE, one of the

shire and Gloucestershire ; and one of the canons of Beverley, is called the son of

entries is an allowance to him as sheriff of Simon Lymereth. (Abb. Placit. 214.) He

thirty shillings for mead and beer pro- was an officer of the Exchequer, and in 22

vided for the king. By the same roll it Edward I. was entrusted with the sheriffalty

appears that he was justice of the forest of Dorset and Somerset, which he held for

for the former county, and that he and five years. Hethen was appointed to visit

Pain Fitz-John were justices itinerant in the seaports to enquire into the conceal.
both counties.

mentof the king'scustoms on wool, & c.

On the death of Henry, he concurred (Madox, i . 784, ii. 169.) In 28 Edward I.
with the other barons in placing Stephen on he was a perambulator of the forests in

the throne, he being then high constable as Hants and Wilts, and about the same time

successor to his father, and received, as the was selected as one of the king's escheators,

first fruits of his acquiescence, a charter of acting in the north tillthe end of that reign,
confirmation of all his lands. The king, and in the south for the first four years of

in this grant, covenants with him “ sicut the following. In 35 Edward I. he was a

baroni et justiciario meo, ' evidently using commissioner of array in Glamorgan , and

the expression as if the two titles were paymaster of the levies there. ( Ibid. i . 740. )

synonymous. During the early years of the reign of

The royal favour, however, made no per . Edward II.he was summoned to parliament

manent impression ; for soon after Milo for- amongthe judges, and was regularly con

sook the king's party,and joined thatof the stituted one of the three justices ofassize
Empress Matilda. To that unfortunate for Gloucestershire and four other counties

lady he proved himself a firm friend during in 1310. Dugdale does not notice him as a

the remainder of his life, receiving her as baron of the Exchequer, although there is

his guest in her difficulties, supporting her no doubt that he was so, being designated

and her establishment at his own expense by that title intwo writs, directing him to

• during a period of two years, guiding her confer with Nicholas de Segrare, and in
by his counsels, and aiding her by his arms. the letters patent constituting Walter de

The oldest patent on record shows the ex- Norwich a baron in his place. The patent

tent of her gratitude. It is dated on July of his own appointment has not been dis

25, 1141. It confers upon him the title of covered, but it must have been between

Earl of Hereford , and gives him and his June 16 and July 5, 1311 , the former being

heirs the castle and moat of Hereford , and the date of his last summons to parliament,

extensive privileges . In the following Sep- where he is evidently placed among the jus

tember hewasoneof those devoted warriors tices of assize, and the latter being that of

who covered Matilda's retreat from Win- the writto Nicholas de Segrave.

chester when closely pressed by the bishop. He held his rank for little more than six

He was renowned for his bravery and weeks ; for his death is recorded in Walter

good conduct, and they were bothstrongly de Norwich's patent, which is dated en

exemplified in his almost romantic rescue August 29. ( Parl. Writs, ii. 929.) He died
of the sister of the Earl of Chester,when in possession of considerable property in
she, after the murder of her husband, Ri- Surrey, and the counties of Lincoln , Wor

chard de Clare, was besieged by the Welsh , cester, and Gloucester. By his wife Hawise

and being without provisions, despaired of he hada son Walter, who died in 18 E

succour. He gained the castle on the side ward II. (Cal. Inquis. p.m. i . 247, 303. )
where it was considered inaccessible, and GLYNNE, John, whose genealogy com

relieved her from her dreadful condition. mences in the year 843 with Cilmin Droede

Unharmed amidst all the perils he had tu, one of the tifteen tribes of North Wales,

encountered, he was at last accidentally was the eldest son of Sir William Glynne,

я
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knight, of Glyn -Llivon in Carnarvonshire, gratified with the clerkship of the petty
by Jané, daughter of John Griffith , Esq .,of bag, worth 1000l. a year.

Carnarfon ( Wotton's Baronet. iii. 289), and The Presbyterian party, with which he

was born in 1602 at the ancient seat of his was connected, becoming jealous of the

ancestors. He was educated at Westmin- army, took measures in June 1647 for its

ster School, and at Hart Hall, Oxford (now being disbanded. Sir Thomas Fairfax coun

part of New College). At thesame time teracted this attempt by bringing a charge

he kept his terms at Lincoln's Inn , and in the name of the army against eleven of

having been called to the bar in 1628, he the opposing leaders, including Glynne, and

got quickly into practice, for he appears in insisting on their being sequestered from

Croke's Reports in Hilary Term 1633. their attendance on the house. Though

In August 1638 he received a grant of the Commons at first resisted the inter

the office of keeperof the writs and rolls in ference, the accused members, upon the

the Common Pleas in reversion ( Rymer, xx. army's advance towards London , thought

300), a place ofconsiderable profit . Having proper to withdraw . This was quickly fol

been previously appointed high steward of lowed by their impeachment, their expul

Westminster, he was elected representative sion from the house, and the attempt to

for that city in both the parliaments that place Mr. Steele as recorder instead of
met in 1640. In the last of these, the Long Glynne. After a year's byplay, resulting

Parliament, he showed himself to be an in the discharge of the accused, and their

active partisan of the discontented party. being restored to their seats, the farce con

He took a prominentpart in the prosecution cluded, having answered its purpose of get

of the Earl of Strafford ; and one of the ting rid for the timeof thepopular opponents

arguments he used to prove that the multi- of the army and their plans. ( Ibid. 253

tude of the earl's minor offences amounted 310.) Glynne was re-admitted on June 7,

to high treason, was Raine in dropps is not 1648, andwas so entirely restored to confi

terrible, but a masse of it did overflow the dence as to be appointed in the following

whole world.' . In all the proceedings his September one of the commissioners to treat
reasoning was inconsequential and his con- with the king in the Isle of Wight, and

duct harsh and inhuman. He was one of while engaged in that service to be named ,
the committee to prepare the votes con- onOctober12, a serjeant- at-law. ( Ibid . 334,

demnatory of the canons, and to draw up a 342.) In December, however, he was one

charge against Archbishop Laud, and was of the victims of Pride's Purge, by the vote

the messenger from the Commons with a of the Rump repealing the previous revoca

charge of high treason against the bishops tion of the proceedings against the eleven

who had signed a protestation against the impeached members, which, so far from
Lords proceeding in their absence. (White being detrimental to him , turned out to his

locke, 53.) He supported the remonstrance future advantage, by relieving him from all

on the state of the kingdom , the carrying implication in the murder of the king.
of which hadso greatan effect in widening Glynne's party having now lost all power,

the breach withthe king (Verney's Notes, be soon after showed an inclination to side

44-125 ); and he published a speech , deli- with that of Cromwell, who, willing enough

vered by him in January 1642, strenuously to encourage his advances, made him ,on

vindicating the privileges of the Commons becoming protector,his serjeant. In this

on the occasion of the king's unadvised at- character he appeared in the High Court of

tendance at the house, and demanding the Justice, and went the Oxford Circuit as a

delivery of the fivemembers whom he had judge in 1654. In the same year he re

caused to be accused of high treason . ( Parl. ceived the appointment of chamberlain of

Hist. ii . 1023.) He further showed his zeal Chester, and was returned member for Car

in the cause by subscribing 1001. in money narvonshire in Cromwell's parliament of

or plate, together with the maintenance of September, in which he seems to have

a horse, forthe defence of the parliament. been extraordinarily silent. In April 1655

( Notes and Queries, 1st S. xii . 358.) he presided atthe trial of Colonel Penrud

His active zeal willaccount for his being dock for the rising in thewest, when the
elected on May 30,1643, recorder of London. judges were seized at Salisbury ( State

In the next year he assisted at the Assembly | " Trials, v . 518, 604, 767 ; Athen . Oxon. i.

of Divines, and had the thanks of the house xxiii., iii . 604 ) ; and on July 15 , when

for bis speech on the Jus Divinum . In all Chief Justice Rolle, who had refused to be

the questions discussed he was a popular concerned in that 'trial, had retired, was

debater, but stoutly opposed the self-deny- put into his place as chief justice of the

ing ordinance..( Clarendon, v. 89.). No un- Upper Bench." ( Style's Reports, 452.) This

willing sharer in the forfeited spoils of the position, there being then no House of
loyalists, the small wereas welcome as Lords, did not disqualify him from sitting for

the great, and he did not disdain a grant of Flintshire in Cromwell's next parliament

the booksof Mr. Vaughan of Lincoln's Inn ofSeptember 1656. He supported Alder

(Whitelocke, 177) , at the time he was being man's Pack's motion to offer Cromwell the
х
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title of king, and, beingone of the com- professional gains, the placeswhich he en
mittee to forward the application, in a joyed must have brought him considerable

roundabout inconclusive speech he endea- profit. He wasundoubtedly an able lawyer,

voured to remove the protector's scruples, and in his judicial character, as between

by arguing that the kingly office is essential man and man, was just and impartial.

to ourconstitution. ( Harris's Lives, iii.472.) Siderfin ( 159) states that his plainness and
He cunningly published his speech as a method in arguing the most intricate case

pamphlet on the king's return , under the were such that it was made clear to the

title of'Monarchy asserted to be the best, comprehension of every student. But here

most ancient, and legal form of Govern- his praisemustend. As a politician, though

ment.' In the new constitution which fol- the cunning with which he joined all the

lowed he accepted a seat in Cromwell's ruling powers in turn may be admired,

House of Peers. (Whitelocke, 666.) who but must despise his various tergiver

The protector died on September 3, 1658, sations?

and Glynne was continued chief justice by Sir John was twice married . His first

Richard, on whose removal and the return wife was Frances, daughter of Arthur

of the Long Parliament, with a prophetic Squib, Esq .; his second was Anne, daugh

glance at the political horizon, he resigned ter and coheir of John Manning, Esq., of

his chief justiceship. In the newparlia- Cralle in Sussex. By both he leftchildren.

ment, called the Convention Parliament, His eldest son, William (by his first wife ),

that 'met on April 25, 1660, he was re- was, during his father's life, created a

turned for the county, and his son for the baronet on May 20, 1661, and his descen

town, of Carnarvon, and played his cards dants still enjoy the title:
so adroitly that, on the arrival of Charles GODBOLT, JOHN, was of Toddington in

II. in England, he was included in the first Suffolk, and after studying at Barnard's

batch of serjeants, being those who had Inn was admitted into Gray's Inn , where

been appointed irregularly by the parlia- he was called to the bar, and was elected

ment. " On November 8, in the same year, reader in autumn 1627, and soon appears

all bygones forgotten , he was made, ac- in Croke's Reports with considerable prae

cording to Anthony Wood, ' by the cor- tice. He received the dignity of the coif

rupt dealing of the then lord chancellor' at the great call in 1636 ; and it must have

(Clarendon ), the king's serjeant ( Sider- been from his professional reputation, for

fin, 3), and was knighted. He and May- there is no account of his interfering in the

nard , who also attained the same rank, political troubles of the time, that, when

were both employed in the crown prosecu- the parliament took upon themto appoint

tions that followed, and divided the shame the judges, he was selected to fill a vacant

of appearing against Sir Harry Vane, their seat in the Common Pleas. This occurred

old coadjutor and friend. ( Burton's Diary, on April 30, 1647, and he was immediately
iii . 175,182.) added to the commission to hear causes in

Charles's coronation took place on April Chancery. , (Whitelocke, 245 ; Journals.)
23, 1661 ; and the account given by Pepys He did not long retain his place, but died

of an accident on the occasion shows the at his house in High Holborn on August

feeling that existed in regard to the two 3, 1684. (Register.) His collection of

legalrenegadoes : ' I have not heard of any Reports was published soon after his death.

mischance to anybody through it all, but The family appears to be now extinct.

only to Serjeant Glynne, whose horse fell GODEREDE , WILLIAM, was a resident at

upon him yesterday and is like to kill him , Middleton in Norfolk . His name does not

which people do please themselves to see occur in the Year Books till he was called

how just God is to punish the rogue at to the degree of a serjeant-at-law in 3

such a time as this, he being now one of Henry VI. In 1431 he received the ap

the king's serjeants, and rode in the caval- pointment of king's serjeant, and on July

cade with Maynard, to whom people wish 1433, he was constituted a judge of the

the same fortune. That the hostile im- King's Bench, his attendance in which evurt

pression was not confined to the courtier is is noticed till Easter, 21 Henry VI. , 1418 .

proved by Butler's immortalising their His wife Catherine was a great promoter

names in the following couplet : of the rebuilding of the church of Walpole

Did not the learned Glynne and Maynard St. Peter in Marshland, in the window of

To make good subjects traitors strain hard ? which her effigy is placed. ( Blomfield's

lle continued in the practice of his pro- Norfolk , i . 715. )

fession till his death, which occurred at his GODFREY ( BISHOP OF BATH ) is placed

house in Portugal Row ,Lincoln'sInn Fields, erroneously by Thynne and Philipot and

on November 15, 1666. He was buried in their followers in the list of the chancellors

his ownvault under the altar in St. Mar- of Henry I. The sole authoritythey give is

garet's, Westminster. that of Matthew Parker, who in his life of

Thereputation of his wealth was no Archbishop William Corbel says that he

doubt founded in truth ; for, besides his consecrated 'Godfridum , regui cancella6
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rium , Bathoniensem Episcopum .' The He was educated at Benett College,

word ' regni, however, in this passage, Cambridge, from which he was elected a
was no doubt, by a mistake of the tran- fellow of Jesus College in 1510 , and was
scriber or the printer, substituted for proctor of the university in 1515. His

* reginæ ,' as Godfrey certainly was chan- proficiency in the canon and civil laws led

cellor to Queen Adeliza ; and the term to his appointment as one of the syndics in
cancellarius regni,' or ' Angliæ ,' was not 1529, to prepare the university's answer on

introduced till long afterwards, that officer the question of the king's marriage with

being invariably called at this period can- Queen Catherine. Thus introduced to the
cellarius regis . This consecration oc- royalnotice, he received the rectory of St.

curred also in 1123, when Ranulph was Peter's Cheap in London , and was nomi

chancellor. nated one of the king's chaplains, with a

Godfrey was a Belgian priest who came canonry in St. Stephen's, Westminster.

over to England with the queen on her On March 17, 1534, hé was elected

marriage in 1121, as one of her chaplains. Bishop of Ely. ( Rymer, xiv . 486.)

He was soon raised to the postof herchan- His zeal for the Reformation was soon

cellor; and, by her interest, shortly after- manifested in his diocese by stringent

wards obtained the bishopric of Bath,to orders to his clergy to erase the pope's
which he was consecrated on August 26, name from all their books, and to demolish

1123. He presided over his see nearly all images and relics in their churches.

twelve years, and, dying on August 16, In 1537 he was one of the compilers of
1135, was buried at Bath. (Madox, i . 60 ; the work which was called the Bishops'

Godrin , 368 ; Angl. Sac. i . 560.) Book ; ' and soon afterwards the Gospel of

GOLDINGTON , WILLIAM DE, whose fa- St. John was allotted to his share in the

mily was established in Essex, where he revision of the New Testament. In 1540

held the manors of Raurethe, Badewe he seemsto have been suspected of being

Parva, and Ringgers in Terling, is men- concerned in the translation of Melanc

tioned in the Year Book as an advocate in thon's Epistle, as his study was directed

the early part of the reign of Edward II., to be searched . ( Acts Privy Council, vii.

in the fourth year of which he was ap- 98.) Under Edward VI. he assisted in the

pointed one of the three justices of assize compilation of the Liturgy ; and in 1549

for Kent, Sussex, and Surrey. He con- and 1550 he was one of the commissioners

tinued to serve for several years in those assigned to enquire ' super hæretica pravi

and other counties, and was regularly sum- tate .' ( Rymer, xv. 181, 250.) On De

moned to parliament in virtue of his office cember 22, 1551, the Great Seal on the

till the eleventh year. He died in 12 sudden retirement of Lord Chancellor Rich

Edward II ., and left a son named John, was given into the bishop's hands as keeper.

who was an adherent of the Earl of Lan- This deposit, which seems in the first in

caster andthe other barons in rebellion. stance to have been only temporary till

( Parl. Writs, ii . p. ii. 934 ; Cal. Inquis. p. Rich's recovery from his pretended illness,

m. i . 292.) was bythe almost immediate discovery of

GOLDSBOROUGH, EDWARD, of Golds- the real cause of that minister's retirement

borough in Yorkshire, was of a very converted into a permanentone,with the full

ancient and respectable family . He was title of lord chancellor, on January 19, 1552.

probably an officer of the Exchequer, to In the parliament which met on the next

the bench of which court he was raised, day the new Liturgy was made the law of

as third baron, on June 26, 1483, 1 the land. ( Robertson's Heylin, 221, 252,
Richard III . He was continued in his 291. ) Previously to the king's death he

place by Henry VII.,who madehim second had settled the crown on Lady Jane Grey,

baron on December 6, 1488. After sitting by an instrument which the Duke of

there for about six years more, he was suc- Northumberland had induced the bishop

ceeded by Thomas Barnewell on October 1 , to authenticate with the Great Seal. He

1494. His daughter Elizabeth married Sir does not appear to have been consulted on

John Gower, the ancestor of the Duke of the subject ; but with the rest of the coun

Sutherland . ( Collins's Peerage, ii . 444.) cil he subscribed the undertaking to support

GOODRICH , THOMAS (BISHOP OF ELY) . the royal testament, and he acted on the

This learned prelate was the second son of councilduring the nine days of that un

Edward Goodrich, of East Kirby in the fortunate lady's reign, signing as chancellor

Wunty of Lincoln, by his third wife, Jane, several letters issuedby themonher behalf,

sole daughterof Mr. Williamson, of Boston. the last ofwhich is dated on July 19. Hé

The name was pronounced and often spelled was accordingly one of the prisoners named

Goodrick, notwithstanding that the epi- for trial on the accession of Queen Mary ;

gram given by Granger ( i. 136) suggests a and it was perhaps on account of his hav

different reading : ing joined in the order sentby the council

Et bonus,et dives,bene junctus etoptimus.ordo ; umberlandtodisarm ,that her majesty struck
onJuly 20, commanding the Duke of North

Præcedit bonitas, pone sequuntur opes.

6
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his name out of the list. (Chron . Qn. Jane, With acknowledged ability he exercised

91, 109 ; Lingard, vii. 122.) his judicial duties till his death at the age

The Great Sealwasof course taken from of eighty - four on March 5 , 1794 ,a period of

him , and his death within a year from his thirty-three yearsfrom his firstappointment.
dismissalprobably released him from those Inthe riots of 1780, when theking, after

investigations which were so fatal to some Lord Mansfield's house had been burnt,
of his brethren . offered to all the judges the protection of

He died at his palace at Somersham on the military, Judge Gould is said to have

May 10, 1554, and on his brass in Ely declined the proffered aid, and to havede

Cathedral he is represented in his episcopal clared that he would rather die than live

robes as he wore them after the Reforma- under any other than the laws of England.

tion, with a Bible in one hand, and the He was buried at Stapleford Abbotts in

Great Seal in the other. Of his munificent Essex, of which parish his brother, Dr.

expenditure on thebuildings of his see the William Gould, was rector.He married

long gallery at Ely Palace is anexisting me- Elizabeth, daughterof Dr. Walker, arch

morial. ( Angl. Sac. i. 676 ; Godwin , 272.) deacon ofWells. Their only son dying in

GOULD, HENRY, was the son of Andrew the judge's life, his large fortune was

Gould, ofWinsham in Somersetshire. He divided between his two daughters, one

was born about 1644 , and was called to the the wife ofthe Hon.Temple Luttrell, and

bar of the Middle Temple in 1667, and the other of the Earl of Cavan . (Collin

elected a bencher in 1989. Included in son , ii. 268.)

the great call of serjeants in 1692, he was GRAHAM, ROBERT, was the son and

made one of the king's serjeants in the fol- heir of James Graham, Esq. , of Dalston in

lowing year. In this character he con- Middlesex, and was born at Hackney on

ducted the case for the bill of attainder October 14, 1744. Ile was educated at

againstSir John Fenwick in 1696 . Trinity College, Cambridge, and entering

On January 26, 1699, he was promoted the Inner Temple in 1766, he was called
to be a judge of the King's Bench , and on to the bar in due course. After many

his first circuit had theunpleasant necessity years' practice, he was in February 1783

of inflicting a fine of 1001.on Sir John Bolls made attorney -general to the Prince of

at Lincoln, for giving him the lie, kicking Wales, and king's counsel in the April

the sheriff, and other disorderly conduct. following. In June 1800 he was raised to

( State T'rials, xiii. 546 ; Luttrell, iv. 545.) the bench of the Exchequer, on which he

On the death of King William his patent sat for nearly twenty - seven years.

was renewed by Queen Anne, under whom He was not considered a very efficient

he acted for the eight remaining years of judge, and that his previous reputation as
his life, dying at his chambers in Serjeants' a lawyer was not very high appears from

Inn, Chancery Lane, on March 26, 1710. Sir Edward Law's remark when he was

His residence was at Sharpham Park, be- appointed, ' that he put Mr. Justice Rooka
tween Streetand Walton, in Somersetshire, upon a pinnacle.' His principal distinc

the future birthplace of the celebrated no- tion was his equanimity of temper. So

velist and magistrate Henry Fielding,who great was his politeness and urbanity to
was the son of Sarah, the judge's daughter, every one that Jekyll said of him , . No one

by her marriage with Lieutenant -General but his sempstress could ruffle him .' His

Fielding, nephew of the Earl ofDenbigh. dignity must have been somewhat dise

He married Miss Davidge, of Worcester, turbed by an unlucky accident which befell

and by her left a son , Davidge, the father him at Newcastle, while judge of assize

of the next- named judge. ( Lord Raymond, there, and which was made the subject of

414, 1309 ; Collinson, ii. 268.) a humorous song from the pen of Mr.

GOULD,HENRY, the grandson of thelast- John Shield, to be found by the curious in

named, and the son of Davidge Gould, Esq ., Dr. Bruce's interesting · Handbook to Ver

of Sharpham Park, a barrister of the Mid- castle -upon - Tyne.' He resigned in February

dle Temple, by his wife, Honora, daughter 1827, in his eighty -third year, but livet

of – Hlockmore, of Buckland Baron in several years afterwards, and died at his

Devonshire, was born about the year 1710. sister's, at Long Ditton in Surrey, when he

The Middle Temple called him to the was beyond ninety.

bar in June 1734 ; and at the end of twenty GRANCURT, WILLIAM DE, is noticei

years he arrived at the dignity of a bencher both by Dugdale and Madox ( i . 3 * , in

on being made king's counsel. His business 320 ) as a baron of the Exchequer in 52

was considerable, but he was distinguished Henry III . , 1268, but no trace of his are

more by the soundness of his law than by tinuance in office or of his personal history

the power of his oratory. In Michaelmas has been ascertained, ercept that a Walter

1761 he was raised to the bench as a baron de Grancourt, perhaps his son , was shers

of the Exchequer,where he sat till the end of Norfolk and Suttolk in 5 Edwani I.

of the next year,when he was removed into ( Abb.Rot. Orig. i . 28. )

the Common Pleas on January 24 , 1763. GRANDEN, WARIN DE, was one of the
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four justiciers appointed in 4 Henry III., who, after listening to his argument on a

1220, to deliver the gaols of Hereford Scotch appeal in the House of Lords, ex

( Rot. Claus. i. 437 ), but his name does not pressed thehighest opinion of his reasoning

afterwards occur .

powers, and encouraged him to devote him

GRANT, WILLIAM . Among the judges self to the equity courts. There he con

that distinguishe
d the reign of George Ill., sequently took his stand, and in April

Sir William Grant occupies one of the 1793 receiving a patent of precedence, he

most prominent places, and of his seven in a very short time acquired a leading

countrymen who graced the judicial bench business. In the same year he was ap

he stands next in reputation to Lord Mans- pointed one of the judges ofthe Carmar

field . He was born at Elchies in Moray- then Círcuit, and in 1795 solicitor- general

shire in 1755. His father, James Grant, to the queen. In 1798 he became chief

was a humble member of that branch of the justice of Chester, and in July 1799 he was

ancient clan of the Grants settled at Bal. appointed solicitor-general, and knighted.

dornie ,having been at first a small farmer He held this office nearly two years, and

and afterwards collector of the customs on May 27, 1801, was made master of the

in the Isle of Man. In consequence of the Rolls, and at once justified the great ex

death of both his parents while he was in pectations formed of him . During the

early youth, he was left to the care of his seventeen years in which he sat in the

uncle, a wealthy merchant in London. Rolls Court he was looked upon as a

After passing through the grammar school perfect model of judicial excellence. No

at Elgin, he was sent to the college of judge ever gave more satisfaction. His

Aberdeen, and then spent two years at judgments were not only convincing by

Leyden in studying the civil law. He is their practical wisdom , but were remark

said to have resorted for a short time to an able for the clearness with which they

attorney's office as a useful introduction to explained the principles of equity on

practical knowledge. Entering Lincoln’s which they were founded. No one who

Inn on January 30, 1769, he was called to has practised under him can forget the

the bar on February 3 , 1774, and deter- patient attention with which he listened

mined to try his fortune in Canada, where to all the statements and arguments of

he went in thenext year. Soon after his counsel, or the discriminati
on he evinced

arrival he rendered military service by in extracting from confused details all that

commanding a body of volunteers during was relevant, or the clearness and sim

the siege of Quebec by the Americans. plicity of his reasons when he pronounced

The governor appointed him attorney- his decisions.
general of the colony, where for several To the regretof all, he retired from his

subsequent years he had the principal lead court on December 23, 1817. The equity

as an advocate. Not satisfiedwithshining bar testified their respect and veneration

in so limited a sphere, he then resigned his for him by requesting him to sit for his

office and returned to England. Here, picture, which , painted by Sir Thomas

however, his colonial fame had not ex- Lawrence, now graces the hall in which

tended, and his efforts in the common he sat. For a few subsequent years he

law courts and on the Home Circuit were assisted in hearing appeals at the cock

attended with so little success that he pit, but afterwards altogether retired from

contemplate
d returning to his former exile. public life, and lived to attain his eighty

But his good fortune introduced him to third year. He died at Dawlish in Devon

two patrons, who were capable both of shire on May 25, 1832.
appreciatin

g and rewarding his superior When England was threatened with in

talents. Mr. Pitt, requiring someinforma- vasion, Sir William , while master of the

tion relative to Canada, was accidentally Rolls
, for a second time assumed the mili

referred to him , and, having found his tary habit, and, joining the volunteers who

intelligence useful and abundant, and his embodied themselves for the safety of the

views correct and statesmanlike,he at once country, he was called upon, no doubtfrom

saw his value and commenced that friend- the tradition of his prowess and experience

ship which secured his future promotion. at Quebec, to take the command of the

Asone of its first fruits he was returned to Lincoln's Inn corps, which he put into as

parliamentat the general electionin No- good astate of efficiencyas any in London .

vember 1790 for the borough of Shaftes- In 1809 he was elected lord rector of the

bury: He soon distinguished himself in university of Aberdeen .
thedebates, giving an effective support to The impressionwhich he made in parlia

the minister in the political difficulties of ment was wonderful. Few men have gained

that troublous time. In 1796 he was re- a greater ascendency . Lord Brougham re

turned for the county of Banff, which he lates that even Mr. Fox felt it difficult to

continued to represent while he remained answer him , and that once,being annoyed

in parliament.

by some members talking behind him while

His second patron was Lord Thurlow , he was listening to one of Sir William's

a
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speeches, he turned round and asked them the King's Bench on May 24, 1361. He

sharply, Do you think it so very pleasant retainedhis place four years anda half,

a thing to have to answer a speech like and was removed on October 29, 1365 .

that ? ' The effect of his addresses was thus Joshua Barnes says (624, 667) that he

described ata later period : — There was and Sir William Skipwith were then ' ar
one extraordinary oration that night- Sir rested and imprisoned for many enormities

William Grants; quite a masterpiece of against law and justice, and were not re

his peculiar and miraculousmanner. Con- deemed withoutrefunding large sums which

ceive an hour and a half of syllogisms by injustice they had got from others, and
strung together in the closest tissues, so were for ever after excluded from their

artfully clearthat you think every suc- places and the king's favour.' It is some

cessive inference unavoidable; so rapid that what curious, if this charge were made of

you have no leisure to reflect where you which no evidence, however, appears on the

have been brought from, or to seewhere records), that in the warrant to Sir Henry

you are to be carried ; and so dry of orna- Green, directing him to give over the rolls,

ment, or illustration, or reflection, that & c., to his successor, the king should call

your attention is stretched - stretched — him dilectus et fidelis.' He is referred to

racked. All this is donewithout a single as the wise justice' in one of the cases in

note.' (Memoir of Francis Horner, i. 285.) Richard Bellewe’s Reports. ( 142.)

Though he opposed most of the beneficial That he was not much damnified by any

alterations in the law suggested by Sir fine imposed upon him is apparent from the

Samuel Romilly's intellectual and com- numerous manors and other lands in the

prehensive mind, to Sir Samuel's amelio- counties of Northampton, Leicester, York ,

ration of the criminal code he gave a Hertford, Bedford, Buckingbam , and Not
hearty support. tingham , together with a mansion in Silver

GRAS, NICHOLAS LE, is the last named Street, Cripplegate, London, which be pos

in a writ by which justices itinerant into sessed at the time of his death,which oc

Northamptonshire were appointed , dated curred in 1369. He marrieda daughter of

August 3, 1285, 13 Edward I. ( Chron. Sir Jobn de Drayton , and his son Thomas

Petroburg . 102, 118.) He wasappointed enjoyed the same property till his death in

sheriff of Surrey and Sussex in 8 Edward I., 1391-2. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 195 ; Bridge's

and held the office for five years. The Northampt. ii. 247 ; Cal. Inquis.p.m. ii. 200 ,

castle of Odyham in Hampshire was also iii. 136.)

committed to his charge in 10 Edward I. GREENFIELD, WILLIAN DE (ARCH

( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 35 , 41.) BISHOP OF YORK), wasborn in Cornwall,

He was possessed of themanors of Ren- and, from the practice that bad been preri

ger in Terling and of Little Badewe in ously adopted byKing Edward ofraising the
Essex. (Abb. Placit. 190-305 .) superior officers of the court to the chancel

GREEK, THOMAS, who was born and lorship, it is not unlikely that he had passed

educated at Cambridge, held the office of his probation as a clerk of the Chancery or

baron of the Exchequer for one year and Exchequer. Like those officers, he was of

ten months, between January 20, 1576,and the clerical profession, and had been re

November 18, 1577, when he died ; but all warded with the dignities of the Church, the

that is known of him is that he lived sixty- deanery of Chichester having, in 1299, betn

three years, and was buried in the church superadded to his canonry of York, ard,

of St. Botolpb, Aldersgate. He left a son like them, he had been summoned to the

and daughter. ' ( Stor's London , 332-3. ) parliament from 1293, on oneof which are

GREEN, HENRY. Queen Isabella baving casions he is called clerk of the council.

granted to Henry Green, probably for some (Le Neve,60 ; Parl. Writs, i . 28-113 .)

services as an advocate, themanor of Brigge- Hewasappointed chancellor on Septen

stoke in Northamptonshire, her son Ed- ber 30, 1302, and on December 4, 1304, he

ward III. confirmed it to him for life . He was elected Archbishop of York. Soins

was appointed one of the king's serjeants- after, on the 29th, he declared to the council

at- law in 19 Edward III., and was called that it behoved him to take a journey to

to the bench of the Common Pleas on Fe- Rome on the business of this election , an

bruary 6, 1354, 28 Edward III., when he requested the king to declare bis will as to

was knighted. the custody of theGreat Seal. Williain de

In 1358, having been cited before the Hamilton was immediately invested with

pope for pronouncing a judgment against the office of chancellor, and the arch biste

the Bishop of Ely for harbouring one of his elect proceeded to the Roman court, where,
men who had burnt amanorofLadyWake's, notwithstanding the king's letters ,the D

and slain one of her servants, he was excom- tiff granted him consecration, only on the

municated for his non -appearance. It is payment of 9500 marks. To relieve his
not related how he cleared himself from from so extortionate an imposition , the

this sentence ; but it did not prevent his clergy of his province raised the motey

being raised to the office of chief justice of among them .
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The ten years of his rule were principally | Though his patent is datedMay 1, it is evi

illustratedby his support of the Knights dent that he was not sworn in, nor his nomi

Templars in their fallen fortunes, and by nation announced ,till some time after, for

his assisting at the general council held at he still continued to sit as speaker till the

Vienne in 1311 , where one of the highest prorogation of the parliament on the 26th

places was assigned to him . ofthat month, which was followedby a dis

He died at his palace at Cawood on De- solution in August. He retained his place

cember 6 ,1315, and was buried in the chapel till February ì0, 1686, when he was dis

of St. Nicholas in his own cathedral. He charged in consequence of giving his opinion

had the character of an eloquent man and against the king's dispensing power. ( Part.

an able statesman, and his library was exten- Hist. v. 312 ; Bramston's Autobiog. 221.)

sive enough to be worthy of a separate be- In the following year he was removed by

quest to St. Alban's Abbey. (Godwin, 685.) royal mandate from the recordership of
GREGORY, WILLIAM , son of the Rev. Gloucester.

Robert Gregory, vicar of Fawnthorpe and To the Convention Parliament which

rector of Sutton St. Nicholas in Hereford met on January 22, 1689 , Sir William was

shire, and Anne, daughter ofJohn Harvey, returned for the city of Hereford, but soon

of Bradestone in Gloucestershire, wasborn vacated his seat on being selected by King

on March 1,1624, and educated atAll Souls' William as one of thejudges of theKing's

College, Oxford, ofwhich he was afterwards Bench. In one of his circuits the mayor

a fellow . Entering the society of Gray's of Bristol thought proper to send him a

Inn, he was called to the bar in 1650 ,made message that he must not expect to have

bencher in1673, and elected autumn reader his charges borne by the city,to which he

in 1675. He travelled the Oxford Circuit, replied that they need not be frightened ,

and held several lucrative stewardships. He for that he could bear his own expenses;

attained sufficient eminence in the law to but, receiving great insolences from the

be elected recorder of Gloucester in 1672, to people on his entrance, he found that a

be created a serjeant in 1677 ,and to be re- purposed affront was intended. He there

turned as member for Weobly in 1678, the fore, on the sitting of the court, promptly

lastyear of Charles's second parliament, and fined the city 100l. and each sheriff 201.,

to the newone summoned for March 1679. and would not remit the fine till theyhad
When the latter met, the king rejected Mr. submitted and apologised . He maintained

Seymour, who had been chosen speaker in throughout his judicial life the character

opposition to the nominee of the court, to for integrityhehad gained, and dying on

the great indignation of the house, which May 28, 1696 , at his manor of How Capel,

would not give up the privilege of choice. Herefordshire, he was buried in the parish

On a compromise,however,both candidates church there, which he had entirely re
were excluded, and Mr. Serjeant Gregory, built. By his wife, Catherine, daughter

having been called to the chair, was imme- and heiress of James Smith, Esq., of Til

diately approved by the king: ( Pearce's lington, he had an only son , whose descen

Inns of Court,344 ; Parl. Hist. iv. 1112.) dants in the male line failed in 1789 .

In that parliament, which only lasted two ( Manning's Speakers, 374 ; Kennett, iii.

months, but had the credit of passing the 528 ; Luttrell, ii. 277.)

HabeasCorpus Act, partiesran so high that, GREINVILL, ADAM DE, paid in 35 Henry

though asupply was granted, and the bill III. a fine offorty marks for a grant of the

read a third time,the opposition took every bailiwick of the forest of Sellwood in

means to delay sending it up to the Lords, Wiltshire. (Cal. Rot.Pat. 21 ; Excerpt. e

till their grievances were enquired into . Rot. Fin. ii . 106.). After this he was

Roger North ( E.ramen, 460 ; State Trials, appointed justice of the Jews, and is men
vii. 524 ) relates that the Speaker Gregory tioned in that character in 42 and 44

one day, by a concerted plan, immediately Henry III . (Madox, ii. 319.) In the

upon a member moving for the carrying up three following years, 1261-3, he appears

of the bill , rose from his chair without put- as a justice itinerant in several commis

ting the question, and, followed by the court sions . In 50 Henry III., 1266, Dugdale

party,before the opposition could have time inserts him among the justices of the

to say a word , carried up the bill to the Common Pleas, on the authority of a

Lords, where the king, being onhis throne, liberate of that date,and till October 1272,

at once gave it his fiat. At this time, thé a month before the king's death, there are

king having newly arranged the ministry, continual entries of payments made for
reducing thecouncilto thirty members, and assizes to be taken before him .

making the Earl of Shaftesbury the nominal GREVILL, WILLIAM, son of Richard

president of it, four of the judges - Wilde, Grevill, Esq., of Lemington in Glou

Thurland, Bertie, and Bramston - were sum- cestershire, attained the serjeant's coif in

marily dismissed on April 29. In the place November 1504. He wasmadea judge of

of the last Serjeant Gregory was appointed the Common Pleas on May 21 , 1509, 1

a baron of the Exchequer,and was knighted. Henry VIII., and so remained till 1513,
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when he died, and was buried in Chelten- |compelled to witness his royal patron's

ham Church, where there is a monument resignation of the crown to Pope Innocent,

to his memory. ( Dugdale's Orig. 47 ; and to proceed to Rome to arrange the

Atkyns's Gloucesters. 173. ) terms on which the clergy were to receive

GREY, JOHN DE , or GRAY (BISHOP OF compensation for the losses they had sus
NORWICH), was one of the descendants of tained through the king's proceedings.
Anchitel de Gray, a Norman who came During hisreturn from this embassy he

over with the Conqueror, and received fell sick at Poictiers, and died there on

from that prince various large possessions. November 1, 1214. His remains were

His grandfather was Richard de Gray, a brought to England and honourably in
great benefactor to the abbey of Ensham terred in his own cathedral. In February
in Oxfordshire, and his father was Anchitel. of that year he had been elected Bishop of

John was a native of Norfolk, and filled Durham , butthe pope's confirmation did
some office in the Curia Regis. ( Rot. de not arrive till after his death . ( Surtee's

Oblatis, 12-73 . ) Being also brought up to Durham , i. xxvii . )

the Church, he was, about 1200, preferred He was a man of agreeable manners and

to the archdeaconry of Cleveland , which sprightly conversation, well-informed and

he exchanged for that of Gloucester. ( Le intelligent, ready in counsel and energetic
Neve, 303, 308.) He was attached to in action. He was fond of antiquarian

prince John before he came to the crown, studies, and the author of some historical

and bis frequent attendance at the court and other works. ( Godwin, 429 ; Weever,

after John's accession is shown by several 789 ; Blomefield's Norfolk , i . 274, 577 ;

royal charters given under his hand from R. de Wendover, iii. 185, &c.; Lingard,
September 1199 to June 1200. ( Dugdale's ii. 17–25. )
Monast. ii. 168, 418, v . 112, vi . 956, 1090.) GREY , WALTER DE (ARCHBISHOP OF

On this account Sir T. Hardy has inserted | YORK ), was the nephew of the above

his name among the keepers of the Great named John de Grey,being the second son

Seal ; but it may be doubted whether he of the bishop's elder brother John, by his

is entitled to any other designation than wife Hawise.

that of amere officer, who atlixed the Seal The first fact recorded of him is his

for Archbishop Hubert, the chancellor at purchase of the Chancery for the sum of
the time. tive thousand marks, to be paid by instal

His erudition and his wit, for both of ments of five hundred pounds at the feast

which he was remarkable, soon made him of St. Andrew and at Pentecost in each

a favourite with King John, who procured year. The charter by which this grant is

his election to the bishopric of Norwich on confirmed is dated October 2, 1205, 7John,

September 24, 1200. Under that title his and his uncle makes himself responsible on

name frequently appears from this time the roll for the payment of the fine. ( Rot. de

till the eighth year of the reign as one of Fin.378 ; Rot. Chart. 158; Rot. Claus.i.53. )
the justiciers in the Curia Regis at West- Various ecclesiastical preferments were

minster, and on the different itinera . now presented to him, and in May 1207 be

( Hunter's Preface ;Rot. de Oblatis, 211 , 351.) was made archdeacon of Totnes, with the

In 1205 he was, on the earnest recom- prebend in the church of Exeter. In 1210

mendation of the king, elected Archbishop or 1213 he was elected Bishop of Lichfield

of Canterbury. Although he was actually and Coventry, but it appears that it was

enthroned, the pope set aside the election, only by the canons of Lichfield, the monks

pretending that hewas too much employed of Coventry choosing another person, and

by the king in secular affairs to have suffi- that both elections were made void . He

cient leisure to attend to the spiritual was in October 1213 sent on a mission to

government of the Church. The appoint- Flanders, and previous to his departure be.

ment of Stephen de Langton followed ; but of course , sent the Seal to the king, but

the king, indignant at the pope's assump- still remained chancellor, and is so strled

tion, and at his favourite's election being four days after. ( Rot. Claus. i. 153; Ra.

annulled, refused to acknowledge him . Pat. 105.) During his absence, however,

This led to the kingdom being placed under which probably lasted longer than was

interdict, and soon after to the excommuni- expected, there is no doubt that the kinz

cation of the monarch. The bishop was appointed Peter de Rupibus his chancellor,

soon removed from the actual scene of who is so designated in two records dated

contention, by being sent as lord deputy to November 21 and 24, 1213 ( Rot. de Fik .

Ireland, where, shortly after, in 1210, he 507-9), and the Seal was delivered to

aided King John, on his visit there, in the Ralph de Neville on December 22 to be
introduction of English laws. held under him. The bishop did not,

On the invasion of England by Prince however, long continue in office, for Walter

Louis of Frauce in 1213 , the bishop de Grey on his return resumed the title ,

brought over from Ireland a powerful force and from January 12, 1214, till July 7 ,

to the king's assistance, but was soon after 1214 ( although in the interval he had been
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again abroad) , he is never mentioned with His remains were removed to his cathedral,

out that designation. ( Rot. Pat. 108–111 ; where a splendid monument was erected

Rot. Claus. i. 160-8 .) to his memory. (Godwin, 315, 459, 677 ;

During thissecond absence he was elected Hasted, i. 156 ; Le Neve ; Blomefield's

Bishop of Worcester, and was consecrated Norwich, i. 478.)

on October 5 , 1214, when he probably re- GREY, JOHN DE, was the nephew of the

signed the office of chancellor, the 29th of above Walter de Grey, being second son of

that month being the date of the first re- his eldest brother, Henry, and of Isolda,

cord in which his successor, Richard de the eldest of the five nieces and coheirs of

Marisco, is so denominated . Robert Bardolf. He was sheriff of Buck

During the war with the barons, Walter inghamshire and Bedfordshire in 23 Henry

de Grey adhered closely to the king; but, III., and had his seat at Eaton , near Fenny

though he was chancellor at the time, he Stratford. In 30 Henry III. he was made

is not mentioned as having placed the Seal constable of the castle of Gannoc in North

to the charter of May 15, 1213, 14 John, Wales, and was also justice of Chester.

by which the king resigned the crown to He offended the king in 35 Henry III. by
the pope. marrying without his licence Johanna, the

In the contest for the archbishopric of widow of Pauline Peyvre, who had been

York, his faithful adherence to the king devoted to another person, and he was
procured his election in opposition to fined five hundred marks for his transgres

Simon de Langton, brother to the pri- sion , but shortly afterwards he is stated
mate . The immaculate chastity of his to have greatly ingratiated himself with

life was urged to the pope to procure his Henry by assuming the Cross. TheFine
confirmation ; and the plea was allowed on Roll of 1253 contains an evidence of the

a promise to supply the papal treasury with favour he thus obtained , in the grant of a

a donative of no less than 10,0001., and he pardon of 3001. of the above fine and other

accordingly received the pall on May 24, debts which he owed to the crown . ( Ex

1216. The straitened means to which he cerpt. e Rot. Fin. i . 453, ii. 119, 167.)

was reduced in order to meet the payment He was made steward of Gascony, custos

of a sum so enormous in those times ob- of the castles of Northampton, Shrewsbury,
tained for him a cha cter for sordid Dover, and Hereford, and sheriff of the

avarice, an imputation which no doubt latter county. In 1260 he was among the

induced his contemporaries to believe the justices itinerant sent into the counties

absurd story that is related of his having, of Somerset, Dorset , and Devon. When
during a famine, hoarded a quantity of corn, Henry submitted the determination of the
which became the resort of innumerable differences between him and his barons to

snakes, serpents, and other reptiles, and the decision of Louis, King of France , he
from which a fearful voice proceeded , com- was one of the barons whoundertook that

manding the ricks to be avoided, as they he shouldabide by it; and during the war

and all the possessions of the bishop be- which followed he firmly adhered to his
longed to the devil. sovereign. After the battle of Evesham in

That he was not truly charged with 1265 he was made sheriff of the counties

avarice, however, is proved by his gene- of Nottingham and Derby, and died in the

rosity when he had cleared himself from following year.

his heavy debt. Not only did he restore Before his union with Johanna Peyvre,

part of his cathedral, and make many he had married Emma, daughter and heir

munificent additions to the see, and to of Geoffrey de Glanville, by whom he had

his church, but he presented the manor of a daughter and an only son , two of the de

Thorpe as a residence for his successors, scendants of whom now sit in the House of

and purchased also for them the palace at Peers as Earl Wilton and Earl De Grey

Westminster, which had been built by and Ripon. ( Dnıgdale's Baron. i . 712, 710 ;
Hubert de Burgh. The former is still, Nicolas's Synopsis ; & c.)

under the name of Bishopsthorpe, in the GREY, HENRY (EARL OF KENT), a lineal

occupation of the archbishops; and the descendant of the last-mentioned John de

latter, with the name of York Place, con- Grey, succeeded to the title of Earl of

tinued to be so till CardinalWolsey alien- Kent on the death of his father Anthony

ated it to King Henry VIII., when it in 1643, and had not long taken his seat

received the new designation of Whitehall. among the peers before he was substituted

His character for wisdom, prudence, and for the Earl of Rutland in the commission

integrity was so high that in 26 Henry from the parliament for the custody of their

III., 1242, though at a very advanced age, Great Seal. Clarendon ( iv. 340, 403) calls

he was left by Queen Eleanor, then regent, him a man of far meaner parts than the

in the government of the kingdom when Earl of Rutland, and says that thenumber

she went to join her husband in France. of lords who attended the parliament was

He presided over his see nearly forty so small that their choice of the two who

years, and died at Fulham on May 1, 1255. were to represent them was very limited .

a

a
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The commissioners held the Seal from ing the Knights Templars. From 16 Ed

November 10, 1643, till October 30, 1646, ward III. he held the office of custos of the

when it was given to the speakers of the lands and tenements which were reserved

two houses. ( Journals.) for the use of the king's chamber, and in

In December 1647 the earl was one of this character various manors, & c., were

the lords commissioners to take the four placed under his charge ; and in the par

bills to the king at the Isle of Wight, and liaments of 25 and 28Edward III. hewas

had to bring them back with the king's ordered to be present on the hearing of peti

refusal to assent to the destruction of the tions touching these lands, to give informa

royal authority which they involved. He tion ( pur le roi et au le roi. Dugdale

was renominated on March 15, 1648, chief introduces him in the twenty - seventh year

commissioner of the Seal, in conjunction as attorney - general; but it is probably in

with another lord and two commoners,who reference to these matters only, as he does

continued in office till the death of the not appear to have been otherwise connected

king, not oneof them approving or taking withthe law. Though he is described as
any part in the tragic event. With that a clericus,' he could not have taken that

the power of the lords who were commis- grade in holy orders which provented him

sioners virtually terminated, but they re- from marrying ; for his widow . Jane, the

mained in office till the Commons, on daughter of Sir William Pickering, is said

February 6, 1649, voted the abolishment to have married Chief Justice Gascoigne.

of the House of Peers, and two daysafter He had a grant ofthe French portion of

put the Seal into other hands. ( White- the church of Mapeldurham , and of a mes
locke, 283-378 .) suage and lands in Resceby in Yorkshire

So ended the earl's political career. He for his good services, and he was made a

died in 1651 ; and the title is now merged baron of the Exchequer on October 6, 1356 ,

in that of Earl De Grey and Ripon . 30 Edward III. , beyondwhich no trace of

GREY, WILLIAM (LORD GREY DE him remains. ( Parl. Writs, i . 956 , ii. p. ii.

WERKE), was advanced to this peerage 648, n .; N. Fædera, ii. 1214 ;Abb. Rot.

in 1624. From the commencement of the Orig. ii. 159–208 ; Rot. Parl. ü . 236, 254. )

civil war he was an active partisan of the GRIMBALD, ROBERT, is inserted by Dug

parliament, and one of thefew peers that dale asajusticier in the reign of Henry II.

remained in the House of Lords while the (Orig. 100 ; Monast. vi. 425) ; but in the

rest joined the king. When Lord Fairfax multiplicity of names of justiciers in the
suffered a defeat inthe north, andthepar- rolls of this reign , quotedby Madox and

liament were desirous to send to the Scots others, that of Robert Grimbald nerer

to assist them, Lord Grey on being named occurs, although it doesforty years after

one of the deputation refused togo, and wards in that of Henry III. The document

was committed to the Tower; but,making to which his seal is attached is a charter

his peace, he was soon after selected by the grantingcertain lands in Dunnington to the

Lords as their speaker, in the absence of priory of Osulveston in Leicestershire, and

the lord keeper. In 1648 he was added to there are four others of the same descrip

the commissioners of the Great Seal, and tion, in none of which is there any addition

performed the duties of the office for nearly to his name at all designating a judicial

eleven months, the last few days being character. It appears, however, thathe was

after the king's death, in the planning or united with Paganus from 2 to 8 Henry IL ,

execution of which fearful event he is not 1156–1162, in the sheriffalty ofCambridge

charged with concurring. With the abo- and Huntingdon ; and this, recollecting the

lition of the House of Lords of course his judicial duties which appertained to that
office ceased, but he consented to be nomi- office, may have been the ground of naming

nated on the Councilof State. (Whitelocke, him as a justicier . He married Matilda,

295–488 ; Clarendon, iv. 153, 368, 415.) daughter and heir of Paganus de Hocton.

He survived the restoration of Charles who was probably the sheriff with whom

II. more than fourteen years, and died he was associated .

in July 1674. His title became extinct GRIMBALD, PETER, is introduced in Va

in 1706. dox's List of the Barons of the Exebequer

GREYSTOKE, HENRY DE, does not appear (ii. 318), with a reference to a writ testet

to have been a member of the baronial family in 25 Henry III., 1241. There is a man
of Greystoke in Cumberland. He may date on the Close Roll ( ii . 207) of 11 Her .

therefore have been so called from his being III. , 1226 , addressed to Magister Philip de

born in that place. He was connected with Ardern and P. Grimbald, relative to certain

the king's household or Exchequer in 27 business entrusted to them to transsct in

Edward I., as well as several times after the bishopric of Durham , a duty which was

wards under Edward II. He acted as pay- likely to devolve on one connected with tk .
master of the forces in Nottingham and Exchequer.

Derby, and was appointed by the latter king GRIMBALD, ROBERT, was not impr

to assist the sheriff'ofCumberland in arrest- bably a descendant of his before -menti ined

а
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namesake. He, as well as the other, was dominant faction , and, not consenting to their

certainly resident in Northamptonshire, and determination to get rid of the monarchy,

in 9 Henry III. was appointed to conduct was with othermembers excluded tlie
the quinzime of that county to Oxford. house. His influence with the army and

( Rot. Claus. ii. 74.) In the commission the people was considered so great that he

for justices itinerant in 1234, 18 Henry was put into confinement before the king's.

III., he stood third of those nominated for trial; but was discharged by an order from

Rutland. Lord Fairfax on the very day of the execu

GRIMSTON, HARBOTTLE, a descendant tion, first entering into an engagement not

from Sylvester, the standard -bearer of the to act nor to do anything to the disservice

Conqueror, for whose services the parish of of the parliament or the ariny.

Grimston in Yorkshire, and various other Cromwell's subsequent forcible dissolu

manors in the East Riding,werethe reward, tion of the parliament made it a matter of

was the son of Sir Harbottle Grimston, prudence that Grimston should retire to

created a baronet in 1612, by Elizabeth, the Continent. At the same time he re

daughter of Ralph Coppinger, Esq., of Stoké signed the recordership of Colchester.
in Kent. Returning to England in a few years,he
He was born at Bradfield Hall in Essex, was elected in Cromwell's new modelled

and was at first intended for the law and parliament in 1656 as one of the sixteen

entered at Lincoln's Inn. But upon his members for Essex ; but, declining to sign

brother's death he abandoned the study, till the engagement recognising Cromwell's

forming an attachment to the daughter of government, he was refused admittanceto

Sir George Croke, the judge refused to be the house. He afterwards joined in the
stow her hand upon him unless he resumed remonstrance of the secluded members,

his profession. He re - opened his law -books which protested against the assembly as

with all the ardour of a lover, and soon at- not being the representative body of Eng

tained sufficient legal knowledge not only land ; but no notice being taken of it, he

to satisfy Sir George, but also to obtain the quietly retired to the practice of his profes

post of recorder of Colchester,to which he sion until more promising times. In De

was elected in 1638, being also returned cember 1659 theLong Parliamentwas re

member for that town to the two parlia- stored to its functions, and having dissolved

ments of 1640 . itself in the following March, Sir Harbottle

Between the two parliaments his father was appointed one of the council of state.

died, and he succeeded to the title. In Of the Convention Parliament, summoned

both of them he was one of the most vio- on April 25, he was elected speaker, and

lent opposers to the encroachments of the distinguished himself by the peculiar style

court, and a powerful advocate for the li- of his oratory. In the addresses which he

berties of the people, being no doubt insti- made to theking after his return the ful

gated by the imprisonment suffered by his some style of his predecessors in the chair

father for refusing to pay the loan -money. was revived , and even exceeded, with the

He was not very choice in his language, addition of absurd reiterations. He called

saying in his speech against the advisers of the actors in the rebellion the monsters

ship-money, that he was persuaded that who had been guilty of blood , precious

theywbo gave their opinions for the legality blood, precious royal blood ;' and in his

of it did it against the dictamen of their own speech, previous to the dissolution, he

conscience, and calling Secretary Winde- exclaimed, 'We must needsbe a happy par

bank ' the very pander and broker to the liament, a healing parliament, a reconciling

whore of Babylon. ' Contributing two horses and peaceful parliament, a parliamentpropter

and twenty pounds in 1642 for the defence excellentiam ,thatmay truly be called parlia

of the privileges of parliament, he was looked mentissimum parliamentum .' (Whitelocke,

upon as one of the most active among the 653 ; Parl. Hist. iv . 27, 113, 168. )

popular party ; yet in 1643 he refused to He had the honour of entertaining the

subscribe the SolemnLeague and Covenant, king on June 25, 1660, at his house in Lin

and discontinued sitting in the house till coln's Inn Fields, and soon received a more

it was laid aside. He then joined with substantial proof of the royal gratitude in

Holles and the Presbyterian party against the appointment of master of the Rolls,

the Independents, and Cromwell in parti- which was given him on November 3,
cular, He was one of the commissioners though it was said that he gave Lord

selected to treat with the king in the Isle Clarendon 80001. for the place. ( Ch. Just.

of Wight ( Notes and Queries, 1st S. xii. Lee's Memor. in Law Mag. xxxviii. 217. )

358 ; Whitelocke, 334), when, though the Ile was then sixty -six years of age, and he

negotiation was unsuccessful, his majesty held the office till his death , a period of

was well pleased with his conduct, and on twenty -three years. One of his decrees

his return he urged upon the house the nearly cost him his life. Nathaniel Bacon,
acceptance of the king's concessions. He of Gray's Inn, against whom it was pro

then began to see the real object of the Inounced, offered a man 1001. to kill him ;

6
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:

and upon being convicted of the crime in 13 ; Chauncy's Herts, 465; Collins's Peerage,

1664, was condemned to pay a fine of 1000 viii. 214.)

marks, to be imprisoned three months, and GROSE, NASH, was the son of Edward

be of good behaviour for life, and to acknow- Grose, a resident of London, where he was

ledge his offence at the bar of the Chancery. born about the year 1740. He was called to

Bacon was discharged as insolvent in 1667. the bar at Lincoln's Inn in November 1766,

(1 Siderfin , 230. ) and took the degree of serjeant in 1774,

Sir Harbottle was also made chief steward soon commanding the leading business in the

of St. Albans, where he had purchased the Common Pleas, which he retained till he
manor of Gorhambury and other property, was raised to the bench. He was appointed

and recorder of Harwich. His judicial a judge of the King'sBench on February 9,"

position did not prevent his sitting in par- 1787, and received the honour of knight

liament, in which he continued to be one hood. After occupying the same seat for

of the representatives of the borough of twenty - six years, "hisinfirmities obliged

Colchester till his death. He at last grew him to resign it in Easter vacation 1813.

out of favour with the court, from his known His death took placein the following year,

dislike to the Roman Catholic religion, on May 31 , when his remains were in

which he made no attempt to conceal. terred in the Isle of Wight, where hehad

When a bill was introduced in 1667 for a beautiful seat called The Priory. ( Term

changing the punishment of Romish priests Rep. 551; Gent. Mag. 1814, 388, 629.)

and Jesuits from death to imprisonment Both in his private and judicial cha

for life, he indignantly asked , “ Is this the racter he was highly respected ; but con

way to prevent Popery ? We may as soon temporary critics, of course,differ as to his

make agood fan out of a pig's tail as a powers and efficiency. By some he was

good bill out of this. ' He asserted the considered to have lost in credit what he

right ofthe House of Commons to choose gained in rank, and this couplet was per
their own speaker when the king rejected petrated against him :

Mr. Seymour in 1679 ; and at the close of Qualis sit Grotius Judex uno accipe versu ;

his life he was compelled to dismiss Burnet, Exclamat, dubitat, balbutit, stridet et errat.

the preacher at the Rolls, for a sermon on Lord Campbell ( Ch. Just. iii. 155 ) sar3

the 5th of November, which was interpreted that his aspect was very foolish , and that

as levelled against the king's conduct. he had the least reputation among his

( Parl. Hist. iv. 1096 ; Burnet, i. 596.) colleagues; but he adds that ' this supposed

He died on January 2, 1685 ( Luttrell, i. weak brother, though much ridiculed,

384 ; 1 Vernon , 281), of natural decay, when he differed from his brethren, was

being then above eighty years of age, and voted by the profession to be right . '

was buried in St. Michael's Church, St. Sir Nash married Miss Dennett, of the

Albans. Sir Henry Chauncy, his contem- Isle of Wight.

porary , thus describes him : " He had a GRYMESBY, EDMUND DE, was of the

nimble fancy, a quick apprehension, a rare town of that name in Lincolnshire, where

memory, an eloquent tongue, and a sound he had considerable property. ( Abb. Rot .

judgment. He was a person of free access, Orig. ii. 155, 176.) He was probably the

sociable in company, sincere to his friends, son of Simon de Grymesby, escheator to
hospitable in his house, charitable to the the king, and is mentioned as one of the

poor, and an excellent master to hisservants.' procurators to appear for the abbot of

Hle published the Reports of his father - in- Thornton in the parliaments of 17 and 18

law Sir George Croke, having first trans- Edward II. ( Parl. Writs, ii . p . ii . 938.)

lated them into English, and is said to In the next year he was parson of the

have greatly assisted Burnet in his History church of Preston. (Rot. Parl. i. 437.) In

of the Reformation .' 7 Edward III., 1333, he received the ap

By his first wife, Mary, Sir G. Croke's pointment of keeper of the rolls in the

daughter, he had six sons and two daugh- Irish Chancery ( Cal . Rot. Pat. 117 ) , but

ters ; by his second, Annie, daughter of two years afterwards hewas sent to various

Sir Nathaniel Bacon, niece to Lord Bacon, parties in England to obtain loans for the

and widow of Sir Thomas Meautys, he left king to carry on the war with Scotland.

no children . On the decease of his son (N. Fædera , ii. 912.) He was no doubs

Samuel in 1700 the title became extinct. then a master or clerk in the English

The estate of Gorhambury, with large Chancery, in which office he continued to

landed property, he left to his great-nephew act till the 25th, and perhaps the 7th,

William Lukyn, who assumed the name of year of the reign , being a receiver of peti

Grimston , and in 1719 was created a peer tions in all the parliaments assembled in

of Ireland by the title of Baron of Dun- that interval. (Rot. Parl. ii . 126-30 .)

boyne and Viscount Grimston. His grand- During this period the Great Seal was

son was created Baron Verulam in England twice placed under his seal, from December

in 1790 , a title which was converted into 16, 1310, to the end of the year, and from

an earldom in 1815. ( Croke Family, 606- September 2 to October 8, 1351.
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GUILFORD, LORD. See F. NORTH . byhisbrethren may be presumed from the

GULDEFORD, HENRY DE, settled at following character given of him in the

Hempsted in Kent, in 26 Edward I. was ' Causidicade, asasupposed candidate for

appointed to perambulate the forests of the office of solicitor-general vacant in

the northern counties, and two years after- 1742 :

wards to perform the same duties in the

counties ofSalop, Stafford , and Derby. In In the frontof the crowd then appear’d Mr.

32 Edward I. he appears at the head of
G - nd - y ,

• To this office ,' quo' he, ‘ my pretentions are
the justices itinerant sent to visit the Isle sundry ;

of Jersey, and during the whole of this Imprimis my merit, e'en great as t'attract

time he was summoned among the justices Hism - j- y'snotice, so nice and exact ,
to parliament. ( Rot. Parl. i. 130, 180, As lately to call me insideof thebar,

421.) In November 1305 he was con
From among the rear-guard - poor souls, how

they stare !

stituted one of the judges of the Court of which is plain that he meant me some further

Common Pleas; but hewas not re-appointed preferment,

under Edward II. ; Hervey de Staunton More worthymylearning, parts, and discernment.

was placed there in his stead. More claims I might urge, but this I insist on

Hestill continued to be employed to Then the president thus, • You're too full of
Is sufficient to merit the office in question .'

take assizes, and as a justice itinerant. He surmises ;

died in the early part of 6 Edward II., his The manwho is stiff, like an oak, seldom rises.'

last summons to parliament being dated on

July 8, 1312, the first day of that regnal He waited eight years for his advance

year. Several of his descendants were ment, when in May 1750 he wasappointed

sheriffs of Kent, one of whom entertained a judge of the Common Pleas. He enjoyed

Queen Elizabeth at his manor-house. Ro- the post less than four years, dying on the

bert, the last of the name, was made a circuit at Launceston on March 23, 1754.

baronet in 1685 by King James II., but, He was buried at Musbury in Devonshire.

leaving no issue, the title became extinct at ( Hutchins's Dorset, i.249, 379 ; Gent. Mag.

his death. xxiv . 191 , lxi. 1159.)

GUNDEVILLE, HUGH DE, at the begin- GUNTHORP, WILLIAM, described

ning of the reign of Henry II.,filled some clericus,' probably held some office in the

responsible office in the Exchequer or in Treasury or Exchequer before he received

the king's household. In 1170, 16 Henry the responsible appointment of treasurer of

II., he was despatched with William Fitz- Calais, on March20, 1368, 42 Edward III.

John to arrest Becket, whose fate, how- This place he held till October 26, 1373

ever, was sealed before their arrival at (N. Fædera, iii. 844, 992), and then was

Canterbury ; and in 1172 he and Robert made a baron of the Exchequer.

Fitz- Bernard were appointed lieutenants
The latest mention of him in that

under Humphrey de Bohun in the govern- character it is 9 Richard II. (Rot. Parl. iii .
ment of the city of Waterford. He held the 204 ), but up to 18 Richard II. he is re

sheriffalty of Hampshire from 16 Henry II. corded as granting lands to the chantry of

for ten years, that of Northamptonshire the church of St. Wolstan, in Grantham ,
from 21 Henry II. for three years, andthat Lincolnshire, and to the chapter of St.

of Devonshire in the 24th and 25th years Mary, Southwell,...in Nottinghamshire.
of that reign. ( Cal.Inquis. p . m. iii . 162, 187.)

In 20 Henry II., 1174 ,he was appointed, GURDON, ADAM, son of Adam Gurdon ,

by writ of Richard de Luci, the chief jus- one of the bailiffs of Alton in Hampshire

ticiary, one of the five justices itinerant to (Madox, ii . 304 ), married Custancia, the

fix the tallage of Hampshire ; and he was daughter and heir of John de Venuz, with

selected in 1176 by the council of North- whom he received extensive lands at Sel

ampton as one of the eighteen justices borne in that county, together with the

itinerant who were sent round England. bailiwick of the king's forests of Wulvermar

His pleas while so engaged extended over and Axiholt. He seems to have been of a

the four following years. (Mador, i . 125- litigious disposition , no less than six entries

138.) He died about the endof this reign, occurring in the 'Abbreviatio Placitorum 'of

the Pipe Roll of 1 Richard I. (213) refer- causes decided against him . He joined the

ring to property which had been his. party of De Montford, and even after the

GUNDRY, NATHANIEL, of a Dorsetshire battle of Evesham raised an array against

family, was born at Lyme Regis, and his sovereign in Hampshire. Prince Edward

entered the Middle Temple as a member in advanced against the rebels, and coming up

1720, but , after being called to the bar in with them between Farnham and Alton , he

1725, removed to Lincoln's Inn, and was inconsiderately leaped over the trench that

made a king's counsel in July 1742. He re- surrounded their camp before his forces

presented Dorchester in his native county could follow him . Adam met him , and,

from 1741 till his elevation to the bench. after a severe fight hand to hand , was at

That he was considered stiff and pretentious I last mastered and obliged to yield ' himself

a
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prisoner to theprince. Edward generously once established him in his profession, and

gave him his life, and eventually his liberty, placed him on a height from which he never

and thus secured the services of a brave and descended .

grateful enemy. ( Rapin, iii . 170.) The first consequence was that he was

In 8 Edward I., 1280, Dugdale places engaged as assistant counsel to Messrs.

him among the justices itinerant in Wilt- Erskine and Gibbs in the memorable state

shire ; but the pleas of that iter were con- trials of Hardy, Horne Tooke, andThelwall

fined to the forest, and he was no doubt for high treason, in all of which he proved

appointed in virtue of his bailiwick, as he is himselfa most efficient auxiliary. These
notmentioned upon any other circuit. occurred before he had been two years at

He was frequently summoned to perform the bar, and in all of them verdicts of ac

military service, and in 23 Edward I. was quittal were pronounced for his clients.

nominated custos of the seashores of Hamp- ' The same success attended his efforts as

shire, and a commissioner of array in that counsel for Crossfield and others, arraigned

county and in Dorset and Wilts. in 1796 on what was nicknamed the Pop

In 33 Edward I., 1305, he was elected a gun Plot,and for John Binnswhen indicted

representative by the communitas'of Scot- with O'Coigley, Arthur O'Connor, and

land , and constituted a justice there,and others for high treason in 1798, in both of

died in the same year. (Rot. Parl. i. 267 ; which he most ably summed up the pri

Parl. Wrids, i. 161 , &c. ; Cal. Inquis. p. m. soners' defence. ( State Trials, xxii.-xxvii.)

12, 196 , 212. ) At the London and Middlesex Sessions,

Besides his first wife Custancia, he mar- wherehe then practised, he soon got a de

ried two others - viz., Almeria, whom he cided lead, and gradually acquired such a

divorced after having two sons ; and Agnes, footing in Westminster Hall and on the

by whom he had a daughter, Johanna, to Home Circuit as warranted him in apply.

whom he left his property in Selborne,and ing for a silk gown. But his supposed poli

who married Richard Achard . That estate, tics were against him, and it was not till

still called Gurdon Manor, now belongs to he had been three-and -twenty years at the

. Magdalen College, Oxford. bar that he obtained it, and then only in

GURNEY, John. The family of Baron consequence of the extraordinary ability he

Gurney may boast of a legal pedigree ex- displayed in prosecuting Lord Cochrane,

tending over more than a century and a Cochrane Johnstone, and the other parties

half, inasmuch as his grandfather, Thomas implicated in propagating a false story of

Gurney, flourishing from 1705 to 1770, and Bonaparte's defeat and death , for the pur

his father, Joseph Gurney, were the re- pose of speculating in the funds. Here, in

cognised shorthand writers, not only em- opposition to a whole phalanx of the most

ployed confidentiallybythe government and able counsel at the bar, he , almost unaided,

in parliamentary committees, but engaged gained a complete triumph in the conviction

by authority in reporting the proceedings of all the defendants. His promotion could

on all the importanttrials occurring during no longer be delayed, and in 1816 he took

theperiod. This mother wasa daughterof rank as king's counsel.
William Brodie, Esq ., of Mansfield , and he For sixteen years more he continued to

was born in Londonon February 14, 1768. labour as an advocate, during the whole of

His education was commenced at St. Paul's which period he shared the lead of the

School, and completed under the Rev. Mr. King's Bench with Sir James Scarlett, Sir

Smith at Bottesdalein Suffolk. Accompany- John Copley, and one or two eminent mem

ing his father on his professional occupa- bers of the bar, and of the Home Circuit he
tions in the courts of law , he naturally im- soon became the acknowledged head . It

bibed a predilection for thatprofession, and fell to his lot to lead the prosecution of

for practice in the art of forensic eloquence two of the Cato Street conspirators in 13:20 ,

he frequented those debating societies in who, with theremainder of those tried, were

which some of the greatest orators had convicted on the clearest evidence . ( Ind.

made their first essays, adopting those xxx. 711 , 1341.)

political principles of freedomand reform He at length met his reward. Afta

which then made opposition popular. Hav- forty years of continued success, throughout

ing entered the Inner Temple, hewascalled the whole ofwhich he wasconspicuous for

to thebar by that society in May 1793. his respectful yet independent demeanour

Hehad not long to wait for employment. to the court, and his kindly and courteous
In the very first term , and the sittings after, mannerto all,and particularly for the ac

he was retained as junior counsel to defend knowledged virtues of his private life, he
Daniel Isaac Eaton for two libels ; and in was promoted to the bench on February 13,

the following February, in consequence of 1832, asone of the barons of the Exchequer,
the absence of hissenior, he led the defence when he was knighted .
of the same individual for another libel. On For thirteen years Sir John Gurney beld

that occasion he delivered an animated, this judicial position ; and then , from his

humorous, and effective speech, which at advanced age and the failure of his bealth ,
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he resigned his seat in January 1845, only and his charities and practice during the

to die on the 1st of the following March at whole of his lengthened existence werethe

his house in Lincoln's Inn Fields. With- best proofs ofhis having imbibed the spirit of

out taking a high rank as a deep -read and the Masterwhom he ever professed to serve.

black -letter lawyer, he supported as a judge By hiswife,Maria, daughterof Dr. Hawes,

the reputation he had gained as an advo, heleft several children ,one of whom ,Rus

cate for discrimination, acuteness, and dis- sell Gurney, Esq., exhibits, as recorder of

cretion, and hisformer experiencegave him London, such high judicial powers and such

a recognised superiority on criminal trials. deep legal knowledgethat he has been fre

He wasbrought up among Dissenters, but quently called upon by the government to

in his latter years he conformed to the preside at the assizes in the place of judges

Church of England. Whatever were his temporarily incapacitated by illness. He

doctrinal opinions at different periods of his is member for Southampton, and has been

life, as a man he was universally respected, called to the privy council of his sovereign.

H

HADFIELD, WALTER DE, was one of the year he was at the head of the justices

justices itinerant who set the assize on the itinerant appointed to no less than ten

king's demesnes in Essex and Hertfordshire counties, and in 11 Henry III. to three

in 20 Henry II.,1174. (Madox, i.124 . ) The counties more. (Rot. Claus i . 450, 630, ii .

manor of Writell in Essex was granted to 45-213.) It is manifest,from his being

him and John Fitz -William in 4 Richard I., placed at the head of the lists, that he was

1192 ( Ibid. ii . 167), between which date and something more than an ordinary justice

1201 he died. ( Chancellor's Roll, 3 John .) itinerant.

HADLOW , orHANDLO, NICHOLAS DE, of In 10 Henry III. he was appointed

the manor of Court-at-Street in Kent, was sheriff of Wiltshire, and his people in

raised to thebench about November 1254, Yorkshire were exempted from the rates

and continued to act up to September 1266. of the county and hundred during his ab

In 42 Henry III. he was one of the three sence. He is last mentioned in 1240,when

who were assigned ad tenendum Bancum he again appears as one of the justices

RegisapudWestm .,' until thekingarranged itinerant before whom a fine was levied

more fully for that court. ( Dugdale's Orig. at York.

43; Ercerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 211-446.) He HALE, MATTHEW. This eminentjudge,

died in 1270 .
whomalllook up to as oneofthe brightest

HAGET,GEOFFREY, in 10 Richard I., 1198, luminaries of the law , as well for the

was associated with two others as a justice soundness of his learning as for the ex

itinerant over Yorkshireand the other north- cellence of his life, descended from an old

ern counties, to hear pleasof the crown. and respectable family in Gloucestershire.

He was the eldest son of Bertram Haget, His grandfather, Robert Hale, a wealthy
who possessedconsiderableproperty in York- clothier at Wootton -under-Edge, had five

shire, and who granted a hermitage and sons, the second of whom , also Robert, a

land in the park of Helagh in that county, barrister of Lincoln's Inn, had by his wife,

upon which Geoffrey afterwards built a Joan, daughter of Matthew Poyntz, Esq .,

church . (Monast. vi . 437. ) of Alderley, an only son ,the future judge,

HAGAMAN , or HAWMAN, NICHOLAS, who was left an orphan five years after his

wasprobably the son of Alan de Haghman, birth. He was born at Alderley on No

and Amicia his wife, as in 6 Edward II. , vember 1, 1609, and on his father's death

1313, hewas parson of the parish of Evers- he was placed under the guardianship of

ley in Hampshire , of the manor and ad- his kinsman, Anthony Kingscot, Esq ., who

vowson of which Alan and Amicia became first sent him to a puritanical grammar
possessed in 5 Edward I. school at Wootton -under -Edge, and then

He was constituted a baron of the Ex- to Magdalen Hall, Oxford, intending him

chequer on October 3, 1336 , 10 Edward III.; for the clerical profession. He did not

but his name was not included in the new stay long enough to take a degree ; but,

patent on January 20, 1341. ( App. Rot. like most young men , he was attracted by

Orig. i. 195 ); Abb. Placit. 191.) the pleasures incident to his age. He was

HALE, SIMON DE,whose principal estate expert in athletic exercises, and it is related

was situate in Yorkshire, was sheriff of of him that one of his masters, who was his

that county till 8 Henry III. In the next tenant, having told him that he was better
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at his own trade than himself, Hale, proud and others for high treason against the par

of the praise, promised him the house he liament, he was employed in their defence,

lived in if he could hit him a blow on the and his arguments were urged with so

head. The master of course succeeded in much boldness and energy that the attor

doing so, and gained possession of the ney -general threatened him for appearing
house, while Hale received an early lesson against the government. Hale indignantly

how to estimate a flattering, tongue. He retorted that he was pleading in defence

soon discarded the idea of becoming a of the laws, which they professed they

divine, and determined on a soldier's would maintain and preserve ; and that he

life, an inclination which he would pro- was doing his duty to his client, and was

bably have followed had not a family law- notto be daunted with threatenings.'

suit taken him up to London to consult Notwithstanding his monarchical prin

Serjeant Glanville. That learned man soon ciples, he deemed it his duty to acquiesce

observed his superior judgment and pecu- in the existing government, and not to

liar fitness for the study of the law , and engage in any faction . He therefore sub

advising him to adopt it as his profession, scribed the engagement to be true and

Hale entered himself at Lincoln's Inn , and faithful to the Commonwealth , and was

was called to the bar onMay 17, 1636. accordingly permitted to appear before the

During this interval he forsook all his High Court of Justice in 1651 to take ex

former vanities, which had never been ceptions to the charge against the Presby

tainted with any vice or immorality, and terian Christopher Love - a privilege re

devoted himself wholly to the improve- fused to Mr. Archer and Mr. Waller,

ment of his life and the study of his pro- because they had not complied with that

fession. He himself states that for the formality. (State Trials, v . 211.) Though

first two years his application extended to thus acting against them, the parliament

sixteen hours a day, which, nearly bringing showed their estimation of his legal know .

him to his grave , he was obliged toreduce ledge by placing Hale in the next year st

to eight hours, and acknowledged that he thehead of the committee for the preven

thought six hours, well used, were suffi- tion of the delays and expenses of law pro

cient. ( Seward's Anecdotes, iv. 416. ) At ceedings. ( Whitelocke, 520.)

the same time he paid strict attention to When Cromwell assumed absolute power

his religious duties, never once missing Hale was one of the many who were dis

attendance at church on Sunday for six- gusted at his usurpation . The protector,

and-thirty years. As a diversion from his however, whowasno doubt sincere in his

abstruser studies he made himself a pro- wish to strengthen bis government by haring

ficient in mathematics and various branches men of known ability and honesty on the

of philosophy, and acquired considerable bench , and seeing what influence Hale er

skill in medical and anatomical knowledge, ercised by his learning and his courage, re

not neglecting history, both ancient and solved to employ him as one of the judges

modern, nor, particularly , the varied forms Hale naturally hesitated to accept the
of theologicaldoctrines. proffered office, but on the representation

Besides introducing bim into many de- that he would not be required to acknor.

sirable friendships, bis deep learning and ledge the usurper's authority, and at the
known industry soon insured him good urgent solicitation of Sir Orlando Bridge
practice at the bar. He was entirely a man and other loyalists, backed by the

loyalist, though he religiously and upon opinion of his clerical friends, he determined
principle avoided taking any part in the to accept the appointment, upon the con

dissensions of the times. In 1643 he was viction that it was absolutely necessary that

engaged for Archbishop Laud, and is said under all governments property should be
to have composed the speech in defence secured, andjusticeimpartially administered.

which was spoken by Mr. Herne. In 1647 Accordingly, on January 25 , 16-34, be

he was one of the counsel appointed to was made a judge of the Common Plexz
defend the eleven members, and he also He altogether refused to try offerden

appeared for Lord Macguire at his trial in against the state, not recognising the pre

the King's Bench for high treason. ( State sent authorities, and boldly and conscien

Trials, iv. 577, 702 ; Whitelocke, 258.) tiously administered justice between man

According to the statement of Burnet, he and man, regardless of the party to which
offered to plead for the king on his trial; either was attached. He convicted and

and Serjeant Runnington ( Edit. of Hale's hung one of Cromwell's soldiers for a foul

Common Law) suggests that he furnished murder of a king's man, and he dismiseed a

his royal client with the line of defence jury because he discovered that it had been

which he actually adopted, in denying the returned by Cromwell's order and not by
jurisdiction of the court, which of course the sheriff. The protector on his retura

precluded the appearance of any counsel. from the circuit told him he was not fit
In the subsequent trials of the Duke of to be a judge,' to which he simply answend

Hamilton , the Earl of Holland, Lord Capel, \ ' that it was very true. ' However angry
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and dissatisfied Cromwell might be, he , the regicides. At the termination of those

could not afford to dismiss so popular a doleful proceedings he was, in spiteof his

man, and was obliged , perhaps was glad, declared reluctance, constituted chief baron

to pass over his refusal in 1655 to assist at of the Exchequer on November 7 (1 Siderfin,

the trial of Colonel Penruddock at Exeter. 3, 4 ), and so great was his desire to escape

Hale therefore was continued on the bench, the honour of knighthood that he avoided

but upon the death of Cromwell in Sep- the king's presence, until Lord Clarendon

tember 1658, not even the importunities of contrived an unexpected meeting with his

his friends and brother judges could induce majesty, who immediately conferred upon

him to accept a new commission from the him the accustomed distinction.

Protector Richard. In every stage of his career Hale was

In the July (1654) after he became a accustomed to put into writing his reflec

judge, which did not then disqualify him tions on the incidents of the time, and to

for a seat in parliament, Hale was returned lay down regulations for his conduct.

for his native county. The first business Among many excellent rules for his guid

of this parliament was the consideration of ance as a judge was one to abhor all

the system of government to be adopted. private solicitations. Acting on this, he

Violent discussions followed, till Mr. Justice rebuked a noble dukewho applied to him

Hale proposed an expedient that seemed about a cause in which his grace was

reasonable to the majority. It was to the concerned, who, complaining of his rough

effect that the single person in possession reception, was told by the king to be con

should exercise the supreme magistracy, tent that he was no worse used, for he

with such powers,limitations,and qualitica- believed hehimself should have been used

tions as the parliament should afterwards no better if he had solicited him in any

declare . But the protector, fearing lest of his own causes.' Another of his rules

his power should thus be gradually taken was “ not to be biassed with compassion to

from bim , shut up the house, and would the poor or favour to the rich ;' and so

not re-admit the members till each had strict was he in its application that he

subscribed an unconditional recognition of insisted on paying for a buck that was pre
his authority. Many refused to sign, and sented to him on the circuit before he tried

among them most probably was Hale, as a cause in which the donor was a party.

his name does not subsequently appear After presiding in the Exchequer for

either as a speaker or as a member of any nearly eleven years, he was promoted to

of the committees. He was not elected to the chief justiceship of the King's Bench

the only other parliament called by Crom- on May 18, 1671. He remained in that

well, in 1656; but in that summoned by Pro- dignified post for almost five years, when

tector Richard in January and dissolved in his bad health and increasing infirmities

April 1659 he was chosen for the university induced him to resign it on February 21,

of Oxford, but he seems to have been silent 1676, in opposition to the wishes of the

amid the dissensions of that short session. king and the solicitations of his friends and

Upon the election of the Convention Parlia- colleagues. But he felt that he could not

ment, in April 1600, Hale was again re- conscientiously retain a position the duties

turned for Gloucestershire. In that he was of which he was not able fully to perform ,

most active, being selected as a manager of and the near approach of death made him

the conference with the Lords which led to desirous of leisure for its contemplation.

the return of the king, and as one of the Sir Heneage Finch speaks of him as ' a

committee to examine the acts of govern- chief justice of so indefatigable an industry,

ment lately passed , and to report how the so invincible a patience, so exemplary an

legal proceedings that had taken place might, I integrity, and so magnanimous a contempt

notwithstanding all irregularities, be con- of worldly things, without which no man

firmed . ( Burton, i. xxxii. iii. 142 ; Parl. can be truly great; and to all this a man

Hist. iv . 24. ) Burnet says ( i . 88 ) that he that was so absolutely a master of the

attempted to bind Charles to certain con- science of the law , and even of the most

ditions, by moving for a committee to look abstruse and hidden parts of it, that one

into the concessions that had been offered may truly say of his knowledge in the law

by the late king during the war, and to what St. Austin said of St. Hierome's

suggest such propositions as should be sent knowledge in divinity— “Quod Hierony

over to the king. This motion, leading to mus nescivit, nullus mortalium unquam

a settlement which might have prevented scivit." These and other contemporaneous

much future mischief, was dexterously eulogies have been echoed by almost every
counteracted by Monk. writer during the two centuries that have

On the arrival of Charles, though Hale elapsed since he flourished, and the more

was not immediately replaced in his judicial fully have been laid open to the world the

position, he was at once confirmed in his principles that guided him in his judicial

degree ofserjeant, andin that character was career, and the daily practices and habits

included in the commission for the trial of of his private life, themore confirmed has
Y
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been the admiration of his character, so HALES, CHRISTOPHER, derived his name

that he is scarcely ever named except in from a place so called in Norfolk, where

terms of respect and veneration . Roger de Hales possessed property in the

Surving his resignation scarcely ten reign of Henry II. Before the close of

months, Sir Matthew died on Christmas Edward III.'s reign the family had re

Day 1676. By his special direction his moved into Kent and was settled atHalden,

remains were interred in the churchyard of near Tenterden . The unfortunate Robert

Alderley. de Hales, prior of St. John of Jerusalem

A list of his numerous writings, few of and treasurer of England under Richard

which were published during his life, is 11., who was barbarously murdered by the
given in most of the memoirs from which rebels in 1381 , was of this family, and
this sketch is compiled . Those which from his brother Sir Nicholas descended

most will be remembered are his ‘ History no less than three eminent lawyers who

of the Pleas of the Crown ;' his ‘ Preface to graced the judicial bench - Christopher and

Rolle's Abridgement,' containing excellent John in the reign ofHenryVIII., and James
advice for the guidance of young students, in that of Edward VI.

in whom he ever took a special interest; Christopher Haleswas the son of Thomas,

and his " Analysis of the Law, ' which the younger brother of the father of John,

formed the basis of Blackstone's Com- so that the two judges were first cousins.

mentaries.' His philosophical and religious His mother was Alicia , daughter of Hum

works eminently show his varied learning phrey Eveas. Receiving his legal educa

and his contemplative piety , and the MSS. tion at Gray's Inn, he rose to be an ancient

which he bequeathed to Lincoln's Inn li- in 1516, and reader in 1524. On August
brary afford abundant testimony of his un- 14, 1525, he became solicitor- general, and

wearied industry in collecting and transcrib- attorney -general on June 3, 1529. During
ing the valuable records of the kingdom . the seven years that he filled this office he

Of his two wives he had issue by the had to conduct the proceedings against

first only. She was Anne, daughter of Sir several illustrious persons who had incurred

Henry Moore, of Fawley in Berkshire, and the king's displeasure. He prosecuted

grandchild of Sir Francis Moore, the Wolsey by an indictment to which the

famous serjeant-at-law in the reign of cardinal made no defence; he appeared for

James I. Two only of their ten children the king against Sir Thomas More and

survived the judge. Late in life hemar- Bishop Fisher on their last arraignment;

ried, secondly, Anne, daughter of Joseph and the trials of Queen Anne Boleyn and

Bishop, of Fawley, described by Baxter as those charged with being implicated with

'a woman of no estate, but suitable to his her occurred during the last few months of

disposition, to be to him as a nurse.' She his official tenure ( State Trials, i . 370,

survived himfor many years, and is spoken 389) ; but history charges him with no

of in his will in the most affectionate harshness in performing the delicate duties

terms. The male line of his family has thus devolving upon him .

been long extinct. He succeeded Thomas Cromwell as

HALE , BERNARD, was born in 1677 at master of the Rolls on July 10, 1536 , and

King's Walden in Hertfordshire, an estate retained the place for the fire remaining
which had been in the possession of the years of his life .
family since the time of Queen Elizabeth . He died in June 1541, and was buried

He was the eighth son of William Hale, at Hackington, or St. Stephen's, near Can
who represented the county in 1661 and terbury. His large possessions, many of

1678, and of Mary, daughter of Jeremiah which weregranted to him by the king on

Elwes, Esq., of Roxby in Lincolnshire. the dissolution of the monasteries, were
Having entered the society of Gray's Inn, divided among thethree daughters be bad

he took his degree of barrister in February by his wife Elizabeth, the daughter of
1704. He gained so considerable a repu- John Caunton , an alderman of London .

tation as an able lawyer that on June 28 , (Weever, 260; Hasted.)
1722, he was constituted chief baron of HALES, Joun, is described by Watts

the Irish Exchequer, where he remained (i. 219) to have been the first cousin of

for nearly three years . From this position Christopher, but Hasted makes him the

he was removed on June 1 , 1725, to the uncle of Christopher, representing him as

English Court of Exchequer as one of the the elder brother of Christopher's father.

puisne barons, when he was knighted . He instead of the son ofthatelder brother. I :

sat there little more than four years,and Hasted is right, John's father was Heart

died on November 7, 1729, at Abbots Hales, and his mother Julian , daughter oi

Langley, in the church of which his re- Richard Capel, of Lenden , near Tentenden ;
mains are interred . if Wotton is right, Henry was his grand

He married Anne, daughter of J. father, and another Jobn was his father.

Thoresby, Esq ., of Northamptonshire, and There is a curious entry with regard to

left a large family. them in the books of Gray's Inn, of which
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they both were members, by which it | Sir JamesHales, when called upon by the

appears that in July 1529 John Hales Duke of Northumberland to join the other
communicated to the society that Sir judges in authenticating the instrumentby

Thomas Nevillwould accept Christopher which the succession was to be changed

Hales, then attorney -general, to be his and the crown was to be placed on a Pro
bedfellow in his chamber there. testant head, boldly refused to affix his

John Hales became a reader in that house signature, declaring the attempt to be both

in 1514, and again in 1520. Residing at unlawful and unjust.

the manor of the Dungeon, or Dane John, The same firmness he had thus shown

near Canterbury, he was the acting steward in supporting the succession according to

of the abbey of St. Augustine. As hedoes law , he exhibited inimediately afterwards

not appear as an advocate in the Reports, at the assizes in Kent in reference to the

he probably held an office in the Exchequer, statutes relative to religion. Some indict

the barons ofthat court being at that time ments having been brought before him
usually selected from among those who against certain persons for nonconformity,

were conversant with that department. he in his charge to the grand jury, regard

He attained the place of third baron on less of the changes which might be ex

October 1 , 1522, and was promoted to be pected under the present government,

second baron on May 14, 1528. He still courageously pointed out what the law

held this position on August 1 , 1539, as then actually was, and what it devolved

John Smith then received a grant of the upon them in the exercise of their duty

office in reversion on his death or retire- to do. Although this was certainly not

ment. (Orig. 273, 292 ; Rymer, iii. 788.) the wayto stand wellinher grace's
He probably died shortly afterwards, John favour,' yet the queen appointed him one

Smith taking his place in the next Michael- of the commission to try Sir Andrew Dud
mas Term . ley and others for high treason in August,

By his wife Isabel, daughter of Stephen and on October 4 granted him his new

Harris (Harvey, according to Hasted ), he patent in the Common Pleas, thus appa
had four sons. His eldest, James, is the rently overlooking hisneglect of her known

next-mentioned judge, and the descendants wishes, and doing justice to the honesty of

of two of the others respectively were his principles. But this would not satisfy

raised to baronetcies in 1611 and 1660 ; the bigoted chancellor Bishop Gardiner,

but both have become extinct. (Wotton, before whom two days afterwards he camé
i . 219, iii. 98, 162.) with his fellows to take his oath of office.

HALES, JAMES. James Hales was the On that occasion the harsh prelate required

eldest son of the above John Hales, by his him ' to make his purgation, and a col

wife Isabel Harris, or Harvey. Like his loquy ' took place, in which the judge justi

father, he studied the law at Gray's Inn, fied his conduct, speaking plainly of his

where he was three times reader - in 1532, intentions to support the queen and the

in 1537, and in 1540 , when he assumed the law , but at the same time to adhere to his

decree of the coif. In 1544 he was made religion, while the bishop taunted him with

one of the king's serjeants, and soon after his lacking no conscience, and, after

had a grant from Henry VIII. of the manor threatening but not moving him , dismissed

of Clavertigh, with landscalled Monken him withouthis oath.

Lands in Eleham , Kent. (Hasted , viii.106.) Within a few days the bishop, in a true

At the coronation of Edward VI. hewas persecuting spirit, had him committed to

one of the forty who were made knights of prison, where his incarceration lasted several

the Bath. He was selected in 1549 as one months, during which many attempts were

of the commissioners ' super hæreticâ pra- made to induce him to embrace the Popish

vitate ' (Rymer, xv. 181, 250); and having doctrine, not only by working on his fears

on the 10th of Mayfollowingbeen advanced of the torments prepared for those who

to the bench by Edward VI. as a justice of persisted in their heresy , but by the earnest

the Common Pleas,he sat there duringthe persuasions of Foster, a Hampshire gentle

rest of the reign. He was one of thejudges man sent for the purpose, of Bishop Day,

who pronounced the sentence of deprivation and of his brother judge Sir William Port
against Bishop Gardiner ( State Trials, i . man . He was at last overcome, but his

630 ) in February 1551, and had reason to recantation had such an effect upon his

find that that prelate when he attained mind that he attempted in the absence of

power did not forget those before whom he his servant to kill himselfwith his pen
was arraigned . knife . The servant's returnsaved his life ,

Although firmly attached to the doctrines and being discharged from confinement, he

of the Reformation , and conscious as he was brought to the queen's presence, who

must have been of the danger of a revul- gave him words of great comfort.'
His

sion, should a princess who had even release took place about April 1554, but
through persecution refused to renounce his mind was notat ease, and in the course

the ancient ritual succeed to the throne, of the next year, while staying at his

6
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years after.

nephew's house atThanington, near Canter- Henry VI. he received a further grant of

bury, he in a fit of despondency drowned 201. yearly for life, which also was excepted

himself in a river in the parish of St. fromanother act of resumption passed three
Mildred . The last mention which is

There is another account, that Sir James's found of his name is in the latter year, when

death was occasioned by his crossing the the Commons prayed that he might beap

river over a narrow bridge, from whichhe pointed oneof the administrators of the pro

accidentally fell and was drowned , at the perty of Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester.

age of eighty-five. ( Holinshed, iv. 8 ; State ( Rot. Parl. v. 196 , 317, 339. ) In the four

Trials, i.714 ; Hasted ; Burnet.) Which- last years of his life Bishop Greyappointed

ever of these stories is the true one, it is him one of the judges of the Isle of Ely.

certain that a verdict of felo de se was ( Cole's MSS.xxv.47.)

pronounced by the coroner's inquest; for HAMBURY, HENRY DE, was one of the

there are two cases reported — The Bishop sons of Geoffrey de Hambury, who resided

of Chichester v. Webb (2 Dyer, 107), and at Hambury, or Hanbury, a parish in Wor

Lady Margaret Hales v. Petit (Plowden , cestershire. ( Parl. Writs, ii . p. ii. 364.)

253)—the arguments and judgments in He wasmade one of the judges ofthe King's

which proceeded on that finding by the Bench in Ireland in 17 Edward II., and was

jury. The hair -splitting subtleties urged raised to the office of chief justice of the

in these cases are supposed to have sug- Common Pleas there in the following year.

gested the argumentwhich Shakspeare puts ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 94, 96.) He was soon after
into the gravedigger's mouth in Hamlet. wards removed from that country, being

The name of Sir James's wife was Mar- appointed a judge of the King'sBench in

garet; but whether she was the daughter England in 2 Edward III. , 1328. ( Abb.

and heir of Thomas Hales of Henley -upon- Rot. Orig. ii . 24.) The cause of his elera

Thames, or oneof the daughters and tion to the bench may have been his con

coheirs of Oliver Wood, called by Hasted nection with Thomas,Earl of Lancaster, for

a judge of the Common Pleas under Henry his adherence to whom he had received &

VIII. (there being no such judge) , Hasted pardon in 12 Edward II. He is mentioned

and Wotton differ; but both authors agree as being alive in 26 Edward III., in the

that the judge left an only son Humphrey, herald's visitation of Worcestershire, but

and that the line became extinct in 1665. he must have long retired from the bench,

HALS, John, had a seat at Kenedon , in as the Liberate Roll does not name him

the parish of Sherford, in Devonshire. His among the judges in 12 Edward III.

name appears in the Year Books from 11 His lineal descendants are divided into

HenryIV. , 1409, and he was appointed one several opulent branches, two of which have

of the king's serjeants in 1413. On May 5, been recently ennobled - one having been

1423, 1 Henry VI., he was made a judge created Baron Bateman, of Shobden in the

of the Common Pleas, and on January 21, county of Hereford ; and the other, Baron

1424 , was removed to the King's Bench. Sudely, of Toddington in the county of

But, notwithstanding thelatter appointment, Gloucester.

he seems to have continued to act in the HAMILTON , WILLIAM DE, had property

Common Pleas also till Hilary 1425, a fine in Cambridge, and his name is first re

having been levied before him in that term . corded as a justice itinerant, but for pleas

( Orig. 46 ; Acts Privy Council, iv. 71, 172.) of the forest only , in Hampshire and Wilt

His name occurs in the Year Books till shire in 8 Edward I. , 1280. In 10 Edward

Hilary 1434, in which year he probably I. he was custos of the bishopric of Win

died , as a new judge of the King's Bench chester, and of the abbey of Hide. ( .4 h .

was appointed in the following July. Rot. Orig. i . 401.) He seems afterwards

He married the daughter of · Mewy, to have become a clerk in the Chancery, as

of Whitchurch, and his second son John it was probably in that capacity that the

afterwards became Bishop of Lichfield and Great Seal was occasionally placed und
Coventry. There is one letter addresoed te

HALTOFT, GILBERT, is stated by Dugdale him as the king's vice -chancellor, detsd

to be dead on November 30 , 1458, 37 Henry November 12, 1286 ( 7 Report Rash. FR ,

VI. , but he gives no information when he App. xii. 242, 251 ); and another from the

entered on the office of baron of the Ex- regent Edmund , Earl of Cornwall, with

chequer. The Exchequer list, however, directions relating to the Chancery. On

dates his admission in Michaelmas 1447 ; Bishop Burnel's death, October 25, 12

and in the act of resumption of the crown the Great Seal was delivered into the

grants, which passed in the parliament of wardrobe under William de Hamilton's
November 1449, he is described as secondary seal ; and the record expressly states that

baron, and 20 marks out of 401. yearly,which he sealed the writs therewith forthe law

had been granted to him by letters patent days that intervened before his accom

for life out of the ferms of London and panying the chancellor's remains to Wells

Middlesex, were specially excepted. In 31 as one of his executors . ( Rot. Parl. i. 117. )

a

his care .
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The story,

During the absences also of the nextchan- , is given by his biographers. He isstated

cellor, Johnde Langton, from March 4to to have become weary of his life, and, with

30 ,1297, andfrom February 20 to June 16, an intention of getting rid of it, to have

1299, he held the Seal and performed the given strict orders to his keeper' to shoot
necessary duties in the meantime. any person found at night in his park who

He received the usual ecclesiastical pre- would not stand when challenged, and

ferments which were conferred on this class then to have thrown himself in his keeper's

of officers, being in 1292 made archdeacon way, and to have been shot dead in pur,

of the West Riding of York , and in De- suance of his own commands. The cause

cember 1298 appointed dean of York. He of this suicidal conduct is represented to

was also dean of the church of St. Burian have been his direful apprehensions of
in Cornwall. ( Le Neve, 313, 322 ; Cole's dangerous approaching evils,' which could

Documents, 421.) . On December 29, 1304, only have arisen from a diseased imagina
the king named him chancellor ; but, being tion, as there was nothing at that timein

then absent, the Seal was ordered to be the political horizon to portend the disasters
deposited in the wardrobe till his arrival, of thirty years'distance. Holinshed intro
and it was delivered to him on January 16, duces this event as happening in 1470, 10
1305. He held it till his death , on April Edward IV. , very nearly fifty years after

20 , 1307. (Madox, i . 74.) the death of the chief justice.

HANKFORD, WILLIAX , was born at a howerer, was long believed in the neigh

place of that name at Bulkworthy, in the bourhood of his seat at Annery, in Monk

parish of Buckland Brewer, in Devonshire, leigh, and an old oak bearing his name

and was the second son of Richard Hank- was shown in the park, where it was said

ford, of an ancient and wealthy family, to he had fallen. As ChiefJustice Danby did

whose large estates he eventually suc- actually disappear about that time, it is not

ceeded. The first mention of him is as improbable that the story applies to him ,

one of the king's serjeants-at-law in 14 Holinshed having mistaken the name.

Richard II. , 1390. In January 1398 he He left two sons, Richard and John, the

gave his opinion, by desire of the parlia- first of whom had a daughter Anne, who
ment, on the answers made by the judges married the Earl of Ormond ; and their

to the questions propounded to them by daughter Margaret, marrying Sir William

Chief Justice Tresilian, which he declared Boleyn, was the grandmother of Anne

to be good and loyal, and such as he him- Boleyn, the mother of Queen Elizabeth.

self would have given under the circum- HANNEMERE,DAVID, was the grand

stances. ( Rot. Parl. iii. 358. ) It is to be son of Sir John Mackfel, constable of Car

hoped that this opinion was prompted narvon Castle in the reign of Edward I.,

rather by his fears of the danger that who assumed the name of Hannemere from

hung over him had he pronounced any the town so called in Flintshire, which

other, than by the temptation of being belonged to him . Philip, the youngest of

raised to the seat on the bench of the his three sons, was ultimately his sole heir,
Common Pleas then vacant. He was, and by his wife Agnes, daughter and heir

however, appointed to fill it on the 6th of David ap Rice ap Evansap Jones, had

of May following. Henry IV . renewed several children, of whom this David was

his patent on the very day he assumed the elder. His name appears as an advo

the throne, feeling it a point of policy not cate in the Year Books from 45 Edward

to interfere soearly in thejudicial appoint- III. , and on the accession of Richard II. he

ments ; and Hankford was made a knight was appointed one of the king's serjeants,

of the Bath at the coronation . and narrator ' in all the courts . (Cal.

He continued in the Court of Common Rot. Pat. 197.), On February 26, 1383, he
Pleas throughout that reign, and on the was constituted a judge of the King's

accession of Henry V. he was removed Bench, and from that time till the parlia

from the Common Pleas to the head of ment of October 1386 he was among the

the Court of King's Bench , his patent being triers of petitions. As his successor in the

dated March 29, 1413,eight days after the King's Bench was named in the following

death of Henry IV. He presided in the year, he probably died in the interval.

court during the whole of the reign, and By hiswife Angharad, daughterofLhy

was re -appointed at the commencement of velin Dhu ap Griffith ap Jorworth Voell,

that of Ilenry VI. , being the fourth king he had, besides a daughter Margaret, who

under whom he had held a judicial seat. married the renowned Owen Glendower, two

In a very few months, however, his career sons, Griffith and Jenkin, from the latter of

was closed, his death occurring on De- whom sprang a long succession of knightly

cember 20, 1422, not four months after the descendants . Two of these were created

accession . He was buried in the church baronets, one of them in 1620, now ex

of Monkleigh. He had a high reputation tinct by the death in 1746 of Sir Thomas

both in his moral and legal character. Hanmer, who was speaker of the House of

A very improbable account of his death Commons in the reign of Queen Anne, and
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distinguished by his elegant and correct , Simon Harcourt was born in 1660, and

edition of the works of Shakepeare; and the while receiving his education at Pembroke

other granted in 1774, by whose descendant College, Oxford, was admitted in 1676 as
the title is now enjoyed. ( Wotton, i. 411. ) a member of the Inner Temple. Hewas

BANNEN, JAMES, one of the present called to the bar in 1683, and in 1688 he

judges of the Queen's Bench, is the son of was elected recorder of Abingdon. ( Athen .
James Hannen, Esq ., of London, and was Oxon . iv. 214. ) That borough returned

born in 1821. “ After receiving the earlier him to parliament in 1690 , and in all the

partofhis education at St. Paul's School, future parliaments of King William's reign .
he finished it at the university of Heidel- That he was strongly imbued with tory
berg. Adopting the legal profession, he principles he evinced on his first entrance

wascalled to the bar at the Middle Tem- into the house,by the objections he then
ple on January 14, 1848, and joined the raised in the discussions on the bills for

Home Circuit. During the twenty years the settlement of the government, and

that he practised in the courts he distin- afterwards in 1696 by powerful speeches.
guished himself by the solidity of his in opposition to the bill of attainder against
advice, and the readiness and ability of his Sir John Fenwick, as a proceeding both
advocacy. Though he never accepted the unconstitutional and unjust. He carried1

silk gown, which has become a common his party feeling so far that he declined in

aspiration, nor was ever in parliament, yet , the first instance to subscribe the Associa

notwithstanding he was well known as a ' tion of the Commons on the discovery of

liberal in politics, he was selected solely the assassination plot.

for his legal acquirements by a conservative The tide of party tumed, however, to

government to fill the vacancy in the Court wards the latter end of King William's

of Queen's Bench occasioned by the death of reign. The consequence of this was first

Mr. JusticeShee. He was appointed on Fe- the removal, and then the impeachment,

bruary 25, 1868,andwassoon after knighted. of Lord Somers, the duty ofcarryingup the

Hemarried Mary Elizabeth, daughter of charge against whom to the House of Lords
N. Winsland, Esq . wasentrusted to Harcourt, towhose mapage

HANNIBAL, THOMAS, in 1504 entered ment or mismanagement (as it may be

the university of Cambridge, where he variously considered) may probably be

took the degree of Doctor of Lawsin 1514. attributed the non - appearance of the pro

At the former date he received a prebend secutors at thetrial. ( State Trials, v. 592
in the church of York, and at the latter 1314.) At this time he had acquired a

became chancellor of the dioceseof Wor- complete ascendency, not only in thehouse ,

cester. In 1522 both he and Dr. John but in general estimation. His wit and

Clerke were engaged at the Roman court eloquence, in addition to his legal ability ,

in the double capacity of King Henry's were so universally acknowledged that in
orators and private agents for Cardinal after-years they were specially brought for

Wolsey. Both of them were rewarded in wardin the preamble to his patent of peer

succession with the mastership of the ageasa principal reason for bisadvancement.
Rolls, Hannibal following Clerke in that With the accession of Queen Anne the

office on October 9, 1523, and retaining it tories were established in power, and

till June 26, 1527,when he voluntarily sur- Harcourt was at once admitted to partake
rendered it . In 1524 he presented to the it, being made solicitor-general on June 1 ,

king a roseof gold sent by thepope. ( Rymer, 1702, and knighted. In the first parliament1
xiv. 10 ;Athen. Oxon. ii. 735,771; Fasti,i.39.) of that reign he was again returned for

HARCOURT, SIMON (LORD HARCOURT ), Abingdon, but in the secondand third he

was directly descended from Bernard , of sat for Bossiney in Cornwall. He supported

the royal blood of Saxony,who with other theextraordinary claims of the Commons to

lordships received that of Harcourt, near decide on the rights of electors in the

Falaise, from Rollo on his settlement in famous Aylesbury case, and has the credi:

Normandy. His descendant, Robert de of drawing the bill for the l'nion with

Harcourt, accompanied William on his Scotland in such a manner as to prerent a

invasion of England, and his family had discussion of the articles upon which the
flourished during the succeeding period in commissioners had agreed. While solicitor

knightly distinction, and had been resident general he acted as chairman of the Buck

during the twelfth century at Stanton ,near inghamshire quarter sessions, and of his

Oxford, from that time called Stanton- charges to the grand jury there are made

Harcourt. The chancellor was the son of script notes in the British Museum. In

Sir Philip Harcourt,by his first wife, Anne, April 1707 he succeeded to the post of
daughter of Sir William Waller, the par- attorney -general, but before a rear elapsed

liamentary, general. The family estate, heresigned it, in February170s, on the

by one side or the other in the previous changeof ministry and the admission of the

troubles, had been seriously diminished at whigs into the cabinet. In the new

the time of the Restoration.
parliament called in November of that

+
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year he was returned again for Abingdon, diate discharge from his office on the arrival

but on a petition againsthim by his whig of George I. Theking madehis first entry

opponent, the house, notwithstanding the into London on September 20 , and on the

majority of legal votes at the close of the next day he sent to Lord Harcourt for the

election werepalpably inhis favour, decided Seal, which was delivered to Lord Cowper.

against him . He thus became the victim Towards his old coadjutorshe acted a friendly

of an iniquitous system he had himself part, managing to defeat the impeachment

encouraged when in power in former parlia- of Oxford, and procuringa qualified pardon

ments, bywhich the faction in the ascendant for Bolingbroke. ( Lord Raymond, 1318 ;

decided on all petitions in favour of their Parl. Hist. vii. 485.)

own partisan. "The Duke of Marlborough After some years, when the Hanorerian

soon after removed him from the steward- succession was recognised by the great ma

ship of the manor of Woodstock, which he jority of the people , he joined the whig

had held for sometime. ( Burnet, v. 10, 48, party under Sir Robert Walpole, which

287, 345 ; Parl. Hist. vi. 264, 778 ; Luttrel, procured him from his old allies the nick
vi. 442.) name of the Trimmer. His change ofpoli

Before the close of that parliament he tics was accompanied, on July 24, 1721, by

was elected member for Cardigan , but an advance in the peerage to the dignity
during his recess from the house theabsurd of viscount, and an increase of his retiring

impeachment of Dr. Sacheverell was re- pensionfrom two to four thousand a year.

solved on , and Sir Simon was thus enabled To that administration he continued his

to appear as his leading counsel at the bar support through theremainder of the reign,

of the House of Lords, and by a powerful though he never held any other official posi

argument to expose the folly of prosecuting tion than that of one of the lords justices

his vain and silly client. This prosecution during the king's occasional visits to his

was the death blow of the whigs. The German dominions. He survived George I.

tories were restored to power, and Sir not quite two months, when , being seized

Simon on September 19, 1710, resumed his withparalysis, he died at his house in Ca

office of attorney -general. Hewas returned vendish Square on July 28, 1727, and was

to the new parliament for Abingdon, but buried at Stanton- Harcourt.
before it metthe Great Seal was delivered With undoubted abilities and a power of

into his hands on October 19, with the eloquence universally acknowledged , Lord

title of lord keeper. He then took up his Harcourt's reputation as a judge is notvery

residence in Powis House, Lincoln's Inn great, nor are his decisions held in high

Fields. ( State Trials, xv. 196 ; Luttrell, vi. estimation at the present day. That he was

620, 630, 644.) kindand amiable in hisdisposition, polished

Before he was solicitor-general his name in his manners, and of social habits may

only once occurs in the State Trials,' and be inferred from the number of friends that

after he obtained office there are only three circled around him , from his being a fre

cases in which he acted besides that of Dr. quenter ofseveral literary andpolitical clubs,
Sacheverell. ( State Trials, xiii . 1084, and from his intimate association with Pope,

xiv . 561, 989, 1100, xv. 196.) Swift, Philips, Gay, and the other wits by

The new lord keeper presided in the which that age was distinguished.
House of Lords for nearly a yearwithout a Lord Harcourt was married three times

title, but on September 3, 1711, he was first, to Rebecca, daughter of Mr. Thomas

raised to the peerage as Baron Harcourt of Clark ; secondly to Elizabeth, daughter of

Stanton -Harcourt . On April 7, 1713, the Richard Spencer, Esq ., and widow of Ri

queen changed his title of lord keeper to chard Anderson, Esq.; and lastly,to Eliza

lord chancellor, which he retained till her beth , daughter of Sir Thomas Vernon , of
death on August 1 , 1714, steering cautiously Twickenham Park, and widow of Sir John

amidst the dissensions in the cabinet and Walter, of Saresden in Oxfordshire, Bart.

through the agitating scenes by which the He had issue by his first wife only, and, his

last months of her reign were troubled. son Simon having died before him, he was

Although as chancellorhe was forced to succeeded by his grandson ,to whose other

take the formal proceedings necessary for titles an earldom was added in 1749. These

proclaiming the Hanoverian king, there was honours became extinct in 1830.

too much reason for believing that he had HARDRES, ROBERT DE, was in 1185 one

previously joined in the intrigue with of the custodes of the see of Coventry, then

Bolingbroke and Atterbury to restore the vacant, and possessed of propertyat Had
exiled family: leigh in Suffolk. (Madox , i. 116 , 309.) He

The lords justices however replaced him was one of the justices itinerant in the

in his position as lord chancellor; and, not- county of Lincoln in 1 and 8 Richard I.,

withstanding the suspicion attaching to 1189–96 . ( Ibid .704 ; Pipe Roll, 69. )

him , he escaped the consequences with He heldthe prebend of Lochton in the

which his colleagues were visited, and re- church of Lincoln, and died about 9 John.

ceived no other punishment than an imme- He derived his name from Hardres, a
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parish near Canterbury, and was no doubt estate went eventually to his younger bro

à branch of the family who held the manor ther John, one of whose sons was ancestor

there under the Earls of Clare. They as- of Sir Ralph Hare, of Stow Bardolph, who

sumedthe nameabout 1180, and several of was created a baronet in 1641, but the title

them held a high position during the fol- became extinct in 1764. It was however

lowing reigns. One of their descendants revived in 1818, and the title is now en

was sheriff of the county in the reign of joyed. Another son was the father of

Elizabeth, and another was created a baronet Hugh , who was created Lord Coleraine

by Charles I. in 1642. The title, however, in Ireland in 1625, but this title is also

became extinct
the early part ofthe reign now extinct. ( Oldfield and Dyson's Tot

of George III. ( Hasted, iii. 732.) tenham , 30, 81 ; Wotton's Baronet. ii. 208.)
HARDWICKE, EARL OF. See P. YORKE. HARENG, Ralph, was a justicier as

HARE, NICHOLAS, traces his descent in early as 10 John, and fines were levied

England'to Jervis, Earl of Hare -court, or before him as late as 8 Henry III . He

Harcourt, who accompanied William the is mentioned as seneschal or 'steward of

Conqueror in his invasion of this island . Thomas de St. Valerico in 8 John , and

He was theeldest son of John Hare, of that he was then advancing in the king's

Homersfield in Suffolk, and Elizabeth For- favour appears by the committal to his

tescue his wife. Educated at Cambridge, custody of the two churches of Cesteskton

he entered the Inner Temple, where he and Mixebir, of which his son , Jordan , had

became reader in 1532. He received the been deprived on account of the intendiet

honour of knighthood about the year 1539, ( Rot. Claus. i . 82, 114 ) ; and in less than

and on April 28, 1540, he was elected two years he was employed in a judicial

speaker of the House of Commons, to which icapacity. In 17 John he was appointed

he was returned as member for Norfolk. sheriff of the united counties of Bucking

He presided also in the following session, , ham and Bedford , and in the following

his speech at the close of which affords a year he was specially employed by the

curious specimen of the inflated oratory of king, and the constables of the castles of

the period. ( Parl. Hist. i. 546.) Wallingford, Oxford, and Windsor were

In September 1540 he was one in a com- commanded to give him safe conduct on

mission into Wales to examine whatjewels, his mission. (Rot. Pat. 146, 192.)

plate,and ornaments were embezzled from From the first year of the next reign

the shrine of St. David's . ( Acts Privy there are frequent entries of his judicial

Council, vii . 46, 85.) At this time he was employment, and of marks of royal bounty

chief justice of Chester, and he was soon accorded to him . (Rot . Claus i. 294–489 .)

after made master of Requests, which he He died about 1230.

held during the remainder of Henry's and HARPUR, RICHARD, was the son, or

the whole of Edward's reign . Fortunately grandson , it is uncertain which, of Henry,

for himself, he was not called upon to wit- the third son of Sir John Harpur, of Rush

ness the will of the latter, and was not all in the county of Stafford , descended

implicated in the measures taken to place from a very ancient Warwickshire family,

Lady Jane Grey on the throne. On Sep- which had flourished from the time of

tember 18, 1553, he was appointed master Henry I. He was a student at Barnard's

of the Rolls ; but it would appear that his Inn, whence he removed to the Inner

judicial position did not prevent him from Temple, where he was elected reader in

opposing the queen's marriage with Philip 1554. In 1558 he was nominated serjeant,

of Spain, since Sir Nicholas Throckmorton and in May 1567 he succeeded as a judge

justifies his . misliking ' of that connection of the Conimon Pleas. He died on January

by the reasons for it which he had learned 29, 1577, and was buried in the church at

from “ Master Hare ' and others in parlia- Swarkestone in Derbyshire, under amore

ment. If he had offended by this, he ment finely representing him in full legal

amply redeemed himself in the eyes of costume, to which the sculptor has added

the court by his harsh endeavours to pro- unaccountably a collar of SS. By his wife ,

cure Throckmorton's conviction. ( State Jane, daughter of George Findern , of Fin

Trials, i. 875–896.) His severity however dern in the same county , he left several

at the trial overstepped its object, since it children, the eldest of whom, Sir Jaba,

is not improbablethat his refusal to ex- was fatherof Henry Harpur, of ( alke in

amine a witness called by Throckmorton and Derbyshire, who was created a bar det in

to refer toa statute cited by him tended 1626. The serenth possessor of the title
materially to the acquittal of the prisoner. assumed the name of Crewe in addition to

Sir Nicholas died as masterof the Rolls' his own, and the presentbaronet bear: both
on October 31 , 1557, and was buried in the names. (Wotton's Baronet. ü. 3 ; Fair

Temple Church. By hiswife, Catherine, holt's Costumes, 278.)

daughter of Sir John Bassingbourn, of HART, ANTHONY, a native of St. Kitt's

Woodhall in Hertfordshire, he had three in the West Indies, was born about 11. 4 .

sons, all of whom dying without issue, the He was educated at TunbridgeSchool, and ,

6

6
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studying for the legal profession ,was called the manor of Rokele in Wiltshire, belong

to the bar in 1781, and practised through ing to the Templars, was committed to him

out his life inthe courts of equity. Sound at an annual rent of elevenpounds, ten

as a lawyer, clear in bis statements, fluent shillings, and fourpence. (Ibid . i. 321 ;
if not forcible in his language, and indus- | Abb. Rot. Oriy. i. 184 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 78.)

trious and painstaking for his clients, he HATHERLEY, LORD. See W. P. Wood.

obtained, both before and after he received HATSEL, HENRY, the son of Captain

a silk gown, a very considerable share of Henry IIatsel, of Saltram , near Plymouth

business. He laboured before the equity (who took a strong part in theGreat Rebel

judges with indomitable perseverance for lion ), was born in March 1641, and, being

forty -six years, before his extensive legal admitted a member of the Middle Temple,

knowledge gained him promotion ; but in was called to the bar in 1667, and in 1689

May 1827 hewas appointed vice-chancellor was summoned to take the degree of the

of England. His merits were then so much coif. In another eight years he was con

better appreciated that on the retirement stituted a baron of the Exchequer on No

of Lord Manners, in the following October, vember 23, 1697, and knighted . He filled

he was raised to the lord chancellorship the seat during the remainder of William's

of Ireland. One of Lord Norbury's in- reign, and was re-appointed on the accession

numerable jokes was made on this appoint- of Queen Anne, onMarch2, 1702. But on

ment: “ That the government had treated the 4th of the following June he suddenly

the Irish with their wonted injustice ; received a message from Lord Keeper

deprived them of what they needed, and Wright, informing him that he might for

given them what they already possessed bear sitting the next morning, the first day

taken away Manners, and given them Heart.' of term , her majesty designing his quietus.

His judgments were much admired, and His conduct at the Surrey Assizes on the

his character was plain, unostentatious, and extraordinary trial of Spencer Cowper,

kind. He gave such universal satisfaction charged with the murder of Sarah Stout,

that his removal in December 1830 was a and acquitted,does not tellmuch in favourof

subject of sincere regret to the members of his judicial capacity. He lived twelve years

his court, which was shown in a most after his discharge, and died in April 1714.
affecting scene at his departure. He sur- He married Judith , daughter Josiah

vived his retirement only oneyear, and died Bateman , merchant of London, and widow
in December 1831 . of Sir Richard Shirley, Bart. ( Lord Ray

HARVEY, Francis,commencing his legal mond, 250, 708; Luttrell, iv. 309, v. 181 ;

studies at Barnard's Inn, completed them State Trials, xiii. 1105. )

at the Middle Temple, where he was called HATTON , CHRISTOPHER. Something less

to the bar, and became reader in 1611. In than justice has been done to the character

December 1612 (at which time he resided of Sir Christopher Hatton. He has been
at Northampton) he was chosen recorder looked upon less as a grave counsellor than

of Leicester ; and in 1614 he attained the as an accomplished courtier, and the popular

degree of the coif. On October 18, 1624, impression with regard to him is more con

hewas constituted a judge of the Common nected with his youthful graces than with
Pleas. On one of his circuits he fined a his mature services. The prevalence of

whole jury 101. apiece for giving perverse this feeling is in a considerable degree to
and wrongful acquittals in four different be attributed to the jocose stanzas of our

criminal cases ; and in another he showed poet Gray in his fanciful account of the

some indignation on hearing an assize ser- mansion at Stoke-Pogeis, which he erro

mon at Norwich , in which the preacher neously supposesto have been occupied by
alluded to the corruption of judges, saying Sir Christopher :

in his charge to the grand jury, It seems Full oft within the spacious walls,

by the sermon we are all corrupt; but know When he had fifty winters o'er him,

that we can use conscience in our places as My grave lord-keeper led the brawls,

well as the best clergyman of all.' (Borough
The Seal and maces danc'd before him .

MSS. Leicester .) He remained in that His bushy beard and shoe-strings green .

court till his death , which took place at His bigh -crown'd hat and satin doublet,

Northampton in August 1632. ( Croke,
Mov'd the stout heart of England's queen ,

Car. 268.)
Tho'Pope and Spaniard could not trouble it.

HARWEDON , ROBERT DE, who held land It is difficult to reverse the sentence of a

in the forest of Bernewood, was one of the poetical judge, especially when the decree

four justices of trail baston for Gloucester- is pronounced in quotable phraseology ; but

shire and ten other counties, dated on April truth in the endwill triumph, and, what

6, 1305, 33 Edward I. (N. Fadera , i. ever may havebeen the recommendations

970 ; Rot. Parl. ii . 215. ) He acted as de- which introduced him at court, it will be

puty to Hugh le Despenser, the justice of acknowledged that he preserved his position

the forests south of Trent in the next reign, there , and obtained his elevation, byquali

in the fifth year of which the custody of ties more solid and accomplishments more

6
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a

serviceable than an elegant address or a lthe office of queen's remembrancer in the

flattering tongue. Exchequer.

Althoughthe son ofa private countrygen- Hitherto he had taken no apparent part

tleman ,his lineage, as is usual with the li- in politics; but he was electedmemberfor

neageof all men whobecomegreat, wassatis- Higham Ferrers in the parliament of 1571,

factorily traced to a Normannobleman,whose and for the county of Northampton in that
descendants were long settled in Cheshire of 1572. In the latter he was one of the

until ayoungerson of one of them married committee appointed to confer with the

the heiress of Holdenby in Northampton- Lords on the great matter touching the
shire. William Hatton, the grandson of this Queen of Scots; ' but he does not appear

gentleman , was, by his wifeAlice, daughter to have spoken in the house till March 12,

of Robert Saunders, of Harringworth, father 1575, when he presented a message from

of three sons, the youngest of whom was the queen recommending the enlargement

Sir Christopher, who by the early death of of Mr. Wentworth, who had been com
his brothers succeeded to thepaternal estate. mitted to the Tower foran offensive speech .

Born in 1540, at IIoldenby, he becamea At this time he is described as captainof the

gentleman commoner at St. Mary's Hall, queen's guard ,having succeeded Sir Francis

Oxford , but took no degree ( Athen. Oxon. Knollys in 1572. In 1573 he narrowly es

i . 582 ); and on May 20, 1560, he was ad- caped assassination from the hands of Peter

mitted a member of the Inner Temple. It Byrchet, a fanatic who was hanged for the

is uncertain wbether Hatton took the degree murderofanother person,whom he believed

of a barrister, because the Inner Temple to be Hatton. Her majesty gave him the

registry of calls to the bar does not com- affectionate nickname of Liddes,' and he

mence till 1567 , three or four years after addressed her in the warmest terms of love.

he had entered into the service of the Scandal indeed was busy as to the nature

queen ; but, ashe was clearly a member of of bis intercourse with the queen, and the

the Temple in the following year, the pro- reports were not limited to the common

bability is that hewould not hare remained herd of calumniators, but were boldly re

in the house foreight years merely in the peated to Elizabeth herself by Queen Mary,

character of a student. All that is known and were believed by Catherine de Médicis

of his early residence in the inn is, that in and others. The letter written by Dyer to

the Christmas of his second year, 1561,the Hatton, advising him what conduct to pur

prominent office of master of the game ' sue in consequence of a temporary loss of

was assigned to him in that celebrated favour at the end of 1572, and his own

masque at which Lord Robert Dudley, letters to the queen in the following year,

afterwards Earl of Leicester, was the chief when he was sent to Spa for his health

personage. (Dugdale's Orig . 150. ) (preserved in Sir Harris Nicolas's valuable

The date of his introduction to court is Life and TimesofSir Christopher Hatton '),

established by Sir Harris Nicolas's disco- all contain expressions which are rery diffi

very of a warrant, dated June 30, 1564, for cult to interpret under any other supposi

one armour fit for the body of our well. tion than that an intimacy existed between

beloved servant Christopher İlatton, one of him and the queen which would have been

our gentlemen-pensioners, ' which , how- fatal to the character of any less elevated

ever, is only to be delivered to him on female. ( Ibid. 453, 461-6. ) To what er.

his paying the just value thereof.' ( Cal. tent that intimacy was carried it would be

State Papers (1547–80 ), 242. ) It may be as unseemly as useless to attempt to pene

presumed, therefore, that he had previously trate ; but seeing that the royal favour be

attracted the queen's notice. gan when he was about five-and - twenty,

In 1568 he and four other gentlemen of and ended but with his life, extending over

the Inner Temple composed tragedy a period of twenty -six years, and that it

called “ Tancred and Gismund, which was was unbroken but by a few of those amar

acted before the queen, each of them taking tium ire which rather prored its potency

a part in the performance. Hatton con- than caused any real interruption, it is in

tributed the fourth act. It is plain that by possible not to give him credit for a discre

this time he had ingratiated himself with tion most uncommon in that age, and for

Elizabeth , as in that yearhe was appointed so extraordinary a degree of prudence and

keeper of Eltham Park and the Park ofHorne, modest demeanour as to subdue the efforts

and had effected an exchange of his manor of rival claimants, and to secure the esteem

of Holdenby for the site of the abbey and and confidence of the wisest counsellors of

demesne lands of Sulby with her majesty, the crown.

who at the same granted him a lease of During this period he frequently resided

his paternal manor for forty years. During at the house in Eltham Park, apparently

the next three years he received continued keeping up great hospitality. The church

marks of royal favour, among which were warden's accounts for 1076 contain a
his nomination as one of the gentlemen of entry, “ Payd for brede and drynke wber

the privy chamber, and the reversion of ye Quenes Grasse dyned at Elt bam ,
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ringing, xrd.; ' her majesty's host being whose guilt there is no doubt. ( State

no doubt Sir Christopher. ( Archæologia, Trinls, i. 1127-53.)

xxxiv . 60.) The trial of Queen Mary immediately

Between 1574 and 1577 Hatton obtained followed , Hatton being one of the com

possession of the Bishop of Ely's house in missioners, and her consent to plead, which

Holborn, after an effort by the latter to fly she at first refused, was at length yielded,

from a contract made between them , which persuaded ,' as she declared, " by Hatton's

was speedily silencedby the interference of reasons,' which he had delivered with force

the queen in the following well -known and eloquence the day before. In the

letter : parliament which was called in the next

Proud Prelate ! I understand you arebackward month he took the lead in urging her ex

in complying with your agreement ; but I would ecution, expressing, as plainly appears from

have you know that I who made you what you the whole proceeding, the universal wish

are can unmakeyou ;and ifyou do not forth with of all parties in bothhouses. The queen's
fulfil your engagement,by God I will immediately answer to their jointpetition was delivered
unfrock yon . ELIZABETH .

on November 12 ; and the warrant, after an

In 1576 he obtained an act for the assur- affected hesitation , was signed on February

ance of his lands, and was gratified with a 1 , 1587. Secretary Davison, to whom it

pension of 4001. a yearfor life, with was given, having resolved not to act on his

monopolies, and with special advances for own responsibility, the privy council was

the payment of his debts. After having summoned, and, in consequence of their

been connected with the court for thirteen decision, the warrant was forwarded to

years with no higher position than that of Fotheringay. Notwithstanding this, all the

gentleman of the queen's privy chamber counsellors escaped public censure, except

and captainof herguard, he was raised on the unfortunate secretary, whowas no more

November 11 , 1577, to the office of vice- guilty than the rest, if guilt there was.

chamberlain, and was sworn of the privy But ihe queen wanted a pretence to excuse

council, and as appears from the Diary of herself, and Davison was sacrificed to her

Dr. Dee the astrologer (p. 4) , with whom hypocrisy by a severe sentence of fine and

he, like most of his contemporaries, con- imprisonment. Had therebeen any sincerity
ferred, he was knighted on December 1 . in the queen'scomplaint,the whole council

From this time his devotion to state would have felt the weight of her indigna

affairs is apparent from the letters between tion, but there is nothing to show that any

him and the principal ministers, who ad- other member of it suffered fromherfrowns.

rised with him on all important matters, On the contrary, Sir Christopher Hatton,

both foreign and domestic, and evidently whom she must have known to have been

regarded his opinion with a deference which anxious to release her from all fears about

a mere favourite could not command. Still the Scottish queen , and to have been present

representing the county ofNorthampton, he when the warrant was forwarded,was,
with

appears to have been the queen's organ of in a month after the unjust proceedings

conrmunication with the parliament. In against Davison, rewarded with the highest

1581 he conveyed her reprimand to the civil rank in the state, by being promoted to

house for presuming to appoint a public the office of lord chancellor on April29.

fast without her authority ; in 1585 he pre- That Hatton's elevation to this high and

sented the queen's answer to the address of important office occasioned some surprise

thanks, and communicated her desire that cannot be doubted , for the public would

they should adjourn for the Christmas naturally consider him a mere courtier,and

holidays. On this occasion he madethe would have forgotten that he had received

unusual motion that the house should join a legal education. But he had now been

in prayer for her majesty's preservation ,and known to the ruling powers more than

accordingly everyone knelt down while twenty years, during the last ten of which

Mr. Vice-Chamberlain read a prayer.de- he had been one of the queen's most secret

vised and set down by anhonest, godly, and counsellors, advised with not only by her,

learned man .' ( Pari. Hist. i. 812, 827. ) but by her leading ministers on all occasions.

In the trials of Babington andthe other Theythus had a fullopportunity of judging

conspirators relative to Mary, Queen of of his talents and abilities, and their high

Scots,which took place in September 1586 , appreciation of them is sufficiently evidenced

Sir Christopher took a prominent part, by the correspondence which Sir Harris

and, if a judgment is formed from modern Nicolas has published . Although his

prosecutions, not an impartial one. But, early call to a court life prevented him

prejudiced as he could not but be by the from pursuing the practice of the law , itis

confessions he had heard, there wasmore to be remembered that in his youth he

of indiscretion than unfairness in the re- spent some years in the study of it, and

marks he interposed ; and the kindnessof also that hehad been long accustomed as a

his nature was manifested by his promise privy councillor to sit in the Star Chamber.

to pay the debts of one of the accused, of That these advantages were not wholly un
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productive of fruit isproved by the judicial | his last illness wasprobably a violent attack

character he acquired for care and industry ofhis old disease, its termination being em

in acquainting himself with the rules of his bellished with the story of the broken heart.

court, and for wisdom and impartiality in But,whatever may have been the real cause
the judgments he pronounced. He had the of his illness, one fact is incontrovertibly

caution to require the attendance of four proved, that to the last moment of his life
masters in Chancery when he sat incourt, thequeen's regard for him was undiminished.
and two when he heard causes in his own He was buried with great pomp in St.

house. ( Egerton Papers, 125.) Oneof these Paul's Cathedral, where a splendid monu

was Sir Richard Smale, whose advice he is ment was erected to his memory by his

reputed to have followed in all matters of nephew , Sir William Hatton.

moment. Fuller says that some sullen Surrounded as he was by statesmen of

serjeants at the first refused to plead before unrivalled talent, an acknowledged favourite

him , forgetting that his court was not among manyrivals, honoured and rewarded

their usual arena, but adding that, “ partly · above his compeers, and holding prominent
by his power, but more by his prudence, he positions in the council and the court during

convinced them of their errors and his å long series of years, the absence of any

abilities.' His supposed incompetency to weighty and the failure of every malicious

his judicial duties does not seem to have charge against him, the respect and friend

weighed so heavily upon him as to prevent ship of the great and good inen of his day,
his enlivening the bench with a joke. In a : and the amicable relations in which he

cause relative to the boundaries of some lived with his competitors for the queen's

land , the counsel for the plaintiff havingsaid, personal favour,all prove thathe wasa man

“ Welie on this side , my lord,' and the counsel of no ordinary capacity, and that hewas as

for thedefendant, “We lie on that side, my amiable in his disposition as hewas discreet

lord,' the chancellor stood up and said, “ if in his conduct, neither exciting opposition

you lie on both sides , whom will you have by arrogance, nor using his known intluence

meto believe ? ' (Bacon's Apophthegms, 97.) to the injury of others. His principal rival
During the remaining four years and a in the queen's affections, the Earl of Lei.

half of his life he continued to perform the cester, called him in his will his own dear

duties of the chancellorship, in such a manner friend,' and bequeathed to him, besides other

as to escape condemnation from his legal valuable gifts, his George and Garter, not

contemporaries and to retain the favourof doubting that he shall shortly enjoy the

his sovereign . In April 1588 he was ho- wearing of it. ' His love of literature has

noured with the order of the Garter, and on not been denied, and of his encouragement

the death of the Earl of Leicester he sought of the learned many evidences remain. In

for, and attained on September 20, no doubt the religious contests of the time he always

bythe queen's encouragement andinfluence, took the part of a moderator ; and thouzb

the honourable position of chancellor of the suspected of being favourable to the Catho

university of Oxford , having been elected lics, he endeavoured to intercept the rig var
two days before high steward of the sister of the law against the Puritans, being of

university. It is thus apparent that she did opinion that ' in the cause of religion neither

mot even resent the courage hehad recently searing norcutting was to be used .'

displayed in remonstrating with her against Sir Christopher dying unmarried , his es

affixing the Great Seal to letters patent tates devolved on his nephew , Sir Williamı

granting to the earl the unconstitutional Newport, the son of his sister. This gen

post of Lieutenant of England and Ireland. tleman, who took his uncle's name, married1
He only presided over one parliament,which ' twice, and his second wife afterwards be
met on February 4 ,1589, and was dissolved came the wife of Sir Edward Coke. The
on March 29. ( Parl. Hist. i . 853–8.) chancellor's estates descended on Sir Chris

No further event of any importance in topher Hatton, the grandson of a younger
the chancellor's history is recorded before brother of the chancellor's father. His

his death on November 20, 1591. Fuller son was created Baron Hatton of kerby ir

( Worthies, i. 165) states that " it broke his Northamptonshire in 1643, and the second

heart that the queen (which seldome gave baron was advanced to the viscounty of

boons, and never forgave due debts) rigor- Hatton of Gretton in the same county in

ouslydemanded present paymentofsome 1682 ; butboth titles becameextinct in 1712 .
arrears which he did not hope to have re- The name of Hatton still survives in the

mitted , but did only desire to be forborn ; peerage ,having been assumed by the present

failing herein in his expectation, it went to Earl of Winchilseaand Nottingham's granai

his heart, and cast him into a mortal disease. father, whose mother was only dauzhtes,

The queen afterwards did endeavour what and eventually heiress, of the first Viseuun .

she could to recover him , bringing, as some Hatton. ( Nicolas's Life of Sir Christophet .)
say, cordial broths unto him with her own HAUGH, Joun, whose portrait in a win

hands.' On several occasions there are ac- dow of the church of Long Melford in Saf

counts of his suffering from sickness, and folk is the only remaining indication of the
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place in wbich he was born or resided, was ary 29, 1830, he was called to the bar. He

a member of Lincoln'sInn, ofwhich society joined the Midland Circuit, of which he

he was reader in 1469, and again in 1473. eventually became the leader. In 1856 he

He was raised to the bench oftheCommon took the degree of serjeant-at-law ,to which

Pleasin Hilary 1487, 2 Henry VII., and he was added in 1860 a patent of precedence,

ceased to act, whether by death or other and about thesame time he was appointed

wise, after Trinity 1489. ( Dugdale's Orig. recorder of Leicester. Whether as junior ,

47–258.) He married Joan, daughter and or senior, or as recorder, he distinguished

coheir of Thomas, son of Chief Justice Sir himself as a sound lawyer; and it was only

Thomas Billing. his legal reputation, for he never entered

HAUNSARD, WILLIAM DE, was one of into party politics nor ever sat in parlia

the justices itinerant appointed for Surrey ment, that pointed him out as an eligible

in 9 Henry III., 1225 ; and in the two fol- recipient of the honour of the ermine.

lowing years he assessed the quinzime and This selection was most acceptable to his

the tallage in that county. * ( Rot. Claus. brethren of the bar, for he was highly

ü. 76, 146, 208.) popular among them , being of the most

HAUTEYN, HAMON, no doubt named amiable disposition, joined to a jovial power

from a manorcalled Hauteyn's in theparish of enlivening his companions. Hewas,
in

of Bernbam -Broom in Norfolk, held some fact, a man of ' infinite jests,' and if there

office in the Exchequer, and was entrusted had been an album kept in Westminster

with the sheriffalty of Lincolnshire in 44 Hall, to record the witticisms of the bar,

and 45 Henry III., during which he was many would have been the pages devoted to

either so negligent or corrupt as to incur an his witty pleasantries and whimsical pieces.

amercement of ten marks for delaying the His judicial career waslamentably short.

execution of a writ till it was too late to While unrobing at Westminster, after

act upon it. ( Abb. Placit. 152. ) hearing a cause at Nisi Prius, he was seized

In 1 Edward I. he was one of the jus- with a severe attack of paralysis, which ter

tices of the Jews, and acted as assessor in minated in his death on November25, 1869.

London and Middlesex of the fifteenth He married Sophia Anne, daughter of

granted in 3 Edward I. ( Parl. Writs, i . Dr. John Hill, of Leicester, and has left a

4. ) He also sat with Ralph de Hengham large family.

and others as a justice itinerant for the HEATH , NICHOLAS (ARCHBISHOP OF

county of Suffolk in 1285, 13 Edward I. YORK), was of a family seatedat Apsley in

(Abb. Placit.277.) In the next year, how the parish of Tamworth in Warwickshire,
ever, being called to account by the trea- but was born in London. After attending

surer and barons of the Exchequer, and St. Anthony's School, in which Sir Thomas

convicted of various misdemeanours, he More had been a pupil, he was entered of

was suspended from his office of justice of Corpus Christi College, Oxford ; from

the Jews in Trinity Term 1286. (Madox, whence he was transplanted to Christ's

i. 254, ï . 321. ) College, Cambridge, where he took his

HAYA , ROBERT DE , was of the same degree of M.A. in 1521, being soon after

name and flourished at the same time as elected a fellow of Clare Hall there . He

the noble Scotch family now represented is said to have been maintained while at

by the Marquis of Tweeddale. In 7 John college by Queen Anne Boleyn and her

he commanded the king's galleys ‘ in in- father and brother, and to have been in the

sulis ' ( Rot. Pat. 63) ; and in 24 Henry first instance a favourer of the new Protest

III. , 1240, hewas one of the justices itine- ant doctrines. ( Strype's Mem . i . 279.)

rant for York ; and being then sheriff of Though his assistance to Cranmer in his

Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, he had translation of the Bible seems to warrant

permission as long as he was on that iter this report, his opinions must have under

to pass his accounts at the Exchequer by gone greatchange. Taking holy orders, he

means of a substitute. (Madox, ii. 177.) was instituted into the church of Hever in

HAYES, GEORGE, was thelast-appointed Kent in 1531 , and, having proceeded doctor

and the last-deceased judge of the Queen's in divinity in the meantime, into those of

Bench, receiving his patent on August 25, Bishopsbourn and Southmalling in 1537, and

1868, as one of the three added to the seve- of Shoreham in 1538, to which was added

ral courts in futherance of the recent act re- the rectory of Cliff. In the following year

mitting the trial of election petitions to the he became archdeacon of Stafford , and was

judges, and within fifteen months dying made almoner to the king ( Rymer, xiv.

almost in the exercise of his judicialduties. 648 ), who promoted him to the bishopric

He was born on June 19, 1805, and was of Rochester on March 26, 1540.

the son of Sheedy Hayes, Esq ., of Judd After remaining in this diocese for nearly

Place, a West India proprietor. Educated four years, he was translated to Worcester,

first at Highgate, and then at St. Edmund's to which he was elected on December 22,

Roman Catholic College at Ware,he en- 1543; and he sat there, quietly performing

tered the Middle Temple, where on Janu- his episcopal functions, for the rest of

8
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Henry's reign ,and the first four years of act for restoring the supremacy of the
that of Edward VI. The act for the adop- crown. To this bill Heath and eight other

tion of the new Book of Common Prayer bishops were vigorous opponents, and the

having been passed about that time, he, speech which he addressed to the house on
although he had voted against it , was ap- the occasion has been published . It is

pointedone of thecommissioners for carry- firm and temperate and learned ,but its
ing it into effect.

Refusing to sign the arguments did not prevail. The bill passed

formprescribed for theordination of into a law on March 22, and thearchbishop
bishops, & c., he was committed to the and the opposing bishops refusing to take
Fleet in December 1550 ( Chron . Grey the oath, they were deprived of their sees,

Friars, 68), and, being proceeded against and the queen's licence to elect a new arch

for contempt, was deprivedof his bishopric bishop was issued on July 25, 1560. ( Ry

in the ensuing October. His imprisonment mer, xv. 599.) In the preceding month

in Bishop Ridley's house, to which hewas Heath had been committed to the Tower,

removed in July 1552, was alleviated by and in the following February sentence of

the kindness and liberal hospitality of that excommunication was pronounced against

prelate, of whom Heath used always to him. (Machyn's Diary, 238 ,249.)
speak as the most learned of the Protestant The deprived archbishopwas more for

party. tunate than some of his colleagues, for his

On the accession of Queen Mary the imprisonment was of short duration, he

sentence against him was reversed, and he being allowed after two or three months'
recovered possession of his see . One of the confinement to retire to his own property

first uses which Mary made of him was to at Chobham in Surrey. For this compara

attempt the conversion of the Duke of tive clemency he no doubt was indebted as

Northumberland, in wbich he showed so much to the queen's gratitude for his early

much dexterity as to induce the duke, exertions in her behalf, as to her admira

either out of weakness or hope of life, tó tion of his learning and amiable character,

make a public profession of Romanism on and she showed her continued kindness by
the scaffold. ( Robertson's Heylin, ii. 85.) | an occasional visit to him in his retiremeni.
The royal favour was further exhibited to- There he lived for many years, pursuing

wards Heath by making him President of uninterruptedly and with patient devotion
Wales, and, on the deprivation of Arch- the studies which had first interested him,

bishopHolgate,by translating him to York. and there he died in the year 1579, and was

The congé d'élire is datedFebruary 19, buried in the chancel ofthe parish church.
1555 ; and the death of Bishop Gardiner in Such is the history of his last years

the same year leaving the office of chan- which all his biographers have written ;

cellor vacant, the Great Seal was delivered but a story is ventilated by Miss Strick
to him with that title on January 1 , 1556. land ( Elizabeth, 155 ) as to a Nicholas

Although the fires of Smithfield, begun by Hethe's imprisonment in 1565, which she

Gardiner, continued to rage during the applies to the archbishop. The tale, bow

chancellorship of Archbishop Heath, there ever, is of itself highly improbable , the
is no evidence, and indeed no charge, that identification of the two wholly fails, while

heassisted in feeding them . a letter from thearchbishop to Lord Bur
On the day of Queen Mary's death, No- leigh, dated at Chobham , September ,

vember 17, 1558, the parliament being 1573,wherein heexpresses his gratitude .for
then sitting ,he communicated the event to having lived many years in great quietness

the Lords and Commons, and declaring of mind,' confirms the original account
that the right and title of the Lady Eliza- ( Cal. State Papers (1547–80 ], 467.)
beth was free from all question and doubt, During his presidency over the province

he directed her immediate proclamation. of York , Queen Mary gave to him and his

This prudent activity, which anticipated successors asa residence in the metropolis,
all pretenders and procured her a peaceful instead of York House, which had been

accession to the throne, could not but be appropriated by Henry VIII. , Suffolk
gratefully felt by the new queen , who, House, near St. George's Church in South

though she did not again entrust him with wark. This he was permitted to sell, and

the Great Seal, continued him in her privy to purchase in its stead Norwich House,
council. near Charing Cross, which, changing its

He joined with the other English pre- name to York House, long coutinued in

lates in refusing to assist at the coronation the possession of the archbishops, but was

of Queen Elizabeth; but one of the num- commonly let by them to the keepers of

ber, Oglethorpe, Bishop of Carlisle, was at the Great Seal. After Lord Chancellor

last prevailed upon to perform the cere- Bacon's disgrace, the Duke of Buckingham

mony on January 15, 1559, on her agreeing obtained it, giving other lands in exchange,
to take the accustomed oath . The parlia- and the site is now occupied by the streets

ment met on the 25th, and one of its which bear his name and title .

earliest debates was with reference to an Writers of all parties describe Arch
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bishop Heath as a man distinguished by exertions. ( State Trials, iii. 30, 133.) The

his private virtues, of great abilities and violent termination of this parliament in

integrity, of gentle temper and prudent March 1629, and the imprisonment of the

conduct, firm in his principles and mode- members who forcibly detained the speaker

rate amidst the bigots of both parties. in the chair at its close, led to other pro

(Godwin, 470, 537, 710 ; Athen. Oron. ii. ceedings in which Sir Robert Heath took
817 ; Lingard ; Hayward ; Burnet.) a very prominent part. By the king's

HEATH, ROBERT, son of Robert Heath, command, he obtained private opinions of

of Brasted in Kent, and Jane, his wife, the judges upon certain abstract questions,

daughter of Nicholas Poner, was born and upon the answers he obtained filed in

* uppon the 20th day of May in the year formations against the offending members,

1575 ,' says the chief justice in a short and, on their refusing to plead , judgment of

memoir of his life written a few months fine and imprisonment was pronounced

before his death . He was educated at the against them . When the conduct of the

free grammar school of Tunbridge, and at judges in this matter cameto be canvassed

St. John's College, Cambridge, where he by the Long Parliament, Sir Robert Ileath

remained for three years. He was then seems almost to have escaped censure , as

admitted of Clifford's Inn, whence he re- merely performing the duty which de

moved to the Inner Temple,where he was volved upon him as the servant and advo
called to the bar in 160:3. In 1607 he was cate of the crown . In the exercise of his

selected to be reader of Clifford's Inn, and functions as attorney - general he was so

became a bencher in 1617, filling the post zealous and active a partisan of the court

of reader there in 1619, and that oftrea- that the king constituted him chief justice

surer in 1625. ( Dugdale's Orig. 167, 171.) of the Common Pleas on October 26, 1631 .

He had the fortune to be a favourite of the ( Rymer, xix . 346. ) .

farourite Buckingham , for whose use he On September 14, 1634, he was dis

received bypatent the profits of the King's charged from hisplace without any cause

Bench and Common Pleas offices, and thus being assigned. His removal may perhaps

ingratiated himself with the frequenters of owe its origin to his opposition to Laud,

the court. On November 10, 1618, he was and his disincliŋation to the extreme views

elected recorder of London in opposition to which that prelate adopted in ecclesiastical

James Whitelocke. On his nomination as matters. It was generally believed, how

solicitor-general on January 22, 1621 , he ever, that the question of ship -money, the

resigned the recordership, but was elected writs to collect which were issued four

by the citizens to represent them in the days after the appointment of Sir John

parliament of that year. In it he was a Finch as Heath's successor, had some con

frequent debater, trying to accommodate nection with the change. ( Rushworth, ii .

matters for the king, who knighted him , 253.) Anthony Wood, in his account of

and retained him in his office during the Noy, casually says that Sir Robert Ileath
rest of his reign. was removed from the chief justiceship of

Soon after Charles's accession, Henth on the King's Bench for bribery ; but in his

October 31 , 1625, was promoted to the account of Heath himself he alludes in no
attorney -generalship. In the following way to his dismissal, and es such mis

May he had tobring articles of impeach- takes in the courts to which he was ap

ment against the Earl of Bristol ( Parl. pointed as to deprive his record of any

Hist. ii. 80 ), in the nature of a cross-bill value. ( Athen . Oron. ii . 584 ; Fasti, ii.

to the charges which the earl had made 45.) Whitelocke , who was not his friend,

against the Duke of Buckingham , who at would not have omitted all notice of his

the same time was also impeached by the removal could he have alleged such an

House of Commons. All these proceedings imputation as the cause . Upon the foun

were stopped by the sudden and intempe- dation of Wood's loose statement merely,

rate dissolutionof the parliament. In the for no other can be cited , Lord Campbell

next year he had the invidious task of ( Ch. Just. i. 415) makes this assertion :

opposing the release of the knights who, " The truth seems to be that he [IIeath ]

having refused to contribute to the loan, continued to enjoy the favour and confi

had been committed to prison, and in this dence of the government, but that a charge

difficult duty he displayed much learning, had been brought against him of taking

ingenuity, and eloquence. In 1628, when bribes, which was so strongly supported

the judges' refusal to bail or discharge by evidence that it could not be overlooked,

them was taken up by parliament, Sir although no parliament was sitting,orever
Robert Heath had again almost single- likely to sit ; and that the most discreet

handed to maintain the argument against proceeding, even for himself,was to remove

antagonists so powerful as Sir Edward him quietly from his office.' Historians

Coke , Littelton, Selden, and Noy, and he will be anxious for information of his lord

did it with such ability and courage that, ship's authority for this statement; for

though defeated, he lost no credit by his I they will be unwilling to suppose it to be

6
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gratuitous scandal, although it seems to be being judges, as though theywere dead;'

contradicted by the very act of the govern- and by another vote of October 24 , 1648,

ment that displaced him . In the next they ordered that he should be excepted

term after he was ousted from the bench from pardon. (Whitelocke ; Parl. Hist. ii.

he resumed his practice at the bar as junior 285.) His estate was sequestered, but was

serjeant ( Croke, Car. 375), a privilege that recovered by his son Edward at the Re

the king would scarcely have granted, or storation. According to his own relation ,

that the fallen judge would have had the the parliament gave him liberty either

effrontery to ask, if hisdisgrace had been to exile himself into a foreign country, or
so notorious that it could not be over- to run the hazard of further danger." Of

looked . ' That he was actually replaced course he never took his seat as chief jus
on the bench , when the parliament was tice in Westminster Hall ; and the pro

sitting '-a parliament, too, that was ready thonotaries of the King's Bench, Henley

enough to find any blot in the king's ap- and Whitwick, took advantage of the dis

pointments , -sufficiently shows the incon- tractions of the times to appropriate to

sistency of the charge. The chief justice themselves the fees received for his use .

himself says, in hismenoir before cited, They were brought toaccount by the chief

written when he was in sorrow , and just justice's son in 1663, when, notwith

before his own death : “ At the end of three standing they pleaded the Statute of

years Iwas on a sudden discharged of that Limitations, theywere forced by a decree

place of chief justice, noe cause being then in Chancery to refundthe whole amount

nor at any time since shewed for my re- ( W. Nelson's Reports, 75.)
moval. ' In the next year (1635 ) the king Sir Robert fled into France in 1616 , and

required his presence at the council board survived his royal master just sevenmonths,

to hear a certain cause ( Cal. State Papers dying at Calais on August 30, 1649. His

[ 1634–5 ],87); andin the following year body was brought to England and en
ħe was again taken into the actual service tombed with that of his wife, under a

of the crown, his patent as king's serjeant stately monument, in Brasted Church.

being dated October 12, 1636. He con- Among his papers, now in the possession

tinued at the bar for four years more, when of his noble descendant, has been found a

he was replaced on the judicial seat on jeu d'esprit on the twenty -four links of the

January 23, 1641 , as a judge of the King's collar of SS., each link representing some

Bench , and was further favoured, on May judicial attribute commencing with the

13, with the office of master of the Court letter S. It is wholly in his handwriting,

of Wardsand Liveries. ( Rymer , xx. 448, and was probably composedas an amuse

517.) When the king retired to York, Sir ment of his exile. It not only shows great

Robert joined him there, and on June 10, ingenuity, but exhibits in the strongest
1612 , addressed a letter to the House of light with what solemn responsibility the

Lords, informing them that he had ' left writer regarded the qualifications, the rir

the parliament to go to the king at York tues, and the dutiesof a judge. ( Notes and

as by oath and duty bound ;' whereupon Queries, 1st S. x. 357.) . His short memoir

they resolved to the contrary,and that his also, written undoubtedly during his exile,

staying at the parliament, being sent for gives pleasing evidence of an amiable

from them , was not against his oath. and pious mind. He married , while yet
( Parry's Parliaments. ) On February 7 , a student , Margaret, daughter of Jobs

1643, he was created Doctor of Civil Law Miller, and by her he left several children

by the university of Oxford , and a few HEATH , RICHARD, was called to the bu

months later the king, being then in that of the Inner Temple in November 1659, an i

city, appointed him chief justice of the was elected a bencher in October 1677. He

King's Bench, and in a letter dated July 4, ' was summoned to take thecoif in 1683,an .

1643, authorised him in the summer assizes promoted to the bench of the Excheque

' to forbear those places whither you con- : on April 21, 1686. Of his subserviency tu

ceave you may not goe with convenient the court there is manifest proof in hisca

safety. (Notes and Queries, 1st S. xii. 259.) curring with his colleagues in favour of the

Several complaints were made to the king's dispensing power,and in his condusi

parliament against Chief Justice IIeath with regard to the seven bishops. Anche

and other judges who acted with him on bishop Sancroft thus relates it to King
the circuit. On these charges, and for James, when called before him on Vorenzo

adhering to the king, then in arms against ber6, 1688, after the invasion of the Prince

the parliament, the Commons impeached of Orange : ‘ I will particularly acquairat
them on July 24, 1614 ; but as the chief your majesty with whatoneof your judges,

justice never put himself in their power,he Baron H , by name, said coming from the

escaped trial. This, however, did not pre- bench, where he had declared our petitiva

vent'them from venting their enmity. On to be a factious libel. A gentleman of

November 25, 1615, they passed an ordi- quality asking him how he could have tbe

nance disabling him and four others from conscience to say so, when the bishops bad

1
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been legally discharged of it, he answered, 21 Edward I. he acted on the part of the

“ You need not trouble yourself with what king on a quo warranto at York . ( Arch.

I said on the bench : I have instructions for Inst. York, 154.) In 25 and 26 Edward I.

what I said , and I had lost my place if I he assessed the tallage of London, and in

had not said it." He did lose his place the latter year he was appointed to peram.

shortly after, being superseded by James bulate the forests of five counties. At the

himself in the beginning of December. No end of the same year he is mentioned on

wonder therefore that he was included the records as a baron of the Exchequer

among those who were excepted from the (Madox, i.467, ii . 235 ; Parl. Writs, i . 397),

bill of indemnity at the revolution. He although Dugdale does not introduce him

died in July 1702. His wife was Kathe- into his list till two years afterwards. In

rine, daughter of Henry Weston, of Ock- 34 Edward I., having been grossly insulted

ham and Sende, Esq ., sheriff of Surrey by one William de Briwes, against whom

and Sussex. (2 Shower, 459 ; State Trials, he had pronounced a judgment, the delin

xii. 503 ; Parl. Hist. v. 334 ; Luttrell, i. quent was ordered to make anapologyin
482, v . 198.) full court, and to be committed tothe

HEATH, JOHN, was the son of Thomas Tower, there to remain at the will of the

Heath, an alderman of Exeter, and the king. (Abb. Placit. 256.) In the last year

nephew of Benjamin Heath, town - clerk of that reign he acted as a justice of assize

and a lawyer of eminence in that city, who in Durham , and was one of the justices of

wasthe father of Dr. Benjamin Heath, the trailbaston forthehome counties. ( Rot.

head -master of Eton. He himself for a Parl. i. 198 , 218, 267.)

time filled the office of town- clerk of his On the accession of Edward II. he was

native city. re -appointed to his seat in the Exchequer,

A memberof the Inner Temple, hewas and died about the middle of the second

called to the bar in June 1762, and in 1775 year, in January or February 1309.

he was gracedwith the dignity ofthe coif. HEIGHAM, ČLEMENT, whose family was

On July 19,1780,hewas appointed a judge so called from a village of that name in

of the Common Pleas, and in that court he Suffolk, was the son of Clement Heigham,

continued to sit for nearly thirty-six years. of Lavenham , and Matilda, daughter of

He died at the age of eighty on Janu- Lawrence Cooke. Admitted into Lincoln's

ary 16 , 1816, and was buried at Hayes in Inn in 1517, he became reader in 1538,and
Middlesex. again in 1547. At an early period of his

That he was somewhat eccentric maybe career the monastery of St. Edmunds Bury

surmised from his refusal to accept the appointed him chief bailiff of the liberty of

honour of knighthood, at that time and St. Edmund, but there is no appearance of

now almost invariably conferred on the his practising in the courts at Westminster,

occupiers of the judicial bench, declaring his name being nowhere mentioned in the

that he would die plain John Heath '- a Reports. This may have arisen in some

resolution to which he firmly adhered. measure from his being a Roman Catholic,

But his excellence in performing the func- a sufficient impediment to any professional
tions of a judge is allowed by all who were advancement in the reign of Edward VI.

witnesses of his career . Lord Eldon, who He was soon engaged in Mary's service as

was part of the time chief justice of that a privy councillor, and sat in parliament,

court, took occasion to remark with admi- successively for Rye, Ipswich, West Looe,

ration and surprise on the extent of his and Lancaster. After the queen's marriage

professional knowledge. Many also are the with King Philip he was selected as the

testimonies to his private worth, and to the speaker of the parliament that met on

universality and accuracy of his general November 11 , 1554, in which the attainder

knowledge. He was considered a severe of CardinalPole was reversed, and the

judge, and , though capital punishments were supremacy of the pope restored . The re

then carried to an outrageous extent, the vival of the acts against heresy induced

failure of the ticket-of-leave system which nearly forty members, whose names are

too frequently follows the penalties since preserved by Sir Edward Coke, to leave the

substituted forcibly confirms the judge's house in disgust at the obsequiousness of

opinion that the criminal is soon thrown the majority to the ruling powers. ( Parl.

upon you again , hardened in guilt.' Yet Hist. i. 617-625.) The parliament was dis

in his private intercourse he was kind, solved on January 16, and eleven days

charitable , and good -natured. He died afterwards Heigham received the honour of

unmarried. (Notes and Queries, 3rd S. ii . knighthood from the hands of King Philip.

11 , &c. ) (Machyn's Diary, 342. )

HEGHAM, ROGER DE, was of a Kentish On March 2 , 1558, he was promoted to

family, and probably the son of Robert de the office of lord chief baron of the Ex

Hegham , whose widow, Matilda, paid for chequer ; but, though on the accession of

an assize in that county in 56 Henry III. , Queen Elizabeth he received a newpatent ,

1272. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 571.) In he was removed on January 22, 1559.
ጊ
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Sir Clement then retired to his seat, Benenden in its neighbourhood ,wbere they

Barrow Hall in Suffolk , where he spent were clothiers in great repute .

the remainder of his life, beloved for his Entering at Gray's Inn in 1586 , he be

piety and benevolence, and for the readiness came reader there in 1614, and in the same

he always evinced in accommodating the year sat in parliament for Rye. Having

differences of his neighbours, showing been in 1616 called to the degree of the coil,

himself in all respect a loyal subject, and for the next two-and -twenty years he had

making himself so little obnoxious by his an extensive practice, and on January 22,

religious opinions that the lord keeper, Sir 1639, he was constituted a baron of the Ex

Nicholas Bacon, was a visitor in his house. chequer ( Rymer, xx. 306 ) and knighted .

He died there on March 9, 1570, and was When the parliament entered the field
buried in Thurning Church in Norfolk. against the king they passed an ordinance

He married twice. His first wife was assessing all who had not voluntarily con

Anne, daughter of John de Moonines, of tributed to the army, in such sum as the

Seamer Hall in Suffolk ; and his second was committee meeting at Haberdashers' Hall

Anne, daughter ofSir George Waldegrave should deem reasonable, not exceeding a

of Smalbridge, and widow of Henry Bures twentieth part of their estate. In Decem

of Acton in the same county. By each he ber 1643 the Commons applied to the

had children, and his representatives have Lords to rateBaron Henden ,as an assistant

preserved the honour of the family from to their lordships, who accordingly as

that time to this. ( Burgon's Gresham , ii. sessed him at 20001. for the twentieth part

108 ; Fuller's Worthies, ii. 350.) of his estate, to be employed for the defence

HELYNN, WALTER 'DE, is described in of Poole and Lyme. The baron not ober

the Patent Roll of 52 Henry III. as .jus- ing this order, the house, on the 23rd of the

ticiarius noster, ' and there are continual same month , directed proceedings against

entries of payments for assizes to be held him ; but, as he was ill at the time, it seems

before him to the end of the reign. (Ex- that they were not then taken, and that he

cerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 460–574 .) He is called died in the following February. ( Lords'

one of the king's justices appointed to hold Journals, vi. 324, 436.) He was buried in

thepleas of the lord'the king in 1 Ed- the chancelof Biddenham Church .
ward I. ; and in the fourth yearhe was paid HENGHAM , WILLIAM DE, was a resident

twenty pounds for his expenses in visiting in Norfolk, and was probably a brother of

• eleven places to expeditetheking's busi- Andrew , the father of Ralph deHenghan .

ness .' (Devon's Issue Roll, 81 , 96.) It He was one of four who, in 9 Henry IIL ,

would appear that he was removed to the 1124, were appointed to take an assize of
Common Pleas in 6 Edward I. , as from novel disseisin in Norfolk ; and in 11:28 be

that year till Trinity, 9 Edward I., 1281, was sent with three others to try certain

fines were levied before him. ( Dugdale's prisoners in the custody of the Bishop of

Orig. 44.) There is no later mention of Ely, who were charged with murder.

him after 1284, when a special commission ( Rot. Claus. ii. 78, 159.)

was directed to himand Giles de Berkeley. HENGHAM , RALPH DE, was the son of

( Swinfield's Rol, 182.) He was seated at Sir Andrew de Hengham , of a knightly

Much -Marcle, near Ledbury, in Hereford- family seated at St. Andrew's Manor st
shire. Hengham in Norfolk. He was brought up

HEMINGTON, RICHARD DE, was pro- to the then commonly united pmfessions of
fessionally engaged in the courts, and in the Church and the law, in the former of

35 Henry III., 1251, appeared before the which he held a canonry in St. Paul's and

king at Windsor on the part of John de the chancellorship ofExeter, to which he

Bailiol, who afterwards, in 52 Henry III., was collated in 1275, but resigned it within

proceeded against him for delivering up his three years and a half. ( Le Neve, 89.)

castle of Fotheringay to Baldwin Wake, As a lawyer, the payment for assizes to

the king's enemy and his, without his as- be held before him commences in January

sent. (Abb. Placit. 165.) 1270, 54 Henry III., which was probably

He performed the duties of a justice the date of his appointment as a justice a

itinerant in 46 and 47 Henry III. , 1262-3, the King's Bench . These entries of assina

and the Fine Roll proves that he was a re- before him are very numerous, and the

gular justicier till near the end of the reign , rapidity with which he establisbed his

the last entry of payments for writs of reputation in the court is evinced by his

assize to be held before him being in Oc- standing at the head of the circuits during

tober 1270. ( Ibid . 178 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . the next two years till the end of the reiga.
ii. 410-524.) ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 504-584 . )

HENDEN , EDWARD, was descended from That, on the accession of Edward I b

a branch of the old Kentish family of the was immediately removed to the Cozumu

Hendens, originally residing on an estate Pleas appears from a fine having been

bearing its name in the parish of Wood- levied before him in November 1973 ; and

church in Kent, but afterwards removed to that his elevation as chief justice of the

6
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King's Bench must have been between ham Magna' and ' Hengham Parva,' which

November 1273 and September 1274 have been published with notes by Mr. Sel

( though Dugdale does not namehim in that den, and are printed at the end of his edition

character till 1278) is proved by an entry of Fortescue de Laudibus Angliæ ' (1741).

of pleas coram domino rege et R. de HENLEY, ROBERT ( EARL of NORTHING

Hengham et sociis suis, justiciis de Banco ton ). The family from which he descended

dominiregis, in Octabis S. Michaelis, anno was originally established at Henley in

regno & c. secundo, incipiente tercio, apud Somersetshire, of which county somemem

Westm . ( Abb. Placit. 263.) bers of it were sheriffs. Its elder branch

In 18 Edward I. he was removed from was honoured with a baronetcy in 1660,

his office and fined , but whatwas the pre- which expired in 1740. His great-grand

cise charge against him is nowhere recorded, father, Sir Robert Henley, master of the

and the amount of the fine is variously Court of King's Bench in the reign ofCharles

stated. It has been generally fixed at I., having acquired the estate of theGrange

7000 marks ; but the complaints against in Hampshire, employed Inigo Jones to

him in the next parliament were palpably erect a considerable mansion on it. His

too slight to warrant such a punishment, third son, Sir Robert, and his grandson,

and probably were merely made by those Anthony, were both successivelymembers

mean spirits who are too ready to press a of parliament for Andover, and the latter

falling man. One was, that the chief was afterwards representative for Wey

justice had confirmed a false judgment mouth till his death in 1711. This Anthony,

pronounced by Solomon de Rochester, the who was one of the most accomplished wits
justice itinerant; and another,that a man of his day, by his marriage with Mary, the

had been arbitrarily imprisoned by him . daughter and coheir of the Hon .Peregrine

( Rot. Parl. i. 48, 52.) There is much Bertie, second son of the Earl of Lindsey,

more probability that the fine did not ex- became the father of three sons, of whom

ceed 800 marks, according to the tradition this Robert was the second. He was born

in the reign of Richard III. , which at- about 1708, and was educated at West

tributed its imposition to Hengham's pity minster, and St.John'sCollege, Oxford , and
for a poor man having induced him to erase was elected a fellow of All Souls' in 1727.

from the roll a fine of 138. 4d., and sub- Being then admitted to the Inner Temple,

stitute 6s. 8d. for it. The story went on to he was called to the bar in 1732.

assert that with this fine the clockhouse As a young man he was jovial and

at Westminster was erected, and a clock hilarious, and indulged so much in the pre

placed in it which could be heard in the vailing vice of drinking that he laid the

hall. (4 Inst. 255.) This tradition has foundation of that gouty habit from which

been frequently referred to by judgeswho he subsequently suffered . But he evidently

have been urged to alter a record . That acquired an early practice in the Court of

Hengham's offence could not have been a Chancery, which increased so much that he

very grievous one is sufficiently proved by was compelled in 1745 to take chambers in

his restoration to the bench ata later date. Lincoln's Inn, where equity lawyers most

His retirement, however, was often do congregate. For this purpose he was

years' continuance, and his return seems to also then admitted a member of thatsociety.

have been gradual. His nameis introduced It was at that time the custom for Chancery

nearly at the bottom of the list of judges barristers to attach themselves to a circuit,

and other officers who were summoned to and thus to obtain some insight into the

the parliament of March 1300, 28 Edward course of the common law and criminal

I., as if among the justices itinerant. In courts (a practice which had not been al

the following April hewas the first named together discontinued at the beginning of

of those appointed to perambulate the the present century), and Mr.Henley chose

forests of Essex, Buckingham , and Oxford the Western Circuit, his connections being
( Parl. Writs, i. 664 ); and it was not till resident within it. Here his rough -and

eighteen months afterwards - viz ., on Sep- ready advocacy soon procured him a lead ;

tember 14, 1301—that he was restored to and a curious story is told of his being

the bench, and constituted chief justice of obliged to apologise to a Quaker of Bristol

the Common Pleas. In this office he con- named Reeve for some indecent liberties he

tinued till the end of the reign, and was re- had taken with him in cross -examination.

appointed by Edward II. He served that It speaks well for both that the Quaker

king for a very shorttime, his death occur- wasafterwards employed by the chancellor

ing in 1309. ( Ibid. ii . 995.) He was to pay the freight of some wine consigned

buried in St. Paul's Cathedral, andWeever to him, and that the chancellor invited his

(p. 367) gives his epitaph, in which he is old antagonist to dine at his table, and good

called ' flos Anglorum ' and virbenedictus.' humouredly related to the company the

Besides the · Registrum Brevium ,' which particulars of their early fracas.
Coke calls the most ancient book of the He was elected recorder of Bath, where

law ,' he left twoworks of note called ' Heng- he resided during his vacations, and where

ጊ 2
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a

a

he formed a 'romantic attachment to Jane, lowing August hewas made lord lieutenant

the beautiful daughter and one ofthe co- of hiscounty . Though LordNorthington

heiresses of Sir Hugh Huband, of Ipsley, owedhis appointment of lord keeper to Mr.
baronet. She had at that time entirely lost Pitt, he still retained the Great Sealwhen

the use of her limbs, but on her recovery thatminister was succeeded by Lord Bute,

they were united in 1743. Bath elected and also during the two subsequent admi

him its representative in the parliament of nistrations headed by the Duke of Bedford

1747, and he continued its member till his and the Marquis of Rockingbam . From

elevation to the equity bench. Attaching several points in the policy of the last he

himself to the Leicester House party, he differed so materially that he induced his

was an active debater in support of its line majestyto submit theguidance of the state

of politics. After the deathof the Prince to his old patron, Mr. Pitt, upon the forma

of Wales he continued his adherence to the tion of whose adininistration he retired from

princess, and on the establishment of the the post of lord chancellor on July 30, 1706,

household of theyoung prince (afterwards and took the less onerous position of lord

George III.),in 1751, he wasappointed his president of the council. His principal in

solicitor-general, and in 1754 his attorney- ducement for making this sacrifice was the

general, being on the former occasion ad- impossibility he found of performing the

mitted within the bar as one of the king's duties of the office of chancellor, enfeebled

counsel, and elected a bencher of the Inner as he was by repeated attacks of the gout.

Temple. On November 6, 1756, he was The same cause obliged him eighteen months

appointed king's attorney -general, and after to resign his new office ; and from De

knighted ; and on the coalition ministry cember 1767 he retired wholly from public

being formed in the following year , Sir life. He died on January 14, 1772, and

Robert, after ineffectual offers of the Great was buried at Northington, where a hand
Seal had been made to Lords Hardwicke some mural monument has been erected .

and Mansfield ,Sir Thomas Clarke, and In the judgment of Lord Eldon, he was

Chief Justice Willes, was nominated lord a great lawyer, and very firm in delivering

keeper on June 30, 1757. his opinion , an authority which few will

So unacceptable was he to George II. , dispute. Its justice will receive confirma:
from his connection with Leicester House, tion from a collection of his decisions,printed

that he was allowed to preside in the House from his own manuscripts by his grandson,

of Lords for nearly three years withouta Robert Eden, second Lord Henley of that
title ; but the necessity of appointing him name, who afterwards published a memoir

lord high steward for the trial of the Earl of his life. He retained to the end of his

of Ferrers for the murder of his steward, life his love of classical literature, and in his

and the impropriety of a commoner holding domestic circle he kept up the conviviality

that high office, obliged the king on March which distinguished him in his early years,

27, 1760, to create him a peer as Baron tinctured rather too much with warmth and

Henley of the Grange. At that trial, judging irritability, and with the common use of

from the printed account, his conduct was profane expressions, a vulgar and unmean
simple and unaffected, and the ill -natured ing habit which then unhappily prevailed,

and prejudiced assertion of Horace Walpole adopted more with the view of giving

that itwanted dignity is fully refuted by strength to expressions than with any
the grave, appropriate,and affecting ad- thought or intention of being blasphemous.

dresses delivered by his lordship to the Thoughhe was undoubtedly coarse and care

noble prisoner, both on his arraignment and less in his language, he has not been charmed
his condemnation. with being incorrect or immoral in his en

George II. died six months afterwards, duct, and the two beautiful prayers which

and soon after the accession of George III . Lord Henley informs us he composed for
Lord Henley's title of lord keeper was con- the use of his wife leave the impressi in

verted into that of lord chancellor. He was that he was imbued with deeper religious
the last person who was designated by the feelings than he had the credit of enter
former title, the single holder of the Great taining.
Seal being ever since that time, now more His wife bore him several children . The

than a century, distinguished by the latter. only son whosurvived him, Robert, as
It is difficult to account for the unmeaning thesecond and last earl, dying in 1786 un

imposition of the two titles since the time married . One of his daughters, Elizabeth ,

of Queen Elizabeth ,when an act of parlia- married Sir Morton Eden, K.B., who was

ment took away every essential difference created in 1799 Lord Henley of Chardstom-':
that might have existed previously, and de- in thepeerage of Ireland, a title which stiil
clared them to be equal in power, jurisdic- exists.

tion , and dignity. HENRY, DUKE OF NORMANDY, after

On May 19, 1764, he was created Earl wards King HENRY II. , was the eldest

of Northington (the hamlet in which the son of Geoffrey,Earl of Anjou, by the Emn .
Grange estate was situate ), and in the fol- press Matilda, daughter of King Henry L
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Being born in March 1133, he was but [ 1628-9 ], 556.) His opposition to the

an infant during the contest between his court did not last long, for in 1633 he was

mother and King Stephen. On the death selected by the Inner Temple as a manager

of his father in 1150he succeeded to the of the famous masquedesigned by the four

earldom of Anjou, and by consent of his inns of court as acompliment to theking

mother assumed the titleof Duke of Nor- and queenin confutation of Prynne's tirade

mandy. Having then attained the age of against players in_his ‘ Histrio-Mastix .'

sixteen, he resolved to recover the English (Whitelocke, 19.) In January 1635. his

throne which his mother had lost. He devotion to the court was confirmed by his

accordingly received the honour of knight- appointment as attorney - general to the

hood from his uncle David, King of Scot- queen, and in 1637 he was employed on

land , and strengthened himselfby a politic the part of the crown in the prosecution

marriage with Eleanor of Poictou, the of Burton, Bastwick, and Prynne. ( State
divorced wife of Louis, King of France, Trials, iii. 719.) Having been soon after

acquiring with her the extensive duchy of knighted , his next step was to the solicitor

Aquitaine. On his landing in England generalship, which he obtained on January

shortly after, his standard was joined by 25, 1640, and in that character he sat in

such of his mother's former adherents as the parliaments of the following April and

survived, and by all those who were November for New Sarum . He continued

desirous of terminating the state of anarchy a member till January 29, 1641, when, on

which prevailed throughout the kingdom . his being created attorney-general, and
The contending armiesmet at Wallingford, thereby becoming an assistant to the

but by the intervention of wise coun- House of Lords, he was, according to the

sellors they parted without bloodshed , and practice of the time, incapacitated from

an arrangement was effected between sitting in the Commons. * ( Rymer, xix,

Stephen and Henry, by which it was 606, xx. 380, 448 ; Parl. Hist. ii.562, 623.)

agreed that the former should not be dis- This removal from a scene of daily con

turbed in his rule during his life, and that tention was peculiarly acceptable to him ,

Henry should succeed him at his death. for, according to Clarendon, he was awed

This treaty was concluded on November 7, and terrified ' with the temper. of the

1153, when Stephen is said to have con- Commons, and glad to be out of the fire.'

stituted Henry Chief Justiciary of Eng- On January 3, 1642, he, by the king's

land under him . He did not, however, command, brought an accusation in the

long perform the duties of this office, ashe House of Lords againstLord Kimbolton

returned to Normandy at the following and five members of theCommons for high

Easter, and remained there till after treason, and the king on the next day

Stephen's decease, which occurred on the committed the imprudence of going to the

25th of the ensuing. October. After a latter house and demanding their arrest.

reign of more than thirty-four years, he TheCommons, highly resenting this pro
died at Chinon on July 5, 1189. ceeding, voted it a breach of privilege, and

HEPPECOTES, THOMAS DE, was one of impeached Herbert for exhibiting the ar

those who were appointed to supply the ticles. Sir Edward put in his answer

place of the judges removed on the king's justifying himself as acting under his

return from Tournay. His patent is dated majesty's express personal commands, and

January 8, 1341, 14 Edward III. , but his without any advice from himself, and

death occurred before the end of the year. thereupon the trial commenced on March

He was probably a native of Northumber- 8. Two of the counsel assigned for his

land, where there is a hamlet called Heps- defence were committed for contempt in

cott in the parish of Morpeth. ( Dugdale's refusing to plead, and the excuses of two

Orig . 45 ; Rot. Parl. ii. 126.) others were allowed , all four being intimi

HERBERT, EDWARD, was the first cou- dated by the threats of the Commons. Mr.

sin of the famous Lord Herbert of Cher- Hearne and Mr. Chute,however, boldly and

bury, being the son of Charles Herbert of ably exonerated the attorney -general." Yet

Aston in the countyof Montgomery, third the Lords, influenced in some measure by

brother to the father of his lordship. the same fear, found him guilty of the

Admitted to the society of the Inner Tem- facts, but at the same time showed their

ple, he was called to the bar in 1618, and estimate of the imputed crime by succes

became reader in 1637. He had before sively negativing motions that he should

this time acquired a seat in parliament, be punished by the loss of his office, by

and in 1626 was one of the managers of fine, by imprisonment in the Tower, or by

the impeachmentof the Duke of Bucking- mulcting him in damages to the accused

ham. * (Whitelocke, 6 ; Parl. Hist. iii. 719.) members. More than a month after, their

He was not in the next parliament of 1628, lordships, being compelled by the Com

but after its dissolution he was one of the mons to inflict some punishment, contented

counsel employed by Selden in the prose- themselves with merely committing him

cution against him. ( Cal. State Papers to the Fleet during pleasure, and declaring

&
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him incapable of any other place than that exaggerationofthefacts. ( Clarendon, vi.

of attorney -general, which he held. His 63, 82, 127-30, 140.)
incarceration lasted only eighteen days, After the death of Charles I. Sir Edward

from April 23 to May 11,when Sir Edward is still mentioned with his official title.

was permitted for his health ' to go to He attended the new king's court at the

any of his houses within aday's journey of Hague, and afterwards waswith the Duke

London, but not to come to London with- ofYork at Paris,being one of this prince's

out the order of the house. On July 4 the pri and confidential advisers, recom

warden of the Fleet was ordered to bring mending and accompanying him on that

him up, but, aswas no doubt intended, he inauspicious visit to Flanders and Holland

had taken the opportunity to escape and in the following year. The regular coud

join the king at York .( Parl. Hist.ii. cillors ofthe duke representedhim asa

1089, 1121-79 ; Lords' Journals, v. 177.) man of that intolerable pride that it was

Venturing some time after to London, not possible for any man to converse with

he seems narrowly to have escaped the him . . . yet, by the knack of his talk,
clutches of the parliament, by whom an whichwas the most like reason without

order was made on March 6 , 1646, that he being it, he retained still too much credit

should beapprehended and brought to the with theduke, who, beingamused and con

bar. (Whitelocke, 196.) founded with his positivediscourse,thought

Clarendon ( Life, i. 212), who did not him wiser than those who were more easily
like him , states that his greatest faculty understood.' ( Ibid. 321, 474, 483.)
was, and in which he was a master, to Unless Sir Richard Lane was continued

make difficult things more intricate and after the decapitation of the late king as
perplexed, and very easy things to seem nominal lord keeper till his death in 1650,

more hard than they were ;' and gives an of which there is no evidence except that

amusing account of certain conferences at on his widow'stomb, that office had not
Oxford in 1643, on the subject of the pro- hitherto been filled by Charles II . ; indeed,

posed proclamation for dissolving the par- since the battle of Worcester there had
liament, which seems fully to justify his been no Great Seal to keep . But in 1653

opinion. the king, having provided himself with s

The ground that he lost with the king new Seal at Paris, entrusted it, against his
on that occasion he did not regain. In a own inclination, but at the urgent solicita

letter to Mr. Secretary Nicholas dated from tion of the queen -mother ( Evelyn, v. 284,
Newark, October 16, 1645, bis majesty 288 ), to Sir Edward Herbert in April of
says : " For Mr. Atturny, tell him if the that year. The duties of theoffice, judicial

rebelles never did but justice, or what or political, could not have been very oner
they had lawful power to do, then his ous; and his time is described as being

answer good, otherwais it is not worth a principally employed in endeavouring to

button ; wherefor ifhe confesse my power effect the ruin of Sir Edward Hyde, of
lett him accept my offer,otherwais I shall whose ascendency overthe king he was in
know what I have todo.'(Evelyn'sMe- ordinately jealous. He showed his enmity
moirs, v. 154.) The offer alluded to was on every occasion, and was met with corre

probably that ofthe lord keepership, then sponding hatred on the part of Hyde, whose
vacant by the death of Lord Lyttelton. prejudice is so apparent in every sentence
The result of this letter was thatthe Great that the character he gives of Herbert

Seal was entrusted to Sir Richard Lane on would be altogether unworthy of credit,
October 25, and that Sir Edward Herbert were it not that both Charles I.and his son

was discharged from his office on Novem- appear to have concurred in his opinion.
ber 1. ( Docquets at Oxford.) That the dislike of the latter was real is

Sir Edward seems to have been rein- provedby his resolving that Herbert should

stated in his office by King Charles ; for not accompany him when he left France in

in 1648 Clarendon speaks ofhimin that June in the following year. Sir Edward

character, as accompanying the Prince of was so indignant at this mark of disgrama

Wales, and asa great favourite with Prince that he immediately surrendered the Great

Rupert, describing him as always interfer- Seal. He died at Paris in 1657; 07.sc

ing with his advice, and as being of all cording to another authority, he survived

men living most disposed to make discord till the Restoration, and died at Rouen.

and disagreement among men, all his facul- He married Margaret, daughter of Sir

ties being resolved into a spirit of contra- Thomas Smith, master of the Requests, and

dicting, disputing, and wrangling upon any- widow of Thomas Carey, the second son of

thing that was proposed . If reliance is to the Earl of Monmouth. His three sins ali

be placed on the noble author's account of became distinguished in the succeedia :

Sir Edward's subsequent conduct at the reigns. The eldest, Charles, commanded

Hague, his intrigues and indiscretion well a regiment of footunder King Williain, and

merit the censure; but the jealousy of a was slain in the battle of Aghrim , in 101.

rival for court favour may account for some The second, Arthur, was the admiral who

.
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brought over that king in 1688 , and was which it was founded. Almost immedi

created Earl of Torrington ,but, dying with ately followed his appointment as one of

out issue, his title became extinct in 1716. the ecclesiastical commissioners, who had

The youngest, Edward, took the contrary powers almost as extensive and quite as ob
side , and is the chief justice next noticed. noxious as those of the old High Commis

HERBEBT, EDWARD, the third son of sion Court; but the chief justice formed

the above Sir Edward, was educated at one of the minority which subsequently

Winchester, and at New College , Oxford, voted against the tyrannical suspension of

where he graduated as B.A. in 1669. He the fellows of Magdalen College. ( State

then wentto the Middle Temple, and , be- Trials, xi. 1195, 1251 ; Evelyn ,iii. 212 ,214 ;

coming a barrister, migrated to Ireland, on 2 Shower, 497.) In Easter Term 1687 hé

his becoming attorney -general there. He refused a rule for theexecution at Plymouth

was knighted in 1683, and was made chief of a soldierwho had been tried for desertion

justice of Chester. Subsequently appointed at Reading, and so determined was the king

attorney to the Duke ofYork, he was soon to effect his purpose of introducing martial

after his royal bighness's accession to the law that SirEdward was at once removed,

throne made attorney -general to the queen, and within a day or twoSir RobertWright,

and on October 23, 1685, was promoted to whowassubstituted for him , complied with

the vacant office of chief justice of the the king's will as a matter of course.
King's Bench. ( Athen . Oron. iv.552; Fasti, Thoughdischargedfrom the King's Bench,

ii. 304 ; Bramston, 207.) On his previous he was on the next day, April 22, made

investiture with the necessary degree of ser- chief justice of the Common Pleas, in which

jeant he gave rings withthe extraordinary court he continued till the flight of theking;
motto • Jacobus vincit, triumphat lex. ' Remaining true to his master, Sir Edward

Of bis merits as a lawyer previous to his joined the self- exiled monarch, and was of

elevation we have no means of judging course excepted from the bill of indemnity,

from the English Reports ; but Burnet de- notwithstandingthe high character forbo

scribes him (iii. 92 ) as 'a well- bred and nour and integrity universally accorded to

virtuous man ,generous, and good -natured ," him in thedebates.InFrance King James

but ' an indifferent lawyer. . . . He unhap- created him Earl of Portland,and gave him

pily got into a setof very high notions with the nominaloffice of lord chancellor,inwhich
relation to the king's prerogative. His his principal duty was to draw up declara

gravity and virtues gave him great advan- tions, asserting his master's right to his de

tages, chiefly his succeeding such a monster serted dominions. Some of the most violent

( Jeffreys) as had gone before him . So he, ones were unjustly attributed to him ; for

being found to be a fit tool, was, without he in truth had little or no influence over

any application of his own, raised up all at James, the Roman Catholic ministers mono
once to this high post .' polising all the sway. Though taking rank

In the king's attempts for the establish as chancellor,and possessing all the external

ment of Popery, one ofhis earlieststeps was marks of his office,he was not allowed, as

to appoint Roman Catholics to offices, and a Protestant, to hold a seat in the council.

grant them a patent of dispensation from A large majority of the Jacobites in Eng

the oaths required by the Test Acts. Sir land remonstrated ; but to their prayer that

Edward Hales held the colonelcy of a regi- he should be admitted James answered eva

ment under these circumstances,and, forthe sively, that he would be on all occasions

purpose of trying the question whether the ready to express the just value and esteem

king had power to grant such dispensation, he has for the lord chancellor.' When

a sham action torecover the penalty was James's Protestant servants were dismissed

brought against Sir Edward by Godden, bis in October 1692 Sir Edward retired into

coachman . On the case being argued on Flanders, but afterwards returning to France,

demurrer ChiefJustice Herbert gave a de- he died atSt.Germains in November 1698.

cided opinion that there was no law what- ( Burnet, iii. 92, 149 ; Evelyn , iii. 235 ; Lut

soever but what may be dispensed with by trell; Lord Macaulay, iv. 227, 386.)

the king as supreme lawgiver; but, as it was HERBERT. See HERBERT LOSINGA.

a case of great importance, he promised to HEREFORD, EARL OF. See W. Fitz -Os.

submit it to the twelve judges. On a sub- BERNE ; M. DE GLOUCESTER ; H. DE BOHUN .

sequent day he gave judgment for Sir Ed- HERIET, RICHARD DE, was sheriff of

ward Hales, stating that all his colleagues Essex and Hertfordshire in 4 Richard I. ,

agreed with his opinion except Mr. Baron and was no doubt in some employmentcon

Street. There can be no doubt, however, nected with the Exchequer." From 6 Ri

that, unconstitutionalas this doctrine is now chard I. to 6 John, 1194-1205, he acted as

allowed to be, the chief justice really and a justicier in the Curia Regis at Westmin

conscientiously held it ; and afterwards, ster, his name frequently appearing on the

when his judgment was assailed by Sir Ro- fines that were levied there. In 1 John ,

bert Atkyns and other writers,he published Robert Fitz - Torold granted him half the

a vindication of it,with the authorities upon town of Bedefont ; and in 3 John he paid
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501. for having the custody of his land in court, his patent being dated February 4,
Surrey, and fifty-five marks for that in 1327. Though he was displaced on Sep

Wilts.' He died in 1208. (Madox, i. 216 ; tember 3, 1329, by John de Stonore, it is

Rot. Cancell. 30, 225 ; Rot. Claus. i . 109.) evident he still continued to act as a judge,

HERLASTON, WILLIAM DE, no doubt as he was at the head of the justices itine

came from the place of that name in rant in Nottinghamshire in the following
Staffordshire. In 6 Edward II . he ac- December, and also, in the succeeding year,
companied the king abroad in the train in Derbyshire. Restored to his place as
of Ingelard de Warlee, keeper of the ward chief justice on March 2, 1331 , he was

robe . ( N. Fædera, ii. 213.). He soon again removed on November 18, 1333;

afterwards became a clerk in the Chan- but Henry le Scrope, who was then ap..
cery , and was parson of the church of pointed, resumed his seat at the head of

Estwode near Reylegh ; ' and in July the Exchequer on the next day. , The

1319 he had a grant of the prebend of cause of these changes can only bein
Carnwyth inthechurch of Glasgow . ( N. ferred ; but William de Herle, from that

Fædera, ii . 401.) day, presided till July 3, 1337 , when , at

According to the practice of the time, his own request, he was allowed to retire

the Great Seal was placedin the custody from his office, on account ofhis age and

of some of the clerks of the Chancery infirmities . The patent spoke in eulogistic
during the occasional absence of the termsof his approved fidelity, the solidity

chancellor, and they transacted the busi- of his judgment, the gravity of his man
ness appertaining to it. William de Her- ners, and his laudable and unwearied ser

laston was frequently one of those en- vices to the state ; and required him to

trustedwith thisduty from 1321to1324. remainonthesecret council, andto attend
( Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. 1001.) He was also athispleasure during the rest of his life.
in the latter part of this reign keeper of the ( N. Fædera, ii. 913.) He lived nearly

king's privy seal. ( Rot. Parl. ii . 383.) twelve years after his retirement, dying

In 2Edward III. heand Henry de Cliff, in 1347.
the master of the Rolls, were appointed Through his wife Margaret, the daughter

keepers of the Great Seal'during a vacancy and heir of WilliamPolglas, by Elizabeth,

in theoffice of chancellor,andhe actedin the heirofSir William Champernon,the

the same character several times during manor of Ilfracombe, and other large pro

that and the following year. He was a perty in Devonshire, came into his poem
trier of petitions in the parliament as late session. ( Cal. Inquis.p. m. ii . 135, 265 ;

as the twenty- first, and one of the justices Nicholl's Leicestersh . 622 ; Prince.)
itinerant in the twenty -second year. HERMAN (BISHOP OF SHERBORNE AND

HERLE, WILLIAM DE, was, according to SALISBURY) was of Flemish origin, and

Fuller (i. 281 ) , born in Devonshire, because had been one of the chaplains of Edward

he was owner of Ilfracombe ; but it is more the Confessor, by whom he was adranced

likely that he was born in Leicestershire, in 1045 tothe small bishopric of Wiltos,

both RobertdeHerle,apparently hisfather, whichin the preceding century hadbeen

and he having been summoned by the she- cutoff from the diocese of Sherborne, and

riff of that county, the former in 1301, 29 the seat of which was sometimesat Wilton,

Edward I., to perform military service, and sometimes at Ramsbury, and sometimes at

the latter in 1324, 17 Edward' II ., to attend Sunning. In 1050 he visited Rome in

the greatcouncilat Westminster. ( Parl. company with Aldred, Bishop of War

Writs,i.355, ii.639.) The principalpartof cester, and on his return he usedbis
his property was certainly in that county. utmost endeavours to remove his see to

In 4 and 6 Edward ‘II. he was sum- Malmsbury ; but, though the king coe

moned as an assistant to parliament, appa- sented, he was defeated by the oppositice

rently in the character of a serjeant-at- 'of the monks there. Indignant and dis

law ; and in the ninth year hewas one of gusted, he retired to Bertin , in France,in

three ' qui sequuntur pro rege' in a suit 1055, and remained in that monasters in

against the men of Bristol. ® (Rot. Parl.i. three years. On the death , however, of
359.) The wardrobe accountof 14 Edward Efwold ,BishopofSherborne,in 1078,he

II., 1320, contains the entryof apayment returned and succeeded in procuring the

to him of the large sum of 1331. 6s.8d.in reunion of the two sees of Sherborne and

these words: " To William Herle, king's Wilton;and in 1075,taking advantage of
serjeant, who, by the king's order, will the order of the Council of London, that

shortly receive the honour of knighthood, the bishops' soes should be remored from

of the king's gift, in aid of his rank, 6th of obscure placesto towns of greater note, be
August ' ( Archæologia, xxvi. 345 ) ; and he effected the transfer of his to Old Sarum ,1

was raised to the bench of the Common no doubt, however, under the intuence of

Pleason the16th of the following October. favour, as that place was then little better

On theaccession of Edward II,he was thectionofthe cathedral, but did not livethan á castle. Ile there commenced the

immediately made chief justice of that
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to witness its completion. His death is and wasburied in the church of Northfleet

fixed by different writers in the years 1076, in Kent. He married Agnes, the daughter

1077, and 1078 . of John Appleton . ( Hasted, ii. 321 , iii. 315.)
Thynne, in his Catalogue of Chancellors, HEWITT, JAMES (LORD LIFFORD ), the

introduces him with these words : “ He is eldest son of William Hewitt, a mercer and

that Hermanus which , I suppose, was draper at Coventry, who served theoffice of

chancellor to William the Conqueror.' mayor ip 1744, was born in 1709, com
With no other authority than this, the menced his life in an attorney's office, under

followers of Thynne have unhesitatingly articles to Mr. James Birch, but was subse
admitted his name. quently induced to seek his fortune at the

He wrote the Life and Miracles of St. bar. Entering the Middle Temple, he be

Edmund , King ofthe East Angles. ( Ho- came a barrister in 1742. His merits as a

linshed, iv. 348 ; Godwin, 336 ; Hutchins's lawyer procured him in 1755 the dignity

Dorset, ii. 373.) of the coif, and four years afterwards the

HERON, EDWARD, was the grandson of position of king's serjeant. In 1761 being

John Heron, a physicianat Barming in elected member for his native town, the

Kent, and the son of Richard Heron, style of his oratory in parliament may be

settled at Harsted or Hastings Hall, in surmised_from the story that is told of

Birdbroke, Essex. Admitted at Lincoln's Charles Townshend, who being met going

Inn , he was called to the bar in 1574, and out of the house, when Serjeant Hewitt was
elected reader in 1587. In 1594 he took thundering away on some dull legal ques

the degree of serjeant-at-law, which he tion, was asked whether the house wasup.

held for fourteen years before he was No,' said Townshend very gravely, but

advanced to the bench of the Exchequer the serjeant is. ? At this time he was in

on November 25, 1607 , having been pre- opposition, but in the next year,when the

viously knighted . He did notlong enjoy Earl of Chatham came in, and his friend
his position , for he either resigned or died Lord Camden was made lord chancellor, the

in 1610. ( Croke, Jac. 197.) latter offered him the vacant judgeship of

He was twice married . His first wife the King's Bench, which he accepted on

was Anne, daughter of David Vincent, November 6, 1766, on a promise that if he

Esq., of Bernake in Northamptonshire, the held the Seal when the chancellorship of

ancestor of the present baronet of that Ireland became vacant he should be pro

His second wife was Dorothy, moted to that office. Within a year the

daughter of Anthony Maxey, Esq., of Irish chancellor died, and, Lord Camden

Bradwell, near Coggleshall. “ (Morant's having succeeded in overcoming all ob

Essex, ii. 345.) stacles, Mr. Justice Hewitt received his

HERTELPOLE, GEOFFREY DE, of the patent as Lord Chancellor of Ireland on

manor of Brereton in Northumberland, January 9, 1768. In June following he was

acted as a judge of assize atNewcastle in created Baron Lifford in the Irish peerage,

the reign of Edward I. In 34 Edward I. to which a viscounty was added in 1781.

the king granted to him the manor of Ken- He filled this high office till his death on
weston inDurham for his services. April 28, 1789, a period of more than

He wassummoned to the coronation of twenty -two years. Withfew advantages of

Edward II., and held the office of recorder education,and with no extraordinary powers

of London for about a yearin 1320, and con- of intellect, he was successful in the exer

tinued during that reign to act asa justice cise of his functions as a judge by the ac

of assize, attending the parliament among curacy of his technical knowledge and his

his brethren as late as 1326. ( Abb. Placit. general professional skill. Formal in his

306–9 ; Parl. Writs, i. 379, ii. p. ii. 1003; manner and old -fashioned in his ideas, he

Rot. Parl. i.194, & c.; Cal. Rot. Pat.65.) yet, by his patience and urbanity to all, ac

HERTFORD, ROBERTDE, was one of the quired universal esteem and respect.
judges of the Common Pleas placed on the He married, first, a daughter of the Rev.

bench in the room of those who were super- Rhys Williams, D.D., rector of Stapleford

seded for corruption in 18 Edward I. , 1290, Abbotts in Essex,and secondly, Ambrosia,

andappears to have continued to act up to daughter of the Rev. Charles Bayley, of

1295, as he was summoned to the parlia- Knavestock in the same county. The vis

ment of that year. ( Dugdale's Orig. 44 ; county is still held by the descendants of

Parl. Writs, i . 29.) his eldest son . His third son Joseph became

HESILL, or HESILT, WILLIAM, was au- a judge of the King's Bench in Ireland ;

ditor of the Exchequer ( Acts Privy Council, and his fourth son ,John, was dean of Cloyne.

ii. 290 ) at the time he was made a baron of HEYDON, THOMAS DE, is described as

that court on July 13, 1421 , 9 Henry V. clericus noster ' in letters patent of 4 John,

He was re -appointed on the accession of 1203, relative to lands in Heydon and in

Henry VI., but on May 18, 1424, was ex- London, belonging toRobert Furree, thecus

onerated from his office. ( Ibid. iii . 147.) | tody of whose daughter,Constance,had been

He died on April 9 in the following year, previously granted to him . (Rot. Pat.27.)

name.
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From 3 to 11 Henry III. he was one of the necessary to be called to the bar in January

regular justiciers at Westminster, receiv- 1841, when he joined the Northern Circuit.

ing the acknowledgment of fines during Both there and in Westminster Hall his

the whole of that period, and acting asa reputation as a deeply -read jurist and an

justice itinerant on several occasions. ( Dug- ingenious and safe pleader secured to him

dale's Orig.42 ; Rot. Claus. i. 473, 681, ii. an immense quantity of the heavy business,

82, 209; Madox, ii. 335.) which required greater labour, but gave less

HEYM, PETER, was appointed, in 20 profit, than the ordinary causes that occupy

Edward I. , 1292, a justice to take assizes the courts.

in divers counties, and his pleas are re- From 1851, when he obtained the silk

corded in 23 Edward I. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. gown, till 1858, he was rewarded for his

92.) He was perhaps the son of the under- past labours by gaining a considerable lead,

named Stephen Heym . and on May 29 of the latter year he was

HEYM , STEPHEN, was one of the justices constituted a judge of the Queen's Bench.

of the Common Pleas at Easter, 55 Henry But his labours had overtasked his strength;

III ., 1271, and writs of assizes were taken his constitution was completely undermined,

in his name till the end of that reign. He and, becoming incapable offurther exertion,

was continued in the office underthe suc- he retired, after less than four years' service,

ceeding king, as fines were levied before in December 1861, to the regret of his col.

him from the former date till 3 Edward I. , leagues and the loss of the legal world. He

1274, when he died. ( Excerpt, e Rot. Fin. still survives, an example of patience in his

ii. 537-589; Dugdale's Orig. 44 ; Abb. Rot. sufferings, and ofhumble gratitude to a mer

Orig. i. 23. ) ciful God for the blessings he has received.

HEYRUN, JORDAN , was of a Northum- He marriedin 1831 a daughter ofRi

berland' family, and joined the barons in chard Holden Webb, Esq., controller of the

their contest with King John. He made customs.
his peace in the next reign, and in 9 Henry HILL, orHULL, John ( the name being

III. , 1225, he was one of the justices itine- as often spelled one way as the other) , was

rant for Northumberland and Westmore- born at Hill's Court, the seat of the family,

land, and in 1228 he acted in the same near Exeter. The earliest mention of him

character for the liberties of thebishopric asa lawyer is a writ of summons,datedNo
ofDurham . ( Rot. Claus. i . 341 , 631, ii.77.) vember26, 1382, to take upon himself the

HILDESLEY,JOHN DE, was parson of the degree of a serjeant-at-law , being the first

church of Thynden, and canon of Chichester of that description which has hitherto been

in the reign of Edward II., from the tenth found , the previous entries only noticing

year of which, till the seventh year of the those who were king's serjeants .

next reign, he was continually employed in He wasconstituted a judge of the King's

diplomatic missions to various courts. He Bench on May 20, 1389 , 11 Richard II.,and

was raised to the bench of the Exchequer on the accession of Henry IV. his patent

on December 18 , 1332, 6 Edward III., was renewed, and his attendance in parlia

havingevidentlybeen previously anofficer ment as a trierof petitions is notedinevery

connected with that department. Hewas year from hisfirst appointment till that of
superseded on September 9, 1334, on his October 1407. (Rot. Parl, üi. 258-609.)

becoming chancellor of the Exchequer. He HILL, or HULL, ROBERT, was apparently

is so called in 12 Edward III., and isnamed of a Cornish family, and married two

two years afterwards as a trier of petitions heiresses of that county, the first beinz

in parliament. (N. Fædera, ii . 329-875 ; Isabella, the sister of Thomas, the son of

Rot. Parl. ii.99, 114 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 120.) Sir Thomas Fychet, and the second bein,

HILL, Hugh, was born in 1802 at Craig the daughter of Otto de Bodrugan, who of

in the county of Cork , the residence of his whose father had been sheriff of that

father, James Hill, Esq ., a private gentle- county in 3 Richard II.
man , whose family originally settled in Robert Hill is mentioned among other

Ireland in Cromwell's time. \ Educated in lawyers in 16 Richard II. ( Rot. Parl.in

Dublin University, he graduated there as 302 ), and in the first year of Henry IV

A.B. in 1821, and, intending to pursue the 1399, he was appointed one of theking's

profession of the law in Ireland, he then serjeants, in which character he was it
kept legal terms for two years in the inns quired to contribute ,or as it was called to

of court there, and afterwards at the Middle lend, 1001. to enable the king to resist the

Temple in London. He started as a special Welsh and the Scotch . ( Acts Privy Cour

pleader under the bar in 1827, and formore cil, i. 202.) He was elevated to the beach

than thirteen years devoted himself with of the Common Pleas on May 14, 140 , 9

unremitting energy to this department. Henry IV., and fines were levied before
Though his progress was at first notvery him as early as Midsummer in that year.

rapid, at last his success exceeded his most ( Dugdale's Orig. 46 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 31.)

sanguine expectations. So extensive and Ile sat in the same court the whole re

oppressive was his business that he felt it mainder of his life.
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In 3 Henry V. he was one of thejudges following January. ( Burton, ii. 340 , 512.)

by whom Richard Earl of Cambridge, In the summer of 1658 he went the Oxford

Henry Lord Scrope, and Sir Thomas Grey Circuit with Chief Justice Glynne, an ac

were tried for treason at Southampton, count of the proceedings in which, ' writ in

and condemned to death, and in the first drolling verse,' was published soon after.

year of the next reign he is spoken of as ( Athen . O.xon . iii. 754.) When the com

having been chief justice of Ely. ( Y. B. monwealth was restored by the removal of
Richard Cromwell and the return of the

He seems to have been rather à free- Long Parliament, Baron Hill resumed his

spoken judge on the bench. An action place as a member, and on January 17,

was brought against a dyer, who had | 1660, he was transferred from the Exche

bound himself not to use his craft for half |querto the Upper Bench ( Whitelocke, 693),
a year, upon which Hill said that the bond where his name appears as a judge in

was void because theconditionwas against Hilary Term in Siderfin's Reports.
the common law , adding, 'And, by God, if The author of The Good Old Cause '

the plaintiff was here, he should go to says that the parliament granted him the

prison till be paid a' fine to the king.' Bishop of Winchester's manor of Taunton

( Y. B. 2 Hen . V. p. 5 b.) This is perhaps Dean,worth 12,0001. a year, on the deter

the only instance of an oath on the bench mination of the estate for lives ( Parl. Hist.

being reported
iii. 1599 ), which he, of course, was not

The last fine acknowledged before him allowed to retain when the bishops were

as a judge of the Common Pleas was in replaced at the Restoration. At that

Hilary Term ,3 Henry VI., 1425, soon after period he escaped thecensure of the king,
which he died . but, being one of the Rump Parliament, he

He settled himself at Shilston in Devon- had not the same favour shown to him as

shire, and left a son named Robert, who most of the other serjeants of the common

was sheriff of that county in 7 Henry VI., wealth experienced , in being confirmed in

and whose descendants flourished there for their degree. He survived Charles's return

many generations. One of them was Abi- for seven years, during which he married

gail Hill, Lady Masham , the favourite of his third wife, who brought him an estate

Queen Anne. ( Notes and Queries, 2nd S. at Alboro' Hatch in Essex, wherehe died

viii. 10. ) on April21, 1667, and was buried in the

HILL, ROGER, belonged to a very ancient Temple Church.

Somersetshire family, which had flourished He married three times — first, in 1635,

at Hounston from the time ofEdward III. Katherine, daughter of Giles Green, of

In the reign of Henry VIII. it was seated Allington in the Isle of Purbeck ; secondly ,

at Poundsford, near Taunton, where Wil- in 1641, Abigail, daughter of Brampton

liam Hill, the father of the baron, lived Gurdon, ofAssington Hall in Suffolk ; and

and died in 1642. His mother was Mar- thirdly , in 1662, Abigail, daughter and co

garet or Jane, daughter of JohnYoung, of heir of Thomas Barnes, of Alboro' Hatch ,

Devonshire, and he was born atColliton in Essex, and twicea widow , first of John

the latter county . He was called to the Lockey of Holms Hill, Herts, and secondly

bar at the Inner Temple in 1632, and be- of Josias Berners of Clerkenwell Close,

came a bencher in 1649. Middlesex. ( Family Memorials.)

In March 1644 he was the junior of the HILLARY, ROGER, of a very ancient fa

five counsel employed against Archbishop mily, which possessed large property in the

Laud, who, in allusion to the senior four counties of Lincoln ,Warwick,and Stafford,

being the only spokesmen , calls him “ Con- was the son of William and Ágnes Hillary,

sul Bibulus.' ( Athen . Oron. iii. 130.) In and is frequently mentioned as an advocate

the next year he was returned to theLong in the Year Books of Edward II.and Ed
Parliament as member for Bridport, and ward III. He was raised to the Irish bench

one of the first fruits of his siding with the aschief justice of the CommonPleas in 3

popular faction was the grant to him in Edward III., where he remained for eight

1616 of the chambers of Mr. Mostyn and years. He was then constituted a judge of

Mr. Stampe in the Temple. (Whitelocke, the same court in England on March 18,

201.) Though named in the commission 1337, to the head of which hewasadvanced

for the king's trial, he never sat on it. on January 8, 1341. Dugdale, in his “Chro

Cromwell made him a serjeant-at -law nica Series,' makes William Scot supersede

on June 29, 1655, and in Easter Term him in that office on April 27 ; but this is

1657 he is mentioned in Hardres's Reports evidently an error, as the latter was then

as a baron of the Exchequer. In that and for some years afterwards chief justice

character he assisted at the ceremony of of the King's Bench. On May 9, 1342,

investiture of the protector in June 1657, however, Roger Hillary made way for John

and as one of the judges attendant on de Stonore, on his restoration to the chief

Cromwell's House of Peers he delivered a justiceship, receiving himself, on June 4, &

message from them to the Commons in the new patent as a judge on that bench . On

6

>
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the death of Stonore, Roger Hillary was, on appointment of chief justice of the Common

February 20, 1354, again constituted in' his Pleas, from which Coke was removed, on

place, and continued to preside in the court November 26, 1613.
for the short remainder of his life. He presided in that courtwith great credit

His death occurred in June 1357, and he as a sound lawyer and upright judge for
was buried in the church of All Saints in twelveyears, and with so little imputation

Staffordshire. By his wife Katherine he on his honesty andindependence as to form

had, besides other children , a son Roger, one of the exceptions to the general sub

who was probably the serjeant-at-law men- serviency of the bench . He was selected as

tioned in the Year Books of 40 Edward III. chancellor to Prince Charles in 1617, and

( Parl. Writs, ii. p . i. 333 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. was obliged for the purpose ofaccepting the

106 ; Rot. Parl. ii. 119–254 .) office tohave his patent of chiefjustice re

HILTON , ADAM DE, was the last named voked, and a new one granted, in order to

of four justices itinerant who in 35 and 36 enable him to take fee and livery ' from

Henry III., 1251-2, were appointed to visit any one besides the king. ( Croke, Car. 1.)

Yorkshire and several other counties. There Hewas created a baronet in May 1611.

is one instance, in December 1253, of a writ King Charles on his accession renewed

of assize being paid for to be taken before his patent of chief justice, but he survived

Alan de Watsandand him in Yorkshire King James only ninemonths,dying at his

( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 177), which bears house at Blickling in Norfolk on December

the appearanceof his having been one of 26 , 1625. He was buried under a fair mo

the regular justiciers. nument in Christ Church, Norwich.

HOBART, HENRY, belonged to a family Spelman says of him that he was a great

of ancient descent in Suffolk and Norfolk, loss to the public weal ; ' Croke ( Car . 28 )

and was great-grandson of Henry VII.'s reports him as ' a most learned , prudent,

attorney -general, Sir JamesHobart,and son grave, and religious judge ;' and there is an

of Thomas Hobart, of Plumsted in the latter excellent character of him in the preface

county , by Audrey , daughter of William to 5 Modern Reports. His own Reports
Hare ,of Beeston in Norfolk, Esq. were published after his death , and are so

Admitted a member of Lincoln's Inn , he well reputed as to have passed through

was called to the bar in 1584. In 1595 he several editions.

was steward of Norwich, and in 1597 was By his wife Dorothy, a daughter of Sir

returned to parliament asthe representative Robert Bell, of Beaupré Hall, Norfolk, lord

of Yarmouth, for which place and for Nor- chief baron under Elizabeth , he had no less

wich he had a seat on several succeeding than sixteen_children , of whom twelve
occasions. In 1601 he became reader of were sons. From Sir Miles, his third son ,

his inn, an honour which was repeated two who succeeded to the estates on the death
years afterwards, on the occasion of his of his brothers, descended Sir John, who in

being called serjeant by Queen Elizabeth ; 1728 was created a peer by the title of
but,in consequence of her death, he was in- Baron Hobart of Blickling , to which was
cludedin a new writ by King James. ( Dug- added in1746 the earldom ofBuckingham
dale's Orig .254, 262.) shire. ( Collins's Peerage, iv. 362.)

Having been knighted on the occasion, HODY, John, descended from a fa

he wasmade attorney oftheCourt of Wards mily of considerable antiquity, though of

in 1605, and on July 4, 1606 , hewas created no great note, in the county of Devon,

attorney -general. " This office he held for Wils the son of Thomas Hody, who was

above seven years, to theannoyanceof Bacon, lordof the manor of Kington Magna, nest

who served under him for six of them, and Shaftesbury , in the adjoining county of

longed by his removal to take another step Dorset, in 7 Henry V., and in the same

in promotion. Henry, Prince of Wales, year was king's escheator there . His

made him his chancellor. In the case of mother was Margaret, daughter of Jobs

the post -nati he of course took the part of Cole, of Nitheway, near Torbay, in Devon

the plaintiff ( State Trials,ii. 609), and in the shire. ( Rot. Parl. iv. 285, v. 477.)

complaint raised by the Commons against He is frequently mentioned in the Year

Dr.Cowel's book, claiming the superiority Books from 3 Henry VI. , and appears to

of the civil to the common law , it is stated have taken the degree of the coif about the

that Sir Henry.did very modestly and dis- fourteenth year. He was returned to par

creetly lay open the offence of the party liament for Shaftesbury in 7 Henry V. ,

and the dangerous consequence of the book .' and again in several parliaments of Henry

(Parl. Hist . ii . 1124.) VI., and subsequently for the county of

Modesty seems to have been his charac- Somerset. On April 13, 1410, 18 Henry

teristic, and, though a very learned, he was VI., he was raised to the office of chief

not by any means a sparkling lawyer. On justice of the King's Bench, but held it net

the death of Sir Thonias Fleming, the chief quite two years, dying in December 1441 .

justice of the King's Bench , and Sir Edward | He tried and condemned, a few days before,

Coke's succession to it, llobart received the 16 a gret and konnyng man in astronom ve ,
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HODY
Roger Boltingbroke, for labouring ' to con- issue twosons and two daughters . ( Prince's

sumethe kinges persone by way of nygro- | Worthies ; Hutchins's Dorset, i . 317.)
mancie,' stirred up, as he asserted, by Alie- HOLDERNE

SS
, ALEXANDE

R DE. At the

nor Cobham , Duchess of Gloucester. He head of the list of justices itinerant for the

was executed declaring his innocence, and county of Lincoln in May 1226, 10 Henry

the chronicler concludes the narrative thus: III., appears the nameof Abbas de Burgo.'

. And the justice that yaf of him iuge- He was Alexander de Holderness, who had

ment lived not long after.' ( English Chron ., been elected to that dignity in 1222. In

Camden Soc., 60.) The judge was buried consequence of this appointment, several

at Wolavingto
n in Somersetshi

re.

causes between the abbotand other parties

Notwithstandi
ng

the short period during at those assizes were ordered to be heard

which he presided in the court, he is stated in the ensuing Easter before the justices

by Prince to have won goldenopinions by at Westminster. Beforethat period arrived,
his integrity and firmness in the adminis- however , Alexander died , in November

tration of justice. That author relates a 1226. He was buried in the abbey, and in

tradition, that when his son Thomas was 1830 a grave that was opened in Peter

tried before him at the assizes, and found borough Cathedral was identified to be his,
guilty of a capital crime, he with his own by a piece of lead inscribed ' Abbas Alexan.

mouth pronounced sentence of death upon (BrowneWillis,147; Rot.Claus.ii.151–160.)
him. How this tradition originated it HOLES, HUGH. See H. HULS.

would be useless to enquire, but that it is HOLGRAVE ,JOHN, was appointed fourth

untrue there can be no question, for his baron of the Exchequer on September 24,
eldest son ,John ,could not have been more 1484, 2 Richard III., and his patentwas
than six or seven years old at his father's renewed on the accession of Henry VII . He

death. Sir Edward Coke ( Pref. to First either resigned or died before Michaelmas

Inst .) mentions him amongst the famous 1487, asNicholasLathellwasthen fourth ba

and expert sages of the law , from whom ron . Hewas buried in the abbey church of

Lyttelton had great furtherancein compos- Bermondsey. (Stow's London [ Thoms), 156 .)
inghis Institutesof the Laws ofEngland .' HOLLOWAY, RICHARD, the son of John

The judge had an estate at Stowell in Holloway, who is described by Anthony

Somersetshire as early as 6 Henry VI. ; Wood as " a covetous civilian and public

but he was for some time seated at Pilles- notary ' at Oxford , became a fellow of New

den in Dorsetshire, which came to him by College, and, though admitted a member of

his marriagewith Elizabeth, daughter and the Inner Temple on February 7, 1634, was

heiress of John Jewe, son and heir of John not called to the bar till November 24,

Jewe, by Alice, daughterof John de Pilles- 1658, the interval being probably caused

den. By her hehad a large family. His by the Great Rebellion , or perhaps by his

second son, William , is the subject of the pursuing his father's avocations at Oxford .

next article.

His practice as a barrister seems to have

HODY, WILLIAM , the second son of the been confined to that city, and the only

above Sir John Hody, was quite an infant record of his doings is that he was one of

when his father died in 1441. Naturally the first passengers in the ' flying coach

pursuing his father's profession, his nameis having a boot on each side,' that

first mentioned in the Year Books in 1476. started from Oxford to London on May 3,

He must have attained some celebrity, as 1669, and performed the journey in thirteen

within a month after the accession of hours. He became reader of his inn in

Henry VII . , in 1485, he was appointed Lent 1675 , and about this time the follow

attorney - general. Before the close of that ing descriptive hexameter was written on

year he was made a serjeant-at-law , pro- five of the family then resident in Oxford :

bably in preparation for his assumption of

Sarjeant, Barrester, Necessitie , Notarie, Mercer,

the office of chief baronof the Exchequer, to Gravely dull, ill-spoken, lawless, cum pergere,

which he waspromoted on October 20, 1486.
broken ;

He presided in this court for the remain- the first being Serjeant Charles Holloway,

ing twenty -three years of the reign , and for the uncle; the second being the future

the first eight years of that of Henry VIII., judge, ' living against the Blew - bore in St.

being mentioned as receiving his salary in Aldate's parish ;'the third , Charles, the son

1516. (Cal. State Papers (1515-18 ], 876.) of Serjeant Charles, so called from the old

On January 18, 1513 , a grant of the place saw Necessitas non habet legem , as being a

in reversion was obtained by John Scott barrister but no lawyer; the fourth, the

( Ibid. [ 1509-14 ], 470) ; but there is no judge's father; and the fifth, another uncle,

evidence of hisever having filled it. Sir a broken tradesman. ( Athen . O.xon. ; Life,

William probably lived till 1522, when xliv ., lxiii.,lxxix.; Fasti, ii . 12. )
John Fitz - James was appointed lord chief In July 1667 he was created a serjeant,

baron.

and Luttrell_ (i. 260) calls him king's

By his wife Eleanor,daughter ofBaldwyn serjeant in June 1683, when he was
Vallett, ofCorypool inSomersetshire,he had knighted, and on September 25 of the same

6
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year he was constituted a judge of the but, in consequence of his father suffering

King's Bench . Inthe following November some severe losses from unfortunate specula

he was engaged in the trial of Algernon tions, he was removed from Harrow , and in

Sidney, in that court, but took no active April 1774 was articled to Mr. Borthwick,

part in it, and in the other public trials of an attorney in London. At the end of three

Charles's reign his conduct was irreproach- years he entered Gray's Inn, and commenced

able. ( State Trials, viii. 591, ix. * 867, x. business as a special pleader in April 1779 .

45, 151, 515.) During the eight years that he pursued

"After the accession of James II. he this branch of theprofession he adopted,

concurred in the deserved but illegal with Romilly, Christian, and Baynes, one

sentence pronounced against the infamous of the most effective preparations for the

Titus Oates, and in the excessive fine of contests into which they were about to

30,0001. imposed upon the Earl of Devon- enter, Meeting at each other's chambers,

shire for an assault upon Colonel Culpepper they discussed legal points previously

in the king's palace, overruling his lordship's arranged, one of them taking the affirmative

plea of privilege; and for both these judg- side, another supporting the contrary part,

ments he and theother members of the and a third summing up the arguments

court were called before parliament after and deciding the question as judge. On

the revolution,when the latter was declared June 26, 1787, he was called to the bar,

a breach of privilege, and so much of the and about three months after married

former as remainedto be inflicted was re- Sarah, the daughter of AmosChaplin, Esq.,
mitted by the king. The judges were, who brought him fourteen children .

however, permitted to depart unscathed. He joined the Northern Circuit, and the

But having in the great case as to the king's characterhe had acquired while under the

power to dispense with the penal laws bar for solidity of judgment and professional

acquiesced in the judgment in favour of the ability secured to him a fair proportion of

crown, he and all who survived were ex- business, both in the north and in West

cepted out of thebill of indemnitypassed minster Hall. Ere he had been calleda
in 2 William III. ( Ibid, x. 1315, xi. year his name appears in two cases in the

1200, 1368.) * Term Reports.' (ii. 445, 480.) During the

This was a severe measure towards Sir twenty -nine years that he remained at the

Richard, because he had already been made bar his fee -book shows the rapid increase of
a victim to James's vengeance, and had his practice, proving also the adrance of his

amply atoned for his previous error by reputation by the number and importance
boldly resisting the king's attempt to im- of the cases submitted to his direction. Of

pose martial law in time of peace without a retiring disposition,he persisted in de
the cousent of parliament, and by publicly clining the offer of a silk gown, and thers
declaring that the petition of the seven fore his merits were comparatirely un

bishops was not a seditious libel. They recognised by the general public; but among
were acquitted on June 30, 1688, and on the legal community his superiority was
July 4 the honest judge was dismissed. fully acknowledged, and it was said of him

He was still living at Oxford in November that he was absolutely born with a genius

1695, as at that time he drew up the will for law .' So highly were his instructions

of Anthony Wood, the historian of the esteemed that, while at the bar, no less

university: ( Bramston's Autob. 272, 310 ; than forty -seven pupils availed themselves

Luttrell, " i. 449 ; State Trials, xii. 426 ; of them , among whom were Mr. Baron

Athen . Oxon. i . Life, cxxiii.) Hullock , Mr. Baron Bolland, and Mr.
HOLME, John , was constituted a baron Justice Cresswell. In 1811 ' he greatly

of the Exchequer on February 3, 1446, 24 distinguished himself in the celebrated case

Henry VI.; and on May 28, 1449, he had a of privilege, Burdett r. The Speaker of the

grant for life of his summer and winter House of Commons, by his luminous arge

robes, probably on his retirement, for his ments on behalf of the plaintiff. ( 14 East,

namedoes notagain occur. Reports, 11. ) In the last year of his

HOLROYD, GEORGE SOWLEY, owes his practice at the bar he was sent by the

origin to the same stirps from which Lord government to Guernsey, at the head of

Sheffield descended ; the direct ancestors of a commission to enquire into and deter

both, George and Isaac, being the sons of mine certain doleances' complained of bry

Isaac Holroyd, of Crawcrofte in Rishworth, persons resident in that island.

in the parish of Elland in the county of At length he was appointed a judge of

York. The judge was the great-grandson the King's Bench. In that court he sat fir

of George, and the eldest son of another more than twelve years, from February 14,

George, by Eleanor, the daughter ofHenry 1816, to November 17, 18:28, the date of

Sowley, of Appleby, Esq. Hewas born at his resignation, fully sustaining the repu

York on October 31, 1758, and was sent to tation he had acquired, and largely cua

Harrow School, from which it was intended tributing to the bigh character of the

that he should proceed to the university ; I bench to which he belonged, when a

a
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sociated with such erudite and discrimina- regarded his banishment was remitted, and

ting judges as Lord Tenterden, Sir John he was allowed to return to England. In

Bayley, and Sir Joseph Littledale. His the following year the whole of the judg

patience never seemed to be wearied ; his ment was reversed , and his landsordered
amiable temper was never ruffled ; his to be restored. Richard's deposition un

decisions were always clear and well- fortunately deprived the judge of the bene

founded , for his memory was the store- fit of this reversal; but Henry IV ., on his

house of all the arguments that had ever petition in the second year of the reign,

been advanced for or against the casehe directed that he shouldhave again all his

was to judge; and his taste, with no effort lands and tenements which were in the

at display, was so exquisite that he made king's possession. This, however,turning

the driest subjects interesting. The in- out to be nearly a nullity, inasmuch as

firmities which obliged himto retire, in many of them had been alienated by King

three years terminated his life, on No- Richard , another ordinance was made in 4

vember 21, 1831, at his residence at Hare Henry IV ., by which he was allowed to re
Hatch in Berkshire. A monument is sumepossession on making such allowances

erected to his memory in the parish church to the purchasers as the council should

of Wargrave, with an inscription,written by deem reasonable. ( Ibid. 346–461; Cal.

Lord Brougham , faithfully and eloquently Rot. Pat. 221.)

describing his merits and his virtues, That he was successful in recovering

Of the judge's fourteen children six sur- them would appear from the extent of pro

vived him , one of whom exercised as a perty in Northamptonshire and other coun

commissioner of the Court of Bankruptcy ties contained in the inquisition taken on

till the recent alteration of that court the his death in 6 Henry V., 1418. ( Cal.iv.

functions of his laborious office with the 37, 52. ) By his wife Alice he left another

same legal learning ,the same patience,and son namedHugh, whosucceededhim .

the same suavity of temper that distin- HOLT, John. After the succession of

guished his father. chief justices that disgraced the bench in

HOLT, JOHN, was born in Northampton- the reigns of Charles and James since the

shire, wherehe had considerable property. death of Sir Matthew Hale, it is refreshing

( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 240.) His name ap- to record a namewhich excites universal

pears in the Year Books from 40 Edward admiration, as possessed by one who was

III., in the last year of whose reign he was erudite in law , independent in character,

made a king's serjeant. His elevation to and just and firm in his decisions. In him

the bench as a judge of the Common Pleas maybe fixedthe commencement of a new

took place in 7 Richard II . , 1383. ( Cal. era ofjudicial purity and freedom , marked

Rot. Pat. 208.) with that perfect exemption from extra

He obeyed the summons of the king to neous influences which has, with few ex

attend himat Nottingham , where, on Au- ceptions, ever since distinguished the bench,

gust 25, 1387, he united with his colleagues and which is now the undisputed glory of
in answering the questions placed before our judicature .

them by the king's confederatedcourtiers, The family of Holt had flourished for

pronouncing, the proceedings of the last some centuries atGrislehurst in Lancashire,
parliament, by which permanent council and in Queen Elizabeth's time had divided

was appointed, to be illegal,and its pro- into several branches. The judge's father

moters punishable with death. For this was Thomas Holt, a bencher of Gray's Inn

act he was arrested, while sitting on the and recorder of Abingdon, and afterwards

bench, on February 3 following, and on his a serjeant and knighted. His mother was

trial, on March 2, alleged that he was com- Susan, daughter ofJohn Peacock , of Chaw

pelled by the threats of the Archbishop of ley, near Abingdon ; and this their eldest
York , the Duke of Ireland, and the Earl of sonwas bornat Thame in Oxfordshire,

Suffolk to do so, and that he complied on December 30, 1642. (Monumental In

through fear of his life. The parliament, scription ; T. Jones,51. ) If there is no error

notwithstanding, found him guilty ; and he in this date, he had notcompleted his tenth

only escaped the sentence of death that was year when he was admitted into the so

pronounced by the intercession of the pre- ciety of Gray's Inn on November 19, 1652 ;

lates, who succeeded in getting it com- nor attained his majority when he was

muted to banishment for life. To him was called to the bar on February 27, 1663,

assigned the town of Drogheda and a cir- unless the latter entry means 1663-4. Thé

cuit of two miles around it, with an al- early admission may perhaps be explained

lowance from the state of forty marks for by his father being reader of the inn at

his support. ( Rot. Parl. iii. 233-44.) the time. His previous education was at

Three years afterwards the king granted the free school in Abingdon , whence he

several of his manors to bis son John ; and was removed in 1658 to Oriel College, Ox

in the parliament of January 1397, 20 ford . There he is reputed to have been

Richard II., so much of the sentence as notorious for his idleness and for his asso
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ciation with dissolute companions, who led running away from his colours, the re

him into every kind of licence and extra- corder refused to pronounce sentence of

vagance. Some tales that were subse- death upon bim, doubting, as the king

quently related of him give probability to dom was at peace, whether the conviction

the report of his juvenile delinquency ; but was good in law. As the royal project of

he soon saw the error of his ways, deserted creating a standing army would have been

his old haunts and associates, left the uni- frustrated ifsucha doubtwasrecognised,

versity without taking a degree, and ap- he was of course removed from his office.

plied himself diligently, under the tuition On James's desertion of thekingdom he

of his father, to that profession of which he was one of the lawyers called by the Lords

was destined to be one of the brightest to advise them on the course to be taken ;

ornaments. and in the Convention Parliament that met

So early did he exhibit his superiority in January 1689 he was returned for the

that we find his name in Sir Thomas Ray- borough of Beeralston .

mond's Reports, with the addition of In the early sittings of that parliament

" junior,' in the year 1668 ; and not long he took a leading part; but his senatorial

after it appears with great frequency , not duties were soon terminated by his removal

only in those but in other Reports of the to a judicial sphere. In order to insure
time. From 1679 till the beginning of a learned bench , King William required

James's reign he was engaged in almost all every privy councillor to furnish a list of

of the numerous state trials which occu- twelve lawyers, and out of these lists be

pied the courts of justice during that un- selected the twelve of most conspicuous

happy period . At first he was retained on merit. One of the most satisfactoryap

the part of the prosecution, but, his dis- pointments was that of Sir John Holt,

taste to the arbitrary proceedings of the whose patent as chief justice of the King's
government becoming apparent, he was Bench was dated April 17, 1689. For

soon employed by the unfortunate pri- twenty -one years did he grace that seat,

sonerswho were the victims. Whether on his presidency extending over the whole

one side or the other, his advocacy was re- of King William's reign and two-thirds of

markable for so much lucidity of arrange that of Queen Anne, during which period
ment, and such fairness of statement, and the administration of justice was distine

his arguments displayed such profound guished by learning, sagacity, and integ

knowledge of the principles of law , that rity, and freed from the suspicion of

his colleagues could not but augur his private bias or courtly dictation, mest

future promotion . But his nomination as effectually securing the confidence and

counsel for three of the Popish lords im- commanding the applause of all parties ,

peached in 1679, and his appearance in the whether whigs or tories, from the con

defence of Pilkington and others for a riot trast it presented to the experience of the

at a city election , of Sir Patience Ward preceding thirteen years. In all of the

for perjury,of Lord Russell for high trea- criminal trials at which he presided be

son, and of Sacheverell and others for a acted with such honesty and impartiality

riot in the election of mayor of Notting- that many of the accused, even when end

ham — all political questions,—seemed to victed, acknowledged the fairness with

forbid any early fulfilment of the expecta- which they had been treated .

tion of advancement. On the other hand, In February 1698 he and Justice Eye

his arguments in favour of the monopoly of had the courage to resist the House of

the East India Company, and in defence of Lords, when they were required to give

Mr. Starkey against the Earl of Maccles- their reasons for the judgment they bat

field, and his opinion in favour of the legal- pronounced in 1694 in favour of Charles

ity of the judgment upon the quo war- Knollys, claiming to be Earl of Banburs,

ranto against the city of London, in addi- who had pleaded his peerage to an indict

tion to the respect with which he was ment chargingbim as a commoner with

invariably treated by Chief Justices Scroggs, the murder of Philip Lawson, his brother

Pemberton, and Jeffreys, pointed him out in -law . The refusal of the two judges to

as a fit object for royal favour. (State do so, unless the case was brought befin
Trials , vii . , ix . , x . ) the lords by writ of error, gave such orta

On February 18, 1686, he was induced that there was some inclination to commit
rather unwillingly to take the recordersbip them both to the Tower ; but, though the
of London . He was thereupon knighted , question was adjourned, it was never ree

and in the Easter Term following he re- sumed, and the enquiry, as Lord Rayon rd

ceived the degree of the coif, and was (i. 18) says,“ vanished in smoak.' (Lutt5e ?, 1
immediately made king's serjeant. But ii. 231, 213.)
his independence and his sense of right That this resistance did not arise from

would not allow him to act according to caprice, but from principle, is proved by his
the king's unconstitutional desires. A conduct in the Aylesbury case. The thru

soldier being found guilty of felony in puisne judges of the King's Bench herins,
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in opposition to his opinion, reversed a monument, representing him sitting in a
verdict in which the constables of Ayles- chair in his robes and collar, was erected

bury were cast in damages for refusing to to his memory.

permit a voter to exercise his franchise, the During the extended period of his judi

case was removed into the House of Lords cialreign he retained the respect and the

on a writ of error. There, on the opinion confidence of all. His appointment as

of the judges being regularly required , he executor of Chief Justice Treby, is some
explained in a very learned argument the proof of the estimation in which he was

grounds of his judgment, and had the regarded by his contemporaries, which is

pleasure of being supported by Lord still further displayed in the " Tatler,' No.

Somers and a great majority of peers, 14 ,written about a year before his death,

who set aside the order of his colleagues and the character there eloquently given

and confirmed the verdict given for the has been acknowledged to be a faithful

injured voter. (Burnet, v. 112, 191 ; Ver- description from that time to this. Tho

non's Letters, iii. 250 ; State Trials, xiv. roughly versed in the principles of the law ,

779. ) In the iniquitous case of the and perfect master of its practice, he was

bankers, also, where the Court of Ex- strict in its application, but humane,

chequer had pronounced a judgment in patient, and forbearing in its administra

their favour, which the Court of Exche- tion. Keeping himself entirely aloof from

quer Chamber had by a quibble reversed the political intrigues of the time, his

—such reversal having been strenuously decisions were free and unfettered, neither

opposed by Holt, and as strenuously sup- influenced by personal prejudice nor over

ported by Lord Chancellor Somers and awed by the threats of power . His spirited

Chief Justice Treby, --the House of Lords resistance of the latter has been already

confirmed Holt's opinion,and reversed the exemplified, and his personal courage is

reversal. ( Ibid. 29.) The correctness also evidenced by the following tradition. A

of his judgmentthat a writ of error would mob having assembled with the intention

not lie upon his denial of a prohibition of pulling down a house in Holborn where

prayed for by Dr. Watson, Bishop of St. persons weresupposed to be kidnapped and

David's, was acknowledged by the House then sent to the colonies, the Guards were

of Lords in opposition to the dictum of called out. The chief justice, being applied

Lord Chancellor Somers. to, asked the officer what he would do if

So highly were his services valued by the populace did not disperse. " Fire on

King William that on the removal of Lord them ,' said the officer, as we have orders.'

Somers he was urgently pressed to accept Have you so ? ' replied the judge.

the Great Seal ; but, wisely declining the take notice that if one man is killed, and

responsible and unstable honour, he ex- you are tried before me, I will take care

cused himself to his majesty by saying that every soldier of your party is hanged .'

that he never had but one Chancery He then himself , accompanied by his tip

cause in his life, which he lost, and con- staves, went to the mob, and, boldly facing

sequently could not think himself fitly them , by explaining to them the impro

qualified for so great a trust .' He how- priety of their conduct, with a promise

ever consented to act as chief commissioner that justice should be done against the

till the vacancy was filled up, and, in con- crimps, induced them quietly to disperse.

junction with the two other chiefs, held Among the anecdotes that have reference

the Seal from May 5 to 21, when Sir to his early follies is the following, which

Nathan Wright was appointed lord keeper. shows that he did not hesitate to acknow

On the death of King William he took out ledge them when the confession would

a new commission, notwithstanding that serve the ends of justice. In a trial of an

his office was held ' quamdiu se bene ges- old woman for witchcraft, the witness

serit ;' thus establishing the principle that against herdeclared that she used a ' spell.'

the judges were removable at thedemise Let me see it,' said the judge. A scrap

ofthe crown, which continued to prevail of parchment being handed up to him , he

till the accession of George III., who by asked the old woman how she came by it,

one of his first acts secured them in their and on her answering, ' A young gentle

seats on the accession of a new king. man, my lord, gave it me to cure my

For eight years of the reign of Queen daughter's ague,'enquired whether it cured

Anne he maintained the credit of the her . Oh! yes, my lord , and many others,

bench . He sat in court for the last time replied the old woman. He then turned

on February 9, 1709-10, and on March 5 , to the jury and said, 'Gentlemen, when I

during the progress of the unadvised trial was young and thoughtless, and out of

of Dr. Sacheverell, he died at his house money, I and some companions, as un

in Bedford Row . He was buried in the thinking as myself, went to this woman's

church of Redgrave in Suffolk, the manor house, then a public one, and having no

of which, formerly possessed by Sir Nicho- money to pay our reckoning, I hit upon a

las Bacon, he had purchased ; and a costly stratagem to get off scot-free. Seeing herl

6 >

· Then
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daughter ill of an ague, I pretended I had was committed , nor did he know of the

a spell to cure her. I wrote the classic presentment until he was taken before the

line you see, and gave it her, so that if council and committed to the Tower. If,

any is punishable, it is I, and not the poor asWeever says, he was fined in the sum of

woman. She was of course acquitted, and 2000 marks, there were probably further

did not fail to receive from the judge a charges against him . It would seem ,how .

compensation for the trouble he had caused ever, that his appeal to the royal favour
her. In none of the trials before hir

for was successful, for in the same year the

this supposed crime was a conviction ob- king assignedto himthe lands of which

tained, and prosecutions for it from his his wife had died seised . From the twenty

time fell into discredit,which was increased fifth to the thirtieth year of the reign also

by his putting into the pillory one Hath- he was not only summoned to perform

away, convicted of pretending to be be- military service in respect of his lands, but

witched by a poor woman whom he had was twice elected as assessor of the fif

recently indicted for the crime. Of the teenth and other charges on the county of

idle companions of his youthful frolics Hereford. In 33 Edward I. he was re

there is a melancholy tradition that it was turned as knight of that shire, and in the

his fate to have one of them tried before same year he died in possession of property

him and convicted of felony . The prisoner in Shropshire of very considerable extent.

was afterwards visited by him in gaol, and It seems to be more than probable that

to his enquiry after their college intimates, the above facts refer to two persons named

answered, “ Ah ! my lord, they are all Walter de Hopton ; that they were father

hanged but myself and your lordship.' and son ; and that the division should be

(Noble's Granger, i . 165.). His only legal made between the sixth and thirteenth years

publication was an edition of Sir John of the reign.
keyling's Reports, to which he subjoined HORTON, ROGER, possessed the manors

three important caseswhich he had decided . of Catton and Brysingcotes in Derbyshire,

He married Anne, daughter of Sir John in which county he probably was born . His

Cropley, Bart., who brought him no issue. arguments as an advocate commence in !

(Athen . Oxon . iv. 505 ; Life [ 1764 ]; Wels- Henry IV., and continue till he was called

by's Lives, 90.) to the judicial seat in the King's Bench on

HOPTON, WALTER DE. To the ancestor June 16 , 1415, 3 Henry V. He was re

of this family, whose property was situate appointed on theaccession of Henry VI., but

in Herefordshire and Shropshire, King died before thetermination of the first year

William is stated to have granted the --- viz., on April 30, 1423. He was buried

celebratedrhyming charter, preserved in in St. Dunstan's Church, Fleet Street.

Blount's • Tenures ( 102) . Whatever may (Cal. Rot.Pat. 264, 269.)
be the authenticity of the record, there is HOSE , GEOFFREY, or HOESE, was the

little doubt that Walter de Hopton was a son of Henry, and held a barony in the

descendant of thealleged grantee. In 35 county of Wilts. He was sheriff of Oxford

Henry III., 1251, Johanna , the widow of shire in_26 Henry II. and two following

Walter de Hopton, paid for an assize in years. In 1179 he was one of the persons

Herefordshire. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 119.) selected by the council of Windsor to set

These probably were the father and mother as justices itinerantin certain counties form

of the judge. His own wife was Johanna, ing one of the four divisions into which

the daughter of William de Scalariis. England was then arranged ; and his plass

In 1272 he acted as a justice itinerant in appear on the roll of the following year,but

Worcestershire, and on April 24, 1274 , 2 not subsequently. (Mador , i. 138.)
Edward I., he was one of the barons of the He gave the church of Little Fagehan

Exchequer. At the end of that, or the to the canons of St. Dionysius in South

beginning of the following year, he was ampton , and some lands tothe monks of

removed into the King's Bench, and is Stanley in Wiltshire. ( Dugdale's Baronar .

mentioned as a justice itinerant in 6 Ed- i . 622.) He died in 1 John, 1199, when his

ward I. The name does not occur again wife, Gundred de Warenne, gare two bun

till 13 Edward I., 1284, in which and in dred marks for the custody of Geoffrey, bis

the two following years he was joined in heir, and allhis lands until he was of age.

various commissions as a justice itinerant (Mador, i . 202. )

(Mador, ii . 320) , and was one of those who ! HOSPITALI, RALPH DB, was another of

were fined for corruption by King Edward the“ inquisitores’against the sheriffs in 1170,

on his return to England in 1289. By his 16 Henry II. In the Great Roll of 31 Henry

petition to the king in 1290, he represents II. he and Hugh Cophin render an acroust

that he was not guilty of a charge brought of the proceeds of the abbey of Tavistock .

against Solomon de Rochester and his then in the king's hands. (Madar, i . 311 )

companion justices itinerant in Norfolk, He held a prebend in Exeter Cathedral, and

inasmuch as he was not associated with the chapel of Walingford, both of which be

them till after the time when the offence resigned in 9 John,1207. ( Rot. Prut. i. 75, 81. )

6
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HOTHAM , JOHN DE ( BISHOP OF ELY), in London was among the liberal actswhich

wasadescendant of Johnde Trehouse, who, illustrated his presidency. During the last

for his assistance to the Conqueror at the two years of his life he was entirely disabled

battle of Hastings,obtained the grant of the by paralysis,which terminated in his death,

manor of Hotham in Yorkshire, with others. at his palace of Somersham , on January 25,

In 27 Edward I. hewas assessor of the tenth 1336 , leaving behind hima high character

then granted,and in 2 Edward II. he was for piety, prudence, and liberality. (God

sent to Ireland as chancellor of the Exche- win , 260.)

quer ( Cal. Rot. Pat.69 ) ; but in the next His nephewwassummoned to parliament

two years he isfound acting as the king's es- as a baron in 8 Edward II., but not after

cheator on both sides of the Trent. (Abb. wards. It was the descendant of thatnoble

Rot. Orig. i. 168–174 .) In 1311 he was. man who was created a baronet in 1621, and

• custos domorum ' of Peter de Gaveston in whose conduct as governor of Hull, in the

the city of London , the termination of whose civil wars, led to hisown and his son's un

career in June 1312 did not interrupt timely execution. From his grandson de
Hotham's advance. On December 13 he was scended Sir Beaumont Hotham , the subject

made chancellor of the Exchequer in Eng- of the next article.

land, and in May 1313, being then called HOTHAM , BEAUMONT ( afterwards LORD

canon of York, was sent on a mission to HOTHAM ), was of the same family as that

the court of France. In August 1314, and of the above prelate. The seventhpossessor

againin September 1315 (N.Fodera, ii. of the baronetcy conferred in 1621 was Sir

147-276 ),hewentwith extraordinarypowers Beaumont Hotham , who by his wife Fran

to Ireland, then invaded by Edward Bruce, ces, daughter of the Rev. William Thom

the King of Scotland's brother, to effect a son, had five sons, on four ofwhom the title

reconciliation with the barons, and to treat successively devolved. The third son , Ad

with the natives. In this he was only par- miral William Hotham , for his gallant

tially successful; for though he induced the achievementsat the commencementof the

tenants of the crown to associate in binding French Revolution, was in 1797 created

themselves, under the penalties of forfeiture, Baron Hotham in the Irish peerage, with a

to aid each other to the utmost in their special remainder to the heirs of his father.

efforts against the common enemy, he made On his death without issue in May 1813,

little impression on the chiefs of the natives. his two elder brothers having left no repre

( Lingard, iii. 306.) It does not appear that sentative, the heir to both titles was his

while thus employed he was removed from next brother, the judge, now to be noticed .

his office of chancellor of the Exchequer, Beaumont Hothamwas the fourth son of

which he certainly held in Easter 1316 Sir Beaumont,and was born in 1737. He

( Madox, ii. 327), and probably did not re- wascalled to the bar at the MiddleTemple

tire from it till his election to thebishopric in May 1758. Hepractised in the Chancery

of Ely, which took place on July 20. courts, but with little success and less dis

In 1317 he was raised to the treasurer- tinction , and was member for Wigan in the

ship of the Exchequer, and held that office two parliaments of 1768 and 1774. He was

till June 10, 1318. (Madox, ii. 39.) On appointed on May 10, 1775,a baron ofthe

the following day the Greal Seal was deli- Exchequer, and knighted. He sat in that

Tered to him as chancellor ; but for thenext court for the long space of thirty years, and

six or seven weeks he was obliged to leave the only variation in his judicial career was

the duties of his office to be performed by in 1783, when he was placed as third com

deputies, as he was engaged in frequent missioner of the Great Seal in the interval

journeys on the king's affairs. He held the between the two chancellorships of Lord

Great Seal for about nineteen months, during Thurlow.Thislasted for nearlynine months,

the latter part of which period he was en- from April 9 toDecember 23. Though hé

gagedin negotiating a truce with the Scots. never had any business at the bar, by the

(N. Fædera, iii. 409.) After his resigna- effect of great natural sense and an excellent

tion on January 23, 1320, he still continued understanding he made a good judge, and

to be employed bythe king on several con- was deservedly esteemed for his polished
fidential missions. manners, marked by courtesy, kindness, and

Three days after the accession of Edward attention. So circumscribed washis know

III., viz.on January 28, 1327, he was again ledge of law that when any difficulty arose
entrusted with the office of chancellor, and he was in the habit of recommending the

continued to perform its duties till March 1 case to be referred, thus acquiring among

in the following year. He then retired from the wags of WestminsterHall the nickname

its labours, and during the remainder of his of . The CommonFriend .' In criminalcases

life devoted himselfto the administration he was distinguished for his humanity, and
of his diocese .

for his impressive and pathetic addresses to

His expenditure for his cathedral was prisoners.
enormous for those times, and his confirma- Feeling the infirmities ofageapproaching ,

tion to the see of the manor of Oldbourne he resigned in Hilary Term 1805, but lived
A A 2
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for nine years afterwards. On his brother's still there at the time of King Edward's

death on May 2 , 1813, he succeededto the death on June 21, 1377. On his imme

title of Lord Hotham , but enjoyed it only diate return to England he was re -swom

ten months, his own death occurring on into his office . He then resided in Fleet

March 4, 1814. By his marriage with Su- Street.

sannah, daughter of Sir Thomas Hankey,an His chancellorship, which lasted only

alderman ofLondon, and widow of James till October 29, 1378, was remarkable for

Norman , Esq., he had three sons andthree nothing buttheresumption of Biblical

daughters. The title is now enjoyed by his texts into his addresses to the parliament,

grandson. a practice which had been discontinued by

HOUBRUG, WILLIAM DE, is recorded on William of Wykeham and his successors

the Fine Roll of 8 Henry III. , 1224 (i . 122), in the office . Among other somewhat

as taking some amerciaments of assizes of ludicrous applications, he commenced one

novel disseisin in Shropshire with Ralph, of his orations with the passage of St. Paul,

Bishop of Chichester ; but this is the only · Ye suffer fools gladly, seeing that ye.

entry which notices him in a judicial ca- yourselves are wise,' adding to the ai

pacity. sembly, 'And as ye are wise and I am

Williamde Hobreggeis mentioned by foolish, I presumeyou desire to hearme.

Roger de Wendover (iii. 297–356) as one of ( Rot. Parl. ii. 361.) He died in April

the confederates against King John in 1215, 1389. (Godwin , 581.)

and as having incurred the sentence of ex- HOUGHTON, ROBERT, born at Gun

communication in the following year. His thorpe in Norfolk, in 1548, was called

lands in Kent and Essex were then seized to the bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1577, and

and granted to Richard Fitz -Hugh. (Rot. appointed reader in 1591 , and again in

Claus. i. 165, 239, 247.) Under the new 1600. He was one of several who were

reign he returned to his allegiance, and, with nominated by Queen Elizabeth to be ser

his wife, Agnes, and her sister Alicia, the jeants; but in consequence of her death

wife of Richard le Buteiller,wasadmitted were re-summonedbyJames,andtook the

in 3 Henry III. to the lands of Richard degree in Easter Term 1603. He repre

Picot,whose heirs the ladies were. ( Ex- sented the city of Norwich in the parlia

cerpt. e Rot. Fin . i . 23. ) ment of 1593,and was chosen its recorder

HOUGHTON, JOHN DE, or HOUTON , was in 1603 , an office which he held till April

connected in early life with the Exchequer. 21, 1613, when he was made a judge of

In 19 Edward II. he accompanied the king the King's Bench and knighted. Lo

to France in that character, and was then Peacham's case, who was tried in 1615

the parson of the church of Postwick, a for divers treasonable passages contained

parish in Norfolk. In that county he had in a sermon wbich was never preached nor

the manor of Wormegayand considerable intended to be preached, but only set down

property. In 1 Edward III. he was clerk in writing and found in his study, kins

of the keeperof the wardrobe, and was James,bytheadviceofBacon ,commenced

advanced to be one of the chamberlains of the unconstitutional practice of obtainin:

the Exchequer in the twelfth year, in the opinion of the judges before trial: Ard

which office hecontinued till he was called he joined with Sir Edward Coke in regist

to the bench of that court as a baron on ing this taking of auricular opinions single

March 8, 1347. We are not told the time and apart,' as new and dangerous. The

of his death . ( N. Fædera, ii. 606 , iii. 25, trial took place, and though the poor man

53 ; Devon's Issue Roll, 139 ; Cal. Éxch. iii. was found guilty, yet, notwithstanding !

166.) He was probablythe father ofthe Bacon's endeavours, he was not executed,
undermentioned Adam . many of the judges being of opinion, as every

HOUGHTON , ADAM DE ( BISHOP OF St. reasonable man must be, that the offence

David's), was probably the son of the was not treason. ( State Trials, ii. &ti?

above John de Houton. He was educated Sir Robert Houghton died at bis cham

at Oxford , and adopted the clerical pro- bers in Serjeants' Inn, Chancery Lane, ***

fession. His connection with the court is February 6, 1623-4, and was buried

evidenced by his being appointed in 1360 the church of St. Dunstan's-in-the-West

one of the commissioners to receive posses- Croke callshima mostreverend, prud-of,

sion of the countiesand cities which the learned , and temperate judge, and interior

King of France had agreed to give up by to none in his time.'

treaty . (N. Fædera, iii. 511 , 679.) His wife was Mary, the daughter of

In 1361 he was, by papal provision, Robert Rychers,Esq., of Wrotham in
placed in the see of st. David's, and was Kent, by whom he had three sons and

made chancelloron January 11, 1377 , 50 three daughters. ( Blomefield's Norrich, i.

Edward III. In the following April he 359; Norfolk , i. 625.)

was at the head of the commissioners to HOUTON, JOINDE, frequently spelled

negotiate a peace with France, and for this Hocton, was archdeacon of Bedford whan

purpose
he proceeded to Calais, and was he was one of the justices itinerant ap
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pointed in 9 Henry III., 1225 , for the Sir Robert Ufford, the ancestor of the

counties of Bedford and Buckingham family which acquired the earldom of Suf

( Rot. Claus. ii. 77), and seems to have folk. The second was the daughter of Sir

been much in the royal confidence. In Edmund de Fitton, of Fitton in Wiggen

January 1224 he was sent on a mission hall, St. Germain's, which she afterwards

to the court of Rome; and on his return, inherited. She and her husband resided

the distribution of the stones of the castle at East Winch, near Lynn, where he built

of Bedford, then razed to the ground in a chapel, adjoining the church, in which he
consequence of Faukes de Breaute's re wasprobably buried .

bellion, was entrusted to him , with Henry The first marriage produced no issue ;

de Bray broc and the sheriff of the county. but by the second he left two sons, Sir

In the next year, besides his appointment John and Sir William . Sir Robert, the

as a justice itinerant, he was again em- lineal descendant of this Sir John in the

ployed in foreign parts, first in July, and fifth generation, married Margaret, the

then in October (Rot. Claus. i. 582–654, ii. daughter of Thomas Mowbray , Duke of

47-83) ; and in 1228 he took the principal Norfolk, who ultimately became coheir of

part in the mission to Rome to oppose the John Mowbray, the fourth duke. Their

election of Walter de Heynsham as Arch- son John Howard was summoned to Par

bishop ofCanterbury. In 1231he changed liament as Baron Howard by Edward IV.

his archdeaconry for that of Northampton, in 1470 , and was created earl marshal and

and died in 1246. ( Le Neve, 161.) Duke of Norfolk by Richard III. in 1485,

HOWARD, WILLIAM, was the ancestor and is Shakspeare's Jockey of Norfolk .

of the Dukes of Norfolk . Henry Howard, Not only does this, the premier duke

of CorbyCastle, in his Memorials ( App .xl. ) , dom , remain in the family; but in the pre

makes him the grandson of Robert Howard, sent House of Peers the earldoms of Suffolk

of Terrington and Wiggenhall, near Lynn and Berkshire, of Carlisle and of Effingham ,

in Norfolk , living in 12 Henry III., and son and the barony of Howard of Walden are

of John Howard, living in 45 Henry III. , represented by descendants from the same

and Lucy Germund, his wife, adding that parentage. Besides these , several other

they were what we should call private peerages which have now become extinct

gentlemen of small estate, probably of Hourished during various periods: the

Saxon origin, living at home, intermärry- viscounty of Bindon from 1559 to 1619;

ing with their neighbours, and witnessing the earldom of Nottingham from 1597 to

each other's deeds of conveyance and con- 1681 ; the earldom of Northampton from

tracts .' 1604 to 1614 ; the barony of Howard of

William Howard was selected as one of Escrick from 1628 to 1714; the earldom of

the eight special justices who were as- Norwich from 1672 to 1777; the earldom

signed in 21 Edward I., 1293, to take of Stafford from 1688 to 1762 ; the earldom

assizes throughout the realm , in aid of of Bindon from 1706 to 1722.

the judges of both benches, and of the HULL. See J. and R. HILL.

justices itinerant. The district to which HULLOCK , JOHN, was a native of Dur

he was assigned comprehended the northern ham , where his father, Timothy Hullock ,
counties. was a master weaver,and proprietor of a

On October 11 , 1297, he was constituted timber yard at Barnard Castle. Born in

one of the judges of the Common Pleas. 1764, he was articled to an attorney at

( Madox, ii. 91. ) Both in 33 and 35 Stokesley in Yorkshire, where he grounded
Edward I. he was one of the judges himself so well in the principles of the

named in commissions of trailbaston . legal science that the noted barrister Mr.

(Rot. Parl. i . 178, 218.) Lee, whom he often met on his visits to an

On the accession of Edward II. he was uncle, was so struck by his intelligence

re-appointed, and sat in the court during and application that he recommended him

the whole of the first and part of the se- strongly to go to the bar. Acting on this

cond year of that reign ; the patent of his advice, he was entered as a student at
successor, Henry le Scrope, being dated Gray's Inn, and, having become a barrister

November 20, 1308. Howard is described in Nay 1794, he joined the Northern Cir
as chief justice of England on a window in cuit. In 1792 he published a valuable

the church of Long Melford in Suffolk, work called “ The Law of Costs,' which be

where he is portrayed in his judge's robes ; came quite an authority, and wentthrough
but as this was not erected till about the several editions. This made his name

reign of Edward IV. or of Henry VII. known, and necessarily introduced him to
( Dugdale's Orig. 44, 99 ), and therefore extended employment; so that in 1816 he

nearly two hundred yearsafter his death, felt himself warranted in accepting the
it cannot be accepted asauthority for a fact degree of the coif.

of which no other evidence appears. On the Northern Circuit his honourable

He had two wives, both of whom were feeling and his courageous conduct were on

Damed Alice. The first was a daughter of one occasion tried and exhibited . In a
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cause which he led he was particularly tion, and under King Richard he acted for

instructed not to produce a certain deed several years as locum tenens for the justice

unless it should be absolutely required. of North Wales. (First Rep. Pub. Rec,
Notwithstanding this injunction, he pro- App. 91.)

duced it before it was necessary, with the He died in 1415, and was buried in

view of deciding the business at once. It the church of Watford in Hertfordshire.

proved to have been forged by his client's ( Weever, 591.) On his tomb he is called

attorney ; and Mr. Justice Bayley, who Hugo de Holes, as he is also in the abore

was trying the cause, ordered the deed to mentioned roll. His wife was Margaret,

be impounded , that it might be made the daughter of John Domville, of Moberley in

subject of a prosecution . Before this could Cheshire, and his descendants were settled

be done, Mr. Hullock requested leave to at Sutton Courtney in Berkshire.

inspect it, and on its being handed to him , HUNT, ROGER, of Chalverston in Bed

immediately returned it to his bag. The fordshire, was probably the son of Roger

judge remonstrated, but in vain . " No Hunt, who was attornatusregis in August

power on earth ,' Mr. H. replied, should 1406 , 9 Henry IV . ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 234.)

induce him to surrender it. He had in- Of this Roger the first mention occur as

cautiously put the life of a fellow -creature speaker of the parliament of 8 Henry 1.,

in peril; and , though he had acted to the he being then member for Huntingdonshire.

best of his discretion, he should never be He next appears as counsel for John Mow

happy again were a fatal result to ensue. ' |bray, earl marsbal, in his claim for pre

The judge continued to insist on the re- cedencc above the Earl of Warwick belor

delivery of the deed, but declined taking the parliament in April 1425, 3 Henry II

decisive measures till he had consulted the In July 1433 he was again presented as

associate judge . While retiringfor that speaker of that parliament. ( Rot. Parl. ir.

purpose the deed was of course destroyed, 208, 296, 420.) On November 3, 143 , 17

andthe attorney escaped . Henry VI., he was appointed a baron of the

He signalised himselfby the manner in Exchequer, and the last entry in which he
which he conducted the prosecutions at is named is a grant to him , “ for divers ood ,

Manchester against Hunt and hisseditious siderations,' of 2001. out of the customsof
associates. Just before he was raised to London in 1443. ( Acts Prizy Council, it .

the bench, he was sent with Mr. (after- | 327 , v. 227.)
wards Sir Joseph ) Littledale to Scotland, HUNTINGFIELD, ROGER DE , was the

to arrange some criminalproceedings of the grandson of a baron of the same name. wha'

samenature on the part of thecrown . He in thereign of King Stephen gave the Isle
met his reward by being appointed on of Mendham in Suffolk to the monks of

March 1, 1823 , to fill a vacant seat in the Castle Acre in Norfolk, and the youngti

Exchequer. son of Roger de Huntingfield. In 8 Jaba

For little more than six years he dis- he was one of the justiciers before a bem

charged the duties of his office in a most fines were levied, and in the following year

exemplary manner. A perfect master of his lands were seized on occasion of this

the law,he expounded it with a liberal interdict, andwere placed by the king in
spirit, clearing it from all useless technical- the hands of his brother, the under-met

ities, and acting upon its plain intention. tioned William . (Rot. Claus. i. 110 ;

Firmness and mildness were equally his Dugdale's Baronage, ii. 7. )

characteristics, and to these were united HUNTINGFIELD, WILLIAM DE, the elder

integrity, sagacity, and knowledge. While brother of the above-mentioned kosti,

on the circuit he wassuddenly seized with also acted as a justicier before whom tires

a severe bowel complaint at Abingdon, were levied in 10 and 11 John, 120212

which terminated his life on July 31, 1829. In the fines themselves, which were taken

His estimation among his colleagues may at Cambridge and Lincoln, the justiciers
be judged from the following energetic are specially called justices itinerant.

commendation with which a brother baron | During the greater part of John's reig

spoke of him to a grand jury : " He cir- , he seems to have been a favourite with th:

cumscribed the ocean of law with firm and king, being appointed constable of Dire?
undeviating steps .' Castle in 5 John, giving, however, his si

HULS, or HOLES, Hugu, is statedby and daughter as hostagesfor his safehd

Ashmole to be the grandson of Sir William ing thereof. (Rot. Pat. 34. ) From 11 t)

of the Hulse, in Cheshire, by that knight's 15 John he held the sheriffalty of the

second son , David . He is mentioned in united counties of Norfolk and sufl..

Richard Bellewe's Reports, and onMay But on the barons forming their confederacy

20, 1389, 12 Richard II., he was appointed against the king he joined them , and was

a judge of the King'sBench . During the one of thetwenty -tive whowere app inted

remainder of that reign, the wholeof the to enforce the observance of Magna l'harta
reign of Henry IV., andthe first two years hemade himself so prominent in the sube
of that of Henry V., he retained that posi- quent wars that he was excommunicaird

a
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by the pope, and his lands, being seized into serjeant-at-law wasat that time superior to

the king's hands, were not restored to him the office of attorney -general, and no one

till 1217, 1 Henry III.,when he returned had lately held the two together. Three

to his allegiance . In June 1219 he obtained years subsequently, on May 7, 1481, he

licence to go to the Holy Land, constituting was made chief justice of the King's Bench.

his brother Thomas his attorney to transact ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 326.)all business in his absence. ( Rot. Claus. i. On the accessions of Edward V., Richard

215-393.)

III ., and Henry VII., his patent of chief

His death occurred in or before 9 Henry justice was renewed , showing how little

III., as in that year his son Roger (by his the violent changes of the time interfered

wife Alice deSt. Liz) instituted a suit with the regular administration of the law ,

against his bailiff for an account of rents. and how little connected with political

( Ibid. ii . 83.) Roger's grandson was movements the judges were deemed to be.

summonedto parliament by Edward I. , He was named by Henry VII. as one of the
but in 1351 the barony became extinct. commissioners to decide on the claims

( Dugdale's Baronage, ii. 7.)

made to do service at his coronation. ( Rut

HUSCARL, ROGER ,is frequentlynamed land Papers, 8. )
in the fines levied at Westminste

r
from 11 In the first year of this reign he supported

to 16 John. He continued to act as a the purity of his office by successfully

justicier till 7 Henry III., when he was remonstrating with the king against the

sent to Ireland, where it is evident he held judges being consulted beforehand in crown

the next place on the bench to the chief cases which were afterwards to come before

justice. ( Rot. Claus. i . 526. )

them judicially. ( Coke's 3 Inst. 29.)

The mode of remunerating the judges,

In June 1492 he was one of those com

both in England and Ireland, in that age missioned to treatwith the ambassadors of

seems to have been by appropriating to the King of France ( Rymer, xii. 481), and

them certain lands during the king's on November 24, 1995, Sir John Fineux

pleasure. Thus, in 16 John, the land was appointed his successor in the chief

which was of Roger de Tanton, in Kent, justiceship. Whether the vacancy was

was given to him ad se sustentandum in occasioned by the death or retirement of

servicio domini regis quamdiu eidem Sir William Huse there is no distinct in

domino regi placuit ;' and in 10 Henry III. formation ; but probably by the former.

the town of Baliscadam in Ireland was The name was evidently then pronounced

devoted in the same manner to him and Husey or Husee,andwas often so spelled, and

others. ( Ibid. i. 204, ii. 125.) He seems also House and' Howsy. It gradually'was

to have beenlord paramount of amanor in changed to Hussey, by which the repre

the vill of Stepney , which in 1290 was sentatives of the family have since called

called Stebynhyth Huscarl. (Gent. Mag. themselves.

April 1855 , p. 388.)

Sir William married Elizabeth, the

HUSE, JAMES, was not improbably a daughter of Thomas Berkeley, of Wymond

younger scion of the baronial family of that ham , Esq., by whom he had several chil

name. He was made a baron of the Ex- dren. The eldest, John, was summoned to

chequer on April 16 , 1350, 24 Edward III . parliament by Henry VIII. in 1534 ; but

In 34 Edward III. he was employed as a being attainted and beheaded two years

commissioner to treat with the people of the afterwards, the barony was lost. From Sir

counties of Somerset, Dorset, Wilts, Devon, William's son Robert descended Sir Ed

and Cornwall, as to raising forces forthede- ward Hussey, of Honnington in Lincoln

fence of the kingdom . (N. Fædera,iii .449.) shire, who was created a baronet in 1611,

HUSE, WILLIAM, there is little doubt, and whose third son, Charles Hussey, of

belonged also to the noble family of Hoese or Caythorpe in the same county, received the

Iluse, and in all probability was the son of same honour in 1661. Both titles were

SirHenry Huse, knight, who had agrant united in1706 , and both became extinct in

of free warren in 8 Henry VI. within his 1734. ( Dugdale's Baron . ii. 309 ; Burke's

manor of Herting in Sussex , a property Ext.Baronet. 275.)which was held by theBaron Henry in the HUSSEBURN, THOMAS DE, is almost

reign of Henry III. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 39 , always mentioned with the addition .Ma

276.) He was a member of Gray's Inn , gister, which in the reign of Henry II.

and on June 16 , 1471 , 11 Edward IV ., he began to be adopted by the clergy. He

received the appointment of attorney -gene- appears to have been only a canon of St.

ral, with full power of deputing clerks and Paul's ( Dugdale's Orig. 22 ), but several

officers under him in any court of record of the bishoprics and abbeys which were

( Ibid. 316) -a power which is still intro- vacant during the reigns of Henry II. and

duced into the modern patents. It was not Richard I. were placed in his custody.

till Trinity Term 1478 that he took the (Madox, i. 310, 311 ; Angl. Sacr. i . 169. )
degree of the coif, probably resigning the His judicial employment in those reigns,

attomey -generalship, as the degree of and in that of John, appears by his presence
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in the Curia Regis as one ofthe justiciers profession. Hebecame a member, first, of

before whom tines were levied in 33 Henry Staple Inn, in the hall of which his arms

II. , 1187, from the fifth year of Richard are emblazoned on the south window , and

I. to theend ofthe reign, and in the first next of Gray's Inn, where he was called to

year of King John ; and also by his acting the bar on June 16, 1586. When James

as a justice itinerant, holding pleas and came to the crown, he was added to the
assessing tallages, in 33 Henry II. and 3 list of those whom Queen Elizabeth, just

Richard I. (Madox, i. 544, 634.) before her death, had summoned to take

HUTCHINS, GEORGE Narcissus Lut- the degree of the coif at Easter 1603,and

trell relates in his Diary that on a motion was then knighted . ( Fuller's Worthies, i.

in Chancery relative to the guardianship 237 ; Athen. Oron. iii. 27.) In this cha

ofa child, Parson Hickeringill the claimant racter he was the leading counsel for the

said of Sir George Hutchins, who was defendant in the case of the post -nati.

counsel against him, that they were some- ( State Trials, ii. 609.)

thing akin to each other, not by consan- In 1608 he was made recorder of York,

guinity, but by affinity , for he was a clerk, and on May 3, 1617, was appointed a judge

and Sir George's father was a parish clerk of the Common Pleas. Lord Chancellor

Whether this story had any foundation, or Bacon's address to him on his being sworn

was only invented for the purpose which it in is memorable for the character it gives

effected, of setting the court a laughing,' of him , and the advice it offers. The

has not been discovered. Sir George is king,' it begins, á being duly informed of

described in the Gray's Inn books as son your learning, integrity, discretion, espe

and heir of Edmund Hutchins, of Georgham rience, means,and reputation in your coun

in Devonshire, gentleman, and is stated to try, hath thought fit not to leave you the

have been called to the bar in August 1667. talents to be employed upon yourself only,

He was summoned by James II. in but to call you to serve himself and his

Easter 1686 to take the degree of the coif, people. Among the counsels he gare

and in May 1689 was appointed king's were that you should draw your learning

serjeant to William III., who knighted from your books, not out of your brain ; '

him . In May of the next year hewas * that you should be a light to jurors to

nominated third commissioner of the Great open their eyes,but not å guide to lead

Seal, an office which he filled fornearly them by the noses ; ' that your speech be

three years, till March 22, 1693. On his with gravity as one of the sages of the law,

discharge Sir George claimed a right to and not talkative, nor with impertinent

retain his former position of king's serjeant, flying out to show learning ; ' and particu ,

and on the question being referred to the larly that your hands, and the hands of

judges they determined that, though his your hands, I mean those about you, be

appointment of lord commissioner did not clean and uncorrupt from gifts, from med

deprive him of his degree of the coif, it ex. dling with titles and from serving of turps,

tinguished his post of king's serjeant,which be they of great ones or small ones.' (Waris,

was merely an office conferred bythe vii.278.) Pity that his own precept

The king, however, re -appointed not followed by the lecturer as well as it

him his serjeant on May 6. He continued was by his auditor.

to practise at the bar till his death on July On the accession of Charles I. , Sir Ri

6,1705, and his success may be estimated chard Hutton was the eldest puisne judr .

by the fact that on the marriage in 1697 of of the court, and on the death of Chief

his two daughters (afterwards his coheirs) | Justice Hobart, so much confidence was

he gave each of them a portion of 20,0001. placed in his learning and integrity that

Thehusband of Anne,the second daughter, the vacancy was not supplied for nearly a

was William Peere Williams,the eminent year, during which he presided as price

Chancery reporter of that time; and their judge. ( Croke, Car. 56. ) When Sir John

eldest son , Sir Hutchins Williams, was in Finch applied to each of the judges sepe

1747 honoured with a baronetey, which rately for their opinions with regard to

becameextinct in 1784. (Luttrell's Diary, ship-money, Justice Hutton refused to sul

i. 529, 598, iii . 03, iv . 289, 651, v. 570 ; 3 scribe, and although he afterwards signed
Leving, 351. ) the united opinion which they gave in

HUTTON , RICHARD, is called by King favour of its legality, he declared , when

Charles, although he declared the imposi- Hampden's case came judicially before

tion of ship-money to be illegal, “ the honest him in 1637, that he had so sub cribed

judge.' He was the second son of Anthony only for conformity with the majority, but

Hutton, of a good Yorkshire family re- that his private opinion was erer against
siding at Penrith in Cumberland, and was it ; and he gave his reasons, as he said,

born there about 1560. He was sent to with as much perspicuity as those imper

Jesus College, Cambridge, where he de- fections which attend my age will give me

voted himself to the study of divinity, leave,' why judgment ought not to be
but was induced to pursue the law as a given for the king. ( State Trials, iii. 844,

6

was

crown .
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1191.) He repeated his interpretation of upon them. For these proceedings the

the law in his charge to the grand jury at judges in the commencement of the Long

Northampton when Thomas Harrison, a Parliament in 1640 were called to account,

elergyman of that county, foolishly taking and their judgment reversed . ( State Trials,

umbrage at this, came to the bar of the iii . 235–335 ; Whitelocke,38.) Long before

Common Pleas, and cried out in a loud this investigation took place Sir Nicholas

voice, ' I do accuse Mr. Justice Hutton of was removed from the violence of the times.

high treason.' He soon suffered for his He was seized with a fever, which Lord

temerity . Being indicted for the offence, Clarendon says he got from the infection of

he was fined 50001. and imprisoned , and some gaol in the summer circuit, and died

required to make his submission in all the on August 25, 1631.

courts at Westminster. The only point of In the opinions given byhim and his col

the story that does not tell to the judge's leagues, in answer to the king's questions,

credit is that he also brought an action for they seem to have acted an independent

damages against Harrison, and recovered part, and also on several other occasions, in
10,0001. ( Croke, Car. 503.) refusing to stop the course of justice at the

He died on February 25, 1638–9, leaving king's command. Sir Nicholas is said to

a large family and a fair estate at Golds- have been mean in his person and bearing,

borough in Yorkshire, and was buried at and was so unostentatious that he rode his

St. Dunstan’s-in-the -West. He compiled circuits on horseback, according to Sir

* Reports of sundry Cases, which were Symonds D'Ewes, in a whitish -blue cloak,

published after his death. (Surtees' Dur- more like a clothier or a woolman than a
ham , i. clxvi . ) lord chief justice. ' But Croke and White

HYDE, NICHOLAS, to whose family Nor- locke, his contemporaries and colleagues,

bury, in the countyof Chester, hadbelonged and Lord Clarendon, his nephew , giveevi

in regular descent from the time ofthe Con- dence of the sterling points of hischaracter.

quest, was the youngest son of Lawrence Croke (Car. 225) calls him ' a grave, reli

Hyde, of West Hatch in Wiltshire,byAnne, gious, discreetman, and of great learning

daughter of Nicholas Sybill, Esq., of Chimb- and piety:' Judge Whitelocke says that

hams in Kent,and widow of Matthew So- ' he lived in the place with great integrity

merton, Esq ., ofClaverton in Somersetshire. and uprightness,and with greatwisdomand

At his father'sdeath he was left depen- temper, considering the ticklishness of the

dent on his mother, except an annuity of times. He would never undertake to the

301. for life bequeathed to him by his father. king, nor adventure to give him a resolute

Admitted to the Middle Temple, he was answer in any weighty business, when the

called to the bar by that society,whoelected question was of thelaw, but he would pray

him their reader in Lent 1617, and their that he might confer with his brethren. '

treasurer in 1626. He had previously en- ( Rushworth , ii. 111.) Lord Clarendon says

tered parliament in 1603 as member for of him ( Life, i . 3-13) , ‘ His justice and sin

Christchurch, Hants, and he is first noticed cerity were so conspicuous throughout the

intheReports asanadvocate in 1613. He kingdom that the death ofno judge had in
had sufficiently distinguished himself to be any timebeenmore lamented.

employed by the Duke of Buckingham in He married Margaret, daughter of Arthur

preparing his defence to the articles of im- Swayne, Esq. , of Sarson , and left several
peachment prepared against him by the children.

House of Conimons in 1626. (Parl. Hist. HYDE, EDWARD ( EARL OF CLARENDON) ,

j. 167; Whitelocke, 8. ) The care and in- will ever be regarded with admiration and

genuity evinced in that defence were so reverence for his devoted adherence to

satisfactory to the duke that he was by the Charles I. during his misfortunes, and to

favourite's influence nominated chief justice Charles II. for nearly twenty years after.

of the King's Bench on February 5, 1627 His services to both monarchs, and the in
(Rymer, xviii. 835 ), and knighted . fluence he exercised in the councils of that

Ile presided in the court for four years eventful period, must necessarily occupy a

anda halfonly , and had no easy time of it.large and interesting portion of the annals
He and the other judges had to justify them- of the kingdom ; and though the principles

selves before the House of Lords for re- by which he was guided, and the motives

fusing to discharge thefive gentlemen who which prompted him, will no doubt be vari

wereimprisoned for refusing to contribute ously represented according to the political

to the loan . ( Parl. Hist. ii . 291.) He had bias of the writers who record his actions

also, in 1629, to adjudge the caseofStroud, one party impugning what the other extols ,

SirJohn Eliot, and the other members, for andhis conduct being painted now in deep

their violence to the speaker on the last day shadow , and now in the brightest light,

ofthe session. They were atfirst refused the almost universal verdict, after two cen

bail, unless they gave sureties for their good turies of investigation, is an unreserved ac

behaviour, which they refusing, some of knowledgment of his loyalty,his wisdom ,

them were tried and sentence pronounced and his integrity.
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Henry Hyde, the father of the earl, was he saw the intention to encroach upon the

the third son of Lawrence Hyde of West royal prerogatives he stood forward in their

Hatch, and the brother both of the above support. The dominant party in the house,

Sir Nicholas Hyde, and of Sir Lawrence, hesays, were inimical to him from the first,

the father of the next mentioned Sir knowing his devotion to the Church and his

Robert Hyde. By his marriage with loyalty to the king, and particularly forhis

Mary, daughter and one of the coheirs of endeavours to save Lord Strafford's life.

Edward Langford, Esq., of Trowbridge, he Yet they appear to have used him for their

had a large family. Edward was the third purposes, by making him chairman of

of his four sons, and was born at Dinton in several of their committees, and sending

Wiltshire, thefamily residence, on February obnoxious messages by him to the Lords.

18, 1608–9. He was sent to Oxford with Cromwell, whom he had occasion to re

a royal recommendation to be elected a buke for intemperate conduct in a private

demy at Magdalen College; on the refusal committee where he presided, entertained

of which ( Cal. State Papers ( 1623 ), 8 , 120) against him a great enmity, to which may

he was admitted a student at Slagdalen probably be traced the barsh votes against

Hall in Lent Term 1623.On taking his him that were afterwards adopted. In

degree of B.A. he began his legal curri- 1641 he had his first interview with the

culum at the Middle Temple on February king,whowas desirous to thank him for his

1 , 1626, his uncle Sir Nicholas beingthen exertions in parliament, and to inducehim

treasurer. Early in 1633 he and White- to delay the bill against episcopacy till his

locke were chosen the representatives of majestý returned from Scotland, which

that society to manage the famous masque Hyde, who was chairman of the conimittee,

given by all the four inns of court to the managed to effect. He secretly penned the

king and queen, for the purpose of showing answer adopted by the king to the remote

their disapproval of the doctrines promul- strance of the Commons, and in reward for
gated by Prynne against interludes in his his services wasoffered the place of solicitor

* Histrio -Mastix .' ( Whitelocke, 19.) He general, which he declined to accept, ad

acknowledges that at first he gave himself vising the king thatit would be dangerous
up to gay society and did not pursue hislegal to turn out St. John at that time. He con

studies very industriously, but still enough tinued privately to give information to the

to enable him to pass respectably through court, as well before asafter its removal to
his uncle's nightly examinations. York, of all that was transactingin the house,

Before his call to the bar he had been supplying answers to the various declara

married twice - once in 1629 to Anne, tions of the parliament, which the king,to

daughter of Sir GeorgeAyliffe, who died screen him from discovery, invariably copiei

six months afterwards; and again in 1632 with his ownhand.
to Frances, daughter of Sir Thomas Ayles- The republican leaders, though they sus

bury, Bart. Hewas called tothe baron pected Hyde to be the author, had not

November 22, 1033, and received in De- sufficient evidence of the fact to visit him

cember1634á grant of theofficeofkeeper with the vengeance they contemplated

of the writs and rollsof the CommonPleas. Assoon however ashe eluded their inten

( Rymer, xix. 605.) His namedoes notap- tions by joining the king atYork, they dis

pear as a barrister in the Reports of this abled hiin from sitting in the house and

period,but he was engaged in causes before excepted him from the pardon they offeru
the council, and , according to his own ac- to all who would withdraw from the king.

count, he got into good practice in the On March 3, 1643, the office of chancellor

Court of Requests, and realised a good pro- and sub-treasurer of the Exchequer was

fessional income. Dividing his time be- granted to him for life (4 Report Pub. Reco

tween forensic studies and polite literature, App . ii. 187) ; and he was at the sanje

he formed intimacies with themost eninent time knighted and sworn a priry counselli.

men in both classes, and was happy in the He was consulted by the king in bis under

enjoyment of their society, till thetroubles secret affairs, composing mostof the is

that afterwardsarosedivided him from portant state papers issued, and was oneof
some of his early friends. the conductors of the issueless negotiation

In the first parliament of 1640he was at Uxbridge. When it was determined to

returned by two constituencies, Wooton send Prince Charles to the west, Sir Ed
Basset and Shaftesbury, and sat for the ward Hyde was one of those appointed to

former. During its short session he spoke accompany him, and hisinterview with

against the grievous encroachments ofthe the kingat his departure on March 4, 1647,

Earl Marshal's Court, of which,in the second wasthe lastthat hehadwith the unfor

(or • Long ') parliament of that year,repre- tunatemonarch. lle attended the prines

senting then the borough of Saltash,he till July 1646,when, hishighness leaving

procured the suppression. Though exert- Jersey, to which he had retired ,for Frana ,

ing himself at first for the removal of this IIyde remained at the former place for the

and otherenormous grievances , as soon as two succeeding years,employing his leisure
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in preparing his great work on the History minister, without the title , but with all

of the Rebellion, some of thematerials for the envy and discontent usually attendant

which were supplied by the king himself. upon one who is supposed to guide the

He then joined the prince again, and was councils of his sovereign. Notwithstand
with him at the timeof his father's murder, ing the confidence placed in him both by

when he was immediately sworn of the new the late and the present king, the queen

king's privy council. Soon after he and dowager had from the first shown a distaste

Lord Cottington were sent as ambassadors and almost an aversion to him , and her

to Spain, where their mission was notsuc- jealousy of the ascendency of his counsels

cessful, and then returning to his family at insteadof her own was in no degree abated

Antwerp , he stayed there till after the by the successful results which she could

battle of Worcester, when, being summoned not but attribute principally to him ..

to the king at Paris, he continued in close Charles's confidence however was not to

attendance on his majesty in all the various be shaken, and he disappointed Hyde's

places at which he resided during his exile . enemies by calling the chancellor upto the

The king relying on him as his chief ad- House of Peers, as Baron Hyde of Hindon

viser, he not onlyperformed such duties as (November 3, 1660 ), and by presentinghim

attached to his office (which it may well be with a royal gift of 20,0001. Soon after

supposed, considering the straitness of the wards his daughter Anne's marriage with

Exchequer, were difficult enough ), but also the Duke of York was acknowledged , and

acted for some time as the principal secre- her claims fully recognised. On April 20 ,

tary of state, and carried on the most im- 1661, three days before the coronation, the

portant part of the correspondence. The chancellor was advanced from a barony to a

weight of these duties was greatly increased viscounty and an earldom, by the titles of

by the extremity of penury and want which Viscount Cornbury in Wiltshire (an estate

he suffered, of which he gives a pitiable presented to him by the king), and Earl of
account in his letter to Sir Edward Nicho- Clarendon.

las. Yet even then his position excited This elevation for a time silenced his

envy, and,with a view to his removal from enemies, and for the next year or two his

it, a ridiculous charge was invented against influence in the royal councils suffered no

him that he was in intimate correspondence diminution. The king treated him with

with Cromwell, into whose chamber it was kindness and familiarity, applied to him

alleged he had been seen to enter on a for advice in all emergencies, and even

secret visit to England. Charles treated it patiently submitted to the remonstrances

as it deserved , by giving his personal testi- he sometimes ventured to offer against the
mony of its falsehood . immorality so openly practised and encou

The Great Seal , ever since Sir Edward raged at court. But at length the panders.

Herbert's resignation in June 1654, had re- to those practices obtained the mastery.

mained in the hands of the king without By ridiculing and mimicking the chan
any occasion for its use. But now , being cellor's overstrict formality, they led the

pestered with perpetual applications by the king gradually, first to suffer, then to laugh

companions of hisexile for offices, titles, and at their indecent reflections, till by degrees

reversions, and by the adherents of Crom- the fickle pupilwas ashamed of appearing to
well for secret confirmations of grants and be schooled. Clarendon's credit at court

estates, the king put an end to the personal thus sensibly declining, his policy became
annoyance by entrusting it on January 29, the next subject of attack. " To him were.

1658, to Sir Edward Hyde, with the title attributed every political oversight, every
of lord chancellor, and in that character he royal disappointment, and every national

accompanied the king to England on the calamity, corruption was insinuated and
Restoration in 1660, for which by his cau- bribery was hinted, till at last his enemies

tious counsels he materially cleared the way. acquired such an ascendency over the king
As chancellor he resided at first at Dorset and the parliament that his downfall and

House in Fleet Street, and afterwards at his ruin became inevitable.
Worcester House in the Strand, till he re- The king became more and more tired of

moved in 1667 to the palace which he built his reproachful lectures, administered, as

at the top of St. James's Street, the magni- the chancelloracknowledges, with unadvised

ficence of which so greatly increased the earnestness; his enemies at court were more
popular prejudice against him. and more jealous of the influence he still

To the heavy and multifarious duties of retained; he had been all along obnoxious

this office were added those of the chan- both to Presbyterians and Roman Catholics ;

cellor of the Exchequer, which he executed and the people, taughtto attribute to his mis

for several months after Charles's return , management the miscarriages of the state,

besides themanagementof all the important were strongly prejudiced against him . The

business of the state, and the necessary waywas thus fully paved to the success of
changes consequent on therenewal of legiti- the intrigue for his removal, in which the

mate government. He was, in fact, prime chief actors were the Duke of Buckingham ,
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Lord Arlington,and Sir William Coventry, in St. James's, which nourished the po

urged on and aided by the arts of the pular prejudice against him , greatly ex.

Duchess ofCleveland, theking's shameless ceededthe cost he intended ,and compelled

mistress. Clarendon, consciousof innocence, him for want of funds to mortgage bis
refused to resign, and the Great Seal was estate ; and the nicknames of Holland

taken from him on August 30 , 1667. At House, and Dunkirk House, and Tangier

themeeting of parliament in October, the Hall, by which it was satirically called,

malice of his opponents not being satisfied bave been long dismissed as unfounded

with the triumph they had obtained, an im- misnomers by the prejudiced multitude.

peachment for high treason wasvoted against His judicial career was that of a cautious

him by the Commons; but the Lords refused and prudent man, conscious of his deficien

to commit him upon so general an accusa- cies and anxious to supply them with the

tion until some particular charge was ex- experience of others. He selected the best

hibited. No one can read the articles with men to fill the vacancies on the bench, and

out seeing the weakness and frivolity of the he is said never to have pronounced an im

allegations, none of them , even if true, portant decree without the assistance of

amounting to treason. To each and every two of the judges. In the administration

of them Clarendon has left a satisfactory of justice he is acknowledged to have been

answer ; but during the discussion on the strictly impartial; and his orders' for the

subject of his committal, which continued regulation of the officers of his court, reu.

for near a month, and nearly led to an open dered necessary by the change in the guru

breach between the two houses, he with- vernment, are still considered admirably

drewtoFrance. This he was inducedto adapted for their purpose. His principal

do, much against his own judgment and fame now rests upon his valuable •History

inclination, in consequenceof an intimation of the Rebellion, and the interesting me

from the king, who, though at first moirs of his own life ; works which, though

acknowledging his innocence, was worked evidently betraying a desire to justify his

upon ungratefully to desert him ; and from royal masters in the course they respec

the urgency of his friends, who, consider- tively pursued, and even to find excuses

ing the temper of the parliament and the for their most equivocal acts, will always

people, were fearful if he stayed that he be valued as displaying a deep knowledge
would meet with Strafford's fate. of mankind, and as ably picturing the

He left a justificatory letter to the House scenes he describes. Admired as these

of Lords, which, from the reflections it con- works deservedly are, and beautiful as are

tained against his persecutors, so excited some of the characters he draws, it must

the bile of the Commons that it was be acknowledged that the length of his

ordered to be burned bythe commonhang- sentences and turn of his periods give a

man ; and they pursued their inveteracy so certain turgidity and stiffness to his style .

far as to pass an act banishing him from His other writings were chiefly theological,

the kingdom , and prohibiting all correspon- devotional, and political , and few of them
dence with him, except by his own children are now regarded .

and servants. Their malice followed him It may be doubted whether he was be

abroad, France by their influence at first nefited by the union of his daughter with

refusing him an asylum ; but soon altering the Duke of York ; in fact, he prophesied

her policy and withdrawing her prohibi- that it would sooner or later prove his ruin :
tion , the banished earl retired first to and it certainly did not retard it. Two

Montpellier, then to Moulins, and eventually queens were the issue of that connection,

to Rouen, patiently employing the seven both holding, prominent and honourabie

years of hisexile in the completion ofthose place in our history,the reignof one w

workswhich have raised his character and whom acquired , from the eminent men
extended his fame. He died at the latter who flourished ' in it, the designation of

city on December 9, 1674, in the sixty- the Augustan Age. The earl's eldest sou

sixth year of his age . It seems extraordi- Henry (theauthor of the Diary of his Time !

nary , and looks as if the party prejudice succeeded to the title, which, with that of

against him had subsided, that his remains the Earl of Rochester, became extinct in

should have been allowed a resting - place in 1753. The earldom of Clarendon was te

Westminster Abbey, his body having been vived in 1776 in the person of Thomas
buried in Henry the Seventh's Chapel. Villiers, a scion of the house of Jersey, who

The imputation ofbriberyto which he is bad married the granddaughter and heir of
sometimes subject is sufficiently refuted, as the last earl. (Clarendon ; Wood : White

well by the absence of any specific charges locke; Burnet; Macdiarmid's Lives ; & c.)
being brought forward at a time when they HYDE, ROBERT, was the first cousin of

would have been welcomed and encouraged, the Earl of Clarendon, both being pepbews
as by his leaving, after such opportunities of the above Sir Nicholas Hyde. His

of accumulation, his family so poorly pro- father, Sir Lawrence Hyde, held the other

vided for. The building of his great house of attorney -general to Queen Anne, the
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Several years

consort of James I. By his marriage with Campden in Gloucestershire , though the

Barbara, daughter of Castilion, of Ben- body had not beenfound, and though the

ham , Berks, Esq ., he had no less than judge at the preceding assize, Sir Christo

eleven sons, most of whom distinguished pher Turnor, had on that account refused

themselves in their several vocations. Of to entertain the charge.

the four in holy orders, one, Alexander, after their execution Harrison appeared

became Bishop of Salisbury ; another, again , and related that he had been kid

Edward, dean of Windsor; and a third, napped and sold to slavery, from which he

Thomas, fellow of New College and had escaped. The judge was dead before

judge of the Admiralty. Another son , this discovery was made. (Siderfin , 2 ;

Sir Henry , bred to diplomacy, was be- State Trials, v. 1030, xiv. 1312–24.)
headed by the parliament in 1651 , for He was indebted to his noble relative for

his adherence to the king ; and the his promotion on October 19, 1663, to the

youngest son , James, a doctor in medi- chief justiceship of the King's Bench, where

cine, was elected principal of Magdalen he presided for about a year and a half,
Hall. Two only followed their father's without any greatreputation as a lawyer ;

profession : Sir Frederick, queen's serjeant, but Sir Thomas Raymond (Rep. 130 )says

was promoted to a judgeship in South that he was expert in the pleas of the crown,

Wales; and Sir Robert, whose career is and especially in those which concerned a

now to be traced, rose to the dignity which justice of peace. The extreme horror that

his uncle had previously attained. he felt at anything that tended to rebellion
Robert, who was the second son , was was strongly manifested in the next year

born at his father's house at Heale, near on the trial of certain printers of seditious

Salisbury, in 1595.He was called to the books. To one of them named Twyn,

bar of the Middle Temple on February 7 , capitally convicted of printing a treason

1617, and elected reader in Lent 1638. able work, called ' A Treatise of the

By this time he had got into considerable Execution of Justice ,' &c., inciting the

practice, and two years after, in May 1640, people against the king and the govern

he was summoned to take the degree of ment, who prayed his lordship to inter

the coif. Having been chosen recorder of cede for him , he gave the extraordinary

Salisbury, he was returned as the repre- and unmerciful answer, that he would not

sentative of that city to the Long Parlia- intercede for his own father in this case , if

ment. A staunch loyalist, he joined the he were alive.' He was as severe against

court party, and made himself obnoxious any one who promulgated doctrines con

by voting against the bill for the attainder trary to the Liturgy of the Church ,and his

of Lord Strafford , for which his name was conduct on the trial of Benjamin Keach at

placarded in the list of the minority who Aylesbury on an indictment for publishing
opposed that unjust measure, under the an heretical book, called “ The Child's

title of betrayers of their country.' When Instructor ; or, A New and Easy Primmer,'

the king retired to Oxford thể serjeant does not redound to his credit or liberality.
joined him , and attended the meeting of ( Ibid. vi. 515, 702.)

parliament there, and also executed the He died on May 1 , 1665 ( Siderfin, 253),

commission of array ; the consequence of and was buried in Salisbury Cathedral.

which was that hewas voted a malignant, His wife,Mary, the sister of Francis Baber,

and expelled from his seat at Westminster. M.D., of Chew Magna in Somersetshire,

After the fatal termination of that reign, brought him no children .

his noble relative (vi . 340) relates that HYDE, THOMAS DE LA, possessed consi

Charles II., in escapingfrom the disastrous derable property in Cornwall, and was

battle of Worcester in 1657, was sheltered sheriff of that county as well as seneschal

for many days in the mansion at Heale, of the castles of Tintagel, Restormel , and

which then belonged to the serjeant, and Tremeton, and of the stannary and the

was occupied by the widow of his elder coinage there. (Madox, i. 107, 132, 144,

brother. * (Parl. Hist. ii. 622, 756, iii. 219.) 291.) He was placed on the commission

During the Protectorate he resumed his of trailbaston for the ten western and

practice at the bar , and his arguments are south -western counties in 1305, 33 Edward

reported by Hardres and Siderfin. At the I. , ( N. Fædera, i . 970.) He died in 8

Restoration he was immediately knighted, Edward II. ( Cal. Inquis. p. m. i. 256.)

and appointed a judge of the Common HYNDE, JOHN , was of a family seated

Pleas, his patent being, dated May 31 , at Madingley in Cambridgeshire. He was

1660. He was one of the commissioners educated at Cambridge, and called to the

for the trial of the regicides, but, except bar atGray's Inn, where he was reader in

on points of law ,took no part, in the pro- 1517, 1527, and a third time in 1531, on

ceedings. In the followingspring the three his being called to the degree of the coif.

Perrys, a mother and two sons, were tried On January 2, 1535, he was nominated a

before him, and condemned to be hanged king's serjeant; and in December 1540 a

for the murder of William Harrison at letter was addressed to him by the council,
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directing him and three others to take a him, his heirs and assigns for ever, upon

chaplain and a servant ofGoodrich, Bishop condition to pay 101. to the sheriff and

of Ely, and to search their houses, and also members of the county, who were to divide
the bishop's study, as to a 'sedycious epistle the same between the two knights every

of Melancton's,' and if they found that he year. Hynde's participation in the plunder

had assisted in the translation, to charge of the monasteries is evidenced by various

him to appear before the council. ( Acts grants entered in the Augmentation Office.

Privy Council, vii. 98.) On November 4, 1545,he was promoted

An act passed in 1512-3 in Hynde's to the bench of the Common Pleas, and

favour (st. 34 and 35 Henry VIII. C. 24 ) knighted. He sat there during the re

affords à curious insight into the practice mainder of Henry's reign, and for nearly

of those days as to the payments made to four years in that of Edward, during part

members of parliament. It recites that of which time he was one of the Council of

the manor of Burlewas, otherwise called the North .( Burnet's Reform . ii. pt. ii. 312. )
the Shyre manor of the county of Cam- He died in October 1550, and was buried

bridge, and certain lands in Madingley, in St. Dunstan's, Fleet Street. Old Ma

were let to farm at 101. a year, to the in- chyn's entry (p . 4 ) proves him to have

tent that the yearly profits should be been of good repute and character, for after
applied to the payment of the fees and saying, " And my Lade Hinde dyd make
wages of the knights of that county sent anodur standard, and a cote armur, and a

to parliament; and that it might be per- penon, and a elmet , and target, and sword,

fectly known what person should be charged to be had at the moynthe's mynde in the

to pay the said rent of 101., all the gentle contrey for him , and a grett dolle of money,

men of the said county desired that it and of mett and drynk, and gownes to the

might be , and it was, enacted that John pore,' he adds, ' for ther was myche a doo

Hynde, one of the king's serjeants- at-law , ther for hym . This is better than an

and his heirs, should hold the same to epitaph.

6

I

IFELD, JOHN DE,was born at Ifeld in Lane, Cripplegate , in which ward, in the
Kent, and was the third son of Thomas de neighbouring parish of St. Giles, he pre

Ifeld . During the reign of Edward II. he sessed a house, where he died . (Cal. In

was actively employed in assessing the quis. p. m . iv . 305, 375 ; Rot. Parl, 5. 472,

aids imposed by parliament, and arraying 584 ; Stow's London [ Thoms), 111. )

the men-at-arms. ( Parl. Writs, ii . p. ii. INGE, WILLIAM, "was an advocate of

1037.) In 1 Edward III. he was one of great eminence in his profession, and the

the perambulators of the forests south of king's attorney as early as 15 Edward l

the Trent, and in 1329was a justiceitine- 1287, being then retained to prosecute and

rant into Nottinghamshire. He next re- defend for the king at a salary of 20. a

presented his native county in parliament, year ( Issue Roll, iii . 101 ), and in the

and as late as 13 Edward III. was a com- twentieth year he is noticed as the king's

missioner of array for Surrey. (Rot. Parl. serjeant-at-law. ( Rot. Parl. i. 24–85.) In

ii. 425 ; Hasted, i. 238; N. Fædera, ii . 1071.) 1293 he was one of the eight who were

ILLINGWORTH, RICHARD,, was of a assigned as justices to take assizes, & c,
Nottinghamshire family, seated at Kirkby throughout the kingdom in aid of the

Wodhouse. He practised at the bar from regular judges, in which office he continued

33 Henry VI.; and on September 10, 1462, till the end of the reign. (Rot. Pat. i . 150

2 Edward IV.( Rot. Parl. v. 528) , he was 206.). On April 6, 1305, he was one of the

appointed chief baron of the Exchequer, five justices of trailbaston named for var

and knighted . He continued in this place folk and Suffolk , and again in February

till the restoration of Ilenry VI., 1470, by 1307. ( Rot. Parl. i . 218 ; N. Fædera,i.970.)

whom he was not removed ; but as soon as The accession of Edward II. made do

Edward IV. 'resumed the crown he was alteration in his position, and until his ele

superseded. He had large grants of land vation to the bench his name appears among
in that county from Edward IV ., all of the advocates recorded in the Tear Brod,

which were excepted from the various acts showing that, notwithstanding hisemplor
of resumption passed in that reign. ment as a justice of assize, he did not desert

His death occurred in 1476, and he , his practice at Westminster. The patent

and two of his sons, Ralph and Ri- of his appointment as a judge of the court

chard, were buried or had monuments in of Common Pleas was dated September 28
the church of St. Alban, Lad, or Ladle 1314,8 Edward II.; and in January 1315,
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while merely a justice of the Common Pleas, above Sir Thomas Ingleby, was called to

be opened, by the king's directions, the par- the bar at Gray's Inn in 1671. Being a

liament then held at Lincoln . (Rot. Parl. Roman Catholic, he was involved, in Fe

1. 350.) bruary 1680, in a charge of being concerned

Hesucceeded as chief justice of the King's with Sir Thomas Gascoigne in a plot against

Bench in February 1316; but presided over the king, and committed to the King's

this court for little more than a year, for on Bench prison ; but on his trial at York in

June 15, 1317, he was displaced by Henry the following July he was acquitted, as Sir

le Scrope. Thomas had been before. After the acces

He died in 1321, leaving large possessions sion of James II. he was constituted on April

in ten counties. ( Cal. Inquis. p.m.i. 299. ) 23, 1686, a baron of the Irish Exchequer;

Part of his Kentish property, the manor but,declining to go to that country, he was

of Stanstead, subordinate to Wrotham, he in May of the next year madea serjeant-at

obtained by his marriage with Margery, law, and on July 6 , 1688, was appointed a

one of the daughters of Henry Grapinell. baron of the Exchequer in England, when

( Hasted, v. 355.) he was knighted. One of the effects of

INGE, Joan, though probably of the same James's apprehensions on the landing ofthe
family as the above William Inge, was of a Prince ofOrangewas to supersede Sir Charles

different branch of it. He was settled in in the following November, before he had

Somersetshire, and was employed from 10 been four months in office. Returning to
Edward II. in various judicial commissions his practice at the bar, he was present at

within that county, and also acted there as the York assizes in April 1693, and was
assessor of the aids granted by Parliament. fined forty shillings forrefusing to take the

In 15 Edward II. he was sheriff of Devon- oaths to King William . ( Luttrell, i. 34

shire, and three years afterwards had the 482, iii. 83 ; Bramston, 275; Smyth's Law

castles, towns, and honors of Roger de off. Ireland , 157 ; State Trials, xii. 263.)
Mortimer in Wygeton and Ludlow com- INGLESHAM, ROBERT DE, in 31 Henry
mitted to his custody. II. was one of the custodes of the bishopric

On January 18, 1331, 4 Edward III., he ofWorcester, and in the next year was ap

was made a judgeof the Common Pleas, pointed archdeacon ofGloucester. In 1187
and diedabout the twentieth year, leaving, he was one of thejusticiers before whom a

by hiswife Alicia, a son named John. ( Parl. fine was levied , and his pleas as a justice

Writs, ii. p .ii. 1039 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 25, itinerant in Hampsbire and Devonshire
282, ii. 291.) occur in the roll of 1 Richard I. , 1189.

INGLEBY, THOMAS DE, settled at Ripley ( Pipe Rol, 134 , 203.)
in Yorkshire, is mentioned in the Year He died about 1197. (Le Neve, 303.)

Book of 21 Edward III., 1347, and as a INGOLDESBY, JOIN, whose family was

judge of assize in the twenty - fifth year. seated in the parish of that name in the

His appointment as a judge of the King's county of Lincoln, probably held some

Bench took place on September 30, 1361, inferior office in the Exchequer beforehe

35 Edward III., and he retained his seat in was raised to the bench of that court. His

that court forthe sixteen remaining years first patent as a baron is dated November 4,

of the reign, being, during most of them , 1462, 2 Edward IV ., but in September

the only judge there in addition to the chief 1467 she was removed from his seat. In

justice . He received an extra grant of 401. the following year,however, he received a

a year beyond his stated judicial salary of new grant of the office for life in reversion

forty marks; and, besides this, he had a fee on the next death or resignation, and this

of 20l.annually for holding assizes in dif- occurred on June 14, 1470. Henry VI.

ferent counties. ( Issue Roll, 353.). was restored in the following October, and

On the accession of Richard II. he seems Ingoldesby's name was omitted in the new

to have continued in the King's Bench, as patent; nor is there any appearance in the

no new judge was appointed there till to- published records of his having resumed his

wards the end of the first year. About that seat on the return of Edward IV.

time he died, and was buried in Ripley One of his descendants, though connected

Church, where his tomb still remains. · By by marriage with the Protector Cromwell,

his wife, Catherine Ripley, he left several deserted that side, and aided in the resto

children, from whom descended the under- ration of Charles II., who on August 30,

mentioned Sir Charles Ingleby . Another 1660, created him a baronet ; but the title

of his descendants, Sir William Ingleby of became extinct in 1726 .

Ripley, was created a baronetin1642, and INSULA , GODFREY DE, whose name

the title, becoming extinct in 1772, was re- appears among the justiciers beforewhom

newed, and is now held by a kinsman of the fines were levied from 10 Richard I. to

family. (Wotton's Baronet. ii.293 ; Burke's 10 John, is also mentioned as a judge in

Ert. Baronet. 276. ) the rolls of the Curia Regis in 13 John.

INGLEBY, CHARLES, whose father, John (Abb. Placit. 82.)
Ingleby, was a direct descendant from the INSULA , BRIAN DE, whether so called
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He was

from the Isle of Wight or the Isle of Ely Henry III. , in whose first year his lands

is uncertain, held a high place in royal were restored to him. ( Rot. de Præstit.
favour from 2 John, 1200. In 6 John 117, 218 ; Rot. Claus. i . 318, &c. )

the king gave him to wife Maud, the a justicier with fines levied

daughter and heir of Thomas, the son of before him at Westminster from 2 to 4

William de Selebi, with her lands . In the Henry III., and went as a justice itinerant

next year the castle of Knaresborough was into Essex and Hertford, Norfolk and

committed to his keeping, to which was Suffolk . (Rot. Claus. i. 350, 365, 383.)
afterwards added that of Bolsover. He INSULA, WILLIAM DE, was the son of a

was also appointed chief forester for the knight of that namewho married Matilda,

counties of Nottingham and Derby ; one of the daughter of William de Luddenham ,

the custodes of the archbishopric of York of themanor of Luddenham in Kent.

during its vacancy ; and a warden of the (Hasted , vi.391.) He began his career in

seaports of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. the service of Reginald deCornhill, sheriff

( Rot. Claus. i.17-43 ; Rot. Pat. 72, 80, 88 ; of Kent and comptroller of the Mint; and

Madox,i. 773.) The king frequently de- several instances occur from 6 John of his

scribes him as his beloved knight, and he conveying money to the king. (Rot. Claus.

was admittedto the intimacy of playing at i . 39–104 .) In16 John, inan order for

tables with his sovereign. ( Rot. Mise, some repairs at Brikestok in Northampton

14 John.). During the turbulent years of shire, he is named as the king's bailiff, and

John's reign he was a devoted adherent as having the custody of the forests there,

to the king, and greatly benefited by and in the next year as one of the justiciers

grants of the forfeited estates. In 17 appointed to take a recognition of the last

John he held the office of seneschal, or presentation to the church of Oxeden in

steward , and was appointed one of the that county. ( Ibid. 190, 196 , 270.) About

governors of Yorkshire. (Rot. Claus. i. 219, this time he was raised to the office of

272 ; Rot. Pat. 164 ; Wendover , iii. 353.) marshal of the Exchequer, and was sent in

On the accession of Henry III. he had 17 John to the constable of Marlborough

a renewal of the custody of the castle of Castle to bring six hundred marks to the

Knaresborough and the forests of Notting- king at Windsor. He is so called in 2

ham , and aided the royal troops both at Henry III. in a mandate to the barons of
Montsorel and Lincoln . In 5 Henry III. the Exchequer, who are directed to receive

he was constituted chief justice of the his clerk in his place till he returns from

forests, but about three years afterwards an embassy to Ireland. ( Ibid . 214 ,253.)

was removed from his office , having got In 1222 he was appointed with others to

into disgrace by being one of the barons hold pleas of the forest at Northampton,
who refused to comply with the injunction and becameconstable of Rockingham Castle.
to surrender the castles in their custody to ( Ibid. 497, 516, 573. ) His first nomination
the king. ( Rapin, iii. 14, 21. ) He was as a justice itinerant was in 9 Henry III.,

thendisseisedof various manors he held for tħecounties of Northampton and Rut
under the crown,and several of the amer- land ; afterwards for Lincolnshire, and for

ciaments he had' inflicted in his office were several other counties. ( Ibid . ii. 77, 151 ,

remitted. Soon, however, making his peace, 213. ) The knowledge and experience he

he obtained the restoration of his lands, and had acquired in his previous connection

received several marks of royal regard , as with the courts had become apparent ; and

some deer for his park at Saleby in Lin- as fineswere levied before him from Easter

colnshire, and the grant ofafair forthat 1228 till Easter 1231, it is manifest that
place. ( Rot. Claus. i.308–596, ii . 49-145.) he was then called to the higher position

In 10 Henry III. he was nominated one of a justicier in Banco at Westminster.

of the justices itinerant for Yorkshire During the whole of this period, and as late
( Ibid. ii. 151), and continued to be en- as 18 Henry III., 1233, his name appears

trusted with the guardianship of the as acting in numerous counties. Inuya

castles of Knaresborough, Bolsover, and dale's Orig. 42.)

Peke. In the last yearof his life, 1233, INSULA, JOHN DE . Two of this name

he was constituted sheriff of Yorkshire, and were summoned to the parliament at Ca

died before August 18,1234. (Ercerpt.e Rot. lisle in 35 Edward I., 1307 (Rot. Parl.i.
Fin.i.263, 265; Dugdale's|Baron . i. 737.) 188 )-one as a baron, and the other appe

INSULA, SIMON DE, or DE L'ISLE, was rently as one of the judges or learned pero
probably of the Isle of Ely, as he was one sons in the law.

of the stewards of that bishopric in 9 and It is certain that the latter was an adro

15 John,and had property in Cambridge- catein the courts, and as early as 1290

shire. (Rot. Pat. 99, 140 ;Rot. Claus i . was heard before the parliamenton the part

108.) In 12 John he accompanied the of the king in two suits there discused.

king to Ireland, but fell off from his Two years afterwardshe was amerced in

allegiance in the troubles at the end of 100 shillings for some contempt before the
it. He soon , however, submitted to justices of assize ( Ibid. 18–83), but ia 21
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Edward I. was himself appointed to act in ( on the accession of Edward II., though he

that character in nine counties. On Octo- was still regularly summoned with the

ber 21, 1295 ( Ibid.), hewas admitted as one judges to parliament, and in 4 Edward II.

of the barons of the Exchequer. (Y. B. was placed at the head of the justices of
pt. i . 36 ; Mador, i. 320, ii . 44–324 .) In assize in the northern counties. He re

33 and 35 Edward I. he was one of the sumed his seat in the Exchequer, by a

justices of trailbaston ( Rot. Parl. i . 178, patent dated January 30, 1313, and is fre

218 ) ; but whether he preserved his seat in quently noticed in that character till the

the Exchequer at the same time does not twelfth year. He died in May or June

appear. He was not, however, numbered 1320. ( Ibid. 301-350 ; Parl.Writs, ii.

among those barons who received patents / 1104 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. 223.)

J

6

JAMES, WILLIAM MILBURNE, the re- small chapel, a magnificent monument was

eently appointed lord justice of appeal in erected to his memory, on which he is

Chancery, was born in 1807, his father represented in his robes.

being Christopher James, Esq. , of Swan- David Lloyd, in his ‘ State Worthies’

sea , and his mother,Anne, daughter of (p. 221 ), gives a curious and eulogistic

Williams, Esq., of Merthyr Tydvil. He summary of his character in four pages of

was educated at the universityof Glasgow , his sententious phrases. His first wife was

and was called to the bar by the society of Elizabeth, daughter and heir of John

Lincoln's Inn on June 10, 1831. He re- Ansley, Esq . , of London ,by whom he had an

mained a junior in the equity courts for only daughter, who married the first Lord

two-and -twenty years, when in 1853 he Montagu of Boughton. Sir John'ssecond

was made a queen's counsel, and obtained wife wasMary,daughter of George Goring,

a distinguished practice for sixteen years Esq. (Horsfield's Lewes, ii . 66 ; Collins's

as a leader,during which he held the office Peerage, ii. 14.)

of vice- chancellor of the county palatine of JEFFREYS, GEORGE (LORD JEFFREYS

Lancaster. After thirty - eight years' ex- OF WEM). The task of writing the life of

perience as a barrister, he was raised to the this very worst judge that ever disgraced

bench on January 1 , 1869, as vice-chan- Westminster Hall,' as Mr. Justice Foster

cellor, in the duties of which he was found designated him , is most ungrateful, espe

so efficient that in July 1870 he was pro- cially when the writercan find no ground

moted to his present position , and to the forreversing the verdict that has been

Privy Council. He received the customary already pronounced.

knighthood when made vice -chancellor. George Jeffreys was the younger son of

Hemarried Maria, daughter of Dr.Wil John Jeffreys, of Acton , near Wrexham , in
liam Otter, the late Bishop ofChichester. Denbighshire, a gentleman of ancient stock,

JEFFREY, or JEFFERAY, John, was of but of comparatively slender means, by

an old Sussex family. His father was Margaret, daughter of Sir Thomas Ireland,

Richard, the second son of John Jeffrey, of of Bewsey in Lancashire. Born in 1648,

Chiddingly Manor, inherited from a long his education began at the free school of

line of ancestors. His mother was Eliza- Shrewsbury , and was continued, first at

beth, the daughterof Robert Whitfield, St. Paul's School in London, and then at

Esq ., of Wadhurst, Sussex. He was called Westminster under Dr.Busby, to whose

to the bar atGray's Inn in 1546, and made tuition he often referred in his after - life.

reader in 1561. "On his being summoned He himself states in the Cambridge case that

to the degree of serjeant in 1567 he was he was once a member of that university

presented with a purse containing 101.by ( State Trials, xi. 1329),but it is notknown

the society. In 1571 hewasreturned towhat collegehebelonged,and he took no

member for East Grinstead, and in 1572 degree. His untractable disposition was
for Arundel. In the latter year he was early exhibited by his refusing to settle in

nominated one ofthe queen’s serjeants, some quiet course of trade, for which he

and on May 15, 1576, he was promoted to was intended ; and he was of so litigious a
a judicial seat in the Queen's Bench. temper, and so fond of opposition and argu

Within a year and a half, on October 12 , ment, that his father used tosayto him ,

1577, he was promoted to the chief barony “ Ah ! George, George, I fear thou wilt die

of the Exchequer, but his seatwas vacated with thy shoes and stockings on .' ( North's

byhis death on May 23, 1578. He died Lives, 209.) Choosing the law as his pro

in Coleman Street Ward, London , butwas fession, he commenced his legal studies,

buried in Chiddingly Church, where, in a with the pecuniary aid of his grandmother,
BB
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at the Middle Temple, and was called to and married her. She bore him several

the bar on November 22, 1669. children during the eleven years of their

During his novitiate he had lightened union; and three months after her death,in

the rigour of his studies by too great a May 1678, he contracted a second marriage

devotion to the exciting pleasures of the with Mary ,daughter of Sir Thomas Blud

times, which, as a natural reaction from worth, lord mayor of London and M.P.

the austerities of the Puritan rule, had for the city, and the widow of Sir John

become eminently hilarious and disgrace- Jones, of Fonmon Castle, Glamorganshire.

fully profligate. Daring and impudence in This lady, being supposed to be not re

that age were almost certain to insure markable for continence, formed the sub

success; and an apocryphal story of the ject with her new husband of a lampoon

proficiency of the young aspirant in these called A Westminster Wedding.'

qualifications is related, of his appearing He held the recordership for two years,

in a forensic gown at the Kingston assizes during which, though he did not betray all

during the year of the plague, and plead- the violence and cruelty that afterwards

ing there as a barrister three years before distinguished him, he exhibited a sufficient

he was called. A voluble tongue and a inkling of his overbearing disposition. In

stentorian voice, joined with the interest his anxiety to follow the popular cry

of the disaffected party in the state, to against Papists, he forgot the religious pro

which he at first attached himself, soon fession of his patron, the Duke of York,

introduced him into considerable practice, going out of his way to insult the prisoners

principally confined to criminal business of that persuasion, against whom he had to
and the city courts. This led him into pronounce sentence as recorder, by ridi

the society of the members of the corpora- culing and inveighing against the doctrines

tion, to whom his jovial disposition was they professed. But when the tide seemed

not a little recommendation. " He found a to be turning, and the court party had

firm friend in an alderman of the same managed to meet the petitions for a par

name, through whose influence he was liament by addresses of abhorrence, Sir

elected to the place of common serjeant George took so active a part in getting up

on March 17, 1671, at the early age of the latter that he was visited with the

twenty-three. censure of the House of Commons. On

Seeing little prospect of advancement November 13, 1680, a vote was passed,

from his connection with the popular declaring that by traducing and obstruct

party, he gradually deserted it;and getting ingpetitioning for the sitting of parliament

himself introduced to Chiffinch, the king's he had betrayed the rights of the subject,

page, pimp, and factotum , he made himself and ordering that an address be made to

so agreeable to that worthy, both by join- his majesty to remove him out of all public

ing in his potations and by betraying the offices, and that the members for Londoa

plans of the disaffected , that he soon was should communicate the said vote to the

recommended to his majesty as a man |Court of Aldermen . On receiving this com

likely to do good service. Through the munication the aldermen resolved that Sur

same means, having also procured another George be advised and desired to sur

powerful advocate in the Duchess of Ports- render the office , which he accordingly

mouth , he easily secured to himself the did on December 2, having in the interin

post of recorder of London on October 22, obtained the reluctant permission of the
1678, receiving, a year before, the first re- king, who laughed and said that SirGeorge

ward of his apostacy by being knighted was notparliament-proof. With this con

and appointed solicitor to the Duke of cession and a reprimand on his knees at

York. He brazened out the disgrace of the bar, the house was satisfied, and Sir

his desertion, andfromthis time forward George kept his other places. (Parl. His.

he attached himself wholly to the court iv. 1216 ; North': Examen , 550.).

party, treating his former friends not only Since his election as recorder he had no

with contempt, but with the utmost vio- ceived the degree of the coif in February

lence of reprobation. 1679, and had been made king's serjeant

His first wife was Sarah, daughter of on May 12,1680. In the preceding month

the Rev. Thomas Neesham , and the cir- he hadalso beenconstituted chief justice of

cumstancesunder which he married her Chester,an office which he retainedtill be
( May 22, 1667) tell greatly to his credit. became chief justice of the King's Bench

She wasthe kinswoman and humble friend In almostall thenumerous state trials

of a merchant'sdaughter,aprize of 30,0001., during this period , connectedwith the

to whose hand or fortune Jeffreys aspired, Popish, the Meal-tub, and the Rye House

and had used the companion ashis secret Plots, he was engaged on the part of the

advocate. But the plot being discovered, crown, and after he became king's serjeant

the poor girl was dismissed, and, coming he took a prominent part in them. In few
up to town to tell of her failure and dis- of these, as reported, is there much to com

grace, the discarded lover took pity on her plain of, except in that against Stephen
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Colledge, whom he seemed to take a plea- Almost his earliest act as chief justice

sure in ridiculing, and in which he came was to preside at Sidney's trial, when by

into collision with Titus Oates, who, being his harsh and unfair treatment of the

a witness for the prisoner, threatened the prisoner he gave the first sample of his

serjeant that heshould ' hearof it in an- brutal nature and his courtly subserviency.

other place ' ( State Trials, viii. 601, 641, The same course he pursued in the subse

661)—a threat that was not forgotten by quent trials, insulting and vilifying the

Sir George when the brazen -faced plotter accused, and acting rather as the advocate

was sentenced four years afterwards for employed to procure a conviction, than as

perjury . The serjeant's general character an impartial judge sworn to see fair play

at the bar for insolence and browbeating between the parties. Not only was he un
his antagonists was so notorious that his feeling andindecorous towardsthe prisoners,

brethren must have enjoyed the severe but he bullied and threatened the counsel

rebuke he received at Kingston assizes practising in his court, instances of which

from Baron Weston. are related in the lives of Sir Edward

In trials at Nisi Prius he sometimes was Ward, Mr. Wallop,and Mr. Bradbury.

paid in his own coin, and, as chief justice of Though King Charles had at first re

Chester, he soon behaved in such a manner sisted the appointment of Jeffreys, he soon

As to draw down upon him general anim- altered his opinion ; andimmediately after

adversion, being described by Mr. Booth the condemnation of Sir Thomas Arm

(afterwards Lord Delamere and Earl of strong, who, having been brought to the

Warrington ) in his place inparliament as bar on an outlawry had claimed to be tried ,

acting ‘more like a jack-pudding than with saying hedemanded no more than the law ,

that gravity that becomes ajudge.' (Harris's was brutally answered by Jeffreys that he

Lives, v. 331. ) On November 17,1681 , he should haveit to the full, and thereupon

was created a baronet, of Bulstrode in ordered him for execution on the next Friday

Buckinghamshire, where he had bought an ( State Trials, x.114),his majesty took a valu

estate, and built a mansion , which was able diamondringfrom hisfinger,and gave

afterwards sold to William Earl of Portland. it to the chief justicein acknowledgment of

During the last illness of Sir Edmund his services. This ring, Burnet ( ii. 411)

Saunders, the Earl of Sunderland recom- says, was thereupon called his blood -stone.

mended Jeffreys to the kingfor the chief He justified the king's approbation of

seat in the King's Bench, but his majesty himby his zeal and active aid to the court

raised doubts of his capacity, and had too in obtaining the surrender of the charters

much knowledge of his character to expect of corporate boroughs. The lord mayor of

that the appointment would be agreeable London complained to Sir John Reresby

to the other judges. This hesitation was (Memoirs quoted in State Trials, viii. 217)

the cause of the place remaining vacantfor that the chief justice usurped allthe power

three months after Saunders's death ; but of his office, that the city had no intercourse

his majesty being at last overtalked, Jeffreys with the king but through him , and that

was installed chief justice on September29, the court looked upon the aldermen as no

1683. Evelyn (iii. 93, 140, 190 ), referring better than his tools. In both London and

to his advancement, characterises him as York he treated the aldermen with con

being reputed to be most ignorant, but tempt, and turned out many of them , with

mostdaring,' and relates that between the out so much as allowing them to be heard

sentence and execution of Algernon Sidney as to the crimes they were accused of.

he attended a city wedding and was ex- Soon after King James had succeeded his

ceeding merry, dancing with the bride, brother, Jeffreys hadan opportuuity of re

drinking and smoking, and talking much venging himself on Titus Oates,who,being

beneath the gravity of a judge. On another convicted on two indictments for perjury,

occasion he calls him of nature cruel and a received at his hands so pitiless a sentence

slave of the court.' And Burnet (ii . 389 ) that even those who most condemned the

says, All people were apprehensive of man pronounced it cruel and excessive.

very black designs when they saw Jeffreys Though the House of Lords refused to

made lord chief justice, who was scanda- reverse the judgment, King William at

lously vicious and was drunk every day, their request pardoned such part of the

besides a drunkenness offury in his temper punishment as remained tobe inflicted.

that looked like enthusiasm . He did not ( State Trials, x. 1315–29 .) Within a week

consider the decencies of his post, nor did after these trials Jeffreys was created

he so much as affect to seem impartial, as Baron Jeffreys of Wem in the county of

became a judge ; but run out upon all Salop, onMay 15, 1685 ; and that very day

occasions into declamations that did not be- was signalised by another exhibition of his

come the bar, much less the bench. He brutality against Richard Baxter, then

was not learned in his profession, and his applying for a delay of his trial. Alluding

eloquence, though viciously copious, was to Oates, then standing in the pillory, he
neither correct nor agreeable.' called them two of the greatest rogues

6
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and rascals in the kingdom .' On this trial, Queries, 2nd S. vi . 432.) Even Lingari

his counsel, and particularly Mr. Wallop, is compelled by irresistible evidence to

were indecently silenced, and Baxter him- acknowledge that Jeffreys converted his

self treated with the coarsest reproaches. commission to his own advantage, by

The indictment against him was for reflect- amassing a considerable sum of money,

ing against the bishops in his · Paraphrase probably by the sale of his friendship and

upon the New Testament;' and , notwith- protection .' The journals of parliament

standing the absurdity of the charge, the prove, among other items, thathe extorted

chief justice easily procured a conviction ; above 14,000l. from Mr. Prideaux to save

but so repugnant to common serse and to him from prosecution. ( State Triads, xi .

truth was his punishment, that his fine of 297 ;. Parl. Hist. v. 245.) When the

5001. was remitted before the end of the atrocities of these proceedings came to be

year. ( Ibid. xi . 497. ) But his excesses publicly discussed, the partisans of the king

soon reached their climax. After the de- and the judge endeavoured each to acquit
feat of Monmouth at Sedgmoor in July, a one byattributing the whole blame to the

commission of five judges was sent into the other, Jeffreys asserting that what he did

western counties to try those who were he did by express commands, and that he
concerned in the rebellion. This com was not half bloody enough for the prince

mission consisted of Chief Justice Jeffreys, who sent him thither ; ' and the advocates

Chief Baron Montagu, Sir FrancisWythens, of the king asserting that henever forgere

SirCreswell Levinz, and Sir RobertWright; Jeffreys executing such multitudes, con

and in order to give greater importance to it, trary to his express orders .' It seems

Jeffreys was invested with the temporary scarcely necessary to enquire on which ada

rank of lieutenant-general, and the com- the truth preponderates,for as it is allowed

mand of a strong military escort that ac- that the receiver is as bad as the thief,

companied its progress. " Commencing at so it will be acknowledged that the in

Winchester and terminating at Wells, the stigator is as bad as the actor ;' and the

unfortunate prisoners at each place that world , in judging of the comparativein

was visited met with the full rigour of the nocence of either , will rather look at that

law , and, taking even the most favourable which proves the complicity of both. It is
account, that of the historian Lingard , the certain thatthe king received daily accrunts

willing apologist of all theacts ofthis reign, of the proceedings,and did nothing to check

there were 330 executed as felons and them ; that he delivered up the convicted

traitors, above 800 given to different per- prisoners to his courtiers (including the

sons to be transported for ten years to the judge himself) to make what profit they

West Indies, besides many who were could extort from them for their pardır:

whipped and imprisoned. With indecent and that he welcomed the commissionen

haste all those who were convicted after on their return from the Bloody Assize, ef

trial suffered in the course of twenty -four pressing his thanks,and rewarding Jerfra !;
hours, while those who pleaded guilty were immediately by raising him to the head of

gratified with a short reprieve. Bad as the law . TheGreat Seal was given to his

this report is, it is not nearly so atrocious with the title of lord chancellor on Septembe

as the accounts of other writers, equthis ber 28, 1685, less than a week after his to

deserving of credit. And in all ally turn. " (Burnet, iii . 55 ; Bramston, 2007.)

• western campaign , ' as King James called His elevation made no change in his

it , no charge is brought against any of the manners. At a dinner he gave, at which

judges but the chief: on him alone the Reresby was present, he not only drank

harshness, the levity. the cruelty that at- deep, but made one of his gentlemen, nana

tended the trials are fixed . His brutality in Mountfort, an excellent 'mimic, who ha!

the examination of the witnesses in Lady been an actor, pleadbefore him in a feina

Lisle's case, the blasphemy of his impreca- cause, during which he aped all the gris

tions, his unjust insinuations against the lawyers of the age , in their tones, ibi :

unfortunate prisoner in his summing up, actions, and their gestures, to the rest

the ferocious anxiety he evinced for her diversion of the company. His intemperate
conviction , and the threats to the jury by habits were in no degree dininished. asl

which he enforced it , are truly disgusting, the same author relates that,dining with

and were equalled if not surpassed in what one of the aldermen , he and Lord Treasury ?

we hear of all the subsequent trials. Such Rochester got so furiously drunk that they

dread was attached to his name that the stripped themselves to their shirts,and wi ? "

memory of his fearful and sanguinary ex- with difficulty prevented from getting in

pedition is preserved to the present day in that state on the signpost to drinš the
the district over which he exercised his king's health .

terrific sway, by changing the name of the In opposition to Burnet's opinion ** !

well-known children's game called Tom his legal knowledge, we have the better
Tiddler's Ground' into Judge Jeffreys judgment of Sir Joseph Jekyll:and Spachte

Ground .' (Lingard, xiii. 53 ; Notes and Onslow says he made a great chancelier in
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the business of that court, and that in more Father Petre's apartments in the palace,in

private matters he was thought an able and order, says Barillon, to have the Great Seal

upright judge wherever he sat. Serjeant near him , that he might take itwith him.

Dary in 1754 describes him as everes- Accordingly Jeffreys delivered it up eight

teemed a great lawyer.' Even Roger North , days before theking's retreat ( Ibid. 223-6 ;

who hated him, speaks thus favourably of Luttrell, i. 481 ), and, conscious of the de

him as a judge ( p. 219 ) : “When he was in testation in which he was held, and the

temper, and matters indifferent came before danger he ran in remaining, took means for

him , he became his seat of justice better his own escape. He disguised himself in a

than any other I ever saw in ħis place. He seaman's habit, and proceeding to Wapping

took a pleasure in mortifying fraudulent to embark, he went into a cellar to take a

attorneys, and would deal forth his seve- pot. While there a scrivener came in, who,

rities with a sort ofmajesty. He had extra- Roger North relates (p. 220 ), had been con

ordinary natural abilities,butlittle acquired, cerned in a Chancery suit about a ‘ Bummery
beyond what practice in affairs had supplied . ' | Bird ; ' and one of the counsel having called

În the January following his elevation him a strange fellow , who sometimes went

he acted as high steward on the trial for to church, sometimes to conventicles, and it

high treason of Lord Delamere, who, when was thought he was a trimmer, the chan

Mr. Booth, had formerly given too true a cellor immediately fired, and cried out, “ A

description of his proceedings at Chester, trimmer ! I have heard much of that mon

and was far from pleased with the acquittal. ster, but never saw one : come forth, Mr.

There is no doubt that soon after this Jef- Trimmer, turn round, and let me see your

freys was in some discreditat court, perhaps shape,' and rated him so long that the poor

in consequence of the king's hearing of the fellow was ready to drop ; and when on

extent of his pecuniary dealings with the quitting the hall he was asked how he came

prisoners in thewest. To redeem his favour, off, ' Came off, ' said he ; 'I am escaped from

and to aid the king's desire to introduce the the terrors of thatman's face, and shall have

Popish religion and to discover its opponents, the frightful impression of it as long as I

he suggested and was made president of a live . The scrivener never forgot that fear

new ecclesiastical commission, of which the ful countenance, and recognising the chan

first victim was the Bishop of London, who cellor at once under his disguise, went out

was suspended from his office, and under and gave the alarm . The mob poured in,

which the disgraceful proceedings against and he was with difficulty rescued from

Magdalen College, Oxford, took place. their fury . Ile was hurried, with a shout

The prosecution of the seven bishops fol. ing crowd at his heels, before the lord

lowed, for presenting a petition to the king mayor, who was so shocked at his appear

praying that the clergy might be excused ance that he could not do anything,and was

from reading the declaration which his ma- seized with a fit from which henever re

jesty had issued proclaiming liberty of con- covered. By Jeffreys' own request he was

science. This being interpreted as seditious, taken, in a frenzy of terror , to the Tower,

a prosecution was determined on, and they guarded by two regiments of militia , whose

were committed to the Tower. It is diffi- strongest efforts could scarcely keep off the

cult to believe that this unwise measure thousands who pressed around the caval

could have been adopted without the con- | cade with execrations and threats of ven

currence and advice of the lord chancellor, geance . (Lingard , xiii .201 ; Bramston, 339;

the first legal functionary ofthe court ; but Luttrell, i.486.) There he remained for four

he professed to Lord Clarendonthat he was months, suffering much from theinjuries he

much troubled at the prosecution, and de- received from the populace in his capture,

sired bis lordship to let the bishops know and tormented with the stone, to which he

his desire to be serviceable to them. This had been for some years subject. There,

conversation , however, was after he saw the too, from a complication of disorders,aggra

extreme unpopularity of theirimprisonment, vated by his drunkenhabits, and most pro

and when he wished to father it upon somé bably byhis recollections and his fears, he

other advisers, who, he said, ' would hurry died on April 18, 1689. There also he was

the king to his destruction . He gave a at first interred ; but on the petition of his

plain condemnation of his choice of the friends his body was removed in 1692 by

judges by asserting just before the trial that warrant from Queen Mary to the church of

they were most of them rogues ;' and soon St. Mary, Aldermanbury,where in 1810 it
after it was concluded he called them a was discovered in a vault near the com

thousand fools and knaves, ' and Chief Justice munion table, enclosed in a leaden coffin ,

Wright (to whose promotion to the bench with a plate inscribed with his name. He

he had been particularly instrumental) ' a had formerly lived in theparish , and several

beast.' ( Clarendon's Diary, ii . 177-186.) members of his family were buried there.

When King James was contemplating his He was without hesitation excepted out of

departure after the arrival of the Prince of the act of indemnity, and a billwas or

Orange, he required the chancellor to occupy i dered to be brought in for the forfeiture of

6
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his estate and honours, but it dropped on the some measure by his position in parliament,
dissolution of the Parliament. ( Stat. Realm , , of which he was an active member for forty

vi. 178 ; Notes and Queries, 1st S. vii . 46. ) years, from 1698 to the end of his life, re

However forbidding a portrait may be in presenting successively the boroughsof Eve,

its prominent features, there are often some Lymington, and Reigate. During that long

raysof light that soften the general gloom period he steadily adhered to his party ,and
of the resemblance. Even in Jeffreys' in the prosecution of its objects introduced

career the circumstances attending bis first and supported several useful measures.

marriage evidence a generous disposition in When Queen Anne in the session of 1704

his early years ; and the latter part of his proposed by a royal message to grant the

life is not without some redeeming proofs first fruits and tenths for the augmentation

of a better disposition. An instance of his of the livings of the poorer clergy,Sir

gratitude is recorded in saving Sir William Joseph moved that the clergy might be
Clayton, to whom he owed his first advance wholly relieved from the tax, and that an

in city honours, from being hanged, when other fund might be raised to augment the

Charles's ministry had determined to sacri- 1 small benefices. The act bowever was

fice an alderman of London for the purpose passed (2 & 3 Anne, c. 11) carrying out

of intimidating that corporation ; and, even the queen's suggestion ; and a corporation

when in the midst of his bloodiest commis- thereupon formed for administering whai

sion , he listened with calmness to the re- is properly designated as Queen Anne's
monstrances of a clergyman of Taunton Bounty. In the debate on the famous

against his proceedings, and, though they Aylesbury case in the same year he abls

had no immediate effect on his conduct, maintained the right of injured electors to

presented him onhis returnto London to a seek redress at law ; and at the end of that

canonry in Bristol Cathedral. yearhe risked the censure of the house by

His honours became extinctby his only pleading in behalf of Lord Halifax. lo
son John's death in 1702 without male the absurd impeachment of Dr. Sacherer !!
issue, having first dissipated his estates. in 1710 he distinguished himself by his

One of his daughters married Sir Thomas opening of the first article, and was so some

Stringer, the after-named judge. (Wool- on the inipotent result that he caused ar

rych ; H.Roscoe ; The Western Martyrology.) indictmentto be preferred against a cler !.

JEKYLL, JOSEPH,held the office of master man in Wales,who ina sermon before him

of the Rolls for one- and -twenty years, from arraigned the proceedings and reflected 09

1717 to 1738. Pope describes bim as an the managers. The grand jury,howerer,very

Odd old whig, sensibly threw out the bill. ( Parl. Hist. vi.

Who never changed his principles or wig. 271; Luttrell,v. 488 ,vi.563; St. Trials, 17. 95.1

He was the fourth son of the Rev. Dr. On the accession of George I., when the

Jekyll, a clergyman in Northamptonshire, whigs regained power, Sir Joseph was

and was born about 1663. In 1687 he chosen of the committee of secrecy to en

was called to the bar by the Middle Temple, quire into the conduct of the late ministry

and was reader in 1699. and on their report being printed he state .

The talent which the youthful barrister in opposition to it, that, though there was

exhibited, added to the identity of political sufficient evidence to convict Lord Bolms

feeling, gained him the honour of an inti- broke of high treason, there was not sub

macy with Lord Chancellor Somers, which cient to iniplicate the Earl of Oxford in

led to his marriage with that nobleman's / such a charge. The earl , notwithstaudirr.

eister Elizabeth, a lady several years his was committed to the Tower in July 1711,

senior. This connection no doubtprocured and remained a prisoner for two years with

him the post of chief justice of Chester in out trial. So late as June 1717 Sir Joseph

June 1697, followed soon after by the reiterated his objections; vet in less than a

honour of knighthood, when his noble fortnight after he appeared as a manager,21

brother- in -law was in the height of his prepared to make good the first article .
power. He was further promoted to the the impeachment. In the farce with whit

degree of the coif in 1770,andimmediately that trial terminated it looks as if

made king's serjeant. From his Welsh ' Joseph was induced to take a part in coppia

judgeship the tory party on the accession sition to his openly arowed opinion, by the

of Queen Anneendeavoured to remove him ; hope, and perhaps by the promise,of swe
but on his withstanding the attempt, and ceeding Sir John Trevor, who was lately

insisting that his patent appointed him for dead, in the office of master of the Rois,

life , the governmentdid not think proper to which he was appointed in less than

to try the question , but submitted to his three weeks, on July 13.
Indeed he bat

continuing in the office, which he held till amply deserved this advance, not only fit

he changed it for the more honourable and the constant support he gaveto his party,

lucrative post of masterof the Rolls. ( Lut but for his zealous assistance in the prin

trell, iv. 238 , 319, 702-4 ; Burnet, v. 12.) secution of those concerned in the rebelio

This decision was probably influenced in of 1715, in conducting the impeachment of

.
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the Earl of Wintoun, and the indictment his full -bottomed wig. In consequence,

against Francis Francia. ( Parl. Hist. vii.67, however, of his munificent expenditure in

73, 478, 485 ; State Trials, xv. 830, 894. ) the erection of the large and convenient

In addition to the judicial duties which mansion at the Rolls for himself and his

now devolved upon him , he devoted him- successors, and the contiguous buildings in

self to affairs of state, and took a prominent Chancery Lane, and of his being disap

lead in the debates of the house. He ener- pointed in having a long lease of them, the

getically exposed the South Sea Bubble, government, to make good the loss, restored

and led the van of those who sought to the money to his relations. Lord Hervey,

punish the peculators. His age, his posi- in his Memoirs (i . 473 ), though giving him

tion, and the apparent impartiality with a very prejudiced character, is obliged to al

which he discussed the various questions low that he was impracticable to the court,
that arose, gave his opinionsmuch weight learned in his profession, and had more

and influence ; and, though a frequent general weight in the House of Commons

speaker, hewas always listened to with de- than any other single man in that assembly.'
ference and respect. But with the people JENNER, Thomas, was the son of

he risked his popularity by introducing a Thomas Jenner, Esq . He was born at

bill for increasing the tax on spirituous Mayfield in Sussex in 1638 , and was ad

liquors and for licensing the retailers . This mitted a pensioner of Queen's College,

produced great disorders among the lower Cambridge, in June 1655, but left the

classes, who were thus deprived of their university without a degree. In 1660

customary enjoyment; and Sir Joseph was he was fortunate enough to marry Anne,

obliged to have a guard at his house at the the daughter and heir of James Poe, thé

Rolls to resist their violence. As it was, son of Dr. Leonard Poe, physician to Queen

he was hustled and knocked down in Lin- Elizabeth and her two successors. At the

coln's Inn Fields, then an open space and coronation of Charles II. in 1661 he

the common resort of the mob. Arising figured as esquire to Sir John Bramston,

from this misadventure, which was nearly then created a knight of the Bath ; and in

fatal to him , a great ' improvement was November 1663 he was called to the bar

luckily effected , for,in order to prevent the by the Inner Temple. On October 16,

recurrence of similar accidents, palisades 1683, the king, having previously knighted

were erected around the fields, and a plea- him , appointed him recorder of London,

sant garden laid out. Another usefulmea- immediately after the forfeiture of the

sure which he originated was the Mortmain charters of that corporation. Evelyn calls

Act of 1736 , by which the indiscriminate him ( iii. 99) at this time. an obscure law

disposition of lands to charitable uses was yer. ' He was raised to the degree of the

restrained. ( Lord Hervey's Mem . ii . 88, coif on the 23rd of January following, and

139 ; Lord Macaulay's Hist. i. 359.) was at the same time made king's serjeant.

His presidency at the Rolls was distin- ( Bramston, 118; Luttrell,i.296;Wynne,85.)
* guished by legal ability, integrity, and de- In many of the state trials that followed

spatch. On January 7, 1725, theGreatSeal he was employed to prosecute, and proved

was put into his hands as the first of three himself, if not a very efficient, a very
commissioners ; and they held it from zealous advocate for the crown. 'On King

January 7 to June 1. The work on " The James's accession he was elected member

Judicial Authority of the Master of the for Rye, but had no opportunity of speak

Rolls, published in 1727 , and occasioned ing during the month that the sittings
by a controversy with Lord Chancellor lasted . The last occasion of his acting

King, who maintained that that officer was as king's serjeant was in January 1686 , at

onlythe first of the masters inChancery, the trial of Lord Delamere for high treason,

has been usually attributed to Sir Joseph ; who was acquitted by the Lords. A month

but, though he no doubt supplied some of after, on February 5, he was constituted a

the materials, it wasreally written by his baron of the Exchequer,andno doubt bad

nephew Sir Philip Yorke, at thattime previously satisfied the king that he would

attorney -general, with whom he always support his majesty's claim of power to

lived on terms of the greatest intimacy, dispense with the penal laws, for disputing

and to whom he left part of hisestates. which his predecessor had been discharged.

( Harris's Lord Hardwicke, i . 198, 416.) In October 1687 he was sent with Bishop

He died of a mortification in the bowels Cartwright and Chief Justice Wright on

on August 19, 1738, and was buried in the the notorious visitation of Magdalen Col

Rolls Chapel. Leaving no issue , he be- lege, Oxford, when Dr. Hough was ex

queathed 20,0001., after his wife's death, to pelled from the presidency. He however

the sinking fund' towards paying off the voted in the minority against suspending
national debt, a bequest which Lord Mans- the fellows of the college. ( State Trials, xi.

field said was a very foolish one, and that 528, xii. 36 ; 2 Shower,453; Burnet, iii . 140.)

he might as well have attempted to stop On July 6, 1688, Baron Jenner was

the middle arch of Blackfriars Bridge with removed to the Common Pleas, a seat which

6

6
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he retained during the short remainder of He took the degree of the coif in No

the reign. Previous to the king's flight he vember 1463, and in the next year are long

obtained a pardon, which was soon after arguments relative to the legality of an

stolen from his chamber in Serjeants’ Inn, outlawry awarded against John Paston at

together with 4001. in money; and en- the suit of Jenney. Another discussion

deavouring to escape with the king, he was arose in 1471,the principal question being

taken up by the Faversham men and carried whether Sir John Paston should proceed

to Canterbury, from whence he was re- against the serjeant by bill or by original

moved to the Tower of London in January writ. ( Y. B. 4 and 11 Edward IT.) In

1689. Here he remained till the suspension these cases he shows himself an acute law

of the Habeas Corpus Acthad ceased ,when , yer, and his practice in the courts was con

on his being admitted to bail by the King's sequently very extensive. Although it is

Bench , the House of Commons renewed clear that at one time ( Paston Letters, i.

their investigation of his case, and, having 182) the king was favourable to the Pas

previously voted that he had a principal tons, this did not prevent the advance to

concern in the arbitrary proceedings of the which the serjeant's legal attainments evi

late reign, committed himto the custody of dently entitled him , and he was accordingly

the serjeant-at-arms on October 25. He constituted a judge of the King's Bench.

was not released till the prorogation of the The date of his elevation , though Dugdale

Convention Parliament in theensuing Ja- states it to havetaken place in Trinity

nuary, which was immediately followed by Term 1477, 17 Edward 'IV. , could noi.

its dissolution . In the first session of the according to the Year Book and oth-3

next parliament the bill of indemnity was evidences, have been before Easter Term

passed, from which he was of course ex- 1481. He was re-appointed at the com
cepted by name, but this led to no further mencement of the reigns of Edward V. and

penal consequence. In February 1693 he Richard III., and sat in the court during

was obliged to plead King James's pardon the first six months of the latter rign,

in answer to a charge in the Exchequer of dying on December 23, 1483.

having levied 30001. on dissenters without His first wife was Elizabeth , daughter

returning the money iinto court. Resuming of Thomas Cawse, Esq., and his second was

his practice as a serjeant, he is found em- Eleanor, daughter of John Sampson, Een

ployed as late as 1702 in the defence of and widow of Robert Ingleys, Esq., His
Richard Holloway, charged at the Surrey eldest son , Sir Edmund, was the father of

assizes with being a cheat and impostor the undermentioned Sir ChristopherJenner,

in pretending to have been bewitched. JENNEY, CHRISTOPHER, was the grand

( Luttrell, i . 482, 486, 493, ii. 10, 612, iii. son of the above William Jenney, and the

37 ; Parl. Hist. v . 280 , 405 ; State Trials, third son of Sir Edmund Jenney, of kno

xiv. 668.) He died at his house at Peter- dishall in Suffolk , by Catherine, the daughter

sham in Surrey on January 1, 1707, where and heir of Robert Boys, Esq. Pursuin:

is a monumentto his memory. From one of the profession in which many of his family

his sons descended the late respected dean had become eminent, he became reader at

of the Arches, Sir Herbert Jenner Fust. Lincoln's Inn in 1521 and 152. In 19

With very small pretensions to law, Sir there is an entry in the privy purse accounts

Thomas Jenner was little more than a tool of Sir Thomas Le Strange of Hunstantoa,

of the court ; and that he was not only – Itm . pd . to Cristofer Jenney for his bar

laughed at , but despised, by his contem- yers fee the xxi daye of Maye, r ., whica

poraries, is apparent from a laughable pas- is afterwards several times repeated, show

quinade in a supposed letter from the ing that he had an annual retainer of 11.6

judge to his wife and children . ( IVool- 'that family. This fee was increased in baza

rych's Jeffreys, 147. ) I to 21. 138. 4d. per annum , but does De

JENNEY , WILLIAM, whose name was appear to have been paid berond Ease :

sometimes spelled Gyney, and more fre- 1531. ( Archeologia , ix. 431-404 .) He

quently Genney, was the son of John was oneof those assigned to assist Cardinai
Jenney, of Knodishall in Suffolk , and Wolsey in hearing causes in Chancery in

Maud, daughter and heir of John Bokill, June 1529. Called to the degree of theai

of Friston . He became one of the go- in Michaelmas Term 15:31, and having been
vernors of Lincoln's Inn in 1446 . His inade king's serjeant in 15:35, he was raised

practice at the bar began at least as early to the judicial seat on June 30 , 1.5.3 , as a

as Michaelmas 1439 , 18 Henry VI., that judge of the Common Pleas. He rem udru
being the date of his first appearance in there little more than four years, the last
the Year Books. The Paston Collection fine levied before him beingdated in M

contains many proofs of the enmity which chaelmas 1542. ( Dugdale's Orig. 47,251.)

existed between him and the Paston family, Ile married Elizabeth, daughter of William
and which led to those contests recorded in Eyre, Esq ., of Bury St. Elinuniis.

the Year Books in the next reign. ( Paston JERMYN , PHILIP, was called to the bar

Letters, i. 140, 196. ) by the Middle Temple in 1613, and became
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teader in 1629, and before that date he had manded universal approbation. His ser

attained considerable practice in the courts. vices as an adviser of the crown, in all
He attained the degree of the coif in Ja- the departments of the government, were

nuary 1637, and was employed by the par- so unremitting and laborious that they
liament in their prosecution ofJudge Jenkins laid the seeds of that disease which short

in 1647,and appointed by them on October ened his life; and his conduct on the

12 in the next yearone of the judges of the various prosecutions in those seditious

King's Bench. The tragic destruction of times, especially in the Chartist trials, was

the king made no change in his position, for so discreet and admirable that he well

he consented to act under theusurped power. merited his promotion to theplace of chief

( Whitelocke, 255, 312, 378. ) In the extra- justice of the Common Pleas on July

ordinary trial of Lieutenant-Colonel Lil - 15, 1850.

burne in October 1649, at which the Lord His judicial powers were of the highest

Commissioner Keeble presided, Jermyn was order. His judgments were models at

one of the commissioners, and took a promi- once of legal learning,accurate reasoning,
nent and violent part against the prisoner, masculine sense, and almost faultless lan

almost superseding the president. ( State guage ; ' and the memory he displayed, as
Trials, iv. 1269 et seq .) well in summing up the details of evidence

Peck dates his death on March 18, 1655. as in reviewing the cases quoted before

( Desid . Cur. b. xiv . 26 ; Morant, i. 183.) him, was quite surprising . Thefollowing

JERVIS, JOHN , a member of the family curious case is a good exemplification of

of the Earls of St. Vincent, was the younger his qualities. ' A young man of large pro

son of Thomas Jervis, Esq., a king's counsel perty had been fleeced by a gang ofblack
long leading the Oxford Circuit, and for legs on the turf and at cards. . A

many years a judge on the Chester Circuit. private note- book, with initials for names,

He was born onJanuary 12, 1802, and and complicated gambling accounts, was

was educated at Westminster School, and found on one of the prisoners . No one

at Trinity College, Cambridge. Though seemed to be able to make head or tail of

destined for his father's profession ,and being it. The chief justice looked it over and

for that purpose entered of the Middle explained it all to the jury; Then there

Temple, his love for a military life induced was a pack of cards which had been pro

him to accept a commission in the Cara- nounced by the London detectives to be a

bineers. Soon, however, leaving the army, perfectly fair pack. They were examined

he resumed his legal studies, and was called in court; every one thought them tobe so.

to the bar in Easter Term 1824. They were handed to the judge. . . When

Atfirst he travelled the Oxford, and then the charge began, he went over all the cir

the Chester Circuit, and in London he prac- cumstances till he got to the objects found

tised principally in the Exchequer. On each upon the prisoners. " Gentlemen,” said he,

arena he soon attained great reputation, from " Iwill engage to tell you, without looking

his familiarity with legal practice, and from at the faces, the name of every card upou

his quickness of apprehension and greatdis- this pack .” A strong exclamation of sur

cretion. In the Exchequer his opportunities prise went through the court. The pri

were improved by holding theoffice of .post- soners looked aghast. He then pointed

man ,' and by reporting its decisions in con- out that on the backs, which were figured

junction, first with Mr. Edward Younge, with wreaths of flowers in dotted lines ail

and then with Mr. (afterwards Justice) over, there was a small flower, the number

Crompton, from 1826 to 1832. He was the and arrangement of the dots on which

author also of some other useful practical designated each card. ' ( His Life, by

works on criminallaw, the law ofcoroners,& c. Brooke, ii. 142.)

In the first Reform Parliament he was The disease under which he laboured

returned for the city of Chester, which he sometimes made him impatient and irrita

continued to represent till his elevation to ble ; but he was pronounced by the pro

the bench , invariably supporting the liberal fession a judge of the highest rank, and in
party, to whose principles he was zealously the relations of private life he was much
attached . esteemed for his amiable and cheerful

In 1837 he received a patent of pre- disposition.

cedence, and on July 4 , 1846, on the Ile died on November 1 , 1856, leaving a

restoration of the whig ministry , he was family by his wife, Catherine, the daugh

made solicitor-general, which he held ter of Alexander Mundell, Esq . (Law

only three days, being promoted to the Mag. and Rev. Feb. 1857, p . 302. )
attorney - generalship on the 7th by the JOHN is inserted as a chancellor under

elevation of Sir Thomas Wilde to the post Henry II. by Philipot and Spelman, and

of chief justice of theCommon Pieas , when their followers, Hardy and Lord Campbell,

he was knighted . During the four years but without sufficient authority. Thynne,

that he filled that office the manner in from whom Spelman avowedly forms his

which he exercised its functions com- list, says nothing more than this :
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occurs.

* John,chancellor of England in the time charge the Earl of Shaftesbury,imprisoned
of King Henrie the Second, but what he by the House of Lords. That he credited

was or in what year of King Henrie he the testimony of Titus Oates and William

lived I doo not know .' Bedlow , and that of the other witnesses to

Dugdale does not notice him , nor is there the Popish Plot, notwithstanding all their

any history which does; neither has any contradictions, is manifest in the trials that

record been discovered in which his name took place before him in the two subse
years, though he afterwards found

JONES, THOMAS, was the second son of reason to change his opinions.

Edward Jones, Esq., of Sandford in Shrop- In Trinity Term 1680, the Court of

shire, by Mary, daughter of Robert Powell, King's Bench having dismissed the grand

Esq., of The Park in the same county, and jury suddenly, so as to prevent an informa

was descendedfrom an ancient family, the tion against the Duke of York for not

nobility of which is traced by the Welsh going to church , the House of Commons

heralds to a period earlier than the Con- directed Chief Justice Scroggs and Justice

quest. His education was begun at the Jones to be impeached ; but the parliament

free school of Shrewsbury, and completed being soon after prorogued, the proceedings

at Emmanuel College, Cambridge,where he were not renewed. In thetrials of Fitz

took the degree of B.A. in 1632-3. He harris, Dr. Plunket, and Colledge, in 1689,

had previously been entered at Lincoln's and of Lord Russell in 1683, there is no

Inn, and wascalled to the bar on May 17, thing to distinguish Justice Jones favour

1634. The part which he took in the sub- ably from the other judges who sat om

sequent troubles has been variously repre- them . In the absence of Chief Justice

sented . One writer says he was one of the Saunders, he pronounced in June 1683 the

loyal Shropshire gentlemen taken prisoner judgment of the court in favour of the

by the parliamentary forces on capturing king taking the charter of the city of

Shrewsbury ;whileanother remarks that Londoninto his hands ; and on September

‘ his conduct spoke more of prudence than 29 following he was rewarded by being

loyalty, or perhaps of timeserving than promoted to the place of chief justice
af

either,' adding, that though in 1662 he the Common Pleas. On the subsequent

declared he was always for the king, yet trials of Fernley, Ring, Eliz. Gaunt,and

he was never sequestered, though pos- Alderman Cornish, at which he presided,

sessed of considerable property, but de- he showed great severity and harshness
clared himself against the commission of and the attainder of the latter was reversed

array in the time of the wars, and refused at the revolution. ( State Trials, vols. vi. to

to find a dragoon for the king's service, for xi.; Parl. Hist. iv. 1224 ,1261, 1273.) But

which be was committed by Sir Francis still he was too honest and plainspoken

Ofey, then governor of Shrewsbury, which for King James. On being pressed by his

commitment he afterwards brought two majesty todeclare himselfin favour of the

men to testify before the parliament com- royal dispensing power, he said he could

mittee as an argument of hisgood affection not do it ; and onthe king'sanswering that

to them ;' that his brother was then recorder he would have twelve judges of his opi

of Shrewsbury, and declared him from the nion,' he replied that possibly his majesty
bench well affected to the parliament; and might find twelve judges of his opinina,

that he was elected town -clerk of Shrews- but scarcely twelve lawyers. (Kennet's

bury by the parliamentary party, from Hist. iii. 451.) . He was accordingls dis

which office hewas accordingly dismissed missed from his place with three other

at the Restoration. (Gent. Mag. 1840, judges, on April 21, 1686.

pp. 2 ,270. )
At the revolution he was called before

He was returned as one of the members the House of Commons to account for a

for Shrewsbury to theparliament elected judgmentofthe Court of King's Bench in

just previous to Charles's arrival, and again the case of Jay v . Topham , the serjeant
in 1661, but his name does not appear in at-arms, pronounced six years before, and

anyofthe debates. Hewas dignified with was committedwith Chief Justice Per

the coifin1669,andwaspromotedtobe berton for the supposed breach ofpriviles

king's serjeant two years after. While on July 19, 1689,sharing the imprisonment

holding that position he was knighted, and with his chief till the prorogation of the

on April 13, 1676, he was constituted a parliament. ( State Trials, xii. 8:22 ) He
judge of the King's Bench. During the died in May 1692, aged seventy -eight, and
ten years that he sat on the bench, seven was buried in St. Alkmurd's Church,

in this court, and three as chief justice of Shrewsbury, where his monument still
the Common Pleas, he was engaged in remains.

most of the political trials that disgraced Roger North ( Examen, 563) describes

the latter part of Charles's reign, and the SirThomas as "a very reverend and learned

commencement of that of James II. In judge, a gentleman and impartial.' Lock
1677 he properly refused to bail or dis- ing,however, to his whole professional
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career, he appears to have exhibited too boldly, in his justification, to the antiquity

great a tendency to accommodate himself of his house : ' I am myself,' said he,

to the court or to the popular party, as the Liber Homo; my ancestors gave their voice

one or the other predominated ; and his for Magna Charta. I enjoy that house still

claim to the title of an upright judge is which they did. I do not now mean to

principally founded on his resistance to the draw down God's wrath upon my posterity,

king'sdispensing power. and therefore I will neither advance the

By his wife,Jane, daughter of Daniel king's prerogative nor lessen the liberty of

Bernand, Esq., of Chester, he had three the subject, to the danger of eitherking or
sons, William , Thomas, and Edward, from people. (Parl. Hist. ii. 290. ) What his

the latter of whom descended Catherine, view of the king's prerogative was maybe

who married Captain John Tyrwhitt, judged by his joining in the opinion of the

whose son Thomas, succeeding to the bench in favour of ship -money, and by the

estates, assumed the name of Jones, and reasons he gave in support of that opinion
was created a baronet in 1808 . in 1637, in Hampden's case ( State Trials,

JONES, WILLIAM , belonging to an an- iii. 844-1181); but, however erroneous his

cient family of North Wales,whose line- view of the case might be, there is no doubt

age is traced by the Welsh heralds from that his decision was founded on a con

the princes and possessors of that country, scientious opinion of its correctness.

was the eldest son ofWilliam Jones, Esq ., By his death before the Long Parliament

of Castellmarch in Carnarvonshire, where took up the question, he escaped the im
the family had long been seated , and of peachment instituted against his colleagues.

Margaret, daughter of Humphrey Wynn That event occurred on December 9, 1640,

ap Meredith, of Hyssoilfarch, Esq. 'He in the seventy -fourth year of his age. He

was sent fromthe free school of Beaumaris was buried under Lincoln's InnChapel.

to the university of Oxford, where he pur- Hearne ( Cur. Discourses, ii . 448 ) describes
sued his studies at St. Edmund's Hall for him as a person of admirable learning,

five years, and then was entered of Fur- particularly in the municipal laws and

nival's Inn, from which he removed to British antiquities.' His • Reports of Special

Lincoln's Inn , where he was called to the Cases,' from 18Jac. I. to 15Car. I., which

bar in 1595, and became reader in Lent were not published till after his death, have

1616. Hehad acquired sufficient eminence , a goodreputation in Westminster Hall;and ,

in his profession to be selectedin 1617 for to distinguish them from those of Sir Tho

thechiefjusticeship of the King's Bench mas Jones, the judge in the reign of Charles

in Ireland. For this purpose he was called i II.,they are cited as ' FirstJones's Reports.'

to the degree of serjeant on March 14, He married, first, Margaret, eldest daugh

1617, and knighted. ter ofGriffith John Griffith, Esq ., of Keve

After staying in Ireland for about three namulch ; and secondly ,Catherine,daughter

years, duringwhich he was oneofthecom- of Thomas Powys, ofAbingdon, andwidow

missioners of the Great Seal of that king- of Dr. Hovenden, warden of All Souls' Col

dom, he resigned his seat in the King's lege, Oxford . ( Athen. Oxon . ii . 673.)

Bench ; and in the patent of his successor, JOSCELINE (ARCHDEACON CHI

June 1620 , the services of Sir William are CHESTER ) was one of the custodes of the

thus encomiastically alluded to. The king, bishopric of Exeter in 31 Henry II., 1185,
while complying with his desire to be called while it was in the king's hands. Twó

from his charge, says he could wish, for years afterwards his name occurs as a jus

the good of his service and his kingdom of tice itinerant fixing the tallage of thecoun

Ireland, that a man so faithful, honest, and ties of Lincoln and York (Mador, i. 310,

able would bave affected to continuein 635, 713), and he was present in the Curia

that office longer. ' ( Smyth, 26 , 88.) On Regis as one of the justices before whom a

returning to England, he resumed his prac- fine was acknowledged. ( Hunter's Pre

tice at the bar, but in Michaelmas 1621 he face.) The continuance of his judicial

wasplaced on the English bench as a judge functions is shown by the roll of1 Richard

of the Common Pleas. ( Duydale's Orig. , I. , where his pleas as a justice itinerant in

48.) He continued in that court for three various counties, not only for that but the

years, during which he was also employed preceding years, appear. " (Pipe Roll.) He

on a commission in Ireland, and was then, probably died shortly afterwards, as the1

on October 17, 1624, transferred to the date of his successor in the archdeaconry is

King's Bench, where he remained for the 1190. (Le Neve,65.).
rest of his life. JUKEL, John, is the last in the list of

In the great question, in 1628, as to the justices itinerant in 20 Henry II., 1174,

refusal of bail tothe five gentlemen com- appointed to takethe assize of Hampshire

mitted to prison for not contributing to the (Madox, i. 123 ); but who he was has not

loan, Justice Jones, when called with his been discovered .

fellows before the House of Lords to assign JUYN, Joan, is so called in the Rolls

bis reasons for that judgment, adverted thus of Parliament and the Acts of the Privy

OF
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Council, but sometimes spelled Joyn, and on 1404. (Rot. Parl. iv . 107. ) He held the

his monument Inyn, and so in Bishop Bub- office of recorder of Bristol,and about eight
with's will, of which he was one of the ex- months after the accession of Henry VI.Le

ecutors, which seems most probably correct, was appointed, on May 5, 1423, to the double
as his mansion is now called · Inne Court.' cfficeof chief baron of the Exchequer and

He was of a Somersetshire family, his judge of the Common Pleas. (Acts Priry
country seat being at Bishopsworth (now Council, iii. 71.) He was knighted in 4

called Bishport) in that county, in which Henry VI., and on February 9, 1436, he
he possessed the manor of Long Ashton. was raised to the principal seat of the latter

( Collinson's Somerset, ii.295.) He first ap- court. There he remained for nearly three

pears in the Year Book of11 HenryIV. , after years, and then was made chief justice of the

which his name is of frequent occurrence. King's Bench on Jan. 20, 1439,and presided
In the next reign he was oneof those who there till his death , on March 24, 1+39-40.
refused to obey two summonses to take upon He was buried in St. Mary's Chapel, Red

them the degree of serjeant, but who were cliffe Church, Bristol . By his wife Alice

compelled by the parliament to do so in he left a son. ' ( Barrett's Bristol, 587.)

K

&

6

KARLEOL, WILLIAM DE, sometimes Ile married a daughter of Major-General

spelled Karlell, is erroneously placed by Evans, of the Artillery.

Dugdale as lord chief baron of the English KECK, ANTHONY, the second commissioner

Exchequer on June 27, 1383, 7 Richard II., of the Great Seal when King William ard

having mistaken the patent which appoints Queen Mary had settled themselves on the

him chief baron of Ireland. He had been throne, was the son of Nicholas Kewk,of

second baron of the Irish Exchequer from Oldcowcliffe in Oxfordshire. Admitted
1371, 45 Edward III . , and was succeeded barrister by the Inner Temple in 1600, be

as chief baron there in 1399. ( Smyth's Law became a bencher in 1677. That as an
Off Ireland, 146.) advocate in Chancery he acquired a great

KAUNE, RICHARD DE (Calne) , is only reputation may be inferred from his being

mentioned as one of the justicesitinerant selected at such a crisis as one of the heads

into Wiltshire in 9 Henry ÎII. , 1225, and as of the court on March 4 , 1629. He was at

being appointed about the same timeto take the same time knighted. His tenure of

assizes of last presentation , &c., in that office lasted only fourteen months, till May
county. (Rot. Claus. ii . 76, 136, 141. ) 14, 1690. After his retirenent from the

KEATING, HENRY SINGER, is one of the Seal he was returned to parliament for

present judges of the Common Plens. Ile Tiverton in 1691 , and died in December

was born at Dublin in 1804, and is the third 1695. In 1697 was published a compila

son of the late Lieutenant-General Sir tion from his papers under the title of
Henry Sheehy Keating,K.C.B., who highly Cases arg and decreed in the High

distinguished himself in the West Indies Court of Chancery from the twelfth year

and other parts of the world , and of the of Charles the Second to the thirty -first

daughter of James Singer, Esq.,of Anna- One of his daughters narried Richard

dale in the county of Dublin. Freeman, who became Lord Chancellor of

He was called to the bar by the Inner Ireland, and another married into the Tracy

Temple on May 4, 1832, when he joined the family . ( Atkyns's Gloucester, 13.3 , W :

Oxford Circuit ,and attended the Oxford and Luttrell, ii. 217, iii . 567 : Welshy .)
Gloucester sessions, and after labouring as KEEBLE, RICHARD, of Newton in Suffolk,

a junior for seventeen years he received a traces his descent from Thomas hecbit, a

silk gown in 1849. native of that county, who, as a learned

In 1852he entered parliament as member serjeant, fills a large space in the Year

for Reading, which he continued to repre- Books of Henry VII. (Athen. Oron. is.

sent till hewas elevated to the bench . Sup- :575. ) He was called to the bar at firar
porting the liberal party in the house,he Inn in 1014, was elected an ancient in life ,

was appointed solicitor-general in May 1857, and reader in 16:39. Though he was never

and knighted, during the first ministry of in parliament, his political sentiments were

Lord Palmerston, on whose defeat in the sufficiently known to induce that buds &
following February he retired, but was re- elect him for one of the judges of Wales in

placed in June 1859, on that lord's return to March 1647 , and to include him in the

power. Only half a year had elapsed before batch of serjeants appointed in Oetuber

he was constituted a judge of theCommon 1648. Ile was sent to Norwich in Decem

Pleas, in which court hehas sat from De- ber to try the mutineers, and on the dis
cember 14, 1859, till the present time. posal of the Great Seal after the death of

.

1
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the king, he was the junior ofthe three April 1852 he was returned for Harwich,

commissioners to whose custody it was en- and in May for East Suffolk, which last

trusted , an office which he held for above sent he retained till he was called to the

five years. ( II hitelocke, 240, 342, 380.) bench. During this period his professional

Soon after his appointment be presided at advancement proceeded. He held the office

the curious trial of Colonel Lilburne, and of solicitor-general twice, with the cus

he seems to have acted with less severity tomary knighthood, from June 29, 1845, to

and unfairness than some of the judges who July 2, 1846 , and from February 27 to

were joined in commission withhim. He December 28, 1852. On February 26, 1858,

was president also of the High Court of hewas appointed attorney -general, butonly

Justice on the trials of Christopher Love held the place till June 18 in the follow
and John Gibbons in 1651 ( State Trials, ing year. He remained out of office for the

iv. 1269, v. 49, 268 ); but in April 1654, next eight years,when Lord Derby's admi

Cromwell having been proclaimed pro- nistration placed him in his present position .

tector, he was displaced. He has been married twice. His first

On ' the restoration of Charles II. the wife was Agnes, daughter of Captain

serjeant was excepted from the act of in- Mason, of Leith , and his second is the

demnity. (Parl. Hist. iv. 70.) How long daughter of Mark Cunningham, of the

he lived afterwards, or to what country he county of Sligo .

retired to avoid his trial, does not appear. KELYNG, JOHN, cannot be the same per

His son, Joseph Keeble, published several son described by Anthony Wood as John

law tracts, besides reports of cases in the Keeling, a counsellor of the Inner Temple,
King's Bench from 1660 to 1678 . and a person well read in the municipal

KELLESAY, RICHARD DE, was the last | laws of England, created M.A. in the House

named of the justices itinerant for the of Convocation in August 1621 , ' and

county of York in 1225, 9 Henry III. He noticed by him as being possibly the same
was then abbot of Selby, having been person as the chief justice, because the ad

elected thereto in 1223. He died in 1237, mission of the latter into the Inner Temple,

or at least was then succeeded by Abbot | as a mere student of law , was more than

Alexander. (Rot. Claus. i. 533, 540, ii . 77 ; two years after, on January 22, 1624. His
Browne Willis.) father was of thesame inn, and is described

KELLESHULL, RICHARD DE, was pro- as a resident of Hertford . Croke in his Re

bably the son of Gilbert de Kelleshull, to ports notices the nametwice, once as Keel

whom a pardon was granted in 15 Edward ing in 1635, and next as Keeling junior in

II ., for all felonies, &c. , committed in the 1639. The former was probably the M.A.

pursuit of the Despencers. ( Parl. Writs, of Oxford . was called to the

ii. p . ii. 166.) The family no doubt came bar on February 10, 16:32, and from this

from Kelshull in Hertfordshire. time to the Restoration no mention is made

Richard was appointed to several judicial of him in the Reports. Lord Clarendon
commissions from 9 Edward III., but was describes him to the king as 'a person of

not raised to the bench of the Common eminent learning, eminent suffering, never

Pleas till May 30, 1341. The date of the wore his gown after the Rebellion ,but was

last fine levied before him is in 1354 ; buthe always in gaol ;' and he himself, on his

was alive three years afterwards, when he being made a judge in 1663, speaks of his

enfeoffed the parson of the church of twenty_years' silence .' ( Fasti Oxon. i .

Heydon in Essex with that manor and 404 ; 1 Keble, 526. )

advowson . (Abb. Rot. Plac. ii . 99-291 ; Withsuch claims, it is not surprising

Dugdale's Orig. 45.) that he was included in the first batch of

KELLY, FITZ-Roy, hasbeen chief baron new serjeants called by Charles II. in 1660,

of the Exchequer since July 16, 1866. and was immediately engaged on the part

This judge, according to Dod's Peerage, & c., of the crown to advise with the judges

was grandson of Colonel Robert Kelly,who relative to the proceedings to be adopted

distinguished bimself in the East Indies, against the regicides. He was counsel on

and the son of Captain Robert Hawke the trials of Colonel Hacker and William
Kelly, by Isabel, daughter of Captain Heveningham , and of John James, a Fifth

Fordyce, carver and cupbearer to George Monarchy man. (1 Siderfin , 4 ;Kelyng,

III. He was born in London in 1796. On 7 ; State Trials, v . 1177, 1229, vi . 76.)

being called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn on Returned as member for Bedford in May

May 7, 1824, he first joined the Home 1661, he prepared the Act ofUniformity,

Circuit, and then the Norfolk Circuit ; and passed in the next year. On November 8

after practising with great success for ten he was made king's serjeant, and in that

years,he was appointed a king's counsel ' character was oneof the counsel on the

in 1834. He was unfortunate in several trial of Sir Harry Vane, towards whom his

attempts to enter parliament, but at last in conduct was unfeelingly harsh and insult

1837 gained a seat for Ipswich. From ing : ( Ibid . vi. 171 ; Burnet, i. 184.),
1843 to 1847 he sat for Cambridge. In He was appointed a judge of the King's

The son
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Bench on June 18 , 1663; and within two |as an ambassador sent in July 1415 to ne

years afterwards he became chief justice gotiate a peace with the King of Arragon,

of the King's Bench, onNovember 21, 1665. and to treat for a marriage with his daugh

He retained the place during the remainder ter. ( Rymer, ix. 295.) In that year also he

of hislife, with little reputation as a lawyer, was appointed dean of the Arches,andricar
and frequently incurring censure by his general of the new archbishop Chicheley.

want of temper and discretion. In 1667 Unconnected as he was with any noble

.complaints were made againsthim in parlia- or influential family, these employments,

ment by gentlemen of the county for divers and the rapidity of his subsequent prefer

• high proceedings ' in the execution of his ments, both in the church and the state,

office, as fining of juries, &c. , for which he speak strongly of his intellectual powers

was obliged to answerbefore the House of and the excellence of his character. By

Commons. That body voted his proceed- this time he had been already admitted

ings to be illegal and tending to the intro- archdeacon of Durham, and in 1418 he
duction of arbitrary government, and at was elected Bishop of Rochester. In

first seemed inclined to proceed with great the following April Henry V. made him

severity, ordering that he should be brought keeper of his privy seal, and withintwo

to trial; but in the end, by the mediation years he was placed in the office of chan.

of his friends, the matter was allowed to cellor of the duchy of Normandy, which he

lrop. ( State Trials, vi. 697, 992; Pepys, iii. retained till the end of that reign. After

278, 324–5 .) Again in 1670 hewas obliged sitting at Rochester for about two years, be

to apologise publicly in the House of Lords wasremoved to Chichester on February 28,

for rudely affronting Lord Holles on a trial 1421 , and on November 17 in the same year

in the Courtof King's Bench .( Life of he wastranslated to the bishopricof London.

Holt, Pref. vi.) Sir Thomas Raymond, On the accession of Henry VI. he deli

however ( p. 209) , in recording his death , vered up the seal of the duchy of Nor
calls him a learned, faithful, and resolute mandy, and was appointed one of theyoung

judge. He collected various crown cases in king's council. ( Rot. Parl. ir. 171, 201.)

which he was the judge, which were pub- He was sent to the Duke of Bedford in

lished after his death by Chief Justice Holt. France, and was employed to treat for the

Hedied at his house in Hatton Garden on release of the King of Scots. ( Acts Irina

May 9, 1671,leaving a son, who was named Council, iii . . 86, 137.) When Cardinal

in 1660 as one of the intended knights Beaufort retired from the chancellorship,

of the Royal Oak, and who afterwardswas on his temporary accommodation with the

knighted and became king's serjeant. The Duke of Gloucester, the bishop was raised

family name of the mother of that son has to that office on March 16, 1426, and on the

not been found, but the register of St. 8th of the following April was elected

Andrew's, Holborn, records her burial under Archbishop of York. He retained the

her Christian name Mary in September Great Seal for nearly six years, during

1667, and the judge's marriage with Mrs. which he was one of the peers who signed

Elizabeth Bassett in the following March. the answers to the Duke of Gloucester,

Whether the William Kelynge who re- resisting his claim to govern at his own

ported cases inthereign of George II. was will and pleasure, and explaining the limi
of the judge's family does not appear . tation of his authority as protector. ( Rol

KEMPE, JOHN (ARCHBISHOP OF YORK Parl. iv. 327.) His resignation of the

AND CANTERBURY ), onwhom his nephew Great Seal on February 25, 1432, probably

Thomas,Bishop of London, is said to have arose from the contests between the rulins

penned this hexameter : powers ; for it appears that the archbishop

Bis primus, ter præses, et bis cardine functus,
continuedindustriously to attend the coun

cil, and that in 1439 he was one of the

was descended from a good family, which ambassadors to treat for peace with France

'had been long in possession of theestate of In December of that year he was made

Ollantigh, inthe parish of Wye, in Kent, cardinal priest by the title of St. Balbins.
where he was born in 1380. He was the ( Rymer, x. 758.)

younger son ofThomasKempe and Beatrice, Ten years after this he was called upor

a daughter of Sir Thomas Lewknor. to resume the office of chancellor, and

He received his education at Merton received the Great Seal on January 31,

College, Oxford, of which he became a 1450 , as the successor of John Stafford,

fellow . Practising in the ecclesiastical Archbishop of Canterbury , on whose death

courts, he was one of the counsellors called in 1452 he was raised to the primacy, to

upon by Thomas Arundel, Archbishop of which he was elected on July 21. On this

Canterbury, to assist in the proceedings translation the pope granted him the rank

against Sir John Oldcastle for heresy in of cardinal bishop,by the title of St. Rufina;

1413. ( State Trials, i. 242, 262.) As these and he had the satisfaction of receiving the

learned advocates were frequently joined cross and thepall at the hands of his nephew

to foreign missions, so we find him employed Thomas Kempe, then Bishop of London,
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The united labours whichhe thus under- , recreating himself by someboyish attempts

took he continued to perform for nearly at poetry . Luckily for his fame, he soon

two years, when his career was closed by deserted the Muses, and acquired so much

his death on March 22, 1453-4. He was credit with his master for his proficiency in

buried in Canterbury Cathedral. law and steadiness in conduct that negoti

His name is still remembered in the ations were entered into to receive him into

university of Oxford, to the schools of partnership. Some difference however aris
which, as well as to his own college,he ing as to terms, and his elder brother having
was a munificent benefactor, He beautified lately died, it was determined that he should

the collegiate church of Southwell, and seekhis fortune at the bar ; and acaccordingly

rebuilt that of his native parish, Wye, he was entered at the Middle Temple, and

where he erected a tombto his parents, wascalled to the bar on February 7, 1756.

and in 1447 endowed a college of secular During his years of pupilage and for the

priests for the celebration of divine service long interval after, in which his merits and

and the instruction of youth, calling them even his name were unknown, he occupied

the provost and fellows of St. Gregory and every instant of his time in laying in that

St. Martin. This establishment was dis- store of knowledge so essential for the man

solved with the other religious houses who aims at the character of a real lawyer.

under Henry VIII. ; but the buildings have He lived in a smallsetof chambers in Brick
been since devoted to thepurposes of parish Cou in the Temple, and was constant in

education with part of the original endow- his attendance in Westminster Hall, where

ments. (Godwin, 127, & c.; Hasted , vols. he began taking notes of the cases he heard

iv. vii . xii .; Gent. Mag. Nov. 1845 , p . 481.) there so earlyas 1753. The small means

KENDAL,HUGHDE,had the Great Seal which his father could allow him obliged

on July 25, 1284, 12 Edward I. , duringthe him to live with the greatest economy, by

temporary absence of the chancellor, left in which he contracted a habit of parsimony

his care and that of two others. ( Cal.Rot. which stuck to him to the last day of his

Pat. 51.) This was solely as clerks of the life; and hewas proud even in his prosperity

Chancery, many writs and directions being of pointing out the eating-house near

addressed to them on the business of the Chancery Lane in which he and Dunning
Chancery. and Horne Tooke used to dine together at

How long he had been one of the clerks the cost of 7fd. a head. With Dunning,

of the Chancery does uot appear, but he who soon discovered his merits, he formed

had been for severalyears engaged in official a close intimacy, attended with mutual
duties. In1 Edward I. he received ten benefit. When, by an unexampled success,

marks for his expenses in going to the king Dunning was overwhelmed with cases and

beyond the seas ; two years afterwards he briefs, Kenyon was employed by him to

was assessor of the fifteenth imposed on the answer many of the former and to look out

counties of Cambridge and Huntingdon ; the law and arrange the arguments arising

andin the ninth year he is styled the king's from the latter. By this employment he not

clerk. In 17 Edward I. he was paid 1168. only improved in the exercise of his powers,

4 } d. for erecting a housein the burial-ground but, when his assistance was discovered, the

of the abbot of Westminster, in which the cases by degrees were sent direct to him , till

statues ofKing Henry and Queen Eleanor, at lasthe was well employed in that branch

Edward's late consort, were being made ; of business, and his opinionsbecame much

and in 20 Edward I. he received 201. in sought for and bighly esteemed .

reference to some latten metalprovided for He was regular in his attendance on the

the tombof the former. ( Devon's Issue different courts, particularly the Chancery,
Roll, 87, 99, 105 ; Parl. Writs, i . 3, 9.) and travelled the Welsh and Oxford Cir

KENT, EARL OF. See Odo ; H. DE cuits, which Chancery barristers had not

BURGH ; H. GRAY. then ceased to do. Interposing sometimes

KENYON, LLOYD (LORD KENYON ),was as amicus curiæ with some abstruse law or

the secondbut eldestsurviving son of Lloyd forgotten clause in anold act of parliament,

Kenyon, of Bryn in Flintshire, a magistrate he attracted the attention of Lord Thurlow ,

of that countý, by Jane, daughter of Ro- whose idle habits required the aid of a la

bert Eddowes,ofEagle Hall in the county borious helper ; and he was soon joined with

of Chester. He wasborn atGredington in Mr. Hargrave in doing privately the work

Flintshire on October 5 , 1732 ; and after for which the great man received the credit.

passing through Ruthin grammar school in This assistance was well rewarded ; for not

Denbighshire,then in high repute,andin long after Thurlow becamelordchancellor

which Lord Keeper Williamswas formerly, he gratefully conferred on his devil'in

andChief Baron Richards more recently a 1780 the chief justiceship of Chester, an

pupil, was articled to Mr. Tomkinson , an office most gratifying to Kenyon, as it ' not

attorney at Nantwich. There with extra- only gave him honour in his own country,

ordinary diligence and assiduity he mastered but confirmed the standing he had attained

the elements of his profession, occasionally at the bar. In the same year he was
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returned member for Hindon in Wiltshire. I was truly honest and independent, and had

Soon after he made his first prominent ap- an absolute abhorrence of anything that

pearance as leader in the defence of Lord savoured of irreligion, immorality,or fraud.
George Gordon for high treason, in refer- He was particularly sharp in punishing the

ence to the riotsof 1780, in which his noble misdeeds of unworthy practitioners ; in ac

client was infinitely more indebted to the tions for criminal conversation he urged the

zeal and eloquence of Mr. Erskine, who most exemplary damages ; hemade forcible

acted as junior counsel, than to him. In war against the spirit of gambling, and

fact, though a deeply learned lawyer and a neither high nor low escaped hisinvectives;

forcible arguer, hewas never, from his want and to the gross libels of the day, both po

of oratorical powers, an efficient leader in litical andpersonal, he was a ster opponent.

criminal or Nisi Prius cases . Though his observations on these subjects

Lord Thurlow advanced him , per saltum , might in some instances, no doubt, hare

to the attorney -generalship in March 1782, been tempered with a little less warmth,

but he was not a very zealous assistant to they were dictated by the strictest moral

the ministry. He continued in office till principle, and tended ,and were intended, to

April 1783,when both he and Lord Thurlow repress the evil practices upon which hewas

were turned out by the Coalition. His ex- called to adjudicate. His addresses to juries

clusion lasted only till the following Decem- were clear and distinct , and showed sound

ber, when he was re-appointed under Mr. common sense and great discriminatico :

Pitt, but did not hold the place above three his arguments in Banco always exhibited

months, receiving the office of master of the soundness of law, both technical and mate

Rolls on March 30, 1784, and also the ho- rial; and, notwithstanding all his mine?

nour of a baronetcy on July 24. In the new failings, the decisions and rulings of no

parliament he was elected for Tregony, and judge stand in higher estimation thanthe
fully ingratiated himself with the minister of Lord Kenyon . His presidency lasted

by his zealous opposition to Mr. Fox as a nearly fourteen years, and his death, whiek

candidate for Westminster, actually having was hastened by his grief for the loss of his

a bed put up in the loft of his stables to eldest son, occurred at Bath on April 4
give him a vote , and supporting the scrutiny 1802. He was buried in the family vaults

that followed that election with more energy Hanmer, where there is a monument with
than discretion . After presiding at the his effigy by Bacon, jun., and an inscrip

Rolls for four years, during which he was tion recording his piety and worth.His
much commended both for efficiency and notes of cases, which only extended from

despatch, he was raised , on the resignation 1753 to 1759, were published some years

of Lord Mansfield, to the head of the Court after his death .

of King's Bench on June 9, 1788, and on He married Mary, daughter of Gente

the sameday was created a peer by the title Kenyon ,of Peelin Lancashire, the ele?

of Lord Kenyon of Gredington. branchof the family, and had by her three

In dignity, urbanity, and grace there was The title is now enjoyed by the

a sad fallingoff in the court ; but inknow- fourth baron .

ledge of law , application of principle, dis- KERDESTON, WILLIAM DE , was one of

crimination of character,intuitive readiness, the justices of trailbaston appointed :

and honesty of purpose, the new chief jus- Apriï 6 , 1305, 33 Edward I., for Norfolk

tice need not fear a comparison with his and Suffolk (N. Fædera, i . 970) , of which
great predecessor. The disapprobation with he had been sheriff, and held considerabija

vhich, from the offensiveness of hismanner possessions in the former of them. When

and his severity of expression, he was re- the new commissions were issued two me

garded by both branches of his profession afterwards, his namewas omitted, probabir
was more than counterbalanced by the ad- on account of his death , as the frequera

miration which , from the inflexibility of entries about him in the parliamentary

his justice, was universally accorded tohim ' writs cease in the thirty -fourth peer

by the suitors and the public. To his un- They show him to have been summient

' popularity with the former is to be attri- to perform military service , and to hat

buted the multitude of anecdotes about his been variously employed in those cuintus
worn - out habiliments, shabby equipage,and He married Margaret, daughter of Gilk .

· bad Latin, circulated by the contemporary de Gant, Baron of Folkingham. His se

jesters of the bar. They havebeen minutely Roger was summoned to parliament in

detailed by Mr. Townsend, and repeated by Edward III. , but the barony fell into abera

Lord Campbell; but, whether true or in- ance in the next reign . (Dugdale's Birt

vented, they ought now to be forgotten, as ii. 112 ; Nicolas's Synopsis.)

the venial frailties of the man , in regard to KILKENNY, WILLIAN DR (Brswop of

his acknowledged merits as the judge. To ELY) , was archdeacon of Coventry i

make the most of them , they were, as he 1248, and held some official position in

himself considerately declared of the errors the court from 1249, 33 Henry III., te

of Erskine, merely · blots in the sun .' He 1252. (Mador, ii . 129, 202.) When Jod :

sons.

1
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385de Lexinton retired from court in 1250, the Edward Kindersley,Esq ., of Sunning Hill,

Great Seal was committed to Peter de Ri- Berkshire, formerly in the civil service of

vallis and William de Kilkenny, and it is the now defunct East India Company,

not improbable, as they both were con- and descended from a Lincolnshire family.

nected with the king's wardrobe, that it Being brought to England for education,

was merely deposited there under their he proceeded from Haileybury to Trinity

saie ,custody during John de Lexinton's College, Cambridge, and graduated B.A.
absence.

in January 1814 , being fourth wrangler ofWilliam de Kilkenny, however, was his year, and gaining his election as fellow of

afterwards in the sole possession of the his college in October 1815. He took his

Seal, although the date of its delivery to degree of M.A. in July 1817, and on the

him is not recorded . His signature ap- 10th of the following February was called
pears to a patent dated July 2, 1253, to the bar by the society of Lincoln's Inn.
relative to the government of the king- In January 1835 he was made one of the

dom , during the king's absence in Gascony, king's counsel, and occupied that position

by Queen Eleanor and Richard Earl of till 1848, having been advanced in the pre

Cornwall, who had been appointed regents. vious year to the honourable post of chan

They at the same timewere directed to cellor of the county palatine of Durham .
deliver to William de Kilkenny the seal of During the whole of the thirty years that

the Exchequer, to be kept by him in the had elapsed since he assumed the barrister's

place of the Great Seal, which the king had gown he had practised in the Court of
ordered to be locked up till his return . Chancery, and both as junior and senior,

About Michaelmas 1254 the monks of for juridical learning, patient industry, and

Ely elected him their bishop, and on the solid judgment, had held so high a reputa

5th of the ensuing January, the king hav- tion that he was early ranked among those

ing returned to England on the 1st, the who would sooner or later be called to a

bishop elect delivered up the Great Seal to judicial office.

him , and received a patent, 39 Henry III. , Never having been in parliament, and not

m . 15, expressive of his diligentand accept- having any political interest, he had to wait

a ble service, with an entirequittance from till March 1848 for his advancement, and

all reckonings and demands in respect of then only received a mastership in Chan

the King's Court or otherwise, ' de tempore cery. In that position his judicial talent

quo fuit custos Sigilli nostri in Anglia.' became so evident that on October 20,

( Madox, i. 69, 71. )

1851, he was appointed vice- chancellor,Matthew Paris calls him ' cancellarius and was knighted. This office he resigned

specialis ; ' and Sir T. Hardy, following him, in November 1866, and the fifteen years

bas introduced him into his column of during which he held it confirmed the cha

chancellors. There are only two recorded racter he bore throughout his whole career.
instances in which he is distinguished by He married the only daughter of the Rev.

that title, both in 37 Henry III. (Rymer, John Leigh Bennett,ofThorpe in Surrey,

i . 288 ; Abb. Placit. 133. ) It is observable, KING, PETER (LORD King ). The career

however, that in neither of the preceding of this eminentjudge affordsanotherstriking
entries of that year is he so designated, instance of how genius and industry may

and the words above cited from his quietus overcome the most unpromising beginnings,

seem conclusively to prove that his real and, when united with modesty and good

office was that of keeper of the Seal.
conduct, mayraise the possessor from a subHe presided over his see for little more ordinate position to the highest dignity in

than one year, during which he gave to his the state. Peter King's father, Jerome

monks the churches of Melburn and Swaff- King, was a thriving and respectable grocer

ham .His decease occurred on September and salter in Exeter, and he himself was

22, 1256,while engaged on an embassy to compelled reluctantly to pursue the same
Spain. His body was buried at Sugho, business for some years. His mother was

where he died, but his heart was brought Anne, daughter of Peter Locke, of a Somer

to his own cathedral.

setshire family , and first cousin of the greatIn times of violence and distraction,such philosopher John Locke. He was born in
as those he flourished in, it is pleasant to 1669, and after receiving the ordinary edu

find all parties writing in his praise. He cation at the grammar school of his native

is represented as handsome inhis person, city , he hadno other apparent prospect than
modest in his demeanour, skilled in the was opened to him by his father's trade.

municipal laws of the kingdom , wise, pru- Though faithfully and diligently discharging
dent, and eloquent; and he is mentioned the duties of this unattractive avocation, his

among thebenefactors of Cambridge. (God- mind, which was serious and contemplative,

win , 256 ; Angl. Sac. i . 310, 636. )

sought more congenial employment ,and inKINDERSLEY, RICHARD TORIN , was stead of occupying his leisure hours in the

born on October 5, 1792, at Madras,and usual amusementsofyouth, he devoted them

is the eldest son of the late Nathaniel to literary pursuits. Encouraged by his

a

CC
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celebrated relative, who saw with surprise morganshire, and by the death in the next

and pleasure the progress in learning ofone month of his cousin John Locke, who bad

who could command so few opportunities been his affectionate guide and adviser, and

for study, he published anonymously in 1691 who proved his confidence and love by

a worksuggested to himby the discussions making him his executor and leaving him
in parliament on the scheme of Compre- his MSS., and a great part of his property.

hension, which about that time agitatedthe In 1705 he received his first promotion,

religious world. that ofrecorder ofGlastonbury,which was

This was entitled an ' Enquiry into the succeeded by his election on July 27, 1700,
Constitution , Discipline, Unity ,and Wor- to the recordershipofLondon, andhis knight

ship of the Primitive Church that flourished hood in the following September. Atthis

within the first 300 years after Christ : faith- time his reputation was so high that he was

fully collected out of the extant writings of designed for speaker of the new parliament;

those ages. ' He soon afterwards produced but his claims were withdrawn in favour of

a second part, leading to a correspondence Sir Richard Onslow . He was one of the

between him and Mr. Ellis,which was pub- managers for the Commons in the impeach

lished by the latter . In 1702 he issued mentof Dr. Sacheverell in 1710, and opened

anothertheological work, called“ The His- the second articlein a most elaborate speech,

tory of the Apostles ' Creed , which greatly replying also to the doctor's defence in one

increased his reputation. Bredup among as able and as long. In these orations be

Dissenters, he had in his first work naturally displayed all his theological learning ; bet

advocated the claimsof the Presbyterians ; be could noteffectively support a prosecuti33

butwhen Mr. Sclater's book called " Original like this, which itself in some measure con

Draught of the Primitive Church'appeared, travened the principles of that toleratia
so late as 1717, he is said to have acknow which he had advocated. This howera

ledged that his principal arguments had was a party affair, in which he probably

been satisfactorily confuted. However this was compelled to assist: but he soon after
may have been , his early work attracted the showed his adherence to his old opinions by

notice of thelearnedworld, and it displayed his energeticdefence of Whistonand i

such an extent of reading and research that Fleetwood, Bishop of St. Asaph. (Sate

his relative induced his father to release Trials,xv.134,418,703; Parl. Hist.vi.1157
him from his commercial engagements, and, When George I. came to the throne the

bysending him to completehiseducation whigs regained their power,andSir Pete:
at the university of Leyden, prepare him was at once promoted. From the whiz

for a position more suitable to his talents. leader in the House of Commons and the

He resided at Leyden for three years, and acknowledged head of the bar, though un

returned in 1694 and applied himself dili- dignified with office, he was raisedon .No

gently to the study of thelaw at theMiddle vember 14, 1714, to the post of chief jus.

Temple,where he was called to the bar on tice of the Common Pleas, in which he sat

June 8,1698. To Chief Justice Treby and formore than ten years, with the approbe

to his other whig connections he probably tion oflawyers forhis learning, andof
owed his early introduction into practice, in suitors for his impartiality. The State

which he was soon successfully and exten- Trials' report only twocriminal trials befinn

sively established , both in Westminster him ; and in both of them his summin

Hall and on the Western Circuit. By the of the evidence andhisstatement of the

same interest he was almost immediately law are most careful, clear, and distint;

provided with a seat in the senate, being, and though his construction of the corenty

in both the parliaments of February and Act in that of Woodburn and Cope did not

December 1701, elected for Beeralston , a meet with universal acquiescence, it was

close borough, for which he sat till he as- agreed on all sides that the prisoners We

cended the bench. During the whole of most deservedly condemned." ( State Trai,
this time, although we know from his cor- xv. 1386, xvi . 74.)

respondence with Locke that he was an On the resignation of Lord Chancell

active partisan and an occasional speaker, Macclesfield in January 1725, Sir Pater

the recordsof parliamentary oratory areso King was appointed speaker of the H***

scanty that his namevery seldom appears. of Lords ;inwhich characterhe presided
The first occasion on which he is noticed is at the trial of that nobleman, and pro

in January 1704, when hedelivered an able nounced sentenceagainst him on Var ?

and effective argumentinsupport ofthe Fivedays after, on June 1, thetirests
right of electors to appeal to the common was placed in his hands as lord chancells,

law for redress against the returning officers he having threedays before heen raised to

of Aylesbury for refusing to receivetheir the peerage by the title of Baron King we
votes. (Parl. Hist. vi. 264.) This year was Ockham in Surrey. His salaryof COWY

an eventful oneto him , being marked by his was increased by 12001., avowedly to 02

marriage in SeptemberwithAnne,daughter pensate for the loss of the sale of certain
ofRichard Seyes,Esq ., of BovertoninGla- offices in theCourt of Chancery ; thus in
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KING
effect acknowledging that to have been was educated he never swerved during the

theretofore a recognised privilege, for the whole of his career, and against his private

exercise of which Lord Macclesfield had character no word has ever been whispered.

been punished. He had held the Seal for He left four sons, each of whom succes

two years whenGeorge I. died ; yet, though sively enjoyed the title. The great-grand

he had given his opinion on the subject of son of the fourth brother was created by

the marriage and education of the royal Queen Victoria, in 1838, Earl of Lovelace,

family in favour ofthat king's prerogative, and is now lord lieutenant of Surrey.

and against the claim of the Prince of KINGESTON , HENRY DE, in 1197, 9
Wales, the latter when he came to the Richard I. , was one of four justices itine

crown was so convinced of his unbiassed rant who tallaged Kingeston, a small town

integrity that he was continued in his high in Berkshire (Madox, i . 705 ), and was no

trust for the first six years of the reign. doubt of the same place. His name does

His earliest labours were devoted to the not appear on any other occasion .
construction of a plan by which the frauds KINGSMILL, JOHN, was the son of John

and misapplication of the suitors' money, as Kingsmill, of Barkham, Berks, and was

lately exposed, might be for the future pre- himself afterwards seated at Sidmanton in

vented ;

and this was satisfactorily effected Hampshire. He had his legal education at

by the appointment of a new officer called the Middle Temple, and, having been no

the accountant-general, in whose name all ticed in the Year Books from Michaelmas

the funds brought into court were imme- | 1489, was called from that society to take

diately placed , to be dispensed under strict the degree of the coif in 1494, and in 1497

regulations to those found to be entitled to he wasmade one of the king's serjeants.

them. In the daily exercise ofhis judicial ( Y. B. 9 Henry VII. fo. 23 b . ) That he

functions, though he exhibited the same was held in high estimation at the bar is

learning, care, and impartiality,he did not proved by the following letter from one of

sustain the same reputation he had won by the corresponden
ts of Sir Robert Plumpton

his presidency of the Common Pleas. He ( Corresp. 134), for whom the serjeant was

had not had any experience in equity prac- professionally engaged :— Sir, for Mr.

tice , and consequentl
y was diffident, irre- Kingsmel,it were wel doon that he were

solute, and dilatory. So many of his de- with you, for his authority and worship ; for

crees were appealed against, and so many he may speke more plainly in the matter

of his decisions were reversed or contro- than any counsel in this country will, for he

verted, that the admiration which he had knowes the crafty labour that hath been

earned as a judge cannot be extended to made in this matter, and also he will not let

him as a chancellor. Lord Hervey (Me- for no maugre. And yf the enquest passe

moirs, i. 281) relates that the queen once against you, he may shew you summ com

said of him that he was just in the law fortable remedy, for I suppose with good

what he had been in the gospel - making counsell you may have remedy ; but, sir,

creeds upon the one without any steady his coming will be costly to you .

belief, and judgments in the other without On July 2, 1503, he was preferred to a

any settled opinion . '

judicial seat in the Common Pleas ; and

During the latter part of his career his fines were levied before him as late as Fe

health failed, and he became so lethargic bruary 1509, two months before the king's

that he often dozed over his causes when death. His own death probably occurred

on the bench ; ' a circumstance which, ac- about the same period , as his name does

cording to Jeremy Bentham (an eyewit- not appear in the reign of Henry VIII.
Dess) , was no prejudice to the suitors,' He married Joan, daughter of Sir John

owing to the good understanding between Gifford of Ishill, and had a son John, whose

Sir Philip Yorke and Mr. Talbot, who, second son , George, is the next judgenoticed.

though opposed to each other as counsel, KINGSMILL, GEORGE, the grandson of

arranged the minutes of the decrees be- the above John Kingsmill, was the second

tween them so as that strict justice might son of Sir John Kingsmill, of Sidmanton in

be done.' ( Cooksey, 60.) No wonder then Hampshire, by Constance, the daughter of
that this mode of settling their claims was John Goring, of Burton in Sussex. He

unsatisfactory to the litigants. Lord King's passed through the grades of legal study at

infirmities increased somuch that on No- Lincoln's Inn, where he was called to the

vember 29 , 1733, he felt himself compelled bar in 1567, and became reader in autumn

to resign the Seal, after having held it for 1578. In 1594 he removed from the inn on

Learly nine years.

being made a serjeant, and in the following

From this timehe gradually sank till the year he received the additional honour of

close of his life. He died on July 29, 1734, queen's serjeant. Lord Burleigh recom

and was buried at Ockham , where a hand- mended him for advancement as a man

some monument bears record of his many well able to bear the burden of service '

excellencies.

( Peek's Desid . Cur. b. v . 24) , and soon after

From the liberal principles in which he that minister's death he was elevated to

2
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was named as

the bench as a judge of the Common Pleas, | is, there is little doubt, the individual re

on February 8, 1599. After the accession ferred to in the last article under the date

of King James, who knighted him , he re- 1272. Hewas rector of the church of St.

tained his post till Hilary 1606 , when he Berian in Cornwall, dean of Wymburn in

resigned, and inthe April following hedied. Dorsetshire, a canon in the cathedrals of
He married Sarah,daughter of Sir James Wells and York, and in 1272, 56 Henry

Harington, of Exton, and widow of Francis III., was appointed archdeacon of Coventry.

Lord Hastings. (Collins's Peerage,vi . 658. ) | (Rot. Parl. i. 14; Le Neve, 132.) When,on
KINLOSS, LORD. See Edward BRUCE. the death of Richard de Middelton 01

KIRKEBY, GILBERT DE, like many of his August 7 of the latter year, the Great

namesakes, was connected with the courts ; Seal was delivered into the king's ward

and that his standing wasa high one is robe under the seal of John de Kirkeby,

shown by his being selected in 21 Edward there is no doubt that he was either an

I. , 1293, as one of the eight justices of officer of the Exchequer or a clerk of the

assize then appointed, when Kent and Chancery. On the king's death , on Novem

eight other counties were assigned to him ber 16 following, it was delivered up by

and to John de Insula. He had property him to the king's council. There is among

in Hinton andBrackley in Northampton, therecordsinthe Towera letteraddressed
and was sheriff of that county for five to him as the king's vice -chancellor about

years, commencing 2 Edward I. (Abb. this time. (7 Report Pub. Rec. , App .ii.3.7.)

Placit. 299 ; Fuller.) It was not till nearly six years after this

KIRKEBY, JOHN DE. This name appears that he had again possession of the Great
three times in the judicial list of the reign of Seal. When Robert Burnel, the chancelli
Henry III. — viz., in 1227, 1236, and 1272. went abroad on February 11, 1278,6 E.:

The presumption, therefore, is that they do ward I. , John de Kirkeby
not apply to the same individual, but that his substitute ; and the same course " a*

the party mentioned in the first of the two repeated on several other occasions during
former years was probably the same person that chancellor's temporary absences- 11 ,
recorded in the second of them. 'Great on May 25 , 1279; February 20, 1281;
difficulty, however, frequently arises in February 13, 1282 ; and March 1,1283. As

distinguishing individuals who are de- he was left to expedite the business of the
nominated from their native places, espe- Chancery in the meantime, it is manit

cially when towns of the samenameoccur, that he was cognisantofthe duties of the
as in this case, in different counties . A office , and mostprobably that he was the
John deKirkeby, parson of the church of senior clerk in the Chancery, then a place

Kirkeby Lonsdale , in 11 Henry III., ob- of high importance. From this he wasp )

tained the grant of a fair there; butthere moted on January 6,1284, to the office of

is nothing to prove, though it is very treasurer"(Madox,{ii.36 ), which he filize
possible, that he was the same John de until his death.
Kirkeby who, in August of the same year, On July 26 , 1286, he was elected Bisby

1227,was appointed one of the five justices of Ely, and, although he had previous
itinerant selected forthe counties of North- heldso many ecclesiastical dignities. F#

ampton, Bedford, Buckingham ,Cambridge, obliged to be ordained . priestbefore bis

Huntingdon, and Rutland. (Rot. Claus.ii. consecration. Within four years a vi !

201 , 213.) Again, the tallage of Yorkshire fever terminated his career, on March

was assessed by a John de Kirkeby in 14 1290. Hewas buried inhis own cathedrs,
Henry III.(Mador,i.708), andeithera and was succeeded in hisproperty by ?
justice itinerant, or a clergyman in the brother named William . He is charsa

neighbourhood , might havebeen so em- with neglecting the care of his diverse in

ployed . In 19 HenryIII.a John de his devotion to the affairs ofthe state,as
kirkeby paid seven hundred marks to to have borne himself with too much art

the king for the wardship and marriage gance , sinking the bishop in the trees .

of the son and daughter of Philip, the His successors, however, would not fail

brother of Thomas de Burgh ( Excerpt.e bless his memory for the muniticent haqra
Rot. Fin . i. 281) ; and in the next year he made to them of the manor of Holber

again, in Easter 1236, the name appears as where their London palace was built,p***

a justicier, taking the acknowledgment of the site which is now called Ely Plas

fines. ( Dugdale's Orig. 42.) As itmay be (Godwin, 257; Angl. Sacr. i. 637 ; Chr se

easily presumed that the justice itinerant Petrob. 150.)
is the same as the justicier, and considering KIRKEBY,THOMAS, was one of the master".

that it was notuncommon for the judges in Chancery from 18 llenry VI., 1417,
of that period to have ecclesiastical prefer- March 29 , 1447,when he received a

ments, there is a reasonable ground for of the office of master of the Rolls

believing that heand the incumbent of reversion after the death of John Steper,

the living of Kirkeby Lonsdale are one. don ( Rot. Parl. v . 3-128, 317, 417);

KIRKEBY, John De(Bishop of Ely), probably came into possession before Mar
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25 following, when Stopindon's successor in , turbed in his office by Henry VI.; and,as he

the archdeaconry of Dorset was collated. was not restored to it when Edward IV.

After his predecessor's death he took a resumed the throne, he probably died just

new patent,dated January 26, 1448, when before Morland's appointment.

the grant was made to him for life ; but his KNOVILL, GILBERT DE, was sheriff of

newgrant on the accession of Edward IV. Devonshire from 21 to 28 Edward I.,during

was only quamdiu se bene gesserit .' In which time he witnessed the charter by

little more than ninemonths he was directed which Isabella de Fortibus, Countess of

to give up the Rolls to Robert Kirkham , Albemarle and Devonshire, granted to the

who succeeded him on December 23, 1461. king the Isle of Wight, and the manors of

He died in 1476, being then treasurer of Christchurch in Hànts and Lambeth in

Exeter Cathedral. ( Le Neve, 91 , 281.) Surrey, and was also one of her executors.

KIRKETON, ROGER DE, although intro- ( Rot. Parl. i. 335. ) He was indebted to her

duced by Dugdale among the justices of for the manorof Batishorn in the parish of

the Common Pleas in 39 Edward III. , on Honiton, which long remained in his family.

the authority of a liberate for the pay- | (Risdon , 40.)
ment, no doubt, of his salary, was then only In 31 Edward I., 1303, he was sent as a

made one of the king's serjeants, and was justice itinerant into the isles of Jersey,

not raised to the bench till the early part of Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark , and in 1305

46 Edward III . , 1372. His arguments as and 1307 was appointed one of the justices

an advocate extend from 28 to 45 Edward of trailbaston into ten counties, of which

III., in the Year Books, in which he is Devonshire wasone. (Rot.Parl.i. 218,464.)

named as serjeant in the fortieth year. It Judging from a contemporarysong, he

was not till 46 Edward III. that he was for graced the seat of justice with mercy and a

thefirst timeintroduced as a regularjudge. tender consideration for the poor. (Wright's

The fines acknowledged before him com- Pol. Songs, 231.) In 2 Edward II. he peti

mence in February inthat year. tioned the parliament for relief, in conse

He continued on the bench during the quence of having received during his sheriff

remainder of that reign, and was re- alty 108l. in a coin called pollards, which

appointed at the commencement of the had been reduced to half their value by a

following. His name on the fines does not royal proclamation ; and the barons of the

occur beyond July 1380, 4 Richard II., Exchequer were afterwards ordered to make

but he lived till the ninth year of that reign. him the allowance. Madox, i. 294.) He

He was of a Lincolnshire origin , and died in 7 Edward II. (Abb. Rot. Orig. 1.203.)

had property in the place from which he KNYVET, JOHN, wasa descendant ofthe

was called in that county ; and there are ! very ancient family ofKnyvets, which had

some circumstances which raise a question | beensettled in England previous to theCon

whether he and Roger de Meres, after- quest. He was the eldest son of Richard

mentioned, are not one and the same person. Knyvet, ofSouthwick in Northamptonshire,

KIRKHAM , ROBERT,was amaster in custos of the forest of Clyve, by Johanna,

Chancery in 1454, 32 Henry VI., till the the daughter and heir of John Wurth, a

end of that reign ; and ninemonthsafterthe Lincolnshire knight. In 21 Edward III.he

accessionof Edward IV. he superseded was practising as an advocate in the courts

Thomas Kirkeby as master of the Rolls, ( Y. B.) ; and in 31 Edward III. he was

on December 23, 1461. Twice during the called to the degree of the coif ; and thereis

absence of the lord chancellor, George Sir Edward Coke's authority (4 Inst. 79 )

Nevill, Bishop of Exeter, the Great Seal that hewas ‘ a man famous in his profession .'
was placed in his custody, from August 23 On September 30, 1361, 35 Edward III . ,

to October 25, 1463, and from April 10 to he was constituted a justice of theCommon

May 14, 1464. From June 8 to 20, 1467, Pleas; and on October 29, 1365 (having

it was again put into his hands to transact been previously knighted), he was promoted

the business of the Chancery. Although to the office of chief justice of the King's

called keeper in the record, it was in a Bench . ( N. Fædera, iïi. 777. )

very restricted sense, for he was to act only On June 30, 1372, he was constituted

in the presence of two lords and two chancellor, and during the four years and a

knights , and to deliver the Seal to one or half that he retained the office he acted with

other of them every day when the sealing great wisdom and discretion ; but the king,

was finished . Kirkhamcertainly continued being at the termination ofthat period under

master of the Rolls till the restoration of the influence of the Duke of Lancaster,

Henry VI.on October 9, 1470 ; and it would was induced to revert to the old practice of

seem that he was not removed during the having ecclesiastical chancellors ; and Adam

four following months, for his successor, de Houghton, Bishop of St. David's, was

William Morland, was not appointed till substituted for Sir John on January 11 , 1377.

February 12, 1471. It appears probable We have a proof in the Year Book of 48

that he had been for some time ill, which Edward III. (fo. 32, pl. 21 ) that Knyvet,

perhaps was the cause of his not being dis- while chancellor, used to visit his old court.
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It is there stated , ' Et puis Knivet le Chanc. Iwith others who were sent to Lincoln to

vyent en le place, et le case luy fuit monstre clear the gaol there , and to hear a certain

par les justices, et il assenty,' &c. The appeal. ( Rot. Claus. i. 83.)

king survived about five months, and Sir By his wife Roese he had a son, also

John Knyvet was one of the executors of named Simon , who sided with the rebel

his will , which was dated October 7, 1376. lious barons, and was excommunicated by

He lived several years after, dying in 4 Ri- the pope. His lands were restored after

chard II. By his wife Aliauora , the elder his death in 4 Henry III . , 1219, to his

daughter of Ralph Lord Basset of Weldon , brother Philip (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 4 ) ,

he left a son , whose descendants flourished whose successors were summoned to par

till the end of the seventeenth century. The liament in the reigns of the three Edwards ;

principal branchwas established at the castle but the eighth baron dying in 1338 with

and manor of Buckenham in Norfolk in out issue, the male branch became extinct,

1461, and Philip, its representative, was and the barony is in abeyance among the

created a baronetat the first institution of representatives of Lucia, the sister of the

that order in 1611. The title, however, last lord, who married Gilbert Earl of

became extinct in 1699. Other branches Angus.

made themselves eminent in various ways ; KYNASTON, WILLIAM, was a member

and one ofthem , Sir Thomas Knyvet,having of a . family long established at Ruyton -of

been of the bedchamber ofQueen Elizabeth the -eleven -towns in Shropshire. He pu:

and of the privy council of James I., was chased in 1721 the office of master in

instrumental in the discovery of the Gun- Chancery from Mr. William Rogers, to

powder Plot, and was raised to the peerage whom , according to the vicious practice of

by the title of Lord Knyvet of Escrick in the period , he paid 6000l. for the place,

Yorkshire, on July 4 , 1607 ; but dying with- besides 1500 guineas to Lord Chanet lijf

out children in 1622, the barony became Macclesfield for his admission.

extinct. (Dugdale's Baron.ii . 424 ; Blome- ! the investigation took place in 1725–6 in :: >

field's Norfolk, i . 257. ) the malpractices of the court, among the

KUNILL, WILLIAM DE, is inserted by deficiencies in the accounts of several of

Mr. Hunter among the justiciers before the masters, that of Mr. Kynaston 23

whom fines were levied in 7 Richard I. , found to be above 20,0001. He suttered

1195. The name does not again occur. imprisonment in the Fleet for his deb :,

KYME, SIMON DE, held a lordship. of and was exposed in two acts of parliament,
that name in Kesteven, Lincolnshire, st. 12 Geo. I.c. 32 and 33. Afterwaris

which he inherited from his father, Philip making good his deficiency from his private

de Kyme. In 3 Richard I., 1191, he acted estate ,hewas not excluded from his otice.

as a justice itinerant; and in 8 Richard I. in which he still continued till his death .

he was one of those who set the tallage of The 'Gentleman's Magazine ' ( 1.23)

Lincolnshire, of which county he was nounces his appointment as cursitor barua

sheriff in the seventh and two following of the Exchequer, in the room of Gare

years of that reign . He seems to have Clive, deceased , in February 1740 ; but is

been more fond of legal than of military there is no patent nor other proof of his

contests, inasmuch as he paid one hundred holding that office, and as Edward Bars

marks to be exempted from attending King had the grant of it in January 1744, it is

Richard on his Norman expedition, while probable that he only performed the duties

there are several entries on the rolls of his temporarily during the vacancy. In 10: 3

fining for different processes, and for claim- he was elected recorder of Shrewsbury,

ing lands to which he had no right. and represented that borough in the pare
( Mado.x, i . 245-794.) liaments of 1735, 1741, and 1747. led - 1

It is evident, however, that he was again in 1759, and was buried in the family ani

employed as a justicier in the next reign , at Ruyton. (State Trials, xvi. 838, 907 ;

as in 1207, 8 John, he is so styled, Parl. Hist. xiv. 76. )

L

LACY, ROGER DF , was descended from sessed of the pmperty of the ancient family

the before-mentioned Eustace Fitz - John , of De Lacy. Roger was the son of as

whose son Richard Fitz -Eustace, constable John, by Alice de Vere ,the sister of Wi

of Chester, married the daughter of Al- liam de Mandeville, and on his father's
breda, widow of Henry de Lacy, by her death in 1179, inherited the coustableship

second husband Robert de Lizures, and of Chester.

had by her a son, John, who assumed the He accompanied King Richard to be

name and arms of Lacy, on becoming pos- | Holy Land, and was present at the sieges
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of Acre and Damietta. In King John's Obtaining, however, the pardon of the king

confidence also he held a high place, and in January 1216, he not only had his lands
was sent by him with other eminent men restored, hut several otherfavourswere soon

to conduct the King of Scotland to Lin- after conferred upon him ; and in August
coln , to do homage and fealty to the En- he had letters of protection sine termino.

glish sovereign . A lively account is given (Rot. Pat. 162, 170, 179, 180. ) Two sub

by Roger de Wendover (173, 180, 236) of sequent records, however, afford proof of a

his bravery in defending for nearly a year second revolt-one in September 1216, by
the castle of Roche-Andeli in Normandy, which the king committed his land of

when besieged by Philip, King of France, Navesby in Northamptonshire to Ernald
and of his ultimate capture in 1204, when de Ambleville ;and another in August

famine compelled a surrender. King John | 1217, 1 Henry III. , by which, on returning
advanced for him his ransom of one thou- i to his allegiance, his property was again

sand marks, and afterwards exonerated replaced in his possession . He then made
him from its repayment ( Rot. Claus. i. 4 ), a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, but had re

conferring upon him , on his return to Eng- turned to England before 5 Henry III. , in

land, the sheriffalty of the counties of which year he and his wife Margaret had a

York and Cumberland, with the custody of grant of thechase of Wynburneholt. (Rot.
their castles. ( Rot. Pat. 48 ; Fuller.) His Claus. i. 289, 318, 339, 462.) She was the
constant attendance on the king is shown daughter of Robert de Quincy, by Hawise,

by various records ; and from two entries on daughter of Hugh Cyrelioc,Earl of Chester,
the Rotulus de Præstito, of losses of forty and one of the coheirs of her brother,

shillings and twenty -five shillings , de Ranulph Earl of Chester, who had been
ludo suo ad tabulas,' may be judged the also created Earl of Lincoln. On Ranulph's

familiarity which existed between him and death without issue theearldom of Lincoln
the monarch, who, it may be observed, was granted to this John de Lacy.

devoted part of Sunday to this amusement. Although , at first, the new earljoined

( Rot. Chart. passim ; Rot. Misa , 139–164; the party of Richard Mareschal, Earl of
Rot. de Prestito, 229, 238. ) Pembroke, in his resistance to the king's

Among other valorous acts of his life, authority, he was soon induced to return to

it is related of him that, hearing, during his duty. He continued loyal for the re

Chester fair , that Ranulph, EarlofChester, mainder of his life, and was entrusted with

was besieged by the Welsh in the castle of the sheriffalty of Cheshire in 21 and 24

Pothellan, he proceeded with a body of Henry III., and with other honours and

loose and unarmed people collected there, privileges.

and delivered the earl from his danger. He twice filled the office of justice itine

For this timely assistance the earl granted rant- in 10 and 18 Henry III., 1226–1233.

him ‘magisterium omnium leccatorum et ( Ibid . ii . 151.)

meretricum totius Cestreshire,' which he He died on July 22, 1240, and was buried

afterwards transferred to his steward, Hugh in the abbey of Stanlaw . By his wife Mar

de Dutton, and his heirs . garet, who survived him, and was after

That he acted as a justicier appears from wards married to Walter Mareschal, Earl

fines which were levied before him in of Pembroke, he had a son, Edmund, whose

the tenth year of this reign . ( Hunter's son Henry , the third earl of this name, died

Preface.) in 1312 without issue male. (Excerpt. e

He married Maud de Clere , sister to the Rot. Fin . i . 255, 338 , 390 ; Wendover, iii.

.
January 1212, was buried in the abbey LAKEN, WILLIAM , was of an opulent

of Stanlaw in Cheshire. He was suc- family seated at Willey in Shropshire. He

ceeded by his son , the next-mentioned was the son of Sir Richard Laken, knight,

Jobn.(Dugdale's Baron. i . 100.) by Elizabeth, the daughter of Sir Hamond

LACY, JOHN DE ( EARL OF LINCOLN), was de Peshall, of the county of Stafford, knight,

the son of the above Roger de Lacy, by and widow of Henry Grendon. He is men

Maud de Clere . Though the king con- tioned in the Year Book in Michaelmas,

tinued to himthe favourwhich he had ex- | 31Henry VI . , 1452 ; and in the February

tended to his father, it is evident that some following he was summoned to take upon

suspicion of his loyalty existed , inasmuch him the degree of the coif. On June 4,

as, when his castle of Duningtonwas com- 1465, 5 Edward IV .,he was constituted the

mitted to his charge in July 1214, 16 John, fifth judge of the Court of King's Bench,

he was called upon to provide four of his and sat there till the restoration ofHenry

vassals, as well as his brother Roger, as VI. in 1470, when he was re -appointed ; as

hostages for his faithful services. ( Rot. he was also by Edward IV. on his return

Claus. i . 151 , 167, 169.) He nevertheless in the following year.

joined the insurgent barons, and was one of He died on October 6, 1475, and was

the twenty -five who were appointed to buried at Bray in Berkshire, where his
enforce the observance of Magna Charta . monumental brass still remains. He mar
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ried twice : his firstwifewas named Matilda ; , from 18 to 30 Henry III . , and the honor

his second was Sybella, one of the daughters of Lancaster was committed to his trust.

of John Syterwalt, of Cleaver. They left He died in December 1246, and was buried

issue, which was afterwards widely spread ; in Furness Abbey. He left no issue

and he is now representedby Sir Edmund by his wife, Agnes de Brus. (Dugdale's

Lacon, baronet, of Norfolk , the third of Baron. i. 421.)

that title. ( Hasted, ü. 397 ; Ashmole's LANE, RICHARD, the lord keeper of the

Berks, iii . 4. ) Great Seal of Charles I., was son of Richard

LAMVALLEI, WILLIAM DE, was a baron Lane, of Courtenhall, near Northampton,

holding lands in Essex ; and his attendance by Elizabeth, daughter of Clement Vincent,

on the court is shown by his being one of of Harpole in the same county , where he

the witnesses to the king's charter in 10 was born in 1584. (Baker's Northamptonsk.
Henry II. He was selected as a justice i. 181.) He was called to the bar at the

itinerant and associated with Thomas Middle Temple, and his early practice was

Basset, a man experienced in the laws, in in the Exchequer, the cases in which be

21 Henry II., 1175 ; and their pleas con- reported from 1605 to 1612. He was reader

tinue to be recorded for the five following to his inn in 1630, and treasurer in 1637,

years, though they probably are only the and had previously in 1615 been appointed

arrears of the pleas of the first year. ( Madox, counsel or deputy recorder of Northampton,
i. 125–139.) and in 1634 attorney - general to the Prince

Nothing further is related of him during of Wales. ( Clarendon's Life, i . 67.) When

the rest of Henry's reign ; but in that of the House of Commonsimpeached the Earl

Richard he lost the royal favour and his of Strafford, Mr. Lane was assigned to con

lands, recoveringboth, however, bya timely duct the earl's defence, which he did so

fine of one hundred marks. Under John, ably that the Commons, seeing the great

although he never acted as a justicier, he is probability of the earl's acquittal by the

so described in the letters sent by Baldwin Lords, desisted from the trial, and effected

de Betun as security for the fine on the their malicious purpose by a disgracefal

charter of liberties granted to the burgesses bill of attainder, which by popular clamour

of Heddun. ( Rot.de Oblatis, 89).). In the was eventually passed . ( State Trials, ii.

same year he was, for a fineof two hundred 1472.) Officially connected with thecourt,

marks, entrusted with the custody of Col- he of course joined the king at Oxford,

chester Castle and of the forest up to where, having been previously knighted,

Chelmsford Bridge, as he formerly held he was appointed lord chief baron on Ja

them in Richard's reign . But he again nuary 25, 1644.

forfeited the royal favour, for in 3 John he The first duty that Sir Richard had to

paid seventy marks for the king's bene- perform was to act as one of the comimis

volentiam ; ' and in 6 John , Geoffrey Fitz- sioners on the part of the king in treating

Peter had the custody of his lands in Essex. for an accommodation at Uxbridge, when

( Rot. de Finibus, 279.) he joined the other lawyers in resisting the

Dying in 12 John, he left by his wife, demand of the parliament to have the

Hawyse, a son William , whosedaughter militia entirely vested in them . There ap

married John, son and beir of IIubert de pearing no probability of satisfactorily set
Burgh, Earl of Kent. ( Dugdale's Baron . i . | tling this question, or that upon religion,

633 ; Nicolas.) which was violently debated , the treaty

LANCASTER, WILLIAM DE, was the was broken off and the war proceeded. On

grandson to Roger Fitz- Reinfrid, a justicier. Lord Lyttelton's death, the Great Seal we ;

His father, Gilbert, had marriedXelewise, placed in thehands of Sir Richard as lori
the only daughter of William de Lancaster, keeper, on August 30, 1615. The kirg,

Baron of Kendal, who not only himself whose difficulties increased daily, was si

confederated with the barons in their wars last obliged to escape from Oxford, and
with King John , but involved his son, that city was surrendered to the opposin:

William , who assumed the name of Lan- | army under General Fairfax on June 24

caster from his mother, in the same troubles. 1646, under articles in which the lord

Hewas one of theknights who were taken keeper was the principal party on the kinz
in Rochester Castle in 17 John, and it was behalf. By one ofthem it was provided

only by a fine of twelve thousand marks that the Great Seal and all the other official

that his father could obtain his release, and seals should be left for the victors. ( White

aremission of the royal anger ; nor was it locke,210. ) Thus deprived of the insignia

till 1 Henry III. that he was discharged of his office, nothing remained to him but

from prison. (Rot. Claus.i . 241 , 385 ; Rot. its name, which he retained during the re

de Finibus, 570.) He afterwards conducted mainder of the king's life. The only evi

himself as a loyal subject, and in 10 Henry dence that his patent was renewed by

III. was named as oneof the justices itine- CharlesII.isinthe epitaph on his wife's
rant for the county of Cumberland. tomb at Kingsthorp . Like the king, ho

He held the sheriflulty of Lancashire became an exile from his native land, and

a
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died in 1650 in France, asappears by the pursued his lectures there with increased

commission, dated April 22 , 1651, to his celebrity.
relict the Lady Margaret, to administer to William entrusted to him the education

his personalty of his children, and offered him the arch

LANFRANC ( ARCHBISHOP OF CANTER- bishopric of Rouen, which he was allowed

BURY) was born at Pavia about the year to retuse : but after the Conquest, on the

1005, and belonged to an illustrious family removal of Stigand from the archbishopric

which is said to have descended from the of Canterbury, the king, feeling the im

Emperors Carus and Numerian. After ac- portance of supplying his place with a man

quiring, some celebrity in his native city, of weight and prudence, faithful to his

where he was for several years professor of interests, and equal to the burden, selected

laws, his anxiety to travel took him to Lanfranc as his successor, and overcame

Normandy,where he first opened aschool the scruples with which the modestabbot

at Avranches, and eventually, about 1042, resisted his elevation. He was not only

retired to the poor and lonely abbey of Bec, willingly accepted by the monks, and ap

then one of the most insignificant of the proved by the baronsand people, but gladly

Norman monasteries. Herluin, the abbot, confirmed by the pope. He was accord

discovering his talents, induced him to re- ingly consecrated in August 1070, and on

sume his office of teacher ; and the fame of visiting Rome in the following year to

his lectures became so widely extended receive the pall waswelcomed with parti

that students flocked to them from all cular respect by his former pupil Alexander

parts, Pope Alexander II. being one of II. , who rose to give him audience, kissed

his pupils. him instead of presenting his slipper for

He thus diffused a taste for knowledge that obeisance, and, not satistied with giving

among the clergy, and to him, in a great him the usual pall, invested him with that

degree is to be attributed the revival of which he had himself used in celebrating
Latin literature and the liberal arts in mass. In this visit he defended the rights

France. His exposure of the ignorance of of the church of Canterbury against the

Arfastus has been already mentioned, and claims of Thomas, Archbishop of York ,

the enmity it occasioned . Its effect, how- and eventually succeeded in establishing

ever, was soonremovedby the good humour them before the king, to whose decision the

of Duke William , and he became first a pontiff referred the question .
monk, and then prior, of the monastery. On his return from Rome he laboured

Among the students who came to receive successfully in reforming the irregularities

bis instructions there were some who had and rudeness of the clergy. His severity

been pupils of Berengarius, archdeacon of in depriving many occasioned considerable

Angers, who was master of a school at complaints ;but the introduction of foreign
Tours. This desertion exciting the envy scholars in their places contributed effec

of Berengarius, who had propounded some tually tothe enlightenment of the nation .

doctrines relative to the Eucharist in oppo- His efforts in support of his church were

sition to those maintained by the Roman unremitting, nor were they repressed by the

Church, he in revenge endeavoured to im- power of his apponents. Finding that the

plicate Lanfranc in the same opinions. king's brother, Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, and

Lanfranc, however, had little difficulty, Earl of Kent, while Stigand was in dis

not merely in satisfying the pontiff of his grace, had taken possession of many of the

orthodoxy, but in establishing such a re- manors belongingto the archbishopric, Lan

putation at Rome as to be called upon to franc instituted a suit against him ,which

Tefute the obnoxious heresy in the council was tried before Geoffrey, Bishop of Cou

then assembled . tance, at a shiremote on Penenden Heath,

Duke William, who highly appre- when, after three days' hearing, the resto

ciated his talents, took the advantage ration of twenty - five manors was adjudged

of his visit to Rome by employing to him .

him to obtain a repeal of the sentence of Enjoying the favour of the Conqueror

excommunication to which he had been and of his successor, he employed his

subjected by Mauger, Archbishop of Rouen, power in the advancement of justice and

on account of his marriage with Matilda, the protection of the English. His pri

alleged to be related to him within the rate charities were widely diffused, and

forbidden degrees of consanguinity. Lan- his munificence as a prelate is proved by

franc was successful in obtaining the papal his rebuilding the cathedral of Canterbury,

dispensation , accompanied by a condition recently destroyed by fire, together with all

that William and his wife should each the buildings for the monks, whose num

found an abbey at Caen. This injunction bers he increased from twenty to one hun

they immediately obeyed, dedicating one dred and forty. He founded also the two

of them to St. Stephen, and the other to hospitals of St. Nicholas at Harbledown,

the HolyTrinity. Of the former,Lanfranc and of St. John at Canterbury, for lepers

was appointed the first abbot in 1063, and ' and the infirm ; he repaired many churches
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6

and monasteries in his diocese which had contrary to the statutes of Simon Islip,

suffered in the wars ; and he contributed its founder. And if this Wickliffe be

largely to the restoration of Rochester the same man as the reformer, of which

Cathedral. some doubt has been lately raised, there

Dugdale (20) infers that Lanfranc, in is evidence in his writings to show that

conjunction with Geoffrey, Bishop of Cou- his attacks on the popish exactions were

tance,and Robert, Earl of Moretou, held not occasioned by this quarrel, as he had

the office of chief justiciary during some commenced them some years earlier.

part of the Conqueror's reig , from the On September 27, 1368, Pope Urban V.

existence of several precepts he had seen, promoted Langham to the dignity of a

directed to them by the king , which he can cardinal presbyter, by the title of St.

only thus interpret. That this inference is Sixtus. 'The king taking umbrage at his

correctly drawn we have the evidence of acceptance of it, he resigned the arch

some letters of Lanfranc addressed to the bishopric on November 27, and retired

king while in Normandy . His influence to Avignon. Pope Gregory XI. advanced

with William was undoubted, and the him to the title of Cardinal Bishop of

arrest ofOdois ascribed to hisover- Preneste,having first employed him in
coming the Conqueror's reluctance to several negotiations in 1372' to mediate

touch an ecclesiastical person, by sug- peace between the Kings of England and

gesting that he might take him , 'not as France and the Earl of Flanders, during

Bishop of Bayeux , but as Earl of Kent. which he revisited his native country. L

After a useful and active occupation of these treaties he is styled the Cardinal of

the primacy for nineteen years, he died on Canterbury, and the king, calls him his
May 24, 1089, at the age of eighty-four, dear and faithful friend. ( N. Farlera,
and was buried in his cathedral. iii. 932–970 .) It is certain that he re

Although devoted to literature during tained so much of the royal favour as to

the whole of his life, few proofs of his be permitted to hold various prefermests
learning remain. His principal work was at this time in England. Besides a pro

his treatise against Berengarius. The bend in the church of York, he was treas

others were chiefly upon ecclesiastical surer and archdeacon of Wells, and dean of

matters, including a commentary on the Lincoln, his filling the latter place while a

Epistles of St. Paul. ( Biog . Brit.Lite - cardinal being the subject of a complaint

raria, ii. 1 ; Godwin,59 , Mador, i.8, 32 ; to the parliament of April 1976. ( Picks
Il'ill. Malmesb. 4-47-495 ; R. de Wendover, Parl. ii. 339.)

ii . 8–36 ; &c. ) It is stated that at this time he had

LANGDALE,LORD. See H.BICKERSTETH . applied for and procured permission to
LANGHAM , SIMON DE (ARCHBISHOP OF return to England, and that he projected

CANTERBURY), became a monk of West- the rebuilding of Westminster Able !
minster in 1355, and till his death, forty But all his plans were frustrated by

years afterwards, hewas a devoted friend paralytic stroke, which occasioned but

to the house. Appointed prior in April, death on July 22, 1376. He was

and abbot in May, 1349, he applied his buried in the church of the Carthusias

early savings to the discharge of the en- monastery which he had founded in Avis

gagements of themonastery ; he suppressed non, and was three years afterwards re

its abuses, regulated its discipline, and moved to St. Benet's Chapel in Westmir

gained the esteem of the brotherhood by ster Abbey, where his tomb still remains
his kind and equitable sway. He was a man of great capacity, w :

Ile was raised to the office of treasurer affable, temperate, and humble ; and of L.*

of the kingdom on November 21 , 1360, 34 munificence we have evidence in bis betr

Edward III. , and elected two years after- factions to Westminster, so that it is a

wards to two bishoprics, London and Ely, bable that the railing hexameters'

to the latter of whichhewas appointed, by translation from Ely to Canterbury

hisown selection , on January 10, 1362.
He continued treasurer till' February Latentur cali,quiaSimon transit ab Fly ;

1363, when he succeeded William de Cujus in adventum flentin Kent millia center,

Edington, Bishop of Winchester, as chan- were rather the malicious effusion of so

cellor. On July 22, 1366, he was trans- individual enemy than the expressius of

lated to Canterbury by papal provision ,and popular feeling. (Godecir, 115, * :

aboutthe same time resigned the Great Seal. Weever, 479 ; Le Neve, 6, 39, H, t

During his primacy he greatly exerted Angl. Sac. i. 46. )

himself in the correction of the abuse of LANGLEY, LONGLEY, THOMAS

the privilege of pluralities; but he incurred (BISHOP OF DURHAM ), was descode

censure by the removal of John from an honourable family in Yorkshire.
Wickliffe from the headship of Canter. He studied at Cambridge, and in his pou's
bury Hall in Oxford, which was in conse- was a retainer of the house of Lance ?

quence of the appointment having been Educated as a priest, he was preferd.

or

some
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1400 to a canonry, and in 1401 to the and music. He did on November 30, 1437 ,

deanery of York . having presided over his see for more than

His connection with the reigning family thirty -one years. (Godwin , 751 ; Le Neve,

soon introduced him to the court, where he 314, 346 ; Angl. Sac. i. 775 ; Surtees's

began his political career as keeper of the Durham , i. iv.)

king's privy seal in 1403 ( Deron's Issue LANGTON, JOAN DE (BISHOP OF CHI

Roll, 298 ), retaining it till March 1405, 6 CHESTER), of whose parentage nothing is

HenryVI. , when he received the Great Seal. known, was a clerk inthe Chancery, and is

A vacancy in the archbishopric of York the first person to whom the title of master or

occurring soon after by the execution of keeper of the Rolls can be distinctly traced.

Richard Scrope, Langley was elected his In a patent of 14 Edward I. , 1286, quoted

successor on August 8 (Rymer, viii . 407) ; by Sir T. Hardy, he is called " Čustos

but the pope resisting , and the death of Rotulorum Cancellariæ Domini Regis,' a

Bishop Skirlawe opportunely happening duty which then, probably, devolved on

soon afterwards, he took the wiser course the senior clerk of the Chancery, as even

of avoiding a contest with the papalpower in the present reign that officer was still

by accepting the bishopric of Durham , to considered as the head of the masters of
which he was elected on May 17, 1406. that court. Like his brethren in that de

He retained the Great Seal till January partment, he was an ecclesiastic, and held,
30, 1407 . among other preferments, canonries in the

During the remainder of the reign of churches of Chichester, Lincoln , and York,

Henry IV. he was frequently employed in and the treasurership of Wells.

state affairs. In 1409" he had letters of He was appointed chancellor on Decem

protection on going into Tuscany on the ber 17, 1292, and continued the prudent

king's business, and in 1411 he acted as and sagacious course pursued by Bishop

a commissionerat Hauden -Stank, on the Burnel, his predecessor. He witnessed ,

borders of Scotland. In the latter year, during his ministry, the triumph of his

on June 11 , he received a cardinal's hat sovereign's arms in Scotland, and theresig

from Pope John XXIII., an elevation nation of that kingdom by Baliol. An

which was not displeasing to his sovereign, event much more important in its conse
whose continued confidence in him was quences also occurred while he held the

shown by making him one of the executors Seal - viz., the enactment of the statute

of his will. ( Devon's Issue Roll, 335. ) called 'Articuli super Cartas,' 28 Edward

Henry V. soon after his accession sent I. , 1300 , by which the Great Charter was

him as one of the ambassadors to the King fully contirmed, and regulations made to
of France ( Ibid. 3:36 , 340 ), with whom a prevent any future encroachments on its

truce for one year was concluded. Hewas provisions.

& second time raised to the office of chan- On the death of William de Luda,

cellor on July 23 , 1417, and retained it to Bishop of Ely, in 1298, a contest arose be

the end of the reign, when , finding himself tween the monks of that abbey, one party

in the possession of the Great Seal with a electing their prior, and the other John de

new sovereign only a few months old, he Langton, to fill the vacancy. The king

had the precaution to obtain a formal entry gave his assent to the latter choice, but the
of his delivering it up to the king's uncle, pope, to whom the two candidates hastened

Humphrey Duke of Gloucester, and other to submit their pretensions,superseded both,

lords, and to have the same recorded on aud placed another in the seat. (Godwin ,

the Rolls of Parliament. With the full | 259.) To conciliate all parties, however,

assent of that parliament the bishop was the cunning pontiff raised the prior to the

re-appointed on November 16, 1422 (Rot. | bishopric of Norwich, and gave the arch

Parl. 170-1), but continued in office only deaconry of Canterbury, then very

about twenty months , being succeeded, on valuable preferment, to John ,deLangton.

July 6, 1424, by Beaufort, Bishop of This appointment took place in 1299. ( Le
Winchester. Neve, 12. )

He was nominated one of the king's He resigned the chancellorship on August

council in the parliament at Leicester in 12, 1302, and in May 1305 he was raised

February 1426 ; but in the following June to the bishopric of Chichester.

he prayed to be excused therefrom on ac- Soon after the accession of Edward II .

count of his age and infirmities, so that he he wasagain, about August 1307, appointed

might attend to his episcopal duties. ( Acts chancellor, and on January 21, 1308, he
Privy Council, iii. 197.) Thus relieved delivered up the Great Seal to the king,

from political attendance, he occupied the who was then proceeding to Boulogne to

rest of his life in numerous magnificent and celebrate his nuptials with the French

charitable works in his diocese, among princess, Isabel, and received another to be

which was his restoration of the Galilee in used during the king's absence. He con

his cathedral built by Bishop Pusar, and tinued chancellor till May 11, 1310, when

the foundation of two schools for grammar he retired from the office.

a

a
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He presided over his diocese during the |William de Bereford, one of the judges.

remainder ofthe troubled reign of Edward After a long imprisonmentatLondon, Wal

II. , and for the first ten years of that ofhis lingford ,and York,no proof could be brought

successor, dying on June 17, or July 19, 1337. against him, and hewas absolved by the

Hewas resolute inthe performance of his court in October 1308. In 1311 he was
ecclesiastical functions. Having excom- again imprisoned on a charge of homicide,

municated Earl Warren for adultery, that but again succeeded in confounding his ac
nobleman came with his retainers to lay cusers.

violent handson him ; but the bishop, aided His adherence to the king against the

by his servants, succeeded in resistingtheir barons was followed byhis restoration to

attempt, and threw the earl and all his his office in March 1312, 5 Edward II.,from

party into prison. He wasvery bountifulto which he finally retired in September 1314,

his see, andin the university of Oxford he and spent the remainder of his days in the

founded a chest, still called by his name, quiet exercise of his episcopal duties.

out of which any poor graduate might, on He died on November 16, 1321 , and was

proper security, borrow a small sum for his buried in the chapel of St. Mary, which he
immediate necessities. (Godwin , 506 ; had added to his cathedral at Lichfield.

Chapter Books,Chichester. ) His benefactions to his see were numerous

LANGTON, WALTER DE (BISHOPOF LICH- and munificent. ( Angl. Sac. i. 441; Gud

FIELD AND COVENTRY) , is introduced by Sir win, 318.)

T. Hardy among the keepers of the Great LASINGBY, WILLIAM, derived, probabls,

Seal,because on the deathof Bishop Burnel, from a manor of thatname in Lincolnshire,

the chancellor, on October 25, 1292, 20 Ed- is first mentioned in the Rolls of Parliament

ward I., it was delivered to him as custos of 8 Henry IV., where there are copies of

of the king's wardrobe, under the seal of commissions to him and two others to treat

William de Hamilton . If either of these is on the part ofthe Earl of Northumberland

to be called keeper, however, the latter is with Robert, King of Scotland, and the au

the more entitled to the designation. They bassadors ofFrance. For his connection

had nomore than the temporary care of the with the earl's treasonable proceedings be

Seal, while in its usual place of deposit, till was attainted, and all his lands forfeited.

the appointment of a new chancellor, the In the last year of Henry's reign, howerer,

above John de Langton, which took place he obtained his pardon, and was restored to
on December 12.

his possessions with the assentof the par

Walter de Langton was born at West liament. (Rot. Parl.iii. 605, 655.)
Langton in the county of Leicester, and On the accession of Henry V. he was ap

was nephew of Williamde Langton,dean pointed chief baron of the Exchequer; but

of York. He was himself dean of the free the only judicial transaction in which we

chapel at Bruges, a canon of Lichfield, and find him engaged is on the commission to

one of the pope's chaplains. He held the try Richard,Earl of Cambridge, Sir Thoma

office of keeper of the wardrobe until hewas Grey, and SirHenry Lescrop, of Marshap),

raised to the treasurership of England, on who were condemned for conspiracy again

September 28, 1295 ; and in the following theking's life . ( Ibid . iv . 65.)
February he was elected Bishop of Coventry A new chief baron was appointed on No

and Lichfield, still retaining the office of vember 4, 1419 ; but whether the vacancy
treasurer. ( Madox , ii . 42. ) was made by Lasingby's death or resigna

Although possessing the king's confidence tion does not appear.
and favour, his integrity and boldness in LATHELL, NICHOLAS, who in 1 Edwazi

correcting the insolence of Peter de Gave- IV., 1461 , is described of the Excheques,

ston and Prince Edward's other servants, had a grant of 201. a year out of the prutas

and restraining their expenses, occasioned of Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire. In

him much trouble and persecution. In 1301 1473 he was clerk of the Pipe, and fourtes

he was charged with such heinous crimes years afterwards, in Michaelmas 1427,

by one Sir John Lovetot,asadultery, simony, Henry VII., he was promoted, no doubt

and homicide,that the king was obliged to account of his experience as an offici, i

dismiss him till he had purged himself. For the bench of the Exchequer, as fourth barre

this he was compelled to take a journey to On December 5, 1488, he was advaded!

Rome, where, after great cost,'he succeeded , the office of third baron, and retainedbis

and was not only reinstated in June 1303, seat till the seventeenth year of that reign .

but received the strongest proof of his sove- (Rot. Parl. v. 472, 529, vi . 97.)
reign's conviction of his innocence by being LAUNFARE, JOIN DE, is introduced by

made principal executor of the king's will. Madox (ii . 319 ) in his List of Barons of th :

On Edward's death, however, his persecu- Exchequer in 42 Henry III., 12:58 .
tion recommenced. He was turned out of LAW , EDWARD (LORD ELLENBOROCGH ),

his office, cast into prison, and a long list of was of a family distinguished by clerica

charges brought against him for malversa- honours. His father was the learned E.:

tion , which were directed to be heard before mund Law, Bishop of Carlisle ; his elder

>
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brotherJohn becameBishop of Clonfert in arduous and deeply responsible undertak

1782, of Killala in 1787, and of Elphin in ing, opposed to all the eloquence, invete

1795 ; and another brother,George Edward, racy, and power of the greatest orators of

was consecrated Bishop of Chester in 1812, the day, he manfully and successfully

and was translated tothe diocese of Bath struggled during the seven years of that

and Wells in 1824. His mother wasMary , famous trial, from February 1788 to April

the daughter of John Christian, Esq. of 1795, when his exertions were rewarded
Unerigge in Cumberland ; and, of thethir- by the acquittal of his persecuted client.

teen children she produced, he was the sixth During the continuanceof that trial he
child and fourth son . was, in 1792, made attorney -general of

EdwardLaw was born atGreat Salkeld Lancaster; and on February 14, 1801, he

in Cumberland on November 16, 1750. In was selected by Mr.Addington as attorney

1762 he was placed on the foundation of general, and knighted. In little more than

the Charterhouse, where he remained six a year he was, by the death of Lord Ken

years, and rose to the head of the school. yon, called to the high position of lord

Proceeding in 1768 to Cambridge, he en- chief justice of the King's Bench. His

tered Peterhouse College, ofwhichhisfather promotion took place on April 12, 1802,

had been mastersince the year1754.Among accompanied by his being called to the

his friends there was Archdeacon Coxe, by Houseof Peers with the title of Baron El

whom his picture at that time has been so lenborough, a small village in Cumberland.

faithfully drawn that it may be recognised At the time when he was appointed at

in all his future career. His disposition is torney-general for Lancaster the political

described aswarm and generous,his thoughts world was agitated bythe excesses of the

as great and striking, his language as strong French Revolution, and he became neces

and nervous, and somewhat inclined to ex- sarily engagedin all the trialsthat resulted

press his opinions with a little too much fromthe seditious attempts of itsadmirers

abruptness ; active and enterprising, and in this country. In conducting the extra

preferring in his studies the glowing and ordinary prosecution at Lancaster of
animated conceptions of a Tacitus to the Thomas Walker and others for a con

softer and moredelicate graces of a Tully .' spiracy, he at once consented to an ac

In 1771 he took his degree of B.A., coming quittal, on finding that the evidence in

out of the school as third wrangler, and support of it was in the highest degree

gaining the gold medal for classical learn- suspicious, and prosecuted the perjured

ing. In the next two years he obtained the witness. He succeeded at York in con

members' prize for the second best disserta- victing Henry Redhead Yorke of conspi

tion in Latin prose , and honourably com- racy, and he assisted in London on the

pleted his university career by being elected trials of Thomas Hardy and John Horne

fellow of his college . Tooke for high treason, in which his duties

He had been admitted at Lincoln's Inn were confined to the examination of the

in 1769, and when he left the university witnesses. During the few months in

he attended at the chambers of Mr. (after- which he held the office of attorney - general

wards Baron) Wood , studying the mys- to the king, besides prosecuting to convic

teries of special pleading for two years, at tion Joseph Wall on a charge of murder
the end of which he devoted himself for committed twenty years before, while go

five years more to the practice of that venor of the island of Goree, he originated

science, the mastery of which is so essential no prosecution for political offences. On

to all who hope for future success and commencing his official career a seat in

honour. He then was called to the bar in parliament was provided for him , and

Hilary Term 1780, and joined the Northern during the short time that he held'it he

Circuit, where he was not long before his supported the ministerial measures with a

merits were tested . His name, so familiar nerve and vigour which at once fixed the

in the north, added to his already gained attention of the house. These character

repute in London, insured him an imme- listics distinguished his oratory in the
diate accession of business. In 1787 he House of Lords. His arguments were

had earned sufficient professional credit to enforced with extraordinary power, and
be honoured with a silk gown, and in the seemed to be urged without preparation ;

same year held a crown brief on the trials i but, his temper being too easily ruffled, he

of Lord GeorgeGordon and others for was apt to use expressions the violence of

libels. (22 State Trials, 183.) But the best which rather astonished than convinced

proof of the estimation with which his that august assembly, and their coarseness
forensic efforts were regarded was that and intemperance frequently called down

before he had been eight years at the bar upon him deserved castigation.

he was entrusted with the conduct of the Onthe death of Mr.Pitt in 1806, Lord

defence of Warren Hastings, his juniors Ellenborough, according to established

being Mr. Dallas and Mr. Plumer, both custom , held the seal of chancellor of

subsequently raised to the bench . In this the Exchequer till the new ministry was
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appointed. By that ministry , composed of tiousness of the press, and the severity with

the whigs and a few of Lord Sidmouth’s which the convicted were punished. His

friends, he was offered and refused the judgments, indeed, in all criminal cases

Great Seal, but by unadvisedly accepting were considered severe, and that pro

a seat in the cabinet, subjected himself, as nounced against Lord "Cochrane, found

Lord Mansfield had done before him, to i guilty of a charge of conspiracy ( his com

the suspicions which must attach to one plicity in which was never positively prored

who at the same time holds a political and andis now more than doubted) , was par
a judicial position. However honourably ticularly condemned. The most degrading

and independently the individual may act, part of it was immediately remitted, and
there is so palpable an indecorum in the the sentence led to the abolition of the

connection between the two that it is to punishment of the pillory , except for per
be hoped no further example will revive jury. Even Lord Cochrane's own counsel

the controversy. His adherence to the acknowledged the judge's strict impar

whigs lasted only till the ministry expired . tiality on the trial, and fairly attributed
Thenceforward he disconnected himself the sentence to his abomination of all fraud ,

from party , though all his tendencies were and to his determination to prove that in

strongly towards the support of government the eyes of the law there can be no dis
and the resistance of innovations. He op

tinction of persons.

posed most of the excellent endeavours of Few judges have equalled bim in learning.

Sir Samuel Romilly to amend the criminal sagacity, and unsuspected integrity, and
law , but was himself the author of an act, none have surpassed him . His rule wa

which goes by his name, making more resolutely firm and inflexibly just, unswared

stringent the punishment for malicious in- by the hope of popular applause or the fear

juries. So inimical was he to all changes of popular frenzy. Yet, though the admi

that he resisted the attempt of the same ration and respect which must necessarily

enlightened lawyer to subject real estates attend those qualities could not be with

to the payment of the debts of the pro- i held from him , he failed in securing the

prietor . affection of those orer whom he presided

Though the bigotry of his opinions as a His severity of demeanour, his intolerant

legislator incurred grave censure, in his manner, and his frequent petulance, Data
character as a judge hewon the admiration rally produced more fear than love. In the

of all. At least equal to his predecessor in i exercise of his wit, of which he had a larzt

legal learning, in personal deportment and share, there was too much sarcasm and ridi

in judicial eloquence he formed a complete cule ; and in the numerous examples of it.

contrast to him. His dignified bearing be- which have been over and over again re

spoke the chief justice, and his forcible peated, there is scarcely one of them whicb,
language gave weight to his judgments, however it may amuse the hearers by itë

while the dread of his indignation against humour, does not inflict a wound upon its

every attempt to impose upon the court victim .

tended greatly to improve the practice. At length overcome by his incessant le

His powers of sarcasm were very great, bours, he feltthe necessity of retiring. His

sometimes inconsiderately exercised ; but resignation was received by the government

prevarication by a witness, frivolous objec- with real regret, and the prince regent, in

tions by a counsel, or any appearance of an elegantand eloquent letter, expressed his
indecorum in the conduct of a case, never sorrow . This event occurred on November

escaped the severity of his rebukes. In all 6, 1818, and in little more than a month be

questions between man and man he was ceased to live. He died on December 11.

inflexibly just, and in the trial of cases and was buried in the Charterhouse, wher

where the laws of morality were outraged an excellent statue of him has been placed

by either party he exposed the delinquent He married Ann, the daughter of George

with indignant austerity. Phillips Towry, Esq., formerly inthe mori .

During his presidency the press teemed navy, and by that union he was the fact

with libels both political and personal, and of five sons and five daughters. Edwar

the chief justice partook most unjustly of the eldest, for his services to the state , mais

the unpopularity which attended the nu- in 1844 promoted to an earldom : and

merous prosecutions forthem , particularly Charles Ewan, the second son , held the

in the time when Sir Vicary Gibbs was important office of recorder of London, and

attorney-general. Unmindful that a judge was M.P.for the university of Cambridae

has nothing to do with originating charges, at the time of his early death . ( Line in

the people forgot that he is not answerable Townsend, Lord Campbell, &c. )

for the cases brought before him for trial , LAWRENCE, SOELDEN, whose family is

and they were apt to tax his lordship with traced by the heralds as far back as a knight

being the promoter of the obnoxious pro- who was honoured with their preseat shield

ceedings, as well as to blame him for the of arms by Richard Coeur de Lion, for his

boldness with which he exposed the licen- bravery at the siege of Acre, was gral
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grandson to a physician to five crowned occurred is variously related, but the result

heads, grandson to a captain in the royal was that, by the recommendation of some

navy, and son of Dr. Thomas Lawrence, of his friends who were struck with his

of Essex Street in the Strand, president energy and acuteness, he commenced the

of the College of Physicians. He was study of the law when he was about

born in 1751, and was educated at St. twenty -five years old , entering the Middle

Paul's School, and St John's College, Cam- Temple in January 1785, and placing him

bridge, where he took his degree of B.A. in self under the tuition of Mr. (afterwards

1771, coming out seventh wrangler, and of Lord Chief Baron ) Alexander, an equity

M.A. in 1774, when he was elected fellow counsel in considerable practice.

of his college. Called to the bar by the Inner He was called to the bar in February

Temple in June 1784, he was honoured with 1790, and, as the custom in those days was

a serjeant's coif in 1787. Seven years after- for even Chancery barristers, selected the

wards he was raised to the bench of the Home Circuit and Surrey sessions. During

Common Pleas, in March 1794, but in the the next ten years he attended them , and

course of a month exchangedhis seat with in both he securedan extensive business by

Mr. Justice Buller, for one in the Court his neat and forcible speeches and his lucid

of King's Bench, receiving the honour of statement of facts . He also was engaged
knighthood. as counsel at the Seaford election and on

The Reports of the time will show how the subsequent petition, being his first

well he justified the selection, and the sound connection with that borough , for which

ness of his law was not questioned when he he was elected recorder in 1795, and over

differed in opinion , as sometimes he did , which, by his residence there and his pur

with Lord Kenyon . That chief was suc- chases of property, he ultimately acquired
ceeded in 1801 by Lord Ellenborough , who such an influence as to be enabled to return

had been Sir Soulden's college friend ; but both of its members. From 1800, when

after a few years a difference arose between he left the sessions and the circuit, his

them, which induced the latter to take the business in the equity courts increased to

opportunity thatthe resignation of Mr. such an extent that in Hilary Term 1807

Justice Rooke in 1808 gave him , of return- he was called within the bar with a patent

ing to his original position in the Common of precedence , and proved himself an able
Pleas. There he sat for the four following opponent to the counsel who then took

years, when he resigned in Hilary vacation the lead in those courts. His style was

1812. Surviving his retirement only two peculiarly precise and terse, and his lan
years and a half , he died on July 8, 1814, guage remarkably correct and perspicuous,
and was buried in St. Giles's -in -the -Fields, so that his arguments were very effective.

where there is a monument to his memory. In the previous year he entered parliament

He was a great favourite with the bar, for Seaford, for which he continued to sit

who respected him for his learning, and till 1816, when he left the ranks of the

loved him for his courtesy, a habit to whigs, which he had at first joined , and

which there was no exception, unless it adopted the politics of the regent, who had

was a little roughness towards those who set him the example of change. With

were connected with the newspaper press . that royal personage he had gradually ob

He was so conscientious a judge that by a tained favour from the time he defended

codicil to his will he directed the costs to the Duke of York in 1809 against the

be paid to a litigant who had been de- attacks of Colonel Wardle, in one of the

feated in an action in which he considered few speeches which he uttered in the

that he had wrongly directed the jury. house. Another of his speeches was in

( Hoare's Wilts ; Freshfield, 81; Gent. Mag. support of the Regency Billin 1811 , thus

lxxxiv. p . ii. 92, lxxxv. p . ii. 12–17 ; Notes confirming the favourable impression he

-and Queries, 3rd S. iii. 18, 395.) had madeon the regent, by whom he was

LEACH, JOHN, was born on August 28, appointed chancellor ofthe duchy ofCorn
1760 , at Bedford ,where his father, Richard wall in February 1816. To this in the

Leach, carried on the trade of a copper- next year was added the chief justiceship
smith . He was educated at the grammar of Chester.

school of that town, and, being intended for The next proof of royal favour which

an architect, was placed in the office of Sir he received was the appointment of vice

Robert Taylor, then eminent in that pro- chancellor of England , the bill establishing

fession. One specimen of his constructive which office he had four years before stre

talents remains at the present day in a nuously opposed . He succeeded to that

house called Howlett's, at Bekesbourne, seat on January 9,1818, and was knighted ;

near Canterbury, which he planned for the and in May 1827 he was nominated master

proprietor of the estate ; and there is no- of the Rolls,and was sworn a privy coun
thing in this example to indicate that he sellor. In this office he remained till his

was unwise in leaving that calling for a death, on September 16, 1831, when he was

more ambitious career. How the change buried at Edinburgh.
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Though remarkable for thegentleness of diseases under which he suffered towards

his manner and the suavity of his address, the end of his life - diseases requiring pain

Sir John Leach was the most unpopular ful operations, which he underwent with

judge of his time, and, though his legal the greatest fortitude, and which he never

experience was great, his judgments gave allowed to interfere with the discharge of

but scant satisfaction. His irritable temper his duties. He was in his seventy- fifth

frequently involved him as a barrister in year when he died , and was never married.

unseemly altercations with those opposed ( Legal Observer, Oct. 1834 ; Law and Lax

to him , and as a judge in violent collisions yers, ii . 88 ; Law Mag. xii. 427.)

with the leading members of the bar. His LE BLANC, Simon. This amiable judge

manner of treating those who differed from was the second son of Thomas Le Blanc, of

him, or against whom he had imbibed a Charterhouse Square, London, Esq., and

prejudice, became so obnoxious that a was born about the year 1748. Admitted

deputation of the most distinguished coun- a pensioner of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, in

sel practising in his court waited upon him January 1766, he became a scholar in

with a formal remonstrance upon his intem- November following, proceeded LL.B. in
perate and dictatorial deportment towards 1773, and was elected a fellow of his house

the profession . The known intimacy be- in January 1779. He studied the law at

tween him and the prince regent, and the ! the Inner Temple , and was called to the

strong suspicion that he assisted in getting bar in February 1773, joining the Norfolk

up the case against Queen Caroline, did Circuit. He accepted the degree of the

not tend to diminish the dislike with which coif in Hilary Term 1787, obtaining in tbe

he was generally regarded. Common Pleas a considerable lead,and in

SirSamuelRomilly, writing in his Diary 1791 he was chosen as counsel for his almı
in 1816, while he speaks highly of his mater.

talents and his powers of argumentation, He was promoted on June 6, 1799, to the

says that he is worse qualified for a judicial post of justice of the King's Bench, and

situation than almost any one he has known knighted. In that court he sat for nearly

in the profession, as he is extremely defi- seventeen years, with the character of

cient as a lawyer,' only knowing whathe excellent lawyer and a conscientious and

has acquired by daily practice, and being impartial judge. The absence of incidents

extremely wanting in judgment. And he worthy of being related in so long a perini

prophesies that if he shouldbe ever raised -if we may exceptan atrocious libel on hin

to a great situation, this deficiency, and in a newspaper called “ The Independent

• his extraordinary confidence in himself, Whig.'in 1808, for which the editor was

will involve him in some serious difficulty.' speedily punished by a long imprisonment

This prophecy was verified in the result. ( State Trials, xxx. 1131-1322) —is a proi

Both as vice- chancellor and master of the that thewhole of it was employed in the

Rolls, though he despatched the causes regular discharge of duty, uninfluenced by
before him with immense celerity, he relied political bias or personal prejudice. There

so little upon authorities, and listened so is not a more graceful testimony that this

indifferently to any arguments that con- was the case with Sir Simon Le Blane the

flicted with his own opinion, sometimes not the sentence · Illo nemo neque intem

even condescending to give any reasons erat in civitate, neque sanctior, with which

for his judgments, that his decisionswere his death on April 15, 1816, is recorte:

frequently appealed against, and not un- by the respected reporters of his country

frequently overturned . In comparing his -Messrs. Maule and Selwyn (vol. 6. p.1.1
summary judgments with Lord Eldon's LECHMERE, NICHOLAS , of a Worces

proverbial delays, the chancellor's court shire family, second to none in antiquity
was designated the court of Oyer sans and reputation, was the third but elles?

terminer, and Sir John's that of Terminer surviving son of Edmund Lechmere
sans oyer . Hanley Castle, by Margaret, the sister of

In private life his amenity and courteous- the accomplished and ill-fated Sir TL5928

ness were as remarkable as his sharpness Overbury. He was born in Septembe:

and want or temper on the bench . One of 1613, the year in which his uncle was

his failings tended to make him somewhat poisoned in the Tower, and was bred up

ridiculous. Not content with distinction in Gloucester School, whence he was the

as a lawyer, he had the absurd ambition moved to Wadham College,Oxford. After

of being considered a man of fashion. He taking his degree of B.A. he became a sta

prided himself on his aristocratic intimacies, dent of the law at the Middle Temple ,

and , seldom associating with his professional where he was called to the bar in lotl,

brethren , frequented the crowded parties of and elected a bencher in 16.55 . Befou

the great, even after the fatigue of sitting that date he had taken a prominent part in

in his court to a late hour in the night. the side of the parliament against Charles

This perpetual round of fatigue and gaiety I. His name is appended, with serena

probably occasioned , or aggravated, the others, to a summons to the goremu

a

6
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Worcester in June 1646 ; and he was one ·Baron Lechmera of Evesham in 1721 ,

of the committee who came to that city on which died with him in 1727 ; and another

its surrender in the following month. received the honour of a baronetcy in 1818,
( Nash's Worcester , ii . ' App. c .- cvi.) In whose representativenow enjoys the title.

1648 he was elected member for Bewdley, LEDENHAM , EUSTACE DE, was one of

and sat during the remainder of the Long thejustices itinerant into Lincolnshire in

Parliament. When Charles II. , accom- 8 Richard I., 1196-7 (Madox , i. 704 ), of

panied by the Scotch army, possessed him- which county he had been sheriff two years
self of Worcester in 1651, Hanley Castle before. His principal property was at

was twice used by the Scottish horse as Lange Ledenham .

their quarters, while its master joined LEE, WILLIAM, was the second son of Sir

Cromwell's forces and shared in his triumph Thomas Lee, baronet, of Hartwell, Buck

at the battle. In Cromwell's second and inghamshire, and of his wife Alice,daughter

third parliament of 1654 Lechmere was one of ThomasHopkins, a merchant of London .

of the members for Worcestershire. In the ( Wotton's Baronet. iii. 149.) He was born

latter he promoted the PetitionandAdvice, in 1688 , and was educatedat the univer

pressed that it should be published, called sity of Oxford, where he took his bachelor's

it a Magna Charta,and afterwards likened degree . He wasentered in July 1703 at

it to the Petition of Right. Before Crom- the Middle Temple, whence he removed in

well's death he was appointed attorney of February 1717 to the Inner Temple, from

the duchy of Lancaster,and walked in that which he proceeded as barrister.
character at the protector's funeral. In His classical attainments may be inferred

this office he was continued under Richard, from his being appointed Latin secretary to

in whose parliament he was one of his the king in 1718 (6 Report Pub. Records,

staunchest supporters. On its dissolution App. ii. 119) ; and his forensic talents from

he took his place as part of the Rump, both his success at the bar and his being made

before and after its second expulsion. Two one of the king's counsel, an office in those

days previously to its dissolving itself in times of far greater distinction than it holds

preparation for the king's return , a bill was at the present day, when the multiplicity

passedfor reviving the duchy of Lancaster, of courts requires an almost infinitenum

and Nicholas Lechmere was voted its at- ber of silken leaders. In the first parlia

torney . ( Parl. Hist. ii. 624, iii. 1583; ment of George II., January 1728, he was
Burton's Diary, ii . 136 , 526, iii. 586.) elected member for Chipping. Wycombe,

In the meantime Lechmere had made his and between its third and fourth sessions hé

peace with the king, who before he left was raised to the bench, being constituted

Breda granted him a full pardon ; but he a judge of the King's Bench in June 1730.

could not expect to be elected for the Con- During the seven years that he sat in that

vention Parliament; and during the rest of court as a puisne judge he refused the cus

his life he never resumed his senatorial tomary honour of knighthood, but on his

dignity. In bis legal capacity he bore a elevation to the head of it on June 8, 1737,

good reputation ; and it is evident that he he was induced to accept the honorary dis

enjoyed an ample share of professional tinction . He presided as lord chief justice

emoluments, from his being enabled not of the King's Bench for seventeen years ;

only to repurchase those portions of the and, though succeedingso eminenta judge as

patrimonial estates which had been alien- Lord Hardwicke, his impartial administra

ated by the former necessities of the family, tion of justice and his perfect mastery of the

but to add other lands and manors to it. science of law secured to him the respect

At the revolution his exemplary character, and admiration of his contemporaries . It

and, perhaps, his early opposition to the fell to his lot to try the persons implicated

Stuart dynasty, recommended him to the in the rebellion of 1745 , and he performed

new government. Though he had attained the obnoxious duty with dignity and firm

the age of seventy -six, he was raised to the ness. In March 1754, shortly before his

bench of the Exchequer on May 4, 1689, death, the office of chancellor of the Ex

and was thereupon knighted. He sat there chequer having become vacant by the

for eleven years; butin the last year he suddendeath of Mr. Pelham , the seals were

was so infirm that he sent his opinion on placed in his handsas chief justice of Eng

the bankers' case in writing, and was land till the office should be filled up. This
obligedto be excused from going the cir- was done in compliance with a custom

cuit . He received his quietus at the end which had been acted on from time im

of June 1700 ; and on April 30, 1701, he memorial, and originated in the fact that
died at bis mansion at Hanley. ( Pepys, i . the chief justiciary in former ages was the

337 ; Luttrell.) president of the Exchequer. He died on

He married Penelope, daughter of Sir April 8 , 1754, and was buried at Hartwell.

Edwin Sandys, of North borne in Kent, and ( State Trials, xvii. 401, xviii. 329 ; Burrow's

left several children. Among their de- s. C. 105, 364.)

scendants one was raised to the peerage as Lord Campbell ( Ch. Juit. ii . 213), though

D D
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with an ineffectual attempt to place hisis appeared andresumedhis official position ,
character in a ridiculous light, is obliged to which he enjoyed for the short remainder

speak highly of his legal and intellectual of his life. He died in 1662. ( Lords
powers, and to acknowledge the purity of Journals, vii. 606.)

his intentions, thesuavityof his manners, LEEKE, WILLIAM, though inserted in

and the justice of his decisions. Sir James Dugdale's ' Chronica Series' as a baron of

Burrow , who had sat under him during the the Exchequer in 1679, and though in the

whole period of hiscareer, in his “Settle- reports of the kingdom there is a grant to
ment Cases' (p. 328) thus expresses him- him of the office on May 8 in that year, is
self :- He was a gentleman of most found on investigation to have refused the

un blemished and irreproachable character, honour thus bestowed upon him . Many
both in public and in private life ; amiable instances are to be found of modesty de

and gentle in his disposition ; affable and clining an offer of advancement, but this is

courteous in his deportment ; cheerful in his a unique example of an office actually con

temper, though grave in hisaspect; generous ferred being immediately abdicated .
andpolite in his manner of living ; sincere He was the eldest son of William Leeke,

anddeservedly happy in his friendships and of Wimeswould in thecounty of Leicester,
family connections ; and to the highest de- Esq. Born about 1630, he was admitted

gree upright and impartial in his distribu- into the society of Gray's Inn, and called to

tion of justice. He had been a judge of the the bar in 1861, becoming an ancient in
Court of King's Bench for nearly twenty- 1676. His monument speaks of his know
four years, and for nearly seventeen had ledge of the science of the law, and bis

presided in it. In this state the integrity great pains to prevent litigation among his
of his heart and the caution of his de- clients, which may account for his belzz
termination were so eminent that they nowhere mentioned by the reporters. In

never will, perhaps never can, be excelled . February 12, 1679, he was summoned to

Hisbrother, Sir George, was at the same take the degree of serjeant-at- law in the

time the president of thehighest court of following Easter Term , with the view ,

civil law , as dean of theArches and judge probably, to his further elevation. Ac

of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury ; a cordinglyon May8 he received a patent as

coincidence of which there is another recent a baron of the coif. An entry in the Gray's

example in Lord Eldon and his brother Sir Inn books shows thathehad given up
that

William Scott, Lord Stowell. title (if he ever took it) before May 28, is

SirWilliam Lee married, first, Anne, on that day libertywas given to him, unde ?

daughter of John Goodwin, of Burley in the description of Mr. Serjeant Leeke, te

Suffolk ; and secondly, Margaret, daughter assign his chamber in the inn to any other

of Roger Drake, Esq., and widow of James gentleman of the society — an entry which

Melmoth, Esq. The baronetcy , after being did not necessarily show that he meant to

enjoyed for a hundred and sixty -seven years, retire from practice, as he had of course !
failed in 1827. chamber appropriated to him in Serjeans

LEEKE, THOMAS, was the eldest son of Inn .

Ralph Leeke, of Wilsland in Shropshire, He died at the age of 57, on October |

where the family had been established 1687; and in the encomiastic inscripti.
since 1334. He was educated at Shrews onhis monument in Wimeswould Church

bury School, and at St. John's College, occurs this passage :

Cambridge, where he took his degrees of In alta enim Purpuratorum Judicum subellis

B.A. and M.A. in 1622 and 1626. Beyond a Carolo II. evectus, munere se

his being admitted as a student at Gray's tam præclaro statim abdicavit ;

Inn in 1615 no other fact is known of him moderationis planesingularis

in the law till he was appointed cursitor
rarum exemplum .

baron on November 25, 1642. As he was He married Catherine, daughter of

certainly not a serjeant, and is not William Bainbrigge , Esq ., of Lochincio

named by any law reporter as a barrister, in Leicestershire. (Nichols's Leicestershire,

he probably held some office in the Ex- č. 506.)

chequer before his promotion. His loyalty LEGGE, HENEAGE, was the second 200

prompted him to join the king in the William, first Earl of Dartmouth, by Leats

troubles, and, in consequence of the incon- Anne Finch , third daughter of Henean .

venience occasioned by his leaving his post, first Earl of Aylesford, and great-grands

Mr. Richard Tomlins was put in his place through his mother, of the celebrated

by the parliament on September 29, 1645, chancellor of Charles II., the Earl of Sci

in order that he might on the next day re- tingham. Born in 1704, he was called to

ceive the new sheriffs of London, and pre- the bar at the Inner Temple in 1723 H

serve the formswhich , the entry says, had was chosen high steward of the city

never been omitted for the space of three or Lichfield in 1734, and in 1739 becameon

four hundred years. of the king's counsel. In 1743 he was an

At the Restoration Mr. Baron Leeke re- ! pointed counsel to the Admiralty and audius
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of Greenwich Hospital, and in the sameyear 10, 1660 ; but the title became extinct in

was engaged to defend William Chetwynd, 1742. A daughter, however, married Sir

indicted for the murder of his schoolfellow Peter Byrne, baronet, whose grandson, Sir

Thomas Ricketts by stabbing him with a John Fleming Leicester (thesurnamehaving

knifefor taking away a piece of cake. The been assumed ), was created Baron de Tab

jury found a special verdict; butthe question ley on July 16, 1826. His son George, who

whether it was murder or manslaughter has taken the name of Warren, is the pre

was never decided, the king granting a free sent baron.

pardon, and the vindictive efforts of the de- LENTHALL, WILLIAM, of an ancient

ceased's friends to sue out an appeal not Herefordshire family, one member of

beingsuccessful. which shared with Henry V. the glories

In June 1747 he was raised to the bench of Agincourt, was the son of William

as a baron of the Exchequer, andsat there Lenthall, of Latchford in Oxfordshire, and

for twelve years, respected as well for his Frances, daughter of Sir Thomas South

learning as for his impartiality and modera- well , of St. Faith's in Norfolk , and was
tion. The latter qualities were manifested born in June 1591. After receiving the

in his able summing up on the trial in 1752 rudiments of his education at Thame
ofMary Blandy for themurderof her father. School, he was sent to St. Alban's Hall,

He died on August 30, 1759, leaving issue Oxford. Here he continued for three years,

by his wife Catherine, daughter of Mr. when , without taking a degree, he was re

Jonathan Fogg, a merchant of London. moved to Lincoln's Inn (Athen .O.xon. iii.

( Collins's Peerage, i. 121 ; State Trials, xviii. 603) , where he was called to the bar in

290, 1170. ) 1616, became a bencher in 1633, and

LEICESTER, EARL OF. See R. DE BEAU- elected reader in 1638. Long before this

NONT. date he had got into considerable practice,

LEICESTER, PETER DE, in 1290, 17 Ed- since, writing to Secretary Nicholas in

ward I., was one of the justices of the Jews ; 1641 , he speaks of his previous labours

but in 1291, the duties of his office having of twenty-five years, the profits of the

terminated with the expulsion of the Jews last years of which he subsequently states

from England, he was appointed a regular to have amounted to 25001. a year. (Notes

baron of the Exchequer, in which office he and Queries, 1st S. xii. 358.) Clarendon

continued to act till his death, in the thirty- ( i . 240, 297 ) describes him, when elected

first year of the reign. (Madox, i. 237-54, speaker, as a lawyer of no eminent

ii . 62–323.) He left a son named Thomas, account, but of competent practice.' He
andhad property in Buckinghamshire, War- became recorder of Gloucester in 1637,

wickshire, and Northamptonshire. ( Abb. and held the same office in the borough
Placit. 348 ; Cal. Inquis. p. m. i . 163, 187, of Woodstock, of which he was elected

223 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 163.) representative in both the parliaments of

LEICESTER, ROGER DE, was the son of 1640, over the latter of which he was

Sir Nicholas de Leicester,who possessed chosen to preside as speaker. It is curious

large estates in Cheshire, by Margaret, the to contrast the fulsome compliments and

daughter ofGeoffrey Dutton, and widow of humble professions of his opening and

Robert de Denbigh. He became a justice earlier addresses to the king, as the

of the Common Pleas in 1276, 4 Edward I., organ of the Commons, with the pro

from Trinity in which year till Michaelmas ceedings against that sovereign which he

1289 fines were levied before him. ( Dug- was soon to authenticate ; and to watch the

dale's Orig. 44.) Being then removed from gradual diminution of courtly expressions

his office with several of his brethren for as those proceedings became more violent,

extortion and other judicial crimes, he was and the adulatory and submissive strain he

compelled to pay for his release from im- adopted towards those who ultimately ac

prisonment 1000 marks (Weever, 367), a quired the ascendency.
Clarendon says,

sum so much less than that imposed upon with truth, that he was a weak man , and

some of the others that it is to be hoped unequal to the task ; yet his answer to

his offence was not of so deep a dye. Dug- King Charles on January 4, 1642, on his

dale introduces his name again on January coming to the house to demand the five

2, 1293, as being then appointed a baron of members whom he had accused, bore some

the Exchequer ; but both on the above ac- semblance both of spirit and ingenuity.

count, and because in Madox's listof those When the king asked him whether any

who attended in the court after that date of these persons were in the house ? whe

he is never mentioned , it seems not unlikely ther he saw any of them ? and where they

that his namewasby mistake substituted for were ? ' the speaker, falling on his knees,

that of Peter de Leicester,who certainly was replied , "May it please your majesty, I

appointed about the same time, and whose have neither eyes to see nor tongue to

subsequent attendance is regularly noted. speak in this place, but as the house is

Peter Leicester of Tabley, his lineal de- pleased to direct me, whose servant I am
scendant, was created a baronet on August here ; and humbly beg your majesty's par

>
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don that I cannot give any other answer Cromwell, by his superior energy and his

than this to what your majesty is pleased success in battle,soon acquiredunlimited

to demand of me.' (Whitelocke, 52.) ascendency. In four years both the army

When the parliament set on foot_the and the nation got tired of the parliament,

subscription for their defence in June and on April 19, 1653, the speaker was

1642, the speaker, as his contribution, compelled to vacate bis chair by Crom

promised to maintain a horse and to give well's forcible expulsion of all the re

501. in money or plate. Sowell pleased were maining members from the house .

the Commons with his conduct in the Retiring to the Rolls, he seems to have

chair, that on their adopting a new Great kept aloof from any public interference in

Seal for themselves, one of the first uses politics till Cromwell summoned his se

they made of it was to constitute him cond parliament on September 3, 1654,

master of the Rolls, taking no account of when Lenthall, who sat for Oxfordshire,
the king's previous appointment of Sir was again chosen speaker. It sat for

John Colepeper. He was accordingly nearly five months, and then, being too

sworn into that office on November 22, argumentative for the protector's purposes,

1643, and was continued by special votes was dissolved without passing a single act.

in 1645, notwithstanding the self-denying ( Parl. Hist. iii. 1444 , 1460, 1481.) The

ordinance. ( Ibid . 78 , 146, 177.) In con- protector and his council , in the April inl

sequence of the difference of opinion in the lowing, proposed to the commissioners of

two houses as to the persons to be named the Seal and the master of the Rolls a per

commissioners of the Great Seal in 1646 , ordinance for the better regulation of the

they placed it ad interim in the custody of Chancery, and for limiting its jurisdiction

the two speakers on October 30 , to hold it which all those officers (except L'Isle )

for a week ; but that period, by their con- strongly opposed. Lenthall was met

tinued irresolution, extended to March earnest against its adoption , protestin

15, 1648, when new commissioners were that he would be hanged before the

agreed to. Rolls gate before he would execute iti '

In July 1647 the London apprentices but no sooner did he see that the to

tumultuously presented petitions to par- opposing commissioners were dismissed

liament concerning the militia, and acted than he 'wheeled about,' and care is

so insolently, threatening all manner of his adhesion. (Whitelocke, 625-6 .) The

violence if their demands were not com- next parliament, called by Cromwell in

plied with, that both houses were from September 1656 , though" Lenthall was

terror compelled to revoke the ordinances again returned for Oxforshire , was prese

complained of. The speakers accordingly sided over by Sir Thomas Widdrington .

withdrew to the army, and put themselves In the farce that was enacted in it o

under its protection ;and though the Com- offering to Cromwell the title of king the

mons had in the meantime elected another master of the Rolls performed a lesdias

speaker in Lenthall's place, he was, on his part, using the most specious arguments to

return with the arniy, after a week's ab- induce him to accept it. Upon Cromwell's

sence, allowed to resume the chair. It was refusal and the establishment of a newad

believed that the whole transaction was a stitution , Lenthall was not at first included

plot to give power to the army, and that in the number of lords which the protector

the speaker was compelled to join in it by was authorised to nominate : but on coe

a threat that he should be impeached for plaining of the omission he received a

embezzlement if he did not comply. He summons to take his seat. That parties

was charged also, in the next year, with ment was dissolved within a fortnight ato

endeavouring to impede the treaty with the new Lords met, principally from t

the kingin the Isle of Wight ( Clarendon, hostility occasioned by their appointentIL

v. 461-469; Parl. Hist.iii. 729-736, 1050 ); and Cromwell died seven months after is

and in all the subsequent measures affect- dissolution. In the parliament which is

ing the king's life he did not hesitate to son , the Protector Richard, called in Jr

preside. After the tragic scene of Ja- nuary 1659, Lentball again appeared

nuary 30 , 1649, the parliament of Eng- one of the Lords ; but on its distica

land, or rather the House of Commons, three months after, the Long Parliame [ *

assumed the government, Lenthall, as having resumed its sittings, he, after we

speaker, being nominally the head. The hesitation, was induced to forget his shirt

same honours were ordered to be paid to lived nobility, and again take his seat as

him when visiting the city of London as speaker. ( Parl. Hist.ii. 1482, 1519, 15 :
had been used to the king, by delivering Ludlow , 252, 254. ) On May 23 he was

to him the sword on his reception, and by voted keeper of the Great Seal for eich :

placing him above the lord mayor at the days, at the end of which other commis
feast. (Whitelocke, 406.) But the real sioners were appointed ,who, in turn , wer

power was in a council of state, and that superseded by the Committee of Sara

was constituted by the army, over which He again , for a third time, held the Se
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for a fortnight ir. January 1660, by order as ' & knight of Thomas Basset.' (Madox,

of the Long or Rump Parliament, which i. 124.) He thus probably was a resident

had again met, but which in the following in the county, and was well acquainted

March was finally dissolved, having in the with the various properties.

interval conferred on him the chamberlain- LEUKNORE, GEOFFREY DE, was a son or

ship of Chester. (Whitelocke, 679, 698.) brother of Nicholas de Leuknore, who was

This and his other places the Restoration keeper of the king's wardrobe at the time

obliged him to resign,though Ludlow says of his death in 52 Henry III. In the year

(p. 383) he offered 30001.to becontinued after his death Geoffrey had a royalgrant

master of the Rolls. As he had been ex- of a field in Chiselhampton in Oxfordshire,

cepted by name, together with Cromwell with a mill late belonging to a Jew , and
and Bradshaw, from the pardon offered by two years afterwards he had an additional

Charles's proclamation, dated Paris, May 3, grant of further property there. ( Cal. Rot.

1654, Lenthall nodoubt trembled at his Pat. 42, 44.) He appears with three others
present position, till he found that the ex- as a justice itinerant in 39 Henry III.,

tremepenalty was to be confined to those 1255,for that and other counties, perhaps

actually concerned in the king's death. only for pleas of the forest ; but he is next

( Harris's Lives, iv. 129.) During the dis- mentioned in the forty -fifth and two fol

cussions on the Act of Indemnity he found lowing years as a justice itinerant into

it necessary to address a letter to the various counties. Dúgdale does not intro
House of Commons, denying the reports of duce him at all asa regular justicier in the

his great gains' as speaker. The Com- reign of Henry III.,butit would seem that

mons, notwithstanding,excepted him from heheld that position , inasmuch as from

the bill, to suffer such pains and penalties, March 1265 till September 1271 there are
not extending to life, as should be proper numerous entries on the Rotulus de Fini

to inflict on him ; but the Lords, pro- bus ( E.xcerpt. ii. 422–549) of payments

bably through the influence of Monk, made for assizes to beheld before him . If

moderated the vote, by directing that the he were then on the bench , he must have

exception should only take place if he ac- been removed on the death of Henry, for
cepted any office or public employment. his name does not occur among those
( Parl. Hist. iv . 68, 91.) Even lly he appointed to either court on the accession

received the king's pardon. of Edward I. Dugdale, however, intro

Thus preserving the wealth he had duces him as a justice of the Common

acquired in his various offices, he retired to Pleas on November 2, 1276, in the fourth

Burford Priory, his seat in Oxfordshire, year; but the patent which he quotes as
butnot before he had offered another proof his authority can scarcely have been read

of his timeserving pusillanimity, by for- by him, for it merely appoints Geoffrey de

getting his famous reply to the king, and Leuknore and two others to be justices to

giving evidence of words spoken in par- hold assizes and pleas in the liberty of

liament by Thomas Scott the regicide. Dunstable. He is mentioned as a justice

( State Trials, v. 1063.) He died on Sep- itinerant in 6 Edward I. , but there is no

tember 3, 1662, and was buried at Burford. record of his acting beyond the following

His confession or apology in his last illness, year. ( Parl.Writs, i . 382.)
made to Dr. Brideoak ,afterwards Bishop LEVESHAM , THOMAS, is not introduced

of Chester ( Athen. Oxon . iii.608) , confirms by Dugdale in his list of appointments to

the impression universally formed of the the office of baron of the Exchequer, but

weakness of his character, and the narrow- he notices that John Durem was consti

ness and timidity of his dispositon. tuted in hisplace on May 26, 1449, 27

By his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Am- Henry VI. He had been long in the ser

brose Evans, of Lodington in Northamp- vice of the Exchequer, and is always dis
tonshire, he left several children. His tinguishedby the clerical designation. At

eldest son, John , whom Anthony Wood the end ofHenry V.'s reign hewas employed

calls the grand braggadocio and lyer of in the marches of Picardy, " upon divers

the age,' was a member of the Long Par- inquisitions taken for the kynges avayle

liament, and held several offices under ( Acts Privy Council, iii. 56) ; in 2 Henry

Cromwell, who created him a baronet. VI. he is mentioned as delivering a certain
After the Restoration he was sheriff of commission to the lord treasurer in the

Oxfordshire,andwas knighted by CharlesII. presence of the barons of the Exchequer

LEONARD affords a remarkable instance (Kal. Exch. ii. 122 ) ; in 14 Henry VI. his

to prove that those who were appointed name stands next to that of Sir John Juyn,

justices itinerant to impose the tallages on the chief baron, in the list of those called

the different counties were not always upon to contribute to the equipment of the

selected from the members or officers of king's army ( Acts Privy Council, iv . 325 );

the Cwia Regis. One of the two who and in 16 Henry VI., being then called

acted for Berksbire in 20 Henry II . , 1174, remembrancer on the king's remem

was this Leonard, who is simply described / brancer's side of the Exchequer,' he wa

6
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paid 11. ' as an especial reward for writing required to state who assisted him in drar

out the statutes of Wales in two rolls for ing up the proclamation, a demand which

the king's use. ' ( Devon's Issue Roll, 434. ) he at first resisted, stating that he alone

His appointment as baron must therefore was responsible ; but on being strongly

have taken place after the latter entry ; but pressed he at lastwas compelledtogive up

neither that date nor any other fact of his the name of Chief Justice North. For this

subsequent lifehas yet been discovered . he is visited by Roger North (Eramen ,

LEVINTON, RICHARD DE , was the son of 546_54; Life, 176 ) with rather unnecessary

Adam de Levinton, constable of Walling- blame. ' It he had persisted in his refusal,

ford Castle , who held a barony in Cumber- he would have certainly incurred great

land, and died about 12 John. Richard personal risk , without benefiting any one ;

was implicated in the barons' war with and he knew that the proclamation was so

King John, for in 2 Henry III. his lands cautiously worded that no harm could come

were restored to him on his returning to to the chief justice,the threatened impeach

his allegiance. ( Baronage, i. 708 ; Rot. ment against whom soon dropped to the

Claus. i. 374.) His barony of Burgh -on- ground .

the-Sands not being held by military ser- Hewas constituted a judge of the Com

yice, but by cornage, he wasnot liable to mon Pleas on February 12, 1681, and fill-

be summoned to join the king's armies ; that seat for five years, respected for his

and in 8 Henry III. the sheriff of Cum- legal knowledge and upright conduet.
berland was commanded not to summon Soon after the accession of James II . ba

him to the army of Bedford on that ac- was joined with three other judges in the

count. It seems doubtful whether he was commission to Sir George Jeffreys on the

not about this time constable of Carlisle, Bloody Assizes ’ in the West ; but linte

that title immediately following his name is related with reference to that horrible

on the mandate of 9 Henry III., relative to visitation implicatingany otherjudgethan
the conveyance of the quinzime of Cum- the brutal chief justice. On FebruarT ",

berland toYork ; butit may possibly be a 1686, he suddenly received a supersedeas a

distinct person. In the same year he was dischargehimfrom his office,' whereto, be

appointed a justice itinerant for the coun- modestly says in his Reports, ' I humbis

ties of Cumberland and Westmoreland, and submit ; and when called upon by tb*
in 18 Henry III . for Lancashire. (Rot. House of Commons in 1689 to explain the

Claus. i. 614, ii . 73-77.) cause of his dismissal, he said , ' I though :

He died about June 1250. my discharge was because I would not give

LEVINZ, CRESWELL, descended from an judgment upon the soldier who deserted his

ancient and respectable family, seated at colours, and for being against the dispeDie

LevinzHall in Westmoreland,was the son ing power . (Levinz's Reports,iii.257 ; d'ari.

of William Levinz, and was born about Hist. v. 313. )

1627 at Evenle in Northamptonshire. Ad- Sir Creswell immediately returned to the

mitted a sizar of Trinity College, Cam- bar, and Bramston ( p. 221) says he “ is die

bridge, in 1648, he took no degree, and en- likely, 'tis thought, to loose by the chane

tering Gray's Inn, he was called to the bar That this prophecy was well founded

in 1661, wasmade a bencherin 1678, and evident from thecontemporary Repvts, is

became treasurer in the following year. which his name frequently appears. O

What part he took during Cromwell's the trial of the seven bishops in 1688 be

sway is notknown, but his name is found in was one ofthe counsel employed in the

the Reports from the earliest year of the defence . By Lord Macaulay's accoun :

Restoration. About1678 he was appointed (ii. 376 ), Sir Creswelló was induced to take

king's council and knighted , and was em- 'a brief against the crown, by a threat of

ployed for the crown in the several prosecu- attorneys that if he refused it he sbud

tions arising out of the Popish Plot. Though never hold another. The authority bis

joining, ashe apparently did , in the popular lordship cites for this extraordinary station

belief in the plot, and in reliance on the ment seems hardly sufficient to overthn

witnesses who supported it, he conducted the contrary impression which Sir this

themwith greatdecencyand fairness. He well's conduct tends naturallytoprodur.

was appointed attorney -general in October He appears to have played a very activ

1679, and during the sixteen months that part in the trial , and to have tak ?

he held that office he took the lead in many the objection that there was ou proor

other trials of persons implicated in the publication in Middlesex, which rery neatit

same charge, in all of which he showed as put an early end to the case of the crow3.

much lenity as was consistent with his This does not look as if bis was a com

position. pulsory or unwilling appearance : ard the

In December 1679 he was directed by fact that his brother, Baptist Levine, wai

the king in council to prepare the famous Bishop of Sodor and Man will more por

*proclamation against tumultuous petitions, bably account both for his being ensamen

for which he was called to account and and for the energy of his advocacy. Na
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Trials, xii. 320, & c.) He continued to its vacancy. (Rot. Pat. 115 ; Rot. Claus. i.

practise up to 1696, whenhis Reports termi- 208.)

nate. They were published in three parts As a lawyerheis first mentioned astaking

the year after his death , which occurred on the acknowledgment of a fine in Michael

January 29, 1701. He was buried at mas, 4 Henry III., from which period until

Evenle, where there is a monument to his a short time before his death there are

memory. Lord Hardwicke says of him numerous evidences of his having acted as a

that, though a good lawyer, he was a very justicier, both at Westminster and in the
careless reporter . provinces.

By his wife, Mary, daughter of William In 1228 his name is at the head of four

Livesay, of Lancashire, he hadthree justiciers before whom a fine was levied at

children. ( Noble's Granger, i . 167 ; Thores- Westminster, and in July 1234 three jus

by's Notts, iii. 264 ; Luttrell, v. 12.) ticiers appointed .ad Bancum ' were ordered

LEXINTON, JOHN DE, was the eldest son to be admitted by Robert de Lexinton and

of Richard de Lexinton, a baron so called William of York, he being at that time the

from a manor of that pame near Tuxford in oldest judge on the bench,and perhaps the

Notts. ( Baronage, i.743 .) Hewas evidently chief of the court. When the king, in 1240,

an officer connected with the court, and sent justices itinerant through all the coun

probably one of the clerks of the Chancery, ties, under pretence of redressing grievances,

the Great Seal having been several times butwith the real object of extorting money

placed in his hands apparently in that from the people, Robert de Lexinton was

character - viz., in 1238, in 1243, in 1249, placed at the head of those assigned for the

and in 1253. (Hardy's Catalogue.) northern counties.(Rot. Claus.461,468,631;

Within these years he went to Romeon Madox, ii. 355.) The subsequententries of

the king's business, and performed other his acting as a judge do not extend beyond
duties in connection with the court. In Hilary 1243, 27Henry III. ( Excerpt. e Rot.

1241 he had the custody of Griffin, Prince Fin. 1. 348), in all of which he is placed

of Wales, in the Tower of London ( Rapin, at the head of his associates. He then pro

iii . 71) ; and in 1247 he is spoken of as the bably retired, having been on the bench

king's seneschal. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 22. ) nearly twenty - four years ; but his death did

It is apparent that, though he might be notoccur till seven years afterwards.

occasionally called to take possession of the He appears to haveadded military to his

Great Seal on a particular emergency after judicialduties, and to have received various

June 1248, 32 Henry III ., he had then proofs of the royal confidence and favour.
been elevated to the judicial bench ; for on In 8 Henry III.he was constituted custos

that date and afterwards, till December of the honor of Pec ( Rot. Claus.i. 594, & c.)

1256 , a few week before his death , there and governor ofits castle, and that of Bols

are numerous entries of payments made over in Derbyshire ; and there is a letter

for assizes to be taken before him , precisely from him to Hubert de Burgh , detailing the

in the same manner as before the other progress of William , Earl of Albemarle,

judges. In 1251 also he was one of those through Nottingham ,with his own prepara

appointed to hear the pleas in the city of tions to oppose him , and stating his in

London (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii . 36-246) ; tention to proceed himself into Northumber

and in 1254 he is mentioned as having been land. (4 Report Pub. Rec ., App. ii . 157.)

sent by the king and council to pronounce He afterwards also had the charge of the

a judgment ad Bancum domini regis.' castle of Orford . On his death, in June 1250,

Abb. Placit. 132.) In 37 Henry III . be his brother, the last-mentioned John, suc

was made chief justice of the forests north ceeded as his heir to all his property. ( Rot.

of the Trent, and governor of the castles of Claus.i.439, & c.; Excerpt. e Rot.Fin . i . 56.)

Bamburgh, Scarborough, and Pickering. LEY, JAMES (EARL OF MARLBOROUGH ),

He married Margaret Merlay, but left no was born about 1552 in the parish of Tef

children. His property devolved, on his font-Evias in Wiltshire, the residence of

death in February 1257,on his youngest his father, Henry Ley, Esq. He became a

brother, Henry, Bishop of Lincoln . ( Thoro- commoner of Brazenose College, Oxford,
ton's Notts, iii. 220 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . and, having taken a degree in arts, he en
ii. 250, 287.) tered on his legal studies at Lincoln's Inn,

LEXINTON, ROBERT DE, was a younger where, having been called to the bar on
brother of the above-mentioned John. October 11 , 1584, he worked his way up to

Brought up as an ecclesiastic, he followed the bench of that society in 1600, and was

the practice of those times by pursuing also chosen reader in 1602. He had previously

the study of the law ; but never appears to held the post of one of the Welsh judges,

have been further advanced in the former and in 1603 he had a separate call to the

profession than to a prebend in the church degree of the coif, probably in preparation

of Southwell, to which he was presented in forholding the office of lord chief justiceof

16 John. In the same year he acted as the King's Bench in Ireland, to which he

custos of the archbishopríc of York during was appointed in the following year, when
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he was also knighted. While filling that In the midst of corruption among lawyers

position he wasone of the commissioners of and statesmen , and holding the highest

the Great Seal of that country from April 6 offices on the bench and in the council, he

to November 8 , 1605. He presided in the is said by Milton to have
Irish King's Bench about four years, resign

Liv'd in both unstained by gold or fee.

ing inDecember 1608 ; and Bacon (Works,

vii. 263) speaks of his gravity, temper, and Sir James Whitelocke, however, says

discretion in that office. "Returning to that he was a great dissembler, and was

England, hereceived the profitable place of wont tobe called Volpone,' and that having
attorneyofthe Court of Wards andLiveries, borrowed money from some of the judges ,

at the same time establishing the rightof he would have favoured them, but sir

that officer to take precedence in court of the Robert Pye refused to execute the warrant.

king's attorney -general, for which he had a ( Liber Famelicus, 108. ) His character is

privy seal dated May 15, 1609. Hemust undisputed for ability, temperance, and
then have resigned his rank as serjeant ; for erudition ; the latter not confined to his

in that and the twelve succeeding years he legal studies, but extending over subjects

is recorded as one of the governors of Lin- of general interest. His professional at

coln's Inn . On the elevation of Sir Francis tainments and industry were exhibited by

Bacon to theGreat Sealin 1617,Sir James his Reports, and by his treatise on the

was a candidate for the attorney -general- king's right of wardship, & c.; and he con

ship, and the Duke of Buckingham told Sir tributed various papers to the Society ofAn

Henry Yelverton that he offered 10,0001. for tiquaries, of whichhe was an early member.

the office. (Liber Famelicus, 56.) Not suc- He was three times married. His first

ceeding in this, he was created a baronet on wife was Mary, daughter of John Pettes,

July 15, 1619. of Stoke Talmage in Oxfordshire ; his

On January 29, 1621,he was constituted second wasMary, the widow ofSir William

lord chief justice of the King's Bench. He Bower, knight; and the third was Jane,

was then about sixty -nine years of age, daughter of John Lord Butler. His honours

and in that year ( Yonge's Diary,40 ) mar- expired on the death of his third so,

ried his third wife, Jane, daughter of John William , in 1679. ( Baronage, ii. 451;

Lord Butler, by Elizabeth, the sister of the Athen . Oxon. ii . 441.)

favourite, George Villiers, Duke of Buck- LEYE ,ROGERDELA, was an experienced

ingham , to whose patronage he probably officer of the Exchequer, acquiring the
owed his future advance . Within two royal favours and clerical dignities which

months after his appointment he was called were usually distributed among thebih

upon, in consequence of theproceedings in place in that department. ln 35 Henry

against Bacon, to take the place of speaker III., 1251 , he held the office of remem .
of theHouseof Lords; and in that character brancer of the Exchequer. ( Madar, üi.

he had to pronounce their judgment,first, 266.) During the contests with the banas

in the cases of Sir Giles Mompesson and in 1263, the affairs of the Exchequerbaving

Sir Francis Michell, and then againstthe gotinto great disorder, therents not being

chancellor himself and SirHenryYelverton. paid, and no baron being residentthere.
( Parl. Hist. i . 1207–1258.) the king, on November 1 , directed that he

After performing the duties of his judicial should fill the office of a baron there , and

office for nearly fouryears, he imitated the onthe 30thof thesame monthcommanded

example of his predecessor, Sir Henry that he should execute the offices of trus

Montagu, by retiring from it, and accepting surer and chancellor of the Exchequer uni !
the profitable place of lord treasurer on otherwise ordered. In the next year bu

December 20, 1624. On the 31st he was was directed to continue to act as bara

created Lord Ley of Ley in the county of and treasurer. In 52 Henry III. be ***

Devon , the ancient seat of his family. He again constituted chancellor of the Exche

was more fortunate, however, than Sir quer, and remained so for the three follon

Henry Montagu ; for he retained the ing years.

royal purse for the remainder of James's He continued one of the barons of the

reign, and for more than three years in that court during the first two years of Edwards

of CharlesI. , who in the May following reign , and then was a third time raised to

his accession created him Earl ofMarl- theofficeofchancellorof the Exchequei.

borough. He wasremoved in July 1628, to In the latter year, 1276, he was remorrd.
make way for Sir Richard Weston , and re- as he is spoken of as “ nuper cancellarius

trograded to the almost empty title of presi- and was about that time appointed arrito

dent of the council, which he held for the deacon of Essex. ( Ibid . ii. 8 , 32 , SC

fewremaining months of his life. 320. ) From that dignity he was raised, on

He died on March 14 , 1629, and was October 25, 1283, in Edward I., to the

interred at Westbury, Wilts, in the parish deanery of London, which he held for less

church of which a magnificent monument than two years, his death occurring to
is erected to his memory. August 18 , 1285. ( Le Vere, 183 , 2.)
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409LIFFORD, LORD. See J. HEWITT. to consent. He showed his extreme inve

LINCOLN , ALURED DE, is another in- teracy against his majesty by his speech

stance of a sheriff being appointed a justice on September 28, 1648 , in support of the
itinerant to fix the assize on the demesnes motion that the yote which the Commons

of the crown in the county under his juris- had come to two days before, that no one
diction. Hewas so employed in 20 Henry proposition in regard to the personal treaty

II., 1174, for Dorsetshire and Somersetshire, should be binding if the treaty broke off

ofwhich he held the sheriffalty for six years, upon another, should be rescinded; and by
commencing 16Henry II. (Madox, i.123.) his further speech, some days later, urging a

His grandfather of the same name, at discontinuance of the negotiation. (Parl.

the general survey possessed Wimentone Hist. iii. 823, 828, 1025, 1038.)
in Bedfordshire, and fifty -one lordships in He took a prominent part in the king's
Lincolnshire. His father was Robert, who trial as one of the managers for conducting

held the castle of Wareham for the Em- its details, being present during its whole

press Maud, against Stephen.

continuance,anddrawing up the form of theAlured died in 10 Richard I., 1199, leav- sentence. ( State Trials, iv, 1053, et seq.)

ing by his wife, Albreda, the next-named The result of this activity was his receiving
Alured. (Baronage, i. 412.)

the appointment on February 8 , 1648-9,LINCOLN , ALURED DE, the son of the little more than a week after the king's

above, was in King John's service, and death, of one of the commissioners of the

seems to hare been connected with the Great Seal, and being placed in the council

treasury from various entries on the rolls of state. He not only concurred in Decem

Jecording, payments of money by him . ber 1653 in nominating Cromwell protec

( Rot. deLiberate, 53 ; Rot. Claus. i. 1, 31 , tor, but administered the oath to him ; and ,

46, 97.) In 12 John he accompanied the having been re -appointed lord commissioner,
king to Ireland (Rot. de Præstito, 184, 204, was elected member in the new parliament

216 ); butin the barons' wars he deserted for Southampton, ofwhich town hewas the
his sovereign, and his lands were conse- recorder. (Parl. Hist. 1287, 1290, 1426,

quently seized, but were restored to him in 1431.). In June he was constituted presi

I Henry III. He thenceforward pursued dent of the High Court of Justice, and in

so loyal a course that in 9 HenryIII. he August he was appointed one of the com

wasselected as oneof the justices itinerant missioners oftheExchequer. When the
for the county of Dorset, in which a prin- ordinance for better regulating the Court of

cipal part of his estatesweresituate. ( Rot. Chancery was submitted to the keepers of

Claus. i . 236, 302, ii. 76.) He died about the Seal, L'Isle alone was for the execution

1240, leavingby Maud his wife a son , also of it , his colleagues pointing out the incon
named Alured , who died in 1264, without venience of many of the clauses. The con

issue. ( Baronage, i . 412.)

sequence of his subserviency to Cromwell's
L'ISLE, JOHN , was born about 1606 at wishes was that he was continued in the

Wootton in the Isle ofWight, the residence office on the removal of his colleagues in

of his father, Sir William L'Isle, who was June 1655, and was again confirmed in it
descended from a branch of the noble family in October 1656 by Cromwell's third par
of that name. After being educated at liament, to which he was again returned as

Magdalen Hall, Oxford , where he took member for Southampton . (Whitelocke,

the degree of bachelor of arts in February 571-653.) In December 1657 Cromwell,

1625-6, he repaired, it is said, to one of having revived the House of Lords, sum
the Temples as a student in law ; but moned L'Isle as one of his peers.( Parl.

whether he was ever called to the bar is Hist. iii. 1518. ) The death of Oliver in

uncertain. He was chosen member for September 1658_made no difference in
Winchester in both the parliaments of 1640, L'Isle's position , Protector Richard preserv
and in the latter he at once took the po- | ing him in his place ; but when the Long

pular side, advocating the violent measures Parliament met again in the following May
on the king's removal to the north, and he was compelled to retire, and other com
obtaining some of the plunder arising from missioners were appointed . ( Whitelocke,
the sale of the crown property. In No- 666, 676,678.) The house, however, named
vember 1644 he was made master of St. him on January 28, 1660, a commissioner

Cross, and retained that valuable prefer- of the Admiralty. (Mercurius Politicus,
ment till it was given to Mr. Solicitor- No.605.)
General Cook in June 1649. ( Fasti Oxon . In the changes that soon occurred, L'Isle,

i. 422, 437 ; Whitelocke, 441.) In De- i conscious that he had taken such a part that

cember 1647, when the king was in duress he could not hope for pardon, thought it

at the Isle of Wight, L'Isle was selected most prudent to leave the kingdom ; and,

as one of the commissioners to carry to him escaping to Switzerland, he established him
the four bills which were to divest him of self first at Vevay, and afterwards at Lau

all sovereignty , and to which they had to sanne. There he was shot dead on August

bring back the king's magnanimous refusal 11 , 1664, on his way to church , by an Irish

а
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man,who was indignant at the respect and for the whole of that of William IV., and

ceremony with which a regicide was treated. for nearly four years of the present reign, &

The assassin escaped , and the murdered period altogether of seventeen years, Sir
man was solemnly buried in the church of Joseph Littledale performed the duties of
the city his office to the admiration not only of law

He married Alice,daughter and heiress yers, but of the public in general. There

of Sir White Beckenshaw , of Moyle's Court was scarcely a barrister who did not regard

in Hampshire, who lived long after him , him as a judicial father,and none could re

and perished at last by a violentdeath ,being call an unkind word of his utterance, or an

beheaded in 1685 ona conviction, forced by impatient expression of his countenance.

the brutal Judge Jeffreys from a jury who He was so devotedly attached to his pro

had twice returned a verdict of not guilty, fession that he heartily enjoyed the discus

for harbouring John Hicks,a preacher, who sion ofthe legal points before him . Once

had been out with the Duke of Monmouth. when the author of these pages ventured to

(Athen .Oxon .iii . 665 ; State Trials, xi.297.) express a hope that he was not fatigued

LITTLEBERE, MARTIN DE, was evidently with the labours of a heavy day, he

brought up to the profession of the law. In answered ,“Oh ! no ,not at all; I like it.'

31 Henry III., 1247 , an assize was held At the end of Hilary Term 1811, beinz

before him in Kent (Excerpt. e Rot.Fin. ii. then seventy-four, he resigned his sest, to

9) , but it was not till July 1261 that he the regret of his colleagues, and also of

was appointed a regular justicier. From an admiring bar, who paid him the we! l

that date assizes to be taken before him i merited compliment of an affectionate ad

commence, and they continue without in- dress, expressive of their sorrow at partins,

terruption till Vovember 1272. ( Ibid . ii . and of good wishes for his future welfare.

355–589 .) He is mentioned asa judge of Though he was immediately called to the

the King's Bench in 1 Edward I. ( Deron's privy council,hehad very little opportunity

Issue Roll, 87 ); and Dugdale quotes a li- of aiding in the hearings before its judicial

berate in his favour in the following year, committee,for in less than a yearand a baif
after which his name does not occur. the infirmities that had warred him to re

LITTLEDALE, JOSEPH , descended from an tire made rapid way, and he died on June

ancient Cumberland family,was the eldest 26 , 1842.

son of Henry Littledale, Esq ., of Eton LLOYD, RICHARD, is described in the

House, Lancashire, and of Mary, daughter books of the Middle Temple as the son asi

of Isaac Wilkinson, Esq ., of Whitehaven. heir of Talbot Lloyd, of Lichtield, deceased.

Born in 1767, he completed his education He was sent for his early instruction to the

at St. John's College, Cambridge, in 1787, grammar school of that city, where no less

with the honourable distinction of Senior than four of his contemporaryjudges were
Wrangler and First Smith's Prizeman . En- educated - viz ., Lord Chief Justice Wils,

tering Gray's Inn , he practised for some Chief Baron Parker, Mr. Justice Voel, ard
years asa special pleader under the bar till Sir John Eardley Wilmot. Called to the

1798. Being then called, from that time bar in 1723, he was elected a bencher of his

till 1824 , a period of twenty-six years, his inn in 1728, and reader in 174. About that

intimate knowledge of the law and patient time he was made one of the king's coun

industry insured the confidence of all who In 1746 he opened the indictment agails

had the management of business, and gave Lord Balmerino in the House of Lorcs,
him very extensive employment. and is on that occasion designated a knizbt.

In 1822 he was sent into Scotland with He was returned to parliament in 1745 1 1

Mr. (afterwardsBaron) Hullock for the pur- the borough of St. Michael's, in 1747 for

pose of arranging sonie government prose- Valdon , and in 1754 for Totnes; but any
cutions. He never accepted a silk gown, two of his speeches are recorded, one ca

nor sought a seat in parliament, and was the Westminster election in 1751 , and the

indeed so little of a party man, and so en- other on the repeal of the Jew bill in 17-1
tirely a lawyer, that when he was asked by In 1754 he was advanced to the office of

a friend what his politics were he is said to solicitor-general ; but on the change of the

have answered, ' Those of a special pleader. ' ministry in November 1770 he wasremoved,
His professional merits alone recom- to make way for the Hon. Charles Turke.

mended him to a seat in the Court of King's On November 14, 1759, his ambition was

Bench , to which he was appointed on April obliged to be satisfied by being placed wa

30, 1824, with the usual honour of knight- the bench of the Exchequer. His judicial

hood . With such colleagues as Chief Jus- career was very short , as he died on Saipo

tice Abbott, Mr. Justice Bayley, and Mr. tember 6, 1761, at Northallerton, on his te

Justice Holroyd, the court presented for turn from the Northern Circuit. Hiswito

many years as perfect a phalanx of learned was Elizabeth, daughter of William Fleid,

and efficient men as had ever been united Esq ., of Crastwick in Esser. ( Henry's

in the administration of justice. For the Lord Northington, 11 ; Harris's Lord Hur

remaining years of the reign of George IV., wicke, iii . 12, 96 ; II'right's Es& s, i...)
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LODELOWE, THOMAS DE, belonged to ceased, since his appointment took place

one of the three families of the name of two months afterwards, on October 25.

Lodelowe (Ludlow ) which flourished in On his trial on March 2, 1388, having

the reign of Edward II. , two of which sent pleaded , like the rest, that he acted under

members to parliament respectively for compulsion, his sentence was commuted

Shropshire and Surrey, and the third held into banishment for life, Waterford, with

the manor of Campedene in Gloucester- a circuit of two miles round it, being fixed

shire ; but it is uncertain which. He him- for his residence, and 201. per annum as

self appears to have been established in signed for bis support. It would appear

Kent,as in 33 Edward III. he was one of that he died in exile, but his property was

the commissioners for keeping the peace in ultimately restored to the family. ( Ibid. 233–

that county, and in 46 Edward III. was 244, 442 ; Cal. Inquis. p. m . iii. 107, 162.)
among the custodes of the seashore there. LONDON, HENRY OF (ARCHBISHOP OF

( N. Fædera ,iii. 464, 952.) DUBLIN ), when archdeacon of Stafford is

He was elected recorder of London in invariably described at the time by his

1353, being then an alderman of the city, Christian name, Henry, only ; but he is

and held that office till he was constituted called by Le Neve (133) Henry of London .

chief baron of the Exchequer on October He was probably the same person who, in

29, 1365. He acted as a trier of petitions 16Henry II., is mentioned under the name

in all the subsequent parliaments till the of Magister Henricus de Lundonia, as hav

47th year ( Rot. Parl. ii. 289-317), when ing been sent to Chichester by Richard de

probably his death occurred. During this Luci, the chief justiciary, to collect the

period he is several times mentioned in the rents of that bishopric, then vacant. The

Year Booksas a justice of assize. ( Issue precise year of his being raised to the arch

Roll, 83, 280.) deaconry does not appear; but it is certain

LODINGTON , WILLIAM, in 1 Henry IV. he held it in 1 John , as he is then stated to

was constituted the king's attorney ' in have paid under that title 501. 6s. 8d .,

Communi Bancoet in aliis locis quibus- which he owed for having the goodwill

cunque' (Cal. Rot. Pat. 237) , and was of King Richard, into the • Scaccarium Re

called to the degree of serjeant-at-law in demptionis. ' In the same year also he is

12 Henry IV . It is possible, however, so called as one of the justices itinerant.

that the serjeant was son of the attorney- who fixed the tallage in Berkshire, and as

general. He was made one of the king's a justicier before whom fines were levied.

serjeants on the accession of Henry V.; ( Madox, i . 190, 307, 722. )

and on June 16 , 1415, in the third year of In 3 John he went on an embassy tothe

thatreign, he was constituted a judge of King of Navarre (Rot. Pat. 3 ); and in 5

the Common Pleas. He enjoyed the office John on another to theKing of Connaught,

only four years, as he died on January 9, with Meiller Fitz- Henry , justiciary of Ire

1419-20. He was buried in the church of land. (Rot. de Liberate, 83.)

St. Peter, at Gunby in Lincolnshire ,where After his return to England he resumed

there is a monumental brass to his memory. his duties as one of the regular justiciers.

( Proceedings Archæol. Inst. Lincoln, liv . ) (Rot. de Fin. 306, 398 , 401 ) , and was

LOKTON, JOHN DE, derived his name gratified with various ecclesiastical prefer

from the township of Loktou in Yorkshire, ments, terminating in March 1213 with
where he had property at Malton in its the archbishopric of Dublin . ( Rot. Pat.

neighbourhood. Hewas probably the son 11-97 ; Rot. "Chart. 200 ; Leland's Ire

of Thomas de Lokton and Beatrice, his land, i. 195.)

wife, who purchased half of the manor of He witnessed the charter by which King

Canewyk in Lincolnshire in 24 Edward John resigned the crown to the pope, and

III., and sold it in the same year. ( Abb. was present when he granted Magna Charta.

Rot. Orig. ii . 213, 215.) He is described (R. de Wendover, iii. 254–302.) Holinshed

as a king's serjeant in 7 Richard II., 1384, ( vi. 43) relates that he obtained the name

assisting at the trial of John Cavendish for of Scorch -bill or Scorch -villein, in conse

defaming the chancellor, Michael de la quence of throwing into the fire the evi

Pole. Rot. Parl. iii. 196.) In the same dences of their titles which his tenants had

character he subscribed the questions and brought for his inspection. His motive for

answers prepared by Chief Justice Tresilian this remains a mystery, as none of the

at Nottingham , on August 25, 1387 , for tenants were turned out oftheir lands.

which he , with Sir Robert Bealknap and He assisted at the coronation of Henry

other judges, was afterwards impeached III. , under whom he was appointed justi

and condemned to death . As no other of ciary of Ireland in October 1221, and ad

the king's serjeants were then present, he ministered the affairs of that kingdom till

was no doubt summoned to that council in the middle of 1224 ,when he surrendered

consequence of his being designed as the the office to William Mareschall, Earl of

successorof David Hannemere, the judge Pembroke. ( Rot. Claus. i. 470–491.)

of the King's Bench, then recently de- During his presidency he built the castle
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of Dublin, and dying in the yearafter his justiciary and chancellor was still further

retirement, was buried in Christ Church . increased in the following June by Pope

LONDON, WILLIAM DE, the nephew of Clement appointing him legate in England,

the above Henry de London , was of the Wales, and Ireland.

clerical profession, and in 12 Jobn accom- After the king's departure on his progress

panied the king to Ireland. In 16 John he to the Holy Land, Longchamp, who had up

was presented to the prebend of Stokes in to that period exhibited the greatest prü

the chapel of Wallingford Castle, and two dence and humility, began to display an

years afterwards to the church ofBreten- arrogantand overbearing disposition. With

ham inthe diocese of Ely.(Rot.Pat.118, out believing all the tales which are related

186.) He is called “ our beloved clerk ' by of him by monkish historians, with whom

Henry III., and had some grants from him, he was no favourite, it is certain that he

proving the royal favour. ( Rot. Claus. i. assumed to himself the whole authority,

-354, ii.88.) It is not improbable thathe neglecting altogether the council appointed

was appointed a regular justicier about 11 by the king, and superseding his coadjutor,

Henry III.; for in the list of justices itine- the Bishop of Durham , and actually casting
rant 'nominated in August of that year, him into prison till he delivered up the castles

1227, his name in the commission for se- in hisportion of thekingdom . He engrossed

veral counties standsthe next to Stephen de all the ecclesiastical patronage, and accumt

Segrave, and in 1230he holds an equally pro- lated vast sums by appropriating the repos

zminent position. From 13to 15 Henry III. of the vacant abbeys and bishoprics to him

fines were levied before him at Westmins- self. He affected å royal state ,and the sons

ter ( Ibid. ii. 213 ; Dugdale's Orig .42) ; so of nobles not only waited on him at table ,

that there is no doubt that he must have but werehappy to take his relations in mar

been elevated to thebench shortly after,if riage. He never travelled without such an
not before, his first selection as a justice enormous attendance that the churches and

itinerant. monasteries where he was entertained were

LONGCHAMP, WILLIAM DE (deLongo nearly ruined by providing for him and his
Campo) (BISHOP OF ELY), was a Norman retinue; and if BenedictusAbbastells truly,

bybirthand of the lowest extraction ,his the bishop required rather expensive des
grandfather being little more than an agri- cacies at his table. The people suffered

cultural labourer. The earliest notice of severely from the taxes he imposed on then

him is in the employment of Geoffrey, the for the supply of the absent king; the clens

naturalsonofKing Henry ; afterwards he wereequally oppressed;and the gentry and
was taken into that of Richard, whileEarl nobles, besides being obliged to contribute,
of Poictiers . were disgusted with his insolence and rapa

Inwhat capacity his earlier serviceswere city, so that itwas not long before ali

rendered is not related ; but before Richard's classes were ready to welcome any oppose

coronation as King of England,and while tunity to rid themselves of so tyranuons »
he assumed the title of ' Dominus Angliæ ' ruler.

only, Longchamp had acquired such favour Earl John, the king's brother, vas net

with his royal master as to be appointed his backward in fomenting this dissatisfaction

chancellor ; and hisname, with theaddition for the furtherance of his own ambitious

of cancellarius meus,' appears on a charter views, and matters in a short time were

granted to Gerard de Camville, while the brought to a crisis.
king was at Barfleur, in his progress to this Longchamp, having ejected Gerard de

country to take possession of his crown. Camville from the sherifialty of Lincoln

( Archäologia, xxvii. 112. ) shire, besieged the castle of Lincoln, which

He was confirmed in his office on Richard's the sheriff refused to surrender. Earl Johr .

coronation, and atthe council of Pipewell, by surprising the castles of Nottingham and

on September 15, he was nominated to the Tickhill, obliged the regent not only to rai*

see of Ely. King Richard then appointed the siegé, but to enter into certain condities

Hugh Pusar, Bishopof Durham , and Wil- before he was allowed to resume the ropa?

liam de Mandeville, Earl of Essex and Albe- authority. Not warnedby this lesson,be

marle, to be chief justiciaries and regentsof persisted in his violent career, and in Ser

the kingdom during his absence; but, the tember 1191 seized the king's natural be

earl dying in November, the king named ther, Geoffrey, Archbishop of York, at the

Longchamp in his place, assigning the rule altar of St. Martin at Dorer, where he had

of the northern parts to the Bishop of taken refuge on his arrival in England, cun

Durham ,and that of the southern to the trary to the king's prohibition . The arba

Bishop of Ely, and at the same timeasso- bishop wasdragged through the streets and

ciating with them as a council, Hugh Bar- imprisoned in the castle, whence he was a

dolf,William Marshall, Geoffrey Fitz -Peter, released until Longchamp, finding that the

and William Briwer. popular indignation could not be resisei,

The power which Longchamp thus ac- at the end of eight days allowed him to

quired by holding two such offices as chief depart. An assembly of the bishops anh
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413barons, atwhich the archbishop and Earl reached his destination, for, falling sick on

John attended, was immediately afterwards the journey, he died at Poictiers on Janu

held at Reading, where a letter from King ary 31 , 1197, and was buried in the Cis

Richard, which some writers consider to tercian monastery of Pina.

have been forged , was read, appointing the It is difficult, amid the conflicting opinions

Archbishop ofRouen at thehead of a council of historians, to form a just estimate of the

ofregency. Longchamp, after an ineffectual character ofthis prelate. While some de

attempt at resistance, was eventually,at a nounce him as a monster of impiety, and

council held in St. Paul's Churchyard , on charge him with pride, lust, arrogance, and

October 10, 1191 , condemned to resign his tyranny, others describe him as loved of

offices to the Archbishop of Rouen, and, God and of men, wise, amiable,generous,

fearful of personal consequences, deemed it benign , and meek, and their relation of the
advisable to quit the kingdom . For this incidents ofhis life are coloured accordingly.

purpose he proceeded to Dover, and, dis- That he was too much elated with his pros

guising himself in female attire, waited on perity, and exercised his office with too free

the beach for the arrival of the boat that a hand, cannot, however, be denied ; but,

was to convey him to Calais. His awkward recollecting the difficulties of his position,

gait, however, and his total inability to and theambitious and treasonable designs

speak the English language, caused his dis- of Earl John, it would be unjust entirely to

covery before his escape was effected, and condemn him, the more especially as the

he was obliged to be taken to the prison of countenance he subsequently received from

the town to save him from the insults of the King Richard tends to show that the com

populace. After some time he was per- plaints against him were greatly exagge

mitted to depart, when he proceeded to rated. (Godwin, 251; Stow , 41 ; Mador,

Normandy. Here he fulminated sentence i.22, 34 , & c ; Angl. Sac. i. 478, 632 ; Ric.

of excommunication against his adversaries, Devizes, 6–59 ; Lingard, iii. 333-340.)

and, among them, against Master Benet, LORD, JAMES, is known only, like many

who presumedto hold the Great Seal con- 1 of the puisne barons of the Exchequer in

traryto the ordinances of the king and the these reigns, byhis appointment to that

kingdom , und his own prohibition .' It position under Elizabeth on November 12,

would thus appear, therefore, that on his 1566. His death occurred about January

discharge the office of keeper of the Seal 1576.

was entrusted to this Master Benet. He LOSINGA, HERBERT ( BISHOP OF TIET

afterwards ventured over to Dover, and AND NORWICH ). Thynne, in his

opened a negotiation with Earl John for the Collection of Chancellors,'has thispassage :

restoration of his powers, but without effect, Herbertus, chancellorin the fourth year of

and he was compelled again to depart .. Henry I., in the year of our salutation 1104

Longchamp, on hearing of the detention (as appeareth by an anonymall pamphlet in

of King Richard, was the first to discover written hand ), of whom I am not resolved

his prison , andto assist in his restoration to whether this were Herbertus Losinga,
liberty. The bearer of the royal order to Bishop of Norwich, or noe.' (Holinshed,

the council of regency for raising the tax for iv. 349.).

his redemption ,he rested in his journey at This is the sole authority for inserting

the abbey of St. Edmund's Bury, where Herbert as a chancellor, for the anonymall

Abbot Samson would not permit mass to be pamphlet in a written hand ' is not forth
sung before him until the sentence of ex- coming, and no record of the time contains
communication issued by the Bishop of any fact which gives authenticity to the
London against him had been removed . assertion. Besides this, there is sufficient

On Richard's release, although Long- evidence that Waldric was chancellor at the
champ was not restored to the chief jus- specified date .

ticiaryship, he was continued in the office Bishop . Herbert was the son of Robert

of chancellor. He signed in that character Losinga, but authorities differ whether he

the treaty of peace between England and was a Norman or a Briton, and , if the latter,

France in July 1195 ( Rymer, i.66 ), and in in what county he was born . One says, ' In

the next year he was presentatWinchester pago Oxunensi in Normannia ; ' another,
when a fine was levied before the king him- pago Oxunensi in Sudovolgia Anglorum

self. ( Hunter's Preface.) There is nothing Comitatu,' which some interpret Orford in
to show that he did not continue chancellor Suffolk ; and again another, that he was

till the day of his death .
born at Oxford . The first of these seems

He held the sheriffalty of Essex and Hert- the most probable,as there is no doubtthat

fordshire in 1196 , and at the latter part of he was prior of Fescamp in Normandy,

that year, he and Philip,Bishop of Durham , previous to his coming over to England

were sent to Rome to induce the supreme with William Rufus. Making himself use

pontiff to remove the interdict which the ful in every way at court, he becamea great

Archbishop of Rouen_had pronounced favourite with that monarch. In 1087 he

against all Normandy. He, however, never was preferred to the rich abbey of Ramsey,

FORD
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and four years afterwards, in 1091,was pro- of referring these investigations to judges

moted to the bishopric of Thetford. For and learned men in the law. Some other

this advancement he isstated to have paid instances occur in 2 and8 Edward II., in the

to the king the sum of 19001., and is charged latter ofwhich he acted as ajustice itine

with using the same simoniacal means for rant in Yorkshire. (Rot. Parl. i . 209–311.)

procuring the abbacy of Winchester for his He was returned a knight for the county

father. of Westmoreland in 33 Edward I. , and was

His conscience reproving him for these one of the supervisors of the array for that

transgressions, he undertook a journey to county in 4 Edward II. ( Parl. Writs, i.

Rome, where he succeeded in obtaining ab- 714 , ii. 1118.) He died in the tenth year of

solution from Pope Pascal II ., on condition the latter reign ; and by his wife , who was

that he proved his penitence by devoting a daughter of Sir Peter de Filiol, of Scaleby
his riches to the Church . On his return ,he, Castle in Cumberland, he left two sons,

with the consent of the king and the pontiff, Hugh and the next-mentioned Thomas.

in April 1094, removed the see from Thet- The lineal descendant of the eldest son

ford to Norwich ,where, in redemption of Hugh wasin 1696 raised to the peerage as

his pledge, he built the cathedral at his own Viscount Lonsdale and Baron Lowther,

expense, laying the first stone in the year which titlesbecameextinct in 1750. During

1096, and endowing it with lands sufficient the life of the last lord there were no less

forthe support of sixty monks. than four baronets of the family alive at the

His munificence did not end here, for he same time. The earldom of Lonsdale was

erected the palace, and founded five parish subsequently granted to the representative

churches in the county, and a monastery for of the family, and is now borne by his
Cluniac monks at Thetford . successor. ( Collins's Peerage, v. 695-718 ;

He died on July 22, 1119, and was buried Nicolas's Synopsis.)

in his own cathedral. Weever gives the LOUTHER,THOMAS DE, second son of the

epitaph on his monument . above Hugh de Louther, was constituted s

He was an excellent scholar for those judge of the King's Bench on December 15,

times, and composed several learned trea- 1330, 4 Edward III . , and remained in that

tises, mentioned by Pits, who calls him vir court only till the following year, when he

omnium virtutum , et bonarum literarum was appointed chief justice of the King's

studiis impense redditus, mitis, affabilis, Bench in Ireland. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 113–120.
corpore venusto, vultu decoro, moribus can- In 1334 he was superseded by Robert de

didus, vitân integer.' (Will. Malmesb. 515- Bourchier, being,however,at the same time

618 ; Godwin , 426 ; Weever, 786–7 ; Angl. directed to proceed to Dublin to take upon

Sac . ii . 700 , Blomefield's Norfolk, i. 405, himself the office of chief justice, in case

and Norwich, i . 465.) Robert de Bourchier declined to go, with a

LOUDHAM , WILLIAM DE, was the last mandate to act as second judge if Bourchier
of seven justices itinerant appointed in 15 went. ( N. Federa, ii. 891.) It seemspro
Henry III . for the county of York ; but no bable that he took the second place ac

furtherinformation hasbeen obtained of him . cordingly, for he was again raised to the

LOUGHBOROUGH, LORD . See A. WED- chiefship in 1338. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 1:33

DERBURN . How longhe remained there afterwards, or

LOUTHER , HUGHDE, was descended from when he died, does not appear: but in 33

a long line of ancestors, settled at Louther Edward III. a commission was issued to en

in Westmoreland. His father was of the quire into a charge made against a Thomas
same name, and hismother was a daughter de Louther, and John de Louther, the son

of Moriceby, of Moriceby in Cumberland. of his brother, for a breach of the law of

He practised as an advocate, and in 19 Ed- arms in forcing a Scottish knight, made

ward I. , 1291, was employed by the king. prisoner, to pay a second ransom for his

( Devon's Issue Roll,102.) Dugdale on this release. (N. Fædera , iii. 418. )

account represents him as the king's at- LOVEDAY, ROGER, is introduced by Dhar

torney -general; but it is to be remarked dale among those raised to the bench of the

that Richard de Breteville and William Inge Common Pleas on November 2, 1276, 4 Ed.

in those years acted in the same manner in ward I. , but it turns out to be an error, the

other counties, and there is no proof that patent quoted only constituting him and t **

the office then existed as a separate ap- others justices to hold assizes and pleas in

pointment. the liberties of the priory of Dunstable. He

In the second commission of justices of was appointed a justice itinerant in 6 Ed

trailbaston, issued on February 18, 1307, ward I., and continued to act in that chs

35 Edward I., Louther was named among racter till the fourteenth year of the reipz.

five to act in Norfolk and Suffolk ; and in ( Purl. Writs, i . 8, 16 , 38 : Chrom . Ben

the same year he was assigned with Johnde burg. 136. ) He was one of the eight judo

Insula to enquire into a case which was whom the king in the eighth year selected

brought by petition before the parliament, to enquire what were the services due fron

according to the course then usually adopted, the tenants of the manor of Tavistock ; and
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again in the twelfth year he was a com- member.' This story, however, is told,

missioner of enquiry into the state of the with a difference, of Serjeant Maynard and

walls, ditches, sewers, and bridges in Hey- of other old lawyers. He died on May 3,

land in Lincolnshire, and the damage done 1713, leaving several children. One of

by an inundation there. (Abb. Placit. 205, them, Samuel Lovell, also became a Welsh

270.) judge, of whom a ludicrous anecdote is

His property was at Wytheresfield in told, of his refusing, when overtaken by

Suffolk ; and in 15 Edward I. he died, the tide near Beaumaris, to mount the

leaving a son named Richard. His widow , coach - box to escape drowning, unless a

Sibilla, afterwards married William de precedent could be quoted for a judge's

Ormesby, the judge. ( Ibid . 207-307 ; Cal. doing so. ( Luttrell, vi . 316.)

Inquis. p. m. i. 49.) LOVETOT, JOHNDE, of the noble family

LOVEL, John, had the living of Yling in of that name, lords of Wirksop in Not

the diocese of London in 18 Edward I., and tinghamshire, was the son of "Oliver de

complaints were made against him to the Lovetot, of Carcolston in that county,

parliament by his parishioners for undue and Alicia, his wife. ( Baronage, i. 569;
severity. ( Rot. Parl. i . 60.) He was one of Thoroton's Notts, i. 235.) He was raised

five justices itinerant sent into the northern to the bench of the Common Pleas in 3

counties in 20 Edward I., 1292, and two Edward I., 1275, and there are entries of

years afterwards is introduced into Dug- fines levied before him from that year till

dale's list as a judge of the King's Bench. 1289. ( Dugdale's Orig. 44. ) At this time

He seems to have held that place in 23 and he was charged with extortion and other

28 Edward I. ; but in the intervening years crimes committed on the judicial seat, and

he is called clerk of the council, and appears he was accordingly removed and impri

among those known to be clerksin Chancery. soned in the Tower, for his redemption

In 26 and 28 Edward I. he was one of the from which he paid a fine of 3000 marks.

justices appointed to perambulate the forests. ( Stow's London, 44 ; Weever, 367.) He died

( Parl. Writs, i. 29–83, 397.) in 1294. ( Parl. Writs, i . 717.)

LOVELL, SALATHIEL, was the son of LUCI, REGINALD DE, of whose parentage

Bernard Lovell, of Lapworth in the county nothing is known, had the honor of Egre

ofWarwick, and was born about the year mont, with land in the mountainous terri

1619. He was called to the bar at Gray's tory of Copland, in Cumberland, by his

Inn in November 1656, andwas made an wife Annabel, one of the daughters of

ancient in 1671. In 1684 he appears as William Fitz -Duncan, Earl of Murray, in

one of the counsel employed for Mr. Sache- Scotland .

verell and others on their trial for a riotat In 19 Henry II., 1173, and two follow

the election of mayor of Nottingham . He ing years, he was one of the justices itine

was called to the degree of the coif in rant to set the assize for the united counties

1688, and in June 1692 he stood for the of Nottingham and Derby, being at that

recordership of London, and was elected time governor of Nottingham for the king,

by thecasting vote of the lordmayor. In in the rebellion of the Earl of Leicester and

the following October he was knighted on others on behalf of Henry , the king's son.
carrying up the address of the corporation He attended with the rest of the barons

on King William's return from abroad. at the coronation of King Richard I., and

( State Trials, x. 61 ; Luttrell, i. 446, ii . died soon after. (Madox, i. 123, 125, 701 ;

478, 598.) Baronage, i. 566, 612. )

He performed the duties of his office so LUCI, RICHARD DE. The ancestors of

much to the satisfaction of the court that this eminentman held landsin Kent, Nor

he was promoted to be king's serjeant in folk, and Suffolk, for which they performed

May 1695, and a judge on the Chester the service of castle-guard at Dover. The
Circuit in the following year. first fact that history records of him is that

He was on the verge of ninety years of Henry I. granted to him the lordship of

age when he was at last appointed a fifth Disce, now Diss, in Norfolk.
baron of theCourt of Exchequer on June Under King Stephen he was entrusted

17, 1708. He sat for the next five years, with the government of Falaise in Nor

but from his extreme age could not be of mandy, which he resolutely defended

much use to his colleagues. Distinguished against the attacks of Geoffrey Earl of

principally by his want of memory, his Anjou, the husband of the Empress Ma

title of recorder was converted into the tilda. In the contest between her and the

rickname of the obliviscor of London. king he distinguished himself on various

Ilis great-grandson , Richard Lovell Edge- occasions in support of the latter, and so

worth (Life, i. 118 ), relates that a young high did he stand in the estimation of the

lawyer pleading before him was so rude as contending parties, that on the solemn

to say, 'Sir, you have forgotten the law ; ' agreement made by King Stephen with

on which he replied , “ Young man, I have Henry, the son of the empress, in 1153,
forgotten more law than you will ever re- the Tower of London and the castle of

a
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Windsor were both put into his hands, by In 1167, on the threat of an invasion by

the desire of the whole clergy, he swearing the Earls of Boulogne and Flanders,Richard

to deliver them up to Henry on the death de Luci made such preparations of defence

of Stephen, and giving his son as a hostage as effectually to deter them . His conduct
for his performance of the trust . and valour as a warrior were brought more

Madox (i . 33) quotes a writ, addressed actively forward in 1173,when the king's

Ricardo de Luci ,Justic. et Vicecomiti de sons raised thestandard of rebellion against

Essexâ , to prove that he was chief jus- their father. The Earl of Leicester, the son

ticiary in the reign of Stephen . But it of his late coadjutor, having joined their

affords no evidence to that extent. It party, Richard de Luci besieged the town

would simply prove that he was a justicier, and castle of Leicester, and soon reducing

a term which in those days was almost the former, and demolishing its fortifica

synonymous with that of baron ; as when tions, he granted a truce to the garrison of

the king covenanted with Milo of Glouces the latter, in order to march against Wil

ter, sicut justiciario et barone meo .' In this liam , King of Scotland, who had invaded

instance the word is used as a mere desig- Cumberland and was besieging Carlisle.

nation, and the writ is addressed to him , Joined by Humphrey de Bohun, the king's

not as justicier or baron , but simply as constable, he not only forced the Scots and

sheriff of Essex, to lands in which county Galwegians to retire, but, in revenge for

it has reference. their horrible devastations, he set fire to

Under Henry II. there is full evidence Berwick and ravaged Lothian . The Earl

that he was placed in the high office of chief of Leicester during this time had arrived in

justiciary, though some doubt exists as to England with a large body of Flemings: bat

the precise period of his appointment. At Richard de Luci and Humphrey de Bohre,

a very early period Robert de Beaumont, concluding a truce with the Scottish kins,

Earl of Leicester, and he held the office marched immediately against them , and,

jointly , and their separate precepts occurring giving them battle at Fernham in Suffolk.

in the rolls of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th years on November 1 , 1173, not only defeateł

of the reign, show that each had high power. them with great slaughter, but took the Far!

Ile accompanied the king in 1161 into of Leicester and his countess prisoners. The

Normandy, the Earl of Leicester being left justiciary's activity was not less prominent

in England to direct the government. They during the succeeding year, in opposing the

appear tohave acted together till the 13th Earls of Derby and Huntingdon ; and the

year of the reign, when the Earl of Lei- return of King Henry to England, and the

cester died . capture of William , King of Scotland, oe

Richard de Luci then became, without curring about the same time, the rebellion

any question, sole chief justiciary. From was effectually suppressed before the end of

that year till 24 Henry II., 1178,numerous the year.

writs in his own name, some of them being His services were not unrewarded br the

grounded on a king's writ de ultra mare, and king, who gave him the hundred of ONT

the confirmation in the Exchequer of a con- in Essex, with Stanford and Greenstead,

vention relative to certain land, made.co- and many broad lands in that county and

ram Ricardo de Luci et aliis baronibus,' in Kent.

plain! y prove that he then held the highest After a life devoted to his country , be

judicial place in the Curia Regis. prepared himself a retirement at its clie .

Of his judicial acts as chief justiciary by founding, in 1178, an abbey at Lesnas as
little is recorded beyond the committal of Westwood, in the parish of Erith in Kens

some London rioters to prison ; but there is for canons regular of the order of St. Au

sufficient evidence of his activity and dili- gustin , endowing it nobly with half of his

gence in the execution of the legal branch possessions there. Resisting the entreates

of his office (Madox, i . 146 ), at the same of his sovereign ,who knew how to apprez

time that he showed no negligence in his ciate his abilities, he resigned his office :

ministerial and political duties. the commencement of the following yas,

The preparation of the celebrated Con- and, assuming the habit of one of the case

stitutions of Clarendon , in January 1164, of the house, withdrew from the turmoil of

was entrusted to him and to Josceline de the world to devote the remainder of his

Baliol , both of whom were accordingly sub- days to piety: His seclusion, howerer,mas

jected to the rancour of Becket, who two not of long duration , for he died on Jay

years afterwards pronounced sentence of 14, 1179, and was buried in a sumptunas
excommunication against them , as the fa- tomb in the choir of his church ,

vourers of the king's tyranny, and the con- To the integrity ofhis character the best

trivers of those heretical pravities. This testimony is afforded by the conduct of his

sentence was repeated by Becket in 1169 sovereign, who, though finding him in

against him and others ; but it does not arms against himself, and highly in the

appear to have produced much effect on the confidence of his opponent, wisely showed
laymen included in it. his admiration of fidelity and worth eres

:
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in an enemy, by admitting him into his minster and on the circuits. His death

own counsels, and entrusting him with the occurred on September 4, 1204, and his

sole administration of the realm . character was that of an amiable, discreet,

By his wife, Rohaise, he had, according andkind -hearted man . ( Ric. Devizes, 10,

to Dugdale (Baronage, i.563) , two sons and 39, 54 ; Godwin, 217. )

two daughters. Maude, the elder of his LUCI, STEPHEN DE, was one of the sons

two daughters, was married to the before- of Walter de Charlecote, uponwhom Henry

noticed Walter Fitz -Robert ; and Rohaise, de Montford conferred the village of that

the younger, was married to Fulbert, the name in Warwickshire,and he and his

son of John de Dover, lord of Chilham , brother William were the first who as

also previously noticed . Other authors give sumed the surname of Luci. He held some

a somewhat differentaccount of the family. office in the court in 7 and 8 John, seve

( Weerer , 777 ; Blomefield's Norfolk, i . 2 ; ral mandates being countersigned by him .

Morant's Essex,i. 127, ii . 115 ; Lord Lyt- Seventeenyears afterwards he was sent, in

telton ; Pipe Rolls, 2, 3, and 4 Henry II.) 8 and 9 Henry III., on royal missions to

LUCI, ROBERT DE, was probably a rela- Rome, in conjunction, on each occasion,

tive of the great Richard de Luci, but in with Godfrey de Craucombe. (Rot. Claus.

what manner does not appear. He was i. 66, 578, ii . 42-57.) On his return he

joined to Richard de Wilton, the sheriff of was appointed custos of the bishopric of

Wiltshire, as justice itinerant to set the Durham , which he held during the two

assize or tallage for that county, in 20 years of its vacancy. It was no doubt on

Henry II., 1174. In the following year he this account that in 1228 he was nomi

was sheriff of the county of Worcester, be- nated one of the justices itinerant within

yondwhich no further information occurs. the liberties of that bishopric , for his name

( Mador, i. 124-546 .) does not otherwise appear in a judicial

LUCI, GODFREY DE ( BISHOP OF WIN- capacity. His brother, William de Luci,

CHESTER), son of Richard de Luci,completed to whom the king granted the hundredof

the abbey of Lesnes, in Erith, Kent, which Kineton in Warwickshire to farm (Ex

his father had founded . He was appointed cerpt. e Rot. Fin. 130–156), and who was

one of KingHenry's chaplains, andfrom afterwards sheriff of that county, was the

canonries in St. Paul's, Lincoln, and York, progenitor of Sir Thomas de Luci, the

was advanced to the deanery of St.Martin's Justice Shallow of Shakspeare, and the

in London ( Angl. Sac. i. 302 ), and afterwards property is still retained by one of his lineal

to the archdeaconries of Derby and the East representatives.

Riding of York . On September 15, 1189, LUKE, WALTER, is said to have advanced

1 Richard I. , he was elected Bishop of Win- himself in the world by marrying the nurse

chester, and presided over that see for fifteen of Henry VIII. , with whom he received an

years . ( LeNeve, 135 ,283, 326.) estate at Cople in Bedfordshire , and two

In 1179, 25 Henry II., he was named by annuities of 201.during her life. Her name

the council held at Windsor, on the divi- was Anne, and she is described in the

sion of the kingdom into four parts for the visitation of Huntingdon of 1513 as the

administration of justice, at the head of the daughter and heir of Launcelin of Launce

six justiciers to whom the northern coun- linsbury in that county, and the widow of

ties were appropriated , and who, besides, William Oxenbridge. ( Visit . Hunts, 60;

were specially appointed to sit in the Curia Gent. Mag. July 1823, 28. ) In the Mid

Regis tohear the complaints of the people. dleTempleheattained the post of reader

From this time to the end of that reign he in 1514 and 1520. He probably practised

regularly acted as a justiciary, not only in in the Court of Chancery, since his name

the King's Court at Westminster, but on as counsel does not occur in any of the

the itinera in various counties. ( Madox, i. Reports, and he was one of those assigned
113–737, ii. 146. ) in June 1529 to hear causes in Chancery

By a bribe or fine of 30001. he is said to in aid of Cardinal Wolsey. He had pre

have obtained the restoration of certain viously been connected with the royal

manors wbich bad been taken away from household, for when the king's illegitimate

the diocese, and to have been made custos son , Henry Fitzroy, Duke of Richmond,

of the county of Hants, and of the castles was in1525, at the age of about six years,

of Winchester and Porchester. But the made lord warden of the North, Walter

latter, on the king'sdeparture,were seized Luke was appointed to attend him as at

by the chancellor, William de'Longchamp, torney -general. (Camden MSS. iii.; Mem .

Bishop of Ely, nor were they restored till H. Fitzroy, xxiii . ) The degree of serjeant
that prelatewas removed from the regency was conferred upon him in Micbaelmas

of the kingdom . 1531, and in the following year, on August

Duringthe last four years of Richard's 23, he was promoted tothe ermine as a

reign, Bishop Godfrey was much engaged judge of the King's Bench, and knighted.

in his judicial duties, his nameappearing Hesat a silent commissioner on the trials
frequently on the fines levied both at West of Sir Thomas More and the Bishop of

EE
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Rochester ( State Trials , i. 387, 398 ), and LYDIARD, RALPH DE, was appointed a

dying in1544,was buried in Cople Church, justiceitinerant for the county ofSomerset

where there is an effigy of him and his in 9 Henry III., 1225. He was either an

wife on a brass plate. (Gent. Mag. lxxxvii. advocate in the court, or in the service of

(2) , 394.) His only son is the next-men- Josceline de Wells, Bishop of Bath, as he
tioned Nicholas.

was named by that prelate in the follow

LUKE, NICHOLAS, the only son of the ing year as his attorney in a suit against a

above Sir Walter Luke, received his legal man whom the bishop claimed as ' nativum

education also at the Middle Temple, and suum . ' (Rot. Claus. ii . 76, 154.)
filled the office of reader in 1534. On LYMBERGH, ADAM DE, who was of a

April 14, 1540, 31 Henry VIII., he was Lincolnshire family, was in constant em

constituted third baron of the Exchequer, ployment in offices of trust and respon

and retained his seat there throughout the sibility under both Edward II. and III.

reigns of Edward VI. and Mary, receiving In 5 Edward II., 1311, he was appointed
a renewal of his patent on the accession of one of the remembrancers of the Ex

Queen Elizabeth. He died in 1563, and chequer ; and in 1321 he was made coc

wasburied at Cople. stable of Bordeaux, where he remained

His wife was " Cecily, daughter of Sir three or four years, and afterwards,on the

Thomas Walton, of Bassingmede. ( Dug- accession of Edward III., became keeper
dale's Orig. 216 ; Gent. Mag. ut supra . ) of the privy seal. From 5 to 8 Edward

LUSH , ROBERT, nowone of the judges III. he was chancellor of Ireland, when

of the Court of Queen's Bench, was born on from this office he was transferred to the

October 13, 1807, at Shaftesbury. His English Court of Exchequer as a baron de

father was Robert Lush , Esq ., of that November 9, 1334, and probably sat there

place, and his mother was Lucy, daughter till his death in 13 Edward III. (Madur,
of Foote, Esq ., of Tollard in Wiltshire. ii. 267; Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. 1096 ; X.

After some creditable exertions in the Federa, ii. 519–596, 812, 891 ; Cal. Inquis

lower branches of the profession, he was p. m . ii.89 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. 49, 139. )

called to the bar by the society of Gray's LYNDE , JOHN DE LA , was of ancient

Inn on November 18, 1840,and attended descent and special note in the county of

the Home Circuit. In 1857 he was ap- Dorset, where he was bailiff of the fores

pointed a queen's counsel, and though he of Blakemore. One of his family ,probably

never held any official station, nor ever had he himself, having killed a white ha

a seat in parliament, he was for his profes- which Henry III.while hunting had spard

sional merits alone selected as the successor on account ofits beauty, was not only im

of Mr. Justice Crompton , and received his prisoned and fined , but his lands were sub
patent as a judge of the Queen's Bench on jected to an annual tax under the name of

October 30, 1865, when he received the the White Hart Silver.' He resided si

customary honour of knighthood. Hartley in Great Minton. (Hutchins's

He married Elizabeth Ann, daughter of Dorset, ii. 272_476 .) He wasemployed ia

Christopher Woolacott, Esq ., of London. Gascony by the king, one of his letters to

LUTWYCHE, EDWARD, was the son and whom shows that be acted as a justicier

heir of William Lutwyche, of an old Yorkshire, in which character his name

Shropshire family of respectability , and, appears in Trinity 1266 on a fine , in tas

beingcalled to the bar at Gray's Inn in next year on the pleas of the court, andin

June 1661,was elected an ancient in 1671. May 1270 in apayment made for an aeix

Receiving the distinction of the coif_in to be taken before him in Essex. ( Day

1683, he was made king's serjeant on Fe- dale's Orig .43 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fix . ü 512. )

bruary 9, 1684, and knighted . In October In 1250 he wasjoint custos of the city asd

1685 James conferred upon him the chief Tower of London. (Cal. Rot. Pat."

justiceship of Chester, and raised him to On his death in 1272 he possessed mances

the bench of the Common Pleas on April and lands in six counties. ( Cal. Inga
21 , 1686 , where he continued to sit till the p. i. 48.)

abdication. He fell with his sovereign , LYNDHURST, LORD. See J. S. COPLET.

and,in consequence of his having concurred LYSTER , RICHARD, was the grands

in the royal claim to dispense with the of Thomas and the son of John , both me

penal lawsin Sir Edward Hale's case , he was Wakefield in Yorkshire. His mother was

excepted out of the act of indemnity passed a daughter of Beaumont of Whitley in the

in the next reign . Returning to the bar, same county . He had his legal training in

hewas fined at the York assizes in April the Middle Temple, where he arrived i

1693 for refusing to take the oaths, but he the dignity of reader in Lent 1516 ard

continued to practise till 1704, as his re- 1522, and was appointed treasurer in 15251

ports and entries ' to that time show . He ( Dugdale's Orig . 215 , 221.)

died in June 1709, and was buried at St. He was placed in the office of solicit

Bride's, London. ( Bramston, 207; Luttrell, general on July 8, 1521 ; and was suresinad

iii. 83 ; 2 Shower, 475 ; Parl. Hist. v . 331.) in this post by Christopher Hales on Au

&

m.
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gust 14, 1525 ; and, although he is not in- j name of Lyttelton . This eminent judge

troducedinto thelist of attorney-generals wasthe son of that marriage, upon whom
in Dugdale's Chronica Series, there is the name devolved.

little doubt that he then followed Ralph He was born at the family seat, andwe

Swillington in that office, as he is men- have Coke's authority that his legal studies

tioned with the title in the willof Cicily were pursued at the Inner Temple,and that

Marchioness of Dorset, dated May 6, 1527. the subject of his public reading there was

( Testam . Vetust. 634.) This office he held the statute of Westminster 2 , De Donis

till May 12, 1529 , when he was appointed Conditionalibus. In 1445a suitor petitioned

chief baron of the Exchequer, and knighted. the lord chancellor to assign him as counsel

After presiding in that court above sixteen in certain proceedings against the widow of

years, hewasadvanced to the office of chief Judge Paston , whom none of the men of

justice of the King's Bench on November court' were willing to oppose. ( Paston

9, 1545, 37 Henry VIII. ; and in this cha- Letters, i . 8. ) From this it would seem that

racter he attested the submission and his practice was at that time principally in
confession of Thomas Duke of Norfolk on the Court of Chancery, whichmay perhaps

January 12, 1547, a fortnight before the account for the infrequent occurrence of his

king's death. ( State Trials, i. 387, 398,458.) name in the Year Books, in which Chancery

On the accession of Edward VI. he was cases are seldom recorded . In 30 Henry

Te-appointed, but resigned at the end of the VI. he had a grant from Sir William Trus
first five years ofthe reign, on March 21,1552. sel of the manorof Sheriff Hales in Staf
The remainder of his life he spent at his fordshire for his life, “ pro bono et notabili

mansion in Southampton, and, dying on consilio ; ' affording an example of the

March 14, 1554, he was buried in the manner in which advocates were sometimes

church of St. Michael there. His first rewarded by their opulent clients in those

wife was Jane, daughter of Sir Ralph days, when current coin was scarce.

Shirley, of Wistneston , Sussex ,and widow He was called to the degree of the coif

of Sir John Dawtrey, of Petworth ; and his on July 2, 1453, and was also appointed
second was a daughter of Stoke. steward (or judge ) of the Court of Mar

LYTHEGRENES, JOHN DE, was either a shalsea of the king's household. His ser

native of or established as an advocate in vices were soon afterwards further retained

one ofthe northern counties, his name being by the crown , by granting him a patent as

mentioned so early as 52 Henry III . as king's serjeant on May 13 , 1455.

employed on the part of the king in a quo In the first parliament of Edward IV . he

warranto against the mayorof Newcastle- was named asan arbitrator in a difference

upon -Tyne. (Abb. Placit.170.) In 8Ed- between the Bishop of Winchester and his

ward I. he was appointed sheriff of York- tenants ( Rot. Parl. v. 476) ; and two years
shire, and retained that office forfive years ; afterwards be was in personal attendance on

and he is noticed in the parliament of 18 the king with the two chief justices on one

Edward I. as a commissioner to enquire into of the royal progresses. ( Paston Letters, i.

the liberties claimed by the priors ofTyne- 175. ) On the next vacancy he was raised

mouth and Carlisle . ( Rot. Parl. i . 29, 38.) to the bench, being constituted a judge of

In 1293 he acted as one of the justices the Common Pleas on April 17, 1466, and

itinerant for Surrey; two years afterwards he added a dignity to the law by his learning

he was king's escheator beyond the Trent, and impartiality throughout the remainder

but in the next year exchanged the office of his life, uninfluenced by the passionsof

for that on this side the Trent. In 28 Ed- the contending parties, and unremoved by

ward I. , and two years afterwards, he was either of the royal disputants on the two

employed inthe perambulation of the forests temporary transfers of the crown which he

of the northern counties ( Parl. Writs, i . witnessed. In 15 Edward IV. he was

397-8 ), being also recorded in the inter- honoured with the knighthood of theBath.

vening year as a justice itinerant in the He died where he wasborn, at Frankley,

county of Kent. He was still alive in Ja- on August 23, 1481, and was buried in

nuary 1301,when his name appears in the Worcester Cathedral.
Statute de Escaetoribus as one of the king's From his obtaining two general pardons

council. ( St. at Large, i . 147. ) under the Great Seal it has been inferred

LYTTELTON, THOMAS, was descended that he was alternately a partisan of the

from a family establishedat South Lyttel- houses of York and Lancaster, and thus re

ton in Worcestershire so early as the reign quired a double protection. But seeing that
of Henry II. In that of Henry III. the the first was granted in 1454, before the

successor of the family became possessed of civil war had commenced, and while hewas

the manor of Frankley, whose representa- in the king's service as judge of the Mar

tive, Elizabeth, carried the estate to her shalsea, it seemsmoreprobable that the in
husband, Thomas Westcote, of Westcote, demnity he then sued for was against any

near Barnstaple, with a provision that her irregular acts he might have committed

issue inheritable should be called by the while he was high sheriff or escheator of
E E 2
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Worcestershire; and as to the second grant, ing whereof he had kept Mr. Selden com

dated 1461,when he was in favour with King pany, with whom he had great friendship;

Edward IV ., his desire of a renewal of his and who had much assisted him, so that he

pardon must be considered rather as an act was looked upon as the best antiquary of

of prudent caution at the end ofa violent the profession whogave himself up to prac
civil convulsion, and the introduction of a tice. His early reputation in his profes

new dynasty, a conclusion to which we sion isproved by his being on his father's

more readily arrive since we find that the death, in 1621, appointed to succeed him as

latter was granted to him as late sheriff chief justice of North Wales.

of Worcester, or under -sherili'' ( Chaufepie's Returned in 1626 to the second parlia

Cont. of Bayle,iii. 86 ), the Earlof Warwick ment of Charles I. , he took an active part

being the hereditaryhigh sheriff. in the proceedings against the Duke of

His name is still sacred in Westminster Buckingham , arguing that common fame

Hall, and his celebrated work , ‘ THE TREA- was a sufficient ground for the house to

TISE ON TENURES,' which Coke describes as act upon. In the midst of the enquiry the

“ the most perfect and absolute work that king, to save his favourite, dissolved the

ever was written in any human science,' parliament. When it met again in March

and for which Camden asserts that “ the 1628 Lyttelton was placed in the chair of
students of the common law are no less the committee of grievances, and on April

beholden than the civilians are to Justi- 3 presented to the house their report , upon

nian's Institutes,' will ever prevent its which was founded the famous Petition of
being forgotten. The treatise itself is,how- Right. In the subsequent conferences

ever, now seldom read without the valu- with the Lords he ably enforced the reso

able Commentary of Sir Edward Coke, a lutions, and replied to the objections of

production which, as no one would dare to the crown officers with temper and point.

enter the legal arena without fully digest. He was designated by the lord president in
ing, has been illustrated successively by reporting the arguments as “ a grare and

the eminent names of Hale, Nottingham , learned lawyer,'and great must have been

Hargrave, and Butler. his elation when he heard the king's answt

Sir Thomas greatly enlarged his posses- to the petition, Soit droit fait comme il

sions by his marriage withJoan, one of the est désiré. On the dissolution of this par

daughters and coheirs of Sir William Bur- liament in the following March several
ley , of Bromscroft Castle, Shropshire, and members were imprisoned for their violence

widow of Sir Philip Chetwynd ,of Ingestre in holding the speaker in the chair whie
in Staffordshire. By her he had three sons, the protestation against tonnage and pound

each the progenitor of a noble house - viz., age was passed. Ontheir application to

the present Lord Lyttelton of Frankley, the Court of King's Bench, Lyttelton ap

from the eldest ; the present Lord Hather- peared for John Selden, who was one of

ton , from the second son ; and from the those arrested, and learnedly contended for
third, Lord Lyttelton of Mounslow, whose his right to be discharged on bail. ( Farl.
name will be next noticed . Hist. ii. 58-323 ; State Trials, iii. 85, 337.)

LYTTELTON, EDWARD (LORD LYTTEL- Though a strenuous advocate for the

Ton ), was the great -grandson of Thomas, liberty of the subject, he had nerer exhi.

the youngest of the three sons of the last- bited any asperity in his language, ner

mentioned judge, and the son of Edward shown himself a violent partisan of those

Lyttelton, seated at Henley in Shropshire, who opposed the measures of the court

who became chief justice of North Wales, The king could not fail to see the bene63

was knighted , and married Mary, the which would result from his services, and

daughter of Edmund Walter, chief justice accordingly earnestly recommended him as

of South Wales, and sister to SirJohn recorder of the city of London, to which

Walter, the distinguished lord chief baron he was elected on December 7, 1631.

of the Exchequer in the reign ofJames I. About the same time he was appointed

Edward Lyttelton was born at Mounslow counsel to the university of Oxford, and is

in 1589, and took his first degree in arts at autumn of the next year he arrived at the

Christ Church, Oxford , in1609. At the of reader to the Inner Tempe. la

Inner Temple he was called to the bar. October 1634 he was made solicitar

Lord Clarendon (ii. 491) describes him as general, and knighted . This office he bed

“ a handsome and proper man, of a very above five years, and principally distin

graceful presence,and notorious for courage, guished himself by his elaborate aryument

which in his youth he had manifested with against Hampden in the case of ship -modes,

his sword. He had taken great pains in in delivering which he occupied three days

the hardest and most knotty part of the State Trials, iii. 923.)

law , as well as that which was An extraordinary compliment was paid

customary, and was not only very ready by his inu of court to the name of bis

and expert in the books, butexceedingly illustrious ancestor. The solicitor-general
versed in records, in studying and examin- having applied for a chamber, then racaat,

а

more
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6

over his own, to be assigned to his kins- rising distrust of the Commons, and of

man , Mr. Thomas Lyttelton, “ the whole preventing their proposed intention of

company of the bench with one voice ' not taking the Seal from him. He thereupon

only granted his request, but desired that planned with Mr. Hyde that he would

the admittance should be freely without take advantage of the customary recess of

any fine, as a testimony of that great the house, between Saturday and Monday

respect the whole society doth owe and morning, to send the Great Seal to the

acknowledge to the name and family of king, and himself to follow after. This
Lyttelton. ( Inner Temple Books.) important service, as it was then deemed,

He was promoted to the office of chief was successfully effected, and on May 23

justice of the Common Pleas on January the lord keeper's escape was reported to

27, 1640. ( Rymer, xx . 380.) In the the Lords, who immediately ordered him

April following a new parliament was to be taken into custody ; but at the end of

called, and after sitting barely three weeks the third day after his departure he kissed

was dissolved. Another, the Long Parlia- the king's hand at York . This statement

ment, met in November, and one of its would seem to be contradicted by his sub

first enquiries was into theconduct of Lord sequent letter to the Lords,inwhich he

Keeper Finch, who, dreading the conse- says that Saturday was the first time that

quences, fled the country. The Seal, being he ever heard of going to York, and that

thus deserted, was delivered to Lyttelton, he did so by the king's absolute commands.

with the title of lord keeper, on January He encloses an affidavit showing his in

18,1641 (Croke, Car. 565) ; and on the 18th ability from illness to travel to West

of the following month he was created minster, as ordered, and at the same time

Lord Lyttelton of Mounslow. This ad- proves the evasiveness of the excuse by

vance did not add to his reputation orhis taking the boldness ' to inform the Lords

peace. In the Common Pleas he had pre- that he has the king's express commands

sided with great ability ; in the Chancery upon his allegiance not to depart from him .

he was only an indifferent judge. At the Such weakness of purpose, and such useless

council and in parliament he felt himself attempts to be well with both parties,

out of his element, and was so disturbed sufficiently account for bis not being re

with the unhappy state of the king's affairs spected by either.
that he fell into a serious illness , and was It was not till a year afterwards that the

absent from his place for some months. parliament voted that if Lord Keeper

On the impeachmentand attainder of his Lyttelton did not return with the Great

friend the Earl of Strafford he was pre- Seal within fourteen days he should lose

vented from pleading on his behalf by his his place, and whatever should be sealed
illness. Soon after, on May 18, thelord with that Great Seal afterwards should be

keeper was placed at the head of a com- void (Whitelocke, 70) ; and the two houses

mission to execute the office of lord high passed an ordinance for a new Great Seal
treasurer. On his resuming his seat he on November 10, 1643. The king was, at

had the difficult duty of presiding during first, much dissatisfied with Lyttelton,

all the violent measures that occupied the whose hesitation and fears were rather

house. His conduct, while it could not annoying. ButHyde convinced his majesty

but be displeasing to the king, raising of his lord keeper's fidelity , and prevented

doubts of his fidelity, was so satisfactory to his being removed from his place, though

the Commons, and so apparently compliant he was not for some time entrusted with

with their wills, that on their nomination the actual custody of the Seal. Of Lyttel

of lieutenants for the several counties they ton's loyal devotion to the crown all sus

placed himat the head of his native shire. picion was at last removed. In March he

( State Trials, ii. 1085. ) In March 1642 the was again appointed first commissioner in

king, offended by the parliamentary pro- the Treasury (4 ReportPub. Rec ., App.ii.

ceedings , retired to York. He had been for 187) ; and on May 21, 1644,he was actually

some time suspicious of the lord keeper's de- entrusted with a military commission to

votion to him ,and was particularly disgusted raise a regiment of foot-soldiers, consisting

with his vote in favour of the ordinance for of gentlemen of the inns of court and

the militia, and his arguments in support chancery, and others. Of this regiment,the

of its legality. (Whitelocke, 59.) Lord ranks of which were soon filled, he acted

Lyttelton , however, took an opportunity of as colonel. Two centuries had elapsed since

explaining to Mr. Hyde (afterwards Lord a keeper of the Seal and a soldier were united

Clarendon ), who was secretly in the con- in the same person ; and in the two cen

fidence of the king, that he was in great turies that have since passed no other person

perplexity how to act, that he had no per- bas served the king in a like double capacity;
son to confer with or to confide in, and Notwithstanding this ebullition of zeal

that he had given this vote and others, and spirit, Lyttelton was an altered man .

which he knew would be obnoxious to The sad position of public affairs depressed
the king, for the purpose of disarming the him ; he became melancholy, and the pour
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of his mind and the strength of his body friends on both sides who did not doubt his

gradually decayed, so that he could not integrity, Hyde, who knew him well,was
contend against anattack of illness, which his friend to the last. Whitelocke, of the
carried him off on August 27 , 1645. He parliament side, always speaks kindly of

was buried in the cathedral of Christ him, and even in relating his flight calls

Church, Oxford. him a man of courage and of excellent

That'he was a learned lawyer, power- parts and learning:

ful advocate, and an excellent judge ; that A volume of Reports in the Common

in his private character he was highly Pleas and Exchequer, from 2 to 7 Charles

esteemed ; that he was incorrupt amidst I. , was published with his name in 168) ;

corruption,and moderate among the violent; but doubts have been raised as to their

and that he never used power for the being of his composition .
gratification of private malignity, nor for the His peerage died with him . His first

prosecution of party purposes,both friends wife was Anne, daughter of John Lyttel

and enemies readily acknowledge. Deser- ton of Frankley; and his second wife was
tion of thepopular party for place is some- Elizabeth, one of the daughters of Sir

what harshly alleged against him . His William Jones, the judge of the King's

subsequent career must rather be blamed Bench, and widow ofSir GeorgeCalverley,

as weak than stigmatised as treacherous; of Cheshire. (Ath. Oxon . iii. 175. )

and his flight with the Great Seal from the LYTTELTON, Timothy, the brother of

parliament, so dangerous, and indeed so the above lord keeper of Charles I. , and

fatal to himself, if he had been stopped, the seventh son of Sir Edward Lyttelton, of

showed a degree of personal courage that Henley in Shropshire, chief justice of North

must dissipate all doubts as to theprinciples Wales, was admitted into the InnerTemple
by which he was guided. He felt it to be in 1626, called to the bar in 1635, ard

his duty to resist the encroachments on the elected a bencher in 1640. During the

constitution, and he did resist them ; he Rebellion his history is a blank ; but at the

felt it equally tobe his duty to support the Restoration he held the office of recorder of

sovereign when his power was threatened, Bewdley, and was appointed one of the

and he flew to him for that purpose. But Welsh judges. The only subsequent notice

he was not a man for the times he lived in . of him is that he was constituted a berta

He was not made for power ; he could not of the Exchequer on February 1 , 1070,

cope with the spirits of the day; he was and that he died early in 1679, and was

weak and wavering ; and by endeavouring buried in the Temple Church . ( lood's

to be the friend of all parties he expe- Fasti, ii. 231; Nash's Worcestershire, i

rienced the usual consequence of being 279 ; Cal. St. Papers ( 1660 ), 212 ; Gente
confided in by none . But he had dear Mag. iii. 69. )

M

was

MACCLESFIELD, EARL OF. See T. , Grenada case in 1775, for his argument is

PARKER.
which he was highly praised by Lord

MACDONALD, ARCHIBALD, de- Mansfield . (State Trials, ux . 287,

scended from the old Lords of the Isles, 306.) His union in 1777 with Louise

one of whom was created a baronet of the eldest daughter of Granville, seeca

Nova Scotia in 1625. The seventh baronet Earl Gower (afterwards Marquis of Sist

was Sir Alexander,who by his second wife, ford ), was a certain precursor of promotia

Margaret, daughter of Alexander, ninth to one who possessed competent lez !

Earl of Eglinton , was father of three qualifications. In the same year be was

sons, the two elder of whom succeeded made one of the king's counsel , and was

in turn to the title, and the latter was in returned to parliament for the borough vi

1776 raised to the barony of Macdonald in Hindon , and in 1780 for Newcastle-under

the peerage of Ireland, which his repre- Lyne. He gave his support to Lon North

sentative still enjoys. Archibald, the while he remained primeminister :but he

youngest, was born in 1746, and received that nobleman afterwards joined Mr. Fi

his education at Westminster School. in the Coalition Ministry, he strenuously

On being called to the bar in England opposed the unholy alliance, and made so

his connection with Scotland insured him able speech against the famousEast India

liberal employment in appeals from that Bill in answer to Mr. Erskine. From the

country to the House of Lords ; and in the very first entrance of Mr. Pitt into the

courts of Westminster, though he had not senate in 1781 Mr. Macdonald attacbet

great practice, he acquired such a character himself to that remarkable man, antici

as a lawyer as to be engaged in the great pating his future greatness, and fought
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boldly by his side in the doubtful parlia- | called from a manor ofthat namein Lin

mentary conflict that raged after the dis- colnshire. In 6 and 8 Edward II. he is

persion and ejection of the Coalition in mentioned in connection with property in

December 1783. ( Parl. Hist. xix.- xxiv.) that county (Abb. Rot. Orij. i. 198, 216),

He was not long in receiving his reward, and was occasionally employed in commis

being appointed solicitor-generalon April sions there from 10 Edward II. till he was

8 , 1784. To the parliaments of 1784 and raised to the bench. This event occurred

1790 he was returned by his old consti- about August 1320, as a judge in the King's

tuents, and while he continued in the Bench. From that time till the end of the

House of Commons he was a steady and reign he was actively engaged in the per

useful adherent to the minister, particularly formance of his judicial duties, principally
in reference to the king's illness in 1789. in the country:

In 1780 he was appointed a Welsh judge His re -appointment on the accession of

on the Carmarthen Circuit, and succeeded Edward Ill. was delayed on account of

Sir Pepper Arden as attorney -general on Queen Isabella's indignation against him , in

June 28 , 1788, and was then knighted. It consequence of his being concerned in the

fell to his lot to prosecute Stockdale by judgment pronounced , five years before,

order of the Houseof Commons, for pub- upon Thomas Earl of Lancaster. But he

lishing Mr. Logan's defence of Mr. Hast- obtained his pardon on March 7, 1327, on

ings ; and also Thomas Paine as the author the testimony ofthe prelates and peers that

of The Rights of Man ;' both of them he gave that judgment by command of the

affording Mr. Erskine opportunities of king, whom he did not dare to disobey, and

displaying his extraordinary oratorical to avoid danger to himself. Such is the

powers, in the former case with a suc- disgraceful entry on the patent of pardon .

cess which he could not expect in the (N.Fædera,ii. 690.) It may be presumed,
latter. In the exercise of his office Sir therefore, that he was then permitted to
Archibald was distinguished for his pru- resume his judicial functions. We accord

dence and humanity , which Mr. Burke ingly find him acting as a justice of assize

acknowledged was a striking feature in in thisfirst year, and sitting in court in

his character, though in the latter years Hilary Term of the second. ( Year Book.)

of his official life the seditious spirit that On February 2, 1329, he was named in

then prevailed obliged him to institute the commission to try certain malefactors

several prosecutions . (State Trials , xxi.61, in the city of London ( N. Fædera, ii . 755),

xxii. 247, 285, 380 ; Parl. Hist. xxix .512.) and on May 1 following had so entirely re

His promotion to the place of lord covered favour as to be promoted to the

chief baron of the Exchequer took place on office of chief justice of the King's Bench

February 12, 1793, a post for which his during the temporary absence of Geoffrey

discriminating powers and judicial mind le Scrope. This lasted till October 28 in

peculiarly fitted him . After a presidency the same year, when he remained in that
of twenty years, esteemed by all for his court till January 18, 1331, and was then

careful and impartial administration of the removed into the Common Pleas. The fines

law , for his patient attention to every levied before him do not extend beyond

argument, never interrupting the speaker, Martinmas in the same year,and his death

as well as for the kindness of his dispo- soon after occurred . ( Rot. Parl, ii. 25 , 208 ;

sition and the courtesy of his manners, he Parl. Writs, ii . p. ii. 1131 ; Abb. Rot, Orig.

retired into private life in November 1813, i. 198, ii. 59.)

and in the same month was rewarded with MALDUIT,John, held a place in the Curia

a baronetcy. He survived his resignation Regis or Exchequer in 16'Henry II. , 1170.

nearly thirteen years, and died on May 18, Two years afterwards he and Turstin Fitz

1826. His grandson isnow the third baronet. Simon accounted for the profits of the see

MADDINGLEY, ROBERT DE, of Mad- of Canterbury, which had been committed

dingley, a parish in Cambridgeshire, was to their care on the murder of Becket.

the son of Thomas de Maddingley, mem- (Madox, i.309, 631 , ii . 253.)

ber for Cambridge in several parliaments In 1174 he was one of the justices itine

of Edward I. He was one of the assessors rant for setting the assize in the counties of

of the tallage of that and three neigh- Nottingham and Lincoln, in the latter of

bouring counties in 6 Edward II. , and was whichhe is also mentioned on the rolls of

in several judicial commissions in that 22 and 23 Henry II. ( Ibid. i. 123, 127, 129.)

locality about the same period . In 1314 MALDUIT, WILLIAM (Maledoctus ) , is

he was one of the justices of assize in mentioned in only two instances(Mador, i .

Norfolk and Suffolk , and he continued to 44, 215 ) as a baron acting judicially. These

perform the same functions in these and are in 11 and 30 Henry II ., 1165 and 1184 ;

other counties till 1321, in which year he and in both cases he is represented as being

died. ( Parl. Writs,720, p. ii. 1129 ; Rot. present among those sitting in the Exche

Parl. i . 374, 448, 450.) quer when charters or agreements relative

XALBERTHORP, ROBERT DE, was so to land were executed or acknowledged

W
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there. On each of these occasions he is de- arins against the king, bis son William act

scribed as chamberlain , in which character ing a still more prominent part. The con

he would have a seat in that court. He sequence of this revolt was the loss of the

does not appear to have been employed as a family estates, which were seized into the

justice itinerant. Hesucceeded to the office king's hands,and the excommunication and

of chamberlain on the death of his elder capture of William . Soon after the acces

brother, Robert, about 31 Henry I., 1130–1. sion of King Henry III. both of them re

Robert and William were the sons of turned to their allegiance, their submission

William Mauduit, who is mentioned in being accompanied by a restoration of their

Domesday Book as possessing seven lord property. (Rot. Claus. i. 237–346 .)

ships in Hampshire,and who wasafterwards Robert died about June 1222, 6 Henry

appointed chamberlain to Henry I.,from III. His widow , Isabella , daughter of

whom he received in marriage Maud, the Thurstan Basset, survived him ; and

daughter of Michael de Hanslape, with the William, their son, married Alice, the

lands of which he died possessed . daughter of Waleran, Earl of Warwick,

It is evident that therewereseveralcham- whose son , also William , succeeded to that

berlains in the King's Court, and that there earldom , which continued in the family till

was one at the head of all, called magistra the year 1589, when it became extinet.

cameraria, which was an hereditary office. One of the earls, Henry de Beauchamp,
Whatever were their duties in the king's was created Duke of Warwick in;1444,but

household, it is certain that they were offi- the title died with him . (Baronage, i . 390 ;

cially connected with the Exchequer, and R.deWendover, iii. 297, 349, 356, iv . 24.

had the care of the receipts and payments MALEBYSSE, RICHARD, was the son of

of the revenue. They also sat at this time Hugh de Malebysse, who came over from

as barons or justices in the Exchequer. Normandy, and was settled in 3 Stephen

That there was some interval during the at Scawtou in Yorkshire. His mother

reign of Stephen in which William Malduit was Emma, daughter and heir of Henry de

did not enjoy the office, or that some doubt Percy. He was called Richard Malebyser

existed as to the right of possession, seems of Acaster, and was one of the foresters if

likely , from his obtaining from Henry II., the county of York.

whileDuke of Normandy, a grant of the in- In the beginning of the reign of Richard

heritance of the office of chamberlain of his I. he was in some manner implicated in

Exchequer, with the castle of Porchester, the horrible massacre of the Jews at York,

and all the lands to the chamberlainship and for which his lands were seized into the

the castle appertaining, both in England and king's hands; and in 4 Richard I. he paid

Normandy . These were confirmed to him twenty marks to recoverthem till the king's

when Henry II. attained the crown . He return . Hewas afterwards implicated in

held the sheriffalty of Rutland from 26 some other disturbances, which drew upin

Henry II. till the end of the reigo , and his him andhis brother Hugh the excommuni

name is recorded as chamberlain up to 7cation of the pope ; and in 6 Richard I. he

Richard I., 1195, soon after which he pro- paid a fine of three hundred marks to remain

bably died , having in the previous year the king's favour,and for having the full

joined an expedition into Normandy. He restoration of his lands, wards, and forests.
was succeeded by his son , the next-men- His latter offence was evidently too close

tioned Robert. ( Dugdale's Baron. i. 398 ; a connection with Earl John ; for though,

Pipe Rolls,Henry II. and Richard I.) when that prince came to the throne, be

MALDUIT, ROBERT, who sat as a justi- had to pay another fine for some of his

cier in the Curia Regis in 10 John, 1208-9, lands, he seems to have at once been ad

when fines were acknowledged there, was the mitted into the royal confidence . In

son of the above William Nalduit. During John he had the custody of the castle of

the last nine or ten years of the reign of Queldric ; in the next year he was emploped

Henry II. he held the sheriffalty of Wilt- as a justice itinerant to fix the tallage in

shire; and on his father's death hesucceeded Yorkshire ; and in 4 Johın he was present

to theoffice of chamberlain of theExchequer, at Westminster when fines were achnote

which he exercised during the whole of the ledged there . Mado.x, i . 310, 7:22. ) Bee

reign of John. ( Rot. de Liberate, passim .) sides these judicial duties, hewassent as

In 1 John, for a fine of 1001., he obtained one of the embassy to accompany Willians,
!

the custody of Rockingham Castle (Rot. King of Scotland, to England ; and in j
de Oblatis, 5) ; and from2 to 7 John he was John was engaged in enforcing the per
sheriff of Rutland. ment of the aids required by the king.the

He accompanied the king in his Irish was keeper of the forests of Galtres. Der

expedition in 1210 (Rot. de Prestito, 185, went, and Wernerdale , and had permissio

&c.), but afterwards joined the standard of to stub and cultivate eighty acres of land

the discontented barons in the contest for of the king's forest, between ( use and

their liberties. The Close Roll of 17 John Derwent, at Queldric. ( Rot . de Obites

records his name among thosewho took up 41, 55 ; Rot. Chart. 42. ) He incurd
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the forest of Galtres, and before he could out first revealing it to the house he was

recover the land and castles, which the committed to the Tower by the Lords on

king thereupon summarily seized , he was March 28, 1642, but released on May 2 on

compelled, in 6 John, to pay a fine of five entering into á recognisance of 10001. to

pounds into the royal treasury .

appear before the Lords when called upon .Although he seems to have been a little ( Parl. Hist. ii. 1148 ; Lords' Journals.) In
turbulent in character, he was apparently that summer he again went the Home Cir

of a generous nature, and in the disposition cuit, and on somemembers of the House of

of his property, which was very extensive, Commons coming to the bench at Maid

to have acted with great liberality. He stone, where he was sitting , andproducing

made grants of lands to various abbeys, certain votes of parliament on behalf of the
and founded that ofNewbe, near Grantham militia ordinance and against the king's

in Lincolnshire, for monks of the Præmon commission of array, he boldly refused to

stratensian order, endowing it with a third permit them to be read,as not authorised
part of the church of Kniveton in Notting- I by the commission under which he sat.

hamshire, and with the church of Acaster. For this courageous conduct King Charles

( Monast. vi. 887.)

sent him a letter of thanks, with a promiseHe died in 11 John, 1209, and was suc- of protection. This however the parlia
ceeded by his son John . One of his ment rendered inoperative, by promptly
descendants, Sir Hercules Malebysse, in despatching a troop of horse and violently
compliance with stipulations entered into taking the judge from the bench at Kings

on his marriage with Lady Beckwith ton in Surrey . Carried prisoner to West

Bruce, assumed the name of Beckwith, minster, the house immediately committed
which the family has since preserved, and him to the Tower. There he remained a

within the last century has been highly prisoner for above two years, till in October
distinguished in our military annals . 1644 he was redeemed by the king in ex

MALET, ROBERT, was amerced in 14 change for another, whose liberty the par
Edward I. for not appearing at the Ex- liament desired . They still regarded him
chequer with his accounts as sheriff of as the fomenter and protector of the ma

the counties of Bedford and Buckingham . lignant faction ,' and by an ordinance in No

(Madox, ii. 237.) But the offence was no vember 1645 they disabled him and four of

doubt speedily removed, for in 18 Ed- his colleagues from being judges as though

ward I., 1289, he was appointed a judge of they were dead.' ( Clarendon, ii. 153 ;
the King's Bench. He is mentioned in whitelocke, 107, 181.)

that character as late as 1294, inwhich During the succeeding fifteen years he

year he died. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 87, 88.) suffered severely for his loyalty, losing a

MALET, THOMAS, was a great-grandson of son in the king's service, and his property
Sir Baldwin Malet,of St.Audries , Somer- being greatly reduced by sequestrations.

setshire, solicitor -general of Henry VIII., a Two days after the restoration of Charles
descendant from the Norman baron of that II. , though then seventy -eight years of

name, who foughton William's side at the age, he was replaced in his old seat in the
battle of Hastings. His connection with King's Bench. From his speech on the
the above Robert Malet cannot now be trial of one of the regicides, showing much

traced . He was born about 1582,and took of the garrulity of old age, it is evident

his legal degrees in the Middle Temple, that he was then nearly

superannuated ; but
being called to the bar in 1606, and be- he was, however, sufficiently alive to his
coming reader in 1626.

interest to petition for and obtain grantsIn the first two parliaments of Charles I. of land in Somersetshire and Devonshire.

he sided with the government, and in the Sitting in court for the three succeeding

case of the Duke of Buckingham he argued years, thekingon his petition on June 18,

forcibly against common fame being re- | 1663, dispensed with his further attend

ceived as a sufficient ground of accusation, ance, continuing to him the name and

After filling the office of solicitor- general salary of a judge ( Cal. State Papers(1663),

to the queen he was honoured with the 348, 435 ; State Trials, v . 1030; 1 Siderfin ,

coif in 1635 , and wasappointed a judge of 150 ), and granting him a pensionof 10001.

the King's Bench on July 1, 1641( Rymer, a year. At the sametime he washonoured

xx . 517 ), a few days before the impeach- with a baronetcy, the fiat for which, for

ment of six of his brethren, and was there- some reason or other, he refrained from

upon knighted. Not deterred by fear of the having completed during the two remain
parliament, at the very next Lent assizes he ing years of his life.

ihrew no discouragement on the proposed He died on December 19, 1665, and was

petition of the grand jury of Kent against buried in Pointington Church , Somerset

the ordinance for the militia without the shire . Under the recent sufferings of the

king's assent, and in support of the Book family, his descendants for the three next

of Common Prayer; and for having shown generations did not solicit the completion
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of the honour which King Charles had ward I. , when he, then only three years of

awarded to their ancestor . The judge's age, succeeded to his inheritance. (Ar

great-great-grandson, Charles Warre Malet, chæologia, xxi. 209.)
however, who filled some high offices in He was engaged in the Welsh and Scot

India, accepted in 1791 a new patent of tish wars under Edward I., and was sum

baronetcy, but afterwards failed in his moned to parliament from thetwenty- third

claim for precedence under the old patent, year of that reign till his death. In 29
and his son now enjoys the new honour. Edward I. he signed the barons' letter to

(Malet Papers; Collinson's Somerset, ii . 377. ) the pope by the title of Dominus de Muse

MALINS, RICHARD, one of the present greve. In 1305 and 1307 he was placed at

vice -chancellors, was born in 1805 at Eve- the head of the justices of trailbastoa

sham . He is the son of the late Richard appointed for Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and
Malins, Esq ., of Alston in Warwickshire, eight other counties. (N. Fædera, i. 970 ;

by a daughter of Thomas Hunter, Esq., of Rot. Parl. i . 188–218 .)

Pershore . Educated atGonville and Caius He married Eleanor, daughter ofThomas

College, Cambridge, he took his degree of Lord Furnival, and died in 3 Edward II.

B.A. in 1827, with mathematical honours. 1310, leaving his son Peter, who succeeded
Before this time he had entered the Inner him . On the death of the seventh Peter

Temple , and was called to the bar on May in 1415 without issue, the barony fell into

14, 1830. With an extensive practice in abeyance between his sisters. ( Baronage.

Chancery, he obtained a silk gown in 1849. i . 733.)

In 1852 he entered parliament as member MALTON, ROBERT, is only known as

for Wallingford, and retained the seat till having been constituted a baron of the

July 1865, supporting the conservative side Exchequer on November 14 ,1413 , 1 Henry

ofpolitics. On December1 , 1866, he was ap- V. , and re-appointed at the commencement
pointed vice - chancellor as the successor of of the following reign. ( Cal. Rot. Pet.

that estimable judge Sir R. T. Kindersley, 262, 269.)
and was then knighted. MALUS CATULUS, ROGER, was one ofthe

He married Susannah, daughter of the chaplains of Richard I. , and is mentioned by

Rev. Arthur Farwell, rector of St.Martin's, Hoveden ashisvice-chancellor in 1191. He
Cornwall. accompanied the king on his voyage to the

MALLORE ,PETER, wasprobably a de- Holy Land, and two charters givenunde:

scendant of Gislebert Mallore, one of the his hand are extant, dated on March 27 and

Conqueror's followers, and of Anchetil Mal- April 3 in that year, at Messina. ( Rumer,

lore, employed in the reign of Henry II. i. 63 ; Monast. v. 565.) In the lamentable

He married Matilda, the widow of Elyas de shipwreck which occurred in the followin:

Rabayne, and a daughter of Stephen de May off the island of Cyprus he was

Bayeus. Holding the town of Melcombe, drowned ; and the king's Seal, which is

and certain lands at Dodemerton in Dorset- stated to have been suspended round es

shire, in ferm under the king (Madox, i . neck, was lost with him . Richard converted

335 ), he was summoned to perform military this accident into an expedient to raise
service against the Scots in 28 Edward I. money,by proclaiming that no grants under

Nothing is told of his legal life before he it should be deemed valid, and thus co

was raised to the bench of the Common pelling the holders of them to pay the tes

Pleas, where he sat for above seventeen a second time, for a contirmationunder the

years, from 1292 to 1309. ( Serviens ad new Seal. (Madox, i . 77. )

Legem , 282 ; Dugdale's Orig. 44.) During Burke, in his Dictionary of Lardei

this period he seems to have been very ac- Gentry ' (nom. Machell), makes him the

tively employed . Sir William Wallace was great-grandson of Halthe Malus Catals

tried before him in 1304 ( Turner's England, son of Catulus de Castro Catulino.' :D

ii . 90, n . ), and in 1307 he was selected as Westmoreland,and younger son of Will.

one of the justices of trailbaston for the Malchael, or Malus Catulus, of Crack

home counties. He died about July 1310. thorpe. The present family of Macbell of

( Cal. Inquis. p. m. i. 239.) Beverley trace their descent from his eitet

MALO LACU, or MAULEY,PETER DE, was brother John .
great-grandson of Peter,a Poictevin, who, MANCHESTER , EARL OF . Sve E VON

being esquire to King John, is said to have TAGU ; H. Montagu.

owed his fortunes to undertaking the murder MANDEVILLE, GEOFFREY DE ( EARI or

of Prince Arthur; in reward for which act Essex ), whose name is corrupted from Maa

Isabel, the daughter of Robert de Turnham , naville, a town in Normandy belonging 1. >

was given to him in marriage, with all her his ancestors, was the second Earl of Faei

rich possessions, principally in Yorkshire. after the Conquest. His great-grandfather,
He was the fourth baron in succession, and of the same name, was one of the ci in

his father (also Peter) married Nichola, panions of the Conqueror in his expedian

daughter of Gilbert de Gant, grandson of against England, and was rewarded wa

he Earl of Lincoln , and died about 7 Ed- ' many brond lands and lordships, of su
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no less than one hundred and nineteen are Hawise, the only daughter of William le

noted in Domesday Book. Besides these, Gros, Earlof Albemarle, recently deceased ,

the Conqueror granted him the custody of together with the property and the earldom ,

the Tower of London, with thehereditary bywhichtitle he was afterwards usually

sheriffalty of London and Middlesex and known. During the remainder of the reign ,

Hertfordshire. His son William succeeded besides being sent on an embassy to the

him , and married Margaret, the soledaughter emperor, hewas employedin the various

of Eudo the Dapifer, by whom he had a wars in France, both for King Henry and

son, named Geoffrey, who was steward of the Earl of Flanders ; and the French king

Normandy by descent ofhis mother. King had good cause to regret that the one had

Stephen raised him to the dignity of Earl so powerful an ally, and the other so valiant

of Essex , but the Empress Maud won him a general.

over to her party by a still more ample On Henry's death, the merits of the earl

charter, confirming to him all the rights and were not overlooked by his successor.

honours and lands which any of his ances- When Ranulph de Glanville retired shortly

tors had held, and making to him most ex- | afterwards from the chief justiciaryship,

tensive grants. His future prowess was King Richard appointed the earl to that

disgraced by so many savage outrages that, important office, in conjunction with Hugh
although he had founded the abbey of Pusar, the aged Bishop of Durham . This

Walden in Essex, and had made several appointment was made at the council of

gifts for pious uses, he was excommunicated; Pipewell, on September 15 , 1189 ; but he

and being in 1144 mortally wounded in was not destined long to enjoy the dignity

battle, the rights of sepulture were refused of his new office, for two months afterwards

to his body until some years afterwards, he died at Rouen in Normandy, before

when, his absolution being obtained ,it was Richard hadcommenced his progress.

buried in the porch of the Temple Church, Dugdale gives an account of his works of

where his monumental effigy is still pre- devotional benevolence to various houses,
served. By his wife, Rohese, the daughter and of his sole foundation of the monastery

of Alberic de Vere, Earl of Oxford, he had at Stoneley in Huntingdonshire. But he

Geoffrey, the subject of the present notice. adds a blundering statement of his marriage

Henry II. created him Earl of Essex,re- with a second wife, Christian, aughter to

storing to him all the lands of his family, Robert Lord Fitz-Walter, who, he says,

and employing him both in the council and survived him , and afterwards married Ray

the field . mond de Burgh ; having in a previous

He and Richard de Luci were sent in page stated that his wife Hawise, after his
1166-7 as justices itinerant to hear criminal death, married William de Fortibus, who,

and common pleas throughout England; as her first husband died childless, became
and they were also entrusted with the ex- Earl of Albemarle in her right. ( Dugdale's

pedition against the Welsh , during which | Baron . i . 63, 204 ; Lord Lyttelton, iii. 399,
the earl fell sick at Chester, and died there 441, 449.)

on October 21 , 1167. He was buried in the MANNERS, LORD. See T. M. SUTTON.

abbey of Walden. Leaving no children, he MANSEL, John, is said to have been

was succeeded by his brother, the next- the grandson of Philip de Mansel, who

mentioned William . (Mador, i. 49, 28, ii . came in with the Conqueror, and the son
138, 161; Dugdale's Baron. i . 201.) of Henry, the eldest of Philip's five sons.

MANDEVILLE, WILLIAM DE (EARL OF ( Weever, 273 ; Burke.) It would seem ,

ALBEMARLE AND Essex) , was the brother of from a letter written by the king in 1262

the above Geoffrey EarlofEssex, on whose to the college of cardinals, that he was
death he succeeded to that title. He had brought up at court, for the king says that

spent the chief part of his youth with he was sub alis nostris educatus, cujus

Philip Earl of Flanders, whom he after- ingenium , mores, et merita, abadolescentiâ

wards assisted in his wars with the French suả probavimus.' ( Rymer, i. 414.) ,

On his attaining the earldom he He is first noticed in a close writ, dated

was welcomed with distinction by King July 5, 1234, 18 Henry III. , commanding

Henry, whom he accompanied into France Hugh de Pateshull, the treasurer, to admit

in 1173, as one of the generals of his army, his beloved clerk John Mansel to reside at

and was not only marked for his military the exchequer of receiptin his place, and

prowess, but was entrusted by his sovereign to have one roll of the said receipt. (Madox,

with many businesses of nicety and con- ii. 51. ) As Mansel's office appears to have
tidence.

been a new one, it was probably that of

In 1177 he joined his patron,the Earl of chancellor of the Exchequer, which is first

Flanders, in his expedition to the Holy spoken of by name a few years afterwards.

Land, and, after spending two years there He is noted for one of thegreatest plu

with no diminution of his fame,he returned ralists that were ever known. Being already

to England in 1179. In the following year one of the royal chaplains, he was in 1242
the king bestowed on him the hand of presented to a prebend St. Paul's, and

king.
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was advanced in the next year to the no reasonable ground for believing that he

chancellorship of that church , to which ever was appointed chief justiciary, and
stalls in the cathedrals of Wells and Chi- the title is never added to his signatures

chester were in a short timeadded. These or his description at the period.

were grants by the king, to whom his When the barons compelled the king at

activity of mind and capacity for business Oxford, in 1258, to consent to the appoint

made him peculiarly useful in the straitened ment of twenty - four of their number to

circumstances of the royal revenue. He draw up articles for the governmentof the

was accordingly soon engaged in confi- realm , John Mansel was one of the twelve

dential and honourable employments, to selected on the king's part, and he is

which he was partly recommended by charged with baring urged 'the king to

having received a dangerous wound in an disregard the provisions then made, and
attack on a besieged castle. ( Leland's with having procured the pope's dispensa

Coll. i. 266.) tion from the oath he had taken to keep

He had the custody of the Great Seal them . During the conflict that followed

from November 8, 1246 , to August 28, he firmly adhered to his royal master,and
1247, on which day the king sent him on was entrusted with the command of the

an embassy to foreign parts. On his return Tower of London. About the same time

he received back the custody of the Seal on he again held the Great Seal for a sh .

August 10, 1248, and held it till September period, accompanying the king abroad with

8, 1249. In none of these entries is be it in July 1262, and resigning it on October

called chancellor. 10 following. (Hardy's Cat.).

During this second possession of the The period of his prosperity was not

Great Seal he obtained the valuable ap- drawing to its close. When the Earl o

pointment of provost of Beverley, which Leicester, in 1263, took up arms, his fist
was the highest clerical dignity he ever attacks were directed against the kinz

enjoyed. The extent of his yearly income favourites, and the principal of these wa

from the various benefices he held is pro- John Mansel, whose estates were accord

bably greatly exaggerated. Some assert ingly plundered and property wasted. He

that the number amounted to 700, pro- retired with the king to the Tower of

ducing 18,000 marks per annum ; 'while London , and thence accompanied Prince

others limit the number to 300 , and the Edmund, the king's younger son,to Dover:
annual produce to 4000 marks. The and about the end of June, finding himze}

munificence of his expenditure may be unsafe in England, he hastily fled from the

judged from the stately dinner he gave kingdom. Although he was present in the
in 1256at his house in Tothill Fields, following January at Amiens, when the

when he entertained the Kings and Queens King ofFrance decided in favour of Hear!

of England and Scotland, Prince Edward, ( Chron. Rishanger, 12, 17 ,118 ),he did it

and the nobles and prelates of the king- venture to return to the English court, szi

dom. It is recorded that his guests were his career is said to have terminated in po
so numerous that he was compelled to verty and wretchedness. Thedate of Lis

erect tents for their reception, and that death is stated by some to have been 1.

seven hundred disheswere scarcely sufficient by others1268, but it seems to have been

for the firstcourse. (Stow's London , 525.) even beyond the latter date, as he is named
In 1253 he accompanied William Bitton, asone of the executors of King Henry's

Bishop of Bath and Wells, on a special will, dated in June 1269. ( Rymer, i. 4

mission to Spain to negotiate a marriage The place of his death has never been it

between Eleanor, the sister of Alphonso, corded .
King of Castile, with Prince Edward, Whatever may be considered of bis ce

King Henry's eldest son ; and the charter rical or political character, it is clear that

whichtheybrought back is stillpreserved upon an emergency hecouldactthe partu!
with its golden seal among the archives at a brave and resolute soldier. In 1353 be

Westminster. In his commission for this founded the priory of Bilsington,

embassyheis called secretarius noster,' Romney, and amply endowed it. (aloncest
being the first occasion on which that title vi. 492.)
is used. A wife , with issue, has been giren

Fabyan ( Chron . 340–343) says that in him, which as an ecclesiastic is not very

1257 he was made knyte and chefe ius- probable. The confusion may have aris :
tyce of Englande, ' and that under that from there having been another Jobs

name , in the June following , he was one of Mansel at the period.
the twelve peers appointed by the parlia- MANSFIELD, EARL OF. See W. VIBRAT

ment at Oxford to correct the enormities MANSFIELD, JAMES .
Under the at

that had crept into the government. He for the regulation of attorness ( st. Gret?
adds that he was thereupon discharged II. c. 23), the father of Sir James Vans

ofhisoffice, and Sir Hugh Bygotad- field, who wasan attorner practisins, ai

mitted in his place . There is, however, Ringwood in Hampshire, is entered on iso
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roll in November 1730 as John James following May, Mr. Mansfield had the

Manfield . It has been a question when mortification of surrending his seat for the

the name was altered Mansfield, and university of Cambridge to the popular

what was the motive . The Ringwood minister, and never afterwards entered the

attorney was the son of a gentleman who house. He remained unemployed for nearly

came to England with one of the Georges, sixteen years , when in 1799 he was con

and held an appointment in Windsor stituted chief justice of Chester. Five

Castle ; and it wasasserted that the years afterwards, at the close of Mr.

attorney thought it more advantageous to Addington's administration, he succeeded

him to Anglicise hisname by calling himself LordAlvanley as chief justice of the Com

Mansfield . But it is clear that he had not mon Pleas, in April 1804, and was there

formed this determination in 1730 , when upon knighted . The motto on his rings on

he was in practice. Neither had he done his necessarily taking the degree of a ser

so up to 1754,when his son was nominated jeant alludes humorously to his long ex

a fellow of King's College, Cambridge, clusion : Serus in cælum redeas.'
under the name of Manfield . But on the Though a good average lawyer,his pro

lattertaking his degree of B.A.in 1755 he motion occurred rather too late in life ; and,

signed his name Mansfield. By this date though anxious to dispense justice in the

the imputation , which has prevailed, that cases thatcame before him, he was too apt

he made the alteration with the hope of to give way to the irritation of the moment.

being supposed to be connected with the of this deficiency of temper the serjeants

great lord chief justice, entirely falls to the were not backward in taking advantage;

ground, inasmuch as Sir William Murray did and towards the end of his career they

not receive the title of Lord Mansfield tillthe worried him to such a degree that he could

end of the following year, November 1756. not always refrain from venting in audible

He entered the society of the Middle whispers curses against his tormentors. So

Temple under that name in February 1755, great was the annoyance that he resigned

and was called to the bar in November his post in Hilary vacation 1814.

1758. He began to practise in the com- He lived nearly eight years afterwards,

mon law courts, but ultimately removed and died on November 23, 1821.

into Chancery, where he was very success- MANTELL , ROBERT, was for twelve

ful. In 1768 he was one of the counsel for years from 16 Henry II., 1170, sheriff of

John Wilkes on his application to be the united counties of Essex and Hertford.

admitted to bail; and four years after, in In 1173 and the six following years he

Michaelmas 1772, he was made king's acted as a justice itinerant, not only in
counsel . His university appointed him those counties, but also in eight others ;

their counsel, and returned him as their and his name appears as one of the justi

representative to the parliament of 1774. ciers in the Curia Regis in 1177. Besides

On the trial of the Duchess of Kingston for these duties, he seemslikewise to have been

bigamy in 1776 he appeared for the defen- employed as a justice of the forest in 17

dant, when, though he failed in procuring and 18 Henry II., and again in 1 Richard I.

her acquittal, he succeeded in obtaining her His parentage is not recorded, but in

release without any punishment at all. 1184 his son Matthew came before the

In September of 1780 he accepted the Exchequer ashis future heir,' and acknow

solicitor-generalship, and while in office ledged that he had no claim to a certain

was engaged in the prosecution of those field called Holm . (Madox, i . 94–701, ü.

concerned in the riots of 1780, and in that 134 ; Pipe Roll, 79.)

of Lord George Gordon he had the dis- MANWOOD, ROGER, was the grandson of

advantage of replying to the splendid Roger Manwood, twice mayor of Sandwich,

speech of Mr. Erskine for the prisoner, and its representative in parliament in

resulting in an acquittal. The same duty 1523 ; one of whose sons, Thomas, was a

devolved upon him on the trial of De la draper in the town , and by his wife

Motte for high treason , whose palpable Catherine, the daughter of John Gallaway,

guilt insured a conviction. On the defeat of Clare in Norfolk , was the father of three

of Lord North's ministry in March 1782 sons, of whom this Roger was the second.

Mr. Mansfield was necessarily superseded, He was born at Sandwich in 1525, and was

and immediately placed himself in the educated in a grammar school there. No

ranks of the opposition. Soon after the account is given of any further place of
constitution of the Coalition Ministry Mr. study till he was entered at the Inner

Mansfield was again appointed solícitor- Temple. He was called to the bar by that

general, in November 1783, but was fated society before1555, when he was appointed

to be again removedinless than a month, steward or recorder of his native town, and

the Coalition having in its turn succumbed was elected its representative in that and

to the ministry of Mr. Pitt. ( Parl.Hist. xxi . the following parliament in Mary's reign,
193, xxij. 9 ; State Trials, xxi. 621 , 794.) and in all those of Queen Elizabeth, tillhe

In the new parliament called in the was elevated to the judicial bench.
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In his progress towards that advance- , Canterbury, and erected seven almshouses

ment he seems to have owed much to the in St. Stephen's or Hackington. All these

popularity of his manners and a happy works he had performed before he arrived
choice of friends. Hewas evidently a at the post of chief baron ; so that it is not

favourite among his brethren of the Inner surprising that he should have been looked

Temple, since he was selected at Christmas upon with favour by the court as a man

1561 as one of the chief officers in the peculiarly fitted for his position. But, as a

grand revel then beld there, over which set-off to these good qualities, he was am

Lord Robert Dudley, afterwards Earl of bitious and arbitrary, and somewhat regard

Leicester , presided under the title of Pala- less of the means by which he obtained the

philos. Curiously enough, the rôle which objects on which he had set his heart .
Manwood then performed was thatwhich, On the death of Sir James Dyer, in March

eighteen years later, he was called upon 1582, the chief baron was 'suspected of

actually to fill — that of chief baron of the offering alarge bribe to be appointed to the

Exchequer. In Lent 1565 he attained the vacant office of chief justice of the Common

degree ofreader. ( Dugdale's Orig. 150, 165.) Pleas; and this, being privately commun

At this period of his life he testified his cated by Recorder Fleetwood to Lord

gratitude for the favours he was receiving Burleigh, 'was the means of keeping him

fromthe town of his birth by establishing from that cushion ,' and no doubt rendered

and liberally endowing a free school there, the lord treasurer less inclined to doubt th

which was incorporated in 1563, and still charges that were subsequently brough

exists under his name. In 1566 he resigned against him. One of these was that on a

his office of recorder, but still continued the barbarous murder being committed in the

principal adviser of the corporation,receiv- streets of Canterbury, the chief baron bad
ing an annual salary of 31.,which, according expressed a solemn determination to pursue

to the corporation papers, would appear to the murderer to justice, but, instead of this

have been paid to him even after hehad be procured him a free pardon, after which

attained his highest preferment. He held the murderer paraded the streets in the

also the office of steward of the Chancery chief baron's livery. It was imputed to
and Admiralty Court at Dover. the chief baron that this impunity was

Among his friends was Sir Thomas purchased by the payment of 2402. by the

Gresham , who took great interest in his murderer's father, å rich brewer there.

success ; through whose recommendation Numerous charges of oppression, of mor

he probably received the grant of the house or less weight, were made from time to

and park in the queen's manor of Hawe in time by various persons in Kent .
the parish of Hackington,near Canterbury, In the meantime, however, he was oor

where he then resided, and also in 1567 the of the commissioners for the trial of the

degree of serjeant. The profits and privi- Queen of Scots, but does not appear to have
leges of the coif were so great that when taken any active part in the proceedings

an opening occurred for his elevation to In those against Secretary Davison, which

the bench , in April 1572,heagain employed were consequent upon her execution, be
Gresham's influence with the minister to made himself more conspicuous. After

avert it. ( Burgon'sGresham , ii. 175, 478.) going through the whole history of Quem
The serjeant, however, saw reason to Mary, he came at last to the offence of th

change his inclination , on another vacancy unfortunate secretary, which , making the

in the same court,which soon after occurred, same evasive distinction as the otherco

for on October 14 he received his patent as missioners, he termed “ a misprision becams

justice of the Common Plens. He does you prevented the time in doing it before

not seem the most merciful of judges, for you were commanded, although the things

in a letter to Sir Walter Mildmay , dated were lawful; for you did justum, but not

November 18, 1577, he recommends either juste.' ( State Trials, i. 1167, 12:35.)

imprisonment for life, or the cutting off From various letters addressed by hir.

part of his tongue, as the punishment to be to the lord treasurer,preserved among the

awarded to a man who persisted in speaking Harleian MSS. , it is evident that frequest

ill of the queen, after having suffered the complaints were made against him winch

pillory and had his ears cut off. ( Cal. he was called upon to justify; and bror,

State Papers ( 1547-80 ), 566.) in May 1591 ,it appears that he was under

He was promoted to the chief seat in the the queen's displeasure for taking marr
Exchequer on November 17, 1578, and for a place in his gift, and that be broagot

knighted. There is no doubt that he was forward as his warranty the eranp.

a man of great activity and energy, both of other judges, his contemporaries,who had

which were shown in his exertions towards pursued the same course . In additie to

upholding Rochester Bridge, and regulat- these public attacks, private suits bred bro
ing the estates which had been originally commenced against him , and some ci t »

devoted to its repair. Ile built also a new complainants had succeeded in their cate

Ilouse of Correction in Westgate Street, / In a letter to Lord Burleigh on April ,
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1592, he speaks of the lord treasurer's bit- he always insisted on adding to the ac

terness against him in a recent interview , customed oath required to be taken by his

and , assuming a high hand, demands that colleagues and himself, that they would ad

upon any future complaints of his adver- minister right to every one, an exception

saries his goods may not be taken without against the Jews and white monks. His

due course of justice in some of her majesty's hostility against the latter originated, ac

public courts,' meaning that he was not to cording toGiraldus,in the encroachments

be called upon to answer before the lords of made by the Cistercians of Newenham on

the council. Burleigh, however, thought the rights and property of his church of

differently, probably considering that the Westbury, and was exhibited against the

conductof a public officer was a fit subject whole order in various Latin compositions,

ofinvestigation. The chief baron was forth- | both in prose and verse, highly humorous

with restricted to his own house in Great and severe. None of them , however, re

St. Bartholomew's, and within a month after main,those which have been preserved being

his former letter he humbled himself in of a more general character.

another, and two days afterwards, on May He was born on the Marches of Wales,

14, he signed at Greenwich an abject sub- probably in the county of Pembroke ; but

mission to answer all complaints before their of his parents he states nothing, except that

• honourable lordships.' theyhad rendered importantservices to King

What was the result of these proceedings Henry both before and after his accession to

does not appear, but his presence in court is the throne. He studied at Paris, and at

not again mentionedby the reporters, and tended the school of Gerard la Pucelle,who
it is not improbable that the grief and anx- lectured there about 1160. Distinguished

iety he suffered from his disgrace hastened as well by his wit and learning as by his
bis decease, which occurred on the 14th of courtly manners, he became on his return a
the following December. favourite of the king, and he repeats con

Notwithstanding the blots in his es- versations he had with Becket before he

cutcheon, it is clear ( so curious is the mix- was made archbishop in 1162. He was em

ture of which mortality is compounded ) that ployed by the king in missions to the courts

he was pious and charitable according to the of France and Rome, and at the latter he

fashion of the times,andin many respects was selected by PopeAlexander III. to ex

a kind -hearted man . The foundation during amine and argue with the deputies of the

his life of a school for the young and a hos- then rising sect of the Waldenses. With

pital for the aged speak strongly in his these proofs of the consideration in which

javour; and to these may be added hiserec- he was held , he received substantial marks

tion of the south aisle of the church of St. of the royalfavour. Besides several smaller

Stephen, and his liberal augmentation of ecclesiastical preferments, he held at various

the vicarage of the parish bya grant of the periods canonries in the churches of Salis

great tithes , subject onlyto a fixedpayment | bury and St. Paul's, was precentor of Lin

of 101. a yearto the archdeacon of Canter- | coln, and ultimately archdeacon of Oxford,

bury. From his will (a tedious and some- to which he was advanced about the year

what vainglorious document) we learn that 1196. He was alive in 9 John, 1207, as in

he erected during his life the superb monu- that year the custodes of the abbey of Eyn

ment still remaining in the church, which sham were ordered to pay
him his accus

is ornamented withhis bust in his robes as tomedrent of five marksper annum from

chief baron , and with small figures of his that abbey (Rot. Claus. 106 ) ; but he cer
two wives and of his children . tainly died before Giraldus Cambrensis wrote

His first wife was Dorothy, the daughter the preface to his Hibernia Expugnata ,'

of John Theobald , Esq ., of Shepey in Kent, which was dedicated to King John.

and widow first of Dr. John Crooke, and Some of his writings, which were com

next of Ralph Allen, alderman of London. posed in short rhyming verse, were so

By her he left a son Peter, whose family popular in his day that the copies of them

failed in 1653. His second wifewas Eliza- were greatly multiplied, and any effusions
beth , daughter ofMr. John Copinger, of All which were remarkable for their wit and

hallows, near Rochester, and widow of John sprightliness were attributed to his pen .

Wilkins, of Stoke Parsonage. ( Holinshed, Among the numerous compositions which

iv.550 ; Hasted, ix.46,52 ; Boys's Sandwich .) go under his name, it is difficult to ascer

MAP, WALTER, more commonly though tain with certainty how many he really

erroneously called Mapes, the facetious poet wrote. In the introduction to the Collec

and satirist, was one of thejustices itine- tionof Poems attributed to him , published

rant in 19 Henry II . , 1173, joined with John by the Camden Society, Mr. Wright gives

Cumin and Turstin Fitz - Šimon in setting satisfactory proof that several of those

the assize for the king's demesnes in Glou- which appeared under the name of " Golias

cestershire ( Mador, i. 701),in which county Episcopus ' were written by Map, and that

he held the living of Westbury. He was Goliaswas no real person, as some writers

probably omitted in future years, because have believed, but å mere fanciful appella
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tion given to the burlesque representative Henry I., and the latter under Henry II.

of the ecclesiastical order, and the instru- (Dugdale's Baron. i. 599.) By the death

ment of holding up to ridicule the vices of ofhis elder brotherwithoutissue, at the end

the Romish Church . The jovial character of Richard's reign, William succeeded to the

of some of these poems has caused him to office of marshal, which was confirmed to

be considered as a toper, but there is no him in 1 John. (Rot. Chart. 46, 47. )

other evidence to support such an imputa- Hewas surety for KingRichard that he

tion ; and the drinking -song which is as- would meet the king of France at Easter

cribed to him, commencing to proceed to the Holy Land ( R. de Wen

Meum est propositum in taberna mori,
dover, iii . 1249) , and was the first name:

of the council then appointed to assist the

is a compilation of a much later period , chief justiciary in governing the kingdom

from the Confessio Goliæ ,' containing a during the king's absence on that enter

mock confession of his three vices, of which prise. (Madox, i. 34.) At that time be
one was his love of wine.

was one of the justiciers, and fines were

His prose works are a treatise ' De Nugis levied before him in 5 and 10 Richard I.

Curialium ,' and a tract entitled Valeriusad (Hunter's Preface.)

Rufinum de non ducenda Uxore,' the former King Richard, however, showed him a

of which has been printed by the Camden greater mark of favour by giving him in

Society. ( Biog. Brit. Liter. by Thomas marriage Isabella , daughter and heir of

Wright, ii . 295.) Richard Strongbow , Earl of Pembroke, or,

MARA, HENRY DE, or DE LA MARE, was as it was sometimes called , Striguil (Chepa

raised to the judicial bench before June stow) , where the chief residence was, by

1248, 32 Henry III. , as in that month which he not only acquired the title,but

writs were paid for to have assizes held became possessed of all the large inheri

before him. These continued till 1256, ance of the late earl, both in England and

but his name does not occur upon fines, Ireland. He held the sheriffalties of Lin
except in Michaelmas_1251. ( Excerpt. e coln and of Sussex during part of this reiz .

Rot. Fin. ii . 36 , & c.; Dugdale's Orig . 42. ) On the death of Richard I., John, beinz

In 38 Henry III. the castle and manor of then in Normandy, sent William Varse

Marlborough were committed to him . chall to England with Hubert, Archbisht?

(Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 13. ) He died in 1257. of Canterbury, to pave the way for him;
( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 257.) when they and Geoffrey Fitz -Peter, the

MARCHIA, WILLIAM DE (BISHOP OF chief justiciary , called together the nobles

BATH AND WELLS ), though called keeper and others at Northampton, and induced

by Sir T. Hardy, because the Great Seal them to promise him their oaths of fealty.

was delivered to him on February 24, During that turbulent reign he was

1290, 18 Edward I. , by Bishop Burnel the strenuous supporter of his sovereign ,and,

chancellor, was then merely an officer of from his being witness to charters and

the wardrobe, the usual place for deposito other documents from the beginning i

ing the Seal, and had been a clerk there the end of it, seems to have been in 019

five years before. He was promoted to stant attendance on the king, except when

the office of treasurer at the end of the engaged in the active services contided o

same year (Madox, ii . 323) , and on the him. In 1201 he was with the king is

death of Burnel he was elected his suc- Normandy, and in 1209 in Ireland, where

cessor in the bishopric of Bath and Wells he was left as lord deputy, and in 1214 be

on January 30 , 1293, being a canon of the was one of those bound for the king 6

latter cathedral at the time . After sitting make compensation to the clergy, and acted

there for nearly ten years,during several of for him in the council held at London, be

which he continued treasurer, he died on coming surety , with the Archbishop of

June 11, 1302, and was buried at Wells. Canterbury and the Bishopof Elç, tás:

So great were his virtues, and so many the king would satisfy the barons ' In the

were the miracles reported to have been following April he was sent to the bamb

performed at his tomb, that the pope was to know what were the laws and libertia

vehemently urged to canonise him . His they asked for, and was afterwards the

merits, however, were not deemed worthy messenger to announce the king's readiness

of that honour. (Godwin, 374.) to comply with their demands. He was

MARESCHALL, WILLIAM (EARL OF accordingly present at the great day of Run

PEMBROKE ), holds a prominent place in nymede, when Magna Charta was signed.

history. He flourished in four reigns, (R. de Wendover, iii . 137, 283-302.)
during three of which he was high in the During John's reign he was entrusted

royal confidence , and acted with unshaken with the sheriffalties of Gloucestershire,

loyalty. He was the grandson ofGilbert, Sussex, and Surrey, and with the custody

andthe second son ofJohn, who heldthe of the castles of Carmarthen, Canligan,and

office of marshal of the court (magistratum Goher. The king was not deficient in gebe

marisc. curiæ nostræ) , the former under rosity to him, rewarding him with grants vé
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Goderich Castle in Herefordshire, and of Dugdale ( Baronage, i. 63, 601) gives him

the whole province of Leinster, besides a second wife in Alice, the daughter of

several othersof minor importance. The Baldwin de Betun, Earl of Albemarle, in 5

GreatRoll of16John contains a singular ex- John, an assertion which he also makes in

ample ofthemode in which royal influence his account of the latter earl. He, however,

was purchased and exercised : Roger Fitz- contradicts himself in a following page bý

Nicholas fined inall the lampreys he could stating that an abbey which hehadcom

get to have the king's request to Earl Wil- menced for Cistercian monks, in the land of

liam Mareschall that hewould grant him Dowysken in Ireland, was completed by his

the manor of Langeford , at ferm . (Madox, wife Isabel,according to the appointment

i. 481. ) of his will. The roll which Dugdale quotes

In 1212 Prince Henry had been specially showshis carelessness, and proves that Alice

committed to his care ( Rot. Pat. 95), and de Betun's husband was not the earl, but

on John's death he was at once appointed William , his son. (Rot. Chart. 112.)

rector regis et regni,' and lost no time in He left five sons, who successively held

procuringHenry's coronation at Gloucester. the earldom , but dying all without issue ,

All the first mandates issued in the king's the inheritance descended amongthe heirs

name were sealed with the earl's seal, be- of his five daughters. ( N. Triveti Annales,

cause the king then had none. 205.)

Dugdale inserts his name as chief jus- MARESCHALL, was the great

ticiary at the beginning of this reign, but grandson of Gilbert, marshal of Henry I.,

this is a mistake. He held the higher rank and nephew to the above William Earl of

of guardian of the royal person and regent Pembroke. Early in the reign of King John

of the kingdom ; while the office of chief he was connected with the court, several

justiciary, which had gradually lost much documents being countersigned with his

of the power originally attached to it, was name, and the castle of Falaise being com

manifestly filled by Hubert de Burgh, Earl mitted to his keeping in 4 John. In the

of Essex, as it had been during the lastyears next year he proceeded to Ireland to take
of the reign of John. the stewardship of his uncle's lands and

No person could have been chosen more castles in Leinster ; and in 9 John he ob

competent to contend with the critical po- tainedthe grant of the office of Marshal of

sition in which the affairs of the kingdom Ireland, the duties of which he was after

were then placed . By the skill of his ar - wards permitted to perform by deputy (Rot.

rangements and the activity of his move- de Liberate, 46 ; Rot. Pat. 24, 42,155 ; Rot.

ments he defeated the invading prince, Chart. 173 ; Rot. Claus. i . 407) ; and he was

intercepted and destroyed the French fleet with the king in that country in 12 and 14

sent to his aid, and compelled him to sue John. ( Rot. de Prestito,192, 233, 235 ; Rot.

for peace and abandon hisenterprise ; by his Mise, 240.) In the latter year the custody

moderation he induced most of the discon- of the castles of Whitchurch and Screward

tented barons to submit to the royal autho- in Shropshire was entrusted to him , to

rity ; and by his energy in punishing those which was added, in the next year,the

few who still resisted he compelled the re- guardianship of the Marches of Wales, and

spect that wasduetothesovereign power,and also the sheriffalty of the county ofLincoln.

in less than two years restored to the king- He held the latter office in Norfolk and

dom, which had so long suffered from civil Suffolk in 17 John for a short time, and also

contentions, the blessing of internal peace. in Dorset, Somerset, and Worcester ( Rot.

One of his first acts was to confirm the Pat. 100–193), with the charge of the

Great Charter of Jobn, introducing some castles of all these counties.

improvements and omitting those clauses In the next reign he was not less active

which trenched too deeply on the royal under the protectorate of his uncle,theEarl

prerogative. of Pembroke. He not onlyjoined the army

Unfortunately for his country and his for the relief of Lincoln , but was united

sovereign, this great man did not long sur- with Philip de Albini in the command of

vive to enjoy the fruits of his exertions. He the fleet which intercepted and destroyed

died in 1219, at his manor of Caversham , the French armament in August 1217 ( R.

near Reading, and was buried on May 16, de Wendover, iv. 19, 28) , and thus forced
Ascension -day, in the church of the New the retirement of Prince Louis from the
Temple, in London, where his monumental kingdom . He was then made sheriff of

effigy still remains. Hampshire and constable of the castle of

His pious benefactions were numerous Devizes, and in 2 Henry III. was appointed

and munificent. He founded the priory of chief justice of the forests ( Rot. Claus.i.

Cartmel in Lancashire ; of Kilrush in Ire- 407), which he held for several years. In

land,as a cell to Cartmel ; of St.Augustine 3 Henry III.he acted as a justice itinerant
at Kilkenny; and for Knights Hospitallers in Lincoln, Nottinghamshire, and Derby,

at Logh -Garmon in Wexford; besides many and is mentioned as taking the acknowledg
rich donations to other houses. ment of a fine in 12 Henry III.

FF
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During the remainder of his life he was proof that he was chancellor at that time,

employed in various embassiesfor the king, the same argument would be equally con

whose favour he retained till his death, clusive for the three preceding years,

which occurred about June 1235. (Ex- during which there are numerous charters

cerpt. e Rot. Fin . i. 284. ) authenticated by him in the same manner.

His wife was Alina, one of the daughters Not only is it well known that Walter de

and heirs of Hubert de Rie, by whom he Grey was then chancellor, but upon the

left a son John, in whose descendants the same evidence there would be many com

barony remained for fourgenerations,when petitors. Neither they, however, nor

the last baron, John, died in 10 Edward II. Richard de Marisco, can be regarded as

without issue. anything more than the official persons

MARESCHALL, WILLIAM LE, wasthe who,under the chancellor, took their turns

second son of the above John Mareschall, of adding the formal authentication to those
and succeeded on the death of his brother in instruments. It was not till the followin:

1242 to the family property. ( Excerpt. e year, on the ultimate resignation ofWalter

Rot. Fin. i. 284, 387, 391.) During the de Grey, that he became chancellor, an

troubles under Henry VII. he was appointed the day ofhis appointment maybecollected
by the council one of the barons of the Ex- from the Charter Rolls. On October ,

chequer in 1264 ; but, adhering to the for- 1214, he subscribed a charter simply with

tunes of Simon de Montfort, he forfeited hisname, as hehad invariably done before :

hislands bothat Haselberg and Norton in butto a charter on the following day be
Northamptonshire,and died aboutthat added 'Cancellarii Domini Regis' (Bt.
time. (Madox, ii. 56, 120.) Chart. 202), and so signed himself on eremy

MARISCO, RICHARD DE (BISHOP OF future occasion. Hewas therefore installed

DURHAM ), of whose early history no trace in the office either on the 28th or 29th Oct.

remains, held a subordinate office in the ber 1214. From this time till the end of

Exchequer in 8 Richard I., 1197. (Mador, the reign he continued chancellor.

i. 714.) In 9 John, 1207, he is specially On the accession of Henry III. he was

mentioned as a clerk in the Chamber of the continued in the office, from which he was

Exchequer, and numerous entries on the not removed during the remainder of this

Close, Patent, and other olls show also his life. In the third year of the reign he was

frequent attendance on the personof the placedat the head of the justices itinerar
king. ( Rot. Pat. 74, 81, &c.; Rot. de in Yorkshire andNorthumberland, and be

Prestito, 177, & c.)
is mentioned as chancellor on the Close Ri

He received the ecclesiastical prefer- as lateas June 15, 1225, 9Henry III.

ments with which the clerks of the court ( Rot. Claus. i . 313, 403, ü . 73.).
were usually rewarded, among which were In 1 Henry III. he was raised to the

prebends in Ely and York, and the archdea- bishopricof Durham, which had bett
couries of Northumberland and Richmond, vacant for nearly nine years . Heis
besides severallivings. In 1212hewas called our beloved chancellor, Masur

appointed sheriff of Dorset andSomerset, Richard de Marisco, electof Durban,
and was gratified with a royal present of on a record dated June 29, 1217 ( 2.4

one of three ships which had been captured. Claus. i . 326 ), so that he was not cora

( Rot. Pat.95 ; Rot. Claus.i. 118.) . In 14 crated till after that date.
John, 1212, he was one ofthe justiciers be- During his rule of his great diocese he is

forewhomfines werelevied atWestmin said to have exhibited such profuse prodi

ster, and is mentioned as" residens ad Scac- gality as tohaveexcitedthe fear of the
carium .' ( Rot. Claus. i.132.) :Dugdale intro- monks that he would waste their property

duces him as chancellorin the same year; as wellasthat ofthe church. Encroach

but this is clearly an error, the Patent and ing upon their privileges,they retaliated by

Close Rolls of 16 John containingmerely charging him before the pope, not mere
an entry that on October 9, 1213, he de- with theminor offences of extravagan

livered the Seal to the king at Ospringe and waste, butwiththe crimes of perje ,

(Rot.Pat.102; Rot. Claus.i. 153 ); butthis simony, sacrilege,adultery,andblood. B

entry proves nothing more than that he was obliged to proceed to Rome to per

was themessenger by whom the Seal was the charges, and there is a record thai

deliveredintothe royalhands. The fact shows he wasabsent from England is

was that Walter de Grey, the chancellor, January 1221. ( Ercerpt.

wasthen about to proceed on an embassy 59.). It is alleged that he softened the
to Flanders ; and Marisco, as an officer of pontiffby his presents, and induced biz

the Chamber of the Exchequer,where the 80 to protract the contest that, in fact,
Seal was commonly deposited, was natu- sentence was pronounced while he lived.
rally employed to convey it to the king. Before his death, however,he restored to the

Prynne gives a charter dated October 3, monks therightsand liberties of whichbra

1213, subscribed Data,per manum Ric. de had deprived them , and gavesomecburda
Marisco ;' but if this is to be taken as al for their benefit. ( Angl. Sac. i. 7sl.)

!
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The annoyance occasioned by these liti- tinctly states the defendant John to be

gations was increased by the disrespect son and heir of the judge by Elizabeth ,
with which he was treated by Ralph de his former wife. ( Wotton's Baronet. ii.

Neville, dean of Lichfield, who was em- 330 ; Paine's Parish of Blyth , 135.)

ployed as his deputy in the duties of the MARKHAM , John, the son of the above

Chancery, and was evidently attempting to mentioned John Markham by either his

supersede him in his office. A letter is first or his second wife, must have been

extant among the public records, in which very young at thetime ofhis father's death

Richard de Marisco reprimands' the dean in 1409. He probably studied the law at

for suppressing his title of chancellor in Gray's Inn, and first appears in the Year

some letters he had addressed to him. (5 Books as an advocate in 1430, 9 Henry

Report Pub. Rec., App. ii. 66.) VI. In Easter 1440 he was called to the

His death was very sudden. Travelling degree of the coif ; and within four years,

to London to attend a legantine council, he having been in the interim employed in the

stopped for one night at the monastery of king's service as one of his serjeants, he

Peterborough, and was found dead in his was raised to the judicial seat in the King's

bed on the following morning. This oc- Bench, on February 6 , 1444. He steadily

curred on May 1, 1226. His body was performed the duties of this place during

removed to Durham , where it was buried the seventeen remaining yearsof the reign ;

in the cathedral. (Godwin , 739.) and there is no appearance of his having

MARKHAM, John, of Sedgebrook in taken any active part in the civil contest,

Lincolnshire, whose ancestors were settled which then troubled the kingdom.

at a village so called in Nottinghamshire, On May 13, 1461 , the next term after

was thesonof Robert Markham , a serjeant- the accession of Edward IV., he was ap
at-law in the reign of Edward III., by a pointed chief justice of his court, his long

daughter of Sir John Caunton, knight. He service and high legal attainments, rather

is said to have received his legal education than any political reason , pointing him out

at Gray's Inn, and became a king's ser- as a proper successor to theplace. He pre

jeant in 1390, 14 Richard II. On July7, sided in the court with the highest reputa

1396, he was raised to the bench of the tion for nearly eight years, when he was

Common Pleas. From that time fines were superseded on January 23, 1469. The

levied before him till February 1408,9Henry cause of his removal is thus stated by

IV. ( Dugdale's Orig . 46.) "Hewas united Fuller (Worthies, ii.207) :-It happened

with Chief Justice Thirning in the commis- that Sir Thomas Cooke, late lord mayor of

sion to announce to Richard II. his depo- London, one of vast wealth, was cast

sition from the throne; but he left the beforehand at the court (where the Lord

distressing duty to be performed by Rivers and the rest of the queen's kindred

Thirning alone,adding no words ofhis had pre -devoured his estate), and was only,
ownto that judge's address. (Rot. Parl. for formality's sake, to be condemned in
iii. 338, 424 , 609.) Guildhall by extraordinary commissioners

It is almost useless to notice that in Oyer and Terminer, whereof Sir John

Markham has been mentioned as the Markham was not the meanest. The fact

judge who committed Prince Henry to for which he was arraigned was for lending

prison. ( Tyler': Henry V. i. 370.) The money to Margaret, the wife of Henry VI.

tale is sufficiently confuted by the fact that Thishe denied , andthe single testimony of

he sat in the Common Pleas, and that he one Hawkins, tortured on the rack, was
never was chief justice ofeither court. produced against him . Judge Markham

He retired from the bench before his directed the jury ( as it was his place, and

death, and by his monumentin Markham no partiality'inpoint of law to do) to find

Church it appears that he died on De- it only misprision of treason ; whereby Sir

cember 31 , 1409. Thomas saved his lands, though heavily

Hewastwice married. His firstwife was fined, and life, though long imprisoned .'

Elizabeth, the daughter of Sir John, and Fabian and Holinshed tell the story of the

sister and coheir of Sir Hugh Cressy. prosecution, but without naming the judge.

From their son Robert descended Dr. Stow, however, in his “ Annals,' supplies the

William Markham , Archbishop of York. deficiency.

The judge's second wife was Milicent, He popularly acquired the title of

widow of Sir Nicholas Burdon , and the upright judge, naturally given to

daughterand coheir of Sir John Beke- one who was supposed to have suffered

ringe. She is stated by Thoroton (Notts, for conscience' sake; but we have other

i. 341, iü. 230 , 417 ) , and other authorities evidence to show that his character con

to be the mother, by him , of the next-no- tinued to be esteemed and his authority

ticed Sir John Markham ; but a case in quoted in after-ages. Sir Nicholas Throg

the Year Book ( 12 Henry IV . fo.2) , which morton, on his trial in 1554, said to his

was a writ of dowerbrought by her in the judges, ' ' As to the said alledged four pre

year after Judge Markham's death , dis- cedents against me, I have recited as many

6
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for me ; and I would you, my lord chief 2 Henry III. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i.9.)

justice, should incline your judgments His first wife was Matilda, the daughter of

rather after the example of yourhonourable William de Beauchamp; and his second

predecessors, Justice Markham and others, wifewas named Philippa ; andby both he

which did ' eschew corrupt judgments, had issue. The male branch failed about

judging directlyand sincerely after the law the reign of Edward III. ; buta daughter,

and the principles in the same, than after to whom the manor of Scrivelsby fell,

suchmen as, swerving from the truth, the marrying Sir John Dymoke, the right of

maxim , and the law , did judge corruptly, acting as champion at the royal coronation

maliciously, and affectionately.' (State is still preserved to the representative of(
Trials, i. 894.) that family .

The discarded, but not disgraced, judge MARSH, RALPH DE, as abbot of Crorland,

retired to his seat in Lincolnshire , called stands at the head of the justices itinerant
Sedgebrook Hall , and there in piety and who were commissioned in 56 Henry IIL.

devotion spent the remainder of his life, 1272, into the county of Leicester, but nerer

which terminated in 1479. ( Cal. Inquis. appears afterwards in a judicial character.
p . m . iv. 395.) He was buried in the He had been a monk there, and was raivid

church there. to the abbacy about October 1254. He died

By his wife Margaret, daughter and co- on Michaelmas-day 1281. ( Broune Wilie !

heir of Sir Simon Leke, of Cotham in MARTIN , SAMUEL, one of the prt**

Nottinghamshire, he had a son Thomas, barons of the Exchequer, is of Irish as
one of whose descendants was created a traction, being the second son of the lspa
baronet in 1642, but the title became ex- Samuel Martin, Esq. , of Calmore in

tinct in 1779. (Wotton's Baronet.ii. 330.) county of Londonderry, and of Arabella his
MARLBOROUGH, EARL OF. See J. Ley. wife. Born on September 23, 1801,bit

MARMION, ROBERT, was son and grand- ceived his education at Trinity Colts

son totwobarons bearing the same names. Dublin , where he graduated as Bache or si
The grandfather was a Norman, and received Arts in 1821,and was admitted to the decise

from William the Conqueror the castle of of D.C.L. at a later period of his life.

Tamworth in Warwickshire. The father He at first, in May 1821,entered as a st *

succeeded to thisand to other property, dentat Gray's Inn, but in December le
among which were the strong castle of he transferred himself to the Middle Temp

Fontney in Normandy,andthe manor of by which societyhe was called to the le

Scrivelsby in Lincolnshire, which was held on January 29, 1830. In the interim bi

by grand serjeanty to performthe office of had practised for two years asa spexit !

champion at the king's coronation. This pleader — a plan wisely adopted as an ese
second Robert was killed at Coventry, by lent introduction to the abstruser parts

falling into one of the ditches he hadmade the science. With the experience thus ab

to entrap the Earl of Chester's forces in 8 tained he joined theNorthern Circuit wa

Stephen ,1143, when this,thethirdRobert, great advantage,and soon reaped the be

his son by his wife Milicent, musthave been vest which resulted from his previous 117
quite an infant. tation .In thirteenyearsheacquired to

He is firstmentioned on the Great Roll of a lead oncircuit and in London as to enter

14 Henry II., 1169,with a charge for the aid himto a silk gown,which wasgiven to be

on marrying the king's daughter (Mador,i. in 1843; and after seven years nore,

574) ; but it is not till towards the latter which he enjoyed a large share of impormas

end of the reign that he is mentioned in business in the courts, he was pron

connection with the court. He was then the bench of theExchequer inNoreda

entrusted with thesheriffalty of Worcester- 1850, when hewas knighted. For the ti*

shire, an office which he continued to hold previous years he had represented Posters
in the first year of Richard's reign . in parliament.

In 1184 he was one of the justiciers pre- In 1838 the baron married Frank

sent on the passing of a fine, and was a eldest daughter of Sir Frederick Pales
justice itinerant in the thirty -third year, afterwards lord chief baron .

and on several occasionsduring the reign of MARTIN , WILLIAM, was of a fost

Richard . In 6 John, 1204 , also he was commencing with a Norman knight part

oneofthe justiciers beforewhom fines were Martinde Tours,who acquiredthe location.com
levied in the country. (Madox, i . 503, of Camoys in the county of Pembr ki,S.
591 , 698.) founded there the monasters of S. DE

He accompaniedKing Richard into Nor- maels. Hewas the sixth baron,arde .
mandy in the sixth year of his reign ,and Edward I.inhis expeditions agains: ****

joined in the expedition into Poictou in 15 land. He signed the barons' letter i *

John. To the Knights Templarshe wasa pope, under the title ofDominus de la
benefactor, by, giving them à mill at Bar- mesio. When the justices of trauiba ***
ston in Warwickshire.

His deathoccurredbefore May 15, 1218, placed at the head of those sent into Cove

wereappointed, on April 6, 131.5, be ***

2
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wall and nine other counties, and so again a member of Clare Hall, Cambridge. Ile

in February 1307. His clemency and kind- took his degree of B.A. in 1752 as fourth

ness to the poor during these commissions wrangler and senior chancellor's medallist,

are commemorated in a Norman song of the and proceeded M.A. in 1755, obtaining á

age. Both before and after this timehe is fellowship of his college.

mentioned as acting in a judicial capacity, He was called to the bar by the Temple,

as well in civil as in criminal pleas. ( Rot. and was then elected one of the common

Parl. i. 188, 196, 218 ; Wright's Pol. Songs, pleaders of the city of London ,and joined
231.) In 4 Edward II. a writ of enquiry the Western Circuit. Of the extent of his

was addressed to him , and in 9 Edward forensic practice there is little record, be

II. he was justice of South Wales. (Abb. yond the fact of his being presentin 1764

Placit. 312 ; 1 Report Pub. Rec. 101.) at the trial of Mr. Webb, the solicitor of

On his death, which occurred in 1325 ,he the Treasury, for perjury connected with

left, by his wife Eleanor, daughter of Wil- the proceedings on the general warrants, a

liamde Mohun, a son William , who died note of which he supplied to the editorof

childless, and two daughters, among the the ' State Trials' ( xix. 1172). He was

representatives of whom the barony is in sent out as attorney - general of Quebec,

abeyance.(Baronage, i . 729.) where, during the American contest, he

MARTYN, John, son of Richard Martyn, distinguished himself by his loyalty .' On

of Stonebridge in Kent, and Anna, daughter his return to England he was, in August
of John Boteler, of Graveney, Esq., is first 1773, appointed cursitor baron of the Ex

mentioned in the Year Books of8 Henry chequer , the duties of which were so slight

IV., from which time he seems to have been that he added to them those attached to

in considerable practice. He was summoned the deputy recordershipof London in 1779,
no less than three times to take upon him- and of senior judge of the Sheriff's Court

self the degree of serjeant-at-law , and on in 1780. The former of these two appoint

each occasion he disobeyed the summons. ments he resigned in 1783, but the latter

Several otherapprentices ofthe law having he retained till 1822.

been guilty of the same neglect, the parlia- By his scientific and antiquarian know

ment of November 1417 took the matter ledge he was infinitely more conspicuous

up, and commanded them under a heavy than in his legal attainments; though that

penalty to comply with the requisition, in the latter he was by no means deficient

which they did in the following Trinity is shown by his Treatise on the Power of
Term . (Řot.Parl. iv. 107.) He had not Juries in CasesofLibel' (1792 ), his Essay on

worn the coif long before hewas raised to the British Constitution' (1772) , and various
the bench of the Common Pleas. His patent other works. He was elected fellow of

isnotrecorded,butthefirstfine levied before the Royal Society in 1771 , and was also a

him was in 8 Henry V.,1420, and the last fellow of the Society of Antiquaries ; con
was in 15 Henry VI., 1436. He died on tributing manylearned papers to the ' Philo

October 24 in that year, and was buried in sophical Transactions of the former, and to

Graveney Church ,where his gravestone is of the Archæologia ' of the latter. In other

a very large size, richly inlaid with brass, branches -- historical, political, and theo
and having the figures of himself and his logical — his publications were numerous.

wife represented upon it. (Hasted, ii. vi. Better than all, his memoryis without

vii.; Weerer, 282.) stain ; and when hedied at Reigate on

MASERES, FRANCIS , held the office of May 19, 1824, his character for urbanity,

cursitor baron of the Exchequer for above integrity , and liberality was gracefully

tifty years, a period longer than any other recorded in an elegant Latin inscription on
judge has retained his place. This vene- a monument in the church, erected by his

rable man died ' in harness' in the ninety- friend Dr. Fellows. Heshowed his attach

third year of his age, and to the last ment to the Church of England by endow

persevered in wearing the costume of the ing a Sunday afternoon sermon at Reigate.

reign in which he was born. No part of ( Gent. Mag . xciv. (1 ), 569.)

hislong life was wasted in idleness, and his MAUCLERK, WALTER ( BISHOP OF CAR

numerous works, legal, political, scientific, LISLE), was one of King John's chaplains ,

and literary, prove that the whole of it was and was rewarded with the presentation to

profitably employed. various churches. (Rot. Pat. 14, 74, 93,

He was of a French family , which settled 103.) He was employed in various ways

here on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. bythe king, being in 6 John one of the

His grandfather was a colonel in the arıny bailiffs of the county of Lincoln ; in 14
of William III.,and his fatherwas a phy- John he acted in the Exchequer in Ireland

sician, resident in Rathbone Place, which ( Ibid. 47, 95) ; and in 16 John he was sent

the baron afterwards occupied . He was as an ambassador to Rome to urge the

born on December 15 , 1731, and after re- royal complaints against the barons . A

ceiving the elements of his education at a letter of his while engaged in this mission
schoolat Kingston -upon - Thames, he became is extant in Rymer's Federa ' ( i. 120).
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In 3 Henry III. he was one of the justices , which barristers succeed, together with an

itinerant into the counties of Lincoln, Not- infinite deal of humour and wit. Yet, not

tingham , and Derby, and in 5 Henry III . withstanding these advantages, his advance

was a justice of the forest. He next was in the profession was of slow growth, the

sheriff of Cumberland and constable of principal cause of which was such a fear of
a

Carlisle, offices whichhe held for several appearing toconciliate clients that hedrove

years. In August 1223 he was elected Bi- them away by the brusqueness of his ad

shop of Carlisle, and was several times sent dress. But bis soundness as a lawyer and

on special embassies abroad ( Rot. Claus. ingenuity as a disputant gradually made

i . 387–652, ii. 11-212) , till in July 1232 their way, and he by degrees obtained

he was raised to the office of treasurer.By considerable footing both in the provinces

the instigation , however, of Peter de Ru- and the metropolis. In the city parti

pibus, Bishop ofWinchester,he was in the cularly, from his great excellencein com

nextyear ejected from his office, fined one mercial law and on questions of marine

hundred pounds of silver, and deprived of insurance, he had full and profitable elu
various possessions which had been pre- ployment.

viously granted to him. His intention to With some reluctance and misgiving be

appeal to Rome was frustrated by his being accepted a silk gown in Easter 1833, and

stopped at Dover at the moment of em- soon after hewas appointed counsel to the

barkation , with such vi that Roger, Bank of England . Distinguishing himself

Bishop of London, immediately excom- greatly in the conduct of the Carlow county

municated the officers who had impeded election in 1835, he was invited to repre

him , and boldly repeated the sentence sent the borough of Carlow in 1837, and

before the king. ( R. de Wendover, iv . 264, after a severe contest and subsequent peti

272. ) The bishop afterwards recovered tion succeeded. He took his place in the

the royal favour, and was not only appointed House ofCommons on the liberal side, and,
catechist to Prince Edward, but in 1246, short as his career in parliament was, be

when the king went into Gascony, he and gave promise of being a most successia
William de Cantilupe were united with debater. But in March 1839 he was raised

Walter de Grey, the Archbishop of York, to the bench of the Exchequer, from which
in the government of the kingdom during he was removed to the Common Pleas in

the royal absence . He resigned his bi- the following November.

shopric on June 29, 1246, and took the During the sixteen years that he sat is

habit of a preaching friar at Oxford, where that court he displayed all the qualities of

he remained till his death,on October 28, an excellent judge, his distinguishingcbs
1248. (Godwin, 763. ) racteristic being practical common sense

MAULE, WILLIAM HENRY, was born on and great ingenuity, in defeating mere

April 25, 1788, at Edmonton in Middlesex. technicalities. His judgments were re

Ilis father was a medical practitioner there, markable for their striking observati :),

and his mother was the daughter of one of their pithy power, and happy illustratiocs

the family of Rawson of Leeds. In Octo- At Nisi Prius he was strictly impartiala

ber 1806 he entered Trinity College, Cam- patient, and courteous, enlivering the court

bridge, where he pursued both his mathe- frequently with that peculiar irony which

matical and classical studies with such was natural to him . ` In trying prisoners

avidity and success that on taking his the exercise of the latter faculty sometimes

degree of B.A. in 1810 he came out as bewildered the jury, and led them by mi

senior wrangler, and in October 1811 was taking his intention to deliver a verexe

elected fellow .' In the science of mathe- just the reverse of what he recommended

matics he was not only an extraordinary So frequent were his attacks of illness

proficient, but an original inventor in some that he was obliged to resign in June 2015,
of its branches. His friend Mr. Babbage but was immediately placed on the privt

acknowledges the assistance he received council and added to its judicial com

from his suggestions, and speaks of his mittee. He was an effective member of it

wonderful powers and acuteness. So high for the remainder of his life, which terni .

was his reputation in this respect that he nated rather suddenly on January 16 IN

was offered the professorship of mathe In his social circle he was remarkable

matics at Haileybury College, but, having for pleasantry and humour, for kinde
chosen the law as his profession , he de- of disposition , and for cordiality of friere
clined it. ship. Like allmen of intellect, he was a

Hle entered Lincoln's Inn and was called admirer of real genius, and his greates:

to the bar in 1814, joining the Oxford and aversion was against pert preteno ar!
the Welsh Circuits. He had acquired the ignorant conceit. Some of his caustie bat

same mastery over law as he possessed over playful epigrams in Latin and French ar

the other branches of learning; added to directed against them. His power of ce

which he had fluency of language, fertility versation were very great, and his memory

of illustration, and many of the powers by retained all the facetiæ he had ever mal.
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while the mots that he uttered were a John May, of Rawmere in Sussex , Esq.

never-failing source of mirth in West- This John was brother to Sir Humphrey
minster Hall. He died unmarried . May, who held many valuable places under

MAULEY. See P. DE MALO LACU. James I. and Charles I. , from the latter of

MAURICE (BISHOP OF LONDON) was at whom he had a grant ofthe office of master

the time of the Conquest one of William's of the Rolls in reversion after the deathof

chaplains, and so continued until hewas Sir Julius Cæsar, whom however he did

appointed Bishop of London in 1083 or not survive. Richard's mother was Eliza

1085, according to different authorities. Hill, daughter of a merchant in London.

He is generallynamed as the first chan- He was admitted into the Middle Temple

cellor of King William, and Dugdale (Orig. in January 1632, and was one of the per
31) quotes a charter of confirmation to formers in Davenant's

masque
of the

Westminster Abbey, dated 1067, which he Triumphs of Prince d'Amour, represented
witnesses as ' Regis Cancellarius.' That before Charles, the Elector Palatine, in

document, however, on examination, is 1635. Though called to the bar in May

found to be a forgery ; and no other record 1639, we hear nothing further of him till

of that period , with his nameaschancellor, the Restoration. Having then been elected

having been found, his appointment must recorder of Chichester, he was chosen

be removed to a later date. The earliest member for that city in 1673, and was re

that occurs is William's charter confirming elected in 1679. The honour of knight

the deed by which William de Warenne hood was conferred upon him in May 1681,

and Gundreda his wife gave the priory of on presenting an address thanking the king

Lewes to the monastery of Cluny ( Archa- for his declaration on the dissolution; and

ologia, xxxii. 123 ), and this was granted on March 17, 1883, he became cursitor

about 1078. His nameis also attached to baron of the Exchequer. He was again

the king's decision of the controversy be- returned for Chichester in 1685, to the

tween Arfastus, Bishop of Thetford , and only parliament called by James II., before

theAbbot of Bury, which was pronounced the termination of whose reign he died.

in the year 1081 (Monast. iii. 141 ) , and to ( Hay's Chichester ; Athen . Oxon. iii. 807 ;

a charter granted to the abbey of Karile- Luttrell, i.91, 557.)

phus in 1082 ( Ibid. vi. 993 ), in the latter MAYNARD, JOHN. In the history of Sir

of which he is styled • Cenomanensis Ec- John Maynard we have the remarkable in

clesiæ Archidiaconus .' stance of a man not only raised to the ju

His retirement from the chancellorship dicial bench, but placed on its highest seat
took place shortly afterwards, possibly on as first commissioner of the Great Seal at

his election to the bishopric of London, if the age of eighty -seven years; a sufficient

it occurred in 1083, but certainly before explanation of which may be found bycon

1085, as his successor, William Welson, sidering the political necessity of the time

was himself raised to the episcopal bench ofhis appointment in connection with the
in that year.

political status he held in the preceding

The private character of Maurice does reigns .

not seem to have stood very high, although Born at Tavistock in 1602, he was the

the grounds on which it is slightingly son of Alexander Maynard, a gentleman of

mentioned are not named. But after his that town, who was probably a barrister

elevation to the bishopric of London he is also, from his being described of the Middle

universally praised for the liberality and Temple in his son's admission to that inn

zeal with which he devoted himself to the in 1619. In the next year he took the de

re-editication of the cathedral of St. Paul, gree of B.A. at Oxford , and is stated by

when it was destroyed by the fire that con- Anthony Wood in his Athenæ ' (iv. 292)

sumed the greatest part of London in 1086. to have been of Exeter College, but in his

He laid foundations so vast in extent that Fasti ' ( i . 386 ) of Queen's College. He

his contemporaries would not believe that was returned for Chippenham to the first

the pile could ever be completed, nor was parliament of Charles I. in 1625, while yet

it till some time after his death, although a student of the law ; and we find him

he applied himself diligently and energeti- speaking in opposition to the subsidies de

cally to the work during the remainder of manded. This parliament lasted but nine
his life.

months, and he doesnot appear in those of

That Maurice, on the death of the Con- 1626 or 1628. In November 1626 he was

queror, did not side with his eldest son called to the bar, and got into such early

Robert, appears from his attending the practice as to be reported by Croketwo years

first court of William II. at Christmas after, from which time his business rapidly

1087, and crowning Henry I. in 1100. He increased, his intelligence and ability having

died on September 26 , 1107. (Stow's Lon- attracted the attention and gained the

don , 35, 61; Godwin, 175 ; Madox, i. 7, 8 ; friendship of Attorney-General Noy, which
Ellis's Introd . to Domesday Book. ) greatly assisted his advancement. (Parl.

MAY, RICHARD, was the fourth son of Hist. ii . 32.)

6
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a

In the parliaments of April and Novem- | lector for violently seizing certain customs,

ber 1640 he was returned for Totnes. In Maynard argued showing the illegality of

both he had for his colleague the future the seizure , whereupon Cromwell con

chief justice Oliver St. John, with whom mitted him to the Tower, and Ludlow un

he was added to the committee to manage justly abuses him for the submission he was

the impeachment of the Earl of Strafford, necessitated to make before he wasreleased ,

and opened one of the charges against him as if a continuance of resistance to irrespune

He was one of the managers also in the sible power would have been beneficial to

prosecution of Archbishop Laud, and in ex- his client or the country. It is clear, hov

posing the real grievances of the country he ever, that Cromwell, though he thought it

took a very active part, in conjunction with expedient to support his own impositions,

his friend and companion Edward Hyde, felt no animosity against Maynard, whom

the future Earlof Clarendon, who ( Life, i. he called to the degree of the coif in 1654,

67) gives him the credit of conducting his and made serjeant to the Commonwealth

opposition with less rancour and malice in May 1658. ( State Trials, v. 348, 432 :

than his enterprising colleagues, and cha- Ludlow, 223 ; Whitelocke, 673.)

racterises him as of eminent parts and great The parliament that met in September

learning out of his profession, and in it of 1656 was dissolved on February 4, 167

signal reputation. In the course of the re- The serjeant does not appear to have taken

volutionary proceedings contentions natu- any part in the proposal to give the title of

rally arose between the temperate and king to Cromwell ; and he himself subito

violent members of the party, and White- quently declared that he was not at the

locke and Maynard were called upon by making of the petition and advice ,' under

Lord General Essex and the Scotch Com- which the Commonwealth was resettled,

missioners to give the perilous counsel and the lord protector reconstituted. The

whether Cromwell could not be proceeded few instances of his addressing the house

against as an incendiary . They so managed were confined to questions of form , absta'

however as to escapethe danger, and, though ing entirely from political subjects, except

of the Presbyterian party , to makeCromwell on thedayof the dissolution,when he made

their friend . Atthis time hewas so popu- an able speech in favour of calling the ' otber

lar an advocate that he gained 7001. in one house ' the House of Lords. This no doubt

circuit, a sum , Whitelocke says, larger than was the cause of the protector's advancing

any barrister ever got before. In 1648 he him two months after to be one of his &r

was elected a bencher of his inn. (White- jeants, in which character he walked in

locke, 32-273 ; Bramston , 75.) Cromwell's funeral procession in the fute

Against the motion made in that year lowing November. In Protector Richard's

that the parliament should make no more parliament, which sat only from January

addresses to Charles, Maynard spokeforcibly 27 to April 22, 1659, and was principais

but unsuccessfully ; and on the subsequent occupied in disputes relative to the próias
debate on the famous remonstrance from tor's title and to the other house, ' be was

the army demanding justice upon the king, returned for Beeralston , for Camelford, and

he is described asarguing as if he had taken for Newton in the Isle of Wight, and ele ini

fees on both sides, one while magnifying the to sit for the latter place. His language 3

gallant deedsofthe army, and then firking' speaking in favour of the Recognition Bill

them for their remonstrance, as tending to was manifestly contrived with a riew to a

the destruction of the kingdom and the dis- future change. ( Burton, ii. 184, 139, 45,

solution of the government. ( Clarendon's 526 , iii. 183, 322, 594.) On the termina

Reb. v. 516 ; Parl. Hist. iii. 1128.) From tion of Richard's power, Maynard was wise

this time he seems voluntarily to have se- enough not to take his seat at the first

ceded from the house, and to have taken no meeting of the Rump ; but on its secondo

part in the violent measures that followed. newal, and the appearance of Monk on the

Lord Campbell ( Chanc. iv. 12 ) and Towns- scene, he not only became one of the thirti .

end (345 ) have erroneously confounded him one members of the council of state, bas

with Sir John Maynard, K.B., member for was appointed to carry into effect & tuite

Lostwithiel, and brother of the first Lord discharging the declaration previously r

Maynard. Maynard was notsummoned by quired from the members, that they would
Cromwell to the Barebone's Parliament in be faithful to the Commonwealth, without a

1653, nor was he a member of that of 1654 ; king or House of Lords ; thus removing eine

but in Cromwell's third parliament of 1656 of the greatest obstacles tothe return of 100

he was returned for the borough of Ply- king. (Parl. Hist. iii. 1583 ; Mercurius Ilmu
mouth. No. 609, March 1. )

In the interval he pursued his profession This accommodation to the spirit of the

with credit and success, and in state prose- times naturally led to his being confirmed
cutions he was engaged now for and now at the Restoration in his degree of serjeant.

against the Commonwealth. In the case of It is said that he had also a judgeship

Cony, who brought an action against a col- offered, but that he refused the templativa

m
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So perfectly, however, did he make his , on March 4, with Sir Anthony Keck and

peace with thenew government that he was Sir William Rawlinson for his colleagues.

appointed in November 1660 one of the Sir John didnot thereby vacate his seat in

king's serjeants, and at the sametime ac- the House of Commons, but mixed in the

cepted the honour of knighthood. From debates till the dissolution in January 1690,

this time Maynard acted the politic part and also in the first session of the new par

of siding with the government. In the liament that met in the following March .

Convention Parliament,and all the par- His speeches were short, pithy, and effec

liaments during Charles's reign, in which tive, and showed little of the garrulity of

he sat for either Exeter, Beeralston, or age. Soon after the adjournment he re
Plymouth, he cautiously avoided attaching signed his place, and on the 9th of the

himself to anyof the extreme parties in the following October closed his long -extended

state. In most of the state trials he took life, in the eighty - ninth year of his age, at

his natural precedence as king's serjeant, Gunnersbury in the parish of Ealing in

and was the principal manager for the Middlesex , in the church ofwhich he was

Commons in the impeachment of Lord buried . ( Burnet, iii. 341 ; Luttrell, i. 490

Stafford. He was throughout a firm be- 506 ; Parl. Hist. v.36-623 .)

liever in the Popish Plot, and in the testi- of the character of a man who passed

mony of Oates and his infamous coadjutors, through so many convulsions opinions must

but had a convenient forgetfulness when be expected to vary according to the con

called upon at Oates's trial to speak in his flicting views of the actors in them ; but

favour. (Parl. Hist. iv. 149, 162 ; State in Maynard's early career we have seen two

Trials, vii. 1298, x . 1162.) antagonistic writers, Whitelocke and Cla

At the commencement of the reign of rendon, agree in their good report of him .

James II. Maynard was in his eighty-third To the estimation of the latter he probably

year, but still preserved his activity and his owed the favours he received at the Re

faculties. He represented Beeralston in the storation - favours which he endeavoured

only parliament called by that king, and to repay by speaking against the great

forcibly opposed the encroachments of the chancellor's impeachment. Burnet speaks

court. He refused to be employed for the of him only as eminentin his profession ;

crown in the prosecution of the bishops, but Burnet's annotator, Dean Swift, stig

but was present as one of the king's ser- matises him as an old 'rogue, and a knave

jeants at the council called in June 1688 and fool with all his law . With Roger

to provethe genuineness of the birthof the North, who perforce acknowledgeshis legal

heir to the throne, which in six months was ascendency, of course he was no favourite.

declared to be vacant. ( Parl. Hist. iv. He used to call the law " ars bablativa,'

1374; Burnet, iii. 39 ; State Trials,xii . 125.) and delighted so much in his profession
On the Prince of Orange's arrival in that he always carried one of the Year

London and being welcomed bythe peers, Books in his coach for his diversion, saying

the prelates, and thepeople, the lawyers of that it was as good to him as a comedy.

course were not backward in their congra- His passion for law ruled him to such a

tulations. Maynard was at their head ; degree that he left a will purposely worded

and on his great age being noticed by the so as to cause litigation, in order that
prince made that solitary speech which has sundry questions, which had been moot

handed him down to the present day with points' in his lifetime , might be settled for

the undisputed title of a wit. I'o the the benefit of posterity. Judge Jeffreys is

prince's observation that he had outlived said to have availed himself of theserjeant's

all the men of law of his time, ' he an- legal knowledge ; but one day, when May,

swered he had like to have outlived the law nard was arguing against some judicial

itself if his highness had not come over.' dictum , the coarse judge told him that he

He was one of the lawyers called by the had grown so old as to forget his law. '

Peers to consult on the necessary proceed Tis true, Sir George,' he retorted, ' I have
ings to be taken, and in the convention or forgotten more law than ever you knew .'

parliament summoned by the prince which (Woolrych's Jeffreys, 99 ; Forsyth's Hor

met on January 22, 1689, he took his seat tensius, 431.)

us member for Plymouth. He ably con- The editor of Burton's Diary, and after

ducted the conference with the Lords on the him Lord Campbell, holds Maynard up to

question of the abdication , and was a public censure for joining in the prose

frequent speaker in the debate as to voting cution of Sir Harry Vane, condemned for

the convention a parliament. A difficulty acting, as he himself had done, under the

having arisen as to tilling the office of lord authority of the Commonwealth. But if

chancellor, which was declined both by we are to accept the account in the State

the Earlof Nottingham and the Marquis Trials as the true one, the charge is en

of Halifax, it was determined to put the tirely without foundation, since Maynard's

Great Seal into commission, and Sir John name does not appear in it. Looking at

Maynard was selected as first commissioner the whole of his career, though he was not

6
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a

chargeable with any extraordinary faults, the Rev. Charles Berry, a learned and ac
neither was he distinguished by any high- complished Unitarian minister at Leicester.

minded or spirited actions. After his The doctrines of his master did not shake

youthful ebullition of patriotism he sub- his pupil's orthodoxy, while the contro

sided into a plodding lawyer, taking as versy then carried on between the sup
little part in politics as he could , accom- porters of conflicting opinions, of which

modating himself to all governments, and the advocate on the other side was the

devoting himself with energy and industry celebrated Robert Hall, naturally led him

to his profession ; never deviating from the to a deeper consideration of the distinctions
principles he professed, and now and then of religious belief, and of the foundations

venting them ; but cautious not to offend on which the different sects are based ,than

those in power, and anxious only to in- is usual for one so young. This produced

crease the amount of his fees and to retain in his mind an inveteraterepugnance to the

the honours he had earned. If it be true subscription to all dogmatic articles of re

that he refused a former offer of advance- ligion , his impressions on the subject being

ment, it cannot be supposed that he sought confirmed and intensified by the strongly
his last elevation , which he more probably expressed remarks attributed to Lord

submitted to as a necessity arising from Brougham.

the emergency . In short, though all must With these impressions, though it was

acknowledge him to have been a great law- originally arranged that he should go to

yer,none can regard him as a great man . Lincoln College, Oxford, yet, as subscrip

He married three wives. The name of tion to the Thirty -nine Articles was the

the first is not recorded ; the second was required as a condition of admission, he felt

Jane, daughter of Cheney Selherst, Esq. , himself compelled to forego the advantaz?

of Tenterden, and widow of Edward Aus- to be derived from a university educati:O.

ten, Esq .; and the third was a daughter of He accordingly continued his studies under

the Rev. Ambrose Upton , canon of Christ- ! Jr. Berry, and at the same time, being

church, and widow of Sir Charles Ber- | intended for the bar, obtained some instruc

muden. ( Noble's Granger, i. 172 ; Gent. tion in the law of realproperty by entering

Mag. lix . 585.) the ofiice of a conveyancing attorney in the

MEADE, THOMAS,was the son of Thomas town. He then became a student in the

Meade, or Mede, of Elmdon in Essex. He Inner Temple, and at the same time a pupil

spent some time at the university of Cam- of the younger Mr. Chitty,who in eminence

bridge before he was placed at the Middle as a special pleader equalled his father:here

Temple, where he arrived at the gradeof he remained for four years,duringwhichbe

reader in 1562, and again in 1567. In the attended the lectures given at l'nivery

Easter of the latter year he was raised to College bythat eminent jurist John Austis.

the degree of the coif, and the date of his He was called to the bar on June 7, IN

elevation to the judgeship of the Court of and in the same year married Elizab- th .

Common Pleas was on November 30, 1577, only daughter of the late William Mosele ,

the first fine levied before him being in Esq., of Peckham Rye. Joining the Mid

Hilary Term 1578. ( Dugdale's Orig . 48 , land Circuit, he became a member of tim

217.) Having filled the seat about seren Leicester borough and Warwick sessies

years and a half, he died in May.1585, and and acquired a considerable practice but

was buried at Elmdon under a rich monu- in criminal and civil business. His readi

ment. He left by his wife, Joane, the ness, if not his eloquence of address, bis
widow of Clamp, of Huntingdon ,three clear statement of facts and pronipt app.

sons, whose descendants long flourished at tion of the law to them , and particularis
Wendon Lofts in Essex. The learned his skill in the examination of witness

divine Joseph Mede was of the soon established him in the courts an !

family. (Morant, ii . 593.) marked him for early promotion. In ]

MELLOR, John, one of the present he became recorder ofWarwick, which he

judges of the Queen's Bench , was born resigned in 1852. In 1851 he hadatiana

on January 1 , 1809 ,atHollinwood House the rank of queen's counsel, and found D'

in the borough of Oldham , where his reason to regret the change, often injur.:28

family had been settled for many gene- to many. In 1855 be received the app int

rations. His father belonged to the old ment of recorder of Leicester, which be

mercantile firm of Gee, Mellor, Kershaw, retained till hewas elevated to the beach

& Co. , well known in Lancashire above at Westminster.

fifty years ago.
Soon after the judge's In the meantime, after one unsuces!

birth the calls of business required his contest at Warwick in 1852, and aniba

father to reside at Leicester, where he at Coventry in 1857, he was elected in be

served the office of mayor and acted for latter year member of parliament for first

many years as a magistrate, and where he Yarmouth, and sat for it till the dis Vus a

at first sent his son to the grammar school . in 1859, when he contested Nottingham

From this he was removed to the care of with success. Throughout his sensual

same
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career he was an unflinching advocate of canon of York, dean of St. Martin's,

the liberal opinions to which he had been London , archdeacon of Barnstaple,provost

all along attached , and a firm supporter of of Beverley, and was elected Archbishop of

Lord Palmerston's administrations, gaining York on January 21 , 1316, but was obliged
the regard of both parties by his honourable to wait more than two years for his con

bearing and his amiable and attractive secration, notwithstanding the king's nume
manners . rous and urgent applications to the pope.

On December 3, 1861 , hewas constituted (Godwin, 685.)

a judge of the Queen's Bench, which he On July 3, 1325, 18 Edward II., he was

has ever since filled with general approba- constituted treasurer of the Exchequer ;
tion. He then received the honour of but, as the king's friend, was displaced on

knighthood. the transfer of the crown to his son in

He is the author of two most interesting January 1327. During the troubles in the

lectures - one “ The Christian Church before previous year his chapel was broken into,

the Reformation , delivered at Leicester in and his episcopal ornaments, including his
1857 ; and the other “ The Life and Times of pall, were stolen; and messengers were sent

John Selden,' delivered at Nottingham in to the pope with the king's request for a
1859 ; both showing great liberality ofsenti- new one. ( N. Fædera, ii.624.)

ment, and that disregard of party and of The new government, however, showed

class which ,while it marks the impartiality no illwill to the archbishop. On the

of the man, is the best promise of ex- contrary, in 1 Edward III. they employed
cellence in the judge. him also in treating for peace with the

MELTON, WILLIAM DE (ARCHBISHOP Scots. ( Ibid. ii. 797.) In 4 Edward III.
OF YORK), is supposed to have been a he was indicted as an adherent of the Earl
native of Melton in Holderness. In 28 of Kent, and, being fully acquitted,obtained

Edward I., 1300, he was parson of the a writ of conspiracy against his accusers.

parish of Repham in Lincolnshire ( Cal. (Rot. Parl. ii. 31, 54.) That his accusation
Inquis. p. m . i. 165 ) ; and in the next year, was not credited appears from his restora
under the title of our beloved clerk , hé tion to the treasurership in the same year.

was employed to pay the foot soldiers This office he held from November 28,

raised in Wales. ( Parl. Writs, i.359.) 1330, to April 1 , 1331 ; and on August 10,

It appears probable, also, that he had been 1333, he was appointed sole keeper of the,

employed in the education of the king's son, Grent Seal during the temporary absence

who at this time was about sixteen years of of John de Stratford, the chancellor. He

age ; for in the letter which that prince acted in that character till January 13,

addressed to the pope on his behalf, in the when hedelivered up the Seal by the king's

third year of his reign , he uses these expres- direction . It would seem that his removal

sions: qui a nostræ ætatis primordiis nostris was occasioned by his having confirmed and

insistebat obsequiis.' (N. Fædera, ii. 107. ) consecrated Robert de Graystanes as Bishop

On the accession of the young king he of Durham , without first obtaining the

was appointed comptroller of the royal king's approval, for on March 30 follow

wardrobe, and was afterwards advanced to ing there is an entry of a grant of the

be the keeper of that department. In the royal pardon to the archbishop for that
former character the Great Seal was offence. ( N. Fædera, ii. 882.)

delivered to him on January 21, 1308, to He lived for five years more, and died at

be carried abroad with the king ,who was Cawood on April 22, 1340, after presiding

proceeding to France tomarry Isabella, the over his province for about four- and -twenty

daughter of Philip le Bel. Another seal years, and expending considerable sums on

was given to John de Langton, the chan- his cathedral, in which his remains were

cellor, to be used in England, which, after deposited. The character that is given to

the king's return, was in the following him speaks as highly of his private as of

March carried to the Exchequer by his public life, representing him as pious,

William de Melton, then bearing the charitable, lenient, and hospitable in the
additional title of Secretarius Regis.' former, and zealous, faithful, and energetic" ,

(Madox, i. 75.) Again, from May 11 to in the latter.

July 6, 1310, the Great Seal was placed in MERES, ROGER DE, was of a Lincolnshirea

the wardrobe, under the seals of Melton family, established at Kirketon in the dis

and two of theclerks of the Chancery. The trict of Holland. He was appointed one of

king's confidence in him is apparent, from the king's serjeants in 40 Edward III. On

numerous royal mandates, countersigned November 27,1371, he was raised to the

. nunciante W. de Melton ,' from his being bench of the Common Pleas; but there is

employed on an embassy to France, and no record of any fines being levied before a

from his being raised to the office of keeper judge of that name, nor of his attending the

of the wardrobe. parliament beyond November in the next

During this time ecclesiastical honours year.

flowed rapidly upon him . He was made a There are , however, some circumstances

2
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8

which raise a suspicion that this Roger de of the castle of Bedford in 8 Henry III.

Meres was the same with Roger de Kirke- ( Rot. Claus. i. 246-616 .)

ton , and that he used both names indiffer- He twice was appointed ajustice itine

ently. Weknow that he had property at rant- first in 9 Henry III., 1225,for

Kirketon, and it was quite a common prac- Northumberland, and in the next year for

tice for a manto call himself after his estate. Cumberland. ( Ibid. ii. 77, 151.)

The name of Meres does not at all occur in He died in 1239, and was buried in the

the Year Book , which is somewhat extra- abbey of Newminster,foundedby his grand

ordinary for one who was clearly a serjeant; father. His son, also named Roger, died in

but that of Kirketon is continually intro- 1266,withoutmale issue. (Barmage,i.570 .)
duced, and the period withinwhich the latter MERSTON, HENRY, before he was abaron

is mentioned notonly tallies with the career of the Exchequer was anofficer in that de

of Meres, but notices him as serjeant in the partment. In 5 Henry IV. an entry occurs

right year, and terminates atthe precise date of his paying certain moneys to John Earl

required - viz., Trinity Term , 45 Edward of Somerset, captain of Calais. ( Deron's

III., 1371. Mereswas constituted a justice of Issue Roll, 298.). Three years afterwanis
the Common Pleas onNovember 27 follow- he wasraised tothebench of the Exchequar,

ing ; and Dugdale, while he recordsno fines where he continued during the rest of the

as levied before him, introduces Kirketon, reign, and wasre-appointed by Henry V.

without giving the date of his appointment, (Cal.Rot. Pat. 252, 260.) How much longer

from a fine acknowledged before him in he kept his place is uncertain ; but he was

February 1372. not named as a baron on the accession of

The name of Roger deMeres appears as Henry VI. He belonged, like most of his

a trier of petitions in the parliament of that brethren, to the clerical profession, and was

year, and then stops ; but in the next and one of the executorsof the king's son Thomas

following parliaments of the reign Roger Duke of Clarence. ( Test. Vetust. 194. )
de Kirketon is named instead of him . ( Rot. MERTON , WALTER DE ( BISHOP OF

Parl. ü. 309, 317.) ROCHESTER ). This eminent benefactor to

Roger de Kirketon is not mentioned as a learning was born at Merton in Surret.

serjeant or in any other way in the Issue His fatherwas William de Merton, arch:

Roll of 44 Edward III.,while payments are deacon of Berks, and his mother, Christina,
made to Roger deMeres, both as a serjeant the daughter of Walter Fitz-Oliver, of Ba

and a judge of assize. The death of Roger singstoke. He was educated in the con
de Meres is not noticed among the inquisi- vent of Merton, and became one of the

tions post mortem , while that of Roger de clerks in Chancery, with some other place

Kirketon is in 9 Richard II. And lastly, in the court. As was usual with the
in 15 Richard II., John de Meres, appa- officers, he received various ecclesiastical

rently the son, in the inquisition on his preferments, among which were prebents
death, has the addition of de Kirketon’to in St. Paul's, Exeter, and Salisbury.
hisname, while a subsequent page (iii . 75, Several records show that the Great Seal

142, 165) notices a Robert de Meres de So- was temporarily placed in his hands, ni

terton,affording positive proof that the name doubt as oneof the clerks in Chancery ;
of Kirketon was sometimes used, and, by on May 7, 1258, and on March 14 and

the fact of two families of the same name July 6, 1259.

existing in Lincolnshire, sufficiently account- But on July 5, 1261 , the king, without

ing for theassumption byone of them of the reference to the assumed authority of the

name of his estate. Asthe question, how- barons, appointed him chancellor.

ever, is disputable, they are treated sepa- two following years there are serem
rately as two individuals, leaving it to the letters among the public records ad

curious to pursue the investigation. dressed to him in that character, and

MERLAY, ROGER DE, was the son and one from the king, thanking him an!

heir of a Northumberland baron of the same Philip Basset for their attention to lis

name, who died in 34 Henry II. , by Alice affairs. (4 & 5 Report Pub. Rec . ) Ha

de Stuteville his wife . The manor and was superseded on July 12, 1203, by bis

castle of Morpeth formed part of his pos- predecessor, Nicholas de Ely.

sessions, for which he procured a market That he was not reinstated in the fl

and fair. In 12 John he accompanied the lowing year, when the king triumphed af

king to Ireland ( Rot. de Prestito, 221), but Evesham , arose, probably, from his being

afterwards joined the barons against him , then actively engaged in the foundation of

whereupon his castle and lands were seized the college which has made his pala

and given to Philip de Ulecot. On the ac- familiar from that time to the presat

cession of Henry III. he joined those who It would appear, howerer, that he se tend

returned to their allegiance, and recovered as a justicier, as there is an entry of a para

his possessions. He acted as one of the ment made for an assize to be held belum

lords of the Marches between England and him on December 10, 1271. ( Eryrzu . *

Scotland, and assisted the king in the siege Rot. Fin. ii. 555. )

6

In the

&
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He

On the death of Henry III., in November | for the trial of Sir Andrew Dudley and

1272 , King Edward being then absent in others for high treason on August 18 , 1553.

the Holy Land, the council selected Merton (4Report Pub. Rec., App. ii. 218–235. )
to fill the office of chancellor. A document It may be inferred , therefore, that he

on the Close Roll, dated on the 29th , is was in no way concerned in the attempt to

attested by him in that character. ( Fæ- change the succession of the crown.

dera , i. 498.) That King Edward ap- was probably ill at the time, and died very

proved of the choice is evidenced by a shortly afterwards. (Dyer's Reports, 113.)
letter he addressed to his beloved clerk He married Elizabeth, daughter of Sir

and chancellor, Walter de Merton ,' on Edmund Pakenham .

August 9 following, from Mellune -super- MESSENDEN, ROGER DE, was a chaplain

Skeneham , thanking him for his zeal,and of the king, and was presented by him to

exhorting him to continueto dischargethe the church of Colchyrch in London. ( Abb.

dutiesof the office . (6 Report Pub.Rec., Placit. 130, 139. ) He was raised to the

dpp. ü. 89. ) bench in or before 51 Henry III. , 1267, at

About July 20, 1274, he was elected Midsummer, in which year fines were le

Bishop of Rochester, and resigned the vied before him . Although none occur of

chancellorshipon September 21following. a subsequentdate, he is mentioned as one

After presiding over his see little more of the justices of the bench before whom

than three years, he was drowned in cross- Robert de Coleville apologised for an as

ing the Medway on October 27, 1277, and sault on Robert de Fulham , justice of the
was buried in Rochester Cathedral. The Jews, in Michaelmas Term in 1268. No

marble tomb under which he was placed writs were taken for assizes to be held before

was taken down in 1598, and an elegant him after that date. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin .

monument erected in its place, by Sir ii. 463–479 ; Madox, i. 236.)

Henry Savile, the warden, and the fel- METINGHAM , JOHN DE, was born ata

lows of Merton College, with an appro- village so called in Suffolk. In 3 Edward I.,

priate inscription . 1275, he is mentioned as one of the king's

Previously to his founding the college serjeants, and in 1276 he was constituted a

which bears his name he had commenced judge of the King's Bench, and his name

one at Maldon , near Merton ; but, altering frequently occurs as acting in the court and

his intention he began his erection at on the circuits.

Oxford , and removed to it the warden In the sweeping exposure

and priests of the former. Merton College tion ofthe benchmade by KingEdward in

is the most ancient establishment of that 1289, the only two who were found pure
nature, and was incorporated by three in the administration of justice were John

charters, all ofwhich are preserved among de Metingham and Elias de Becking

its archives. The first is dated January7, ham . Both the chief justices were dis

1264, 48 Henry III. ; the second in 1270 ; graced, and Metingham in Hilary Term

and the third in 1274, 2 Edward I. The 1290 was raised to the head of the Com

regulations by which it was governed were monPleas, where he presided till his death

esteemed so wise that its charters were in 1301. Among the benefactors of the

consulted as precedents on the foundation university of Cambridge, prayer is directed

of Peterhouse, the earliest college in the to be made “ pro animâ Lñi John de Me

sister university. (Godwin, 530. ) tyngham .' He wrote a treatise called “ Ju

MERVIN, EDMUND, the second son of dicium Essoniorum .' ( Dugdale's Oriy.44,

Walter Mervin, Esq., of Fonthill in Wilt- 57 ; Rot. Parl. i.6-99 ; Madox, ii. 25 ;

shire , by Mary, daughter of John Mount- Suckling's Suffolk , i. 172.)

penson,Esq ., of Bathanton Welley in the MIDDLETON, ADAM DE, the possessor of

same county, received his legal education in the manor of that name in the county of

the Middle Temple ,where he was elected York in 33 Edward I., 1305, was the last

reader in 1523, and again in 1530, and was named of five justices of trailbaston ap
raised to the degree of the coif in 1531. pointed for the ten northern counties ( N.

King Henry, in 1539, made him one of his Fædera, i. 970), and again in 1307. In

serjeants, and on November 23, 1540, con- 5 Edward II. the custody of the castle of

stituted him a judge of the King's Bench. Kingston -upon -Hull and of the manor of

Little is told ofhim by thereporters, either Mitton was committed to him (Abb. Rot.

as an advocate or a judge, but he was con- Orig. i. 187) ;and by a mandate to attend

tinued in his seat on the accession ofEdward the parliament in 1313, it appears that he

VI. , and is frequently named in that reign was then employed asa justice of assize.

in the criminal proceedings which have He is last named in 9 Edward II. , when he

been preserved in the Baga de Secretis.' was certified as holding several lordships in
Though Dugdale does not introduce him the counties of Notts and York. ( Parl.

as a judge under Queen Mary, it is evident Writs, ii. 1172. ) The next -mentioned Peter

thatshecontinued him in his place, as he deMiddleton washis son.

is one of the special commissioners named MIDDLETON , PETER DE, was son of the

of the corrup
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above Adam de Middleton, and was ap- and of reader in 1667: During the civil

pointed a justice itinerant in the county of wars he took part against the parliament,

Bedford in 4 Edward III., 1330, and in acting as commissioner for the king for

the eighth year was made a justice of the sequestering the parliament's friends of
forests in Yorkshire. In 9 Edward III. three counties, and afterwards went to

the latter county was entrusted to his Excester and lived there, and was there

custody as sheriff; but in the following at the time of the surrender.' In an

year he died, and his son Thomas succeeded entry on the journals dated August 25,

to his possessions. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 88, 1646, he is described of Reddinge in the

94, 106 ; Cal. Inguis. p.m. ii. 70.) county of Berks, counsellor at lawe,' and

MIDDLETON, RICHARD DE , was one of having then taken the national core

the justiciers in 46 Henry III., 1262, and nant, is allowed to compound for his “ de

there is evidence that he continued to act linquency ' by a fine of 2001. on a certain

in that capacity from that time till 1209. messuage or tenement situate in St. Martins

(Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 383-492.) parish Ludgate, called the signe of the

At the end of July in that year he was Crosse Keyes, of the yearely value befor
appointed keeper of the Great Seal, but theis troubles, 401. At this time his bro
was afterwards raised to the dignity of ther John, though he had published some

chancellor, by which_title he is designated controversial works, had not acquired an

in a document in Rymer (i. 492) dated influence with the ruling powers ; ba

February 20, 1272, and in the record men- when the commissioners for sequestrations,
tioning his death, which took place, while not content with Christopher's return oi
in office, on the 7th of the following August. property in London, wrote in 1651-2 inti

MIDDLETON, WILLIAM DE, held the Berks and Suffolk to enquire if he had a

place of keeper of the Rolls and Writs of possessions in those counties, John Milto

the Jews in 2 and 3 Edward I., together was Latin secretary to the protector. Tha:

with the key of the Jewish tallage. In he did not take any ostensible part a

1276 he was appointed Custos Brevium of behalf of his brothermay be attributed to

the Court of Common Pleas, and in 11 a doubt whether his connection with a 'de

EdwardI. the lands of Isabella, the widow linquent' might not endanger bis politica!

of Henry de Gaunt, were committed to his position ; but that he exerted his private
custody. In 1286 he was associated with influence to mitigate the pressure serca

the escheator in the custody of the bishop- very probable, for it does not appear tha :

ric of Elyonits becoming vacant, and Christopher ever paid more than half ofhis
was also appointed a baron of the Exche- fine, and it is manifest that no estrange

quer, where he continued for the four fol- ment existed between the brothers a

lowing years. (Madox, i. 234, 243, 313, ii. the contrary, Christopher acted in 1653 s

322 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 45.) counsel before the commissioners of rey

MILTON, CHRISTOPHER,was the brother for Mrs.Powell, the mother of his brotber

of John Milton the poet. How wide the wife, and they continued on friendly and

difference in their several careers ! How affectionate terms up to the time of this

great the contrast between the republican brother's death in 1674. He was also en .

and the royalist, the Puritan and the Catho- ployed in other causes against the goverte

lic, the Latin secretary of the usurper ment during the Commonwealth.

Cromwell and the subservient judge of the Showinghimself thus no friend to tb

despotic James ! The lustre that shines republicans, it was natural that Kim

round the head of the poet, and which Charles at the Restoration , on giving

time has not dimmed , has thrown so much charter to the town of Ipswich, shok !!

light on the lineage of the family that it constitute Christopher Milton the first

is not necessary to trace it higher here than deputy recorder ofit. Here he took

to his parents. John Milton , a scrivener his residence, and it is probable centre
of London, living in Bread Street, Cheap- himself to country practice, for he is for

side, at the sign of the Spread Eagle ( the noticed in the Reports of the time . Its

family crest), by his marriage with Sarah not precisely known then be turna
Bradshaw (á kinswoman of the Lord Pre- Catholic, which wasthe faith of his gracia

sident Bradshaw ), was the father of three father, but it was probably that conversica

daughters and two sons, John born in 1608, and his high prerogative ideas that led to
and Christopher born in 1615. his selection by James, on April 26, lami

Christopher after passing through St. as a baron of the Exchequer. He was

Paul's School was admitted a pensioner of thereupon knighted , and after sitting is

Christ's College,Cambridge, on February thatcourt for a year he was remored wa

15, 1631, but took no degree. Being April 17, 1687, to the Commun Plens

destined for thelaw, he was entered at the receiving a dispensation fromsubscribers
Inner Temple, and having been called to the test. On July 6 in the following

the bar on January 26 , 1639, he reached year he had a writ of ense, with a mnt

the grade of bencher in November 1660, tinuance of his salary, on account of his des
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MIRFIELD

which one would think would have been , warrior who accompanied William of Nor

a sufficient reason for not appointing him mandy into England . Its present repre

little more than two years before,when he sentative is the Earl of Sefton, whose

was seventy - one years old. He retired to immediate ancestor was made a baronet in

Rushmere in Suffolk, where he had a resi- 1611 , to which was afterwards added an

dence as well as in Ipswich , and dying Irish viscounty in 1628 , an Irish earldom in

five years afterwards, in March 1693,was 1771, and an English barony in 1831 .

buried in the church of St. Nicholas in the The judge was the son of Sir Thomas Mo

latter town. He was apparently of a quiet lyneux, of Haughton in Nottinghamshire,

and easy disposition, but of no literary or by his second wife, Catherine, daughter of

lerral eminence.

John Cotton, of Ridware in Staffordshire,

His wife , Thomasine, daughter of and widow of Thomas Poutrell, of Hallam

William Webber,of London, brought him in Derbyshire. He received his legal in
several children, of whom his son Thomas struction at Gray's Inn, towhich society he

was deputy clerk ofthe crown in Chancery. was twice reader, in 1532 and 1536. He

(Milton Papers ( Camden Soc. ); Dugdale's was invested with the coifon November 20,

Orig. 169 ; Bramston, 225, &c.)
1542, and while he held that degree he was

MIRFIELD, WILLIAM DE, was of a York- appointed one of the council in the North .

shire family. Heheld the rectory of Brad - On October 22, 1550, he was constituted a

ford, and was a clerk or master in Chancery judge of the Common Pleas, and was

from 36 to 49 Edward III. , 1362–1375, knighted . His death occurred towards the

when he died . On March 18, 1371 , he was end of 1562 ; and his character is very fa

one of those officers to whom the Great vourably depicted by Gregory King, Lan

Seal was entrusted during the absence of caster herald.
the chancellor, but it is not stated how By his wife, Jane, daughter of John

long they held it . His property, on his Cheney, of Chesham -boys in the county of

death, was divided amonghis sisters. (Abb. Bucks, he left a large family, which fiou

Rot. Oriy. ii. 198, 342 ; Cal.Inquis. p. m. rished at Thorpe, near Newark, for many

ii. 329, 346; Rot. Parl. ii . 268-317, 310.) generations. Wotton's Baronet. i. 149;

MOHUN, REGINALD DE, was a lineal de- Thoroton's Notts,i. 351 ; Burnet .)

scendant from William de Mohun, who for MONACHUS, GEOFFREY , was among the

his assistance in the invasion of England ' assidentes justiciæ regis ’ present in the

received from William the Norman a large Exchequer in 11 Henry II., 1165, on the

number of lordships in Devonshire, Wilt- execution of a charter between thé abbots

shire, Warwickshire, and particularly So- of St. Alban's and Westminster. That he

mersetshire, with the castle of Dunster in held an office in the Chamber of the Ex

the latter county. He was the son of an- chequer in 2, 3, and 4 Henry II. is evidenced

other Reginald ,and of Alicia, daughterof by entries on the rolls of those years re

William Briwer. At his father's death he cording many payments made to and by

was very young, and was consigned to the him on the king's account.

wardship of Henry Fitz -Count, on whose It may be presumed that he was a monk

decease, in 6 Henry III., he was removed no otherwisethan inname, from the fact

to the guardianship of his grandfather,Wil- that he held lands in five counties, and that

liam Briwer ; and he is still mentioned as a he was relieved from the Danegeld, & c., as

minor in8 Henry III. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. an officer of the court. (Madox, i. 44 ;

i . 79, 169 ; Rot. Claus.i. 137, 518, 603.)

Pipe Rolls, 17-180 .)

On July 6, 1234, 18 Henry III ., the jus- MONMOUTH , JOHN DE, was descended

ticiers of the bench were commanded to from William Fitz -Balderon, recorded in

admit him and Robert de Bello-Campo Domesday Book as the possessor of many
among them . In 1242 he was appointed lordships and other lands in Gloucestershire,

chief justice of the forests south of the Herefordshire, and Monmouth . The latter

Trent, an office which he enjoyed for many name was adopted by his successors, the

years. In 1253 he was made governor of fourth of whom was the subject of the

Sauveye Castle in Leicestershire, and died present notice. He was the son of Gilbert

in 1261 or 1262. He founded the abbey of de Monmouth, and in 3 John seems to have

Newenham , nearAxminster. He married been a minor under the wardship of Wil

first a sister of Humphrey de Bohun , Earl liam de Braiosa. ( Rot. Cancell. 108, 110.)

of Hereford and Essex, and had by her a son A few years afterwards he in some manner

John , who succeeded him ; but the barony offended the king, and gave his two infant

failed in the reign of Edward III. His sons, John and Philip, as hostages for his

second wife was Isabella , daughterof Wil- good conduct ( Rot.Pat. 87), paying a large

liam de Ferrers, Earl of Derby . ( Baronage, fine for his restoration to the royal favour,

i . 497.)

which he ever afterwards preserved . In 16

MOLYNEUX , EDMUND, was a member of John he was sent with others into several

a family which can trace their descent in counties, on a confidential commission to

uninterrupted knightly succession from a explain the king's affairs,and was summoned
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arms.

career.

to proceed to Cirencester with horse and mentary career as member for Totnes in

A royal present of a complete horse 1572. (Willis's Parl. Not.) Taking an

was the immediate reward of his readiness active part in the debates , he was chosen

on that occasion ;but others quickly fol- on various important committees. Among

lowed, among which were the custody of them was that appointed in 1566, to peti

the castles of St. Briavel and Bremble,with tion the queen in relation to the succession

the forest of Dean, and grants of the lands and her marriage, her answer to which is

of Hugh Malbisse, and of the castles of expressed with her usual equivocation. He

Grosmount, Skenefrict, and Lantelioc, in made some strong remarks on the erasite

Wales. ( Ibid . 128–194 .) He was also nature of the reply, and with Sir Robert

keeper of the New Forest, together with Bell, grated hard on her royal preroga

the forests of Clarendon, Pancet, and Bo- tive ; ' but the parliament, in spite of their

cholte. ( Ibid. 314-531.) "His wife was remonstrances, could obtain no satisfaction.

Cicely, the daughter of Walter Walerond, Camden's Elizabeth ; Parl. Hist. i. 709,

to whom they had belonged. 715, 779. )

Situated as he was on the Marches of Monson's senatorial energy did notin

Wales, he had to sustain the attack of the pede his professional career. In 1562 be

earl marshal ; and when the king, in 1233, was nominated a commissioner of the

had been defeated at Grosmount, he was North, and in 1569 he was elected recorder

appointed one of the commanders of the of Lincoln. In Michaelmas Term 1574be

Poictevins whom the king had introduced was created serjeant-at -law by special

to resist the rebellious earl. That active mandate, being the first barrister who was

general having discovered that the royal called to that degree for the purpose of

army intended to attack him, placed an being raised to the bench , to which he was

ambush on the line of its march, surprised elerated on October 31 of the same teru

and totally defeated it, John of Monmouth i as a judge of the Common Pleas.

only escaping by a hasty fight. ( R. de One of the most repulsive duties imposed

Wendover, iv. 279, 287.) He died about upon him was the necessity of obeying the

September 1248 . order directed to him and others in 15.5

There is little to record of his judicial to burn John Peters and Henry Turwes

In 4 Henry III. he was one of (Rymer, xv. 740.) In 1576 he appears in

four justices itinerant who were sent to some manner to have displeased the quera
deliver the gaol at Hereford, and in the ( Cal. St. Papers ( 1547 ], 530) , and there is

next year he, with other associates, visited no doubt that three years after his judicial

that county and eight others in the same life came to an abrupt termination . Johan

capacity. (Rot. Claus. i . 437, 476.) Stubbs, of Lincoln'sInn, having publishal

MONSON, Robert, was a younger son of a book called “The Gulph wherein Engla
William Monson , of an ancient knightly will be swallowed by the French Marriage

family seated at South Carlton in Lincoln in which he slandered the Duke of Anjog

shire, by Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Robert in not very civil terms, was senteari

Tirwhit, of Kettelby in the same county. under a statute of Queen Mary to have his

His elder brother, John, was the ancestor right hand cut off, which he suffered

of several persons who are remarkable in November 3, 1579. Doubts were felt by

history, and of two noble families which many lawyers as to the force of est

still grace the peerage, Lord Monson and statute ; and Dalton , who expressed to

LordSondes. strongly that it was only temporary and
RobertMonson was educated at Cam- died with Queen Mary, was punished fr

bridge, was called to the bar at Lincoln's his indiscretion by being sent to the Towe

Inn on February 2, 1550, and elected Camden adds that Judge Monson, 123
reader in 1565 and in 1572. One of his seems to have uttered thesame sentiments,

readings was on “ The Act for the True was so sharply reprehended that be t

Payment of Tithes,' the ten lectures of signed his place. * ( Camden in Kerusreting
which it consisted being still preserved in ii. 437.)

the British Museum . ( Harl. MSS. 2565, That this reprehension extended

p. 29.) imprisonment appears by a letter from

He was elected member for Dunheved Secretary Wilson toLord Burleigh ,dased

( Launceston ) in the last parliament of December 3, 1579. There is a letter and

Edward VI., 1553, and for that or other from the Archbishop of York to the Fast

Cornish boroughs in four out of the five of Shrewsbury, dated the 5th of the ful

parliaments of Queen Mary ; and in Eliza- lowing March, containing this passire:

beth's first parliament, his father's recent Mr. Monson hath gotten leare to be

death having put him into possession of his own house in Lincolnshire, but noti

much property near Lincoln, he was elected stored to his place.' ( Harl. MSS.
member for that city, which he continued | art. 59 ; Lodge's Illust. i . 223. )

to represent in thetwo next parliaments, Though the judge was imprisoned, te

1663 and 1571. He finished his parlia- was not then deprived, and his name was,
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449according to the customary form , inserted selected as one of the sixteen executors of

in the fines as being still a member of the the king's will, in whom were deposited

court ; and on his release from incarceration, the management of the kingdom during

though he was 'not,' as the archbishop the minority of his infant son.

says,' restored to his place,' yet he was not In the earlier contests for power after

actually dismissed from it, or, according to Edward's accession, Montagu sided with

Camden, did not resign ' till after Easter the Duke of Somerset, but afterwards as

Term had commenced .

sisted Dudley, Earl of Warwick, in proHe survived these events between two moting that nobleman's fall. His adherence
and three years, his death occurring on to the earl, who soon became Duke of
September 24 , 1583. He was buried in

Northumberland, eventually led him into
Lincoln Cathedral, where, upon a brass a difficulty which was nearly fatal to him .

plate , this curious inscription was engraved : Continuing in his judicial post during the

Quem tegit hocmarmor si forte requiris, Amice,
whole of this reign , he had acquired soLunam cum Phæbo jungite, nomen habes. high a character, both for his legal know

Luce Patrum clarus, proprio sed lumine major ; ledge and his honest principles, that his

De gemina merito nomina luce capit.

Largus, doctus, amans, aluit, coluit, recreavit concurrence was deemed of infinite importMusas, jus, vinctos, sumptibus, arte, domo.
ance when

Northumberland had formedTempora læta Deus, post tempora nubila misit ;

the ambitious project of settling the crownLæta dedit sancte , nubila ferre pie,

on Lady Jane Grey. Accordingly, whenEt tulit, et vicit ; superat sua lumina virtus ; the duke had worked up the king to his

Fulget apud superos, stella beata facit.

purpose, Montagu was summoned to courtBy his wife Elizabeth , daughter and heir with Sir John Baker, Justice Bromley, and

of John Dyon , Esq., of Tathwere, heleft no the attorney and solicitor general, and in

issue. ( Peck's Desid . Cur. b. viii. 14.) formed of his majesty's desire to make

MONTAGU, EDWARD, was the second such a disposition . They at once pointed

son of Thomas Montagu, of Hemington in out the illegality of the proceeding, and
Northamptonshire, by Agnes,daughter of begged time for consideration. The next

William Dudley, of Clopton in the same day they repeated their objections, and

county. He was born at Brigstock, and added that it would be high treason, not

was educated atCambridge. He kept his only in those who prepared such an instru

termsat the Middle Temple, and attained ment, but in those who acted under it.

the office of reader there in 1524, and again The duke, on being informed of this resist

in 1531 , upon his being named as a ser- ance, burst into the council chamber and

jeant-at-law.

abused the chief justice most outrageously,A story is told that, being speaker of calling him traitor and even putting bim

the House of Commons, when some hesi- and Justice Bromley in bodily fear. Two

tation was shown in passing a bill for sub- days after a similar scene was acted ; but

sidies, he was sent for by King Henry, who the king commanding Montagu on his

said to him , Ho ! will they not letmy bill allegiance to make quick despatch, he,

pass ? Get it to be passed by such a time being a weak old man and without com

to -morrow , or else,' laying his hand on the fort, at last consented, on receiving a com

head of Montagu ,kneeling before him, ' by mission under the Great Seal requiring it

such a time this head of yours shall be off ' to be done, and a general pardon for obey

There is very little authority for the tale, ing the injunction .

and if he ever had any such interview with No sooner had Mary been proclaimed

the monarch, it must have been as a pri- than Montagu was committed to the Tower,

vate member of the parliament, and not as and placed on the list for trial. During his
speaker, for he never held the office. imprisonment, however, he drewup a nar

On October 16, 1537, he was made one rativeof all that had occurred, anddeclared

of the king's serjeants, and fifteen months that after he had compulsorily put his name
afterwards was raised , without any inter- to the articles so prepared he had never

mediate step, to the office of chief justice meddled with the council in anything, nor

of the king's Bench on January 21, 1539, came amongst them until the queen's grace
receiving at the same time the honour of was proclaimed ; ' but that, his no little

knighthood. He presided over that court cost, his son, by his command, had joined

for nearly seven years, when he was re- the
Buckinghamshire men in defendingher.

moved on November 6, 1545, to the more The result wasthat after six weeks' confine

profitable but less exalted post of chief ment he was discharged , his pardon having

justice of the Common Pleas, a change been granted on payment of a fine of 10001.

which he is said to have sought, observing, and the surrender of King Edward's grant
I am now an old man , and love the to bim of lands called Eltyngton, of the

kitchen before the hall , the warmest place yearly value of 501. He also lost his office ,

best suiting with my age.' That it was which was given to Sir Richard Morgan .

not intended as any mark of disfavour by ( Fuller's Church Hist. ii. 369; Machyn's

bis sovereign is evidenced by his being Diary, 38, 43 ; Lingard, vii . 122. )
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The short remainder of his life he spent was conferred uponhim in February 1611,

at his mansion at Boughton ,near Kettering, when he was immediatelyconstituted king's

in hospitality and quiet. He died on Fe- serjeant. In this character he is only no

bruary10, 1557, and was buriedat Ketter- ticed as a commissioner to try the murderers

ing, undera tomb with an inscription which, of Sir Thomas Overbury, and as one of the

if it maybe depended on more than similar counsel engaged in the prosecution of the

testimonials, must impress the reader with great delinquents. ( State Trials,ii.911,952.)
a very high opinion ofhis character both as In his private practice he had an action

a judgeand aman. His will contains ample brought against him byone Brook, for words

proof of his charitable disposition, and shows charging the plaintiff with having been con

also a very large extent of property. victed of felony. He pleaded that they were

He was thrice married . His first wife spoken by him on a trial in which he was

was Elizabeth, daughter of William Lane, of engaged as counsel against the plaintiff, and

Orlingbury, Northamptonshire ; his second the court decided that the justification was

wife was daughter of George Kirkham , of good ; for a counsel has a privilege to en

Warmington in the same county; and his force anything pertinent to the issue that is
third wife, Helen, daughter of John Roper, informed him by his client, and notto es.

the attorney -general, of Eltham in Kent. amine whether it be true or false. (Cruke,

From Edward, his eldest son by this last Jac. 90.).

marriage, five peerages trace their descent, On being selected on November 16, 16

two of which still flourish, the dukedom of to succeed Sir Edward Coke as chief justice

Manchester and the earldom of Sandwich, of the King's Bench, the speech of Lan
and three are extinct. Chancellor Lord Ellesmere, on swearing

MONTAGU , HENRY ( BARON KIM BOLTON, him in , gives him a significant hint of the

Viscount MANDEVIL, and EARL OF MAN- tenure by which he holds his place , by re

CHESTER), was grandsonof the above Ed- minding him of the ' amotion and disposing'

ward Montagu,being the third son of Edward of his predecessor in the peaceable sand

his eldest son, who was seated at Boughton happy reign ofgreat King James, the great

in Northamptonshire, and sheriff of that king of Great Britain, wherein you see the

county, and its representative in parliament, prophet David's words true, " İle putteth

by his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Sir James down oneand setteth up another;" å lese

Harington, of Exton in the county of Rut- to be learned of all , and to be remembend

land.He was born at Boughton about 1563, and feared of all that sit in judicial plaers '

and showed so much intelligence that even He recommends him to follow the example

at school it was prognosticated that he of his grandfather, Sir Edward Montagu, of

would raise himself above the rest of his whose namehe takes advantage to introduct

family. After well employing his time at allusions to the imputed faults of Sir El

Christ's College, Cambridge, he became a ward Coke. ( Moore's Reports, $26 . ) He

member of his grandfather's inn of court, is said to have procured the place by once

the Middle Temple, where he attained the senting to give to the Duke of Buckinz

rank of reader in 1606. ( Dugdale's Orig. ham’s nominee the clerkship of the ("vart

219. ) He had been knighted previous to of King's Bench, worth 40001. a year, which

the coronation of King James, and had al- Coke, in whose gift it was, refused to part

ready acquired distinction as a lawyer by with , although by doing so he might hare

being elected recorder of London in the year retained his office.

of that king's accession . It fell to Sir Henry's lot to be called sa

He was returned for Higham Ferrers in to award execution against Sir Walter

1601 , and distinguished himself by his cou- Raleigh upon the sentence of death wund

rageousanswer to the absurd assertion made had been pronounced tifteen years before

by Serjeant Heale,the aspirant for the office His address to the unfortunate pris os

of master of the Rolls, that all we have is evidently showed his regret in being am

her majesty's, and she may lawfully at her pelled to the performance of this duty, and

pleasure take it from us,' which he could its terms do credit to his humanity. ( ste

prove by precedent in the times of Henry Trials, ii . 35, 1080. )

III . , King John, King Stephen, & c.,' de- Montagu did not long rest satisfied with

claring that there were no such prece- the place of chief justice. He aimed -to

dents,and if all preambles of subsidies were higher, and after sitting in the judicial **

looked upon, he should find they were of for four years he succeeded in obtaining the

free gift . In the first parliament of King more elevated and lucrative post of het

James he was elected one of the represen- treasurer on December 14, 1620. He w

tatives of the city of London, and took an obliged to pay 20,0001. for the place , ai

activepart in its important discussions, par- one of the charges agninst Buckingham sa

ticularly in that relating to tenures. ( Parl. his impeachment was the receipt of ths

Hist. i . 921, 1125.) money ; but his answer alleged that it **

In September 1607 he was appointed a voluntary loan to the king, and toat be

king's counsel, and the degree of the coif had not a penny of it. The correspondence

6
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at the time seems to confirm this ( Tanner's Leonard Haliday, knight,lord mayor of Lon

MSS. ); but this view of the fact does not don; and the third was Margaret, daughter

remove the venality of the transaction, nor of John Crouch, of Cornbury, Herts, Esq.,

account for Montagu being deprived of the and widow of John Hare, of Totteridge.

office on October 13 following, when the His eldest son and successor is the next

unfortunate Lionel Cranfield, Earl of Mid- noticed Edward Earl of Manchester.

dlesex, was by the duke's interest named His sonGeorge, by his third wife, was

as his successor. It was ever considered a father of Charles, 1694 was made

place of great charge and profit,and when chancellor of the Exchequer, in 1700 was

Montagu was asked what it might be worth created Baron Halifax, and in 1714 was

per annum , he answered, ' Some thousands advanced to the earldom of Halifax.

of pounds to him who after death would go These titles became extinct in 1772.

instantly to heaven ; twice as much to him (Collins's Peerage, ii. 51.)

who would go to purgatory ; and a nemo MONTAGU, EDWARD (EARL OF MAN

scit to him who would venture to a worse CHESTER) , was son of the above Henry, the

place. ( Lloyd's State Worthies, 1028.) first earl, and during his father's life was

While treasurer he was one of the com- called up to the House of Peers by the

missioners of the Great Seal from the ab- title of Lord Kimbolton. At the meeting

dication of the chancellorship by Bacon till of the Long Parliament, Lord Kimbolton,

July 10, 1621, when Dean Williams re- having been for some time estranged from
ceived the Seal. the court, took the popular side,and be

On his appointment to the treasurership came a favourite organ of the party in the

he was ennobled with the titles of Baron upper house, and the secret adviser of Pym ,

Montagu of Kimbolton and Viscount Man- Hampden , and the other active spirits in

deril, and on his removal he was but poorly the lower. In the attempt made by the

compensated for his loss by being made king to draw off some of the leaders, Lord

lord presidentof the council. In this office Kimbolton was designed to be keeper of

he remained for the rest of James's reign the privy seal after his father's death, but

and for the first three years of Charles's, the endeavour failing, the plans of the

when he exchanged it for that of lord privy opposition were urged on with greater vio

seal, which he enjoyed for the rest of his lence and rapidity. The hasty resolution

life. King Charles also in the first year of of the king to impeach Lord Kimbolton

his reign , on February 5, 1626, created him and the five members, and his unadvised
Earl of Manchester. appearance in the House of Commons to

He was an active minister of the crown seize the latter, led to the most fatal re

and a faithful adherent to King Charles, sults, and were among the signal causes of
maintaining a good reputation and credit the civil war. Lord Kimbolton, on the

with the whole nation . He did not live to charge being made by the attorney -general,

witness the fatal termination of Charles's stood forward, and pressed for immediate

career, but died on November 7, 1642, enquiry; and on the king's withdrawing the

shortly after the commencement of the prosecution, the Commons, not satisfied,

hostilities between the royalists and the passed abill • forclearing the Lord Kim
parliamentary forces. He had nearly at- bolton and the five members from the

tained his eightieth year, and showed as feigned charge,' and impeached Sir Ed

much activity and sagacity in business as ward Herbert, the attorney -general, forthe

at any former period of his life. Fuller part hehad taken in the proceeding. When

says, * When lord privy seal, he brought the parliament resorted to arms his lord

the Court of Requests into such repute ship accepted a colonelcy in their forces,

that what formerly was called the alms- and was present on October 12, 1642, at the

basket of the Chancery had in his time indecisive battle of Edgehill. His father

well nigh as much meat in and guests dying on the 7th of the following month,

about it ( I mean suits and clients) as the he became Earl of Manchester, and was

Chancery itself.' In his last years he entrusted with the independent command

published a book entitled “ Manchester al of a considerable army. He proved his

Vondo, Contemplatio Mortis et Immorta- capacity as a soldier byinvesting the town

litatis , or, Meditations on Life and Death ,' of Lynn, so that it fell into his hands, and

which conveys a most favourable impres- by defeating the Earl of Newcastle's forces
sion of the wisdom and piety of the writer. in Lincolnshire with great slaughter. In

He was buried at Kimbolton under a noble May 1614 he took the city of Lincoln by
monument. storm , and in July, with Cromwell under

Like his grandfather, Sir Edward , he him , was mainly instrumental in gaining

married three wives. The first was Ca- the important victory of Marston Moor.

therine, daughter to Sir William Spencer, The consequence of this battle was the fall

of Yarnton in Oxfordshire ; the second was of York. After several further successes

Anne, daughter of William Wincott, of he was in the second battle of Newbury on

Langham in Suffolk, Esq .,and widow of Sir October 27, where each party claimed the

:
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victory; and the king having subsequently safe arrival devolved upon this earl, and his

been able to relieve Donnington Castle, address was eloquent and dignified. He
Cromwell, who was jealous of the earl and was rewarded with the Garter, and the

disobeyed his commands, took the oppor- office of lord chamberlain of the household,
tunity of making a complaint to the parlia- in which capacity he died at Whitehall on

ment that he was lukewarm and unfaithful May 5, 1671.
to their interests, and wished to promote a Lord Clarendon's high character of him

peace with the king. This led to recrimi- must be received with someallowance, in

nation on the earl's part, but the mutual fluenced as he probably was by the latter
charges fell to the ground without investi- phase of the earl's career. In many points,

gation. The self -denying ordinance soon however, it is just. He was gentle and

followed, in consequence of which the earl generous, and had a natural reverence and

resigned his command in the following affection for the person of Charles I. , upon

April, and the feelings between the two whom he had attended in Spain when
were anything but friendly. That Crom- prince. When he saw the arbitrary acts

well's dislike was not partaken by either of the government, he joined the popular
house is evident from the Lords passing a party in resisting them , and by force of
complimentary vote in favour of him and circumstances was led on to take part in

the Earls of Essex and Denbigh, acknow- the war, with a view of remedying what

ledging their faithfulness and industry, and was wrong. But when he found that the

recommending their services for the con- object was likely to be attained without

sideration of parliament. The Lords also further bloodshed, he became a strenuous
chose the earl for their speaker, and at the advocate for peace, and thus insured the

end of 1645, in the propositions to theking hostility of Cromwell and his party, whom
for peace, the parliament named him to be he suspected of different views. The cruel
made amarquis . fate awarded to the king convinced him be

On October 30 , 1646, the Lords and was right, and the efforts he made for the

Commons, not being able to agree upon the restoration of the legitimate monarch were

persons to be named commissioners of the dictated as much by abhorrence of the

Great Seal, determined to put it into the king's murder as by the conviction that the

custody of the Earl of Manchester and governments substituted were injurious to

William Lenthall, the speakers ofthe two thehappiness and liberties of thepeople.
houses, till they had decided , and limited George I. gave his grandson a dukedom

their power for a week after the end of the in 1719, which has been enjoyed by his

then Michaelmas Term . When that period descendants till the present time. ( Cis

came the same irresolution existed , and con- rendon ; Whitelocke ; Noble ; Collins's Pæer .

tinued for near a year and a half, so that age, ii . 57. )

the earl and Lenthall remained keepers till MONTAGU, WILLIAM , was the son of

March 15, 1648. Edward Montagu, the elder brother of the

On the question of the king's death the above Henry the first Earl of Manchester,

opinion of the House of Lords was set who was himself enrobled in 1621 by the

aside, and a few days after the blow had title of Baron Montagu of Boughton . Er

fallen that body was entirely abolished. his second wife, Frances, sister of

Considering the relations that existed be- Robert Cotton , Bart., he had three sons,

tween the earl and Cromwell, it seems sur- the youngest of whom was this William .

prising that the latter, when he became The third baron was created Duke of Nus

protector and instituted the other house,' tagu by Queen Anne, but on the death of

should have named the earl as one of his the second duke in 1749 without male issue

peers, a nomination which was of course all the titles became extinct.

declined. William Montagu was born abeut 1619,

When Cromwell was dead, the dismissal and was entered of Sidney Sussex College

of his son Richard and the restoration of Cambridge, in 1632, but took no depo

the Long Parliament seeming to open a The Middle Temple called him to the heat

prospect of the king's return, the earl con- in 1641, and made him a bencher in 1

certed with Monk and others the means to treasurer in 1663, and reader in 1064. Hie

effect it. The House of Lords being re- became attorney -general to the queen ia

stored in the Convention Parliament which June 1662, and so continued till he s

met on April 25, 1660, he was replaced in raised to the bench on April 12, 1676 , baize

his former position as speaker, and on May then appointed lord chief baron of the

5 was added to three other commissioners Exchequer, where he presided for in

of the Great Seal, which they continued to years. " Very few incidents of his judied

hold till the same was defaced on May 28, career are recorded . At the trial ia lain

and the Seal of the kingdom came again of Ireland and four others for high to

into operation under Sir Edward Hyde as before him and Chief Justice Scropps ! " .

lord chancellor. The duty of conveying evidence not being sufficient against 18

the Lords' congratulations on bis majesty's the prisoners, Whitebread and Females,
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they were set aside after all the witnesses | Newgate by the House ofCommons for

for the prosecution had been heard, which bringing actions against the returning
would in all fairness have entitled them to officer, and pleaded strongly against the

an acquittal. But the chief baron directed absurd privilege claimed by the house.

the gaoler to keep them strictly, saying For the mere exercise of this duty as a

they were in no way acquitted , thus barrister the Commons on February 26,

deciding, according to the cruel practice of 1705, committed him and his colleagues to

the time, that, though their lives had been the custody ofthe serjeant-at-arms,where

clearly in jeopardy, they might be tried he remained till Marcń 14, when the queen

again , which was done shortly afterwards, felt compelled to prorogue, and afterwards

and they were both found guilty and to dissolve, the parliament, in order to pre

executed . Though called as a witness by vent the collision between the two houses

Titus Oates on his trial for perjury in 1685, of which there was every appearance . In

he acknowledged that he never had any the following April the queenconferred the

great faith in him .' In the same year he honour of knighthood upon him at Cam

accompanied Chief Justice Jeffreys on the bridge, and in November appointed him

western assizes to try the prisoners con- one of hermajesty's counsel. ( State Trials,

cerned in Monmouth's rising ; but it does xiv. 808, 850, 1119 ; Luttrell, v. 524, 542,

not appear that he personally took any 609. )

other part in those brutal proceedings than In the second parliament of QueenAnne

to urge a reluctant witness to speak the he was elected member for the city of Car

truth. Soon after, when King James, lisle, which he continued to represent till

having madly resolved to do away with 1714 ; but of his speeches in the house

the Test Acts, found that the chief baron little record remains, though he became

and some of the judges were opposed to his solicitor-general on April 28, 1707, and

opinion, he determined to put others who attorney -general on October 6, 1708. From

were more pliant into their places. Ac- the latter office he was removed in Sep

cordingly on April 21 , 1686, Chief Baron tember 1710 , but the queen granted him

Montagu and three of his colleagues re- a pension of 10001. This pension , which

ceived their discharge. ( State Trials, vii. was represented by Colonel Gledhill as

120, x. 1168, xi. 344 ; Bramston, 193.) intended to defray the expenses of Sir

He survived his removal for eleven years, James's election at Carlisle, was in 1711

dying in 1707. His wife, Mary, daughter of made the subject of a complaint to the

Sir John Aubrey, Bart.,brought him three house, which resulted in the complete dis

children ; but their issue, if they had any, proval of the charge . Sir James, however,

had all failed in 1749, when his father's was not returned for Carlisle in the queen's

great-grandson, the second DukeofMontagu, last parliament of 1714, and before the first

died, and the barony of Boughtonbecame parliament ofGeorge I.hewas raised tothe
extinct. ( Pepys, i . 38 ; Evelyn, ii. 323.) judicial bench. In 1705 he was leading

MONTAGU, JAMES, was another scion of counsel in the prosecution of Robert Field

this noble house, being the son of the Hon. ing for bigamy in marrying the Duchess of

George Montagu, of Horton in Northamp- Cleveland; in 1710 he opened the charges
tonshire, one of the above Earl Henry's against Dr. Sacheverell in the House of

children by his third marriage. His mother Lords; and when that trial was concluded

was Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Anthony he conducted the prosecutions of the parties

Irby ; and his brother Charles, the eminent who were found guilty of high treason for

statesman and poet, was created Baron pulling down meeting -houses in the riots

Halifax in 1710, to which was added an earl- that followed . (Parl. Hist.vi . 1009; State

dom in 1714 ; but the latter title became Trials, xiv. 1329, xv. 53, 549–680 . )

extinct on the death of the third earl in On the arrival of George I. in England,
1771 .

Sir James received the degree of the coif on

James entered the Middle Temple, and October 26, 1714, and on November 22 was

was called to the bar. On attaining the sworn a baron of the Exchequer. While

Tank of solicitor -general he removed to holding that position he was nominated one

Lincoln's Inn, of which he was elected a of the lords commissioners of the Great

bencher on May 2, 1707. He sat in parlia- Seal, on the resignation of Lord Cowper,

ment as member for Tregony in 1695, and and held it from April 18 till May 12,

for Beeralston in 1698, in which year he 1718, when Lord Parker was appointed
was appointed chief justice of Ely. He did lord 'chancellor. On May 4, 1722, Chief

not obtain a seat in the two remaining Baron Bury died , and before the end of the

parliaments of William , nor in the first month Sir James was sworn as his suc
parliament of Anne, devoting himself ceseor . He presided in the Exchequer

entirely to professional avocations. In little more than a year, his death oc

Michaelmas Term 1704 he was one of the curring on October 1,1723.
counsel who moved for a habeas corpus in His first wife was Tufton Wray, daughter

favour of the Aylesburymencommitted to of Sir William Wray, of Ashby, baronet ;
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and his second wife was Elizabeth, daughter seized into the king's hands. Even after

of Robert, third Earl of Manchester. Lord the death of King John he did not desert

Raymond, 1319-1331 ; Collins's Peerage, ii . the standard ofLouis, till he was taken pri

83 ; Gent. Mag. v. 151.) soner at Lincoln in May 1217, when, the

MONTEALTO, ROGER DE, was son of cause becoming desperate by the issue of

Robert de Montealto, whose father built that battle, and Prince Louis returning to

a castle on a little hill in Flintshire, then France, he, with other barons, was allowed

called Montalt, but now Mould. His early to make his peace . (R.de Wendover,iii.

life was engaged in opposing the aggres- 297, 356, iv. 24 ; Rot. Claus. i . 259, 327.
sions of David, son of Llewellyn, Prince of Within a few years his impetuosity again

Wales, in whichheeminently distinguished led him into trouble. Contraryto the king's
himself. In 34 Henry IIİ. he took the prohibition, he chose to attend the tourna

cross, and prepared, at great expense, for ment given at Blythe in 7 Henry III.,for

the expedition to the Holy Land ; but it is which his lands were again seized ; but , after

not related that he went there. In 42 and a few months, and nodoubt upon the par

44 Henry III. he was called upon, with the ment of some penalty, they were restored

other barons marchers, to quell ' new in- to him . (Rot. Claus. i . 416-539.)

surrections of the Welsh ; and in the latter It is evident, however, that this affair

year he was placed at the head of the jus- was looked upon rather as the intemperante

tices itinerant into Shropshire and Staf- of youth than asan act of concerted disobe.

fordshire and the neighbouring counties. dience ; for in 9 Henry III. his name was
Before June 27 in that year, 1260, he died , inserted in the list of justices itinerant for
leaving his wife Cecilia, one of the sisters the counties of Essex and Hertford ( Ibid.

of Hugh de Albini, surviving, with two ii . 76 ) ; and in 18 Henry III. the treasurer

sons, John and Robert, both of whom suc- and barons of the Exchequer were cote

cessively inherited thetitle; but the barony manded to admit him as their companima,

became extinct in 1329. ( Baronage, i. 527.) • ad residendum ad Scaccarium nostrum

MONTEFORTI, HENRY DE, with the tanquam baro, pro negotiis nostris quæ ad

addition of ‘Clericus,' appears in 48 Henry idem Scaccarium pertinent. ' (Mador,li.54 )
III., 1263, as an escheator south of the Three years afterwards he was constituted

Trent ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 411), and justice of the forests over nineteen counties

also as one of the conservators of the peace and from 26 to 30 Henry III. he held the

in Kent. ( Hasted, i. 218. ) office of sheriff of Essex and Hertford, E

There was probably no close relationship which his possessions were situate, the pric

between him and Peter de Montfort, or cipal of which was the barony of Stanstead.

Simon Earl of Leicester, whowere both ( Èxcerpt. eRot. Fin. ii. 471.)
slain in 1265 at the battle of Evesham, in Having lived to a good old age, he died

arms against their sovereign , since Henry's in 52 Henry III. , 1268 , but left no issue.
elevation to the bench took place about (Baronage, i. 438.)

October 1266, from which date till the end MORE, JOHN, the judge who sat on the

of that reign the fine Rolls contain frequent bench for twelve years in the reign of Henry

entries of writs for assizes to be held before VIII., was the father of the illustrious char

him. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii . 446–586 .) cellor Sir Thomas More : but whoe me

He was continued in office on the ac- John More was has never been mental

cession of Edward I. , and an entry on the by any of the chancellor's biographers TL

Liberate Rolls of 3 Edward I. names him inference from their silence, and more per

as a justice of the bench. He died at the ticularly from the expression used in the

end of the next or beginning of the follow- epitaph on the chancellor, written by him .

ing year . ( Abb. Rot. Orig . i. 27.)
self, • familiâ non celebri sed honesta natus,

MONTFICHET, RICHARD DE, whose an- seems to lead to no other conclusion the

cestor William came over to England with that the family was an obscure one . The

the Conqueror, and founded the abbey of subject having been fully discussed in s

Stratford -Langton in Essex, was the son of paper in the ·Archäologia ' (kr.97- .

another Richard, who had the chargeof the it is unnecessary to repeat the arrumen: Is

forests of Essex under Henry II . , by his wife this place, or to state more than the ra :

Milicent, and was a minor on the death of of the investigation.

his parents. On attaining his majority,about It appears then that John More was the

16 John, he wasinattendanceat the court, son of anotherJohnMore,who in 4 Eurant

and in 1215 the forests of Essex were re- IV., 1464,was raised from the other of batt

stored to his custodyas his right. (Rot. to thesocietyof Lincoln's Inn to tha:

Chart. 197-204.) He became so active an seneschal or steward , an officer at the bead

adherent to the rebellious barons that he of the servants of the house, and was in 1470,

was one of the twenty - five who were ap- 49 Henry VI. ( the year of that monarhs

pointed to enforce theobservance of Magna temporary restoration), admitted a member

Charta. For this hewas putunder the ban of the society , inreward for his long and

of excommunication, and his lands were faithful services as butler and seneschai.

.
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Hewas then progressively called to the bar, list of his brethren chargeable with the

and raised to the bench of the society, and subsidy imposed in that year ( Ibid .47 ; 3

appointed a reader in autumn 1489, and in Report Pub. Rec., App. ii . 62) ; and it is not

Lent 1495, 5 and 10 Henry VII. His son, unlikely that he was placed on that bench

John More the judge, succeeded him as in April 1520 , when Richard Broke first

butler, and in like manner was admitted a occurs as a judge of the Common Pleas,

member of thesociety, and called tothe bar, without anyother apparent vacancy.

and in November 1503, 19 Henry VII. , re- Looking at the period of Sir John's ad

ceived the degree of the coif. ( Dugdale's vancement, and considering how little he

Orig. 113. ) This origin, so far from detract- distinguished himself as a lawyer either

ing in any degree from the merit either of before or after hiselevation to the bench

the chancellor or the judge, must be con- ( for in the Year Books he is mentioned

sidered as speaking loudly, not only to their only once as a judge, and that in a case

credit, but to the creditof those to whom in the Exchequer Chamber), it seems not

they owed their elevation ; showing that , improbable that he owed his appointment

even in those days, virtue and learning met to the character his son had already at

their due reward, and contradicting the tained, and that this was one of the temp

general impression thatnone but rich men's tations held out to secure Sir Thomas's

sons were admitted members of the inns of services at court. The pleasing description

court. It proves also that, at a time when which his son gives of him in his epitaph

the barriers between the different grades of Homo civilis , suavis, innocens, mitis,

society were far more difficult to be passed misericors, æquus et integer ' -presents a

than in the presentday, such a combination higher idea of his moral than of his in

of talent with integrity and moral worth as tellectual qualities, and illustrates the at

distinguished the progenitors of Sir Thomas tractive pictures which are drawn of the

could overcome all the prejudices in favour affectionate intercourse existing in the

of high descent which were the natural result family . None who contemplate the cha

of the feudal system . racter of both can fail to dwell with

It is related by the chancellor's son-in- sympathy and pleasure, as the certain con

law, Roper, that Sir John was imprisoned sequenceof such a union of hearts, on the

in the Tower until he had paid a fineof 1001. unaffected deference which the son con

for some groundless quarreldevised against tinued to pay to the father after his own
him by the king: This must have been in promotion , on his defying ridicule by pub

the year following that in which he was licly begging the parental blessing in his

made a serjeant, as the real cause of the way to his court, and on the unrestrained

royal anger was that his son Thomas, the expression of his love in the last moment

future chancellor, had successfully opposed of the judge's life.

a grant demanded of the parliament which Sir John died about November 1530,

met in January 1504. Of Sir John's prac- judging from his will, which was proved
tice at the bar there is little evidence . on the 5th of the following month, and,

Of the date of his elevation to the bench according to its directions, he was buried

neither his biographers nor Dugdale give in the church of St. Lawrence in the

any precise information, and the only ac- OldJewry.

count afforded by the latter contradicts his Hisage at the period of his decease was

biographers as to the court in which he not 90, as his great-grandson Cresacre

sat. Their statement, however, that he More erroneously describes him , but 76 ,

was a judge of the Court of King's Bench according to the inscriptions on the family

is contirmedby his will, dated in February pictures preserved at Burford Priory and

1526, in which he so designates himself; at Nostell Priory, painted , one of them

and by Sir Thomas's epitaph, in which he certainly by Holbein, in 1530, after Sir

describes his father as of that court, with- Thomas became chancellor, and just pre
out any allusion to his having sat in any vious to Sir John's death. They represent

other. And yet Dugdale notices him solely | all the members of the family then in ex

as a judge of the Common Pleas, and istence , and their ages are inscribed on their

proves that he was so from Hilary Term respective portraits. Both ofthese pictures
1518 to Hilary Term 1520, by the occur- agree as to the then age of Sir John-viz . ,

rence of his name in fines acknowledged 76 ; and this evidence, which is manifestly

between those dates. the most trustworthy, would make the

It is evident, therefore , that he was suc- birth of Sir John take place about the year

cessively a member of both benches. No 1453, so that he would have been 29 when

patent of his appointment either as a judge he is first mentioned as butler, about 50 on

of this court or of the King's Bench has his assumption of the serjeant's coif, and

been found ; but the period of his removal his elevation to the bench would have

to the latter must be fixed between his last happened at the more probable age of

fine and November 28, 1523, when he is 64 or 65 .

named as a judge of the King's Bench in a His union with three or four wives
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seems to prove that his theory with regard young persons of name and character into

to the ladies was less complimentary than his family, nominally as pages, but really

his practice. It is reported of him, " for to be instructed under his own eye in all

proof of his pleasantness of wit, that he the learning of the time. More's quickness

would compare the multitude of women and ready wit soon made him a favourite

which are chosen for wives unto a bag full with his fellows. In the plays which it

of snakes having among them but one eel ; was then the custom , even in bishops

now if a man should put his hand into houses, to perform at Christmas, he would

this bag, he may chance to light on the intermingle with the actors, and , adopting

eel, but it is a hundred to one he shall be a character appropriate to the piece , would

stung with a snake .' But whether he improvise the part to the sport,and admi

made this remark before or after his last ration of the audience. The worthy car

nuptials is not recorded. dinal, of whom More always spoke with

His first wife, according to his great affectionate gratitude, was not the last to

grandson Cresacre More, was Johanna, see his merit and to prophesy his futur
daughter of Hancombe, of Holywell, eminence ; and, that no opportunity might

Bedfordshire ; but whether he was ever be lost for improvement,he placed ite pro
married to this lady is very doubtful , and it misingyouth at the university of Oxford.

has been clearly shown by entries in an old Both Canterbury College (now part of
MS. in Trinity College Library ( Notes and Christ Ch ch) and St. Mary Hall are

Queries, 4th S. ii . 365) that John More mentioned as his place of study, but the
married, in 1474 , when he was 21, Agnes, deficiency of the registers has left the

daughter of ThomasGraunger, at St.Giles's, question in doubt.
Cripplegate. The second wife was Mrs. There is less uncertainty in fixing the

Bowes, a widow, whose maiden name was date of his college career. His friendship

Barton ; and his third was Alice Clarke, with Erasmus commenced in 1497, whea
named in a commission as relict of William that eminent man first visited England,

Huntyugdon of Exeter ( Cal. State Papers who in a letter to a friend in Italy dated

[ 1509–14 ], 292 ), the daughter of John on December 5, 1497, after eulogising the

More of Loseley in Surrey. By his first learning of Colet, Grocyn, and Linate,

wife only, whether Hancombe or Graunger, who were all at Oxford at that period , adds.

had he any issue, and she produced him, Nor did nature ever form anything more

with three other children who probably elegant, exquisite, and better accomplished
died early, one son, Thomas More the than More.” This fascinating character is

chancellor, and two daughters. Jane, the peculiarly appropriate to a youth between

elder, was married to Richard Stafforton, nineteen andtwenty, and suggests the great

or Staidton. Elizabeth, the younger, be- probability of that year being the date of

came the wife of John Rastell the printer, his entrance at Oxford. With all the three

and the mother of William Rastell thé eminent men mentioned by Erasmus be

judge. formed an intimacy, and with their es

The manor of Gobyons in North Mimms couragement, and Thomas Linacre for his

in Hertfordshire, belonging to Sir John at tutor, heenthusiastically pursued hisGreek

his death, he left to his wife for life, and studies, and successfully resisted the faction

then to the chancellor, on whose attainder in the university which , under the name of

in 1534 his mother- in -law was illegally Trojans, attempted to prerent the introduc

evicted . She died about ten years after- tion of that language into the system of

wards at Northall in that neighbourhood. education there . Here he also began the

MORE, THOMAS, the only son of the epigrams and translations that appear in bi

above Sir John by his first wife,whether works, and devoted himself entirely to the

her maiden name was Graunger or Han- allurements of literature. Hisallowance wa

combe, was born on February 7, 1478,in his scarcely sufficient to provide necessaries

father's house in Milk Street, London . and of his expenditure of it he was required

The rudiments of his education he re- to give a most exact account. Whether

ceived under Nicholas Holt, at St. An- his father so closely curtailed him from

thony's School in Threadneedle Street, frugal motives, or from the fear that bu

which bore the highest reputation of any son's delight in these studies would crate

of the London establishments, and produced a distaste for the legal profession, for whick

some other celebrated men , among whom he was designed, the son ever after spise

were Heath , Archbishop of York; Whit- of it in terms of commendation, as present

gift, Archbishop of Canterbury ; and Dean ing him from indulging in idle pleasure

Colet. More's father, who was at that and extravagance. There is no record of

time merely an apprentice-at-law, not his having taken any degree, and his stay

having been yet called to the degree of a at the university is stated not to have

serjeant, obtained an early introduction for exceeded two years. The period of his

him into the house ofCardinalMorton, who, return to London is uncertain, but the

like other ecclesiastics of the age, received records of Lincoln's Iun show that his ad
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mission into that society must have taken certain pity framed his fancy towards her,

place either during or before his residence and soon after married her, never the more

at Oxford . The entry is under 11 Henry discontinuing his study of the law at Lin

VII., 1496, when he was eighteen, and is coln's Inn, but applying still the same until
as follows : he was called to the bench, and had read

there twice , which is as often as any judge
Thomas More admissus est in Societat. xij die of thelawdoth ordinarily read .'

Februar. aº sup . dicto, et pardonat. est quatuor

vacacões ad instanciam Johis More patris sui.
This marriage, which took place in 1505,

proved a very happy one, but was dissolved

Although his name is not to be found on by the death of thelady in little more than
the books of New Inn , a society then re- six years, after giving birthto three daugh

cently established, there is no doubt that ters and one son, whom Roper quaintly

he was placed there for some time either says " he would often exhort to take virtue

before or after his leaving Oxford . He and learning for their meat, and play for

was in due time removed to Lincoln's Inn , their sauce. They lived in Bucklersbury .

and , having passedthrough the usual course It must have been about a year previous

of study, he was admitted as an utter bar- to this marriage that the incident related

rister, but the early books of the society do by Roper occurred which distinguishes

not give the date of the calls to the bar. More as the first public opponent to a par

The character he acquired as a lawyer may liamentary grant of money to the crown.

be judged from his being soon afterwards The last parliament in the reign of Henry

selected to deliverlectures on the science at VII. met in January 1504, and in it a bill

Furnival's Inn , which were so highly esti- was introduced demanding an aid of three

mated that this annual appointment was fifteenths for the recent marriage of the

renewed for three successive years. king's eldest daughter Margaret with the

At this period he seems to have been im- King of Scots. On the debate of this bill ,

pressed with strong religious feelings, and More, who had been returned a burgess,

not only to have employed his time in used ' such arguments and reasons there

devotional exercises, but to have subjected against that the king's demands were
his body to penitential austerities. For thereby clean overthrown .' The statute

the purpose of pursuing these spiritual itself showsthat the king excused not only

objects, he established himself near the the aid , but 10,0001. also of the 40,0001.

Charterhouse, that he might daily attend offered by the Commons. ( Stat. of Realm,

the services of that foundation, and during ii. 975.) But his majesty being informed

the four years of his residence there his “ that a beardless boy had disappointed all

mind wavered between the choice of a his purpose,' and “ conceiving great indig

monastic life and the adoption of the priest nation against him , could not be satisfied

hood. It was perhaps while in this state until he had some way revenged it. And

of mental probation that he delivered forasmuch as he, nothing having, nothing
lectures at St. Lawrence's Church in the could lose , his grace devised a causeless

Old Jewry on the work of St. Augustine, quarrel against his father, keeping him in

' De Civitate Dei , ' to a crowded audience the Tower till he had made him pay toi

comprehending the most learned men , both him a hundred pounds' fine .'
lay and clerical, in the city . That these It was not till after the accession of

lectures formed 'no part ofhis legalrequire- Henry VIII . that More was appointed one
ments may be presumed from the absence of the governors of Lincoln's Inn. In the

of any other similar example, and it is even autumn of 1511 his first reading took place ,

doubtful, from a passage in oneof Erasmus's and his second in Lent 1516, about two

letters, whether they were not in fact de- years before his father became a judge.
livered at Oxford . In the interval between these two dates

But time, or perhaps the attractions of More's legal reputation rose so high that

female society, cured him of his disposition there was scarcely any controversy in the

to a pious retirement. His son-in -law , courts in which he was not employed as

Roper ihus simply relateshis course of love : counsel for one of the parties. On Septem

“He resorted to the house of one Maister ber3, 1510, he had been made under-sheriff

Colte, a gentleman of Essex, that had oft of London , on whom in those days not only

invited him thither, having three daughters, devolved the duties which thatofficer has

whose honest conversation and virtuous now to perform , but he acted also as the

education provoked him there specially to judicial representative of the sheriff in all

set his affection . And albeit his mind most those numerous cases which came under his

served him to the second daughter, for that jurisdiction , part of which have since been

he thought her the fairest and best favoured, decided by a regularly constituted judge of

yetwhen he considered that it would be the Sheriit's Court. "An entry in thecity

both great grief and some shamealso to records states thaton May8,1514 , it was
the eldest to see her younger sister pre- |agreed by the common council • that

ferred before her in marriage, he then of a Thomas More, gentleman, one of the under

6
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sheriffs ofLondon, should occupy his office sioners to settle provisions in the treaty of

and chamber by a sufficient deputy during commerce with Charles V. His name is

his absence as the king's ambassador in there insertedwithout any addition,and he

Flanders.' As this showsthat he still held is only called ' Armiger' in another com

the office, and as there is evidence of his mission of June in the same year, by which

continuing in it for several years beyond he was one of those appointed to accom :

this licence, and that the nomination was modate certain questions with the socios'

then in the common council, there is no of the Hanse Towns. Between this date

doubt that, though it might nominally and May 1522 he received his knighthood,

receive an annual confirmation ,it was the being then named as one of the knights

practice to select for the sheriff's assessor assigned to attend the king on the visit of

some eminent individual learned in the law , the emperor. ( Rymer, xiii. 714, 722,762.)

and not to remove him but for serious cause. The immediate cause of his elevation is

Although in the above entry he is called stated to have been his successful resistarce

the king's ambassador in Flanders,' there in the Star Chamber to the king's clair

is no record in Rymer of such an appoint- for the forfeiture of a ship belonging to

ment. It may be presumed , however, that the pope, which had been seized at South

this was one of the two occasions men- ampton. The erudition which he then dis

tioned by Roper, when he was sent, with played, and his powerful arguments in the

the king's concurrence, to arrange certain cause, so pleased the king that he woui

questions between the English and foreign listen to no further excuses, but at once

merchants established in the Steel Yard, retained More in his service, by intr

who enjoyed great privileges in this coun- ducing him into the privy council. b

try. The otherembassy was probably that May 1522 and January 1525 he was the

in 1515 ( for which he received a similar warded with divers manors and lands to

licence from the city ), for in a letter of thevalue of 601. a year, the grants of whics
1516 he tells Erasmus, · When I returned were annulled soon after his disgrace. (NE.

from my embassage of Flanders the king's Realm , iii. 528.)
majesty would have granted me a yearly His intimate relation both with the kin :

pension ; which, surely, if I should respect and Cardinal Wolsey at this period issze

honour and profit, wasnot to be contemned nifest from a variety of letters, publiste

by me; yet have I as yetrefused it , and I think in Sir Henry Ellis's first series, exhibitina

I shall refuse it, because either I should the closest confidential communication ?

forsake my present means which I have in political affairs. The conferences to which

the city, which I esteem more than a better, they relate generally took place in thempa.

or else Ishould keep it with some grudge closet after supper. He became engas

of the citizens, between whomand his high- inmany other diplomatic missions besoin

ness if there should happen any controver- those before referred to, and be appu

sies (which ' may sometime chance ), they from his correspondence with Erasmus

may suspect me as not trusty and sincere have been for a long time stationed so

with them because I am obliged to the Calais for the convenience of contin

king with an annual stipend. He might negotiations, a position which was not
indeed very reasonably hesitate to risk any distateful to him , but unprotitable ex

change in his position, since he estimated Heaccompanied Wolsey in his ostentat

the gains from his office and his private busi- embassy to France in 1527 , and it was pro

ness at 4001. a year, which according to the bably on this occasion that the cardinai.

then value of money would be considered a asking him to point out anything that **

splendid income. It is not unlikely that objectionable in the treaty he had propard

the appointment of his father as a judge flew into a rage because More veniunt

two years afterwards operated more effec- suggest some amendment, concluding the

tually in securing his services to the court . violence by saying, “ By the mass, than

Håll's description ofhim ( p. 588) as · Syr the veriest fool of all the council *

Thomas More late undershrife and then of smiling, answered simply, * God be tharse

the kinges counsaill,' in the account given the king our master hath but one loin

by that chronicler of the London insurrec- his council. ' His last mission was IT

tion on Evil May -day 1517 , is clearly erro- years afterwards to Cambray, in eo

neous in two parts of it, and probably so in tion with his old friend Bishop Tuesta. 2

the third . The city records, as quoted by ambassador to the emperor.

Sir James Mackintosh, state his resignation It was on one of these journeys that I

of the undersheriffalty on July 23, 1519. silenced a bragging fellow who had P

His entrance into the privy council was a challenge in Bruges that he would sit

not likely to precede that event, and pro- whatever question could be prop unde

bably occurred immediately afterwards. him in any art whatsoever.' sir Thermo

The earliest recorded notice of his connec- demanded an answer to the following: 42

tion with the court is in April 1520, when Averia capta in Witheramia sunt it

he was the last named of four commis- gibilia ? ' adding that there was ude i ise

6
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2

English ambassador's retinue who would grant equivalent to the extravagant de

dispute with him thereof. The derision of mand of the court, they imposed a tax

the city was fairly excited by the arrogant with which Cardinal Wolsey was obliged

presumer being obliged to acknowledge that to appear content; and he not only re
he did not even understand the terms of the quested the king to grant the usual reward

proposition. of 2001. to the speaker, “ because no man

Not long after the death of his first wife could better deserve the same than he had

he contracted a second marriage with Mrs. done, but added this complimentary ex

Alice Middleton, a widow, who survived pression to his letter : ' I am the rather

him without giving any addition to his moved to put your highness in remem

family. As over his first choice, so over brance thereof, because he is not the most

this, a little romance is thrownſ for the ready to speake and solicite his own cause.'

lady is reported to have suggested to him But the cardinal could not entirely sup

while urging the suit of a friend that if press his dissatisfaction. He said to the

he pleaded in his own behalf he might be speaker, “Would to God you had been at

more successful. Upon this hinthespake ,' Rome, Master More, when I made you

and, his friend wisely withdrawing, he soon speaker. Your grace not offended , an

after married her. From Bucklersbury he swered More, so would I too, mylord. '

removed to Crosby Place (Burgon's Gre- And Roper charges the cardinal with en

sham , i. 420) , and in 1523 to the house he deavouring to remove him from his path by

built at Chelsea. The picture of his do- counselling the king to send him ambassa

mestic life is most delightfully drawn by dor to Spain. More, however, remonstrated

Erasmus. His family circle, increased as with his majesty ,whoreplied, ' It is not our

it was by the husbands of his daughters pleasure, Master More, to do you hurt, but

and the wife of his son, seemsto have been to do you good we wouldbe glad ; we there

the centre of happiness. The duties of reli- fore for this purpose will devise upon some

gion were never omitted ; every hour was other, and employ your service otherwise.'
employed in useful study, or intellectual The date ofMore's appointment as under

intercourse, or sober mirth ; gentleness was treasurer of theExchequer is uncertain, but

the spirit that guided, and love the bond he is described in that character in August
that united them. 1525 as one of the ambassadors to conclude

While employed in the study and prac- a treaty with France. ( Rymer, iv. 56, 69,

tice of the law he had not deserted the i 74. ) From this office he was raised to that

literary path in which he had first de- of chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster on

lighted . 'He improved himself in all the December 25 following (Mackintosh, 48 ),

learning then attainable ; he associated which he held till he became chancellor of

with the most eminent and intellectual England.

men of the time; he kept up a constant The Great Seal was delivered to More by

correspondence with Erasmus ; and he the king, ‘ at hismanor of Plesaunce, alias

even found leisure for literary composi- Estgrenewiche,' on October 25, 1529, eight

tion . The History of Richard III. ' .is days after Cardinal Wolsey had been de

published among his works, but doubts prived of it. The next day he was in

have been raised whether he was really ducted into his seat in the Court of

its author, some attributing the compo- Chancery, “after a noble exhortation ? by

sition of the Latin original to Cardinal the Duke of Norfolk, 'as well to the chan

Morton, and only the English translation cellor as to the people, and an answer of

to More. His 'Utopia,' upon which his the chancellor . No previous example of

fame as an author principally rests, is the any introductory address on such an occa

history of an imaginary commonwealth , sion occurs, and the object of the duke's

in which he advances and advocates speech seems to have been to justify the

some doctrines in philosophy and reli- king's selection of a layman instead of an

gion greatly in advance of the age , with ecclesiastic or a nobleman , by enlarging on

so much force and liberality that it seems the wisdom , integrity, and wit of Sir Tho

surprising that the work escaped the cen- mas, and the extraordinary abilities he had

sures of the government. It was written already shown in the affairs that had been

in Latin, and published about 1516. entrusted to him . More's answer was mo

Being nowa member of the privy coun- dest and becoming, with a graceful and feel

cil, he was selected as speaker of the par- ing allusion to the fall of his predecessor.
liament which, after eight years' discon- The contrast between his modesty and

tinuance of that assembly, met on April 15 , the cardinal's arrogance could not fail to

1523. His address on being presented to secure universal satisfaction at his appoint

the king , containing the protestation of his ment to this high office, and his whole

own disability and the claim for freedom of conduct while he retained it justified the

debate so customary at the present day,will favourable opinion that had been formed of

always serve as a model for future speakers. him . Although he presided in the court
Though the Commons did not make a little more than two years and a half, bis

6
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diligence in the performance of its duties court, he encouraged those who had com

was so great that he is said on one occasion plaints to resort to him at his own house,

to have risen from his seat because there where he would sit in his open hall, in

was no other cause depending before him. many instances bringing the parties to a

It must not be forgotten, however, that the friendly reconcilement of their disputes.

number of suits in that age will bear no He forbade any subpoena to be granted uctil

comparison with those in the present day. the matter in issue had been laid before him

At the time of his elevation his father was with the lawyer's name attached to it , whea

a judge of the King's Bench . The two if he found it sufficient he would add his

courts were opposite to each other in fiat, but if too trilling for discussion would

Westminster Hall, and every day during refuse the writ. Even in the performance

the sittings a rare example of filial piety of this duty he could not restrain his hu

was exhibited to those around, of the head mour ; and it is related that a case haring

of the law kneeling before his aged parent been laid before him by one • Tubbe.

to receive his blessing ere the business com- attorney, which he found to be on a very

menced. The old man died in the course frivolous matter,he returned the paper with

of the following year; but his death added the words, " a tale of a' prefixed to the
little to the fortune of his son, for the lawyer's signature, ‘ Tubbe.' The combi

estate was settled on Sir John's widow law judges having complained then, as i

during her life, which extended ten years deed they did for a long time afterwards,
beyond that of Sir Thomas. that their judgments were suspended by

Various anecdotes are told of him during injunctions out of Chancery , Sir Thora

his elevation, which, while they show his caused a list of those he had granted tobe

own integrity, raise a suspicion that cor- made out, and inviting the judges to diners

ruption in the judgment-seat had not been discussed with them the grounds of his de

previously uncommon. The poorest suitor cision in each case. On their acknowledi:

obtained ready access to him and speedy these to be just and reasonable, he recse

trial, while the richest offered presents in mended them themselvesin future to quality

vain, and the claims of kindred found no the extreme rigour of the law by like route

favour. Even his son- in - law Giles Heron, able considerations, and thus prerent tre

refusing, in his reliance on the chancellor's necessity of the chancellor's interference,

family affection, to fall into a reasonable More's retirement from the chancellorar

arbitrement, was obliged to submit to “ a arose from no diminution of the king'e fs

flat decree against him. ' The custom of vour, but wasthe result of his own earte

presenting new year's gifts often afforded application. During his whole tenure of ::

a cover to suitors in his court for tendering the question of the king's marriage, wbie

bribes, which, when attempted , he would had been so fatal to Wolsey, continued:

with sly humour evade. A rich widow be agitated. The opinions of the fricas

named Croker, who had obtained a decree well as the English universities had bi ?

against Lord Arundel, presented him one taken , and the chancellor had been cam

new year's day with a pair of gloves and upon to present these , and the answer "

forty pounds in angels in them . Emptying many theologians and canonists, to the

the money into her lap, he told her that, as House of Commons ; but still his own ce

it was against good manners to forsake a science was not satisfied, and, not de

gentlewoman's new year's gift, he would dreading the evil consequences which is

take her gloves, but refuse the lining .' thought he foresaw from these procedim

Another suitor brought him a gilt cup, but looking no doubt with a suspicious- me

" the fashion whereof he very well liking, on the interference in ecclesiastical manus

caused one of his own , better in value, to which Cromwell was then anxiously urria

be brought, which he willed the messenger be sought to be relieved from the Nsp10**

in recompense to deliver to his master.' bility of measures which he could micr

And on a complaint made to the council scientiously sanction . Still so prudent

after his resignation , that he had accepted been his bearing that when, under prin *

a great gilt cup which a party in whose of illness, he obtained permission to me

favour he had pronounced a decree had the Seal on May 16, 15:32, the kios 3732

sent to him by his wife, he acknowledged his dischargewith cordial acknowiednice

that he had done so, but ‘further declared of his services, and gracious prouisi u

that albeit he had indeed received that cup, continued favour, causing the Duke ul.kim

yet immediately thereupon caused he his folk , on introducing his successor, to 3

butler to fill it with wine, and of that cup that he had been only allowed to ntires :

drank to her; and that when he had so his own earnest entreaty, and obl' zina thor

done, and she pledged him , then as freely new chancellor to repeat the expres

as her husband hadgiven it to him ,even so theroyal presence at the opening of par

freely gave he the same again to her to give liament.

unto her husband for his new year's gift.' It is much to the credit of King Heary :

Besides his regular attendance in the discrimination that from More's tint E

a

as i6
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trance into his service he distinguished him On the king's marriage an act had been

with peculiar confidence. He not only re- passed , fixing the succession of the throne

cognised in SirThomas that solidity of un- on his issue by Anne Boleyn ; and by one

derstanding and that integrity of character of its clauses an oath wasrequired from all

80 valuable in a counsellor, but appreciated the king's subjects tomaintain that settle
those intellectual powers and that liveliness ment. (Stat. Realm , iii. 471. ) This oath

of humour which made him so attractive as More would not have hesitated to take, as

a companion. Thus, while he was employed he admitted the right ofparliament to regu

abroad in most important missions, hewas late the settlement. But the form submitted

honoured when athomewith a large share to him containing in addition assertions of

of royal familiarity: So frequently was his the invalidity of the king's first marriage,
presence required by the king, as well to and of the validity of the second and of the

enter into scientific and learned discussions divorce, More felt himself obliged to refuse

as to enliven the royal table by his merry it. He was accordingly committed to the

conversation, that, in order to relieve him- Tower on April 17 , 1534, and was attainted

self from a restraint which kept him from for misprision of treason on this account,by

his own family, he was compelled to assume a separate act passed inthe following No

amoresolemndeportment, and by gradually vember, which rendered void the king's
discontinuing his former mirth to secure former grants to him , and deprived him

himself from such frequent invitations. of all his other property of every kind .

The king's continued enjoyment of his so- ( Ibid . 538. )

ciety would be often shown by his sudden Not content with keeping his unfortunate

visits to More's house at Chelsea, partaking victim in strict confinement for more than

of his dinner, and treating him with that a year, the arbitrary monarch, urged on , it

sort of playful kindness of which there is no is feared, by the new queen, resolved' to

other example than the intercourse between pursue him to extremities. Another statute

Henry II. and Becket before the latter was of the same parliament enacted that the

invested with the archiepiscopal mitre. king should be reputed theonly supreme

More, however, was not deceived as to the head on earth of the Church of England,

real character of his sovereign. On one and should have the title and style thereof

occasion, when the king had been strolling annexed to his imperial crown ; and by this

for an hour in the garden at Chelsea with act it was declared high treason to attempt

his arm round More's neck, his son - in -law to deprive the king of his title . ( Ibid. 492,

Roper congratulated him on being so fa- 508.) More, in all the interrogatories to

miliarly entertained ,' saying he had never which hewas artfully subjected with a view

seen the king do so to any before except to entrap him , evaded the question either

Cardinal Wolsey, with whom he had once by total silence or by saying, “ I will not

seen ' bis grace walk arm in arm .' I thank meddle with such matters, for I am fully

our Lord ,' answered More, ' I find his grace determined to serve God, and to think upon

my very good lord indeed, and I believe he his passion and my passage out of this
doth as singularly favour me as any subject world. At last , on June 12, 1535, a depu

within this realm ; how beit, son Roper, I tation waiting on him to take away his

may tell thee I have no cause to be proud books, Rich, the solicitor-general, who was

thereof, for if my head would win a castle one of the party, under pretence of friendly

in France it should not fail to go. ' . remonstrance, inveigled More into an argu

In less than a year after More's resigna- ment, by putting the case whether he would

tion, the king's marriage with Anne Boleyn not acknowledge Rich to be king if par
was acknowledged. Many were the at- liament had declared him so. To this More

tempts made by Henry to induce Sir Tho- answered in the affimative, because parlia

mas, at first by flattering messages and large ment could both make and depose kings;

promises, and afterwards by menaces, to but in return asked Rich whether he could,
give his concurrence. His inflexible adhe- in obedience to an act of parliament, say

rence to his opinion gradually irritated the that God was not God. Rich agreed that

king to such an extent that in his anger he he could not, because it was impossible, but,

forgot all the services More had rendered, suggesting that this was too high a case,

and determined either to force his acquies- cunningly proposed one which he said was

cence or to punish his refusal. It was only between the two, asking him why, if he

by the strong representations made by the would acknowledge a king made by act of

new chancellor (Audley) and his other parliament, he should not take King Henry

ministers, of his imminent risk of being de- as supreme head of the Church, since he
feated in parliament, that the king consented was so constituted by act of parliament.

to leave More's name out of the bill ofat- | The reply to this , as alleged by Rich, but

tainder against parties supposed to be im- denied by Moore, was, that a subject could

plicated in the treason of Elizabeth Barton, not be thus bound, because it was not a

i he Holy Maid of Kent. The desired op- thing to which he could give his consent in

portunity, however, was not long wanting. parliament.
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Disgracefully interpreting thesewordsinto to William Roper, whose memoir of his

a malicious denialof his title, the sanguinary father- in -law forms thestaple of all hissub

tyrant, glad to find any pretence to venthis sequent biographies. He was son of John
animosity, caused an indictment to be im- Roper, Esq., of St. Dunstan's, near Canter

mediately prepared . (Mr. Bruce in Archeo- bury , at first prothonotary ofthe Court of

logia, xvii. 361-374.) On the trial Rich King's Bench (in which office William

made himself infamous by his perjured re- succeeded him ), and afterwards the king's

presentation of this ' familiar secret talk,' attorney - general. The second daughter,

an obsequious jury declared More to be Elizabeth, was married to William Dauner,

guilty, and the traitor's sentence was pro- Esq. ; andthe husband of the third daughter

nounced against him by the court — the was Giles Heron , Esq . John , the only see
former no way regarding his unanswerable and last -born child of Sir Thomas, married

defence, and the latter disallowing all his Anne, daughter and heir of Edward Cres

exceptions to the indictment. With asolemn acre, of Barnburgh in Yorkshire ; and bis

prayer that his judges might be pardoned grandson Cresacre More has been proved by

for his condemnation, he retired from the Mr. Hunter to be the author of the life de

bar. On leaving the court his son met him , bis ancestor,which had been previously st

and kneeling down begged his blessing ; tributed to hisbrother Thomas. Mr. Hunter

and as he entered the Tower, his favourite conceives that themale progeny of the chas

daughter Margaret rushed through the cellor became extinct in 1795 .

crowd, and throwing her arms round his MORETON, EARL OF. See ROBERT.

neck covered him with kisses, but, over- MOREVILLE , HUGH DE, who had the

whelmed by her grief, could utter nothing barony of Burgh -on -the -Sands in C'umber

but ‘ Oh myfather ! oh my father !' land, and other possessions in that and the

Little time was allowed to elapse ere the neighbouring counties, as successor to

final scene was enacted. His conviction father Roger, and his grandfather Sime.

took place on July 1, 1535 ( Baga de Se- was forester of Cumberland, and added se

cretis), and on the 6th his head was severed his property that of his wife, Helewis ce

from his body in the front of the Tower. Stuteville, à relative, probably a sister.

Even in his last moments, impressed as he the Baron Robert de Stuteville.

showed himself to be with the awful so- In conjunction with the latter, he was a

lemnity of his position ,he exhibited no fear, justice itinerant for the counties of Northe

and, amidst the prayers that he piously ut- umberland and Cumberland in 16 Henry L.

tered, could not repress the humour which 1170 (Madox, i . 144 ) ; but although Robes

had always characterised him. When he de Stuteville acted in the same capacity :

was informed that the horrible part of the the following year, the name of Hugh de

sentence was changed into beheading, be Moreville no longer appears as his associate

answered merrily, “God forbid the king His discontinuance in this honourable of ce

should use any more such mercy unto my arose from the part he took in December

friends, and God bless all myposterity from 1170 in the murder of Becket, as before

such pardons. lated . After the assassination, be and 33

* Pray, master lieutenant,' said he to that colleagues retired without interruption, ani

officer as he was ascending the scaffold , repaired to a castle at Knaresborousb, wha

which seemed to give way, “ pray see me belonged to Hugh de Morerille, where th=

safe up , and as to my coming down I will stayed many months, not daring to nie

shift formyself.' Andwhen he laid his to Henry's court. It is added byWilliam !

head on the block, he desired the execu- Newbury, “ that, being stung with remise,

tioner to stop till he had put his beard aside ; they willingly went to Rome, and were ***

“forthat,'said he, ' has committed no treason .' bythe pope to Jerusalem , where, after the

His bodywasburied inSt. Peter'swithin had for someyearsperformednot rems!

the Tower,but wasat last removed by his the penance enjoined them , theyall esca
daughter Margaret to the tomb in Chelsea their lives . However this may be w :)

Church which he had prepared during his regard to the others, it certainly is not true
life . His head, after remaining for some in reference to Hugh de Moreville's desit

time exposed on London Bridge, a disgust- During the remainder of the mi

ing evidence of the ingratitude ofprinces, Henry II.,and thewhole of that of kicaan

came also into the possession of his affec- I. , no mention is made of his name ; bat ir

tionate child, on whose death it was buried the first year of King John he is randa
in her arms in St. Dunstan’s, Canterbury : as paying fifteen marks and three giud pal

Two years after his execution an annuity freys for holding his court with his libertine

of 201. was granted to his widow, Lady Alice de Tol et Theam , et Iufangenetheit, fi

More, and subsequently a lease of one of his Furto, et de Judicio Ferri et Aquæ, ' ss nice

houses at Chelsea. ( Auditor's Patent Book, as Helewise his wife should continue in a

i . 160 ; 26 lieport Pub.Rec ., App. 2.). His secular habit. ( Rot.deOnatis, 51.) He drika

three daughters were all marriedduring shortly afterwards, leaving two daughters
his life. The eldest, Margaret, was united one of whom , Ada, became the wise of the

n
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after-mentioned justicier, Thomas de Mule- the parliaments of Edward VI. JIis name

ton . (Dugdale's Baron. i . 612; Lord Lyttel- occurs occasionally in Plowden’s Reports,

ton , ii. 3, 101 , 539 ; Hasted, xii . 331.) but he does not appear to have acquired

MOREWIC, HUGH DE, the son of Ernulf any eminence as an advocate , his religion,

de Morewic, held themanor of Chidington which was Roman Catholic, perhaps opera

in Northumberland, by the service of one ting to the injury ofhis practice.

knight's fee. He was in attendance on the Attached no doubt by this tie to the

king at Waltham in 1182, whose will then family of the Princess Mary, he was com

made he witnessed. In 30 Henry II. , 1184, mitted to the Fleet in Narch 1551 for

he was one of the justiciers and barons hearingmass in her chapel ( Strype's Cran

before whom a fine was acknowledged in mer, ii. 233 ) ; and on King Edward's death ,

the King's Court at Westminster, and he in July 1553, he was among the first of

afterwards acted as a justice itinerantin those who, disregarding theproclamation

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. ( Pipe Roll,60, of Lady Jane Grey as queen, immediately

78.) He held the sheriffalty of Cumberland joined the princess at Kenninghall Castle
in 31 Henry II. and two following years. in Norfolk . He did not wait long for his

On the fine he is styled dapifer regis,' reward for this early proof of his devotion.

an office which heheld with Hugh Bardolf. In the same month he acted as one of the

It is not improbable that they were dapifers commissioners to hear Bishop Tunstall's

of Normandy, since an allowance was made appeal against his conviction (Rymer, xv.

to them in the Norman Roll of that year for 334), and on September 5 was raised to
1001. disbursed for the king's expenses when the office of chief justice of the Common

he was at Gisors. (Mado.r,i.168.) His death Pleas and knighted.

occurred about1190. ( Baronage, i . 678.) One of the earliest conimissions he was

MORGAN , HAMON, although one of the named upon was that for the trial of Lady

justices itinerant who actually fixed the Jane Grey on November 13, when she

assize of the county of Hants in 20 Henry pleaded guilty, and was condemned by him

II., 1174, by virtue of the writ of Richard to burned alive on Tower Hill,or beheaded,
de ' Luci, does not seem to have been as the queen should please . (4 Report Pub.

originally appointed , the words ' qui fuit in Rec., App. ii . 238.) Morgan remained chief

loco constabularii' being added to his name. justice for nearly twoyears after this,his suc

( Madox, i . 125.) The constable at that cessor, Sir Robert Brooke, being appointe

time was either Henry or Mabel, sons of on October 8, 1555. His death , however,

Milo de Gloucester, Earl of Hereford . did not take place till the following year,

MORGAN , FRANCIS, is frequently con- when he was buried on June 2, at St.

founded with the under-mentioned Richard Magnus's,London Bridge. (Machyn's Diary,

Morgan . They were not even of the same 106.) His removal from the bench before

family. That of Francis was settled at his death gives some weight to the story

Kingsthorpe in Northamptonshire, in which that he became mad from the bitter re
county he was born. His legal training membrance of the dreadful sentence he had

took place in the Middle Temple, where he pronounced upon the Lady Jane, and that in

was reader in 1553. He was advanced by his raving he cried continually to have her

Queen Mary to the degree of the coif on taken away from him . (Holinshed, iv . 23.)

October 16 , 1555 ; and his elevation to the MORIN , RALPH, was an officer of the

judgesbip of the Queen's Bench did notoccur Exchequer, and seems to have been a care

till January 23, 1558 ( Dugdale's Orig. 128, less keeper of the treasure, as Adam de

217 ; Dyer, 158),more than eighteenmonths Sanford accounts for him on the roll of

after the death of his namesake the chief 1 Richard I. for five marks of the money

justice. He survived his appointment for from Winchester which were deposited in

seven months only, during a great part of thecastle at Northampton, and lost . ( Pipe

which he was prevented by illness from act- Roll, 34.). In 2 and 3 John he acted as a

ing, and died on August 19 in thesame year. justicier in the country, when fines were

His funeral monument is in the church levied before the court. In the first of these

of Nether Heyford in Northamptonshire. years he was appointed sheriff of Devon

He married Anne, the daughter of shire ; but in 4 John he was ordered to

Christopher Pemberton, and both his sons deliver up the castle of Exeter to William

died without male issue . . ( Bridges' North- Briwer, for whom , in 7 John, he accounts

amptonshire, i.521; Baker's, i.40, 183–189.) for that county. ( Rot. Chart. 100 ; Rot.

MORGAN, RICHARD, of whose family no Pat. 12 ; Mador, i . 276.) Fuller says that

certain account is given, was admitted at he held the same office for Northampton
Lincoln's Inn in 1523, and called to the shire in 30 Henry II.

bar in 1529. He became reader in 1542, MORLAND, WILLIAM, held the office of

and again in 1546, when he was summoned master of the Rolls only during the last

to take the degreeof the coif. He was two months of the temporary restoration

elected recorder of Gloucester in 1546, and of Henry VI. , between February 12 and

was returned member for that city in both |April 20, 1471. He had previously been
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year.
1

1

1

one of the masters in Chancery, and after On the dethronement of Henry VI.,

Edward's re-conquest of the throne he fell neither his clerical nor official character

back into his former place, acting like his prevented him from joining his unfortunate

brethren as a receiver of petitions in par- sovereign in the field of Towton, on Palm
liament until 4 Henry VII. (Rot. Parl. Sunday 1461. He escaped from the battle,
vi. 167-409.) and accompanied Queen Margaret to

In February 1470 he was installed dean Flanders. Beyond his being among those
of Windsor, but was deprived in tober who were attainted of high treason in the

1471,a few months after Edward's return. parliament of the following November, he
(Le Neve, 375. ) is not mentioned during the first ten years

MORTIMER,WILLIAM DE, probably one of Edward's reign,norin the short restora

of the many collateral branches of the noble tion of Henry VI. The tragical efects

families of Mortuomari,was oneof the jus- which soon after occurred having left no |

tices itinerant appointed in 20 Edward I., immediate representative of the house of
1292 , for the northern counties, and in Lancaster, Morton sued for and obtained

the thirty -second year acted as a justice his pardon in July 1471,with the reversu

of assize in ten of the inland counties. In of his attainder in October of the following

the following year he was named a re- (Rot. Parl. v. 477, 480, vi. 26.) It

ceiver of the petitions of Ireland and Guern- is not improbable that his restoration të

sey, in the parliament held at Westminster royal favour was as muchowing to king

in September. ( Rot. Parl. i . 159. ) . During Edward's admiration of his constaney to

the reign of Edward II. he continued to the fallen fortunes of Henry, as to the

act as a justice itinerant, and to be sum- intercession of his friend Archbishop

moned as such to parliamenttill the ninth Bourchier ; for in less than a year after his

year. ( Parl. Writs, ii. 1205. ) pardon he was appointed master of the

MORTON, JOHN (ARCHBISHOP OF CAN- Rolls, his patent being dated March li

TERBURY), was born either at Bere Regis, 1472. In 1473 the Great Sealwas several

or at Milborne St. Andrew, in the county times deposited with him as keeper : 10!

of Dorset, places not above three miles at the end of that year he was sent with

apart. He was the son of Richard Morton, Sir Thomas Montgomery on an embassy o

of a very ancient Nottinghamshire family. Nuys in Germany, then under siege, t )

One of the archbishop's brothers was an- negotiate a treaty with the Duke of Bur

cestor of a baronet created in 1619, but gundy. (Paston Letters, ii . 78, 90. )
whose male descendants failed in 1698. There is a second patent to him as maste:

John Morton was educated in Cerne of the Rolls, dated May 2, 1475, more than

Abbey,and he is even said to have been for three years after his first appointment. 15

some time a monk there. It is certain , comparing the two, the cause of this r

however, that he was sent to Balliol Col- newal seems to be a doubt he entertained

lege, Oxford , where he took the degree of whether the grant in the first patent of the
doctor in both laws. His conduct and Domus Conversorum, ' pro habitationesui,

learning cansed him to be appointed one of did not prevent him from residing in e

the commissaries of the university in 1446, other place, as the only variation in the

and moderator of the civil law school. In second patent is in reference to that bire,

1453 he was made principal of Peckwater the custody of which was then grantedt)

Inn, and in 1494 he was advanced to the him “ per se vel per sufficientem deputata

head of the university as chancellor. suum , sive sufficientes deputatos

Commencing his public career as an ad- Soon after this, King Edward rerired as

vocate in the Court of Arches, he soon at claim to the crown of France ; and It

tracted the notice of Archbishop Bourchier, Morton was one of the negotiators of :

to whose friendship and estimation of his treaty by which Louis XI. stopped the ir
talents he owed several of his advance- vasion by giving to the English king :

ments in the Church and the state . In annual pension, and distributing larin sms

1456, while that prelate still held the | among the most powerful in his murt,

Great Seal, Morton was placed about the which Dr. Morton, with such exact

person of Edward Prince of Wales, son of before him, deemed it no disgrace tu bi !

Henry VI., as his chancellor ( Cal. Rot. Pat. participator. ( Cal. Rot. Pat,31; ilye ,

297 ), and was also made clerk or master in xii. 45 , 48 ; Turner, iii . 355. )

Chancery. If there was any previous doubt est to

His ecclesiastical preferments were nu- tained by the king in reference to N has

Besides several prebends and loyalty , it is manifest that it was the

livings, he wasfrom 1474 to 1477 succes- | entirely dissipated. Theearliest offl

sively instituted into four archdeaconries- tunity was taken to advance him in ***

those of Winchester, Huntingdon, Berks, Church . Bishop William Gr bad : :

and Leicester (Le Nere)—some of which been dead above four days er Mort

he retained till his elevation to the epis- ' by the king's request, elected at his

cessor in the see of Ely onAugust , 1431

1

a

SUX
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merous.
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On January 9, 1479, he resigned the master- |the bishop to England , and, admitting him

ship of the Rolls to his nephew Robert into the council, loaded him with favours.

Morton, for whom he had procured the His attainder being reversed in the first

grant in reversion nearly two years before. parliament, he was constituted lord chan

(Rymer, ii . 57. ) cellor on March 6, 1486 ; and in July, on

During the remaining four years of Ed- the death of Cardinal Bourchier, the

ward's reign the new bishop quietly per- temporalities of the see of Canterbury

formed his episcopal duties; and the king's were placed in his custody during the
confidence in his prudence and attachment vacancy, in preparation for his own elec

is said to have been further evidenced by tion to the primacy, which immediately

hismakinghim one of the executors of his followed, the papal bull of translation being

will , of which, however, no record has dated on October6. ( Rymer, xii. 302 , 317.)

been discovered. That this was so, and Thus placed in possession of the highest

that he was therefore supposed to feel a offices, both in Church and state, he re

devoted interest in Edward's infant family, tained them duringtheremainder of his life .

is rendered probable by the violent conduct As a minister of the former, one of his

of the Protector Richard towards him, for first efforts was directed to the reformation

which no other reason appears. The of the priests, who, living in luxurious extra

young king's council had been summoned vagance, were guilty of drunkenness and

on the 13th of June, to deliberate on the incontinence, and even worse crimes. The

coronation ; and the protector, attending it, dissolute life led in the monasteries was

had courteously requested the bishop to let the next object of his attention , and the

him have some strawberries from his garden laxity of morals and general profligacy of

in Holborn for his dinner, and had then the monks are incontestably proved by his

retired. Shortly afterwards he returned, letter to the abbot of St. Alban's. His

and that furious scene whichterminated in strenuous exertions in pursuing his eccle

thehurriedexecution of Lord Hastingswas siastical reforms naturallyproduced hostility

performed, Bishop Morton and the Primate on the part of those attacked , and were

of York being immediately arrested, and even opposed by someof the bishops. Con

imprisoned in the Tower. The petition, spiracies formed against his life were said

however, of the university of Oxford pro- to have occasioned the passing of the

cured his release from that fortress, and statute 3 Henry VII . c. 14, making such

he was sent to Brecon under the wardship an offence against any of the king's servants

of the Duke of Buckingham . On that felony. His energy, however, was sup

nobleman's subsequent discontent and re- ported by the king, and approved by the

tirement to Brecon, the bishop contrived to pope, by whom he was rewarded with the

glide into his confidence; and between them cardinal's hat,with the title of St. Athana

they concocted the plan of raising the Earl sius, in 1493.

of Richmond to the throne,and uniting the As a minister of the crown, historians

two factions of York and Lancaster by the differ as to his character, some asserting

marriage of the earl with Elizabeth, the him to be the author of Henry's oppressive

eldest daughter of the late King Edward . measures, and others vindicating him from

He urged his dismissal, under the pretence the charge by showing that after his

that by his presence in Ely he could assist death theking did not diminish his seve

the project ;but the duke would not part rity. The former, in support of their views,

with so wise and politic an adviser. The cite the argument he used to the unwilling

bishop therefore contrived his own escape , to enforce the benevolence ' -— a dilemma

and, obtaining a supply of money in Ely, which received the name of the Bishop's

immediately joined the Earl of Richmond Fork or Crutch, and which Fuller, with

in Flanders. The duke's capture, and his usualquaintness,describes as “perswad

sudden execution on November 2, quickly ing prodigals to part with their money

followed; and the bishop, in the parliament because they did spend it most, and the

of January, was deprived of allhis posses- covetous because they might spare it best ; so

sions. ( Rot. Parl. vi. 245, 250, 273. ) The making both extreams to meet in one
Earl of Richmond's fleet having been medium , to supply the king's necessities . '

scattered by a storm , it was not till nearly The latter declare, on the contrary, that, so

two years afterwards that his hopes of far from encouraging, he endeavoured to

acquiring the English crown were realised soften and restrain the king. The truth

by the defeat of Richard at Bosworth, on probably lies something between the two

August 22, 1485 . extremes. The haughtiness of his manners

During the interval Bishop Morton had would make him unpopular; but his wis

remained in Flanders, and had been of dom and eloquence , his zeal and discretion

great service to Richmond in advising him ( which all allow him ), must have secured

of Richard's projects against him. The the favour of his sovereign ; while his loyal

earl had not long assumed the crown , with devotion to the family he had served (not

the title of Henry VII., ere he summoned leaving it till its total extinction ), and his
HH
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successful efforts to terminate the civilwar | October 16 in the following year he was

which had so long distracted the kingdom , advanced to the bishopric of Worcester.

are claims on the admiration of posterity Having then resigned the mastership of

which cannot fail to be acknowledged. the Rolls, for the next ten years he per

After presiding over the province of formed the duties of his prelacy in a quiet

Canterbury forfourteen years, he died on and unobtrusive manner. He died ( be

September 13, 1500, at his palace of Knoll tween three and four years before his uncle)

in Kent, whence his remains were removed in the first week of May 1497, and was

for interment in Canterbury Cathedral. buried in St. Paul's Cathedral.

To both his dioceses he was a liberal It is curious that about six weeks before

benefactor, restoring their cathedrals and his death he deemed it necessary to obtain

repairing their palaces, and executing in a charter of general pardon for all offences

Ely awork of public utility in draining the he had in any way committed. ( Rymer,

fens, by a cutcalled the New Leame,or xii. 648.) This was, no doubt, applied for

Morton's Leame, more than twelve miles by the cautious recommendation of the

long. The poor were not forgotten by archbishop, for the purpose of securing the

him , either in his life or his testamentary property of his dying nephew from those

remembrances, and both the universities extortions to which too many in that reiza

were partakers of his bounty. (Godwin, were compelled to submit, under the pres

130, 269; Athen. Oxon. ii . 683 ; Hutchins á tence of breaches of unrepealed but oba

Dorset, i. 478 ; Holinshed, iii. 404, &c.; lete laws, the power of enforcing which

Turner, iv. 109, 135. ) had been revived by a statute of the pri

MORTON, ROBERT (BISHOP OF WORCES- ceding year . (Godwin , 467 ; Le Veve,

TER) , was the son of Sir Rowland Morton , 298 ; Siat. Realm , v. 475. )

of Thwining in Gloucestershire, who was MORTON, WILLIAM , was great-grandsca
a younger brother ofthe above Archbishop of Sir Rowland Morton, one of the masters

John Norton. To that celebrated prelate of requests in the reign of Henry VIII.,ad

he was probably indebted for his advance- son of James Morton of Clifton , in the

ment in theChurch, and to the judicial parish of Severne Stoke in Worcestershire,

position he filled ; for there is nothing in by Jane, daughter of William Cook,
his history which would give him a per- Shillwood in the same county. ( Pistetin
sonal claim to either. His uncle, previous Worcester, 1634.) Educated at Sidras

to his elevation to the episcopal bench ,had Sussex College, Cambridge, he took the
procured for Robert, on May 30, 1477, a degrees of B.A.and M.A. in 162.2 and 1

grant in reversion of the mastership of the and wasadmitted into the Inner Temple. He
Rolls on his death or resignation. The was called to the bar in 1630, and is mes.

latter contingency occurred on his promo- tioned in Croke's Reports in 1639. The
tion to the bishopric of Ely, and Robert troubles immediately succeeded that dat,
took possession of the office on January9, when the young barrister exchanged his
1479. He also succeeded his uncle in the gown for the sword and joined the kics
archdeaconry of Winchester. who conferred on him the honour of krim

During the four remaining years of the hood. He served as lieutenant-colone. =

reign of Edward IV.,and the few weeks of Lord Chandos's regiment of horse,and we

which that ofEdward V. consisted, Robert entrustedwiththegovernment of his land

Morton preserved his place ;but no sooner ship's castle at Sudeleywhen it was

had his uncle, then Bishop of Ely , become tacked in 1644 by the parliamentary paper

suspected of implication in the Duke of Waller ; and being betrayed by ar otës :

Buckingham's conspiracy against Richard, of the garrison, he was made pri-obe?

than his supposed crimewas visited upon sent to the Tower. Clarendon sess if.

Robert, who was at once supersededby 489) that “he had given so frequent tezko

Thomas Barowe, on September 22, 1483. mony of his signal courage in seres se

On the termination of the usurper's short tions, in which he had receired they

career, Thomas Barowe retired from the wounds both by the pistol and tbe swt

mastership of the Rolls,as an intruder, and thathis mettle wasnever suspected, and a

Robert Morton was of course reinstated. fidelity as little questioned ; and after Ile ?

Ile was named as one of the commissioners years of imprisonment, sustained with

to perform the office of steward at Henry's firmness and constancy, he lived to storite

coronation ( Rymer,xii. 277) , and he seems the reward of his merit, afterthe retur :

to have been otherwise actively employed the king.' Some years afterthe endof ube

in the king's affairs, since that is stated to war he was released , and resumed Lix per

be the reason why his request to have a fession, probably confining himself to che

partner in his office of master ofthe Rolls ber practice.

was complied with . He and William Eliot He was made a bencher of his in

accordingly received a joint appointment 1659 ,and within a few days after tbe her

for their lives and that of the longest liver, storation was summoned to take the death

by patent dated November 13, 1485. On ofthe coif. In 1002 he was elected recordar
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of Gloucester, and was appointed consi- He is said to have been a reader at Gray's

liarius' to the dean and chapter of Wor- Inn. In 1443 he was called to the degree

cester. In July1663 he was created king's of the coif, and is mentioned as one of the

serjeant, and on November 23, 1665,he was king's serjeants in 1454. ( Rot. Parl. v. 240.)

nominated a judge of the King's Bench. On July 9, 1454, he was constituted á

This position he filled respectably for nearly judge of the Common Pleas, where he

seven years, and had the good fortune to acted for the next seventeen years, ex

avoid censure, but was the terror of high- tending through the remaining portion of

waymen ; and they had some reason so to Henry's reign, the first ten years of that

regard him, for when Claude Duval, the of Edward IV.,and the six months in

French page of the Duke of Richmond,took 1470-1 during which Henry reassumed his

the road, and was after many wonderful seat on the throne. ( Dugdale's Orig. 46.)

escapes at last captured and convicted, the Whether his non -appointment on the

judge prevented the mercy of the crown return of Edward IV . was occasioned by

being extended to him by threatening to the act of the king or his own retirement

resign if so notorious an offender was al- does not appear ; probably the latter, as he

lowed to escape. Duval was the most must have been then considerably advanced

popular of his stamp, and an especial fa- in age. He died before July 31, 1480, when

vourite with the ladies, to one of whom he his will was proved. In it he grants two

returned 3001. out of 4001. he had taken acres of land in Eastwell, in trust for the

from her, upon her dancing a coranto with use of the church there , in recompense of

himon the heathwhere he had stopped her a certain annual rent of 21bs. of wax, by

coach . Dames of highrank visitedhim in me wrested and detained fromthe said

prison and interceded for his life, and the church against my conscience.' The estate

good -natured king would probably have of Eastwell was carried by one of his

granted his pardonbut for the interference of female descendants in marriage to the

the judge. (LordMacaulay's England ,i.383.) noble familyof the Earl of Winchilsea.

Sir William married Annie, daughter (Hasted , vii.392; Collins's Peerage, iii. 379,

and sole heir of John Smyth, of Kidlington viii. 510 ; Testam . Vetust. 349.)

in Oxfordshire, and died in the summer MOYNE, JOHN LE, is first mentioned

vacation of 1672. when he was fined twenty marks in 26

MOTELOW , HENRY DE, appearsamong Henry III., 1242, for marrying Isabella,

the advocates in the Year Books from 18 one of the heirs of Eustace de Fercles,

Edward III. , and was raised to the bench without the king's licence. ( Excerpt. é

of the Common Pleas on July 4 , 1357. Rot. Fin . ii. 471.) In 38 Henry III. he

Fines were not acknowledged before him was sheriff of the counties of Cambridge

later than Easter 1361, 35 Edward III. and Huntingdon, and complaints were
( Dugdale's Orig. 45.) made against him that he took money at

MOUBRAY, JOHN DE, was lineally de- the sheriff's tourn contrary to the custom

scended from Robert de Moubray, a in those counties ; and also that he re

younger brother of the ancestor of Mou- ceived a conveyance of sixty acres of land,

brayDuke of Norfolk . He is described twenty -three acres of meadow, and two

as of Kirklington in Yorkshire, and had messuages, from a man charged with the

evidently very extensive practice as an murder of his father, of which he was con

advocate from 17 Edward III. , attaining victed and hanged . ( Ibid. ii . 213; Madox,

the rank of king's serjeant in the 28th i. 446.) The result of the investigation
year. He was raised to the bench of the does not appear.
Common Pleas on July 11 , 1359, and was But on December 5, 1265, he and Ro

soon after made a knight of the Bath. bert de Fulham were constituted justices
The fines acknowledged before him extend of the Jews ( Madox, i. 234 ), in which

to 1373. ( Dugdale's Orig. 45 , 103.) office he did not long remain, for at the

He married Margaret, sister of Sir Alex- end of the following September there are

ander Percy, of Kildare. ( Testam . Ebor. entries of assizes directed to be held before

158 ; Notes and Queries, 2nd S. xi. 293.) him in conjunction with William de Poy

MOYLE, WALTER, acquired the manor wick , which extend to August 1267, in the

and large demesnes of Stevenstone in counties of Hereford ,Gloucester, and Wor

Devonshire by his marriage with Mar- cester ; and on December 25 , 1268, his

garet, the heiress of that property. He name appears as the king's escheator south

probably was born in Cornwall, as his of Trent, and mandates are directedto

father,Henry, was the third son of Tho- him in that character till August1, 1270.

mas Moyle, of Bodmin . He was after- ( Excerpt. e Rot . Fin , ii . 444, 457, 481-519.)

wards established at Eastwell in Kent, and He died about1274. ( Cal. Inquis.p.m.i.54.)
was named a commissioner in that county MUCEGROS, MILO DE, is not otherwise

in 33 Henry VI., 1454, to raise money for mentioned than as one ofthejustices itine

the defence of Calais. (Acts Pricy Council, rant to settle the assize of Herefordshire in
vi. 239.) 20 Henry II . , 1174 (Madox, i. 121 ) , and as

)
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sheriff of the county with William Torell the widow of Richard de Luci of Esre

in 29 Henry II. mont, and daughter of the before -noticed

MUCEGROS, RICHARD DF, was the son Hugh deMoreville . This rashness met im

of a gentleman of the same name who mediate punishment in the seizure of all

was sheriff of Gloucestershire in 2 and 3 his lands in Cumberland, which were only

Richard I., which the son afterwards held restored by the ultimate payment ofa large

in 9 John, paying 2501. for holding it at fine for his transgression . (Rot. Claus i.

the old rent, with 1001. of increase for 354, 358, 366.) By virtue of this marriage
every year. ( Rot. de Fin . 385.) In that he obtained the office of forester of Com

year he was allowed a payment of ten berland , which was confirmed to him by

marks for the queen’s expenses during her the king. ( Ibid. 513, 532.)

stay at Gloucester. ( Rot. Claus. i . 96.) Holding now large possessions in those

In the previous year the castle of Glou- parts, he was in 3 Henry III., 1219, ap

cester, with the prisoners and hostages pointed one of the justices itinerant in the

there, was committed to his custody, and counties of Cumberland, Westmoreland,and

soon afterwards the castle of Chichester Lancaster. His legal abilities were probably

also . (Rot. Pat. 71 , 74, 79. ) brought under observation by this appoint

His employment as a justicier for six ment, as within five years afterwards hewas

years, commencing 6 John, 1204, appears raised tothebench at Westminster, on which

from various fines acknowledged before he continued to sit until nearly the close di
him . ( Hunter's Preface.) During the his life. The fines acknowledged before him

intestine troubles at the end of the reign extend from Easter 1224 to Easter 13 .

he adhered to the king , and was rewarded ( Dugdale's Orig. 42.) In the earlier years

by a mandate to William the earl mar- he held a second or inferior station ; but is

sħal to provide him with some escheats January 1227 he was placed at the head

from the lands of the king's enemies,'and one of the commissions, and he retained

by a grant of the estate of John Fitz- this position in all his remaining cirent

Richard. He was still alive in 5 Henry except that in one instance, 1232, hewas
III. ( Rot. Claus. i . 237, 243, 470. ) precededby Stephen de Segrare, who then

MULETON, THOMAS DE, was the son of was Justiciarius Angliæ . In 1235 Dugla

Lambert de Muleton, whose possessions inserts him among the justices of the Cop

were at a place of that name in Lincoln- mon Pleas, the expression in the record

shire, where his ancestors for three genera- being “ Justiciarius de Banco ;' and head
tions had resided . ( Baronage, i . 567. ) He Capitalis ut videtur,' a suggestion diffice:

was in 7 John and the two following years to be reconciled with the position ascribed

sheriff of that county, for which appoint- to Robert de Lexinton about the same per

ment he paid a fine of five hundred marks riod, the more especially as there is not

and five palfreys . ( Rot. de Fin . 338, & c.) ofThomasde Muleton's acting in a judia

At the termination of his office he seems to character after that year. He lived, hot

have offended the king, since Reginald de ever, till 1210.

Cornhill was commanded to take his body He was evidently of an impetuous di

and imprison him in Rochester Castle until position, somewhat coretous and overseas
he had paid what he owed to the crown to ing, and disinclined to allow any obsta!
the last penny. (Rot. Pat. 85.) . He was to stand in the way of his ambition. Of 2a

not long in disgrace, but in 12 John accom- learning in the laws nothing remains for us

panied the king to Ireland, and was with to judge; but the proofs of his charity apps

him in 14 John, when he appears to have in his pious benefactions. By his tirstw
been responsibly employed . His attesta- he had three sons, one of whom cbtaice !

tion is appended to several charters during with hiswife Anabel, a daughterof Ristar!

this and the two following years. ( Rot. de Luci,the barony ofEgremont, which it !
Chart.) On the rising of the barons he into abeyance in 1331.

joined their party , and wasunlucky enough By his second wife, Ada, he had to co

to be taken prisoner with his son Alan in dren — Julian ,who married Robert le Cards

the castleof Rochester. Hehad beenpre- sour; andThomas, who succeeded him, es i
viously excommunicated , and wasnowim- obtained thebarony of Gillesand br **

prisoned in the castle of Corff, and his own marriage with Maud, the daughter and

castle and other possessions were seized of Hubert de Vaus. He is now representa!

into the king's hands, but soon after the in the House of Lords by two peer

accession of Henry III. they were fully re- viz., Lord Dacre and the Earl of Carlisle
stored to him on his returningto his allegi- MURDAC, HUGH, was a chaplain H1-919

ance. (Rot. Claus. i . 241 , 317; Rot. Pat. 164.) II., and doubtlessof the same family ,

Early in the reign of King John he was Henry Vurdac,Archbishop of York. Ha
married to the daughter of RichardDel- wasone of the justices itinerant selectate

fliet (Rot. Cancell.193), on whosedeath the king at the councilofWindsor in 1114

he contracted a second marriage,without and was appointed with four others to es:
applying for the king's licence, with Ada, ercise judicial functions in the counties it

6

6
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the home district, in which he acted also in tify his inclination, by the assistance of the

the following year. Madox quotesan entry first Lord Foley, whose son had formed an

in a book in the possession of the dean and intimacy with him at Westminster, and who

chapter of London, showing that he was had in his visits in the holidays been at once

present in the Exchequer in 30 Henry II., taken by his amiable disposition and pro

when an acknowledgmentas to certain lands misingabilities. Hewasaccordingly entered

was made there. In the next year he had at Lincoln's Inn on April 23, 1724. In both

the custody of the abbey of Selby, then in places he pursued his studies assiduously.

the king's hands. (Madox, i . 138, 215, 309.) In the former, besides industriously master

The archdeaconryofCleveland was given ing the usualacademic course, he especially

to him in 1200, and he held it till 1204. devoted himself to the improvement of his

(Le Neve, 328 ; Rot. Chart. 103.) natural powers of oratory, taking Demos
MURDAC, RALPH,appears as one of those thenes, and, above all, Cicero as his models.

present in the Exchequer on an acknow- In the latter his sedulous application was

ledgment relative to someland being made successfully employed in acquiring that

there in 30 Henry II. , 1181,immediately | knowledgeof practice and of law by which

following that of the above Hugh Murdac he was enabled so soon to prove himselfan

(Madox, i. 215) , and he acted as a justice accomplished advocate, and to use his elo

itinerant in some of the subsequent years of quence, not in mere ornamentation, but in

that reign. The Pipe Roll of 1 Richard I. unravelling the contradictory facts and the

( 35–194) contains proof that he held a high abstruse points of the caseswhich he might

place among the justices itinerant of that have to conduct. At Oxford he took his

year also, in no less than ten counties. He degree of B.A. in 1727, at the same time

was sheriff of Derbyshire and Nottingham- gaining the prize for a Latin poem on the

shire from 27 Henry II. to 1 Richard I. In death of George I.; and in June 1730 he

the latter reign he seems to have contri- became M.A., and was called to the bar at

buted some tine to the royal coffers “ pro Lincoln's Inn on November 23.

habendo amore Regis Ricardi, ' an arrear of In the interval between his two degrees

501. 6s. 8il. being charged on that account he familiarisedhimself with the courts by

at so late a date as the roll of 11 John, in frequenting Westminster Hall, and he

the county of Oxford . (Madox, i. 474. ) He, practised his argumentative and rhetorical

however,died about 1 John, and the custody powers by discussing knotty questions of
of his land and heir was given to William law at a debating society. As a relaxation
Briwer. ( Rot. de Liberate, 13.) from his severer studies he amused himself

MURRAY, WILLIAM (EARL OF MANs- with the current works of literature, and

FIELD), than whom there never has been by associating freely with that class to

a judge more venerated by his contempo- which his rank and his talents gave him an

raries, nor whose memory is regarded with easy introduction. Though strictly tem

greater respect and affection , even at this perate in his habits, Boswell tells us that

distance of time, as the great oracle of he sometimes • drank champagne with the

law, and the founder of commercial juris- wits, ' introduced probably by Alexander

prudence, was the fourth son of David the Pope, with whom he had from boyhood

fifth Viscount Stormont and third Lord contracted an intimacy, and who showed

Balvaird, being one of fourteen children his affection for his young friend not only

borne to him by Margery ,daughterof David by devoting some lines at an early period

Scot of Scotstarvet, of the noble family of of his career to a eulogistic allusion to his

Buccleuch . He was born at his father's merits, and even by dedicating to him the

palace of Scone, near Perth , on March 2, ' Imitation of the First Book of Horace,' but

1701-5. Educated at the grammar school also by teaching him to add grace of action

at Perth till he was fourteen years old, he to the charm of his voice. On one occasion

was then sent to Westminster School in an intimate friend, it is said, surprised him

May 1718, and was elected king's scholar in in the act of practising before a glass, with

thenext year. Here his proficiency was so Pope sitting by as his instructor.

great, both in his exercises and declama- He commenced his career as a barrister

tions, that at the examination in 1723 he in the Court of Chancery; and that for the

was placed at the head of the list selected first eighteen months he was entirely with

for Christ Church , Oxford . In his admission out adequate encouragement, as has been

there on June 18 his place of birth is mis- asserted, seems scarcely probable, since he

takenly written ` Bath ,' owing probably to is found at the end of that time to be en

the broad pronunciation of the word • Perth' gaged in no less than three appeals in the

by the giver of his description. Though in- Îlouse of Lords, one of which wason the

tended for the Church , he telt a naturalvoca- all- absorbing subject of the South Sea

tion for the bar, in which he was conscious Bubble. He so distinguished himself by

that his father with his fourteen children his arguments in them that, whatever may

could not afford to indulge him . Fortu- have been his former progress, no doubt of

nately for the world , he was enabled to gra- his advance could any longer exist. Not
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was 1

only was he immediately engaged in but, with the loss of his able lieutenant,

numerous cases before the same august was soon forced to resign bis command.
tribunal, but he came into regular employ- In the exercise of his official duties as

ment in Westminster Hall, where his rising solicitor and attorney general he had never

fame was universally recognised . This was outraged popular feeling by undue seterity;

fully confirmed by his eloquent defence of and againstthe few prosecutions which he

Colonel Sloper in an action of crim . con. sanctioned, or his manner of conducting
brought against him by Theophilus Cibber, them , no possible objection could be raised.
and by his argument before parliament His success in those he instituted was to

against the bill to disfranchise the city of be attributed to his rule never to prosecute

Edinburgh on account of the Porteous where there was any risk of failure. In

riots, in gratitude for which that corpora- the proceedings against those implicated in
tion presented him with the freedom of the rebellion of 1745 he was necessario

the city in a gold box. The deanand concerned for thecrown, but was careful

chapter of Christ Church also complimented to avoid everything that could aggravate

him with the nomination of a student in the crimes of the prisoners, or inflame the

their college, in acknowledgment of his passions of those who were to try the
successful efforts in the Court of Chan- In all the trials, and more particularly it

cery on a question of much importance that of Lord Lovat, he exercised a deztet
to them. of candour and humanity which drew forth

In November 1742, soon after the dis- the admiration of all his hearers. In tt

solution of Sir Robert Walpole's ministry, ference to that rebellion an absurd chance

he wasmade solicitor-general, and entered was made against him, that he had in his

parliamentas memberfor Boroughbridge. youthjoinedsome Jacobite friends in drink

He held the postofsolicitor fortwelve ing the health ofthe pretender on his
years, and in May 1754 succeeded to the knees. Although the king treated the

place of attorney-general, which he held imputation with the contempt that I
for two years more. deserved, the folly of one of the parties

His success in the House of Commons implicated forced an enquiry before the

as brilliant as it was at the bar. privy council, in which Murray indignani

During these fourteen years he continued denied its truth. The result of course wa

to sit for Boroughbridge, and from his a complete acquittal from every part of it

entrance into the senate till the hour of his His last appearance as a barrister was core

removal from it he acquired by the force of of the most graceful of his life. On tbe

his arguments, by the clearness of his ceremony of taking leave of Lincoln's loa

expositions , and by the eloquence in for the purpose of being called to the degree
language, manner, and action in which of the coif,he delivered a farewell address i

they were clothed, an undisputed ascen- in which, after a well-merited andeloquent

dency, out-shining every other speaker, eulogy of Lork Hardwicke, the chancelier

except his chief antagonist and rival Mr. under whom he had practised, he puide

Pitt,whem he equalled in everything but elegant compliment tothe Hon. Charie
the power of invective. To him the Pel- Yorke, thetreasurer,who had delivered

ham administration were indebted for the to him,withwarm congratulations, the

most effective support of their measures; customary offering of the society,
and in that of theDuke of Newcastle he He received hisappointment as it

was the trusted leader and almost the chief justice of the King's Bench, ard by

entire prop of the government. When the patent of creation as Lord Marstield of

weakness of that government was nearly Mansfield in the county of Nottingham,

overcome by a powerful opposition, the the same day, November 8 , 1756. Frost

death of Sir Dudley Ryder, chief justice of that date for the long period of thirty

the King's Bench ,occurred ;and soessential years he presidedoverhis court with such

to the existence of the ministry was the extraordinary power and efficiency that, bis

continuance of the attorney-generaldeemed his learning, discrimination, and judgment

in the House of Commons that, though Sir he not only gained the admiration,of al

Dudley died in May 1756, the office was not who were competenttoappreciate them, bet
filled up till November, the interval being by the fairness and impartiality of his de

occupied by the offer to Sir Williamof cisions,andby the patient courtesy of his

every species of inducement in the shape of manners,his private virtues, and the trut

tellerships, reversions,and a large pension, ness he displayed in trying circumstances

to induce him to forego his acknowledged he lived downand nullitied the charre:smal

right to the office. Murray however resisted insinuations which jealousy and party spiry:

all temptation,and at last was obliged to at one time raised against him . He icin

tell the duke that, if not immediately ap- duced some reforms in his court, and te

pointed chief justice and created a peer, he moved some impediments in its practice,

would no longer sit in the house as attorney- which had much delayed the decision on

general. The duke was obliged to submit, the causes and unnecessarily increased the
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expense of the suitors ; and by his punctu- them to sit on the bench with him, and

ality and despatch he kept down all accu- explaining the points that happened to be

mulation of arrears, and thus was enabled raised. In his time the king's counsel used

to meet the vast increase of business which the same courtesy towards the young aspi

was caused by the advancing commerce of rants, but after the accession of Lord Ken

the country . In dealing with the number- yon the practice was discontinued both by

less cases arising from this increasing com- the bench and the bar.

merce, he not only carefully weighed the In the upperhouse of jarliament he shone

justice of the particular claim , but laid down with as much brilliancy as he had done in

the principle upon which all similar ques- the lower. During the greater part of his

tions should be in future decided, and in the senatorial life the Parliamentary History '

end established such asystem that, inthe contains comparatively few of his speeches,
words of Mr. Justice Buller, he acquired because the prohibition against reporters

the character of being the founder of the was rigidly enforced. But those which have

commercial law of the country. Though been by other means given to the world

his decisions both in this branch of law , and amply confirm the general opinion of their

on other questions in reference to colonial elegance and effectiveness, and justify the

and international principle, are most cu- universal admiration which they elicited .

rious, satisfactory, and instructive, a detail His contests with his old antagonist in the

of them would fail to be interesting. But House of Commons, the Earl of Chatham ,

some of those which will be ever connected were renewed with even more virulence

with his name deserve to be commemorated. than formerly, and when theywereexpected

He first pronounced that a slave once to occur were attended by crowds desirous

brought into England became free ; that of witnessing the gladiatorial exhibition.

Turks, Hindoos, and others of different faith Though he was as often the victor as the

from our own, may be sworn as witnesses vanquished in these trials of strength , it

according to the ceremonies of their own would have been better for his fame if he

religion ;that governors of English provinces had more strictly confined himself to ju

are amenable in English courts for wrongful dicial questions. However transcendent his

acts done while governors against indi- talents, political controversy, should be

viduals ; and that the property of wrecks avoided by a judge,whose decisions should

does not belong to the king or his grantee, never be subjected to the suspicion even of

where it can be identified by the realowner, political bias. The last intended display

although no living thing comes to shore between the two combatants was on the
with the wreck . subject of the American war in 1778, but

Though, besides the three judges whom was prevented by the fatal seizure of the

he found on the bench of his court, there great statesman at the commencement of his

were no less than eight who took their , address.

places afterwards as his colleagues, it is a Though several times pressed to accept

strong evidence of the soundness of his law the office of lord chancellor, he persisted in

that during the thirty -two years of his pre- his refusal to change his court, from his

sidency there were only two cases in which love of the position he held and his con

the whole beuch were not unanimous; and, scious aptitude for his duties, as well as from

what is still more extraordinary, two only the uncertainty attendant on the possession

of his judgments were reversed on appeal; of the Great Seal. Soon after he became

but some ofthem were not entirely approved chief justice he by virtue of that office re
by the legal community. The system on ceived the seal of chancellor of the Ex

which he acted was censured asintroducing chequer during the three months' vacancy

too much of the Roman law into our juris- occasioned by the removal of Mr. Legge, but

prudence ; and he was charged with over- he performed no other than its formalduties,

stepping the boundary between equity and and ten years after he again temporarily

law , and of allowing the principles of the held that office on the death of the Hon.

former to operate too strongly in his legal Charles Townshend. On the establishment

decisions. How far these criticisms were of the joint ministry of Mr. Pitt and the

justified still remains a question ; but recent Duke of Newcastle in 1757, the coalition

legislation proves how little his system de- between whom he was the principal instru
served censure. Lord Thurlow used to say ment in effecting, he consented to become,

that Lord Mansfield was a surprising with questionable propriety, one of the
man ; ninety -nine times out of a hundred cabinet council. He remained so for some

he was right in his opinions and deci- years; and this was no doubt the cause of

sions; and when once in a hundred times the unpopularity under which he laboured

he was wrong, ninety - nine men out of a in the early part ofthe reign of George III.

hundred would not discover it. He was a an unpopularity which was not diminished

wonderful man .' by the suspicion that he was the secret ad

He was particularly attentive to the stu- viser of his sovereign, by his continued de

dents who attended his court, admitting fence of ministerial measures in the House

W
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of Lords,and by his acting subsequently for to see, and endeavoured to induce the mi.

a long period as speaker of that assembly- nister to appoint, his successor. But when

an unpopularity which waskept alive and he found that Mr. Pitt had determined

greatly increased by the virulent attacks otherwise, and that his declining strength

made against him by Junius, which con- totally prevented him from again taking his

tinued till that bold ,powerful,and impudent seat, he closed, on June 4 , 1788, a legal

writer was in 1772,by means yet unknown, career which had extended over fifty-eight

effectually silenced. Yet during the whole years , twenty -six as an advocate, and thirty

period his fame as a great magistrate was two as a judge, in both capacities achieving

spreading over the whole of Europe as well such a character as few can equal, and done

as in his own country ; and there even the will ever surpass. Both branches of the

populacemight have seenhis disregard of profession expressed in affecting addresses

political influence, in his affirmation of the their respect, their veneration , their attach

verdict against those who had illegally ment to his person , and their regret at his

acted under the general warrant against the retirement - sentiments in which the whole

* North Briton ,' and in his reversal of the community united .

outlawry of the demagogue Wilkes, its dis- The aged lord survired for nearly fire

reputable author. Though assailed with years, enjoying life at his beautiful seatat

abuse, lampoons, and personal threats, the Caen Wood, near Highgate, in social and

most uncharitable of his libellers could not intellectual converse, and with unabated

but be impressed by thenoble and dignified health and undecayed memory, but with

speech madeby him on granting that reversal. increasing feebleness, till his exhausted

His liberal opinions on the subject of re- frame at last gave way on March 20, 1726

ligion, and the principles of toleration which having just entered the eighty-ninth rear

he advocated in all casesinwhich the of his age. Hewasburiedin Westminste

question arose , whether relating to Dis- Abbey , in the same grave as his wife,

senters or Roman Catholics, while they Lady Elizabeth Finch, daughter of the

raised him in the estimation of the honest Earl of Winchilsea, whom he had married

and well-disposed, had a contrary effect on in 1738, and who, after a happy union of

the bigoted class of society, by whom the forty -six years, had preceded him by nire

old story of his being a Jacobite was re- years. By the gratitude of one of those

vived , with the additional stigma of his whom he had benetited by his advocacy a

being a Jesuit in disguise. The sad effect splendid monument was erected, the wirk

of these mistaken notions appeared in the of Flaxman.

disgraceful No Popery riots of 1780 , in When he had graced the seat of justic

which he was not only personally attacked for twenty years, the king in 1776 re

and insulted, but his house in Bloomsbury warded his judicial and political services
Square, containing his valuable library, was by creating him Earl of Mansfield in Nato

burnt down to the ground by the mob. tinghamshire, a title which under a special
Nothing more tended than his conduct on remainder is now enjoyed by a descendant,

that occasion to establish his character, and ( Lives by Halliday, Burke, Welsby, Lord

to dissipate and overcome the prejudices Campbell, and Roscve.)

against him , which some men still continued MUSARD, RALPH, was the great-grand

to foster. The courage also which he dis- son of Hascoit Musard, a baron who is

played when the houses of parliament were recorded in Domesday Book as baries
threatened , the philosophic calmness with large possessions in various counties . These

which he met his personal calamity, his were afterwards held by his son Richard,

generous justification of ministers in calling his grandson Hascoit, and then by this

in the military to quell the riots, and par- Ralph, who succeeded to them on the

ticularly his impartiality and total absence death of the latter. In 17 John he was

of resentment in the trial of Lord George appointed sheriff of Gloucester, an order

Gordon, whose violent harangues had first which he retained till the end of 9 Heary

evoked the outbreak, excited universal ad- III. (Rot. Pat. 148 : Rot. Claus i . 97

miration, and increased the respect with & c.) He adhered to King John during en
which he was regarded. his troubles, as is evident from the marts

For six years after this event he continued which were made to him out of the fir

to exercise , almost without a day's inter- feited lands. Under Henry III . he was

mission, the functions of his high office, several times from the fifth to the elerestb

when, being then eighty -one years of age, year appointed a justice itinerant for sa

his weakness and infirmity prevented him rious counties. ( Rot. Claus i . 274, i . löl ,

attending the court. He did not imme- 203, 213. )

diately resign, but, with the expectation of He married Isabella, the widow of J - kn

being"enabled still to act, he delayed his re- de Neville, without licence of the kinz.

tirement for nearly two years, leaving a most whose pardon he procured by a tine of use

efficient substitute to perform his duties. hundred marks. It would seem that she

This was Mr.Justice Buller, whom he hoped must have been his second wife, inasmuch
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as on his death, only ten years afterwards, in the matter of a petition then presented,

in 14 Henry III. , Robert, his son, was of seems to show that his duties were very

full age,and entered on some of his father's similar to those now performed by that

lands. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin, i. 43,198, 203.) officer. In that same year (the last ofthe

The male line of the family failed in 1300, king) he was appointed one of the justices

29 Edward I. ( Baronage, of trailbaston to act in Cornwall and nine

MUSCHAMPE, CHRISTOPHER, the third other counties. (Rot. Parl. i. 218.)

son of William Muschampe, of Camber- From the commencement of Edward

well, Surrey ,by his second wife, Elizabeth, II.'s reign he attended the parliament

daughter of Richard Sandes and relict of among the judges, and we find him on

Richard Mimes, is another of the barons of various occasions acting as a justice itine

the Exchequer of whom little is told , ex- rant, and commanded to cause his pro

cept that his patent of appointment is ceedings to be estreated into the exchequer .

dated November 8, 1577, and that he was In 5 Edward II. he was sent to Ireland as

buried at Carshalton in Surrey on June 4, one of the commissioners to quiet the dis

1579, thus making his tenure of office only contents and disturbances there, and two

about nineteen months. By his wife years afterwards was summoned to appear

Dennys he had several sons. (Manning and before the council ready to proceed on the
Bray's Surrey, iii. 414. ) king's service to parts beyond the seas.

MUTFORD, JOHN DE, of a knightly After being in continual and active em

family settled in the parish of that name ployment as a justice of assize, he was

in Suffolk, in pursuing the profession of raised to the bench at Westminster, being

the law, arrived at that eminence to be constituteda judge of the Common Pleas

engaged in conducting the king's causes in by patent, dated April 20, 1316, 9 Edward
22 and 30 Edward I. Although it does II . In this court he continued to act

not appear that the office of attorney- during the remainder of the reign , and for

general was then established in a separate the first three years of that of Edward III . ,

individual, an entry on the Rolls of Par- the last fine acknowledged before him

liament (i. 197) in 35 Edward I. , in which being dated in Hilary 1329, in which year

John de Mutford is directed to be called he died and was buried in Norwich Ca

before the treasurer and barons of the Ex- thedral. ( Ibid. 341-350 ; Parl. Writs, ii .

chequer, to inform them ofthe king's right 1213 ; Blomefield's Norwich, ii . 39.)

N

NARES, GEORGE This judge's father, and printers of No. 45 of the North Bri

who was for many years steward to the ton ; and the unpopularity which he

Earls of Abingdon, liad two sons, both of shared with all the opposers of Mr.

whom became eminent in the professions Wilkes may perhaps account for Mr.
they had selected . The elder was Dr. Foote holding him up to ridicule under

James Nares of musical celebrity, and the the character of Serjeant Circuit in his

younger was Sir George Nares of legal farcical comedy of the Lame Lover.' In

fame. George was born at Hanwell in May 1768 he was elected member for the

Middlesex in 1716, and having been first city of Oxford , which soon after chose him

sent to the school of Magdalen College, its recorder. In the fourth session of that

Oxford, was afterwards admitted into New parliament he was appointed a judge of the

College. Becoming a student at the Inner Common Pleas on January 25, 1771, and
Temple, he was called to the bar in 1741 . was at the same time knighted. After

His marriage in 1751 with Mary, daughter filling that honourable post with great

of Sir John Strange, master of the Rolls, credit for more than fifteen years, he died

is an indication of his early success in his at Ramsgate of a gradual decay , on July

profession . His practice seems to have 20, 1786 , and was buried at Èversley in

been principally in the criminal courts, to Hampshire. His cheerfulness of disposi

judge from the speeches he made in de- tion and pleasing manners endeared him to

fence of Timothy Murphy, convicted of his contemporaries, enhanced as they were
forgery in 1753, and of Elizabeth Canning, by the strict integrity of his life and his

convicted of perjury in 1754.
unaffected piety .

In 1759 be received the degree of the Sir George left several children, one of

coif, and was made king's serjeant at the whom became regius professor of modern
same time. From 1763 to 1770 he was history in the university of Oxford . (Gent.
engaged on the part of the crown in most Mag . lvi.622 ; State Trials, xix . 451 , 702,

of the cases arising out of the general war- 1153 ; Harris's Lord Hardwicke, iii. 349 ;
rant issued against the author, publisher, Blackstone's Rep. 7:34 .)
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NEEDHAM , JOHN, was the second son of confusion as to the latter. He held the forest

Robert Needham , of Cravach, and Dorothy, of Savernac in Wiltshire, and was one of

daughter of Sir John Savage, K.G. , of those lords of the council who, for the

Clifton in Cheshire, from whose eldest son energy of their measures in support of the

descended the present Earl of Kilmorey. king against Becket, were excommunicated

John became common serjeant of London in 1166 ; but he afterwards received abso

in 1449, and was elected member for that lution from Gilbert Foliot, Bishop of Lon

city in the parliament of the following year. don, on condition that he should go to

He was called to the degree of the coif in Rome and submit himself to the pope. He

1453, and on July 13, 1454, was appointed died in 2 Richard I. , leaving two sons,

one of the king's serjeants. From that under -mentioned Alan, and Geoffrey. (Dug

time his name appears in the YearBooks, dale's Baron. i. 287.)

till he was advanced to the bench as a NEVILLE, ALAN DE, Junior, was em

judge of the Common Pleas on May 9, ployed as a justice itinerant during his

1457, 35 Henry VI. On the deposition of father's life, being so called in the Grea:

thatmonarch ,Edward IV. continued him Rolls, which mention his pleas in twelre

in his place, and he was still there at the counties from 16 to 25 Henry II., 1170

end of ten years, when Henry was restored 1179. He seems to have acted also &

in October 1470. It is a clear proof that justice of the forest, perhaps as deputy to

at that time politics little influenced the his father. This office was afterwants

legal appointments, since we find not only possessed by severalmembers of the famiis.

that he was included in Henry's new pa- but the account which Dugdale gives is to

tent to the judges of the court, but that indistinct to decide on the precise relati-3

after, Edward's return in the following ship they bore to this justícier. (Mados,
April he was removed into the Court of i . 133, 144 , & c.; Baronage, ut supra.)
King's Bench . His judgments are re- NEVILLE, GEOFFREY DE, the young

corded as late as Hilary Term 1479. He brother of the under-mentioned Riberede

was knighted by Henry VI.,and Phillips Neville, of Raby,wasin54 Henry II1 . , 12.0,

(Grandeur of the Law ( 1684 ), 31) saysthat appointed governor of Scarborough Castles
he had a seat at Shevington, or Sheinton , and succeeded his brother as warden of

in Shropshire, and was chief justice of king's forests beyond Trent ( Cal. Rot. Post

Chester . (Dugdale's Orig. 46 ; Rot. Parl. 42), being in that year at the head of the
vi. 3 , 167.) justices itinerant for pleas of the forest i

NEELE, RICHARD, was a judge under the northern counties. In 8 Edward L.

five sovereigns, and was buried at Prest- 1280, also , he sat at Blithworth in Vrt

would in Leicestershire, being described on tinghamshire, concerning forest matte
his tomb as lord of that manor. (Thoroton , i . 178. ) He died in 12

He was a member of Gray's Inn, whence leaving by his wife , Margaret, the daughter
he was called serjeant in Michaelmas 1463, and heir of Sir John Longvillers, of Horts

3 Edward IV. , and was made king's ser- Castle in Lancashire, a son named Josa

jeant in the next year. His first elevation the father of a long line settled at the
to the judicial ermine was on the restora- place. (Baronage, i. 291.)
tion of Henry VI., when he was added to NEVILLE, JOLLAN DE, and his eld :

the other judges ofthe King's Bench on brother, John , are called by Darda.

October 9, 1470. Edward IV., on his re- (Baronage, i . 288) the grandsons of Rap
turn , did not degrade him ,butremoved de Neville, the founder of the prit
him into the Courtof Common Pleas on Hoton in Yorkshire,and the sons of HE

May 29, 1471 , where he remained through de Neville, whose prowess in slaving a 27
the short reigns of Edward V. and Richard in the Holy Land was recorded in thissex
III., and for the first ten months of that of

Henry VII. ; when he died .
Viribus Hugonis vires periere leonis

By his wife Isabella, daughter of But- By the entries on the rolls, however, it :

ler, of Warrington in Lancashire, heleft manifestthatthey were the sons of aan te

two sons. (Y. B .; Gough’s Monum . ii.294.) Jollan, who perhaps was the son of tas
NEVILLE, ALAN DE (Nova-villa) , is Hugh , as he had livery of his prperts

mentioned as one of the assidentes justi- 1 John, which Dugdale fixes as the data i

ciæ regis’ in the Exchequer in 11 Henry Hugh’s death . This last -mentioned Jould ,

II . , 1165, before whom a charter was the father, was connected with theFreba

executed betweenthe abbots of St. Alban's quer, the Rot.de Oblatis of2 and 7 Juba

and Westminster; and from 12 Henry II. containing entries that evidence his empir

for many years he filled the office of 'jus- ment. He died in 9 John , leaving

tice of the foreststhroughout all England. sons, John and this Jollan, wbo on Jule:

( Mador, i. 44, 144, & c.) death without issue in 4 Henrs III som

According to Dugdale, hewas the bro- ceeded to his property. (Rot. Clorur. i.*
ther ofGilbert de Neville, ofLincolnshire, 490, ii. 43.) He appearsasa justice iti --

Rutland, and Oxfordshire, but with some rant in 1234, and again in 1210. Bat fra
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Michaelmas 1241 to Hilary 1245 he was of chancellor in the letters he had addressed

present when fines were levied ( Dugdale's to him , shows that the old man was some

Orig. 43 ), and during the latter interval what apprehensive of being superseded by

there are several instances of payments his disrespectful deputy:

being made for writs of assize of novel In 1222 he was appointed chancellor of

disseisin to be taken beforehim (Excerpt. Chichester, and on November 1 in the fol

e Rot. Fin. i. 418-426 ), plainly proving lowing year hewas elected bishop ofthat
that he was then oneofthe superior justices see. In 1224 he sat as a justicier in Shrop

at Westminster. He died in the next year. shire with William de Houbrug. ( Excerpt.

The ancient record in the Exchequer, e Rot. Fin . i . 122.)

called " Testa de Neville,'containing an ac- On the death of Richard de Marisco on

count of the king's fees throughouta great May 1, 1226, the chancellorship became

part of England , with inquisitions of lands vacant. Although the date assigned by

escheated and lands held in grand or petit Dugdale and other writers to Ralph de

serjeanty, is traditionally reported to have Neville's appointment as chancellor is not

received its name from, and to have owed till February 12, 1227, it is quite clear that

its existence to, Jollan de Neville ; and he his elevation occurred shortly after Richard

is generally spoken of as the justice itine- de Marisco's death. In the grant to him of

rant. A question, however, may be fairly a market at Preston in Sussex, dated June

raised, whether this celebrated MS. is the 28, 1226 ( Rot. Claus. ii. 113) , he is expressly

work of the father or of the son. Dugdale designated by that title ; and there are

and other genealogists were evidently igno- charters under his hand in the following

rant that there were two of the samename; December. (Rymer, i . 183-4.) The date of

and, adverting to the fact that the father February 12 , 1227, was that of the charter

was an officer in the Exchequer, it seems which he subsequently received, granting

more likely that he should have made such to him the Chancery for his life, a charter

a compilation than the son, of whom there which was renewed in 13,16, and 17 Henry

is no proof that he ever was connected with III. There is also another charter, dated

that department, and who, neither in his June 14, 16 Henry III., granting to him the

capacity of justice itinerant, nor in that of custody of the Great Seal during his life,

justicier, which he held only for the last and enabling him to appoint a deputy. No

four years of his life, would be called upon cause is apparent for these renewals, and it

to pay any peculiar attention to the king's is difficult to account for them otherwise

than by his apprehensions lest the disgrace

NEVILLE, RALII DE (BISHOP OFCHI- of Hubert deBurgh, which occurred about

CHESTER ), in a MS. account of his life in that time,mightoperate to hisdisadvantage,

the chapter-books of the cathedral of as there is no doubt he was chancellor

Chichester is stated to have been born at during the whole period, and no want of

Raby Castle, the seat of the baronial family the royal confidence had 'as yet been exhi

of De Neville, in the county of Durham . bited . On the contrary, he had been further

He is entered on the Patent Roll of 15 gratified with the chancellorship ofIreland

John as having had the Great Seal deli- for life, G. de Turville being appointed to
vered to him on the 22nd of De mber, act as his deputy there. ( lbid . i. 212.)

1213, to be held under the Bishop of Win- On the death of Richard Weathershed,

chester,' Peter de Rupibus, then the chan- Archbishop of Canterbury, in 1231 , Ralph

cellor, and certainly was not,as some state, de Nevillewaselected by the monks as his

chancellor during John's reign. Several successor, and,being approved by the king,

churches were successively given to him was admitted into the temporalities. The

about this time, and in April 1214 he was pope, however, at the instigation of Simon

appointed dean of Lichfield. ( Rot. Pat. 113.) de Langton that he was unlearned and

On the accessionof Henry III., Sir T. D. hasty, and would endeavour to shake off

Hardy has inserted Ralph de Neville's name the papal yoke, refused to confirm the elec

as keeper of the Seal under Richard de tion. It is on the other hand stated that

Marisco, referring to several original letters the bishop himself objected to assume the

written between the years 1218and 1222, ad- primacy, and that when applied to by the

dressed to him as the king's vice-chancellor, monks for the expenses of their journey to

and relating to his custody of the Seal . It Rome, he declared that he would not con

is difficult to ascertain precisely what were tribute ' obolum unum ’ for the purpose .

the duties which he performed. Richard In 1233 he was with the king when he

de Marisco was absent from England in 5 was surprised and defeated by the Earl of

Henry III. , 1221 , and it is probable that Pembroke before the castle of Grosmont

his duties as chancellor were then performed in Monmouthshire, and was one of those

by Ralph de Neville. There is a curious who escaped nudi fugientes omnia quæ

letter from the chancellor to him given in sua erant amiserunt.' (R. de Wendover, iv .

Lord Campbell's work (i. 127 ) , which, re- 227, 279.)

monstrating for his suppression of the title Hitherto Ralph de Neville had continued

revenue .
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high in the king's confidence ; but on the cathedral, increasing the endowments of

arrival of the queen's uncle, William of the dean and chapter, and bequeathing to

Provence, Bishop of Valence, all the royal his successors the estate he had purchased

favours were bestowed on the foreign pre- and the palace he had erected in London.

late and his connections. No doubt the (Godwin, 504; Angl. Sac.i. 488; Le Nexe;

chancellor joined in the dissatisfaction ex- |Dugdale's Orig. 231.)

pressed by the barons ; and Matthew Paris NEVILLE, ROBERT DE, was a clerk in

relates that the king attempted, in 1236, to the Exchequer; and in 15 John be con

remove him from the chancellorship. De- tersigned a mandate on the part of Richard

pending on the support of the barons, and de Marisco, to whom, in 18 John, he had a

conscious of their approval of his conduct letter of safe conduct to go and return, ne

in his office, he at once refused to resign, doubt on the business of his office. Another

alleging that he had been entrusted with charter is also countersigned by him in 3

the office by the parliament, and could not Henry III. Madox gives the copy of a

quitit without their authority. But the fine taken before him in the King's Court

royal indignation against him was greatly at Westminster in the latter year, in which

increased two years afterwards by his being he is designated as a justicier. He was, as

elected Bishop of Winchester, where the was then usual with the officers of the Es .

king had earnestly desired to place his chequer, an ecclesiastic, and in 16 John hal

favoured relative. "Henry notonly induced letters patent of presentation to the church

the pope to annul the election , but took of Wigborough inthe diocese of Londe .

away the Great Seal from the bishop, and He died about 1229. (Rot. Claus. i.15,

committed it to the custody of Geoffrey the 383 ; Rot. Pat. 129 , 198 ; Mador, ii. #3 :

Templar and John de Lexinton, reserving, Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i . 190. )

however, to the bishop as chancellor the pro- NEVILLE, ROBERT DE, was of the nob.

fits of the office. Matthew Paris adds that house of Raby , being the son of Geoterde

the king afterwards endeavoured to induce Neville ,whose father, Robert Fitz- Vald-c .

him to resume the Seal, and on his refusal lord of Raby, married Isabel, the daughter,

placed it in thehandsof Simon the Norman. and ultimately the heir of the first Gear

It was not till 1242 that Ralph de Neville de Neville . Robert de Neville had livery

was restored to the king's favour, from which of his grandfather's lands in 38 Henry III .

year till his death there are several docu- paying, besides his fine to the king,a co

ments to which his name is attachedwith of 15l. 68. 3d. to the queen, in the natur:

the title of chancellor. ( Rymer, i . 244, 253.) probably ofaurum reginæ. ( E.rcerpt. e kist.

That event occurred on February 1 , 1244, Fin. ii. 185.) In 45 Henry III. he see

at the magnificent mansion he had erected made warden of the king's forests beveze

for the residence of himself and his suc- Trent, and in the next year, 1262, was a

cessors, Bishops of Chichester, while in the head of the justices itinerant for the

London. This house was situate in vico northern counties, theplens, howerer, beim

novo ante Novum Templum ’ (Rot. Claus. i . confined to the forests. He then was as

107),now called Chancery Lane, and, be- pointed captain-general of the king's fune
coming afterwards the hospitium or inn of in those parts, sheriff of Yorkshire, and

the Earls of Lincoln, was ultimately trans- governor of the castles of York and Devices

ferred to the students of the law , and is Although he for a timejoined the rebels 2

still designated by the name of its last barons, he contrived to regain the reta
possessor. The memory of the original favour, and was afterwards entrusted

founder is preserved in thename of the lane, the custody of the castles of Pickerin, sr.
corrupted from Chancellor's Lane, and in Bamburgh. He died in 1282, having ,

that part of the estate which alone remains to by his wife Ida, the widow of Roger R

the see, and isnow called Chichester Rents. tram, a son,two of whose representatis
That Ralph de Neville was an ambitious now sit in the House of Lords as Ears :

man none can deny ; that he accumulated Abergavenny and Westmoreland. ( bare

vast riches is equally certain ; but thathe age, i. 291 ; Nicolas's Synopsis.)
misused the one,or that the other led him NEVILL, RICHARD (EARL OF SA

into degrading courses,there is no evidence . BURY) , the only lay chancellor in the en
On the contrary , the highest character is of Henry VI. , was one of the twenty-tw

given him by contemporary historians, not children of Ralph Nerill, the first E
only for his fidelity to his sovereign in times Westmoreland. " That nobleman man

of severe trial, but for the able and irre- two wives, by the first of whom he had tw )

proachable administration of his office. He sons, the elder succeeding to his bours
was as accessible to the poor as to the rich, The second wife was Joane, daughter of

and dealt equal justice to all. John ofGaunt, DukeofLancaster, breadbom

To his church he was a signal benefactor, rine Swinford. She produced bin eists
defending its rights on many occasions, sons, of whom the eldest was tbis Richar

obtaining various grants for its benefit, Nevill, born about 1400 .

devoting large sums to the repairs of the Hemarried Alice, the only daughter of

e
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Thomas de Montacute, Earl of Salisbury, he was not yet twenty -two years of age.

and upon the death of her father in 1428, The bishopric of Exeter became void before

had a grant of the title for his life. En- the close ofthe following year, and though

gaged from his earliest youth in the pro- the earl had been removedfrom thechan
fession of arms, he had served with con- cellorship, he and his son Richard Earl of

siderable personal distinction in the French Warwick had such ascendency thatGeorge
wars ; so that the appointment of so inex- Nevill was elected (Rymer, xi. 376) ; but

perienced a person as chancellor, at a period the pope would not permit him to be con
when legal and statesmanlike attainments secrated till he had attained the age of

wererequired for the execution of its duties, twenty -seven .

could not fail to excite wonder. It was in He presided over that diocese about nine

fact a mere political proceeding, and arose years, during which , there is nothing to

thus - When the late chancellor, Arch- show that he took any active part in the

bishop Kempe, died on March 22, 1454, the unhappy contests with the crown until the
king was afflicted with one of those sicknesses fatal battle ofNorthampton had placed the

to which hewassubject, and which rendered king in the hands of his enemies, who,
him altogether incompetent to attend to taking care to have their friends about him ,

the affairs of government. The parliament obliged him to nominate Bishop Nevill as

accordingly a few days afterwards named his chancellor. Accordingly on July 25,
Richard Dukeof York protector of he 1460 , fifteen days after the battle, he re
kingdom , one of whose first acts was to in- ceived the Seal, and took it home to his

vest the earl with the office of chancellor, house in St. Clement Danes, being that

in which character he is named in an ordi- which was afterwards called Essex House,

nance dated March 30 (Rot. Parl. v . 450) , on the site of which Essex Street and De
but the Great Seal was not delivered to vereux Court now stand. In the next

him till April 2. It was a curious com- parliament the Duke of York openly

mencement of his judicial career, that on claimed the crown ; an illusory compro

the next day he, with four other lords, was mise was arranged; the civil war again

appointed to entende with all diligence to broke out, resulting in the death of the

them possible, to the saufgarde and kepyng claimant, and the momentary triumph of
of the see, for the resistance of the king's the royalists in the fields of Wakefield and
enemies. " ( Ibid. 144. ) St. Albans ; but succeeded within five

His tenure of office was very short, and days by the successful entry of the Earl of

was undistinguished by any important inci- Warwick into London, and in less than a

dent. On the king's recovery no time was fortnightby the proclamation, on March 4 ,

lost in removing the protector and his chan- 1461 , of Edward , the duke's son, as king.

cellor ,thesuccessor of the latter being sworn Six days after this event the bishop took

in on March 7, 1455. the oath as chancellor to Edward IV.

Then commenced the civil war, and in (Rymer, xi . 473. ) For the next six years

less than three months the first battle of he uninterruptedly retained the Great Seal,

St. Albans was fought, in which the Duke during which, in 1465, he was raised to the

of Somerset was killed ; and the king, being archbishopric of York. A coolness had

defeated and left in the Duke of York's already commenced between King Edward

power, was compelled to pardon all the and the Nevills, arising from the precipi

rebels, among whom was the Earl of Salis- tancy with which the relatives of the new

bury. At the end, however, of the miser- queen were advanced, and the jealousy

able events of the succeeding years, the created by their sudden rise , and by the

duke was defeated and killed in the battle powerful influence they acquired. This

of Wakefield on December 30, 1460, and feeling becamemore apparent by the Earl

the earl himself taken and beheaded the of Warwick's resistance to the marriage of

next day at Pontefract. His eldest son , Ri- Margaret, the king's sister, to Charles, the

chard, the famous Earl of Warwick, suc- son of the Duke of Burgundy, which the

ceeded in placing the duke's son on the Wydevilles had suggested ; and the earl was

throne by the name of Edward IV., and his further disgusted by being sent to negotiate

youngest son George became the next-men- a pretended treaty for a union with one of

tioned chancellor of England. ( Baronage, the French princes, which he soon found

i. 302.) was never intended to be effected .

NEVILL, GEORGE (ARCHBISIIOP During the earl's absence in France a

YORK ), was the youngest son of the above parliament was held, from which for the

Richard Earl of Salisbury, and, being de- first time the chancellor absented himself.
signed for the Church , was educated at Fire days afterwards, June 8 , 1467, the

Balliol College, Oxford, ofwhich university king went to his house and demanded the
he was afterwards chancellor. One of the Great Seal. The act of resumption , how

first acts of the council, after his father's ever, passed in this parliament, excepted

acceptance of the Seals, was to recommend all the grants which had been made to

him to the first vacant bishopric, although Nevill. (Rot. Parl. v. 571,004, 607. ) In

a

OF
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was thens

the course of the next year he was instru- shown himself first to King Henry and

mental in promoting a reconciliation be- then to King Edward. The latter sooo

tween his brother the earl and the king, re -appeared on the scene to reclaim the

and for his good services therein he was kingdom ; and the city of London and the

rewarded with the manor of Penley and person of Henry being entrusted to the

other lands in the counties of Hertford and archbishop, Edward found means, by

Buckingham . ( Rymer, xi. 640.) tempting the prelate's avarice or excitis

This reconciliation could scarcely be ex- his fears, to secure his treacherous assist
pected to be permanent. In disobedience ance. Edward marched to the capital,

to the king, Warwick soon after gave his where the recorder Urswyke, by the arch

daughter in marriage to the Duke of bishop's order, admitted him on April 11

Clarence, the king's brother, and the arch- through a poster in the walls ; and Henry,

bishop accompanied them to Calais to who had been purposely kept out of sane

solemnise the nuptials. Thus united to tuary, became again the prisoner of bis

the duke, the Warwick faction, taking rival. Two days after, the archbishup
advantage of a rising soon after under Robin regardless of the ruin in which he is

of Redesdale in Yorkshire, vented its volved his brother, took the oath of fidelis
animosity against the Wydevilles by ex- to Edward on the Sacrament at St. Paul's

ecuting the queen's father and brother, and Cross, and immediately received & fuil

proceeded with such spirit that King pardon for all offences he had preriously

Edward , in 1469, found himself a prisoner committed. ( Ibid . 709, 710.) It would

to the duke,the earl, and the archbishop at seem , however, from a passage ina letter

Olney (Oundle), and was therefore placed of Sir John Paston ( Letters, ii.60) , wt)

for security in the custody of the latter at fought for King Henry at Barnet on the

Middleham . How the king obtained his next day, that the archbishop
release from confinement is somewhat prisoner in the Tower. This might perhaps

doubtful ; but the better opinion seemsto have been done as a cover to his treat,

be that itwas with the consent of Warwick, the same letter mentioning that hewas

who proved that he had not yet cast off possessionof a pardon ,or perhaps Edwar

his allegiance to Edward byattacking and could nottrust him at large when leareas

def ng Sir Humphrey Nevill on his London on so momentous an expedition.
raising the standard for King Henry. The The successful battles of Barnet e

archbishop,who had treated the kingwith Tewkesbury,and the murders of Fis:
the greatest courtesy during his detention, Henry and his son , having secured 12

accompanied him to London, where the throne to Edward, that monarch took

king issued a general pardon to all concerned early opportunity of getting rid of the
in the outbreak. archbishop, whose fidelity we cannot be

Apparently restored to favour, the arch- surprised that he doubted. Under the

bishop bad invited the king, inthe follow- mask of friendship he badagreed tobe
ing February, 1470, to meet Clarence and at the Moor with the prelate, who acordo

Warwick at an entertainment at the Moor ingly prepared a magniticent entertainm -a

in Hertfordshire ; butahint,whether true embellished withalltheplatehe possessed

or false is uncertain, being whispered in the besides much that he had borrowed to

royal ear that treachery was intended , the honour tothe occasion . But on the ds ;

king revived the dissensions by secretly before he was summoned to the kinz's pero

departing from the house. Though peace sence, and immediately imprisoned a

for the moment waswith difficulty re- pretended charge ; the riches which he had
stored, Clarence and Warwick soon flew to thus foolishly exposed were confiscated, are

arms, and eventually restored King Henry the revenues of hisbishopric seizedin

tothethrone,from which they hadassisted king's band . In the list of the plurde?
in expelling him ten years before. magnificent mitre ismentioned, the jemi

That Archbishop Nevill, as wasnatural of whichwere so large and precious the

under the ministry ofhispowerful brother, they were appropriated by the hinz to it

was restored to his former office of chan- a crown for himself. His cuutiset

cellor there is no doubt ; for, though the which was sometimes in Calais andsee

record of his appointment does not exist, times at Guisnes, lasted for about the

hisname appears with that designation in years; but eventually ,through theinter
three several documents,dated respectively cession ofhis friends, he preured his

December 20, 1470, and February 13 and lense,and returned to England in December
16, 1471. (Rymer, xi.672,681, 692.) He 1475. Hedid not long survive his libera

wasalso rewarded with the grantofthe tion. Although only in the prime of ler,

manors of Wodestoke, Hangburgh ,Wot- he sunk under his disgrace ; and dyin !

ton , and Stonefield, and the hundred of Blithlaw on June 8, 1476,vas buried :

Wotton for life. But even these favours own cathedralwithout tomb or unit
could not make him more faithful to his He is spoken of as a patron of suste

brother Warwick than he had before men; butno literary charactercan cours
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act the unfavourable sentence which every wickshire, where Chief Justice Sir Edmund

honest man must pronounce against him, Anderson had erected a mansion, which

on themanifest proofs which his life offers thenceforward became the seat of the New

of fickleness, deceit, and treachery. (God- digates. The judge was the second son of

win, 413, 693; Lingard ; Drake's Eborac.) Sir John Newdigate , and Anne, the

NEVIL, EDWARD, was the second son of daughter of Sir Edward Fitton, of Ġaws

Henry Nevil, of Bathwick in Somersetshire. worth in Cheshire, Bart. , and on the death

Admitteda member ofGray's Inn in 1650, of his elder brother became inheritor of the

he was called to the bar in 1658, and became estate.

an ancient in 1676. He received the He was born on September 17,1602,

honour of knighthood in June 1681 , when, and after receiving his education at Trinity

as recorder of Bath , he presented the College, Oxford, was admitted a member
address of that corporation thanking Charles of Gray's Inn. ( Athen . Oxon . iv. 842.) He

II. for his recent declaration. That king had considerable practice as an advocate in

having raised him to the degree of the coif Chancery and on the circuits, and in 1644

in January 1684, King James on his acces- wasengaged by the state with Prynne and

sion made him one of his serjeants, and on Bradshaw in the prosecution of Lord Mac

October 11 , 1685, further promoted him to guire and others for being concerned in the
be a baron of the Exchequer. This seat he Irish massacres. In 1647 he was one of

occupied only six months, being too honest the counsel assigned for the defence of the

to support the royal assumption of the eleven members against the charges made

dispensing power. He accordingly received by General Fairfax and the army (White

his quietus on April 21, 1686, and re- locke, 106, 259 ; State Trials, iv. 654, 858),

mained unemployed during the rest of the which, however, having answered the pur

reign. Buton the settlement of thecourts pose for which they were brought, were

by King William he was immediately re- dropped without trial. These employ

placed inhis former position, and sworn in ments, at least the former of them , Mr.

on March 11 , 1689. (2 Shower, 434 ; Newdigate probably owed in somemeasure

Luttrell, i. 97-509.) to his relationship to John Hampden, who

When interrogated by the parliament of was his second consin, andto his connec

1689 he gave a detailed account of what tion with Oliver Cromwell, whose aunt

took place previous to his discharge. ( Parl. had married Hampden's father.

Hist. v . 311.) Seven years after, on January 25, 1554,

In October 1691 Sir Edward was re- soon after Cromwell became protector, he

moved from the Exchequer to the Court of was made a serjeant and sent the Home

Common Pleas, and on King William's spring circuit, and on May 30 he accepted

death was re-appointed to the same place by a seat on the Upper Bench. He is said to
Queen Anne, under whom he satfor a have been one of those lawyers who, when

little more than three years. He died at summoned before Cromwell and offered

Hammersmith on August 8, 1705. He judgeships, declined to act under his com

assisted in several of the state trials, and mission; but on being answered by the

seems to have acted an honest and in- protector, ' If you gentlemen of the long

dependent part on the bench. ( State Trials, robe will not 'executethe law , my red

xi. and xii ; Luttrell, ii. 299, v . 580.) coats shall,' they, dreading such an alterna

NEWBALD, GEOFFREY DE. Dugdale, by tive, consented to serve . Newdigate soon

a misreading of the patent he quotes, states showed that he would not be subservient

that on November 2, 1276, 4 Edward I. , to the ruling powers. On the trial of

Geoffrey de Newbald was appointed one of Colonel Halsey and others at York he

the judges of the Common Pleas, the re- directed the jury to acquit the prisoner,

cord plainly proving that he was merely saying that though it was high treason to

constituted a justice to hold pleas in the levy war against the king, no statute de

liberties of the priory of Dunstable. He clared it to be so for levying war against

was soon removed to amoreimportant the protector . Thismode of interpreting
station, for on August 22, 1277, he was the law was not likely to be satisfactory to

raised to the office of chancellor of the Cromwell, and consequently Judge New

Exchequer. (Madox ,ii.52, 62, 321.) He digate was removed from the bench on

is recorded as attending the Court of Ex- May 1 , 1055, ‘ for not observing the pro

chequer as late as 9 Edward I. tector's pleasure in all his commands.'

NEWDIGATE, RICHARD, was of a family Godwin gives a somewhat different account.

of extreme antiquity, which derived its (Godwin , iv . 26, 179, 180 ; Whitelocke, 591 ,

name from , or perhaps gave its name to, 625.)

the town of Newdigate in Surrey, where By an entry in Burton's Diary ( ii. 127)

its property was situated as early as the it appears that Newdigate resumed his

reign of King John. The descendant of a practice at the bar, but the date of his

younger branch was settled in the reign of restoration to the bench has been generally

Elizabeth at the manor of Arbury inWar- misrepresented . BecauseWhitelocke does
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not mention him again till May 15, 1659, made for the restoration of the monarchs,

it has been suppo sed that he was not re- and the Convention Parliament was sum

appointed till that time, the fact being for- moned for April 25 , 1660. Chief Justice

gotten that Richard Cromwell had just Newdigate was returned for Tamworth ,

then been removed fromthe protectorship, plain proof of the sentiments be entertained,

and that the Long Parliament had again and that he felt that his judicial status no

seized the government. It thus became longer existed . Having only acted minis

necessary to re-appoint the judges, whose terially, and never having exhibited any

commissions under Richard were of course political hostility, no sooner had Charles

void, and only one of the four then named returned , than a writ was issued to the late

by Whitelocke was a new judge, while chief justice to take upon him in a regular

the other three had probably nothing more manner the degree of serjeant. ( 1 Sider

than new patents. With respect to New- fin , 3.)

digate,itis certain that he was re -appointed Seventeen years after the Restoration,

before Michaelmas Term 1657, for his deci- they who had known the serjeant's worth

sions are recorded in Siderfin's Reports (ii . and experienced his lenity were anxi 3

11 ) from that date to the restoration of the that he should receive some further hour

king, and, as these Reports commence with from the king in recognition of his lovalır .

thatterm , he might have been replaced in With that view a baronetcy was conferred

his seat a long time before. Indeed , when upon him on July 24, 1677, without fees:

Cromwell's reinvestiture in the office of but the good old man did not long trip

protector took place on the 26th of the pre- the dignity, dying on October 14, 16.3

vious June, Newdigate attended the cere- Hewasburied under a splendid modum-::

mony as one of the judges of the Upper at Harefield in Middlesex, an ancient patri

Bench. (Whitelocke, 678 ; Burton , ii. 512.) mony of the family .
It seems probable, therefore, that Crom- By his wife, Juliana, daughter of:

well's displeasure did not last long, and Francis Leigh , of King's Newman, Wer

that, either from his family connections, or wickshire, and sister of the Earl of Chi

from his anxiety to supply the bench with chester, he had a large family. The ma's

respectable and independent judges, be line failed in 1806 by the death of to

allowed but a short time to elapse after celebrated Sir Roger Pewdigate, the finis
Newdigate's removal before he restored baronet, without issue ; but the estates

him to his place. devolved on the representatives of a fersee

On the resignation of Chief Justice descendant, who adopted the family nam ".

Glynne, the parliament advanced Newdi- and they are now possessed by Charri

gate to the presidency of the Upper Bench Newdegate Newdegate, Esq., M.P. it

on January 17 , 1660. (Whitelocke, 629. ) North Warwickshire. (Totton's Barmt.

Sidertin reports (ii . 179 ) some of the cases iii . 618. )

that were heard before him as chief justice, NEWENHAM , THOMAS DE. There we?

and among them is that of Sir Robert Pye two Newenhams who held office about the

and another, who applied for their Habeas same time in thereign of Edward III,
Corpus, having been imprisoned some time being probably brothers. The ode

on suspicion of treason without prosecu- John de Newenham , who was chambers

tion . The court said they could not be of the Exchequer ( Issue Roll, i . 255 ,

denied bail , if the counsel for the common- the other Thomas de Newenham , wboys

wealth would not proceed against them , one of the senior clerks in the Chancent

' for it is the birthright of every subject to The latter is mentioned in this charuto

be tryed according to the law of the land .' from 45 Edward III. , 1371, to 15 Richer!

In direct contradiction to this apparently II . , 1391, during the whole of which pery
authentic report, Ludlow ( 356 ) relates his name appears on the Parlianien: Riw

that Newdigate demanded of the counsel ( ii . 303- iii. 284 ) as a receiver of pesta

of the commonwealth what they had to On two occasions he was appointed wit

say against the Habeas Corpus being two others to hold the Great Seal during

granted , and on being answered that they the absence of the chancellors in 15

had nothing to say against it, the judge, and 1386 .

' though no enemy to monarchy, yet NEWMARKET, ADAM DE ( Xorn Ver

ashamed to see them so unfaithful to their cato ) , held lands of the honorof Ticta .

trust, replied that if they had nothing to lle accompanied the king to Ireland ia ?

say, he had ; for that Sir Robert Pye being John ( Rot. de Prestito, 157, & c.), but is

committed by an order of parliament,an 15 John he was imprisoned in Cortf ( asik ,

inferior court could notdischarge him .' A probably for implication with the barre
curious instance of the manner in which and gave his two sons, John and Aler.

party prejudice will misrepresent a true
1 as hostages, who were released on the in

narrative ! dertaking of Saherus, Earl of Wink- ste .

The Long Parliament being at last dis- | ( Rot. Pat. 105.) That he succeededin

ved by its own act, preparations were moving the suspicions against him res de
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presumed from his being in the next year campanæ ; ' and there is a further entry in

appointed with three others and the sheriff the same year of the cost of re -casting and

of Yorkshire to take an assize of mort hanging the ' grete belle.' The Domina

d'ancestorbetween two parties in that de Wyke is evidently the widow of Sir

county. Under Henry III. he was em- Richard, being so called from living at the

ployed as a principal landed proprietor in manor-place of Wyke, which had been

collecting the quinzime in Yorkshire, and partly built by her husband, and was then

acted as a justice itinerant in 3 , 9, 16, and and for some time afterwards in possession

18 Henry III. in various counties. (Rot. of the family.

Claus. i. 203, 387, ii . 77, 147.) His decisions have no great weight in

NEWTON, RICHARD, the original name Westminster Hall, as he is reputed to have

of whose family was Cradock, or Caradoc, been a most unconscientious prerogative

is stated to have been the first to assume lawyer, his bias towards the rights of the

the name of Newton. His father was John crown rendering, wherever they are con

Cradock, and his motherwas Margaret, the cerned , a close examination of his judgments

daughter ofHowell Moythe, of Castle Ordin necessary.

and Fountain Gate ; or,as another pedigree Different accounts are given of his matri
says, Christiana Ley. He adopted the name monial connections. One says that he had

of Newton before 3 Henry VI. , 1424, as he two wives— the first being Emma, daughter

was then summoned by that name to take of Sir Thomas Perrott, of Harleston and

the degree of serjeant-at-law . After that Yestlington ; and the second being Emmota,

date he was apparently very fully em- daughter of John Harvey, of London.

ployed,and in 1426 he acted as ajustice ( Nicholls's Leicestershire .) Another states

errant in Pembrokeshire. (Rot. Parl. iv. that he had only one wife, naming the first
474. ) On October 5, 1429, he was ap- of the above two. Neither of these ac

pointed one of the king's serjeants, and counts can be quite relied on . A pedigree

having held that office, and filled the re- in the British Museum gives him only one

sponsible position of recorder of Bristol, he wife, Emmota, the daughter of John Her

was constituted a judge of the Common vey, of London. From him descended Sir

Pleas on November 8, 1438. He was raised John Newton(the last of the family ), of

to the head of that court on October 14, Barr's Court, Bitton, Gloucestershire, who

1439, and hepresided there for nearly nine was advanced to the dignity of a baronet

years. The last fine acknowledged before on August 16 , 1660, a title which expired

him was in November 1448, and Sir John in 1743. (Wotton's Baronet. iii. 145, and

Prisot was appointed in his place on June ex inf. of the Rev. H. T. Ellacombe.)

16, 1449. ( Tugdale's Orig. 46.) NICHOLAS, ROBERT, is said by Anthony

His death occurred between these two Wood to be of the same family with Sir

dates, and he was buried either in Bristol Edward Nicholas, secretary of state to

Cathedral or in the Wyke chapel of Yatton Charles I. , and Dr. Matthew Nicholas, dean

Church in Somersetshire. There are hand- of St. Paul's, who were both born at

some monuments in each, but neither bas Winterbourn -Earles in Wiltshire. ( Athen .

any arms or inscriptions left. Although | Oxon. iii. 129.) He is described of All

the former, which has no effigy, has been canning in that county in his admission to

generally appropriated to the judge, the the Inner Temple in 1614. In 1640 he

evidence in favour of the latter, which is was elected member of the Long Parliament

adorned with an effigy, seems the more for the neighbouring borough of Devizes,

weighty. The canopied altar -tomb in the and was an active manager of the impeach

cathedral of Bristol is in the style of the ment against Archbishop Laud. He treated

sixteenth century ; while that at Yatton, the archbishop with most unseemly viru

the figure on which undoubtedly represents lence and insult, using such foul and gross

a judge, and is peculiarly curious as exhi- language, and calling him , among other

biting the first example of a collar of ss opprobrious names, pandar to the whore

worn by a judge, is of the fifteenth, being of Babylon,' that the archbishop desired

the century in which Newton died. His the Lords, if his crimes were such as he

wife is represented with him ; and in the might not be used like an archbishop, yet

same church is a second monument of that he might be used like a Christian ; '

rather later date, with the figures of and they accordingly checked the member

another couple ; and the tradition of the in his harangue. ( State Trials, iv. 525 ,

place is, that one is thetomb of Sir Richard & c.) He gave another specimen of his

Newton and his wife, and the other that of harshness and intolerance in 1618 by start

his son Sir John and his wife . Anentry in the ing up when a member objected to Lord

churchwardens'books tends to confirm this Goring being includedamong the delin

tradition. It acknowledges,under the date quents, and saying, “ What, Mr. Speaker,

1451 , the receipt of 208. de Domina de shall we spare theman who raised a second

Wyke per manum J. Newton filii sui de war more dangerous than the first, and

legato Domini Ricardi Newton ad cudgelled us into a treaty ? ' (Parl. Hist..

II
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iv. 1068.) Although his motion wasnega- | Fuller ( Worthics, ii. 163 ) speak3 glowingly

tived , the Commons showed their liking to of his character.

theman by making him a serjeant-at-law He married Mary, the widow ofEdward

on October 30 , 1648, and they very appro- Bagshaw , Esq.; but, having no children bp

priately appointed him one of their assist- her, his estate at Foxton in Northampto

ants on the king's trial. (Whitelocke, 346, shire devolved on his brother's son Francis,

366.) But, though his name is included in who was created a baronet in 1641 , but the

the act as one of the king's judges, he title failed in 1717.

appears to have abstained from attending NIGEL (BISHOP OF ELY) was the nephew

at the trial. ( State Trials, iv. 1052.) of Roger, Bishop of Salisbury, the T **

On June 1 , 1649, he accepted the office justiciary of Henry I. The influence of the

of judge of the Upper Bench,and in April prelate procured for him , first, the ofice

of the following year he and Chief Justice of treasurer of England, and next, the bi

Rolle were much commended by the Com- shopric of Ely, to which see he was elected

mons for settling the people's minds to the in Nay 1133.

governmentby their charges tothe grand On the death of King Henry, historiaa

jury on the Western Circuit. When Oliver differ as to the part hetook in the usurpa

Cromwell assumed the protectorate,Nicho- tion of Stephen . There is little dark

las was removed from the Upper Bench however, that the king suspected his tic

into the Exchequer, and was sworn a baron lity, and that, though for a short time :

in Hilary Term 1653-4 , an appointment the beginning of that reign he was 0.8
which he still held on the succession of tinued in the office of treasurer, his desde

Protector Richard in September 1658, when tion was intended when his uncle Ro

he was resworn . His next change was and his cousin Alexander, Bishop of L.::

made by the Rump Parliament, who re- coln , were seized at the council of Or

stored him to his former place on the Upper in 1139. His escape to the castle of Deriza

Bench on January 17 , 1659–60. ( White- and his refusal to deliver it into the kic :

locke, 405, 448 , 693 ; Éxchequer Books. ) hands until his uncle had been subjected:

Soon after the return of king Charles he three days' fast, are related in the acelist

obtained a pardon, but, being of the Rump of Roger, Bishop of Salisbury. Nize :

Parliament, he was omitted from those suspension or ejection from his bishapa;

serjeants who were confirmed in their for several years was the consequence
degree. ( Cal. State Papers ( 1660 ), 283.) his resistance.

NICHOLS, AUGUSTINE, of an old and re- With the accession of Henry II. bis prie

spectable Northamptonshire family, was the perity returned . He probably resumed

second son of Thomas Nichols, Esq., of office of treasurer until he purchased it f:

Hardwick in that county, and Anne,the his son Richard, whom Alexander Sven

daughter of John Pell, Esq., of Eltington. ford describes as his successor. That ai u

Born at Ecton in 1559, he entered as a early period he held a high judicial px

student of the Middle Temple, in which he tion appears from a writ being directed

became reader in 1602. In the following his name alone to the sheriff of Glouce'

January he received a writ summoning him in which he is styled • Baro de Scacvar.

to take the degree of the coif, which in Mador, i . 209.) In 116.5 his namestand

consequence of the death of Queen Eliza- the first of those before whom a charler :

beth was renewed by King James, by contract between the abbots of St. Alle

whom he was knighted. He waselected and Westminster was executed, in which

recorderofLeicester in 1603, and his argu- they are described as “ assidentibus justice

ments in Westminster Hall are reported regis.' ( Ibid. 44. ) At this time Richat

till,on November 26, 1612 , he was elevated his reputed son, was treasurer, and is an
to the bench as a judge of the Common called in the charter. This Richard, .

Pleas. On being appointed chancellor to was afterwards Bishop of Lincoln, is sc ?

Charles Prince of Wales it became neces- posed to have been the author of tha: tal

sary for him to have a renewalof his patent, able · Dialogus de Scaccario ' which Max 1

in order that he might take fee andlivery has printed at the end of his • HLstorat

of the prince , ' the usual oath prohibiting a Exchequer.' In that work a high charse

judge from being paid by any but the king is given of Nigel , as most learned in ss

himself. ( Dugdale's Orig. 219; Croke, Jac. office, representing him as having an in

Prom .) He died at Kendal' in August comparable knowledge of the business is

1616, while on the summer circuit : “ judex the Exchequer, and as restoring the game

mortuus est, jura dans,' as Fuller describes and renewing the forms which had be
him . He was buried there, and has fair almost lost in thestruggles of the precede

monuments both in that church and in reign . It adds also that his sugristiansa

his own church at Foxton, both with the the raising ofmoney were distinguishedie

same epitaph. their mildness. ( Ibid. ii. 337, 3!

King James commonly called him the Hardy introduces his name in biaC2

judge that would give no money ; ' and logue of Chancellors immediately following

1

1

!
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that of Geoffrey Plantagenet. This, how- NORMANNUS, or DE CANTILUPE, SIMON ,

ever, could not be the case, as Nigel was was a great favourite of King Henry III. ,

dead before Geoffrey was chancellor, and who gave him the archdeaconry of Nor
it would seem that his introduction at all wich, and on the disgrace of Ralph de

as chancellor is founded on a mistake in Neville, the chancellor, in 1238,placed the

transcribing the charter which is the only Great Seal in his hands. He did not, how

authority brought forward. ever, retain its custody very long, for in the

For three years before his death , which next year he was dismissed from his office

happened in May 1169, he was afflicted with and expelled the court. He was also re

paralysis. His public cares are stated to moved from all of his preferments, except
have rendered him inattentive to his pas- the archdeaconry, and the corn of his

toral duties ; but that he did not altogether church of Rossington was seized,but hewas

disregard them is proved by his foundation afterwards allowed to redeem it on finding

of a hospital for regular canons at Cam- security for fifty marks. (Excerpt. e Rot.

bridge on the site where St. John's College Fin . i . 350 ; Abb. Rot. Orig . i . 8, 9. ) The

now stands. ( Ibid. i . 56, 78 ; Angl. Sac. i . cause of his disgrace is represented to have

618 ; Godwin, 250 , 340. ) been his refusal to seal a patent, granting to

NOEL, WILLIAM, was a descendant of Thomas Earl of Flanders a tax of four

the noble family of Noel, the ancestor of pen upon every sack of wool that was

which came into England with the Con- transported from England into his do

queror, and was amply rewarded. One of minions. He died in 1249. ( Philipot's

his representatives became Earl of Gains- Catal. 18.)

borough in 1682, a title which became NORMANVILL,THOMAS DE,was of a York

extinct in 1792; another was made a baronet shire family, of whom Gerard and Margery

in 1660; and the judge was the second son his wife, who were , perhaps, his parents,

of Sir John Noelthe fourth baronet, by his paid for an assize in that county in 53 Henry

wife Mary, daughter of Sir John Clobery, III . , 1269. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 491.)

of Winchestead and Bridstope in Devon- He is called senescallus regis ' in the king's
shire, knight. grant to him , in 4 Edward I. , of the custody

He was born in 1695, and educated in the of the castle of Bamburgh ; and the title is

grammar school of Lichfield . Entering the continued in numerous instances till the

Inner Temple , he took the degree of bar- tenth year, when he was appointed to the

rister in June 1721, and having been chosen same duties under the designation of king's

recorder of Stamford, he was elected mem- escheator beyond Trent. He retained the

ber for that borough'in 1722. In 1747 and latter office till the twenty -third year,except

1754 he was returned for the Cornish that he exchanged it for a short time for

borough of West Looe. The Parliamentary the southern escheatorship, (Abb. Rot.

History,' givesnoexamples of his senatorial Orig. i . 26-88 .) It was probably in this

labours, and the Reports record very few official capacity that in 11 Edward I., 1283,
of his forensic ones. He was nominated he received the king's commands to remove

king's counsel in 1738, and on the trial of the sheriff of Cumberland, his commission

Lord Lovat in 1746 he was one of the for which , and his letters to the barons of1

managers for the House of Commons, and the Exchequer communicating his having

made a short speech in answer to some of obeyed the order,are mentioned in the Year

the accused lord's objections. ( State Trials, Book of that reign ( fo. 12) . He was one

viii. 817.) He received the post of chief of the justices itinerant for pleas of the

justice of Chester in 1749, which he retained forest only in 1286, but his name appears

when hewas appointed a judgein West- asa regular justice itinerant in 1202 and

minster Hall. The latter elevation he owed 1293. He died in 1295. ( Cal. Inquis. p . m .

to the patronage of Lord Hardwicke, who, ' i . 124. )

even after he had resigned the Great Seal, NORTH, FRANCIS (LORDGUILFORD),was

applied to the king on his behalf. (Har- of a family lony connected with the law.

ris's Life, iii . 111.) Mr. Noel was accord- Edward, the first Lord North of Kirtling,

ingly constituted a judge of the Common was king's serjeant under Henry VIII., and

Pleas in March 1757, andcontinued in that married the widow of Lord Chief Baron

court till his death on December 8, 1762. Sir David Brooke. His eldest son Roger

Horace Walpole calls him a pompous married a daughter of Lord Chancellor

man of little solidity ; ' and the satirical Rich , and his second son Sir Thomas was

author ofthe Causidicade' seems to regard of Lincoln's Inn in the time of Queen Mary.
him in the same light. His grandson married the daughter of Sir

By his wife Elizabeth , daughter of Sir Valentine Dale, master of the requests in

Thomas Trollope, Bart., he left only four Elizabeth's reign ; and the lord keeper now

daughters. ( Collins's Peerage, vi. 211; Wot- to be noticed was the second son of the
ton's Baronet. iii . 91. ) fourth Lord North , by Anne, daughter of

NORFOLK , EARL OF. See Roger Bigot. Sir Charles Montagu.

NORMANDY, DUKE OF. See HENRY. He was born on October 22, 1637. Being

a

II2
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nearly thirty years old when his grandfather | in his chair . Although unsuccessful, he so

died , and hisfather having fourteen chil- pleased by bis manner and reasoning that
dren to provide for, his introduction into he was immediately made king's counsel.

the world was necessarily accompanied by and thereupon, after a little demur by the

a very limited provision. How he rose to benchers on account of his youth, which

the eminence he attained, and how he acted subjected them to a rebuke bythe court.
throughout his career, has been pleasantly he was called to the bench of the Middle

told by Roger North,whose biographyof his Temple on June 5, 1668 . On the Norton

illustrious brother is the foundation of all Circuit his success was greatly aided by his
succeeding memoirs. being placed as chairman on the commissica

The early politics of his father as a mem- for dividing theFens, and being constituted

ber of the Long Parliament, and his subse- by Bishop Lane judge of the Isle of Els

quent disgust atits proceedings (forhe was He was a favourite with Chief Justice Hude

secluded by Pride's Purge ), sufficiently ac- and many others of the judges ; and Chie?

count for the changes in Francis's education. Justice Hale, though prejudiced agains

It was commenced under the tutelage of him , had so good an opinion of his talerz

one Mr. Willis, a rigid Presbyterian , who that, seeing him pushing through the eror

kept a school at Isleworth ; he next was to get into the court , he called out to the

sent to Bury School, where Dr. Stevens the people to make way for the little genti

master was a cavalier; and lastly he was man, adding, ' for he will soon make a
matriculated at St. John's College, Cam- for himself.'

bridge, in June 1653. At each he was a In May 1671 he was selected to fill th

diligent student, and his advances in all office of solicitor-general,when he receir

branches of learning are particularly re- the honour of knighthood. He soon aft-

corded . On November 27, 1655, he was established himself in the Courtof Chance..

removed to the Middle Temple, occupying having previously practised principally 3

the moiety of a petit-chamber which bis the King's Bench ." This change of oc

father bought for him . His uncle, Mr. was probably influenced in a great meau

Challoner Chute, who died shortly after as by the appointment of Sir Matthew Hal 1

speaker of Protector Richard's parliament the head of the latter; for it appears place

of 1659, was then treasurer of the inn, and that each had such a violent dislike to -

swept the admission - fee into the new stu- other as was likely to lead to frequenter

dent's hat, saying, ' Let this be a beginning tentions. In the autumn following bebe
of your getting money here. ' With his came reader to his inn, when he tor ti

limited allowance he was obliged to avoid Statute of Fines for his subject. Hisbr .

the expensive practicesthenprevalent among Roger records that the expense of his iets

his fellows, his principal relaxation being was 10001. at least, the extravaganee

music, in which he was a great proficient. which and of some other recent opes du

He used to say that if he had not had his terred others from continuing the pract

base or lyra viol to divert himself alone, he and from that time public readings ceted

had never been a lawyer. Knowing that In March 1672 he married Lady Frer

he should be dependent on his profession, Pope, a daughter of Thomas, third Eari .

he pursued his studies with unremitting Down. Soon after he was returned to me
assiduity, yet not neglecting those sciences liament for the borough of Lynn,and t-

without some knowledge of which no one hewasmade attorney -general on November

can become great in the law. After ac- 12, 1673, he was allowed to keep his ees '.

quiring some experience by keeping the no notice being taken of the disqualificat

courts ofhis grandfather and of otherrela- which the possession of that office was ir

tions, he was called to the bar on June 28, merly deemed to impose.

1661, and began his practice in a chamber On January 23, 1675, Sir Francis jor'u

in Elm Court, soon having a fair share of accepted the office of chief justice of

business, and being lucky enough to recover Common Pleas, being already tired of

for his college an estate, for which it had bustle and turmoil of his former place,

long bad an unsuccessful litigation . though the profits of it greatly excee

Sir Geoffrey Palmer,the attorney -general, those of the chief justice, his brother rët?

was his greatest patron and friend, not only senting the former as amounting to 10

directing his reading while a student, but year, while the latter did not exceed -

encouraging his practice as a barrister, by One of the first attempts of the new ch .

giving himjuniorbriefs in state prosecutions, justice was to restorethe proper buses
and sometimes even employing him as his the Common Pleas,which had bea als "

substitute. Among other duties, the attor- entirely diverted from that court to u

ney -general engaged him to argue for the King's Bench, by means of the ar tiene !E

crown before the House of Lords on the serted in the writ of Latitat . In the

writ of error brought by the five members succeeded by a similar introduction in ::

who had been convicted of a breach of the Common Pleas writ, tbus equalising t.

peace in holding the Speaker Finch down business of the two courts, to the mana .

6
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benefit of the suitors in each. Soon after was afterwards acknowledged by the reci

he was appointed the ridiculous scene called pient, who declared that since he had had

the Dumb-day was enacted, the result of the Seal he had not enjoyed one easy or

which satisfied the rebellious serjeants that contented minute. He held it as long as

their newchief would not allow the court King Charles lived, and under King James

to be insulted with impunity. His brother till his own death ; and in less than a year

enlarges on Sir Francis's labours to improve after his appointment he was called to the

the rules and regulate the practice of his peerage by thetitle of Baron Guilford, on

court, and there is no doubt that the chief September 27, 1683.

deserved the praise of an able and honest While lordkeeper he devoted himself,as

administrator of justice, acting with exem- far as his leisure would permit him , to the

plary prudence in party cases, neither show- correction of some of the abuses for which

ing any bias towards either side, nor affect the Court of Chancerywas even then no

ing to conceal the loyal principles which torious. But the period of his presidency

guided him. The only exception that can was too short, for one eo cautious in making

be suggested is his conduct on the trial of innovations, to effect all the improvements

Stephen Colledge, when he refused to re- he contemplated. He succeeded however

store the papers provided for the prisoner's in restraining unnecessary motions, too com
defence which had been forcibly taken from monly made for the purpose of delay, and

him . The judge's friendly biographer at- introduced many wholesome regulations

tempts a justification, but in a lame and that rendered the proceedings less expen

unsatisfactory manner ; and Burnet (ii.284) sive and oppressive to the suitors. To

cautiously says that if the judge 'had lived Roger North's encomium of the justice of

to see an impeaching parliament he might his decisions no substantial objection is

have felt the ill effects of it . ' ( State Trials, found by other writers, though party spirit

vii. 551.) vented some frivolous stricturesat the time.

For four years he enjoyed the quiet of a During the latter part of his career , as

judicial life unbroken by the anxieties of well under the reign of Charles II. as after

politics. But in 1679 he was joined to the the accession of James II., Sir George Jef

newly- formed council of thirty, by whom freys exerted the utmost art and cunning to

the government of the country was to be supplant him, seizing every opportunity to

administered, being selected as one of the insult and entrap him , and using language

members to counterbalance those of the the most coarse and contemptuous. But

country or opposition party at the same the reliance which both kings placed on
time introduced . When that council was his wisdom and his honesty foiled all such

dissolved Sir Francis was admitted into underhand endeavours ; and though it is

the cabinet ; and for advising and assisting probable that the lord keeper's disinclina

the Attorney -General Levinz in the pre- tion to support James's encroachments on

paration of the proclamation against tumul- the constitution would have eventually oc

tuous petitions, by which the addresses of casioned his removal, such a consummation

the so -called abhorrers were encouraged, was prevented by his death seven months

the new parliament, without hearing him, after the close of Charles's reign. For the

ordered an impeachment against him on greatest part of that short period he was

November 24, 1680. The committee ap- ' alllicted by illness, which at last obliged

pointed to prepare it , however, must have him to retire to his seat at Wroxton,where,

found it no easy task, as they failed to after severalweeks of suffering, he died on

produce it before the dissolution on Ja- September 5, 1685. Both Lord Guilford

nuary 18. ( Parl. Hist. iv.1229.) Having and his wife, who died some years before

acquired the entire confidence of the king, him , were buried in the vault of the Earls

he became one of his majesty's chief ad- of Down in Wroxton Church. She brought

visers, and during the last years of the life him three sons and two daughters. His

of Lord Chancellor Nottingham, who enter- grandson , the third lord, was created in

tained for him a sincere friendship, he was 1752 Earl of Guilford, having also, bythe
of great assistance to his lordship in his death of his cousin the sixth Lord North

illnesses, and frequently acted for him as without children in 1734, succeeded to that

speaker of the House of Lords. On that barony. Both titles were held together till

nobleman's death there was no doubt as to the death of the third earl in 1802 with

his successor, and accordingly Sir Francis only three daughters, between whom the

was made lord keeper on December 20, barony of North remained in abeyance till

1652, at the same time a pension of 20001. 1841, when, two of them having died, it

a year being added ,according to the prac- devolved upon the third, the present ba
tice which had previously been adopted. roness. Two of the last earl's brothers

The king on presenting the Great Seal to enjoyed the earldom successively, and upon

him accompanied the gift with this pro- , the death of the last of them it descended

phetic warning : “ Here, take it , my lord, to his cousin Francis, the grandson of the

you will find it heavy ,' the truth of which first earl, and son of Brownlow North,
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Bishop of Winchester, whose grandson, a nockburn. ( Cont. of Trivet's Annals, ii.14.)

minor, is its present possessor. In April 1316 hewas keeper of the ward

Of the life and character of the lord robe, and in 1320 he was employed on a

keeper there are two leading biographers, mission to Carlisle, to treat for a truce with

neither to beentirely depended on. Thé the Scots. ( Archeologia, xxvi.334.) (n

one is Roger North, his affectionate brother April 16, 1321, the king, in consequence of

and constant companion, who , detailing the chancellor's illness, delivered the Great

every incident of his life and recording his Seal into his custody, as keeper of the

inmost feelings and thoughts, cannot speak wardrobe. It would appear that writs were

of his actions but in terms of praise . "The then sealed in his presence and that of two

other is Lord Campbell, who, writing nearly of the clerks in Chancery, after which the

two centuries after his death , and using Seal was replaced in the wardrobe, where it

precisely the same materials, speaks of him remained at that and a subsequent period.

with all the bitterness of party prejudice, ( Parl. Writs, ii.p. ii . 731 , 1231. )

ridiculing his respectability, sneering at his In 1317 the king presented him with

caution, disparaging his law , and in general the archdeaconry of Richmond, and sub

giving 'a jaundiced colouring to his most sequently procured his election to the
worthy acts, evidently grudging the faint bishopric of Lichfield and Coventry

praise which he sometimes isobliged to April12, 1322. Over that see he presidei

bestow . A much fairer, and abler, sum- for nearly thirty -eight years, with nothir:

mary of his character is given by Henry to distinguish the remainder of his lit.

Roscoe in his ‘ Lives of Eminent British except that he held the office of treasures

Lawyers' (p. 110) . for two short periods in the second and for

NORTHAMPTON, HENRY DE, was the teenth years of the reign of Edward IIL H

son of Peter de Northampton, and is some- died in 1359, and is commemorated amo :
times called Henry Fitz -Peter . He held the chancellors and benefactors of ( 'se

the church of St. Peter at Northampton bridge. (Godwin , 320 : Le Neve, 124.224
(Rot. Claus. i . 520) , and was a canon of St. NORTHINGTON , EARL OF.

Paul's ( Dugdale's Orig. 21 ) , preferments HENLEY.

which he had probably received as an officer NORTHWELL, WILLIAM DE, was inbo

in the Exchequer. orders, and held the office of clerk of 15

He acted as a justice itinerant in 1 Ri- kitchen in the household of Edward II

chard I. ( Pipe Roll, 69, 194), after which ( Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. 82. ) . He was

hisname does not appear in a judicial cha- dually advanced in his position, and in li

racter till 4 John, 1202, in which year, and Edward III. he was clerk or keeper of the

10 John, fines were levied before him as a wardrobe. He is so called as late as

justicier both at Westminster and in the March 2, 1340 (N. Fodera, ii . 1110 ), A.

country. doubtless still held the office when he 3 :

In 6, 7, and 8 John he was joined with constituted a baron of the Exchequeria

Robert de la Saucey in the sheriffalty of June 21 in the same year. He did 24

Northamptonshire (Rot. Pat. 54 ) ; but in remain there long, as certain bills dated in

the troubles at the end of the reign he August, September, and November ***
either sided with the barons, or was sus- are mentioned as being under his seas

pected of doing so , for in November 1215 treasurer of the king's household ( A

his lands and houses in Northampton were Exch . i . 165 ), and there is no doubt es

given away by the king, and in the follow- on receiving this last appointment be a

ing March he had letters of protection . tired from his seat as baron.

( Ibid. 169.) NORTHWOLD, Hrg DE (Bishor

He founded a hospital within the pre- ELY ), was a justicier in 12 Henry Ill

cincts of the cathedralchurch of St. Paul. 1228. ( Dugdale's Orig. 42. ) He waselata:

( Monast. vi . 767.) abbot of St. Edmund's, having been more

NORTHBURG ,WILLIAM DE, is only men- viously a monk there, in 1214. hut. The

tioned as one of the justices appointed in 3 124, 140, 142. )

Edward I. , 1275, to take assizes beyond the In January 1229 he wwas nomiga

Trent,and in 6 and 7 Edward I. as a jus- Bishop of Ely, being only a fewm3

tice itinerant in several counties, and again after he had acted as a judge. Hebeli:
in that character atLancaster in 23 Edward see till his death , on August 9 , P. Hs

I. , but apparently in reference to a plea of charity, his hospitality, his muninoni
earlier date . ( Äbb. Rot. Orig. i.92.) penditure in the erection of his church, etc.

NORTHBURGH, ROGER DE ( BISHOP OF his splendid entertainment to the link a .

LICHFIELD AND COVENTRY), was early the nobles on its dedication in 1:35 , 2*

employed inthe serviceofEdward11., the admiration of his contemporaries ; b
whom be accompanied to Scotland in 1314 Matthew Paris, in speaking of his de ***

as keeper of the royal signet (custos tar- says ' flos magistrorum obiit et meracki

giæ ), and was taken prisoner with that in rum , quia sicut abbas abbatum in Anzie

his possession at the bloody battle of Ban - ' extiterat, ita et episcopus episuario
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coruscavit.' (Godwin ,255 ; B. Willis's Mi- to the Exchequer, frequently going thither
tred Abbeys.) during the first six years of the following

NORTHWOOD, ROGER DE,of Northwood- reign, and being united with the chief

Chasteners, a manor near Milton in Kent, justice there and the Archbishop of Dublin
granted in the reign of King John to in assessing the aid in 4 Henry III. While

Stephen , the son of Jordan de Shepey, in England he had the management of the

who built a mansion there and assumed its duty on wool ; and the lands of Eustace de

name, was the son of Roger de Northwood, Vesci, of Robert de Berkeley, and of the
who was with King Richard in the Holy Earl of Hereford were successively com

Land, by Bona Fitzbernard his wife. In mitted to his charge. In 8 Henry III. he

42 Henry III. he accounted for the pro- had the church of Acle in Buckingham

ceeds of the sheriffalty of Kent asone of shire, and in the next year was parson of

the executors of Reginald de Cobbeham, that of Brehull in Oxfordshire.

and was possessed, besides the above manor, After acting with Elyas de Sunning as

of a variety of other property in the same justice of the Jews,he was constituted one

county. In 41 Henry III. he procured the of the ‘king's justices of the Bench ' on

tenure of his lands to be changed from gavel- April 29, 1230, and fines were levied before
kind to knight's service . ( Hasted ' Kent.) him till' Hilary 1234. ( Dugdale's Orig.

He was a baron of the Exchequer in 43 ; Rot. Pat. 185 ; Rot. Člaus. i. 187, & c.,

2 Edward I. , and in 5 Edward I. he was ii . 47, 62.)

excused from his service in the army against NORWICH, WALTER DE, the son of

Wales on account of his residence in the Geoffrey de Norwich, was possessed of

Exchequer, and there is sufficient proof of very large estates in Norfolk, Suffolk,

his continuing in the office till his death , Lincoln , and Hertford, over which he

which occurred in the thirteenth year. ; obtained a charter of free warren, together

( Mador, i.726 ,ii . 20-320; Cal. Inquis. p. m. with a fair at Ling in Norfolk . No mention

i . 86.) His son John was summoned to is madeof the commencement of his career

parliament, as were his successors, till 49 / in the Exchequer ; but he was remem

Edward III. The male line failing in brancer in 35 Edward I. In this office he

1416, the barony fell into abeyance among acted in the first years of the next reign ,

the representatives of his sisters. (Baron- and was raised to the bench as a baron of

age, ii. 70.) the Exchequer on August 29, 1311, 5 Ed

NORTON, RICHARD, was the son of Adam ward II . On October 23 he was appointed

Conyers, seated in the bishopric of Dur- locum tenens of the treasurer of the Ex

ham , who adopted the name of Norton chequer, and on March 3, 1312, was again

from his wife, the heiress of Norton in named baron.

Yorkshire. As he still continued to act as treasurer's

He appears as an advocate in the Year lieutenant, we can no otherwise account for

Book from 1 Henry IV. , 1399, and his first these two nominations as baron than by

public appointment was that of justice of supposing that Roger de Scotre his prede

assize for Durham in 1406, when it is most cessor, though not so described in his

probable that he was a serjeant-at-law, patent, held the highest place in the court,

although his writ of summons is not re- and that Walter de Norwich's second

corded, his name occurring in 1403 among patent advanced him to fill it. The sugges

several known to be of that degree, as tion derives support from the fact that only

lending the king 1001. to meet the emer- five days afterwards John Abel was made
gencies ofthe state. ( Acts Privy Council, a baron in the place of Walter de Norwich ,

i. 203.) He was made one of the king's who is described in that patent as nunc
serjeants in 1408. ( Dugdale's Orig. 46.) capitalis baro, ' which is the first occasion

Within three months after the accession on which that title is used.

of Henry V. he was appointed chief justice The interval between this and the eighth

of the Common Pleas,on June 26, 1413, year of the reign was devoted to the per

and remained in his seat till his death on formance of the double duties of baron and

December 20, 1420. ( Rot.Parl. iv. 35- of treasurer's lieutenant; but in the latter

123.) By his wife Elizabeth, daughter of year, on being raised to the office of

Sir John Tempest of Studley, he left a treasurer on September 26, 1314 , he vacated

family behind him , two of whose descen- his seat on the bench.

dants were attainted for treason - Richard He retained the treasurership till May

Norton, some time governor of Norham 30, 1317, when he was relieved from the

Castle , in 1569, who died in exile ; and oflice on account of illness, and not only

Thomas Norton, executed at Tyburn in received the honourable appointment of
1570. ( Surtees' Durham , i. lvii. clx .) chief baron , but was also commanded to

NORWICH, RALPH DE, is called clericum assist at the privy councils of his sovereign

nostrum’in a safe - conduct granted to him whenever he was able. He is called by

in 18 John , when he was sent to Ireland. this title in 13 Edward II., as present on

There he was employed in matters relating the delivery of the Great Seal. IIe was

.
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.

immediately re-appointed chief baron on on April 16, 1329, Robert de Wodehouse
the accession of Edward III., and kept his was made second baron. Whether this

seat in the court till his death in the third arose from the death or retirement of

year of that reign. Robert de Nottingham does not appear.

By his wife, Margaret, he had three sons, (Parl. Writs, ii. p . ii. 194.)
John, Roger, and Thomas ; the elder of NOTTINGHAM , William, was probably

whom was summoned as a baron to parlia- a native ofGloucestershire, as he possessed

ment, but the title became extinct before there, at the time of his death, seren]

the end of the reign by failure of his issue. manors, besides many other lands in the

(Madox, i . 75, ii. 49, 84 ; Baronage, ii. 90 ; county. ( Cal. Inquis. p . m . iv . 417. ) He

N. Fædera, ii. 428; Blomefield's Norwich , was appointed the king's attorney on June
i. 76 ; Norfolk , i . 749.) 30, 1452, 30 Henry VI . , which office be

NORWICH, ROGER, wasadmitted a mem- tilled till theend of that reign. In 7 and

ber of Lincoln's Inn on February 3, 1503, 13 Edward IV. he is styed .oone of our

and attained the rank of reader in 1518 ; counseillours ;' and on April 3, 1479, be

and again in 1521, on his being called to the was appointed lord chiet baron. He en

degree of the coif, which he assumed in the joyed the place for little more than four

following TrinityTerm , and was appointed years, surviving his royal master about two

king's serjeant on July 11, 1523. On No- months, a new chief baron being named on

vember 22,1530 , although there was then no June 15, 1483 .

vacancy in the court, he was raised to the NOTTON , WILLIAM DE, was of a York

bench as a puisne judge of the Common shire family, and probably a native of the
Pleas, but evidently as the designated place of that name. He became an ad

successor of Chief Justice Sir Robert vocate of considerable eminence, to judge

Brudenell, who was a very old man, and from the frequent recurrence of his anya,

on whose death in the following January ments in the Year Books. In 20 Edward

Robert Norwich wasimmediately promoted III. he had a confirmation from the king

to his place. His presidency lasted till the a messuage and above 200 acres of land,

beginning of 1535. ( Dugdale's Orig.47,251.) part of the manor of Fishlake in Yorkabire.

NOTTINGHAM , EARL OF . See H.Finch. by the service of one rose. In the sace

NOTTINGHAM , ROBERT DE, had fines year he was one of thekiny's serjeants, and

acknowledged before him from Hilary to on October 12, 1355, he was constituted a

Midsummer, 29 Henry III . , 1245. (Dug- ijudge of the King's Bench. He was sub

dale's Orig. 43.) It is probable that he jected in 1358 to excommunication is

then died, as no further mention occurs re- neglecting to appear to the pope's citatiza

lative to him , and no records have been to answer for the sentence he had pro

discovered by which his personal history Inounced against the Bishop of Eis, fur
can be traced. harbouring the man who had slain une vi

NOTTINGHAM , WILLIAM DE, is recorded Lady Wake's servants.

twice as a justice itinerant into the His period of service in the King'sBench

northern counties, in 46 and 54 Henry III. , was terminated in 35 Edward III . , wheb be

1262, 1270 ; but both confined to subjects was constituted chief justice of the Con

relating to forest matters. He was sheriff mon Pleas in Ireland ; and two years after

or under-sheriff of Lincolnshire in 49 wards he is noticed as one of the council á

Henry III . the king's son , Lionel Earl of Ulster, thea

NOTTINGHAM , ROBERT DE, possibly 'lieutenant of that county.

the son of William de Nottingham , who Heand his wife Isabella were benefacties

acted for the king in the Exchequer in 5 'to the priory ofBrettonin Yorkshire, and

Edward II. (Mado.r, i . 732 ), was appointed of Royston in Hertfordshire. (Cal. Rx

remembrancer of the Exchequer on June Pat. 153, 174 ; N.Fadera, iii . 101.

21 , 13:22, 15 Edward II. ; and on October (22; Abb. Rot. Orig. 212; Rot. Parl, i

15, 1327, 1 Edward III. , was raised to the 455; Barnes's Edward 111. 551; Cad. It
oflíce of second baron of that court ; but quis. p. m . ii. 168, 190. )

1

0

ODO (BISHOP OF BAYEUX and EARL OF cumstances till William succeeded to the

KENT) wasayounger son of Arlotta , the dukedom , after which the conti-cated***

mother of William the Conqueror,by Her- tates of the rebellious nobles enabled the

luin de Conteville,whom she married after duke to enrich his uterine bruthers. The

her connection with RobertDukeof Nor- elder of them , Robert Earl of Murrin,is

mandy. Ilerluin was in butmoderatecir- afterwards noticed. Odu,theyoungki, ud
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;

tained the earldom of Eu on the banishment be arrested. The fear, however, of incur

of William , its former earl, who had oppo- ring ecclesiastical censure, by laying violent

sed the duke's succession : to which was hands on a bishop, restrained his officers

added, in 1049, the valuable bishopric of from obeying the royal commands, so that

Bayeux. His disposition ,however, exhibit the king was reduced to the necessity of

ing more of the soldier than the priest, he being his own officer, and madethe arrest

was employed to lead part of his brother's himself. Odo claimed the privilege of his

forces against the Kingof France, to whose order, and appealed to the pope ;
but

defeatheis said to have greatly contributed. William was too determined in his purpose
In William's enterprise against England, to desist, and on the suggestion of Lanfranc,

also, he not only accompanied him , but Archbishop of Canterbury, answered, ' I do

contributed a supply of forty ships. not arrest the clergyman or the bishop, but

Forbidden by his clerical character from my own earl, whom by my own will I made

bearing offensive arms, he is represented in governor of my kingdom, and from whom

the tapestry of Bayeux on horseback and in I require an account of his stewardship.'

complete armour, but without any sword. Odo was accordingly committed to safe cus

He bears a staff only ; and the superscrip- tody in the castle of Rouen, where he re

tion, Hic (do Eps baculum tenens con- mained a prisoner till the end of his brother's

fortat,' is meant to intimate that his peculiar reign, and all his property was confiscated

duty was to encourage the soldiers. After to the king's use.

the battle the castle of Dover and the Even on his death -bed William could

whole county of Kent were committed to scarcely conquer his resentment against his
his care . ungrateful brother, and in the first instance

Early in 1067 KingWilliam , returning excepted him from the general liberation

to his Norman dominions, left Odo and which he then commanded of all persons in

William Fitz -Osberne regents and justi- confinement. By the importunity of his

ciaries of England ; Kent, of which he was nobles, however, he was at last induced,

then created earl , being particularly placed reluctantly , to consent to his enlargement;

under Odo's care. The conduct of the vice- but not without expressing surprise at their

roys was harsh and rapacious, occasioning intercession, and prophesying that new

many insurrections, which were quickly troubles would arise from the release of so
suppressed. After Fitz -Osberne'sdeath Odo restless a disturber.

wasstillcontinued regent, or, as Malmesbury On the Conqueror's death , in September

calls him , ' vice dominus,' on another visit 1087, Odo returned to England , and was

of the king to Normandy, in 1073; and his restored to his earldom of Kent and the

energy and address were exhibited in assist- vast possessions which he had forfeited.

ing Richard de Benefacta and William de He was present at the court which William

Warenne, the chief justiciaries, in crushing Rutus held at the following Christmas, on

the conspiracy of Roger Fitz -Osberne, Earl which occasion he is described as “justi

of Hereford (the son of his formercoadjutor ciarius et princeps totius Angliæ. '

in the government), and Ralph de Guader, Whatever friendship the king might pro

Earl of Suffolk and Norfolk . fessfor him at this time, it is probable that

The king, with his accustomed muni- it did not last long. Odo soon found that

ficence, not only rewarded Odo's services he no longer possessed the influence he had

with the honours already mentioned , which formerly exercised , and that the counsels of
raised him to the second rank in the king- Lanfranc prevailed . Instigated by disap

dom , but by more substantial gifts enabled pointment and jealousy, he excited the
him splendidly to support it. His share in Norman barons to join in raising Robert,
the distribution of crown lands amounted the king's elder brother, to the English

to 184 lordships in Kent alone, with above throne. A conspiracy was formed, and by

250 in other counties. With the immense the following Easter the standard of rebel
riches thus amassed , he aspired to a still lion was raised in various counties. William ,

higher dignity, and conceived the mad pro- however, wisely attacked Odo, the principal
ject of purchasing the papacy. He bought insurgent, at Pevensey, where hehad re

a magnificent palace at Rome, and engaging tired to await the arrival of Robert, and

many of the English nobles in the enterprise, after seven weeks' siege compelled him to
he prepared a number of ships for the con- surrender, granting him his life and liberty

veyance of them and his treasures there , to on condition thathe would deliver up the

await the deathof the reigning pope, Gre- castle of Rochester and leave England for
gory VII. Taking advantage of the king's ever. On being taken to Rochester for this

absence in Normandy in 1079, he had col- purpose, Eustace Earl of Boulogne, to
lected his friends,and was ready to sail from whom he had entrusted his command, pre

the Isle of Wight, when , adverse winds de- tended he was a traitor, and took him and

laying the expedition, the king received his guard prisoners; whereupon William ,

intelligence of his project, and, hastening to justly indignant, made a vigorous attack on
the scene, ordered the ambitious prelate to the castle , which, after an obstinate defence,
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he took ; and , though the lives of the gar- | appear. Offord was a receiver of petitions

rison were spared, "Odo was compelled to i in theparliaments of28 and 29 Edward IIL

evacuate the place amid the taunts of the ( Rot. Parl. ii. 254, 264), and died in 135.
conquerors. In the vexation of the moment He was at first described as juris civilis

he could not restrain his threats of revenge; professor, afterwards ascanon of York, and

but no opportunity was afforded him of lastly as archdeaconof Middlesex, to which

carrying them into execution . he was admitted in 1349. ( Le Nere, 193.)

Retiring to Normandy, he assisted Robert OFFORD, JOHN DE (ARCHBISHOP OY CAN

in the management of his dukedom , and, TERBURY), is sometimes called L'Hord, and it

according to somewriters, accompanied him is the fashion to call him one of the sons of

in his expedition to Jerusalem , and was Robert de Ufford , the first Earl of Suffolk.

killed at the siege of Antioch. According It is doubtful, however, whether he was in

to others, he died and was buried at any way connected with that family, as be

Palermo, in his way to Rome. If the event, is not mentioned in the earl's will. " There

as it is generally allowed, occurred in the was, however, a Johnde Ufford , who was
year 1096 , the latter account is most pro- contemporary with the chancellor. He

bable, as thesiege of Antiochdidnot begin was the sonof Ralph deUfford, thebrother
till October 1097. of Robert, the first earl, but he is in eres

His career affords the best evidence that way distinguished from the chancellor.

the Church was not the professionhe should He is always called a knight, and was stu:

have selected . His talents and his tenden- moned to parliament as a baron in 192,

cies were of a military character, and he eleven years after the death of the cha

was formed to shine in the active duties of cellor, and his own death occurred in the

the field . Energetic in counsel, he was following year. The discrepancies in the e

daring and prompt in the execution of his dates appear to settle the question, but

conceptions. Although ambitious and any doubt remained it would seem to be

worldly, and making riches and power the extinguished by the following fact . The

principal objects of his pursuit, he was at first earl's grandfather, whose name was

the same time bountiful to the poor, and an Robert, assumed the name of l'fford, fron

encourager of learning. He expended his a place in Suffolk. There is evidence in

splendid revenue with a liberal hand; spent prove that the chancellor's family derivad

large sums in the erection of his cathedral, its name from the manor of Offord in Here

and in beautifying his episcopalcity. Even tingdonshire, and that he is apparentlythe

in the contradictory accounts of the histo- younger son of John de Offord, who bec

rians, some of whom were his contem- property at Offord-Dameys in that courtt ,

poraries, enough is shown to prove that, if and that in 5 Edward III . , 13:31 , he bar

he had some vices, there were manyvirtues the custody of that manor during tha

to counterbalance them . ( Dugdale's Orig . minority of his nephew , the infant be

20 ; Baronage, i . 22; Madox,i . 8 ; Hutchins's (Baron uge, ii. 47 ; Abb. Placit. 266 ; de

Dorsetsh. i. 11 ; Will. Malmesb. 456, & c .; Rot. Orig. ii . 50. )

Roger de Wendover, ii. 20 , &c.; Rapin ; In theearly part of the reign of Edward

Daniel ; Turner ; Lingard ; &c:) III . John de ford was dean of the Archange

ODYHAM , WALTER DE, was on July 25, ( Neucome's St. Albans, 229 ), and from the

1281, entrusted with the Great Seal in eighth to the eighteenth years he was c

conjunction with Hugh de Kendal, during tinually engaged in important foreign ex

the absence of BishopBurnel, the chancellor. bassies to the courts of France. Serta

On this account they are placed in Sir T. and Avignon. At first be is described *

D. Hardy’s catalogue among the keepers of juris civilis professor and as cancio of $

the Seal. Both of them , however, were Paul's, in 12 Edward III . as arebler
simply clerks in Chancery. (Mador, ii . 257. ) of Ely, and on August 3 , 1 : 3: 4 , es desco
OFFORD, ANDREW DE, was the brother Lincoln. From October 4 , 1342., bis

of the undermentioned John de Offord, and , I mentioned as keeper of the privy seal. :

like him , was employed in diplomatic on one occasion as the king's secretary,
missions.' From 17 to2) Edward III.he is ( N. Fædera,ii.880, 1239, ii . 18. 1766. ) in
named on embassies to Rome, Castile, Por- these negotiations he exhibitel so mu

tugal, Flanders, and France. (N. Fædera, wisdom and tact as to point him out si a

ii . 1224, iii . 308.) It was probably during fit recipient of the honours with which b:

the chancellorship of his brother that he was afterwards invested.
was made a clerk or masterof the Chancery, On October 26, 1345, he tras appoined

although he is notdistinctly named among chancellor, and held the Seal till his death,

those officers till a later period. On August being the third chancellor during this Pin

4, 1353, when the chancellor, John de who died in office. In September 134 be
Thoresby, went toYork , he left the Seal was raised to the archbishoprie of Canter

in the hands of David de Wollore, M.R., bury, Pope Clement VI. and the Engle-b
Thomas de Brayton, and Andrew de Offord, king uniting to set aside the mouks ele

but how long he remained absent does not of Thomas Bradwarlin ; but he was isil

a
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never to obtain full possession of his the king's part, and, as he continued sheriff

dignity. Before his installation he was for four years,the knights probably thought

seized with the mortal disease which for that, as there were no symptoms of any of

several months had devastated England, them obtaining the appointment, they were

and was one of the last of its victims,dying not called upon to perform their part. Cer

at Tottenham on May 20, 1349. He was tainly noneof them enjoyed the office at that

buried privately at Canterbury . (Godwin, period, although Jordan Oliver, twenty

111 ; Angl. Sac. i . 42, 375, 794.) years afterwards, in 24Henry III.,

OGERwas one of the dapifers of the held it for one year. In 5 Henry III. he

household, of whom so many are noticed was one of the king's escheators for the

among the justiciers of the reign of Henry county of Devon. From the ninth year to

II . The office is believed to be the same the twenty-second he was appointed a jus

as seneschal or steward , and, as there were tice itinerant in that and several other

several at the same time, some perhaps counties. ( Rot. Claus. i. 473, ii . 76, 205,

were of England and others of Normandy. 206 ; Excerpt. eRot. Fin . i. 239, 283.)

In 14 Henry II, the honor of Eye was ORMESBY, WILLIAM DE, was appointed

committed to his charge. He was then I a judge of the King's Bench in 24 Edward

sheriff' of Norfolk and Suffolk, and held I., 1296. He had, however, acted pre

that office for several years. viously as a justice itinerant into the

His name appears in 1170_1 as one of northern counties in20 and 21 Edward I.

the justices itinerant in those counties with On the reduction of Scotland in 1296 he

Guy the dean ; probably only as sheriff, as was constituted justiciary of that country,

was common at that time, for the purpose and by the rigour with which he extorted

of assisting in settling the assessments to the penalties imposed by King Edward on

the tallages and aids then imposed. (Ma- , those who refused to take the oath of fealty

dox, i . 144, 145, 573.) | to him he naturally excited thedeep and

He was the father of the before -mentioned general odium of that people. Wallace, in
Oger Fitz -Oger. the following year, surprised him while

OKETON, JOHN DE, was a justice itine- ' holding his court at Scone, and, his followers
1

rant into various counties from 52 to 56 being dispersed, hehimself barely escaped.

Henry III., and from the very numerous (Triveti Annales, 356 ; Tytler's Scotland, i .
entries onthe Fine Roll up to October 29, 123, 128. )

1272, 57 Henry III., of payments made for On his return to England he resumed

assizes to be held before him, there can be bis duties in the King's Bench , in which he

little doubt that he was a regular justicier. | is mentioned till the end of the reign, and

( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii.490–588.) He held also as chief of the justices of trailbaston
the office of sheriff of Yorkshire in 44 assiyned for the counties of Norfolk and

Henry III . , and for several subsequent Suttolk in 1305. (Abb. Placit. 242, 259,

years; and there is an entry in 52 llenry | 294 ; Rot. Parl. i . 166, 198 ; Parl. Writs,

III. that he could not levy theferm for the i. 407–8 .).

county, propter turbationem regni.' (Ma- 1, Some doubt may arise as to his having
dor, ii. 160.) been re -appointed to his seat in the King's

OKHAM, JOIN DE, was joined in the com- Bench on the accession of Edward II., as

mission with the escheator ultra Trentam no such writ was directed to him to take

to take into the king's hands the property the oaths as wasaddressed to his fellows on

of Anthony, Patriarch of Jerusalem and Bi- September 6, 1307 ; and bis name does not

shop of Durham , on his death in 4 Edward judicially appear in the Abbreviatio Placi

II. " (Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 175. ) During the torum after the death of Edward I. It is

four following years he was clerk to Inge- true that he was summoned to attend the

lard de Warlee, keeper of the wardrobe first parliament, and stands in his proper
( Rot. Parl. ii. 437) , and held the othce of place in the list , but this was by a previous

cofferer of that department. ( Cal. Rot. writ, dated August 26 ; and though he is

Pat. 74.) On June 18, 1317, he was con- summoned to all the subsequent parliaments

stituted one of the barons of the Exchequer, up to 11 Edward II ., he is generally placed

and is not named in that character beyond in that part of the list appropriated to the

1322. He became custos of the deanery of justices itinerant. That he acted in the

the free chapel of St. Martin , London, in latter capacity during the remainder of his

19 Edward III. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 290. ) lite there can be no question ; and it is not

OLIVER, JORDAN,was one of the knights unlikely thathe was allowed, at the com

of Somersetshire and Dorsetshire who were mencement of the new reign, to retire from

summoned before the barons of the Ex- the heavier duties of the King's Bench to

chequer in 14 John for not keeping the fine his estates in Norfolk and Suffolk, in which

which they had made with the king for counties he was principally employed as a

having the sheriffs of those counties from justice of assize during the whole period .

among themselves. ( Rot. Claus. i. 131.) ( Parl. Writs, i. 766, ii. 1246.) He died

This tine was made with William Malet on about 1317, and was buried at the abbey of
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St. Benet's, at Hulme in Norfolk , to which sometimes alone, and sometimes in connec
he was a benefactor. ( Taylor's Index tion with two or three of the other clerks,

Monast. 2. ) In that of Edward I. he held it three

In the pleas of 2 Edward II. he is spoken times under the seals of three clerks, during
of as the husband of Sibilla, late the wife the vacancy or absence of the chancellors,

of Roger Loveday, a justice itinerant and from the third to the eighth year of

in the previous reign ( Abb. Placit. 307); Edward II. the Seal was frequently de

and amongthe escheats or inquisitions post posited with Osgodby inthe same manner.

mortem of 7 Edward II. (i. 254) occursthe At first it was merely in the absence of

name of Elena, the wife of William de thechancellor,but between the resignation

Ormesby . This may perhaps be explained of Walter Reginald , Bishop of Worcester,

by supposing that there might betwo Wil- as chancellor, and his appointment askeeper

liamsdeOrmesby, both of Norfolk ; a sus of the Seal — viz .,betweenDecember9,1321,

picion which receives some probability from and October 6, 1312 — Adam de Osgodbe,

the fact that while the judge was sum- Robert de Bardelby, and William de Ayte

moned with his fellows to the parliamentat mynne aredistinctly described as keepers

Carlisle in 35 Edward I., a burgess of the of the Seal (Rot. Parl. i . 337 ), and tran:

same name was returned to the same par- acted all the business connected withit.

liament for Yarmouth in Norfolk. They While Reginald continued keeper the

might, however, be still the same person, Great Seal was always secured by the

for there is no proof that judges, or at all seals of these three. ( Parl. Writs, ii. p. !

events justices itinerant, were then pre- ii . 1249.)

cluded from sitting among the Commons. At the parliament held at Carlisle in

OSBERT (? BISHOP OF EXETER) has not January 1307, 35 Edward I., he acted *

hitherto been introduced among thechan- proctor for the dean and chapter of York,
cellors, and is now inserted on the autho- being then a canon of that cathedral.

rity of a charter granted by King Wil- ( Rot. Parl. i. 190.)
liam I. to the monastery of St. Augustine Like all his brethren in the Chancert,

at Canterbury,among the signatures to he was an ecclesiastic, and held the lirin:

which appears ‘Signum OsbertiCancellarii.' of Gargrave in Yorkshire. On November

Two other signatures are those of Scotland 7, 1307, 1 Edward II . , the king granted so

the Abbot, and William , Bishop of London ; him the office of custos of the House e

and as the former was appointed in 1070 Converts in Chancery Lane during ples

and the latter died in 1075, the date of the sure, but by a patent in the seventh red?
charter must have been between those two secured it to him for life. It was a

years, or in one of them . (Monust.i. 144.) however, till the year 1377 that this ottor
If, as is most probable , he were the Os- was permanently annexed to that of ket pe:

bert who was made Bishop of Exeter in of the Rolls.

1074, the period within which he held the

chancellorship is reduced even to a shorter leaving property in Yorkshire, to which

compass. The bishop was a Norman by Walter de Osgodby, probably his brothers

birth , son of Osbern de Crespon, and is succeeded . ( Cal. Inquis. p. m. i. 194.2744
described by Malmesbury as . frater Gu- OSMUND (EARL OF DORSET, Bishop !

lielmi pre-excellentissimi comitis,'the Earl SALISBURY) is described as the nephew

of Hereford,andbrought up in thecourt William the Conqueror,being son of bio

of King Edward. He ruled the see for sister Isabella, the wifeof Henry, Coun:

nearly thirty years, and died in 1103. He Seez in Normandy. To this title be see

sometimes is called Osbern , under which ceeded, and came over as a layman in be

name he attested the charter to St. Martin's retinue of his uncle, who is said to bara

in London, in 1068 ,as chaplain , and he created him Earl of Dorset, and to bare

used both names indiscriminately as bishop selectedhim forhis superior judament*

( Ibid.iii. 141, iv. 16,17,20,vi. 1325 ; Le oneofhis principal advisers, and placed

Neve, 80 ; Godwin , 401. ) him in the office of chancellor.

OSGODBY, ADAM DE, was appointed The date of his appointment is uncertas

keeper of the Rolls of Chancery on Octo- but it is evidentlynot so early as is usually

ber 1, 1295, 23 Edward I. He no doubt assigned . Arfastuswas chancellor in leik

had been previously one of the clerks of if not before, and Osbert somewhere be

the Chancery , and from several entries re- tween 1070 and 1074. William's cha

lating to the deposit of the Seal during the of confirmation to the cathedral church

temporary absence of the chancellor, itis St. Paul ( Dugdale's St. Paul's, 51), 80

plain that he was still considered as the which the name Osmund the Chancel

chief of them. He remained uninter- is attached as one of the witnesa's must

ruptedly in the office till 10 Edward II. , have been granted after 1070, ina- much as

1316, a period of nearly twenty- one years. Lanfranc the archbishop is another witnes

In both reigns he frequently performed the and he was not consecrated till that real.

functions of the chancellor when absent, Osmund probably succeeded on costit's

het of this death occurred in August 1314
1
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elevation to the prelacy about 1075, one of reader in 1583. Six years afterwards he

the dates given by Thynne and Philipot; was raised to the degree of the coif, and on

and there is every reason to presume that January25, 1593, was made queen's ser

he retained the Seal till his own appoint- jeant. On January 21, 1594, he was pro

ment as Bishop of Salisbury in 1078, as no moted to the bench as a judge of the

other chancellor occurs in the intervening Common Pleas, wherehe sat till his death

period.

on December 21 , 1598. ( Dugdale's Orig.

There is another charter with his name 45, 233.) Wood describes him as a learned

as chancellor, confirming the land of Stan- man, and a great lover of those who pro

ing in Sussex to the abbey of Fescamp fessed ; learning ; and the Reports which

in Normandy (Monast. vi. 1082), but it he collected in theKing's Bench and Com

affords no evidence of having been granted mon Pleas, and which were printed with

either at an earlier or a laterdate.

some additional cases in 1650 , manifest his

On the death of Herman, Bishop of Salis legal erudition and his industry both before

bury, Osmund, having become an eccle- and after he was raised to the bench. He

siastic, was appointed his successor. His was buried in Westminster Abbey under a

first efforts were devoted to the completion noble monument.
of the cathedral commenced by Herman, His first wife was Sarah, daughter of

which he effected in the year 1092, found- Humphrey Baskerville, by whom he had

ing a deanery and thirty-six canonries in five sons and five daughters. His second

it, and nobiy endowing it with various wife was Alice, the widow of William

churches and towns.

Elkins, mercer and alderman of London.

He died in December 1099, and was She survived him, and erected and en

buried in the cathedral he erected , but his dowed a hospital at Islington for ten poor

remains were removed in 1457 to the new women , and a school for thirty boys, in

cathedral.

grateful remembrance of her escape from

The title of Osmund the Good, which he death in her childhood , when an arrow ,

acquired in his life, is the best illustration shot atrandom while she was sporting in

of his character; he was a prelate of the the fields, pierced the hat that she wore.

severest manners and strictest moderation, ( Stow's London , 110. )filling his office with dignity and reputa- The judge's sonwas SirRogerOwen, who

tion , the patron of learned men , and an distinguished himself among the literary

impartial assertor of the rights of his see. men of the day, and was an active member

He was canonised by Pope Calixtus in of parliament. Both he and several of his

1457, above 350 years after his death . successors filled the office of sheriff, and

To bring into some uniformity the ser- the estate of Condover still remains with

vices of the Church, he compiled the bre- the family. ( Athen . Oxon . i. 672 ; Dart's

viary , missal, and ritual which, under the Westminster Abbey, ii. 83.)
name of “ The Use of Sarum ,' was after- OXFORD , CONSTANTIUS DE, a justice

wards generally adopted , and continued to itinerant appointed by the writ of Richard

be employed till the Reformation. He is de Luci, in conjunction with Alard Banastre,

also stated to have written the life of St. the sheriff, to assess the tallage on the

Aldhelm , first Bishop of Sherborne. (God - county of Oxford in 20 Henry II., 1174

win, 336 ; Hutchins's Dorset,i . 10 , & c. ; Le (Madox, i . 124 ), was probably a priest,or

Neve, 256 ; Biog. Brit. Literaria, ii . 23.) other ecclesiastical person of Oxford ; for

OVERTON, THOMAS, is another of the the religious orders very commonly castoff

barons of the Exchequer of whom there is their family names , and adopted either that

no distinct information, except that, accord- of the monastery to which they belonged,

ing toa list keptin the Exchequer,hewas or the locality in which their clerical duties

admitted to that office in Hilary 1402, 3 were exercised.Henry IV ., and that his placewas vacant OXFORD, EARL OF. See R. DE VERE.

in the ninth year. ( Liber. 9 Henry IV .) OXFORD, JOHN OF (BISHOP OF NOR

OWEN, Tuomas, was born at Condover WICH) , was so called from the place of his

in Shropshire, the seat of his father, Ri- birth , being son of a burgess of that city

chard Owen, a merchant of the neighbour- named Henry. Educated for the ecclesias

ingtown ofShrewsbury, who, according to tical profession , he was appointed one of

the pedigrees of the family ,could trace his the king's chaplains, in which office he

descent from the ancient Kings of Wales. must soon have distinguished himself,

His mother was Mary, one of the daughters since, though holding no higher dignity,

of Thomas Ottley, Esq ., of that town. He he presided at the famous council of Cla

received his education at the university of rendon in January 1164, and was after

Oxford, but Wood is uncertain whether at wards sent with Geoffrey Ridel to the pope

Broadgate's Hall (now Pembroke College) to obtain his confirmation of the ancient

or Christ Church. After taking his degree customs of the realm as they were there

he was removed to Lincoln's Inn ,where he propounded.was called to the bar in 1570, and became In this embassy they of course failed ;
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but in the following year he was again being Richard Tocliffe, Bishop of Win

despatched with another associate, and in chester, and Geoffrey Ridel, Bishop of Ely.

their way to Rome they attended a diet at They were at the same time placed at the

Wurzburgh, which had been assembled head of three of the four divisions ( Drug

for the acknowledgment of the opposition dale's Orig. 20 ) in which England was

pope, Pascal III. They are charged with then arranged for the administration of

having undertaken that the king should justice. It is curious that this appointment

support this pope, a charge which, was in direct opposition to one of the

they denied it, was made the pretence by canons of the Lateran council, from which

Becket, in 1166, for excommunicating John John of Oxford had just returned, and

of Oxford, and for excluding him from the naturally produced a remonstrance fra
deanery of Salisbury, to which he had been the pope, which led to a justification by

just previously admitted. John, however, the Archbishop of Canterbury of their ac

being again sent to Rome in the same year, ceptance of the office. Whatever may have

succeeded so well in exculpating himself been the cause, however, it is certain that

that the pope reinstated him in his deanery, the bishops were soon removed from the

and absolved him from Becket's sentence . presidency of the court, which , in tbe

The negotiation for his sovereign also he course of the foilowing year was conferred

conducted with equal ability and success, on Ranulphde Glanville, one of their la

obtaining from the pontiff theappointment associates. That John of Oxford continued

of two cardinals as legates a latere to hear to perform judicial duties after this event is

and determine the dispute with Becket, evident from the roll of Richard I. , whiske

which was in fact a suspension of the proves that he acted either in that or the

legatine power previously granted to him ; preceding year as a justice itinerant in

and bringing home, in addition, the pope's several counties. ( Pipe Roll, 27 , 50, 21 .

dispensation for Prince Geoffrey to marry 238.).

his third cousin , the heiress of Bretagne. Seized with the mania of the age , L

So high was his credit with Henry that in devoted himself to the crusade in 112 ,bs ,

1167 he was entrusted with a confidential being attacked by robbers on his way si

embassy to the Empress Maud,the king's the Holy Land, and despoiled of all bis

mother, to counteract the efforts which property, he turned his steps to Rome

Becket was then making to induce her to where, representing the inadequacy of his

interfere in his quarrel, efforts which were means to support the expense of the und -r

rendered of no avail by her death towards taking, he procured an absolution from be

the end of the year. In 1170 he was again vow.

employed in another embassy to the papal The remainder of his life was deroted to

court, then at Beneventum , in reference to his episcopal duties, and to the restontis

Becket's affair ; and when the agreement of his church , which had been injured bra

between the king and that prelate was at fire. Many houses also which had been

last effected , he was, to the great annoyance destroyed at the same time he caused to be

of the latter, appointed to accompany him rebuilt, and to his other benefactions to the

to England. This duty he performed in poor he added the erection of a hospital.

good faith, and prevented the interruption He died on June 2, 1200, and was

to his landing at Sandwich threatened by buried in his own cathedral. The hist Ty

Gervase de Cornhill, the sheriff of Kent. of his life supports the character bear

On December 14, 1175, he received the quired of being an able negotiator, a Tace

reward of his services by being consecrated ful orator, and a man of sound judgutt:

Bishop of Norwich , and in the next year and quick discernment. To his other ceu

was sent to accompany the king's daughter, pations he added that of an author, baring

Jane, to her intended husband,the King of written a history of all the kings of Britan

Sicily. besides some occasional works, among whici

In 1179 he with three other English were a book • Pro Rege Henrico contrass

bishops attended the Lateran council held Thomam Cantuariensum ,' an account of

against schismatics. On his return he was his journey into Sicily, and some oration:

one of the three prelates to whom , on the and epistles to Richard , Archbishop

retreat of Richard de Luci to the abbey of Canterbury: (Godwin. 428 : Weezer,
Lesnes, the execution of the office of chief Angl. Sac. i. 409 ; Lord Lytteltor, ii,

justiciary was entrusted, the other two 416, &c., iv. 100 ; Ric. Derizes, 12. )
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PAGE, FRANCIS, was the son of the Rev. coarse. The few reported cases in the State

Vicholas Page, the vicar of Bloxham in Trials at which he presided do not indeed

Oxfordshire , and was born about 1661. appear to warrant this character, nor does

Admitted at the Inner Temple, he was his learned judgment in Ratcliffe's case ,

called to the bar in 1690 , and was raised to reported in 1 Strange (269 ); but he could

the bench of that society in 1717. He not have been known among his contem

varied his legalstudies by entering into the poraries by the sobriquet of the hanging

political controversies of the time, taking judge, nor have obtained the inglorious

the whig view of the subjects in discus- distinction of being stigmatised by some of

sion , and adding some pamphlets to those the best writers of the age, unless there

which then almost daily issued from the had been pregnant grounds for theimputa

press. In 1705 he appeared as one of the tion. Pope, in his Imitation of the First

counsel for the electors of Aylesbury who Satire of the Second Book of Horace, thus

had been committed by the House of introduces him :

Commons for proceeding at law against

thereturning officers, who had illegally Hard words orhanging if yourjudge be Page.

Slander or poison dread from Delia's rage ,

refused their votes. The Commons, havingthen resolved that the counsel had thereby Long before Page's death Pope had gibheted

been guilty of a breach of privilege, ordered him in the ' Dunciad ' (book iv. lines 26–

their committal to the custody of the 30 ) :

serjeant-at-arms. Page evaded the arrest,
Morality, by her false guardians drawn,

and Queen Anne was obliged to dissolve the Chicane in furs, and Casuistry in lawn,

parliament in order to prevent a collision Gasps, as they straighten at each end the cord,

between the two houses on the question.

And dies, when Dulness gives her [ Page ] the

word,

He was member for Huntingdon in thetwo parliaments of 1708 and 1710, and leaving blank the name in the last line . If

soon after the accession of George I. he it were not vouched by Dr. Johnson in his

received the honour of knighthood, and Life of Pope, it would be scarcely credible

was not only made a serjeant, but also that the conscious judge had the folly to fit

king's serjeant, in 1715. An early oppor- the cap on himself,and to send a complaint

tunity was taken of promoting him tothe to the poet by his clerk, who told the poet

bench, and on May15, 1718, he took his that the judge said that no other word

seat as a baron of the Exchequer. He would make sense of the passage. The

purchased an estate and built a mansion at name is now inserted at full length .
Steeple Aston in Oxfordshire, not many Dr. Johnson also enlarges in his Life of

miles from Banbury, with the elections of Savage on the vulgar and exasperating

which borough he interfered so much that language by which Judge Page obtained

he was charged in the House of Commons, the conviction of the unfortunate poetfor
in February 1722, with corrupting the cor- the murder of Mr. Sinclair. No wonder

poration by bribery, and the evidence was that Savage, after he was pardoned, re

so nearly balanced that he was only ac- venged himself by penning a most bitter

quitted by a close majority of four votes. character of the judge, who escapes no

On November 4 , 1726 , he was removed better under Fielding's lash, in * Tom

from the Exchequer to the Common Pleas, Jones' (book viii. c. xi . ) . When Crowle

and in the middle of September 1727,three the punning barrister was on the circuit

months after the accession of George II. , with Page, on some one asking him if the

he was again translated to the King's Bench. judge was just behind, he replied, ' I don't

Though then sixty -six years of age, he know, but I am sure he never was just

remained on the bench fourteen yearsmore, before.'

dying on October 31 , 1741. Hewas buried
When old and decrepit , the judge perpe

at Steeple Aston under a monumental pile trated an unconscious joke on himself. As

with full-length figures of himself and his he was coming out of court one day,

second wifeby the eminent sculptor Schee- shuffling along , an acquaintance enquired

macker.

This he caused to be erected after his health . Mydear sir,' he answered,

during his life, and inordertoits construc- " youseeI keep hangingon, hanging on . '
tion he destroyed the ancient monuments He was very desirous of founding a

in the church.

family, but though he was twice married

He has left behind him a most unenviable he left no issue. The name of his first

reputation. Without the abilities of Judge wife, who wasburied at Bloxham, has not

Jeffreys, he was deemed as cruel and as been preserved ; that of his second was

6

6

6
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Frances, daughter of Sir Thomas Whente, i had two wives, viz . , Richard Vaughan and

of Glympton, Bart. He left bis estates to Zephaniah Sayers, both of London. ( Od

Francis Bourne, on condition that he took field's and Dyson's Tottenham , 48 ; Ashtride's

the name of Francis Page only ; but his Berks, iii . 88 ; Wotton's Baronet. ii . 33.)

object of perpetuating his name was frus- PANTULF, Hugh, was the second son

trated by his devisee dying unmarried, and of Hugh, the grandson of William Pantulf,

his property passing away to strangers. a renowned Norman knight, who, besides

( Noble's Granger, iii. 203 ; Notes and Que- large possessions in Normandy, is recorded

ries, 3rd S. i. 153. ) in Domesday Bookas holding twenty-nie

PAGE, John or WILLIAM, is called by lordships in Shropshire, of which Wenne

Dugdale William, and byRymer John, but was the chief. This Hugh held the sherif

there is no account of him before he is alty of thatcounty from 26 Henry II . , 1150,

inserted in the Chronica Series' as being to 1 Richard I. , 1189–90 ; and in the latte

appointed a baron of the Exchequer on year he travelled the counties of Salip.

October 29, 1638. That he was a cursitor Gloucester, and Stafford as one of the jas

baron there is no doubt, for he is never tices itinerant. ( Pipe Roll, 91 , 95, 165,241

mentioned in the judicial proceedings of He must have lived to a good old as

the court, and his name as baron appears since it was not till 9 Henry III, 19+

in a commission at a distanceof five from the that his son William , being charged wib

regular barons. He only held his office for 1001. relief as a baron for the land which

four years, dying suddenlyon November 9, his father held ofthe king in capite, was ei.

1642. (Rymer , xx. 409, 433 ; Peck's Desid. cused ,and his fine reduced to 251. (Modas,

Cur. b. xiv. 19.) i. 318.)

PAGITT, JAMES,belonged to the branch of PARDISHOWE, THOMAS DE, had the cus

the Pagitt familywhich wassettled in North- tody of the Great Seal when Sir Robert

amptonshire, where his great-grandfather, Bourchier the chancellor left London :

Thomas, is described of Barton -Segrave, February 14, 1341, under the seals of Thops

and his grandfather, Richard, of Cranford. de Evesham , themaster of the Rolk od

His father was Thomas Pagitt, an eminent Thomas de Brayton. It is clear from tir

lawyer, twice reader at the Middle Temple, terms of the record that the two latter el.!

and treasurer there in 1599. His mother, were appointed to execute the functions **

Barbara Bradbury, died in 1583, and was the office, which they did till his retum te

buried in St. Botolph's, Aldersgate. (Mait- March 3. Pardishowe is called a clerk in

land's London, 1076.) He was born about the Chancery, but there is no other ex toy

1581, and, receiving his legal education at of his name.

the same inn of court as his father, was PARK, JAMES Alan, was the son

called to the bar in 1602. Apparently placed James Park, Esq., a respectable sursanit

at an early age in the Exchequer, he is de- Edinburgh, and was born in that city •

scribed as comptroller of the Pipe in 1618, April 6, 1763. When very young he can
and on October 24, 1631, he was raised to to England, and was admitted into the

the office of a baron of the court. ( Rymer, ciety of the Middle Temple, by whichto

xix . 347.)
was called to the bar in June 1784. He

It is manifest, however, that this office was fortunate enough to gain the friended :

was not that of one of the judicial barons. and patronage of his noble countrykk

There was no vacancy among them at the Lord Mansfield , under whose encount

time of his nomination ; and during the ment he published in 1787 a work on the

whole of his career he neither took part in Law of Marine Insurances,' comps head
the business of the court, nor is ever men- ing the decisions and dicta of the che

tioned in the conferences of thejudges. An- justice, who had been almost the created

thony Wood (iv. 354 ) calls him ' puisne the system . This work was found to be sa

baron of the Exchequer,'the precise title useful to mercantile and legal mer that :

given to Sir Thomas Cæsar,with the addi- passed through many editions, with is

tion, commonly called the baron cursitor. ' provements by its author, and at the

( Dugdale's Orig. 149.) He died on Sep- brought him into professional

tember3, 16:38, at Tottenham , in the church Joining the Northern Ciruit, be ***

of which parish is a monument to his successful in obtaining a considesho

memory .
practice , which before long increased the

Hemarried three wives,buthadissue only he became one of the leaders of that ba:

by the first. She was Katherine, daughter In Westminster Hall also he syu?

of Dr. William Lewin , dean of the Arches. I much business, as well from that 0:19

The second was Bridget, daughter of An- ' rous body engaged in maritime adain :

thony Bowyer, of Coventry, draper, and insurance cases, as from other clients ro

widow of - Moyse , of London. The third ' were observant of the extrame interest

was Mazaretta, daughter of Robert Harris, Itook in his causes, and the cleari.es !

of Reading and Lincoln's Inn, who had earnest simplicity of his advocact. Il

previously had two husbands, as he had gleaned much learning and esperie 2

8
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his intimacy with Lord Mansfield, to whom, PARKE, JAMES (LORD WENSLEYDALE).

after his lordship’s retirement, he was in His elevation to the peerage on retiring

the habit of taking an account of the daily from the Court of Exchequer gave rise to
proceedings in court, and profiting by the the important constitutional question whe

observations made by the legal Nestor upon ther the patent which created him Baron
the different points decided . Wensleydale of Wensleydale for the term

In 1791 , before the death of Lord of his natural life ' entitled him to sit and

Mansfield, Mr. Park was appointed vice- vote in parliament. After a long and able

chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, and discussion, the committee of privileges de
in 1795 recorder of Preston. In 1799 he cided it in the negative, and a new patentwas

received a silk gown as king's counsel, and accordingly issued in the usual form with

in 1802 hewas elected recorder of Durham . the title of Baron Wensleydale of Walton .
On the retirement from the circuit of Mr. He was the youngest son of Thomas

Law (afterwards Lord Ellenborough) when Parke, Esq ., a merchant at Liverpool, re

he became attorney -general, he succeeded siding at Highfield, near that town, by the

to the undisputed lead, whichhe retained daughter of William Preston, Esq., andwas

for more than a dozen years, dividing that born there in 1782. He was educated at

in London with Sir Vicary Gibbs and Sir the free grammar School at Maccles

William Garrow ; and in 1811 he was made field, and at Trinity College, Cambridge.

attorney -general of Lancaster. Elected university scholar in his first term ,

A sincere and zealous churchman, he 1799, and a scholar of his college in 1800,
was by the religious classes of the com- he took his degree of B.A. in 1803, with

munity looked up to with great esteem. the honourable position of fifth wrangler
Among his intimates wasWilliam Stevens, and senior chancellor's medallist. He

the modest and benevolent treasurer of gained a fellowship in the following year,

Queen Anne's bounty, with whom he and proceeded M.A. in 1806. It was not

formed a committee in support of the till seven years after the latter date that he

Scotch episcopal clergy, and succeeded in was called to the bar by the society of the

obtaining the repeal of the penal statutes Inner Temple (to which he had removed
then in force against them . He was one of from Lincoln's Inn), in Easter Term 1813,

the original members of “Nobody's Club, ' having practised previously for some years

so called from the nom de plume of Mr. as a special pleader, and shown that pro
Stevens, in whose honour it was founded, ficiency in legal science which led to his

and which, lasting till thepresent day, has rapid success as an advocate, both on the

numbered among itsmembers some of the Northern Circuit and in Westminster Hall.

most eminent men in the Church and in Within four years he was enabled to resign
science, law , and literature. At Mr. Ste- his fellowship, on his marriage in 1817
vens's deathMr. Park published a memoir with Cecilia,daughter of Samuel F.Barlow ,
of him , which has been lately reprinted. Esq. , of Middlethorpe in Yorkshire.
He was also the author in 1804 of ' A Only seven years after his call to the bar

Layman's Earnest Exhortation to a Fre- he was selected to assist the crown officers
quent Reception of the Lord's Supper.' in conducting the memorable case against

Without any pretensions to eloquence, Queen Caroline in the House of Lords; and

his advocacywas effective from the extreme sohigh was his reputation for legal know

anxiety he displayed for his client ; and he ledgethat, without ever havinghad a silk

gained his verdicts by the apparent confi- gown, and without the suspicion of any

dence and sincerity with which he im- parliamentary or political interest, he was

pressed the jury with the injustice of chosen on November 28, 1828, to supply

withholding them , as much as by the the place of thatexcellent judge Sir George
merits of the causes themselves. Holroyd,and thus to continue the acknow

After thirty years' successful practice at ledged efficiency of the Court of King's
the bar, he succeeded Sir Alan Chambers Bench. On that occasion hewas, as usual,

as a judge of the Common Pleas on Ja- knighted. Here he remained for nearly six

nuary 22, 1816 , and was knighted. He years, till on April 29, 1834, he and Mr.

sat in that court till his death on Decem- Justice Alderson, to strengthen the staff of

ber 8, 1838, a period of nearly twenty- the Exchequer bench, were removed into

three years, during which he served under that court. For the additional two-and

four sovereigns. With no particular emi- twenty years that he remained on the

nence as a lawyer, he proved himself by his bench he administered justice there and

good sense and strict impartiality , as well on the circuits with that weight and ex

as by the respectability of his character, a perience, and with that temper and con

most useful administrator of justice ; the sideration, which commanded the respect

only drawback from the general respect of the bar, and secured the acquiescence of
which he commanded was a certain irrita- litigants. He was a zealous labourer for

bility about trifles, which too frequently the removal of all useless formalities in
excited the jocularity of the bar. legal proceedings, and one of the principal

a
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amendment acts passed in the reign of whig ministry selected him , although their

William IV. was his work . opponent, to fill the office of vice - chancellor

In 1833 he was called to the privy on October 20, 1851 , when he was knighted.
council, and became a most efficient mem- Short as was hispresidency of his court,

ber of its judicial committee , and in 1835 it was long enough to prove him a most

he received the degree of LL.D. at his excellent judge. Patient in hearing, care
university. After twenty-eight years of ful in deciding, courteous to all, his judg.

judicial service, during the whole of which ments manifested his full comprehension of

he never flagged in his duties, his age (74) the facts, and satisfied the understanding
warned him to retire. He resigned his by the acute and sagacious application of

seat at the end of December 1855 ; but the the law to them . He survived the last

government were so conscious of his judicial sittings before his first long racation only

powers, andso desirous to secure his assist- a few days, dying of an attack of angina

ance in the hearing of appeals in the House pectoris on August 13, 1852, at Rothley

of Lords, that he wasraised to a peerage Temple in Leicestershire, where he was

for life on the 10th of the following January buried.
as Lord Wensleydale. The subsequent He married Mary, daughter of Thomas

change in his patent took place for the Babington, Esq ., of Rothley Temple, M.P.

reason before given, and without any desire for Leicester, by whom he left several
on his part, as he had no male heir to suc- children .

ceed to the title, his only surviving child PARKER, John , in his admission to

being a daughter. Gray's Inn in 1611 , is described of Weploai

He survived till the age of eighty - five, Underwood in Buckinghamshire. He vu

with his intellects unimpaired, giving his called to the bar on June 26, 1617 , became

valuable assistance in the last court of an ancient in 1638, a bencher in 1610, and

appeal till his death in February 1868. in 1642 arrived atthe post of reader.

PARKER, JAMES, held the office of vice- In March1647 hewas appointed a judge

chancellor only for ten short months, but of one of the Welsh circuits, and in the

during that time he afforded such evidence next year was sent by the Commons with

of intellectual power, promising a most others to try the rioters in that country .

brilliant judicial career, that his sudden The parliamentincluded him in the serjeaza

death was almost as great a grief to the they made on October 30, 1618 , and on the

legal world as it must necessarily have death of the king confirmed him in his

been to his family and private friends. He office of Welsh judge. He was sent sa
was only in his forty -ninth year when he the summer circuit of 1653, either as a

died , having been born in Glasgow in 1803. serjeant or a judge ; for there is some doab:
He was the son of Charles Steuart Parker, as to the precise date of his being piscal

Esq. , of Blockairn, near that city, in the on the bench of the Exchequer ; Harires

grammar school and college of which he Reports, which record his judgments sa

received his early instruction . He then baron, not commencing till" Trinity Term

proceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge, 1655. Hekept his seat till the Restorati

where he graduated as B.A. in 1825, gain- through all the changes occasioned by the

ing the seventh wrangler's place, and as accession of the Protector Richard and the

M.A. in 1829. On February 6 in the same return of the Long Parliament. In the

yearhe was called to the bar by the society parliaments of 1654 and 1656 herepresenta

of Lincoln's Inn, and, practising in the Rochester ; and when Cromwell compit

equity courts, his merits were soon acknow- an upper house, he with the other juice
ledged. By his indefatigable industry and was summoned as an assistant. ( Goins

clearness of intellect the difficulties of the ii.235, iii.527 ; Whitelocke, 305-633 ; Plan

science were quickly mastered, and in ad- Hist. iii. 1430, 1480, 1519. )
vocating the cases entrusted to his care Anthony Wood says that he was als

there was an exhibition of learning and the assistant committee men in Northanı?

shrewdness that secured to him numerous tonshire ; that he was of the High Courts

retainers. Justice which tried Lord Capell, the East

He was made queen's counsel in July of Holland, and the Duke of Hamilius, in

1844, and his reputation was so high that 1649 ; that in the next year he pubisteis

he wasnamed on the Chancery Commission, remarkable book, called “ The Govern .

in the investigations of which he took a of the People of England, Precedent us

very prominent part. At the election in Present,' & c.; and that on June 22, Inamin
1847 he stood for Leicester on the con- he was sworn serjeant-at-law , being ame

servative side, but wasdefeated after a close ber ofthe Temple. (iv. 225.) The bana

contest. Notwithstanding his avowed poli- author seems,howerer, to have concedea

tical principles, his character as a lawyer two individuals ; for, besides the distres

was so well established, and the necessity of the inn of court, it appears maniast than

of a reform in Chancery, of which he was the John Parker who, according to White

a zealous advocate, was so urgent, that the locke, was made a serjeant in 1648 was the
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same
man who by Hardres' Reports is of its representatives in 1705, and again in

proved to have been a baron in 1655. the twofollowingparliaments ; but though

At the Restoration he of course was re- he sat as a member for the five years he

moved from his place ; but, instead of being continued at the bar, there is no record of

subjected to any enquiry into his previous any speech he delivered in the house, nor

conduct, he was summoned to take the of any part he took, except in the proceed

degree of serjeant-at-law : Anthony Wood ings against Dr. Sacheverell. In June 1705

says, ' by theendeavours of Lord Chancellor hewas not only raised to the degree of the

Hyde.' The same author describes him as coif, but immediately made one of the

fatherof Dr. Samuel Parker,made Bishop queen’s serjeants andknighted. Attached

of Oxford by James II.,and placed by that to the whig party, he was naturally ap

king as president of Magdalen College in pointed one of the managers in the unpo

opposition to the lawful elevation of Dr. pular impeachment of Dr. Sacheverell in

Hough. ( 1 Siderfin, 4.) 1710, when his speeches were so effective,

PARKER, THOMAS (EARL OF MACCLES- and his denunciations against the vain and

FIELD ), belonged to a branch of a respect- factious doctor were sostrong , that in his

able family long seated at Norton Lees in return to his chambers he with difficulty

Derbyshire. His father, Thomas Parker, escaped from the mob, which since the
a younger son of George Parker, of Park commencement of the trial had been furi

Hall in Staffordshire, high sheriff of that ously excited against the prosecution . His

county in the reign of Charles I., was an exertions were soon rewarded and his fright

attorney practising in the neighbouring quickly compensated by the appointment
town of Leek ; and his mother was Anne, of chief justice of the Queen's Bench on

daughter and coheir of Robert Venables, of March 13.

Wincham in Derbyshire. He was born at Within a month he was called upon to

Leek, and his birthday, July 23, 1666, was preside at the trial of Dammaree, Willis,

commemorated in a subsequent year by the and Purchase, who had been engaged in

poet John Hughes, to whom both he and the riots arising out of Sacheverell's trial,

Lord Cowper had been munificent benefac- and were charged with pulling down dis

tors, in the following eulogistic lines :- senting meeting-houses; and, though he

summed up for the conviction, and they
Notfair July, tho ' Plenty clothe his fields,

Tho'golden sans make all his mornings smile, ceded for them and procured their pardon.
were foundguilty of high treason, he inter

Can boast of aught that such a triumph yields,

As that he gave a Parker to our isle. During the eight years of his presidency he

fully justified the wisdom of the choice ;

Hail, bappy month ! secure of lasting fame !

Doubly distinguish'd thro' the circling year :
for though immediately following so re

In Rome a hero gave thee first thy name,
nowned a lawyer as Sir John Holt, he

A patriot's birth makes thee to Britain dear.
escaped any injurious comparison, and con

ducted the business of his court with dis

After receiving the rudiments of his edu- crimination and learning.

cation at Newport in Shropshire, and at Two years after the accession ofGeorge I.,

Derby, he was sent to Trinity College, on March 10, 1716, he was raised to the

Cambridge, on October 9, 1685, having peerage by the title of Baron Parker of

already been admitted a 'student at the Macclesfield, and at the same time he re

Inner Temple in February 1683-4. It is ceived the grant of a pension for life of

not impossible, though very unlikely, that 12001. a year. This is a sufficient proof of

he might have been articled to his father the estimation with which he was regarded

at the time he became a member of the by the king, whose favour was two years

Inner Temple ; but his subsequent entry at after firmly established by the opinion

Cambridge, and still more his call to the which the chief justice gave, that his ma

bar on May 21 , 1691, seem completely to jesty had the sole control over the edu

negative the story mentioned by Lysons cation and marriages of his grandchildren

( Derbysh. 111), and asserted as a fact by ( State Trials,xv. 1222 ) ; an opinion which ,

Lord Campbell(iv. 503),that he wasplaced thoughsubsequently confirmed, insured the

on the rolf of the junior branch of the pro- enmity of the Prince of Wales. The fruits

fession, or practised asan attorney at Derby of the king's favour were immediate ; the

‘ at the foot of the bridge next the Three effect of the prince's animosity was for

Crowns. He attended the Midland Cir- some time concealed .

cuit, and probably acted as a provincial The Great Seal was presented to Lord

counsel in the town of Derby, of which he Parker on May 12, 1718, with the title of

was soon elected recorder. The statement lord chancellor, accompanied by the extra

that he was designated the silver-tongued ordinary present of 14,000l. from the king:

counsel' is merely a second edition of the To his son also a yearly pension of 12001.

title given forty years before to Heneage was at the same time granted till he ob
Finch, afterwardsEarl of Nottingham . tained the place of teller ofthe Exchequer,

The town of Derby returned him as one to which he was appointed in the following

кк 2
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a

year. Lord Parker held the Seal for nearly Lord Chancellor Bacon for taking bribes of

seven years, and proved himself as able in the suitors, but the twenty -one articles were

equity as he had shown himself in law, his confined to his selling offices contrary to

decisions being regarded to this day with law , and for taking extortionate sums for

as much respect asthose ofanyof his pre- them , with the knowledge that the payment

decessors. On November 5, 1721, he was was defrayed out of the suitors' money .

created Viscount Parker of Ewelme, and The trial lasted thirteen days, from the 5ch

Earl of Macclesfield, with a remainder, fail to the 27th of May, and the report occupies
ing his issuemale, to his daughter Éliza- no less than 632 columns of the State

beth, the wife of William Heathcote, Esq., Trials' (vol. xvi . 767 et seq . ). The pro

and her issue male. This uncommon limi- ceedings were most tiresome, and the repe

tation may have been caused by his son's titions and the quibblingsdo no credit either

absence abroad and the uncertainty of the to the managers for the Commons or to the

father as to his existence. The earl had accused earl . The Lords unanimously found

been already made lord lieutenant of the him guilty and fined him 30,0001. This sum

counties of Warwick and Oxford, in the the king , though he was obliged to strike

latter of which hehad purchased Sherburn his name from the privy council, intimated

Castle, near Watlington. In September to him that he would pay out of his privy

1724 he was chosen lord high steward of purse as fast as he could spare the moner,

the borough of Stafford. Yet with these and actually gave him 10001. towards it in

and other proofs of the king's countenance the first year, and in the second direcied

and favour, with the reputation of an able 20001. more to be given to him ; but befre

dispenser of justice, in the full possession the earlapplied for it the king died , and Sir

of his faculties, and without any change Robert Walpole evaded the payment, po

or any dissension in the ministry, he sud- bably from his fear of offendingthe implee

denly resigned the Great Seal on January able successor.
4, 1725. This prosecution was attended with irs

His high position for the last four years portant results. Though manywill consider

in whichhefilled it hadbeen anything but that the earl was treated harshly and made

a bed of roses. Inthe latter end of 1720 to suffer for irregularities introduced by bis

Mr. Dorm one of the masters in Chan- predecessors,allmust rejoice in the exposure

cery, had absconded in consequence of the and removal of them which the investigation

failure of a Mr. Wilson, his goldsmith or produced. A vicious system bad prevaled

banker, in whose hands he had deposited a for a long series of years, not only in the

large amount of the suitors' cash. The Court of Chancery, but in the other courts

deficiency this occasioned, added to his own also, of disposing of the various offices in

losses by speculating with the same cash the gift of the chiefs to any person

in the South Sea bubble, which at that would offer what was called a present't'

time burst, amounted to nearly 100,0001. , the bestower. In the Court of Chabert

which it was impossible for him to meet not only the executive and honorarycon

from his own private means. Those means who were entitled to fees were expected iv

were applied as far as they would go, and contribute to the purse of the chancelie.

various palliatives were adopted by the but the system extended to the masters

chancellor to satisfy the incoming claims, Chancery, who were the chancellor's ja

such as by applying for that purpose the dicial assistants, and moreover were ep

price given by the successor for the master- trusted with the care of the moners, the

ship, by obtaining a contribution of 5001. right to which was disputed , or the area

from each of the other masters except one, cation of which was to be determined in the

and by some payments out of his own various causes that came within the junio

pocket. But these were not nearly suffi- diction of the court . The practice had been

cient, and the refusal of the masters to notoriously acted upon for many years to

make any further contribution, with the the chancellor's predecessors, and, tb -

urgency of unsatisfied applicants, deter- the equally objectionable custom of receita

mined the chancellor to put an end to his new year's gifts had beeu abrognied by
anxiety by resigning the Seal. those whom he immediately succeed .

Then did he experience the effect of the Lords Cowper and Harcourt, yet even the

prince's displeasure. He had not resigned had not hesitated to receive paymentfI

three weeks before petitions were presented those masters whomthey had appeared.

to the House of Commons by his royal Bad as the system was, the blot would sua

highness's friends from parties complaining have been removed but for the accidunt

of non -payment of the moneys they were Mr. Dormer's insolvency ;anderen wiibias:

entitled to ; addresses to the king were discovery Lord Macclesfield would pa ba??

voted, commissions of enquiry granted,and have escaped censure had he contined Es

reports made,which resulted in the earl's self to the former practice, which badi bente

impeachment for corruption on February 12. in some sort recognised by the legislsium

The charges were not like those against inasmuch as at the revolution a clause para
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hibiting the sale of the office of master of a son and a daughter. The son , who suc

Chancery, which had been proposed to be ceeded to the earldom , was renowned as a

inserted in a bill then before thehouse, had philosopher, and had a principal share in

been negatived by the Lords. Either his preparing the act of parliament for the

acquittal or his condemnation would have alteration of the style. The present earl is

equally resulted in the abolition of that the sixth who has borne the title.

practice, and in a more safe investment of PARKER, THOMAS, was a near relation

the suitors' money. But, unfortunately for of his namesake, Lord ChancellorMaccles

the accused earl, the investigation proved field, George Parker, of Park Hall in Staf

that he had not been content with the ac- fordshire, being the grandfather of the

customed honorarium , but had increased the chancellor, and the great-grandfather ofthe

price so enormously that it became next to judge, whose father, George, succeeded to

impossible for the appointees to refund the estate of Park Hall.

themselves, or even to pay the amount, Thomas Parker was born about 1695, and

withouteither extorting unnecessary fees by received his education at the grammar

delaying causes before them , or using the school of Lichfield, from whence he was

money deposited with them to defray the removed to the office of Mr. Salkeld, a so

sum demanded. That he employed an agent licitor in Brook Street, Holborn, where

to bargain for him and to higgle about the three other eminent lawyers and judges
price there is no doubt, andthat he was were at nearly the same time initiated into

aware of the improper use that was made the mysteries of the science. These were

of the suitors ' money, and took means to Lord Jocelyn, lord chancellor of Ireland ;

conceal the losses that occasionally occurred, Sir John Strange, master of the Rolls ;and

there is too much evidence . Though there- Lord Hardwicke, lord chancellor of Eng
fore his friends might assert that he was land. With the latter he contracted a

made to suffer for a system of which he was lasting intimacy, and when hewas called to

not the author, and which had been know- the bar at the Inner Temple in June 1724

ingly practised by his predecessors with Lord Hardwickewas attorney -general. This

impunity , it is impossible to acquit him en- was less than a year before his noble rela

tirely of the charge of carrying that system tive's disgrace, of whose patronage though

to an exorbitantextent, and of corruptly he was thus deprived, he foundan ample

recognising, if not encouraging, practices compensation in the friendship of Lord
dangerous to the public credit, and destruc- Hardwicke, who never forgot what he owed

tive of that confidence which should always to theearlyencouragementofthe persecuted

exist in the judicature of the country. The peer, in gratitude to whom he took every

contradictions sometimes found in human opportunity of promoting Parker's advance

nature are extraordinary, for while the dis- ment. Thus in June 1736, when Parker

closures of the trial tend to exhibit an ava- had been a barrister only twelve years, he

ricious disposition in the earl, the evidence was raised to the dignity of the coif, and

he produced , with questionable delicacy, made king's serjeant at the same time ; and

satisfactorily proves that he wasatthe same in two years after, on July 7, 1738, he was

time extremely liberal, dispensing with an raised to the bench as a baron of 'the Ex

almost extravaganthand large sums in the chequer. From this court he was removed

promotion of learning and in aid and en- in April 1740 to the Common Pleas, where

couragement of poor scholars and distressed he remained till November 29, 1742, when,

clergymen. That the price paid by the having been previously knighted , he was

masters for their places was considered a advanced to the head of the Court of Ex

legitimate part of the profit of the chan- chequer as lord chief baron . All these pro

cellor, received a curious confirmation in the motions he owed to Lord Hardwicke, who

grant to Lord Macclesfield's immediate in a letter to the Duke of Somerset said

successor, Lord King, of a considerable ad- that . Parker was in every way deserving,

dition to his salary , as a compensation for and has gained a very high character for

the loss occasioned by the annihilation of ability and integrity since his advancement

the practice consequent upon this investi- to the bench.' ( Harris's Lord Hardwicke,

gation. ii. 25. )

Lord Macclesfeld lived seven years after- Lord Hardwicke, even when out ofpower,

wards, but mixed no more in public affairs. did not neglect him , but endeavoured on thé

Ile spent his time between Sherburn Castle, death of Sir John Willes to procure forhim

his seat in Oxfordshire, and London, where the chief justiceship of the Common Pleas,

at the time of his death he was building a and to the last showed his regard by naming

house in St. James's Square, afterwards in- him as a trustee under his will. ( Ibid. iii.

habited by his son. He died on April 28, 209, 394.)

1732, and was buried at Sherburn. Sir Thomas presided in the Exchequer

His wife, Janet, daughter and coheir of for thirty years,when, having arrived at the

Charles Carrier, of Wirksworth in Derby- age of seventy- seven, he resigned in the

shire, Esq ., rought him two children only, summer vacation 1772, being gratified with

a
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a pension of 24001., and being sworn a his wife, Isabella, a son named Adam , who

privy councillor, a post not then usually succeeded toeightmanors and other property

given to the chief barons while in office. in the counties of Cumberland and North

He lived for twelve years after his retire- umberland. (Abb . Rot. Orig. ii. 202 ; Cal.

ment, during which he published avolume Inquis. p . m . ii. 110.)
of Reports of Revenue Cases in the Ex- PASSELEWE, SIMON, of Norman origin,

chequer from 1743 to 1767, which display was probably brother of Robert, deputy

considerable acuteness. A judgment may treasurer to Henry III. Hewas a justice
also be formed of the manner in which he of the Jews in 1237, and in 52 Henry III.

had executed his judicial functions by the his name appears as a baron of the Ex

remark of Lord Mansfield, who, on the chequer. Madox, ii. 319, 320 , 727.) In
frequent absence of his successor Sir Sidney 1258 he is mentioned as applying to the

Stafford Smythe from infirmity, observed, abbey of St. Albans for a loan to the king.

• The new chief baron should resign in (Newcome's St. Albans, 171. )
favour of his predecessor.' ( Lord Campbell, PASSELE, or PASSELEWE, EDMUND DE,

Ch . Justices, ii. 571.)
as several members of his family did before

He died on December 29, 1784, and was him , held office in theExchequer. He was

buried in the family vault at Park Hall. probably the son of Robert de Passelere,

He was twice married — first to Anne, who was knight of the shire for Susser in

daughter of James Whitehall, of Pipe- 24 and 28 Henry III., as he himself had

Ridware in Staffordshire; and secondly to considerable estates in that county, part of

Martha, daughter of Edward Strong; of which he devoted to pious uses. In 16 Ed.

Greenwich, by each of whom he left issue. ward I. he was appointed one of the comme

The estate of Park Hall is still in possession missioners to enquire as to the damage done

of his descendants. by the overflowing of the sea in the Isle of

PARNING, ROBERT, was possessed of Thanet (Lewis's Thanet, 77) ; and in 3 Ed.

considerable property in Cumberland, and ward II. he was specially employed by the

wasreturned toparliament in the last year king andthe council to attend to the king's

of the reign of Edward II. , as one of the pleas, and is designated by Dugdale a ser
representatives of that county. He took jeant. From that till the sixteenth rear

the degree of a serjeant-at-law in 3 Edward he was frequently engaged as a justice

III. ( Coke, 4th Inst. 79 ), and is mentioned assize, or otherwise, and as such was com

as a king's serjeant in the eighth year. manded to bring his proceedingsinto theEx

From this time till he was called to the chequer to be estreated, and received the cus

bench he frequently acted as a judge of tomary summons to attend the parliaments
assize. On September 20, 1323, 17 Edward IL

On May 23, 1340, he became a justice of he was constituted á baron of the Exeber

the Common Pleas, but only remained in quer, the duties of which he continued to

that court for two months, being raised on perform till the end of the reign. He died
July 24 to the office of chief justice of the in 1 Edward III., leavinga widow and)

King's Bench . His presidency there, how- sons . ( Abb. Rot. Orig . i . 132, 207; Pari

ever, did not continue longer than the Writs, ii . 1261; Abb. Placit. 325. )

15th of the following December, when he PASTON, WILLIAM,was adescendant from

changed the office of chief justice forthat Wolstan, a knight who came from Franc

of treasurer. Being distinguished, as Coke with Henry I., and receiving a grant

says, for his profound and excellent know- lands at Paston in Norfolk , adopted tbe
ledge of the laws, his elevation to the bench name of that place. His parents were l'ye

can be well understood; but the cause of ment Paston, and Beatrice, the daughter or

his early removal from a sphere in which John de Somerton.

he was so fitted to shine is not so readily He was born in 1378, and , being broast

apparent. It arose, probably, from the up to the law , was in 1413 made steward of

king having as high an opinion of his integ- all the courts and leets belonging to Rio

rity asof his legal attainments. chard Courtney, Bishop of Norwich. Blever

He held his new position for little more field's Norfolk, vi. 479.) He was called to

than ten months ; for on October 27, 1341 , the degree of serjeant in Hilary, o Hear " .

the Great Seal was placed in his hands. 1421, and soon after was selected as ons

He continued chancellor till his death, the king's serjeants. He was raised to be

and it is remarkable that, though there is bench as a justice of the Common Please

no imputation against him for neglecting October 15, 1429, 8 Henry VI., and repaised

bis duties, he was still in the habit of his seat during the remainder of his life

attending the Court of Common Pleas to ( Acts Privy Council, iv . 4 , 5 ; Duagadie's
hear arguments there, and sometimes to Orig . 46.)

take part inthem. Instances of this occur Although his judicial character was

inHilary, 17 Edward III., and in the two high as to acquire for him the title of the
following terms. Good Judge, it did not prevent an adresa

He died on August 26, 1348, leaving by tion being brought against him in the past
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liament of 1434. This was contained in a * Paston Letters,' contains a most interest

petition from oneWilliam Dalling, in which ing record of the domestic manners and

he charged the judgethat he ' taketh divers habits of the fifteenth century.

fees and rewards of divers persons within PATESHULL, SIMON DE, is first men

the shires of Norfolk and Suffolk , and is tioned when he appears on the judicial

withhold with every matter in the said bench in 5 Richard I., 1193, from which

counties ;' and then he names nine cases, time till the end of John's reign his name

two being towns, one an abbot, four priors, is frequently recorded on fines, and as per

and two individuals, with súms varying forming the various duties of a justicier,

from 18. to 40s., except the last, which is besides acting as a justice of the Jews.

evidently the origin of the complaint, and (Madox, i. 235, ii. 315. ). His position
is thus stated : during the principal part of the latter reign

. And of Katherine Shelton X marks, was evidently very high, and from the fact

against the king for to be of her counsel for that many of the mandates in causes be

to destroy the right of the king and of his fore the court, from 7 John, are addressed

ward, that is for to say, Ralph, son and heir • Rex Sim . de Pateshull et sociis suis, jus

of John Shelton. ' ( Puston Letters [Knight's ticiis suis, ' an inference may perhaps be

ed .), Introd. xxiv. ) drawn that he was at the head of that

T'he petition was rejected, and is endorsed division of the Curia Regis in which .com

Falsa Billa ;' but it exposes practices which, mon pleas ' were tried . In John he and

even if some of them were old annuities James de Poternaappear to have been fined

granted while he was an advocate for past in one hundred marks each for granting a

or future services, and not withdrawn when term in a cause before them without the

he rose to the bench ,might well make his king's licence, but they were afterwards

impartiality suspectedwhen these parties excused. ( Rot. Claus. i.61,&c., 113, 114. )

were engaged before him. Numerous entries show his continued

He was too ill to ride the Home Circuit in attendance on King John, from whom he

January 1444, as was then the practice ; received many marks of favour. ( Rot.

and it is curious to find, from a letter ad- Chart. 52, 131, 184. ) He held the sheriff

dressed to him , that no other conveyance alties of Northampton from 6 Richard I.
was then thought of except that by water ; to 5 John, and of Essex and Hertford in 6
and that so his colleague, Chief Justice Richard I.

Hody, arranged for them to go. ( Ibid. 5.) In the wars between King John and the

On the 14th of the following August he barons he was more than suspected of a
died, and was buried in Norwich Cathedral, defection from his sovereign ; but in May

to which he had been a benefactor. ( Index 1215 the king granted him a safe- conduct,
Monast. 6.) with an intimation expressed in it that ' if

He married Agnes, daughter of Sir Ed- it is so as the abbot of Woburn tells us on

mund Berrye, of Harlingbury Hall, Herts, your part, we will relax allthe anger and

who after her husband's death was pro- indignation we had against you. (Rot.

ceeded against by one John Hauteyn to re- Pat. 94.) He succeeded in clearing him

cover the manor of Oxnead ; and it affords self with the king, and his lands, which

a strong proof of the respect paid to the had been seized, were restored to him in

memory of the judge that Hauteyn was December. (Rot. Claus. i . 200, 244.)

obliged to petition the chancellor to assign The time of his death is uncertain ; but

certain persons to be of counsel for him in as the rolls give only one other instance, in

the process, because no men of court would the following March, of his performance
act in his behalf. ( Paston Letters, 8. ) of judicial duties ( Ibid . 270 ), and as his

From his eldest son, John, descended Sir son Hugh's subsequent connection with

William Paston, distinguished as an anti- the barons' party is shown by the restora

quary, who wasmade a baronet of Oxnead, tion of his lands to him in 2 Henry III., it

Norfolk, in 1641 ; and whose son, Sir is more than probable that Simon died

Robert,was created Baron Paston of Pas- before that date.

ton, and Viscount Yarmouth , by Charles Dugdale, however, in his Chronica

II., to which an earldom of Yarmouth was Series,' inserts him as chief justiciary in 17

added in 1679 ; but all these titles became Henry III., from an apparent misappre

extinct in 1732 on the death of his son hension of a parenthetical sentence in a

William, the second earl. (Morant's Essex, passage in Matthew Paris, speaking of the

ii.316 ; Genealogy of the Paston Family, by next-mentioned Hugh de Pateshull, who,

F. Worship, Esq . ) he says, was son of Simon the justiciary,

The collection ofletters written by or to qui quandoque habenas moderabatur totius
the members of this family during the regni.? Whether such an obiter dictum is

reigns of Henry VI., Edward IV., Richard a sufficient authority for describing him at

III., and Henry VII. , published originally all as chief justiciary or not, it clearly

by SirJohnFenn, and reprinted by Charles does not pretend to make him so at that
Knight in 1840 under the name of the time or in any part of that reign.

a

6
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PATESHULL, HUGH DE (BISIOP OF From this time until the end of his life

LICHFIELD AND COVENTRY ). Although he was actively engaged in judicial duties,

Dugdale introduces him as chief justiciary scarcely a year occurring in which he was

in 18 Henry III. , 1234,when Stephen de not sent on various itinera. In 1224 be

Segrave was disgraced ,the authority of the was one of the justices itinerant at Dun

passage in Matthew Pariswhich he quotes stable whom Faukes de Breaute endeavoured

does not appear to authorise any such to capture ; but he was fortunate enough to

statement. That passage goes no further escape. ( R. de Wendover, iv . 94.) From

than to show that he was then nominated the next year, when he stands the first of

treasurer in the place of Peter de Rivallis, those who were appointed, he is in erery

an appointment which is proved to have subsequent commission mentioned in the

been made by a patent of the same date. same prominent position. Even if the diri

(Madox, i . 35.) sion of the courts had then taken place,

He was the son of the last-mentioned which is very doubtful, there is no other

Simonde Pateshull,and in his early life,pro- evidence that he was at the head of either

bably just after his father's death , hejoined branch .

the popular cry against KingJohn, and lost The Fourth Report of the Public Records

his lands accordingly, which were, how- | ( App. ii . 161) gives an amusing testimowy

ever, restored after the accession of Henry to his activity in performing his legal func

III., when he returned to his allegiance. tions. In a letter to the authorities, s

(Rot. Claus. i . 340.) He obtained, no brother justicier appointed to go the Turk

doubt from his father's connection with Circuit with him prays to be excused from

the court, a place in the Exchequer, and the duty , ' for,' says he, “ the said Martin is

united , as was then common , the clérical strong, and in his labour so sedulous and

profession with the performance of his offi- practised that all his fellows, especially

cial duties. In the former department he W. de Ralegh and the writer ' ( whose

became a canon of St. Paul's ( Angl. Sac. i. name does not appear), are orerpowered

439) , and in the latter he was gradually by the labour of Pateshull, who wor :

advanced to that position in which he had every day from sunrise until night.' The

the custody of the seal of the Exchequer, writer therefore prays to be eased of Lis

and the receipt of the revenue accounted office , and allowed to go quietly to his

for by the sheriffs, a postwhich, if not at church in the county of York, to which be

that time, was shortly afterwards distin- had been lately presented.

guished by the title of chancellor of the Martin de Pateshull was appointed archa

Exchequer. deacon of Norfolk in 12:26 , and two years

The date of the patent appointing him after he was raised to the deanery of s

treasurer is June 1 , 1234, and there are Paul's, London, of which he bad prerings

entries to show that he still continued to been a canon , but did not long enjof his

perform thedutiesin 22 HenryIII.(Madox, dignity, as he died onNovember 11, 1.200
ii . 35 , 255, 317) ; and there is no notice of (Le Neve, 182 , 219.)

any successor being appointed till 24 Henry Fuller quotes ( ii. 166 ) from Florilez3

III., 1240, on July 1 in which year he this character of him : 'Vir miræ prudentis,

was consecrated Bishop of Lichfield and et legum regni peritissimus.'

Coventry. His short presidency over this PATESHULL, WALTER DE, resided is

diocese was terminated by his death, while Bedfordshire, and the only notice that

yet comparatively a young man, on De- occurs of him in a judicial character is is

cember 7, 1241. (Godwin , 317 ; Baronage, 3 Henry III., when he was one of the
ii. 143. ) justices itinerant for that and the neizb

PATESHULL, MARTIN DE, is stated by bouring counties. On the disgraceof Fakes

one authority to be a native of Northamp- de Breaute he was appointed sherit of

tonshire (Füller, ii. 166 ), and by anotherof Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, and

Staffordshire (Gent. Mag. Aug. 1813) , and under the direction of him and Heary de

there is a village of his name in both these Braybroc, the captured judge, the castier
counties. Bedford was demolished. He retained the

During the reign of John he probably sheriffalty for four years, and died in

held some office in the court, with the title August 1232. ( Rot .' Claus. i. 581 , 2 ,

of ' clerk ' added to his name(Rot. Chart. Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i . 2.2.7 .)

180) , and in 17 John he had letters of safe- PATTESON, Jonx, was the son of the

conduct to come to the king ( Rot. Pat. Rev. Henry Patteson , of Drinkstine i
142 ) , then in the midst of his troubles. Suffolk , by Sophia , the daughter of Regent

Very soon after the accession of Henry Ayton Lee, Esq., a banker in London. lle

III. he was raised to the bench, for his was born on February 11 , 17990), at Sorwich,

name appears in 1217, not only at West- of which city his uncle, John Pattes 1 , Eston

minster, when a fine was levied there,but was the representative in parliament í :
also as a justice itinerant in York and some years .

Northumberland, and in other counties. Educated at Eton, he was elected on the
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foundation, and succeeded to King's College, But he was visited with an infirinity,

Cambridge, in 1809, as a scholar, where in that of deafness, which, though at first

1812 he became a fellow, having in the moderated by the use of ingenious instru

meantime been the first to win the Davies ments, at last increased to such an extent

University Scholarship. that he felt that he could not adequately

Entering the Middle Temple, he placed fulfil the duties which devolved upon him ,
himself successively under the instructions of and, most unwillingly, he tendered his

twoamong themost eminent special pleaders resignation. The scene on his last appear

of the day, Mr. Godfrey Sykes and Mr. ance in court, February 9, 1852, was a

( afterwards Justice )Littledale, and, having most affecting one; and no better evidence

gained by their guidance sufficient know- can be produced of the bar's appreciation of

ledge of the then abstruse science, com- him than is afforded by the following pas
menced the practice of it on hisown ac- sage in the address of the present chief

count. Here great success attended him , justice of that court, Sir Alexander Cock

and soon his reputation was so well esta- burn, then attorney-general:

blished that many pupils resorted to his * As we are now about to lose you, it

chambers to share in the benefit of his may not be entirely unbecoming in me to
teaching. offer, nor wholly unwelcome to you to

When in 1821 he was called to the bar receive, the assurance of the universalsense

and joined the Northern Circuit, his name of the whole profession that the high and

as an accurate and subtle pleader soon sacred duties of the judicial office were

secured him a prominent place among his never more honestly or ably discharged
compeers ; and Mr. Littledale , who then than by you during your whole judicial

acted as counsel for the Treasury, showed life. Though we lose you , your memory

his confidence in him by securing his assis- will yet remain to us, assuming its proper

tance in the business of the crown. Atthe position among those revered names which

close of one of his arguments, “ Rennell v. dignify this place and this hall , and will

The Bishop of Lincoln , Mr. Justice Bayley be cherished by us not more for that vast

is said to have thrown down to him from and varied learning by which all have

the bench a note with these words : Dear P. | profited and which all have admired, than

Lord Tenterden, C.J. An admirable argu- for that untiring love of justice and truth,

ment; shows him fit to be an early judge.' and that hatred of oppression and wrong,

The implied prophecy was speedily ac- that unflinching integrity of purpose, that

complished. When three new judges were simplicity and singlenessof heart, and that

to be appointed, Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst benevolent kindness of nature , which leave

selected Mr. Patteson as the most eligible us in doubt whether we should more revere

person to take the additional place in the the judye or love the man. You will carry

King's Bench. He received his promotion into your retirement the respect and vener

on November 12, 1830, without à murmur ation, and the enduring attachment, of

among his colleagues, though no other in- every member of the profession. We re

stance had ever occurred of one who after joice to hope that , though the sense of one

only nine years' practice at the bar bad been infirmity, and the apprehension lest that

raised to the bench ; so unreservedly were should interfere with the perfect discharge

his merits acknowledged . He of course then of your duty, have made you
withdraw

received the honour of knighthood. from your office in the vigour of your

The choice proved a most successful one. powers, you will long remain in unimpaired

For rather more than one- and -twenty years, health, and long enjoy all the pleasures of

under three chiefs (Lord Tenterden , Lord life.'

Denman , and Lord Campbell), he contributed He was immediately sworn of the privy

greatly, by his high judicial faculty, to the council, and for five years assisted in the

efficiency of the court, as was frequently adjudication of the difficult cases that come

and publicly acknowledged. No one was before its judicial committee. His failing

more soundly versed in the principles of the health then compelled him to desist from

common law, or more firm in his enunci- all mental labour, and for the short re

ation of them ; no one was more lucid in mainder of his life he devoted himself to

his reasonings,or less liable to be misled by the enjoyments of domestic society and to

the sophistries of counsel ; and, what is of the friendly assistance of his neighbours.

the greatest importance, no one was more He expired on June 28, 1861, at Feniton

courteous and kind to all applicants, whether Court, near Honiton, an estate he had pur

in court or in chambers. As a criminal chased at a short distance from the residence

judge he was inflexibly just,and, where he of his brother- in -law and colleague Sir

could be, most merciful; and' in every John Taylor Coleridge, with whom he kept

branch of his duties he established a cha- up the most affectionate intimacy, and who

racter inspiring so much respect and con- has feelingly recorded his worth on the

tidence that there have been few judges brass his admirers put up to his memory in
whose retirement was more regretted. Eton College chapel.
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He was twice married — first to Elizabeth, title that of Marquis of Winchester was

daughter of George Lee, Esq. , of Dickle- added in October of the following year, and

borough , Norfolk ; and secondly to Frances in little more than a month hepresided as

Duke, sister of Mr. Justice Coleridge, whom lord steward at the trial of the late Pro

he survived. One of his two sons is the tector Somerset. He was oneof the twenty :

missionary bishop to the western isles of four subscribers to the document prepared

the South Pacific Ocean, and the other a by the Duke of Northumberland, under

revising barrister on the Northern Circuit. taking to support the succession of the

PAULET, WILLIAM (MARQUIS OF WIN- kingdom on Lady Jane Grey ; but on the

CHESTER ), was the son of Sir John Paulet, death of King Edward, though, acting as

an eminent soldier, created a knightof the lord treasurer, he presented the crown to

Bath at the marriage of Prince Arthur in that unfortunate lady, he had the wit very

1501 , and of Elizabeth , daughter of Sir soon to see his dangerous position, and

William Paulet, of Hinton St. George. contrived to be one of those lords wbo met

He was born about 1475, if it be true that at Baynard's Castle, and caused Queen Mary

he lived to his ninety-seventh year. to be proclaimed. This secured to him :

Though he appears to have been sheriff continuance in his office of treasurer for the

of Hampshire in 1518, the history of his whole of that reign , during which he is

early life is limited to the fact that he was said to have been active in the persecutions

a learned and accomplished man , and that which disgraced it. His patent, howerer,

he received the honour of knighthood was renewed when Queen Elizabeth sac

before he was made comptroller of the ceeded. He lived for nearly thirteen year

household by Henry VIII. , in 1532, when, after that erent , and died on March 10, 1572,

according tothe above account, he must and was buriedat Basing in Hampshire.

have been fifty - seven years of age. Five It is not supposed that a man so old s

years afterwards he became treasurer, and he was could interfere much in politics

on March 9, 1539, was advanced to the in the last two reigns; but it is apparer:

baronage by the title of Lord St. John of that he must have possessed a wonderful

Basing. On the establishment of the new accommodating spirit to have remainede
Court of Wards, in 32 Henry VIII., hewas scathed in such perilous times under fra

the first master appointed, and in the sovereigns, professing alternately diferer:

thirty -fifth year he was installed a knight systems of religion. His own solution

of the Garter. He next became great the difficulty seems to be the right .

master of the king's household, and the When he was asked how he had attained

last service he performed to Henry VIII. so great an age, he pleasantly answered

was in accompanying him on the expedi Late supping I forbear,

tion to France,when he was present at the Wine and women I forswear ;

taking of Boulogne. Of that king's will Myneck and feet I keep from cold ;

he was the third named of the sixteen No marvel then that I am old .

executors, and under its provisions one of
I am a willow , not an oak ;

I chide, but never hurt with stroke .

theprivy council of his infant successor.
of this council he was appointed presi- He married two wires. The first 514

dent when Somerset became protector, and Elizabeth , daughter of Sir William Capan

within a few weeks after the accession of the second,Winifred , daughter of Sir J.

Edward VI. the Great Seal was placed in Bruges, and widow of Sir William Sacs

his handson March 6, 1547, with the title ville, chancellor of the Exchequer. li.

of lord keeper. It is evident that this was titles descended in regular succession 2
not meant to be a permanent appointment, the sixth marquisin 16-9 was create :

from the time during which hewas to hold Duke of Bolton. The sixth duke dres

it being limited in the first instance to without male issue in 1794 , the chia

fourteen days, and on two subsequent became extinct , but the marquise dire

occasions to defined periods. The protector, volved on the descendant of a muazers
however, was so uncertain as to the person of the fourth marquis, whose TIC - *

with whom he should ultimately entrust it now enjoys the title. ( Raromage, i . **

that Lord St. John retained the possession Collins's Peerage,ii . 367 ; Hayward: A

for more than seven months, when Richard Lingard, & c.)
Lord Rich was constituted lord chancellor PAUNTON, JAMES DE, WAS pttiat --

on October 23. Lincolnshire, his father, William , biz

As soon as the power of the protector sheriff there in 50 and 51 Henry III a

seemed to be slipping away from his grasp, he himself in the four following vees B

Lord St. John is found on the side of his was constituted a justice of ibe hire

opponents and assisting in his downfall. Bench in 1270, and died almost is

The reward of this suppleness was the mediately after his appointment; fiel

enrldom of Wiltshire and the office of lord 1 Edward I. , Philip de Paunton, probably

treasurer, both of which were granted in his son by Isabella his wife, obtained a

the beginning of 1550. To the former extent in aid against those who

2
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James money, to pay his debts to the by marrying a daughter of Roderick, King

crown . (Madox, 173, 194 ; Abb. Placit. 199 , of Connaught. (Lord Lyttelton, iii. 351.)

233, 312.) In 3 Richard I. he hadthe custody ofthe

PAUPER , ROGER, was the son of Roger, castle ofBolsover (Madox,ii. 220 ) ; and in

Bishop of Salisbury, the great minister of 1195 he appears again as a justice itinerant,

Henry I., and of Matilda of Ramsbury, fixing the tallage in Gloucestershire.

whom some authors call his wife, and some He married Matilda, the widow of the

his concubine. The charitable presumption before -mentioned Robert Grimbald . ( Ibid .

is, that he had been legally united to her, i. 704.)

and that he had refused to obey the canons PEMBERTON, FRANCIS. Chauncy, the

which were then attempted to be enforced, historian of Hertfordshire, is the only author

enjoining married priests to put away their who speaks of his contemporary Sir Francis

wives. Pemberton with unmixed commendation .

There are three documents proving that His other biographers, with whatever party

Roger Pauper was chancellor in the first they are connected, almost invariably qua

year of Stephen's reign - one dated in 1135 lify the encomiums they are compelled to

(Monast. ii. 482); another granted at the utter with some expressions of deprecia

general council held atWestminster in the tion . One says that he was a great lawyer,

following Easter (Madox, i. 13) ; and a but that he had so towering an opinion of
third, being the Charter of Liberties, dated his own sense and wisdom that he made

near the same time at Oxford ( App. to Re- more law than he declared . Another, while

ports, Rec. Commis. ) ; to all of which the acknowledging that he was an excellent

attestation of his father, the bishop, is also judge, asserts that his passion for prefer
attached . ment led him sometimes to do wrong. The

In July 1139 he was still chancellor, various incidents of his career are so tinted

when he and his father were seized by by the different prejudices of the writers,

Stephen at Oxford. The manner in which whether whig or tory, that, not receiving
he was carried in fetters before the castle the entire approbation of either party, the

of Devizes, and threatened with instant natural inference to an unprejudiced mind

death unless it was surrendered to the king, is, that he acted independently of both.

is more fully related in the subsequent life That he was damned with faint praise '
of Bishop Roger. receives its explanation in Burnet's admis

Although the bishop was released when sion that he wasnot wholly for the court . '

the castle was taken, the king kept the The family of Pembertoncame originally

chancellor in confinement, and for a long from a town of that name in Lancashire ;

time refused to give him his liberty unless but a branch of it settled at St. Albans in

he would join the court party, an offer Herts, and gave many sheriffs to that county .
which he invariably rejected . At last, Ralph Pemberton , who was twice mayor

however, he procuredhisfreedom , on con- of the borough in the reign of Charles I.,

dition that he retired from the kingdom . was the father of the judge, who was born

His exile continued during the remainder there in 1625 , and, after receiving the

of his life, and history is silent as to its rudiments of his education in one of its

close. ( Madox, i . 14 ; Godwin , 341 ; Wen- private seminaries, was removed in August

dover, ii . 226.) 1640 to Emmanuel College, Cambridge,

PAUPER, HERBERT ( BISHOP OF SALIS- under the tuition of the learned Dr. Which

BURY ), enjoyed the archdeaconry of Can - cote,whose niece he afterwards married.
terbury in 1175, and in 1185° and the He remained at the university till February

following years was one of the custodes 1644 , having taken the degree of B.A., and,

of the see of Salisbury during its vacancy entering the Inner Temple, was called to

( Mador, i. 311,631),which lasted till 1188. the bar in November 1651. Chauncy omits
To this bishopric he was afterwards elected any mention of his youthful follies, probably
in May 1194, 5 Richard I. From thattime considering that he redeemed them by his

he acted regularly as a justicier in the Curia future life; but both Roger North and

Regis, his name appearing to several fines Burnet, the courtier and the whig, agree
from the sixth to the ninth year ofthe in describing his beginnings as very de

reign inclusive . ( Hunter's Preface.) He died bauched, and leading him into such extra

on May 9, 1217 , and wasburied at Wilton. vagance that he soon wasted his patrimony,
(Godwin, 342; Le Neve, 11, 257.) and involved himself in such debt that he

PEC, RICHARD DE, was among the jus- lay many years in gaol . While there he

tices itinerant selected by the kingwhen the isrepresented by both to have made up for

council of Windsor, in 1179, 25 Henry II . , lost time, following his studies so closely

divided the kingdom into four circuits. that according to one he came out a

(Mador, i . 137.) In 27 Henry II, he was sharper at the law, and according to the

sent with the constable of Chester to Ire- other he became one of the ablest men of

land, to take away the government from his profession. He no doubt had plenty

Hugh de Lacy, who had offended the king of exercise for legal subtleties in the cases

6

a
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of his fellow prisoners, to aid whom his sat & twelvemonth, Scroggs, who was

necessities oblíged him to apply himself. then chief justice, intrigued for his remoral,

How or when he obtained his release is not and he received his discharge on February

related, except by Lord Campbell, who 16 , 1680 , three weeks after the trial and

enters into minute details, for which he has acquittal' of Sir Thomas Gascoigne. He

not given any authority. His brother lawyer immediately returned to his practice at the

Serjeant Chauncy says that he was made bar, and at the end of another year he wa

one of the counsel of the Marshalsea Court, selected to displace Scroggs in the hizba

an arena in which his prison experience office of chief justice of the King's Bench,

would stand him in good stead . But soon his patent beiny dated April 11, 16 1

after the return of Charles II. he is men- From this court he was removed to preside

tioned in the courts at Westminster, and in the Common Pleas on January 22, 1681

evidently got into considerable practice. Sir T.Raymond says in his Reports (p. 4N

Pepys (iii. 371 ) consulted him on prize that this change was made by his oma

business, and mentions the heaps of gold desire, for that the latter was a place

upon his table; and in 1668 he was em- though not so honourable, yet of 2.7

ployed by the crown in the prosecution of ease and profit. And so no doubt it w

the apprentices tried for high treason in given out; but both Burnet (vol. i.535

tumultuously assembling under colour of and North ( p.233) agree that the procede

pulling down disorderly houses . ( State ings against the city of London then conie:

Trials, vi. 880.) In 1671 he was called to on for argument, Pemberton, who was de

the bench of his inn, and became Lent considered sufficiently favourable to 5

reader in 1674, on which occasion Chauncy views of the crown, was made to give was

says he kept á noble table ' there. It is to Sir Edmund Saunders, who had adrias

thus apparent that he soon outlived his on all the pleadings. Sir Francis was

early reputation ; and that he was held in the same time sworn a privy counselic

high estimation in his profession is proved He however kept neither honour very las
byhis being appointed king's serjeant in being dismissed from his office of judze cz

August 1675, not seven months after his September 7 following, and removed ir

being summoned to assume the coif. In the privy counsel in the next month. The

the interval he became the innocent victim second dismissal is attributed by Burnet:

of an absurd quarrel about privilege be- the judge's showing so little eggeli
tween the two houses of Parliament. An against Lord Russell,'whose trial had tase

appeal in a suit, wherein a memberof the place in the previous July. Whetber tus:

lower house was a defendant, having been was the real cause or not, his removal fra

made to the House of Lords in its judicial the privy council shows that he was tares

capacity, the Commons pertinaciously con- out for political purposes. He is sace

tended that their members were privileged have boasted that while he was a je
from appearing before that assembly. The -a period of only three years and aL

counsel appointed by the Lords to plead in he had for his own share made more in

the cause were ordered into custody bythe than King,Lords, andCommons, sir
Commons for their compliance, and on was born .' ( Lord Campbell's Chanc. iii. 3.4

being released by the Lords were again He then a second time returned om

seized, and committed to the Tower. The bar, and practised with great succes * :

journals of the two houses ( Ibid. vi . 1146 ) serjeant for the next fourteen years....

give a very amusing account of this ridicu- death in 9 William III . Though in
lous farce ; and so high at last the contest was the leading counsel who defend

rose ’ that the king was obliged to put an seven bishops, and , by obtaining their

end to itby proroguing and afterwards dis- quittal, produced the revolution , verin

solving the parliament. Serjeant Pember- very next year the Convention Parliazd

ton was one of these counsel, and after called him to account for a judgmet:
being released by the Lordswas retaken by which six years before he had overtues !

the speaker (Seymour) himself in the middle plea of Topham the serjeant -at-arins to :

of WestminsterHall.Hisimprisonment jurisdiction of thecourt. Bath he ads
of course ended with the session . Thomas Jones, who had joined in tbe is

On being made king's serjeant he re- ment, were committed to prisn,te

ceived the honour of knighthood ; and in they gave rery sufficient reasons from
less than four years - viz., on May 1,1679- decision. They remained in durance fre

he was constituted a judge of the King's July 19 till August 20 , when the peut

Bench. At this time,as the trials arising ment was adjourned ,orOctober21,
out of the pretended Popish Plotwerepro- was prorogued. (State Trials, xii. -**
ceeding, he of necessity took part in several He died at his house at Hizmet

of them ; and from the questions that heput June 10, 1097, and was buried in to chased

it is very evident that, though he had some there, upon the pulling down of

belief in the plot, he had not much con- monument was removed to the chemos

fidence in the witnesses. Before hehad Trumpington, near t'ambridge,in the price

6
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bourhood ofwhich some of his family have bench at Westminster. He certainly was

property. By his wife, Anne, daughter of often employed in a judicial character, but

Sir JeremyWhichcote, Bart. , he had eleven it seems to have been in his capacity of

children, of whom seven survived him- warden of the Cinque Ports.

three sons and four daughters. The manorof Penshurst in Kent belonged

Sir Francis Pemberton isreputed to have to him , together with the manor of West

been a generous and charitable man, and Leigh and the castle of Allington in the
to have been endowed with a ready wit same county, He was sheriffof Kent in

and quick apprehension. At the same time 53 Henry III.and the two following years,

his notions are described as curious, and and was then appointed constable of Dover

his distinctions nice; and certainly his Castle and warden of the Cinque Ports,
phraseology was peculiar, for he was in the posts which he retained as late as 33 Ed

habit of commencing his addresses to coun- ward I. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii.552; Madox,

sel, jury , and prisoner with Captain Fluel- i . 613 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 47.) There are

len's expression , 'Look you .' Roger North’s several instances of his being assigned to

accountof him (p. 222-3) is a very preju- try malefactors and to decide rights within

diced one, because he was in some sorta his jurisdiction ( Rot. Parl. i. 3, 18, 98, 126 ;

rival of the author's brother, Lord Guil- Abb. Placit. 203 ), but none that show him

ford ; and while he is obliged to acknow- to have been one of the regular judges.
ledge his excellence as a lawyer, he imputes His first wife was Roese de Beseville ;

to him, without the slightest evidence, and his second was Margaret, daughter of

misconduct both as counsel and as judge. John de Burgh, the grandson of Hubert de

Burnet describes him as one of the ablest Burgh, and widow of Robert de Orreby.

men of his profession, and allows that he He largely endowed the free chapel of
summed up against Lord Russell at first his manor of Penshurst, and lies buried in

very fairly ;' yet he evidently regards him the church there under an altar tomb, on

with a somewhat jaundiced eye. Though he which he is represented in armour, and not

accounts for his removals by saying " he in judicialrobes. (Hasted, i . 182, iii . 75, &c. ,

was not wholly for the court, he was not iv . 450, vi.84 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 162, 164.)

quite satisfied with him because he was PENGELLY, THOMAS, is said by tradition

not wholly a whig: The best proof that to owe his origin to an illicit amour of the

the family of Bedford did not impute to Protector Richard Cromwell. This story

him any injustice or cruelty is that the old seems principally to be founded on the fact

earl advised with him whether the attainder that Pengelly showed uncommon zeal in a

would prevent Lord Russell's son from suit between Richard and his daughters,
succeeding to the earldom. The opinion and that the protector died in Pengelly's

that he gave remains among the archives house at Cheshunt. That this parentage

of Woburn. Serjeant Chauncy also de- was credited in his own times appears pro

scribes his general conduct while presiding bable from the sly answer given by a wit

in the most flattering terms, an opinion ness to his question, how long a certain

in which all must concur who read the way through Windsor Park had been so

trials of the period. His career was used— ' As far back as the time of Richard

curiously marked by vicissitudes. After a Cromwell. The register states his birth

youth of dissipation he became a profound to havetaken placein Moorfields on May

lawyer ; he was raised to the bench twice, 16, 1675 , and records him as the son of

and was twice dismissed by the king as Thomas Pengelly, who in the son's admis

being too lenient to those who opposed the sion to theInner Temple is described of

court, and was twice imprisoned by the Finchley, Middlesex ; but who this father

House of Commons- once at least, as act- was is nowhere explained. He was called

ing arbitrarily and unjustly on the bench ; to the bar in November 1700, and was dig

after filling the highest judicial offices he nified with the coif in 1710. Elected

twice resumed his place at the bar ; and, member for Cockermouth in both the par

notwithstanding all his reverses, and in liaments of George I. , he was in the latter

spite of the condemnation of party writers one ofthe managers on the impeachment

on both sides, his memory is regarded with of the Earl of Macclesfield, and undertook

that respect which always accompanies the duty of replying to that nobleman's

moderation and independence. (Lord Mac- defence . In a long and laboured harangue

aulay's England, iii.380. ) he with great ability and force answered

PEMBROKE, EARL OF. See W. MARES- all the legal points raised by the earl, and

CHALL . with more harshness than was requisite

PENECESTRE, STEPHEN DE. Although aggravated the offences with which he was

Dugdale introduces him in his list of judges charged. At this time he was the king's

of the Common Pleas, quoting the Com- prime serjeant, to which he had been ap

munia ? of Trinity Term , 12 Edward I. , pointed on June 24, 1719, having been
there is considerable doubt whether he knighted in the previous month, and in this

ever held that office or sat at all on the character he, with the other law officers of
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the crown, had the conduct of the indict- Bendish , of Steeple Bumpstead in Esser.

ment of Christopher Layer for high treason He studied at the Middle Temple, and,

in conspiring against the king in 1722, arriving at the post of reader in 1640, was

very ably and efficiently, performing his elected treasurer of the society in 1643.

duty on that important trial. On October In January 1654 he was called serjeant,

16, 1726, he was appointed chief baron of immediately after which he was named on

the Exchequer. ( Lord Raymond, 1309, thecommission forthe spring circuit through

1410 ; State Trials, xvi . 140, 1330.) He the midland counties ; and on May 30, 1655,

presided in that court for four years and a he was made a baron of the Exchequer.

half, and during that time he exhibited ( Dugdale's Orig. 220–222; TThitelocke, 5ºL)

that patience and firmness,as well as legal Within a year he was removed to the

knowledge and discrimination, by which a chief justiceship of the Upper Bench in
good judge is distinguished . ' He fell a Ireland ; and on June 14 , 1655, be si

victim to the cruel and disgusting manner placed in that character as chief com

in which prisoners were treated in that missioner of the Great Seal of that country,

-age. Travelling the Western Circuit, some in which he continued till August 20, 162.

culprits were brought before him from At the time of his death, in January 1656

Ilchester for trial at Taunton, the stench he was the sole judge of his court; and it

from whom was so bad that an infection is much to his credit that in times like

was spread which caused the death of some those in which he flourished no touch of

hundreds of persons. Among them was calumny sullies his name. ( Smyths Lux

the lordchief baron, who died at Blandford Off. Ireland, 31 , 90.)

on April 14, 1730. ( State Trials, xvii. The grandson of Richard , the judze:

219-250 ; Gent. Mag. xx. 235.) eldest son , was the father of two barones

He was considered when at the bar a Sir Lucas Pepys, physician to George III .
florid speaker and bold advocate, though created in 1784 ; and Sir William Weie

perhaps at times too vehement. Steele's Pepys, a master in Chancery, created a
quibble on his name—' As Pen is the Welsh 1801. The latter title devolved in loti

term for head, guelt is the Dutch for money, on the next-noticed Charles Chriswpbe :
which with the English syllable ly , taken Pepys.

together, expresses one who turns his head Notwithstanding all these honour attach

to lye for money ' - must be wholly disre- ing to the family, the name of Pepps Fun
garded, as it was prompted by anger at be longer remembered through the litery

having the licence of his theatre taken away. reputation of Samuel Pepps, the descenda :
As a judge he held a bigh reputation for of a younger branch, who was secretary

his learning and his equal distribution of the Admiralty in the reigns of Charles II
.justice ; and in his private characterhewas and James II.

esteemed for his probity and cheerfulness. PEPYS, CHARLES CHRISTOPHER (EAKI

His charity wasnot confined to his life, for of COTTENHAM ), was directly descendent

by his will he left a considerable sum for from the above -noticed Richard Peppni
the discharge of prisoners confined for debt. being the second son of Sir William Wear

( Noble's Cromwell, i. 175 ; Cont. of Granger, Pepys, who held the office of master a
üii. 194.) Chancery from 1775 till 1807, and obtain

PENROS, John, was of a Cornish family, his baronetcy in 1801 by his wife. El:18

He was raised to the office of a judge of beth, eldest daughter of the Right Honour

the King's Benchin Ireland on February able William Dowdeswell, chancellor of t

27, 1385 , 8 Richard II . ( Cal. Rot. Pat, 211.) Exchequer in 1765. He was nepber als

From this position he was removed to the to Sir Lucas Pepys, Bart., physician

English bench on January 15, 1391, in the George III. Both the baroneicies cours

fourteenth year ; but to which of the two in him by thedecease of his brother in las

courts seems uncertain . Although Dugdale and his cousin in 1849, and are now metamu

places him in the Common Pleas, the words in the earldom he afterwards attained. EL

in the patent seem rather to express the younger brother Henry held the biskupom

King's Bench ( Ibid. 221) ; and no fines ap- of Worcester from 1841 to 1001 .

pear, from Dugdale'saccount, to have been He was born on April 29 , 1781 , and w

levied before him. In the following year educated at Harrow , from whence be in

he was made justice of South Wales; and ceeded to Trinity College,Cambridge,un

the last time we find him mentioned is as a he took his degree of Bachelor of Lan .

trier of petitions in the parliamentof 17 1803. Havingpreviously entend hissi

Richard II. ( Ibid. 223 ; Rot. Parl. 310.) as a member of Lincoln's Inn, he grain

PENZANCE, LORD. See J. P. WILDE . himself of the instructions of the two

PEPYS, RICHARD, was the second son of eminent men in common law and by

John Pepys, of Cottenham in Cambridge- Mr. Tidd and Sir Samuel Romilly, t. 3.

shire, and the nephew of Talbot Pepys, who was called to the bar in Norember 194

was a reader at the Middle Temple in 1623. He attached himself to the Court of Chase

His motherwasElizabeth, daughter of John cery , but, though esteemed a skilful draitor

а
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rers . As a

man, his progress was not rapid . He did not formercapacity he was a sound and prac

obtaina silk gown till 1826 ; but afterwards tical adviser, and an accurate and logical

he had no reason to complain . reasoner, but without that ready eloquence

Soon after the accession of William IV. which is often the principal attraction.

he was appointed , in November 1830, soli- But these very qualities rendered his deci

citor -general to the queen ; and in July sions in the latter character of the greater

1831 he entered parliament, first as the value, enabling him at once to see the real

representative of Earl Fitzwilliam's borough merits of the point in dispute, and to dis

of Malton , and afterwards of Higham Fer- cardfrom his consideration useless techni

In the senate he supported the whig calities and irrelevant arguments.
party, to which he was always attached ; senator, both in and out of office, he sup

and was raised by that party in February ported and sometimes originated several

1834 to the post of solicitor-general to the amendments of the law, and in his own
king, on which occasion he was knighted. court he introduced some regulations for

He had filled that office for little more the simplification and more satisfactory

than six months when the mastership of conduct of its proceedings. It speaks

the Rolls became vacant, to which post, highly in his favour that his judicialmerits

passing overthe Attorney -GeneralCampbell, werenot praised by his own friends only,

Sir Christopher was appointed on Septem- but fully acknowledged by the opposite

ber 29, 1834. In the interval between that party also. He was peculiarly cold andsedate

month and April 1835 there had been two in his manner, and extremely tenaciousofhis

changes of ministry ; and on the second opinions , and though he was a staunch ad

change, when the liberal party resumed herent to the whig party, he wasnot consi

power,the Great Sealwas put into commis- dered of any use toit as a politician.

sion, atthe headofwhich the new master of In 1821 Lord Cottenham married Caro

the Rolls was placed . At the end of nine line, daughter of William Wingfield, Esq. ,

months, on January 16, 1836, the Seal was the master in Chancery, by Lady Charlotte

delivered to Sir Christopher alone as lord Maria, daughter of the first Earl of Digby.

chancellor, and four days afterwards he was By her he had twelve children .

created Baron Cottenham . PERCEHAY, or PERCY, HENRY DE, may

For nearly the six following years he have been a younger branch of the 'noble

performed the functions of hishigh office house of Percy, but was probably the son of

in a most satisfactory manner ; but onSep- William and Isabella Percehay,the posses

tember 3, 1841, on the restoration of the sors of Lewesham and other manors in York

conservative party, he retired ,and remained shire and Lincolnshire. From 39 Edward

out of office while that ministry retained III. he received a fee as one of the king's

power, but assisted in hearing appeals to serjeants, after which he was occasionally

the House of Lords and the privy council. employed as a justice of assize. He was

When the conservatives were in their turn raised to the bench at Westminster on

obliged to quit the government he resumed October 5 , 1375, being then constituted a

his seat on the woolsack, on July 4, 1846, baron of the Exchequer, in which office he

being the only whig chancellor, except remained during the rest of that and the

Lord Cranworth, who during the present first five months of the following reign.

century has been restored to his place. He was then, on November 26, 1377, re

Towards the end of four yearsLord Cot- moved to the Court of Common Pleas, in
tenham's health began to succumb under which fines are recorded as levied before

the labours of his position, and his suffer- him till Midsummer 1380, 4 Richard II.

ings at last interfered much with his duties. ( Dugdale's Orig. 45.)

In the prospect of his retirement, her PERCY, ROBERT DE, was one of the jus

majesty, or rather perhaps the party to ticiers before whom fines were taken in 10

which he was attached, showed the value John. ( Hunter's Preface.) They were

placed on his services by raising him two acknowledged in the country, and he is

steps in the peerage. He was on June 1, mentioned in that character in no previous
1850 , created Viscount Crowhurst and or subsequent year.
Earl ofCottenham ; and on the 19th of the He was the third son of Josceline of

same month, under the pressure of severe Lovaine ( son of Godfrey Duke of Brabant,

illness, he resigned the Seal, having held it and brother of Adelicia, the second wife of

as chancellor nearly ten years. Withthe Henry I.), who assumed the name of Percy
hope of restoring his health, he travelled on for himself and his descendants on his mar

the continent, but, as in the case of Lord riage with Agues, one of the daughters

Langdale, his relaxation came too late. and coheirs of Lord William de Percy,
Within nine months he died at Pietra Santa the third baron, on whose death the male

in the duchy of Lucca on April 19, 1851 . branch became extinct.

Lord Cottenham , though he attained no He accompanied the king to Ireland in

great eminence as an advocate, proved 1210, and in thefollowing year had various

himself a most excellent judge. In the allowances for the expenses of the Spanish
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ambassadors and their knights, and for |prebendary of Ripon,by Anastasia, daughter

conducting them to Dover. ( Rot. de Pre- of George Plaxton,Esq. , of Berwick. He

stito, 180–236 .) In 14 John the sheriffalty was born in 1710, and was initiated in the

of Yorkshire was committed to him, but study of the law at the Inner Temple, ob

he subsequently appears to have joined taining his grade of barrister in 1732, and

with the barons, as his lands weregiven of bencherin May 1757. Two years after

to Brian de Insula ; but they were restored he was made a king's counsel, and in 176?

on his submission soon after the accession be opened the indictment against Lond

of Henry lll . (Rot. Claus. i . 245, 324, Ferrers when he was tried for murda

373. ) In the tenth year of that reign he is by the House of Lords. In January 1783

mentioned as one of the justices assigned be obtained a seat on the bench as a barca

to hold a special assize of last presentation of the Exchequer, but was never knished

to a church in Yorkshire. ( Ibid. ii. 138.) His power of discrimination may be esti

He is said to have assumed the name of mated by his summing up on a trial ar

Sutton, which was borne by his posterity. Exeter as to the right to a certain strean de

( Baronage, i. 271; Collins's Peerage, ii. 232.) water, which he concluded thus : "Gentle

PERCY, WILLIAM DE , was also named in men , there are fifteen witnesses who stess

Mr. Hunter's list of justiciers before whom that the watercourse used to flow in a ditch

fines were acknowledged in 8 John, 1206, on the north side of the hedge. On the

but none of the fines in which he is so in- other hand, gentlemen , there are nine w

troduced have yet been published. nesses whoswear that the watercourse um ?

He seems to have been nephew of the to flow on the south side of the bedre

above-mentioned Robert de Percy, and the Now , gentlemen, if you subtract nine from

son of Henry de Percy, Robert's elder fifteen, there remain six witnesses was

brother, by Isabel , daughter of Adam de uncontradicted ; and I recommend you $3

Brus, lord of Skelton . give your verdict accordingly for the part

He was employed by King John, a man whocalled those six witnesses."

date being recorded for a secure ship for His judicial life extended to twe!

him to pass over in the king's service into years, and was terminated by a fit

Poictou with horses and arms. ( Rot. de the palsy, with which he was seized :

Fin . 547. ) Under Henry III. he received Maidstone during the Lent assizes in 1778,

various grants of land, and obtained a which induced him to resign in thefollore
weekly market for his manor of Spofforth ing May, receiving a grant of 12001. a res

in Yorkshire, and in 26 Henry III.hepaid as a retiring peusion. Hewas buried a
one hundred marks to be exempted from Laleham .

attendance on the kingin Gascony. He married Mary, the daughter

He died in 1245, and was buried in the William Bower, of Bridlington in Foto

abbey of Sallay. His first wife was Joan, shire , and the widow of Peter Whitta.

one of the daughters of the before-noticed who in 1728 was lord mayor of York, bir

William Briwer. His second wife was left no issue. ( State Trials, xix . 894.

Ellen, daughter of Ingelram de Balliol. PERRYN, RICHARD, the son of Benjamin

By both he had issue. Perryn, Esq ., of Flint , commenced his study

Thethirteenth baron was in 1377 created of the law at Lincoln's Inn , but was call :

Earl of Northumberland, a title which still to the bar in July 1747 by the society

exists, notwithstanding various forfeitures, the Inner Temple, to which he had tra *

in the present Duke of Northumberland, ferred himself, and became a benche: 3

who is the lineal descendant, sometimes April 1771. Choosing the Court of Che

through female heirs , of this William de cery for his legal arena , he soon acquire

Percy. The dukedom was added byGeorge such areputation there as tobeemployee
III. on October 18, 1766. ( Baronage, i. in almost every cause. After a long -

271 ; Collins, ii . 233.) prenticeship, he obtained a silk in

PERCY, PETER DF, was probably a 1771, and received the appointment
branch of the same noble family, and vice-chamberlain of Chester. It is ins

was certainly a native of the North. nuated by a contemporary that be of *

From the numerous entries in the Rotu- his success more to chance than to mer's

lus de Finibus (Excerpt.ii. 263–388) of and that his professional colleagues had to

payments made for assizes before him , it is very high opinion of his legal acquirements

apparent that he was a regular justicier. On April 6 , 1776, he was promoted to :

They extend from 41 to 47 Henry III., barony in the Court of Exchequet,

1257-1263. After that date there is no knighted. After a respectable career of

further mention of him until1267, when three-and-twenty years as a judge, be me

his son Robert does homage for the lands signed in the summer vacation of 1,8

his father held in capite . ( Ibid. 456.) (8 Term Reports, 421 ; Strictures on L

PERROT, GEORGE, was the son of the yers, 175. ) He died in 1803.
Rev. Thomas Perrot, rector of Welbury PERYAM, WILLIAM. was the eldest of

and Martin -cum -Gregory in York, and a the two sous of John Perram ,an op :
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citizen and twice mayor of Exeter; andof 6 Richard I. , 1194, as one of thejusticiersbe

Margaret, one of the daughters and coheirs fore whom it waslevied at Westminster, and

of Robert Hone, Esq. , of Ottery St. Mary. in 8 Richard I.was at the head of the justices

The other son, John, was an alderman of itinerant who fixed the tallage in the coun

Exeter and a knight, and was a consider- ties of Essex and Hertford. Madox, i . 704. )

able benefactor to Exeter College, Oxford That he held a distinct official appoint

( Chalmers' Oxford, 68) , where William , ment in the Exchequer appears from seve

who was born at Exeter in 1534 , is said to ral entries on the rolls. ( Ibid. ii. 274–5 .).

have been educated. His arms are placed He was probably a scion of the noble

in one of the windows of Middle Temple house of Peverell,which commenced in the

Hall. Receiving the serjeant's coif in Mi- person of RanulphPeverell, who married
chaelmas Term 1579, he was constituted a à concubine of William the Conqueror,

judge of the Common Pleas on February and was perhaps that Hugh Peverell who

13,1581, 23 Eliz . ( Dugdale's Orig. 225.) in John's reign wasseated at Sanford_in

For the twelve years during which he Devonshire ; or the Hugh Peverell, of Er

retained his seat the reputation he enjoyed mington in the same county, whose lands

may be estimated as well by his being were forfeited for his adherence to the

named as one of the commissioners to hear barons, but afterwards restored on his sub

causes in Chancery on the death of Sir mission to King Henry III. ( Rot. Claus. i .

Christopher Hatton, as by the number of 200, 283, 307) ; ormore probably the father

commissions into which his name was in- of one of them .

troduced for the trial of state offenders. PHELIPPS, or PHILLIPS,EDWARD, was

Among these were Mary Queen of Scots, descended from an ancient Welsh family,

the Earls of Arundel and Essex, Sir John which migrated into the county of Somerset,

Perrot, and others of less note. ( App. 4 where they long resided at Barrington, á

Report Pub. Rec . 272-296 ; State Trials, i. few miles from Montacute . He was the

1167, 1251 , 1315, 1:333.) In January 1593 fourth son of Thomas Phelipps , Esq., of

he was promoted to the office of chief baron that place,by Elizabeth, the daughter of -
of the Exchequer, and was knighted. He Smith , Esq., whose second son was father of

continued to preside in that court during Sir Thomas Phelipps, raised to a baronetcy

the ten remaining years of Elizabeth's in 1620, which became extinct in 1690.

reign, and for eighteen monthsunder King It is not improbable that Edward studied

James I. ( Duydale's Orig. 48.) at Broadgate's Hall ( now Pembroke Col

After a judicial life of nearly twenty -four lege ) , Oxford, as Wood notices one of his

years , he died on October 9, 1604, at his name taking the degree of B.A. in 1579,

mansion at Little Fulford, near Crediton, and of M.A. in 1582. He kept his legal

in the church of which he was buried under terms at the Middle Temple, and attained

a stately monument. to the rank of reader in autumn 1596.

He married three wires. The first was (Dugdale's Orig. 218.) He was called ser

Margery, daughter of John Holcot, of jeant at the end of the reign of Queen

Berkshire, Esq. ; the second was Anne, the Elizabeth , but did not assume the degree,

daughter of John Parker, of North Molton , on account of herdeath intervening, till

Devon , Esq . ; and the third was Elizabeth, the beginning of King James's. He was

one of Sir Nicholas Bacon the lord keeper's appointed king's serjeant on the 18th of

daughters, to whom he was also the third May following, and was knighted. In No

husband, she having been previously mar- vember he assisted in the trial of Sir

ried to Sir Robertd'Oylyand Sir Henry Walter Raleigh, but took no part in the

Nevill. He left four daughters. ( Prince's brutal manner with which Sir Edward

Worthies ; Diary of Walter Yonge, 8.) Coke conducted the prosecution. In July

PETER, as abbot of Tewkesbury (elected 1604 he was made justice of the Common

in 1216), is added to the list of justices Pleas in the county palatine of Lancaster.

itinerant for the county of Gloucester in ( Cal. State Papers ( 1603-10],133. )

9 Henry III., 1225. His name does not In January 1606he opened the indict

again appear in a judicialcharacter, and he ment against Guy Fawkes and the other

died in 1232. ( Rot. Claus. i. 271, ii. 76 ; conspirators in the Gunpowder Plot, and

Rot. Pat. 184 ; Mitred Abbeys, i. 185.) his speech on the occasionis a curious spe

PETIT, JOHN, was a member of Gray's cimen of oratory. ( State Trials, ii . 164.)

Inn, and filled the postof reader there in In the first parliament of King James ,

1518, and again in 1526. He was in the which met on March 19, 1604, he was re

commission of the peace for Kent from turned for his native county, and elected

1514. He becameabaron of the Exchequer speaker. His address to the king is in his

in Michaelmas 1527, but Dugdale is some- usual ponderous style, and he apparently

what confused in respect to whether he was vied with his majesty which should most

second or third baron. (Dugdale's Orig. fatigue the audience by the length of their
292 ; Cal. State Papers [ 1509-14], 723. ) orations. The reporter, however, was out

PEVERELL, Hugh, is named on a fine of of patience and leaves his harangue un

a
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finished. On the close of the session in PHESANT, PETER, was of a family esta

July his speechis full of the most fulsome blished at Tottenbam in Middlesex, and

absurdities, beginning with solemn pom- the son of Peter Phesant, of Bletchworth
posity, “ History, most high and mighty in the county ofLincoln, an eminent lawyer
sovereign, is truly approved to be the trea- and reader of Gray's Inn in 1582, ånd

sure of times past ;the light of truth ; the Queen Elizabeth's attorney ' in partibus

memory of life ; the guide and image of borealibus.' A student at Gray's Inn, he

man's present estate; pattern of things to became a barrister in 1608, and was chosen
come, and the true work -mistress of ex- | reader in 1624. In May 1640 he was

perience, the mother of knowledge,' &c. honoured with the degree of the coif, and

( Parl. Hist. i. 969, 1045.) This parlia- having been one of the common pleader
ment continued till February 1611 , during of the city of London, was elected recorder

which period there were four more ses- on May 2 , 1613, but resigned the office on

sions, in all of which Sir Edward acted as the 30th ofthe samemonth, on the plea of
speaker, having in the interim been re- ill-health , but probably in order to make
warded for his flattery by the reversion of room for John Glynne, the favourite of the

the office ofmaster of the Rolls,granted to parliament. Under the same plea he had
him on December 2, 1608 , to which he in the previous year excused himself from

succeeded on the death of Lord Bruce of appearing in defence of Sir Edward Her

Kinloss, on January 14 ,1611. Hewas also bert, the attorney-general,on his impeach
made chancellor toHenryPrince ofWales. ment. ( Parl. Hist. ii . 1125, 1127. )

Of Sir Edward's proceedings in Chancery In February 1613 the parliament pr

little more is known than appears inci- posed him to the king as one of the judsen

dentally in the report of Wraynham's case, of the Common Pleas ( Clarendon , iii. 107 ;

against whom proceedings were instituted and , on their assumption of the government ,

for slandering Lord Bacon. A cause in voted him into that place on September:
which Wraynham was concerned had been 1645. On the king's death , in Januar

referred to the master of the Rolls, who 1619, he consented to act in his judicia

had made a report adverse to his interests, capacity under the keepers of the libertis

on which Lord Chancellor Bacon had after- of England ;' but in the following June be

wards founded his decree, and Wraynham was allowed to stay at home from the cut

had thereupon conveyed the slander in a cuit, ' being sickly ' ( II hitelocke, 174, 3:

petition to the king. On the hearing of 409 ) ; and dying three months after. 01

the charge , the character of Sir Edward October 1 , 1049, at Cpwood in Hunting
Phelipps (then dead) is given by three donshire, he was buried in the chure

eminent lawyers his contemporaries. Yel- there. The inscription on his monume :

verton , the attorney -general, calls him a describes him as having been twice the

man of great understanding, great pains, only judge of his court. By his wife , Nay

great experience, greatdexterity, and great of the family of Bruges, of Gloucestershire

integrity .' Sir Edward Coke says, “As for he had several children . ( Hatfield &Hunta

this masterof the Rolls, never man in Eng- | PHILIP is mentioned as the succeerd

land was more excellent in Chancery than Roger Pauper, who was removed from tb

that man ; and for aught I heard that had office of chancelior in 1139 ; and a chart :

reason to hear something of him ) I never to the monastery of St. Frideswide ( Chris .

heard him taxed with corruption, being a church ) , Oxford, one of the witneses i

man of excellent dexterity, diligent, early which is · P. the chancellor ,' seems to me

in the morning, ready to do justice.' Chief roborate this account, as it must have been

Justice Montagu, however, lets us into a dated before 1148, and perhaps best
little bit of his real character as a judge, 1144. (Monast. ii . 116 : Philipot.)

for, after declaring tható whoever knew that The author of the Lives of the C

man knows him to be a true reporter and cellors ’ ( 1708 ) is eridently mistakers

a judicious collector of proofs as ever was,” saying that he held it till Becket w

he adds, ‘ I will not dissemble what others appointed, in the next reign, as Robert d

thought a fault in him , to be over swift in , Gant was certainly chancellor during pt."

judging, but this was the error of his greater of the interval.

experience and riper judgment than others PICHEFORD, GEOFFREY DE, the si

had . ' ( State Trials, ii. 1062, 1073, 1079. ) Ralph de Picheford, was constable of

He had left the scene long before this castle and forest of Windsor in 1 Edward

trial took place, having died on September I. ( Abb . Rot. Orig. i. 21 ) , and was a juº

11 , 1614. Ile built the large and noble itinerant of the forests from the sixth a 12

mansion still standing at Montacute. He eighteenth year. He wasafterwanie

married first Margaret, daughter of Eleanor's bailiff at Langler. Ret Pin

Newdigate, Esq.; and secondly Elizabeth , i. 4 , 59, ii . 81. ) The last time a : r mor

daughter of Thomas Pigott, Esq., of Bucks. of his name appears is as constatke in
His representatives still enjoy the paternal Windsor Castle, in :26 Edward I. ( ..

estate. | ii . 224. )

6
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PIGOTT, GILLERY, is one of the present his father Ralph, he held the sheriffalty of

barons of the Exchequer. His family is Berkshire in 4 Henry II. and two following

traced from a knight who accompanied years.

William the Conqueror on his invasion of His appearance in this catalogue arises

England, and its members have held pos- solely from his being one of the twelve

sessions in various counties ever since. He named by Dugdale as justices itinerant in

is the fourth son of Paynton Pigott, Esq., of 1170, but whose real office was to enquire

Archer Lodge in Hampshire, and of Ban- into the abuses of the sheriff's, and had

bury in Oxfordshire (who assumed in 1836 nothing to do with the ordinary legal pro

the additional names of Stainsby Conanı ), ceedings.

and of Maria Lucy, daughter of Richard He died about the end of that king's

Drosse Gough, Esq . , of Loudern in the reigu, leaving a son named Henry, who

latter county. He was born at Oxford in succeeded to his possessions. The ninth

1813, his Christian name being given him baron, Henry de Pinkney, was summoned

from his great-grandmother, the daughter to parliament by Edward I. , as Dominus

of Colonel Gillery ; and he received his ide Wedon, but the barony became extinct

education at a private school at Putney. on his death without issue. (Baronage, i .

A member of the Middle Temple, he was 556 ; Pipe Rolls, 123 ; Nicolas.)

called to the bar by that society in May PIPARD, GILBERT, in 14 Henry II. , and

1839 ; and joining the Oxford Circuit , and for the three following years, held the

attending the sessions of that and the neigh- sheriffalty of Gloucestershire, succeeding

bouring county of Gloucester, he gained a William Pipard , probably his father, who

considerable practice . In a few years he had been sheriff for the four previous years.

was elected recorder of Hereford . His next At the distribution of England, in 1176,

1856, to which was added in the following pointed by the council of Northampton, he

vear a patent of precedence. In October was the last of the three to whom the

1860 he was elected representative for counties of Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon ,

Reading,and,professing liberal opinions, he and Cornwall were appropriated. In the

supported Lord Palmerston's administration. subsequent arrangement also, made by the

But his senatorial career was soon inter- council of Windsor in 1179, when England

rupted by his elevation to the bench of the was divided into four parts, he was se

Exchequer on October 8, 1863, when he lected to administer justice in one of them .

received the honour of knighthood . (Mador, i . 128–137 .)

He married Frances, only daughter of Three other counties, in addition to that

Thomas Duke, Esq. , of Ashday Hall, near of Gloucester, were entrusted to his super
Halifax . intendence as sheriff ( Ibid. 205) ; and in

PIKENOT, ROBERT, is the last named of 1180 he was employed in Normandy, being

the eighteen justices itinerant to whose the custos of the castle of Exmes and fer

judicial superintendence the six divisions mor of the Vicomté, in which year he

into which thekingdom was apportioned in accounts for the issues of the forests of

22 Henry II., 1176, was submitted, the Moulin -la -Marche and Bonmoulins. (Rot.

northern counties being allotted to him and Scacc. Norm . i. 50, 103, 104.)

two others. (Madox, i. 128. ) PLANTAGENET, GEOFFREY (ARCHBI

PILBOROUGH, John, was admitted a SHOP OF YORK ), was the younger of the

member of Lincoln's Inn in 1515, and be- itwo sons of Henry II . by Fair Rosamond,

came reader there in 1535, and again in one of the daughters of Walter de Clifford,

1513. He was appointed á baron of the ! a baron of Herefordshire. The date of his

Exchequer on November 28, 1545 , 37 birth , like the whole of his mother's his

Henry VIII. ; and within a week after the i tory , is involved in some doubt. If, when

death of that monarch, being still a governor he was elected Bishop of Lincoln in 1173,

of Lincoln's Inn, he delivered an ornate he had, as is said by Giraldus Cambrensis,

oration ' to two new -made serjeants of that scarcely completed his fourth lustre, he

society. His death occurred in the follow- must have been born about 1153. This

ing year. ( Dugdale's Orig. 119, 251, 252.) might have been the case had he been the

He married Elizabeth, daughter of John elder son , as his father was in England in
Roper, attorney -general to Henry VIII., this year. But as the other son, William

and Jane, daughter of Lord Chief Justice Longsword, afterwards Earl of Salisbury,

Fineux ; and wasthus the brother-in-law was his senior, the period of Geoffrey's

to Chief Justice Sir Edward Montagu, who ' birth must have been later, unless Ilenry's

married Eleanor, another daughter. ( Cols i connection with Fair Rosamond had com

lins' Peerage, vii . 80. ) menced in his first visit to England in 1149,

PINCERNA, ALEXANDER. See BOTELER. when he was only sixteen years of age,

PINKENI, GILBERT DE , or PINCHENI , which was not a very likely occurrence.

was a baronwhose property lay in Northamp- The date of 1158 or 1159, which other

tonshire and Berkshire. Having succeeded writers give of his th , seems more pro

.
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bable, especially as on his seal, attached . | traordinary equity and discretion. The affee

after his election as bishop, to a grant of tionof hisfather for him may be seen aswell

certain churches to the priory of Burling- in the charters as in hiswill, in all of which

ton in Lincolnshire, an impression from he is called “ my son and chancellor.'

which is published in the Archäologia ? In 1187 his native talents as a military

( vol.xxi. p. 31), he is represented as a boy, commander were again called into exercise

which he would scarcely have permitted by the king's placing him at the head of
had he attained his twentieth year. one of the divisions of the army he had

Notwithstanding his youth and the irre- raised in Normandy; and his affectionate

gularity of his birth, Henry easily obtained adherence to his father in all his troubles

the confirmation of the English bishops, was strongly evidenced in the last war in

and contrived also to procure a dispensa- which the king was engaged. Philip Au

tion from the pope from those impediments. gustus of France had attacked Mans, the

Although , previously to his election to the capital of Maine, into which Henry, with

bishopric, he had held an archdeaconry in Geoffrey, had thrown himself. On the town

the same cathedral, he was not of course taking fire , Geoffrey in vain aided the at

admitted into priest's orders; so that he tempts to extinguish the flames; butwas

could not yet be consecrated nor enter on obliged to fly with the king, and taking

his pastoral duties . It is stated that his refuge in the castle of Fresnelles , he offered

father sent him to Tours to prepare him- to remain without, as a guard against the

self in the schools there for undertaking his expected attacks of the pursuers. Henry,

episcopal charge. however, not willing that, exhausted with

This was probably at a somewhat later the fatigues he had undergone, he should

period, because he took an active part in expose himself further, insisted on his en

1174 in aiding his father, when his sons tering the castle and sharing his own bel.

raised the standard of rebellion against He distinguished himselfgreatly during the

him. With this view he had applied to, short remainder of the war; and when the

and obtained from , the gentry and people of peace was concluded on June 28 , 1189, azred

bis diocese, a considerable sum of money as the ingratitude of Prince John, which was

a free contribution ; but on being apprised then exposed, had so severely stung bis fa

that it was deemed an exaction, he at once ther's heart as to produce the fever from

returned the whole . By this popular act which he never recovered, he continued with

he found himself at the head of a largebody him in thelast trying moments, and soothed

of volunteers, with whom, throwing off his him with that affection and respect which

ecclesiastical character, he surprised and hisother sons had never shown him . Ama

levelled to the ground the castle of Ki- the last wishes expressed by the king was

nardsferry , a strong fortress in the Isle of his desire that Geoffrey should resume his

Axholme, belonging to Roger de Mowbray. clerical character, and obtain either the

He then, at the request of Ranulph de bishopric of Winchester or the archbishop

Glanville, the sheriff of Yorkshire, raised ric of York , and , giving him two rin of

another fine army, and, marching into that great value as a mark of his lore, he did

county, took and demolished the castle of at Chinon on July 6 .

Malepart, or Malesart, which Roger de The roll of the first year of Richari's

Mowbray had built, about twenty miles reign mentions Geoffrey as chancellor : bat,

from York. Onjoining his father shortly as part of the accounts in that roll deres

afterwards at Huntingdon, the king wel- sarily refer to the last year of Henry's life,

comed him with affection , and declared it affords nɔ proof that he continued in the

that his other children were bastards, and office after his father's decease. Richard

he alone had shown himself his true and was at that time abroad, and there is fri
legitimate son. dence that both before and immediately afte

The tendency of his inclinations being his coronation William de Longchamp was
thus exhibited towards a military rather acting as his chancellor.

than a clerical career, it is not surprising, King Richard, however, treated Gettres

when the pope, in 1181, insisted that he with the kindness he deserved, and in con

should either take priest's orders, and be pliance with Henry's wish nominated him

consecrated, or renounce the see of Lin- to the vacant archbishopric of York, että

coln, the profits of which he had received before his arrival in England, requiritz,

without performing its duties, that he however, from him at the sametine sasa

should voluntarily resign his bishopric. tribution of three thousand marks town

In his letter of resignation he calls him- the expenses of the crusade.

self chancellor, to which office the king bad Taking up his residence at the priesteri

previously appointed him . This office he St.Martin at Dorer,thesheriff of the cuir ,

continued to hold during the remainder of byorder ofthe chancellor, William de Los

his father's reign ( Dugdale's Monast. v. champ, now Bishop of Ely , to whoes R

588, vi . 938) , and he is said to have acted ' chard had entrusted the goverment ofte

in it, notwithstanding his youth , with ex- | kingdom during his absence in the Holy
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Land, kept him in siege for several days, Thomas Platt, Esq. , an eminent solicitor in

and then obtaining entrance, on September London, who lived to bethe father of the

19, 1191 , had him violently dragged from profession with undiminished respect till

the altar itself, and on his refusal to return the age of eighty -two, and held the office

to Flanders, carried him to the castle prison, of principal clerk to three chief justices,

and detained him in custody there for eight Lords Mansfield, Kenyon, and Ellenborough,

days. On the Bishop of London's inter- during a period of thirty years, was born

ference, and marks of public indignation about 1790, and was sent first to Harrow ,

appearing, the chancellor thoughtproper to and then to Trinity College , Cambridge,

order his liberation. The precise cause of where he took his degrees of B.A.in1810,

this outrage is uncertain ;but it possibly with honours , and of M.A. in 1814. Hé

arose from a dispute which seems to have had in the meantime been admitted to the

occurred between the king and the arch- | Inner Temple, and in 1816 wascalled to

bishop as to the appointmentof certain offi- the bar. Joining the Home Circuit, he

cers of his church . Be this as it may, the gradually was entrusted with briefs, andby

king was soon after compelled, for this and his ready address and confident 'bearing

other causes, to consent to the removal of eventually acquired a considerable practice.

the chancellor. In January 1835 he received a silk gown,

Geoffrey's reception by the clergy and and became in the end a favourite leader of

people after his imprisonment was a triumph his circuit. Before a common jury he was

both in London and York ; and for some a formidable adversary to his opponent, but

years he appears to have quietly employed before a special jury he was not so success

himself in the affairs of his province, and ful. In January 1845 he was raised to the

to have refrained from interfering in politics. bench of the Excheqyer, and sat there more
Soon after the death of Richard ,Geoffrey than eleven years, when, in consequence of

fell under the displeasure of King John,the the failure of his health, he retired in No

principal cause of which was his refusal to vember 1856.

permit the carucage, which had been gene- As an advocate he was remarkable for the

rally granted to the king throughout the energy of his manner and the simplicity of

rest of England, to be collected in his pro- his language; and as a judge, though not

vince. The immediate effect of this was deeply read,his good sense led him to sound

the seizure of all his manors and other pos- conclusions, while his blunt courtesy and

sessions ; and though the archbishop did amiable disposition made him a favourite

not hesitate to punish James de Poterna, with the bar. He died on February 10 , 1862.

the sheriff, and all others engaged in it, PLESSETIS, JOHN DE (EARL OF WAR

with those who had excited the king's anger WICK) , stands second among the six justices

against him, he succeeded in effecting a re- assigned in 35 Henry III., 1251,to hold the

conciliation with the monarch which lasted pleas of the city of London, which were

for several years .
In 1207, however, he usually tried before the justices itinerant,

resisted the paymentofthe thirteenth penny the others being regular justiciers. This is

which the king had imposed, and found it the only time in which he appears in a ju

necessary to retire privately from England, dicial position, and he held it then no doubt

in order to avoid the royal resentment. In in his character of constable of the Tower,

this exile he continued nearly seven years, where the sittings were to take place.

and at last died at Gromont in Normandy, He was Earl of Warwick forlife only, in

on December 18, 1213. right of Margery, his second wife, the sister

The affectionate duty which he showed and heir of Thomas de Newburgh, the last

to his father, King Henry, must incline us earl. His marriage with her was obtained

to a favourable interpretation of his conduct for him by theking, in addition to numerous

in the two succeeding reigns, and induce us other favours by which he had been raised

to attribute his misfortunes to the irrita- from a comparatively low origin to a high

bility of Richard and the overbearing tyranny position in the court.

of John, each of whom his independence of He was a Norman by birth, and is first

character and his strict sense of justice would, named in 1227, as the last of four whom

though in a different manner, excite . His the king often describes as his knights (Rot.

military inclinations do not appear to have Claus. ii . 202) , and who are always intro

prevented him from being a good bishop; duced together, receiving various payments

nor do some minor dissensions between him for their services. They were all evidently

and the canons of his cathedral at all de- servants in the king's household, and each

tract from the character he must ever hold partook of the king's generosity. Hugo de

in history as a valiant soldier, an able com- Plessetis, another of the four, was probably

mander, a wise counsellor, and an excellent the father of John .

son. (Gollwin, 2-6, 675 ; Rich. Divis. 15, John advanced rapidly in the king's good

4. Madox, i . 35, 87, ii . 139 ; Wendover ; graces, and for his services in the Welsh

Lord Lyttelton .) wars received ample rewards. He was

PLATT, Thomas Joshta , the son of appointed governor of Devizes, warden of

a
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Chippenham Forest, and sheriff of Oxford ; which impeached the chancellor Michael de

had grants of the wardships of various la Pole, Earl of Suffolk, and which passed
minors, with the custody of their lands ' the ordinance constituting commissioners

( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i. 319-409 ); and, to for regulating the government. This ordi.

raise his fortune to the highest point, the nance, however, was not dated till a fort

king took such measures that Margery, the night after Plesyngton's removal, which

sister and heir of the Earl of Warwick, therefore, there is little doubt, was the act

whose first husband, John Mareschall, had of the king himself. It not improbably
lately died , did not venture to refuse him as arose from adesire to thwart and counteract

her second. He married her accordingly in his uncle, Thomas Duke of Gloucester, to

1243, but did not assume the title of Earl whose party Plesyngton was strongly at
of Warwick until he had obtained the con- tached. The reasons for his remoral no

sent of William Malduit, the presumptive where expressly appear; but if they are t)
heir to the earldom in the event of the be found in the articles against him which

countess's death ,that he should enjoy it for are referred to in Appendix II . to the Ninth
his life if he survived her. Report of the Deputy Keeper of the Public

He had been appointed constable of the Records, 1848 ( p. 244 ) , they are of the

Tower of London in 28 Henry III. , and the i most frivolous character.

remainder of his life is chiefly remarkable ! It is not likely thatany proceedings were

for the liberal proofs he received of the taken upon these articles,because, on the

to his royal master. After attending the Plesyngton's friend, the Duke ofGloucester,

king into Gascony, and the conclusion of the would be paramount; but they were par

truce there, he was, in 38 Henry III., trea- , haps considered sufficient to prevent his

cherously seized by the people of Pontes in reinstatement in the court at the time. In

Poictou, notwithstanding a safe -conduct the parliament of the following year we

from the King of France, and cast into find Plesyngton acting as the spokesman of

prison, whence hewas not released till the the duke and the four other lords appellao :,

following year. In his last years he saw | when they exhibited their charges agains

the commencement of the troubles between the Archbishop of York , the Duke of

the king and the barons, during which he and, the Earl of Suffolk , Sir Robert

was entrusted with the sheriffalty of War- Tresilian , and Nicholas Brambre , the cat

wick and Leicester. He died in the midst viction of whom was quickly followed by

of them , on February 26, 1263. ( Baronage, that of the judges who had answered the

i. 772. ) unconstitutional questions propounded to

PLESTE, ROBERT DE, is not mentioned ' them, among whom was Sir John Cars , the

in any of thepublished records, but, ac- , new chief baron. But, even upon the
cording to Dugdale's .Chronica Series,'was a attainder of the latter, Plesyngton was a

baron of the Exchequer in 1362, 36 Edward replaced on the bench of the Excheqer.

III. There was a William de Pleste , who, nor is any explanation to be found why be

in the sameyear,is called “ attornatus regis .' wasthen passedover .

PLESYNGTON, ROBERT DE, evidently He died in 17 Richard II . , 1393-4 , but

mixed much in the politics of his day. His the king was so inveterate against all the
name is that of a township in the parish of who were connected with the Bhike of

Blackburn in Lancashire,which was pro- Gloucester's proceedings that, when bu
bably his native place. In 50 Edward III., resumed his authority in the twenty -fr

1376, he was appointed one of the custodes year of his reign, he was not content wi

of certain property in the town of Lancaster, punishing the survivors, but he caused the

and of several manors in the neighbourhood. who were dead , and among them Ribes
( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 341.) At this time he de Plesyngton, to be impeached fir that

held an office in the Court of Exchequer, share in the supposed treasons. The per:
to the head of whichhewas advanced four liament, being then underbis control.

years afterwards, being constituted chief course confirmed his law, and the cha

baron on December 6 , 1380, 4 Richard II. baron's property was declared forfeited to

Dugdale removes Plesyngton from his the crown. These unjust sentences, hot

seat on the bench on June 27 , 1383; but ever, were all overturned in the first par

William de Karleol, whom the learned liament of Henry IV. , and the pse

author names as his successor, was appointed of Robert de Plesyngton in Rutland so

chief baron, not of the English, but the Yorkshire seemed to have descended to the

Irish Exchequer; and the Liberate Rolls son of the same name, whom he had br bis

show that Robert de Plesyngton continued wife Agnes. ( Rot. Parl. ii. 304, 5. ( .

in office without interruption till the tenth Inquis. p.m .iii. 176, 305.)
year of the reign . PLUMER, THOMAS, descended from a

His actual retirement took place on No- old and respectable Yorkshire family, *

vember 5, 1386, 10 Richard If. This day the second son of Thomas Plumer, of Lile

was during the sitting of the parliament ling Hall in that county. He was born ca
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October 10, 1753, and at eight years of age and had much employment before election

he was sent to Eton, where he gained that committees. of the suppressed volume

character for classical ability and suavity of called “ The Book ,' arising out of the

disposition which afterwards distinguished Delicate Investigation into the conduct

him at University College, Oxford .While of Caroline, Princess of Wales, in 1806, he

William Scott ( afterwards Lord Stowell) was supposed to be, if not the author, at

was regarded as the best tutor in theuni- least the corrector, joining with Lord Eldon

versity, Plumer was considered one of the and Mr. Perceval as her royal highness's
best scholars. He was elected Vinerian friends.

Scholar in 1777, and, taking his degree of In April of the next year,on the defeat

B.A. in 1778, became fellow of his college of the whigministry, Mr. Plumer was ap

in the next year, and proceeded M.A. in pointed solicitor-general, and was knighted.
1783. He then entered parliament for Lord

He had become a member of Lincoln's Radnor's borough of Downton, which he

Inn so early as April 1769, but was not continued to represent till he was raised to

called to the bar till February 1778. Be- the bench. He remained solicitor -general

fore that event took place he had the for five years, Sir Vicary Gibbs being the

advantage of attending Sir James Eyre on attorney -general ; but he does not appear

his circuits, and frequently assisting the to have taken part in any of the numerous

judge, whose eyes were weak, in taking prosecutions instituted by the latter,except

down the evidence on the trials at which in the case of the Independent Whig ,

he presided. This employment was of when he spoke for two hours in the House of

great benefit to him in his future practice, Lords in support of the sentence pronounced
which was principally in the Court of Ex- against the libellers. On Sir Vicary's

chequer. In 1781 he was made a commis- elevation to the bench Sir Thomas Plumer

sioner of bankrupts, and attended the succeeded him on June 27, 1812, but filled

Oxford and also the Welsh Circuits , at the the post for less than a year,being ap

end of the latter of which he joined in the pointed on April 10, 1813, the first vice

revelry of the Horseshoe Club, instituted by chancellor under the statute 53 Geo. III .

the members for their relaxation and indul- c . 24. After presiding in the new court

gence in all sorts of fun and nonsense. for nearly five years, he received another

( Notes and Queries, 2nd S. xii. 87, 214.) He and a last promotion as master of the Rolls
soon acquired practice , and stood so high on January 6, 1818 . He filled this station

in estimation that he was employed in the till his death , which occurred six years

defence of Sir Thomas Rumbold at the bar after, on March 24 , 1824, when he was

of the House of Commons, and there ex- buried in the Rolls Chapel.

hibited such powers that he was selected in Though a deep-read lawyer, and exhibit

1787 as one of the three counsel to defend ing great powers and ability in his plead

Warren Hastings,his coadjutors being Mr. ings, his style was so heavy and his

Law and Mr. Dallas, each of whom , as well speeches of such length and elaboration

as he, eventually filled high offices in the that he fatigued his hearers without in

law. In 1793 he was made a king's coun- teresting them. His estimation as a judge

sel, in which character he was often em- may be seen by the manner in which Sir

ployed in the public trials that took place Samuel Romilly, a sufficient authority, re

during the next ten or twelve years. He cords in his Diary Sir Thomas's appoint

successfully defended John Reeves when ment to the mastership of the Rolls.

absurdly prosecuted in 1797 for a libel . While acknowledging his great anxiety to

In the next year he defended Arthur do the duties of his office to thesatisfaction

O'Connor and others on a charge of high : of everyone, and most beneficially to the

treason, one only of the defendants, James suitors, Sir Samuel pronounces him to be

O'Coigley, being found guilty. In 1802 he wholly incapable of discharging those
was engaged in the prosecution of Governor duties, and accounts for the fact that Sir

Wall for a murder committed twenty years William Grant, his predecessor at the Rolls,

before, in the nextyear in the prosecution notwithstanding his great dispatch, left an

of Colonel Despard for high treason, both arrearof more than 500 causes,bystating that
of whom were condemned and executed. causes were set down at the Rolls for a two

He was leading counsel in the defence of fold object , that Sir William Grantmight

Lord Viscount Melville in 1806 , on his hear them ,and thatSirThomasPlumer might

impeachment by the House of Commons, not hear them . His judgments were as pro

and contended with so much success against lix as his speeches used to be ; andin allu

the case of the managers as to procure an sion to them and to the delays attributed to

acquittal for his noble client on all the ten Lord Eldon this epigram was perpetrated :

charges in the articles . Just before this

trial, on March 25, 1805, he was appointed
To causedelay in Lincoln's Inn

Two difrºrent methods tend :

a judge on the North Wales Circuit. He
His lordship's judgments ne'er begin ,

had a great reputation as a tithe lawyer, His honour's never end .
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Though unpopular in his court, his man- ! regarding the pope's anathemas, which

ners were most obliging ,and his disposition seems little to accord with the above act of

most kind. His judgments too were so devotion, or with his having been fined a

exceedingly learned and forcible, and in thousand pounds the year before his death

general correct, that he left a reputation for having the king's goodwill. (Mador, i

of being an urbane and erudite, though a 408.) The statement, however, whether

tedious, judge . true or false, drew the papal thunder on bis

By his marriage with Marianne, the own head, and the sentence of excommu

eldest daughter of John Turton, Esq., of nication was pronounced against him. As
SagnalHall in Staffordshire, he left seve- this was not removed before his death , in

ral children . (Gent. Mag. xciv . 610 ; 1208 , his body was buried outside the

State Trials, xxvi. xxvii. xxix. xxx.; church, without the performance of any

Romilly's Diary .) funeral rites (Godwin , 738; R. de IA

POER, WALTER LE, was in some way dover, iii . 66–237 ); an indignity which

engaged in the service of King John . In would not be very distressing to the monks,

February 1215 he was sent with three whom he had violently persecuted. ( Sxr
others into Worcester to explain the king's tees' Durham , i . xxvii .)

affairs, and in the following August was POLE, WILLIAN DE LA , was one of the

employed to make an extent on the manor two sons of William de la Pole , a rich

of Budiford in Warwickshire, and on that merchant in the newly rising port of hing

of Sukeleg in Worcestershire, for the use ston-upon-Hull . Both of them renderi
of Llewellyn. The county of Devon was valuable pecuniary assistance to Ediwand

committed to his charge as sheriff in 6 ' II . and Edward III . , and were rewarded

Henry III. , 1222 ; and in 1226 he was one accordingly.

of those appointed to collect the quinzime ! William was born at Ravenser , in the

in Worcestershire. In the same year he neighbourhood of Kingston -upon -Hull, to
was nominated a justice itinerant into Glou- which he ultimately remored. In 1 Edward

cestershire, and in 1227 into the counties III . he had a grant of 40001. , out of the

ofOxford, Hereford, Stafford, and Salop. first issues of the customs of that port, ir
( Rot. Pat. 128 ; Rot. Claus. i . 266, 499, ii. payment of an advance he bad made ..

146 , 151 , 205.) | meet the royal necessities, and in 1:3 hi

POICTIERS, PHILIP OF (BISHOP OF DUR- sumptuously entertained the king wher be

IIAM ),was a confidential servant of Richard visited Kingston on his way to Scotiand

I., and wasemployed byhim as his clerk or On this occasion he is said to have received

chaplain in the expedition to Palestine. the honourof knighthood, and to have pre
After the truce with Saladin was made, he cured the title of mayor for the principal

was one of the few whom the king selected officer of the town, being himself'tbe Ex

as hiscompanions on his return. Soon who bore it. The nextyear he was one of

after Richard's redemption he was re- those employed in a mission to Flander

varded with the bishopric of Durham , in and was several times engaged in simils

January 1196. He received priest's orders duties during the six following year I

in the following June, but was not conse- 9 Edward III . he was constituted custos

crated till May 12, 1197, when that cere- the exchanges of England, and receiver

mony was performed byPope Celestine at the old and new customs of Hull and Bs

Rome, whither he had been sent with ton. The immediate consideration of the

William de Longchamp, Bishop of Ely last appointment was his undertaking this

(who died during the journey ), in order to pay the expenses of the king's household at

procure the pontitt's interference in remov- the rate of 101. a day. He was the hors
ing the interdict which Walter de Con- agent for the crown with the tradidz il

stantiis, the Archbishop of Rouen , had laid terest, and was commonly denominate tb

on Normandy. His representations suc- | king's merchant. In the twelfth year 1

ceeded in inducing the pope to promote an ward III. gave him a royal acknowlet

agreement between theking and the arch- ment for 10,0001.advanced, and for 7,2

bishop, and in restoring the afflicted duchy for which he had become bound , and

to the rites of the Church. consideration of moneys paid by him in ei

On his return to England he took his of the royal expenses, and for the defees

place as a justicier in the Curia Regis, of the kingdom , the king granted to: 13
having probably been educated to the legal rious manors in Nottinghamshir and Yisrá

profession, and filled some office in the shire, and afterwards in rested himn with

court before he was selected as clerk to the the order of knight bannerei, addingon
king. His name does not appear to fines rents for the support of the bonour, tout
levied at Westminster after 10 Richard I. ther with a rerersionary assignneat

Hle undertook a pilgrimage to Compos- 1000 marks of rent in France, ished the

tella in 1200, and on his return home the king recovered his rights there. Besbos

next year he is stated to have been one of this, houses in Lombard Street. Luis

the chief advisers of that monarch in dis- which had belonged to the Sodeiss Ear
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dorum ,' were appended to the royal dona- ! 104) ; and in little more than a year he

tion . (N. Fædera, ii.862–908, 1065, 1085 ; was raised to the highest office in the

Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 11-142. ) state, being constituted chancellor of Eng

He was constituted second baron of the land on March 13, 1383.

Exchequer on September 26, 1339, and in In January 1384 he received a payment

the parliaments held in the following Oc- of 9331. 6s. 8d. for his expenses in going to

tober and April he was present as one of the court of Rome, to the King of the

the judges (Rot. Parl.ii. 103, 112 ); but he Romans and Bohemia, to treat for the

was removed,or retired, from his seat on marriage of King Richard with Queen

the bench on June 21 . Anne, and for the money paid for her re

When Edward III. returned from Tour- lease ' (Deron's Issue Roll, 224) , she having

nay, in November 1340, grievously dis- been taken prisoner on her way to England.
appointed by the ill-success of his ministers Though he presided in the Chancery

in the collection of funds, William de la three years and a half, he soon had reason

Pole was among the sufferers from his in- | to regret that he had aimed at so high an

dignation . ( Barnes, 212. ) He was im- elevation . He had been in office little

prisoned, and all his estates were taken more than a year when he was impeached

into the king's hands. The particular | by one John Cavendish, a fishmonger, for

charge against him arose from a commission i taking a bribe to favour him in a cause in

which he had received as to the purchase which he was engaged. It turned out,

and sale of wools for the king's use. ( N. however ,and indeed was acknowledged by

Fadera, ii. 988. ) A judgment was given Cavendish , that the chancellor, as soon as

against him in the Exchequer, but the he heard of the delivery of some fish , and

whole process was annulled in the parlia- of the bargain that had been made by

ment of July 1344. (Rot. Parl. ii . 154.) Ottere, his clerk, insisted on paying the

He lived for more than twenty years full price for the former, and on the obliga

afterwards, highly in the king's favour. tion being destroyed. Notwithstanding

The remainder of his life is principally this fact , Cavendish had been foolish

illustrated by his founding and liberally enough to persist , and the consequence was

endowing an hospital at Kingston -upon- that, a commission being appointed to try

Hull, which in the last year of his life he Cavendish for defamation, he was con

obtained a licence to convert into a religious demned to pay 1000 marks as damages to

house of nuns, of the order of St. Clare. the chancellor, and such further fine to

( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 286.) He died on the king as should be imposed on him .

April 21, 1366. ( Cal . Inquis. p. m . ii . (Rot. Parl.iii. 168-170 .)

274. ) By his wife, Catherine, daughter of Although de la Pole escaped on this

Sir John Norwich, he had several sons, occasion, he was not so fortunate two years

one of whom was the next-mentioned afterwards. In the meantime the king's

Michael Earl of Suffolk. ( Baronage, ii . weakness and extravagance had excited

182; Monast. iv. 20 ; Burgon's Gresham , great discontent among all classes, and a
i. 56 ; Allen's Yorkshire, iii. 12. ) general cry was raised against the favourites

POLE, MICHAEL DE LA (EARL OF SUF- who surrounded him , to whose mismanage

FOLK ), long before the death of his father, ment and waste the distress of the people

the above William de la Pole, devoted him- I was, probably with some justice,attributed .

self to arms, and was engaged in the French The honours and more substantial favours

wars ; in 1355 in the retinue of Henry which were extravagantly distributed did

Duke of Lancaster, and in 1359 accompany- not tend to allay the public discontent.

ing Edward the Black Prince . (N. Fædera, De la Pole was created Earl of Suffolk on

iii. 443. ) His military character was August 6, 1385, and for the support of

sufficiently established in 50 Edward III . this title he had a munificent grant of the

to warrant his appointment as admiral of lands of the last earl, whose family had

the king's fleet in the northern seas, a become extinct. ( Rot. Parl. iii. 206.)

commission which was renewed in 1 Rich- The jealousy with which these favours

ard II. ( Ibid. 1065 ; Rymer, vii . 172.) In were regarded is evidenced by the bold re

the following year his talents in diplomacy tort given to the new -made earl by Thomas

were tried in two missions, one to the Arundel, Bishop of Ely, as related in the

court of Rome, and the other to treat for a bishop's life.

marriage between his royal master and The unpopularityofthe earl increased so

Catherine, the daughter of Barnabo , ‘ Lord rapidly that, though he opened the next

of Millaine,' which came to no successful parliament on October 1 , 1386, as chan

issue . cellor, the king, under a threat of deposition

Having by this time completely in- in case he refused, was compelled by the

gratiated himself with the young king, he complaints of both houses to remove him

was appointed in the parliament of Novem- from the office on the 3rd of that month ;

ber 1381, 5 Richard II., one of the counsel , and Bishop Arundel was appointed bis

to regulate the household ( Rot. Parl.iii. successor.

1
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were

6

The Commons immediately exhibited fate of Tresilian and Brambre. On going

seven articles of impeachment against him , to Calais , he is said to have been refused

which certainly were of no great weightor admission by his brother Edmund, wh?

importance. Notwithstanding an able de- was then captain of the castle there ; and,

fence by himself and his brother- in - law, proceeding to Paris, he did not long sur

Richard le Scrope, who referred to his vive his disgrace, but died on September 5

thirty years' good services as a knight, the in the following year,1389.

earl was convicted on most of the charges, By his wife, Catherine, the daughter ani

and condemned to make restitution of ali heir of Sir John Wingfield, be left foc

the purchases and grants acquired , except sons . Michael, the eldest , was restored to

the title of earl and the 201. a year out of his father's lands and honours, and his
the county. He was thereupon ordered to descendants successively creat

be committed to prison , there to remain at Marquis of Suffolk, Earl of Pembroke,

the king's will until he had paid such fine Duke of Suffolk , and Earl of Lincoln ; br.

and ransom as should be imposed on him . all these honours became extinct in 1519

( Ibid . 216–220.) At the close of these by death or attninder. ( Baronage, ii. lei;

proceedings the king was compelled, be- Nicolas's Synopsis .)

fore he could obtain a subsidy,to agree to POLE,RALPi, appears to have belor.es

a statute appointing eleven commissioners to a family the various branches of whica

as a permanent council for the regulation have been honoured with three baronetcies.

and correction of all state matters, with a all of which are extinct, except that «1

complete power over the royalrevenue. Shute in Devonshire . It seem- probati

Although the king, on hearing the that he was the brother of Thomas, tve
1

charges against de la Pole, is said to have direct ancestor of the baronet of Poule =

exclaimed, · Alas ! alas ! Michael , see what | Cheshire, whose title became extinet e

thou hast done !' it may be well doubted 1821 ; and that he was one of the

that he felt any real indignation , for as Thomas Pole or Poole, of Barretspoole -

soon as the parliament was dissolved he Cheshire (descended from Gwenwinwyr $

not only released the earl from the castle la Pole, lord of Powis ), br Elizab-it.

of Windsor, where he had been confined , I daughter of Sir William Stanley, of He
but gave a willing ear to his dangerous ton in the same county . (Hötton's Bi

counsel at once to break the bonds which ronet. ii. 124, iv . 635. ) He was calleit

the parliament had thus imposed. To the degree of a serjeant in Michaelmas

effect this object, the judges were sum- Henry VI., 1442; and on July 3, 142.5

moned to Nottingbam in the following was constituted a judge of the kings

August, and in a measure compelled to Bench, and certainly continued to perta

give answers to certain questions pro- the duties of that office till Vicharlis

pounded to them , wbereby they declared 1459, after which his name does not un

that the late statute was illegal and void , He was one of the commissioners for In

and that all those who procured it were byshire in the thirty -third year, to ra :

traitors , and, further, that the judgment money for the defence of Calais (

against the Earl of Suffolk was erroneous. Privy Council, vi . 213) , and acted as

The plans of de la Pole and the other judge of assize in Yorkshire in 1 + 1

royal favourites were, however, so badly ( Newcome's St. Albans, 361.)

laid that they soon came to the knowledge Another account makes him the .

of the members of the council, who took Sir Peter de la Pole, of Newborough

the promptest steps to counteract them , Staffordshire , and of Radborne in Dar

forcing the king to call a parliament in shire, and states that he married J .

February 1388, and there appealing the daughter of Thomas Grosvenor. :

Archbishop of York, the Duke of Ireland , several of his descendants served as sher :

de la Pole, Tresilian the chief justice, and of the county of Derby, and that his

Nicholas Brambre, an alderman of London, sentative still enjoys the family eat 12

of high treason. The articles were thirty- Radborne Hall. ( Topog. and Genean

nine in number, which, besides compre- 176 ; Burke's Landed Gentry, 1050.)
hending every act they had committed in POLLARD, LEWI was the son of NK

their previous career, mainly pressed their Pollard, whose father, John Paarl,

last attempt to overturn the statute of the Way, settled on him lands at Robers,

preceding parliament. The archbishop, near Great Torrington. He was bor

the duke, the earl, and the chief justice , about 146.5, and was called to the hero

failing to appear, were found guilty, by the society of the Middle Temple, w "

default , of fourteen of the charges which he was reader in 1502. He received

were declared to be high treason , and were degree of the coif in November of t;

condemned to the punishment of traitors. following year, and was made ofe
( Ibid. 229-237 .) the king's 'serjeants on July 9 , 1347, .

De la Pole, wisely escaping before the patent being renewed on the acm ..

meeting of the parliament, avoided the Henry VIII. In the sixth year of the

.

1
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reign, on May 29,1514, he was raised to zealously for his reverend clients, and

the bench of the Common Pleas. Prince, Somers justified the recommendation of his

who wrote about 150 years after him , says discriminating patron by the effective as

tható the fragrant odour'of his faithfulness sistance he afforded. ( State Trials, vii.- xii.;

and reputation perfumes his memory unto North's Lives, 214.)
thisday.' Pollexfen's strong opinion on King

If he died, as Prince states, in 1540, he James's desertion of the government, and
inust hav retired from the bench many in favour of the establishment of the Prince

years previously, for the last fine acknow- of Orange, were so well known that hewas

ledged before him was in Michaelmas one of the lawyers summoned by the Peers

1525, and he is not mentioned in the Re- to advise them on the emergency, and was

ports even so late as that date. returnedfor the city of Exeter to the Con

By his wife, Agnes ,daughter of Thomas vention Parliament. In February 1689 he

Hext, Esq ., of Kingston, near Totnes, he received the appointment of attorney

had no less than eleven sons and eleven general and the honour ofknighthood, and

daughters, all of whom with his wife and when the nomination of judges took place

himself were represented in a window of he was made chief justice of the Common

the church of King's Nympton, in which Pleas on May 4. In the following month

parish he had purchased an estate and he was called before the House of Lords

erected a stately mansion. One of the for turning the Duke of Grafton out of the

descendants of his eldest son , Hugh, was treasury office of the Common Pleas, which

created a baronet in 1627, but the title be- his grace held by a grant from the crown.

came extinct in 1693. ( Dugdale's Orig. 47 , After enjoying his promotion for little
113, 215. ) more than two years, he died at his house

POLLEXFEN, HENRY,deriveshis descent in Lincoln's Inn Fields, from the bursting

from one of the branches of an ancient of a blood -vessel, on June 15 , 1691, and.

Devonshire family . He was the eldest son was buried in the chancel of Woodbury

of Andrew Pollexfen, of Shorforde in that Church in Devonshire. ( Clarendon's Cor

county, and was born about 1632. In 1658 resp. and Diary, ii. 227, 231; Luttrell, i.

he was called to the bar by the Inner 490-545, ii. 247 ; Prince's Worthies, 327. )

Temple, and arrived at the dignity of Roger North adds to the opinion already

bencher in 1674. Long before that date he given that when Pollexfen was raised to

had made himself prominent in the courts, the bench he proved the veriest butcher of

and soon acquired a lead in the state prose- a judge that hath been known ; ' but there

cutions, principally for the defence. In does not appear any ground for so harsh a

1679 he advised Lord Derby to plead his dictum . Burnet ( ii.209), more inclined

pardon, and was assigned as counsel for to look favourably upon him , gives him but

Lord Arundel, one of the five Popish lords, a qualified character in describing him as

who however was never brought to trial. an honestand learned, but perplexed law

He defended Sir Patience Ward, William yer; ' buthis colleague Judge Rokeby in

Lord Russell, William Sacheverell, and recording hisdeath describes it as a great

others, and delivered an able argument in and publike loss, he being a very learned,

support of the charters of the city of Lon upright, and usefull man. His Reports,

don. All these occurred in the reign of commencing in 1670, which were not pub
Charles II. , and show that his reputed lished till after his death, are not held in
tendencies were in opposition to the court. any great repute.

Roger North says he was deep in all the POLLOCK, FREDERICK, was the third son

desperate designs against the crown,' and of Mr. David Pollock, of Piccadilly,the
was ó a thoroughstitch enemy to the crown highly respected saddler to KingGeorge III. ,

and monarchy. It therefore excited con- and of Sarah, daughter of Richard Parsons,

siderable surprise that Chief Justice Jef- Esq., comptroller of a department in the
freys should select him to conduct the Customs. The family was originally settled

prosecutions in the bloody western assize in the north, and his father was an eye
against the victims of Monmouth's rebel- witness of the Pretender Charles Edward

lion. From the reports of the trials he and his army triumphantly crossing the
does not appear to have done more than Tweed in November 1745 ; within a few
his usual duty of stating the case for the months to retrace their steps and to be de

prosecution . Before the end of James's feated and almost annihilated at Culloden.

reign he resumed his original position, and Good fortune attended him both in his
on the trial of the seven bishops in June business and his family, three of his five sons

1688 he was offered a retainer on their greatly distinguishing themselves in their

behalf, which he refused to accept, unless respective professions— the eldest, Sir David ,
Mr. Somers were associated with him. becoming chief justice of Bombay; thethird,
This being reluctantly conceded , as the Sir Frederick , the subject of the present
bishops thought Somers too young and sketch; and thefifth, Sir George, who ob
inexperienced , Pollexfen exerted himself tained imperishable fame in the Indianarmy ,

6
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by his exploits in Afghanistan, and in nu- | Mr. Tavel felt himself more amply repaid

merous other well-fought fields in that part for hismunificence by his pupil's gratitude,
of the world . andsubsequent success, than by the ultimate

Frederick Pollock was born on September discharge of the pecuniary debt . From that

23, 1783. In his early years he lost much time Pollock was noted as a regular reading

time at three metropolitan and suburban man, alternating his college studies with

schools, in which he told his father that he reading and reciting the best specimens of

learned nothing. Onbeing taken away from ancient and modern oratory, andwith las.

the last he remained at home for sixteen ing in an unusual stock of general literature.

months, employing them in very miscel- The effect of such studious habits was sure

laneous reading, principally devoted to Eng- to be tested at the trial for his degree. Liter

lish literature, chemistry, physiology, and the examination, which took place in Ja

other scientific subjects. Hewas then placed nuary 1806, a laughable incident occurred
under Dr. Roberts at St. Paul's School. A He of course went to the senate -house, with

story is related on good authority that young a crowd of others, to see how he was placed

Pollock, fancying that he was wasting his Another's name appeared to be at the ta

time there, as he intended to go to the bar, bracketed alone with a line abore and beliv

intimated to the head -master that he should Then looking for his own, he got down to
not stay ; and that the doctor, who was de- name he felt certain could not be abore his

sirous of keeping so promising a lad,there- and having gone carefully up the list, ba
upon became so cross and disagreeable that found his name above the one he had sup

one day the youth wrotehim a note, saying posed to be at the top, but pierced břti

he should notreturn . The doctor,ignorant nail onwhich the paper hung, and that e
of the cordial terms on which thefather and had attained the honour to which bebas

son lived together, sent the note to the father, aspired. In the next year he had an exce

who called on him to express his regret at triumph in classics by being elected a ielis

his son's determination, adding that he had of Trinity ; and his connection with

advised him not to send the note. Upon university was kept up long after his te

which the doctor broke out, “ Ah ! sir, you'll riage had deprived him of his fellowshift

live to see that boy hanged. The doctor, on receiving the appointmentof its commissat

meeting Mrs. Pollock some years after his Having been preriously admitted as

pupil had obtained university honours and dent at the Middle Temple in 1002, bt 17
professional success, congratulated her on her on November 27, 1807, called to the

son's good fortune, adding,quite unconscious where the reputation he brought from the

of the humorous contrast, “ Ah ! madam , university was one of the great elements -

I always said he'd fill an elevated situation.' his future success. He joined the North

At the end of a year and a half he accord- Circuit, but did not attend any ses *a

ingly left St.Paul's, and entered TrinityCol- his knowledge of bookkeeping and of c

lege, Cambridge, in October 1802. There, mercial business in general was found

although prevented by a serious accident, useful in cases of bankruptcy that it ift "

which confined him to his bed, fromattend - duced him at once to considerable emp. ?"

ing any lectures during the whole of his ment before the seventy lists of con

third term , he went up for the college ex- sioners at that time existing . Many to

amination ,and to his surprisewasplaced in questions arising there requiringfurth ? **
the first class. Before he knew of his ho- vestigation led consequently to mis

nourable position he had come up to town, ment in the actions that resulted in -

with the intention of not revisiting Cam- i minster Hall,so that he almost immedias

bridge, considerately thinking that his father obtained full practice at Sisi Prius. ( ? '

could not afford the expense. But with the circuit he was ultimately equally fortres
announcement of his success, his tutor, the Among the eminent advocates what:

Rev. George Frederick Tavel, expressed a it he soon acquired a prominent stat: 9.6

strong hope that he would return , and con- at last had the undisputed lead . His heen

tinue a career so auspiciously begun. His ness there was greatly increased tur

parents being equally anxious, the young had been three years at the bar br les tra

inan returned , fully resolved in his own | able and judicious manarment on th :***

mind to be senior wrangler, but also with of Captain (afterwards Admiral Is

determination to relieve his father from part the famous trial of Colonel Arthur lutte

of the expenses by taking pupils. On ap- court-martial for his implicati in in a very

plying for permission to do so his tutor gene- lion against the captain while goretti

rously, and with true college patriotism , said New South Wales. His success will 35

that the college could not afford to let him occasion attracted to his chambers met

waste his timein teaching others, and that fluential clients. A remarkable evka !

he should never send another bill to his the rapid effect arising outof an ex ** **

father, but thatwhatever he wanted should success happened to him. On the IT ?! **

be supplied ,and he should not be expected cause at the Guildhall pasjons alte:li

to refund till after he had taken his degree. Term in 1827, in winch Ur. Brustk

1
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old
age.

his junior opened the pleadings, it was his field, though a little older when he actually

fortune to gain a triumphant verdict against resigned, having refrained from attending

Sir James Scarlett , who led on the other the court for two years before, when hewas

side . At the ensuing spring assizes at Lan- only eighty-one years old . To the last Sir

caster, where he had previously never had Frederick never excused himself from his

above four briefs, he found no less than daily duties, but enjoyed the conflict of

sixty-one delivered to him . Mr. Pollock mind which arose in an important argu

received his patent as king's counsel some ment, and the exercise of his faculties
weeks after. called forth in addressing a jury . His

In the forensic conflicts in which he was merits were recognised by the immediate
subsequently engaged he had the usual grant ofa baronetcy. Having suffered little

alternations of victory and defeat. In May from attacks of illness, and retaining much
1831 he became member for Huntingdon , of his former activity, he may be truly
and in the autumn of 1834, when Sir said to enjoy a green

Robert Peel became prime minister, he was He has been long a fellow of the Royal

at once promoted to the office of attorney- Society, and among otheressays contributed
general, without having, as is usually the to that body he read in 1843, while he was

case , filled any minor post. His appoint- attorney-general, a paper " On a Method of
ment, which was made on December 17, Proving the Three Leading Properties of the

and was accompanied with the customary Ellipse and Hyperbole, ' and he still hasde
honour of knighthood, lasted only four light in pursuing his mathematical studies .
months, Lord Melboure's administration Sir Frederick has been twice married .

being restored to power, and retaining it for His first wife was the third daughter of H.
more than the five succeeding years. On Rivers, Esq., of Spring Gardens. His second

the resumption of the government by Sir wife was a daughter of Captain Richard
Robert Peel in 1841 , Sir Frederick was re- Langslow , of Hatton near Hounslow, where

placed in his former office on September 6 ; Sir Frederick now resides. He had chil
and in April 1844 he was raised to the dis- dren by each of them , no less than twenty

tinguished position he lately held, of lord five in all , of whom twenty survive, ten by
chief baron of the Exchequer, and was im- the first union , and ten by the second. He
mediately called to the privy council. can boast of a more numerous issue than is

He continued to represent Huntingdon usually the lot of humanity. Besides his

till his eleration to the bench. In the twenty children, he counts fifty-four grand

House of Commons,by his general deport- children, and seven great-grandchildren ;

ment and unaffected eloquence, andpar- and he has had the gratification of seeing his

ticularly by the temperate manner in which eldest son's eldest son the first man of his

he had on each occasion performed the ! year at hisown alma mater.

duties of his responsible office of attorney- 1 PONTE, RICHARD DE, is inserted by Mr.

general, he occupied that most enviable Hunter among the numerous justiciers

position of being popular with both sides before whom tines were taken in 10 John
of the house, the evidence of which was ( Abb. Placit. 83 ) ; but none of the fines

specially shown in the cordial congratu- hitherto published appear to have been

lations he received from opponents as well acknowledged before bim , nor do any of the

as friends on the brilliant victories at that contemporary rolls notice such a person.

time gained by his gallant brother,General PONTE AUDOMARE, HENRY DE, was a

Sir George Pollock , in the Indian campaign. Norman, and in 1295 was custos of the

Of the chief baron's legal and judicial escheats of the bailiwick of the Evrecin ,

merits these pages profess not to speak . and in 1298 bailiff of Caux. (Rot. Scacc.

But at the end of two-and -twenty years Norm . Observations, i . clxix ., ii . cxxxiii.)

from his appointment, and of near eighty- He held one knight's fee in Perinton, of the

three from his birth , it may be allowed to honor of Gloucester, from the scutage of

record that he was to be found in his place which he was excused in 7 John, and had

exercising all the functions of his arduous a grant in 16John of sixty shillings, the

office as efficiently as when he was at first customs of the saltupon his land there .

appointed ; frequently called upon to pre- ( Rot. Claus. i . 49, 206.)
side in most important cases , and never His regular employment as a justicier for

flinching from undertaking them ; temper- eight years is evidenced by his name ap

ing his judgments so as not unnecessarily pearing on fines acknowledged both at

to hurt the feelings of those against whom Westminster and in the country from 9 to

he was obliged to decide ; and ever acting 16 John inclusive. (Rot. de Fin. 484,521.)

towards his brethren on the bench , and the It would seem that he soon afterwards got

counsel at the bar of his court, so as to be into disgrace , as his property fell into the

a general favourite . On July 13, 1866, he king's hands, which is proved by an entry

retired from his position, having sat on the on the Close Roll of 2 Henry III . , 1218,

bench at a more advanced age than any whereby it is ordered to be restored to him .

common law judge before him ; Lord Mans- ( Rot. Claus. i . 339.)
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He was entirely reinstated in the royal was thirty-seven years old ; and he became

favour and entrusted in the sameyear with treasurer twelve years afterwards. (Irun

the custody of the lands of William Earl dale's Orig. 217, 221. ) In the intervs!

of Devon , and of Lucas Fitz- John; and between these two dates he had obtained,

there is a record in the nextyear of certain as member for Bristol, a seat in parliament,

wool being seized inNorthampton market where in 1571, whenthe subsidy wasunder

by him and Ralph de Norwich,subsequently discussion , he joined with Mr. Bell ( th

one of thejusticiers . ( Rot. Claus. i. 343-602.) future chief baron) in calling for the cur

POORE, RICHARD (BISHOP OF CHICHES- rection of some abuses, and pointed out the

TER, SALISBURY, and DURHAM ),appears once evil of allowing the treasurers of the cut .

only in the character of a justice itinerant, to retain in their hands . great masses of

being, as Bishop of Salisbury, at the head money, ' of which, becoming bankrupt, the

of those who in 3 Henry III., 1218 , were only repaid an instalment. In the Des

appointed for Wiltshire, Hampshire, Berk- year he wasone of the committee appristat
shire, and Oxfordshire. to confer with the Lords on the subject en

He was born at Tarent in Dorsetshire, the Queen ofScots. ( Parl. Hist. i . 735, 77!

and was made dean of Salisbury in 1197, He was called to the degree of the es

8 Richard I., from which he was raised to on January 28, 1578 ; and in the follanes

the bishopric of Chichester on January 7, year he was offered the place of solidir:

1215, 16 John. His translation to Salisbury general. This office being inferior in raai

occurred about June 1217, 1 Henry III.; to that of a serjeant-at- law, he ohtained s

and during the time that he held that see patent exonerating him from the late

he undertook the removal of the cathedral | degree, and was thereupon appointed so

church from Old Sarum , commencing the citor-general on June 26 , 1579. (Dugia

presentmagnificent building in 1219. The Orig. 127.) While holding that ofice

Close Rolls contain many royal grants of was elected speaker of the House of Cle
timber and other materials to aid this erec- mons in January 1581 ; and some ideaer

tion, to the progress of which he devoted be formed of his wit , and also of the be .

the next nine years. Its completion , how- ness of the parliamentary labours du

ever, which occupied thirty years, he left that session, by his reply to Queen En
to his successors, as he was advanced to the wh on his attending her on see

see of Durham in May 1228. There he occasion, she said , 'Well, Mr. Speaker,wis:

presided for nine years, and died on April hath passed in the Lower House ' bee

15, 1237, with the character of a man of swered, " If it please your majests,

extraordinary sanctity and profound science. I weeks. His last and indeedprincipa? des
He founded a hospital for the poor at Salis- , in this capacity was the making the te

bury, and greatly endowed a convent at the tomary speech to the queen on prezent

place of his birth, in the latter of which the subsidy voted at the end of the ***

his heart was deposited, his body being in- This was on March 18, after which was

terred in Salisbury Cathedral, or,according parliament nerer again met . ( Parl. His

to Surtees (i . xxvii.), conveyed to Durham. 311 , 828. )

(Godwin , 313, 504, 740; Monast, v. 619.) On June 1 , 1581 , he became attri

POPHAM, John, was descended from a general, and 'held that office for ederek
family settled at Popham , a hamlet in years, during which he took part in

Hampshire, early in the twelfth century. I those criminal trials, the perusal of wz
The estate of Huntworth in Somersetshire even where the guilt of the priser :

was acquired in marriage in the reign of most apparent, cannot but excite feelings

Edward I.; and there John, the future chief indignation at the gross injustice of

justice, was born about the year 1531 , being proceedings. His conduct in them , 1 *.

the second son of Alexander (or, as some ever, is not chargeable with any una

say, Edward ) Popham, of thatplace, by his sary harshness : and even in the up-21 *

wife Jane, the daughterof Sir Edward Strad- the unwarrantable charge against Recente

ling, of St.Donat'sCastle, Glamorganshire. Darison he performed the difficult der

He received his education at Balliol Col- without any words of aggravation. ($ :

lege, Oxford, whence he removed to the Trials, i. 1051-1321 . )

Middle Temple to pursue the study of the His elevation to the office of lord de

law. Instead of doing this, tradition charges justice of the King's Bench touk place
him with entering into wild courses, and June 2, 1592, when he was iminen

even with being wont to take a purse with knighted. He presided in that court is?

his profligate companions. However this fifteen remaining years of his life -elki*

maybe,hemusthavesoon reformed, and, under Queen Elizabeth, and tiu ar dom

as Fuller says (ii.284 ), ' applied himself to King James.
a more profitable fencing ;' for he does not Ho accompanied Land Keeper Fa :

seem to havebeen delayed in obtaining the in February 1600 to the East of Ext:

usual honours of hissociety. His nomina- house, as already related;and wbea

tionasreader took place in 1568,when he Ferdinando Gorgesoffered todeliver bus
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from his forced detention there, he refused and where contemporaries so eminent as

to depart without his companions in con- Lord Ellesmere, Sir Edward Coke, and Sir

finement, saying that “ as they came to- George Croke give voluntary testimony to

gether, so would they go together, or die the purity of his character.
together. ' This fact is not mentioned at Lord Ellesmere, in the year after Pop

theearl's trial, eitherin thechief justice's ham's death, says of him , ' And here I may

evidence or in Gorges'examination ; but it not omit the worthy memory of the late

is related by himself on the subsequent grave and reverend judge Sir John Popham ,

trial of Sir Christopher Blunt and others chief justice of the King's Bench , deceased ,

implicated in this insurrection, at which aman of great wisdom , and of singular

was exhibited the unbecoming spectacle of learning and judgment in the law. ( Ibid.

prisoners tried, and sentence pronounced, ii. 669.) Coke, not long afterwards, in re

by a judge who had himself been a sufferer. poriing Sir Drew Drury's case (6 Reports,

( Ibid. i. 1340, 1344, 1428.) 75) , says, 'And this was the last case that

One ofhis earliest duties after the acces- Sir John Popham , the venerable and ho

sion of James was to preside at the trial of nourable chief justice of England, &c. , re

Sir Walter Raleigh - stained not only by a solved, who was a most reverend judge, of

conviction founded on weak and unsatisfac- a ready apprehension, profound judgment,

tory evidence, but also by that disgusting most excellent understanding, and admir

conduct towards the prisoner of Sir Edward able experience and knowledge of all busi
Coke, which will ever disgrace his name, ness which concerned the commonwealth ;

and for which the chief justice felt himself accompanied with a rare memory, with

called upon to apologiše, saying to Sir perpetual industry and labour for themain

Walter, Mr. Attorney speaketh out of the tenance ofthe tranquillity and public good

zeal of his duty for the service of the king, of the realm , and in all things with great

and you for your life ; be valiant on both constancy, integrity, and patience ; ' and

sides. ' ( Ibid. ii. 10.) He would have done Croke, in noticing his death , calls him a
better to have silenced the brutal tongue. person of great learning and integrity .'

The last state trials which he presided | These are qualities which oppose the idea

over were those against the conspirators in of the possessor of them being possibly

the Gunpowder Plot, finishing with that guilty of such a dereliction of principle and

of Garnet the Jesuit, on March 28, 1606. duty as that with which the tradition

( Ibid. ii . 159 , 217.) He was then seventy- charges him . If the petition which Sir

five years old ; but he sat on the bench for Francis Bacon , in his argument against

another year, pronouncing a judgment in Hollis and others for traducing public jus

the Court of Wards as late as Easter tice, states was presented to Queen Elizabeth

Term 1607. On June 10, in the following against Chief Justice Popham , and which

term , he died , and was buried under a after investigation by four privy councillors

magnificent tomb in the church of Welling- was dismissed as slanderous ( State Trials,

ton in Somersetshire, where he had long ii . 1029 ), could be found, it might possibly

resided in a stately house he had erected, turn out that this story was the slander;

and to which he left a testimony of his and the chief justice's subsequent enjoy

charity and goodwill by the foundation of ment of his high office would be a sufficient

a hospital for the maintenance of twelve proof of its utter falsehood .

poor and aged people. An able defender has at last been found.

Sir John died in possession of several Mr. Long, in a recent article in the Wilt

valuable estates, one of which was that of shire Archäological Magazine,' has not only
Littlecott in Wiltshire. In connection with refuted the story as it regards the chief

this a dark and improbable story is related justice, but raises reasonable doubtwhether

of its having come into the chief justice's the charge against Darell himself is not

hands as the price of his corruptly allowing altogether a myth. Aubrey's account,a .

one Darell, the former proprietor, to escape which is the first printed authority for the

on his trial for an atrocious murder. There tradition, was written about eighty years

is no doubt ofthe existence of such a tradi- after the judge's death ; while Camden, the

tion; it is told by Aubrey, who was cer- judge's contemporary, speaks of him as a

tainly no admirer of the judge, and it is man of distinguished virtue,' and, in

related by Sir Walter Scott in illustration writing of Littlecott, says nothing of the

of a ballad in Rokeby. Sir Walter does astounding crime of Darell, its late pro

not give the judge's name, but that appears prietor. Neither Symonds nor Evelyn,

in full in other accounts both in prose and when mentioning the place,make anyallu

verse detailing the horrid particulars. It sion to this mysterious tradition. Mr. Long

would be curious to trace thecircumstances confutes Aubrey's loose statement by prov

to which such a tradition owes its origin, ing that Darell was never a knight and wasa

especially in a case where every other in- never married, as asserted, and that he died

cident in the career of the party implicated before Popham was advanced to the bench ;
seems to render its occurrence impossible, so that he could not have been the judge

&

a
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who pronounced the supposed sentence. manor of Shirburn . He also gave the tithes

No record has been found of the trial, though of his manor of Hageley, in Hawley, near

every search has been made in the proper | Dartford, Kent, to the church of Rochester.

repositories. But a deposition has been His wife's name was Hadewise, and be

found among some of Darell's papers in the her he left two sons, John and Willian .

Rolls Chapel, made before his relation and the former of whom succeeded to his

correspondent Anthony Bridges by the mid- barony. John had a son Adam , generally

wife concerned in the deed, whose story has supposed to be the under -mentioned justi

evidently noreference to Darell or to Little- ciary. ( Dugdale's Baron . i. 463 ; Vanas .

cott Halſ, and wasapparently taken in 1578, i. 170, vi. 1013; Hasted .)

eleven years beforeDarell's death, and one PORT, ADAN DE, is stated by Dugdale

year before Popham was even solicitor- ( Baronage, i. 463) to be the grandson of the

above Henry de Port, and the son of Joha

He is reputed to have been a severe de Port, and that he fled out of the king.

judge, and , according to Fuller (Worthies dom and was outlawed in 1172, 18 Henry

ii. 284), to have recommended King James II . , having become implicated in the trea

to be more sparing in his pardons to the sonable machinations carried on against

malefactors who then infested the highways. the king by his eldest son and Que

This author adds, ' In a word, the deserved Eleanor. ( Lord Lyttelton's Henry II. i .
death of some scores preserved the lives 104.) But from the records and other

and livelyhoods of more thousands, tra- documents of the period , the detail of

vellers owing their safety to this judge's which would be uninteresting, it is masi

severity many years after his death. David fest that there were two individuals nadat

Lloyd, in his State Worthies’ ( 760 ), gives Adam de Port, both probably descenu-i

him credit for having first set up the dis- from the same great-grandfather, and there
covery of New England to maintain and fore second cousins, and that while en

employ those that could not live honestly Adam was a fugitive, the other was in

in the Old ; being of opinion that banish- continued attendance on the king, and us

ment thither would be as well a more law- the justice itinerant now to be noticed.1

ful as a more effectual remedy against these He was the son of Roger de Port ba

extravagancies.' And Aubrey (ii.495 ) says Sybilla de Albinero, and the grandani

that he stockt and planted Virginia out of another Adam , the brother of the abte

all the gaoles of England.' Neitherof these noticed Henry. The Charter Rolls of King

accounts is quite correct, the truth being John contain numerous instances of 3

that, having associated himself with Sir acting as a witness among the mazdata a

FerdinandoGorges (the knight who released the land from the first to the fourteenth

him from the Earl of Essex's house) in a year. (Rot . Chart. 23–189 .)

speculation for the establishment of a colony In 9 John he had the custody of the

in North America, and a patent having priory of Shireburn, then in the kinzi

been granted to them and several others, hands on account of the interdict

their expedition sailed on December 19, Claus. i. 108 ): and in 10 John be was

1606 ( Bancroft's America, i. 123),about six of the justiciers before whom tines mer

months before the chief justice's death ; so acknowledged at Carlisle ; but be is not

that whatever might have been his inten- otherwise mentioned in a judicial charate :

tions as to transportation, he did not live to On June 25, 1213, 15 John, the custas a
see them carried into effect.

the castle of Southampton was commitini

After his death some Reports collected to him ; but before the 25th of the four

by him were published with his name ; but ing month he died. ( Rot . de Ohatis, 477.

the book is considered as of no authority. He married Mabil, the daughter of R

The chief justice married Amy, daughter nald de Aurevalle, whose wife, Muriel, va

of Robert Gaines, of Glamorgan, Esq ., and the daughter of Roger de St. J.ba, t >

by her, besides several daughters, left a whom Mabil ultimately became heir , ar

son , Sir Francis, whose descendants are their son William assumed the name of

still in possession of the Littlecott estate . John . The title of St. John of Basinz. T

PORT, HENRY DE, was the son and heir which his descendants were sumakbear

of a great Norman baron named Hugh de parliament, eventually devolved, om ID

Port, who held fifty - five lordships under through female representatives, onW3

William the Conqueror at the general Paulet, Marquis of Winchester , was

survey, the principal of which was the title still survives. ( Nicolas's Synesis :

barony of Basing in Hampshire . PORT, Jonx, was a native of Ch .

By the roll of 31 Henry I. he appears where his ancestors were merchants :

to have been one of the justices itinerant several generations. His fatherwas the

acting in Kent, in which county part of his Port, a mercer in that city, who box :

property was situated. mayor in 1486 ; and his mother was

Hefounded the priory of West Shirburn daughter of Robert Barrow , of Chester.
in Hampshire, and endowed it with his who had also attained the same dizis.
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Pursuing his legal studies at the Inner of that name in the same county, to which

Temple, he reached the post of reader in he added his own ; and it still remains with

1507, and again in 1515, becoming treasurer the double designation in the family. His

in the latter year , and governor in 1520. father was John, also a member of the

( Dugdale's Orig. 163, 170.) In 1504 he Middle Temple, where the judge himself

was one of the commissioners for raising became reader in 1532 and 1540. (Dug

the subsidy in Derbyshire, and was attorney dale's Orig. 175 , 215 ,216.) . He was called

for the earldom of Chester. On May 31, to the degree of the coif in the following

1509, he was constituted solicitor -general, Trinity Term , and was nominated one of the

the duties of which office he performed till king's serjeants on November 23. In Ja

Trinity Term 1521 , when he was raised to nuary 1541 he was sent to Plymouth on a

the degree of the coif. ( Rot. Parl. vi . 539 ; commission to examine into an unlawful

Cal. State Papers (1547-80 ), 132.) assembly of its inhabitants . uppon a Por

Though Dugdale does not date his eleva- tugalles ship.?. (Acts Privy Council, vii.115.)
tion to the bench till January 1533, it His elevation as a judge of the King's

certainly took place several years before. Bench took place onMay 15, 1546 , and on

He is called a judge of the King's Bench the death of King Henry in the following

and a knight in the will of Lawrence Dutton year he was continued in his seat, which he

of Dutton , proved on January 22 , 1527–8 retained during the whole of Edward's

( Lanc. and Cheshire Wills (Chesham Soc.]), reign ,and for the first two years of Mary's,

and he was summoned to parliament in that when he was raised to the head of his court
character in November 1529. He was on June 11, 1555. His name frequently

again summoned in April 1536 ( Rymer, appearsin the commissions for the trial of

xiv. 304, 565 ), and was one of the com- state prisoners, among whom was Sir Ni

missioners on the trials of Sir Thomas cholas Throckmorton ( State Trials, i. 894 ) ;

More and Bishop Fisher in 1535. His but he presided over his court for little

death occurred before November 1541. more than a year and a half, his death oc

He married twice . Oneof his wiveswas curring on February 5 ,1557. He was buried

Margery, daughter of Sir Edward Trafford, at St. Dunstan’s-in -the -West, and his epitaph

of Trafford in Lancashire ; and the other is given in Maitland's London ' ( p. 1095 ) .

was Joan, widow of John Pole of Radburn, Whatever religion he professed during the

and daughter of John Fitz Herbert, remem- reign of Edward, he clearly belonged to the

brancer of the Exchequer, by whom he Roman Catholic body in the last years of

acquired the manor of Etwall in Derby- his life, and was considered so earnest in
shire. ( Nicholls's Leicestershire, 853.) that faith as to be sent to Sir James Hales,

PORTESEYE, ADAM DE, is mentioned his brother judge, then in the Fleet, to

among the justices itinerant for the county persuade him to recant. (Wotton's Baronet .

of Hants in 9 Henry III. , 1225, and there i. 221.).

is no further reference to his name except Sir William's grandson was honoured

that in the next year he assessed the quin- with a baronetey in 1612, which failed in

zime for that county. ( Rot. Claus. ii.76,147.) 1695. The barony of Portman of Orchard

PORTINGTON, JOHN, was of a Yorkshire Portman was granted on January 27, 1837,

family which was still flourishing at the end to Edward Berkeley Portman , the present

of the seventeenth century. Though we lord, a descendant of the eldest daughter of

have not the date of his call to the degree the first baronet, whose estates devolved

of the coif, we find himappointed one of the uponhim . (Hutchins's Dorsetsh. i. 87.).

king's serjeants on April 17, 1440, 18 Henry POTERNA, JAMES DE, acted as a justicier

VI., and in the next year he acted as a from 9 Richard I., 1197, through the whole

justice of assize in Yorkshire. ( Kal. Exch . of the reign of John. (Abb. Placit. 83.)

ii. 283.) Three years afterwards he was His name also appears on various itinera

made a judge of the Court of Common within the sametime; and on one occasion

Pleas . ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 285.) How long he incurred a fine of one hundred marksfor

after Easter 1454, when the last fine was granting leave to settle a cause without the

acknowledged before him ( Dugdale's Orig. king's licence, which was, however, after

46 ), he remained in the court we have no wards remitted . He was continued in his

account, nor of the date of his death ; but judicial position under Henry III ., in the

he was oneof the executors of Ralph Lord third year of whose reign hewas one of the

Cromwell, treasurer of England, who died justices itinerant into Wiltshire, &c.
in January 1455. ( Testam . Vetust. 276. ) In 1200, 2 John, he was under -sheriff of

PORTMAN, WILLIAM, belonged to a York to Geoffrey Fitz-Peter, and was the

family which flourished in the county of principal instrument in despoiling the arch

Somerset from a period earlier than the bishop's lands and goods when he refused

reign of Edward I. His grandfather, Wil- to pay the cornage imposed by the king.

liam , was a reader at the Middle Temple, For his severity in the performance of this
and bymarriage with Christian, the daugh- duty he was introduced by name into the

ter of William Orchard, acquired the estate sentence of excommunication fulminated by
MM
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the irritated prelate. (R. de Wendover, iii. instructions from Jeremy Taylor, the re

154, n . ) In 5 John the county of Wilts nowned Bishop of Down, andsubsequently

was committed to his charge, and in the at the university of Oxford, but Anthony

next year the manor of Wellop in Hamp- Wood does not name him as taking any

shire was given to him for his support. degree. His legal education commenced in

This manor , in 17 John, the sheriff was 1650, at Gray's Inn, where he was called

ordered to deliver up to Roger Elys, si to the bar seven years after, and became an

Jacobus de Poterna non sit ad servicium ancient in 1676. We have no detail of his

nostrum ,'showing that in that troublesome professional experience till his nomination

period his fidelity was suspected. It would as a judge of the Common Pleas on April

appear that he soon cleared himself, for the 26, 1686,when he was knighted. In the

property was subsequently in his possession. next Trinity Term he was called upon to

Hedied in5 or6HenryIII. ( Rot. Claus. give his opinion with the rest of the judges

i . 8 , 114, 232, 475 , 487.) at Serjeants' Inn as to the king's dispensing

POWELL, THOMAS. There are three con- power in Sir Edward Hale's case, when he

temporaneous judges of the name of Powell, required time for consideration ; and, ac

the Christian name of one being Thomas, cording to his own statement,the judgment

and of two being John ; ofwhom two sat was pronounced without his having had an

on the benchinthe reign of James II. ,two opportunity to give his decision. The chief

in that of William III., and for a short justice evidently considered that Powell

time in the same court, and one of them in coincided with the majority, and therefore

the reign of Queen Anne. It is difficult be at that time escaped the dismission to

always to distinguish them , and it is there- which some of his fellowswere subjecte

fore not surprising that writers have fre- He was removed to the King's Bench na

quently appropriated to one the character April 16 , 1687, and in the same month

and the anecdotes and even the lineage Thomas Powell was made a baron of the

which belong to another of his namesakes. Exchequer, so that there were then two

Thomas, the subject of this memoir, is not judges of the name. During the whole

so liable to this misapprehension as the two time he sat on the bench in James's reis:

Johns. He wasofWelsh extraction, tracing he was always associated on the circuit

his lineage to the princes of North Wales. with Sir Robert Wright, a junction whicha

His father was John Powell,of Llechwedd was probably dictated by the necessity

Dyrys in the county of Cardigan ; and his supplying Wright's deficiency with Sir

mother was Anne, daughter of Thomas John's profound knowledgeof law . ( Bron

Pryce, ofGlanfread. On his admission to ston, 225, 278; State Trials, xi. 1198 ; Parl.

Gray's Inn in 1655 he is described as of Hist. v. 333.)

StapleInn ,where probably hewas initiated Sir Robert Wright , a few dars atte

in legal studies. He was called to the bar in Powell's appointment to the King's Benz

1660, and after nearly four-and -twenty years' was restored to that court as its chri.

practice he was sworn a serjeant in 1684. and Powell was therefore an unfortuart

Three years after, on April 22, 1687, he and unwilling participator in theoutra?
was appointed a baron of the Exchequer, sentence on the Earl of Devonshire, dans

and was knighted ; and on July 6 in the him in the sum of 30,0001., and committing

next year he was removed to the King's him to prison till it was paid . It must be

Bench in the place of Sir John Powell , acknowledged that when called upon by

turned out for the bold expression of his the House of Lords after the rerolutina

opinion in the case of the seven bishops. account for this breach of privilege he usd

He had little opportunity of showing his a very lameexcuse. The Lords overlxx

legal ability, for his judicial career termi- the offence, and contented themselves a

nated a few months afterwards with the voting the committal to be a brach

flight of the king. He survived his removal privilege, and the fine to be excessive. Oh

from the bench for sixteen years, anddied June 29, 1688 , came on the trial of tă .

in January 1705. He married Elizabeth, seven bishops, and the remarks made to

daughter and heir of David Lloyd of Aber- Sir John Powell during its progress site

brwynen, by whom he left a son , whose ciently indicated his opinion of the pro

descendant still occupies the family seat at cution, and must have prepared bis et

Nanteos in Cardiganshire. ( Bramston, 275, leagues for the exposition of the law wbt
311 ; Luttrell, 514. ) he pronounced when his turn came. He

POWELL, John, was the senior of the declared that he could not see anything

two John Powells whowere contemporary sedition or any other crime fired upn ti

judges, and was, like Sir Thomas Powell, reverend fathers, for they had with hersie

descended from a very ancient Welsh lity and decency submitted to the king on

family. He was the son of John Powell , to insist on their reading his mi
1

of Kenward in Carmarthenshir
e
, and was declaration , because they conceived un

born about 1633. The inscription on his was against the law of the land, it kirs
monument states that he received his first founded on the dispensing power, which, te

W

1
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boldly said , if once allowed of, there will | knighted , and remained in that court till

need no parliament.' The consequence of October 29, 1695 , when he was transferred

this honest demonstration , and of Justice to the Common Pleas, where he sat till the

Holloway's concurrence in it, was the death of the king. Three months after the

bishops' acquittal, and the dismissal of both accession of Queen Anne he made another

these judges, which took place on July 7, change,and on June 24, 1702, took his

Sir Thomas Powell being substituted for seat in the Court of Queen's Bench, which

Sir John in the King's Bench. ( StateTrials, he graced with universal esteem and respect
xi. 1369, xii. 426 ; Parl. Hist. v. 311.) till the last year of her reign. He died at

On King William's government being Gloucester, unmarried, on June 14, 1713,

established, Sir John Powell was immedi- and was buried in the cathedral, where a

ately restored to his original seat in the monument, with an effigy of him in his

Common Pleas, a place which he preferred robes, records his judicial excellencies.

to themore prominent one of keeper of the ( Luttrell, ii. 220, 229 , Lord Raymond, 769 ;

Great Seal, which , according to his epitaph, Rudder's Gloucester, 119. )
was offered to him. He was sworn in on During the two-and -twenty years he sat

March 11 , 1689, and for the next seven in one court or the other his conduct on

years he administered justice in that court the bench was without reproach ; and in the

with undiminished reputation. He died of last eleven he ably seconded the efficient

the stone at Exeter on September 7 ,1696, rule of Chief Justice Holt. Distinguished

and being removed to his mansion at Broad- as a profound lawyer, he was equally re

way, near Laugharne, in Carmarthenshire, spected in his private life. Dean Swift

he was buried in the church of that parish, represents him in his letter to Stella of

where a tablet was erected to his memory. July 5 , 1711, as the merriest old gentleman

His son Thomas was created a baronet a he ever saw , speaking pleasant things and

short time afterwards, but the dignity chuckling till he cried again . When Jane

became extinct in 1721. ( Luttrell, i. 504, Wenham was tried for witchcraft before

509 ; Gent. Mag. July 1839, p . 22.) him , and charged with being able to fly, he

POWELL, JOHN, Junior. As he and the asked her whether she could fly, and on

last -mentioned judge sat at the same time her answering in the affirmative he said,

in the same court, it almost unavoidably Well, then , you may ; there is no law
followed that frequent mistakes occurred as against flying . The poor woman was saved

to their identity. Several biographers, as from the effects of her own faith, and re

Chalmers, Noble, Britton , and others, have ceived the queen's pardon. ( Fosbrooke's

run in this error, confounding the two, and Gloucester .)

mixing up the history of the Carmarthen- POWER, WALTER, who was one of the

shire judge with thatof the native of Glou- commissioners of array for the counties of
cester, whose career is now to be related . Bedfordand Buckingham in 20 Edward III. ,

His family was originally resident in held the manor of Brereby and other pro

Herefordshire, but migrated to Gloucester, perty in Yorkshire, part of which he gave

where his father held various municipal to the prior of the convent of Monk Bretton.
honours, andwas mayor in 1663. The judge He was a clerk or master in Chancery from

was born there in 1645, and became in 25 to 47 Edward III., 1351-1373 ; and in

1664 a member of the Inner Temple, being that character was at the head of four in

called to the bar in 1671. In 1674 he was whose custody the Great Seal was left on

elected town clerk of his native city, and March 18, 1371 , during the temporary ab

chosen representative of it to the sole par- sence of the chancellor, Sir Robert deThorpe.

liament of James II . in 1685. In September He is noticed as holding the office of

of that year he was turned out of his office , attorney-general to John ofGaunt, Dukeof

but was restored in 1687, having first been Lancaster, in 1336. (N. Fædera, iii. 78,

obliged to make an application to the Court 483 ; Abb . Rot. Orig. ii. 220 ; Cal. Inquis.

of King's Bench. ( Rudge's Gloucester, 89 ; p . m . ii. 172; Rot. Parl. ii . 225-317.)
2 Shower, 490.) POWLE, HENRY, was rather a politician

At the revolution he was included in than a lawyer. His oratory was oftener

the first batch of serjeants; and in May heard in the chapel of St. Stephen's than in

1691, the king having ordered that the the courts of Westininster, and he owed

vacant seat in the Common Pleas should | his promotion to the office of master ofthe

be filled by Mr. Powell, the serjeant Rolls more to his being a whig leader than

named his officers and bespoke his robes; to his prominence at the bar . He was born

but by the interference of Sir John Trevor about 1629, and was the younger son of

and others in behalf of Sir William Poul Henry Powle, of Shottisbrooke in Berkshire ,

teney, the intended promotion was delayed sheriff of that countyin 1632 , by Catherine,

till the king's returnfrom Holland, when, daughterof Matthew Herbert,of Monmouth .

Trevor's plot being counteracted , Powell Fromhis being returned for Cirencester

was, on October 27, appointed a baron of to the Convention Parliament of 1660, it

the Exchequer instead . He was thereupon may be presumed that he was known to be

MM 2
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averse from a monarchicalgovernment, with the Roman Catholics, Powle gave his full

a view to the resumption of which that belief to the existence of the Popish Plot ;

parliament was summoned. In it he seems and as a manager for conducting the trial
to have preserved a modest silence, and of Lord Stafford hesummed up the evidence
not to have spoken in the next till it had against him with peculiar severity. In the

sat for ninesessions, occupying nearly twelve Oxford parliament of March 1681 , which
years. His first appearance, as reported, lasted only a week, Powle took very little

was in February 1673, when in a clear and part; and the single parliament called

convincing speech he exposed the tricks by James II. he was not returned .

played by Lord Chancellor Shaftesbury in When that king fled to France, and the

issuing writs for the election of members old parliamentary members were sum
without the speaker's warrant,and procured moned, Mr. Powle was selected as their

a vote declaring allthe returns under them chairman, and presented the address to the
void . He next by his strenuous opposition Prince of Orange to take upon him the

succeeded in obtaining the cancelment of government till the meeting of the Conven

the king's declaration of indulgence to dis- tion on January 22, 1689. In that Conres
senters , and from that time he took the tion , the second in which it was his fortune

lead in getting the Test Act through the to have a place, he represented Windsor,
house, and in all the other important pro- and on its first sitting was unanimously

ceedings of the session . In the remaining chosen speaker. He had the satisfaction is

seven sessions he continued to be one of the that character of presenting the Declaratia

most active heads of the country party in of Rights, and of hearing the prince and

opposition to the court. That parliament, princess's acknowledgmentof them in their

having lasted eighteen years,was brought acceptance of the crown. In the new ar
to a close in January 1679 ; and to thenext, rangement of the judicial bench he receivel
summoned in the following March , he was thepost of master of the Rolls,and was

returned by bis old constituency. He dis- admitted into the privy council. With the

tinguished himself in it by the bold stand dissolution in January 1690 his senatorial

he made against the king's rejection of the life terminated .

speaker (Seymour), thereby confirming to He died on November 21 , 1692, and 7

the Commons for the future their right to buried in Quenington Church, where there

uncontrolled election; and also by his severe 'is a marble with a flattering inseription
recapitulation of the crimes imputed to the his memory . He married, first, Elizabe :L.

Earlof Danby, thus securing the passing of daughter of the first Lord Newport, of

the act of attainder which obliged the earl High Ercall ; and, secondly, Frans
to surrender himself. In this session also | daughter of Lionel Cranfield, first Earl

some enquiries were made into the money of Middlesex , and widowof Richard Fæi
distributed by ministers among the mem- of Dorset. ( Atkyns's Gloucestersh . 3 :

bers who supported them for secret service . Manning's Speakers, 389; Tounsend s ceste
It is more than probable that neither party mons, i. 33 ; Parl. Hist. iv . v .)
were free from contamination ; for accord- Powle was a violent partisan in violez :

ing to a late discovery several of the leading times ; but he was evidently an honest ope .

members of the opposition , and among them Though his line of conduct cannot al WATS

Powle himself is named , disgraced them- be approved, it is difficult to credit ti

selves by accepting large gratuities from the doubtful imputation of his receiving an
King of France . tuities from the French king. His speecb

Before the dissolution of this short par- bear the impress of sincerity ; tht were

liament he was taken into the ministry as ready, effective, and often eloquent, parties.

one of the thirty privy councillors, part larlysome of his addresses as speaker. For

whig and part tory, to whom by Sir `w . that office his historical knowledge and pas

Temple's advice the king confided the liamentary learning peculiarly qualified din .

government. As might be expected from How far they aided him in the distributie

its heterogeneous materials, the structure of justice as master of the Rolls we hare

fell to pieces in the following October ; and but little means of knowing ; but as

Powle once more returned to the ranks of complaints have come down to us we miss

opposition. There he joined with Shaftes- conclude that he performed his duties as

bury in his endeavours to exclude the Duke efficiency. He was a member of the Rors

of York from the throne, and procured a Society,and an industrious collector of YSS .

strong declaration against the illegal and principally those relating to English histert,

arbitrary discharge of the grand jury to avoid a great part of which are now in the 1.2

their presentment against the dukefor recu- downe Collection in the British Muere

sancy. For this animpeachment was voted POWYS, LITTLETON, wasdescended free

against Chief Justice Scroggs, who only the Princes of Powys in the twelfth cen

avoided the consequence by a lucky disso- tury, according to his pedigree as albo

lution of the parliament and a timely sacri- tically traced by veracious rentals

fice of his place. Strongly prejudiced against who carry it down till the reign of El

a
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533ward II., about which time the Welsh That Sir Littleton was ridiculed by the

appendage was discarded , and the more bar appearsin another metricallampoon

pronounceable name of Powys adopted. written by Philip Yorke , called • Sir Little

The family subsequently divided into se- ton Powis's Charge in Rhyme, 1718 ,' hu

veral branches, one of which settled in morously quizzing his insipid phraseology.
Shropshire. Thomas Powys, of Henley in State Trials, xv. 1407-1422 ; Cooksey's

that county, reader of Lincoln's Inn in Lords Somers and Hardwicke, 57, 66 ;

1667, and serjeant -at-law in 1669, by his Harris's Lord Hardwicke, i . 84. )

first wife Mary, daughter of Sir Adam Lit- The judge lived nearly six years after his

tleton , Bart., was the father of four sons, retirement, and died on March 16, 1732.
the eldest of whom , who was baptized with POWYS, THOMAS, was the brother of Sir

his mother's maiden name, and the second, Littleton, and only a year his junior. He

Thomas, both became judges. ( Collins's filled a larger space in the history of his
Peerage, viii. 577. )

time, though he occupied a judicialpositionLittleton Powys was born about 1648, for the brief period of a year and a quarter.

and was instructed in the mysteries of law After being educated at Shrewsbury School,

at Lincoln's Inn, where he was called to he becamea studentat Lincoln's Inn, and

the bar in May 1671. At the revolution was called to the bar in 1673. Burnet

he took arms in favour of William with calls him a young aspiring lawyer ; and he

three servants, and read aloud that prince's certainly outstripped his elder brother in
declaration at Shrewsbury. He was re- the race for legal honours, though neither

warded for his zeal by being made in May of them had any eminence in legal

1689 second judge on the Chester Circuit. attainments.

In 1692 he was raised to the degree of the When James II. found that his law

coif, and soon after knighted ; and on Oc- officers declined to comply with his arbi

tober 29, 1695, he was promoted to the trary requirements, he selected Thomas

bench as a barop of the Exchequer. In Powys on April 23, 1686, to fill the post of

that court, and afterwards in the King's solicitor-general, and thereupon knighted

Bench, to which he was removed on Janu- him . Offering no objection to the issue of

ary 29, 1701, he sat during three reigns till warrants to avowed Papists to hold office,

October 26, 1726,when,being then seventy- and arguing Sir Edward Hale's case in

eight years old, he wasallowed to retire on favour of the power assumed by the king

a pension of 15001. (9 Reports Pub.Rec. , to dispense with the test, he was advanced

App. ii. 252; Lord Raymond, 622, 1420.) in December 1687 to the attorney-general

On the accession of George I. in 1714 ship. In that character he conducted the

Lord Cowper had represented to the king case against the seven bishops in June

that as the judge and his brother frequently 1688, when the moderation , if not luke

acted in opposition to their twocolleagues warmness of his advocacy contrasted

in the court, it was expedient to remove strongly with the indecent intemperance of

one of them , and recommended that Sir Lit- Williams, the solicitor- general . It may

tleton should be retained , as a blameless man , readily be believed, as he expressed him

though of less abilitys and consequence.' self in a letter to the Archbishop of Canter

( Lord Campbell's Chanc. iv . 349, 364.) bury in the following January, excusing

He was a good plodding judge, though, his acting in that most unhappy perse
according to Duke Wharton's satire, he cution ,' that “ it was the most uneasy thing
could not ósum a cause without a blunder,' to him that ever in his life he was con

and was somewhat too much inclined to cerned in . ' (Burnet , iii . 91 , 223 ; State

take a politicalview in the trials before | Trials, xii. 280 ; Clarendon's Corresp. ii.
him. With moderate intellectual powers, 507.)

he filled his office with average credit, but The abdication of James of course

was commonly laughed at by the bar for brought his official career to a close ; and
commencing his judgments with • I humbly during William's reign , though he was a
conceive, and enforcing his arguments with fair lawyer and fully employed, especially
Look, do you see .' He is the reputed in the defences on state prosecutions, he

victim of Philip . Yorke's badinage, who, remained on the proscribed list. From

dining with the judge, and being pressed 1701 till 1713 he represented Ludlow ; and

to name the subject of the work which he at the beginning of Queen's Anne's reign he
had jokingly said he was about to publish, was made at one step serjeant and queen's

stated thatit was a poetical version of Coke serjeant; and before the end of it, on June 8,

upon Lyttelton. As nothing would satisfy |1713,was promoted to a seat in the Queen's
Sir Littleton but a specimen of the compo- Bench, where his brother was then second
sition, Yorke gravely recited , -

judge. He did not long remain there, for, theHe that holdeth his lands in fee

queen dying in August 1714, King GeorgeNeed neither to shake nor to shiver, on his coming to England superseded him

I humbly conceive; for look, do you see, on October 14, at the instigation of Lord

They are his and his heirs' for ever.

Chanceller Cowper, who , though he

a
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allowed that he had better abilitys' than was ruined by the civil wars and obliged

his brother, objected to him as zealously to sell his patrimonial estate at Carewell
instrumental in the measures that ruined Priory , near Collumpton, in Devonshire,

King James, and as still devoted to the which had been long in possession of his

pretender. He was, however, restored at ancestors. The parents of John Pratt,hoxe
the same time to his rank as king's erer, had sufficient means to afford him a

serjeant. ( Lord Raymond, 1318. ) He liberal education. He was sent to Oxford ,

survived hisdismissal nearly five years, and and eventually becamea fellow of Wadham

dying on April 4 , 1719, was buriedunder College. He studied the law at the Inner

a splendid monument at Lilford in North- Temple from November 18, 1675, till Fe

amptonshire, the manor of which he had bruary 12 ,1681 , when he was called to the

purchased. bar. "He obtained sufficient prominence in

Though strongly opposed in politics, his profession to be included in the batch

Burnet had evidently a high opinion of of serjeants who were honoured with the

him; and Prior gives a gracefulsummary coif in 1700, and to be employed in 1711

of his legal character in his epitaph. to defend the prerogative of thecrown in

He married twice. His first wife was granting an English peerage to the Scotca

Sarah, daughter of Ambrose Holbech, of Duke of Hamilton, againstwhich the Lords

Mollington in Warwickshire ; his second decided by small majority. Speaker

was Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Philip Onslow calls him a man of parts, spirits,

Medows, knight; by both of whom he had learning, and eloquence , and one of the mos:

a family. His great-grandson Thomas able advocates of that time. ( Collins's Peete

Powys was created Lord Lilford in 1797, age, v . 264 ; Burnet, vi . 80, n . ) . His suc

and his descendants still enjoy the title. cess must have been very considerable to

( Collins's Peerage, vii. 579. ) have enabled him to purchase in 1703 the

POYNTON, ALEXANDER DE, is named in manor and seat of Wilderness ( formerly

4 and 10 John as being present at West- called Stidulfe's Place) in the parish of

minster when fines were levied before him ; Seale in Kent. In the parliament of No

and he acted in the country also in those vember 1710 he was returned for Midhur

years; but his name does not again appear and again in February 1714, after the iss
judicially. (Hunter's Preface.) session of which the queen died. In neither

In 1 John he had a charter confirming parliament did he take any prominent part

a large grant of property in Lincolnshire, in the debates, nor is there any appearanca

which had been made tohim by Simon de of his being specially connected with eitt :

Bret. This grant included the town of of the political parties in the state ; but

Wrengel in Hoyland, for which he ob- the accession of George I. , by the reco

tained a market in 7 John . ( Rot. Chart. mendation of Lord Cowper he was -

60, 156.) In 14 John he was entrusted pointed a judge of the King's Bench 3

with the sheriffalty of Lincolnshire, the November 22, 1714, and knighted. In

duties of which he performed during the Hilary Term 1718 he gave a decided opinie

two following years. ( Rot. Pat. 97.) But in favour of the crown respecting the edas

having then joined in the barons ' war, he cation and marriage of the mal fanils :

was taken prisoner in Rochester Castle in and on the resignation of the Seals by Lar

December 1215 , and remained in confine- Cowper in the same year he was appotti

ment till the following July. His property one of the lords commissioners, biti :

was restored to him in 2 Henry III. (Rot. that office from April 18 to May 1 :. Thr

Claus i. 241, 250, 308, 374 ; Rot. Pat. 190.) days after he was elevated to the past

POYWICK , WILLIAM DE, visited the lord chief justice of the King's Bedeh.

counties of Huntingdon, Buckingham , and He presided over the court for nearly

Northampton as justice itinerantin 46 and seven years, and ably supported its din

47 Henry III., 1262–3. He was of the In the only two reported criminal cas

clerical as well as the legal profession . In that came before him, those of Reasa si

50. Henry III . he seems to have been Tranter for murder, and Christopher Lsre:
raise to the bench , for from July 1266 for high treason , he acted with mini

till August in the following year there are patience and fairness; and in the exerte

entries of no less than eleven writs of of his civil jurisdiction his ruling 1

assize to beheldbefore him . ( Excerpt. e ' looked upon with respect and considerata

Rot. Fin. ii . 440-459.) After the latter | One of them , which has howerer been par
date his name does not appear.

tially overruled, formed a subject fizis .

PRATT, JOHN. The name of Pratt is wits of Westminster Hall. A woman vi

highly distinguished in legal annals, having had a settlement in a certain parish tad

been borne both by a lord chief justice and four children by her husband, who mesa

by a lord chancellor, father and son. None /vagrant with no settlement. The chie1138

of the biographers of the family state who tice decided that the wife's settlementing

the chief justice's father was; but they suspended during the husband's life, but
record that his grandfather, Richard Prati, that it was revived on his death, and the
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the children were then chargeable on the heartening were his prospects that he at
mother's parish . This judgment, though last determined to retire on his fellowship

not regularly reported, 'is preserved and at King's, and , entering the Church, to take

quoted in the following catch : his turn for one of the college livings.

This resolution he communicated to his bar

A woman having a settlement friend Sir Robert Henley (afterwardsLord
Married a man with none :

The question was, he being dead,
Northington ), who strongly dissuaded him

If that she had were gone.
from pursuing it, and induced him at least

to try another circuit. Henley then con
Quoth Sir John Pratt, · Her settlement

trived to get him retained as junior to
Suspended did remain

Living the husband ; but he dead, himself in an important case, and,knowing

It doth revive again .' that his talents only wanted an opportunity

Chorus of puisne judges : to be recognised , feigned illness at the

Living the husband ; but he dead,
hearing andleft his young friend to defend

It doth revive again. the cause. This he did in so effective a

manner as to secure him that full share

Sir John died at his house in Ormond of business which relieved him from any

Street on February 14, 1725. He married future anxiety.

twice . His first wife was Elizabeth , He now had the opportunity of showing

daughter of the Rev. Henry Gregory, rector his soundness as a lawyer and his eloquence

of Middleton Stoney in Oxfordshire. His as an advocate, both on the circuit and in

second wife was Elizabeth , daughter of the Westminster Hall, and the liberal princi

Rev. Hugh Wilson, canon of Bangor. She ples which he enforced in those arenas and

produced to him , besides four daughters, at the bar of the House of Commons soon
four sons, the third of whom , Charles, is marked bim as a rising man . In the trial

the following chief justice of the Common in 1752 of William Owen for publishing a

Pleas and lord chancellor, ( LordRaymond, libel he was engaged for the defence, and

1319, 1381.) boldly insisted on the jury's right to judge

PRATT, CHARLES ( EARL CAMDEN ), was both the law and the fact, which to the end

the third son of the above Sir John Pratt of his life he so strenuously, and at last

by his second wife Elizabeth, daughter of successfully, maintained. Owen's acquittal

the Rev. Hugh Wilson, canon of Bangor. was one of the earliest instances of a jury

He was born in 1713, and was educatedat adopting the samedoctrine. He received

Eton . Among his schoolfellows was Wil- a silk gown in 1755 , and was appointed

liam Pitt, afterwards Earl of Chatham , attorney-general to the Prince ofWales.
with whom he contracted a friendly inti- When his schoolfellow Pitt came into

macy, at first personal and eventually poli- power, and the Great Seal was given to Sir

tical,which was never interrupted till death Robert Henley, the attorney- general, on
closed the minister's career. From Eton June 30, 1757, Pratt was immediately

Charles Pratt proceeded in 1731 to the selected, with the consent of Lord Hard

university of Cambridge, honourably ob- wicke, to fill the vacant post, and thus to

taining his election to King's College. In- be placed over the head of Charles Yorke,

tending to pursue his father's profession , he the solicitor-general. A seat in parliament

had already, in June 1728, been enteredat was found for him as member for Downton

the Middle Temple ; and while waiting for in Wiltshire. Here he introduced a bill to

his call and his degree he devoted himself extend the provisions of the Habeas Corpus

diligently to the study of constitutional Act to persons under impressment,which,

law . He took his degree of B.A. in 1735, though it was almost unanimously passed

and that of M.A. in 1740, having been in the House of Commons, was thrown out

called to the bar in June 1738, thirteen by the Lords, being resisted by LordsHard

years after his father's death . wicke and Mansfield. Though the judges

As the son of a chief justice he might were ordered to prepare another bill, it

fairly have expected early encouragement; does not appear that they did so, and the

but for some years his merits, though highly remedy it soughtto provide was delayed

appreciated by his college associates and till the year 1803. The recordership of

his brother barristers, failed to attract the Bath was conferred upon him in 1759. In

dispensers of business, and his fee-book the parliament called after the accession of

exhibited almost a total blank. On the George III. he was elected by his former

eve of riding one of his western circuits he constituents, but within less than two

wrote to a friend , Alas ! my horse is months he vacated his seat for a more pro

lamer than ever ; no sooner cured of one minent position . While attorney -general

shoulder than the other began to halt. My he confined his practice to the Court of

hopes in horseflesh ruin me, and keep me Chancery, except when engaged in state

80 poor that I have scarce money enough prosecutions. In them he exercised the

to bear meout in a summer's ramble ; yet utmost moderation and fairness , not seek

ramble I must, if I starve for it. ' So dis- ing a conviction for the sake of a triumph,

à
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but satisfying all men's minds of the delin on the counsel for the defendant ridiculing

quency of the accused by the force of the the charge and declaring it was no punish

testimony adduced against them . ment at all, his lordship leaned over and

The death of Sir John Willes in De- whispered, “ Brother, were you ever in the

cember 1761 created a vacancy in the office stocks ? ' The counsel indignantly replied,

of chief justice of the Common Pleas,which Never, my lord .' Then I have been ,'

was pressed upon Mr. Pratt, though his said the chief justice, and I can assure

patron Mr. Pitt was no longer inpower. you it is not the trifle you represent it.'

With some reluctance he was obliged to (Law and Lawyers, i . 260.)
accept it, and was accordingly knighted, When LordRockingham's administra

and took his seat on the first day of Hilary tion was formed in 1765, one of the first of

Term 1762. In the following year com- its acts was to raise the chief justice to tbe

menced the important proceedings con- peerage, and on July 17 he was created

nected with the North Briton,' and its Lord Camden . He commenced his career

author, John Wilkes. The question of the in the House of Lords by exposing the in

legality of general warrants, and the actions justice of taxing the unrepresented Ams

for damages brought by the sufferers under rican colonies and by strenuously supporting

them against those who executed them , the repeal of the Stamp Act. " The Earl of

were tried in the Common Pleas, where Chatham the next year resumed power, and

the known principles of the chief justice gratified himself and the public by giving

led the complaining parties to expect at on July 30, 1766,the Great Seal to his old

least an unprejudiced hearing. His inde- friend Lord Camden, with the title of lord

pendent conſuct throughout these inves- chancellor, who received at the same time

tigations, his discharge of Wilkes from the reversion of a tellership of the Exche

imprisonment, his boldness in pronouncing quer for his son, with the usual pension for

thegeneral warrant of the secretary of state himselfuponhis retirement from the chan

to be wholly illegal, with other similar cellorship. He then resided in Great On

proceedings in reference to the “Monitor or mond Street. Ere long his position in the

British Freeholder,' raised him to the very cabinet was anything but satisfactory w

height of popular favour. Numerous ad- him , and after the secession of the Earl of

dresses of thanks were presented to him, Chatham he so strongly disapproved of

with the freedom of the corporations of many of its measures, especially in regard to

Dublin, Norwich, Exeter, and Bath in gold the American import duties and the Mid

boxes. The city of London added to a dlesex election, that, publicly denouncing

similar honour the request that he would | them as illegal and arbitrary , he was se

sit for his picture to Sir Joshua Reynolds. moved from his office on January 17 , 1570 .

This portrait was hung up in the Guildhall, He was justly blamed for continuing mo

with a Latin inscription, written by Dr. long in a cabinetwhose counsels wereop

Johnson, designating him the . zealous sup- posed to the sentiments he entertained

porter of English liberty by law . ' Though IIis bearing in the two courts of Com

these distinctions would seem to be a re- mon Pleas and Chancery supported the

flection on the general course of justice, as character he had acquired . To his pro

implying that in no other court would the found legal knowledge and clearness of

sameopinions have been expressed , it should reasoning were added an attractive benig

be remembered, for the honour of the law, nity and a graceful eloquence, which,

that the Court of King's Bench upon an according to Mr. Butler, was “of colloqui

appeal in one of the cases confirmed the kind - extremely simple - diffuse but px
ruling of Sir Charles Pratt. desultory. He introduced legal idious

A ludicrous story is told of his being on frequently, and always with a pleasing azi

a visit to Lord Dacre in Essex, and accom- great effect. Sometimes, howerer, bene

panying a gentleman, notorious for his ab- to the sublime strains of eloquence; but

sence of mind, in a walk, during which they the sublimity was altogether in the sent

came to the parish stocks. Having a wish ment ; the diction retained its simplicity,

to know the nature of the punishment, the this increased the effect . Many impriani

chief justice begged his companion to open questions were ventilated before him is

them , so that he might try. This being both courts and in parliament, and the
done, his friend sauntered on and totally some of his decisions excited considera un

forgot him . The imprisoned chief tried in controversy, none of them were ores

vain to release himself, and on asking a turned .

peasant who was passingby to let him out, During the next eleven years he stand in

was laughed at and told he wasn't set the foremost rank of opposition to the

there for nothing.' He was soon set at ministry of Lord Vorth, uniting with the

liberty by the servants of his host, and Earl of Chatham in the arraizamento

afterwards on the trial of an action for the American war, and as well in t5 .

false imprisonment against a magistrate by question as in all others assuilina la .

some fellow whom he had set in the stocks, Mansfield with uniform and shewhat

a

a
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undignified acrimony. He evidently felt a was decorated worthily with the same

deep personalanimosity against his learned order. ( Collins's Peerage,v. 265; Lives by
opponent, who undoubtedly quailed under Welsby and Lord Campbell; Harris's Life

the severe eloquence of his antagonist. In i of Lord Hardwicke.)
March 1782 Lord North was obliged to PRESTON , GILBERT DE, was the son of

retire, and under the next two short admi- Walter de Preston, who was in theservice

nistrations of Lord Rockingham and Lord of King John, and on whose death in 1229
Shelburne, Lord Camden filled the post of he paid 100 shillings for his relief on hav
presidentof the council. During the Co- ing his father'slands in Northamptonshire.

alition Ministry, and the first year after Mr. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i . 204.)Pitt's accession to power, he remained out His name is first mentioned at the bottom

of office, but resumed it in December 1784. of the list of the four justices itinerant who

In May 1786 he received the additional were assigned to take the Southern Circuit

titles of Viscount Bayham and Earl in 24 Henry III., 1240. He was proba

Camden .

bly not then one of the justiciers at West

He continued to enjoy his office for the minster, but was added to the commission

ten remaining years of his life, actively in the same manner serjeants are at the

supporting the measures of his leader, present day. That he was raised to the

without deserting the principles on which benchbefore the Purification ( February 2),

he had founded his fame. Though a zeal- 26 Henry III . , there is no doubt, as fines

ous Pittite, he still continued essentially a were levied before him from that time, and

whig — that party becoming every day less in Easter of the same year his nameappears

distinct from the tories, in consequence of on the pleas of the bench . ( Dugdale's

its more moderate members not concurring Orig. 43. ) Till the end of this long reign

in the factious extremes to which the spirit no year occurs in which payments are not

of party led the others. His last appear- made for writs of assize to be taken before

ance in the House of Lords was as the him .

strenuous assertor of the right of juries to Of his precise position on the bench these

decide on all questions of libel, a principle entries afford no certain evidence, the

which he hadalways advocated, and which writs being principally addressed tohim , as

he lived to see triumphant.

they were to other judges, alone . That he

From the commencement to the termi, was eventually, however, raised to the

nation of his publiclife hewasa universal highest place, " capitalis justiciarius,' of the
favourite. His independence of character Court of Common Pleas, there can be no

could not fail to secure the respect of his doubt, and as the transition from the old to

political antagonists, and his amiable dis- the new forms occurred in this reign, it

position to engage the affection of all. Of will be interesting to endeavour to trace

social habits,yet of exemplary life, he re- the successive steps of his judicial career.
tained the friendship of his youthful com- In 1212 he was at the bottom of the

panions, and with true wisdom never failed justiciarii de banco. From this time,

to provide a succession of intimates to judging from the lists of justices itinerant,

supply the place of those who were de- he gradually advanced to a higherstation,
parted. His relaxation, like that of Lord until in 1252 he stood at the head of one

keeper Guilford, was a devotion to music iof the commissions, andretained the same

and the drama ; and he did not disdain to position, with one or two slight exceptions,
vary his graver studies with the light lite- till 1257. It is not, however, to be pre

rature of the day . In his early years he sumed from this circumstance that he was

was the author of a “ Treatise of the Process then at the head of either of the courts,

of Latitat in Wales,' published anony- but simply that in the division of the cir
mously, but afterwards acknowledged. cuits he was the senior in those he was

He died on April 18, 1794, at the age of appointed to take. Accordingly it appears

eighty, and was buried in Seale Church in that on October 3, 1258, he was the second

Kent. His wife, Elizabeth , daughter of of three, Roger de Thurkelby being the

Nicholas Jeffreys, Esq . , of The Priory in first, who were assigned to hold the King's

Breconshire, left him several children . His Bench at Westminster until the king

son succeeded to the earldom , and , having should arrange more fully. ( Cal. Rot. Pat.

held with distinguished honour several re- 29.) In 1263 there are pleas before him

sponsible employments, was created a mar
and John de Wyvill at Westminster, and

quis on August 15, 1812, with the second in 1267 pleas de banco ' before him and

title of Earl of Brecknock. To relieve the John de la Lynde, which would seem to

pecuniary pressure of the country, he with imply that he was no longer in the King's

patriotic and magnanimous self -denial gave Bench, but that he acted in the Common

up to the state the large annual income Pleas. In the following year also he was

derived from his office of teller of the called justiciarius de banco ' (Madox, i .

Exchequer. He was elected a knight of 236 ), and was at the head of the justices

the Garter, and his son , the late marquis, itinerant in various counties. His salary
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in 1255 was forty marks per annum ,but in made recorder of London in 7 Henry IV. ,

1269 he had a grant of one hundred marks 1406, and was present in court in that

annually for his support ' in officio justi- character, declaring the custom of the city,

ciariæ. Although the term capitalis' is in the thirteenth year of thatreign. (i.

not used, the amount of this stipend shows B. 16.) From this it may be inferred that

that he was then chief justice, and it may bis first practice was confined to criminal

be concluded that this was the date of his cases and the city courts. He was called
advance to that rank. to the degree of serjeant-at-law in 1411 ,

The actual title of chief justice does not and four years afterwards, on June 16,

seem to have been applied to him till the 1415, 3 Henry V., was raised to the bench

following reign, when, on his re -appoint- of the Common Pleas, up to which time
meut by Edward I. , he was so called in the he continued to hold the recordership. He

liberate that grants him livery of his robes, remained in that court throughout the

and Dugdale remarks that he is the first reign of Henry V. , and up to Hilary Term ,

whomhe has observed to have the title of 6 Henry Vi. , when, on January 28, 142-,
capitalis justiciarius of the Court of Com- being broken down with age, he was ts•

mon Pleas. He continued to preside there onerated from his office and permitted to
till his death , which occurred in 1274. retire. The date of his death is not re

( Dugdale's Orig. 39, 43 ; Cal. Inquis. p. m . corded , but he left a son, Richard, włos
i. 52.) descendants continued to enjoy the pro

PRESTON, ROBERT DE, is erroneously perty, and became at last possessed of the

introduced by Dugdale as receiving the ap- manor of Furness in Lancashire, by which

pointment of chief justice of the Court of title one of them , named John , was created

Common Pleas on October 5, 1377, 1 Ri- a baronet in 1644adignity which because

chard II. , but he never held that office in extinct in 1710.

England. PRICE, ROBERT, a descendant from the

He became a judge of the Irish Court of ancient stock of one of the noble tribes of

Common Pleas on October 17, 1342, 16 Ed- | Wales, was the son of Thomas Prict, ci

ward III. ; but it would seem that he was Geeler in Denbighshire, and of Marrare

afterwards removed from the bench and daughter of Thomas Wynne, of Bwich-y

returned to his practice at the bar, since Beyde in the same county. He was born

there are records to show that in 1357 he in the parish of Cerrig - y -Druidion on Ja

acted as the king's serjeant-at -law in that nuary 14, 1653, and, after receivinz E

country, and accompanied the lord justice education at Wrexham , and St. Jeans

in Leinster and Munster to plead and de- College, Cambridge, he entered Lines:

fend the pleas of the crown. " On October Inn in 1673. In 1677 he took the ma

14, 1358, however, he was made chief tour, and spent two years in visiting 2

justice of the Common Pleas in Ireland, parts of France and Italy. Amons be

and presided in that court during the re- books which he took with him was tie

mainder of Edward's reign, a period of upon Lyttelton , which the scrutinis :
nearly nineteen years. officers at Rome thought was an benca

The patent quoted by Dugdale is his re- English Bible, and seizing it carried out is

appointment, on the accession of Richard possessor to the pope. Mr. Price sexos
II., to the same seat, from which he was tistied his holiness that the laws it is

allowed to retire in the following April. In trated, though not divine, were orthodu ;

the eleventh year of that reign his services and presenting it to the holy father, it :- **

were ngain required, and hewas constituted be hoped that it still graces the Vaca :

chancellor of Ireland, in which office he Library. On his return he was called

remained till October 25 , 1389. Two years the bar in July 1679.
afterwards he received a patent as keeper In September he married Lucy, daztie:

of theGreat Seal in Ireland , but was of Robert Rodd,Esq., of Foxles in line

eventually relieved on May 29 , 1393. fordshire. After being the mother of the

( Smith's Law Officers of Ireland, 7, 114,123, children, it seems that her misconduct -

132; N. Fædera, iii . *833 ; Cal. "Rot. Pat. solved the connection. C'nder the late .

196 , 216, 222, 226. ) November 21 , 1000, Luttrell ( ii.

PRESTON, John, of a very ancient family cords that · Robert Price, Esq .got hin

settled at Preston -Richard and Preston- damages in an action ayainst Mr. Vesi :

Patrick in Westmoreland, was the second crim . con .' He did not obtain a day

son of Sir John Preston, who represented but, though she survived her husbandi er

the county in 36 , 39, and 46 Edward III. Life' that was published of him in po

He was employed in 18 Richard II. , diately after his death omits all -uber -it

1394, in theprosecution of one David Panell, allusion te her ; and the judge's wili, w

adjudged to death for the murder of nine spealswith atfection vf, and provides

men and one woman ; for his cost and liberality for, all his other connecti as, t .

labour in which the king gave him 21. 6s. coldly mentions her in a levay ni . ::

8d. ( Deron's Issue Roll, 261.) He was mourning,' and in a charge un bus

6
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of an annuity of 1201.. pursuant to a for- | with regard to the education of the royal

mer agreement and settlement between us.' grandchildren, and supported their view by

He wasmade attorney-general of South an able argument delivered to his majesty.

Wales in 1682, and recorder of Radnor in George II. was of course impressed in his

the following year. He was complimented favour, and on coming to the crown con

also by being elected alderman of Here- tinued him in his place, which he filled

ford, about five miles from his seat at during the remainder ofhis life. After a

Foxley. On the death of Charles II.King long judicial career ofno less than thirty

James appointed him steward to the queen one years,he died on February 2 , 1733, and

dowager, and king's counsel at Ludlow. was buried in the church of Yazor in the

The corporation of Gloucester also elected county of Hereford .

him town clerk in 1687, in the place of Mr. The ' Life ' of Mr. Justice Price, written

(afterwards Justice )John Powell; but upon by its publisher, the notorious Edmund

the latter appealing to the Court of King's Curll, within a year of his death, is the

Bench, Mr. Price consented to his restora- foundation of all the biographical notices

tion . ( 2 Shower, 490. ) In James's short that have since appeared. As it was com

and only parliament he represented Weobly. piled by the appointment of the family,'

King William removed him from his it cannot fail to be regarded as little more

Welsh attorney-generalship . Although of than an extended epitaph, and the eulogies

course he was not returned to the Con- of which it is full would naturally be

vention Parliament, he was elected by his received with considerable qualifications.

former constituents to that summoned in the Yet, making due allowance for its party

next year, and also for the two following in exaggerations, and for some errors in facts

1695 and1698, and that which met in De- and dates,which its copyists have carelessly
cember 1701 . In 1695 he distinguished repeated , from all that can be collected of

himself by strenuously opposing the ex- his career, thecharacter that it gives him is

orbitant grant made by the king to the substantially true. Though a steady tory

Earl of Portland of extensive lands and in politics, no whig pen writes a word in

lordships in Wales, and enforced his ob- his dispraise ; his courage in opposing the

jections with such power and effect that royal wishes receives no check , in conse

upon an address of the house the king was quence of the known honesty of his prin

obliged to annul it . In the next year he ciples ; his desire and painsto get at the

took an active part in the proceedings in truth of matters on which his opinion was
Sir John Fenwick's case . The only state required is evidenced by letters recently

trial in which he was engaged as counsel published by the Camden Society ; and his

was that of Lord Mohun in the House of charity is manifested by his erection and

Lords for the dastardly murder of William endowment of an almshouse for six poor

Mountford the actor, which resulted in the people in the parish of his birth, and by the

acquittal of his client ; and the onlypro- care that he took in his will not only for the

motion he received was that of a Welsh perpetuation of that institution ,but for the
judgeship in 1700, when the tories had re- continuance also of his other benefactions.

gained power, which appointment he held As he never received the knighthood by

to the end of the reign. (Parl. Hist. v . 979, whichthe judgeswere usually distinguished,

1016, 1041 , 1045 ; State Trials, xii . 1020.) it may be presumed that he declined thé

On the accession of Queen Anne, Mr. honour. The grandson of his son, Uvedale,

Price was constituted a baron of the Ex- who succeeded to his estates, received a

chequer on June 14, 1702. In this court baronetcy in 1828, which became extinct in

he remained the whole of that reign and 1857.

nearly to the end of the next, when he ob- PRIDEAUX , EDMOND, who belonged to

tained a removal into the Common Pleas an ancient and honourable family, tracing

on October 16 , 1726. The excellent man- its lineage as far back as the Norman Con

ner in which he performed his judicial quest, when it was seated in Prideaux

duties may be estimated by the following castle in Cornwall, was the second son of

lines in some eulogistic verses written after an eminent lawyer of the same name, by
his death : Catherine, daughter of Piers Edgecombe,

When Price reviv'd the crowding suitors’sight, The' father in 1622 received from King
Esq., of Mount Edgecombe in Devonshire.

The Hall of Rufus was the seat of Right.

In all her arts was Fallacy beguil'd, James the dignity of a baronet, whichsur

The orphan gladden'd, and the widow smil'd ; vives at the present day. ( Wotton's Baro

Sure to behold, in ev'ry just decree, net . i . 517.)

The friend, the sire, the consort, shine in thee. Edmond was born at his father's residence

Mild Equity resund her gentle reign ,

And Bribery was prodigal in vain .
at Netherton , near Honiton , and seems to

have received'hiseducation in the university

In 1718 he and Mr. Justice Eyre were of Cambridge, and to have taken his master's

the only two judges who gave an opinion degree there, since, some years after, in

adverse to the king's claim of prerogative July 1625, he was admitted ad eundem at
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Oxford. His legal course is traced with | is not great praise ; andit seems that he
greater certainty, having beencalled to the was equally faithful to his own interest.

bar at the Inner Temple on November 23, Besides his practice at the bar, which was

1623. His name does not appear in the worth about 50001. a year, he was post.

Reports ofCharles's reign, his practice being master for all the inland letters, an office

chiefly in Chancery; but atone time he was which, at sixpence a letter, is said to bave

recorder of Exeter. ( Fasti Oxon . i. 424, netted him 15,0001. a year. ( Parl. Hist. i.

ii. 66.) The electors of Lyme-Regis in Dor- 1606.) No wonder, therefore, that he

setshire returned him in 1640 as a member made a large fortune, and that he was

of the Long Parliament, where he took the enabled to purchase Ford Abbey in the

popular side, and subscribed in June 1642 parish of Thorncombe, Devon, and to build

100l.towards its defence. (Notes and Queries, on its ruins a noble mansion.

1st S. xii. 359.) He was an active partisan, He married two wires : the first was a

and when the two houses adopted a Great daughter of — Collins, Esq ., of Ottery

Seal of their own he was one of the four St. Mary in Devonshire; the second was

members of the House of Commons, who the daughter of — Every, Esq ., of Cotter

with two peers were nominated commis- in the county of Somerset, by whom be

sioners on November 10, 1643. He filled left an only' son, also named Edmond.

the post for nearly three years, the parlia- (Wotton's Baronet. i . 513 ; Hasted, xii. 27. )

ment then changing the custodyof the Seal PRISOT, JOHN, was a native either of

and placing it in the hands of the speakers Kent or Hertfordshire : in the former

of the two houses on October 30, 1616. county his family possessed the manor of

While holding this office he still kept his Westberies, in the parish of Rucking, in

place in the House of Commons, and was the reign of Henry IV ., where his descen

named as one of the commissioners who l dants continued till they sold it in that of

assembled at Uxbridge in January 1615 , to Henry VIII. ( Hasted, viii. 355 ) ; and in

negotiate a treaty of accommodation with the latter the judge held the manor of

the king. On his removal from the Great Wallington, in which his widow, Marrari.

Seal the Commons ordered that , as a mark resided after his death . ( Chauncy , 48

of honour and of their acknowledgment of Though we have no account of the court of

his services, he should practise within the his practice previous to his being called to

bar, and have precedence next after the soli- the degree of the coif in 21 Henry VI ,
citor-general. ( Journals ; Whitelocke, 92, 1443, it is evident that he must have

125, 226.) already acquired some reputation &

Prideaux then resumed his professional lawyer, as six years afterwards, on Juce

practice till 1648 , when the parliament, on 16, 1449 , he was advanced to the office of

filling up the vacancies on the bench,named chief justice ofthe Common Pleas. " Certo

him solicitor -generalon October 12. ' When ordinances made in the tyme of Sir Jana

he saw , however, what proceedings were P'sott, chef justice of the Commen Pisey,

adopted for taking the king's life, it is evi- touchyng the officers there,'are to be found

dent that he threw up the office ; for on in p. 8 of the first volume of the Recovery

Charles's trial in the succeeding January Indexes ' now in the Record Office. H

William Steele acted as attorney, and John continued to preside in the court till Ex

Cook as solicitor-general ( Ibid. 342, 357, ward IV . had seized the throne, wben te

368 ) ; and also on the subsequent trials of was not re-appointed. As we do not sri

the Duke of Hamilton and others. ( State that he took any decided part in the coco

Trials, iv . 1167, 1209.) That he lost no test between the royal rivals, it is not in

favour with the parliament by his conduct probable that, if his death did not on

in avoiding these trials is apparent from his about that time, he took the opportunity

receiving the appointmentofattorney - gene- of the commencement of a new met

ral on the 9th of the following April, and voluntarily to retire to private life.
from his retaining it during the remainder In one of the letters of the Paste

of his life, through all the different changes Correspondence ' (i. 29 ) he is represented **

that took place in the government. During a partial judge, but this is merely the pe

the whole of this timehe continued member presentation of a disappointed pariinsa it )
for Lyme Regis. (Whitelocke, 394 ; Parl. particular case. There is no doubt test be

Hist. iii. 1429, 1480, 1532.) The dignity was a considerable and expert lawyer; a

of baronetwas conferred upon him on May he is said to have given great frikade

31, 1658, ^ in respect of his voluntary offer to Judge Lyttelton in the computa
for the mainteyning of 30 foot-souldiers in his · Tenures. ( Dugdale's Ong. 52 )
his highnes army in Ireland.' (5 Report Pub. PROBYN , EDMUND, wbuse aricestors ro

Rec., App . 273.) He survived Cromwell long known and esteemed among the
about a year, dying on August 19, 1659. of the county of Gloucester, wistbait

Whitelocke describes him as 'a generous William Pröbyn, of Verland in tbt

person , and faithful to the parliament's of Dean, and of Elizabeth , daurds :

interest . A good Chancery lawyer.' This Edmund Bond, of Walton in llenium

6
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He was born about 1678, and wentthrough the spirit was not subdued. The attempt

the legal curriculum at the Middle Temple, to control it was afterwards attended with

where he took the degree of barrister in serious consequences, and its ultimate
1702. recognition, though leading occasionally

After spending nearly twenty years in to fiery discussions, has been happily found
the usual forensic drudgery of the profes- to be practically conducive to the real
sion, he occupied the position of a Welsh benefit of the realm.

judge in 1721. Called serjeant in 1724, he In the following parliament,which sat

was employed in Januaryof the next year from February 4 to March 29, 1589, Puck

by the Earl of Macclesfield to conduct the ering was not called to the chair, probably
defence against his impeachment; but, not- because his services were required on the

withstanding the pains he took and the state trials which were then proceeding.

lucid argument he delivered,he failed to In the arraignmentof Sir Richard Knightley

satisfy the peers of his client's innocence. and others in the Star Chamber on Febru
( State Trials, xvi. 1080.) The ability he ary 13, he enlarged on the evil tendency of

showed on that occasion no doubt pointed the different libels—' Have you any Work
him out for promotion, and accordingly, on for the Cooper ? ' and others — with the

November 4,1726, he was constituted a publication of which they were charged.

judge of the King's Bench, and knighted. On April 18 he again appeared as the
He displayed so much learning and judg- leader for the crown on the trial of

ment in the exercise of this office for four- Philip Earl of Arundel for high treason ,

teen years that he was selected on Novem- conducting it without any unnecessary
ber 28, 1740, to succeed Sir John Comyns harshness .

as lord chief baron of the Exchequer, a The last trial of which he had the con

dignity which he held less than eighteen duct as queen's serjeant was that of Sir

months, his death occurring on May 17, John Perrot, lord -deputy of Ireland, after

1742. He was buried in Newland Church which , between the verdict and sentence,

He married Elizabeth , daughter of Mr. the Great Seal was placed in his hands as
Justice Blencowe, but left no issue. lord keeper, on May 28, 1592, the honour

PUCKERING , John, was thesecond son of knighthood being conferred upon him at

of William Puckering,of Flamborough in the same time . Duringthe four years that

the county of York. He was born about he sat in the Court of Chancery he pre

1544 , and, entering at Lincoln's Inn, he was served a ' good repute for his own carriage,

called to the bar on January 15, 1567. He but unhappy for that of his servants, who

became one of the governors in 1575 , and for disposing of his livings corruptly left

was elected reader in 1577, at the age of themselves an ill name in the Church, and

thirty -three, a proof that he had made him but a dubious one in the state . ' ( State
himself remarkable for his learning at a Worthies, 609.)

very early period. Ile was raised to the He presided over only one parliament as

degree of the coif in 1580, and was made lord keeper, and in his opening speech,

queen's serjeant in 1586, when he con- after declaring the queen's will that there

ducted the trial of Abington and others for should be no new statutes passed, he added ,

high treason, and also took part in the So many there be that, rather than to

proceedings against Secretary Davison in burthen the subjects with more, to their

March 1587. ( State Trials, i. 1143, 1233.) grievance, it were fitting an abridgment

In the parliament of 1585, Puckering, were made of those there are already.'

having been returned for Bedford, was ( Parl. Hist. i. 859.) If subsequent legis

elected speaker . During the session he bad lators had acted on this principle , the cry

to reprimand Dr. William Parry (shortly for a digested code would not now be so

afterwards executed for high treason ) for loud, nor its execution so difficult.

the intemperate speech he uttered on the He died on April 30, 1596 , and was

passing of the bill against Jesuits, and at buried in Westminster Abbey. By his

the end of it to address the queen on pre- wife, Anne, daughter of Nicholas Chowne,

senting the subsidy granted — duties which Esq., of Kent, he left several children.

he performed with so much discretion and His son and heir, Thomas, was created a

propriety that he was re- elected speaker of baronet in 1612, but died without surviv

the new parliament opened on October 15, ing issue in 1636. One of the lord keeper's

1586, by which the fate of the Scottish daughters having married Adam Newton,

queen was decided . tutor to King James's son Prince Henry,

In a few days after the execution of the also created a baronet, her son Sir Henry

unfortunate Mary the speaker was again became heir to the Puckering estates on

called upon to check the rising demand for the death of his uncle, and assumed the

greater freedom of debate. The immediate name, but that title also expired in 1700.

question was quickly decided by the com- (Manning and Bray's Surrey, i.416 ; Hasted,

mittal of Mr. Wentworth and four others i, 423 ; Wotton's Baronet. iv. 270.)

to the Tower ( Parl. Hist. i . 822-852 ); but PULESTON, John, of a very ancient

a
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family settled at Emral in Flintshire as He was present at the council of Tours in

early as the reign of Edward I., was the son 1163, and at that of Lateran in 1179.

of Richard Puleston, by Alice, daughter of In the early part of his career he mixed

David Lewis,of Bulcot in Oxfordshire ; and little in politics ; but in 1170 he assisted at

received his legal education at the Middle the coronation of Prince Henry, the son of

Temple, where he became reader in 1634. Henry II. , an act which, at the instigation

( Dugdale's Orig. 220.) . In February 1643 of Becket,occasioned his temporary suspen.

he was recommended by the Commons as sion by Pope Alexander from his episcopal

a baron of the Exchequer in the proposi- duties. When this young prince and his

tions they made to the king. ( Clarendon, brothers rebelled against their father in

iii. 407.) Failing in this application, they 1173, the bishop found himself suspected

invested him with the dignity of the coif in of adhering to their party, and deemed it

October 1648 ; and after the king was prudent to deliver into the king's hands his

beheaded he was substituted for one of the castles of Durham , Norham, and Alerta.

judges who then refused to act, and took The latter was totally destroyed, but the

his place as justice of the Common Pleas two former were some time after restored

on June 1, 1649. (Whitelocke, 342, 405.) to the prelate, on the payment of a fine de

His conduct in the following August at the two thousand marks ; while the king, as :

assizes at York, when he and Baron Thorpe proof of his recovered favour, granted to

tried and condemned Lieut.-Colonel Mor- his son Henry the royal manor of Wicktoo.

rice, the governor of Pomfret Castle, for A few years afterwards he got into a new

high treason, speaks strongly against his jus- disgrace with King Henry by a somewhat

tice and humanity. ( State Trials, iv.1249.) pert answerhe sent to him. “ Roger, Arch

It seems probable, though he did not die bishop of York, had made a verbal wil

till September 5, 1659, that Cromwell, which Henry declared to be invalid , ad

when he become protector in 1653, did not demanded of Pusar, who was one of the es

renew his patent ; for then, by the appoint- ecutors, the restoration of three hundred

ment of Sir Matthew Hale, the court had marks which he had received of the pr

its full complement. perty. The bishop replied that he had die

By his marriagewith Elizabeth, daughter tributed them , as directed by the deceased.

of Sir John Woolrych, knight, he had a among the poor, the blind , and the lape.

son, the last of whose male descendants from whom he could not collect them azke.

died, leaving an only daughter, who carried Henry resented this by depriving him vf

the estate of Emralto her husband, Richard his palace at Durham till the money w

Price, Esq. Their son took the name of returned. The bishop, however, was ein

Puleston, and was created a baronet in 1813. ployed by the king in 1188 in colects
PUSAR, or PUDSEY, Hugu (BISHOP OF in Scotland the disme he had imposed ix

DURHAM ), is said to have been the son of a his purposed expedition to the Holy Lad.
sister of King Stephen, who in a charter to When Richard succeeded to the three

him ‘ De Mineraria in Werdale ' calls him and, for the purpose of raising furds to
“ nepoti meo.' ( Surtees' Durham , i. cxxvi.) carry on the Holy War, exposed nices

In that reign he became treasurer of York, honours, and estates to sale, the bishs

archdeacon of Winchester,and ultimately urged by ambitious promptings, was is
Bishop of Durham . ( Le Neve, 289, 319, duced to give a large sum for the tour

347.) . To this last dignity he was elected ment, during the shortremains of his .
on January 22, 1153, but was refused con- of the earldom of Northumberland. Eros

secration bythe Archbishop of York, as well the king, though benefiting by the infatat

because of his age, which did not exceed tion , could not refrain from a speel, i

twenty - five years, as on account of the irre- marking at his investiture up to

gularity of his life, evidenced by his having cleverness in thus being able to maki

three illegitimate sons by asmany mothers. young earl out of an old bishop. A : the
The pope, to whom he applied, listened to same time, and for a further considerit

the representations of the archbishop; but he appointed him , in conjunction w ..
the death of both put an end to the objec- William Earl of Albemarle, chief justice

tions, and the new bishop obtained conse- of the kingdom , associating with this

cration from the succeeding pontiff on De- five others as a council for the govern
cember 20, 1153. His conduct in his see of the realm during his absence. 1.1;***
was correct and praiseworthy, and his i . 21 , 31.) The Earl of Albemarle, b : *

memory will last while the beautiful build- ever, dying two months afterwants 24

ing called the Galilee, which he added to before the king's departure, the charcers.
the cathedral, exists. His munificence ex- William de Longchamp, Bishop of Hu !
tended throughout his diocese in many use- was named in his stead. The guver ::

ful and pious works. He caused a survey of England north of the Treat west

to be made of the possessions of the see, trusted to the Bishop of Durham . ..

which is known as the 'Boldon Book ,' and the Bishop of Ely's authority was lies
'has been published by the Surtees Society. to the south of that river . i :

6
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naturally be expected, however, the sole PYMME, THOMAS, whom Dugdale calls

power was soon usurped by the latter, who, in one place Pyne, was appointed a baron

not content with this, deprived his weak of the Exchequer on September 30, 1562 ;

coadjutor of his newly -acquired earldom , but nothing whatever is recorded of him ,

and seizedhis person till he gave hostages except that he died a short time before his

for the delivery of the king's castles com- successor, James Lord, received his patent,

mitted to his charge. The king's com- on November 12, 1566.

mands for his reinstatement were dis- PYNCHEBEK , THOMAS, whose family re

regarded, nor were the castles restored to ceived its name from a parish so called in

him till the fall of the arrogant chan- Lincolnshire, was madechief baronof the

cellor. Pusar was not, however, replaced Exchequer on April 24, 1388, 11 Richard

in the office of chief justiciary, which II., and his successor, John Cassy, was ap

was then given to Walter, Archbishop of pointed on May 12 of the following year.

Rouen. That this change was occasioned by his

He died on March 3, 1195, having pre- death appears probable, as part of the Lin

sided over his see above forty -two years. colnshire property of Sir John de Bello

(Godwin, 735 ; Lord Lyttelton, iii. 152, Monte, who died in 20 Richard II., is stated

290-363; Ric. Devizes, 8, 11, 39 ; R. de to have come from the heirs of Thomas de

Wendover, ii. 298, iii. 9–15 .) Pynchbek .' (Cal. Inquis. p. m. iii. 199.)

Q

6

QUINCY, SAHERUS DE (EARL OF WIN- partaking, according to the record , of his

CHESTER ), was the second son of another amusements at play. (Rot.Misæ , 152, 162 ;

Saherus de Quincy, who was possessed of Rot. de Prestito, 183–240 .)

the lordship of Buchby in Northampton- For the threefollowingyearshe acted as

shire, by royal grants from Henry II. and a justicier, fines being levied before him in
Richard I. His mother was Maud de St. 13 and 15 John , and his name being men

Liz, daughter of Simon Earlof Huntingdon, tioned in Rot. Claus. 14 John, as one of

and widow of Robert Fitz-Richard, of those tunc ad Scaccarium residentes.'

Tunbridge. He was early in the confidence ( Rot. Claus. i. 132; Dugdale's Orig. 50.)

of King John, andwas present at Lincoln Although he had hitherto continued

when William , Kingof Scotland, did I loyal to the king, and had been one of the

homage. (Madox, i. 665. ) witnesses to the resignation of the crown

In 5 John, Robert Fitz-Walter and he, i to the pope on May 15 ,1212, and after

being besieged in the castle of Ruil in wards one of the sureties for the restitution

Normandy, of which they had the command, to the clergy, he eventually joined the in

delivered it up without resistance to the surgent barons; and being chosen of the

French king, who, disgusted at their ap- twenty -five who were appointed to secure

parenttreachery, placed them in strict con- the fulfilment of Magna Charta, he under

finement. He, however, succeeded in satis- went in consequence the pope's excommu

fying King John, for in the next year, on the nication . He was one of the ambassadors

death of Robert de Breteuil, Earl of Lei- from them sent to invite Louis of France

cester , whose sister Margaret he had mar- to assume the throne, and, adhering to him

ried, he had a grant, on a fine of one even after the accession of Henry III. , was

thousand marks, of all the earl's lands ; to defeated and taken prisoner at the battle of

which was added in 7 John , on another Lincoln , on May 19, 1217.

fine of five thousand marks, the lands of On his submission, however, to the king,

the honor of Grentemesnil. ( Rot . de Libe- | his lands were restored , and he went the

rate, 38 ; Rot. de Fin . 268, 320. ) next year to the Holy Land, wherehe was

In the charter of 8 John, 1210, Saherus present at the siege of Damietta. He died

is for the first time called Earl of Win- in 1220 on his journey to Jerusalem , and

chester, to which dignity he had been just was succeeded by his son Roger, on whose

raised." (Madox, i . 51.) He was in per- death, in 1264,without male issue, the title
sonal attendance on the king in 11 and 12 'became extinct. ( Baronage, i. 686 ; Roger

John, accompanying him into Ireland, and de I'endover ; Nic. Trivetus, 206.)
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RADECLYVE, THOMAS DE, a native of dence of his father, Robert Rainsford , who

Radcliff on Sore in the county of Notting- was descended from an old Lancashire

ham , was summoned among the judges to family. His mother was Mary,daughter of

the great council at Westminster in 17 Thomas Kirton, Esq .,of Thorpe-Mandeville.

Edward II. He was the last named of six Admitted to Lincoln's Inn , he was caled

justices itinerant into Bedfordshire in 4 to the bar on October 16, 1032, and for this

Edward III., 1330, and was sub- sheriff of society, as his legal mother, he showed his

the county of Nottingham in the same admiration and regard by presenting s

year, as appears by a complaint made silver cup when hewas chief justice . He

against him in parliament, the result of was appointed in 1630 recorder of Daventry,
which is not recorded. ( Issue Roll, ii. and in 1653 recorder of Northampton, and,

1319 ; Rot. Parl. ii . 411. ) known as a loyalist, he was elected member

RADENHALE, JOHN DE, derived his name for the latter borough in the Convention

from the parish of Radenhale, or Reden- Parliament that met before Charles's re

bale, in Norfolk, where, and in Suffolk , the turn , and was nominated after that evert

family possessed property. A Henry Reden- as one of the knights of the Royal Oak, Lad
hale was in the king's household , and was that order been instituted as at fint is .

paid 201. to provide small pike, and ten tended. He sat also for the same borou á

marks to obtain lampreys from Gloucester in the parliament of 1661, but took no

for the coronation of Edward II. John, ostensible part in the debates.

who was perhaps his son , was employed in On October 5, 1661, he was called ser

judicial investigations in those counties in jeant, and soon after was knighted , for be

the latter years of that monarch, and his is named with that title in his patent as
name occurs in the Year Books as an

baron of the Exchequer, dated November
advocate in 3 Edward III. In 1329 he was 26, 1663. After sitting in that courts

appointed a justice itinerant into North- little more than five years,he was remord

amptonshire, and he continued to act in into the King's Bench on February 6, 102.

other counties till 7 Edward III. ( Issue Baker (i . 323) states that in 1667, while a

Roll, 120–1 ; Parl. Writs, ii . p . ii. 1319.) baron, he officiated as recorder of Darentry ;

RADESWELL, or REDESWELL, John and Roger North ( Lires, 130 ) relaies's

DE, was probably the complainant in a suit curious story about a witch brought to

in 18 Edward I., wherein he recovered a Salisbury to be tried before him..S :

considerable estate in Bedfordshire from James Long came to his chamber and made

Henry, the son of Beatrice, the widow of a heavy complaint of this witch , and said

Robert de Radeswell, by proving that that if she escaped his estate would not be

Henry was born eleven days after the forty worth anything, for all the people would

weeks which is the legitimate time of go away. It happened that the witch was

bearing by women , the more especially as acquitted, and the knight continued es

it was further shown that Beatrice had no tremely concerned ; therefore the judo , to

access to her husband for one month before save the poor gentleman's estate , ordem

his death. (Abb. Placit. 221 , 234. ) the woman to be kept in gaol, and that she

In 18 Edward II. he is mentioned as town should allow her 28. 6d. per week,

• senescallum regis,' and principal custos for which he was very thankful. The rest

of the lands and tenements of Queen Isa- next assize he came to the judge to dete

bella in England and Wales. Two years his lordshipwould let her come back to the

afterwards, on September 1, 1326, he was town. And why ? They could keep ber

advanced to the office of a baron of the for 1s. 6d. there, and in the gaol she :

Exchequer, which he held only for the few them a shilling more .'

remaining months of that reign . Sir Richard was promoted to the eti

Thoughnot re -appointed by Edward III., justiceship of his court on April 19. 106
he was still employed in Exchequer busi- |The only important state question which is

ness, being assigned towards the end of the reported as discussed before him was the

first year to supervise and appraise the Habeas Corpus applied for in June 16,7 LT
goods and chattels of Walter Reginald, the Earl of Shaftesbury, on his imprisce

Archbishop of Canterbury, then lately de- ment by the House of Lords,when it was

ceased ; and in the record he is called decided that the court bad no jurisdictt.
clericus regis. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 262, and the earl was remanded to prison

ii. 11 ; Parl. Writs , ii . 1319.) Ventris (p. 329) says that Sir Rickard was

RAINSFORD,, RICHARD, was born in removed from his office in Trinity Term

1605 at Staverton , near Daventry, the resi- 1678. It might be that his age 2
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incapacity, which ought to have prevented and by his eloquence to induce the barons to

his promotion to so prominent a position, granta subsidy to the king. ( Rapin, iii . 55.)
had then become more apparent, or that the His clerical preferment proceeded at the

minister, Lord Danby, made them the same time: he was appointed a canon of

excuse, in order to promote his favourite, St. Paul's and of Lichfield, and treasurer

Sir William Scroggs, to the place ; but it is of Exeter Cathedral. So high was his
far from improbable that Sir Richard's character both as an ecclesiastic and a

own feelings of decay prompted his retire- lawyer that he was soon after elected to

ment, for he did not surviveit much above two bishoprics — those of Lichfield and Co

eight months. His death occurred on ventry, and of Norwich—the latter of

February 17 , 1679, at Dallington , where which he accepted, and wasconsecrated on

there is a monument over his remains, and September 25, 1239. Almost immediately

where he left a memorial of his charity in afterwards the chapter of Winchester, on

an almshouse for two old men and two old the death of Peter de Rupibus, selected

women, with a weekly allowance of two him as his successor, in opposition to the
shillings each .

king, whowanted toforceupon them Wil

He was very estimable in his private life, liam of Valence, his wife's uncle. The

and would have had a fair, though second chapter were, however, forced to proceed

ary, reputation as a lawyer, had he not been to a new election ; but their nextchoice,

so unfortunate asto succeed such an eminent Ralph de Neville, being equally obnoxious

judge as Sir Matthew Hale, whom he was to the sovereign , it was also made void , and

as much below in point of learning as he the see remained vacant for three or four

was above Sir William Scroggs his suc- years longer. The monks then proceeded

cessor in point of integrity. He married to a third election , when , persisting in the

Catherine, daughter of the Rev. Samuel nomination of William de Raleigh, their

Clarke, of Kingsthorpe, D.D.; his eldest son choice was confirmed by the pope on Sep

by whom, by his marriage with Anne, tember 13, 1243. Though the new bishop

daughter of Richard Neville of Billings- was compelled to avoid the indignation of

bere, had a daughter from whom Lord the king by retiring into France, he suc

Braybrooke is descended. (Bridge's North - ceeded at last, by the intercession of the

ampt. i. 436 ; Baker's do. i. 134, 323 ; Col- pope and of ArchbishopBoniface, in pro
lins's Peerage, viii . 157.) curing the royal concurrence. For the in

RALEIGH, WILLIAM. DE (BISHOP OF terference of the pope he is reported to

Norwich_and WINCHESTER), sometimes have paid no less a sum than six thousand

called de Radley, was a native of Devon- marks, and is foolishly supposed to have

shire. Hewas brought up to the Church , expected the pontiff to return hima part

and in 14 John was presented by the king of the bribe. În 1249 he retired to Tours,

to the living of Bratton in the archdea- where he died in September of the fol

conry of Barnstaple. ( Rot. Pat. 93.) He lowing year,and was buried in the church

pursuedat the same time the study of the of St. Martin in that city. Some letters

law , and it is as difficult to distinguish him addressed to him by Robert Grossetete,

from as to identify him with persons bear- Bishop of Lincoln , are extant. (Godwin,

ing the same name, and flourishing at the 219, 316 , 430 ; Brown's Fascicul. 316. )

same period. There is, for instance, a Wil- RALPH (ARCHDEACON OF COLCHESTER )

liam de Raleigh, who, being coroner, was was one of the justiciers in the latter part

raised in 9 Henry III. to the sheriffalty of of the reign of Henry II. He was present

the county of Devon. ( Rot. Claus. ii . 67. ) when fines were levied in the Curia Regis

There is nothing to show distinctly that he at Canterbury in the thirty -third year, 1187,

was the same man ; but either office might and at Oxford in thethirty -fifth.(Hunter's

have been held by him, as a clergyman , or Preface .) The Pipe Roll of 1 Richard I.

an officer of the court. In the next year (11-236 ) records his pleas in various coun

he was one of those appointed to collect ties. He died in 1190. (Le Neve, 195.)

the quinzime in Lincolnshire, and in the RALPH (ARCHDEACONOF HEREFORD) is

following to assess the tallage in Cumber- considered by Le Neve ( 118 ) to be sur

land and Northumberland. ( Ibid. 146,208 .) named Foliot, and to have held that dignity

His nomination as a justicier at West- as early as 1163 and as late as 1197. He

minster took place soon after. Fines were appears to have been a justicier for several of

levied before him in this character from the latter years, as fines were acknowledged

1228 till 1234, during which time he also before him in 33 Henry II. , 1188, and from

performed the duties of a justice itinerant. the 7th to the 9thyears of Richard I.,

There are instances likewise of parties pay- 1195–7. ( Hunter's Preface.)

ing fines for writs to take assizes of novel RAMSEY, ABBOT OF. In Mr. Hunter's

disseisin before him in 1235( Excerpt. e Rot. list of justiciers extracted from the fines

Fin. 286 ) , beyond which date there isno he introduces ·Abbas Sancti Benedicti de

evidence of his acting as a judge. In 1237 Ramsey ' in 10 and 15 John, 1208-1213,

he was employed to open the parliament, but in the fines bitherto published his name

a
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does not appear. When Robertde Re- | in Essex and Hertfordshire, and fixing the

dinges resigned the abbacy in 1207, the tallage in Surrey. (Madox, i.565, 783.)

king issued a precept to the monks, com- RANULPH, sometimes called Arnulph by

manding them to elect the prior of Frenton the historians, but not in therecords, was

in his place, which they refused to obey. one of the chaplains of Henry I., who raised

He thereupon kept the abbey vacant for him to the office of his chancellor. In

seven years. ( Willis's Mitred Abbeys,154; Thynne's Catalogue, from which all the

Monasticon, ii. 554.) It would seem, how- subsequent writers copy, the first date at

ever, that' the prior of Frenton, whose tached to his holding the Seal is 1116, but

name has not been discovered, assumed the from the following evidence it will be ap

title of abbot of Ramsey, notwithstanding parent that he was in possession of it at a
the monks' resistance. much earlier period. He attested , as chan

RANDOLPH was prior of Worcester at cellor, a charter granted to the priory of St

the time he was appointed abbotof Eve- Andrew at Northampton in 8 Henry L. ,
sham in 1214, 15 John. The only occa- 1107 (Monast. v. 191),and another at Whit

sion on which he acted as a justice itinerant suntide 1109, granting the archbishoprie of
was in 5 Henry III. , 1221 , when he and York to Thomas. ( Ibid. vi. 1180.) H.

the abbot of Reading were placed at the continuance in office until 1123 is proved by
head of the commission for nine counties. his name and title being appended to seven

He died on January 16, 1229. ( Willis's other charters in the Monasticon . ' ( i. 305,

Mitred Abbeys ; Rot. Claus. i . 162, 476.) 483, 629, ii . 267, iii . 86 , vi . 188 , 1075.)

RANDOLPH, JOHN, belonged to a family At Christmas 1123 the king held bis

settled in Hampshire,and is first mentioned court at Dunstable. It is related thai,

in 13 Edward I., 1285, as one of the exe- riding there with the monarch, the chan

cutors of William de Braboef, the justice cellor fell from his horse and was carelessly

itinerant. He was connected with the Ex- ( improvide) ridden over by a monk of S.

chequer, and in 26 Edward I was appointed Albans, cujus possessiones,' Roger de

one of the commissioners to visit the sea- Wendover slyly adds, “ male occuparersi

ports, and enquire into the concealment of In a few days his career was closed .

the customs on wool, &c. (Madox, i . 231, Although he did not live long enouzh za

784. ) The only time his name appears in attain the episcopalhonoursusually awaried

Dugdale's ' Chronica Series ' is as the third to chancellors, he had made some way i

of five justices itinerant into Cornwall in 30 his ecclesiastical preferment, being describe!
Edward I.; but a document contained in in one of the above charters as · Abbas de

the Rolls of Parliament of 8 Edward II. Salesbia,' probably Selby.

proves not only that he acted for four years He is described by Wendorer ( . 2012 )

as a justice of assize, as well as a justice iti- as suffering under heavy bodily intir ?

nerant in the last circuit into Cornwall, but during the last twenty years of his life , bo

also that his salary for these services then as ready for all kinds of wickedness ; an ]

remained unpaid . ( Rot. Parl. i. 332.) Henry of Huntingdon ( Angl. Sac. ii.

In the first two years of the reign of Ed- in recording the characters of those 2 *

ward II, he had been summoned to par- men whose lives he had witnessed , while

liamentamong the judges, and wasemployed bearsthe strongest testimony to his learn

in a variety of ways in a judicial character sagacity, and experience, speaks in terms isa

as late as the thirteenth year, when he was severe censure of his impiety, oppressiva,

commanded to cause his proceedings as a and avarice.

justice of assize, or otherwise, to beestreated RASTALL, WILLIAM , was the son of J Le

into the Exchequer. (Parl. Writs, i. 799, Rastall, who was educated at Oxfori, a :

ii. p. ii. 1323.) established himself in London as s priater,

Although he is not judicially mentioned an occupation which , in those tines,

for the next seven years, there are several deemed more as a profession than a tsit .

entries relative to him in the interval; and and was pursued by men of learnia : 59 .

in 2 Edward III. he was named on a com- education. That John Rastall desir

mission to try certain malefactors of France this character is manifest from vaso

charged with molesting the merchants of works, some connected with the law , wb

Southampton. In 1329 he was one of the he wrote and which were published at

justices itinerant into Northamptonshire ; own press. His marriage with Flizate

but after 4 Edward III ., when he had the the daughter of Sir John More the jai

custody of the castle and manor of Por- and the sister of Sir Thomas More

chester committed to him , he is notagain chancellor, shows the grade in which be

noticed. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 284, ii. 41,81 ; moved . He was a most zealous C

N. Fædera, ii . 751. ) and his known hatred of the innrai.Esad

RANULPH, who succeeded to the trea- Henry VIII. was not diminished by :

surership of thechurch of Salisbury in 1192 nessing the sacrifice of his brother -.--**

(Le Neve, 270 ), acted as a justice itinerant as one of the victims. ( Ilood's deal

in 10 Richard I., 1198, making amercements 100.) He died in 1536 , learing two scas
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the elder ofwhom ,William , afterwards the probably owing theadvance of these brothers.

judge, was born in London in 1508. Both were ecclesiastics ; and John in 48

He wassent to the university of Oxford, Edward III. granted an endowment to a

which he left without taking a degree. chantry at ' Hellewe,' in connection with

The increasing infirmities of his father the church of Waltham . (Abb. Rot. Orig.

probably drew him from his studies ,and ii

. 333.) He was keeper of the Hanaper

induced him to enter into the printing in 1386 , 10 Richard II., and it was in that

business, for books with his imprimatur character that hewas appointed withthe

appear from the year 1531. How long lie master of the Rolls on March 26 , 1393, to

continued to exercise this calling, or whe- hold the Great Seal till April 19, while

ther he did so after his becoming a student Thomas de Arundel was chancellor. As

of Lincoln's Inn, where he was admitted William de Waltham was keeper of the

on September 12, 1532, is not known ; but Hanaper in the following year, Ravenser

it may be presumed that he had renewed probably died in the interval. (Rymer,

his legal course before the end of the reign vii. 548.)of Henry VIII., inasmuch as he was ap- RAVENSER, RICHARD DE, apparently

pointed reader in 1547 ( Dugdale's Orig, the elder brother of John, in 31 Edward

252), within a few months after Edward III., 1357, had a grant of the office ofkeeper

VI. came to the crown. Feeling that one of the Hanaper. In the next year he was

of his religion wasnot then safe inEngland, assigned to administer the goods of the late

he retired to Louvain , where heremained Queen Isabella ( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii.), and

during Edward's life, and where he buried was rewarded for his services in 36 Edward

his wife Winifred, the daughter of the III. by being appointed one of the twelve

learned Dr. John Clement.

clerks in theChancery of the higher grade,

On the restoration of the Catholic wor- still, however, retaining the Hanaper for

ship, Rastall returned to England and some years afterwards. ( Cotton . Julius.

resumed his professional practice. In OC- F. X.15 fo.103 ; N. Fædera, iii . 703, 934. )
tober 1555 he was raised to the degree of He continued a clerk of the Chancery

serjeant-at-law, and in three years was during the remainder of his life, and was

promoted to the judicial seat, receiving his endowed with the usual ecclesiastical pre

patent as a judge of the Queen's Bench on ferments, the last of which was that in 42

October 27, 1558, not a month before Edward III. he was made archdeacon of

Queen Mary's death . All the judges were Lincoln . He was rich enough to lend the

re-appointed the day after Elizabeth's king 2001., which was repaid in 44 Edward

accession, without regard to their religious III . ( Pell Records, i. 190.) He died at

persuasion ; and three months after , Mr. the end of May 1386, 9 Richard II. , and

Justice Rastall was appointed one of the was buried in Lincoln Cathedral . His will

justices of assize in Durham during the is printed in the ' Proceedings of the Archæ

vacancy of that see. ( Cal. State Papers ological Institute at Lincoln (1848 ), pp .
[ 1547-80 ), 122.) He continued on the 312–17. He was twice called upon, with

bench at Westminster, at least as late as two other clerks, to hold the Great Seal

Michaelmas 1562, his name appearing in during the temporary absence of the chan

that term in Plowden's Reports; but his cellors — first, from May4 to June 21 , 1377,
resignation occurred shortly after, as the the day of King Edward's death ; and se

date of his successor Mr. Justice Southcote's condly, from February 9 to March 28 ,1386,

patent is February 10 , 1563 .

9 Richard II . , but two months before his

He spent the remainder of his life in own death.
Louvain , where he died on August 27, RAWLINSO

N, WILLIAM, ofGraythwaite ,

1565 , and was buried there in the church near Newby Bridge, on the Lake of Win

of St. Peter.

dermere, a scion of a family of great emi

He was the author of several works ; but nence and antiquity in Westmorela
nd and

some confusion has arisen in distinguishing Lancashire, descended from two brothers,

them from those written by his father. Walter and Edward, who shared in the

Among his undoubted compositions, are glory of the field of Agincourt, was born at

* The Chartuary,' ' A Collection of Entries Graythwaite about 1640 , and was the son

of Declaration
s, &c. , ' ' Les Termes de la of Captain William Rawlinson, who for his

Ley ,' and a Collection of Statutes to 4 services in the civil wars had a grant of

& 5 Philip and Mary , ' which is spoken arms in which three swords were introduced

highly of by Sir Edward Coke. ( Watts to commemorat
e the gallantry of himself

Biblio . Brit.)

and his two ancestors . Studying the law

RAVENSÉR, JOHN DE, and the pext- at Gray's Inn, hewas called to the bar in

mentioned Richard , apparently his brother, 1667 , and attained the dignity of the coif

were natives of Ravenser, the place in in 1686. With a fair practice and a good

the neighbourhood of Kingston -upon -Hull repute he was selected at the Revolution to
where William de la Pole was born . To the be third commissioner of the Great Seal, to

influence of this powerful merchant was ' which he was appointed on March 4 , 1689,

NN 2
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.

in conjunction with Sir John Maynard and probably by his early death avoided the

Sir Anthony Keck. He was at the same dismissal which was the too common re

time knighted ; and when both his col- ward of straightforward independence and
leagues retired in June 1690 he was re- an honest administration of justice. A :

tained, being then joined with Sir John there is no evidence of the extraordinary

Trevor and Šir George Hutchins. Luttrell servility ' which Lord Campbell imputes

(ii , 128) records that in November he was to him , nor any other ground adduced for
heard in the House of Lords against the designating him as an “ unprincipled judge'

bill for the regulation of the Court of except his concurrence with the restof the

Chancery. He sat under this commission court in the decision onthe quo warrant)

for three years, when in March 1693 the against the City of London (a case turning
Seal was delivered to Sir John Somers as on many difficult points of law ) , the pro

sole keeper. King William wished on his phetic future, which his lordship's pr-ju

removalto make him chief baron of the dice would ascribe to him if he had lived

Exchequer, but the lord keeper objecting may in fairness be disregarded and set

that it was necessary the chief judge of aside, receiving only the noble author's re

that court should be experienced in the luctant admission that he was a judge of
is

course of the Exchequer and knowing in extraordinary learning ' - a subject of

the common law , —thus inferring bis igno- which every lawyer is ready to allow his

rance of both ,—his appointment was not lordship to have been a sufficient authority
insisted on, and Sir William returned to He died in the fifty- seventh year of bi

the bar,where we find him pleading as a age on July 14, 1683, while engaged or

serjeant forthe Duke of Devonshirein the circuit, and was buried in theparish

October 1697. He died on May 11, 1703, church of Downham. By his wife, Ans,

and was buried in Hendon Church, Middle- daughter of Sir Edward Fish, Bart , be

sex. ( Lyson's London , iii . 8. ) had one only child, his more famous sou ,

RAYMOND, THOMAS, is described in his the next-mentioned 'Robert Lord Raymood

admittance into Gray's Inn as the son The Reports both of the father and son ar

of Robert Raymond of Bowers-Giffard in great repute in Westminster Hal.

in the county of Essex , which is near (Morant's Essex, i. 206. )

Downham , where the judge possessed an RAYMOND, ROBERT (LORD RAYMONDL

estate called Tremnals. He was called to the only son of the above Sir Thomas Rare

the bar on February 11, 1650, and from mond, was born in 1673 , and his fatta

the period of the Restoration he was a dili- nine months before his death induced the

gent reporter during the remainder of his society of Gray's Inn to admit the boros

life . In 1677 he was created a serjeant, November 1, 1682, when only nine seas

and less than two years afterwards was old. No doubt the young student was er

raised to the bench and knighted, though, cused attendance on the usual exercises

as he declares, he laboured,and not with- until he had completed the rest of his eda

out reason, to prevent his promotion. He cation, but the devotion which be paid to

filled, in the course of one year, a seat in his father's wishes is shown by his ear's

each of the three courts, receiving a patent adoption of the most efficient course of as

as baron of the Exchequer on May 1, 1679 , quiring practical legal knowledge. He

from which he was removed to the Com- constantly attended the courts, and

mon Pleas on February 7 following, and on successors at the bar benefit to the pre

April 29 was transferred to the King's day by the fruits of his industry. Hs

Bench. In the latter court he sat for little Reports commence in Easter Term 144

more than three years, during which he when he was but twenty years old , at

assisted in the trials and acquittals of Mr. more than three years before he was c

Cellier and the Earlof Castlemaine , luckily to the bar. They finish in Trinity Tera

coming into office at the fag end of the 1732, a year before his death, tbus extes

pretendedPopishPlot, whenthe tide was ingover thirty-eight years, during the
beginning to turn, and Chief Justice Scroggs reigns of four sovereigns. They were

thought it his interest to test the credi- published till ten years after his death ,but

bility of the witnesses whose evidence he are so highly valued, and still regarde: *

had before received with undoubting faith. such high authority, that they have beez
Though Roger North (136) relates of several times reprinted under theediana.

SirThomas that two old women were tried care of eminent lawyers.

before him at Exeter for witchcraft, and His call to the bar did not take place to

that, by his passive behaviour,and neglect- November 12, 1697, fitteen years a: ter bs

ing to point out to the jury the irrationality admission;but he got into immediate peste
of their confessions, he suffered them to be tice, he himself reporting a case in which

convicted, and one ofthem to be hanged, he was engaged in a learned arzumett is

by his general conduct on the bench he Michaelmas 1698. In 1702 wetind kus

escaped the censuretowhichtoomanyof employed as juniorcounsel in thepas
bis colleaguesin this reign were liable, and I cution of Richard Hathaway as a chesi asi
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impostor in pretending to be bewitched by rate), it happily became law , to the great

Sarah Murdock , whom he brought to trial benefit andcomfort of the community:
for her life. After the conviction in this Lord Raymond died on March 19 , 1733,

case indictments for witchcraft almost en- and was buried at Abbots Langley, in

tirely ceased. In 1704 he very ably and which parish his country seat wassituate,

strenuously (and in theevent effectually ) and where a handsome monument was
defended David Lindsay on a charge of erected to his memory. By hiswife, Anne,

high treason in returning to England from daughter of Sir Edward Northey, the

Francewithout leave, and in 1706 he was of attorney -general, he left an only son,of his

counsel for the prosecution of Beau Field- own name, upon whose death in 1753 the

ing for bigamy, in marrying the Duchess title became extinct. ( Lord Raymond,

ofCleveland, his first wife being alive . passim ; State Trials, xiv. 642, 989, 1329 ;

In Queen Anne's parliaments of 1710 Parl. Hist. vii. 335, 861 ; Strange, 948 ;

and 1714 he was returned for Bishop's Collins's Peerage, ix . 432.)

Castle, having been knighted on May 13 READ, orREDE, ROBERT, wasof a family

in the former year on being made solicitor- which originally came from Morpeth in

general, an office from which he was re- Northumberland . His grandfather John

moved on October 14 in the latter year by was a serjeant -at- law in the reign of

the advice of Lord Cowper on the arrival Henry IV., and was settled at Norwich ;

of George I. in England. In that king's and his father's and mother's names were,

first parliament of 1715 Sir Robert was according to his will, William and Joan,

elected for Ludlow , and in the second of though Burke calls them Edward and

1722 for Helston . In the former hejoined Izod , daughter of Sir Humphrey Stanley.

with the tories in opposing the Septennial Robert was their third son ,and was

Bill in 1716, which was however passed by educated at Buckingham Hall, afterwards

a large majority. While still a member Magdalen College, in Cambridge, and be

he was again taken into the king's service, came a fellow of King's Hall, on the site

and appointed attorney-general in May of which part of Trinity College was built .

1720, in which character he conducted the He was placed at Lincoln's Inn, where he

prosecution against Christopher Layer for became reader in 1480, and again in 1486,

high treason in November 1722. On Ja- having in the previous November received

nuary 31, 1724, he was appointed a judge of his summons to take on himself the degree
the King's Bench . of thecoif. On Apri 18, 1494, he was ap

On the removal of Lord Chancellor pointed king's serjeant; and was made a

Macclesfield, Sir Robert was appointed one judge of the King's Bench on November

of the three commissioners of the Great 24 , 1495, 11 Henry VII., when he was

Seal, which they held from January 7 to knighted.
June 4, 1725. On March 2 he succeeded In October 1506 he was raised to the

Sir John Pratt as,chief justice of the King's chief justiceship of the Court of Com

Bench, still continuing to act as commis- mon Pleas, for which advancement the

sioner till Lord King became chancellor. judge was obliged to pay to the avaricious

The judgments delivered by him during king the sum of 400 marks, as appears by
the eight years he presided in the King's an account rendered by the noted Edmond

Bench are most elaborate, and display a Dudley. ( Turner's England, iv.158. ) King

great fund of legalknowledge. In the Henry named him as one of the executors

state trials before him he was patient, im- of his will. ( Testam . Vetust. 35.),
partial, careful, and discriminating. In Henry VIII. continued him in his place,

one of them , that against Curll, the book- which he retained till his death on January

seller, he established the doctrine that to 8, 1519. He was buried in the chapel of

publish an obscene libel is a temporal St. Catherine at the Charterhouse, where

offence ; and the delinquent was punished he founded a chantry of 81. a year for

on this confirmation of his conviction. thirty years. ( Supp . of the Monasteries,

George II. on his accession continued him 68. ) He also left 1001. to Jesus College to

in his place, and raised him to the peerage found a fellowship and brewery there, and

on January 15 , 1731, by the title of Lord / established three public lectures at the

Raymond of Abbots Langley in Hertford- university of Cambridge, called ' Barnaby's
shire. In the House of Lords he distin- Lectures,' on humanity, logic, and philo

guished himself by opposing the bill sophy, which are now consolidated into

enacting that all proceedings in courts of one lecture every year, with the name of

justice shouldbe in the English language, the founder. (Dyer's Cambridge, i. 82, ii .i.

alleging that if the bill passed the law 09, 269.)

must likewise be translated into Welsh, as By his marriage with Margaret, one of

many in Wales understood not English . the daughters of John Alphew, of Bore

Though the alteration was unpopular Place in Chiddingstone, Kent, he became

among lawyers (eren Lord Ellenborough possessed of considerable property in Kent.

thought it tended to make attorneys illite- ( Hasted, iii . 133, 219. )
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REEVE, EDMUND, was of a Norfolk ( State Trials, xvi. 469, 607, xvi . 398 ;

family, and is rightly claimed by the Gent. Mag. iii. 215 , vi. 56, vii. 60.)

society of Barnard's Inn as having com- Learned himself, he was an encourager of

menced his legal studies there. He com- the aspirants to learning ; and that he was

pleted them at Gray's Inn, where he a favourite among the literary men of the

attained the post of reader in 1632. In day is apparent from numerous printed and

1629 he wasnamed as the first recorder of manuscript verses written in hislaudation.
Great Yarmouth . ( Cal. State Papers He resided at Eton, and at Gey's House,

[ 1629-31 ], 131.) Hewas called serjeant Maidenhead; and at his death his personal
on May 30 , 1636, and was promoted to estatewas estimated at 22,6751., besides reai

the bench of the Common Pleas on March estates of considerable rental,among which

24 , 1639. ( Rymer, xx . 381.) was a moiety of the playhouse in Lincola's

In the propositions made to the king in Inn Fields, ſet to Rich åt 1001. per annun.

February 1643 he was one of thejudges Hiswife was Annabella, sister of Richard

whom the parliament requested to be con- Topham , Esq ., of New Windsor,keeper of the

tinued ; and in Michaelmas Term of that records in the Tower ; but he left no is- ne .

year he sat alone in his court at West- ( Ex inf. of John Payne Collier, Esq ., F.SA.

minster, when the king's proclamation to who occupied the family residence, Gey's

adjourn it to Oxford was delivered to him . House . )

In subservience to the parliament, he REGINALD (ABBOT OF WALDEN ) is in

caused the apprehension of the messenger, troduced among thechancellors of Stephec's

who was tried by a council of war, and reign on the sole authority of one anot.

condemned and executed as a spy. ( Claren- mall brief-written chronicle,' in waich

don , iii. 407, iv. 342.) The judge retained Thynne and his copyist Philipot say the

his seat till his death, on March 27, 1647, they have seen him so termed . How far

when his remainswere interred in the church this information is correct may be judged

of Estratuna (Stratton ) in Norfolk. Lord from the fact that Walden did not exists

Clarendon ( iii. 145-9) speaks of him as a an abbey till the year 1190, previous y tu

man of good reputation for learning, who which date it was only a priory. Althou .

in good times would have been a good Reginald was the first abbot and the las :

judge, ' and represents him as giving some prior, he did notattain even the latter dis.

prudent counsel to the king on his coming nity till 1164, ten years after Stephen':

to Leicester during the assizes in July death . ( Philipot, 11 ; Browne Willi's V

1642. tred Abbeys.)

Phillips states that Sir George Reeve REGINALD is introduced as chancellor to

of Thwaite in Suffolk (who obtained a Henry I. by Thynne, on no other foundacio

baronetcy in 1663, which failed about than the following words in Leland's. Itina

1688) was descended from him . (Grandeur rary: ' « Then came one Reginaldus Carcele
of the Law [ 1684 ], 87 ; Gent. Mag. larius, so namyd, by likelyhode, of his obse

lxxxvii. 396.) a man ofgretfame, about King Henry tè

REEVE , Thomas, frequently miscalled First.' Upon such vague evidence as this

Reeves, was the son of Richard Reeve ,Esq. , the name has been continued in subseqzet

of New Windsor, who erected four alms- lists, when there is not a single docuines:

houses in the parish. Admitted first a to support the supposition, and whea it is

member of the Inner Temple ,hetransferred notorious that queens, and barons, and to

himself to the Middle Temple, and was shops, and others had offices of this tith .

called to the bar by the latter society in from which Reginald might have been ADA .
1713. He had such success that he was Leland goes on to say that he feile to

made king's counsel so early as 1718, and religion, and was prior to Monte rue,

soon afterwards attorney -general for the enlarged yt with buildings and posavs
duchy of Lancaster. He becamea bencher Yet it is curious that his name is not

of the Middle Temple in 1720, and reader the list of priors contained in the Cat TS

in 1722. In the latter year he was counsel Manuscript copied by Willis in his ·Vi

for the crown in support of the bill of at- Abbeys, ' and that in the recapitulatio

tainder against Bishop Atterbury and the the grants to that priory set forth in its

other parties implicated in the same con- various charters his name does not app

spiracy ; and in 1730 he most ably advocated as a benefactor.

the cause of the widow of Robert Castell in REGINALD, or RAYNALD, Wum

the appeal of murder against Bambridge, (ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBERT ), wh.

the warden of the Fleet. In April 1733 career affords an early instance in ERN

he was constituted a judge of the Common history of the advance of an individua, in

Pleas, and knighted ; and after sitting there the lower ranks of life to the highest er'e

for nearly three years he was advanced to siastical honours, was the son of a bakee

the head of the court in January 1736. His Windsor, and , being bred up to the clini,

enjoyment of this post was limited to a was broughtunder the notice of Edwaril,

single year, as on January 13, 1737, he died . a monarch whose powers of discriminas c
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were seldom at fault. The king soon dis- , and he was with great pomp enthroned on

covered merit in the youthful aspirant, April 19, 1314. His rule over the arch

whose appointment as tutor to the young bishopric was illustrated by the acquisition

prince is no small evidence in favour of his of many important privileges from the
character and abilities. Judging both from papal see.

the earlier and the more matured career of During the earlier troubles with the

his pupil, he failed (as might be expected barons he remained faithful to the king ;

from the events of his own life) to check but on the queen's invasion of the king

the weakness of the prince's judgment,or to dom he basely deserted his patron and

instil into him steadiness of purpose. He, master, addingstrength to her party by the

however, satisfied the father,from whom he weight of his position, and, on the king's

received the living of Wimbledon in 1298, deposition, completing his infamy by crown

and ingratiated himself with the son, on ing the son of his benefactor.

whose accession he was rapidly advanced. This event, which took place on February

He immediately obtained a canonry in St. 1, 1327, was quickly followed by his own

Paul's, and was constituted treasurer of the death. The adulterous queen is said to

Exchequer on August 22, 1307. To this have so pressed the consecration of James

was added the bishopric of Worcester in de Berkley, elected Bishop of Exeter, that

April 1308 ; and on July 6 , 1310 , resign- the pusillanimous archbishop , more fearful

ing the treasurership, the Great Seal was of the prevailing and present power than

placed in his hands. The terms used on the that of the pope at a distance, did not dare

roll recording this event make it doubtful to resist. The Roman pontiff, enraged that

whether he was invested with the office of his confirmation had not been first obtained,

chancellor orwith that of keeper . Theoath by his threats and reproaches against the

he is described as taking is, de officio Sigilli offending prelate created such terror or such

illius fideliter exequendo, ' whichwould seem remorse in his mind that, within a few days

to apply more directly to the latter. In sub- after the announcement of the pope's anger,

sequent records, however, he is certainly a mortal sickness fell upon him. His death

called chancellor. (Madox, ii . 38, 48.) Soon occurred at Mortlake on November 16, 1327,

after his appointment he lent 10001. to the and his remains were interred in Canterbury

king, to the advance of which has been at- Cathedral. (Godwin , 103, 462 ; Hasted, xii.

tributed, without sufficient evidence, his 379 ; Angl. Sac. i . 18 , 59, 532.)

attainment of the Seal ; but, as the loan was REINGER, or RENGER, John, was the

made after his elevation , it may more cha- eldest son of the under-named Richard ;

ritably be ascribed to his desire to assist the and when his father was sheriff of London,

king in the necessities which then pressed in 6 Henry III., he and his brother Matthew

upon him , the ordainers being in factat that were delivered as pledges for the peace of

time in possession of the government and that city. ( Rot. Claus. i. 517, 569.) Madox

the royal purse : an order, indeed ,for the (ii. 319) introduceshim as a baron of the

repayment of nearly one-half of it was made Exchequer in 42 Henry III., but nothing

so early as May 1, 1311. furtherhas been discovered concerning him

Between December 19, 1311 , and October in that character. In 52Henry III. he

6, 1312, the Seal never appears to have been proceeded against Stephen Bukerel for tak
under his control; but on the latter day it ing away his goods and chattels from his

was again placed in his hands, only,how- houses in ' Enefeud, Edelmeton, Mimmes

ever, as custos or keeper, remaining sealed et Stebeneth,'in Middlesex( Abb. Placit.

up under the seals of the master of the 175 ), and died in the following year.
Rolls and two other clerks in Chancery, in ( Cal. Inquis. p. m . i. 32.)

whose presence it would seem that all writs REINGER, or RENGER, RICHARD, was
were sealed. In this manner the office was an alderman of London, serving the office

executed till April 5, 1314, which is the of sheriff in 5, 6 , and 7 Henry III., and

last date on which the bishop is mentioned that of mayor in the four following years.
in connection with the Seal . During part of this time the king committed

His removal from this high office, which the chamberlainship ofthe city to him and

no doubt took place about that time, was John Travers ; and in 11 Henry III. he had

not occasioned by any diminution of his a grantof the Queen's Hithe (Ripa Reginæ )

sovereign's favour, but rather by his having to hold at 401. a year. About the same

attained a higher elevation . On the decease time he and Alexander de Dorset had the

of Archbishop Winchelsey in May 1313, custody of the Mint of London ; but in 13

although themonkshad elected Dr. Cobham , Henry III. it was transferred, together with

the sub-dean of Salisbury — a most learned that of Canterbury, to him alone, for four
and excellent man-in his place, the king years, at an annual rent of seven hundred

contrived to get the election annulled by marks. It was while he held this office

the pope, and his favourite , Walter, to be that he acted as a justicier, fines being

substituted for him. The bull by which levied before him from Hilary 1230 till

this was effected is dated October 1, 1313 ; Easter 1231. There is a record showing
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that he was still alderman in 19 Henry III. | showing that he was a justicier at West

He died soon afterwards. ( Stou's Survey : minster; but from his frequent employ

Rot. Claus.i. 517 , & c., ii. 21,& c.; Mador, ment asa justice itinerant, and the position

i . 709–781, ii . 134. ) he gradually attained in the commissions,

REINY, JOHN DE, was the son of a knight it seems probable that he continued to hold
of the same name to whom' the manor of the office. In 3 Edward I. he was thethird

Hemmeston in Devonshire belonged, and of four justices itinerant into Worcester
who bore arms against King John. His shire, and in the next year the head offour

mother, in 6 Henry III. , married Nicholas justices of assize. In 6 Edward I. his name

de Heaulton without the king's licence ; and in two commissions of itinera was preceded

he was placed under the wardship of Warin only by that of the Bishop of Worcester:
Fitz-Joel. In 9 Henry III . , 1225, he was in the following year he headed the circuit
appointed one of the justices itinerant for into Dorset, Somerset, and Wilts; and in

Somersetshire, in which county also he had | 12 Edward I. a writ was addressed to bio

property. No other mention is made of and another to hold an assize in North

him til 1246, when his executors were umberland . (Abb. Placit . 276.)

allowed to have administration of his pro- REYNOLDS, JAMES ( 1 ) . There were two

perty. ( Rot. Claus. i. 270, 577, ii. 4,76 ; | judges of the name of James Reynolds in

Excerpt.e Rot. Fin . i . 88, 89, 460.) the reign of George II.-one lord chief

RETFORD, ROBERT DE, was the son of baron, and the other baron of the Exche

Richard , who was the son of Richard de quer. They were not contemporaries in

Retford ( Abb. Placit. 284), so called from a Westminster Hall, the former being dead

town in Nottinghamshire. Hewas first sum- before his namesake ascended the English

moned to parliament among the judges in bench, although he had been chief justiz
August 1295, 23 Edward I., and there are of the Common Pleas in Ireland for n -arly

records of his pleas as a justice itinerant at thirteen years before. The chief barons

Norwich and at Dunstable in the next year. great-grandfather (who was also the
(Abb. Rot. Oriy. i. 96, 97.) His attendance baron's ancestor) was Sir James Ferro

in parliament in that character is noted till nolds, of Castle Camps in Cambridet.

the end of the reign (Parl. Writs, i. 801); shire, who flourished in the reint of
and in February 1307 he was placed among Queen Elizabeth. His grandfather and

the justices of trailbaston for the home father were also named James, baik irten

counties. ( Rot. Parl. i. 218. ) siding at Bumstead Helions in Esser. The

From the commencement of the next estate of the former, who married Dorias;

reign there are regular writs summoning a daughter of Sir William De Grip, s

him to parliament in the same manner, Merton in Norfolk , was decimated daries

which are continued till June 1318, 11 the Rebellion, on account of his love itand

Edward II.; and there is evidence of his great zeal for King Charles. The latter i

exercising his functions, not only in the 1655,atthe ageof twenty -two, married

home district, but in Durham and in Lei- Judith , the eldest daughter of Sir Wide

cestershire, up to the ninth year of that reign . Hervey, of Ickworth, near Bury St. Ed
( Ibid . 346 ; Parl. Writs, ii. 1331.) munds, ancestor of the Marquis of Bris !

RETFORD, WILLIAM DE, was probably By this lady,who was then forty years of
the son of the above Robert de Retford. age, he had three sons ; and soon after ber

The document by which he was appointed death , in 1679, he took for his second wis,
keeper of the great wardrobe is on the Roll in 1682 , Bridget, daughter of Parker,

of Nottinghamshire, the county to which who survived her husband thirty -thre

that Robert belonged . This is dated in 23 years , and died in 1723. Both the lados

Edward III. ; and he is there called “ cleri- were buried at Castle Camps.

cus. ' He was raised to the Exchequer Bythe latter marriage he had an uns

bench as a baron on November 27, 1354, son , James, the future chief barn. 39

and is mentioned as a justice of assize in was born on January 6, 1056, at the back

32 Edward III., in Serjeant Benloe's Re- of his mother's auntGibbs in Clerkenwell

ports. The period of his death or retire- His precise relationship to the other joha

ment has not been discovered. ( Abb.Rot. is not traced with certainty, but a bits

Orig. ii . 205 ; N. Fædera, iii. 114.) will he bequeathed a large legacy tu be

REYGATE, JOHN de, in 52 Henry III., niece, bearing the family name of Jetta
1268, was appointed king's escheator north and as the other judge to whom the cold

of Trent, and during the time be held that baron had before his second marriage de

office he performed the duties ofa justicier, vised his estates in Cambridgeshirika

from May 1269 to August 1271,numerous sister named Judith, it would seen, i
payments being made for assizes before him were the same Judith , that he was the

in the northern counties. He held the nephew of the chief baron, and porn

escheatorship to the end of that reign. the son of the chief baron's haii-brizvi,

( Ercerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 467-585 .) Robert. ( Collins's I'verage, i . 1 * ! ' ; Inw

Under Edward I. there is no actual entry Suffolk , 287 ; Morant's Esses, ii. )
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The chief baron was initiated into the him and Chief Baron James Reynolds, it

mysteries of the law at Lincoln's Inn, where would appear, for the reasons already given

he was called to the bar in 1712, and was in the life of the latter, that he was the

included in the batch of serjeants created nephew of the chief baron, although born

by George I. in the first year of his reign . two years before that judge. They both

Havingbeen in 1712 elected recorderof had property in themanorof Castle Čamps,
Bury St. Edmunds, probably by the influ- which lies on the borders of Essex in the

ence of the Hervey family, then ennobled, neighbourhood of Bumstead-Helions. The

that borough returned bim as its repre- baron is described in the books of Lincoln's

sentative in 1717 and 1722. In 1718 he Inn, to which he was admitted in February

was selected by the Prince of Wales to 1704, as the son and heir -apparent of

argue in favour of his royal highness's Robert Reynolds, of Bumstead in Essex,

claim to educate his own children ; but the This gentleman was, it seems probable, the

judges, with only two dissentients, decided half-brother of Chief Baron James Rey

that the care and education of the king's nolds, and a son of James Reynolds of

grandchildren belonged to his majesty by the Bumstead by his first wife Judith, the

· royal prerogative . State Trials,xvi. 1203.) daughter of Sir William Hervey of Ick

His arguinent did not prevent George I. worth. Robert married Kesiah Tyrrell,

from promoting him to a judgeship of the the granddaughter of Sir William Hervey,

King's Bench in March 1725; nor did his another of whose daughters, Kesiah , mar

old client George II . forget him , but in ried Thomas Tyrrell, ofGipping in Suffolk.

April 1730 raised him to the office of lord The baron was called to the bar in May

chief baron. After presiding in the Ex- 1710, but nothing is recorded of him till he

chequer for eightyears he resigned in July was sent to Ireland on November 3, 1727,

1738 ; and dying on February 9, 1739, he as chief justice of the Common Pleas. In

was buried in St. James's Church, Bury St. that court he sat for thirteen years, and by

Edmunds, where there is a splendidºmo- his professional talents and accomplished
nument to his memory. manners endeared himself to all parties .

That the graceful accountof his merits On retiring from this honourable posthe

as a judge and as a man which his epitaph was appointed a baron of the English Ex

records is not exaggerated , may well be chequer, and took his seat there in May

believed from the prayer (still in existence) 1740. He was not knighted till May 23,

which he was in the daily habit of using, 1745, on going up with the judges' address.

petitioning for that measure of under- He administered justice on the English

standing and discernment, that spirit of bench for seven years, and dying on May

justice, and that portion of courage, as may 20, 1747, he was buried in the church of
both enable and dispose me to judge and Castle Camps ; and, as his monumentthere

determine those weighty affairs which may was erected by his sister Judith, it is pro

this day fall unto my consideration,without bable that he never married. ( Smyth's

error or perplexity ,without fear or affec- Law Off. of Ireland, 121, 309; Gent. Mag.

tion, without prejudice or passion , without at the dates. )

vanity or ostentation, but in a manner RICH , RICHARD (LORDRich ), was no
agreeable to the obligation of the oath and doubt of a very ancient family. 01 of the

dignity of that station to which Thou in earliest of the name is John deRich, who

Thy good providence hast been pleased to flourished at Rich's Place in Hampshire
advance me.'

in the reign of Edward II. His great

He was twice married. His first wife was grandson was Richard Rich , the father of

Mary, daughter of Thomas Smith,Esq., of another Richard, mercer in London, who
Thrandeston Hall, Suffolk ; and his second was sheriff of that city in 1441, died

Was Alicia, daughter of Rainbird . He possessed of large estates in Middlesex and

left no issue by either. On his elevation to Hertfordshire, and was the founder of

the bench he resigned the recordership of five almshouses at Broxbourne. His second
Bury, but showed his affection for that son , Thomas, had a son Richard ,who,by

borough by leaving 2001. to its corporation. his wife Joan Dingley, was the father of

( Ex inf. of Ven . Archdeacon Hale, Rev. the chancellor. (Wotton's Baronet. iv .586 ;

J. C. Bode, Rev. A. Wratislaw, and Mr. Baronage, ii. 387 ; Testam . Vetust. 299.)
Herbert Frere ; Notes and Queries, 3rd S. i . Richard Rich resided in his youth in the

235, iii . 54. ) same parish in London where Sir Thomas

REYNOLDS, JAMES (2) , born in 1684 , More dwelt,and, according to the authority
was, according to the inscription on his of that eminent man, was of no commend

monument at Castle Camps, Cambridge- able fame, very light of tongue and a great
shire, the last male descendant of Sir dicer - one with whom neither he nor any

James Reynolds, knight,who flourished in man else would ever in any matter of
these parts in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.'' importance vouchsafe to communicate.
Though it is difficult to ascertain the · And so,' More adds ( Roper, 82), “ in your

real connection by relationship between house at the Temple, there hath been your
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chief bringing up, were you likewise ac- \ a plot, or on the judges who could permit

counted. ' Assured of the truth of More's conviction on such evidence.

representation, it would be curious to dis- On the next trial Sir Thomas More

cover by what means a character of this directly charged him with perjury in his

stamp, pushed himself up so as to become representation of what passed between

a reader at the Middle Temple in 1529. them. There it appears that Ricb ,

( Dugdale's Orig. 216.) going to the Tower to take away si

By what patronage he acquired the office Thomas's books, led him under pretence of

of attorney-general of Wales in 1532 is not friendship into an argument, in the course

told . That of solicitor- general to the king of which, as Rich alleged, Sir Thoreas

followed on October 10, 1533. This he asserted that theparliament had no mot

held till April 13, 1536, a period of two power to make the king supreme bead of

years and a half, during which, by his the Church than it had to declare thatGod

intrigues, his degrading subserviency, and was not God. Who will doubt More's

his bold -faced perjury , though he paved asseveration of the falsehood of Rich'setia

the way to worldly honours, he at the same dence ? For who can believe that you

timesecured to his name the everlasting would be incautious enough , especially toa

infamy that attaches to it. Cunningmuch man of Rich's known character, to betrar

less than Rich's would soon discover that his sentiments so unreservedly on such e

his interest lay in gratifying the humours occasion, when he had guardedly coronat

of the king, but it required a hardened them in all the various attempts whics

conscienceto pursue the perfidious course persons of high position and abiiybac

which he adopted to secure the royal previously made to entrap him ? Eres

favour. The refusal of Sir Thomas More Rich's impudence must have been daunter:

and Bishop Fisher to acknowledge the before Sir Thomas's exposure of his forme
king's supremacy had irritated the monarch | life, and his dignified denial of the endresa

beyond even his usual ferocity, and every now offered . The two witnesses called to

attempt had hitherto failed in bringing the support Rich's testimony failed to $ 25

two contumacious prisoners within the him , for though they acknowledged tts

terms of the recent statute which made it they were present, they declared tis

high treason to deny it. Either Rich was they were too busy in packing the barks:

sufficiently known to be considered a fitting give ear to the conversation . ( State Trail

instrument to make another trial, or he i . 387-400 .)

voluntarily undertook the degrading office . Rich, however, procured what he cast

The manner in which he acted towards for his own advancement. In the RI

both these good and pious men was ex- year he obtained the valuable place 1

posed on their trials. That of Bishop chirographer in the Court of lies

Fisher came on first, the sole evidence Pleas, and resigned the solicitorship is

against whom was Mr. Solicitor-General more dignified and profitable otse

Rich. It was there asserted by the bishop, chancellor of the Court of Augmentatie

and not denied , that Rich came to him then newly established . He did not neza

with a message from the king desiring his the opportunity thus obtained of seces

real opinion on the disputed point, and to himself an enormous share of tbe plus

that on the bishop's reminding him of the arising from the dissolution of the mos

penalty in the new act in case anything teries. The inquisition of his possess 3

was said contrary to that law , Rich assured taken at his death, proves the im ***
him on the king's honour, and on the word extent of his acquisitions.

One of

of a king, that no advantage would be earliest and richest was Leeze Priory ?

taken against him for declaring his secret manor in Essex, which he made his car

mind,which he professed that the king was seat, and from which he subsequently to
desirous to know for his own guidance in his title . ( Morant, ii. 101.)
future. To this Rich added his own faith- At the new parliament which met

ful promise that he would never utter the June 8, 1536, he was chosen speaker, a

bisbop's words but to the king alone. i made himself as remarkable for the al

Compelled thus, as it were by the king's ness of his flattery as he had previasiye

command, the bishop expressed his real for the baseness of his actions ( Hari Irak

sentiments onthe statute ;and upon these i.529, 534. ) In his introductory speech bor

alone, so uttered and so perfidiously be compared the king for justice and press

trayed , was the aged bishop most unright- to Solomon , for strength and furiode

eously condemned . Without charging the Samson , and for beauty and can lises
witness with perjury ( for there is too much Absalom ;' and on another Occas: -

reason to believe he was the bearer of such likened him to the sun,which eal.de

a message from the king) , it is difficult to noxious vapours hurtful w us, and chema

determine where the greater share of in- those seeds, plants, and fruitsde

famy rests — on the mắn who would suffer the support of human life : * so , s16

himselfto bemade an instrument in so vile obsequious flatterer, “this ou most ess :
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lent prince takes away by his prudence all the commission against the Bishops of Chi

those enormities whichmay hereafter be chestor and Worcester, because but eight

hurtful to us and our posterity, and enacts members of the council had signed it,

such laws as will be a defence to the good , though ten were present ;whereupon his

and a great terror to evil doers.' He was majesty wrote a letter to Rich marvelling

soon after knighted. at his refusal. ( Cal. St. Papers ( 1547_80 ],

Hewasa regular attendant at the coun- 55.) In less than three monthsLord Rich

cil ; and at one of the meetings in 1541 he resigned his office on December 21 , 1551.

was charged by one John Hillary with not By an entry in the journal the king attri

doing what pertained to his duty with re- butes his retirement to illness ; and there is

spect to a supposed concealment by the no doubt that in the previous year he had

abbot of Keynsham of apart of his income, been so incapacited by sickness that a com

but the unfortunate informer got nothing mission had been issued to the master of

for his pains but imprisonment in the Mar- the Rolls and others to hear causes for him.

shalsea. ( Acts Privy Council, vii . 101.) ( Rymer, xv. 246. ) Hayward (Kennet's

He is charged also with having assisted Hist. ii. 323) , however, gives a different

Lord Chancellor Wriothesley in working version. He suggests that a wish to keep
the rack on which poor Anne Askew was the fair estate ' hehad got, and his desire

stretched ; but even prejudice must hesitate to avoid the troubles he foresaw in the
to believe this. coming parliament, made him petition for

In1544 he resigned the chancellorship of his discharge on accountof his infirmities.
the Court of Augmentations; but in the Heylin's explanation ( i . 251) of the occur

expedition against Boulogne in that year rence is more curious. It so happened ,'

he accompanied King Henry as treasurer of he says, “ that the lord chancellor, com

the army— an officewhich heheld in Scot- miserating the condition oftheDukeof
land as well as in France ; and he assisted Somerset , who had been committed to the

in negotiating the treaty of peace with the Tower on his second disgrace in October,
French king. Under Henry's will he had though formerly he had showed himself
a legacy of 2001., and was appointed one of against him , despatched a letter to him,

the twelve assistants to the sixteen privy concerning some proceedings of the lords
councillors. of the council which he thought fit for

On February 16, 1547, about a fortnight him to know . Which letter, being hastily

after the accession of Edward VI. , in con- superscribed “ To the Duke," with no other

sequence of an asserted promise by the late title, he gave to one of his servants, to be
king, he was created Baron Rich of Leeze carried to him. By whom , for the want of

in Essex. On Lord Wriothesley's dismis- a more particular direction , itwas delivered
sal from the chancellorship on March 6 , to the hands of the Duke of Norfolk. But,

Rich hoped to supply his place ; but the the mistake being presently found, the lord
lord protector hesitated for more than half chancellor, knowing into what hands he
a year as tothe choice he should make, was like to fall, makeshis address unto the

leaving the Seal in the meantime in the king the next morning betimes, and humbly
temporary keeping of Lord St. John. Rich, prays that, in regard to his great age, he

however, having at last managed to ac- might be discharged of the Seal and office
quire the confidence of Somerset, was in- of chancellor.'

vested with the office on October 23, Lord Rich did not wholly retire from

Within two years he turned against the political life, nor could he refrain from
protector, and, joining the Earl of War- joining in the closing plot of the reign.

wick, headed the subscribers to the pro- He protested in the parliamentof 1553

clamation against him. The last public against a bill for the regulation of the re
duty he is mentioned as performing wason venue ( Parl. Hist. i. 600 ); and he not only
August 28 , 1551, when he went with Sir witnessed the king's will and subscribed the

Anthony Wingfield and Sir William Petre undertaking to support its provisions, which
to the Princess Mary at Copped Hall in altered the succession of the crown and

Essex , to announce to her the determina- settled it on Lady Jane Grey , but he also

tion of the council that private mass should gave such prominent aid to the project as
not be performed in her household. She to induce the lords of the council to address

returned a resolute answer, declaring that a letter of thanks to him for his services.
none of the new service should be used in ( Lingard, vii. 103, 120.)
ber house . ( Archaologia , xviii. 161.) By a timely desertion of the party he

Very shortly after this there are two escaped the immediate consequences, and

entries in King Edward's journal which, he probably obtained favour with Queen

though subsequently erased by his own pen, Mary by his profession of the Roman
show the commencement of doubt and un- Catholic faith . ' In a month after she was

easiness on the part of Rich . On October proclaimed be was nominated as one of

1 , the king mentions that the chancellor the council to attend at a sermon preached

had sent back a letter for the execution of at St. Paul's Cross, when a tumult was
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apprehended, and was actually summoned RICHARDS, RICHARD, son and beir of

among the twenty -five peers appointed to Thomas Richards of Coed in Merioneth

try the Duke of Northumberland for the shire, and Catherine, sister of the Rer.
crime in which he himself had participated. William Parry, warden of Ruthyn, was

( 4 Report Pub. Rec., App. ii. 234.) He born at Dolgelly on November 6, 1752,

formed part of the commission for deciding and commenced his education at Rathya

on the claims to do service at the queen's grammar school. Entering the society of
coronation ( Rymer, xv. 338 ), and his name theInner Temple, he was called tothe bar

was frequently placed at the head of the in 1780. By his marriage in 1785 win
commissions in his county for trying here- Catherine, the daughter of Robert Tauzkar

tics, at the cruel execution of some of whom Humphreys, he became possessed of is
he was directed to be present. ( Archæo- estate of Caerynwch in the same county,
logia , xviii. 181. ) which she was the heiress. Shortly atte

During the ten years that he livedunder he was appointed counsel to Queen Anne's

the reign of Queen Elizabeth little is told Bounty, of which William Sterens va

of him , except that in the first year he then treasurer, and was one of the mez:

voted against the new Book of Common bers, and ultimately president,of Nobodrs

Prayer, and that in 1566 he was one of the Club,' instituted in honour of that aminte

committee of Lords appointed to confer gentleman. His principal practice was in

with the Commons on the subject of the the Court of Chancery. He formed E

queen's marriage. ( Parl. Hist. 607, 703. ) early friendship with Lord Eldon, az!

He survived nearly seventeen years after when promoted often sat for him as speaking

his retirement from the chancellorship, and of the House of Lords. But a long tao

employed himself in several charitable elapsed before that promotion arrived,ie,

works in the neighbourhood of his mansion. though he became successively king's

Dying about May 1568, he was buried in sel and solicitor-general to the queen, he
Felsted Church . was above sixty years old before he was

By his wife, Elizabeth, sister ofWilliam appointed "chief justice of Chester, in Na !

Jenks, of London, grocer, he had a very 1813. Hewent only one circuit in the

numerous family. He was succeeded in character, being raised to the beach ss :

the title by his eldest son, Robert, whose baron of the Exchequer in the film

son , also Robert, was created in 1618 Earl February, when he was knighted . Fra
of Warwick. The earl's second son was this position he was promoted to the basi

advanced to the peerage in 1622 as Baron of the court in April 1817. He pres.ro

Kensington, to which was added the earl- for the next five years and a half with >

dom of Holland in1624, but both titles reputation, though not of a brilliantlaws.

became extinct in 1759. (Wotton's Bar- yet of an excellent judge,learned in to
onet. iv . 586 ; Nicolas's Synopsis.) arguments and sound in his decisions. For

RICHARD ( BISHOP OF HEREFORD) was men have been more respected and este

one of King Henry's chaplains, and is men- in private life , so amiable and beneme

tioned by Thynne as keeper ofthe Seal washis disposition : yet so fearful wa bo

when Ranulph was chancellor. In no that his temper might hare the appear

document, however, is he so designated, of partiality that when in court he w

and Malmesbury, with greater probability, apt to assume an asperity of manner tek!

calls him Clericus de Sigillo. In 1120 was wholly opposed to his real character.

he was preferred to the bishopric of Here- He died on November 11 , 1823 leta

ford, anddying at Ledburyon August 15, a large family, several of whom gee
1127, he was buried in his own cathedral. considerable eminence in their father's

( Godwin, 482 ; Le Neve, 108.) fession . His eldest son became & make

RICHARD was archdeacon of Wilts, in Chancery, and was for many years op

and although his pleas and those of his representative in parliamentof his pats,

companionsare mentioned on the roll of 1 county. (Gent. Mag. Jan. 1834; L1*

Richard I. for the county of Cornwall, Stevens ( 1859).)
they evidently refer to an iter in a previous RICHARDSON, JOHN, was the things

year, as they are immediately followed on of Anthony Richardson,

the sameroli by two other series of pleas, London, and was born in Copthali ( k *

the last of which are entitled ' nova placita ,' Lothbury , on March 3, 1771. He

and were taken before other justiciers in menced his education at Harris , 5
that year. (Pipe Rol, 112. ) In 31 Henry finished it at University Colleze,

III., 1185, he and. twoothers werethe where he took his degree of M.A. in 1 **

custodes of the see of Exeter while it was having been assisted in his pronsstore

in the king's hands (Mador, i . 310 ), and it the university by the benefoleat 26 -

was probably while he had that charge that steady patronage of Vr. Sterer

he acted as a justice itinerant in the diocese. worthy treasurer of Queen Anne: B -

His death occurred about 1203, 5 John. He aided his patron in procuring it *

( Le Veve, 270. ) of the penal statutes against the episoft

a merchand
ise

2
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clergy of Scotland, and was highly instru- 1He was appointed reader of Lincoln's Inn

mental in forming a club to Mr. Števens's in 1614 , on occasion of his being called ser

honour, called Nobody's Club,' from the jeant. His next advance was to be chan

pseudonym under which that gentleman's cellor to the queen ; and soon after her

various writings were published . The club death, being elected member for St. Albans,

still exists, and has numbered among its he was chosen speaker of James's third

members men the most famous in literature, parliament in January 1621, which was

theology, and law .
remarkable for the proceedings which re

Havingbeen entered at Lincoln's Inn in sulted in the disgrace of Lord Chancellor

June 1793, he practised as a special pleader Bacon, againstwhom Mr. Speaker Richard

for several years, and was notcalled to the son had to demand the judgment of the

bar till June 1863. In the very nextyear Lords. During this parliament he received

he appeared as counsel for William Cob- the honour of knighthood, and after two
bett , who was defendant in an action noisy sessions it was dissolved in December

brought by Mr. Plunkett, and again for following. ( Parl. Hist. i. 1191–1371 . ) He

him when 'indicted for publishing a libel was notreplaced in the speaker's chair in

against the lord lieutenant and lord chan- the next parliament; but on February 20,

cellor of Ireland, which was written by 1625, he received the appointmentof king's

Mr. Justice Johnson of that country. He serjeant.
also soon after argued ably, though unsuc- On the place of lord chief justice of the

cessfully, in support of the plea filed by Common Pleas becoming vacant atthe end
that judge against the jurisdiction of the of that year, eleven months were allowed

Court of King'e Bench , and afterwards on to pass before it was filled up. It was then

his trial in that court. ( State Trials, xxix. given to Sir Thomas Richardson on Novem

1, 53, 394, 423.)
ber 22, 1626, not without suspicion that its

Joining the Western Circuit, both there acquisition cost him 17,0001. ( Yonge's

and in Westminster Hall he soon esta- Diary, 97.) There is a letter in the State

blished such a character for industry and Paper Office ( Cal. [ 1625–6 ] 482) from the

legal learning as secured to him competent king directing him as soon as he has the

encouragement. When to this was added chief justiceship to admit one Edward

experience and observation, he obtained the Nicholas to a clerkship of theTreasury, an

laborious and responsible office of adviser ciently called the clerk of Hell, which the

to the attorney and solicitor general, com- chief justice of the Common Pleas had been

monly denominated their · devil.' So effi- used to appoint. This perhaps was one of

cient did he prove himself in this capacity, the conditions of his advance ; but his

and so universally acknowledged were his marriage in the next month with his second

superior attainments, that in November wife, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Thomas

1818 he was selected with the approbation Beaumont, of Staughton in Leicestershire,

of all to supply the vacant seat in the and widow of Sir JohnAshburnham , sister

Court of Common Pleas, and inJune fol- of the Duke of Buckingham's mother,more

lowing he was knighted . After filling this probably accounts for the elevation. When,

post with the reputation of one of the two years afterwards, the duke was assassi

soundest lawyers of the time, he was com- nated, Sir Thomas, on a question put to

pelled by illhealth to retire from its la- him by the king, whether the murderer

bours in May 1824. He lived nearly might not be put to the rack, had the grati

seventeen years after his resignation, several fication to convey the judges' unanimous

of which he spent in Malta , where he com- opinion that torture was not known or

posed a code of laws for that island. He allowed by the law. On two or three other

died on March 19, 1841.

occasions he showed himself moderate in

That excellent judge Sir John Coleridge his sentences and independent in his prin

describes him in a lecture he delivered in ciples ( State Trials, iii. 359-374) ; but he

1859 as ' a thoroughly instructed lawyer, was considered by the parliament to be a

an accomplished scholar, and a man of the favourer of the Jesuits. ( Parl. Hist. ii.

soundest judgment — a tender-hearted, God- 475.) After presiding for five years in the

fearing man . ( Life of Stevens; Gent. Mag. Common Pleas, he was removed on October

July 1841. )
24, 1631, to the chief justiceship of the

RICHARDSON, THOMAS, the son of Dr. King's Bench, where he sat during the

Thomas Richardson, a clergyman ofMul remainder of his life. He diedon February

barton, Norfolk , was born at Hardwick 4 , 1635, and was buried in Westminister

in the same county on July 3, 1569. Ad- Abbey, where his monument may still be

mitted a member of Lincoln's Inn, he was

called to the bar in 1595, and was elected Although esteemed a good lawyer, he

recorder, first of Bury, and afterwards of was not respected on the bench." Evelyn

Norwich, having been previously under. ' ( i . 10), calls him that jeering judge;' and

steward of the dean and chapter of that no doubthe carried his inclination tohumour

cathedral. ( Blomefield's Norfolk, i . 684.) and jocularity too much into court. The

seen .
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chief justice was inclined to the Puritans. ) May 20, 1389, hewas constituted a judge

His sentence against Sherfield for breaking of the Common Pleas.

a painted glass window was more lenient When the king's uncle, the Duke of

than that of other members of the court ; Gloucester, was arrested and taken to Calais

andhemade an order, while on the Somer- in July 1397, Sir William Rickhill w

setshire Circuit, to suppress wakes and other employed to take his deposition. Hestates
pastimes on Sundays. For this the bishops, that he was awakened in the middle of the

who considered it an intrusion on their night ofSeptember 7 at his house at Exeinz

power, encouraged Archbishop Laud to ham in Kent, by a king's messenger wita

complain ; and the chief justicereceived a a writ requiringhim to go to Calais with

reprimand from the council. (Whitelocke, the Earl of Nottingham, the captain ofthe

47.) Even then he could not refrain from town, and there to do as the earl should

joking; as he passed out he declared that order him ; and he wasdirected immediately

the lawn sleeves had almost choked him. ' | to proceed to Dover. On his arrival e

To remove, perhaps, all suspicion of his Calais another writ was presented to bin

principles, he was as violent and absurd as commanding him to hear all that the Date

any of his colleagues in the Star Chamber, of Gloucester had to communicate, and to

in the unjustifiable sentence pronounced report the same to the king. Sir Willis

shortly after against William Prynne for was wholly at a loss to understand the

writing his ‘ Histrio -mastix .' ( Rushworth, object of this commission, as there had been

ii . 234, 248.) And upon Prynne's being a report of the duke's death for some time

brought before the council on a subsequent previously both in England and listen

occasion, and the question being, whether The earl,"however, satisfying him that t

he might go to church and be allowed duke was still alive, Sir William bad the

books, the chief justice, not being able to precaution to insist on having two witnese

restrain his joke,said, 'Let him havethe present during the interrogatory. Atb

Book of Martyrs, for the Puritans do account first interview with the royal prisoner

bim a martyr.' William requestedthat the dukewould per:

While attending at the assizes at Salis- in writing what he had to say,and keeper

bury, a prisoner, whom he had condemned copy for himself. To this thedukeagreed

to death for some felony, threw a brickbat and afterwards gave to Sir William dit

at his head ; but, stooping at the time, it articles to be taken to the king, at the

only knocked off his hat. On his friends same time soliciting the judge to return the

congratulating him on hie escape he said, next day in case he should wish to add ap -

"Yousee,now , if I had been anupright thing to his communication. On the fai

judge I had been slaine.' The additional lowing morning , being refused admittance,

punishmentupon this offender is thus curi- Rickhill returned to England,and made bir

ously recorded by Chief Justice Treby, in report to the king. ( Rot. Part. iii. 3411

themargin of Dyer's Reports (p.188,b ): - The duke was soon after privately murdered

“ Richardson, C. J. deC. B. at Assizes at and so much of the articles which he be

Salisbury in Summer 1631, fuit assault per delivered to the judge as were des

Prisoner la condemne pur Felony ;-que necessary were brought as his contexto

puis son condemnation ject un Brickbat à le before parliament. That assembly, bat

dit Justice, que narrowly mist. Et pur ceo withstanding his death , condemned him w

immediately fuit Indictment drawn pur Noy a traitor, and adjudged all his laods, &
envers le Prisoner, et son dexter manus to be forfeited.

ampute et fixe al Gibbet, sur que luy mesme On the accession of Henry IV ., September

immediatement hange in presence de 30, 1399, Sir William received a new paters
Court.' for his place ; but on November 18 be wa

By his first wife, Ursula, daughter of called upon by the parliament to another
John Southwell, Esq., of Barham Hall in before Chief Justice Clopton for his codder
Suffolk , he had a large family. His second in obtaining the duke's confession.

wife,Lady Ashburnham , brought him no gavethe round unvarnished tale' relatni
issue. She, in 1628, Sir Thomas being then above,showingthat he had merely erecutat
chief justice of the Common Pleas, was the commission he had received, without

created a baroness of Scotland, bythe title any previousknowledge ofits intent, en
ofLady Cramond ,withremainder tohis strictly in performanceofhis duty. I
children, whichbecame extinct in 1735. Lords could do no otherthan aoqut bie

( Collins's Peerage, iv. 253.) ( Ibid. 342.)

RICKHILL, WILLIAM, isdescribed by Sir Resuming his seat on the bench, ise

Edward Cokeas anative of Ireland, andby continued to be levied before biti
Hasted as establishing himself in the county Trinity Term 1407. ( Thugdale's Oors, ?

of Kent, andbecoming possessed of the How soon after this he diedduesmot appear

manorof Ridley there. He is first men- butWilliamhis eldest son was melo bez or

tioned as oneof the king's serjeants in 1384, parliament forKentin the following runt

7 Richard II. Five years afterwards, on ( Hasted, i . 243, ii. 460.)

&

.
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RIDEL ,GEOFFREY, was a baron in the he was one ofthe ambassadors to the court

reign of Henry I., of whom very few par- of France, with the king's request that

ticulars remain . Becket, who had withdrawn there, might

The authority on which he is called chief not be permitted to remain. Both embassies

justiciary of England is that of Henry of were unsuccessful. The irritated primate

Huntingdom , in his ' Epistle de Mundi included him in the excommunication which

Contemptu, one copy ofwhich, however, he pronounced in 1169 against several of
omits hís name. This author gives the title thebishops and chief menof the kingdom ;

to several parties who were acting as jus- and in announcing the sentence to the

ticiaries at the same period, and may, per- Bishop of Hereford , he designated the

haps, have considered all those who sat archdeacon ' archidiabolum et Antichristi

judicially in the Aula Regis as entitled to membrum .' On Henry's remonstrance, how

that designation. The assertion in this in- ever, the pope's nuncios found it necessary

stance certainly requires some confirmation, to absolve him before the end of the year ,

especially as the chief authority was un- he being one of those who personally at

doubtedly exercised by Roger, Bishop of tended the king. Geoffrey's favour at court

Salisbury, during the greater part of the increased with Becket's oppression , and,

reign . accordingly, in the same year the custody
Dugdale mentions him as united with of the see of Ely was placed in his hands,

Robert Bloet, Bishop of Lincoln , Ralph and so remained during its vacancy , which

Basset, and others, in a commission to hear lasted about four years. In 1173 the

and determine a case relating to the privilege bishopric itself was given to him ; but he

of sanctuary in the church ofRipon, and was not admitted to it until he had made
then adds that he succeeded Ralph Basset his solemn protestation, in the chapel of

as justice of England. This, however, is St. Catherine in Westminster, that he had

not very probable, as Ralph Basset lived been in no waysknowingly accessory to the
several years after the death of Ridel. murder of thearchbishop.

That event occurred in 1119, when he In 1179 Bishop Geoffrey was appointed,

shared the fate of Prince William , who was with the Bishops of Winchester and Nor

drowned on his return from Normandy. wich, to fill the office of chief justiciary ;

William of Malmesbury, who relates the and on the division of the kingdom by the

disaster, mentions among the sufferers ' da- council of Windsor into four judicial cir
piferi, camerarii, pincernæ regis, ac multicuits these prelates were respectively placed

proceres cum eis,' and would scarcely have at the head of three of them . ( Dugdale's
omitted the name or the title of so im- Orig. 20.) . They were superseded the next

portant a personage as a chief justiciary. year by the appointment of Ranulph de

He married Geva,the daughter of Hugh Glanville as sole justiciary . Geoffrey ap

de Abrincis, Earl of Chester, by whom he pears, however, tohave acted subsequently

left only a daughter, named Matilda, who in court, as he was one of the justiciers

married Richard Basset, the justiciary. before whom a fine was levied 'in 1182.

Their eldest son assumed the name of Ridel, ' ( Hunter's Preface.)

and the barony became extinct in the third In the roll of 1 Richard I. (67, &c.) his

generation . ( Angl. Sac. ii. 701 ; Dugdale's pleas are recorded as a justice itinerant in
Baron . i . 555. ) no less than five counties. As, however,

RIDEL, GEOFFREY (BISHOP OF ELY) , he died on August 21, 1189, in the interval

was, according to the account of one writer between the death of King Henry and the

( Allen's Yorkshire , vi. 154) , a younger coronation of King Richard , this circuit

brother of the before -mentioned Eustace probably took place during the last months

Fitz-John , but the authority is not suffi- of Henry's reign .

ciently distinct to be entirely depended on. KingRichard, finding that he had died

He was one of the chaplains of Henry II. , intestate, appropriated to the expenses of

and so much in the royal favour that, after the coronation the treasure he found in his

Becket's elevation to the primacy, he was coffers.

appointed his successor as archdeacon of The cognomen ' superbus,' which he ac

Canterbury, about Christmas 1162. He quired, is stated to have been given from

probably continued to be employed at court, the arrogance of his disposition and his

for his name stands second of the assidentes want of affability. The history of Ely re

justiciæ regis ' before whom, in 1165, a lates that his tomb was violated , and that

charter between the abbots of St. Alban's his successor, William de Longchamp, on

and Westminster was executed in the Ex- the day of his enthronisation, ascended the

chequer. (Madox, i. 44.) He took a pro- pulpit, and, with the other bishops present,

minent part in the king's contest withthe excommunicated all those who had com

archbishop , and was sent with John of mitted or consented to the sacrilege. (God

Oxford, in 1164, to the pope, to obtain his win, 251 ; Angl.Sac. i . 631 ; Madox, i. 307 ;

confirmation of the ancient customs and Lord Lyttelton ; Hasted.)

dignities of the realm ; and again, in 1169, RIDEWARE, WILLIAM DE, only occurs
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as one of the justices itinerantwith William | in 1 Henry III. to assess and receive the

Briwer and Simon Basset, fixing the tallage hidage of Berkshire. ( Rot. Claus. i.30 .

for the counties of Nottingham and Derby His possessions in that county were no donk

in 9 Richard I. , 1197–8 (Madox, i. 733) ; the cause of his being selected to act as &

and in 1 John he is one of the pledges for justice itinerant in it in 3 Henry III.
the payment of a fineto the king in North- RIVALLIS, PETER DE, who is sometimes

amptonshire. ( Rot. de Oblatis, 3.) called de Orivallis, was a Poicterin by birth .

RIGBY, ALEXANDER. • That Colonel and Roger de Wendover plainly describes

Rigby bea baron of the Exchequer ' is the himas the son ofPeter de Rupibus, Bishop

curious entry of June 1, 1649, in White- of Winchester. Other writers more deli

locke’s ‘Memorials' (405). It appears, how- cately describe him as the nephew of tha:

ever, that he was bred á lawyer, and took powerful prelate ; and of course he is 87

up arms on behalf of the parliament at the designated in any record where their caz
earliest stage of the troubles. He was of a nection is alluded to. Whatever was the

Lancashire family ,then and now seated at real relationship, he soon experienced the

Middleton, and was probably the son of benefit arising from such patronage.
another Alexander Rigby, clerk of the early as 6 John, 1204, that king presented

peace in Lancashire in 16il. ( Cal. State to him all the churches which Gilbert ca

Papers ( 1611-18] , 100.) Elected member Beseby, deceased, held in Lincolnshire «

forWigan in that county in the Long Parli- his donation. (Rot. Pat. 43.) He is. D*
ament of 1640 , he distinguished himself by mentioned during the remainder of the

moving, in a violent speech, plentifully in- reign ; but in 3 Henry III. , 1218, he se

terspersed with scraps of Latin and Biblical one of the king's chamberlains, and was a

quotations, that Lord Keeper Finch should clerk in the wardrobe. ( Rot. Claus. i . 36

be accused of high treason. Made a colonel &c.) In 1232 he is recorded as custos

by the parliament, and entrusted with the the escheats and wards ( Ercerpt. e Rut . For

command of theLancashire forces, his first i . 225-252); and in the next year his patruz,

exploit was routing a party of the king's the Bishop of Winchester, procured for his

near Thurland Castle in 1643, and taking thehigh appointment of treasurer. ( Madur,

400 prisoners and their commander-in -chief; ii. 34.) About the same time he si

which , says Whitelocke, was the more himself. Capicerio Pictaviæ .' ( Ibid. 1.61

discoursed of because Rigby was a lawyer. He now so effectually ingratiated bire

His next service is in the lengthened siege with theking that to thishigh office sereta

of Latham House, just before the battle of others ofgreat responsibilityand emolumes:

Marston Moor; and immediately after he were added, among which were those of

was appointed one of the commissioners for custos of the forests, and of most of the

executing martial law. In the ‘Mystery of castles in England. But the dismissal* )

the Good Old Cause ' he is said to have the old ministers,and the substituti a

beengovernor of Boston. Poictevins for all the former officer , ata

When thedeath of the king rendered the rally disgusted the nobles and the people

military assistance - of Colonel Rigby no and led to a reaction, which produced i

longer necessary the parliament raised him disgrace of the bishop, his father, in Api

to the bench as a baron of the Exchequer. 1234, and his own expulsion from one,

(Parl. Hist. ii . 611 , 692, iii. 286, 1607; with a threat that, if he did not resume

Whitelocke, 77, 93, 405.) He retained his tonsure, he should lose both his eyes. H.

judicial dignity little more than a year, fed with the bishop to Winchester: bei.
dying on August 18, 1650, of an infection being summoned before the king to recce

taken at Croydon on the circuit. ( Peck's an account of his ministry, he appeared

Desid. C. b. xiv. 23. ) habitu clericali cum tonsura et lata contes

He married twice.His first wife was His answers were so unsatisfactory tha:

Margaret, daughter of Sir Gilbert Hoghton , was made to give up all his possessions

Bart. ; his second was Anna, daughter of was sent to the Tower, from which, bet

John Gobert, Esq., and widow of Thomas ever, he was shortly released by the Arche

Legh, Esq. By both he had a large family. bishop of Canterbury,and allowed to repe

( Wotton's Baronet. i. 20, 152. ) to bis sanctuary at Winchester. From the

RIPARIIS, ROBERT DE ( Rivers ), is re- retirement he wassuddenly recalled in 1278
corded once as a justice itinerant in 36 and, notwithstandingall his former oder
Henry III., 1252, into Berkshire, Oxford, was restored to the royal confidence.

and Northampton ;and as the under-noticed He resumed his original duties in the

Walter lived in the first-named of these wardrobe,ofwhich he was appointedkeep

counties, it is not unlikely that Robert was and in 1251 he had a quittance fra 2
his son, and that both in succession were debts and accounts to be rendered to:

placed in the commission on account of their king from the time he first had the carry
residence within it. ofthe wardrobe till that date. (Indüz

RIPARIIS, WALTER DE, is no further no- It was probably in this character tha: le

ticed than that he wasone of those appointed GreatSealwascommitted to him in cor12
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tion with William de Kilkenny in 1249, i prison, suffering in additionthecruel depri

when John de Lexinton retired from court, vation of his eyes . (Will. Malm . Gesta ,

the wardrobe being a usualplace of deposit- 456 ; Baronage, i. 24 ; Hutchins's Dorset,

ing the Seal when the chancellorship was i . 31.)
vacant. There is nothing to show that ROCELINE is mentioned in no former

Peter de Rivallis was concerned in the list as a vice- chancellor to Richard I., but

Chancery, nor that he acted in the office. there are three royal charters in the Mo

In February 1249 he was one of the king's nasticon ' (v. 372, 456,625),given under the

council sent to receive the tallage of the hand of Magistri Rocelini, tunc agentis

city of London, and on July 16 , 1255, he vices Cancellarii nostri,' all datedat Rupes

was constituted a baron of the Exchequer, Andeli, in 10 Richard I. - one on November

retaining his place atthe wardrobe. (Madox, 11, 1198 ; another on December 9, 1198 ;
i. 712, ii. 17 ; Pell Records, iii. 39, 40.) and the third on February 3, 1199.

Matthew Paris relates that about Michael- ROCHE, Thomas, is only known as being

mas 1257 he was again appointed treasurer appointed fourth baron of the Exchequer

of the chamber on the death of Hurtaldus, in Michaelmas, 3 Henry VII., 1487. He

but probably soon after died, as the last probably retained his place till 1504, when

notice of his name occurs in a royal grant John Alleyn became fourth baron .' (Er

to him in May 1258 of a pieceof land in chequer Books.)

Winchester. (Holinshed, iv. 289 ; R. de ROCHESTER, SOLOMON DE, or, as his

Wendover, iv. 244–313 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. name is usually abbreviated , Solomon de
ii. 279.) Roff, was one of the canons of St. Paul's .

ROBERT ( EARL OF MORETON or MOR- He was first selected as a justice itinerant

TAGNE, and EARL OF CORNWALL ). Ar- to assist the regular judges in 2 Edward I.,

lotta, the mistress of Robert Duke of 1274,when he acted in Middlesex, and in the

Normandy, and mother of William the following year in Worcestershire. In 1276

Conqueror, afterwards married Herluin de he is called by Dugdale one of the justices

Conteville, the founder of the abbey of of assize, but there was not at that time

Crestein, and had by him two sons, the any distinction between the two classes ;

eldest of whom was this Robert, and the and two years afterwards his name again

youngest was Odo, Bishop ofBayeux. appears among thejus ces itinerant, and so

Robert received from Duke William the continues till 1287, on the last occasion

barony of Bourgh and the earldom of More- being placed at the head of the list. (Dug

tonor Mortagne in Normandy. dale's Orig. 21.) In this position he is

When the invasion of England was pro- named in various documents among the

jected, Robert greatly promoted the expe- Rolls of Parliament as acting for the two

dition, and assisted in the triumph of his following years. ( Rot. Parl. i.42, 48 , &c. )

brother, bearing the banner of St. Michael These rolls contain several complaints

before him in the battle. As a warrior, he against him by parties in the country, but

would not have been overlooked by the they probably were the consequence, not

generosity of William ; but, considering even the cause, of the disgrace which he shared

his relationship to the Conqueror, his share with most of his judicial brethrenin 1289.

in the spoil seems enormous. He not only The corruption charged against him must

was created Earl of Cornwall, but received have been of a far deeper dye than those

vast possessions in various counties, amount- complaints exhibit, for he was compelled

ing, it is stated , to no less than 973 manors. to paya fine of no less than 4000 marks

Although he is described as somewhat before he was discharged from his im

heavy in intellect, yet, with these proofs prisonment.

of the king's affection, it is not unlikely There is no evidence of his having been

that he should have been appointed, in allowed to resume his duties as a judge,

conjunction with Archbishop Lanfranc, and and the only other published record con

Geoffrey, Bishop of Coutance, to the office cerning him is a presentation made to the

of chief justiciary during some part of this justices itinerant in Kent of his being

reign, as Dugdale supposes from several poisoned at his house at Snodland in that

precepts having been discovered which county by Master Wynand, the parson of

appear to bear that interpretation. the parish, on August 14 , 1293. (Abb.

It is believed that he outlived the Con- Placit. 200.) Sir Edward Coke, however,

queror, and died about 1090. His remains in pronouncing the sentence against Sir

were buried in the church of Bermondsey, John Hollis and others, tried in the Star
where he had a mansion . Chamber in 1615, for traducing the public

By his wife, Maud, the daughter of Roger justice, refers to this case, and states that

de Montgomery, Earl of Shrewsbury, he lthe prayer of the monk (as he calls him) to

left a son William , who succeeded to both be delivered to the censure of the Church

his earldoms; but,having joined with Duke was denied, because the same wasa wrong

Robert against King Henry I., and been to the state to poison a judge. ' (State

defeated at Tenchebrai in 1105, he died in Trials, ii. 1031. ) But the entry by no

6
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means supports Sir Edward either in his Mary, daughter of Francis Charlton, Esq.,

fact or his inference. Solomon de Rochester of Appley in Shropshire.

is not mentioned in it as a judge, nor is His eldest son, John, who was knighted

any reference made to his having filled that and served as sheriff of Derbyshire, was the

office ; and though it appearsthat the king father of Francis, whom Charles I raised to

refused at first to deliver the delinquent to the baronetcy in 1641, a title which became

the Bishop of Rochester, it was because he extinct in 1743. (Wotton's Baronet.ii. 255.

had shown too great a desire to procure his
is |BOGER BARTORP SaLaBreath butas

liberation and to purge him from the charge. curate of a small church in the neighbour

Wynand was therefore handed over to the hood of Caen, and is said to have is

church of Canterbury, the archbishopric gratiated himself with Henry by the

being then vacant, but eventually was celerity with which he despatched the ser

actually given up to the Bishop of Ro- rice when the prince and his follows

chester. The result of the investigation chanced to be present. From that time be
does not appear. becamed attached to the fortunes of the

RODBOROUGH, MILO DE, took his name prince, who, though the apparent motive

from that town in Gloucestershire, but was for the selection was not very commodo

apparently resident in Worcestershire in able , had no reason to regret in after year

the early part of the reign of Edward II . , the confidence he reposed in him .
as in the third year he was one of the Roger became an actire and zealouz

assessors and collectors in that county of servant, and, by the dexterous manage

the twenty - fifth which was granted by par- ment of whatever business he was enraad

liament, and was also in a local judicial com- in , so endeared himself to Henry duria

mission therein . In the nextyear, 1310, he his adversity that when he mounted

was the last named of the three justices of throne of England he not only enrich

assize appointed for both these counties and him with many preferments , but advance

three neighbouring ones. In May 1311 a him to the highest employments.

commission was issued into Gloucestershire In the first or second rear of H -nesa

to four justices to hear the complaints made reign he was appointed chancellor, sed
against him in a petition from the men of ceeding William Giffard . Thrnne, a

that county, charginghim with many acts after him Spelman and Philipot, place ti

of oppression, corruption, and malversation in the same office in 1107, and avainas

in the execution of his office. The result of the end of the reign . But, taking the

this enquiry does not appear, but it may be charters as the best authority, it appeus

presumed to have been favourable to him , ' from them that he did not retain the first

inasmuch as in the two following years he Seal long after he was appointed Bi-h17,

was responsibly employed , and in the latter Salisbury, which wason April 13. 1'
was one of three assigned to talliate the In the Monasticon ' there are six charic

cities , &c. , in the same five counties. He with his dame as chancellor, four of stab

died in 7 Edward II. ( Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. are before he was bishop, the earliest be

1344 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 205.) dated in September 1101, and two is

RODES, Francis, was a descendant from with the addition of his episcopal tiir

Gerard de Rodes, of Horncastle in Lin- ( Monast. i . 164, 521 , ii . 145 , ir. 10, 11,5

colnshire, a powerful baron in the reign of 1114. ) In March 1103 William Gifts

Henry II., whose family eventually settled was again in office, and from that time

in Derbyshire . He was the son of John the end of the reign there is a regular : 2 .

Rodes, Esq. , of Staveley Woodthorpe ,and cession of other chancellors.
of Attelina, daughter of Thomas Hewitt, of Whatever was the position heheld in :

Walles in Yorkshire. Born about 1534, state, there is little doubt that from a res

he was educated at St. John's College, early period the whole of the busid-***

Cambridge, and being admitted a member the kingdom was submitted to his care,

ofGray's Inn, he was called to the bar in treasures were in his keeping, and be
1552, arriving at the dignity of reader in expenses under his regulati n. That
1566, and again in 1576. In Hilary Term was well versed in the knowledge of it

1578 he was advanced to thedegree of the Exchequer is proved by the authorof

coif, and on August 21 , 1582, was made ancient Dialogus de Scaccaria, R ::

queen's serjeant.His elevation to the bench Fitz-Nigel , who, though his grand -ne ptes ,

as a judge of the Common Pleas is dated yet, writing nearly forty year arter

June 29, 1585,andthelast fine which was death, may be fairis trusted wb-n det

acknowledged before him was in November ing his official character. He calls in

1588. ( Dugdale's Orig. 48, 294.) In the 'vir prudens, consiliis providus, 85

following year he died at Staveley Wood- discretus, et ad maxima qupqua RS

thorpe, leaving issue by both of his mar- per Dei gratiam repente precisuus :

riages . His first wife was Elizabeth, adds, 'Ilic igitur, succriso at is

daughter ofBrian Sandford, Esq ., of Thorpe principis, ac cleri,populique farur,S

Salvinein Yorkshire; and his second was buriensis Episcopus factus, marinis is
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regno fungebatur honoribus, et de Scaccario sumption of the crown . Stephen, however,

plurimum habuit scientiam : adeo ut non entertained doubts of his fidelity, which hé

sit ambiguum, sed ex ipsis Rotulis mani- at first endeavoured to secure by numerous

festum , plurimum sub eo floruisse .' favours, continuing him in some of his

Part of his duty as chancellor was to offices, either as chief justiciary ortreasurer,

attend to the business of the revenue, but presenting himwith the borough of Malmes

it was peculiarly, so in the offices of bury, and conferring on his son, Roger, the

treasurer and chief justiciary or president of office of chancellor. Thynne and some

the Exchequer, in which he was afterwards others place the bishop himself as chan

placed . It is probable that he was not in- cellor in the early part of Stephen's reign ;

vested with the latter till the year 1107, but they evidently confound him with

because, having been offered that chargé his son Roger, as both their names

immediately after his appointment to the appear on three charters of the first year,

prelacy, he would not consent to accept it, the one being designated as bishop, and

deeming a judicial office incompatible with the other as chancellor.

his episcopal functions, without the autho- The king's jealousy was at last excited

rity of the pope and the archbishop. Al- by the representations made to him that

though, therefore, his election to the the magnitude and strength of the castles

bishopric took place in April 1102, yet, built by the bishop at Devizes, Malmesbury,

being one of those whose consecratious and Shirburn , and the additions he had

were in abeyance pending the contest be- made to that of Salisbury, were intended to

tween the king and Anselm , his scruples support the cause of Matilda, whenever he

could not be removed till that dispute was should find an opportunity to declare for

accommodated . This did not occur till her. Whether the king really believed

1107, on August 11 in which year his con- these suggestions, or whether, being now,

secration took place. as he imagined, firmly seated on the throne,

From this period, therefore, we may he forgot the assistance he had received in

consider him in full power, presiding over his anxiety to obtain possession of the

the administration of justice, and regu- bishop's wealth, may well be doubted . He

lating the revenue of the realm and the determined, however, to seize his castles

atfairs of the state . The suppression of and his property on the first opportunity.

those violations of the law which were This was soon contrived . In June 1139

prevalent in the last reign , the improve- the reluctant bishop was compelled to

ment in the purity of the coin , the punish- attend a council at Oxford, where, on a

ment of the oppression of the royal pur- pretended quarrel between his servants and

veyors, were the results of his wise and those of the Earl of Brittany, the king

considerate counsels ; and , though the required him, in satisfaction for the breach

whole government of the kingdom was en- of the peace, to give up his castles as

trusted to him in the frequent and long- pledgesof his fealty, and thereupon com

continued absences of the king in Nor- mitted him and his son Roger, the chau
mandy, no contemporary historian hints a cellor, and his nephew Alexander, Bishop

doubt of his integrity, and no fact is re- of Lincoln, to close custody until this

corded which can raise a suspicion that his should have been done. His other nephew ,

ministry was distasteful to the people. Nigel , Bishop of Ely , suspecting to what

His conduct was equally satisfactory to these proceedings tended ,' fled, and shut

his sovereign, who never withdrew his con- himself up in his uncle's castle of Devizes,

fidence nor neglected to bestow upon him which he refused to surrender. The king
substantial marks of his favour. Among immediately marched thither, taking his

others, his two nephews, Alexander and prisoners with him, and, having erected a

Nigel, were invested with the bishoprics of gibbet in front of the walls, pronounced in

Lincoln ( in 1123 ) and Ely (in 1133) ; and the presence of Bishop Roger sentence of

to his own care was entrusted the safe death upon his son, which he declared

custody of the king's brother Robert, the should be forth with executed unless the

captive Duke of Normandy. When King gates were opened to him . Nigel, regard

Henry was anxious to insure the succession less of the entreaties of his uncle, persisted

of the kingdom to his daughter the em- notwithstanding in his refusal, and the

press, Roger not only joined with the king directed the sentence to be executed .

other nobles in taking the oath of fealty to The victim ascended the scaffold , and the

Matilda on this occasion, but overcame the rope was adjusted, when Bishop Roger,

scruples of some who were unwilling to do horrified that his son should be co mur

Yet no sooner was King Henry dead dered, threw himself at the king's feet, and

than , setting aside his oath , from which he bound himself by an oath, if his son were

pretended the subsequent marriage of the saved, to taste no food till the royal
empress with Geoffrey Earl of Anjou, mandate wasobeyed. Nigel at last unwil

without the consent of the peers , had lingly submitted , but not till his uncle had

absolved him, he aided Stephen in his as- endured three days' fast.

SO .

002
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The king, on taking possession of the and his brother, Thomas Rokeby of Barnby,

castle, appropriated tohis own use a trea- after having had eleven children byEliza

sure of 40,000 marks, besides an immense beth, sister of Sir William Bury of Grant

quantity of plate and jewels which he found ham , was killed at the battle of Dunbar in
there. 1650. Thomas, the future judge, was the

A council was held at Winchester to second of his sons. Born about 1632, be

examine intothis extraordinary affair, and was educated at Catherine College, Cam

others of a similar character affecting the bridge, and took his degree of B.A. in

bishops and clergy, at which Bishop Roger January 1650, becoming a fellow of the

made his last appearance in public life. college at the following Christmas. To

The king was represented at it by certain wards itsnew buildings in 1674 he cort:

earls, and his claim was defendedbyAlberic buted 201., and bound himself to pay 54.

de Vere, then renowned in the law. No- year during his life towards the discharge

thing, however, could be done against the of certain annuities to persons who had

power of Stephen ,whoretained the posses- advanced money for the completion of the
sions he hadthus acquired. works. He qualified himself for legal

The unfortunate bishop , either through honours at Gray's Inn, was called to the
grief at his loss, or from the effect of his bar in June 1657, and became an ancient

long fasting, was soon after seized with a in 1676 .

quartan ague, ofwhich he died on December When not engaged in term he took up

4, 1139. As his death approached, he his residence at York, and engrossed much
directed the small remainder of his wealth of the practice of thatand the neighbourin;

to be placed on the altar of his church, counties, being the chief adviser of the

devoting it to the completion of the build- Puritans of the north, of whose relixir

ing; but even this,he had the mortification opinions he was a zealous and consistent

of hearing was seized and taken away by supporter. He seemsto have been in score

the king's orders. way connected with the court of Cromwel.

While in the conductof public business, for he himselfrelates ( as Dr. Henry Samp

he is stated to have invariably devoted his son records in his Diary ) that he was

mornings to the performance of his epis- present when the Duke of Crequis

copal duties, and be grudged no expense in received by Cromwell at the Banquerna

the renovation and ornament of his cathe- House as ambassador from the French

dral. He was seated at Salisbury more king, and delivered a letter to him super

than thirty - two years ; his remains were ' scribed “ To his most Serene Higld-ss

deposited there, and his memory was re- Oliver, Lord Protector of England, France

garded with such high estimation that he and Ireland .' Cromwell, looking at the

is usually named with the additionof address, turned upon his heel, and put iba

Magnus.' (Madox, i. 33 , 78, ii. 381 ; letter in his pocket without reading it

Godwin, 337 ; Angl.Sac. ii . 700; Wendover, The indignant ambassador, on engasins

ii. 183, &c.; Malmesbury, 636, &c.; Lord the cause of this insult, found tha : -

Lyttelton ; Lingard , &c. ) offence was that the letter was not directed

ROKEBY, THOMAS. As the knightly To our dear Brother, Oliver,' on bear

deeds of the house of Rokeby, illustrious which the great Louis felt it expediearn

both in council and in camp, have been comply. (Gent. Mag. April 1851 , p . )
fully recorded in ancient annals and modern In the last monthsof the reign of Jaze

verse, the legal honours by which the II. he took an important part in the presa

family was distinguished ought not to be movement at York in favour of the Pris
forgotten. Sir Thomas Rokeby was lord ofOrange. His known principles, his biz

justice of Ireland in the reign of Edward character, and probably a desire to ma
*III. ; William Rokeby, Archbishop of ciliate the Presbyterian party, pointed Lia

Dublin, was lord chancellor of that king- out for selection as one of the first ja

dom under Henry VII. and VIII. ; Dr. at the revolution . He was according

John Rokeby, a famous civilian , became placed in the Common Pieas on May
vicar-general of the province of York in 1689, his serjeant's ring bearing the app

the reign of the latter king ; Ralph Roke- priate motto Veniundo restituit ro . * :
by, byhis eminence as a lawyer, received soon after receivedthe honour of kripts

the dignity of the coif from Édward VI.; hood . After sitting for six years and
and Thomas Rokeby, whose career is now half in the Common Pleas,hewas rute

to be traced, was elevated to the English on October 29, 1695, to the King's Creed
bench in the reign of William and Mary. where he remained till his death. on

The Rokebys were a very prolific race, vember 26,1699. He was buried as Serta
and the family was multiplied into nume- near Doncaster, where a sumptuous T

rous branches, most of whom settled in ment was erected to hismemory is :
various parts of Yorkshire. William Roke - chapel of Archbishop Rokeby.

by of Skiers was honoured in 1661 with a His excellence as a man , his pierres

barrnetcy,which became extinct in 1678; Christian , and his uprightness as s jadro

1
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fre exemplified by his Diary and the corre- more than a month to give place to Sir

spondence which has come down to us. William Webb Follett, on the accession to

He married Ursula, daughter of James power of the conservative party. But at

Danby, of New Building( formerly Kirby the end of six months more he was restored

Knowle Castle ), near Thirsk , who brought to his place with the return of the whigs to

him no issue. (Memoir of Judge Rokeby, power, and was then knighted . He con

38, 56, in Surtees Soc. Public. for 1860 ; tinued solicitor-general from May 4, 1835,

Littrell,i.529, iii. 543, iv. 587.) to the end of November 1839, when he

ROKELE, ROBERT DE, was of a family was raised to the bench of the Exchequer.

which, according to Hasted, originally came Though he had only practised as a barrister

from Rochelle in France , andwas settled in the Court of Chancery, he had acquired

in Kent, where they held the manor of experience in casesat Nisi Prius and criminal

Beckenham . In another place, however, law as recorder of Ipswich, an office which ,

he says that they received their namefrom he had held for many years. To this is

the parish ofRokesle (now Ruxley ) in that to be attributed the facility with which he

county. The latter seems the more pro- entered on hisnew duties, and the excellent

bable account; for it appears that Robert manner in which he discharged them.

de Rokele had land in Rokesle, which, in During the eleven years that he sat in the

consequence of his joining the insurgent ba- Exchequer he acted, from June 19 to July

rons , and being taken prisoner in Rochester 15, 1850, as one of the commissioners of the

Castle in 17 John, was forfeitedwith his Great Seal, and on November 3 hewas con

other possessions.' His mother, Margaret stituted the third vice -chancellor. In the

de Modingden, negotiated hisrelease,which followingmonth he was created Lord Cran

she succeeded in procuringin the follow- worth, being the first and only instance of

ing May, on the payment of a fine of five a vice -chancellor receiving the dignity of
hundred marks, his two sons, Henry and the peerage. In the next year the act

Richard, becoming hostages for his good passed for constituting two lord justices of

behaviour. ( Rot. Pat. 161-199;Rot. de appeal in Chancery ; and on October 8, 1851,
Finibus, 596, 604;Rot. Claus. i .267. ) Sir James Lewis Knight -Bruce and Lord

In 16 Henry III., July 6, 1234, he was Cranworth were the first two selected for

admitted as one of the king's justices of the the experiment.

bench ; but he does not appear to have Before fifteen months were passed hewas

joined any of the circuits. He died about called upon to take a still higher office.

1248. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 40 ; Hasted, On the resumption of power by the liberal

i . 529, ii. 134.) party, the Great Seal, on December 28,

ROLFE, ROBERT MONSEY (LORD CRAN- | 1852, was placed in his hands, where it re

WORTI) , was of a family which has held a mained for the five years during which
respectable position in the county ofNorfolk they conducted the administration . On the

for the last three centuries, and his ances- accession of Lord Derby in February 1808

tors for three generations have been bene- he of course resigned his office, and was

ficed clergymen in it. His grandfather, the not replaced in it when Lord Palmerston,
Rev. Robert Rolfe, rector of Hilborough, in June 1859, became prime minister, his

by his marriage into the Nelson family be increased age inducing him not to resist
came connected with the gallant admiral, the claims of Sir Richard Bethell, after

who wasfirst cousin of the lordchancellor's wards Lord Westbury . In temporary re

father, the Rev. Edmund Rolfe, rector of tirement he devoted himself to hearing

Cockley -Clay. His motherwas Jemima, appeals both in the House of Lords and the
daughter of William Alexander, Esq ., and privy council, till the end of the session of
granddaughter of the celebrated Dr. Monsey, 1865, when, on the resignation of Lord
physician to Chelsea Hospital. He was the Westbury, he accepted the Seal for the
elder of theirtwo sons, and was born at second time on July 7. The conservative

Cranworth on December 18, 1790 . ministry acceding to power in the follow

After spending some little time at the ing year, he of course again retired from

Bury school he was sent to Winchester, office on July 6, 1867. Continuing bis

from whence he proceeded to Trinity Col- legislative and judicial duties till less that

lege, Cambridge . He took his degree as a week before his death, he succumbed to

seventeenth wrangler in 1812 ,and was then the tremendous heat of the weather on

elected fellow of Downing College. Called July 26 , 1868, when from failure of issue

to the bar by Lincoln's Inn in 1816, he re- the title became extinct.

ceived , after sixteen years' practice as a He married Laura,daughter of William

junior barrister in Chancery, the honour of Carr, Esq ., of Frognal, Middlesex .
a silk gown in 1832, and entered parliament ROLLE, HENRY. The founder of the

in the same year as member for Penryn. opulent family of Rolle was a merchant in

Supporting there the liberal side of politics, London, who acquired a large fortune in
ke was appointed solicitor-general on No- , the reign of Henry VIII., and settled him

Sember 6, 1834, but was obliged in little self at Stevenstone in Devonshire. To a
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descendant of his second son, George, the according to the fundamental laws of the

barony of Rolle of Stevenstone was granted kingdom . He was also nominated a mem

in 1748, but the title became extinct in ber of the council of state ; and, in his

1842. The judge was the grandson of the charges to the grand jury on his different

merchant's fourth son , Henry,whose eldest circuits, he endeavoured to settle the peo

son , Robert, married Joan, the daughter of ple's minds in regard to the existing gorena

Thomas Hele, of Fleet in the same county, ment. When Cromwell was inade protector,

and left four sons, the second of whom was the chief justice was appointed in 1654 oce

the judge. of the commissioners of the Exchequer.

Henry Rolle was born at Heanton- ( Whitelocke, 174-397; Style's Reports,140.)
Sachevil in Devonshire, about 1589, and In that year, being surprised at Salisbury

was sent to Exeter College, Oxford. From by the party of royalists who had seized

thence hewent to the Inner Temple, where the town, henarrowly escaped being hansed,

he was called to the bar ; and, practising but was permitted to depart with the las

in the King's Bench, his name is of frequent of his commission of assize. His refusal :)

occurrence in the Reports after Michaelmas assist in tryingthe delinquents when taken,
Term 1629, the arguments of the juniors on the ground of his being a party col

being frequently omitted by the reporters. cemed, offended Cromwell, who soon found

He had used his time wellin reporting the further cause to be dissatisfied with b :

cases of James's reign, which were pub- chief justice, as too honest a man to be

lished after his death, and are still in con- relied upon in the impositions he attemptei

siderable repute. That he had acquired to raise without the consent of parlianesi.

too some eminence at an earlier period is One Cony having refused to pay the class

manifest from his being selected as member toms charged on him , and being co

of the last parliamentofJames I., represent- mitted by Cromwell to prison , appiied in

ing Kellington, and of the first three par- his Habeas Corpus. His counsel were abi

liaments of Charles I. , in which he repre- trarily sent to the Tower for advocating is

sented Truro. He took the popular side cause ; and he was obliged to plead for his

from the commencement of his political self. This he did so stoutly and with

career, in the first parliament of Charles much reason that the chief justice, atre

urging a redress of grievances, and in the of resisting the ruling powers, yet touce.

second arguing in the case of the Duke of scientious to give judgment against Cor.

Buckingham that common fame was a suf- delayed hisdecision till the next term . L

ficient ground for accusation. ( Parl. Hist. the meantime, fearing that this was only

ii . 35, 55. ) the beginning of similar illegal measures

He subsequently devoted himself wholly he applied to the protector for his quietes

to his profession , and was fully engaged in which was willingly granted on June 1 :

the courts. Four times appointed reader 1655, and Serjeant Glynne was put in his

of his inn, he was prevented by the pre- place. ( Clarenulon, vii. 144, 14.) S

vailing plague from performing the duties Natthew Hale, who edited his Abrics

of that office till the last occasion in Lent ment,' in the preface to that work speed

1639 ; but during his leisure heemployed in the highest terms of his character as a

himself in compiling that ' Abridgment of judge, enlarging on his great learning Di

Cases and Resolutions of the Law ,' which experience, his profound judgmtat, ku
has been held up by some of the ablest great moderation, justice ,and integrity, Eze

lawyers as an example to be followed for patience in hearing, and his readin-ss at

its perspicuity and method. In May 1640 despatch in deciding ; and even rust.si
he was made a serjeant- at- law . allowed his honesty on the judicial seat

He contributed 1007. in 1642 for the de- He survived his retirement little It

fence of the parliament against the king, than a year, and died on July :30, 1 *.

and , siding with the Puritáns, he took the He was buried in the church of Shapwis.

covenant, and was in such esteem that he near Glastonbury, in Somerseishire,whes

was recommended as a judge of the King's he had a mansion.
Bench on the propositions for peace which His son , Sir Francis Rolle, of Tad: : er

the two housesmade to the king on February in Hampshire, represented that count

1 , 1642-3. ( Clarendon, iii . 407.) After the parliament summoned to meet as 'n

they had assumed the government, one of ford in 1681 ; but the family of tbe cimi

their first legal appointments,onSeptember justice failedin two other generatias
30, 1645, was of Mr. Serjeant Rolle to that great-grandsons dying without ixr, som

office, which he filled for three years, when, leaving the estates to the father of the tre

on October 12, 1648, the Commons voted Lord Rolle. (Tools Ather. O E

him to be chief justice of the same court. 416 ; Collins's Peerage, viii. 579.)
The king's decapitation soon followed, and ROLT, JOHN , of Ozleworth l'ark,119

Rolle was one of the six judges who ac- under-Edge, Gloucestershire, whose reizen
cepted a renewal of their commission, on ment from his recently acquired bw..5

the condition that they should proceed occasionedby the sudden prostrative of 25
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powers, is still the subject of lamentation He is descended from a French Protestant

and regret to the bar and the public, is the family which took refuge in England on

son of John Rolt, an architect and mer- the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. His

chant at Calcutta. He was born there on father was Sir Samuel Romilly,whose name
October 5, 1804. His mother was the will be less remembered for his official rank

widow of Mr. Brundson, one of the mis- as solicitor-general during the short admi

sionaries noticed in ‘Masterman's Memoirs.' nistration of the whigs in 1806-7, thap for

His parents died very soon after he was his commanding talents as an advocate, as a

sent to England in 1810 ; and , as he was senator, as the unflinching assertor of the

left almost without resources, he was rights and liberties of the people, and as the

educated at private schools with a view to first proposer of those amendments of the

trade, in which he was employed till 1826, law, both civil and criminal, which, though

when he became clerk to a proctor in their value or necessity was disparayed at

Doctors' Commons. Remaining there for the time, have since been fully recognised

nearly seven years, he boldly entered the and adopted into our jurisprudence . The

otherbranch of the profession, and wasad- author cannot refer to his namewithout re

mitted to the InnerTemple in 1833. His calling the reverence and admiration with

call to the bar is dated June9, 1837, which for many years from his youth up

having been in the interim a pupil of that wards he regardedhim, nor without remem

eminent barrister Mr. Sutton Sharpe. bering, not only the valuable professional

Practising in the equity courts, his assistance, but the kindness which he in

merits were so quickly acknowledged that variably experienced in his intercourse with
he was made a queen's counsel in 1846. him . Byhis wife, Ann,daughter of Francis

From that date for twenty years he was Garbett, Esq., of Knill Court in Hereford

one of the most distinguished and most shire, he had a large family, of whom the

successful leaders at the Chancery bar. master ofthe Rolls was the second son.

During its progress, after two failures to re- His lordship was born at the beginning

present Stamford and Bridport, heobtained of this century, and completed his education

a seat in parliament as member for West at Trinity College,Cambridge, taking his
Gloucestershire in 1857, which he retained degree of M.A.in 1826. He had previously

till he wasraised to the judicial bench. entered Gray's Inn, and was called to the

On October 9, 1866, he was appointed bar in 1827. In 1832 he was returned to

attorney- general and knighted ; and in less parliament by the borough of Bridport, a

than ten months was promoted to the constituency hechanged for Devonport from

dignity of lord justice of appeal, on July 1847 to 1852, since which, having in the

22, 1867. Soon after he was seized with meantime been constituted master of the

an illness so severe that he felt himself com- Rolls, he has confined his attention to his

pelled to resign his appointment, and his double duties as a judge and as the official

successor, Sir Charles Jasper Selwyn (whose comptroller of the records of the state, in

death occurred shortly afterwards ), received the performance of thelatter of which ( for

his patent on February 8, 1868. of the former, as of all existing judges, I

Sir John's first wife was Sarah, daughter purposely avoid any remark) he has gained

and coheir of Thomas Bosworth, Esq ., of universal admiration.

Bosworth in Leicestershire ; and his second His professional life in the interval did

was Elizabeth ,daughter of Stephen Godson , not much vary from the career of every

of Croydon . successful barrister. After obtaining the

ROMILLY, JOHN (LORD ROMILLY), is the honour of a silk gown he was appointed

present master of the Rolls. To him the solicitor- general in March 1848, and in

Iiterary world owesa deep debt of gratitude, July 1850 he became attorney -general,

not only for the energetic manner in which from which in eight months he was raised

he has carried out and completed the great to the office which he has since so usefully

undertaking so worthily commenced by his occupied, to which hewas appointed on

predecessor, Lord Langdale, and rendered March 28, 1851. On December 19 , 1865,

the public records, political, domestic, and he was raised to the peerage as Lord

legal, accessible to all; but also for the Romilly of Barry, Glamorganshire.
ready aid and increased facilities he has Hemarried Caroline, daughter ofthe

given to those who are pursuing historical late Dr. William Otter, Bishop of Chi

enquiries. The useful calendars of state chester.

papers and the interesting early chronicles ROMSEY, NICHOLAS DE, performed the

which have been, and which continue to functions of justice itinerant several times

be, published under his direction, theformer in 39 and 40 "Henry III., 1255-6, probably

affording an easy reference to a multitudi- on both occasions, but certainly on the last,

nous and valuable collection, and the latter taking pleas of the forest only in various

adding greatly to the authentic annals of the counties; and also in 46 and 53 Henry III .
kingdom , will remain a lasting monument In 52 Henry III. he and Walter de Burges

of his taste, judgment, and discrimination. I were employed to collect the issues of
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the bishopric of Winchester. (Madox, the reverend defendant was sentenced to a
i . 719.) large fine and a long imprisoment. At that

ROMSEY, WALTER DE,had the custody troubled period it was Sir Giles's lot to be

of the forests of Hampshire in 8 Henry brought very prominentlyforward. Har.

III., 1224, and it was, no doubt, under this ing been, on November 13 in the same

character that he was appointed one of the year, appointed a judge of the Common

justices itinerant for that county in the Pleas, and knighted, he delivered in his

next year. (Rot. Claus. i. 605-635, ü. 76.) first circuit a charge to the grand jury at

He became sheriff of that county and of Reading on the excited state of the coun.

Wiltshire in 13 Henry III. , and was after- try, and in July 1795 he presided at York

wards fined one mark for receiving moneys on thetrial and conviction of Henry Red

in the latter by summons from the Exche- head Yorke for a conspiracy with others to

quer which he didnot account for at the inflame the people against the government,

time. (Madox, ii. 234.) for which a severe punishment was in

ROOKE,GILES, bore the same Christian flicted. ( State Trials, xxii. 826, 1.

name as his grandfather and father. The 1049. )

former was resident at Rumsey in Hamp- Though not considered a deep lawyer,

shire, and the latter a merchant in London, nor very highly reputed on the bench, be

who became a director of the East India was a mild and merciful judge. A story is

Company, was the associate of literary told of him that a poor girl, having from

men , and indulged himself in some very the pressureof extreme want committed a

creditable translations of the classic poets. theft, was tried before him and reluctantly

By his marriage with Frances, daughter of convicted ; and that, while applauding the

Leonard Cropp,of Southampton ,he hada jury for giving the inevitable verdict, be

numerous family. His third child, the declared that he so sympathised with them

future judge, was born on June 3, 1743, in their hesitation that he would sentence

and from Harrow proceeded to St. John's her to the smallest punishment allowed by

College, Oxford. There he was an inde- the law . He accordingly fined her oce

fatigable student, and he used to relate his shilling, adding, “ If she has not one in he :

mortification at the only reward he received possession, I will give her one for the pur,

from the college tutor for the great pains pose. ' Towards the end of his life he sufered

he had bestowed on a copy of Latin verses much from illness, which was greatly as :

being the cold remark, • Sir, you have for- gravated by his grief for the death of his
gotten to put your tittles to your i's.' Har- i two elder sons. After nearly fifteen years

ing taken his degrees of A.B. in 1763 and of judicial labours, he died suddenly co

of A.M.in 1765, he was in 1766 elected to March 7, 1808, having gained during the

a fellowship of Merton College, which he whole of his life the respect of his content

held till his marriage in 1785. Although poraries for his strict integrity, his amiable

intended for the legal, it was thought that temper, and his love of literature.

he preferred the clerical profession, from Hiswife, Harriet Sophia, daughter of

his devotion to the study of divinity. But Colonel William Burrard , of Walhampton,

his motive for pursuing the latter was to Hants, and sister of Admiral Sir Harry

get rid of early prejudices and a tendency Burrard -Neale, Bart ., brought him a larre

to scepticism , and to satisfy himself of the family.

truths of Christianity. The effects of this ROS, PETER DE, was not improbably a

study and conscientious application were younger brother of Everard de Ros , the

evident in all his future life, producing grandson of that Peter who assumed the

that character for genuine piety by which surname of Ros from his lordship so called

he was ever distinguished. The deep im- in Holderness in Yorkshire, and of whom

pression theymade upon him is shown in the present Baroness de Roos is a licea
a small pamphlet containing Thoughtson descendant.

the Propriety of Fixing Easter Term,' which He was one of the justices itinerant is

he published anonymously in 1792. the county of Cumberland in 1 Richard I ,

This did not prevent him from preparing : 1189 ; and in the ninth year of that itina

for the profession he had chosen , and,hav- , he, with several associates, fixed the talar

ing been called to the bar, he joined the in the same county. ( Pipe Rex 13 ,

Western Circuit, of which he eventuallybe- Mador, i. 701.)
came the leader. Ile accepted the dignity of ROS, ROBERT DE, was the second se

the coif'in 1781, andhad the honour of being Robert de Ros, lord of Hamlake inVisio

made king's serjeant in April 1793. Soon shire, and of Isabel,the daughterof 171.23

after he succeeded in obtaining verdicts at the Lion, King of Scotland. His fatbaz

the Exeter assizes against William Win- , on his death in 11 Henry IIl , gare being

terbotham for preaching two seditious the barony ofWerke in Sorthumberiani,
sermons at Plymouth, which, as connected with the castlewhich hehad founded tb - re ,

with the French Revolution, were consi- and a barony in Scotland.

dered especially dangerous, and for which By a writ datedJuly 6 , 1:34, be was
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associated with the justices of the bench ; , James to know whether he was for the

and in August of thatyear he was appointed dispensing power,' he answered No, he
a justice on three iters. was against it ;for it was both against law

Three years afterwards he was consti- and reason.' He was therefore naturally

tuted chief justice of the forests in the surprised that hewas selected for promo

northern counties, and so continued, at least tion, as he thought it was enough to have

till 28 Henry III. He then retired to hindered any man from being a judge, so

Scotland, where, with John de Baliol, he freely to declare his opinion as he had

had the guidance of that kingdom ; and done.' So he expressed himself in his ex

being charged with severely and improperly amination before the House of Lords in

treating Queen Margaret, the wife of Alex- December 1689.

ander, King of Scotland, and sister ofHenry His promotion as a baron of the Exche- ,

III., the latter sent his forces there to re- quer took place on July 6 , 1688, a week
store her to her rights, and imposed a fine after the trial of the seven bishops. Not

upon him of one hundred thousand marks; withstanding their acquittal, King James

but its payment was eventually remitted. directed the judges in the circuits that im

Dugdale goes on to relate that in 22 Ed- mediately followed to speak against them ;

ward 1., 1293, he was summoned to give and Archbishop Sancroft afterwards in

the king counsel, and that he went to formed the king that the new baron at

Portsmouth with horse and arms to join tacked them, and endeavoured to expose
the expedition to Gascony ; and further, them as ridículous, alleging that they did

that, in 1295, being in love with a Scotch not write English, and it was fit they

woman, he endeavoured to inveigle his kins- should be corrected by Dr. Busby for false

man William de Ros to the Scots party, grammar .' This no doubt was the baron's

which he joined himself , and wasconcerned cunning method of avoiding the political

in planning a surprise on the English power. part of the question. ( State Trials, ix .988,,

Recollecting, however, that he was offull xi. 499, xii. 504.) His judicial career was
age certainly in 12 Henry III ., 1228, and not of ' long duration, terminating a few

that these last events are stated to have oc- months afterwards with James's flight from

curred about 1296 or 1297, when he would the kingdom , and leaving him with the

have been near ninety years of age, it is title of knighthood and the grade of a ser

difficult to believe that Dugdale has not jeant, to resume his practice at the bar.

missed a generation, and that this lover of Bramston callshim ' à phanatic ;' but he

the Scottish girl was not his son. seems to have been an honest and zealous

Whichever the last -mentioned person advocate. James appointed him high

was, he married Margaret, one of the four steward of Maldon under the new charter,

sisters and heirs of Peter de Brus, ofSkelton, and his son became recorder of that place.

with whom he had the lordship of Kendall, ( Bramston , 311.)

which devolved on his son William , whose ROTHERAM , alias SCOT, THOMAS

family ended in 1359 with a daughter. (ARCHBISHOP OF YORK ), adopted the name

( Baronage, i. 546, 555.) of his native place. His family was named

ROSSLYN, EARL OF. See A. WEDDER- Scot, and resided at Rotheram in York

shire, where he was born on August 24,

ROTHERAM , JOHN, was admitted fellow 1423. His parents, though not in an ele

of Lincoln College, Oxford, in 1648, as of vated rank, were sufficiently opulent to send

kin to the next-mentioned Archbishop him first to Eton and then to Cambridge,

Rotheram , the second founder. The family where, in 1444 , he was one of the first

afterwards settled at Luton in Bedfordshire, scholars at King's College after its founda

where the judge was born . His father was tion . He then was elected a fellow ofPem

the Rev. John Rotheram , vicar of Bore- broke Hall, of which he afterwards became

ham and rector of Springfield in Essex, in master in 1480 ; and he presided over the

which county the judge afterwards pur- university for some time as chancellor.

chased the manor ofWaltham Abbey.He Having been selected as one of thechap

took his degree of B.A. in 1649 and of M.A. lains ofKing Edward IV ., he quickly ac

in 1652, and received his legal education quired the royal favour, and in one year,

at Gray's Inn, where he was called to the 1468, was advanced to the post of keeper of

bar in1655, and elected ancient in 1671. the privy seal, with the profitable appoint

(Fasti O.con . ii . 120, 170 ; Morant, ii. 88.) ment of provost of Beverley, and a seat on

Adopting the popular side in politics, he the episcopal bench as Bishop of Rochester.

drew the plea which Algernon Sidney put That his talents were not inconsiderable
in on his trial; and in the prosecution of may be presumed from his being sent in the

Richard Baxter, when Mr. Wallop had following August as sole ambassador to

been brutally put down by Chief Justice treat for peace with the King of France.
Jeffreys, Rotheram stood up for some ( Rymer, xi. 625.)

time boldly in defence, but all to no pur
He remained at Rochester about four

pose. Being applied to by order of King years, when hewas translated to the diocese

BURN
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on May 4, bu

pe

of Lincoln in 1472 ; and two more years have received from Louis an annual pension

had scarcely elapsed before he was raised to of 2000 crowns ( Lingard, v. 225 ), a paru

the high office of lord chancellor. Sir T. ment to which no disgrace seems to bare

D. Hardy (Catal.55 ) places his nomina- been attached , as not only many of the

tion shortly after February 25, 1475 ; but English nobles, but even the monarch him

there seems to be evidence to warrant his self, condescended to be pensioners of the

introduction nearly a year earlier. The French king. Rotheram sat as chancellor

parliament that met on October 6 , 1472, inthe two remaining parliaments of the

was continued by various prorogations till reign, which met respectively on January

its dissolution on March 14, 1475; anddur- 16 ,1478 ,and January 20, 1483 ; and in the
ing that short period of twenty -nine months interim he receivedhishighest ecclesiastical

no less than three chancellors presided in dignity, as Archbishop of York, on sede

it . Stillington was chancellor at its open tember 3, 1480 .

ing ; Laurence Booth prorogued it as chan- On the death of his royal patron, towhz

cellor on December 13,1473, and again on he waszealously attached, the archbiebe
the 1st of the following February; and continued in possession of the Great vi

Thomas Rotheramas chancellor prorogued aschancellor for about five or six weeks

it on May 28,1474. Thedate of his pa- that is to say, for nearly half the reigace

tent musttherefore havebeen between his infant sovereign, Edward Tx
February 1 and May 28, 1474. He acted coronation of the unfortunate child bx

in the same character at another prorogation been fixed to take place

andatits ultimatedissolution. (Rot.Parl. before that dayarrivedthe Duke ofGloc
vi. 104, 120, 153.) cester had obtained possession of his

Sir T. D. Hardy refers to some privy son. To dissipate any fears that migh '

seal bills, from whichhecollectsthatJohn arise fromthisact, the wily duke sert :

Alcock, Bishop of Rochester, held the messenger to thearchbishop assuring bier
Great Seal in the following year from April thatallwouldbewell. Iassure his.

27 to September 28, 1475. Thereare how was the answer of the chancellor,be it s

ever inRymer( xii. 6, 14 ) two documents well as it will,it will neverbe so weil s

in whichRotheram, Bishop of Lincoln ,is we have seen it. Arming his retainers,be
designated as chancellor, dated on June 1 forthwith went to the queen in the sea

and August 13,both within that interval; tuary at Westminster, taking the Gredi

and a letter from Sir JohnPaston( Letters, Seal with him . This, after giving her

ii.93)to his brother Edmund, dated at what comfort he could, he placed into be
Calais on June 13, 1475, mentions the hands to the use and behoof of her som

Bishop of Lincolnas then chancellor. Be- declaring that ifthey crowned any other

sides theseevidencesofhisbeing still in king than him ,hisbrother,whowasile
possession of the office, thereare alarge with the queen, should the next das do

number of privy seals addressed to him in crowned. Althoughhe quicklyrepeat
that character during the whole of thetime of this unauthorised surrender of the for

in which the same documents were also ad- and contrived to get it back on the same

dressed to the Bishop of Rochester, some night, his devotion to the royal family the

of them , addressed to both , bearing date on not likely to be orerlooked by a mano

the same day. No doubt therefore exists the duke's character. The error be be

that during the short period in question committed was taken advantage of t ***

there were TWO CHANCELLORS. This un- move him from the chancellorship

usual occurrence, of which no other in- time in the month of May 1433.

stance can be found, arose from the Bishop A fewdaysafterwards, pursuing bis

of Rochester being appointed in contempla- ambitious projects, and to get rid of it

tion of Edward's invasion of France, and of whowas likely to impede them, the data

the king's intention that Bishop Rother- consigned the archbishop

am should accompany him in the expedi- a prisoner. His continerent, however, 7

tion as chancellor. Thedelay of the arma- notoflong duration, ashewas released by

ment for more than twomonths accounts the usurperaboutthe time of bis its

for this duplication of privy seals from va- coronation in the following month.

rious places in Englandduring the months It is certain that Archbishop Ratbemare

of May and June. On the king's return was at liberty on January 23, 144,THE

from the expedition Bishop Alcock's ser- King Richard'sfirst parliament met,at der

vices werenolonger required ;and the last was then appointed one of the tries.

privy seal addressedto him is dated Sep- petitions. Whatever may have beta,it

tember 28, 1475. Bishop Rotheram then inducement for his appearance on this

resumed the whole of his official functions,occasion, which it is notdificult to under

and continued to perform them duringthe stand, we can conceive the pleaca
remainder of Edward's reign . experienced in performing the same dat

On the peace of 1476 between England less than two years afterwards in their

and France the chancellor is reported to parliament of Henry VII.( Rut. Perist

to the Tomek
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238, 268), and in witnessing the peaceful Roucliffe, of Colthorp, gent., third baron,

establishment of the government during &c. , ' by which Joan, Sir William's grand

the remainder of his life. This terminated, daughter, then only four years old, is

at the age of 76, on May 29, 1500, when placed under his government, to the intent

he died at Cawood of the plague which that Johu his son and heir shall marry her.

then raged , and was buried in a marble The union took place, and led to a long

tomb he had himself erected in York litigation after the death of the knight,

Cathedral. who seems to have been an unprincipled

The universities of Cambridge and Ox- character, between John Roucliffe and a son
ford and the see of York received munifi- of Sir William by a subsequent marriage.

cent proofs of his bounty, and in his native The restoration of Henry VI. in 1470,

town he founded a college for a provost, and the return of Edward IV. in the next

five priests, and six choristers, with three year, made no difference in the place which
schoolmasters for grammar, singing, and Roucliffe occupied in the court,nor was he

writing . ( Drake's Eborac. 446 ; Godwin, advanced till the accession of Richard III.,

299, 698.) when, onJune 26, 1483 , he was promoted

ROUBURY, GILBERT DE, before he be- to the office of second baron . In this he

came a judge, evidently held some place of was continued by Henry VII., underwhom

consideration in the courts , several instances he acted for nearly nine years.

occurring of his name being added to those He died on March 4, 1494, and was

of the justices commissioned to take inqui- buried in the church of Colthorpe, or Cow
sitions, and of his carrying records into thorp, which was built by him , and conse

court. His appointment as a justice of crated in 1458. ( Ibid. 8 n .; Cal. Rot. Pat.

the Court of King's Bench occurred in 23 300 , 316.)

Edward I., 1295, during the remainder of RUFUS, GEOFFKEY (BISHOP OF DUR

which reign he seems to have taken a HAM), is called only Geoffrey in the re

prominent part in the administration of maining records of the time. The History

justice. Summoned among his brethren to of Durham’and Bishop Godwin say that he

parliament, he was frequently selected as received the cognomen of Rufus, by which

one of the receivers of petitions, and in the he is now generally distinguished, without

Statute of Champerty, 33 Edward I., he is stating on what account , and nothing is

specially mentioned as clerk of the king's known of his family or himself until he

council, and as recommending the writ of became chancellor to Henry I.

conspiracy. (Rot. Parl. i. 29-189 .) He succeeded to this office about Christ

On the accession of Edward II. he was mas 1123, and his name appears to a

re-appointed to his sent in the King's charter to Exeter Cathedral (Monast. ii.
Bench, and on March 10, 1316, was re- 539 ), which, though without date, as is

moved into the Common Pleas. Fines common in those times, must have been

were levied before him there from that granted between August 1123, when God

year till the beginning of 14 Edward II. frey, Bishop of Bath, one of the witnesses,

( Dugdale's Orig. 41 ) ; and the last summons was raised to that see, and the death of

to council addressed to him is dated No- Teoldus, Bishop of Worcester, another

vember 29, 1320. He retired from the witness, which occurred some time in 1124.

court, or died, before May 31, 1321 . That he was not removed from his office

ROUCLIFFE, BRYAN, possessed the manor | duringthe remainder of the reign maybe

of Colthorpe in Yorkshire. His namedoes concluded from his witnessing as chancellor

not appearasan advocate in the Year Books; numerous instruments, the last of which

but there is a letter from him to Sir William was dated . apud Ferneham in transfreta

Plumpton (Corresp . 2 , 259) , who had been tione regis’ (Madox, i. 36 ), and was appa

sheriff of Yorkshire, which plainly shows rently signed in the autumn of 1134, when

that he was conversant with the practice of the king wentfor the last time to Normandy,

the Court of Exchequer, with reference to and died there.

the passing of the accounts of those officers; Geoffrey was raised to the bishopric of

and as he states that he has labored a felaw Durham on August 6, 1133. Some authors

of mine to be your attorney in the court, fix his elevation in 1128 ; but the history

for I may nought be but of counsel, ' it may of Durham in the • Anglia Sacra ' gives the

be presumed that at that time he either former year, and the correctness of this is

held an office in the Exchequer too high to substantiated by the fact that his signature

appear for a sheriff, or that he practised as to the Lincoln charter in 1132 is only

an advocate there . Geoffrey the Chancellor,' while that to the

He was constituted third baron of the grant to Alberic de Vere in 1134 is ' Geof

Exchequer on November 2, 1458,37 Henry frey the Chancellor, Bishop of Durham .
VI., and was re-appointed when Edward IV . in the Great Róll of 31 Henry I. there

assumed the crown in 1461. In 1463 he is an entry, from which it has been argued

entered into a contract with Sir William that he purchased the Chancery for 30061,
Plumpton, in which he is called “ Brian | 138. 4d. “ It is there stated that he owed

>

6
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that sum pro sigillo.' How far the words / weight from the fact that this is the only

used warrant the presumption that this was occasion on which Richard Rufus's name

a fine which he had undertaken to pay for is so introduced .

an office of which he had been in possession In 1 Richard I. he was custos of the

for seven or eight years I have discussed honor of Berkhampstead, and also held the

in my other work (Judges of England, i. 82). manors of the county of Oxford under the

It is now impossible to come at the real king. ( Pipe Roll,32, 106, 149. ) The pro

truth , but the probabilities seem to be in perty which King Henry gave him to be

oppositionto the inference drawn. held by the service of the chamber was in

That roll shows that he then had the Wiltshire, and of considerable amount.

care of the temporalities of the bishoprics RUFUS, WILLIAM, often spelled Ruffas,

of Coventry and Hereford, and of the abbey was one of the sons of Ralph de Rufus,

of Chertsey, during their vacancies, and whose father, also Ralph, was a Norman

also the custody of various manors and knight in the train of the Conquerur, by

lands then vested in the crown . From no the daughter of Asceline de Yvery. He

less than twenty entries of his being excused acted as a justice itinerant from 19 :

the paymentof Danegeld and other taxes, 26 Henry II., 1173-1180 (Mador, i. 1.

it appears that he had property in fifteen 701), and was one of the justiciers present

counties, and that the impositions from at Westminster before whom fines were

which he was thus exempted amounted to levied in 1182-1189, in the latter of which

thethen large sum of 461. 38. 2d.
years he is styled dapifer regis. ( Hunter's

He does not appear to have been con- Preface.) This office is supposed to be the

tinued in his office of chancellor by King same as seneschal or steward ; but if so ,

Stephen, and he died at the castle of Dur- from the number mentioned in this reist,

ham on May 6 , 1140. (Godwin ,734 ; Le there must have been several at one time,

Neve, 347 ; Madox, i. 56 , & c., ii. 472.) probably holding different grades, with o

RUFUS,GUY (BISHOP OF Bangor), was above them all. He wasone of the wie

presented to the church of Swinestead by nesses to the will which the king erecute

Robert de Gant, brother of Gilbert Earl of at Waltham in 1182. ( Lord Lytteltor, ir,

Lincoln, before the year 1152. Some time [ 14 ].) He also held the office of sheriti

afterwards, but before 1165, he became Devonshire in 22 and 23 Henry II. , and x

dean of Waltham in Essex, and was the the united counties of Bedford and Backing

last who bore that title, King Henry, in ham from 26 Henry II. (with an interrup

1177, altering King Harold's foundation, tion of a year or two) to 6 Richard I,
by substituting an abbot and twenty regular His death would seem to hare beca

canons for a dean and eleven seculars. violent one, and to have occurred in 627

So early as11 Henry II., 1164,he was Richard I., for by the roll of the latte

one of the justices sitting in the Exchequer; year the hundred of Redderbruzg in Sui

and from 14 to 23 Henry II. he was ac- was fined forty shillings .pro concelam -a->

tively employed as a justice itinerant, his retatorum de morti Willelmi Ruffi .' ( VO

pleas being recorded in at least sixteen dox, i. 544.)

counties. His descendants flourished in a lurz

On July 1 , 1177, he was consecrated succession under the name of Rous sa

Bishop of Bangor, to which see Henry no the family is now lineally represented to

doubt raised him for the purpose of facili- Thomas Bates Rous, Esq., of Courtyrala is

tating the above-mentioned change in the Glamorganshire.
foundation of Waltham. He died about RUPIBUS, PETER DE ( BISHOP OP WF.

1190, and does not appear to have acted in CHESTER ), was a Poictevin by birth. He

a judicial character after his elevation to was a clerk in the king's chamber in the

the bishopric. (Madox, i. 44, 123, &c.; reigns ofHenry II. and Richard I. ; sed -

Monast. vi. 57 ; Le Neve, 25. ) that of the former he held the recent

RUFUS, RICHARD, or RUFFUS,was one of Dartford in Kent. (Hasted, ii . 327. ) Li

the king's chamberlains in 14 Henry II ., John he is called clericus noster,' ar?

1168, and held the office till his death, mentioned as prior of Loches (R1. ( ist
about 5 John. His name appear as á 10, 31) ; and so early as 3John be

justice itinerant on the roll of 1180, for the office of treasurer of Poitiers, and was
Oxfordshire. (Madox, i . 137, 581. ) But also archdeacon of the church there . I 2

the pleas there accounted for evidently, Pat. 1 ; Godrin, 217.) About the sea
from their position, are those of a former time he was raised to the diguities for

year ; and there seems reason to doubt deacon of Stafford and precentorof Lic

whether hisname has not been erroneously and was soon after elevated to the ep: el
substituted by the transcriber for that of bench , being consecrated Bishop of We

Richard Giffard , who is inserted on the chester at Rome on September 3, 1 : 3

previous roll as justicier for that county, Roger de Wendover ( iii. 1811, in ann *

and is omitted on the corresponding entries ing his election, calls him rir mirs
of this. And this suspicion derives greater ordinis et in rebus bellicusis eruditis '

9
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So high was he in the royal favour that evidently not as chief justiciary, to which

the king on this occasion presented him office Hubert de Burgh was a few days
with two thousand marks. ( Madox, i. 388.) afterwards raised .

Both before and after this event he was in Ten days after the death of King John

continual attendance on his sovereign in his he assisted at the basty coronation of Henry

frequent progresses throughout the king- III. in the abbey church of Gloucester';

dom , many of the most minute as well as and when, two years afterwards,William
the more important payments on the king's Mareschall, Earl of Pembroke, died, the

account being made by him . Throughout custody of the royal infant was entrusted
the king's difficulties he acted as one of his to his care. A rivalry had for some time

counsellors, and during his whole reignre - existed between him and the chief jus
ceived many proofs of hisbounty. In 1208 ticiary, which now led them intomutual at

heisnamed asajusticier,finesbeinglevied tempts to ruin each other . Inthiscontest

before him in the King's Court. (Hunter's Hubert de Burgh obtained such an as

Preface.) cendencyoverthe king's mind as to procure

When Walter de Grey, the chancellor, in 1227 the dismission of the bishop,who

went on a special mission to Flanders, he soon after undertook a journey to theHoly

sent the Great Seal to the king at Ospringe, Land, where he remained for nearly three

on October 9,1213, by Richard de Marisco ; years. But Hubert then becoming unpo

and there is an entry on the Patent Roll pular, the bishop was recalled to court,

stating that,on December 22,the king de- where, using bis influence with the king,

livered it to Ralph de Neville,' sub Domino he soon succeeded in producing the disgrace
Wintoniensi Episcopo deferendum .' Al- of his antagonist, and acquiring the chief

though Sir T. D. Hardy,and after him Lord conduct of the royal counsels.

Campbell, explain these words as meaning His encouragement of the harsh treat

thatRalphdeNeville so held the Seal ment received byhis rival reflects aslittle

because the bishop was then custos of the to the credit of his generosity, as his ma
kingdom , or chief justiciary, their interpre- nagement of the finances and the introduc

tation cannot be accepted , because Peter tion his countrymen into places of trust

de Rupibus was not placed in that high did to his wisdom . The English barons

position till the following February, and soon became disgusted with both, and com
because, indeed, there is no other instance menced the resistance which afterwards led

of the Great Seal being held under any one to intestine war. He is charged with pro

but a chancellor. In no list hitherto pub- curing the betrayal and death of Richard

lished bas the name of Peter de Rupibus Earl of Pembroke, by issuing a charter in

been introduced as chancellor or keeper ; the king's name, but without his authority,
but, independently ofthe presumption which promising the earl's confiscated lands in

is raised bythe words above used that he Ireland to those who should take him ,dead

held the former office, all doubt of the fact or alive.

is removed by the entry of two records on The king's eyes were at length opened

the Fine Roll of the year,dated respectively bythe remonstrances of Edmund, Arch

November 21 and 24, 1213 (507, 509 ), in bishop of Canterbury, who, pointing out

both of which the title of chancellor is the certain consequences of following such
distinctly added to his name. There are counsels, procured the disinissal of the

also no less than eight charters between bishop in April 1234.
October 31 , 1213, and January 3, 1214, in- Being called to account for his adminis

clusive, given under his hand ( Rot. Chart. tration of the Treasury,hetook refuge with

195-6) ; and though the title of chancellor his nephew, or son, Peter de Rivallis, at

does not appear in his subscription to these, the altar of his church, and eventually
the omission probably arose from his hold- escaped toRome, from which hereturned
ing the office only temporarily . He retired in 1236. He died in his palace at Farnham

from it on the return of Walter de Grey, on June 9, 1238, and was buried at Win

who is again spoken of as chancellor in a chester.

record dated January 12, 1214. ( Rot. Experienced from an early period of his

Claus. i . 160.)
life in the duties of office , he acquired &

On February 1, while the king was at high character for wisdom and intelligence,

Portsmouth ready to embark for Poictou, which he seems to have deserved, except

he appointed Peter de Rupibus justiciary of where he allowed his personal feelings to

England to act in his place and keep the betray his judgment. However we may

peace during his absence. ( Rot. Pat. 110.) disapprove some of the acts of his life, we

In this character fines were levied before must allow him the merit of liberality and

him at Westminster in 15 and 16 John ; piety in founding monasteries, building

and there are mandatesof his dated aslate churches, and endowing hospitals. ( Godwin,

as October 20, 1214. (Rot. Claus. i.213.) 217 ; Dugdale's Orig. 12; Angl. Sac. ii. 305,

He was present at Runnymede on June 15, 506 ;R.de Wendover ; Rapin.)

1215, when Magna Charta was signed, but RUSSELL, JOHN (BISHOP OF LINCOLN ),
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was born in the parish of St. Peter's in the of May. A speech is extant among the

suburbs of Winchester. He received his Cottonian MSS. (Vitell. E. 10 ), which , if

education atOxford ,being admitted a fellow not delivered, was prepared for deliveryby

of New College in 1449 , and taking the the bishop to the parliament, in which the

degree of doctor of the canon law . In young king is spoken of in terms of the

his after -life, probably about 1484, he was highest eulogy. The first document which

elected chancellor of that university, an we find with his name as chancellor at

office which in his time was converted from tached is dated June 2 , 1 Edward 5 .

an annual to a permanent appointment. ( Rymer, xii. 185.) . We have also an in

He held a prebend in the cathedral of St. stance of his exercising his judicial functions

Paul, and was collated to the archdeaconry in Chancery even in that short rein, a

of Berks on February 28, 1466. ( Rymer, case heard before him about June 22 being

xi. 682, 738, 778, 793.) reported in the Year Book ( fo. 6b ), in

Having attained considerable eminence which itappears that, besides the master

at court, he was the only learned eccle- of the Rolls, he called to his assistance two

siastic among the four ambassadors who justices, Choke and Catesby.

were sent in February 1470, 9 Edward IV ., Whether the bishop was satisfied with

to invest the Duke of Burgundy with the the representations made in support of

order of the Garter, when he was entrusted Richard's title to the crown , or whether be

with the duty of making the complimental deemed it expedient at that time to ofere

address on the occasion. The publication look the objections to them , certain it is

of this address in that year is connected that he received the Great Seal from Kina

with the earliest history of English typo- Richard on June 27, the day after he be su

graphy ; for, although printed at Bruges or his reign. That the king considered his a

Rouen , it is the first specimen of the press faithful servant appears from a letter dan

of Caxton. In the following February , at Lincoln on October 12, 1433, address

during the short restoration ofHenry VI., to the chancellor, then ill in London, de

he was one of those appointed to treat with siring the Great Seal to be sent to him , in

the French ambassadors, and again in Fe- which he states his intentions against the

bruary 1472 he was sent by King Edward Duke of Buckingham , and his determins

to the Duke of Burgundy to conclude a tion to subdue his malys.' While ise
treaty of peace with him . ( Ibid. xi . 651, Seal remained in the king's hands the date

737.) In the latter commission he is styled was taken and beheaded, and it was re

secondary in the office of the privy seal, turned to the chancellor on November

to the keepership ofwhich he probably suc- ( Turner's England, iii. 511. ) He opabei
ceeded when Bishop Rotheram was made the parliament in the following January

lord chancellor in May 1474, but he is not with the customary speech preceded bra

mentioned with the title till the following text (Rut. Parl. vi . 237 ), during which

He retained the office certainly till the king was present , he would of course

the end of that reign (Rot. Parl. vi. 122, avoid, whatever his private feelings 111

202), and probably till he was appointed be, any but the most complimentary eI
chancellor under that of Edward V. pressions. For two years hepreserted me

In the meantime he was raised to the place ; but when the Earlof Richmond was

episcopal bench as Bishop of Rochester on hovering about the English coast some sos

September 20 , 1476, and was soon after picion of his loyalty evidently arose, for 150

entrusted with the government of the king's king commanded him on July 24, 1431,50
infant son. From Rochester hewas trans- deliver up the Seal to the master of ter

lated to Lincoln on September 9 , 1480, Rolls, who was constituted keeper on -

and was one of the executors of King Ed- gust 1, the very day on which the essi

ward's will. reached Milford Haren. The rest train

In that character, and from his long con- in Richard's council was Morgan ArdLX.

nection with Edward IV ., it is natural to the attorney -general, whose cortinin

suppose that he would feelan interest in the tions enabled Richmond to take those ston

welfare of the new sovereign , and that he which led to his success. ( Turner, ir... )

would not advisedly have taken any part in No doubt, however, Bishop Russell wa

supplanting him . There is nothing to show was considered to be, favourable tobe

that when he was fixed upon to succeed mond ; for not only was be named se

Bishop Rotheram in the chancellorship the the triers of petitions in that prince's is

Protector Richard, Duke of Gloucester, parliament after he became king, in

contemplated his subsequent usurpation. vember 1485, but in the June and Jarica

Indeed, the contrary would appear from lowing he was employed in nes tains

the many acts done by him in the name of with the King of Scots and the Daten

King Edward V. The patent of the bishop's Brittany. ( Rot. Parl. vi . 9, 3i # 41 .

appointment as lord chancellor hasnotcome Rymer, xii. 285, 303.) lle lired in quit

down to us, but it may be presumed that he the remainder of his davs, and dr

received the Great Seal about the middle the beginning of January 1494, a L

vear.

1
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manor of Nettleham , he was buried in | In January1737 hewas appointed attorney
his cathedral. general , and in 1740 was knighted. For

Sir Thomas More describes him as a more than seventeen years he filled this

wise man , and a good, and of much expe- important office, no vacancy in the headship
rience, and one of the most learned men of either of the principal common law
undoubtedly that England had in his time. ' courts occurring in the interval. Oneof

The only doubt upon his character arises the most unpleasant duties he had to per

fromhis continuing in the chancellorship form was that of conducting the trials of
after Richard had shown himself in his the noblemen and others who were con

true colours. But we must remember that cerned in the rebellion of 1745. (State

the usurper had so much art, and manners Trials, xviii. 529–864.) He represented
so insinuating, that we may readily believe Tiverton in the parliaments of 1735, 1741,

that it would be long before those about and 1747, and was a frequent speaker,
him ,whom he was desirous to retain, would principally on subjects connectedwith his

credit the reports to his prejudice ;and we ufficial position, and in defending bills intro

cannot but give some weight to the peril duced by the government. None of his
and inutility of resistance in an age when speeches were particularly brilliant, but all

most partiesconcurred so easily in a trans- showed extreme good sense and temperance
fer of their allegiance. (Godwin, 299, 536.) in judgment.

RYDER, DUDLEY, was the grandson of The death of Sir William Lee at length

the Rev. Dudley Ryder, a nonconformist gave the ministers the opportunity of re

minister living at Bedworth in Warwick- warding the long services of Sir Dudley,

shire, and the son of Richard Ryder, a who was accordingly inaugurated as lord

respectable mercer in the Cloisters, West chief justice of the King'sBench on May 2,

Smithfield, London, where his elder brother 1754. He presided in that court for little

carried on the same business. His mother more than two years, but long enough to

was Elizabeth, daughter of Marshall. prove himself soefficient and accomplished

He was born on November 4, 1691, and a judge that his elevation to the peerage

commenced his education at a dissenting was determined upon, the warrant signed,

school at Hackney, whence he was sent and a day appointed for him to kiss hands

first to the university of Edinburgh, and as Lord Ryder of Harrowby; but being

then to that of Leyden. By two linesin taken ill on the same day, he could not

the satirical poem 'the Causidicade , ' he attend, and dying on May 25 ,1756, the day

appears to have been designedfor the mi- after, before the patent was completed , the

nistry. The author makes a Puritan can- creation of course fell to the ground. That
didate for the solicitor-generalship say,- his son's name was not immediately substi

The Cloak and the Band, it is very well known,
tuted was considered by some as a hard

I've, like R - d - r, declin'd for the sake of this ship ; and the omission, which was probably

occasioned by his minority, was not supplied

That this hod some foundation seems pro- till twenty years afterwards, when , being

bable from his not choosing the law as his ennobled by thesame title, he adopted the

profession till he was twenty-two years of | happy motto ' Servata fides cineri.' The

age. He delayed his admission to the chief justice was buried at Grantham ,

Middle Temple as a student till 1713, and where there is a handsome monument

was not called to the bar till 1719. Like erected to his memory.

Lord Talbot, he subsequently removed to By his wife, Anne, daughter of Nathaniel

Lincoln's Inn , where he was called to the Newnham , of Streatham in Surrey, he left

bench in 1733, and made treasurer in the an only son , who, having been created
following year. Baron Harrowby in 1776, was succeeded

His success in prosecuting his forensic by his son Dudley, who for his services to

duties was secured by his abilities, his the crown in various important offices was

attention, and his punctuality, which met promoted to an earldom in 1809 , to which

their reward in December 1733, when he was added the viscounty of Sandon in

was made solicitor-general. He had been Staffordshire. ( Collins's Peerage, v. 717 ;

in the early part of that year elected repre- Walpole's Memoirs, ii. 46 ; Strange, 1133 ;

sentative in parliament for St. Germains. Burrow's S.C. 365, 368. )

gown .
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SACKVILLE, JORDAN DE, or DE SAUKE- appear, however, that he held the degree of
VILLE, so called from a town of that name aserjeant-at -law .

in Normandy, was descended from Her He was appointed to the officeof chief

brand, who assisted in King William's baron of the Exchequer on March 20 , 1337 ,

invasion of England,and returning home 11 Edward III. ; and Prynne (on 4th Ins .

left in this country Robert, his third son, 4) says that he was the first chief baron

who held various manors in Essex and whom he finds summoned to parliamer,

Suffolk. Hewas thegrandfatherof Geof- meaning, we presume, by that specifictile.

frey, the father of this Jordan,by Con- On July 25 ,1339, he acted as the lacus

stance, daughter of SirEdmund Brooke. tenens of William de Zouche, the treasurer,

(Baronage, ii. 399; Collins's Peerage, iii. then abroad ; and from May 2 to June 21 ,

00 ; Hasted, iii. 74.) Both father and son 1340, he held the office of treasurer. During

were involved in the proceedings of the this time he still continued chief bars

barons against King John, but on the His removal from the treasurership ri,

accession of Henry III, their forfeited lands perhaps, fortunate for him, as he otherwise

were restored to them , and further favours would probably have been swept away with
conferred. ( Rot. Pat. 172 ; Rot. Claus. i . the rest on King Edward's angry retur

305, 313, 316. ) Jordan de Saukeville's from Tournay in the following November.
name appears on a fine acknowledged at On September 29, 1313, the Great Sa

Westminster in 3 Henry III., 1219, he was delivered to him as chancellor. He

being then, according to Dugdale, a justice held it for about two years. During his
itinerant, but on no other occasion is he time there is a curiousentry of the sein,

mentioned as a justicier. Both he and his by the mayor and bailiffs of Sandwich, o

father were alive in 10 Henry III. ( Rot. nine bulls and numerous letters and pro

Claus. ii. 146) , and the time of their deaths cesses from the Roman court, attempied
is uncertain . to be surreptitiously introduced into the

Jordan married Maud de Normanvill, kingdom ' in quâdam lineâ telâ ceratâ in

and by her he had three sons, from William , clusos :' and of their being delivered by the

the eldest of whom , regularly descended chancellor, in ' full Chancery at Westmis

Thomas Sackville, who in 1567 was created ster, ' to the chamberlain of the Excheqje:

Lord Buckhurst, and in 1603 Earl of Dor- to be kept in the treasury. ( M. Fadera,

set. This title was raised into a dukedom iii. 25.)

in 1720, but all became extinct in 1843. There is no trace of his being mor det

SADINGTON, ROBERT DE. Although it cient or less successful than his contes

has been suggested that thenames of thetwo poraries; and though the cause of bo

after-named judges Shottindon and Sod- resignation of the Seal on October 26 , 1347

ington may be only varieties of that of is not given, yet, from anything that is

Sadington,there is nothing positive to pears, it is quite as likely to bare acea

prove that it is so,nor any evidence that from political as from legal motives. His

they and the subject of the present notice reinstatement as chief baron of the Exeber

are ofthe same family . Robertde Sading - quer on the 8th of the following Decale

ton was clearly so called from a place of seems to exclude the idea suggested by

that name in Leicestershire, and, we con- Lord Campbell, that he was inefficient sa

ceive, was the son of John de Sadington, judge.

in the household (valettus) of Queen Isa- In the next year he was appointed cei

bella, by whose request the custody of the the custodes of the principality of Wea

hundred of Gertre in that county was the duchy of Cornwall, and the earlier

committed to him. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 243.) Chester, during the minority of the Eaz

This connection may probably account son, Edward , Prince of Wales. (Cic

for Robert's first employment about the Pat. 154.) In 1347 he was the head of

court. In 3 Edward III. he was com- commission assigned ad judicium ferec

missioned, with the sheriff of Leicester and dum ,' that is to say, to sentence ol !

another, to sell the corn in certain manors execute the Earls of Menteith and Fit

which had fallen into the king's hands; and taken with King David in the battle

his name occurs in the Year Books asan Nevil's Cross, in which they are de ribed

advocate from thatto the tenth year, during as traitors to Edvard de Bahol , hire :

which period he was placed on two or three Scotland. Though there is no dicas

commissions of enquiry. ( Ibid . ii.29, 107 ; entry of his death , it probably took piera

N. Fædera, ii . 829, 840.) It does not the first quarter of 1350. In that reer in

1
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peers (who,

successor as chief baron,Gervase deWilford , before him . ( Dugdale's Orig. 43 ; Excerpt.

wasappointed on April 7. e Rot. Fin . i. 255, 399, 402.)

Hemarried Joyce, the sister and heir of ST. HELENA, JOHN DE, held lands of the

Richard de Martival, Bishop of Salisbury ; king at Abingdon in Berkshire, which he

and John de Sadington, mentioned in 37 forfeited in 17 John . They were nodoubt

Edward III., was probably his son. ( Ni- restored to him on the accession of Henry

cholls's Leicestershire, 192. ) III ., although no record thereof appears.

SADINGTON. See THOMAS DE SODINGTON. In 9 HenryIII., however, he was consti

SAHAM , RICHARD DE. Dugdale names tuted a justice itinerant for that county,

Richard de Saham as having been consti- and in the following year assessed the

tuted a baron of the Exchequer in 23 quinzime there. (Rot. Claus. i . 236, 241 ,.

Edward I. ,1295, inthe place of Master ii. 76, 247. )

Elias de Wynton. The Year Book ( pt. ST. JACOBO, STEPHEN DE, is only men

i. 35 ), however, accounts for the mistake, tioned as a justicier in a fine levied at

for it there appears that Richard de Saham Westminster, either in 4 or 5 Richard I.

was swornin as baron ofthe Exchequer in (Hunter's Preface.)

Ireland in TrinityTerm of that year,before ST. JOHN, JOAN DE, held the barony of

the chancellor and barons of the Exchequer Stanton in Oxfordshire, and in9 Henry III.,

in England. He was a sonof Robert de 1225, was appointed one of the justices
Saham , of the manor of Saham - Toney in itinerant in his own county. He died in

Norfolk, and brother of the under-mentioned 14 Henry III., when Geoffrey le Despenser
William. (Blomefield's Norfolk , i. 598.) paid 1001. for the guardianship of Roger

SAHAM, WILLIAMDE, his brother,founded his heir, who fell at the battle of Eve

a chantryat Saham - Toney in Norfolk. He sham in 1265, after which none of his de

was raised to the bench on the accession of scendants were summoned to Parliament.

Edward I. , and continued for many years (Baronage, i.539 ;Rot. Claus. ii. 75 ,76.)
.

to act as a judge of the King's Bench , and ST. JOHN, OLIVER (EARL OF BOLIN

to be employed in various itinera till 18 BROKE) , who wasdescended from the same

Edward I. In that year, although he shared family to which the last -named John St.

in the disgrace of many of his brethren, John belonged, is no otherwise famous than

and was not only removed from his seat, for being one of the very
few

but fined in the sum of 3000 marks (Weever, Wood says, were all of the Presbyterian
367; Rot. Parl. i. 52, 63), he is described dye ') remaining with the parliament after
in a document (Bib. Cott. "Claud. E. VIII., Charles I. retired to York ,and concurring
p. 206) as entirely innocent, in quo dolus with the House of Commons in the violent
seu fraus non est inventus,' and as paying votes and ordinances then passed. Itwas
the fine to conciliate the king. He was from this contraction of choice, rather than

alive in 28 Edward I., when he was from any special ability in him , that he
defendant in an action brought against him was selected, in 1643, as one of the two

for damage done to property atHuningham members of the House of Lords, to be
in Norfolk. (Abb. Placit. 242.) united with four Commoners, in whom the

ST . ALBANS, VISCOUNT. See F. Bacon. custody of the new Great Seal was to be

ST. EDMUND, ROGER DE, is the last of placed. They were accordingly appointed

the five justices itinerant who fixed the commissioners on November 10. ` He oc

tallage for Norfolk and Suffolk in 9 Richard cupied this position about two years and a

I., 1197–8 (Madox, i. 705), and beinga half, and died in possession of it in June or

clergyman named from that town in Suffolk, July 1646. The earldom became extinct

was, according to the common practice of in 1711 , but the barony of St. John of

the time, added to the ordinary justices for Bletsoe survived, and still flourishes.

the performance of this duty in his own ( Baronage, ii . 398; Athen . Oxon. iij . 134 ;

neighbourhood. He had been previously Journals.)

in the king's service, having been employed ST. JOHN, OLIVER, connected by relation

in 1194 tocollect the aid for the wages of ship with both the preceding, was the son

the army appointed to meet King Richard of Oliver, settled at Cayshoe in Bedford

at Tuboeuf in Normandy. shire, a grandson of the first Lord St. John

In 10 Richard I. he was appointed by of Bletsoe, by his wife Sarah, daughter of

the king archdeacon of Richmond, and was Edward Buckley, Esq., of Odell in the

witness in that character to a charter dated same county. Wotton's Baronet. iv . 178.)

December 19, 1198 . Clarendon calls him ' a natural son of the

ST. EDMUND, WILLIAM DE, is no other- house of Bullingbroke,' and the writer of

wise mentioned than ashaving fines acknow- . The Mystery of the Good Old Cause ' says

ledged before him as a justicier for twelve that his father was supposed to be a bye

years, commencing at Midsummer 1233, 17 blow of one of the Earls of Bedford .' ( Parl.

Henry III. , and ending at Midsummer Hist. iii. 1600.). The unpopularity of the

1245, during which period also various man , and the circumstances of the times,

entries occur of paymerts made for writs will sufficiently account for these reports,

6
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but the above is the pedigree given by an againsthim in the Star Chamber foralibel

unprejudiced genealogist, and confirmed by lous publication. ( Harris's Liter, ü.27. )
the description in his admission as a mem- About 1629 he had married his first wife.

ber of Lincoln's Inp . Johanna, sole child of Sir James Altham of

He was born about the year 1598,and Mark's Hall, Latton , Essex, and of Eliza

was sent to Queen's College, Cambridge, beth, daughter of Sir Francis Barrington,

in August 1615. Lord Campbell ( Ch. Just. by Joan , one of the daughters of Sir Henri

i. 450 ) fathers upon him the Letter to the Cromwell of Hinchinbroke, and aunt bota

Mayor of Marlborough ' against a benevo- to Oliver Cromwell the protector,and Johr

lence then in collection , which was made Hampden the patriot.

the subject of prosecution in the Star Bound thusmore intimately to that part,

Chamber in April 1615, when he was only who were dissatisfied with the unconstitu

seventeen. To have formed such decided tional measures of the court, this connectiva

opinions, with reasons so clearly stated ,and made St. John the natural adviser ol

statutes and authorities so precisely quoted, Hampden in the celebrated resistance t

as are found in the letter in question, the payment of ship -money. His argumci:

would be an instance of most remarkable against the legality of that imposition was

precocity in any youth who had not even so learned and só powerful that be a

commenced his college studies. But the quired so much reputation that he was

statementwill not bear the slightest inves- called into all courts and to all cazzes

tigation. There is absolutely nothing in where the king's prerogative was most co?"

the whole proceeding to lead to a suspicion tested .' ( Clarendon ,i. 324.) His first w

that the writer of the letter could have having died in childbed, he in 16.3 *

been a mere stripling ;' but, on the con- strengthened the tie with the Comment

trary , it is manifest from the letter itself, bymarrying Elizabeth, the first cousin :

and from Bacon's well-prepared speech, Oliver, and daughter of Henry Cromai

who would scarcely have wasted his elo- of Upwood.

quence on a boy, that he was a principal When the king,after a cessation of elere

person, anda dweller in that town ,' and a years, was obliged to call a parliament i

man likely to give both money and good April 1640, St. John was elected merb :

example.' ( State Trials, ii. 899. ) Instead for Totnes. ( Fasti Oxon . 453.) In th

of the youth who was quietly preparing for short period of three weeks during whico

his academical course , the person so de- this parliament lasted, though he does Dá

scribed was Oliver, the son of St. John of appear to have put himself forward * *

Lydiard -Tregoze, a seat not far distant speaker, the journals show that he **

from Marlborough, whose relative and named on all the committees connected with

namesake afterwards became Viscount popular grievances, and that he was charya !

Grandison and Lieutenant of Ireland. ( Lord to speak on one of them in the confe -204

Carew's Letters [Camd. Soc.), 143.) with the Lords. Finding that redes 5

From the university our student pro- insisted on before supplies would be great
ceeded to Lincoln's Inn, where he was the king dissolved the parliament, w

called to the bar on June 22, 1626. He disappointment of themoderate,tutto

received early employment in the law busi- joy of the extreme party. Clarende
ness of the Earl of Bedford, to whom he lates (i. 246 ) that within an hour after the

was distantly related. In consequence of dissolution he met St. John , ubo dienu

this counection he was really brought be- naturally a great cloud on his face !

fore the Star Chamber in 1630; both he very seldom wasknown to smile, but

and the earl, with Selden,Sir Robert Cot- then a most cheerful aspect:' and the

ton, and some others, being charged with after lamenting what had taken place
publishing ‘ A Proposition for his Majesty's John answered him with a little was

service to Bridle the Impertinence of Par- " That it was well; but that it was
liaments ' – a piece of irony which was worse before it could be better ; and the

provedto be written by Sir Robert Dudley this parliament could neverhave done wis

at Florence in the reign of James I. The was necessary to be done. '

government was glad to withdraw from this In the new parliament, which *:

absurd prosecution, by availing itself of the the following Norember, St. John -

birth of the king's son as a plea for extend- represented Totnes, and was immaid .

ing mercy to the defendants. ( State Trials, appointed on several committees, and ca

iii. 387.) They were consequently dis- man of that with regard to ship-

charged ; but Clarendon (i. 325 ) says that On December 7 he brought up its po

St. John never forgave thecourt thisfirst onwhich werefoundedihe more

assault. Thisfeeling of bitterness was no solutions that not only theinpost its?

doubt increased by his study being searched but all the proceedings to enforex ita;

andhis papers seized in 1637,in consequence the decision of the judges, were som

of being suspected of having drawn the law. These resolutions were adoped

answer of Burton to theinformation filed the House of Lords, after hearing a inz .
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nous address from St. John, which is also tion in St. John's conduct, the king revoke
d

remarkable for vindictive sternness towards his appointment on October 30 , 1643, and

the judges. ( State Trials, iii . 1262.) On put Sir Thomas Gardner in his place. The

January 29, 1640–1, within a fortnight parliament, however, refused to recognise

after this speech was delivered, St. John the new solicitor; and on providing a Great

was constituted solicitor-general. ( Rymer, Seal for themselves, in lieu of that which

xx . 449.) had been taken to the king by Lord Lyt

This promotion arose from a desire to telton, and appointing on November 10 two
gain orer some of the popular party, among Lords and four of the Commons for its

whom various places were tobe distributed. custody, they named St. John as the first

The Earl of Bedford entered into the plan, of the latter, with the title of “his majesty's
and was to be treasurer, and Pym and solicitor -general ;' and by this designation

others were to accept situations of trust. he was distinguished until he became chief

The king readily consented to St. John's justice. Whitelocke's statement (71, 88 )

appointment, ' hoping that he would have that in May 1644 he was assigned to be

been very useful in the House of Commons, attorney -general is evidently a mistaken

where his authority was then great; at account of an ordinance of the Commons,
least, that he would be ashamed ever to enabling him to do all acts as effectually as

appear in anything that might prove pre- the attorney -general, if present, might have
judicial to the crown.' But the Earl of done. ( Journals.)

Bedford's death three months after, and St. John was one of the commissioners

other circumstances, stopping these negotia- to treat for a peace at Uxbridge in January

tions , the king found himself with a solici. 1645, but, as neither party was sincere, the
tor-general neither abating nor dissembling negotiation failed. In April of that year the

his enmity to the court, and who still re- self -denying ordinance, by which Št. John
tained the confidence of his party. and the other commissioners of the Great

The king soon had reason to see how Seal would have been disqualified, was

much he had been mistaken in his expec- passed by both the houses; but before the
tations.

The accusation of the Earl of forty days limited by it had expired the

Strafford by the Commons had been made parliament voted their continuance in office

in the previous November, but the trial till the end of the following term ; and this

did not begin till the 22nd of March ; and votewas repeated from time to time till

St. John ,though he was the king's officer, October 30, 1646 , when they delivered up

and well knew his royal master's anxiety the Seal to the speakers.of the twohouses,

to save the earl, used his utmost efforts to who were nominated its keepers. (White
urgeon the proceedings, and even dissuaded locke, 124, 226.) St. John had, in the

the Commons from hearing the argument previous February, joined in the vote

of the earl's counsel on the matter of law. abolishing the Court of Wards; and now,

When the Commons found that the offences resuming his functions as solicitor-general,

alleged against Strafford could not be he was ordered to prosecute Judge Jenkins

touched by the existing laws, and that he for exercising his judicial duties in defiance

was likely to be acquitted by the Lords, of the parliament. But before that sturdy
they brought in a bill of attainder, in the royalist was brought to trial, the Commons

promotion of which unjustifiable course St. had determined to fill up the vacancies on

John was a prominent actor, and in its the bench . They accordingly appointed
support addressed the Lords in a speech St. John chief justice of the Common Pleas

betraying so much sopbistry,brutality,and on October 12, 1648, and, the Lords having

malice as fully to justify Clarendon's con- concurred , he wassworn in on November
demnation of it, and the disgust of all un- 22. ( Ibid . 194-356.)

prejudiced men. ( Verney's Notes (Camd. It was not then the custom , any more

Soc.),49, 55 ; Rushworth, iv. 675 ; Clarendon, than it is now , for the judges to sit in the
House of Commons. St. John, therefore,

In all the violent measures that suc- on his elevation to the bench, though his

ceeded — the bill for the continuance of the seat for Totnes was not vacated , abstained

parliament, the bill against the bishops, the from attending parliament, and took no

militia bill , & c.-- St. John took the same part in the tragic debates of the next two

actively adverse part. The king, naturally months,which brought hissovereignto the
desirous of releasing himself from his ob- block ; and he asserts, in the case which he

noxious officer, offered the place to Hyde ; published in 1660,that, so far from being

but he prudentlydeclinedit,and dissuaded one of the advisers of the sanguinary pro

the king fromremoving St. John at that ceedings, he wasnot even consulted, but
time, though agreeing thathe might have upon all occasion manifested his dislike

filleditwith a better man whenthe place and dissatisfaction. Inthishe is confirmed
was actually void. But soon after , the by Thurloe, who acted then as his secre
breach with the Commons becoming com

tary, and by the vote which the Commons

plete,and no hope remaining of anyaltera- passed when the Peersrejected theordi

i . 407.)

6
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nance, that the Lords, and the chiefjudges diplomatic report on July 2. From that
of each court, whom they had named, time he continued his attendance,and to

should be left out of the commission for his indignation at the treatment he received

the trial. But his denial that he favoured in Holland, and the failure of the negotia

the alteration of the government to a com- tion , is to be attributed the adoption in the

monwealth, and his assertion that he was nextmonth of the ordinance upon which

ever for King, Lords,and Commons, require was foundedthe Navigation Act passed a:

more credit than can be easily given to a the Restoration, prohibiting foreign ships

man who had accepted a high judicial office from bringing any merchandise or comm

from the opponents of the monarchy, and dities into England but such as were the

who, within eight days after they had proceeds and growth of their own court

murdered their king, and after their vote an ordinance which was much more inja

that the office of king was unnecessary,' rious to the Dutch, wholly suppressions

and the House of Peers was useless and their carrying trade, than to any other

dangerous, and that both ought to be nation. (Clarendon , vi. 599.) In Septen:

abolished ,' consented not only toremain as ber he was one of the four who were de

a judge under the usurping government, to complimentCromwell on his victor?

but to be a member of its council of state. Worcester, and in October he was ?

That he acted on that council, and was pointed a commissioner for the affairs o
trusted by it, is apparent from his being Scotland. In November he was re -eleid

one of the committee in 1650 to confer with on the council of state, and was named by

General Fairfax as to the invasion of Scot- the committee for the reformation of t2

land — a conference which led to the ap- universities, chancellor of Cambridge.

pointment of Cromwell to be lord -general At the meeting called by Cromwell

of the army: (Whitelocke, 366-462.). the 10th of December to consider wha: me

In March 1951 he and Mr. Strickland fit to be done for the settlement of

were sent ambassadorsto the Dutch. It is ' nation, in which the general agreed a

curious that in speaking of this embassy Whitelocke that the question was wherbs

Clarendon calls him the knownconfident a republic or a mixed monarchical goret

of Cromwell, and Whitelocke designates ment were the best, and gave his oper :

him Cromwell's creature ' - an agreement that the latter would be most effectual, S

between writers of opposite parties which John declared that the government, at

goes far to show the general impression at out something of monarchical power,wat

the time, and to warrant the nickname he be very difficult to be so settled as not:

receivedof The Dark Lantborn,' notwith- shake the foundation of our laws andthe

standing his denial of its justice. In June liberties of the people. (IIhitelocke,5

he returned without having concluded the Here is nothing to showthat he was the

treaty he went to negotiate. Hisresidence opposed to Cromwell,whowas feeling be

at the Hague was not unattended with way towards attaining that power whi ?

danger. He was treated with indignity by he afterwards assumed, and who, assis

the people, and with something like in- as he found that some of the party

difference by theStates ;he receiveda gested the selection ofone of the is

gross insult from Prince Edward, the Pal- king's sons, put an end to the debate.

grave's brother ; hewasengagedina per- the 14th of theprevious month Sider
sonal quarrel with the Duke of York , the had been teller with Cromwell of

details of which do not tell to his credit; majority of two which voted that a tz

andhe narrowly escaped anattempt upon should be declared beyond which the per

his life, similar to that lately practised by liament should not sit, which limit ***

the Thugs in India. The parliament, in- a subsequent day fixed for Soverbe?
dignant at the slight endeavours made to 1654. ( Parl. Hist. iii . 1375.)

punish the delinquents, and at the trifling He then went to Scotland, where be 13

impediments that were every day thrown actively engaged with his college
in the way of completing the treaty, re- arranging the intended union with >

called the ambassadors. On their return country. After his return on Mare *
St. John took his seat in the House of he was ill for some time, but in fra

Commons, and , after giving a detailed ac- 1653, though it does not appear the

count of all their proceedings, they received was a party to the violent mode son

thanks for their faithful services. ( Ibid. by Cromwellof dismissing the paren
487-496 ; Parl. Hist. iii . 1367. ) he strongly supported the general's ***

A resolution that the several judges who mination to put an immediate perina
were members should be discharged from sittings. Cromwell, however, did

their attendance in the house whilst they summon him to the contention 103...

executed their offices, which was passed in Barebone's Parliament)which wecan

October 1649, was rescinded on June 27, 4, and dissolved itself onthe leader

1651, no doubt for the purpose of enabling following December, resigning its a

St.John to resume bis seat,and make his the lord general,who four days of :
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declared lord protector of the common- | Sir John Pickering waited on Richard

wealth of the three kingdoms. St. John Cromwell, and obtained his written acqui

alleges that he had nothing to do with escence in this arrangement, by which he

this elevation of Cromwell, falling danger- was thus_deprived of his short-lived

ously ill in the previous October, andnot dignity. The sittings of the Rump Par

recovering till the May after the event ; liament, as it was called, were violently

and so far from approving it, Thurloe interrupted in October by the same military

testifies thatheexpressed himself strongly power that had called them together, and

against it. In further proof of his dislike, a Committee of Safety formed. They were

he says that, though Cromwell named him again, however, by the aid of Monx, rein

on his council, and appointed him a com- | stated on December 26. St. John attended

missioner of the treasury (Whitelocke, 517– a meeting on February 17, 1659-60, at

597 ), he never attended in either capacity, Monk's quarters, with reference to the mem
norreceived any salary. bers who were secluded in 1648, and was

According to St. John's account, the instrumental in restoring them to their

cordiality between him and Cromwell had places a few days after. (Mercurius Po.

cooled since the latter had assumed arbi- liticus.) The house dissolved itself on March

trary power, and their intercourse was 16, first passing an act for a new parliament

limited to formal visits before or after the to meet on April 25. Among the qualifi

terms. Butwhen the parliament of 1657 cations proposed for the members was an

presented their “ Humble Petition and oath abjuring the title of Charles II.,which

Advice to the protector, pressing him to St. John declares that he came out of the

take the title of king, St. John is found as country on purpose to oppose, adding that

one of the committee that waited upon it was he that made the motion to put a

him, and as a speaker contending against period to the Long Parliament.
his scruples. ( Parl. Hist. iii . 1498.) Crom- At the Restoration,whichsoon followed,

well's refusal to comply with this request St. John found himself in a difficult position.

led to a new arrangement of the govern- His harsh and active proceedings at the

ment, by which he was confirmed as lord commencement of the troubles; the lead he

protector, with the additional power of took against the king while holding an office

naming his successor, and of calling not under the crown; the inhumanity of his

more than seventy nor less than forty speech against Strafford ;his partisanship in

persons to sit in what was designated the allCromwell's earlier, if notlater, measures;

other house. In the exercise of this power his recent adherence to the principle of a

St. John was one of the quasi peers whom government without a single person, king

he selected. They had not, however, a ship , or House of Peers; and even his rela

iong enjoyment of their honours, for within tionship to the two protectors — setting aside

a fortnight after the parliament met the his personal collision with theDuke of York

Commons showed so much hesitation in at the Hague — could not but operate preju

acknowledging this upper chamber that dicially against him . In the discussions,

Cromwell dissolved the parliament on therefore, in the House of Commons upon

February 4, 1658. Within seven months the act of indemnity, he was included

after this Cromwell died, and his son among those reserved for such pains, penal

Richard, who was immediately proclaimed ties, and forfeitures, not extending to life,

his successor, continued St. John as chief es by a future act should be imposed. To

justice, and summoned another parliament counteract this vote, he published the case

on January 27, 1659. This parliament did before referred to, which is drawn up with

not last three months, during which the a greatdealof art and plausibility, but must

Commons were principally occupied in be received with an equal degree of caution
debates as to their intercourse with the both as to its statements and its omissions.

other house,' manifesting all their former With the strenuous aid of Thurloe,who had

jealousy . St. John states that he never a grateful remembrance of his early patro

would sit as a peer, but it would seem that nage, ithad its desired effect upon the Lords,

he had no great opportunity of doingso , who mitigated the clause against him by

for in the very limited period that either the substitution of another ( to which the

parliament sat after the first nomination of Commons afterwards assented ), declaring

the new peers little is recorded of their that if he accepted or exercised any office

proceedings. after September 1 ( two days subsequent to

In the following month (May) the army the royal assent), he should stand as if ex
recalled the remains of that parliament cepted by namefrom the benefit of the act.
which Oliver Cromwell had expelled in The king, on hearing of his narrow escape,

1053, and St. John not only took his place is said to have expressed a wish that he had
in it, but was named one of the council of been added to those excepted. ( Parl. Hist.
state. The old government, without a iv . 70, 91, 114 ; Ludlow , 393.)
single person, kingship, or House of Peers,' ! St. John, after residing for a few yearsin

Laving been re -established, St. John and privacy on his estate at Longthorpe, a hamlet

9

6
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near Peterborough, where he had erected an (Hunter's Preface ), and in the latteryear he

elegant mansion, retired to the continent was promoted to the bishopric of Lordon,

under the assumed name of Montagu. It is but was not consecrated till Nay1199 , about

uncertain whether he ever returned to Eng- two months after King Richard's death.

land, authorities differing as to the place of He was one of the bishops who conveyed

hisdeath , though all agree that it occurred thepope's remonstrance to King John in

on December 31, 1673, at the age of 75. 1208,and who, on his continued resistance,

St. John's powers as an advocatewere placed the kingdom under an interdict.

certainly great; of his qualities as a judge Two years afterwards he pronounced the

there are few means of forming an opinion, sentence of excommunication against the

for there are no reports of his court during king, which was not removed till the sea?

the time that he presided in it. Of his 1213. He was obliged to fly the kingdom.

private disposition all authorities concur in and to remain an exile till King Jobn tal

describing it as gloomy, reserved, and un- made his peace with the pope and receit:

amiable ; butthe charge which is made by absolution. In the meantime his caste ai

some, that he was avaricious and died dis- Stortford, which William the Conquer:

gracefully rich , isnot supported bysufficient had given to the see, was entirely dem.

evidence. The Bedford Level was com- lished. After his return to England he # 25

pleted principally by his exertions, and in present at the granting of Magna Charth

commemoration of his services his name is in 1215.

still connected with its greatest work, called When he had presided over his see it
St. John's Eau .' twenty -two years ,he retired from its datis

His third wife was Elizabeth ,daughter of by a voluntary abdication , on January

Daniel Oxenbridge, M.D., of Daventry,and 1221 ; and after living in seclusion fork:
widow of Caleb Cockcroft, of London ,mer- more than three years, he died at St. 06

chant,who after his deathmarried SirHum- on March 27, 1224. (Goduin, 172: 1

phrey Sydenham , of Chilworthy, Somer- Neve, 177; R. de Wendover, iii . 220-24
setshire. By her he had no issue , but by both ST. MARTIN , RALPH DE, is named in l."

his other wives he had several children. Richard I., 1198-9, as one of the just).**

One of his grandsons was made a baronet itinerant fixing the tallage for the cele

in 1715, but thetitle became extinct at his of Surrey ; and in the same year they 4

deathin 1756. (Wotton's Baronet.iv. 178.) recorded as making amercements in Est.

ST. LEONARD'S, LORD. See E. B. and Hertfordshire. Ralph de Martin, wéin

SUGDEN . in 31 Henry II. , 1185, was one of the 113

ST. MARIÆ ECCLESIA, WILLIAM DE todes of the see of Salisbury, then in the

( BISHOP OF LONDON ), so called from a town king's hands,was no doubt the same pensies

of that name in Normandy, held someoffice and was probably so entrusted in aran

in the Exchequer in 1 Richard I. , 1189–90, quence of holding some office in ite Es

he and Hugh Bardolf then attesting some chequer. (Madox, i . 311 , 565, 733.)

accounts of Henry de Cornhill,thesheriff ST. OMERO, WILLIAM DE, had the

of London . ( Pipe Roll, 11.) He is stated tody of the castle of Hereford in 3- H1

to have acted as secretary to King Richard, III. (Cal. Inquis. p. m . i . 13 ); and there

and appears to have been quickly advanced entry on the rolls of that reign which pr *

in ecclesiastical and civil preferment. He that he sat on the judicial bench is

held the living of Harewood in Yorkshire, to him, in the fifty -third year, 120 ,422

and successively became a canon of York annual salary of 401., quandiu pe

and of St. Paul's, and dean of the College prædictis intenderit . ' ' Although the

of St. Martin's -le-Grand in London. He thereupon inserts his name in the old

was appointed sheriff'of Surrey in 5 Richard of the justices of the King's Beach,
I. , and continued so for two years. In 6 doubtful whether he was more than a

Richard I. he paid five hundred marks for tice itinerant. He is not mentioned a

the custody of the heir of Robert, the wards in the former character; and

younger son of Robert Fitz -Harding, with only instance found of his actins ir

all his inheritance, and the power of mar- latier is the taking of an inquistisk

rying him to one of his kinswomen ; and he him and Sir Warine de Chaucimb s: 1

had the charge of the abbey of Glastonbury, coln in 3 Edward I. , 1275. ( Iruretat.

the honor of Wallingford, and various Inst. York, 132. ) In the previous yes !

other lands in the king's hands. (Rot. attended at the general counük !

Cancell.6, & c.) By the Norman Roll of Lyons under Pope Gregory I. Iv za

1195 ( i. clxxvi.), it appears that a pension Pell Records, Int. Ixxi .)

of 35l. 12s. bad been granted for his and bis ST. PAUL, JOHN DE (ARCHBISER?

mother's lives outof the manor of St.Mère DUBLIN ),whose family bad pr pertte
Eglise . county of York, was not improtahes

From the 5th to the 10th year of Richardson of Robert de St. Paul,lord of th :

I. his name frequently appears as one of the ship of Byram , who was one of the 2:

justiciers before whom tines were levied herents of the Earl of Lancaster

1

a
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reign of Edward Il. ( Parl. Writs, ii. p. accounted for. He became a baron of the

ii . 1387.) John was a clerk in the Chancery, Exchequer about 2Edward I., 1274. He

and is the last named of three of those is not mentioned after 1276, during which

officers to whom the custody of the Great a sum of 201. was allowed for his expenses.

Seal was entrusted at York , from January (Madox, ii . 112, 195 , 269, 320.)

13 to February 17, 1334, during the tem- ST . VIGORE,THOMAS DE, was appointed

porary absence of John'de Stratford, the in 9 Edward I., 1281, to take assizes in dif
chancellor. ferent counties. He was summoned to the

On April 28, 1337, he was constituted parliament at Shrewsbury in 11 Edward I. ,

master of the Rolls ; and in 1340 the House and died in the twenty -third year of the

of Converts, in Chancery Lane, was granted reign, leaving property in Wiltshire and

to him for life. While master of the Rolls, Somersetshire. (Cal. Inquis. p. m . i. 123 ;

the Great Seal was twice deposited with Parl. Writs, i. 16, 824. )

him and other clerks- viz., from July6 to SALCETO, ROBERT DE, or DE LA SAUCEY,

19, 1338, and from December 8, 1339, to was the son of Roger de la Saucey, and

February 16, 1340; but on the latter day he held the sheriffalty of Northamptonshire
was appointed sole custos till the restoration with Henry Fitz -Peter, or de Northampton,

of Archbishop Stratford on April 28. He in 6 and 7 John. During the troubles in that

again held it for a short timeon the resigna- reign he seems to have been a waverer, for

tion of the archbishop in the following June. in 15 John he gave hostages for his faith ;

On the king's hurried return from the in the next year he was employed to ex

siege of Tournay, John de St. Paul was one plain the king's affairs to his neighbours in

of the victims of his indignation. He was Northampton and Rutland ; and in the fol

charged with some malversation in his lowing his property was seized, itmust be

office, and cast into prison ; but he obtained presumed on his open hostility . (Rot. Pat.

his release as a clergyman through the in- 47, 104 , 128,168 ; Rot. Claus. i. 34, 77, 236.)

tervention of Archbishop Stratford. He Soon after the accession of IIenry III.,

howeverwas deprived of the custody of the however, it was restored to him ; and in the

Rolls on December 2, two days after the serenth year of the reign he was engaged

king arrival in England . ( Barnes's Ed- in fixing thetallage, and again in 10 Henry

ward 111. 217 ; Angl. Sac. i. 20.) The royal III. in assessing the quinzime of his county .

anger did not long continue; for though (Rot. Claus. i . 306,540, ii. 147.) He was

St. Paulwas not restored to the mastership at the head of the justices itinerant for

of the Rolls, he after a little while was Rutland in 18 Henry III . , 1234, beyond

allowed to resume his old position among which date nothing is recorded of him .

the masters in Chancery. On the death of SALISBURY, EARL OF. See R. NEVILL,

hewas ngain one ofthe threeto whom the SAEMON, JONE (Bistrop of Norwich) ,
Chancellor Parning 26 , W. CECIL.

Seal was entrusted till the appointment of was the son of Salomon and Amicia, as

Robert de Sadington on September 29. appears from his appointing four priests to

In 1346 he was made archdeacon of pray for their souls in a chapel he founded
Cornwall ( Le Neve, 94) , and about the in the chancel of Norwich Cathedral ; and

month of October 1319 was elected Arch- it may be presumed that the family was

bishop of Dublin. He presided there for not of any emirence, from the bishop's as

thirteen years, and died in 1362. (N. suming for his arms a rebus of his name

Fædera, iii. 190, 4:33; Holinshed, vi. 44.) three silver salmons hauriant on a sable

ST. QUINTIN, WALTER DE, is only men- field . He is sometimes called John of Ely,

tioned as one of the justices itinerantfixing having been prior of the convent there.

the assize or tallage in Dorsetshire and While holding this dignity he was elected

Somersetshire in 20 Henry II. , 1174, in con- Bishop of Norwich , on July 15 , 1299.

junction with Alured de Lincoln , the sheriff. Salmon was not employed by Edward I. ,

( Mado.x, i . 123. ) but he visited Rome in 1306 ; and on the

ST. VALERICO, or ST. WALERICO, JOIN accession of Edward II. he was sent to

DE (a town in Normandy ), was the de- France as one of the ambassadors to demand

scendant of a noble family of that name, Isabella, the daughter of king Philip, as

Ranulph the ancestor of which at the time the wife of his sovereign. In the third

of the general survey possessed several year of the reign he was chosen one of the

manors in Lincolnshire. The elder branch lords ordainers ; and in the ninth he was

failed for want of male issue in 1219. among the commissioners to open the par

( Baronage, i.454.). John was probably an liament then held. He took the part of

officer in the Exchequer; for in 55 Henry his sovereign throughout his troublesome

III. and 1 Edward I. he was appointed reign.

sheriff of the counties of Somerset and On January 26, 1320, 13 Edward II. , he

Dorset, with a special commission to enquire was appointed chancellor in full parliament;

what debts several sheriffs of those counties but , though he retained the office for three

and their bailiffs had received , and not years and a half, he seems to have been so
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severe a sufferer from ill health that the ployed in a confidential manner by the

business of the Chancery was frequently king. Besides several entries of his deliver

performed by deputies. His delivery of the ing money and plate into the chamber,

Seal to the custodes directed to act for him, there is a mandate directed to him in 15

on June 5, 1323, when he was confined to John to deliver forty thousand marks,

his bed, may be considered as the date of fifteen golden cups, a golden crown, and

his ultimate retirement, although the new various other valuable articles then in his

chancellor was not named till the 20th of custody to two persons therein named.

August following: Two years afterwards he is quitted of sixty.

He recovered from that sickness, for in six sacks of money, which were in the
the following year he went as ambassador treasury at Corfe, and which ought to
to the court of France, and succeeded in contain nine thousand nine hundred marks.

negotiating a peace between the two kings. (Rot. Pat. 61, 110 , 146.)
His health, however, again failing, he died It appears from the Rotuli Misae of 11

at the priory ofFolkestone on July 2, 1325, and 14 John (110, 113, 137) that he was
having presided over his diocese for nearly at both periods in personal attendance on

six -and -twenty years. (Godwin ,433; Angl. the king,when several payments were made
Sac. i. 412, 802 ; Le Neve, 210 ; Rot. Parl. through his hands, many of which relate
i . 350, 443 ; Blomefield's Norwich, i . 497.) to theroyalsports. He had the custody of

SALVEYN, GERARD, had large possessions the abbey of Malmesbury, was governor of

in Yorkshire, and was appointed one of the the castle of Devizes, and custos of the

four justices of trailbaston for that county forests of Chippenham, Melkesbam , and

in the commission dated November 23, Braden . In 14 John he was sent on a nis

1304 . In the following April his name sion to Flanders (Rot. Claus. i . 395 , 478 ;

was omitted , but he had been returned Rot. Misa, 244) ; and to the last day of the

knight of the shire in the interval, andwas reign he preserved his loyalty to his sore

again elected in 35 Edward I. ( Parl. Writs, reign.

i. 143, 190, 407-8 .) Among the rewards which he receired

Thé family was founded by Josceus le are the manors of Kening, Poterna, ani

Flemaugh, who came in with the Con- Lavington ; the landsof Saherus de Quincy,

queror, and was settled at Cukeney in in Wiltshire, which were given to bin is

Nottinghamshire. His grandson Ralph re- conjunction with Geoffrey de Neville : ard,

ceived the designation of Le Silvan from lastly, ten dolia of good wine. (Rot. Ciawi

his manor of Woodhouse in that county ; i. 41, 123, 230, 263. )

and this was afterwards corrupted to Sal- He was one of the pledges for the per

veyne. Gerard was the son of Ralph Sal- ment of that curious fine of two huo

veyn of Duffield in Yorkshire, and Sibilla, hens, which the wife of Hugh de Verzie

daughter and coheir of Robert Beeston of offered to King John for liberty to lie with

Wilberfoss. He was one of the assessors of her husband for one night. (Vador, i. 471.)

the fifteenth_for that county, granted in He died about 6 Henry II . ( Rut. Ciru.

30 Edward I. , and two years afterwards i . 478 , 490.)

was sent on an embassy to the court of SANDALE, JOHN DE ( Bishop of Wir .

France. In 1 Edward II. he was appointed CHESTER ), held an office connected with

escheator north of Trent, and held it till the Treasury or Exchequer in 30 Edwari L

the middle of the third year. He was then 1302, when he is mentioned as receiving

entrusted with the sheriffalty of York for crown for Queen Margaret ( Rot. Paarl . i
four years, commencing in 4 Edward II. 474 ); in the following year be and Jobs

In the twelfth year he obtained a pardon as de Drokenesford are called treasurer Ik

one of the adherents of Thomas Earl of von's Issue Roll, 116 ) ; and he was likeme

Lancaster, and died in the following year. one of those appointed to assess the tale
His grandson, Gerard Salveyn, succeeded in London and Middlesex, & c. In : 33 Ei

him , and the two united names continued ward I. he became chamberlain of Sura

to designate every head of the family for land, an office which he held till the end

more than four centuries, thirteen in num- of the reign , being at the same time (

ber, and is still held by its representative, missioned to treat with the Scots on the
Gerard Salvin,Esq ., of Croxdale in Durham. affairs of that country. (Abb. RA , ( hy

( Inquis. p .m . 1.292 ; Abb. Rot. Orig . i . 159. ) i. 154.)
SAMFORD, THOMAS DE, is first mentioned Called from Scotland at the accessible

in 5 John, 1203 , when Mr. Hunter in- Edward II., he was constituted chana )

troduces him in his list of the justiciers of the Exchequer on August 7, 1:31.24

before whom fines were levied. Asthis is at the end of the year was ( ne of the

the only year in which his name so occurs, directed to instruct the sheriffs of Love

he was probably present only as an officer and Middlesex in arresting the haunts

of the treasury of the Exchequer, with Templars. On May 14, 1:30s, wetad uz

which he was evidently then connected, acting as locum tenens for Walter Reginal

and was for many years afterwards en- | Bishop of Worchester, the treasurer, 471
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continuing to do so till that prelate became callus regis.' In 14 Edward I. he was

chancellor, on July 6, 1310, when the office appointed constable of the Tower of Lon

of treasurer was placed in Sandale's hands. don, and, having held the office to the end

There it remained until March 14 , 1312 , of that reign , was confirmed in it on the

whenhewas succeeded by Walter deLang- accessionof Edward II. ( Abb. Rot. Orig.

ton, Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, i . 21, 27-34, 155 ; Madox, i. 270 ,ii.108–9.)
whose locum tenens he was named in the Dugdale introduces him as a judge of

following October. He occupied this sta- the Court of King's Bench in 17 Edward I.,

tion till he was appointed chancellor, on 1289, on the authority of a fine levied

September 26, 1314 (Madox, i. 75, ii, 8, before him in Michaelmas Term of that

& c.), an office which he held till June year. This, however, would rather seem
2, 1318. to place him in the Common Pleas, in

Sandale was an ecclesiastic, and one of confirmation of which there is a letter

the king's chaplains. On January 10 , 1310, dated September 24, 1289, by which he

he had been made treasurer of Lichfield, was associated with John de Lovetot and
was a canon of York, and is inserted in Lé the other judges of that court as chief

Nere's catalogue of the deans of London. justice in the place of Thomas de Weyland,
It seems, however, doubtful whether he then disgraced. As term was about to

ever held the latter dignity. During his ; commence, King Edward no doubt com
chancellorship the bishopric of Winchester missioned him , in his character of constable
became vacant, and he was elected to that of the Tower, an office then of great

see in August 1316, but presided over it importance , to act ad interim , to prevent
for little more than three years. (Le an interruption in the ordinary business

Nere, 130, 183, 286.) till the charge was investigated. In this

Soon after his resignation of the Great / office he continued till February 1290.

Seal he was restored to his office of trea- (Gent. Mag. March 1852, p. 267.) In 30
surer, which was committed to him on Edward I. he is called 'justice de Newgate .'
November 16, 1318. ( Mado.x, ii. 39.) He ( Rot. Parl. i. 154 ; Hasted , ii. 529, x. 178. )
held it during the remainder of his life. He probably died in 1 Edward II. , when

He died on November 2, 1319 ,at South- John de Crumbwell was appointed con

wark, and was buried in St. Margaret's stable of the Tower.

Church there. (Godwin , 223 ; Angl. Sac. SANSETUN, BENEDICT DE (Bishop of
i. 316.) ROCHESTER ), was appointed on March 26,

Hislife seemsto have been employed in 1204, to the office ofprecentor of St. Paul's,

a routine of official duties, of which no London , when it was first erected and en
further interruption is noticed than a dowed with the church of Sording, and he

pilgrimage he made to the shrine of St. , enjoyed it till he was raised to the bishop

Thomas of Canterbury a few months before ric of Rochester, in December 1214 , 16
he resigned the Seal. Previous to his John. (Rot. Chart. 124 ; Le Nere, 199,

elevation to the bishopric, his London 248.) In 3 Henry III. he was at the head

residence, as chancellor, was in Aldgate. of the justices appointed for the four home

From Edward I. he received the manor of counties ( Rot. Claus. i . 396, 405 ), and

Berghby in Lincolnshire, and from Edward fines were levied before them at Westmin

II. a house in the suburbs of Lincoln ster in that character. In May, 8 Henry

belonging to a religious society then dis- III. , he had a donum of twenty marks as

solved. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 165, 195 , 197.) resident in the Exchequer, and in the fol

It is probable, therefore, that his family lowing November ten marks for his support
was settled in that county, although from dum moram facit ad Scaccarium nostrum '

its name it no doubt had its origin in ( Ibid. i . 596, ii . 8) , terms which seem to

Yorkshire, in which, at his death, he had imply that he then acted as a regular jus
property in the manor of Whetlay, near ticier. In October 1225 he went on an

Doncaster. ( Cal. Inquis. p. m . i . 292.) embassy to France, and dying on December

SANDWICH, RALPHDE, was of a knightly 21, 1226, was buried in his own cathedral.

family in Kent, in which county heheld ( Ibid. ii. 64 , 163.)
the manors of Evneford and Ham . In 49 SAUNDERS, EDMUND, commenced his

Henry III. he was keeper of the wardrobe, career in the deepest poverty, His asso

and in that capacity , duringthe temporary ciates being selected from the lowest class,

absence of Thomas de Cantilupe the chan- his habits in accordance with theirs, and his

cellor, the Great Seal was placed in his elevation being of so short continuance, no

custody on May 7, 1265, under the seals of endeavours were made during his life to

three clerks of Chancery. In 1 Edward I. trace his real history. Yet one would think

the custody of the vacant bishopric of that these very circumstances would have

London was committed to him , and in 5 given a peculiar interest to an account of

Edward I. the castle of Arundel. From the process by which he first extricated

that year to the ninth he acted asescheator himself from his low condition, of the means

south of the Trent under the title of senes- which he used , and the energy which he

a

6
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exercised, to acquire that mastery over the nature and disposition in so great a degree

intricacies of the law which hřs Reports that he might be deservedly styled a philan

exhibit, and of those powers by which he thrope. A greatfavourite witả thestudents

gradually acquired the ear of the court, and of the law by his mirth and jests, be

attained thehigh rank to which he was at gained credit at the bar by his readiness

last promoted. and dexterity in special pleading, and his

Roger North (p . 223) is the only con- honesty and good naturewere universally

temporary authorwho givesany description acknowledged. By degrees he was taken

of his career, but the colouring with which into the king's business, and had the part

he paints it requiresperhaps some softening of drawing and perusal of almost all ir
He says that Saunders was at first no dictments and informations that were then

better than a poor beggar boy, if not a parish to be prosecuted. Sometimes also he is to be

foundling, without known parents or re- found acting for the defence in government
lations. By his will, however, it appears prosecutions — as for Mr. Prica in 1080 ,

that he was born in the parish of Barnwood, when indicted for attempting to suborn one

about two miles from Gloucester, to the of the witnessess to the Popish Plot; an!

poor of which place he bequeathed 201. It for the five Popish lords charged with birt

leaves legacies to his father and mother treason , of whom only Lord Stafford was

Gregory 'also, from which fact Lord Camp- tried . In 1681 he was counsel for the

bell ( Ch. Just. ii . 59) fills up the blank by crown against Edward Fitzbarris and

saying, on what authority does not appear, against LordShaftesbury, and in 1642 fr

that his father, who was above the lowest the Earl of Danby, on his application to be

rank of life, died when he was an infant, bailed. In that year he was elected &

and that his mother took for her second bencher of his inn ; and on January 18,

husband a man of the name of Gregory . ' 1683, he was suddenly raised to the chir :

His lordship’s suggestion that he ran away justiceship of the King's Bench and

because he was “hardly used by his father- knighted . This elevationhe owed, it is

in-law ' seems to be ignored by the conti- said, to the doubt which the court enter
dence placed in the discretion of his tained whetherChiefJustice Pemberton te

' father Gregory ' by his will . sufficiently devoted to it to carry out the

Roger North's account proceeds thus: greatobject which the king then contem

• He had found a way to live by obsequious- plated of obtaining a forfeiture of the

ness ( in Clement's Inn, as I remember) and charters of the city of London, and w tb

courting the attorney's clerks for scraps. certainty felt that Saunders, who had ad

The extraordinary observance and dili- vised the proceedings and settled all the

gence of the boy made the society willing pleadings, would , if placed in that offe ,

to do him good. He appeared very ambi- decide against the corporation. The ce

tious to learn to write; and one of the was argued before him , and, though he was

attorneys got a board knocked up at a on his death -bed when judgmentwas in

window on the top of a staircase. : . He nounced, the other judgesunited in decu

made himself so expert a writer that he ing that he agreed with them in decker :
took in business, and earned a few pence the forfeiture. In the interval Sant

by backney-writing. And thus by degrees presided at the trial of the sherish va

he pushed his faculties and fell to forms ; London and others for a riot at the elde

and by books that were lent him became of new sheriffs, but he died between :

an exquisite entering clerk .' This course of conviction and the sentence, ( State Insás

education was pursued during the Common- vols. vii . viii. ix.)
wealth , for by the time of the Restoration The habits of his life were neers 2.7T

he had so advanced in his means as to be- changed by his promotion ; his diet **

come a member of the Middle Temple, to altered, his labour incessant,and his annet

which he was admitted on July 4, 1660, greater. His constitution consequat ,

being described of the city of Gloucester, which had been much damaged by h *

gentleman.' Called to the bar on Novem- former intemperance, soon uiterly

ber 2,5, 1664, he began to compile his Re- way. Before he had been six months

ports two years afterwards ; and as he was the bench hewas seized with appi var :

himself in most of the cases in his work, palsy, and died on June 19, 1053, si ho

and Sir T. Raymond mentions his name house on Parson's Green, whither be ».

frequently from January 1668, it is clear removed on cecoming chief justice. Bi

that he got into early practice. his will be makes Nathaniel Earle al

A curious and pictorial description of his Jane his wife (his host and hosex i

person , habits, and general character is Butcher Row ) his residuary legaires ***

given by Roger North ; representing him some recompense for their care of hum ,

as corpulent and beastly in his person , and and attendance upon him , for many years
offensive to his neighbours, and as in- " While he sat in the Court of hin's

temperate in his habits; but with wonder- Bench,' says Roger North, .be fare the

ful wit and repartee, and a goodness of rule to the generalsatisfaction ; ' and is is
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universally allowed that he was abundantly him, for his learning and his industry are

versed in the mysteries and technicalities amplyexhibited by both Dyer and Plowden.
of law . His Reports, printed after his death, He died November 12, 1576, and was

extend from 1666 to 1672, and are esteemed buried at Weston-under-Wethale, under a

for their simplicity and precision. They handsome monument. He married first

are composedin so dramatic a form that Margaret, daughter of Sir Thomas Engle

Lord Mansfield called him the Terence of field , judge of the Common Pleas, and

reporters. widow of George Carew, Esq.; and se

SAUNDERS, EDWARD, was one of the condly Agnes Hussey. By the firsthe left

sons of Thomas Saunders, Esq., of Har- a daughter, and by the second he had no
rington in Northamptonshire, by Margaret, child. ( Athena Cantabrigienses, i . 359,565 . )

daughter of Richard Cave, of Stanford in SAUNFORD, JOHN DE (ARCHBISHOP OF

that county.
Admitted at the Middle DUBLIN ),wasa justice itinerant in 3 Ed

Temple, he was elected reader in 1525, and ward I. (7 Report Pub. Rec ., App. ii. 248) ,

again in 1533 and 1539. His call to the but whether of England or Ireland is
degree of the coif was in Trinity Term uncertain. The latter seems the more

1540, and he was made one of King Ed- probable , as he was the king's escheator in

ward's serjeants on February 11 , 1547, Ireland from the eighth to the twelfth

within a fortnight after the accession. He year. (Abb. Rot. Orig. i.36 , 42, 48.)

was successively elected member for Co- In 1285, 13 Edward I. , he was made

ventry, Lostwithiel, and Saltash. The | Archbishop of Dublin,and there is a letter

Reports of Dyer and Plowden show that from him to John de Langton, apparently
he was in full practice, and before the end before he was chancellor, and which there

of the reign hehad been appointed recorder fore mayhave been written either before

of Coventry. At the king's death, in July or after Saunford was elected to the arch

1553, he was in that city, and by his insti- bishopric, requesting newwrits relative to

gation the mayor refused to obey the orders the process in the plea of Pencriz , to bear

sent by the Duke of Northumberland on the same date as the former, as arranged

the part of Lady Jane Grey, and immedi- when he attended at Knaresburgh before
ately proclaimed Queen Mary. (Chron . of Langton and William de Hamilton. ( 7

Qu . Jane, &c. 113. ) Report, ut supra, 247. ) As Pencriz is

Thisprompt service was not overlooked, either the collegiate church in Stafford

for on the 4th of the next October he was shire or the church in Derbyshire, it would

raised to the bench as a judge of the appear that Saunford was then acting in a

Common Pleas, and was knighted by King judicial capacity in England , but there is
Philip in the following January. (Machyn's nothing positively to decide the question.
Diary, 342. ) Among the trials on which A contention arose between the arch

he sat was that of Sir Nicholas Throck- bishop and William de Luda, Bishop of
morton, but he was little more than a silent Ely, in 21 Edward I., in consequence of a

commissioner, making only one slight man of the former havingbeen killed by a
remark. (State Trials, i. 894, 957.) Though servant of the latter. ( Rot. Parl. i . 111 ,

these circumstances might raise a doubt as 152. ) The dateof the archbishop's death

to his being, as Wotton says, the brother was probably 30 Edward I., ashis successor,

of Laurence Saunders, who was burnt for William de Hotham , was then appointed.

heresy at Coventry in May 1555, themore SAUVAGE, GEOFFREYLE, held property

especially as on the death of Sir William in the counties of Warwick, Stafford ,

Portman Sir Edward was promoted to the Derby, and Worcester, and on the death of

chief justiceship of the Queen's Bench on his father, of the same name, in 1222,

May 8, 1557, yet two letters remain from 6 Henry III., was excused his fine for

bim to Lawrence which authenticate the admission, at the intercession of Hugh le

relationship. Although a Roman Catholic, Despencer, whose daughter, Matilda, he

Sir Edward was re-appointed by Queen married. (Rot. Claus.i. 494, ii . 94 ; Ex

Elizabeth immediately after Mary's death, cerpt. e Rot. Fin . i . 205.). In the following

but the day before the next Hilary Term year he was custos of the forest of Saver

he was superseded by Sir Robert Catlin, nake in Wiltshire, in which county he was

and removed into the Court of Exchequer also a justice itinerant in 9 Henry III.

as chief baron, a change arising probably Dugdale ( Orig. 42 ) notices fines levied

from the feeling that the former place was before him at Westminster in 7 Henry III.,

too important to be held by one of his and from that time till Easter, 10 flenry

religious persuasion , but that his services III. ( Rot. Claus. i. 528, ii . 76. )

as a judge were too valuable to be alto- He died in 1230, when Hugh le De

gether dispensed with . He was present at spencer paid fifty shillings for the custody

the trial of the Duke of Norfolk in 1571, of his lands and the wardship of bis heir.

but does not appear to have uttered a SAUVAGE, JAMES LE, was the rector of

word. In the business of his court, how- the church of St. Peter at Hotham , or

ever, this charge cannot be made against | Ocham, probably Woking in Surrey, and
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probably on that account wasjoinedto the deposited in the church of Methley in York
justices itinerant of the home counties in shire, where his ancestors were interred,

3 Henry III., 1219. He was chaplain to and over it a magnificent monument was

Hubert Walter, Archbishop of Canterbury afterwards erected .
and chancellor, and was one of the execu- He was fond of historical studies, and

tors of his will. ( Rot. Pat. 26 ; Rot. Claus. was one of the first members of the Society

i . 60–1.) On that prelate's death, in 1205, of Antiquaries. An intimacy existed be
the king nominated him as custos of the tween him and Camden, his letter towhom
archbishopric during the vacancy, and pointing out a variety of mistakes in the

made him one of hisown chaplains." (Rot. Britannia' is extant. His benevolence was
Claus. i. 46, 47, 71.) equal to his learning , and there was scarcely

SAVILE,John, belonged to the ancient amanor of his in Yorkshire in which be

family of Savile , long settled in Yorkshire, did not leave some charities behind him .

which was represented in the reign of Hemarried four wives - 1, Jane, daughter

Edward 1. by two brothers, John and of Richard Garth, of Morden in Surrey,

Henry. From John descended the Marquis Esq .; 2, Elizabeth , daughter of Thomas

of Halifax, a title which became extinct in Wentworth, of Elmshall in Yorkshire, Esq .,

1700 . From Henry descended a baronet and relict of Richard Tempest, of Bowling,

whose title expired in 1689, and Henry Esq. ; 3, Dorothy,daughter of Lord Went

Savile of Bradley Hall in Stainland, in the worthof the South, and relict of SirW7

parish of Halifax, who by his wife Eliza- liam Widmerpool and Sir Martin Forbisher:

beth, daughter of Robert Ramsden, was the and, 4, Margery, daughter of Ambruse

father of three sons, John, Henry, and Tho- Peate, of London, and relict of Sir Jeron

mas, the two elder of whom became emi- Weston . He had issue by the first two of

nent in their respective vocations, John as these only.

a baron of the Exchequer, and Henry for his Henry, his son by his first wife, Fas

profound learning and his valuable publica- created a baronet in 1611, but the title died

tions — the memory of the latter being with him in 1632. From John, his son by

perpetuated in theuniversityof Oxford by his second wife, descended Sir John Sarile

his endowment of two professorships in who was installed a knight of the Bath ir

geometry and astronomy, which are dis- 1749, and created Baron Pollington in 1,5 %

tinguished by his name. and Earl of Mexborough in 1765, both in

John Savile was born at Over Bradley in the Irish peerage, the third possessor of

1545, and after studying at Brazenose Čol- whichtitlesstill enjoys thefamily estates

lege, Oxford, entered the Middle Temple, of Methley. ( Athen . Oxon. i. 773 ; Bruge

where he advanced to the office of reader Peerage, iv. 81 ; Wotton's Baronet. i. 153. )

in 1586. That he was a regular attendant SAXBY, or SAXILBY, EDWARD,

in the Common Pleas and Exchequer ( in placed on the bench of the Exchaque

the latter of which he probably practised ) on November 28, 1519, 3 Edward 11,

is apparent from his reports of cases decided when the patent merely describes him as

in those courts, which commence in Easter late clerk in the Remembrancer's Ofice.

Term 1580. He was about this time steward His re-appointment at the commencem -at

of the lordship of Wakefield, and wascalled of the reigns of Queens Vary and Eliza

on November 29,1592, to take the degree beth is recorded, and on September 3 )

of a serjeant-at-law . In less then tire 1562, the date of the patent of Thutas

years afterwards, on July 1 , 1598, he was Pymme, his successor, he is mentione]

raised to the bench as abaron of the Ex- lately deceased. No other event of his

chequer, being recommended by Lord Bur- private life is known than his marriagewith

leigh, though described by bim as a man Elizabeth, daughter of -- Fisher, of Los

of small living . ( Peck's Desid. Cur. b. v. worth in Oxfordshire, and relict of War

24.) He sat in that court for the remainder Woodcliffe, Esq., citizen and mercer o

of his life, King James renewing his patent London, lord of the manor of Worunler ia

in 1603 and knighting him , with the addi- Hertfordshire. (Gent. May. Nov. 18H

tional grant in 1604 of king's chief justice SAY, GEOFFREYDE, is inserted by Die

in thecounty palatineof Lancaster. ( Cal. dale among the judges of the king ': Berca

State Papers"[ 1603-10 ], 133.) In 1599 he in 1321-2, 15 Edward II .; but, for the

had been named as a commissioner de reasons previously given under the art 1237
schismate supprimendo' ( Rymer, xvi. 386 ) ; of William de Dyve, great doubt exit: *

and in Michaelmas Term 1606 he joined to the fact. This is almost confirmed by the

with his colleagues in giving judgment for additional circumstance that, though a di

the crown in the great case of impositions. tinguished member of an ancient and n bie

( State Trials, ii. 382.) This was one of family, there is no proof that he was said
the last legal duties he performed,his death in that court.

occurring on February 2,1607. His body Geoffrey de Say was descended for

was buried at St. Dunstan’s- in - the-West, in Picot de Say, a Shropshire ban'a in to

Fleet Street, London, but his heart was reign of the Conqueror. His father, Wi

6
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liam , who had large possessions in Kent, they were two persons, although the latter

besidessome in other counties, died in 23 was sometimes called by the former name,

Edward I., 1295 , leaving him an infant of and that the first derived his namefrom
fourteen years of age. He and his wife Scarborough, in the North Riding of York

Idonea, the daughter of William de Ley- shire, while the last obtained his from

bourne, attended the coronation of Edward Scorbrough, in the East Riding. Their

II. , in 1308 ; and he was first summoned disappearance as advocates from the Year

to parliament as a baron in 1313. He was Books arises from their both receiving

frequently called upon to perform military judicial appointments nearly at the same

services, but was never, as far as appears time — Scardeburgh in Ireland, in 1331–2;

from the records, employed judicially. It and Scorburghin England, in 1332.

is extremely probable, however, thatamong Robert de Scardeburgh stands at the
the numerous cominissions issued for the head of a commission of assize into the

trial of the adherents of Thomas de Badles- islands of Guernsey, Jersey, Sark, and

mere, thereshould have been one for his Alderney,in 5 Edward III . (Abb. Rot .Orig.

county of Kent ; and that he, as a baron ii . 57) ; and at the close of that year, 1331,

of that county , should have been named in he was made chief justice of the Common

it, and thus be entitled to the description Pleas in Ireland, in which character he is
of justiciarius regis, which Gervas of mentioned two years afterwards. In 8

Canterbury gives to him, and which Edward III. his services were transferred

every person so employed would bethen to the Court of King's Bench in England,

designated during the continuance of the of which he was constituted a judge on
commission. September 14 , 1334. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 113,

He died in 1321-2, the very year named 117, 120. )
by Dugdale as that of his judicial appoint- He was in a commission of array for

ment, leaving a son, also Geoffrey , only York in 13 Edward III. ( N. Foedera, ii .

serenteen years old, who succeeded him; 105 ); and on September 6 in that year,

but his male descendants failed in 1382, 1339, he changed his seat in the King's

and the barony is said to be in abeyance Bench with John de Shardelowe, for the

among the representatives of Idonea and latter's place as a judge of the Common

Joane, the two aunts of the last baron . In Pleas. In this court, however, he remained

1447, however, the grandson of Sir William little more than a year, resuming his seat

Fiennes, who had married the said Joane, in the King's Bench on January 8, 1341 ,

was summoned to parliament with the title and retaining it for nearly four years. He

of Lord Say and Sele, to which was added was then, in 1344, restored to his former

that of viscount in 1624. The viscounty position of chief justice of the Common

became extinct in 1781 ; but the barony Pleas in Ireland ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 135, 149 ) ;

still survived, and was carried through and in the same year two new seals were

females into the family of Twistleton. for the first time provided, by the advice of

( Leland's Collect. i. p. ii. 275 ;Baronage, i . the council, for sealing the judicial writs of

511 ; Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii . 1402 ; Nicolas's the two benches there, the custody of which

Synopsis.) was granted to him, with the fees ap

SCARDEBURG , ROGER DE, as abbot of pertaining to the duty. (Abb. Rot. Orig.

Whitby, headed the list of justices itinerant ii. 166.) His history terminates here, for

appointed for the county of Northumberland his name is not again mentioned .

in 10 Henry III., 1226. He was born at SCARLE, JOIN DE, was so called from a

Scarborough , and was elected to the ab- place of that name in Lincolnshire, in

bacy in 1222, having previously acquired which county some of his family were

great veneration during a long residence in located in the reign of Edward III . ( Abb.

the cell at Middleburgh Church. He was Rot. Orig. ii . 121, 155.) He was a clerk of

a man of considerable abilities, and, during the Chancery, of the higher grade, as early
the twenty -two years that he presided over as 6 Richard II. , 1382, from which year

the monastery, much advanced its interests till 1397 he was always one of the re

and increased its revenues. He died in 1244. ceivers of petitions in parliament, of which

(Rot. Claus. ii. 151 ; Charlton's Whitby, he also acted as clerk for the eight years

169-203.) between 9 and 17 Richard II. (Rot. Parl.

SCARDEBURGH , ROBERT DE. It has ii. 133–337.)

been generally believed that Robert de On July 22, 1394, he was raised to the

Scardeburgh, the justice, and Robert de office of keeper of the Rolls, and held it

Scorburgh, the baron of the Exchequer, about three years and two months, during

were one and the same person , from the which he several times acted as keeper of

names Scord , Scorb, and Scharde frequently the Great Seal , and it was in his possession

occurring among the advocates in the Year when Archbishop Arundel was removed on

Books of Edward II . and Edward III.,and November 23, 1396. On September 11

disappearing after the sixth year of the in the following year he resigned themaster

latter reign. It is certain, however, that ship of the Rolls, and resumed his position
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as clerk in the Chancery, as appears from dependence did not render him indolent. or

his witnessing under that title a charter prevent him from pursuingassiduously

to thecityof Norwich , dated February 6, thosestudieswhich would preparehimfor
1399. (Blomefield's Norwich, i. 118. ) the contests into which he was about to

After the arrest of King Richard he was enter. He joined the Northern Circuit and

appointed chancellor ; and Sir T. D. Hardy the Lancaster sessions, and for nearly a

gives September 5, 1399, as the date of the quarter of a century was doomed to remain

first privy seal bill addressed to him, so that as a junior counsel undecorated by a silk

heheld the office for twenty-five days of this gown. But long before that periodhad
unfortunate king's reign, being the whole elapsed his extraordinary merits and intel

of itsnominal remainder. Hewas of course lectual powers were appreciated both of the

not removed when Henry IV. was seated circuit and in the courts at Westminster.

on the throne, but he occupied the post for His extensive legal knowledge, his steady

little more than one year and five months attention to the work before him, hisque

under that king, delivering up the Seal in management and prudent judgment in the

full parliament on March 9, 1401. He con- conduct of his case, sooninspired clients
tinued, however, one of the king's council with entire confidence in his advice,and

for the rest of his life. ( Acts Privy Council, while yet in a stuff gown it was no uncom

i . 126–197 .) mon thing to see him entrusted with a

In the December following his retire- leading brief. In his arguments in bebe

ment he received the archdeaconry of Lin- he was remarkable for his ingenuity and
coln, which he enjoyed about a year, his acuteness, and for the peculiar power be

death occurring about April 1403. '(Le had , by subtle distinctions, of extricating
Neve, 156. ) the point in dispute from the involumects

His residence in London was in Chancery thatsurrounded it. It was considered tba:

Lane, on the site which is now known he had too great an influence over the

as Serjeants’ Inn. It is sometimes called judges, and it wassaid of him that hehad

* Tenementum ' and sometimes · Hospitium invented a machine, by a secret use of which

Domini Joh . Skarle,' and belonged to the in court he could always make the bead of

Bishops of Ely. a judge nod assent to his proposition.

SCARLETT, JAMES (LORD ABINGER) , This striking success rendered it impris

belonged to that branch of the family which sible any longer to refuse him the ad *

in the seventeenth century was settled in tomed distinction , and in 1816 be a

Sussex. His immediate ancestor, Thomas called within the bar as king's cours

Scarlett , of Eastbourne, migrated to Ja- From that time for the next eighteen years

maica, where his brother Captain Francis he enjoyed such an ascendeney in the

Scarlett had established himself soon after courts that it became an actual race bere

Cromwell's conquest of that island in 1655, tween litigants which should secure his

and sat in the first assembly. Thomas be- services in the impending contest, and tb

came possessed of large estates there, and loser felt that one of his best chancexx

his descendants were men of considerable success was snatched from him . His ir

wealth , Robert Scarlett, the fourth in fluence over juries was wonderful-sim

lineal succession from Thomas, by his mar- called it magical ; it was not obtained by

riagewith Elizabeth Anglin, a great-great- anyextraordinary eloquence,for he seemed
granddaughter of Henry Laurence, who carefully to avoid any rhetoricalflouri-bes

was president of Cromwell's council, had but it was produced by laying before

several sons, two of whom attained' high them in clear and simple language such a

legal honours - one, the subject ofthepresent well -digested exposition of the case of this

sketch, as chief baron of the English Ex- client as made it appear that he hinei

chequer; and the other, the youngest son , was satisfied of its justice, and that they

Sir William Anglin Scarlett, as chief justice had no choice but to endorse his opinia by

of Jamaica . their verdict. There was no apparent

James Scarlett, who was the second son , effort in his argument, no violent erre

was born in Jamaica in 1769, and was soon sion in his address, no attempt at briliant

sent to England for the purpose of education. periods ; but the impression was efferies

He was entered at a very early age as a by an easy, gentlemanly, and collaud

fellow commoner of Trinity College, Cam- appeal to their understandings — perhaps
bridge, and took his degrees of B.A.in 1790, in some degree heightened by his haal.com

and of M.A. in 1794. In the meantime person, his musical voice, and pro

having entered the Inner Temple, he was countenance. Yet, when the image

called to the bar on July 28, 1791.His demanded it, neither energy nor eley **
marriage in the next yearwith Louisa Hen- was wanting. Coleridge, in his lates

rietta, daughter of Peter Campbell, Esq., of Talk ' (June 29, 1833), says I think i

Kilmory in Argyleshire, shows that he did James Scarlett's speech for the dealers

not rely wholly on his success at the bar for in the late action of Cobbelt s . The Times

the support of a family ; but his early in- for a libel , worthy of the best agnosea
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Greece or Rome, though to be sure some and on the Duke of Wellington assuming

of his remarks could not have been very the administration Sir James retired from

palatable to his clients .' Whether the his office in January 1828, to resume it,

case was trifling or important, he took the however, in June 1829, when Sir Charles

same pains for his client, and seemed to be Wetherell, his successor, resigned in disgust

equally interested in the result . One of at the liberal measures proposed by theduke.

his greatest merits was that when he was With the accession of King William IV.

engaged in a cause his services might came the triumph of the whigs, in Novem

always be relied upon . He disdained to ber 1830, and the consequent removal of

adoptthe vicious practice ofsome barristers, Sir James, who from his first entrance into

then far too common, of wandering about office had been gradually approaching those

from court to court, and taking contempo- conservative, but liberal, principles which

raneous briefs in all, to the damage of for the whole remainder of his life he con

those whose retainers and even whose sistently maintained. His permanent change

briefs they had accepted, and many has of opinion was no doubt confirmed by the

been the time when Mr. Scarlett, deserted coldness, and what he deemed the ingra

by those employed in the same cause, has titude, of the leaders of the whig party,

borne the brunt of a long day's investiga- who forgot that he accepted office at their

tion sole and unaided. He occasionally request, or at least with their approbation .

expressed his indignation against what he During the time that he executed the

deemed dishonesty in practice or conduct functions of attorney -general he lost some

with great severity, and soon after he of his popularity by his prosecutions of the

became a king's counsel an action was ' Atlas ' and Morning Post' for libels ;

brought against him for a lashing animad- but he amended the law relating to them

version he had administered to an attorney by an act modifying the provisions of the

at the York assizes. A verdict was given six acts against public libels. To h m the

in his favour, which was afterwards con- profession is indebted for several improve

firmed by the full court in London , on the ments in the administration of justice. He

ground that for words spoken by a counsel got rid of the movable terms, and placed

* pertinent and relative to the matter in their commencement and their close upon

dispute ' an action could not be maintained. fixed days in the year ; and heprepared the

With the natural ambition to enter par- | bill for the abolition of the Welsh judi

liament, he contested the borough of Lewes cature and for enabling the judges of West

twice, in 1812and 1816, both times un- minster Hall to administer justice on

successfully. But in 1818 Lord Fitz- circuit throughout the Principality ; at the

williain provided him with a seat as the same time extending the number of the
representative of Peterborough . In 1822 judges from twelve to fifteen.

he stood a contest for the university of Joining in a bold opposition to the

Cambridge, but was again defeated. He various measures of radical reform that

afterwards sat for Maldon, then for Cock- were then introduced, and largely increas

ermouth, and lastly, at the first election ing his fortune by his undisputed ascend

after the first Reform Act, for the city of ency in the courts, he awaited a change in

Norwich . In the senate he was not so the administration with the certainty of

successful as in the forum . The easy style then receiving the reward of his labours.

which commanded the attention of juries That change was delayed till 1834, when
was not altogether suitable to a more Sir Robert Peel became minister. Sir

enlightened andcritical audience, and failed James Scarlettwas then, on December 24,

to produce any deep impression. In politics constituted lord chief baron of the Exche

he ranked at first as a moderate whig, and quer. In the next month he was created

supported Sir Samuel Romilly in his Baron Abinger of Abinger in Surrey, an

efforts towards the amelioration of the estate he had purchased , being the first

criminal law. He also introduced a propo- chief baron who received while in that office

sition for the improvement of the Poor the honour of thepeerage.

Laws, which , though not then encouraged, His reputation as a judge did not equal

was the groundwork of future legislation. his fameas an advocate. He had too much

When something like an amalgamation of the habit of deciding which of the two

parties took place on Mr. Canning's be- parties in a cause was in the right, and

coming prime minister in April 1827, Mr. arguing in his favour; while juries, who

Scarlett, with the consent of the whig had been accustomed to be led by his

leaders and the approval of his patron pleadings as a counsel, refused to submit to

Earl Fitzwilliam , accepted the office of his dictation as a judge. The consequence

attorney - general on the 27th of that month , wus that he frequently lost verdicts which,
and was as usual knighted. Before the had he shown less bias, would have been

end of the year the death of Mr. Canning, conformable to his opinion. He presided

and the failure of Lord Goderich , his suc- in the Exchequer for nearly ten years, and

cessor, brought that ministry to an end, attended the Norfolk Circuit in the spring
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a

a

of 1844, apparently in full healthand vigour. | III., the record callinghim Scorburgh, by

But after sitting in court at Bury St. which name he received knighthood in the

Edmunds, and going through the business same year. ( Dugdale's Orig. 102.) He is

of the day with his accustomed clearness also so named in the following year, in the

and skill, till seven o'clock in the evening, record commissioning him to treat with the

he was two hours after struck with paralysis, Earl of Flanders (N. Fædera, ü . 875 ),

which left him speechless, and in five days while at this time his contemporary Robert
terminated his life,on April 7. His remains de Scardeburg was chief justice of the
were removed for interment at Abinger. Common Pleas in Ireland .

His first wife, after producing to him After this we hear nothing of him till

three sons and two daughters, died in 1829, his death in 14 Edward III . , when it ap

and left hima widower for fourteen years. pears, by the document above referred to,

In 1843, the last year of his life, he married, that his property was committed to the

secondly, the daughter of Lee Steere Steere, custody of Wolfand de Clistere, because

Esq., of Jayes in Surrey, andthe widow of Thomas, his son and heir, was an idiot .

the Rev. H. J. Ridley ,of Ockley, by whom SCOTHOU , WILLIAM DE, to whom no

he left no children . His eldest daughter reference whatever is made, except in Dug

married Lord Campbell, and before he dale's list of justices itinerant för Kent in

attained that title was honoured with a 22 Edward III., 1348, probably took his

peerage in her own right as Baroness name from a parish so called in Norfolk

Stratheden . His eldest son enjoyed the A Peter de Scothow was returned member

title after him till 1861 , and was succeeded for Norwich in 12 Edward II .

by the present, the third, baron. The chief SCOTRE, ROGER DE, was possessed of

baron's second son, Sir James Yorke Scar- |Coringham and several other manons in

lett, K.C.B.,has acquired great fame as a Lincolnshire. In 1309, 3 Edward IL, be

soldier; and his youngest son, Peter Camp- and Edmund Passelegh, designated as ea .

bell Scarlett, has gained considerable dis- jeants, were appointed to transact the king's

tinction as a diplomatist. business of pleas, and were directed 1 )

SCORBURGH, ROBERT DE , took his name appear at the Exchequer on Michaelmes

from Scorbrough in the East Riding of day to do as the king and his council sbout :

Yorkshire, and was sometimes called by order. OnJuly 17, 1310, 4 Edward II., be
the name of Robert de Scardeburgh. Under was constituted a baron of the Excheque,

the name of Scorburgh he had a licence in and in the same year was the first cand

17 Edward II. to assign a lay fee in Bever- of three justices of assize for six counties

ley and Etton ; and on his death, in 14 of which Lincoln was one. His tenure of

Edward III., he is described, under the office was very short, for he died before

name of Scardeburgh , as possessing the March 3, 1312, when his successor, Water

manor of Scorby, and also property. in de Norwich , received his patent.
Stamford Bridge and Etton, both of which He left a wife, called both Agnes god

are in the East Riding, and in the neigh- Elizabeth, and an only daughter, nenn

bourhood of Beverley and Scorbrough. Elizabeth, who died a minor.

(Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 274, ii . 136.) No ques- SCOTT, WILLIAM . The name of Sett

tion, however, can be entertained that was so common even at this early perid

Robert de Scorburgh and his contemporary, that it is difficult to speak with certaiat

Robert de Scardeburgh, were not, as has of the family of this William Scott. 1 :

been asserted,the same individual. Robert H. Phillips, in his “ Grandeur of the lar '

de Scorburgh's connection with the law | (1684), is right in saying that Sir Tbins
appears from his being employed on special Scott, then of Scott's Hall in Kent,

commissions in Yorkshire in 16 and 20 descended from him , it would seem that

Edward II . ( Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. 1406 ); the originalname of the family was Rs :

in both of which he is called Scorburgh, and that William , the brother of Jube

and is evidently added to the regular Baliol, King of Scotland, who frants
judges, as a serjeant is in the present day. wrote his name as William de BB

In 18 Edward II. he was appointed also on Scot, after the contest for the crowl in tà
a commission of enquiry, his name being reign of Edward I. had terminated in is

then spelled Scoreburgh. Again , in 2 Ed- brother's overthrow , politicalls drored

ward III. there is a petition to parliament patronymic, and retained only tbe nag

by the people of Scartheburgh, relative addition he had assumed. In the maig

to a trial before Robert de Scoresburgh Edward III. this family was seated ia *

and his companions, justices of Oyer and parish of Braborne in Kent, and it sr4

Terminer in that town ; and in the fourth till Henry VI.'s time that they remondi

year he was amongst the justices itinerant Scott's Hall, a manor in the neighbours:

into Derbyshire, as Scorburgh. (Rot. Parl. parish of Smeeth . ( Hasted, vii. 3. )

i . 420, ii . 28. ) William Scottwasa pleader in the auta
He was raised to the bench of the Ex- from 3 Edward III., and was made con

chequer on November 2, 1332, 6 Edward the king's serjeants in the righth year, tz

a
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March 18 , 1337, 11 Edward III ., hewas there, which consisted of the first trades

raised to the bench of the Common Pleas, men in the place. He married Jane, the

but was removed into the King's Bench on daughter of Henry Atkinson of Newcastle,

May 2, 1339,and was promoted to the chief by whom he had thirteen children , the

justiceship of that court on January 8, 1341. fourth of whom , and eldest son, William ,

He still held that office at his death in 20 became judge of the High Court of Ad

Edward III., 1346, though Dugdale by mis- miralty, and was created Lord Stowell

take transfors him to the Common Pleas as in 1821; and the eighth of whom , and

chief justice there in 1342. (Abb. Rot. third and youngest son, was John Scott,

Orig. ii. 179.) the lord chancellor.

OneHumphrey Hunney, probably a dis- John Scott was born in Love Lane,

contented suitor, having complained that Newcastle, on June 4, 1751. He was first

the chief justice had awarded an assize con- sent to the Royal Grammar School there,

trary to law , was imprisoned, judged , fined , where he made great progress under his

and ransomed for the offence. ( State Trials, excellent master, the Rev. Hugh Moises.
ii. 1024.) The anecdote book, which he wrote late in

His descendants numbered among them life for the amusement of his grandchildren,

many eminent in offices of trust, as well in contains many of his adventures while

the state as in the county ; and the next- there, and the floggingsinflicted upon him ,

noticed John Scott, chief baron, is said to which in this delicate and effeminate age

have been of the same family, which was would be called indecent and cruel. În

not extinct at the end of the last century. May 1766, his father, who had intended to

SCOTT, JOnn, is said by Phillips, in his bring him up to his own business, was

"Grandeur of the Law ,' to have been a de- persuaded to send him to Oxford by his

scendant from the above William Scott, eldest son William , who had by this time

but no means are supplied for tracing the become fellow and tutor of University

pedigree. College. There he was instructed under

An apprentice of hisname ismentioned the tuition of his brother, and was elected
inthe Year Books in 20 Henry VII. , 1504, to a fellowship in 1767. . He took his

who probably was the same person who on degree of B.A. in 1770, andin 1771, being

January 8, ' 1513, 4 Henry VIII., had a then under twenty, gained Lord Lichfield's

grant in reversion to be chief baron of the prize for English prose, the subject being

Exchequer, then held by Sir William Hody. The Advantages and Disadvantages of·
( Cal. State Papers ( 1509-14 ), 470.) His Foreign Travel. On November 19, 1772,)

name does not occur as a judge in any of he was guilty of the apparent indiscretion

the reporters; and his accession to and con- of running away with Elizabeth, daughter

tinuance on the bench is only to be inferred of Aubone Surtees, Esq ., a banker at

from the fact that a new chief baron, John Newcastle ; and though the couple were

Fitz -James, was appointed in February quickly forgiven by their parents, they felt
1521 . for some years the effect of their impru

Dugdale mentions a John Scott who re- dence. The husband was, of course,

ceived a patent as third baron on May 15, obliged to give up his fellowship, and,

1528 , being six years after the appointment resigning his hope of a provision in the

of John Fitz - James as chiefbaron. If this Church, to support himself and his wife on

be the same man as John Scott the chief the very small provision madefor them .

baron in reversion, he must either have not Adopting the law as his alternative, he

taken the place under the patent,or have entered the Middle TempleonJanuary28,

been removed to make way for Fitz -James, 1773, and in the following month took his

and replaced in an inferior seat on the bench degree of M.A. During his three years of

at this time; but history is totally silent on probation he spent no more time in Lon

the subject, and the name of Scott was so don than was necessary for the keeping of

common as to defy the endeavours of the his terms, but was employed in assisting his

most industrious to determinewhether this brother as tutor at University College, and

third baron was or was not the same indi- in acting asdeputy Vinerian professor to Sir

vidual. He is named two years afterwards Robert Chambers. While so engaged, he

as one of the commissioners to enquire into pursued his legal studies with somuch

the possessions of CardinalWolsey in Sur- perseverance and energy that his health

rey. ( Rymer, xiv. 402.) was seriously endangered, rising every day

SCOTT, JOHN ( EARL OF ELDON), was the atj four in the morning, and reading at
grandson of William Scott of Sandgate in night with a wet towel round his head to

Newcastle-upon -Tyne, who exercised the prevent him from falling asleep. At the
trade of a ' fitter of coals, and was the end of 1775 he removed to London with
owner of several ' keels ;' and the son of his family , now increased by an infantson,

William Scott, who pursued the same and took up his abode in Cursitor Street.

occupation, was a freeman of Newcastle, He had the advantage of spending the

and member of the Hoastman’s Company interval before his .call to the bar in the
QQ
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office of Mr. Duane,where he acquired a No. 42 Gower Street , where he lived

perfect knowledge of conveyancing. That about thirteen years before he went to
of pleading he obtained with no other Bedford Square.

instruction than naturally resulted from He was a favourite with Lord Thurlow ,

his own industry in copying precedents. who proved his friendship by purposely

On February 9, 1776, he was called to the refusing him a commissionership of bank

bar, and removed into Carey Street, and rupts, and thus forcing him to work. He

in November following his father died. received a patent of precedence on June 4,

Though by that event his circumstances 1783, when he was elected a bencher of

were slightly improved, his business for his inn. In the same month he was

some time gave him no addition . In the through Lord Thurlow's recommendatina.

first year his whole receipt amounted to elected member for Lord Weymouth's

half a guinea, and though he went the borough of Weobly. In the succeedin:

Northern Circuit, few briefs were entrusted session of parliament Mr. Fox broust:

to him . But he made friends with the forward his famous East India Bill, which

leaders, and gained some experience by Mr. Scott strenuously opposed, and the

observing how they managed their causes. defeat of which was the dismissal of the

He at first attended the common law Coalition Ministry. The storm that followed

courts, but soon fancying that Lord Mans- ended in a dissolution. Mr. Scott, in the

field did not encourage young lawyers who new parliament, again represented Wendis,

were not educated at Westminster and and soon acquired such an ascendency by

Christ Church, he left the King's Bench, his arguments in support of Mr. Let's
and joined the Chancery bar, then not ministry as to compel Jr. For's

exceeding twelve or fifteen in number. admiration and respect.

There his progress was so little encou- In March 1787 he was appointed chas

raging that he had almost determined to cellor of Durham by Lord Thurias

retire to his native town as a provincial brother, the bishop ; and in June of =>

counsel, and had even taken a house there, next year he was selected by Mr. Pitt :

not without hope of being elected recorder solicitor-general, when he was knighted.

in the event of a vacancy. His prospects, One of his first duties on the reassembin.

however, were materially altered by of parliament was to support the measuns

decision which Lord Thurlow pronounced consequent on the king's illness, in the pa

in the case of Ackroyd v . Smithson, in formance of which heso greatly sijaan

accordance with an argument which he himself thathe received the king's persies

had made, against not only the opinion of thanks.

Sir Thomas Sewell, the master of the So high was his reputation at this tista .

Rolls (Brown's Chanc. Cases, i. 505 ; 2 ) and so extensive his practice, that he was

Jarman's Powell, 77 et seq.) , but even enabled in 1792 to invest 2.2.0004. in the

contrary to the expectations of his own purchase of Eldon, an estate in the sout

client. He soon after had the good fortune, part of the county of Durham , and todete

by one of those accidents which occasion- the whole of its rents to its improven -a :

ally happen, to be very suddenly engaged From this estate he afterwards to be

as leading counsel in the Clitheroe election first title of nobility. Early in the DI:

case, for which he had but four hours to year (February 13, 1793 ), in the midst

prepare. He exhibited so much ability the anxieties consequent upon the Fr

that Sir James Mansfield and Mr. Wilson, Revolution, he succeeded to the otis

both afterwards judges,strongly encouraged attorney -general, and upon him deroits.

him to remain in London, the latter offer the difficult duty of concerting and to

ing to insure him 4001. the next year. ing into effect the measures necesar :

From that time his success was no longer counteract the seditious principles that -

doubtful in Westminster Hall, and his then too prevalent in this country . Rer

practice on the circuit, which it was then lutionary agitators formed themselves is :

the custom of Chancery men to attend, associations,which , under the prete ?

was equally increased , aided by some im- seeking a reform in parliament, bal ve

portant causes in which he had the good seriousobjects in contemplation, tecdizzi

luck to lead and to be triumphant. At the deposition of the king . To

Carlisle, however, he had no business till , these was the great object of the mirise.

by the absence of another counsel, he was and to this end it was determined to

engaged to defend an old woman for an secute the leading instigators. The sel

assault, and succeeded by a joke in getting quent trials of Hardy, Horne Taki

her off with only nominal damages. This Thelwall , who, by the eloquence of Exsin

immediately procured him briefs to the and the learning ofGibbs,narrowly

amount of seventy guineas,where he had conviction for high treason, sucreate

not received one for seven years before. satisfying the public of the danger by

He had now taken up his residence in societies, and eventually in putting

Powis Place, and afterwards removed to to the seditious agitation ; and Sir Jan
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Scott, though much abused by one party called ' All the Talents. He then, on Fe

for his attempt to establish what they bruary 7, resigned the Great Seal into the

termed constructive treason, ' was as much hands of Lord Erskine.

applauded by the other for the energy and Ere fourteen months were expired that

learning, humanity and courage, with which administration was dismissed on the Catho

he conducted the several prosecutions. lic question, and Lord Eldon resumed his

Before, however, the agitation had subsided, seat as lord chancellor on April 1 , 1807.

it became necessary to introduce bills for He held it undisturbed for the next twenty

further security in this and the succeeding years under the premierships of the Duke

parliament of 1796 , to which he was re- of Portland, Mr. Perceval, and Lord

turned for Boroughbridge instead of Weobly. i Liverpool—a period pregnant with the

The preparation and support of these most important events in the political and
measures devolved principally on the at- domestic history of the country. The

torney -general, as well as several prose- malicious attack upon the Duke of York;

cutions for seditious writings and other the duel between Lord Castlereagh and

political offences. Canning, causing the break -up of the Duke

In July 1799 his official labours termi- of Portland's ministry ; the negotiations

nated by the death of Sir James Eyre, chief following, and the pluck of Mr. Perceval

justice of the Common Pleas, to which in undertaking thepremiership, all occurred

office he claimed the right of succession. during the first three years, and naturally

It was accorded to him on two conditions- occasioned him much anxiety, which was

one, by Mr. Pitt, that he should accept a not diminished by Lord Granville's defeat

peerage, so that his services in parliament ing him by about a dozen votes in the con

might not be lost ; and the other by the test for the chancellorship of Oxford. But

king, that he should not refuse the Great ' he found comfort in his disappointment in

Seal when he should be called upon to the conviction that had the Duke of Beau
accept it. He was sworn of the privy : fort, who stood upon the same interest,
council on July 17 ; on the 18th he retired as at first was intimated, he would

received his patent as Baron Eldon; and have had a triumphant majority over his

on the 19th he was appointed lord chief political rival.

justice of the Common Pleas. Though he In November 1810 the parliament opened

held that office less than two years, he without the usual commission, the king

more than fulfilled the expectations of those being visited by an attack which prevented

who could appreciate his powers. In the him from affixing the sign -manual, and

exercise of his judicial functions he ex- which unfortunately could not be subdued

hibited none of the doubt and hesitation as the former one had been , but lasted for

which were ascribed to him in his subse- the tey remaining years of his life. This

quent career ; but both before and after the led to a renewal of the conflicts of 1788-9,

death of his colleague, Mr. Justice Buller, relating to the restrictions to be put upon

he sustained the high character of his court the regency, in the conduct of which Lord

by his excellent decisions. Eldonwas treated with the bitterest acri

When Mr. Pitt resigned, on the subject mony by Lord Grey and the expectant

of the Catholic question, Lord Eldon, in ministers. The prince regent not only, to

performance of his promise to the king, the surprise of the whigs, kept the tories

accepted the Great Seal on April 14, 1801, in office during the year limited for the re

but, owing to the temporary illness of his strictions imposed upon him , but, to their

majesty, did not resign the chief justiceship infinite disgust and disappointment, still

till May 21, discharging the duties of both continued to repose his contidence in the

offices during the interval. Before the old ministers when that year had expired.

close of the year he was appointed high Lord Eldon was thus confirmed in his

steward of the university of Oxford, of position, but had to submit to the attacks
which his brother, Sir William Scott, was in the House of Commons of Michael

at that time the representative in par- Angelo Taylor on the alleged delays in the

liament. During the ministry of Mr. Ad- Court of Chancery, and in the appeals in

dington and his successor, the chancellor the House of Lords. A more serious visi

was treated with the utmost confidence by tation soon followed in the assassination of

the king, whose occasional attacks of illness Mr. Perceval, the prime minister, by Bel

gave great embarrassmentto the government, lingham , on May 11 , 1812. This had

which were not diminished by the differ- nearly broken up the ministry ; but the

ences which existed between the Prince of negotiations with the whig party failing,

Wales and his father. On Mr. Pitt's re- the prince regent was compelled, not un

sumption of power in 1804 Lord Eldon willingly, to go on with them ; and the

was continued in his office , and retained it glorious successes of the British arms under

till the death of that great minister, on the Duke of Wellington , which led to the

January 23, 1806, which made way for restoration of the Bourbon king to France,

Lord Granville's and Mr. Fox's ministry, i established them firmly in the confidence
QQ 2
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of the country. In the corn-law riots of personal solicitation of the king,be had been
1816 the mob broke into Lord Eldon's induced to withdraw . When , however,

house in Bedford Square, and he himself Lord Liverpoolwas seized with an affliction

narrowlyescaped byretiring into the gar- which terminated his political existence,

den of the British Museum . Returning and the governmentwasre-organised under

thence, not with a band of fifty chosen Mr. Canning, Lord Eldon felt thathe could

men, ' but with a corporate guard of four, no longer continue as the colleague of a

hedrove back themob, showing the greatest minister whoadopted opinions with respect

bravery and presence of mind, and capturing to the Catholic question in direct opposition
two of them with his own hands. " In the to those he had himself all along advocated

same year Bonaparte's escape from Elba He therefore, on April 30, 1827, resigned

obliged the government to make extra- the Seal, which he had holden for the

ordinary efforts, leading to the crowning | space of a quarter of a century , minns little

victory of Waterloo,andresulting in Bona- more than a month . His successor was Lord

parte's delivering himself up to England, Lyndhurst.

and his final detention in the island of St. At the time of his retirement he was in

Helena. the seventy -sixth year of his age, but be

On the death of George III., on January did not then wholly withdraw from the

29, 1820, the prince regent as king for the political world. During many of the eleres

third time placed the Great Seal in the years that he survived he took an actin

hands of Lord Eldon . In the following but ineffectual part in opposing the nume

month he escaped assassination by the rous innovations that were introduced in

timely discovery of the Cato Street con- the legislature. To his strictly consci-p

spiracy to murder all the ministers at a tious, if mistaken, feelings, the repeal of the

cabinetdinner given by Lord Harrowby. Test and Corporation Acts, the Emaneira

Soon after followed the queen's trial, in tion of the Catholics, and the Reform B !

which his conduct as speaker of the House were peculiarly distressing. He saw nothicz

ofLords was the subject of unmixed praise ; that would result from the two latter bar

and he was so fully convinced, from the the most calamitous effects upon the are

evidence produced, that she was guilty of stitution, and during the time he lived after

the crime charged in the preamble to the them he had not much reason to alter his

bill, that he moved the second reading in a opinion. The former of them only led to

powerful speech . Though the bill was new demands from the Catholic agitators,

prudently withdrawn, the queen’s tempo- and amidst the various mischiefs and pur

rary popularity soon subsided, and was not tialities of the latter of them, the souters

restored by her unadvised and unsuccessful benefit it conferred was the shortening

attempt to take part in the king's corona- period of elections. He looked with scanh

tion. Previous to that solemnity the king less disgust at the various speculative al

insisted, much against Lord Eldon's inclina- terations in the law that were from time to

tion , on promoting him to a higher rank in time propounded. He had removed free

the peerage; and he was accordingly created Bedford Square to Hamilton_Place, as!

ViscountEncombe and Earl of Eldon on there and at his mansion at Encombe be

July 7, 1821, the viscounty being named continually resided ,with occasional jour -ta

from his estate in the Isle of Purbeck in to his property in Durham . His life ter

Dorsetshire, purchased by him in the year minated on January 13, 1838, in Hamilton

1807, where he spent all his vacations. Place, by a gradual decay of bodily strength

For the first seven years of the new reign but in the preservation of his intellect szi

Lord Eldon retained his place under the spirits to the last. His remains were it

same prime minister, Lord Liverpool, no moved to Encombe for interment in te

otherwise disturbed in his political feelings family vault which he had built at Kingsto

than by the pressure of the Catholic claims, for the reception of Lady Eldon , who be

and the gradualadvance of radical opinions. lost in 1831, after a union of fifty-size

He was, however, personally annoyed by years.

the captious attacks that were annually Living in the reigns of five succeste

made upon him and his court in the House sovereigns, one the longest in the angels si

of Commons, by those who, seeing the England, enjoying high office in the sote

powerful influence he exercised in the state, for the long period of fifty years, it woch?

were desirous of forcing him to resign. But have been a miracle if, whateverwer bis

these attacks produced the contrary effect, deserts, he should wholly hare escape
and prompted him boldly to repel them , and censure . But even the small party which

to refrain from insisting on a retirement delighted to attack him were oblin '

which for several years he had repeatedly acknowledge his superior merits. Thessada

pressed upon the government, butwhich , at mitted his eminent talents, bis elterste

one time from the representations of 'his learning, the wonderful readiness e

colleagues that his secession would break application, and the justice of his decis.es.

up the ministry, and at another from the They could not deny his patience in listen
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ing to the arguments of counsel, his cour- , twoadditionalvice -chancellors and two lord

teousness to the bar, and his conciliatory justices of appeal—thus proving the injus

demeanour to all ; but they charged him tice of their attack upon Lord Eldon , and

with a habit of doubting everything, and acknowledging that the business of the court

attributed to it all the delays of the Court could notbe despatched by the efforts of a
of Chancery . This disposition to hesitate single individual.

was a judicial defect with which he was of his profound knowledge and superior

undoubtedly chargeable ; but the most excellence as judge it is not surprising

candid and best informed of his adversaries that thetestimonyofsuch men as Mr.

in politics could not help allowing that it Charles Butler, Lord St. Leonard's, Lord

arose from an over-anxiety to do strict jus- Lyndhurst, and a host of others, should be

tice to the litigants. The epigrammatic expressed in the strongest terms; but that

turn of the following lines shows how his his principal opponents, Lord Brougham ,
slowness was estimated in comparison with Sir Samuel Romilly, and more of the same

the quick injustice' of his vice -chancellor, party, at the very moment of their attack,
Sir John Leach : should speak of him in the same eulogistic

manner,proves the universal acknowledg
In Equity's high court there are

ment of his merits. Without being brilliant
Two sad extremes, ' tis clear ;

Excessive slowness strikes us there, as an orator, his speeches were highly effec

Excessive quickness here. tive from his reasoning powers ; and with

out being remarkable for wit, he had a
Their source, 'twixt good and evil, brings

A difficulty nice ;
great deal of quiet humour, and was

The first from Eldon's virtue springs, peculiarly happy in his retorts and repartees.

The latter from his Vice. By the courtesy of his demeanour, by the

solidity of his judgment, and by the

This habit of dubitation was grossly ex- straightforward consistency of his conduct

aggerated solely for party. purposes, A he acquired the respect of the Peers, among

hope was entertained by his political an- whom, while he presided, he gained the

tagonists that the personal annoyance he utmost ascendency. By the bar and the

suffered would induce his resignation, and officers of his court he was beloved beyond

the consequent defeat of the ministry of any other head ; and in his private lite he

which he was one of the main supports. was the kindest and most amiable of men.

Few indeed were the cases in whichthey None who had the happiness of being con

could make their charge good ; and he not nected with him , or the privilege of practis

only justified, but continued the practice, ing under him , but must regard his memory

upon the principle that extreme care to give with affection and veneration ; and as he

a right decision prevented not only the was to the last hour of his life, so he will

annoyance and expense of appeal in the case be for the time to come, recognised as the

before him , but also future litigation on the unflinching supporter of the constitution.

same class of subjects. The consequences Of his six children two daughters only

were such as he anticipated ; and thejudge survived him , one of whom married

ments of Lord Eldon are not only treated George Stanley Repton , Esq. , and the
with the greatest respect, but regarded as other the Rev. Edward es. His eldest

of the highest authority. There is little son , John, left a son, who succeeded his

justice in attributing to him the delays of grandfather as second earl, upon whose

his court and the increase of arrears, since death his son, also John, became the third

the complaints were mere repetitions of the and present earl.

same outcry which had been heard against SCOTT, THOMAS. See T. ROTHERAM.

the Court of Chancery for hundreds of years SCROGGS, WILLIAM . The last four of the

aggravated by the increase of population chief justices of theKing's Benchin the

and the spread of commerce, both neces- reign of CharlesII. - Scroggs, Pemberton,

sarily leading to a multiplication of litiga- Saunders, and Jeffreys — may be cited as re

tion to an immense degree. Even with the markable proofs of the general profligacy of

stupendous exertions of Lord Eldon (and the period, each having been elevated to

they exceeded those of any former chan- bis high position notwithstanding the

cellor) he could not with the most extra- notorious looseness of his early life . The

ordinary despatch keep pace with the per- obloquy which is attached to the name of

petual advances made upon the list of causes Scroggs may serve as a warning to every
set down for his hearing ; and it was at man to avoid obsequiousness to those from
length found necessary to give him assis- whom favour flows. An apostate, from

tance in clearing off some of the arrears by party spirit, ambition, or personal interest,

appointing a vice-chancellor. To this pro- to principles he had once strongly advocated,

posal the mostviolent oppositionwas raised will ever be repudiated by both parties and

by the adverse party ; yet they themselves, defended by neither. If there are any good

when they came into power, added four points in his character they will be miscon

more judges to the same court - namely, strued or misrepresented ; and if there is
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the least blot in his escutcheon he will be together with his interest at court, he
sure to have obtained the honour of knighthood. He is

all his faults observed, designated by his title in a petition which

Set in a note -book, learn'd and conned by rote , he preferred in April 1665, alleging that, it

To cast into his teeth.
being his duty to walk before the lind

Such was the fate of Sir William Scroggs, mayor on certain days of solemnity, but

whose extravagant zeal for each of the con- being unable to do so from wounds sus
tending parties, as he supposed one or the tained in the cause of the late king, he had

other to be in the ascendant, led to the been therefore suspended from his place,

usual consequence - bis fall between both ; and praying redress. ( Cal. State Papers

his name being blackened so universally ( 1661-5 ), 310.) In April 16tis he was

that scarcely any writer shows the slightest assigned as counsel for Sir William Pena,

tenderness to his memory, except Anthony and in June 1669 was summoned to take
Wood in his “ Athena Oxonienses' (iv . the degree of the coif, and in the very

115 ). Even his lineage does not escape next term promoted to be king's seri-ari.

calumny, and his reputed low birth, which ( North's Lives, 151; State Triols, visit

in the height of his popularity would be 1 Siderfin , 435.) Roger North perhaps

mentioned to his credit, is blazoned as an speaks too strongly when he says tha:

addition to his disgrace when the tables Chief Justice Hale detested him ; but tha:
are turned . estimable judge could have little regard ::

How true Sir William Dugdale's asser- a man of Scroggs's character. Being artistes
tion that his father was . a one -eyed on a King's Bench warrant for assault and

butcher near Smithfield Bars, and his battery, the chief justice and the wis
mother a big fat woman with a red face court refused him the privilegeof a serjaaa .

like an ale -wife,' may be, can only be on the ground that the proceeding way.
collected from the fact that the squibs against him only, but against him :

written against the chief justicemade per- , another. (2 Levinz, 129 ; 3 Kible, 4241
petual allusion to his father's business, and Lord Danby was his principal para

from the failure of any account of his 'and to his intluence Scrogrs entirely owe.

ancestors or family. A. Wood says that his next advances, as he had no repatxa
his father was of the same name, and that in his profession. On October 23, 17*
he was born at Deddington in Oxfordshire . a seat on the bench of the Camo u

But in whatever business his father had |Pleas was given to him , and nin-:**
been engaged, it is clear that he was a man / months afterwards Sir Richard Ranir:

of some intelligence, and must have ac- was discharged to make war for hin 24

quired a comfortable fortune, inasmuch as lord chief justice of the king's Best

he showed his desire and his power to which he was appointed on May 31, 13

give his son a good education by sending The Reports are so silent as to his presie
him to the university of Oxford . Entered professional career that the three
at first at Oriel College in 1639, when at during which he presided in this courtu .
the age of 16 , he soon after removed to be almost said to contain the whole

Pembroke College, where he took the tory of his legal life . It presents scots
degree of B.A. in 1640, and of M.A. in combination of ignorance , ' arrozan . 23

1643. He entered Gray's Inn in February brutality as fully to justify tbe cers
1640, but was not called to the bar till almost universally pronounced upat

June 1653, the delay perhaps arising judicial appointments of the latter part
from the disturbed state of the country. this reign .

He was enabled about 1662, either by his The Popish Plot was first started

practice or his patrimony, to purchase the after his advancement, and, from a LLE

estate of Southweald in Essex, which had taken idea of the inclinations of the car.
formerly had Lord Chancellor Rich and he thought he should be doing an 2 .

Lord Chief Justice Anthony Browne for able service to the king by taking & ****

its owners. ( Morant, i . 111.)
part against the supposed participation

A bold front, a handsome person , an it , at the same time that he was in

easy elocution, and a ready wit are strong for himself an immensepopularitsar
recommendations for a young barrister. its deluded believers. When the inis *

The possession of these introduced Scroggs promoters were detailing their natit

to some connections at court, who would before the Commons he was sent 1: 1. )

not be scandalised by the irregularity of his in reply to the speaker, declared he .. !

life. He is described as a great voluptuary use his best endeavours, for hr fed
and debauchee, and so noted for the coarse'- ' the face of no man where the kinz !

ness of his language and the looseness of country were concerned. ( Bremsun's.4

his habits as io be despised by all good biog. 179.) Withdrawing into the smaak" :
and respectable men. About this time he chamber, he took the informativas, : 4+, 23

became counsel for the city of London ; his warrants, and threw hinseif at a .

and by the profession of excessive loyalty, into the ranks of its most realous an*****

1
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On the trials he gave public credit to the the other. In addition, he had raised two

testimony of the witnesses, explained away inveterate enemies, the witnesses Oates and

their palpable contradictions, browbeat and Bedlow, who, not having yet lost their

threatened those who came forward with power and being still believed by the mul

opposing evidence,inflamed the juries, who titude, were not so easily cowed. As the

were too ready to act on his suggestions, parliament which had supported all their

and barbarously insulted the unfortunate inventions had been dissolved, they exhi
victims. Even in the first state trial before bited before the king and council . articles

him , that of Stayley, he had the inhu- of high misdemeanours ' against the chief

manity to call out to the prisoner on the justice, charging him with brow beating

verdict of guilty being pronounced, ' Now them , depreciating their evidence, and mis

you may die a Roman Catholic, and when leading the jury ; also with setting atliberty

you come to die Idoubt you will be proved several persons charged with high treason,

a priest too. On another occasion he ex- with imprisoning loyal subjects for print

claimed to three convicted prisoners, . And ing books exposing the errors of Popery,

now much good may their thirty thousand and refusing to take bail, and with various
masses do them .' The seventh volume of other things tending to the disparagement

the State Trials ' is almost wholly occu- of the witnesses, and the encouragement of

pied with those arising out of the Popish Roman Catholics; to which they added

Plot, in which Titus Oates, William Bed charges against thechief justice of cursing

low , and the chief justice so infamously and swearing, drunkenness, and corruption
distinguished themselves. in the sale of licences to print the different

In the trials of Coleman, of Ireland and trials. To all these charges Scroggs, not

two others, of Reading, of Whitehead and having the fear of parliament before him,

four others, and of Langhorn (whom he answered with contemptuous impudence,

afterwards acknowledged to be innocent), i and on the hearing before the king and

he pursued the same course ; but in the council on January 1680 ran down his

next, that of Sir George Wakeman and accusers with such severity and wit that the
three others, there was a sudden alteration . complaint was dismissed.

He there threw discredit on the witnesses The chief justice's triumph was not of

he had before encouraged, pointivg out long duration . A new parliament met

their several contradictions, and, though towards the end of the year, and the attack

the evidence was much the same as that against him was renewed before a more

by which the others had suffered , summed willing audience. He and the other judges

up in such a manner as to obtain an ac- ' of the King's Bench had in the previous

quittal. The former trials had extended Trinity Term defeated an intended pre

from November 20, 1678 , to June 14 , 1679 ; sentment against the Duke of York for not

that of Wakeman occurred on July 18 fol- going to church, by suddenly discharging
lowing, and the occasion of the judge's ' the grand jury. This the Commons made

conversion ,' Roger North ( Examen , 568) the principal ground of impeachment, add

says, “was this. The lord chief justice ing similar charges to those before made,

came once from Windsor with a lord of the and another for issuing illegal warrants to

council (Chief Justice North ) in his coach, a messenger of thepress. On carrying the

and, among other discourse, Scroggs asked impeachment to the upper house in Ja

that lord if the Lord Shaftesbury. (who nuary 1691, the peers refused to commit

was then lord president of the council ) had ' the chief justice , or to address the king to

really that interest with the king as he suspend tim from the execution of his

seemed to have ? No, replied that lord, , office. This parliament being dissolved a

no more than your footman hath with you. few days after, on the meeting of the

This sank into the man, and quite altered new parliament' at Oxford in the following

the ferment, so as that fromthat time he March Scroggs put in his answer, which

was a new man .' Luttrell ( i. 17, 19, 74 ) tells was merely a plea of not guilty ; but a dis

us that gross bribery with Portugal gold solution also of this parliament, the last in

was said to have intluenced him on this Charles's reign, before the end of themonth,

trial, but the result was that he at once put a stop to the proceedings. The king

lost the popularity which he so eagerly however felt that prudence required the

sought, and , instead of the applause he had | removal of a judge so universally obnoxious,

been accustomed to receive, he was on one and accordingly Sir Francis Pemberton was

side daily assailed with abuse and lam- appointed on April 11 to fill his place. His

poons, in which he was commonly desig- 'dismissal was made as easy to him as pos

nated by the nickname of ‘ Mouth , '- sible, being accompanied with a pension of

their work is done, 15001. to himself, and a patent of king's

Down must the patriots go, and Mouth must counsel to his son, also Sir William .

run ,' After a retirement of two years and a half

while his gross partiality and brutal con- ' he died on October 25 , 1683, of a polypus

duct in the former trials were exposed on in his heart, and was buried in Southweald
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Church. By his wife , a daughter of Mat- mony of the peers, and was reinstated on

thew Black, Esq., he left a son, the above February 28, 1328, 2 Edward III. His

Sir William, and two daughters, oneof serviceswere so highly appreciated by his

whom was married to Sir RobertWright, sovereign that they were frequently em

the notorious chief justice in the next reign , ployed in diplomatic engagements, which

and the other to a son of Lord Hatton. obliged him for a time to resign his place

( State Trials, vi. vii. viii .; Parl. Hist. iv . in the court. Thus,when Edward wentto

1224 , 1261, 1274; North's Examen ,80,206, France in May 1329, 3 Edward III, Robert

567 ; Burnet, 448, 468.) deMalberthorpe and his brother, Henry

SCROPE, GEOFFREYLE, descended from le Scrope, were successively substituted for
a Norman family which in the reign of him till December 19, 1330, when he Fas

Henry II. had baronial possessions in Glou- re -appointed. Again , Richard de Wilugb
cestershire, and in that of Edward I. large by held his place from March 28 till sep.

estates in Yorkshire also, was the son of tember 20, 1332, 6 Edward III.; and, ons

Sir William le Scrope, a knight distin- third occasion, Richardde Wilugh by took

guished both in tournaments and the field, his seat on September 10, 1333, in conse
by his wife Constance, daughter and heiress quence of Geoffrey le Scrope being about
of Thomas, the son of Gillo de Newsom to go on a foreign embassy. But in Fe
upon Tyne. bruary 1334 the King's Bench was ordered

In the parliament held in January 1316, by the parliament at York to stay in Wa

9 Edward II., he is mentioned as suing for wickshire after Easter next , . for that sur

the king ; and a grant was madeto him of Geoffrey le Scroop, chief justice, is busie is

201. for his expenses, in the liberate of the king's weighty affairs, whose place to

which, according to Dugdale,he is called supply Sir Richard Wilughby is appointed

serjeant. In that character he was evi- (Rot. Parl. ii. 377. )

dently summoned to the councils and par- Dugdale quotes a patent of July 16 , 1334

liaments of the seven subsequent years, 8 Edward III., by which Scrope was cos

and was also occasionally added to some stituted second justice of the Coun :

judicial commissions for the trial of offen- Pleas, in the place of John de Stonore, wth

ders. Dugdale has inadvertently inserted an exemption annexed from being all

his name in the list of judges of the King's upon to go out of the kingdom against the

Bench in 9 Edward II., though he has king's enemies against his will. ( Cal Rs.

taken no notice of such a fact in his sketch Pat. 118.) As no fines appear to have bee

of him in the · Baronage. There is no levied before him, he probably did not rez

doubt, however, that this is an error, as he remain in that court, and certainly was not

is describedas one ofthe king's serjeants in one of its eight judges enumerated by Das

14 and 16 Edward II. , and as attornatus dale (Orig. 39) in 1l Edward III. Its

regis in the former year (Abb. Placit. perhaps about this time that he resun

351 ), in the wardrobe account of which, his place as chief justice of the hin's

also, there is an entry of the payment of Bench, which he certainly held on April 4 .

131. 68. 8d. “ To Geoffry le Scrop, king's 1338, when the nomination of two 225

serjeant, staying near the person of the king judges was directed to him in that chara

by his order, when journeying through ter . He is mentioned in the Book

divers parts of England in the months of Assizes in the same year, and ultimates

April, May, and June, in the presentfour- resigned his office before the following the

teenth year, of the king's gift, for his ex- tober, a payment being then made to bis

penses in so staying.' ( Archeologia, xxvi. as ' nuper capitalis justiciarus .'

345.) In 14 and 16 Edward II. he was He was employed by both his soreries

employed in negotiating with the Scots. to treat with the Scots, and by Edwari

( N. Fædera, ii. 434-524 . III. to assist in the negotiations relatives

It was not till September 27 , 1323, 17 the marriages between his sister Eranr

Edward II. , that he was raised to the bench, and the French king's eldest son , ard be

wben he was constituted a judge of the tween John, the son of the Earl of het

Common Pleas, and fines were levied be- and a daughter of one of the French potes

fore him till the following Hilary Term . After his retirement from the King's Beach

( Dugdale's Orig .45.) On March 21 , 1324 , he was engaged in many other diplomus!

he was promoted to the chief justiceship of missions on behalf of the king, in oge et

the King's Bench ; and he presided in that which he is styled ' secretarius nusier.'.
court till the end of the reign. But it was not only as a lawyer ist

He was certainly removed from the office negotiator that he was distinguisb -d : be

on the accession of Edward III ., which not made himself equally prominent as abrt:

improbably arose from a suspicion of his and a soldier. At the tournaments beis si

being a partisan of the Despencers and Bal. Northampton, Guildford, and Newmarkt

dock the chancellor. Whatever was the at the first of which he was knighted be

reason of his non-appointment, he soon gained great distinction. He accumpaan

succeeded in clearing himself by the testi- the king in the invasion of Scotland, sal
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displayedhis banner and pennon at the next year, on November 27, 1308, he was
affair of Stapnow Park . He was one of raised to the bench of the Common Pleas.

the royal retinue several times in Flanders Fines were levied before him in that cha

and France, with a train of two knights racter till Trinity, 10 Edward II. (Dug

and forty men -at-arms; and he served at dale's Orig. 44), and during the same

the siege of Tournay in July 1340, 14 interval he frequently acted as a judge of
Edward III. assize and on various criminal commissions.

An anecdote is related of a character . He was promoted to the office of chief

istic revenge which he took of Cardinal justice of the King's Bench on June 15,

Bernard de Monte Faventio, during those 1317, which he retained for above six

wars, for some insulting remarks he had years, and was then superseded, about Sep

made to the king in reference to the tember 1323, by Hervey de Staunton, who

strength of the French. He brought him after a few months made way for Henry's

one night into a high tower, and pointing brother, Geoffrey le Scrope. Some con

to the frontiers of France, in flames for fusion often arises in the reports in the

several leagues, he said, "My lord, what Year Books from the difficulty of distin

thinketh your eminence now ? Doth not guishing which brother is referred to.

this silken line wherewith you say France The cause of his removal is nowhere re

is encompassed seem in great danger of lated , norwhether it was at his ownrequest.

being cracked , if not broken ? ' The car. That itwas occasioned by no dissatisfaction

dinal was struck speechless, and dropped on the king's part may be inferred from his

down apparently lifeless with fear and being constituted, in the same year, custos
sorrow . of the forests beyond Trent, an office which

Besides many valuable grants from both he still retained at the commencement of

Edward II. and Edward III. in reward for the next reign. ( Abb. Rot. Orig . i. 271 ;

his services, he was in 14 Edward III. Rot. Parl. ii. 10 ;N. Fædera, ii . 578.).

created a banneret, and had a grant of 200 Withina few days after the accession of

marks per annum for the support of that Edward III.-- viz.,ou February 5, 1327

dignity. ( Report on Peerage, i. 354.) Sir Henry le Scrope had a patent consti

He did not long survive this last honour, tuting him second justice of the Common

but died in the same year at Ghent in Pleas, the first instance of such a designe

Flanders. His body was removed to tion being adopted, and the fines acknow

Coversham , where it was buried in the ledged before him extended to Hilary in

church of the abbey , under a tomb on the third year. It was not, however, till

which his effigy was placed . October 28 in that year, 1329, that he

He married first Ivetta, daughter of Sir changed his position for that of chief jus
William Roos, of Igmanthorp ; and se tice of the King's Bench, to which he was

condly, as it is believed, Lora, daughter then re -appointed during the temporary
and coheiress of Sir Gerard de Furnival, ſ absence of his brother, Geoffrey le Scrope

and widow of Sir John Uflete. By the who, upon his return, superseded him on
latter he had no children, but by the for- December 19 in the following year.

mer he had five sons and three daughters. His judicial services, however, were too

His second son, Sir Thomas, died during valuable to be lost, foron the same day he

his father's life ; his third and fourth sons, was made chief baron of the Exchequer,

Sir William and Sir Stephen, distinguished and he continued on that bench during the

soldiers, were both present at the battle of remainder of his life. There are , it is true,

Cressy ; and his youngest son, Geoffrey, be- ' two patents bearing date respectively the

came a priest, and held some digoities in 18th and 19th of November 1333, 7 Ed

the Church . ward III . , by the former of which he is

His eldest son, Sir Henry le Scrope, who constituted chief justice of the Common
was governor of Guisnes and Calais, was Pleas, and by the latter chief baron of the

summoned to parliament as a baron in Exchequer. From this we can only infer

1342, and was generally called LordScrope that the removal into the Common Pleas

of Masham . His descendants held the title was without his consent, and the restora

till 1517 , when on the death of the ninth |tion to the Exchequer at his solicitation,

lord without issue it fell into abeyance the more especially as William de Herle ,

among his three sisters. (Baronage, i: 657 ; whom he was to have superseded in the

Parl. Writs, ii. 1409 ; Nicolas's Scrope and former court, was immediately replaced.
Grosvenor Controversy .) Besides the numerous royal rewards for

SCROPE, HENRY LE,was the eldest son his good services from both kings, he was

and heir of Sir William le Scrope, and also made a knight banneret.

Constance his wife. Like his brother, the His death occurred on September 7,

last-mentioned Geoffrey, he was distin- 1336 , leaving very considerable possessions

guished both as a knightanda lawyer. in Middlesex, Leicestershire, Hertfordshire,

Hisname appears as an advocate in the Rutlandshire, and Bedfordshire,but chiefly
Year Book of 1 Edward II. , and in the in the county of York. He was buried in
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the abbey of St. Agatha, at Easby, near I was summoned to the upper house as8

Richmond, in the latter county,ofwhich baron. On March 27 of that year he was

he was esteemed the founder, having pur- invested with the responsible office of

chased the property of the family of the treasurer, the king selecting bim wher
Earl of Richmond,and been a large con- the Commons petitioned that the great

tributor to the house. offices should no longer be filled by zhe

His wife's name was Margaret, but there clergy. He retained this place for foar

is a doubt whether she was the daughter years and a half, retiring in September

of Lord Roos or of Lord Fitz -Walter. She 1375 ; but during the interval,in July 1st

afterwards married SirHugh Mortimer, of he again formed part of the Duke of las;
Chelmarsh in Shropshire , and of Luton in caster's retinue into France, and in Marche

Bedfordshire, and lived till 1357 . 1375 was joined with Sir Jobn Kyntet to

They left three sons, all of whom were act as attorney for the duke during his

minors at the time oftheir father's death . absence from England . ( Ibid. 1020.) L

William and Stephen, the two elder, died the last year of Edward's reign he was

without issue before 19 Edward III., in of the commissioners for the preservatia e
which year the inheritance devolved on the truce with Scotland, and for the pro

the third son , the next-mentioned Richard, tection of the Marches.
the first Baron Scrope of Bolton. (Baron- On the accession of Richard II. be u

age, i . 654 ; Monast. vi. 921; Nicolas's appointed steward of the household , E

Scrope and Grosvenor Controversy .) which character he addressed the Commo

SCROPE, RICHARD LE, was about eight in the first two parliaments of the rest
years old at the death of his father, the (Rot. Parl. iii . 5. ) But a great honour se

last-mentioned Sir Henry le Scrope, in reserved for him ; for on October 29. 1863
1336, 10 Edward III . He was the youngest the Great Seal was delivered to him so
of three sons, and ultimate heir to his chancellor of England. He remained

father's extensive property. From his this office only eightmonths,during wina

earliest youth he devoted himself to arms, we find him charging the judges azd 31

and was only eighteen when he accom- jeants in parliament to give their opizza

panied the king on his invasion of France, on certain points of law. Retiring from

and partook of the glory of the battle of the chancellorship on July 2, 1379, and

Cressy on August 20, 1316. In the follow- suming bis military duties in Scotland

ing October we find him so signalising underthe Duke of Lancaster, he reta

himself at thebattle of Nevil's Cross, theappointment of wardenof the Westera
where the Scots were completely van- Marches.
quished , as to be knighted on the field ; and In the parliament of 1381 he is spc

during the remainder of that year and part of on November 18 as “ lors norediti

of the following he assisted at the siege of crees en Chanceller d'Engleterre.' I >

Calais, which surrendered into the king's curious, however,that, according to the ***
hands on August 4, 1317. In 1350 he was cord on the Close Roll, Bishop Courtore

present in the sea-fight near Rye, when the late chancellor, did not give cr, De

Don Carlos de la Cerda was signally de- Seal till November 30, and Richard

feated by King Edward and the Black Serope did not receive it till Decembe!
Prince, and twenty of his ships taken ;and Thus was he a second time chanell r ; ke

during the succeeding years his name ap- he did not keep his place abore se!!
pears in the array of his sovereign both in months, his straightforward honesty :
the French and Scottish wars. ducing him to remonstrate with his most

In 1359 he began the connection with master against giving inconsiderately xust

John of Gaunt, Earl of Richmond,which the lands that fell to the crown. The data

lasted the remainder of the life of that incensed at the interference of his time

celebrated man , serving under him in the is said by Walsingham to have to

armywhich then invaded France (N. Fæ- messenger after messenger to death
dera, iii . 412 ), and made its way almostto Great Seal, which thechancellar rende

the walls of Paris. In 1366 he accom- giveup to any other person than the

panied his patron , who had been created himself. The entry on the rear ***

Duke of Lancaster, into Spain , and distin- i to support this relation, and plainu ?

guished himself in Aprilof the following dencesa hasty proceeding.It also
year at the decisive victory ofNajarre, the king being desirous that Scrophe side wild

whichrestoredDon Pedroto the Spanish beexonerated from the office, theres!**

throne, and on the renewal of thewar with delivered up to him ,ut debuit, ap ! 1512 *

France in 1309he filled his usual place by he was not as yet provided mila som
the side of the duke. cellor ; but being unwilling that the air

During the progress of his military of the kingdom should be retarde !Aires

career in 1364 he had been selected by his of a Seal, he delivered it to cerias

own county of York as its representative in missioners to be kept at his w . This

parliament; and on January 8 , 1371 , he occurred on July 11, 1383
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The king's irritation, however, seems he could scarcely object, qualified as it was

soon to have subsided, since Scrope was in ! by the words sauvent sa vie . ' The scene

the same year appointed to negotiate a in the parliament a few days afterwards
truce with Scotland. Although between must have been most affecting, when, on

fifty and sixty years of age, he exhibited no the attainder of his son being confirmed,he

diminution of his military ardour; but rose in his place, his eyes streaming with

was present, with his old patron the duke, tears, and implored the usurper that the

at the capture of Edinburgh in 1384, and proceedings might not affect theinheritance

joined King Richard's expedition against of himselfor his other children ; and after

Scotland in the following year. It was admitting the justice of the sentence, and

then that he challenged the right of Sir deploring the conduct of his son, the un

Robert Grosvenor to bear the arms ' Azure, happy father was consoled by Henry, who

a bend or . This was the third dispute of deigned to assure him that neither his in

a similar nature in which Scrope had been terest northose of his children then living

engaged . At the siege of Calais in 1347 should suffer from it ; for that he had al

his right to the crest of a crab issuing from ways considered and still deemed him a

a ducal coronet was challenged ; but with loyal knight.' The only other instance of

out effect, as he ever afterwards continued his mixing in public affairs after this event

to bear it . Again, in Paris in 1360, a was his presence in parliamentin January

Cornish squire, named Carminow , disputed 1401, when the Earls of Kent, Huntingdon,

his right to the arms on his shield, when and Salisbury were attainted of high treason.

both parties were adjudged to be entitled . ' ( Nicolas, 30 , 39 ; Parl. Hist. iii. 427, 453,

The third controversy, with Sir Robert 459. )

Grosvenor, which lasted four years in the He lived little more than a year after

Court of Chivalry, and terminated in words, his death occurring on May 30,

Scrope's complete triumph over his op- | 1403, at about the age of seventy - five.

ponent, is the subject ofa most interesting His remains were deposited in the abbey

work by the late Sir Harris Nicolas, to of St. Agatha, near Richmond , where

which we are indebted for most of the those of his father rested . His will is in

materials from which this account has the “ Testamenta Vetusta ' ( i. 156. )

been drawn up. ( See also Rymer, vii. The union of such qualities as he pos

620-1, 676, 686.) sessed both as a soldier and a states

During the remainder of Richard's reign man are seldom to be found in one man .

Scrope was a regular attendant on his Throughout his long military career he

parliamentary duties. In 1386 he was ap- was highly distinguished for his valour,and

pointed one of the king's permanent coun- the talents and sayacity he exbibited in his

sellors , and had the courage to defend civil employments were equally remark

Pole, Earl of Suffolk , his brother-in -law, able. Though connected with all the in

when impeached by the Commons. In tricate proceedings of the unfortunate reign

1387 he was one of the commissioners on of Richard II . , he steered clear of the shoals

the trial of Nevill , Archbishop of York, on which his contemporaries stranded, and,

Tresilian, and others ; and conducted him- preserving the esteem of all classes to the

self with such prudence and moderation close of his life, he well deserved the cha

during the following years, that when the racter which Walsingham gives bin , that

parliament of 21 Richard II.,1397, reversed he was a man who had not his fellow in the

the proceedings of that of 1386 , and im- / whole realm for prudence and integrity.

peached those who were implicated in them , Some authorities say that he was twice

Scrope, though one of the number, was married , but others doubt whether he had

declared innocent by the Commons, and a more than one wife. She was Blanche, the

patent of pardon was granted to him . daughter of Sir William de la Pole , and

The Duke of Lancaster died in February sister of Michael Earl of Suffolk. The
1399 ; and none can contemplate without name of his second wife is variously stated

pity the feelings which must have embar- by those who assert that he had one - some

rassed the aged knight, when he watched calling her Margaret, daughter of Sir John

on the one hand the mad and foolish con- | Montford, and others describing her as a
duct of his sovereign, and saw on the other daughter of - Spencer. By Blanche he

the insidious and treasonable proceedings ' had four sons, the eldest of whom , Wil

of his patron's son . He took no active liam, after being created by Richard II .

part in the contest ; and on the deposition ! Earl of Wiltshire in 1397, and knight of

of Richard , although his eldest son , the the Garter in 1998, was for his attachment

Earl of Wiltshire, had lost his life for his to his benefactor beheaded without trial in
!

adherence to the royal cause, he was sum- , 1399 , and his honours and estates were

moned to Henry's first parliament, and forfeited to the crown. ( Buronage, i. 661.)
was among those peers who assented to The second son, Roger, succeeded his father ;

the late king being placed in imprisonment ; ' the third , Stephen, was an adherent of

a vote to which, under the circumstances, Richard II . , but afterwards was received

!
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into Henry's confidence; and the fourth, during which Sir Robert Walpole was first

Richard, Archbishop of York ,wasbeheaded lord of the Treasury. With that minister

for conspiracy against Henry in 1405. he was closely allied, and when on Sir

The barony ofScropeofBolton con- Robert's falla secret committee sat to

tinued through eleven generations. The enquire into his conduct for the precisa

last holder of it, Emanuel, was created Earl ten years, Mr. Scrope, who was called upon

of Sunderland on June19, 1627 ; but dying to give evidence asto the disposal of abuse

without issue in 1640, the earldom became a million of money which had been traced

extinct, and the barony devolved on the re to his and Sir Robert's hands as secret

presentatives of the daughter of his grand service money, refused to take the cathe

father. It has been hitherto, however, offered to him , and declared that he was
unclaimed . The Bolton estate was be- authorised by his majesty to state itha:

queathed by the earl to Mary, one of his the disposal of money issued for secret sa :

natural daughters, whose second husband, vice, by the nature of it, requires the utmost

Charles Paulet, Marquis of Winchester, secrecy, and is accounted for to his majest?
was created Duke of Bolton in 1689, a title only, andtherefore his majesty could not

which became extinct in 1794. The pre- permit him to disclose anything on that

sent barony of Bolton was granted in 1797 subject.' The Commons took no notice of

to Thomas Orde, who had married a na- his refusal, and he enjoyed his place for the

tural daughter of the fifth duke, and who years after his patron's dismissal. Tida

took the name of Paulet. ( Scrope and says of him that he was perhaps the
Grosvenor Controversy, ii. 17–39 .) coolest, the most experienced, and most

SCROPE, JOHN, had possession of the sagacious friend the minister ever had.

Great Seal for the limited period of three He died on April 9 , 1752, at a greater

weeks, but, though short his career and leaving no issue. His estate of Wormalt

trifling his services in this capacity, his is still in the possession of the descendars

merits were afterwards rendered highly of Henry Fane, who married one of las

conspicuous in another sphere. He was sisters and coheirs, and whose eldest se

the son of Thomas Scrope of Wormsley in became the eighth Earl of Westmore

Oxfordshire, a mansion which had formerly land. ( Collins's Peerage, iii . 302 ; Istmed

been the seat of Colonel Adrian Scrope (a vi . 304, 633; Parl. Hist. xii . 823; Tiesa,

scion of the noble family of Scrope, barons xx. 138 , 544.)

of Bolton ), who took a prominent part on SECULER, ALEXANDER LE, of a mi

the parliament side in the GreatRebel- established inHerefordshire, was probatis

lion, holding among otherimportant offices the son of Nicholas le Seculer, who asian

that of governor of Bristol, and sitting in the tallage of that county in 19 Henry II

the High Court of Justice whichcondemned Alexander wasconstituted, as the lisz

Charles I., for which he suffered death as , ' beloved clerk,' one of the barons of ***

a regicide at the Restoration . Exchequer in Easter 1265, 49 Henry III

John Scrope received his legal education (Madot, ii . 56 ), after which date no further

at the Middle Temple, where he was called mention of him occurs.
to the bar in 1692. After practising for SEFRED (BISHOP OF CHICHESTER),

sixteen years, he was in May 1708 ap- from being a canon, was appointed arche

pointed a baron of the Exchequer in Scot- deacon, of Chichester, was from 19 t 3
fand, and while enjoying that office the i Henry II., 1173-1177, employed

removal of Lord Chancellor Cowper oc- justice itinerant in several counties. Vo

curred, on which the Great Sealof England dor, i . 43, 700.) Hewas then advaze

was placed in the hands of three commis- tothe deanery, and appears to have beca

sioners, one ofwhom was Mr. Baron Scrope. both dignities in October 1180. when b
They received iton September 26, 1710, was raised to the bishopric of that se

and held it till October 19 , when it was (Le Neve, 65.) The cathedral and esta

delivered to Sir Simon Harcourt as lord copal palace having been , with great per

keeper. So ended Baron Serope's judicial of the city, destroyed by fire on October.
character in England ; but in Scotland he 1187, he rebuilt and restored them to be

continued to exercise the functions of a former splendour.

baron of the Exchequer till he was selected He was present at the coronatio

as joint secretary to the Treasury, when he KingJohn on May 27, 1199, and died :

entered parliament at the general election March 17, 120. (Godrin, 502.)

in 1722 as member for Ripon. In the new SEGRAVE, GILBERT DE, as the oric !

parliament on the accession of George II. son of the under-named Stephen de esta

in 1728 he was chosen for Bristol, his by Rohese, the daughter of Thomas

dative city, and in those of 1735, 1741, and Despenser : but his elder brother, Jobs
1747 he represented Lyme Regis. His se- dying in his father's lifetime, he sucretas

natorial exertions were confined to matters to the property on his father's duran

connected with the revenue, and his term 1241. Dugdale (Orig . 21) states that

of office comprehended the whole period was a canon of St. Paul's ; but if any unless
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that dignity was held by civilians, he must rewarded bya grant of the lands of Stephen

have obtained a dispensation from his holy de Gant, and of the manor of Kinton in

orders ( which he perhaps did on his Warwickshire, for which he afterwards

brother's death in 1231), as he married procured a weekly market. ( Rot. Pat.

Amabilia, the daughter and heir of Robert 128; Rot.Charl. 223; Rot. Claus. i . 428. )

de Chaucomb. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i . He had in his youth been brought up as

462.) In 15 Henry III. he had a grant an ecclesiastic, but had changed his clerical

from Simon de Montfort, lord of Leicester, profession for that of arms. No doubt,

of the town of Kegworth in Leicestershire, however, he added to the former, as was

and a short time after he was constituted then usual, the study of the law, and con

governor of Bolsover Castle. In 26 Henry tinued his attention to it, for though there

III., the year following his father's death, is no account of his forensic progress, his

he was made justice of the forests south of interest or ability soon raisedhim to the

Trent, and governor of Kenilworth Castle. bench . In 2 Henry III . , 1218, fines were

He was raised to the bench at West- levied before him as a justicier at West

minster in 35 Henry III. , 1251, and was minster, and he had a grant of one hundred

one of the justiciers appointed to hear such shillings as his fee at two several periods

pleas of the city of London as were wont in the year. ( Dugdale's Orig. 42; Rot.

to be determined by the justices itinerant. Claus. i . 350, 365.) There are records of

He is not noticed in a judicial character fines in which his name occurs from this

after January 1252. Two years afterwards date till Michaelmas, 14 Henry III. , and

he was sent on a mission into Gascony, on during the whole of that time and in the

his return from which , in company with two following years he was frequently em

John de Plessetis, Earl of Warwick, and ployed as a justice itinerant in the pro

other nobles, they were, in spite of the vinces, holding from the tenth year the

King of France's letters of safe conduct highest place in the commissions to which

which they bore, seized and imprisoned at he was attached. In a judgment of him

Pontes, a city in Poictou. Although ulti- and his companions pleaded in a cause of a

mately released, his sufferings there im- subsequent year, they are called “ justiciarii

paired his health and caused his death , de Banco ,' but whether its date was before

which happened shortly before November or after he was chiefjusticiary does not

11 , 1254, 39 Henry III., when his lands appear. (Abb. Placit. 128.)

were taken into the king's hands, as usual During the former period he was en

on that event. ( Ibid . ii. 198.) trusted withother important commissions.

He was succeeded by his son, Nicholas In 3 Henry III. he was sent on an embassy

de Segrare. The barony failed in themale to the legate ; in the next year he was

line in 1353, but survived in Elizabeth, appointed governor of Sauvey Castle in

daughter of Baron John,who married John Leicestershire; and for the three following

Lord Mowbray. Their son Thomas was he acted as sheriff of the counties of Lin

created Earl of Nottingham in 1383, and coln, and of Essex and Hertford, and as

Duke of Norfolk in 1400, in which title constable of the Tower of London, with an

this barony continued merged till the death allowance of 501. per annum . ( Rot. Claus.

of John, the fourth duke, in 1475, and on i. 396 , 459, & c.) He was made sheriff of

the death of his daughter Ann without Buckingham and Bedford in 12 Henry III.,

issue it fell into abeyance between the and then of Warwick and Leicester and

representatives of Margaret and Isabel, Northampton for his life, and he was

sisters of John, the second Duke of Norfolk , joined with the chancellor in the adminis

the present Earl of Berkeley being heir of tration of affairs during the king's absence

the former, and the Barong Petre and in Poictou in 1230. ( 4 Report Pub. Rec.,

Stourton being heirs general of the latter. App. ii. 152 ; 5 Report, App.ii. 63. )

( Nicolas's Synopsis ; Baronage, i. 671.) He had united himself with the party of

SEGRAVÉ, STEPHEN DE, was the son of Peter de Rupibus, Bishop of Winchester,

Gilbert, son of Hereward ,who assumed ' aiding his efforts against the justiciary

the name ofhis lordship of Segrave in Hubert de Burgh , and had taken every

Leicestershire, of which county he acted opportunity of ingratiating himself with

as sheriff duringseveral years in the reign King Henry. His immediate success was
of Richard I. ` In 6 John, Stephen was evidenced by the above appointments, and

excused apart of his father's debtto the by other grants ofgreat extent and value.
crown, for the love the king bore to Hugh When the bishop had succeeded in pro

le Despenser, whose sister Rohese he curing thedischarge ofHubert de Burgh,
married( Rot. de Finibus, 422.) In 8 his office of chief justiciary was, on July

John he was one of the two custodes 29, 1232, given to Stephen de Segrave

placitorumcoronæ ' ( Abb. Placit. 55), and ( R. de Wendorer, iv. 245 ), togetherwith

in 16 John he was sent into the county of the government of all the castles from
Worcester to forward the king's attåirs. which his predecessor had been removed.

His loyalty duringthe barons'warswas The acquisition of this post might be an
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object of honourable ambition, but his were meritorious. But, excepting the harsh
efforts to irritate the monarch against the nesswith which he urged the persecutivo

fallen favourite, and to aggravate the of Hubert de Burgh, no imputation of

charges against him , deserve another desig- cruelty or even sererity can be made against

nation. His ministry was not a fortunate his conduct as a judge either before or after

one, and in the next year he had the ill- he was raised to the highest post; whüm

luck to be present when the king was his grants to the abbeys of Stoneles, Combe,

defeated before Grosmont, and to be one of and Leicester, and his subsequent retire

those who were surprised in their beds and ment to the latter, are evidences of his pous

compelled to fly almost naked from the disposition .

field . After the death of his first wife, Robes

His support of the pope's exactions, and daughter of Thomas le Despenser, he Lar

his adherence to the Bishop of Winchester, ried Ida , the sister of Henry de Hatia
were sufficient to cause his unpopularity, who, six years after his death, was

one effect of which was the burning of his 5001. for marrying flugh Pecche. ( Ind. E.
mansion at Alcmundberry, while he was 6, 17.)

with the king in the neighbouring town of By his first wife he had two suns, tb
Huntingdon . ( Ibid. 278, 297. ) This elder of whom, John, dying ten years befo

occurred in the early part of February him , he was succeeded by his second se
1234 , and it was probably in compensation the last-mentioned Gilbert.

for his loss that, on March 2, the king SEGRAVE, Hrga DE, was one of the

granted him an exemption from the forest branches of the illustrioushouse of Senate
laws in this manor. But within a very and is first noticed in the records br the

few weeks he shared in the fall of the confirmation, in 43 Edward III . , of Qra

disgraced bishop, and in the middle of the Philippa's grant to him (styled a krit:

following April was ejected from the high for lite of the offices of constable of

position he had occupied for so briefa castle of Brustwyk,and of keeper of
period. ( Ibid . 299.) forests of Kingswood and Filwood 3

Being shortlyafterwardssummoned with Gloucestershire.( Abb. Rot. Orig . ii . : 34
the rest of the discarded ministers to render In 46 Edward III. he was one of

an account of his stewardship , rather than commissioners to treat with the Fleurs

meet his accusers he retired to the abbey of and held the same diplomatic charact :

St. Mary at Leicester, where he resumed the last year of Edward's reign.is

the clerical tonsure which he had formerly Fædera, ii . 932, 1076.)
relinquished . He, however, eventually On the accession of Richard II . bi na

thought fit to appear on July 4, under the selected as one of the king's council , a56

protection of Edmund, Archbishop of Can- | the third year was appointed stewari

terbury, when, after the king had angrily the household . (Cal. Rut. Put. 2 i

attributed to his counsels the disgrace of that and the following year he was op

Hubert de Burgh and the exile of the nobles the ambassadors emploved to

of the kingdom , he was given till Michael- France, and to negotiatethe king's mare

mas to prepare his defence. The times with Anne, the sister of the empero

becoming more quiet, and milder counsels (Rymer, vii. 161, 229, 281. )

prevailing, he was, in the following Fe- Two days after the brutal minder

bruary, allowed to make his peace with the Archbishop Sudbury the Great sesi eu

king, on paying a fine of one thousand placed in Segrave's hands, on June ;

marks. ( ibid. 312, 314 , 325. ) 1381, to be held as keeper until the so

Although in one of his fits of fickleness could more conveniently appoint a re

the king recalled him to court after three cellor; and he performed all the d ..

years'absence,made him justice of Chester pertaining to the office for eget ***

in 21 Henry III. ( Baronage, i . 672), and for till August 10. On the same dar ke :

a time listened to his counsels, he was i made treasurer in the room of Rwb

never restored to his former elevation. His Hales, another victim of the papusi

death happened in the abbey of Leicester, In that year also he had a grant ***

in which he had become a canon regular, manor of Overhall in Essex, to bold :

before October 13, 1241 , on which day his service of making • wafres,' and #1133 -

lands were, as usual on such events, seized on the king at his compation. (CE.

into the king's hands. ( Excerpt. c Rot.Fin . Pat. 205.) In the parliament that se : :
i . 356. ) November he opened the business oc 23 "

Evidently a man of energy and enterprise , part of the king.

his grasping and timeserving disposition On July 11 , 1382, when the king and

threw suspicion over all he did; and the took away the Seal from Richard I sing .

popular batred that he incurred by his en- Segrave again received it as the best : 1

couragement of the king's extravagance, commission of three, and they cabinas "

and the expedients he used to supply it, hold it till September 20, a period : $
blinded the people to such of his acts as weeks.
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Segrave continued treasurer till January Lichfield, and the other as canon of Ely

17 , 1386, about which time his death and Margaret Professor of Divinity.
occurred . ( Cal. Inquis. p. m. iii . 84.) Charles was educated first under Dr.

SEINGES, RICHARD DE, was probably an Nicholson at Ealing, then at Eton, and

officer in one of the departments of the next at Trinity College, Cambridge, where

Curia Regis, being united with Hubert de he took his degrees of B.A. and M.A. in

Burgh as his deputy in the sheriffalty of 1836 and 1839. Following his father's

Hereford for three years, commencing 3 profession, he entered Lincoln's Inn, and

John. (Rot. Cancel. 106, 360.) He had was called to the bar in January 1840.

the custody of the castle of Wilton, which, He practised with such success in the
in 6 John, he was ordered to deliver to Court ofChancery that he was made

William de Cantilupe ( Rot. Pat. 46 ); and queen's counsel in 1856, and having in the

in the same year he was fined one hundred previous year been appointed commissary

shillings in respect of a false oath taken in of his university, he was elected one of its

an assize of novel disseisin between Cecil representatives in parliament in 1859. In

de Felsted and Hugh de Windsor, who was that assembly he took an active part in the

in his custody. ( Rot. de Finibus, 237. ) debates upon the engrossing topics of the

The offence, however, does not seem to day , in speeches thatwere both intelligent
have been very flagrant, as two years after- ' and effective, as a churchman and con

wards a great many fines were levied at St. servative.

Edmunds, Cambridge, and Bedford, before In July 1867, while yet member for the

Humfrey, archdeacon of Sarum , and him. university, he received the appointment of

In 3 Henry III., 1219, he appears as one of solicitor-general and was knighted. Soon

the justiciersbefore whom fines were levied after, a vacancy happening in the Court of

at Westminster, and in 1226 he was sent Appeal by the resignation of Sir John

with other justiciers to try certain male- | Rolt, he was selected to fill it on February
factors in Norfolk . ( Rot. Claus. ii. 159.) 8, 1868. Before the end of that month , his

SELBY, RALPH DE, is described with able senior,Lord Cairns, being invested with

the addition · Magister, ' showing that per- the Great Seal as lord chancellor, the va

sons in orders were still appointed to the cancy was filled upby Vice -Chancellor Sir

office of baron of the Exchequer, his patent William Page Wood (now Lord Hatherley ),

to which is dated October 24, 1303, 17 whowouldof course take the second seat
Richard II. Little more is to be found in the court. But Sir Charles Selwyn,

concerning him , unless he were the Ralph modestly feeling that it would be unbe
Selby " in utroque jure Doctor' who was coming in him , so recently placed on the

made master of King's College, Cambridge, judgment seat, to take precedence of a

in the fourteenth year. ( Cal.Rot. Pat. judge who had already presided over a
221. ) He is mentioned as of the council court of equity for fifteen years, nobly in

of theking in 21 Richard II. (Proc. Privy sisted that Sir William Wood shouldtake

Council, i. 75 ), but evidently retired or the senior place, a course of conduct which

diedsoon after, as his name does not occur gave no surprise to those who knew his

on the Liberate Roll of the first day of character, and which increased the respect

the reign of Henry IV ., directing the pay- and admiration with which he was gene

ment of the salaries of the barons for the rally regarded.

previous half-year. Ilis judicial dignity was of short dura

SELWYN, CHARLES JASPER, late Lord / tion. Before eighteen months had elapsed

Justice of Appeal , whose recent death has he died at his house at Richmond in Surrey,

been universally regretted, was born in on August 11, 1860, from the effects of a

Church Row , Hampstead , Middlesex, on painfuloperation. He was buried at Vun
October 13 , 1813. His father, William head Cemetery.

Selwyn, of whom he was the youngest son, He married first Hester, daughter of J.

attained great eminence in the law as a G. Ravenshaw , Esq., chairman of the old

reporter in the Court of King's Bench from East India Company, and widow of Thomas

1814 to 1817, as recorder of Portsmouth Dowler, Esq., M.D .; and secondly Ca

and queen's counsel, as instructor of the therine Rosalie, daughter of ColonelG.S.

Prince Consort in the laws and constitution Green, C.B., and widow of the Rev. Henry

of the kingdom , and as the author of an Dupuis, vicar of Richmond.

abridgment of the law of Nisi Prius, of SETONE, THOMAS DE , is named in the

such standard reputation that it passed Year Books for ten years before he was
through nine editions. His mother was raised to the bench. Ile was one of the

Letitia , daughter of Thomas Kynaston, king's serjeants in 19 Edward III . , when

Esq., of Witham , Essex, the grandfather he applied to the council , on behalf of the

of the present head-master of St. Paul's community of the bishopric of Durham , to
School in London. His two brothers at- forego the iter there for that year ; and he

tained high positions in the Church, one as obtained his prayer on their paying. 600

successively Bishop of New Zealand and of marks for the favour. (Abb. Rot. Orig. ii.

.
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term.

1

177.) Dugdale places bim as a judge of that he had turned the matter over as he
the King's Bench in 28 Edward III., and lay upon his pillow , and after ruminating

of the Common Pleas in 29 Edward III., and considering upon it a great deal, be

without any date of appointment to either. could not help declaring that he was of the

He may, however, have been mistaken , as same opiniou as before.' On which Mr.

the authority he quotes is the Liberate Roll , Charles Townshend started up and said

in which the word " bancum ' sometimes he was very sorry that what the learned

applies to both courts. He was certainly a gentleman bad found in his nightcap be

judge of one of them in April 1354, 28 Ed- had lost in his periwig .'
ward III., for he was one of the triers of On the death of Sir Charles Clarke be

petitionsinthe parliament then held ( Rot. was very unexpectedly offered the place of

Parl. ii. 254) ; and he was a judge of the master of the Rolls, which he accepted on

Common Pleas in Michaelmas 1355, 29 December 12, 1764, to the surprise of the

Edward III. , for fines were then acknow- bar, as his professional income greatly er .

ledged before him ; and it appears probable ceeded that attached to the office. He was

that he was appointed to this court between thereupon knighted. He presided most eff

the previous Hilary and Trinity Terms, as ciently in his court for twenty years, bet

the list in the Year Book omits his name in the latter part of his career he suffered

in the former, and includes it in the latter much from those infirmities the anticipa

In 30 Edward III. he recovered tion of which no doubt influenced his de

damages from a woman for calling him termination to quit the laborious duties of

' traitor, felon, and robber ' in the public a leading barrister. His offers of resigns

court. ( Lib. Assis. 177.) tion were ineffectual, the terms he required

On July 5 , 1357, he was made chief being too high to be granted. He therefore

justice of the King's Bench ; but it would died in harness,' on March 6, 1784, ani

seem , from the words 'ad tempus ' in the i wasburied in the Rolls Chapel.
mandate, that it was at that time a mere He married twice. His first wife was

temporary appointment; and, from the fact Catherine, daughter of Thomas Heath, of

that his name appears on fines up to Mid- Stansted Mountfichet in Essex, M.P. for

summer, 33 Edward III., we may infer Harwich ; and his second was Mart Eliza

that he acted up to that date as a judge of beth, daughter of Dr. Coningsby Sibtbourg,

the Common Pleas also, especially as in of Canwick in Lincolnshire, professor of

the same year he is designated by thelatter i botany at Oxford. He had issue by both

title , when he was admitted of the king's | marriages. ( Corr. of Lord Chathami Gent

secret council. Thus it was not till after- |Mag. liv . 237, 257 ; Notes and Queries, Is

wards that he was permanently fixed in the S. vii.388, 521 , 621 , ix . 86, 2nd S. 1.*

presidency of the King's Bench ; but there Manning and Bray's Surrey, i. 49 , ië.
is no doubt that he then held it till the 196, 307. )

thirty - eighth year, when, on May 24, 1360, SEYTON, ROGER DE, who was of the

Henry Green was appointed his successor. clerical profession, is not mentioned til

( Dugdale's Orig. 45 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 171. ) April 1268, 52 Henry III. , from which

SEWELL, THOMAS, was the son and heir date fines were acknowledged and para

of Thomas ell, of West Ham , Essex, ments made for assizes beforehim till the

Esq., and was called to the bar by the end of the reign. ( Dugdale's Orig. 14.)

Middle Temple on May 21, 1734. It is On the accession of Edward I he was

told of him that in his youth he was continued in the Common Pleas, and m *

bred up under an attorney, and afterwards constituted chief justice of that court is

engaged in the laborious business of a Michaelmas of thesecond year, in which bo
draughtsman in Chancery ,' and that he also stands at the head of the justices it .

was called to the bar, where he procured a nerant. As the last fine acknowledans

considerable practice, makingat the time before him is dated on the octares of To

he was made master of the Rolls between nity, 6 Edward I. , 1278, the period of ti
6

30001. and 40001. per annum .'. In 1754 he death or retirement may be fixed about

was appointed one of the king's counsel. that time. In the same year he was se

Hewas a member of the two parliaments ceeded by Thomas de Weyland.
of 1754 and 1761, representing Harwich in SHADWELL, LANCELOT, was the

the former, and Winchelsea in the latter. son of LancelotShadwell , Esq., of La

A story is told that on the debate relative coln's Inn, and Elizabeth , third daughter

to the illegality of general warrants he of Charles Whitmore, Esq., of South

spoke in favour of an adjournment of the ampton. His father was a barrister of his

debate, because it would afford him oppor- reputation and immense practice as a real

tunity to examine his booksand authorities, property lawyer, from whom he natura
and he should be prepared to give an opi- inherited his great love of that branch.sed

niononthe subject, which at presenthe the excellence in it which he aftermaris
was not.' Appearing on the adjournment exhibited . He was born on Mar S. 1977,

in his great wig, as his custom was, he said and was educated at Eton, from whence in
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removed to St. John's College, Cambridge, wards Lord Cranworth ). Whether as vice

where he exercised that industry, without chancellor or lord commissioner, he was a
which no success is to be attained, to so universal favourite both with the barand the

good an effectthat on his taking his degree public for the courteousness of hisdemeanour

of B.A. in 1800 he was honourably placed and the kindness of his nature. No one who

as seventh wrangler, and highly distin- ever advised with him as a barrister or sat

guished himself in classics by obtaining under him as ajudge can remember a word
one of the chancellor's medals. With such of harshness coming from his lips, or can

results he was nearly sure to succeed in forget the patient way in which helistened

passing the very strict examination for a to the arguments of counsel or the pleasant

fellowship in the college, to which he was mode in which he delivered his judgments.

accordingly elected, and he proceededM.A. Yet there was no want of decent gravity in

in 1803, to which was added in 1842 the his manner, nor of solidity in his decisions.

honorary degree of LL.D. They exbibited the legal learning he had

Followiny his father's footsteps, he en- early imbibed, and proved his eminent

tered the society of Lincoln's Inn,by which qualifications for the judicial chair.

he was called to the bar in 1803, and in His handsome person and sweet yet

little more than a year lost his fellowship manly countenance impressed all in his

by marrying a sister of Sir John Richard- favour, and his active habits, with the

son, the judge of the Common Pleas. After custom he had of bathing every day, what

a very successful practice in the Court of ever the weather, gave him a robust

Chancery as a junior barrister for eighteen appearance that promised an extreme length

years, he was honoured with a silk gown of life. So fond was he of the water that

in 1821. He then acquired a considerable it was said , with what truth we will not

lead , but submitted to a serious loss in a decide, that he once granted an injunction

pecuniary sense, by honourably confining during the long vacation while immersed

himself to the lord chancellor's court, and in that element. But he was not destined

not following the practice, which was then for the long life that his healthy aspect

too commonly adopted, of taking briefs in promised. Soon after the termination of

the other equity courts; not being able, the duties of his last commission he was

according to his own expression , “to induce seized with illness which terminated

himself to think that it is consistent with fatally at his residence at Barn Elms in

justice, much less with honour, to under- Surrey on August 10, 1850. The estima

take to lead a cause , and either to forsake tion in which he was regarded by his

it altogether or give it an imperfect, hasty, brother judges may be judged from the

and divided attention-consequences that affecting language used by Vice -Chancellor

inevitably result from the attempt to con- Knight-Bruce on opening his court at the

duct causes before two judges sitting atthe beginning of the next term . Addressing

same time in different places.' the attorney -general, Sir John Romilly,

In 1826 he entered parliament as mem- he said, “ It has been impossible for me to

ber for Ripon , a borough in which he had enter the court to -day without a renewal

the opportunity, of which he fully availed of sorrow for the loss of one so lately taken

himself, of doing much good," as the from us, by whom for so many years this

manager of the large property of Miss chair was filled , and from which it is
Lawrence, the principal owner. In the almost startling to hear another voice than

year to which his senatorial career was his. In these feelings I am sure the bar

confined he applied himself to remedy participate. We have lost at once a friend

some of the evils attendantupon the exist- dear to us all, and a judge distinguished

ing laws of real property, by limiting the for his great knowledge of the law that he

periods during which titles might be dis- administered — distinguished for various

puted. Time was not given him to bring acquirements —distinguished for judicial

his suggestions to a successful issue, but patience — ever “ swift to hear and slow to
many of them have since been adopted. decide" -pure and blameless in life ---an

He was appointed vice -chancellor of example of courtesy, gentleness, and ame

England on November 1 , 1827, and pre- nity-who never said a word intended to

sided in his court for twenty-three years, give pain, nor ever harboured an unkind

during which he twice filled the office of thought, or one acrimonious feeling— " flere

second commissioner of the Great Seal - et meminisse relictum est." )

the first time from April 23, 1835, to Sir Lancelot's first wife died after bring

January 16, 1836, in conjunction with Sir ing to him six sons. His second wife was

Charles Pepys (afterwards Lord Cotten- Frances, daughter and coheir of Captain

ham) , the master of the Rolls, and Mr. Locke, and by her hehad six more sons and

Justice Bosanquet ; and the second time five daughters, in all seventeen children,
from June 19to July 15, 1850, his col- of whom he left eleven surviving.

leagues being Lord Langdale, the master SHAFTESBURY, EARL OF. See A. A.

of the Rolls, and Mr. Baron Rolfe (after- | COOPER.

RR
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:

SHARDELOWE, ROBERT DE, or, as his months, being removed into the Common

name is sometimesspelled, CHERDELAWE, Pleas on May 30 following. His con

united the clerical and the legal professions. tinuance on the bench was interrupted in

He was oneof the justiciers atWestminster December 1310, by his dismissal and im

from Michaelmas, 13 Henry III. , 1228, to prisonment on some charge of maladminis

Easter 1232. ( Dugdale'sOrig. 43.) During tration made by the king on his return

this period he is recorded to have been from the siege of Tournay. ( Barnes's Ed

appointed to three circuits. He was of the ward III.212.) The particulars are not

same Norfolk family to which the next- recorded ; but in no very long time be me

mentioned John de Shardelowe belonged. covered the royal favour, being reinstated

( Thoroton's Notts,i.375 ; Gage's Suffolk, 59. ) on May 10, 1312 ; and on July 2,1344, bu

SHARDELOWE, JOHN DE, belonged to a was raised to the office of chief bar on of

family settled at Thompson in Norfolk, in the Exchequer. He sat in that court about

the church of which his ancestors were sixteen months, when, on Norember 10.

interred, and both he and his wife reposed. 1345, he was removed to the Comms

Besides possessions in this county, he had Pleas, with the title of second justice,

manors in Suffolk and Cambridge, and which he retained for the next five years,

considerable property in the latter. and was appointed one of the custodes e

His nameappears as an advocate in the the principality of Wales, & c., during :3

Year Books of Edward II.and III., and in minority of the king's son. ( Cal. Rot. Pet.

the sixth year of the latter reign he was 154.)
raised to the bench of the Common Pleas, On October 26, 1350, he was advanced

and was created a knight of the Bath. to the head of the Court of King's Berichten

Dugdale says that he exchanged his court and presided in it till July 5 , 1357. Wozze

with Robert de Scardeburgh for that of holding that office he declared the caus-si!

the King's Bench on September 6, 1339. the meeting of five parliaments, from 25

Yet the same author states that fines con- 29 Edward III. ( Rot. Parl. ii. 2:26 - **4

tinued to be levied before him till a month He seems, indeed, at this time to bara

after Michaelmas 1340, and this being a been more a political and parliamentary

duty solely devolving on judges of the judge than a man of law, for no cities
Common Pleas, it would seem that his justice is so seldom mentioned in the lite

absence from the court was but temporary: Books. Having pronounced a judemes?

It was about the latter period that Edward against the Bishop of Ely, for hårbucris

III. returned to EnglandfromTournay, one of his people who had slain a maru

and visited upon hisministers his disap- Lady Wake's, he was excommunicated by

pointment at thefailure of supplies. Sharde- the pope ,in the last year of his jutsa

lowe, in whichever court he then acted, career, for not appearing when summa

was one of the victims, being removed ( Barnes's Edward 111. 551.)

from his office and imprisoned. The charge In Clarke's “ Ipswich' ( p. 14) it isreisa

against him does not appear, but in little | that at that town some sailors thinkin:

more than a year he was restored to his stayed too long at dinner, one of

place in the Common Pleas, his patent mounted on the bench and fined the jas

being dated May 16 , 1342 . He was a for not appearing. He took such ofni

trier of petitions in the parliament of the this joke that he induced the king !

next year, and died in 18Edward III. only to take away the assizes fria

He left two sons, John and Thomas, the town, butalso to seize the libertina

latter of whom we take to have been corporation into his own hands,what

attorney- general in 40 Edward III.The held for about a year.

family continued to flourish in Norfolk till After retiring from the bench , on ."

11 Henry VI. , 1433, when it failed for he had sat , with a slight interrapris

want of male issue. ( Blomefield's Norfolk, abore twenty -four years, be still mart

i. 476, 625-630 ; Dugdale's Orig. 39, 45, the royal favour ; for we find him in to

102 ; Rot. Parl. ii. 1335 ; Cal. Inquis . p . m . dential positions as late as the thirt .

ii. 117 ; Gage's Suffolk , 60. ) year ofthe reign. ( X. Fadera, 11. 6 **

SHARESHULL, WILLIAM DE, was born He lived beyond 37 Edward III . -

at the manor of Shareshull in the county which year he granted his max

of Stafford. He is mentioned among the Alurynton in Gloucestershire to

advocates in the Year Book of Edward II. abbot and convent of Osener, in altro

In 5 Edward III. he was a king's serjeant, to lands at Sandford in Oxfordshire

and in the next yearwas one of the council he had given six years before. He !

whom the king selected to advise him benefactor also to the corrents of Bring

(Rot. Parl. ii . 69 ),being about the same time and Dudley.

invested with the knighthood of the Bath. SHEE, WILLIAM , was the fint jobs

On March 20, 1333, he was constituted a was raised to the English bench

judge of the King's Bench , but remained Roman Catholic Relief Act, wbx * ***

in that court foz iittle more than two ' passed nearly forty years before take

1

1
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1

away the disabilities which attached to which the judge belonged, but he is

persons of that persuasion. In all other claimed, and apparently on valid grounds,

departments, civil, military, and legislative, as the ancestor of the baronet of Michel

it has been ever since acted upon ; but the grove . If this be so, his grandfather was

judicial office had been hitherto excepted. John Shelley, member for Rye from 1415

William Shee was of anold Irish family . to 1423 ; and his father, another John ,

His father, Joseph Shee, Esq ., of Thomas- married Elizabeth, daughter and heir of

town in the county of Kilkenny, was a John Michelgrove, of Michelgrove in Sussex.

London merchant, and his mother was (Horsfield's Lewes, ii . 176 ; Wotton's Baronet.

Teresa, daughter of John Darell, Esq ., of i. 59. ) He was the second son ; and after

Scotney Castle in Kent. He was born at studying the law at the Inner Temple, he

Finchley in Middlesex in 1804, and, being was appointed reader there in autumn 1517.

brought up in the religion of his parents, At that time he was one of the judges of

was sent for instruction to the Roman the Sheriff's Court in London , from which

Catholic College of St. Cuthbert, near office he was raised to the recordership of

Durham , from whence he proceeded to the that city in 1520 ; and three years after

university of Edinburgh. Having next wards he was elected one of its representa

been admitted a member of Lincoln's Inn , tives in parliament. He took the degree of

he was called to the bar by that society on the coif in 1521, and was promoted to be a
June 19, 1828, and began his forensic judge of the Common Pleas about the

labours by travelling the Home Circuit, and beginning of 1527, the first fine levied be

attending the Surrey sessions. Both there fore him being dated on the octave of

and in the London courts his advocacy re- Hilary in that year, 18 Henry VIII.

ceived great encouragement, and in a few ( Dugdale's Orig. 47, 163.)

years he gained such a position as to justify Soon after Wolsey's disgrace , Judge

him in accepting the serjeant's coif in 1840, Shelley was selectedto apply to him for
when that honourable degree was for a York IIouse, the London residence of the

short period restored to all its privileges. Archbishops of York , to which the king

His reputation was greatly increased by had taken a great fancy. The cardinal,

his publication in the same year of an objecting that it was not his to give, as he
edition of Lord Tenterden's work on Ship-, was only tenant for life , Shelley informed

ping, and the extensive knowledge he dig- him that all the judges and learned counsel

played on that branch of law . In 1847 he were resolved that his grace might make a

received a patent of precedence, and ten years recognisance thereof to the king, which

afterwards he was made queen's serjeant. would be a sufficient surrender. Tell his

On the liberal side of politics, to which highness,' answered the cardinal, that I

he had attached himself from the outset of am his most faithful subject and obedient

his career, he was desirous of entering par- beadsman, whose command I will in nowise
liament ; and after an unsuccessful attempt disobey, but will in all things fulfil his

in 1817 to represent the borough of Maryle- pleasure, as you the fathers of the law say

bone, he obtained a seat in 1852 for his I may. Therefore I charge your conscience

family county of Kilkenny, which, how- to discharge me, and show his highness

ever did not return him at the next elec- from me that I must desire his majesty to

tion in 1857. In the House of Commons remember there is both heaven and hell. '

he supported the principles which he had ( Cavendish's Wolsey, 155. ) He then ex

always professed , and naturally advocated ecuted the instrument, and York House
the claims of the Roman Catholics. changed its name to Whitehall. It was

In his professional course he had long probably soon after performing this service
been the head of his circuit, and in London that Shelley had thehonour of entertaining

he was one of the most popular leaders. It the king at Michelgrove. (Gent. Vag .

was not, however, till he had been more iv . 713.)

than thirty-five years at the bar that he The judge seems to have been somewhat

was called to the bench , although on more of a humourist on the bench . In a case

than one occasion he had been employed on which he thought overlaboured beyond its

the circuit to preside in the place of an merits he compared it to a Banbury cheese,

absent judge. He was at length selected which is worth little in substance when the

as a judge of the Queen's Bench on Decem- parings are cut off ; for so this case, ' said

ber in. 1803 ; but an attack of apoplexy he, is brief, if the supertluous trifling

terminated his career on February 19 , 1868. which is on the pleadings be taken away.

He married Mary, daughter of Sir James ( Dyer, i . 42 b . ) ' Ile was continued in his

Gordon , the premier baronet of Scotland . place on the accession of Edward VI., and

SHELLEY, WILLIAM, was of an ancient his death occurred between November 3 ,

family of Norman extraction, one of whose 1548 ( the date of his last fine ),and May 10,

members accompanied William the Con- 1549 , when his successor was appointed .
queror in his expedition against England. His property was greatly increased by

Doubts exist as to the precise branch to his marriage with Alice, the daughter of
RR 2
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Sir Henry Belknap, grandson of the chief his office and a large part of the manor.

justice in the reign of Richard II. They whereupon compensation was awarded to

had several children, one of whom was Sir him . ( Rot. Parl. ii. 41.) . From the pra

Richard Shelley, the last English prior of vious year to the end of his life he was per

St. John of Jerusalem . From their eldest petually engaged in missions to differen:
son descended John Shelley of Michelgrove, courts, both before and after he was ap

whowas one of the first baronets created pointed second baron of the Exchequeroc

by James I. on May 22,1611 . November 10, 1336 , 10 Edward III ( Ce!

The baronetcy of Shelley of Castle Rot. Pat. 126.) How long he remained in

Goring in Sussex was granted in 1806 to office does not appear ; but when the court

Bysshe Shelley , Esq., the descendant of a was reconstituted on January 20, 1342, bi

younger brother of the judge. He was name was omitted . He continued, bow

grandfather of the eminent poet of that ever, to beengaged in diplomatic emplor

name, who was unfortunately drowned ments till the eighteenth year, about whub

during his father's life, and whose son now time his death probably occurred, as be

enjoys the title. The second son of the not mentioned subsequently . (.V. Faders,

first Bysshe Shelley inheriting the estates ii . 772-1241 , iii. 12.)

of his mother, the granddaughter of Robert, SHOTTINDON, ROBERT DE, was of

fourth Earl of Leicester, assumed her maiden Kentish family, and farmed property at

name of Sidney, and was created a baronet pringe under thecrown. In 12:35 the vacan:

( of Penshurst) in 1818 ;and his son , having bishopric of Norwichwas committed to be

marriedthe LadySophia Fitz-Clarence, charge, and in 1243he hada grantofthe
was raised to the peerage in 1835 as Baron custody of the land and heirs of Thomas de

De l'Isle and Dudley. Acton, for a fine of thirty marks. Marther

SHIRLAND, ALMARIC DE, had a convey- Paris calls him domini regis clericus sp

ance to him of the manor of Mutford in cialis.' He was raised to the bench abis

Suffolkin 45 EdwardIII. He was placed the beginning of 39 Henry III ., 1254, and

on the bench of the Exchequer as second his name appears upon fines till 1957. H

baron on October 29, 1365, 39 Edward III., died in that year at Hertford, while on ti

when a considerable change was made in circuit, and was buried in the priory therr

the judges of all the courts. Beyond that Weever (543 ) calls him Sotington or Sat.

day his name does not appear in the pub- ington ; so that he may have been the

lished records, except in the forty -fourth cestor of Thomasde Sodington, the justi

year, when he was sent into Lincolnshire itinerant under Edward I. , and Robert de

and three neighbouring counties to borrow Sadington , chief baron and lond chancello

money for the king's use. ( Cal. Inquis. p.m. under Edward III. ( Ercerpt. e Rot. FER

ii . 315 ; Issue Roll, 112, 346. ) 398, 429 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 2 ; Dages'sa

SHORDICH, JOHN DE, whose name is un- Orig. 43.)

questionably derived from the parish so SHUTE, ROBERT, was of Hockingtos ir

called, formerly in the suburbs of London, Cambridgeshire, in which county and =

and now forming part of it, was not impro- Leicestershire his family was of some stand

bably the son of Benedictus de Shordich, ing ; but he was born in Yorkshire, *

who in the reign of Edward I. had a grant appears by a licence to him to hold

from the kingof some houses ofa Jew in in that county, notwithstanding his birt
the Old Jewry, in the parish of St. Olave , ( Rot. Pat. 7.)

in Colcherche-strete. ( Abb. Rot.Orig.i. 74. ) Having passed through his legal staba

John was an advocate in the Court of first at Barnard's Inn and then at Gara

Arches, and in 18 Edward II. was employed Inn , he was called to the bar by the lates

as one of the nuncios to treat in Flanders, in 1552, and became reader in 1565, a

and in the following year accompanied the again in 1577, on his being summond :

king to France as part of his retinue. ( N. take the degree of the coif. He must bara

Fædera, ii. 550, 606.) He is styled legum ' acquired a considerable reputation in si

doctor,' and juris civilis professor. The law, as he is the first serjeant mba

• Magister' which is sometimes prefixed to raised to the bench of the Exchequer sa

his name applies, no doubt, to this degree, puisne baron, and the terms of his pats

and not to any clerical order, as he was show that a new system was then intndex

knighted in 17 Edward III., and is always into that court. Up to this time the puis

afterwards described with that rank. For barons had been principally selectei ne

his services to Edward II. he was rewarded the other officers of the department:

with the chief clerkship of the Common were not looked upon as lawyers, and di

Bench, and with the manor of Passenham not go the circuits ; various instanes beta

in the county of Northampton. But by a been mentioned of their still continuing ::

petition to parliament in 4 Edward III . their original inn of court after their b

( after the king had freed himself from the coming barons, and there is no doubt tha

control of his mother ) he complained that till this period they held an inferie

he had been ousted by the queen both of to the judges of the two other bessere

a
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But cases connected with the revenue and or Magister Scriptorii, andin the Red Book

crown debts becomingmore numerous and of theExchequer is placed nextin order to

intricate, it was deemed expedient that the the chancellor, with considerable allow

court should be gradually filled with able ances, which that king increased for Robert

Jawyers; andaccordingly, in SerjeantShute's de Sigillo to two shillings a day, with one

patent, dated June 1, 1579, constitutinghim sextary of household wine, one seasoned
second baron , it is for the first time ordered simnel, one taper, and twenty -four pieces

that he shall be reputed, and be of the of candle. ( Ibid . 195.)

same order, rank , estimation, dignity, and In 1156 Nicholas de Sigillo accounted

pre-eminence, to all intents and purposes, for two hawks in Lincolnshire, being pro

as any puisne judge of either of the two bably his fine for his archdeaconry, which
other courts.' After nearly nine years' occu- was in that diocese ; and other entries in

pation of this seat, during which he acted the Pipe Rolls in that and the two fol

occasionally as a judge of assize,he was re- lowing years plainlyprove that he was

moved to the Queen's Bench on February 8, connected with the Exchequer. In 1172

1586, where he remained till his death, Nicholas, the king's chaplain, was sent to

which occurredin 1590. ( Savile's Reports, assist at the counsel of the clergy heldat

59 ; Dugdale's Orig. 294.) Cashel in Ireland. ( Brady's England, 360.)

He left a son , Francis, who was settled He is mentioned in 1 Richard I., 1189

at Upton in Leicestershire, and whose ( Pipe Roll, 200) , but the archdeaconry was

grandson, John Shute, having had a large held by another in 1191 .

estate bequeathed to him by Francis Bar- SIMON was the tenth abbot of Reading,

rington, Esq., of Tofts in Essex, assumed succeeding Helias in 1212. He was fre

that gentleman's name, and was raised in quently employed under both John and

1720 ° to the Irish peerage as Baron and Henry III. ` In 16 John he was sent on a

Viscount Barrington. ( Biog. Peerage, iv. mission to France, and in 4 Henry III . he

224 ; Nichol's Lit. Anecdotes, vi. 444.) was in the commission of enquiry issued as

SIGILLO, NICHOLAS DE. Among the to the forests, and also had the custody for

justices itinerant of this reign the name of a short time of the castle of Devizes. In 5

Nicholas occurs three times, and, though Henry III. he was placed at the head of the

distinguished on each occasion by different justices itinerant sent into nine counties ;

appellations, it is probable they all belong and in the next year he had a grant of
to the sameindividual . twenty oaks from the New Forest to repair

First, in 19 Henry II., 1173, Nicholas his houses at Wichebury . He died in

de Sigillo et Ricardus Thesaurarius ' set February 1226. (Willis's Mitred Abbeys ;

the assize on the king's demesnes in Oxford Rot. Claus. i . 175, 434, 458, 476, 513, ii.

shire (Madox, i. 701) ; and, as his name is 99. )

placed before the king's treasurer, it may SIMPSON , WILLIAM, is described in his

be presumed he held a high rank. admission to the Inner Temple in Novem

Again , in the roll of 1174, the assizes ber 1657 as of Bromsgrove in the county of

set by Nicholas the archdeacon et socios Worcester. His call to the bar did not

suos' in Buckinghamshire and Bedfordshire take place till November 1674, seventeen

appear ( Ibid. 123); and they are clearly years after ; and he was not elected å

assizesmade of aformer year, as the new bencher of the society till he was consti

assize for that year is made by other jus- tuted cursitor baron. To that officehe was

tices. Le Neve ( 158 ) says that Nicholas appointed on October 2, 1697, receiving

de Sigillo was archdeacon of Huntingdon the honour of knighthood, and filled it

as early as 1155. It appears, therefore, by nearly nine-and-twenty years ( under three

the first of these entries, that it was not sovereigns) , when his great age obligedhim
always the custom to designate the clerical to surrender it on May 23, 1726 . ( Lord

dignity. Raymond, 748, 1317 ; Luttrell, iv . 287,319 .)

And, thirdly, when the kingdom was SKIPWITH , WILLIAM DE , the lineal

divided by the council of Windsor, in 1179, descendant of Robert de Stuteville, whose

into four districts for judicial purposes, and younger son assumed the namein the reign

judges were sent into each ,“ • Nicholaus, of Henry III. , from the lordship so called

Capellanus Regis ,' was the second offive in Yorkshire, which he receivedashis por

appointed to act in Cambridgeshire and tion from his father,was the second son of

eight other counties. It is not unlikely another William ,by Margaret, the daughter

that the title of king's chaplain may have of Ralph Fitz-Simon , lord of Ormsby in

been considered equal, if not superior, to Lincolnshire. His father died in 10 Edward

that of archdeacon ; and we have already III ., and his brother a few months after
seen that the latter was not always used . wards, so that he then succeeded to the

The official position ofNicholasde Sigillo estates. He is stated (but upon somewhat

was no doubtthe same as that held under questionable evidence ) to have belonged to

Henry I. by Robert de Sigillo, afterwards the society of Gray's Inn, and to have been
Bishop of London. It was called Clericus the first reader there . His eminence as an

6
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advocate may be inferred from the frequent | penses and equipment in going ther 1 Ivete

recurrence of his arguments in the Year Roll, 458), showing ,therefore, that he

Books from 17 Edward III. He was ap- ' went from England. This is a fact which
pointed one of the king's serjeants in 28 the genealogists have entirely onnitted,

Edward III . , and was raised to the bench, and it would be difficult to accommodate it

as a judge of the Common Pleas, on Octo- to their account. If the father was dead,

ber 25, 1359, 33 Edward III., soon after as they state, then it must bave been the

which he was created a knight. From this son, which would thus take six more fear

bench he was advanced in less than three from his age as a judge, and consequently

years to be chief baron of the Exchequer. create a greater improbability. But if it

( Kal. Exch . i . 195.) were the father, as we feel satisfied it was,

His removal from this office took place it is easily reconciled to the supposite

on October 29, 1365, 39 Edward III ., that King Edward, having satistied binædi

when both he and Sir Henry Green, thé that the charges against him were te

chief justice of the king's Bench, who was founded, restored the victim of his boss.

deprived of his place on the same day, were as he did on several other occasions, tits

imprisoned on the charge of various enor- | judicial functions on the first opportunity

mities, which, according to the historian, Fourthly, in the pedigree of the fact

the king understood they had committed to which we have had access through to

against law and justice ; and it is added kindness of the late Sir Gray Shippii.

that they did not get their discharge until Bart . , and which appears to have be

they had refunded large sums of money drawn up about the end of the seventeet

which they had unjustly acquired. Barnes century , Sir William , the undoubted jude .

(p . 607 ) states that they were ever after is called capitalis justiciarius,' and bis 35

secluded from their places and the king's | William is not described as a judge at 2

favour. Whether this were so with regard Now the former nerer was chief 2 .

to Skipwith remains to be considered . unless he was the chief justice of Irelasi

Wotton and Collins, in their Baronetages, and if he were so, of which this entry ***

state that Skipwith continued in office a confirmation, then he could not bave

till 40 Edward III . , at which time he died , at the period named by Wotton and Cou

and that his son William was constituted while the fact of the latter having bei

a judge of the Common Pleas in 50 Edward ! judge, if he had indeed been the man, ezin

II . ` In the first of these assertions they not bave been overlooked by the best

are manifestly wrong , as the records clearly when there was exposed before tip

prove that the newchief baron was ap- painted window in the mansion at Verli?
pointed in 39 Edward III. Hall, presenting a portrait in judge's been

Barnes's relation proves that they must and inscribed in allusion to an incides

be equally wrong in their statement that life which we shall presently relate,
Sir William was chief baron till his death ;

Solus inter impios man - it inters GL : ..
and , as no evidence exists of the date of Skipwith miles, clarus ideo apud parteix =

this latter event, the question arises whether decimo Ricardi 2di .

the William de Skipwith who became a It may be remarked, further, that is

judge of the Common Pleas in 50 Edward ' son could not be oldenough in 14 opisi
III.was not the chief baron himself; and Edward III . , 1370–1: 76 , to be mbi

we are inclined, for several reasons, to think judge, neither would the father bare for
that this was so. too old in 10 Richard II . , 1 :3sti, the

In the first place, there is no second time of his final retirement, to sit er

advocate of the name mentioned in the bench. To obtain his probable are wees

Year Books, nor any second serjeantamong refer back a little to his ancestir Tu

the writs ; and it can hardly be supposed was a Reginald,who was oid enough ini

that a man would be raised to the bench hostage in the barons' wars , 9 John, 1:72

who had not previously distinguished him- ' The chief baron's father died in 1 * .

self in some way in the courts. | Edvard III., leaving an interval i 1:

Secondly, it is not probable, and indeed years, during which there were four pre

scarcely possible, as weshall presently show , rations, thus giving to each hit:: 1 .**

that the chief baron could have hada son than thirty years. It is clear. ilms

old enough to be made a judge in 50 Edward that the chief baron's father couldbg":

III . , a period when lawyers are reputed to been an old man when he died : ano

have passed through a lengthened ordeal is every appearance that all his ek
before they were raised to the bench . were minors at his death . 'Tbe

Thirdly, we find that on February 15, 1370, John, died in the same year with bis tab .

44 Edward III ., a Sir William de Skipwith childless; and the chief baron, who

was constituted chief justice of the King's ceeded, is not mentioned as an alınan

Bench in Ireland ( N. Fadera, iii . 887) ; seven years afterwards. PII.' .

and that on the 21st the sum of 261.138.4d.,thathe was eighteen years old whez .

or 40 marks, was paid to him for his ex- father died, he would be thediy -treway
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he appeared in the courts, thirty -six when the court after his return from Ireland, his

he became a serjeant, forty -one when made re-appointment being dated October 8, 1376.
a judge, forty -four aschief baron, fifty -two On the accession of Richard II. , in the

as chief justice of Ireland , fifty-eightwhen following year, he was retained inhis place
he returned as a judge to England,and only as second justice of the Common Pleas, and

sixty-eight or sixty-nine at the date of his continued in the active performance of his
retirement in 10 or 11 Richard II . Even duties throughout the first ten years of

if three or four years were added , his age that reign. He was summoned , with the
would not exceed the bounds of reasonable rest of the judges, to the council of Not
probability tingham in August 1387, 11 Richard II.,

It will be at once seen that, if this cal- when the king's favourites compelled his

culation approaches in any degree to cor- brethren to subscribe certain questions and

rectness, it would be next to impossible answers condemnatory of the proceedings

that he should have a son old enough in of the parliament in appointing a coun
1370 to be placed in so high a judicial cil for the government of the kingdom .

office as chief justice of the King's Bench Whether he did or did not suspect the
in Ireland ; and this becomes still less pro- ' object does not appear ; but, by pleading
bable when wefind that the chief baron's illness, he fortunately escaped tho conse

second son, John, ultimately succeeded to quences in which they involved themselves.
the estatesby the death of the elder son, He was the only one of those who had

William , withoutmale issue, and lived till previously sat on the bench who acted as

9 Henry V. , 1422, in which reign he wasSaa trier of petitions in the parliament of

returned to parliament as one of the mem- ' the following February , in which all his
bers for Lincolnshire. brethren were impeached and attainted .

If the father died, as is alleged , in 1366, They were all of course removed from

leaving one son of sufficient age, in 1370, their seats, and he seems to have taken the

to be made a judge, and another not too same opportunity of retiring from the bench,

old , fifty years afterwards, to be member of as no fines were leried before him after

parliament, the discrepancy between the that date. His death did not occur till
two ages must have been somewhat extra- , some years afterwards, as he was alive in

ordinary ; while, if the father lived , as the '15 Richard II.

evidence seems to justify us in supposing, He married Alice, sole daughter and heir

till after 1387, all difficulty is removed, and of Sir William de Hiltoft, lord of Ingold
everything appears natural and in common ' mells in Lincolnshire, by whom he had

several children . On the death of his elder

We feel that we are warranted, there- son , William , without issue male, the bulk

fore, in regarding the Sir William de Skip- of his estate descended to his second son ,

with who was appointed chief justice of the John , whose family was distinguished by

King's Bench in Ireland in 1370 as the i no less than three baronetcies, two of which

same person who was removed from the are now extinct - riz., 1. Sir Fulwar Skip
office of chief baron in 1365, and conse- with , of Newbold Hall, Warwickshire, re

quently as the same person who was re- ceived the title on October 25, 1070, which
stored to his old position as justice of the ' failed in 1790 ; 2. Sir Thomas Skipwith, of

Common Pleas in England in 1 : 376. It is Metheringham in Lincolnshire, a serjeant

evident thatDugdale so considered him , as at -law, was created a baronet on July 27,

in his list of the judges ( Orig. 45) before 1678, but his grandson dying without issue

whom tines were levied he mentions only in 1756, the title expired. The third, how

one William Skipwith, and connects the ever, which is the more ancient, being

two periods of his acting by the words et granted to Sir Henry Skipwith, of Prest

iterum ; ' and no one can observe the man would in Leicestershire, on December 20,
ner in which Skipwith is noticed, in the 1622, still survives.

onlycase in which his name is mentioned , SKIRLAWE, WALTER (BISHOP OF DUR

in Michaelmas, 50 Edward III., in the Year |HAM ), had the custody of the Great Seal
Books, without being satisfied that it is no with three others for the period of six

new judge who speaks, but one who had : weeks, from August 8 to September 20,

experience and authority. 'Et adonques : 1382. It had been tirst committed to Ilugh

vient Mons. W. Skipwith en le place quant : de Segrave, William de Dighton, and John

le matt. fuit pled , et did ,'&c. The great de Waltham on July 11; but Skirlawe,

case of the Bishop of “ Sancte Davy,' and having succeeded Dighton as keeper of the

John Wyton, clerk, was then in discussion, privy seal, was then added to them in the
and his opinion having been given with execution of this duty.

dignity and distinctness, the other judges According to tradition, he was the son of

concurred, and the judgment was pro- l a sieve -maker, and was born at Swine in

nounced in accordance with it. ( Year Book, , Holderness, Yorkshire. Educated at Dur

50 Edward III. fo. 27, pl . 8. ) This pro- ham College, Oxford, he took the degree of

bably took place on his first appearance in Doctor in Laws, or, as he is frequently

course.
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called • Decretorum Doctor . He seems to | 1771 he was made king's counsel, and

have been one of the clerks in Chancery, attorney of the duchy of Lancaster;
as he was named a receiver of petitions in the next year he was constituted second

the parliament of January 1377, this func- judge on the Chester Circuit.

tion beingusually assigned to that class of On November 17, 1777,he was promoted

officers. ° He held thesame position also in to the head of the Court of Exchequer,in

thefirst four parliaments of Richard II. which he presided with great learning and
( Rot. Parl. ii. 363, iii . 4-89 .) As was ability for nine years. His want of health

usual with the Chancery clerks, he soon obliged him to resign his seat inJanuary
received ecclesiastical dignities. He was 1787, when he was honoured with a seat

first made dean of St. Martin's in London, in the privy council.

and held that rich benefice on April 26, The chief baron lived nearly nine years

1377, when he was sent by King Edward after his retirement,and died on November

as one of the ambassadors to negotiate a 26, 1805, at Milton, where he wasburied

treaty with France. ( N. Fædera, iii.1076.) inthesame vault with his wife,Marta

Inthe beginning of the nextreignhewas the daughter ofEdward Burn and Marika
likewise engaged in other diplomaticmis- Davie.They left a daughter, Frederichy

sions. (Rymer, vii.223,229.) About 1381 who married Richard Ryder, brothere
hebecametreasurerof' Lincolnandarch- the first Earl of Harrowby,and afterwards
deacon of Northampton, and, soon after, secretary of state .( Collins's Peerage,".
archdeacon of the East Riding of York. 718 ;Gent.Mag. xc. 107; Blackstone's Rq.
( Le Neve, 152, 162, 327.) 1178 ; 1 Term Rep. 551.)

His elevation to the office of keeper of SMITH , John . The original name of

the privy seal took place as we have seen this family, tracing its lineage to the stallio
in 1382, and he held it till he was elected dard -bearer ofRichard I., was Carrington,

Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry in1385. whichwas changed in the reign ofHeart
During his possession of this post he was VI.to that of Smith , by John Carrington,

selectedtoannounce to the parliament of who was obligedto Hy the country.His
October 1385 thecreation of the king's son Hugh,ofCressinginEsses,wbo died
uncles,Edmundand Thomas, to theduke- in1485,was father to this John Smith,

doms of York and Gloucester,and of Michael who became a clerk in the office of tree

de la Pole to the earldom of Suffolk ; and surer's remembrancer in the Exchequer,

the Parliament Roll, in describing the cere- and had a grant of that office in January
mony, calls him .doctor egregius,eloquens 1513. On August 1, 1539,he receiredo
et discretus.' ( Rot. Parl. iii. 205-9 .) grant of the office of second baron of that

He had held the bishopric of Lichfield and court, in reversion after the death of the

Coventry for a year only, when he was tirement of John Hales, whom it appears

removed to that of Batħ andWellsin hesucceeded in the following Micha-lan

August 1386,where he remained less than Term .Hepreserved his seat on thebeach
two years, being translated to the richer see during the remainder of the reign, but w

of Durham in April 1388. He presided not re-appointed on the accession of Ed
over this diocese for seventeen years, and, ward VI.
dying on March 24, 1405 , was buried in his He married twice. By his first wife

cathedral. Alice, daughter and coheirof Edward

Surtees describes him as a pious and Wood, grocer,of London, be had sissons

humbleprelate, whose name is transmitted By his second wife, Agnes, daughter and
to posterity only by hisworks of charity heir of John Harwell, of Wotton Waren

and munificence, andof these many are in Warwickshire, he had two sons and sis
recorded . (Godwin , 321, 378, 751; Sur- daughters. From one of his sons descended

tees ' Durham, i . liv. lv. ) Sir Charles Smith,whom CharlesI. created

SKYNNER, John, had not the advantage Lord Carrington of Wotton Waren

of a very opulent parentage, but owed his October 31, 1643, adding on November 4

success in life to his own exertions. He the Irish viscounty of Carrington of Bare

was one of the sons of John and Eliza- fore ,butboth titles became extinct in 1766.

beth Skynner, living in the parish of Milton ( Baronage, ii . 470 ; Morant's Esser,ii. 114.

in Oxfordshire, on a property which the Cal. St. Papers [1509–14 ] 413, 1515-18
lady inherited, and was born about 1723. 877 ; Collins's Peerage, viii. 519.)

The date of his call to the bar has not been SMITH , Joux, is distinguished by hariak

found, nor any incidents of his early career, held a judicial seat in each of the thre

but he must soon have acquired consider- kingdoms. He was the son of Raggi

able practice and reputation in the courts Smith, Esq ., of Frolesworth in Leicester

to enable him to obtain a seat in the par- shire, and went through his legal trurit

liaments of 1768 and 1774, as the repre- at Gray's Inn , by which society be

sentative of Woodstock. There , though called to the bar on May 2, 1684. Hewas

not a frequent speaker, he showed his su- sent as a judge of the Common Pleks to

perior qualifications in sereraldebates. In Ireland on December 24, 1700. In les
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than a couple of years he was recalled and stewardandone of the judgesofthe Palace

made a baron of the English Exchequer, on Court at Westminster . In June 1747 he
June 24, 1702. received the honour of a silk gown,andas

In the great case of Ashby and White a king's counsel he was engaged for the

on the Aylesbury election , he opposed the crown in 1749 in the special commission in

judgment of thethree puisne judges of the Sussex for the trial of a band of smugglers
Queen's Bench , concurring in the opinion for the heinous murder of a tide-waiter and
of Chief Justice Holt in favour of the voter another man who was a witness in a trans

who had been deprived of his franchise by action in which they were concerned. He

the returning officer. The reversalofthat wasreturned as member for East Grinstead

judgment and the confirmation of Holt's to the parliament of 1747, and between its

opinion by the House of Lords was then second and third sessions was promoted to

represented as a whig triumph, but must the bench of the Exchequer in June1750,
be considered , now that party spirit no being soon after knighted . (Gent. Mag. x.
longer is predominant, as a triumph of xvii. xx. ; State Trials, xviii. 1086. )

common sense overa fanciful claim of privi- He sat as a puisne baron for more than

lege by the House of Commons. In May two -and -twenty years, during wbich period

1708 he was selected to settle the Exche- he was twice appointed a commissioner of

quer in Scotland, and was sent as lord the Great Seal. On the first occasion he

chief baron for that purpose, being still held it from November 9, 1756, to June 30,

allowed , though another baron was ap- 1757, and on the second, when he was

pointed here, to retain his place in the principal commissioner, from January 21,
English court, and receiving 5001. a year 1770, to January 28, 1771. These appoint

in addition tohis salary: Heenjoyed both ments manifest that he held that high re
positions till the end of his life, being re- putation as a judge that secured him an
sworn on the accession of George I. in his advance to thehigher dignity of this court

office of baron of the English Exchequer, as soon as a vacancy occurred . This did

although he performed none of its duties. not happen till October 28 , 1772, when he

He died on June 24, 1726, and by his will was raised to the place of lord chief baron

he founded and endowed a hospital at his of the Exchequer, where he presided for

native village of Frolesworth for the main the next five years. His infirmities then

tenance of fourteen poor widows. ( Ni- obliged him to resign in December 1777,

chol's Leicestersh . 185 ; Lord Raymond,769, | when he received pension of 24001. á

1317 ; Luttrell , iv. 713, v. 184, vi . 299 ; 1 year, and was immediately sworn of the

Gent. Mag. lxiii. 1131.) privy council.

SMITH , MONTAGUE EDWARD, one of the He died in less than a year afterwards,

present judges of the Common Pleas, was on October 30,1778, leaving no issue by his

born at Bideford in Devonshire, where his wife, Sarah, the daughter of Sir Charles

father, Thomas Smith, Esq ;,resided. His Farnaby, Bart.,of Kippingtonin Kent.

mother was Margaret Colville, daughter of (Hasted , iii. 58, 237, v. 274 ; Blackstone's

M. Jenkyn, Esq., commander in the navy. Rep. 1178.)

After an education in the grammar school SNIGGE, GEORGE, belonged to a family

of his native town, he entered the Middle at Bristol, several of whom had filled the

Temple, bywhichsociety he was called to offices of sheriffand mayor ofthe city. His

the baron November 18, 1835. He joined father, George Snigge, was sheriff in 1556
the Western Circuit,and,afternearly seven- / and mayor in 1574-5 ; and his mother was

teen years of successful practice, hewas Margery, daughter of — Taylor.
He was

honoured with a silk gown in 1852. After , bornabout 1545, and was called to thebar

two unsuccessful attempts, in 1849 and of the Middle Temple on June 17, 1575,

1852, he entered parliament in 1859 for was nominated reader in 1560 and 1598, and

Truro, which he continued to represent till in May 1602 was elected treasurer of the

February 7, 1865, when he was appointed society. Hebecame recorder of his native

a judge of the Common Pleas and was city , was raised in Easter Term 1604 to
knighted. the degree of the coif, and on June 28 was
SMYTHE, SIDNEY STAFFORD, descended placed in the Court of Exchequer as an

from Thomas Smythe, commonly called additional or fifth baron. ( Rot. Pat. Jac.

Customer Smythe, from his being farmer p. 7.) It is curious that there are two grants
of the customs, who first settled himself in to him of this office, one as · baron of the

the reign of Queen Elizabeth at Westen- Exchequer,' and the other as baron of the
hanger in Kent,was the son of Henry coif of the Exchequer ' ( Cal. State Papers

Smythe, of Bounds, and Elizabeth, daugh- [ 1603-10 ), 125, 156 ), an example of the

ter of Dr. John Lloyd, canonofWindsor. change that was then taking place in the

He was an infant at his father's death, court, rendering it necessary to appoint a

and was called to the bar by the Inner cursitor baron . In May 1608 he was ap

Temple in February 1728. He travelled pointed a Welsh judge in addition. ( Ibid.
the Home Circuit, and in 1740 was made ! 429.) In Bates's case, on the duty imposed

6
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on currants by the king's authority, he ( Devon's Issue Roll, 274–286.) In the

joined with his brethreninthe decision in seventh year the Commons, suspecting that1

favour ofthecrown, and was one of the theirproceedings were not properly entered,
majority in affirming the rights of the post selected him as one of those whowere to

nati; but in neither case is hisargument overlook the engrossment of the Rollsof
preserved. ( State Trials,ii.382,576.) After Parliament. (Rot. Parl. iii . 585. ) He was

sitting on the bench for nearly thirteen made a baron of the Exchequer on Vorem

years, he died on November 11, 1617, and i ber 8, 1407 ; and on January 23, 1413.be

was buried in St. Stephen's Church , Bristol . was advanced to the office of chancellor of

By his wife, Alice, daughter of William the Exchequer. ( Kal. Exch.ii.85.)
Young, of Ogborne, Wiltshire, he had nine He was also under -treasurer, as we fed

children . (Barrett's Bristol, 514 ; MSS. from a song written by Oeclere (Toriske
Coll. Arms, G , 77. ) Mason , 59-70) thus entitled : Cestes Briade

SNYTERTON, THOMAS DE , took his name et Chanceon Ensuyantz Feurent Faites à

from Snyterton, a village in Norfolk . In Mon Meistre H. Somer quant il Souzeta

29 Edward I. he was engaged in a suit in sorer. Whether this office was then,

which he claimed the manor ofDenham in now , united with that of chancellor of the

Suffolk . (Abb . Placit. 243.) He is only Exchequer is uncertain; but we shid

mentioned once as employed in a judicial judge not, from the more respectful addr **
capacity, being one of thejustices of trail- which Occleve pretixed to another online

baston appointed in 35 Edward I., 1307, entitled , “ Cestes Balade Ensuyante Feste

for Essex and ten other counties, but not Par la Courtde Bone Compagnie Enride
including Norfolk (Rot . Parl. i . 218 ) , from a Lonure Sire Henri Somer Chanc-liar Le

which oinission it would seem that he was Leschequer et un De la Dite Court.
a lawyer by profession. In the same year . This court ' was evidently a conviral

he was returned as knight of the shire for association of good fellows, and forms ar

Norfolk . ( Parl Writs, i . 187. ) early example of the modern club. Itº

SODINGTON,Or SADINGTON, THOMAS DE. ( first of these ballads was the congratus

Weever(543 ), in speaking of thedeath of of his brethren on his appointmentau sub

Robert de Shottinden, the justice itinerant treasurer, and the second appears to be as
in the reign of Henry III., calls him So- answer to a letter of remon- trance is

tingdon or Sadington . If he is correct in ' court ' had received from him for unde?

this, probably he was the father or grand- extravagance and a breach of some of :

father of this judge, whose nameis written rules. In reply to which , with true Lie:

both ways, and in some instances Sudding- / lish freedom, their poet says,–

ton. (Abb. Placit. 229.) He was a clergy. To the which in this wyse we answere,

man , and was probably, therefore, one of Excesse for to dobe vee nat bounde

the officers of the court before he became a Se noon of us, but do as we mas bere ,

justice itinerant. His first appointment to ( p on swich rule we nat us in grownie.
that duty was in 4 Edward I., 1276, when Yee been discreet, though vee in sodhang: 2

he acted in the city and Tower of London ; Yee and we all arn at ourliterte .
Doottı as yow thynkith for you hunett,

and from that time he was regularly em

ployed in various parts of the kingdom till It is not improbable that Geoffrey (bia

17 Edward I. He was one of the ambassa- cer was a fellow of this ó good conteyr,1

dors to the Earl of Holland in 12 Edward / we find that llenry Somer, on Julien

I. , and was a party to the contract for the 1100, 1 Henry IV ., received his peava

marriage of the earl's son John with the for him ; and no doubt Somer was a

king's daughter Elizabeth . ( V. Fadera, i . tion, perhaps a brother, of the Frized

615, 659, 661.) Sharing the corruption Somere ' whose Kalendar is ninawa

which pervaded the whole bench , he did Chaucer's treatise on the Astrolabe. tubes

not escape the retribution which they were , colas's Chaucer, 56.)

all called upon to make; he was dismissed SOMERS, JOIN ( LORD SOMERI , I : *

with disgrace from his office in 1289, when been toomuch the practice of party was

he was sent a prisoner to the Tower, from in the absence of other objetivas

which he was only discharged on the pay- deavour to depreciate their antarme

ment of a fine of 2000 marks. He died in 27 , allusions to their low birth. Weite

Edward I. , in possession of the manor of Swift, following the vulgar elucupio

Tid berst in Hertfordshire, and considerably that Somers • sprang from the dr * E

in debt to the king , inasmuch as all his people ,' he not onls disresanded tratar de

goods were sequestered in the dioceses of failed to retiect how nearly,if tre si

York, Lincoln, Chichester,and Sarum , and Somers, the assertion might breezy - 1

in the countyof Northampton. (Cal. Inquis. himself. Swift's grandfather

p. m . i . 153;Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 104.) of a country parish ; Somerssa2 ::} " * }

SOMER, HIENRY, was a clerk of the Er- was the possessor of considerav is die

chequer by whom payments were made in property which had belonged to be

the first years of ihe reign of Henry IV . for many generations. Switts luider ***
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an Irish attorney of no eminence, and he and rebuilding. At the Restoration he
himself almost a child of charity ; Somers's followed the example of others who had

father was a member of the same profes- been implicated in the Rebellion, by suing

sion , in extensive practice, farming his own out a full pardon for all offences he had

estate , and affording to his son the best of committed, and, with an excellent character

educations. The imputation therefore for integrity and charity, he died in January

comes with peculiarly bad grace from 1681, nearly five years after his son was

Swift ; but, be it true or false, it will have called to the bar.

no influence on unprejudiced minds, or, if The biographers of the chancellor all

it operates at all , it will be to the advan- concur in stating that he was born in the
tage of the object of it, telling rather to his mansion of White Ladies, the remains of

credit than to his dishonour. Few will an ancient nunnery in the parish of Cluines,

deny that the man who has raised himself contiguous to the city of Worcester, which

by his own merits has more true nobility had been held sacred and left uninjured by

than one who can only boast an unim- ' both parties in the convulsions of the

peachable pedigree .
times. It was then occupied by Mr.

No means exist of tracing whether the Blurton, the husband of the chancellor's

ancestors of the great lord chancellor were aunt, on whom it had been settled by her

allied with the last-noticed Henry Somer, father as a marriage portion ; and Mrs.

but this family originally spelling their Somers is represented as retiring to this

nameSomer would seem to give probabi- ' mansion as a safe retreat to await her

lity to the connection. Subsequently it I acconchement of her second child, the
was changed to Sommers, often written future chancellor, with whom she was

Soñers, with a circumflex over them, then pregnant. It turns out, however,

denoting the double letter. By degrees that this account is totally incorrect. He
the circumflex was omitted, and the modern was born in the city itself; the house is

method of writing the name adopted. shown in which his father then resided ;

The father of Lord Somers was John and the register of the parish of St.

Somers, a respectable attorney practising Michael's, which is close to the cathedral

at Worcester, who had taken arms during and nearly a mile from the White Ladies,

the civil war on the side of the parliament, records his birth there on March 4, 1650-1.

and commanded a troop of horse in Crom- As the battle of Worcester was not fought

well's army. So zealous a partisan was he, till September 1651, Mrs. Somers must

that while attending divine service at have retired there after the birth of her

Severnstoke, near which hewas quartered, child ; and King Charles,whose last resort

he is said to have once fired a pistol over it was before his escape, must have found

the head of the clergyman, a furious loyal- the boy six months old.

ist , who was haranguing his congregation Young Somers was brought up under

with violent invectives against the opposite the care of his auntat the house of White

party. The shot, which was meant to Ladies, which was his home till he went

caution, not to injure, the indiscreet minis- to the university. The rudiments of his

ter, whom he had frequently warned, education he received partly at the college

lodged in the sounding-board of thepulpit, school in Worcester, and partly at private

where its mark is still pointed out. When schools at Walsall in Staffordshire, and at
he performed this foolish feat he was still Sheriff-Hales in Shropshire. While at the

a young man, for his marriage with Cathe- school at Worcester he regularly dieted

rine Ceavern, of a good Shropshire family, with his father, at whose country house at

did not take place till November 1648, Clifton in Severnstoke he also spent his

when his father settled the family estate of summer vacations. At this period of his

Severnstoke him . On the termina- life he showed little inclination for the

tion of the civil war with the battle of amusements of boyhood, seldom joining in

Worcester, fought on September 3, 1651, the games of his schooltellows, and more

Mr. Somers returned to that city, and often to be seen with a book in his band.

commenced or resumed his practice as an ( Sewards Anecdotes, ii . 112. ). His early

attorney, for it is uncertain whether he biographers fix his entrance into Trinity

had actually entered the profession before ' College, Oxford , so late as the year 1974 ,
he had adopted the military life. He soon when he was twenty -two or twenty-three

established a very profitable business in years of age, and consequently find a ditti

settling the deranged affairs of those who culty in accounting for his time in the

had suffered in the late disturbances, and interval between this date and his leaving

in superintending the estates of the Earls school. Subsequent enquiry has removed
of Shrewsbury, at the same time engaging the difficulty, by showing that he was

in the clothing trade ,then a staple employ- matriculated on March 23, 1067, at the

ment of his county, and also in brick- age of 16, and the books of the Middle

making, a profitable speculation at a time Temple record his admission into that

when his city required extensive repairs society on May 24, 1669. The eminence

upon
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to which he attained in his future career of Charles's reign, and the whole of James's,

both in literature and in law sufficiently prevented the promotion in his profession

proves how industriously he must have which his talents would bave otherwise

employed the years he spent in each of commanded . His reputation among his

these seminaries. In the former he con- legal companions, as a staunch advocate of

tinued occasionally to reside till 1682, popular principles at this early period, is

though he did not aspire to any academical exemplified by a curious scene which

honour, nor even take a degree; and by the Narcissus Luttrell, under the date of June

latter he was called to the bar on May 6, 16, 1681, thus describes:
1676. An address of thanks to the king for

While his father lived he retired inthe his late declaration ( with his reasons for

vacations to White Ladies, where, in 1672, dissolving the last two parliaments] more!

Charles, Earl (afterwards Duke) ofShrews in the Middle Temple, where several

bury, then a boy of eleven or twelve years Templars meeting began to debate it, but

old , came to reside. Between him and they were opposed tiủ the hall began to

Somerswas then formed a close intimacy, fill,and thenthe addressers called out for

which lasted throughout their lives, the Mr. Montague to take the chair ; those

young lawyer benefiting by the society to against it called for Mr. Sommers; on

which his noble friend introduced him ,and which a poll was demanded, but the ad

the young earl profiting by the wise and dressers refused it, and carried Mr. Noce

constitutional lessons which he insensibly tague and sett him in the chair , and the

imbibed from the conversation and conduct other party pulled him out; on which bizt

of his more staid companion . The total words grew , and some blows were given :

want of any authentic particulars of his but the addressers, seeing they could do

occupations or course of study during these good in the ball, adjourned to the Dini

years some of his biographers, regardless of tavern, and there sigued the addresse : the

date or probability, have supplied by mi- other party kept in the hall, and fell to

nute details that exhibit more of fancy protesting against such illegal and arbitrary

than ingenuity. The story that he held a proceedings , &c. , and presented the same

desk in his father's office, by which they to the bench as á grievance.'

attempt to fill up the supposed interval, is The tracts the reputation of which had

refuted by the fact that he was sent ' at raised Somers's fame among his brother

sixteen to the university, and that he was Templars were A Historyof the Sucte

entered two years after as a student in an sion, published during the discussion of the
inn of court, and is rendered still more Exclusion Bill in 1679 and 1680 ; and ..

mprobable by their making him at the just and modest Vindication of the proceed

same time clerk to Sir Francis Winnington. ings of the two last Parliaments,' written in
This honest lawyer and statesman was a answer to the king's declaration of April

native of Worcester and a friend of Somers's 1681 , on the dissolution of the Crefund

father. In his chambers young Somers parliament. To the latter Algernon Sider

was doubtless at one time a pupil; but, as and Sir William Jones contributed, but :
Sir Francis was removed from his office of was principally composed by somers

solicitor-general in 1679, and was not Subsequently appeared “The mema Table
elected member for Worcester till that case of Denzil Onslow ,' tried at hints £

year, it seems likely that his then joining in July 1681, in which the rights of elec,

the party in opposition to the court was tors were supported; and “The security of

the commencementorthe increase of the Englishmen's Lives,orthe Trust, Pune

intimacybetween the families. Young and Duty of Grand Juries in England,' is

Somers at thattime had been for three which the privileges ofthat important body
years called to the bar, and there can be no were defended . The latter arose from i

doubt that Sir Francis's countenance and abusevented against the grand jury whisk

advice greatly assisted him in his profes- refused to find the bill of indictment

sional pursuits. the Earl of Shaftesbury in Sorember lool

The political principles of Somers were and passed at the time as written by the

already known, from his association with Earl of Essex, but was afterwards ko.

theleaders of the liberal party, and his to be the production of Somers ( Bermeo

talents were soon recognised by the use ii. 276 , 290 ; State Trials, xiv . 707, 11

they made of his pen . Within the next Classical subjects also employed his per

two years several pamphlets, both legal and some translations from Orid which be

andpolitical, appeared,of which , though produced are elegant samples of his pastas

published without his name and never powers. Dryden's Satire to his Vu

publicly acknowledged, he was then be occasioned by the‘Absalom and Achitopal

lieved,and has since been proved, to have ofthatpoet,though often given to Somers

been the author. Their ability and power could not have been wholly bis. Nr.

at once marked him as an opponent of the Cooksey considers it as the joint productos

court, and no doubt, during the remainder of him and Lord Shrewsbury ; and it may
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possibly have been so, parts of the poem all ranks of people . So greatly was his

being too coarse for the polished lawyer, popularity increased that when James ,

and parts too well balanced for the free and frightened at the threatened approach of

easy earl. To their united genius also Mr. the Prince of Orange, restored the charters

Cooksey attributes the original conception to the city of London, the citizens elected

of “ The Tale of a Tub, ' which Swift, with Somers their recorder on October 23, 1688,

their permission , afterwards in 1704) pub- an office which he respectfully declined,

lished as his own. The evidence adduced, anticipating no doubt the prince's persever

however, will not be considered sufficient ance, notwithstanding the dispersion of his

to disprove the dean's authorship ; but the invading fleet a few days before. To the

biographer, had he been aware of the Convention Parliament, summoned by the

following incident, would doubtless have prince for the following January, Somers

pressed it into his service, asa remarkable was returned asthe representative of his

coincidence confirmatory of his argument, native city. In it he acted a most con

and would have quoted it as suggesting to spicuous part. Appointed one of the

the young lawyer a title to the amusing managers of the conference with the Lords

tale he was then engaged in sketching. On upon the word 'abdicated,'he learnedly jus

the trial of Sheriff Pilkington and others in tifiedthevote of the Commons, and induced

May 1683 for a riot, Somers, who was one the Lords to agree with the resolution .

of the counsel for thedefendants, challenged As chairman of the committee to whom the

the array, and Sergeant (afterwards Chief Declaration of Rights was referred, that

Justice ) Jeffreys, upon the challenge being valuable charter of England's liberties

read , called out, Here's a Tale of a Tub owes much of its excellence to his judg

indeed !' ( Cooksey's Life, 18, 23 ; State ment and care; and to his temperance,

Trials, ix . 226.) caution, and foresight the country is mainly

It is manifest that Somers must have had indebted for the happy settlement that was

some business in the courts long previous then secured, and for the freedom it now

to that trial, if the anecdote be true of his enjoys.
being engaged in a case before Lord In the re -establishment of the legal

Nottingham . He is stated to have been courts, and the appointment of the neir
the junior of several counsel employed in officers, the claims of Somers were sure

it, and that on rising after them he said not to be overlooked. In May 1689 he

that he would not take up his lordship’s was named solicitor -general, and was

time by repeating what had been so well knighted in the following October, having
urged by the gentlemen who went before been elected bencher of his inn on May 10.

him ;' to which the lord chancellor re- During the remainder of this parliament he

plied, “ Pray go on , sir ; I sit in this place to entered actively into all the important
hear' everybody; you never repeat, nor debates, and by his effective services in this
will

you take up my time, and therefore I critical time he gained a great ascendency

shall listen to you with pleasure.' Lord in the counsels of the state. In 1690 he
Nottingham died in December 1682, having was elected recorder of Gloucester, and in

been for many months before confined by the next parliament, meeting in March of
illness, and could not have made such a that year, he sat again for Worcester, and

reply , unless he had had several previous pursued the same course, ably defending

opportunities of noticing Somers's talents the principles of the Revolution, and care
as an advocate. fully guarding the liberty of the subject.

During the next few years he indus- When this parliament had sat three sessions

triously pursued his profession, and with Somers received in May 1692 the office of

such success that his fees amounted to attorney -general ; and within a year he

7001. a year. With such a procf of business, was removed to a more responsible station.

added to his political associates and literary Upon a change in the ministry the Great

reputation, it seems unaccountable that Sir Seal was taken out of the hands of the

Henry Pollexfen should have found any commissioners, and offered to Sir John

difficulty in inducing the seven bishops to Somers, who, after attempting to decline it

employ him for their defence, or that they for some time, was at last induced to accept

should have objected that he was too the charge as lord keeper on March 23,
young and obscure - he being then in his 1693, with a pension of 40001. a year. On

thirty - eighth year and one of the con- his elevation he took up his residence in

siliarii ' of the dean and chapter of Wor- Powis House, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

cester . Pollexfen's threat to withdraw King William left England at the end of

unless Somers was engaged was effectual, the month, and remained abroad till No

and the bishops had every reason to be vember, when, on the meeting of the par

grateful for his pertinacity, as Somers's liament, the new lord keeper, not being yet

assistance contributed in a considerable a peer, sat (as in its future sessions) a silent

degree to secure the triumphant result, speaker of the House of Lords. On its pro

which was hailed with so much delight by ! rogation in May 1695, after the queen's

6
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death , the king proceeded to his customary for the individuals interested, joined with

campaign in Flanders, leaving Somers as the spirit of party, than from a considera

lord keeperone of the lords justices for the tion of the legal points on which it turned .

administration of the government during His decisions in Chancery are repented by

his absence — a position which he occupied | Vernon and Peere Williams; and there are

in all the future years in which he held the two state trials on which he presided a

Great Seal. In the next session theruinous lord high steward while he held the deal,

depreciation of the coin by clipping and one of Lord Warwick, and the other se

sweating was brought under consideration ; Lord Mohun, both for murder, the forme :

and the remedyboldly proposed by Somers of whom was found guilty of manslaughter,

and Montagu, with the advice and assistance and the latter was a second time acquired

of Locke and Newton , was adopted , by So deep was the admiration of his atau

which the currency was restored to a healthy among the lawyers, and so great their bus

state . On April 22 , 1097, his title of lord tation to risk a comparison with him , the

keeper was changed to that of lord chan- King William found a difficulty in per

cellor; and in December, though he had curing a successor, many eminent members

several times previously refused a peerage, of the legal body refusing to accep: t

he was created Baron Somers of Evesham ; offer of the Seal .

at the same time receiving from the king But Lord Somers had still another orde

for the support of his honours some con- to undergo. The tories, now being adatta

siderable grants, among which were the into power, renewed their attack upon in

manors of Reigate and Hawleigh in Surrey. in the next parliament, which mei it F

A new parliament was called at the end of bruary 1701. On April 1 ther carried

the following year, which only sat till April | vote , by the small majority of ten, tha: b

1700. In its last session the tories,having advising his majesty in the year 16 oth

obtained a great ascendency , assailed the Treaty ofPartition of the Spanish monar

ministry, and directed their principal attack whereby large territories were to bude

against Lord Somers, as having the greatest livered up to France,' he was ' guilty of .

influence over the king, and forming the high crime and misdemeanour ; and ibor

strongest barrier to their acquisition of upon they sent up to the House of Lorde

power. So high ran party rage that a impeachment against him , together

motion was made for an address to remove ! Lords Portland, Orford, and Halifax, ana

him from his majesty'spresence and councils whom they had passed similar totes. In

for ever . Though this, as were two other articles againstLord Somers, which mea

motions levelled against him , was negatived not presented till May 19, were fourt-tic

by a large majority, the king, desirous of number, six of which bad reference tit

trying the effect of a complete change in Partition Treaty : fire were charges of to

his ministry, recommended Lord Somers to taining extraordinary urants for his in

resign ; but his lordship, disdaining to quail' benefit; another, that be grantei a mio

before his enemies, declined to take this mission to the famous pirate William k

course ; and at length the king sent him an of the Adventure galley, with a vi

order to deliver up the Seal, which he im- ' participating in the spoils to be obal

mediately obeyed on the 17th of April. thereby; and, lastly, a general one imputan

Thus, though still possessing the confi- maladministration in his court, by desatin

dence of the king, was Lord Somers by the and making illegal orders in the clue

malice of faction (for the term may be ap- before him. To these charges be 95**

plicable to either party) dismissed from an and satisfactory answers five days after

ottice which he had held for seven years were delivered . A dispute then as

with the most unimpeachable integrity,pre- tween the two houses as to the ord ?

serving in the performance of its duties the time of proceeding, which was artU *

high reputation he had previously gained, by some bitter truths uttered hr Lami

administering justice with inflexible impar- versham at afree conference. The Co

tiality, and establishing for himself a name, took advantage of these to refuse to

among lawyers for his capacity as a judge, at the trial, which was fixed for Juar

and among statesmen for his ability as a on which day the Lords, in con & 90-3.*

legislator, which has lived in honour to the the absence of all evidence in suppi 12

present day, and which even those who charges, acquitted Lord Somers and c.

differ from him in politics do not venture to missed the impeachment. The sami."

sully. So anxious was he to form correct was afterwards taken on the trial v Lr .

opinions on the questions that came before Orford ; and the impeachments :) ***,

him that he is said to have expended many other lords were dismissed at the c:

hundred pounds in the purchase of books to the session , no articles being f12 s !

prepare his famous judgment in the bankers' against them. The whole of the per

case; the reversal of which by the House ceedings were prompted by party sain o't ,
of Lords, just before his dismissal, arose, it and it seems evident that the diventa .

is believed , more from a sense of compassion no real intention of bringing the buty

a
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trial, and got up the disagreement with the it was lauded by his supporters, the esti

other house as a pretext for not proceeding mate of each being possibly greatly exag

in the business. To put an end to these gerated. But the same individual isvery

heats the king first prorogued and then dis rarely to be found in the ranks both of ex

solved the parliament, calling another to tollers and detractors who is so indiscreet

meet in December 1701. In the interim a as to leave a public record of his contra

plan was formed by Sunderland to restore dictory judgments. Dean swift was not

the Seal to Somers, who, though he held ashamed tobe guilty of this . In his · Dis

no ostensible place in the ministry, is sup- course of the contests and dissensions be

posed to have assisted in framing the king's tween the Nobles and Commons in Athens

speech on the opening of the new parlia- and Rome,' written while he was united

ment. This speech, in consequence of the with the whig party, he represents Lord

recent recognition by the King of France of Somers, under the character of Aristides,

the son of James II. as successor to the as a person of the strictest justice, and as

throne of England, was rapturously wel, having performed such mighty service to

comed by the people as highly spirited and his country that to his recall to power the
patriotic, and was the morevaluedas it was state would owe its preservation . His

the last which William addressed to par- History of the last years of the Queen,'
liament, his death occurring on the 8th of published when he was connected with the

the following March. To his last moments i tories, is written in a directly contrary

he continued his friendship for Lord Somers, spirit, depreciating the services his lordship

and had so complete a confidence inhim had performed, imputing selfish motives to
that he was privately engaged with him in all his actions, and disparaging all the good
reconstructing the whig ministry when his qualities attributed to him . Addison's

decease confirmed the tories in power . noble character of Somers in the “ Free

During the first six years of the reign of holder, ' written soon after his death, affords

Queen Anne, to whom Somers was per- a picture which, though somewhat too

sonally obnoxious, he confined himself to strongly coloured to suit all opinions, is

his duties as a peer of parliament. He recognised in the present day ,even by those

carried a bill for the amendment of the law ; ! of different politics, as forming a just and

he laid the foundation of improvements in fair representation. The truest estimate of

the introduction of private bills ; he greatly a man's character is made by those who

assisted in passing the Regency Bill, which come after him and are not influenced by

provided for the Hanoverian succession ; personal partialities or prejudices; and

he took an active part in promoting the Somers's learning and judgment, his ho

union with Scotland,the scheme of which nesty, his eloquence, hismodesty, mildness,

he had projected in the previous reign , and candour, and taste, together with his sweet

one of the managers of which he was now ness of temper, have been acknowledged by

appointed; and from his pen proceeded all modern authors of whose writings he

most of the important papers of the time. has been the subject. He was elected pre

The prejudices of the queen were in some sident of the Royal Society in 1698, and

measure softened in 1705, and on the death resigned it in 1703 in favour of Sir Isaac
of husband, Somers was, in November Newton ; and among the men of literature

1708, again taken into the ministry as lord and science whom he honoured with his

president of the council, an office which he patronage were Newton , Locke, Addison,

held for two years, when on another change and Bayle. The encouragement he ex

it was given to the Earl of Rochester. tended to the publication of that valuable

Though the queen dismissed him with the collection of state papers called ' Rymer's

rest of the whigs, she professed great regard Federa ,' and also to that excellent history

for him , and declared that she could always of the Exchequer by Madox, justifies the
trust him , for he bad never deceived her. • latter author in placing him in the upper

She died in August 1714, and for the two ranks of the lovers of antiquity, and in

years that he survived in the reign of celebrating in his · Prefatory Epistle ’ the

George I. , though his friends were restored public benefit he conferred on the nation

to power, and he had a place in the cabinet by the care of its repositories and the pre
without office, he took no public share in servation of its records.

business, being gradually incapacitated by As he never married, his title became

aparalytic affection, which at last reduced extinct, but was revived in 1784 in the

him to a state of imbecility. He died on person of Sir Charles Cocks, Bart. , the

April 26 , 1716, and was buried at Mimms grandson of his sister Mary. The name

in Hertfordshire, in which parish his still graces the Ilouse of Lords, with the

country residence, called Brockman's, was additional title of an earl , granted in 1821 .

situate. He left a fine and well-assorted library ,

As the leader of a great party, Lord which was dividedbetween Sir Joseph

Somers'scharacteramonghis contemporaries Jekyll, master of the Rolls , who married his

was as much assailed by his opponents as sister Elizabeth, and his nephew Sir Philip
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Yorke (afterwards Earl of Hardwicke), the city Bridewell now stands. ( Hasted, in.

and contained a valuable collection of tracts 322 ; Blomefield's Norwich , i. 277, ii. 315.)

and manuscripts. A selection of the former SOTHERTON, NOWELL, was probably of

was published in 1795 under the name of the same family as the above John Sother

the * Somers Tracts ' in sixteen volumes, ton, by whom he was in all likelihood

and again in 1809 in twelve volumes, edited introduced into the Exchequer. He wa

by Sir Walter Scott. The manuscripts, the son of John Sotherton, sheriff of No

which originally filled sixty quarto volumes, wich in 1565, and Mary, daughter of

were unfortunately destroyed in an acci- Augustin Stevens. He is called of Gras's

dental fire in Lincoln's Inn in 1752, which Inn, but never was a reader there, nor does

consumed the chambers of the Hon. Charles his name occur in any of the Reports

Yorke, where they were deposited. A few either as an advocate or a judge. Nearly

fragments were preserved fromthe flames, ninemonths after Baron John Sotherton

and were published by the Earl of Hard- death he was made a baron of the Excbe

wicke in 1778. ( Life of Lord Somers, 1716 ; quer, his patent being dated July 8, 10b;

also Lives by Cooksey, Maddock, Roscoe, but as there were at that time already fou

Lord Campbell, in Chalmers's Biog. Dict., barons on that bench, who were all serj-ant

and in Townsend's House of Commons.) at-law and entirely unaccustomed to tb

SOREWELL, WILLIAM DE, or SHORE- fiscal duties attached to the office, the pro

WELL, was united with Peter de Rupibus, bability is that he was the first extra baina

Bishop of Winchester, in the sheriffalty of appointed for that special service, unde?

Hampshire for seven years, commencing 2 the title of cursitor baron, with minor pe

Henry III.; and with Joscelin, Bishop of vileges and holding a lower rank than to

Bath, in the sheriffalty of the county of other barons, and in no way joining with

Somerset, in part of the ninth year of that them in their judicial functions. He ben

reign. In 10 Henry III. he was one of came master of the Merchant Taylors' l'um

those employed to collect the quinzime of pany in London in 1597.

the former county ; and early in the next He died before October 27, 1610. 88 8

year, 1227, he was selected as a justice certificate of the rest of the barons to te

itinerant into the latter county, and also lord high treasurer, in favour of Thoa:

into Dorsetshire and Wiltshire. He did Cæsar, bears that date, and was buried ut

not long survive this appointment, for on St. Botolph's, Aldersgate . His wifewas

August 7 , 1228, his brother and heir, daughter of Anthony Williams, audit

Robert, was permitted to pay a sum of 221. the Mint. ( Blomefield's Norwich , ii. $ 11 .)

due from him for the time he was sheriff of SOTHERTON, JOHN, was probably the

Hants, in threeinstalments. ( Rot. Claus. ii. son of the above -named baron John Sie

23, 147, 205 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i . 175. ) therton , by his second wife , Maria, daub

SOTHERTON, John, whose name was ter of Edward Woton, M.D. He was the

probably derived from a village so called officer of the Exchequer, and in July liet

in Suffolk, was of a family long settled at was appointed receiver -general for the

Norwich, to which city it had provided counties of Bedford and Buckingham . (

several sheriffs and representatives in par- October 29, 1610, hewasplaced as a bana

liament. He was born there about 1525, of the Exchequer ( Cal. St. Papers 100

and, being placed in the Exchequer, was in 10) , 135, 639 ), and was allowed by a

1558 admitted to the office of foreign order of the Inner Temple ( to which b

apposer. ( Exch. Records.) After per- had been admitted in 1588 ) to hare

forming the duties belonging to it for place at the bench table above all

above twenty years, he was raised to the readers in such sort as Sir Thomas ( r .i

bench of that court as a puisne baron on knight, late puisne baron of the Exb

June 16 , 1579. During the remainder of quer, had.' ( Dugdale's Orig. 119.) The

Elizabeth's reign he continued to occupy proves that he had not been a readers

the seat, and receiving a new patent on the society, and that he was not of the

the accession of James I., he held it till degree of the coif, because if he had beef

his death on October 26 , 1605. His re- , he would no longer have been a member

mains were deposited in the church of St. that house, but of Serjeants' In . E

Botolph , Little Britain, Aldersgate Street, December 5 he was one of the couri

in the same tomb with his two wives-- sioners with the lord maror who tra

Frances, daughter and heir of John Smith Mackalley's case at the Old Bailes 18 Condos

of Cromer in Norfolk ; and Maria, daughter Reports, 62), and wasso emploret oa u

of Edward Woton, M.D. By the former occasions; but, as he is never inentides

he had a son ,Christopher; and by the latter sitting in the Exchequer Couri, Dk >>

a son, John, and a daughter, Maria. ( Stow's joining in the conferences of the oth

London , 332.)
judges during the remainder of James

Queen Elizabeth granted him the manor reign , it would seem , in connectiva i

of Wadenball in Waltham , Kent, and he the above facts, that he held the one

possessed property in Norwich, on which which is now called cursitor bana . Tu

9
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1

His con

6

OF.

impression derives greater weight from the Southwell in Nottinghamshire, records of

fact that in a special commission to enquire which exist as ancient as the reign of Ed

into defective titles, issued in 1622, he is ward I. One of its branches was esta

named after the attorney -general, though blished at Felix Hall in Essex ; and Robert

two other barons of the Exchequer, Den- was the second sonof Francis , auditor of

ham and Bromley, are inserted previousto the Exchequer to Henry VIII ., and his
that officer. The same order ofprecedence wife Dorothy,danghter and heir of William

is preserved in another commission in the Tendring, Esq . Their eldest son was Sir

following year onthe same subject; and in Richard Southwell, privy councillor to
a commission relative tonuisancesin London, Henry VIII.,and ancestor of the present

in 1624, several knights and the recorder of Baroness de Clifford.

London intervene between the other barons Robert, after studying at the Middle

and him. (Rymer, xvii. 388, 512, 540.) Temple, became reader there in autumn

The same remark applies also to the 1540. ( Duguale's Orig. 216.)

reign of Charles, in which he lived several nection with the court at this time is evi

years. The Reports never mention him denced by several entries in the books of
but once , and then only as transacting the privy council. In October he was

business which was of course ' ( cursitor). employed to enquire into a riot in the

In the year 1630, the plague raging in county of Surrey ; in January 1541 he is

London, Michaelmas Term was adjourned mentioned as one of the masters of the

from one return to another, and it is re- Court of Requests, and as directed to search

corded that the essoigns of one of them the coffers of one Mason , apprehended for

was kept by Mr. Baron Sotherton (2 Croke, some offence, and to provide him with

Car. 200), which was a mere formality. bedding, &c. , in the Tower; and in April

He died in the course of the next year, his he was joined with the president and coun

successor, JamesPagitt, being appointed cil of the Northin a commission of Oyer
on October 24, 1631 . and Termniner. On July 1 in that year he

He married Elizabeth, widow of Sir received the appointment of master of the

John Morgan, of Chilworth ,Surrey. (Man- Rolls, and wasthereupon knighted. In the

ning and Bray's Surrey, ii . 118. ) following November he was engaged as one
SOUTHAMPTON , EIRL See T. of the king's commissioners at Calais ; and

WRIOTHESLEY. his opinion on the subject of his mission

SOUTHCOTE, JOHN, of Southcote, be- was read to the council." (Acts Privy Coun

longed to an old Devonshire family, and cil, vii. 74, &c. )
was the eldest son of William , a younger Beyond commissions granted to him and

son of Nicholas Southcote, of Chudleigh in other masters in Chanceryin aid of Lord

that county . He was born in 1511,and Wriothesley in 1544 and1547,andof Lord

being sent to the Middle Temple,he rose to Rich in 1550, no account remains of the

be reader in autumn 1556, and again in exercise of his judicial functions. It is

1559, on the occasion of his being called known thathe benefited largely in the dis

upon to take the degree of the coit. Pre- tribution of the estates belonging to the

viously to this, however, he is mentioned suppressed monasteries, among which he

in Plowden asunder -sheriff, and oneof the had a grant of Bermondsey Abbey, and

judges of the Sheriff's Court in London , in erected a capital mansion on its site .

1553 ; and his arguments after he became ( Phillips's Hist. 6.)

serjeant are reported both by that author In December 1550 he surrendered his

and Dyer. Hewas nominated as a judge patent of master of the Rolls, and retired

of the Queen's Bench on February 10, to his estate at Jote's Place in the parish

1563, and performed his judicial duties of Mereworth in Kent, which he acquired

with high reputation for the space of by his marriage with Margaret, daughter

twenty -one years, when he retired on May and heir of Thomas Nevill, a younger son

29 , 1584. He died on April 18, 1585 , and of George Lord Bergavenny. He was

was buried under a stately monument in sheriff of that county on the accession of

the parish church of Witham in Essex, in Queen Mary, and signalised himself in the

which county hehad purchased the manors suppression of Wyat's rebellion. For his

of Bacons or Abbotts, and Petworths. good services on this occasion he was re

By his wife, Elizabeth,daughter and heir warded with the manner of Aylesford, for

of William Robins of London, he had feited by this foolish adventurer. ( Hasted,
thirteen children . His son John succeeded iv . 426, v .83.) Burnet and Carte have con

him ; and one of his descendants , then of founded him with his brother Sir Richard .

Blighborough in Lincolnshire, was raised His death occurred in November 1559,

in January 1662 to a baronetcy, which and the heraldic honours of his funeral in
became extinct in 1691. ( Dugdale's Orig. Kent are recorded in Henry Machyn's Diary

217 ; Machyn's Diary ,373 ; Morant, ii.110.) (p. 217 ). His portrait, in the possession of

SOUTHWELL, ROBERT, was of a family Lord Clifford, is said to have been drawn

which took its name from the town of by Hans Holbein at one sitting.
SS
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SPAIGNE, NICHOLAS DE, is first mentioned He married Elizabeth, the daughter and

as one of the clerks in Chancery in 45 Ed- heir of Sir Henry Frowyk,of Gunnersbury

ward III ., when he was the last of four of in Middlesex, the elder brother of Chiei

them appointed to hold the Great Seal Justice Sir Thomas Frowyk. By ber he

during the absence of Sir Robert de Thorpe, had a family of twenty children , thirteen

the chancellor,on March 18, 1371. In that sons and seven daughters. His fifth son,

and the two following yearshe was one of Henry, was the father of the eminent anti

the receivers of petitions to the parliament, quary Sir Henry, whose second son va

and died about 1374. He seems to have the next-mentioned Clement Spelmaz

been connected with the county of York. (Gibson's Life of Sir H. Spelman ; Wecat,

( Rot. Parl. ii. 303, 309, 317 ; Abb. Rot. 820 ; Blomefield 8 Norwich, i. 171.)

Orig. ii. 304.) SPELMAN, CLEIEXT, was the gress

SPALDEWICK , WILLIAM DE (ABBOT OF grandson of the last-named judge, and to

COLCHESTER ), was placed at the head of son of Sir Henry Spelman, by his wi.

the justices itinerantwhovisited Essex and Alienora, the eldest daughter and cober .

Hertfordshire in 38 Henry III ., 1254, ac- John Le Strange of Hunstanton in Voru

cording to the not unusual practice of so Sir Henry was knighted by King James a

honouring a dignified ecclesiastic of the for his public services, and devoted the is
neighbourhood. He was elected abbot on thirty years of his life to those studies , es :

April 22, 1245, and died about July 8, 1272. the production of those works , which han

( Browne Willis, i . 66. ) established his reputation as one of the Is

SPALDING, JOHN DE, prior of Spalding, learned antiquaries this country erer
was one of the justices itinerant into Essex duced. He died in October 1011, letos

in 56 Henry III., 1272. He was eminent four sonsand four daughters,and was bare

for his knowledge of the laws, and had been in Westminster Abbey.
summoned to council in 49 Henry III. (Law Clement, the youngest of these soni,te

and Lawyers, ii . 331. ) admitted a pensioner of Queens Contact

SPELMAN, Jonn. The pedigree of the Cambridge, on September 16 , 1616. Eba

Spelmans, as drawn out by the learned an- had been previously entered at Grass La

tiquary Sir Henry Spelman , commences the school in which his great-granka

three generations before the reign ofHenry had studied, so early as March 1013, de

III., with William Spileman, knight, lord was not calledto the bar till 104. Asli

of Brokenhurst in Hampshire. The family name never occurs in the Repurtsofthe ti

afterwards removed into Suffolk , and in the he probably devoted himself to literarti

fifteenth century into Norfolk , where they suits, and assisted his father in bis 23

possessed very large estates. Henry Spel- quarian enquiries; for to the Oxford-

man , the father of the judge, is described ( 1646 ) of Sir Henry's treatise • D. 90

in this pedigree as holding no less than eight Temerandis Ecclesiis ,' he wrote a larrr

manors. He was himself a lawyer, and for face containing many things relating to

many years recorder of Norwich, and once propriations and several instances of

its representative in parliament.' He died judgments ofGod upon sacrileze. Is it

in 1496, leaving by his second wife, Ela, he published anonymously .Reas in tea

daughter and heir of William de Narburgh mitting theKing to a personal treaty in

of Narburgh in Norfolk, seven children , of liament and not by Commissioners : as

whom the judge wasthe youngest son . the next year, “ Ă Letter to thela

John Spelnian studied the law at Gray's of Divines concerning Sacril-gre.' It

Inn,where he wasappointed reader in 1514, works, and the activeassistance he 775**

and again in 1519. He was called to the the king in 1618, are evidences ***

degree of the coif in Trinity Term 1521 , that he was a decided royalist.

and made king's serjeant in 1528, and he is In connection with the law, be is 103

introduced among thejudgesof the King's to have been oneof the performers in a
Bench in 24Henry VIII.,1532 ; and Coke, in amasque called the • Triumphs u Pa*
in 3 Report (41),mentions a judgmentof his d'Amour,' by Sir William Datenant,

in Trinity Term of that year. In 1535 he vided for the entertainment of Charles **

officiated as a commissioner on the trials of Elector Palatine, at the MiddleTeas

Sir Thomas More and Bishop Fisher ; and but it is not clear how this cald b . 23 -

in the followingyear hewas no doubt pre- the Middle Temple borrowed arise

sent atthat ofQueen Anne Boleyn, since from Gray's Inn. Of the latter ist s .

Burnet says that he had seen an account of man was made an ancient in li ** !!

it written in the judge's own hand. ( State bencher at the Restoration. At the ***

Trials, i.387,3:18 , 412.) He died on Fe- A.Wood says,on the authorityof **

bruary 26, 1514, according to the inscrip- that Spelman published a chances

tion on his tomb in Narburgh Church, his Oliverians,'which he intimates is ibre
figure on which , in the robe and coif of a as “ The Mystery of the (toodO.

judge, is engraved in Cotman's ' Norfolk briefly unfolded in a Catal373*
Brasses.' Members of the late Long Parliame. *3'

a
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held offices both civil and military , & c.,' ment of November 1325, 19 Edward II.,

which will be found at the end of the but his death did not occur till three years

third volume of Hansard's ' Parliamentary afterwards.

History. ' The only account of his character is in a

His loyal services were rewarded by the political song, in which, when spoken of as

appointment of cursitor baron of the Ex- à justice of trailbaston in 33 Edward I. , he

chequer on March 9, 166 :3, an office which is described as ' gent de cruelté ; ' but too

he occupied till March 1679. He died in much reliance must not be placed on so

the ensuing June, and was buried in St. suspicious an authority.

Dunstan's Church in Fleet Street . (Athen. He lived at Kenilworth, and, according

Oron .iii. 807, iv. 8 ; Notes and Queries, 3rd to his own return in 1316, was lord or
S. v . 152. ) joint-lord of various townships in the coun

SPIGURNEL, HENRY. Spigurnel was the ties of Bedford, Buckingham , Oxford , and

name given to the officer who sealed the Northampton. He had also property in

writs in Chancery, and was by degrees Essex and Leicestershire. By his wife,

adoptedas the surname of the family,by Sarah, he had issue,and his sons represented

which the duty continued, probably during the county of Bedford in 1 and 14 Edward II.

many successions, to be executed. The (Rot. Parl. i . 137–449 ; Wright's Political

first" who is mentioned is Godfrey Spi- | Songs, 233.)

gurnel, who, in a grant in 9 John of five STAFFORD, EDMUND DE (BISHOP OF

bovates of land and a mill in Skeggeby in EXETER), was the grandson of Sir Richard

Nottinghamshire, is styled serviens noster de Stafford , of Clifton in Staffordshire, who

de capella nostrâ. ( Rot. Chart. 169. ) He was the younger brother of Ralph, created

had a grantof three oboli' a day out of Earl of Stafford in 1351 , and the son of

the ferm of thetown of Hertford, and is last another Richard, who was summoned to

mentioned in 11 Henry III. (Rot. Claus. parliament as a baron in 1371. He was

i. 356, ii . 182. ) born about the year 1345, and, being edu

In succession came Henry Spigurnel,who ! catedfor the priesthood, he was appointed

possessed lands in Northamptonshire above dean of York in August 1385. ( Le Nere,

201. a year, and was summoned in respect 314.) He becamekeeper of the privy seal

thereof to perform military service in 25 in 1391, 14 Richard II . (Rot. Parl. iii. 264),

Edward I., 1297. In the same year his and was raised to the bishopric of Exeter

name is among the justices and members of on January 15, 1395.

the council summoned to parliament, and The Great Seal was delivered to bim on

he appears to have acted in a judicial cha- ' November 23, 1396, and he sat as chan

racter in the previous year. (Parl. Writs, cellor in the parliament of the following

i . 52 , 239 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 97.) January and September, and in the latter

In Hilary 1301 he and William de Ormes- | swore to observe the arbitrary statutes

by are recorded as holding “locum regis ' which, by the royal influence, were then

at Lincoln, “ in absencia R.de Brabanzon ; ' ' passed , and which in a short time led to the

and in Easter of the same year, on the Roll , king's ruin . (Rot. Parl. iii.337,347, 355.)

of Pleas coram domino rege ' at Wor- The precise date of his retirement from

cester, these two and Gilbert de Roubury the office is not known, but he certainly

are mentioned as holding the court in the held it when Henry of Bolingbroke landed

absence of the chief justice ( Abb. Placit. I at Ravensburn on July 4, 1399. So soon

242, 245) ; and further, in the writ direct- afterwards, however, as August 13, his pre

ing him to take the oaths on the accession decessor, Archbishop Arundel, having re

of Edward II., his previous seat in the court turned with Henry from his banishment,

is referred to . ( Parl. Writs, ii . p . ii . 3. ) was again in possession of the Great Seal ,

From his appointment till 19 Edward and exercising the duties of chancellor.

II. , he seems to bave been most active in Although a friend of King Richard , it is

the performance of his duties, and to have evident that he succeeded in disarming the

been employed as one entrusted with affairs new monarch of any enmity he might in

of confidence. In 4 Edward II. he was one dulge against him on that account. He

of the king's nuncios to the council, and attended in his place in the first parliament

was sent to Rome on a special mission ; and of Ilenry IV ., and was one of the prelates

in the seventh year he was summoned to who assented to the imprisonment of the

undertake , with the Bishop of Worcester deposed king. In little more than seven

and three others, an embassy beyond the i teen months after the commencement of

seas. Although returnedby the sheriff of the new reign he was reinstated in the

Bedford in 17 Edward II. as a knight office of chancellor. The Seal , which was

beyond sixty years of age and unfit for ser- delivered to him by the king on March 9 ,

vice , we find him acting in the following 1401 , remained in his hands about two

year as a justice itinerant in the islands of years — viz., till the end of February 1403.

Jersey and Guernsey. His last recorded History is silent as to the cause of his re
appearance as a judge is in the parlia- tirement ; but thathe retained thefavour of

882
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the king is manifest, from his being selected France, and had a salary as one of his
as a trier of petitions in several subsequent counsellors there ( Acts Privy Council, ini.

parliaments, and also as oneof the king's 310, iv. 29 ) ; and in 1432, when Archbishop

council. (Rot. Parl. 427,545, 567,572. ) Kempe resigned the chancellorship, the

He survived Henry IV. more than six Great Seal was transferred to his hands on

years, and died on September 4, 1419, March 4. He remained in this high ofix

having presided over his diocese nearly a uninterruptedly foreighteen years wanting
quarter of a century. His remains were thirty -two days. He is the first poredat

deposited in his own cathedral, under an of the office who is known to have been

alabaster tomb, with a rhyming Latin in- called “ lord chancellor .' ( Rot. Parl. T.

scription . 103.)

It may be presumed that he was educated He was elected Archbishop of Carter

at the university of Oxford , in the college bury on May 15, 1443 ; and about the

then called Stapledon Hall, as headded same time he was appointed apeti

two to its fellows, providing estates for legate in England, by which title he
their support, and as the name of Exeter several times described. That of cariim

College, which it now bears, is supposed to which is frequently attached to his ne

have been given from him . ( Godwin, 412. ) in the list of the bishops, we do not us
STAFFORD, JOHN (ARCHBISHOP Or that he ever received ; and the mistake has

CANTERBURY), wasthe second son of Sir probably arisen from confounding him with

Humphrey Stafford, surnamed (whether Archbishop Kempe, who bore the ser

from his generous disposition, or from hav- Christian name,and certainly was acardin

ing an artificial band, does not appear) Sir The absurd practice of opening the pet

Humphrey of the silver Hand, and his liament with a political speech introduced
wife Elizabeth, daughter and heir of bya Scripture text was still contirted :

Dynham , and widowofSir John Mal- and he had numerous opportunities of di
travers. His brother, Sir Humphrey Staf- playing his eloquence, which occasi na

ford,was the ancestor toanotherHumphrey, was animated and impressive, bu: For

who was created Earl of Devonin9 Ed- often ,according to the practice of the time

ward IV., a title which he enjoyed only a far-fetched, and tasteless in its applicati:
few months, being beheaded in the same Throughout his lengthened po sezon

year. (Baronage, i. 172. ). the Great Seal Archbishop Stafford

Born atHouke in theparish of Abbots- allowedto haveexhibited that learnir

bury, Dorsetshire, he was educated at Ox- and caution and intelligence which was

ford , and, taking his degree in laws, after- tobeexpectedfromhis early character and

wards practised as an advocate in the his longexperience. But it was his et
ecclesiastical courts. There he was ad fortune to witness during the same perimet

vanced to be dean of the Arches; and in the gradual loss of all those dominiv

September 1419 he was collated arch- France for the acquisition of which Ezer
deacon of Salisbury, andwasmade chan- v. bad been almost worshipped bf toe !

cellor of that diocese in 1421. In May in English ; and thus to share in the 2 1

the latter year he was in possession of the popularity, consequent on the cerere
place of keeper of the privy seal, which he ! Fuller, mistaking his parentage, que

retained during theremainderof the reign saysof him , “No prelate (his petr ir beton

ofHenry V., and was re-appointed on the or preferment)hath either less good or is
accession of Henry VI., his salary being evil recorded of him . '

twenty shillings a day. (Rymer, x. 117 ; Whether induced by the conscico

Rot. Parl. iv. 171 ; Acts Privy Council, iii. of increasing infirmities, or dreadir:

8.) In December 1422 he succeeded storm then collectingagainst the Itabo
William Kynwelmersh bothas dean of St. Suffolk , or forced by the dissatisatio

Martin's, London, and in the high office of the people with the terms of the propose

treasurer of England . (Monasticon, vi. with France, for which he with the

1324.) The former he probably gave up ministers would be deemed responsibi

on hisbecoming dean of Wells on Septem- resigned the officeofchancellor on decorate
ber 9 in the following year ; the latter he 31 , 1450, or , in the terms of the room
retained till March 13, 1426, when he re- exoneratus fuit.' The first use Lade

signed it. Elected Bishop of Bathand the king of the Great Sealwas to aria

Wells on May 12, 1425, he was named as

one of the lords of the council duringthe He lived a little more than twoyears ago

to a patent of pardon to the art het in

king's minority, and was most regular in his retirement, and dring at his palacios
his attendance at its meetings.

ByaMS. letter in the British Museum ,

Maidstone on July 6 , 1 +52, was inom !

addressed by the king to him on July 11, Le Neve : Hasted, xii . 4 :2 : 2)
1428, it would appear that he hadresumed STANES, RICHARD DE, atfords 49 dite

his former office of keeper of the privy example ofa clerical judge, as the desert
In 1430 he accompanied the king to tion Magister,' always placed before 2 *

1
1

1
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name, sufficiently proves. He seems to i male heirs in 47 Edward III. , became

have acted as a justice itinerant before he vested in the representatives of Elizabeth,

became a justicier, visiting eleven counties the wife of Thomas Metham , the sister of

in the former capacity in 52 Henry III ., Thomas, the last lord . ( Baronage, ii. 70.)

1268, while his appointment as a justice of STAPLETON, NICHOLAS DE, was either

the King's Bench did not take place till son or grandson of a knight of the same

the following year. From July 1269 till name, who was governor of Middleham

the end ofthereign there are frequent en- Castle in Yorkshire in tue reign of John.

tries of assizes to be held before him. In (Rot. Claus. i . 248. ) His residence was at

55 Henry III. he is specially mentioned as Hachilsay (Weshacheslay) in that county.

a “ justiciarius ad placita tenenda coram He is first mentioned in a Liberate Roll

rege ;' and in the last month of the reign, of 1 Edward I. as a judge of the King's

1272, he had a salary of 401. a year assigned Bench ; and by another entry in6 Edward

to him . (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 493–586 ; I. it appears that a salary of fifty marks

Mado.c, ii . 203. ) yearly was assigned to him in that charac

There is no reason to suppose that he did ter. Various judicial acts are recorded of

not retain his place on the accession of Ed- him until Trinity, 17 Edward I., 1289 ;

ward I. ; but if he did so hemust have been and he was summoned to parliament

removed to the Court of Common Pleas in among the judges up to the previous year.

that or the following year, inasmuch as (Rot. Parl. i. 349 ; Parl. Writs, i. 845 ;

from Michaelmas in the latter till February Abb. Placit. 205-279.)

1276 ( Dugdale's Orig. 44 ) fines were levied He died in 1290 ( Cal. Inquis . p. m. i.

before him. He was present at the council 103) , leaving the above-named Milo his

held at the following Michaelmas. ( Parl. son and heir,and a daughter, Julian, who

Writs, i . 6. ) married Richard de Windsor. ( Collins's

STANLEY, THOMAS DE, was one of the | Peerage, iii . 647.)

clerks of the Chancery from 11 Richard II . , STARKEY, HUMPHREY, was descended

when he first appears as a receiver of peti- from the Starkeys of OultonandWrenbury
tions. (Rot. Parl. iii . 228-455.) He held in Cheshire, a branch of the Starkeys of

this office for the ten following years,when Nether Hall in Stretton in that county, a

he was constituted master of the Rolls, on veryancient family. Sir Humphrey, having
September 11 , 1397, 21 Richard II. On purchased the manor of Littlehall in the

the banishment of Henry of Lancaster in parish of Woldham in Kent, gave it his

the next year he was selected as one of his own name, and built there a good house,

attorneys during his absence ( Rymer, viii. still standing, and a handsome chapel,
very little

place when that prince usurped the govern- The Inner Temple wasthe place of his
ment. He was superseded in September legal studies, and the first instance of his
1402 ; and it would seem that his offence forensic employment recorded in the Year

was that he obtained the pope's bulls for Books is in Hilary Term , 32 Henry VI.,
certain benefices, a pardon being granted 1454. In 11 Henry VII. , 1471 , he was

to him in the same year on that account. elected recorder of London, and the Year

( Cal. Rot. Pat. 245.) Books notice his appearance in court in

STAPLETON, MILO DE, was the son and that character as late as 1483, when he

heir of the undernamed Nicholas de Staple- resigned the office on being raised to the

ton , and served Edward I. throughout his bench at Westminster . Before that event
Scottish wars . When the first commission happenedhe was called serjeant in Trinity

of trailbaston into Lancashire was issued , Term 1478. His appointment as chief

on March 12, 1305, he and John de Byrun baron of the Exchequer is dated June 15,

were the two justices appointed under it ; | 1483, only ten days before the dethrone

but in the following month they were ment of Edward V., so that he was obliged

superseded by themore comprehensive com- to have a new patent from the usurper,

missions which were then issued . ( Parl. which he received on the 26th of the same

Writs, i. 407, ii . 67. ) month, having previously been knighted.

He was seneschal of Knaresborough Although Dugdale does not introduce him

Castle in 33 Edward I. (Abb. Rot. Orig . i. among the justices of the Common Pleas

145 ) , and was summoned to parliament as in the reign of Richard III . , it is certain

a baron in 6 and 7 EdwardII. , in the latter that he held both appointments, as several

of which years he obtained a pardon, as an of his predecessors had done, and it is pro

adherent of the Earl of Lancaster, for his bable that his patent for the latter bore

participation in the murder ofGaveston. I even date with that for the former. Two

He died in the following year. ( Cal. Inquis. fines levied before the judges of the Com

p. m . i. 256.)
mon Pleas in the first and second years of

By his wife, Sibilla , a daughter of John the reign are referred to in the Rolls of

de Bella Aqua, he left Nicholas, his son Parliament, and his name appears in each

and heir ; but the barony, by failure of 1 of them . (Rot. Parl. vi. 332, 341. ) On
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name.

the accession of Henry VII. his patents for have pressed the prisoner with ans
unfair

both places were renewed on the sameday. harshness. ( State Trials, i. 869.)
He died early in the second year of that A few months after this trial, which

reign ; his last fine is at Midsummer 1486 took place on April 17, 1554, Staunford

( Dugdale's Orig. 47 ) , and William Hody was raised to the bench, and the first fine

was appointed his successor as chief baron levied before him was in the month after

on October 29. He was buried in St. Michaelmas 1554. ( Dugdale's Orig. 45.1

Leonard's, Shoreditch, with his wife, whose He was knighted byKingPhilip on Jacu

name was Isabella. They left no male ary 27, 1555 (Machyn's Diary, 342), ani
issue, and their four daughters divided the retained his seat in the Common Pess

inheritance. ( Hasted, iv. 404 ; Morant, i . during the rest of his life,which termicated

161. ) on August 28, 1558, three months beim

STATHAM,NICHOLAS, was elected reader thedemise of Queen Mary . He was buriel

of Lincoln's Inn in Lent 1471 , 11 Edward in Hadley Church.

IV . ( Dugdale'sOrig. 249 ), and received on He was a great and learned lawyer, and

October 30, 1467 , å patent for the grant of distinguished himself not only by ence

the office of second baron of the Exchequer raging the first publication of Panclph de
in reversion on the death or surrender of Glanville's Tractatus de Legibus et C'ye

John Clerke. As the date of John Clerke's suetudinibus Angliæ ' ( Coke's 4 Inst. 345 .

death is not known , and as Statham's but also as the author of two bigay

name is never mentioned afterwards, it is esteemed works-riz. , a Treatise on the

uncertain whether he ever filled the office. Pleas of the Crown , and an Expositi od

All we know is, that either on his or on the King's Prerogative, the former of which

Clerke's death Thomas Whitington was is still of great authority. The antithesia.

appointed second baron on February 3, David Lloyd ( 219 ) describes bis chants

1481, 20 Edward IV. in his usual encomiastic manner, and si:

Although he never once is mentioned in i it up thus : “ He had those lover virile

the Year Books, an abridgment of the that draw praise from the vulgar, wayang

cases reported in them to the end of the he neglected (knowing that they were more

reign of Henry VI . , being the first attempt ! taken with appearances than realitia

at a work of that nature, goes under | he had middle, that they admired and a

men observed ; he had his highest virtka

STAUNFORD, WILLIAM, was grandson which they received and great men b

of Robert Staunford of Rowley in Stafford noured. In a word, a fragrant fan be

shire, and son of William Staunford of bad , that filled all round about, andin

London , mercer, by his wife Margaret, the not easily away .'
daughter and heir of Gedney of London. His wife, Alice, the daughter of Jou

His birth took place in his father's house Palmer, Esq., survived him, and takes
at Hadley in Middlesex on August 22, her second husband Roger Carew, Ey.sk

1509. After receiving a classical education Hadley. By her he had issue six seci

at Oxford, he pursued his legal studies at four daughters. The name is freque

Gray's Inn,where he was called to the bar spelled Stamford by Dyer, Coke, arit

in 1536, and wasappointed reader in 1544, reporters, and also on the tomb of his time

and again in 1551." ( Dugdale's Orig. 293. ) in Hadley Church. ( Athen . Orun . i ?

Hedesignates himself as attorney-general Machyn , 362.)

on May 3,1545, in his surrender to King STAUNTON, WILLIAM

Henry of all the title he had in the rectory family is not known ), was appointed, T.

of South Mymes in Middlesex. ( Rymer, three others, a justice itinerant, to r ?

XV. 69.) The date of his nomination to Cornwall, Deronshire,Dorset,and Somers ,

that office does not appear, and it is certain in 46 and 47 Henry III . , 1262-3.
that he did not hold it later than the 18th STAUNTON , HERVEY DE ( sometiena

of the following month, when Henry | called Henry ), was of a Nottinsbank

Bradshaw received the appointment. Ed family of large possessions and are

ward VI. called him to the degree of the linence,which is still flourishing at 8

coif on May 19, 1552 ; and on October 19, ton Hall in that county. He was ts.

1553, three months after the accession of of Sir William de Staunton, br.th

Mary, whose religion he professed, he was daughter and coheir of John de vorm
made one of the queen's serjeants. He lord of Bosingham in Lincolnshire. Ten

was named on the commission under Ed- roton's Notts, i, 305. )

ward which deprived Bishop Tunstall, a He was an ecclesiastic as well as a st*

sentence which in the first year of Queen and on one occasion he is described as po

Mary was set aside ( Ibid. 346 ); and he bendary of Ilustwbait, in the cathedral

conducted on the part of the crown the York. (Abb. Placit. 252, 2:35 . ) A3 & ATTE

prosecution against Sir Nicholas Throck- he is first mentioned in 30 Edward I. , dom

morton, in which, making allowance for among the justices itinerant into ease ..

the difference of times, he does not seem to and in the next year as bolding the same

-

DE ( of
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character in Durbam. In the parliament STEELE, WILLIAM , was the son of

held at Westminster in September 1305 Richard Steele, of Giddy Hall, a moated

he was one of those appointed to receive house at Sandbách in Cheshire ( Ormerods

and answer the petitions from Ireland and Cheshire, iii . 449) , and of Finchley in Mid

the isle ofGuernsey.(Rot. Parl.i. 159) ; and dlesex . He became a barrister at Gray's

on April 20, 1306, he was called to the Inn on June 23, 1637, and was one of the

bench as a judge of the Common Pleas. candidates for the judgeship of the Sheriff's
On the accession of Edward II. he was Court in London in 1643, but was unsup

re -appointed in the same court, and con- ported either by the Common Council or

tinued to perform the duties of the office the Court of Aldermen, between whom

till September28 , 1314, 8 Edward II., when there was a contest as to the right of elec

he exchanged his seat in the Common tion, and John Bradshaw , afterwards presi

Pleas for that ofa baron of the Exchequer. dent of the High Court of Justice, was

On June 22, 1316, he became chancellor of chosen. In 1647 he had the conduct of

the Exchequer; but seems, however, to the prosecution of the unfortunate Captain

have been still employed in a judicial cha- Burley for his loyal butfruitless attempt to

racter on various commissions, and to have rescue the king in the Isle of Wight ; and

been regularly summoned to parliament the zeal and energy be displayed so ingra

with the other judges. (Parl. Writs, ii . tiated him with the parliament, that when

1457.) they were seeking a successor for Mr.

In 1323 he was raised to the office of Glynne in the recordership of London in

chief justice of the King's Bench. Dugdale January 1648, they recommended him to

( Orig. 38) quotes a Close Roll commanding the city for the post. The vacancy did not

him not to quit the office of chancellor of the then take place, and at the end of the

Exchequer, but cause it to be executed by year the Commons found more active em

some other fit person at such times as he ployment for him by appointing him at

should benecessitated to attend the hearing torney -general of the Commonwealth, for

of causes; and Madox (ii. 53, e) gives a the purpose of conducting the charges

writ, dated September 17 or 27 in that against the king. (Whitelocke, 290, 368.)

year, by which the seal of the Exchequer But when the court sat on January 18 to

was temporarily committed to the custody make arrangements for the trial, Steele was

of the treasurer. Staunton retained the or pretended to be ill , and in sending a

chief justiceship of the King's Bench for a message announcing that he was ' not like

very few months, being superseded, on the as yet to attend the service of the court,'

21st of March following , by Geoffrey le he signified that he noway declined the

Scrope ; but he was five daysafterwards service out of any disaffection to it, but

re- appointed chancellor of the Exchequer. professed himself to be so clear in the

On July 18, 1326, 20 Edward 11., hewas business that if it should please God to

constituted chief justice of the Common restore him he should manifest his good

Pleas, and gave up the seals of the Ex- affection to the cause.? He thus escaped

chequer. ( Parl. I'rits, ii. p. ii. 1458.) the odious office which Solicitor -General

Dugdale cites the same patent as ap- Cook performed ; but within ten days after

pointing him not only chief justice of the the execution he waswell enough to appear

Common Pleas, but chief þaron of the in the High Court of Justice on the pro

Exchequer also. This is a manifest blunder, secution of the Earl of Cambridge (Duke

as the patent is wholly silenton the subject. of Hamilton ), against whom he delivered a

Half a year after this the king was de- long and laboured speech . So also against

posed, and Hervey de Staunton died about the Earls of Holland and Norwich , Lord

the same time, William de Herle being Capel, and Sir John Owen ,who were tried

immediately made chief justice in his place. about the same time. ( State Trials, iv .

(Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 10.) He was buried 1064, 1067, 1209.)

in St. Michael's Church, Cambridge, where He was elected recorder of London on

he founded the house of that name (now August 25, 1619. Having been in the

incorporated into Trinity College, where his previous April superseded in his temporar

name is introduced into the grace after office of attorney -general by Mr. Prideaux,

dinner), and endowed it with the manor of the Commons were glad of this opportunity

Barentor and the advowson of the church of rewarding his services, their sense of
there. (Holinshed, ii. 574 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. which they still further marked by giving

98.) him the privilege of pleading within the

STAVERTON, John, who was connected bar, and ordering that he should be freed

with the county of Suffolk, appears among from his reading at his inn of court .

the officers of the Exchequer in 15 Richard (Whitelocke, 394, 420.)
II . (Kal. Exch . ii . 108 ) , and on the acces- He was one of the committee named in

sior ofHenry IV. he was constituted a January 1652 to consider of the delays,

baron of that court. He acted throughout the charges, and the irregularities in the

the reign, and was re-appointed by Henry V. proceedings of the law, and in May 1654
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was a commissioner to try the Portuguese i judge of the King's Bench. The time of
ambassador's brother for murder. In the his death or removal must have been before

last case he is called Serjeant Steele, to April 1347, as his name is not included in

which degree he had been admitted onJa- theorder for the judges'robes then issued
nuary 25. ( Ibid . 520, 590 ; Noble's Crom- In 14 Edward III. he was one of the com

well, i. 436.) missioners appointed to enquire into the

Cromwell,when he became protector,in true value of the bishoprics north of Trent.

December 1653, left the office of chief ( Hasted , iii. 182 ; Rot. Parl. ii. 119. )
baron vacant for more than a year, when STIKESWALD, ROGER DE, probably so

he bestowed it on Mr. Serjeant Steele, called from belonging to a place of that
who was sworn in , after a learned speech name in Lincolnshire, where there was a

from Mr. Commissioner Whitelocke, on May |Cistercian punnery, was the last named of
28, 1655. ( Athen . O.xon. iii. 1045. ) Three / five justices itinerant who fixed the talizze

days after he resigned his recordership. for that county in 8 Richard I., 119 -i.

On August 26, 1656 , he was advanced to (Madox, i. 704.) He was alive in 18 Johau.

the lord chancellorship of Ireland (Smyth's and had a grant during pleasure of the
Law Off.Ireland, 33, 34 ) ; and on Decem- land of Osbert de Bobi, ' qui est cum in
ber 10, 1657 , he was nominated one of micis nostris .' ( Rot. Claus. i. 290.)
Cromwell's House of Lords. (Parl. Hist. STILLINGTON, ROBERT (BISHOP OF

iii. 1518. ) He was continued in his office BATH AND WELLS ), was the son of Jehr.

on the accession of the Protector Richard, Stillington, Esq., probably of the place of
on whose deposition and thesecondex- that name in Yorkshire, who pusztused
pulsion of the Long Parliament he was property at Nether Acaster, a short dis
named by Fleetwood, inOctober 1659, as tance from York,ofwhich city one of his

one of the committee of safety. With this progenitors was bailiff in 1368. ( Dreke,
body, however, he refused to act, declaring 361.) He became a student of the colleze

his opinion to be that the parliament were of All Souls in the university of Oxfnd,
the only proper judges as to the future where he took the degree of doctor in both
establishment. ( Ludlow , 302, 313.) laws. His first ecclesiastical preferment

At the restoration of Charles IÍ. he of was a canonry in the cathedral of Wells in

course lost his place, but is said to have 1445 ; which was quickly followed by the

secured his personal safety and made his treasurership of the same church in 1447;

peace with the government by betraying the rectory of St. Michael, Ouse Bridge, in

the secrets of Henry Cromwell to Clarendon York, in 1448 ; and the archdeaconit of

and Ormond, and, what is worse, by giving | Taunton in 1450. He became a can ic of

up hisformer colleague in the prosecution York in 1451 ; dean of St. Martin's, La
of the king, Solicitor -General Cook. don, in 1458 ; archdeacon of Berks in 14x

He was a lawyer of ability andlearning; and of Wells in1465 ; and, lastly, Bisb por

but his character is described by the writers Bath and Wells on January 11 , lai

on one side as proud, crafty, insincere, and Many, if not all, of these preferments be

insolent (Clarendon: Dubigge ), while on owed ' to the patronage of the bode of

the other it is stated that he was general- York, to which he was strongly attached

ly esteemed to be a man of great pru- On their attaining power at the end of the
dence and uncorrupted integrity ( Ludlow , reign of Henry VI . he was appointed kerper

313) ; and nothing appears in his recorded of the privy seal ( Deron's Issue Roll Ali

history in contradiction to this , if confined | and in the acts of resumption passed in the

to pecuniary transactions. He died in early parliaments of Edward It the stars

Dublin and was buried in St. Werburgh's made to him in this character, and als

By his firstwife, Elizabeth Godfrey, he had dean of St. Martin's, areall excepted in ka

a son, Richard, who was the father of the favour. ( Rot. Parl. v . 470, 575.)

distinguished essayist Sir Richard Steele . He was appointed lord chancellor com

His second wife was the widow of Michael June 20, 1467, and on May 17 in the fala

Harvey, younger brother to the celebrated lowing year he announced to the parliano

Dr. William Harvey . (Notes and Queries, the royal intention to recover the kind *

2nd S. xii . 72 ; Noble, i. 396.) of France ( Ibid. 618, 6 :2:2), a project, b

STEYNGRAVE, ADAM DE, no doubt be- ever, which the dissensions at home porte

longed to the knightly family settled at the vented the king from attempting: Tag
manor of that name in the parish of Eden- bishop was still chancellor when Warwich

bridge in Kent. He was constituted a succeeded in replacing Henry on the three

baron of the Exchequer on July 24, 1332, and during the few months of the result

6 Edward III., and remained there till tion we have no precise account of hisat

January 20, 1341. He was not included duct, with the exception that the Giresi
in the new patent of that date ; but on Seal was taken out of his hands and pit

October 28following he wasmade a judge into those of Archbishop Verill. Toate
of the Common Pleas ; and on January 10, was not offensive to Edward IV . we pas

1342, he became, by another change, a presume from his being still in the vicis
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of chancellor at the next parliament in Simnel in 1487, was discovered, and com

October 1472, although absent on account mitted to the castle at Windsor, where he

of illness ( Ibid. vi. 2) ; but that he had remained a prisoner for nearly four years,

some suspicion that it might be questioned and died there in May 1491 ,without that

if tooclosely investigatedmay be collected pity which is usually afforded to a sufferer

from his obtaining in the previous February for political crimes. Whatever merit he

a general pardon for all crimes committed might claim as a supporter ofthe house of

by bim previous to the day of the grant. York he forfeited by his abject desertion of

(Rymer, xi . 736.) His illness seems to the children of his patron.
have continued throughout the first half of In the reign of Edward IV . he founded

the next year, during which temporary the collegiate chapel of St. Andrew , at

keepers were at first appointed ; but at Acaster, or Nether Acaster, for a provost

last, on July 27, 1475, Laurence Booth, and fellows, building it on property which

Bishop of Durham , was invested with thé had belonged to his father, and in 1Richard

office , which Stillington never again re- 1II . he procured a confirmationofthe grant

covered. He was still, however, employed of land he had made to it. (Godwin, 382 ;

by the king ; and when the Earl of Rich- Angl. Sac. i . 574 ; Le Neve. )

mond_ (afterwards Henry VII.) escaped STIRCHELEYE, WALTER DE, was ap

from England, and took refuge in the terri- pointed sheriff of Gloucestershire in 9 Ed

tories of theDuke of Bretagne, the bishop ward I., and in the next year sheriff of

was sent to that prince to demand that the Lincolnshire , holding the former office for

fugitive should be given up . He failed in four, and the latter for three years. ( Abb .

his embassy, and we hear no more of him Rot. i. 37, 43. ) He is the last named of

during the remainder of the reign than six justices itinerantsentinto Hertfordshire

that he was a trier of petitions in the par- in 15 Edward I. , 1287. In Michaelmas

liament of the seventeenth year, and that Term of that year there was a suit betweenа

in the eighteenth, for some unexplained Walter the son and heir of Walter de

cause, he received a new patent of pardon. Stircheleye, and Walter the son of Regi
( Ibid . xii. 60.)

nald de Stircheleye and others, relative to

From the day of Edward's death Stil- a considerable property in Stircheleye in

lington became an adherentof his ambitious Shropshire ( Abb. Placit. 216) ; but which

brother, Richard Duke of Gloucester ; and, of the three Walters was the justice itine

though we may charitably hope that he rant there is nothing to show .
was not a party to or a believer in the STIVEKEL, JOSCELINE DE, so called

usurper's grosser enormities, there is no probably from the place of his birth , now
doubt that he drew up the act by which | Stukeley, in Huntingdonshire, was sheriff

the children of Edward IV. were bastard of that county and of Cambridgeshire in 8
ised , that he assisted at the coronation of and 9 John, and in the latter year paid

Richard, and that he gave him every aid twenty marks to be released from the em

and countenance throughout his troublous ployment. ( Rot. de Fin . 382, 401.) . He

reign. So devoted a partisan of the York- was probably an officer connected with the

ists was not likely to be looked upon with Exchequer. Several fines were acknow
much favour by Henry VII. On the very ledged at Westminster in 15 and 16 John ,

day of the battle of Bosworth, August 2 :, 1213-14, in which his name appears among

1485, the king issued a warrant for his the justiciers present,but in no other year.
apprehension ; and on August 27 he was He soon afterwards went over to the

already in prison at York, .sore crased by side of the barons, and his landsweregiven

reason of his trouble and carving:' ( Drake, to Simon de Campo Remigii. He had at

122.) He succeeded, however, before the the same time letters of safe conduct to go

end of the year in obtaining his full pardon to the king ; but he does not appear to

from the king, who, when the act of bas- have used them , as his estates were not re

tardy was repealed , refused on that account ' stored till eleven months after the accession

to call him before the parliament to answer of Henry III.,when the sheriffs of Bedford ,

for its composition, although pressed by the Hunts, and Lincoln were ordered to give

Lords to do so . He was, however, deprived him possession. (Rot.Pat. 170 ; Rot.Claus.
of the deanery of St. Martin's, and the act i . 251, 323.)

that ousted him , after a flourish about the STOKE, RALPI DE, was of the clerical

impropriety of benefices being held in aug- profession. Dugdale,by mistake,calls him

mentation of bishoprics, speaks of the archdeacon of Stafford in 7 John , Henry

horrible and baneous offences ymagined of London, already noticed , then holding

and doune by him against the king. ( Rot. that dignity. From 2 to 8 John, 1200
Parl. vi. 292.) 1206 , the fines levied at Westminster, and

His escape on this occasion does not on the circuits, contain his name as a jus

seem to have rendered him more cautious ticier present, without that designation.

in his future conduct. He became impli- (Madox, i. 734.)

cated in the absurd attempt of Lambert He had the church of Wodeford in

6
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&

Northamptonshire in 4 John (Abb. Placit. and 13 Edward II . , to carry into the Ex.

41), and in the next year he was presented chequer to be estreated.
to the church of Alrewas in Staffordshire In the following year, on October 16,

(Rot. Pat. 40) ; and two years afterwardshe 1320, he was constituted a justice of the
seems to have got into some disgrace, as he Common Pleas; and the fines leried before

was fined a palfrey for tampering with a him continue till the octave of Michaelmas,

jury in Yorkshire. ( Rot. de Fin . 309.), 27 Edward III., 1353 ; and yet Dugiale

STOKE,RICHARD DE, seems to have been introduces him into his list of justices f the

implicated in the barons'war against King King's Bench from 17 Edward II., 123-4,

John, as he returned to his allegiance in 2 till the end of that reign . As the auth

Henry III., when his lands were restored rity quoted for this is only a liberate, no

to him . They were situate in Buckingham- doubt ordering the payment of a salary, we

shire, in which county , some years after should have supposed that Dugdale' had

wards, he held the office of coroner. It mistaken the words “ justiciarius donin
was probably on that account that in 9 and regis,' by which title the judges of bit

11 Henry III., 1225–7, he was selected to benches were then often called,asdesins

act there as one of the justices itinerant. ting that he was a justice of the king's
(Rot. Claus. i. 340, ii . 77 , 147, 215.) Bench, but that we find that John de Ston

STOKES, JOAN DE . There was in the nore, on May 3, 1324, in the same seris

reign of Edward II. a Ralph de Stokes who teenth year, was again constituted a incze

was a clerk of the great wardrobe, and in of the Common Pleas, the patent contains

that of Richard II. an Alan de Stokes who no special words of explanation . As De

held the same office ; and it is not impro- of the commissions upon which he sai

bable that this John de Stokes may have placed, and none of his summonses to pare

been the son of one and the father of the liament about this period , in the slickie

other. He was raised to the bench ofthe degree distinguish the court to which to

Exchequer on November 3, 1365, 39 Ed- belonged, we are unable to account for Es

ward 1II . ; and in the forty -fourth year he re -appointment to the Court of Come

was sent into Yorkshire and Northumber- Pleas, except by supposing that, the

land, to obtain loans for the kingfrom the there is no record of it, he was for a shot

wealthy of those counties, and to survey time removed from that court, and wait

the alien priories. ( Devon'sIssue Roll, 133, placed at the above date . However this

209 ; N. Fædera, iii. 778 ; Issue Roll, 256. ) may have been, there is no doubt that I

STOKES, RICHARD, was constituted a de Stonore continued from that time a juis

baron of the Exchequer on October 9, 1377, of the Common Pleas till the end of the

1 Richard II., and appointed auditor of the reign, for we find his name to a fire

accountsof the king's bailiwicks in Wales Trinity Term in 1326 (Orig. 94 ),and tes:

and in Cheshire. He retained his seat on he was re -appointed by Edward III . & fe

the bench till the twenty-first year, but cer- days after he was proclaimed king:

tainly did not occupy it at the end of the On February 22, 1329, 3 Edward III -

reign . (Cal. Rot. Pat. 196, 198, 217. ) was made chief baron of the Esckey

STONORE, JOHNDE, probably was born and on September 3 in the same yearis

at Stonore, not far from Sandwich in Kent, further advanced to be chief justice of

as we find him, so early as 10 Edward II., Common Pleas, superseding Willian

taking a release of all the lands of Robert Herle,who,however,was restored intes

de Dumbleton , in Lesnes in that county. afterwards, on March 2, 1331; ard J.
( Abb. Placit. 326. ) A manor, however, de Stonoré, on April 1 , was placed it to

of the same name in Oxfordshire may be second seat in the court.
From this

thought to have a better claim to his nati- seems to have been removed, on Jes ":

vity, unless,as is not unlikely ,he gave his 1333, by Geoffrey le Scrope ; but on des

name to the manor, following the example in the following year , on the resi.zsta ..

of those spoken of by the Psalmist, who William de Herle, Stonore was ring
* call the lands after their own names .' An as chief justice .

effigy in judges'robes , bearing his arms, is On the king's return from Tourtar, :

in the church of Dorchester, which is near the end ofthe year 1340, both he and i

to the manor. other judges, for some alleged missat

He is frequently mentioned as an advo- the particulars of which have not traser

cate in the Year Books ; and he was so far were removed from their places and im".

advanced among the serjeants as to be sum- soned (Barnes's Edw . III. 1973 ), and has

moned to assist at the parliament of 6 Ed- Hillary was constituted bis suara
ward II. Inthe ninth year he had agrant January 8, 1311. No recorl remap

of 201. per annum for his expenses in pro- investigation that followed, nor de

secuting and defending suits for the king ; nore's name occur for the per: sikre

andon several occasions he wasemployed months ; but we may presunetis:-
on special judicial commissions, bis proceed charges against him were not very si!,

ings underwhich he was commanded, in 12 or that they were not substantiain,
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much as he was restored to his place of chief He married Joan, a coheir of Tracy of

justice of the Common Pleas on May 9,1342, Wollocombe, a name assumed by the family

and remained undisturbed in it till 1354, in the reign of George I.

when he died , leaving large possessions in STOWE, WILLIAM DE, whose name first

nine counties , to which his son, also named appears as a witness to the release exe

John, succeeded. cuted to King Edward III. in 1327 by the

STOPINDON, John, received the appoint- widow of Aylmer, late Earl of Pembroke

ment of archdeacon of Colchester on May ( N. Fædera, ii . 698) ,was made a baron of

19, 1433, 11 Henry VI.,as one of themasters the Exchequer on January 20, 1341, 14

in Chancery, in which character we find him Edward III. He continued in that court

mentioned in the previous year, and as keeper ' till the twentieth year, when we find him

of the Hanaper in this . (Rymer, x. 523.) recorded among the judges from whom

He was appointed master of the Rolls on loans were required (Rot. Parl. ii. 453) ,

November 13, 14:38 . In his patent on that but he is omitted in the list of those for

occasion special reference is made to his ser- whom in the following year robes were

vices to the last two kings in France and ordered. (Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 192.)
Normandy, the nature of which is not re- We know not whether he is the same

corded , but may be inferred from his being William de Stow who is mentioned in con

employed in December 1440 as one of the nection with the abbey of St. Edmund's

commissioners to conclude a treaty of alli- Bury in 9 Edward III . ( N. Fædera, ii.

ancewith the ambassadors of the Archbishop 924) ; but hewas parson of the church of
of Cologne. He became archdeacon of Sabrithesworth, and it does not seem im

Dorset on July 19, 1440, and died between probable that his removal from the Exche

March and May 1447. (Le Neve, 196, 281 ; quer was occasioned by a complaint made

Acts Privy Council, v. 126.) against him under that description in the
STOUFORD, JOHN DE ( sometimes spelled parliament of Hilary, 21 Edward III. , for

Stonford ), is said by Prince, in his Wor- maintenance andmenaces against the peti

thies of Devon, ' to have been born at Stow- tioners. (Rot. Parl. ii . 179. ) He was still

ford , in the parish of West Down, about alive in the twenty -sixth year, when he

1290. A John de Stoford was a manu- endowed that church with a house in the

captor in 1307 for a burgess returned to parish . ( Abb. Rot. Orig. ii . 224.)

parliament for Plympton ( Parl. Writs, STRANGE, GUY LE, was the son of Guy

ii. 5 ) , in the neighbourhood of his native le Strange (Extraneus, L'Estrange),the first

place . A John de Stoford was one of the of the family so called, who is believed to

custodes of the terra maritima ' of Devon have been a younger son of the Duke de

in 14 Edward III. ( N. Fædera, ii. 1112) ; Bretagne in the latter part of the Con

and in the same year a John de Stovord queror's reign.

was made oneofthe king's serjeants-at-law . To Guy the son King Henry II. gave

The first of these was probably the father the lordships of Weston and Alvithele in

of the judge ; and in the two latter, with Shropshire , and appointed him sheriff of

little doubt, we have the judge himself. that county at two periods. It was in this

He was raised to the bench of the Com- character that he acted in 20 Henry II.,

mon Pleas on April 23, 1312, where he 1174, as justice itinerant for setting the

remained till November 10, 1345, when he | assize or tallage on the king's demesnes

was placed for about a month in the office there . ( Madox, i. 124.)

of chief baron of the Exchequer, being He died between 6 Richard I. , 1194, and

superseded on December 8 by Robert de 1 John, 1199, leaving a son, named Ralph,

Sadington. This was no doubt a temporary and three daughters, who, upon their bro

arrangement for the accommodation of the ther's death without issue, became heirs of

latter,who had lately been removed from the property. ( Dugdale's Baron. i. 663.)

the office of chancellor, as John de Stouford STRANGE, ROGER LE. Roger le Strange

certainly resumed his place in the Com- was a grandson of John le Strange, the

mon Pleas, fines acknowledged before him brother of the above Guy le Strange. His

from that timetill Midsummer 1372, 33 father wasalso named John, who, by his

Edward III., being still extant. ( Dugdale's wife Amicia, left four sons, of whom this

Orig. 45. ) There is no evidence of his Roger was the youngest.

living after the latter date, and his death is His brother Hamon granted to him the

stated to have occurred at his house at manor of Ellesmere, to which Henry III.

Stouford , his remains being buried in the added several others , with the sheriffalty

church of West Down . There are several of Yorkshire , which he held during the last

entries of grants made by him for pious uses, two years of that reign and the first two of

and he is reputed to have built the bridge Edward I. In the latter of these he was

over the Taw , near Barnstaple , besides proceeded against for divers extortions he

another between that town and Pilton, had committed while he was bailiff of the

in consequence of finding a poorwoman and honor of Pec in Derbyshire. He does notap

her child drowned in the neighbourhood . pear to have been again employed till 8 Ed
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ward I.,when he was appointed steward of the afternoon sittings. His majesty, when

the king's household with Hugh Fitz-Otho. at a private audience I took my leare of

In 11 Edward I. he became justice of the him, expressed himself with the greatest

forests south of the Trent, and it is in that goodness towards me, and honoured me

character that he is introduced into Dug- with his patent to take place for life Dent
dale's list of justices itinerant in 1292. to his attorney- general. Anno ætatis

(Cal. Rot. Pat, 48, 50 ; Abb. Placit. 187. ) meæ 47.'

He was summoned to parliament in 1295, The only occasion on which he appears

1296, and 1297, in the last of which years, not to have persisted in his resolution to

25 Edward I., he surrendered the office of confine his practice to the Court of king's

justice of the forest, being adeo impotens' Bench was in assisting at the trials in
that he could not conveniently perform its 1746 at St. Margaret's Hill, Southwart,

duties. ( Year Book, pt. i . 39. ) In 1303 and in the House ofLords, of the prisoners

he obtained a licence for a market and fair implicated in the then late rebellion.

at his manor of Chesworthine in Shrop- His last promotion was on January 11 ,

shire, and died in 5 Edward II. (Abb. Rot. 1750, whenhe was selected to supply the

Orig. i. 182), without leaving issue by his vacancy in the office of master of the

wife, Matilda,widow of Roger de Moubray. Rolls. After enjoying it for about fou

From his brothers, John and Robert, years , he died on May 18, 1754, and was

sprang the barories of Strange of knockyn buried in the Rolls Chapel. He continued

and Strange of Brackmere, both of which in parliament till his death, representing

have been a long time in abeyance among Totnes since 1741. Five years after his
daughters. ( Nicolas's Synopsis.) decease his son published his Reports in

STRANGE, JOHN, was the son and heir of all the four courts, extending from 17:00

John Strange, of Fleet Street. He was for to 1748, which were considered of so much

some time a pupil of Mr. Salkeld, of Brooke value as to require three subsequent edi

Street, Holborn , the attorney in whose tions. Heenjoyed the esteem and friend

chambers Lord Hardwicke had before had a ship of Lord Pardwicke ; and the Dase of

seat, and was called to the barby theMiddle Newcastle on his death speaks of him as

Temple in 1718. He acted as junior counsel one whom he honoured and lored es

for the crown in 1722 and for several years treamly for his many excellent publiek

after, and in 1725 he was engaged for the qualities and most amiable private odes

defence in the impeachmentof the Earl of the adds, “ I scarce know any man wih

Macclesfield, the result of which, notwith- whom I had so little acquaintance that ]

standing the able advocacy of himself and should more regret.'

his colleagues, was so disastrous to his noble He married Susan , daughter and cober

client. of Edward Strong, Esq . , of Greenwich, by

His Reports, which were not pub- whom he had two sons and seven daugta

lished till after his death, were commenced His eldest son , John ,became British resiten:

in Trinity Term 1729. He was appointed at Venice, and was a very distinguished

king's counsel in February 1736, when he antiquary and naturalist. ( Sute Trials

was called to the bench of his inn, and xvi. xviii.; Parl. Hist. x. 275 : Grium ,

elected autumn reader in the following 1068, 1133, 1176 ; Harris's Harderais,

year. In the previous Hilary Term he iii . 11 ; Notes and Queries, 3rd S. i . 827 )

became solicitor -general, and was elected STRANGEWAYS, JAMES, was of a Vick

member for West Looe, commencing his shire family, and one of the lords of Wb sho

senatorial career by a long speech against ton in that county . In 2 Henry 15

the provost and city of Edinburgh arising was sent up to London with letters to id

out of the murder of Captain Porteous. In council from Sir Henry Perey,who call

November 1739 he was elected recorder of him his bien bon ane amie .' He to

London , and in the next year he received the degree of serjeant-at- law on February

the honour of knighthood. 3, 1411 : and in 1415 he was app. vinarity

To the surprise of Westminster Hall, he Henry V. one of his serjeants Ontbra

resigned his two offices in December 1742, ary 6, 1426, 4 Henry VI., he was raizd :
and in his Reports ( p. 1176) thus ac- the bench of the Common Pleas, for

counts for his retirement : which time fines were levied before his

• Memorandum . — Having received a till Michaelmas, 21 Henry VI., sucu afis

considerable addition to my fortune, and which he probably died .

some degree of ease and retirement being His son Sir James was speaker of the

judged proper for my health, I this term House of Commons in the tirst pariat-s:

resigned my offices of solicitor-general, of Edward IV . ( Acts Priry Communi, 1. 01.

king's counsel, and recorder of the city of STRATFORD, JOHN DE ( ARCHES:?

London , and left off my practice at the OF CANTERBURY ) , was born at Strauede

House of Lords, CouncilTable, Delegates, on-Avon in Warwickshire, where be lisad

and all the courts in Westminster Hall ex- property. (Cal. Inquis . p. m . i . 46. ) Thet

cept the King's Bench, and there also at his parents were in easy circumstances war
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be inferred from the fact that he was edu- 1 of the king or the bishop. ( Parl . Writs, ii.

cated at Merton College, Oxford, in which p. ii . 258.). No part even of the 20001.

university he took the degree of Doctor of was claimed during that reign ; for from

Laws. He is believed to have been the that time he enjoyed the full confidence of

nephew of Ralph Hatton de Stratford , the king, by whom he was employed in

Bishop of London. his negotiations with the court of France,

That he occupied some official position and to whom he faithfully adhered when

as early as the year 1317, 10 Edward II. , others had deserted the royal cause. After

there can be little doubt, as he was sum- Edward's retirement he joined in the elec

moned among certain judges and other tion of the prince as custos of the kingdom .

legal persons to advise with the council on On October 26, 1326, and on November 6,

various important subjects. In like manner he was constituted locum tenens of the

hewas summoned to parliamentin the four treasurer, and remained so for ashort time.

following years ; and, from the place in It is some credit to Queen Isabella that she

which his name occurs, it would seem that thus showed her respect for the bishop's

he was either an officer of the Exchequer, fidelity to her husband, and that shethen

or, perhaps, a clerk in the Chancery. ( Parl. employed him in prosecuting the treaty

Writs, ii . p . ii. 1471. ) with France, although she insisted on the

OnSeptember 13, 1319,he was admitted payment of10001.ofhis bond. It was not,
to the archdeaconry of Lincoln ( Le Neve, however, till her removal from power,

and

156) ; and in December 1321 he was sent the assumption of the kingly office by her

on a mission to the pope on the affairs of son, Edward III. , that the bishop was

Scotland . Archbishop Hubert Walter ap- called to a prominent position in the royal

pointed him dean or chief judgeof hisCourt councils. He was then constituted chan

of Arches, in which office he exhibited , cellor on November 28, 1330, 4 Edward

not less in his knowledge of law than in III., and immediately was released from

the adjudication of the cases before him, all arrears of his old obligation. ( Rot.

the quickest discernmentand the most con- Parl. ii. 60.) He accompanied the king to

summate prudence. From 1321 to 1323 he France in the following April, both of them ,

was engaged in frequent embassies to the according to Barnes, assuming the disguise

papal court at Avignon ; and being there of merchants, in performance of a certain

on the death of his colleague, Reginald de vow ; and in the next November he was

Asser, Bishop of Winchester, on April 12 sent abroad on a mission relative to the

(N. Fædera, ii. 462–515 ) in the latter affairs of the duchy of Acquitaine, from
year, he succeeded, notwithstanding the which he returned in time to open the

king's urgent applications in favour of parliament at Westminster on March 12,

Robert de Baldock, in obtaining a bull 1332.
romPope John XXII., datedJune 20, He was translated to the archbishopric

1323, conferring upon him the vacant of Canterbury November 3, 1333; and on

bishopric. September 28, 1334, he resigned the Great

The king's anger was excessive. He Seal, which was given to Richard deBury,

remonstrated with the pope , issued direc- Bishop of Durham , who held it only tili
tions to the bailiffs of the different ports to June 6 , 1335. It was then restored to

arrest any messengers coming into England Stratford, and retained by him for nearly
with letters on the subject, and expressed two years - viz., till March 24, 1337 —bis

the bitterest rancour against the new-made brother, Robert de Stratford, Bishop of
prelate, calling him, in one of his missives, Chichester, being appointed his successor.
* pseudo nuntium ' and ' adversarium nos- During the whole of this time he was con

trum , and dismissing him from his am- tinually engaged in embassies to France and
bassadorial functions in terms of indigna- other powers, and was actively employed

tion. On his arrival in England proceedings in similar duties during the three next
were immediately commenced against him years, and in presiding over the council

in the Court of King's Bench, which were while the king was absent. ( N. Fædera,

removed to the parliament summoned for ii. 883-1115.)
February 1324 ; in them he was addressed On April 28, 1340, 14 Edward III. , he

merely by his name, without the episcopal was a third time constituted chancellor :

title, an omission which he, in his answers, but on June 20 following, on account of

was most careful always to supply. No his increasing infirmities, he resigned the

further record of the process appears ; but, Seal to the king, which was thereupon

by the intercession of the pope, Stratford again entrusted to his brother, Bishop
was at last reluctantly recognised , and had Robert.

his temporalities restored byapatent dated From the commencement of his first

June 28, 1324. ( Ibid. 526-557.) It seems, chancellorship till his final retirement from

however, that this was purchased by the the office the archbishop had been the

bishop's bond to pay the king 10,0001., chief counsellor of the king;and even now,
80001. of which was to be void on the death on Edward's proceeding to France, he was

6
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left as president of his council. But the of that university, and distinguished him

French wars had emptied the Exchequer; self by his firmness and prudence in settling

the king's arms were unsuccessful before the violent differences that had arises

Tournay, and his allies were pressing in between the northern and southern scholars

their demands for money, which was not as to the election of proctors.
forthcoming. Irritated by his forlorn con- The first time his name occurs is op

dition, he listened to the intimations of his April 1, 1331 , 5 Edward III., in the fint

courtiers that his officers were unfaithful chancellorship of his brother, who, beinz

and treacherous ; and coming suddenly to then about to accompany the king to

England, on November 30, 1340, he re- France, sent theGreat Seal to his house in

moved the chancellor, confined some of the Southwark, in charge of Robert, under the

judges, and hastily sent for the archbishop. seal of the master of the Rolls, afterwhich

The primate, however, thought it prudent they both continued to seal with it till the

to escape to Canterbury, and to refuse to chancellor's return on April 20. In the

answer except before his peers. Edward same year he was made chancellor of the

issued a declaration full of accusations, to Exchequer. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 112. ) The

which the archbishop replied , justifying Seal was again left in the hands of these

his conduct, and successfully refuting the two on November 21 following, and co

charges. The wordy war continued till June 23, 1332, Robert de Straifond mus

the parliament met in April, when , though alone appointed by his brother to receive

the prelate went submissively into the Ex- it, and to do the business afpertaining to

chequer to hear the information that had the office. During the time it now re

been filed against him , he was forsome mainedin his possession he was called the

time refused admittance into the hall, but chancellor's locum tenens, and he was one

was at last allowed to take his seat. The of the three commissioners named to p1

Lords supported his appeal to their jurisdic- the parliament in the following December.

tion, and thequestion was referred to a ( N. Fædera, ii. 818.) He was a third tips

committee, who reported in his favour. entrusted by his brother with the Sani

By the intercession of bothhouses, how- April 6 , 1331, to be kept by himunder the
ever, the business was stifled ; and the seals of two of the clerks of the Chancert.

archbishop having humbled himself, and His brother's first chancellorship terzi.

the king having pardoned him , the pro- nated on September 28 following, on wsi

ceedings were annulled in the next parlia- occasion Robert is for the tirst time called

ment in Easter 1343, as contrary to reason archdeacon of Canterbury. He was also a

and truth. ( Ibid. ii . 1141-1154.) canon in St. Paul's and Lincoln Cathedrais.

In July 1345 he was appointed the head When his brother the archbishop was

of the council left as advisers of the king's made chancellor a second time on Justi

son Lionel, to whom the custody of the |1335, the Seal was again given to Robe

kingdom had been entrusted, and a similar as locum tenens, and it is probable that live

confidence reposed in him in the following continued to act in that capacity till Varb

year ( Ibid. iii. 50 , 85) is the last record of |24, 13:37 , when, on his brother's resizs
importance in his career. He died at tion, he was himself constituted chan :

Mayfield in Sussex on August 23, 1318, In the following September he was rain
andwasburied in Canterbury Cathedral. to the bishopric of Chichester, and <3

His liberality to his church, his charity July 6 , 1338 ,he was exonerated ima tb

to the poor, bis humble and pleasing chancellorship, but accepted the app'ir:

manners, and his natural sense and generalment a second timeon June 20 , 1:10 Ho

learning are acknowledged by all his accompanied the king to France in SA
biographers. That his reputation was high tember, and was with him before Tourast.

as an " able politician, a loyal counsellor, When he quitted the camphe left een

and a man of deep legal knowledge for the behind bim , who whispered in the time

time, is evidenced not more by the number ear that his disappointment in rern :

of years during which he was engaged in | supplies was attributable to his miris

high employments than by firmness in at home. The king was too easispa

meeting his temporary disgraces, and the suaded, and, making a hurried je

alacrity with which his talents were again arrived at the Tower of London in a

put in requisition. He is said to have middle of the night on Norembes ), ar !

crossed the Channel thirty -two timesin the the next morning not only took tte ( -2:

public service. (Godwin, 106-224 ; Barnes's Seal away from the bishop, but thruired

Edw. III. 43–216 ; State Trials, i. 57.) him with imprisonment, being only pre

STRATFORD, ROBERT DE (BISHOP OF vented from carrying his intentions from

CHICHESTER ), brother of John, was also execution by the Clementine probitti, e

born at Stratford -on -Avon, and was parson against such an indignity on ecclesiasties

of the church there. It is probable that that rank.

he, like his brother, was educated at Ox- The bishop does not appear t hare loc

ford, as he afterwards became chancellor included in the subsequent prcetin

а
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against his brother ; but if he were, he no Ionly was he dismissed from the office of

doubt participated in the pardon, for in chamberlain on January 17, 1290, and from

May 1313 he was sent on a mission to the the moiety of that of usher of the Exche

pope, and was left one of the council when quer, which , it seems, belonged to him
Prince Lionel was appointed custos of the ( Ibid. 223, 283 ; Mador, ii . 299, 300 ), but

kingdom in July 1345. (N. Fædera, ii. his person was imprisoned, and the whole
1223, iii. 50.) of his property forfeited, besides the impo

He survived his brother nearly fourteen sition of a fine. The amount of this fine

years, and died at Aldingburneon April 9, has been magnified to the sum of 35,000

1362, whence his body was removed to his marks ; but by a record dated June 12,
own cathedral for burial. 1290 , it appears that it was only 500 marks,

Hewas a prelate of great resolution and on the payment of which he was released

courage, and, notwithstanding the king's from prison, and his transgression pardoned.

charges against him , seems to have been The property seized by the king at the

uncorrupt and faithful. He is mentioned time of his arrest, which all became for

as a considerable benefactor both to the feited, was no doubt considered as forming

place of his birth and the city of his cathe- part of the fine , and that, independently of

dral . ( Godwin, 507 ; Barnes's Edw. 111. themanors, may be estimated atthe value

213.) of 26,0001., according to his petition to the

STRATTON, ADAM DE,was a clerk in the parliament held at the following Michael

Exchequer, 49 Henry III., when the office mas for restitution of some part of it — a

of weigher of the Exchequer ( ponderator petition which appears to have been re

de Scaccario) was vested in him . He was fused, notwithstanding the previous pardon.

still called clerk in 56 Henry III. , and in (Rot. Parl. i . 57.) The word “ felo ' is

the first year of the reign of Edward I. he attached to his name in the escheats of 22

was discharged , in virtue of his clerkship, and 33 Edward I. ( Cal. Inq. et Esch. i .
from a suit before another jurisdiction. In 121, 201. )

the same year he was deputed by the Dugdale calls him a baron of the Ex

Countess of Albemarle to act in her office chequer at the time of this disgrace, and

in the Exchequer of Receipt, and in 4 Weerer, Chauncy, and other authors, even

Edward I. that lady granted to him the style him chief baron. It seems, however,

manor of Sevenhampton, with the hamlets that there is no sufficient ground for pre

of Worth , Stratton, and Crikelade, to- suming that he held either of these titles.

gether with the chamberlainship of the The office of chief baron ,eo nomine, did not

Exchequer, to hold of the king and his then exist, and the authority quoted by

heirs, to him and his heirs,doing the duties Dugdale for calling him a baron is hy no

of chamberlain as she and her ancestors means satisfactory. He cites Leland's .Col

had done. ( Mador, ii . 23, 264, 296–8, lectanea , ' but that work contains two con

308.) Two years afterwards the offices he tradictory passages. In the one quoted he
held were taken into the king's hands . ex is certainly called " baro de Scaccario,' but

certa causa. ' ( Ibid . ii . 5.) At this time in the other he is, in relation to the same

he seems to have been in some difficulties, event, merely designated ' clericus Thesau

for in the same year he was charged with rarii ' (Lelund's Coll. i . 356 ,443),neither of

destroying a charter of liberties granted by which was his actual title, but both suffi

the Countess of Albemarle (for whom he ciently near to account for the error of the

appears generally to have acted ) to the monastic annalists from whom they are

abbey of Quarr,in the Isle of Wight, of extracted ; as, being chamberlain, he would

which he was convicted in the following sometimes sit with the barons, and might
year, and was committed to prison. He, in a certain degree be called a clerk of the

However, was restored to the offices he Treasury.

held. In 16 Edward I. he lent the Earl STREET, THOMAS, was born in 1625 in

of Surrey 3001. upon mortgage of the manor the city of Worcester, where his family

of Gnoston, with a condition that if the had for a long time held a considerable

money was not repaid in four years the position, one of them having represented it

manor should be Adam's for ever. (Abb. in parliament in the reign of Queen Eliza

Placit. 196, 280. ) beth , and several of them having ranked

When King Edward, in 1289,discovered among its bailiffs and mayors. He held

and punished several of the judges and for some years the office of town clerk to

others for corruption , Adam de Stratton the corporation, and was in such esteem
was most deeply involved . Wbat was the with his fellow -citizens that he was re

precise cause of his disgrace is nowhere turned by them to the four successive par
clearly stated : corruption is charged by one, liaments of 1659, 1660, 1661, and 1079.

and felony by another. The latter is ex- He was also sub-secretary to the dean and

pressly mentioned in several records, but chapter of Worcester from 1661 to 1087 ,
its nature is not described . It nust, how- and from 1663 was one of their con

ever, have been some serious crime, for not siliarii . '

5
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He was partly educated at Oxford, but, ,with the oaths of allegiance and supremacy

in consequence of the death of bis father, required by the Test Act, the king claim

George Street, in 1643, he left the univer- ing to do so by his royal prerogative, and

sity without taking a degree , being called having granted an office to the defendant,

home to manage the paternal estate. A a Roman Catholic, with a patent of dis

petition against his return to Protector pensation. Chief Justice Herbert, thoach

Richard's parliament was presented , charg- decidedly in favour of the prerogatire,

ing him with having borne arms for the thought proper to obtain theopinions of the

king and with being a common swearer, twelve judges on the point, and afterwaris

and also that he was chosen by the profane stated that all of them concurred with bia,

rabble and cavaliers. In the Committee except Judge Street. ( T. Raymond, Pi :

of Privileges,where Mr. Finch, afterwards State Trials, viii . ix . xi.) Luttrell som

Lord Nottingham , defended him , evidence after this event (i. 382) says, “ There is a

was given of his siding with the royalists discourse as if Judge Street were turned

in 1645, of his being taken prisoner by the out, and that Mr. Serjeant Wild is onder
parliament army, and being exchanged. to go the circuit .'

This was met by a denial that he ever used As the decision was of course most co

a sword against the parliament, that his popular in the country, the dissenting is

capture was accidental, and that he refused was looked up to at the time with a

the exchange ; and the charge of swearing admiration , and his courage and hoszty

dwindled down to his having used the were lauded by writers for more than a

words " by my faith and troth . The re- century afterwards. But within the last

port was repeatedly adjourned till the dis- few years it has been the fashion to assume

solution, the house evidently scouting the that this dissent from his brethra as

complaint, as the offence of a youth pot of given collusively, and prompted be the
age, which had been passed over unnoticed court, with the view of inducing the patie

for twelve or thirteen years. ( Burton's to believe that the judgment of the back

Diary, iii . 70, 253, 425 , iv . 244.) was entirely independent, and not indo

He was called to the bar by the Inner enced in any degree by royal dictate

Temple on November 24, 1653, and rose to This suggestion is founded on the facts : La :

the position of bencher in 1669. His prac- Street was the only judge not dismist

tice till the Restoration seems to havebeen James, and that he was not re-appoint

confined to the country. In July 1660 he the Revolution, with a passage in L

obtained a grant of the office of receiver of Clarendon's Diary (ii. 236 ) explaining the

the fines under the statutes concerning reason why his lordship did not present

sewere . ( Cal. St. Papers ( 1660 ), 144.) In him to King William to be thai Lai

February 1677 he was appointed a judge Coote, in reporting to his majesty the

of assize for the counties of Glamorgan, judge's • true character,'had described his
Brecon, and Radnor, and in the next as a very ill man. No particulars are

Michaelmas Term he was honoured with stated upon which Lord Coote fourdeithir

the coif. From this he was promoted on condemnation, and it is remarkable that is
October 25 in the following year to be gives the judge credit for .not joining is

king's serjeant, but he does not appear to the judgment for the dispensing power. '

have had any employment in the courts without hinting a doubt of its sincerity . I:

of Westminster. On April 23, 1681, being seems more than probable that his lood.

then the chief justice on his Glamorgan ship's prejudice arose from some faran

Circuit, he was constituted a baron of the quarrel,he himself adding that the in

Exchequer and knighted ; and in the same had married one of his relations . 'I

year at Derby assizes he condemned George Clarendon on the contrary declans that be

Busby for high treason, as a Romish priest, had long known the judge, and that by

but reprieved him . In 1683 he was in the took him to be a very honest man, ' 23

commission for the trials at the Old Bailey other recorded incident of his life see

of those who were charged with being justify a different conclusion. It is one

concerned in the Rye House Plot, but did ous that the writers who imput- ellis

little more than give his opinion with the are all whigs. Sir James Mackinach

rest of the judges against the validity of suggests the painfulsuspicion ; ' Lort Von
Lord Russelº's challenge of a juror for not aulay reiterates it more emphatically :

having a freehold. His patent as baron Lord Campbell,without a scintilla oss

was revoked on October 29, 1684, upon his tional evidence, asserts it as a positive nas .&

being removed into the Court of Common each of them forgetting that in th : t

Pleas, whereon King Charles's death in the change of the judges at the Rer: lutiza

following Februaryhewascontinued by King was not likely that one should be a

James. In the next year the great question who was a tory in principle , ani potri

was agitated in the Court of King's Bench, a friend to the excluded family. What

in the case of Godden v. Sir Edward Hales, supposing therefore that Sir Thumes S *

whether the king could legally dispense was better than James's other juist

6
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seems no probability, and certainly there is ! STRODE, JOHN DE LE, was among the

no proof, of his being guilty of the base- justices itinerant appointed in 52 Henry

ness which these authors have attributed III. , 1268, to visit Somersetshire and Dor

to him . From the absence of the slightest setshire, besides eleven other counties; but

hint of such an imputation when the judges little more can be said of him than that he

were questioned on the subject by the par- was of a family holding large estates in

liament of 1689, a strong inference may be them , which descended from Warinus de la

drawn that it has no foundation. Strode, a companion of the Conqueror.

At the Revolution he retired to his native STUART, Joux, is the seniorof the three

city , where he died on March 8, 1696, and present vice -chancellors. He is a Scotch

was buried in the cloisters of its cathedral. man by birth , being the second son of

It is some evidence that collusion in giving Dugald Stuart, Esq .,of Ballychelish in the

his opinion against the dispensing power parish of Appin in Argyleshire. He was

was not suspected by his family, or his born in 1793, and, entering Lincoln's Inn ,

neighbours, or his contemporaries, that on he attained the degree of a barrister in

the handsome monument erected to his 1819. He practised in the Court of Chan

memory the fact is prominently and enco- cery for twenty years before he wasmade

miastically recorded ." a queen's counsel, in 1839, and held that

He married Penelope, daughter of Sir dignity for thirteen years more with a

Rowland Berkeley, of Cotheridge in Wor- very considerable lead in the court. For

cestershire , his colleague in the parliament the last six of those years hewas amember

of 1661. By this lady, who it seems was a ofparliament, representing Newark for the

relation of Lord Coote,he leftan onlydaugh- whole time, except the last two months,

ter, but the name still survives indescen- when he was returned for Bury St. Ed

dants ofthe judge's brother. (Nash ,Chambers, munds.

Granger, and Green ; Luttrell, i . 386.) He was appointed vice - chancellor on

STRINGER, THOMAS , whose father was September 14 , 1852, in the first ministry of

of the parish of St. Sepulchre in London, Lord Derby, and has presided in his court

was educated at Peterhouse, Cambridge, ever since.

where he took his two degrees in arts . He In 1813 he married the daughter of

was called to the bar at Gray's Inn in July Duncan Stewart, Esq.

1652 , and became an ancient in May 1667. STUTEVILLE , ROBERT DE. A Norman

To what family of Stringer he belonged is noble of this name, surnamed Grandeboef,

uncertain , but probably to that settled at or Fronteboef,after the death of the two
Sharleston in Yorkshire, as he was re- Williams, joined the fortunes of Robert,

turned member for the not far distant the eldest son of the Conqueror , against

borough of Clitheroe in part of the second his younger brother Henry, and, being

parliament of Charles II., and in those of captured at thedisastrous battle ofTenche

March and October 1679 and of 1081, in bray, in 1106, shared his prince's fate, and

none of which did he take any prominent was imprisoned for life. His son Robert

part. The date or occasion of his knight- de Stutevillewas one of the valiantnorthern

hood has not been ascertained, but he is barons who distinguished themselves in the

described with the title when summoned battle ofthe Standard, fought against the

to take the degree of the coif in July 1677. Scots in August 1138.

In 1679 he was promoted to be one of the Robert de Stuteville was employed in

king's serjeants , and he was employed in 16 and 17 Henry II. , 1170-1, as justice

theprosecutionof the presumed murderers | itinerant in the counties of Cumberland

of Sir Edmondbury Godfrey and the trials and Northumberland. (Madox, i . 144,

connected with the pretended plot. In 146.) He was then likewise sheriff of

April 1687 he was discharged from being Yorkshire, an office which he retained for

king's serjeant. In the following October a few years afterwards. In 1175 he had

his eldest son married the daughter of Lord an allowance for the sums he had expended

Chancellor Jeffreys, which no doubt was for the knights and sergeants, horse and

one of the causes which led to Sir Thomas's foot, which he had with him in the king's

promotion in October 1688 to be a judge service in the war ( Ibid. 370, 702, ii.

of the King's Bench, a position which he 157 , 200 ), having in the previous year

did not enjoy for many months, as he was assisted Ranulph de Glanville at the battle

not re-appointed by King William . He near Alnwick , where the Scottish army

possessedthe manor of Durance in Enfield, was routed, and William, their king, taken
and died in September 1689. ( State Trials, prisoner.

vii . 162, 261, viii. 504 ; Luttrell, i . 402 , Dugdale attributes these facts to Robert

417, 470, 587.) the son , and even carries him down to 23

He does not appear to have been con- Henry II., 1177, as a witness to the arbi

nected with another Thomas Stringer who trament between the Kings of Castile and
flourished at this time as secretary of Lord Navarre. He makes him the father of

Chancellor Shaftesbury. another Robert, his successor, of whom he
TT
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relates no events, butthat he gave certain granted him charters for fairs and markets1

lands to the monks of Rievaulx , and that on several of his manors.
William also

he married twice. Now , seeing that the obtained a grantof the lordshipsofhpares

first Robertwas imprisoned for life in borough and Boroughbridge, with a variety

1106 ; that the battle in which the next of other privileges and advantages, amus

Robert distinguished himself was in 1138 , which he no doubt considered the broch

when he may be supposed to have been of entertaining his sovereignon one of his

betweenforty and fifty yearsofage; that progresses at his house at Cotinghamir
the third battle was in 1174, when, if it Yorkshire. Royal favours in those time ,

were the same person, he must have been however, were seldom granted with eto

between eighty and ninety, it seems not pecuniary equivalent, and we according

improbable that Dugdale has confounded tind on the rolls large fines impoel , a

the incidents of two lives. This is rendered rather, perhaps, considerable parmi-

more likely from his omission of all dates made, for some of these honours. Rets

with regard to the third Robert, and from Oblatis, 55, 68, 109 ; Rot. Chart. 12-10 .

the fact that he places William, the third He died in 5 John , leaving by his to

Robert's successor, in the prominent situa- Berta, the niece of Ranulph de Garrils

tion of governor of Topclive_Castlein the chief justiciary, two sons,Robert and

Yorkshire, so early as 20 Henry II., Nicholas, for thewardship of whóm the

1174, a date previous to the assigned Archbishop of Canterbury paid nu e !
termination of the second Robert's career. sum than four thousand marks. Read

For these reasons it seems more correct to Liberate, 48.) The elder of these died be

make the justice itinerant the third, and following year without issue, and the
not the second baron . younger in 17 Henry III . , learing alt

The second baron married Erneburga, daughters. None of the collaterals bei ?
and, besides the third Robert, had another subsequently summoned to parliament, :S

son, named Osmund. The third Robert family ceased to be barons of the male .

married two wives : by the first,Helewise, (Baronage, i . 455.)
he had one son , the next-mentioned Wil- SUDBURY, SIMON DE ( ARCIBISECT *

liam, and two daughters ; by the second, CANTERBURY ), whose family panie "

Sibilla, sister of PhilipdeValoines, he had Thebaud, or Tibbald ,was the son of
one son, named Eustace. One or other of and Sarah Thebaud, who resided at ca.

these two Roberts,and I think the last, bury in Suffolk at the time of his birth

founded two monasteries for nuns, one at Being intended for the clerical pr fert

Rossedale, the other at Keldholme, in he assumed the name of his nativezone

Yorkshire, besides making several rich although these substitutions were grácz .

benefactions to Rievaulx Abbey, and to becoming uncommon. While retaris

the monks of St. Mary's in York. ( Dug- man he was sent abroad , where he 150
dale's Baron . i. 455.) tinguished himself in several foreimisch

STUTEVILLE, WILLIAM DE, the son and and took the degree of Doctor of the s

successor of the above Robert de Stuterille , Law in France. He was received

was in 1174, 20 Henry II ., made governor favour by Pope Innocent VI., who app in*

of Topclive Castle in Yorkshire,and three him one of his chaplains and auditor of2

years afterwards governor of Roxburgh palace , an office of considerable res
Castle in Scotland. bility, by which he is designated in S.

In 1 Richard I. he wasamongthe justices date of King Edward III . on July 1 , 16.

itinerant in Yorkshire ( Pipe Roll, 34),and I (N. Fædera, iii. 402.) By the past

in the next year he was sheriff of North- fluence he was made chancellor of 0.13 *

umberland. Although during the king's in 1360, and Bishop of London in their

absence he seems to have sided with Prince lowing year. During the fourteen arte

John, he joined King Richard after his that he held this see his services ***

return from captivity in his expedition to quently required by the king in th- 61742.*

Normandy, and wasappointed one of the ment of truces and treaties of

commissionersto determine the controversy | these duties he continued to pay

between the Archbishop of York and the the rest of the reign after he became

canons of his church, and also oneof the bishop of Canterbury, his el- s at:9 1.

custodes of that county over the archbishop, primacy occurring on May 26. 13.3.
then sheriff. ( Madox, i . 33.) On July 4, 1379,3 Richard II . , the liness

On the accession of John, that king Seal was placed in his hands as charya

rewarded his former adherence to him He had held the office less than two yes

with many favours, not, of course, forget- | when the populace rose in many pe

ting the imposition ofa considerable fine England, instigated in the tirst insiasu

in the first instance. He made him sheriff the seditious harangues of a dia

of Yorkshire, Northumberland, Cumber- Kentish priest, named John B. *t

land, and Westmoreland, gave him the preached the common absurdity or a.me

custody of all the castles therein, and munity of goods, for the which satte
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wordes he had ben thre tymes in the bysshop the master of the Knights of St. John, who,

of Canterburie's prison .” ( Froissart, i. 640.) | being treasurer, was peculiarly obnoxious

The indignation of the people was further to them , they dragged them tothe common

excited by the insolent misconduct of one place of execution on Tower Hill, and there

of the collectors of the capitation tax in barbarously murdered them . The arch

the same county ,who, professing to doubt bishop , after quietly remonstrating, and

the age of a young girl, made an indecent giving absolutionto his murderers, calmly
attempt to ascertain it. Her father, called submitted to his fate ; and with such care

Wat the Tyler, from his trade , took sum- lessness and inhumanity was the deed per

mary vengeance for the insult by knocking formed, that it was not till after eight

out the brains of the perpetrator; and his strokes of the sword that his head was

neighbours, joining this to other grievances, severed from his body. The head, after

as well fancied as real, collected together being paraded through the city, was sus

for the purpose of redressing them, and pended on London Bridge, and the body

placed Wat 'Tyler at their head . Similar was left untouched till the next day, when

risings taking place in other parts of the they both were removed for interment to

country , he soon found himself the leader Canterbury, where they lie in the south
of a rabble of above 60,000 men . Joining part of the altar of St. Dunstan. Wat

John Ball, and another man called Jack Tyler met his reward, and his followers

Straw, in the command, he led his followers were dispersed through the intrepidity of

towards London ; and having, in his way 'King Richard , from whose conduct on this

thither, stopped at Canterbury, they dis- occasion his subjectsnourished hopes which

mantled the palace of the archbishop, were doomed to be sadly disappointed.
against whom it was natural that Ball As in most scenes of violent commotion

should entertain hostile feelings as the the innocent suffer, so it was in this case.

cause of his former imprisonment, and to The character of the archbishop, as repre
whom , as the king's chancellor and mi- , sented by the historians, was such as to

nister, the people would not fail to attribute make him least liable to popular hatred .

all the evils of which they complained. He was of a liberal, free, and generous
They at last reached Blackheath ; and on spirit, adınired for his wonderful parts, for

their arrival there, on June 12, 1381 , they his wisdom ,his learning, and his eloquence,

sent Sir John Newton , the governor of and revered for the piety of his life, the

Rochester Castle, whom they had forced to charity he dispensed , and themerciful con

accompany them , to the king, then in the sideration he universally exhibited .

Tower of London, to represent how ill- While Bishop of London he was a muni

governed the kingdom had been, and ficent benefactor to his native town , and

specially by the archebysshop of Caunter- during the short period that he held the

berie , his chaunceller, whero they wolde archbishopric of Canterbury he expended

have accompt ; ' and to desire that he him- large sums on the cathedral. (Godwin, 117 ;

self would come and hear their complaints. | Barnes, 872.)

The knight took back the royal promise SUDLEY, RALPH DE, was of a noble Eng

that he would speak to them ; and we can lish family, older than the Conquest, whose

imagine the distress and difficulty of his chief seat was at Sudley in Gloucester

counsellors, what course they should advise shire. ( Baronage, i . 42.) In 24 Henry III . ,

their royal master to adopt. It may be | 1240, he was the second named of the jus

presumed that they considered the removal tices before whom a fine was acknowledged

of an unpopular minister would most at York ; after which date there is no

effectually tend to assuage the fury of the further mention of him . Ile was succeeded

populace ; and we accordingly find that by his son Bartholomew , whose grandson

The archbishop on that day resigned the John died in 1367, leaving two daughters,

Great Seal into the king's hands, the between the descendants ofwhom the barony

record saying that he did so • for certain remains in abeyance. ( Nicolas s Synopsis. )

causes .' SUFFOLK, EARL OF. See M. DE LA POLE.

The king, on the next day, though he SUGDEN, EDWARD BURTENSHAW (LORD

proceeded down the river, was not allowed St. LEONARD's). This erudite jurist may

to land ; whereupon the irritated concourse boast of having raised himself by his own

entered London , and early on the 14th industry and merits from an inferior rank

appeared before the Tower, and demanded in the estimation of the world to the highest

access to the king. He promised to meet grade in the law, and to an honoured place

them at Mile End, whither the greatest part among the peers of the realm . Lord St.

of the assembly flocked. The leaders, how- Leonard's and Lord Tenterden are splendid

ever, not satisfied, remained with a large instances of the excellence of the British

body of their followers; and when the constitution, which, regardless of birth or

king had passed out of the gates and issued position, freely admits the most deserving

on his way, they burst into the Tower, and, to a competition for the honours it has to

seizingthe archbishop, and Robert de Hales, dispense. Richard Sugden the father of
TT 2
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the chancellor followed the same business replacedin his formerposition at the heat

in London, though on a larger scale, that of the High Court of Irish Chancery. ;

John Abbott thefather of the chief justice to this time he was an active member of

practised in Canterbury; and each may well parliament, sitting successively for Wer

feel pride in reflecting on his origin. mouth and Melcombe Regis, St. Vate ,

He was born in 1781 , and was placed as and ultimately for Ripon .
a member of Lincoln's Inn, by which He retained his seat on the Irish bunch

society he was called to the bar in 1807. with the highest reputation for nearly fx
For ten years afterwards he practised as a years, and it was with sincere regte: tha:

conveyancing counsel, and soon became the the practitioners in his court saw him

most distinguished follower of that branch departon another change of minists i
of the science. His early success was pro- July 1846. He had then above tire per

moted by his publication of a “ Practical more of comparative idleness, till his pt

Treatise on the Law of Vendors and Pur- tical friends again resuming power ata?.

chasers of Estates' (written before he was themselves of the opportunity of shor

twenty -one), two editions of which were their estimation of his brilliant abilities ar

exhausted before his call to the bar. This useful services, by raising him to the hizo

was followed in 1808 by his “ Practical office in the law, lord high chancellor

Treatise on Powers. ' Then came his · Series Great Britain , to which he was app is:

of Letters to a Man of Property on buying, on February 27, 1852, being created :

selling, &c. , Estates,' of which he issued fifty day after a peer of England by the tit:

years afterwards á seventh edition under Baron St. Leonard's of Slaugham in S41

the new title of “ A Handy Book on Pro- The inconvenient system of changing in

perty Law . In 1811 he published a most | lord chancellor with the ministrs otimme

masterly edition of ‘Gilbert's Law of Uses him to resign at the end of ten months

and Trusts. By the excellence of these and December 28 in the same year. Exordio

other works, all written in the clearest and at that time the age of serenty years,

most vigorous style, and combining legal has refused office on the several acces

research with practical ability, for which of the conservatives to power : but is be

frequent editions were called , and always place in parliament and in the junes

issued with valuable additions and improve- committee of the privy council he ha de

ments, he established such a name thatfew tinued to afford his valuable assistan.

felt their titles good unless they were sub- Among minor honours, he was nomide

mitted to his revision. The natural conse- high steward of Kingston -on -Thames ::

quence was that he gained a larger income deputy -lieutenant for Sussex, and in N

than any competitor, but at the sametime received the degree of LL.D. from the 3

was so overloaded with abstracts to inspect versity of Cambridge.

and deeds to settle that at length he felt it As he is still living, it would be its

necessary to withdraw from that laborious cate to enter into any other incidents of

pursuit and contine himself to courtpractice. life, and presumptuous to attempt att

He went in 1817 intothe Court of Chan- ticism of his powers; but no one will rise

cery, but there he did not obtain much i to endorse the opinion that in all quest

relief, for briefs came in as abstracts had of the law of real property the risma

formerly, and he soon had as many litigant Sugden will be perpetually quoted at

parties to plead for as he before had pur- infallible authority.
chasers to advise. He received a silk gown By his marriage with the darster

in 1822, and in June 1829, just a year be- ! Mr. John Knapp he has sereral chile
fore the death of George IV. , he succeeded | SULYARD, JOnx, of Wethenien i S

Sir Nicolas Tindal as solicitor-general, and folk, was the son of John Suri. Es

received the order of knighthood . and Alice the daughter of Sir John Bass

This office he resigned when the whigs ' ton . He studied the law at Linea

came into power in November 1830, and where the name of Sulyard ( pr baby I

remained out of office for more than four father) appears as reader in 1th ,and

years ; but during that time he lost little in 1470. In 1477 John Sulyard porn

from the exclusion, as he had the undis- the son ) appears again as malet, sad

puted lead in the Court of Chancery: When that year.received the destee of the can

in December 1834 the conservatives re- (Dugdale's Orig. 249, 257. )

gained the ascendency, Sir Edward Sugden In May 1483, during the short ri

was at once selected to fill the highest Edward V., he was united with Ct:e: de

office in Ireland ,being appointed lord chan- tice Bryan togo the HomeCirerit Erode
cellor of that country. The short tenure of Pub. Rec., App. ii. 1), serjeants being to

the conservative power obliged him to re- as well as now, joined in the cours :

sign in April 1835 ,but such judicialcapacity In the second year of the reign ofRT.

did he exhibit that on the exclusion of the III . , October 22 , 1481 , he was raisalt ***

whig government in September 1841 he office of justice of the King's lietas

was, with the approbation of all parties, with the other judges, was re -eppel

a

.

>
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he

the accession of Henry VII. in the follow- of the King's Bench in 13 Edward I. , 1285,

ingyear. and he is further mentioned in that charac

That king named him, on November 10, ter after Easter, 15 Edward I. Hedied in
1487, as one of the commissioners to exe- 1289. ( Cal. Ing. p . m . i . 21 ; Abb. Rot.

cute the office of steward at the coronation Orig. i . 276, 278.)

of Queen Elizabeth ( Rymer, xii . 328) , a SUTTON , THOMAS MANNERS ( LORD

ceremony which he did not survive above MANNERS ), was the grandson of John Man

four months. He died on March 18, 1488, ners, third Duke of Rutland, and the son
and was buried in Wetherden Church of Lord George Manners, his grace's third
( Probate of his Will .) son, who assumed the name of Sutton when

He had two wives. His first was Anne, he succeeded to the estate of his mother's

daughter and heir of Hungate ; and his father, Lord Lexington . Lord George,

second was Anne, daughter and coheirof by his first wife, Diana, daughter of Thomas

John Andrewes, of Baylam in Suffolk . By Chaplin, of Blankney in Lincolnshire, Esq .,

both marriages he had several children. had a family of seven sons and six daughters.

Sir William Sulyard, who was a person of The fourth of these sons became Archbishop

great reputein the law and one of the go- of Canterbury, and was the father ofCharles

vernors of Lincoln's Inn in 23 Henry VIII., Manners Sutton, who after presiding over
was his grandson . the House of Commons from 1817 to 1834

SUMERI, ROGER DE, was the grandson was created Viscount Canterbury .

of John de Sumeri, who acquired the Lord George's fifth son , Thomas, the

barony of Dudley in Worcestershire, and subject of the present sketch, was born on

the son and ultimately the heir of Ralph. February 24, 1756. From the Charter

In 17 Henry III . his estates were seized house he went to Emmanuel College,

because he came not to be bound with the Cambridge , and distinguished himself by

belt of knighthood , and he was compelled being placed as fifth wrangler in 1777. He

to fine for their restitution. (Excerpt. e Rot. Iwas calledto the bar by Lincoln's Inn in

Fin ., Introd. xvii . ) He married Nichola, November 1780. Well read in the law,

third sister and coheir of Hug ! de Albini, obtained a considerable practice in the

Earl of Arundel, on the partition of whose Court of Chancery, and received the honour

inheritance, in 28 Henry III . , he had the of a silk gown in 1800, being at the same

manor of Barewe in Leicestershire assigned time appointed solicitor -general to the
for the chief seat. Prince of Wales. In that character he

In 45 Henry III. , 1261 , he was selected brought before the parliament of 1802, to

as a justice itinerant for Cambridge and which he was returned member for the
Huntingdon. family borough of Newark , the claims of

He was a loyal and a valiant knight, and his royal highness to the revenue of the

fought under the king at the battle of duchy of Cornwall, and urged them with

Lewes, sharing in his defeat and his subse- ' so much grace and talent that he not only

quent imprisonment. He was afterwards excited the eulogy of both Mr. Pitt and

one of those appointed to carry into execu-, Mr. Fox, but was promoted by Mr. Ad

tion the dictum of Kenilworth. Hedied in dington,then prime minister, in the fol

1272, and was buried at the priory of lowing May, to the office of solicitor-general

Dudley. Hy his first wife he had four to the king,beingknighted on the occasion.

daughters; but marrying, secondly, Ama-, He executed the duty which soon after de
bilia, the daughter of Robert de Chaucomb, volved upon him , of replying to the evi

and widow of Gilbert de Segrave, he left | dence brought forward by Colonel Despard

by her two sons and a daughter. The on a charge of high treason, with great

eldest son, Roger, succeeded , and the family temperance and ability. Ile assisted also
is now represented in the House of Lords, in the trial of M. Peltier for a libel on

partly through females, by the earldom of Napoleon Bonaparte during the short peace
Dudley. ( Baronage, i . 513 ; Nicolas's with France, the speedy conclusion of which

Synopsis.) sared the defendant from being called up

SURREY, EARL OF. See J. and W. DE for judgment. ( Parl. Hist. xxxvi. 332,

WARRENNE . 406 , 1202 ; State Trials, xxvii. 469, 5:30. )

SUTHILL, JOHN (ARBOT OF HYDE) , was He was appointed a baron of the Exche

one of the justices itinerant in Dorsetshire quer on February 4, 1805, when he re

in 7 Richard I. , 1195-6 . (Mado.r, i. 502.) signed the recordership ofGrantham ,which

Fle was elected to the abbey situated near he had held for some years.

Winchester in 1181. In 1185 he went to Ile only sat as an English judge for two

Rome to bring the pall for Baldwin, the years, when, on the dissolution of the short

new Archbishop of Canterbury. Browne lived ministry of · All the Talents ,' he was

Willis ( 19 ) states that he died in 1222, 6 selected as lord chancellor of Ireland in

Henry III . ( Dugdale's Monast. ii . 431.) April 1807, having been on the 20th of

SUTTON , ELIAS DE, whose father, of the ' that month called up to the Houseof Peers

same name, died in 1262, became a judge by the title of Baron Manners of Fosten in
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1

6

Lincolnshire. He presided there during having been previously a canon in that

the remainder of the reign of George III. cathedral.

and until the eighth year of George IV ., On July 6, 1234, 8 Henry III ., he was

when in November 1827, being then in his assigned to takehis place in the Exchequer

seventy - second year, he resigned the Seal, tanquam baro,' and attested writs in con

having for more than twenty years exer- nection with that office as late as October

cised the important functions of his high 1245 ; and dying on November 14, 124 ,

office with universal approbation. His de- was buried at St. Cedda's altar in St. Paul's

cisions as an equity judge were held in where he founded a chantry. He gate al

high estimation ; and so little jealousy had the lands andrents hehad in Hertfordshire

he of criticism that he refused an applica- to St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
tion for an attachment against an attorney He is chiefly celebrated as the compiler

for publishing some proceedings in his of the Red Book of the Exchequer, in which
court, expressing his opinion that the pub- i he collected out of the Great Roils of ler

licity given to law proceedings not only Pipe the memorials concerning the seutase

prevented unjust sentences, but answered assessed in the reigns of Henry II. , Richard

many other salutary purposes. I. , John, and the tirst fifteen years of the

He lived nearly fifteen years after his of Henry III. , with many other curious per

retirement, and occasionally joined in the ticulars relative to the officers and practice
debat in the House of Peers. At the age of the department of the revenue in the

of eighty - six he died at his housein Brook King's Court,and in which he preserved the
Street, on May 31 , 1842. By his first wife, valuable work of Richard Fitz - Nigel, E

Anne, the daughter of Sir John Copley, shop of London, called • Dialogus der
Bart., of Sprotborough, he left no issue; 1 cario .' (Madox, i. 624, 677, ii. 54, S.

but by his second wife, Jane, daughter of Chauncy's Hertfordshire, 237 ; Dngne i
Lord Caher and sister of the Earl of Glen- Orig. 21 ; Rot. Pat. 17 John, 166 , 16

gall, he left an only son, the father of the SYDENHAM , RICHARD, belonged to the

present peer. county of Somerset,where his father, Roma

SWEREFORD, ALEXANDER DE, is de- de Sydenham , was possessed of Cambre,

scribed by Madox as a ' most excellentman , the parish of Monksilver. ( Cal. Ing. De

whose memory is yet held in high esteem ii. 306.) Hewas educated as a lawyer. c.
among antiquaries. He took his name from was raised to the bench as a judge of to

aparish so called in the county of Oxford, Court of Common Pleas, on the impact
of which he was first the vicar, and after- ment of four of its members in the pure

wards the rector. He was a clerk in the ment of February 1388, 11 Richard IL .

Exchequer, and was appointed domestic and the fines levied before him exti :

chaplain by William de Cornhill, Bishop of the octaves of Trinity 1396, 19 Richavil

Coventry, who had himself been an officer ( Dugdale's Orig. 46.) This was Du det:

of that branch of the court. In February, the period of his death : for his name dire

17 John, he had letters of conduct to go not occur afterwards, and his succesure

abroad with the bishop, and in the follow- | appointed in the following July .

ing April the troubled state of the country He married Joan , daughter and when

rendered it necessary for him to apply for Robert Delnigrige, of Bromtield , ad

them for the purpose of travelling through- father of twosons, Henry and Simu 2,

out England on the bishop's affairs. About latter of whom became Bishop of Chiche

1219 he was made archdeacon of Salop or One of the descendants of Henry, the ci

Shrewsbury, and on January 15, 1231, is in 1641 received a patent of barodric ,
mentioned treasurer of St. Paul's, which became extinct in 1739 .as

T

TABLIR, RALPH, appears only as a justice Sir Gilbert came William Talbot, Bise

itinerant in 3 Henry III., 1219, in the successively of Oxford ( 1699 ), of Saliber :
home counties. In some of the fines levied ( 1715 ), and of Durham ( 1722 ), WD , br

during that iter he is called Ralph Tabbett. his second wife, Catherine, dau hiri
TALBOT, CHARLES (LORD Talbot ), King, an alderman of Lond .

traced his descent from illustrious ancestors, the father of a large family of sous :

ennobled almost from the time of the Con- daughters. His eldest son was the sa123

quest. The branch to which he directly lord chancellor, who was burn in three

belonged was that of Sir Gilbert Talbot, 1684, and was sent in 1701 to L **

the third son of John, second Earl of his education at Oriel Colleze. ( much lis

Shrewsbury, who flourished in the reign of was elected fellow of All Souls' tube

In lineal succession from , and purposed to devote himself wideHenry VIII.
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cause

clerical profession. But by the recom- was celebrated at the Inner Temple by a

mendation of Lord Chancellor Cowper he splendid entertainment, noted as the last of

was induced reluctantly to forego this inten- the ancient revels, in the performance of

tention, and to enter the legal arena, as which the inns of court were wont to take

more calculated to exhibit and turn to so much pride.

useful account the extraordinary talents No man ever occupied the high position

with which he had been gifted. he had attained with more unmixed admira

He accordingly entered the Inner Temple tion ; nor did the death of any great judicial
in June 1707,and was called to the bar in dignitary ever so much general

September 1711. His abilities were soon lamentation. Living too short a time to

recognised, and before many years he had excite the jealousy of his colleagues in the

acquired the leading practice in the equity ministry, or to become obnoxious to the

courts. He was appointed in May 1717 opposition, he presided long enough in his

solicitor-general to the Prince of Wales, court to prove himself a most efficient and

and in April 1726 he was promoted to the impartial judge. His patience in listening

same office in the service of the king. In to arguments, his discrimination in sifting

that year he was elected bencher, treasurer , facts, his readiness in applying precedents,
and Lent reader to his original inn of court, and the reasons upon which he founded his

the Inner Temple ; and also bencher, judgments, made his decrees acceptable to

treasurer, and master of the library to the legal community, and prevented

Lincoln's Inn, to which society he had murmurs even among the unsuccessful

been also admitted in 1718, for the purpose litigants. The purity of his life, his unble

of occupying chambers there. He became mished integrity, his humanity to the dis

a member for Tregony in 1719; and in tressed, his liberality to all, his gentleness

1722 and 1727 he was returned for Durham , of manners, his urbanity, cheerfulness, and

of which his father had then been made wit, gained him so many friends, and were
bishop so universally recognised, that he not only

That king continued himin his office of escaped the vituperation of political writers

solicitor- general , and he and the attorney- during his life, but both parties after his

general, Sir Philip Yorke, exercised an al- death vied with each other, both in prose

most absolute supremacy in the practice of and verse, in unqualified encomiums on his

the Court of Chancery, remedying, it is character.

said , even when engaged on opposite sides, A story is told of him , that after he had

the somnolency of Lord Chancellor King, promised a valuable living to a friend of

by settling the minutes in the causes with Sir Robert Walpole, the curate of the late

justice to both parties. Mr. Talbot's pro- incumbent called upon him with a petition

fessional income at this time must have from the parishioners, testifying to his

been very large; but he was unworthily merits and his poverty, and entreating his

taxed by the munificent extravagance of lordship to use his influence with the new

his father, being obliged on two several rector to continue him in the curacy. After

occasions to paythe debts which the bishop / somelittle conversation with him and finding

had incurred in excess of his splendid that his stipend was only 501. it year, his

lordship kindly promised notonly to comply

So meagre are the accounts of forensic with the request, but also to do whathe

or parliamentary eloquence at this time could to get the salary raised. When the

that few examples remain of that which rector-expectant came to thank him for

Mr. Talbot displayed either as an advocate his promise, his lordship mentioned the1

or a senator , and those only of an official curate's petition, and begged it might be

character. But there can be no doubt, not granted. I should be happy to oblige

only of his general reputation as an orator, your lordship,' replied the clergyman, but

but of the esteem and respect in which he I have promised my curacy to a particular

was held both as a lawyer and as a man, friend . ' Promised your curacy ! what,

since his elevation to the highest judicial sir , before the living is yours ? '

dignity in the state met with universal lord .' Then, sir , exclaimed the chan

approbation. That occurred on the resigna- cellor, with warmth, ‘ I will afford you an

tion of Lord King, when the Great Seal admirable opportunity of dismissing your

was delivered to him as lord chancellor on friend ; I will dispose of the living else

November 29, 1733, a few days after which where ;' and, without suffering a reply, dis

he was ennobled with the title of Baron missed him . On the curate's waiting upon

Talbot of Hensol in Glamorganshire, an him to know the result of his application,

estate formerly belonging to the celebrated he told him that he was sorry to say that he

Welsh judge David Jenkins, which he had could not get him the curacy ; but on the

acquired by his marriage in 1711 with the poor man bowing and offering to retire, the

judge's descendant, Cecil , daughter and chancellor stopped him and said, “ Though .

heir of Charles Matthews, Esq., of Castle I cannot give you the curacy, I can give

Mynach in that county. His promotion you the living, and yours it is ; so you may

revenue .

* Yes, my
6
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write to your family and tell them that , say that he owed his success and his prs

although you applied only for the curacy, motion as much to his literary as to his legal

your merit and your modesty have obtained character; and it is not improbable that in

for you the living. ' (Law and Lawyers, future he will be remembered more as the

ii. 147.) author of " Ion ' and as the friend and bi

His short but illustrious career was ter- grapher of Charles Lamb, than as one of

minated on February 14, 1737, by an attack the judges of Westminster Hall.

of inflammation on the lungs. His remains He was the son of Edward Talfoud,

were interred in the church of Barrington brewer at Reading, not in very prosper

in Gloucestershire, where his residence was circumstances, and of a daughter of the

situated . Rev. Thomas Noon, an independent mi

By his lady he left five sons. Ilis suc- nister there. He was born at Reading on

cessor, William , was created Earl Talbot in January 26, 1795. His education et

1761, but in 1782 the earldom became ex- menced at thedissenters 'school at Mil JEL.

tinct, but was two years afterwards granted and proceeded at the grammar school at

to his cousin, John Talbot, by whose de- Reading, then holding a high characte

scendant it is still borne, together with the under the guidance of the celebrated In

earldom of Shrewsbury, to which the father Valpy. At the latter were strength-3

of the present peer succeeded in 1856. and confirmed those poetic and dramatic in.

(Welsby's Judges, 263 ; Birch's Lives, 148 ; clinations which he had shown from us

Collins's Peerage, v. 231. ) earliest youth , and he always attributed bi

TALEBOT, GILBERT (Talbot ), was the future more matured efforts to the case

son of Richard Talebot, lord of Linton in taste which he imbibed from his accum .

Herefordshire, by Alina, his wife, who was plished preceptor.

the daughter of Alan Basset, of Wycombe, After gaining many of the prizes and

and widow of Drogo de Montacute. In 41 other distinctions of the school, stern par .

Henry III., 1260, he was made governor of sity obliged him to seek the means of sub
the castles of Grosmont, Skenfrith, and sistence in London . There, to stop

Blancminster, which, with that of Mon himself, he obtained employment as a rito

mouth , he was ordered to fortify against paper reporter, and as a regular contribut:

the disturbances of the Welsh . In thenext to periodical publications. At the same

year he was appointed one of the justices time he soughtinstruction in the intriai
itinerant for Herefordshire and five other of law from theeminent special pleader Mr.

counties. Joseph Chitty.

He married Guenthlian, the daughter and His novitiate being completed, he 733

eventually the heir of Rhese ap Griffith, called to the bar by the Middle reupl

Prince of Wales, whose arms he thencefor- February 9, 1821. " Ile attended the vir

ward adopted instead of his own . Bv her Circuit , where for some time he was in

he had a son, Richard , who succeeded him | gaged in reporting the assize busires is

at his death in 2 Edward I., 1274, one of the Times,' and obtained great credits :

whose descendants in 1384 became, by his the impartial manner in which he detai. **

marriage with the heiress, Baron Strange. the exertions of his colleagues, and fet

His son , John Talbot, acquired the barony imodest avoidance of his own nuwe wło ?

of Furnival by marriage in 1409 , and was he happened to be engaged. Tous

created Earl of Shrewsbury in 1442. These the respect of his associates, his geaiulul

titles , after falling twice into abeyance, ulti- , lities soon made him a central fat up.

mately devolved in 1856 on the father of and the observance of his iniustit in

the presentEarl Talbot. ( Baronage, i. 325.) ' porting, and thecompetent knowledamot

TALFOURD, THOMAS Yoon. That a de-, it indicated, brouzni him a gra:iual in...

votion to literature, and the possession of a ' of business. To these recommerrati as se

poetic genius, are not necessarily incumpa- added a powerful and attractire are

tible with abstruser studies, nor absolute oratory, which greatly availed him wia

impediments to professional success , is er- taking a leading part, and at the ca :

emplified in the careerof Sir Thomas Voon twelve years the position he had wym

Talfourd, who from the beginning to the justitied him in applying for the disa
end of his life united to the labours of the of a silk gown. He took the dress

law the more agreeable avocations of an serjeant in 1833; and when the

essayist, a poet, and a dramatist. The union Common Pleas was soon after oft Lexł to a

of these apparently opposite studies did not barristers he received a patent of promine
prerent him from obtaining a considerable which gave him rank in all the wuri !

mastery of both ; nor did the general repu- had two years before been selected as

tation of this double occupation induce the recorder of the town of Banbury .

legalworld to suppose that he would neglect From this time he prozeded with

or fail in his exertions for them , because he guished success, and eventually brail :

employed himself occasionally in lighter acknowledged head of his cireuit. :: .

pursuits. It is not. perhaps, too much metropolis also he shares ! with the email

1
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counselwho then graced the courts the con- Vauclerk and others to enquire by twelve

duct of the more important conflicts that men into the state of the castle of Picker

engaged them ,never sacrificing the interests ing in that county , after the peace between

of his clients to a love of display, and being the king and Prince Louis ; and there are

as successful in their management and gain- two instances in which he was one of those

ing as many verdicts as the most popular of before whom an assize of last presentation,

his competitors. Two events occurring in and one of novel disseisin , were directed to

the year 1835 tended greatly to extend his be heard. In the general appointment of

fame - his entrance into parliament as the justices itinerant in 10 Henry III ., 1226,

representative of his native town, and the he was selected for Northumberland. (Rot.

appearance of his tragedy of · Ion ' on the Claus. i . 436, ii. 138, 151. )

stage. In the former he soon became con- TANFIELD , LAURENCE, was the son of

spicuous, not only for his oratorical powers, Francis Tanfield, of Gayton in Northamp

by which lawyers do not generally maké tonshire. He became reader at the Inner

themselves acceptable to the house, but Temple in Lent 1595. (Dugdale's Orig.

for two greatmeasures which he advocated 166.) He had long before acquired pro

with extraordinary zeal and effect - one se- fessional fame, for the Reports introduce

curing to the mother the right to have access his name as an advocate as early as 1579.

to her children as long as her character is In Easter 1603 he received the degree of

unstained ; and the other securing to the the coif. Ile was member of the first

author an extended period during which he parliament of King James's reign , and on

or his family may enjoy the fruits of his January 13, 1606, he was constituted one

labours . To the next parliament of 1841 of the judges of the King's Bench . He

Mr. Serjeant Talfourd was not returned, did not long remain in that position , being

but in that of 1847 he resumed his seat for advanced on June 25, 1007, to the office of

Reading till his elevation to the bench . chief baron of the Exchequer, over which

His dramatic efforts during this interval did court he presided with much credit for

not meet with the brilliant success that at- integrity, independence, and learning dur

tended theproduction of "Ion . Theycon- ing the remainder of his life. In the public

sisted of “ The Athenian Captive ' and “The acts of his time in which he was engaged
Massacre of Glencoe,' which were both viz., in the case of the post-nati, the pro

acted , and « The Castilian , which was pri- ceedings against the Countess of Shrews

vately circulated. His other publications bury for contempt, the trial of the Countess

were numerous, among the most important of Somerset for the murder of Sir Thomas

ofwhich were · Vacation Rambles,' à • Life Overbury, and the prosecution of Mr.
of Charles Lamb,' and an “ Essay on the Wraynbam for slandering Lord Chancellor

Greek Drama,' contributed to a cyclopædia. Bacon - no record is preserved of the part

In July 1819 he was made å julge of he took,except with regard to the latter,
the Common Pleas, when he received the in which the judgment he pronounced is

accustomed honour of knighthood. The pe- distinct and impressive. (State Trials, ii .
riodical press was loud in the expression 96,609,770, 952, 1076. )
of the universal feeling of pleasure which That he was a favourite with his con

the appointment occasioned, and during the temporaries may be inferred from the name

five years that he administered justice on of his residence in the Temple, theretofore

the bench he did not disappoint the ge- I called Bradshaw's Rents, being changed

neral expectation. Though not what is to Tanfield Court in compliment to him .

called a black-letter lawyer, his great good ( Dugdale's Orig. 146.) He survived King

sense and extreme desire to do justice, his James about a month, and dying on April

vigorous intellect and his practical experi- 30 , 1025, was buried under a costly monu

ence, his personal amiability and urbanity ment in Burford Church ,Oxfordshire,where

towards all, made him a most satisfactory he had purchased thePriory with the manor

judge. His career was closed by an awful 'of Great Tew and other lands. By his wife,

termination . While delivering his charge . Elizabeth Evans, of Loddington in North

to the grand jury at Stafford on March 13, amptonshire, he left an only daughter,

18.54, and recommending in emphatic terms Elizabeth, who married Sir Henry Carey

a closer connection between the rich and of Aldenham, first Viscount Falkland ; and

the poor, he was, in the middle of an Burtord Priory afterwardsbecame the pro
eftetive passage, suddenly struck with apo- perty of Sir William Lenthall, who mar

plexy, and ere a few moments had elapsed ried another Elizabeth Evansof Loddington .

had gone to his great account . ( Clarındon's Life, i . 42 ; Athen. O.ron . ii.

He married in 1821 the daughter of Mr. 604; Notes and Queries, 2nd S. x . 209.)
John Towell Rutt, a merchant of London, TANK , WILLIAM, was constituted chief

and she broughtto him a numerous family. baron of the Exchequer on February 3,

TAMETONE, WILLIAM DE, was a man of 1374, 18 Edward III. He is mentioned as

some importance in Yorkshire. In 4 Henry I an advocate in the Year Bocks from the1

III. he was commissioned with Walter twentieth year. During the short period

5
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that he presided in the court he acted as a three produced at a birth, who, being pre

judge of assize, and there are two instances sented as a curiosity to the king while

of grants to him of the custody of lands hunting in that county, were by the rural

pending the minority of the heir, both of command all carefully educated. Whaterer

which being in Sussex, it is not improbable was his origin, he did credit to bis in

that he was settled in that county. He structors by becoming an eminent cancais

was succeeded as chief baron on November of his day .

12, 1375. (N. Fædera, iii. 997 ; Abb. Rot. It would appear, from Wood's description

Orig. ii. 331, 336.) of him as ' a doctor of decrees and of tbe

TAUNTON ,WILLIAM ELIAS, whose father, sacred canons beyond the seas,' that he too

of the same name as himself, was clerk of his degree in a foreign university ; and this

the peace for the county and town-clerkof seems likely from his being incorporated

the city of Oxford, and had received the Cambridge in 1520, and at Oxford in Var

honour of knighthood, and whose mother 1522. He was ordained sub -deacon in

was Frances, daughter of Stephen Gros- 1503, being then rector of the parish o
venor, Esq ., sub-treasurer of Christ Church , Bishop's Hatfield in the diocese of Liscia.

was the eldest of a large family. He was and afterwards received several other ben

born in 1773, and was educated first at fices . In August 1504 he was united with

Westminster and then at Christ Church, Dr. John Yonge and others in degiosts

where he distinguished himself by gaining the treaty of commerce with Philip Is

the chancellor's prize in 1793 for the best of Burgundy, and in the first yearof Heart
English essay, the subject being • Popu- VIII., 1509, he was made clerk of the per
larity . ' In the next year he entered Lin- liament, and immediately afterwards was

coln's Inn, and applied himself zealously appointed master in Chancery. In Jos
to the study of the law, in which, when he 1513 he accompanied the king in his

was called to the bar in Easter Term 1799, vasion of France, witnessing the battle
he was deeply grounded. He joined the Spurs, &c. ; and his interestiny diary
Oxford Circuit, uniting with it, according the events of the expedition, in Latin

to the practice of the time, that of the dis- is now in the State Paper Office. I

trict of South Wales. He soon acquired 1514 he was chosen prolocutor of

the reputation of a black-letter lawyer, and convocation, having just previously be
to great legal knowledge he added con- collated to the archdeaconry of Deros,

siderable abilities as a speaker. His style which was followed in the next fearby

of eloquence was considered rather pon- that of Buckingham .

derous, but occasionally he burst into At this time he was an attendant of the

vigorous thought and beauty, and in lan- court , and was sent to greet thelo
guage pure and terse exhibited the vast embassy at Deptford, on its arrival :1 Vus

extent of his acquirements. 1515. The answer which he made bres

In 1805 he was elected deputyrecorder king's command to the ambassador's la

of Oxford to Mr. Charles Abbot, afterwards oration on his introduction is preses

Lord Colchester, upon whose resignation among the Cotton MSS . in the Brios
he succeeded as recorder. He also became Museum (Nero, b. vii. fo. 12 ).

one of the Commissioners of Bankrupts, In 1525 he was again engaged in dip,

and in 1822 received a silk gown as king's matic duties, and in 1526 he was sezt :

counsel. When, eight years after, the France with the ostensible object of .
addition of another judge was required in ' gratulating Francis on his release tre

each court, he was selected on November | captivity , but in reality to induce L
18 , 1830, to take the place in the King's majesty to violate the treaty be hai -

Bench, and proved himself a most accom- 'concluded with the emperor. 17. Tar "

plished judge. His judgments were re- success in this negotiation received in

markable for originality of thought and reward not unusually conferred for see

felicity of expression, proceeding from a ' services . On June 26, 1527, he was so

thoroughly independent mind. His judicial pointed master of the Rolls, and was **

career, however, was a very limited one ; i after sent with several others to investir

in five years it was terminated by his sud- French king with the order of the ( 1977

den death, on January 11 , 1835, at his house , He was also named as one of the as.
in Russell Square, | missioners to try the validity of ***

In 1814 he married Maria , daughter of Henry's marriage with Queen ( 27.,

Henry William Atkinson , Esq. , provost of the duty of examining the witness

the Company of Moneyers, Royal Mint, by volving upon him . After being set
whom he left two sons and three daughters. the Rolls for above seren years, sed
TAYLOR, JOHN , is supposed by Anthony | livered up his patent to be cadream

Wood(Fasti O.con. i.62 )to havehada October6, 1531, inorder that tim :28
tailor for his father, and to have been born might invest his farourite, Cinamweli ...

in a poor cottage at Barton in the parish of the place. His death followed rer, saa

Tatinhill in Staffordshire. He was one of after, a successor in the archdeacuaba

a
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to

collated before the end of the year. (Le under a mass of stones and ashes ; but,

Neve, 135 , 168 ; Rymer, xiii. 105, xiv. 106; though it diminished the young man's

State Trials, i. 312 ; Lingard , vi. 86 ; Cal. prospects, it did not change bis legal
State Papers ( 1615-18 ].)[ destination .
TENTERDEN , LORD. See C. ABBOTT. Returning to England, he entered into

THESIGER, FREDERICK (LORD CHELMS- the society of Gray's Inn on November 5,

FORD ), whose family is of German origin , is 1813. With the purposed object of event

the grandson of a native of Dresden in ually joining the West Indian bar, his pre

Saxony, who, on coming into England, was paration was deroted to every branch of

introduced to the Marquis of Rockingham , the law, and the knowledge that he thus

and was employed as his lordship's confi- acquired was of eminent use in his future

dential amanuensis or secretary. One among career. He went first to a conveyancer,

his children was Sir Frederick Thesiger, then to an equity draughtsman, and finished

who distinguished himself in the navy his course by becoming a pupil of Mr.

under Lord Nelson ,and took that gallant Godfrey Sykes, the eminent special pleader.

admiral's celebrated flag of truce on shore To that gentleman's remonstrances young

at Copenhagen in 1801. Another was Thesiger owes his establishment at the

Charles Thesiger, who went with Admiral English bar. His master thought so well

Bentinck, when governor of St. Vincent, as of his pupil that he said it was a “ shame'

secretary, and became successively comp- go
back to the West Indies without

troller and collector of customs in the trying his fortune in this country. Not

island , the latter office being in those days having the slightest connection with any

highly lucrative. Besides which he obtained one likely to contribute to his advancement,

a grant of land there from the crown . He he hesitated, but, though hopeless of suc

had seven children , of whom Frederick the cess, decided as his kind instructor wished

future chancellor was the youngest. him.

Frederick was born in London on April He was called to the bar on November

15 , 1794, and received the early part of his 18, 1818, and travelled the Home Circuit,

education at the school of the eminent joining the Surrey sessions. In the latter
Grecian Dr. Charles Burney, of Green- he was fortunate in getting into early busi

wich. But his inclinations turning towards ness , and in two or three years became
the sea, he left the Grecian, and entered leader. By the purchase of the place of

into a naval academy at Gosport, kept by one of the four counselof the Palace Court,

another Dr. Burney, equally eminent in instituted in the reign of Charles II. for

producing good officers as his namesake in the trial of causes of small amount within
producing good scholars. After a year's twelve miles of the Palace of Westminster,

preparation , he, like his great predecessor which sat on every Friday throughout the

Lord Chancellor Erskine, commenced his year, he acquired those habits of business,

active life as a midshipman, joining in 1807 and that experience in conducting causes,

the Cambrian frigate, commanded by the that few counsel have an opportunity of

Hon. Charles Paget, and being present in gaining so early in the superior courts.
that year at the second bombardment of One of the cases on the circuit in which

Copenhagen, as his uncle had been at the he highly distinguished himself was as
first. Soon afterwards, when by the death counsel for Hunt, an accessory with Thur

of his last surviving brother he became tell in the murder of Mr. Weare, tried in

the heir of his father's West India estate, January 1824 ; but the case in which he

his life was considered too valuable to be obtained the greatest éclut while in a stuff
risked in the naval service, and to his great gown, and to which he mainly attributed
regret his name was removed from the his future advance, was an ejectment

Navy List . After two years spent at an against his client the lord of a manor,

indifferent private school, he went at seven- tried at Chelmsford in 1832, as to the right

teen to St. Vincent, as he had been heard to some unenclosed strips of land by the
to say, ' to make his father's acquaintance .' side of the highway, in which, after three

There, after due consideration , it was de- trials, he succeeded in establishing his

termined that the young man should qualify client's title . Mr. Thesiger afterwards

himself for the bar of St. Vincent, and for chose his own title of Lord Chelmsford

that purpose should enterone of the inns in memory of this triumph. During this

of court in England, and on his return time he was obtaining very considerable
should with his practice as a barrister employment in Westminster Hall, and evi

unite the superintendence of the property. dently commanding the ear of the judges.

The latter part of this plan was soon The author of these pages was himself

after defeated , by the eruption of a volcano present on two occasions when Chief Jus

of the Soutiriere mountain , at the foot of tice Abbott highly complimented him to

which the estate was situate. This event, the jury on his management of cases which

which happened on April 30, 1812, totally he had been called upon to lead in the

annihilated the whole property, burying it absence of his senior.

а
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In 1834 he was made king's counsel, of his most distinguished colleagues, since

and for the next ten years he remained a chief justice, is said to have declared to
the leader of his circuit. him that he would rather have made tosi

In 1840 he entered into the political speech than any he had ever heard at the

arena as member for Woodstock ; and on bar. Another remarkable case in wcia

April 15, 1844, he was, after twenty -six Sir Frederick was equally successful was

years of continued labour, selected by Sir in exposing a man who pretended to be

Robert Peel's government to be the soli- the son of Sir Hugh Smyth, and to be

citor -general, in the place of Sir William entitled to vast estates in Gloucestershir

Follett, who became attorney - general. and other counties. There the beneat vi

With this eminent man and extraordinary the electric telegraph was fully ex-mrs

advocate, who was as remarkable for his fied, as well as the advantage of thepa's.

legal acquirements and his effective elo- cation of legal proceedings, for in te
quence as for the charm of his manner and interval between the two days of tria a

the music of his voice, Mr. Thesiger ( who full confirmation of the plaintiff's visas
was knighted soon after his promotion ) was communicated to the defendants

would have been delighted to act as a counsel, and the perjured claimant, instesi

subordinate. But the health of his leader, , of gaining possession of the coveted estates

broken down by too intense exertions in ' ended his life in prison .

his profession, soon after obliged him to Sir Frederick was not only ingeni

quit England, and to leave the solicitor- and eloquent in the conduct of his cas,

general, quite a novice in the duties of his he enlivened them also with his wity

own office , to encounter the work of both. i repartees. Of these it is difficult to ste

This he successfully performed for above specimens, because they applied most.tx

ten months, and it is pleasing to record the local circumstances, or were consetet e

generous and ready assistance he received professional diction. One, however, bar

from his old political opponent Sir Thomas be recorded as an apt example
He i

Wilde, who voluntarily offered and kindly opposed by a learned serjeant, who in his

gave the aid of his experience, when he examination of his witnesses was

saw the difficult position in which Sir irregular in putting leading questions
Frederick was placed . On Sir William i Frederick, remonstrating, appealed to

Follett's death, Sir Frederick was appointed judge, on which the learned serjeant said

attorney -general, on June 29, 1845, and re- I barea right todeal with my wiiden

tained the office till July 3, 1816, when he as I please.' ' Yes,' said Sir Fid---'

retired with the ministry of Sir Robert he may deal, my lord , but he must got ni

Peel, on the occasion of the repeal of the In his parliamentary career he was a
corn laws. firm supporter of the conservative pa

Two days after his resignation Lord In 1841 he exchanged Woods: xs ir

Chief Justice Tindal died, and thus Sir | Abingdon, and in 1852 he was re

Frederick lost the succession to the vacant for Stamford, for which he sat till besz.

seat , which would have fallen to him as of raised to the peerare. Ilis friendship vi
course had the death occurred a few days Sir Robert Peel continued till the de

before. It wasnaturally given by the new that distinguished statesman , by w

ministry to their attorney-general, Sir | side he was seated when he made viss
Thomas Wilde. That ministry remained speech . Sir Frederick, on some cas. 2

in power for nearly six years, during which after the repeal of the corn laws in :

Sir Frederick resumed his former leading himself obliged to oppose Sir Ribeit

position at the bar without office. When giving support to some of the means

they were in turn defeated, Sir Frederick the whig ministry , and joined tha:

was restored to his previous office on Fe-' called the Protectionist party, fr- mal

bruary 27, 1852, but only held it till the Peelites became after the deata :

December 28 in that year, his party being leader more and more widely sparar . '

again obliged to retire, and then again her On Lord Derby coming into .

returned into the ranks as a private bar- 1 the second time, Sir Frederick was

rister, for the next six years employed in from the rank of a barrister to the basi

all the great cases which occupied the the law . The Great Seal was deli ---

attention of the public. to him as lord chancellor on Februar

Among the causes célebres ' in which he 1858. and on the next day he was ea ! ? :

was engaged during the last decade of his the House of Lorus as Barun ( 5:24 ::

forensic career was the famous attempt of His qualifications for and bis menti :

a Miss Smith to charge the Earl of Ferrers ' performance of the duties of tha: haha

with breach of promise of marriage, in I have bound myself not to rubir lie

which Sir Frederick's speech in defence of held it for only sixteen months, ani . !

the earl, exposing the fraud and forgery by it on June 18, 1852 , on the brak - a;

which the charge was supported, was con- Lord Derby's ministry. For the Drljivo

sidered so elnquent and effective that one years he kept his habits of busia ini

!

a

1
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practice by devoting himself most assidu- His name first appears in the Year Books

ously to the bearing of appeals in the in 44 Edward III., 1370 ; but it was not till

House of Lords andthe privycouncil. April 11 , 1388, 11 Richard II. , that he

At the end of that time Lord Derby was appointed a judge of the Common

again came into power, and replaced Lord Pleas . Within eight years he was raised

Chelmsford in his former position as lord to the chief seat in that court, on January

chancellor on July 6 , 1866 ; but on the 15 , 1396, 19 Richard II. ( Cal. Rot. Pai.

resignation of the prime minister, Mr. 216 , 229.)

Disraeli, his successor, for political reasons, Hitherto he seems to have confined him

removed Lord Chelmsford, who gave up self to the performance of his judicial

the Great Seal on February 29, 1868, to functions, with no other variation than

Lord Cairns, who was himself obliged to arose from acting as a trier of petitions in

retire with the conservative party before parliament. But he was soon called upon

the end of the year. True to his party, to take part in the political scenes which

Lord Chelmsford still pursues the same then agitated the country. When King

course and performs the same duties as de- Richard had resumed bis royal power, and
votedly as in his former recess from office. had contrived in his twenty -first year to

Among the congratulations which he summon a parliament ready to do his

received on his first promotion ,the address bidding, the legality of the attainder of the

of the Incorporated Law Society, whose judges ten years before was discussed by

standing counsel he had been for the last both houses, and the legal and judicial

thirteen years, must have given him pecu- officers were called upon to state what

liar pleasure, as proving that the esteem in they thought of the answers of their pre

which he was held was not confined to decessors for which they had been con

his brethren of the bar, but was extended demned. Chief Justice Thirning replied,

over both branches of the profession . It somewhat evasively, that the declaration

contained the following passage: The of treason not yet declared belonged to the

council, and they believe the profession at parliament, but that had he been a lord of

large, rejoice to perceive in the elevation parliament, if he had been asked, he should

of your lordship to the highest official have answered in the same manner.' (Rot.

dignity in the power of the crown to Parl. iii . 358.) All the proceedings of the

bestow, the appropriate termination of a eleventh year were thereupon of course

long and distinguished career, in which- repealed, and the surviving sufferers re

unaided by the accidents of fortune - bril- called from banishment.

liant abilities, united to unwearied industry, Recollecting that these enactments of 21

unsullied honour and spotless integrity, Richard II. were all annulled within two

the firm , fearless, and dignitied mainte- years in the first parliamentof Henry IV .,

nance of the rights, the honour, and the it seems somewhat extraordinary that Sir

independence of the profession, joined to a William Thirning ( for he was then a

courtesy which never failed, and which knight), after giving such an opinion, should

knew no distinction of rank or station, have been selected as one of the commis

have at length achieved their just and sioners to receive Richard's resignation of

fitting reward.' To this affectionate testi- the crown, and should have been put

monial Lord Chelmsford returned a most forward so prominently as the spokesman

graceful and feeling reply. of the parliament in pronouncing his depo

In 1822 he married the daughter of sition. But Henry was a politic prince,

William Tinling, Esq ., and niece of Major and probably deemed it wiser to overlook

Peirson, who lost his life in defending the what might be considered as an act of

island of Jersey. Of his issue by her he political necessity than to make enemies of

has seven surviving children , four sons and the lawyers. He no doubt also thought

three daughters . The eldest son is a colonel | that it would give a judicial weight to the

in the army, and distinguished himself at solemn proceeding if it was conducted

Sebastopol and in India, where he is now under the auspices of the oldest and most

adjutant-general; and one of his daughters respected judge upon the bench . Thirning

is the widow of Major-General Sir John also may be supposed to have undertaken

Eardley Wilmot Inglis, K.C.B., celebrated the office, not from any strong dissatisfac

for his gallant defence of the Residence at tion with Richard's government, nor any

Lucknow, who died from the consequences positive approval of llenry's title, but
of his exertions there. because a change having already been made

THIRNING, WILLIAM, was of a family inevitable by Henry’s proceedings, he con

probably settled at Thirning in Hunting- sidered it his duty so to act that such
donsbire, as he is mentioned in a grant change should be effected as peaceably as
of certain land, houses, and rents of the possible.

manor of Hemingford Grey in that county Thirning accordingly , with his coadju

to the prior and convent of Harwolde. tors, attended on Richard in the Tower on

( l'al. Ing. p. m. iii. 218. ) September 29 , 1399, and there received his
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was eminent

renunciation of the throne . On the nextday was of the highest order, his acquirements

it was presented tothe parliament, which in scholastic literature were very great,and

thought fit, in addition, to allege thirty- his disposition as a man

three articles of misgovernment against social and kind. To his deep learning and

him , and to depute seven commissioners, of comprehensive understanding was united
whom Thirning was one,to pronounce a a great love of jocularity. The jokes

sentence of deposition. This being done, of Westminster Žall nicknamed him ·The

the same commissioners were directed, as Staymaker, ' from a habit he had of check

procurators of the people, to communicate ing witnesses who were going ton iac .!!

the proceedings to the fallen king, and to Term Rep. 551 : 5 Taunton ,415 :1Jure,

resign and give back to him the homage THOMSON , WILLIAM, whose life prueba

and fealty of his former subjects. The deli- both an uncommon succession of nitrices and

cute duty fell upon Sir William Thirning, an extraordinary combination of them, was

who spoke in the name of them all ; and it first recorder of London, and then solicitar

is but just to say that he confined himself general — a legitimate advance; neri, a

to the words of the sentence, not aggravat- being dismissed from the latter, he accepted

ing it by any harsher language than that the insignificant office of cursitor barco

in which it was expressed . ( Rot. Parl. iii. the Exchequer, and , lastly, he was rais!

416–24 .) to the bench of that court as an actua.

His last duty in that parliament wasto judicial baron . But what was most re

pronounce its sentence on the lords who markable was that he retained the piece

had appealed the Duke of Gloucester and of city recorder after his appointmen: 1

his friends in 21 Richard II. ; and in the his three other posts, and held it till si

following parliament the objects for which | death — a plurality which was either in

it was called were declared in a speech upon him by the general impression of a

delivered by him . (Ibid. 451 , 454.) After superior abilities, of which there is n # 77

this his name does not appear in any poli- dence, or was the effect of a greedin-si

tical transactions, but his judgments are gain ,which blinded him to the impropres

regularly recorded throughout the reign in of filling positions in some measure it

numerous reports in the Year Books. compatible with each other, and certach

On the accession of Henry V. hereceived with respect to his last promotion ditleri:

his new patent on May 2, 1413 ; but he greatly in their dignity and degree.
must have died very shortly afterwards, He was the second son of a barrister an !

for his widow Joan brought an action of bencher of the Middle Temple of the same

debt in the next Trinity Term ( Y. B. p. 6) , names, and , with his elder brother Stepe,
and his successor, Sir Richard Norton, was was admitted into that society in 16 to:

appointed chief justice in his place on June not called to the bar till 100s. In 1767

26 , 1413. he was returned to parliament as ek

THOMAS was elected abbot of Winche- for Orford in Suffolk, and to him ibe To

cumb in Gloucestershire in 12:20, and was party entrusted the enforcement of it

at the head of the commission issued in third charge in their suicidal impembe

May 1226, 10Henry III. , to the justices of Dr. Sacheverell. He performed this state

itinerant for Worcestershire, according to a with sufficient point, and so satisiai ir

then common practice of placing an eccle- to the promoters of the prosecution that

siastic in that position . Hedied on October was employed as junior counsel in the

3 , 1232. ( Browne Willis.) ceedings against the rioters, whom

THOMSON, ALEXANDER, was born in popular disgust had inflamed to tb-00

1744. Practising in the courts of equity, mission of unjustifiable outrages. The ot

he was promoted on May 11 , 1782, to a sequence was that he lost his seat in >

mastership in Chancery, and continued to new parliament of 1710 ; but in the

act in that character for nearly four years, ing parliament of February 1714. C4_ *

when on January 4, 1786, he became ac- within a few months before the drati

countant-general of that court. In another Queen Anne, he was elected for Imra

year he was raised to the bench, being which he continued to represent tillex **

sworn a baron of the Exchequer on Fe- raised to the bench ; and on Verb:

bruary 9, 1787, and knighted. After re- that year he was chosen pioner ito

maining in that seat for twenty -seven years, city of London, but so nearly were partner

he was appointed the head of his court in ties divided that it was only by the cake

Hilary Vacation 1814, a position which he vote of the lord mayor that he sucreste

fully merited by his legal knowledge and In this character it was bis fartuse to

the excellence of his judicial decisions. He read the addresses of congratulati t mo bat

presided for little more than three years, George I. and George II. On the for ?

and died at Bath at the age of seventy- occasion probably he was knighted, as

three on April 15, 1817, being then by is designated with the title sortir sov
many years the father of the bench. when acting as one of the members

His reputation as a lawyer and as a judge trial of the Earl of Wintrun for the posts
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taken by him in the rebellion of 1715. was the second son of Hugh deThoresby,

( State Trials, xv. 157–869. ) who was lord of it in 9 Edward II. ( Parł.

In February 1717 he succeeded as solici- Writs, ii . p. ii. 410.). He greatly distin

tor-general ; but by his jealous and grasp- guished himself while at Oxford byhis

ing disposition he lost it in three years, attainments in the study of divinity, taking

and was expelled from the office with dis- a high degree in both laws. So early as
grace. In the numerous charters of incor- 1 Edward III. he was the last named in a

poration granted to the joint -stock com- mission to the pope to procure the canon

panies by which the public were then isation of Thomas Duke of Lancaster. At

tempted and tricked, the Attorney -General that time he probably was a clerk in the

Lechmere had benefited by the fees more Chancery, where he continued to act for

largely than himself. Sir William , envious several years ; and having in 10 Edward

of his colleague's advantages, had the folly III . been served in open court with a moni

to denounce him as guilty of corruption tion to appear before the pope on some ap

beforethe committee appointed to enquire peal, the papal messengerswerestraightway

into all those companies, alleging that he committed to prison as guilty of a contempt,
had not only pocketed large bribes, but had and were only released by the intercession

permitted public biddings for charters at of Queen Philippa. ( Prynne on 4th Inst.

his chambers as at an auction. Lechmere 16. ) This, however, did not prevent his

of course could not allow such animputa- being again sent to the pope, four years

tion to remain upon him ; a searching in- afterwards, to obtain a dispensation for the

vestigation was made into its truth , and proposed marriage between Hugh le De

the result was a unanimous vote that the spencer and the daughter of the Earl of

charges were malicious, false, scandalous, Salisbury.

and utterly groundless. For this disgrace- In the following year, on February 21 ,

ful slander Sir William was dismissed on 1341 , he received the appointment of

March 17, 1720. Sir William , in no ways master of the Rolls; and during the illness

abashed, still kept his seat in parliament and at the death of Chancellor Parning, in

and his place as recorder, and in 1724 so 1343, he did the duties of the Seal, and ,

far recovered his position as to obtain the with two of the clerks of the Chancery,

grant of an annuity of 12001., and a patent held it till Robert de Sadington was in
of precedence in all courts after the attor- vested with the office.

Dey and solicitor general. ( Townsend's He continued master of the Rolls cer

Ho. of Com . i. 451.) tainly as late as May 20, 1345, being about

Not yet content , he accepted on June 27 , that time made keeper of the privy seal .
1726 , the inferior place of cursitor baron ( N. Fædera, ii. 897, 1119, iii . 39, 53.)

of the Exchequer, and occupied it for the In the previous year he obtained a

remainder of the reign of George I., and canonry in Lincoln Cathedral, and again

for two years in that of George II., still visited the papal court as one of the king's
acting as recorder by himself or his depu- ambassaders, performing the same duty in

ties, SerjeantsRaby and Urling. On No- | Francein 1346. ( Ibid. iii. 25, 54, 92.)

vember 27 , 1729, he was, by a very unusual On September 3, 1347, he was con
step, advanced from the executive office of ecrated Bishop of St. David's ; and on

cursitor baron to that of a judicial baron, June 16, 1319, he was appointed chancellor.

having been on the previous day made a On the 4th of the following November he
serjeant for the purpose, and his present was translated to the bishopric of Wor

patent differing from the former by desig- 1 cester, and was raised to the archbishopric
nating his new appointmentas that of baron of York on October 22, 1352. He was

• of the coife. Even with this honourable left one of the custodes of the kingdom

land , he would not deprive himself of the ; France in 1355 ( Ibid. 305) ; but on his

profits of the inconsistent place of recorder ; i sovereign's return after the battle of Poic

but , after sitting in the Exchequer for nearly : tiers in the ensuing year, hisadvancing age

ten years, he died in the possession of both, prompted him to apply for liberty to retire
on October 27, 1739, at Bath. ( Gent. Mag. from the chancellorship, which he had held

ix. 554.) By his will he left a ring to all ' with credit and honour longer than any

the aldermen of London, and his portrait , other chancellor of this reign, though for

to the corporation. He married Julia, little more than seven years in all, during

daughter of Sir Christopher Conyers, of four of which he had been archbishop. He
Horden in Durham , and widow of Sir was accordingly, benevole et gratanter,'

William Blackett, ofWallington in North- exonerated from his duties on November
umberland, Bart. 27 , 1356.

THORESBY, JOHN DE, or THURSBY Ilis political duties during the seventeen

(ARCHBISHOPOF YORK ),wasborn atamanor remaining years of his life were confined

of that name in Wensleydale in Yorkshire, to conducting various treaties with the

which had been long in the family , and Scottish king ; but for the most part be

of
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devoted himself to his episcopal functions, of Bracton's work, but which has never

and to the renovation of his cathedral. He been printed . Themanuscript, which sel

laid the first stone of the new choir on den found in Lord Burleigh's library ,states

July 29, 1362; and, besides exciting the that Gilbert de Thornton “ tempore illo

nobles and clergy of his province to aid his scientiâ, bonitate, et mansuetudine, floruit

endeavours, he expended large sums in eleganter. (Legal Bibliog . 336 ; Dragdale's

carrying on that splendid work, and also in Orig. 57. )

restoring and ornamenting the chapel of THORPE, ROBERT DE, was appointed &

St. Mary, where his remains were after- judge of the Common Pleas when Edwani

wards deposited. The question of prece- 1. , in 1289, punished nearly all the jui

dence between the two archbishops, which for corrupt practices in their office ; and the

had for many years occasioned unseemly fines levied before him commence on tt

contests , was settled by agreement between octaves of the Purification, 18 Edward L ,
him and Archbishop Islip ; and Pope 1290, and continue forno more than a year.

Innocent IV . , in his confirmation of the (Dugdale's Orig. 44.) He probably d
arrangement, introduced the nicedistinction shortly after, as his name does not ans

of primate of England, and primate of all occur . His wife was named Arenda

England. He is said by some to have (Rot . Parl.i. 18 , 31 , 33, 198.)
been created a cardinal by Pope Urban V., THORPE, JOIN DE, the son of Robert de

but his name does not appear in the most Thorpe and Maud his wife, of a coasida

authentic lists,nor is he ever so called in able family, possessing Rolands, Combi,
the English records. Uphall, and other manors in Norfolk ari

He died at his manor of Thorpe on No- Suffolk, was returned as knight of the

vember 6, 1373, having been engaged in shire for Norfolk in 33 Edward I. , sai

the public service for nearly forty-eight acted in the same year as assessor av .

vears of Edward's reign, with a character collector of the aid to the king in iba: 010

honourably described as " contentionum et ty. ( Parl. I'rits, i . 863.) In 35 Einne

litium hostis, et pacis et concordiæ amicus.' | I., 1307, he held the second place au :

Besides several other religious works, he ' the justices of trailbaston then appu :

wrote a commentary in the English tongue for those twocounties. ( Ret. Parl. i . :)
on the Lord's Prayer, the Decalogue, and 301.) He and his companions'arr maleta

the Articles of Faith, for the use of the tioned as justices in Norfolk in 8 Eunau

people of his province. That on the Ten II . , and various judicial duties
Commandments is printed by Thoresby in assigned to him up to the serentai

the appendix to his Vicaria Leodensis.' year. In 13 Edward II.he was alade
(Godwin, 464, 581 , 687; Drake's Eboracum , sheriff of the county . ( Parl. I'nts, 2

434.) 1503–5 ; Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 252, 273.1
THORNTON , GILBERT DE, or DE TOREN- He married Alice Mortimer ; and a: Es

TON, is mentioned as the king's attorney death, on May 16, 1324, 17 Edwari II.

from 8 to 14 Edward I. , 1280–6 ; but it is his son Robert succeeded him, but de

uncertain whether this office was similar to not appear to have been summoped 243

that of the attorney -general of the present baron. (Cal. Ing. p. m . i. 310 : R: 4. Iin

day , or anything more than a special ap- i. 109, 419 , 420 ; Blomefields Joring -

pointment to act on the part of the king in 137, 611 , & c. )

a particular proceeding. There were evi- THORPE, ROBERT DE, who was a juo

dently at these times two or three so acting itinerant into Derbyshire in 4 Edwar il

in different counties under the designation 13:30 , was clearly a differentperson the

of narratores pro rege.' (Abb. Placit. 274.) the chief justice and chanceliór in s is : -*

On the disgrace of Ralph de Hengham period of the reign ; but the Thorpes W *

he was constituted chief justice of the so numerous that it would be merely ::

King's Bench, 1289, with a salary of 401. work to attempt to fix the family to whis

per annum ; and there is evidence of his he belonged . He may have buiten tbe se

acting as late as August 1295 ( Rot. Parl. of John and Alicia de Thorpe, of Cree
i . 134 ) , soon after which Roger le Braba- Norfolk , and Combes in Suttolk ; and if

zon was raised to the same post. But he died in the same year he ated

whether the vacancy occurred by Gilbert tice itinerant, and was succeeded to t

de Thornton's death or resignation does not son John. (Cal. Ing.p. m . i. 30, à
appear ; and there is no trace of bis prirate 139. )

history, except the fact that a messuage THORPE, ROBERT DE , of Thorpe, pra

and two carucates of land at Caburn in Norwich, was educated at Cambra

Lincolnshire were conveyed to him in 17 in which university he laid the frumus

Edward I. by John Priorell. (Abb. Placit. of the divinity schools, with the chal

218. ) over them , in 1356 , and was atermia

During his presidency of the court he master of Pembroke Colleze. He me

composed & Compendium of the Law , menced his career as an advice as sans

which was in the nature of an abridgment as 14 Edward III. , 1340, stiar.az tº
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rank of king's serjeant in 1345. Coke calls indicted before him at Lincoln ; and that he

him ' a man of singular judgment in the had therefore caused the writ of exigent
laws of this realm .' He was appointed against them to be stayed ; whereupon he

one of the justices to try felonies in the was committed prisoner to the Tower of
county of Oxford in 1355, and was London, and all his lands and goods were

frequently employed as a justice of assize, ordered to be seized into the king's hands,

but held no seat on the judicial bench at until the royal will and pleasure should be
Westminster until he was appointed chief known.

justice of the Common Pleas, on June 27, With this legal and reasonable judgment,

1356,30 Edward III. Nine years after however, the king was not satisfied ; and
wards he had an extended grant of 401. a accordingly issued another writ on Novem

year to support the dignity of knighthood ber 19, commanding the same parties im
which the king had conferred upon him ; mediately to pronounce judgment that he
and he continued to preside in that court should be degraded and hanged. This was

for nearly fifteen years. So high a character accordingly done, and thereupon, on the

did he acquire that when the Commons same day, the king, by writ of privy seal,

petitioned the king that none but laymen signified that he gave and forgave him his
should be placed in the higher offices of life, but ordered his body to be remitted to

the state , he was deemed the tittest man to prison. The record and process were after

supersede William of Wykeham, Bishop of wards laid before the parliament, which

Winchester, as chancellor; and the Great confirmed the judgment. ( N. Fædera, iii.

Seal was accordingly delivered to him on 208 ; Rot. Parl.ii. 227.) Coke says (3
March 26, 1371 . Inst. 145 ) that Sir William Thorpe was

He enjoyed this dignity little more than pardoned and restored to all his lands, “as

a year, his death occurring on June 29 , by the record appeareth ;' but the record,
1372. as published, only says that the execution

He married Margaret, the daughter of of the judgment of hanging was pardoned

William Deyncourt, butleft no children. to him , and that he was remitted to prison

( Abb. Rot.Orig. ii . 337 ; Cal. Inq. p. m . 322 ; to await the king's favour. The remainder

Master's C.C.C. Cambridge, 28. ) of the judgment, that all his land and

THORPE, William DE, appears in the goods should be forfeited to the king, ' is

Year Books as an advocate as early as 7 left unnoticed, and consequently unpar

Edward III. In 15 Edward III . , 1341 , he doned ; and by entries on the records of

was made one of the king's serjeants, and that year (Abb.Rot. Orig. ii. 211,212), it

is called the king's attorney in the following appears that the sheriff's of Lincoln and

year. In that year, on April 23, 1342, he other counties were directed to take his

was raised to the bench. The words used lands, &c. , into the king's hands, as con

are unus justiciariorum ad placita in victed of certain crimes; and that four of

Banco .' ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 142.) Dugdale his horses, cum sellis, frenis, et garconibus,

thereupon inserts him among the justices of were seized by one of the sheriffs of London.

the Common Pleas ; but, as he does not In the following year, however, he re

mention any fines levied before him , and ceived the king's pardon, with the restora

introduces his name as a justice of the tion of part of his lands—-viz., the manor of

King's Bench in the nineteenth year, on Changton in Sussex. ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 160. )

the authority of the Liberate Roll, without He was not restored to his office of chief

mentioning the date of his removal from justice ; but after an interval of eighteen

the Common Pleas, it may be doubtful months he was made second baron of the

whether his first appointment was not to Exchequer, on May 24, 1 :352, unless the

the king's Bench, especially as he became William de Thorpe who then received that

the chief of it on November 26 , 1:346. In appointment was a different person. In the

that character he opened the parliaments of absence of any evidence to the contrary,

the two following years. (Rot. Parl. ii . there is good reason to believe that he was

164, 200.) the same person ; the more especially as

Towards the end of 1350 charges were there are instances, ten years before, of the

made against him of malversation in his king's reinstating judges against whom

office ; and the king issued his writ, on No- charges had been made, and as it was

vember 3, to tive commissioners to have extremely improbable that a person, of

him before them , and to do justice accord- whom no previous notice exists of his

ing to his demerits. They immediately being connected with the court, should

proceeded on their commission, when he be at once raised to the office of second

confessed that he had received bribes from baron, above the other occupants of that

Richard de Salteby, of 101. ; from Hilde- bench.

brand Bereswerd, of 201.; from Gilbert From a passage in the ' Liber Assisarum '

Haliland, of 401.; from Thomasde Derby, of of 28 Edward III . (p. 145 ), where Thorpe is

St. Bartholomew , of 201. ; and from Robert said to have been ' ihen made chief justice, '

de Dalderby, of 101.; all of whom had been it might be inferred that hewas restored to

U U
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his former place ; but attention to the con- Thomas Thorp, one of the barons of the

text clearly proves that the expression Exchequer, and speaker of the parliameat.

merely means that he was made chief jus- (Weever, 391. )

tice in the commission of assizes in Sussex, The parliament was prorogued on July 2,

in the place of H. Green , who had been and Baron Thorpe was present at Do in

sent on some other service; as we should than five meetings of the king's conn il :

now say, the senior judge of assize . that and the following months. ( Acts 12

Whether the baron of the Exchequer 331.). It was probably during those sitting

were the same or a different person, hewas that he was directed to seize “ certeine bar

present among the judges in the parliament nesse and other habiliments of warre ' whic

of 28 and 29 Edward III. ( Rot. Parl. ii . the Duke of York had collected at the Re

254 , 267), but not later. shop of Durham's. For this act the dude

Within a few years three William de brought an action against him in the Court

Thorpes are mentioned - in Nottingham, of Exchequer, ‘ for somuche that the saz

Northampton, and Sussex (N. Fædera , 221 , Thomas was oon of the court , ' and obtaiz :

457, 464); but we cannot satisfactorily iden- a verdict against him for 10002 dari

tify either with the judge. and 101. costs. On this judgment be 929

THORPE, Thomas, of what family is un- cast into the Fleet Prison, and remainei:

certain, was an officer of the Exchequer in custody when the parliament reassemba
20 Henry VI. , 1442, when he was commis- on February 14, 1454.

sioned to receive the great good ' which the The Commons then claimed their anca

king expected would accrue from the general privileges, and that in accordance with the

pardon he had granted to his subjects, and their speaker should be liberated. But
to apply it to the defence of Calais. ( Acts duke, by his counsel, stating the fact :

Privy Counci, v. 186.) Dugdale does not seizure of the goods - omitting, however

introduce him among the barons of the Ex- to mention what those goods were

chequer till November 1458 ; but he had Lords referred the question ofthe speake ?
clearly then held the office between five liberation to the judges. These les

and six years ; and we have a curious exhi- persons, although they stated that to

bition of the modeof his obtaining it in a ought not to answer it, for the justices tan
potition to the parliamentof 33 Henry VI., never beenused to determine the privies
1455. (Rot. Parl. v . 342. ) of the high court of parliament

Thorpe was remembrancer of the Ex- with humorous evasion, for it is so be

chequer when the Earl of Worcester was and mighty in his nature that it mas nuº

appointed treasurer in April 1452. That ' lawe, and that that is lawe it may ba

nobleman, who was a partisan of the Duke I lawe, and the determination and know

of York, immediately turned Thorpe out of of that privilege belongeth to the list

the office, andgave it to Richard Forde, the the parliament and not to the justa
clerk of the Pipe. Thorpe was not a man yet honestly concluded by declari thai

to submit, and therefore obtained letters any member were arrested except for tra *

patent for his restoration from the king, or felony, or for surety of the peacoep!?

who no doubt listened readily to the com- a condemnation had before the parlieren .

plaint of his own adherent against the en- it is used that all such persons be reiz **

croachment of one whom he looked upon of such arrests and make an attorneret:.

as little less than a rebel. Thorpe accord- they may have their freedom and likes

ingly retook possession of the place, and freely to intend upon the parliament' in

would not give it up, as the petition with tescue was then the chief justice, but **

simplicity avers, ' onlesse thenne he myght merely spoke as the organ of his birt

bene preferred to be third baron of the seid The first part of this answer is potra "

Eschequier. The dismissed remembrancer of the same character as that wi.. !!

thereupon negotiated with William Fallan , judges gave seven years afterwaris :
then the third baron,whom he induced to they were called upon for their npirin

resign by giving him a bond undertaking to the claim of the Duke of York to the st **

pay him forty marks yearly for his life or They then stated that they had to deter:

till otherwise provided for. such matters as came before them to

The king of course made no difficulty in law between party and party, and to: *

giving Thorpe his patent, and the date of matter in question was so high ar i a

his appointment may be fixed in the early the law that it passed their leartin **

part of' 1453. There is little doubt that he that it pertain d to the lords of the li . '

held it when he was elected speaker of the blood and the appanage of hisland to 2

House of Commons on March 8 of that year in such matters. ( Rot. Parl,ru

(Rot. Parl. v. 227 ) ; and it is certain that he In both cases it is evident that th- 3 ? 2947

did so in the following June, for his wife, were dictated by their fears and out bet

who died on the 23rd of that month, is de- conviction; and in the formes it is no

scribed on her tombstone in St. John Za- that,while they disclaim the night tu *****

chary's, in London ,as • Joanna, the wife of they do actually determine the case

.
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them by stating the custom which had been In his continued persecution by the

hitherto recognised . Yorkists we not only see the inveteracy to

The Lords, notwithstanding the opinion which party spirit was then carried , but

so explicitly given, decided in direct oppo- an evidence also that the baron was en

sition to it, and,no doubt influenced by the dowed with talents and courage which

Duke of York,who was upon the eve of they felt it their interest to subdue ; and we

being appointed protector, adjudged that cannot but admire a man whose devotion

Thorpe should still remain in prison, the and loyalty prompted him to quit a peace

privilege of parliament, or that the same ful occupation to fight by his sovereign's

Thomas was the speaker of the parliament, side and to suffer in his cause. His history
notwithstanding ; ' and they charged the also affords a proof that a baron of the

Commons to proceed to a new election . Exchequer was not then considered in the

The Commons quietly submitted to this same light as the judges of the other

iniquitous encroachment on à privilege courts, inasmuch as he was eligible to be a

founded on the justest principle — the free member of parliament. His son Roger was

dom of their own members. another victim of the same party. ( Ibid .)

The king recovered before the end of THORPE , FRANCIS ( descended from the

the year, when no doubt Thorpe was Yorkshire family of Thorpe, of Thorpe in

restored to liberty, since he received his Holderness), was the eldest son of Roger

salaryas a baron on April 16, 1455. (De- Thorpe of Birdsball,by Elizabeth, daughter

von's Issue Roll, 479. ) He was also present of William Danyell of Beswick. ( Harl.

at the first battle of St. Albans, on May MSS. 1437, 205, 503 ; 1394, 122. ) He was

22 following, and he is said to have ' fled born in 1595, and being admitted a member

and left his harness behind him cowardly. ' ofGray's Inn,where his father had studied

( Archæol. xv. 526.) We must recollect, before him , he was, on May 11, 1621,

however, that the encounter was rather á called to the bar, and became reader in

surprise than a battle , and that many others 1641. He held the post of recorder of

joined in the flight. In the parliament Beverley from 1623 till he was raised to

that met in July he was charged, with the the bench in 1649, and was one of the

Duke of Somerset and William Joseph , witnesses examined against the Earl of

with suppressing two letters sent by the Strafford, who had taken offence against

Duke of York and the Earls of Warwick him in Yorkshire for moving for prohibi

and Salisbury to the chancellor and the tions . ( Rushworth , iv. 116.) He obtained

king the day before the battle, whereby a seat in the Long Parliament in September

the bloody conflict was occasioned; and 1645 for the borough of Richmond, and

though the king was compelled to accept was made a serjeant on October 12, 1648,

the excuses then made by the duke and when the vacancies in the law were filled

the earls, and to approve them as true and up. ( Parl. Hist. ii. 625.) · After the king

faithful liegemen, he refused his assent to was beheaded ( for the trial of whom

two bills aimed against Thorpe — the one to Thorpe was named a commissioner, but

deprive him of all offices, and to condemn never attended) ( State Trials, iv.1051), he

him to an imprisonment of twelve years was raised to a seat in the Exchequer on

and a fine of 10001.; and the other to restore June 1 , being no doubt selected on

all the officers of the Exchequer whohad account of the good service ' done by him

been removed except Thorpe. (Rot. Parl. in the last Northern Circuit, on which, as

v. 280, 333, 339.) was common with the serjeants, he rode as

That Thorpe was replaced in his seat judge of assize. (Whitelocke, 405, 409.)

there can be no doubt, as he was advanced In an elaborate charge to the grand jury at

to be second baron on November 30, 1458 ; York (afterwards printed) he endeavoured

and he soon after received a grant of the to justify the murder of the king, and to

reversion of the office of chancellor of vindicate the parliament in their proceed

the Exchequer on the death of Thomas ings, raking up all the invidious and scan

Witham, which was excepted in the act of dalous invectives against kings and mo

resumption passed in the parliament of narchy which the most celebrated republi

November, 38 Henry VI. (Ibid. 366.) cans up to his time had ever written .
His prosperity, however, was not to last ( Drake's York , 171. ) He was therefore
long . The Earl of Warwick's invasion again sent on that circuit for the summer

forced the king again into the field. The assize, and was presented with 2001. for his

faithful baron was by his side and shared zeal in the former. ( Com . Journals, vi.

his fate in the battle of Northampton on 144.), He fully confirmed the opinion

July 10, 1460. He was at first contined in which the ruling powers had formed of

Newgate and then in the Marshalsea ; and him by his condemnation of Lieut.-Colonel

on February 17, 1401, the very day on Morrice at York , though his conduct at the

which the queen gained the second batile of trial was more merciful than that of Judge

St. Albans he was beheaded in Haringey Puleston. ( State Trials, iv. 1249.)
Park in Middlesex . ( Ibid. vi . 294. ) In the parliament called by Cromwell in

UU 2
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September 1654, and dissolved in the fol- but it does not appear that he was as yet

lowing January, Thorpe, though a judge, the chief justice of either court. On Octo

was returned for Beverley. He became ber 3, 1258, he was the first named of the

disgusted with the protector's proceedings, three who were assigned ad tenendum

and, excusing himself from trying the Bancum Regis ' at Westminster, until the

prisoners in the north as contrary to his king more fully regulated that bench; and

conscience, he and Judge Newdigate, who on December 29, 1258 , he had a grant of

had the same scruples, received their writs one hundred marks, as “residens ad Bar

of ease on May 3, 1655. His disgrace at cum :' butwhether the bench alluded to

court made him so popular in his native was the Bancum Regis, to which he was

county that in the next parliament, in appointed the previous year, or the Com

1656 , he was elected for theWest Riding ; mon Bench or Common Pleas. terus

but not obtaining the council's, or rather doubtful . It is difficult to decide, alau,

Cromwell's, certiticate of approbation, he what position he held in the court; bat,

and above ninety others were excluded considering that the salary of Henry de

from its sittings. They thereupon pub- Bathonia was 1001.,and his only one bem

lished a spirited remonstrance, so violent in dred marks, it would seem that he occupied

its language that it is surprising that the the second place. Nevertheless, there are

powers which had stirred up this resistance some royal letters and commissions am - ns

took no means to punish it . (Godwin, iv . the public records apparently addressal tə

181 ; Whitelocke,625, 653.) He afterwards him as the head (5 Report Pub. Rec ., App.

took his seat, and several of his speeches ii . 6 :3, 64), and an anonymous writer, I

are reported in Burton's Diary . mentioning his sudden death in the follos

Thorpe was not returned to Protector ing year, describes him as · Justiciarii As

Richard's parliament in January 1659, but gliæ gerens officium . ( Leland's Collet. i.

when the Long Parliament was restored he 245.) He is represented as being second to

took his seat as a member. On January 17, none in his knowledge of the laws, sed

1660, he was replaced on the bench as a with thehigher credit of opposing, the

baron of Exchequer( Ibid. 693) , and was vainly, the iniquitous introduction of tze

appointed to go the Northern Circuit. His non - obstante clause in the oral writi

judicial career was of course closed by the ( Prynne on Coke's 4 Inst. 132; Rapen ,

return of Charles II. ii. 101.)

In The Mystery of the Good Old Cause ' THURLAND, EDWARD, was descended

he is described as a bitter enemy to his from the ancient family of Thurland
prince, and as 6 receiver of the money in Thurland Castle in Nottinghamshire. He

Yorkshire, charged by some of the country was son of Edward Thurland, whn, br 33

for detaining 25,0001. ( Parl. Hist. iii. marriage with Elizabeth , daughter and de

1608.) This charge was probably alluded of the coheirs of Richard Elyot ofReal ,

to when a motion was made that his name became a resident in that town, and We *

should be excepted from the bill of in- . vice comes,' or undersheriff, of sumer E

demnity, which was seconded by Prynne, 1623. (Harl. MSS. 1433, p. 40 : da .

*who mentioned one Thorpe, a judge in MSS. 12,478, p. 2 ; 4963, p. 40.) He is

Edward the II.nd's time, who for taking born there in 1606, and was called to the

bribes and other misdemeanors was bar by the Inner Temple on October

punished, and therefore desired that this 1634. He was returned member fat L

Judge Thorpe might also suffer the same.' native town to the short parliament the

He had a narrow escape, but several mem- met in April 1640 ; but, luckily pubs

bers speaking in his behalf, he was acquit- for him , was not re-elected for thai mic!

ted . ( Ibid . v . 75. ) was summoned in the following Vorrerbe ,

He married the daughter of Ogle- so notorious in the annals of the bird

thorpe , widow of Denton, but it does That he had made good use of his tine , 12

not appear that he left any children . was a proficient in the law, is showobres

THORPE, SIMON DE. See S. DE TROP. being made steward of the manor eft in

THURKILBY, ROGER DE, of whose line- gate, his charge to the jury of which

age and early life history is silent, tirst August 1614 is preserved in Manzinz -

appears in 24 Henry III., 1240 ,as one of Bray's “Surrey '(1.295). His intimat**

the four justices itinerant appointed for the Jeremy Taylor and John Evelyn is a <3
southern district. Less than two years cient evidence of his pious and exeopat

afterwards fines werelevied before him , and life, the correspondence between the in <1
80 continued to be till just before his death | hibiting the friendly and contidential ******

- viz ., from Michaelmas 1241 to Michael- in which they lived, and the latter eatru ***

mas 1259. ( Dugdale's Orig. 43. ) ing him with the stewardship of he: *

In the circuits from 1245 to 1256 he was He composed a work on prases,with

invariably placed at the head of the com- sent to Evelyn, who strongly reum

mission for the counties he visited, except its publication ; but it does not a

when a bishop or abbot was joined to them ; / whether it was erer issued from the price

-
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In the Healing Parliament of 1660 he was Rochester and the bishoprics of Lincoln

again chosen representative for Reigate, and Durham . The third son was a mer

and also in 1661 ; but he did not take an chant at Norwich , of which city he even

active part in either. (Evelyn , ii. 302, 410, tually became an alderman and mayor.

iv . 5, &c. ) Edward Thurlow was born at Ashfield

Soon after the Restoration he was elected about 1732. From his early childhood he

recorder of both Reigate and Guildford,and showed a contumacious spirit and an over

was selected by James Duke of York as bearing disposition, which he displayed

his solicitor, being thereupon knighted. In not only at home, at Scarning School, and

1662 he became autumn reader of his inn at the King's School at Canterbury, but

of court, having been called to the bench also at Caius College, Cambridge ; and nu

of that society on November 24, 1652. merous stories are told of his insolence and

From this timehis nameappears very fre- insubordination. But there was always

quently in the Reports, till he was elevated some humour mixed with his escapades,

to the bench on January 24, 1673, when he and amidst his irregularities he did not

was appointed a baron of the Exchequer. neglect his studies, but succeeded in laying

After sitting six years he arrived at that up no inconsiderable store of classical learn

age when his growing infirmities warned ing. His career at Cambridge began in

him to prepare in quiet for meeting his last October 1748, and was terminated in 1751 ,

moments. He therefore tendered his re- by what was not far short of expulsion ; for

signation , and received his discharge on having been punished for oneof his breaches

April 29, 1679. ( T. Jones's Rep. 34; Ra- of discipline by an imposition to translate a

leigh Redivivus, 80. ) He retired to his paper of the “Spectator' intoGreek , instead

mansion at Reigate, where he died on De- of taking it up, as was his duty , to the dean

cember 19, 1682, aged seventy -six. who intlicted the penalty, he left it with

By his wife, Elizabeth, daughter of the tutor ; and on being called before the

Wright of Buckland in Surrey, he left an authorities of the college to explain his

only son , Edward, also brought up to the conduct, he made the matter worse by

law , who died five years after his father, coolly saying that he had done so from no

without issue. A nephew , another Ed- motive of disrespect to the dean,but simply

ward, who died in 1731, is described on bis from a compassionate wish not to puzzle

monument at Reigate as ' ultimus antiquæ him . Rustication being too small and

stirpis nasculus.' ( Harl. MSS. 1480, p. 37 : expulsion too great a retribution for this

Manning and Bray's Surrey ,i. 325, ii. 498.) insult, Thurlow was recommended to with

THURLOW , EDWARD (LORD THURLOW ), draw his name from the books, a bint
has been as much praised and as much which he was obliged to take. Before

abused as any man whoever held the Great this dean, who is an elective and temporary

Seal, andfor his different qualities equally officer of the college, he had been frequently

deserved both the approbation and censure summoned to appear for various oftences,

he received. To a coarseness, partly natural and having answered on one occasion with

and partly assumed , to a presumptuous somedisrespect,was sharply asked whether
haughtiness of demeanour, to a pretended he knew that he was talking to the dean .'

disregard for the opinion of mankind, and Thurlow of course answered, “ Yes, Mr.

to gross looseness of morals, were added Dean ,' and ever after when they met ad

undoubted talents, courage under difficul- dressed him as Mr. Dean,' and so fre

ties , love of literature , and natural good- quently reiterated the title that the dean

nature. With an affected singularity, he felt himself insulted by the banter. If this

refused to enlighten an enquirer whoasked story be true, there is a graceful pendant

him whether he was connected with the to it, for on the impudent youth becoming

family of Secretary Thurloe, by saying that chancellor he sent for his old enemy, and

he could claim no relationship with Thurloe on his entering the room addressed him as

the statesman , being only descended from usual. How d'ye do, Mr. Dean ? ' My

Thurlow the carrier. In Suckling’s ‘ His lord , ' replied the other sullenly, ' I am not

tory of Suffolk ' ( ii. 33 ), however, the now a dean, and do not deserve the title .'

faniily is traced as possessing an estate at But you are a dean ,' said his lordship,

Burnham L'Iph in Norfolk from the reign giving him a paper of nomination ; ' and so

of Ileniy VIII., which was sold just before convinced am Ithat you will do honour to

the chancellor's birth . His father was the the appointment that I am sorry any part

Rev. Thomas Thurlow, rector of Ashfield of my conduct should have given offence to

in Suffolk , and afterwards of Stratton St. so good aman .' (Law and Lawyers, i . 94 ;

Mary's in Norfolk. Ilis mother was Eliza- Notes and Queries, 2nd S. iii. 283.)
betli, daughter of Robert Smith, Esq ., of It has been said that Thurlow was at

the former place, and he was the eldest of first articled to an attorney, but there is

three sops. The second son was succes- no other authority for this statement than

sively advanced in the Church during his that he attended for some time the office

brother's chancellorship to the deanery of of Mr. Chapman, a solicitor, with Williamа

6
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Cowper the poet. This was a practice Woodfall, and John Miller for publishing
then , and it is now frequently adopted by Junius's letter to the king, and as attordera

young students for the bar, to give them an general he prosecuted JohnHorne Tooke

insight into the practical working of the for a seditious libel. In all of these be

profession. Having been entered at the appears to have contined himself strictly to

Inner Temple, though he had the character his duty as advocate for the crown, and to

of being an idle and dissipated man during have argued the cases according to the in

his novitiate, it is abundantly clear that he terpretation of the law as it then exisird,

employed a sufficient portion of his time in though in the last he had to submit to toe

laying a solid foundation for those legal pertinacious vituperation of the defendant.

acquirements of which his subsequent He also conducted the extraordinary pro

career proved him to be master. secution of the Duchess of Kingston for

He was called to the bar in November bigamy.

1754, and went the Home Circuit. He On Lord Bathurst's resignation in 1973

obtained great credit in one of his earliest he was appointed lord chancellor on Juso

causes, Luke Robinson v.The Earl of Win- 3, being at the same time ennobled by the

chilsea, for the courage with which he title of Baron Thurlow of Ashfield in

resented the accustomed rudeness and arro- Suffolk . He lived at that time in Grist

gance of Sir Fletcher Norton, the opposing | Ormond Street. He held the Seal f :

counsel. As Sir Fletcher was hated by the twelve years, except a short interval of

profession, this castigation made Thurlow seven months during which it was put into

popular among the attorneys, and procured commission.

him some briefs. His business, however, He maintained in the House of Lords

was still so small in amount that he ex- the same energy, not to say etfrunter ,

cited considerable surprise by accepting a which he had exhibited in the House in

silk gown in Hilary Term 1762, when he Commons. He perpetually was rising in

had been little more than seven years at his place, speaking on every subject, as

the bar. The occasion of his promotion is treating the arguments of the other pers

variously stated, in various improbable with coarse sarcasm and indignity, as it be

stories ; but the most natural inducement were the schoolmaster of a set of two

operating upon Thurlow to seek and to instead of the speaker of an august asen

accept a promotion accompanied with so bly. By this course he pot oply was con

much risk, was that confidence he had in sidered a bore by all his brother peers, tut

his own powers, which future events proved excited the indignation of those who w

was not misplaced . He was at the same the objects of his attacks. All inclinatif

time elected a bencher of his inn of court. however, to call his conduct in queso ' n

In proceeding on his ambitious career he was subdued within a year after his entraty

took his seat in parliament for Tamworth into the house by an incident which is it

at the general election of 1768, during the lated by Mr. Butler in his · Reminiseos,

sittings of which he was obliged to undergo though no notice is taken of it in the Pe

two re-elections -- onein March 1770, when liamentary History.' The Duke of Grtie,

he was made solicitor-general on the acces- stung by something he had said , mest us

sion of Lord North's ministry ; and the advisedly reproached him for his pieteisa

other in January 1771, when he succeeded extraction and his recent admission is

as attorney -general. He represented the the peerage. " His lordship ,' says -

same place till he was raised to the peerage. Butler, rose from the woolsack, scd ac

During the whole time he was in the vanced slowly to the place from which tre

House of Commons he gave an unflinching chancellor generally addresses the bus ,

support to the ministry, and by the bold- then, fixing on the duke a look of luwika

ness of his assertions and the audacity of his indignation, “ I am amazed ," he said. in .

language, more than by the force of his level tone of voice, " at the attack with

reasoning, he was considered Lord North's the noble duke has made upon me. 1

ablest coadjutor. On the questions rela- my lords,” considerably raising his time

tive to the administration of criminal jus- • I am amazed at his grace's speech.

tice and the law of libel, which then noble duke cannot look before him , bl

agitated the public mind, he was a strenu- him , or on either side of him , without

ous advocate for leaving things as they ing some noble peer who owes his mi e

were, and treated contemptuously those by this house to his successfulererti: 2s in the

whom alterations were pressed ; and in all profession to which I belong. It is ben :

the debates relative to America he asserted feel that it as honourable to owe it to

the right of England to tax it, and stigma- these as to being the accident of an art

tised those who resisted as traitors and dent ? To all these noble lors the le

rebels. guage of the noble duke is as anille

In his official capacity as solicitor -ge- and as insulting as it is to myseli. K : I

neral he assisted in the conduct of the don't fear to stand single and alwe.

several prosecutions of John Almon, H. S. one venerates the peerage more than I ex .

a
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but, my lords, I must say that the peerage |Mr. Pitt obtained and preserved in the

solicited me, not 1 the peerage. Nay, royal counsels during the whole of this

more - I can say, and will say, that, as a time excited the jealousy of the chancellor,

peer of parliament- as speaker of this right who, conceiving that he had a stronger

honourable house — as keeper of the Great hold on the king's confidence and regard,

Seal—as guardian of his majesty's con- made various attempts, at first guardedly,

science — as lord high chancellor of England but at last openly, to destroy the influence

-nay, even in that character alone in of the premier. Mr. Pitt,who was well
which the noble duke would think it an aware that Lord Thurlow , during the

affront to be considered — but which charac- agitation of the regency question on the

ter none can deny me — as a MAN - I am at insanity of the king in 1788, had been

this moment as respectable, I beg leave to privately negotiating with the prince's

add I am at this time as much respected, friends, soon felt that he had not only a

as the proudest peer I now look down lukewarm , intractable, and inefficient, but
upon.” The effect of this speech, Mr. a treacherous counsellor in his cabinet ;

Butler adds, both within the walls of but for a time submitted to the infliction

parliament and out of them , was prodi- rather than distress the king by an exposure.

gious. It gave Lord Thurlow an ascen- George III . and the public in general, who

dency in the house which no chancellor had were ignorant of Thurlow's private deal

ever possessed ; it invested him in public ings with the opposition, believed in the

opinion with a character of independency solemn professions of affection and gratitude
and honour .' that he made as soon as the king's recovery

Having thus silenced his opponents, the put an end to the hopes of the whigs.

frequency of his own speeches was not But on his attempting the same course he

diminished, though perhaps they were more had pursued towards the Rockingham

cautious and less vituperative. During the administration by openly opposing some
remainder of Lord North's ministry he was measures of the government, and charging

a hearty and effective justifier of all his them with attacking the prerogative, Mr.

measures, and when at last the adminis- Pitt found it absolutely necessary to bring

tration was driven from the field in March the question to an issue. He therefore re

1782 it was expected that he would retire presented to the king that it was impossible

with his colleagues. But to the surprise that he could conduct the attairs of the
of every one he still kept the Seal. The kingdom if Lord Thurlow continued chan

king, in whose presence alone he dropped cellor. George III. , who probably had,

his bearish demeanour, forbad the mention gained an insight into the true state of

of any other chancellor. The consequence affairs, at once sacrificed the chancellor,

of submitting to such an intrusion among and removed him from his office on June

men who and whose opinions had been the 15, 1792. As a mark of royal favour, how

perpetual subject of his abuse was soon erer, Lord Thurlow , having no children ,

felt. Before the session was concluded in received a new patent of peerage , with a

which the new ministers had taken office remainder to his brothers and their male

Lord Thurlow had openly but ineflectually issue. This dismissal excited the indigna

opposed two measures introduced by them . tion of the excluded lord , but no complaints

Towards the close of that session the Mar- or regrets in any other quarter. Thewhigs

quis of Rockingham died , and, notwith- were especially aware of his hypocrisy; and

standing the division between the surviving Burke, a few days after one of Lord Thur

members of the administration,Lord Thur- low's lachrymose effusions of affection for

low still retained the Stal under Lord king, declared that the iron tears which

Shelburne, till that nobleman was expelled towed down Pluto's cheeks rather re

by the Coalition Ministry, when it was sembled the dismal bubbling of the Styx

placed in the hands of three commissioner than the gentle murmuring streams of

on April 9, 1783. In less than nine months Aganippe .'
that administration was excluded in its Lord Thurlow lived fourteen years after

turn , and that ministry was commenced his retirement from office, but never gained

under Mr. Pitt which defied all opposition bis former ascendency. The inconsistency

for nearly eighteen years. Lord Thurlow, of his political conduct prevented his being

who claimed the title, and was generally received into intimate relations with wbig

looked upon as the king's friend, and who or tory, or rather with Foxites or Pittites ;

had been all along the private adviser of and, though he occasionally spoke in the

his majesty and the chief instigator of the House of Lords, and at one time sided with

successful opposition to Fox's India Bill in the opposition, he at length fell into the

the House of Lords, of course resumed his class of those who are called independent

place, and continued to preside for the members. He was a great sufferer from

second time in Chancery for more than the gout, and as his age advanced his in

nine years — from Decenber 23, 1783, to creasing intirmities obliged him frequently
June 15, 1792. The ascendency which to betake himself to the Bath waters. Ile
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died at Brighton on September 12, 1806, men, the Rev.Dr. Matthew Tindal , and the
and was buried at the Temple Church in Rev. Nicholas Tindal, who both made tb -me
London. selves names in the literary world by the

With great natural abilities, with a con- works they produced , to the latter of wlog

siderable knowledge of law, and with un- he was great-grandson. His father was

doubted rhetorical powers, he could scarcely Robert Tindal, an attorney - at-law living at

be considered in any other light than as a Coval Hall, near Chelmsford , who tv bis

political chancellor; and having failed in that wife Sarah, only daughter of John Poezick

character, his reputation as a judge does not of Greenwich Hospital , had three sobe, up

at the present day stand very high. Though whom he was the eldest. By various is

some of his judgments exhibit great learn- termarriages of the family the chief justice

ing and research, their excellence was at- I might claim connection and descent fra

tributed to the care and erudition of that many legal celebrities, as well as from other

eminent lawyer Mr. Hargrave, whose able eminent men ; among them are the fus ,

assistance the chancellor notoriously used. ing judges : John Hall, Lewis Fortes .

The roughness with which he treated those and Roger Manwood.

who practised in his court tended no doubt Nicolas Conyngham Tindal was bom s:

to deprive him of such credit as he de- Coval Hall on December 12, 1776. Ite

served ; for it cannot be supposed that a first part of his education he received at a

private prompter could always be at hand school at Chelmsford , from whence be was

to advise him in the daily calls for his deci- removed in 1795 to Trinity College, Cure

sions. Mr. Butler, a great contemporary bridge. llis career at the university se

authority, speaks of his decrees as 'strongly i most creditable, terminating with the ..

marked by depth of legal knowledge and nourable place of eighth wrangler on tak : z

force of expression, and by the overwhelm- his bachelor's degree in 1799, w which was

ing power with which he propounded the added the distinction of obtaining the wlie

results ; ' but he adds that they were often chancellor's medal. He proceeded M 1. :

involved in obscurity , and sometimes reason 1802, and was elected fellow of his case.

was rather silenced than convinced .' This Having entered Lincoln's Inn, he becaires

last characteristic may be also given of his pupil of Mr. (afterwards Judge) Richard

orations in parliament. The effect of his and soon after commenced the practice of a

speeches was greatly enhanced by this special pleader. In this branch he exhibi:

authoritative bearing and the terrors of his an extraordinary capacity, and acquired by

countenance,which ,by its dark complexion, a character that business flowed in up3
its stern and rugged features, and his him to a considerable extent. Ile was

bushy eyebrows,made him , as Mr. Fox : successful that in 1809 he felt himself al

said , ' look wiser than any man ever was. ' not only to be called to the bar, but

Thatthe retention of power and the ac- give up his fellowship by entering int.: tt
quisition of wealth influenced him on two marriage state . His bride was Menit

occasions to desert his party will ever be a youngest daughter of Thomas SyEDIS

blot on his character. On the other hand, Esq., captain in the royal navy, and su

though not affecting to be a good church- of Admiral Sir William Symonds, C.R ,
man, thedisposition of his clericalpatronage veyor of the navy.

has not been complained of ; and there are He selected the Northern Circuit , wky.

many instances of his encouragement of the |and in Westminster Hall, the reputating

men of art and literature of the time, and I had already gained below the bar in no17:

of his great liberality towards them in his time secured him a sufficiency of ensus

peculiar rough way . Among those who en- ment. His chambers were resuried eis

joyed his patronage were Shepherd, Potter, many pupils, among whom wire Lit

Horsley and Johnson, Hayley,Romney and Brougham and Wensleydale. His ka *
Crabbe. The affection with which the ledge of law and his reasoning talent se

amiable poet Cowper regarded him goes far had abundant exercise in the most ditie .

to prove that he was not so great a bear as questions submitted to him ; and the videos
1

he tried to make the world believe , and not gifted with great rhetorical power to
many anecdotes told of him show the na- was remarkable for the logical skill w :
tural kindness of his heart . which he argued them . Amozz the imp

He was never married ; but his title de- tant cases entrusted to him was that the

volved, under his second patent, on his Ashford against Thornton (Barnea era

nephew , the son of the Bishop of Durham , Alderson, 405 ), which was an appraid

who with his own poems published some murder, when on the part of the app

translations from Homer and other classics he claimed the wager of battie, and sin

into verse , by which the chancellor had ceeded by his recondite arument 11:16

amused his retirement.' ( Lives by Roscoe, i most abstruse law in saving bis Ciut 1

Burke, and Lord Campbell.) discussion arising from this case kasu : .) .

TINDAL, Nicolas ConYNGHAM, could bappy effect ofproducing an ensetme.61**...

trace his relationship to two distinguished 59Geo.III. c . 46) abolishing the oppressve
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proceeding of appealfor murder, treason, or ment but the perfect confidence, that en

felony, and the absurd method of proving gaged not merely the admiration but the

innocence by a trial by battle. Ile was se- affection of those with whom he associated

lected in 1820, by the recommendation of or conversed, while his courteous andami

his former pupil Lord Brougham , as one of able affability invited friendship, the habi

, the counsel for Queen Caroline, in the con- tual gravity of bis deportment prevented

duct of whose defence, his learning, caution, undue familiarity, and few could approach

and sagacity were ofmostmaterial assistance. him without feeling a sort of filial respect

Though he shared in the popularity that and regard. Yet beneath this exterior he

attended the queen's advisers on her tem- greatly enjoyed a joke, and many examples

porary triumph, he did not lose the interest of a quiet dry wit are related of him . Ilis

felt for him by the prime minister, Lord professional jokes were the best. One of

Liverpool, who indeed had endeavoured, the learned serjeants coming too late for

but had been too late, to retain him for dinner at Serjeants ' Inn Hall found no
the crown . That nobleman took an early place left for him . Wbile waiting for a

opportunity of appointing him , though he seat, 'How now , ' said the chief justice,

had not yet had the precedence of a silk what's the matter, brother ? You look

gown, solicitor-general on September 20, like an outstanding term that's unsatisfied .'

1826, when he received the usual honour of Of another serjeant he was asked whether

knighthood. he thought him a sound lawyer. Well,

Sir Nicolas had already entered the poli- sir, ' said he, you raise a doubtful point,

tical arena two years before as member for whether roaring is unsoundness.' When

Wigton, which in 1826 he exchanged for another stormy leader was addressing a

Harwich ; but in the following year he va- jury in the civil court at Buckingham , he

cated that seat to become a candidate for spoke so loud that the chief justice, who

the representation of his university, and was delivering his charge in the criminal
having succeeded ,he continued its member court, enquired what that noise was. On

till he was raised to the bench. In parlia- being informed that Serjeant

ment he exhibited all those solid qualities opening a case, “ Very well, ' said he, ' since
for which as a barrister he was distin- |Brother is opening, I'must shut up,

guished , never pushing himself forward in and immediately ordered the doors between

party contests,but always assisting the de- the two courts to be closed . The follow

bates by his legal and historicalacquirements. Sing, though not strictly professional, will

Heheld the office of solicitor-general ' perhaps be deemed quite as good. When

from September 1826 to June 1829 , during Lady Rolle, on her husband's death, refused

which time there were two vacancies in to let the hounds go out, a learned serjeant

the post of attorney.general. The first was asked the chief justice whether there would
occasioned by the retirement of Sir Charles be any harm if they were allowed to do so

Wetherell in 1827 , on his opposition to the with a piece of crape round their necks.

Roman Catholic claims, when Sir Nicolas .' I can hardly think,' said Sir Nicolas, that

with characteristic modesty gave way to even the crape is necessary; it ought surely

Sir James Scarlett ; and the other was when to have been sufficient that they were in

Sir Charles Wetherell resumed his place full cry .'

under the administration of the Duke of His useful life was terminated on July

Wellington in 1828. In the next year, 6, 1946 , after a short illness, leaving three

however,he received his reward in being sons and one daughter,
appointed chief justice of the Common TIRWHIT , ROBERT, whose family (now

Pleas ; and from June 9, 1829, he presided called Tyrwhitt) is a very ancient one,

over the court for seventeen years, with long seated at Kettleby in the county of

that grave urbanity, calm dignity, and in- Lincoln, was the son of Sir William Tir

variable good temper which completely whit of that place by the daughter and

repressed the indecent ebullitions which heir of Groval, and is mentioned as

had too often been exhibited ; and with an advocate in Richard Bellew's Reports

that legal erudition and sound exposition in the reign of Richard II. He was made

of the principles on which his decisions one of the king's serjeants in the first year

were founded which commanded the ap- of the following reiyn,and he is among

proval and acquiescence of both his learned those serjeants who in the fourth year were
and unlearned auditory. | called on for loans to enable the king to

In the ordinary and vulgar sense of popu- resist the Welsh and the Scotch, with 2001.

larity he was certainly not a popular judge, set against his name. (Acts Privy Council,

for he sided with no party , and professed i . 20:3.)

none of the opinions which attract the In 9 Henry IV ., 1409, he was raised to

million. But nojudge was ever looked up the bench. ` Dugdale, by mistaking the

to or respected more than he was. There reading of the Liberate Roll, places him in

was an indescribable something about his the Common Pleas ; but that this is an

manner that induced not merely the agree- error may be seen in the first place by a

.
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letter from the king to the chancellor, and shepe, for the dyner of them that been

dated May 9, 1409, in which he names a there present;' and then he is to forgive

serjeant to supply the place of Robert Tir- the humiliated Robert and all his party,

whit, who he says is made one of the jus- (Rot. Parl. iii . 649.)
tices de nostre Bank.' ( Rymer, viii. 584. ) Tirwhit does not seem to have sufered

It is positively shown also in the patents from this disgrace, for we find him redu

above referred to, and in the Year Books larly pursuing his duties through the whde

of Easter, 12 Henry IV., and Michaelmas, of the reign of Henry V., and up to Fe

13 Henry IV. bruary 1428, 6 Henry VI., when his death

A petition to parliament presented in is noted in an order of council. ( Ads

the latter year, in which he is distinctly Privy Council, iii . 283.)

called a justice of the · Bank le roy,' con- His wife was a daughter of - Kelle.

tains a curious illustration of the manners Kelke in Yorkshire, by whom he left a

of the times, and shows somewhat of a son , Sir William , almost all of wbre

violent disposition on the part of our judge. descendants were of knightly degree. 07

It appearsthat a suit had been instituted of them , Sir Pbilip, was among the tin

by him relative to the right of common of who were honoured by James I., in loli,

pasture, turbary, and estovers at Wraweby , with the dignity of baronet. That tite

to which the tenants of Lord William de became extinct in 1760 ; but a second

Roos's manor of Melton Roos laid claim ; baronetcy was conferred in 1808 on abr.2

that the decision of the question had been descendant, which still survives. ( Il cetona,

referred to Chief Justice Gascoigne, who i. 178. )

had appointed the parties to meet on the TOCLIFFE, RICHARD (BISHOP OF Wir

spot with their evidences on a certain day, CHESTER), called by some Richard Misc.

which in the record is called a “ loveday; and by others Richard of llchester, was

and that instead of coming as agreed with according to Ralph de Diceto, born at Sec

a limited number of friends according to in the diocese of Bath. Brought up to the

this decree, Tirwhit had assembled five clerical profession, he at an early period.

hundred men armed and arrayed ageyn his life obtained an interior situation

the pees, to lygge in awayte for the same the King's Court, where it was his duty to

Lord de Roos, and there hym to harme and make copies of all the summonses isvi

dishonure .' On the reading of this petition from it, and to write the writs ard it

the dismayed judge was obliged to humble entries on the rolls. In this office he showni

himself before theking,and,acknowledging so much diligence and care , and his abimi

that he ne hath noght born hym as he and industry were so prominent, that se

sholde bave doon,' to offer to submit bim- was gradually advanced, until at la

self to the ordinance of any two lords the place was assigned to him in the Exct

Lord of Roos would name of his kin . The quer on the right hand of the chief justice”,
matter by the king's desire was submitted in order that he might be Dexi w tre

to the Archbishop of Canterbury, and Lord treasurer, assist in the accounts, and car

de Grey the chanıberlain,who awarded that fully superintend the writer of the plate
the question of right of common should be ( Dial. de Scacc.; Mador, ii . 362.) Thes !

decided by Chief Justice Gascoigne in the was regularly present in the court a: 3

manner he had before prescribed ; and that sittings, and at length ,assisting in it d .-
as to the offence complained of, Robert berations, became one of the justic

Tirwhit should send two tuns of Gascony Under this character he is named wid

wine to Melton Roos, and at a time ap- several others as sitting in the Escher

pointed by Lord de Roos should “ brynge in 11 and 12 Henry II . , 110.5-6. He

to the same place two fatte oxen , and twelfthen called archdeacon of Poictiers :

fatte shepe, to be dispended on a dyner to which preferment he had been adus

hem that there schal be,'and should then That the position he held in tbt (cm3

attend with all the knightes, and esquiers, Regis was a rery high one is evideotras

and yomen that had ledynge of men on his his always being named first in the piesa

partie atte forsaid loveday,' and should the several counties in which be acles !

there rehearse a speech of apology, which justice itinerant, from 14 Heory II.:

is fully set forth , and concludeswiththese the 20th year of that reign , 1lit. Tu

words: Zet, for as myche I am a justice, roll of 23 Henry II. also mentions at all

that more than a comun man scholde have before him under the name of Roma

more discretly and peesfully, I archdeacon of Poictiers ( Vadar, i

knowe wele that I have failled and offende 123, 129, 143-9 ), but it has retenux !

yow , my Lord the Roos, whereof I beseke arrears due on pleas of former part

yow of grace and mercy , and offre you v c . October 6, 1174, 20 Herrr II., be me

mark to ben paied at youre will ? This consecrated Bishop of Winchester

tempting offer, however, the Lord of koos see, as well as that of Linenin ard 18 "

is to refuse, and nothing take of the for- the abbey of Glastonbury, he had beeste

sayd Robert but the forsayd wyn, oxen, custos while they were in the king's bet.ca

7

had me
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In 1176 he was appointed chief justiciary too great to be supposed to be a faithful

of Normandy, and on the retirement of transcript of his words ; but it is doubtless

Richard de Luci in 1179, the same high a true representation of his style and

office in Eugland was entrusted to him manner, taken by some auditor who was

jointly with the Bishops of Ely and amused with the address,and who describes

Norwich, and they were respectively placed him as · Baron Tomlinson . He was then,

at the head ofthree of the four circuits as he says, a very old man, and he either

into which England was then divided by died or was displaced at the Restoration,

the council of Windsor. ( Dugdale's Orig. when Thomas Leeke, who was cursitor

20.) Ranulph de Glanville succeeded them baron before him ,resumed his office.

in the following year, in consequence , as TORELL, WILLIAM, held some office in

some state, of a remonstrance from the the court so early as 4 Henry II . , 1158.

pope disapproving of ecclesiastics being so ( Pipe Rolls, 144.) Ilis name occurs in

employed. That he acted, however, after fines of 28 Henry II., 1182, as one of the

this in the judicial business of the court is persons before whom they were acknow

evident from his name appearing as one of ledged in the Curia Regis at Westminster.

the ju -ticiers before whom tines were levied ( Hunter's Preface.) He is not, however,

in 28 Henry II . , 1182. ( Hunter's Preface.) named on any other occasion with a judicial

To his see he gave the manors of liamm character. It may be possible, therefore,

and Groel, and after presiding over it that he was not a justicier, as in this early

above fourteen years, he died in December period of the adoption of fines it is not

1188, and was buried in his cathedral. unlikely that the officer who filled up the

(Godwin, 216 ; Lord Lyttelton, ii. 416, 434, instrument may have thought it necessary
ji. 138. ) to insert the names of all who were pre

TOMLINS, RICHARD, was the son and sent, whether attending judicially or offi

heir of Edward Tomlins, of Todinton in the cially.
county of Gloucester, and was admitted at His position was certainly a prominent

the Inner Temple in May 1606, after which one, since the sheriffalty of the two counties
no more is recorded of him till he was of Gloucester and Hereford was entrusted

assigned as counsel to assist Bastwick and to him in 29 and 30 Henry II.
Burton in their complaint of the cruel Yeovil and Odecumb in Somersetshire

sentence pronounced against them in the belonged to him , and by theGreat Roll of
Star Chamber. ( State Trials, iii.701, 709.) 1 Richard I. it appears that he died about

He was not long in being rewarded for his that time. (Pipe Rolls , 147 , &c. )
exertions. In consequence of the illness TORNOURA, ADAM DE, was one of four

of Baron Trevor, the only judge of the justices itinerant who, in 3 Richard I. ,

Court of Exchequer who adhered to the 1191-2, imposed a fine of forty shillings on

parliament, and Cursitor Baron Leeke the hundred of Edelmeton (Edmonton ) for

having joined the other barons at Oxford, a murder, and for notappearing on the first
a difficulty arose in September 1645 as to summons. ( Mudor, i.544.)

who was to receive the customary presen- TOTINGTON, SAMSON DE (ABBOT OF Sr.

tation of the sheriffs of London, and to EDMUND's Bury), though introduced neither

attend the other ceremonies usually per- |by Dugdale nor Madox into their lists of
formed on the 30th of that month. The justices itinerant, is expressly stated to

Lords, therefore, on the day previous have filled that oflice by Joceline de Brake

recommended Mr. Christopher Vernon as londa, who was his chaplain, and may be
Leeke's successor ; but upon sending to the called his biographer. The precise date is

Commons for their concurrence,they unani- not mentioned, but in the arrangement of

mously substituted the name of Richard the chronicle the fact occurs between 1182

Tomlins, who was thereupon sworn into and 1187. In the‘Monasticon’it is asserted

the place of cursitor baron quamdiu bene that he was made one of the king's justi
gesserit. He was resworn on the death of ciaries in 6 Richard I. , but no authority is

the king, and kept his place through all cited, nor is there any other evidence of

the succeeding changes, his name being the fact.

recorded in the Exchequer Books of Hilary Samson de Totington was so called from

Term 1653-4, on the assumption of the a place of that name in the hundred of

protectorate by Oliver Cromwell, and of Weyland in Norfolk, of which he was a

Michaelmas Term 1658, on the succession native. He became a monk in the abbey
of Protector Richard . ( Lords' Journals, l of St. Edmunds in 1166 , and in process of

vii. 606 ; Commons, iv. 202 ; Whitelocke, time was appointed master of the novices,

174, 175, 383.) and afterwards sub -sacrist. At the death

Hemust have been a garrulous humorist, of Abbot Hugo the king adopted a curious

to judge from a speech printed as having mode of electing his successor, the result

been addressed by him to the sheriff's of of which was the appointment of Samson.

London in 1659, on their coming to the The wisdom of the choice was soon appa

Exchequer to be sworn . Its absurdity is rent. By his prudence and energy the
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affairs of the convent were extricated in a parliament; and so continued to be durinz

short time from the disorder into which the the remainder of the reign . He is firs

weakness and indolence of his predecessor mentioned in a judicial capacity as one of

had plunged them. the justices appointed in Lincolnshire in

He repaired the dilapidated buildings, March 1318, and most of his future mi

visited his inanors, and cleared off the missions were in that county. It is erze

debt which pressed on the revenue. He dent that these occasional employments a

repressed the irregularities of the monks, a judge did not prevent his pursuing to

successfully resisted the encroachments of profession as an advocate ; for wenot en.

the knights and townspeople, stood up in find him engaged in cases as a serjeari-3

every way for the rights of his house, law in 14 Edward II . , but on the accent

whether against prince or peer, and yet of Edward III. his stipend for prosecuts

found favour in the sight of his sovereign . and defending the king's causes was

In a short time after his election the pope newed to him. He certainly acted as a

appointed him a judge de causis cogno- justice of assize under the latter king : b .:

scendis,' and not long afterwards he was there is no mention of him later tban to

constituted by the king one of the justices third year. (Rot. Parl. i. 352, 370, 6,1

itinerant. Joceline dwellswith pride on 402; Parl Writs,ii. p. ii.1518.)
the admiration which his judicial powers TOWNSHEND, ROGER, whose family a

excited , and relates that one of the suitors established at Rainbam in Norfolk so ??

cursed his court, where, he complained, as the reign of the first Henry, was the

neither gold nor silver would avail to con- only son of John Townshend of that pls .

found bis adversary . Osbert Fitz-Hervey by Joan , daughter and heir of Sir Ror

(himself a judge) said, “ That abbot is à Lunsford , of Rumford in Esses, and t

shrewd fellow ; if he go on as he begins, Battle in Sussex . He studied the last
he will cut out every lawyer of us. ' Lincoln's Inn , and was elected a govern

In 1188 he was desirous of joining those in 1 Edward IV ., 1461, and reader in 1**
who had assumed the cross, but King and in 1474. His name occurs in the

Henry found him so useful in the kingdom Year Books from Hilary 1465 ; and

that he would not permit his departure. 1472, the year after the final exclusive i

The fall of Jerusalem afflicted him so Henry VI. from the throne, he represen .

heavily that he put on hair garments and the borough of Calne in parliament: la

abstained from flesh during the rest of his notwithstanding his eminence as a lesi ",

life. In the year 1190 he procured the he was not called to thedegree of the e ..
banishment of the Jews from St. Edmund's till October 1477. In the last week of

Bury. short reign of Edward V., June 1421.

During King Richard's absence he sup- was appointed one of the king's srit

ported the royal authority against Prince ( Rymer, xii . 186.) , His patent *
John , and when Richard was detained in course renewed in the following wees .

Germany he offered to go in search of him , Richard III. , by whom he was made 8

and actually, when his prison was dis- judge of the Common Pleas about Jav ,
covered , went to him with rich gifts. 1484. Although he was thus evideo

He obtained many privileges for his patronised by the usurper, it was the

house from Popes Lucius III., Urban III . , of Henry VII., on his accession, to mias

and Clement III . , and illustrated his rule changes in the administration of justam

by founding the hospital of Babwell, or St. that he was not only retained on theti

Saviour's, repurchasing from the crown but received the order of kuigbtbound

the manor of Mildenhall for a thousand vious to the coronation .

marks, and building the schools of St. Ed- According to Dugdale ( Orig. 41,3

mund's Bury. Little is mentioned of his last fine acknowledged before him is de

proceedings in the reign of King John, er- i at Midsummer 1493, and the govern

cept that he received that monarch at the have generally placed his death is !!

abbey soon after his coronation, andagain year (probably on that account , 14:**

in 1203. His death occurred on December Year Books contain ample evidere til!

30, 1211. ( Chron . Jocel. de Brakelonda, continued to sit in the court for er:T.

[Camden Soc.) ;Dugdale's Monast. iii . 104. ) sequent year till Michaelmas 1.2

TOUTHEBY, GILBERT DE, was an advo- which his name disappears.

cate of considerable eininence. His name Hemarried Anne, daughter and chan !

frequently appears in the Year Books Sir William de Brew'se ,ot Weatam li.

during the reign of Edward II. , and in the Suffolk ; and their lineal destin ***

first two years of Edward III., often ab- now represented in the House in

breviated Toud .' In 9 Edward II. he by the Marquis Townshend and is

was employed in prosecuting and defending Sydney.

the king's suits, being at that time a king's TRACY, HENRY DE, possessed by her as

serjeant-at- law. The next year he was of Barnstaple in Devonshire, int **

summoned among the legal assistants to Tavistock and various other med at

6
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ceeding to it on the death of his father, Dowdeswell, of Pool Court in Worcester

Oliver de Tracy, in 12 John .
shire, and had, besides two daughters, three

In 17 Henry III., 1232, he was placed sons — Robert, Richard , and William . An

at the head of the justices itinerant into alleged descendant of the latter claimed the

Cornwall , no doubt as a resident nobleman title of Viscount Tracy in 1843 ; but the

only, as no other instance occurs of his.ap- House of Lords, after various hearings,which

pointment to that office. An assize of novel extended to 1819, were not satisfied with

disseisin, &c . , was, however, directed to be the evidence in support of his claim .

taken before him in Devonshire in 41 TRAVERS, Joun, was of a Lancashire

Henry III. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii . 253) ; family, and member for thatcounty in 33

and in 45 Henry III. bis name appears Edward I. Under Edward II . he was fre

among the barons of the Exchequer. qnently employed in it as commissioner of

( Mador, ii . 319. ) In the former year he array, assessor of the aids,and custos of the

was made governor of the castle of Exeter. lands forfeited by Thomas Earl of Lan

He died at a good old age, about 2Edward caster. In 2 Edward III. he was engaged

I., 1273. ( Baronage, i. 622 ;Rot. Pat. with the seneschal of Gascony and the con

John , 101 ; Rot. Claus. i . 137, 283, 405.) stable of Bordeaux in treating with certain

TRACY, ROBERT, was the eldest son of German princes ; and on March 2, 1329, he

Robert, second Viscount Tracy in Ireland was a judge of the Common Pleas. He is

( descended from the above Henry de mentionedin the Year Book of the reign as

Tracy ) , by his second wife, Dorothy, late as Michaelmas 1333. About that time

daughter of Thomas Cocks, Esq ., of Castle- he was appointed constable of Bordeaux,

ditch in Herefordshire. He was born in and died within four years after. ( Parl.

1655, and was called to the bar by the Writs, i . 868, ii. p . ii . 1520, Cal. Rot. Pat.

Middle Temple in 1680.
103, 105, 118 ; Dugdale's Orig. 45, 143,

InJuly 1699 King William made him a 271.)
judge of the King's Bench in Ireland, but TREBY, GEORGE, was the son of Peter

soon translated him , on November 14,1700, Treby, a respectable gentleman of Plympton

from that country to be a baron of the Ex- in Devonshire, by his wife Joan, daughter
chequer in England . In less than two years of John Snellings, of Chaddlewood, Esq .
he had a second removal to the Common He was born in 1644,was placed at Exeter

Pleas, in Trinity Term 1702, soon after the College, Oxford,in 1661, and was entered

accession of Queen Anne. Here he re- of the Middle Temple. Flaving been called

mained for four -and -twenty years, during to the bar in 1671, he was soon regarded as

which period he was selected both by that a rising man, and was chosen as representa

queen and by George I. to be one of the tive for his native town in both the parlia
commissioners of theGreatSeal on vacancies ments of 1679, in the latter of which he

in the office of lord chancellor - viz., from acted as chairman of the committee of se

September 14 to October 19, 1710 ; and the crecy relative to the Popish Plot, and was
second from April 15 to May 12, 1718. He selected as one of the managers to conduct
resigned his place on the bench on October the impeachment of Lord Stafford as a

26 , 1726, on the plea of ill health, but he participator in it. In December 1680 he

lived nine years afterwards in theenjoyment was elected recorder of London, and was

of a pension of 15001. a year. He died on knighted , and was also made a bencher of

September 11 , 1735, aged eighty , at his his inn . When the city charters were at

seat at Coscomb in the parish of Didbrooke, tacked by the quo warranto two years after

Gloucestershire.

wards, he stood up boldly and ably in their

He is described as a complete gentleman defence, and of course was removed from

and a good lawyer,ofa clearhead and honest bis place when judgment was given against

heart, and as delivering his opinion with them , to make way for the court favourite,

that genteel affability and integrity that even Sir Thomas Jenner. ( State Trials, vii. 1308,

those who lost a cause were charmed with viii. 1099.) He sat in the last parliament

his behaviour.' This character, as it was of Charles II., whicb, meeting at Oxford ,

written at the time of his death , may be re- was allowed to continue its deliberations

garded , with some allowance for its affected for no more than a week in March 1681;

phraseology, as substantially true , especially and from the single parliament called by

when the Duke of Wharton in one of his James II . he was excluded.

satires declares that he will be constant to Refusing to give countenance to that

his mistress until the time
king's claim to dispense with thepenallaws,

he declined to plead for the plaintiff in the

When Tracy's generous soul shall swell with sham action brought by Sir Edward Dale's

pride. coachman against his master, and was natu

( Smyth's Law Off. Ireland, 100; Lord Ray- rally, both for his legal ability and his known

mond, 605, 769, 1420 ; Luttrell, iv . 707, v. liberality , selected as one of the counsel to

184, vi. 633.)

defend the seven bishops. When the king,

He married Anne, daughter of William alarmed by the threatened approach of the
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Prince of Orange, deemed it prudent to re- ; 10,0001. His eldest son by his first wife

store the city's charters, Sir George was became secretary at war, and his grandeun

requested to resume his office of recorder, master of the household to George II and

but for two months declined to do so, until a lord of the Treasury. The family stil

on the prince's arrival he was induced to survives, and resides at Plympton Il ** ,

consent. He took bis seat on December 10, built by the chief justice's son. ( Athens

1688, and four days after delivered an ad- Oxon. iv. 499; Noble's Granger, ii. 18 ;

dress of congratulation to the prince, which Luttrell, iii. 11.)

was the subject of general admiration. TREMAYLE , THoyas, was descended

( Luttrell, i. 380, 446.) To the Convention from a family seated at Sand, in sodbury

Parliament in the following month he was in Devonshire. He was a member of the

returned by his old constituency of Plympton. Middle Temple, and the Year Book das

In the early discussions of that parlia- his appearance in court from Easier, 1 :

ment he took a leading part in proposing, Edward IV., 1472 ; he took the degree of

and in the conference with the Peers in sup- the coif in Trinity Term1478 , and wu

porting, the resolution declaring the abdi- made king's serjeant in November 14-1.

cation of the king. On some symptoms of During the short reign of Edwar l', be

mutiny in the army, he advised the house was united with Judge William Jennett

not to waste their time in discussions, but the commission of assize on the Oxfoni ( '

at once to oppose force with force. When cuit. His promotion as a justice of 5.
Sir Henry Pollexfen was appointed attor- King's Bench took place on July 16, 1 ***

ney -general in February 1689, Treby was 3 Henry VII. ; and there is evidence ,

måde solicitor, but succeeded to the former Keilwey's Reports, of his acting a los

post in May. The town of Plympton re- as Hilary Term 1507. ( Risdon ' Deis

turned him again toWilliam's second par- 34 ; 9 Report Pub. Rec. , App. ii . 2.)
liament of March 1690 ; and he was still a TRESILIAN , ROBERT, was in all prite

member of it when hewas constituted on bility a Cornishman. He possessed opera

May 3, 1692, lord chief justice of the Com- manors and extensive lands there I

mon Pleas . At this time he resigned the Inq. p. m . iii . 106 ), and was an advocate si

recordership of London, which he had , con- the assizes of the county in 43 Edward lil ,

trary to the usual practice, continued to 1369. (Liber Assixarum , 278 , 79.) E

hold notwithstanding his official position ; was educated at Oxford , and was elevac

and he was complimented by the common fellow of Exeter Collegeabout the year link

council with a present of one hundred He appears to bave been a king's strii

guineas. ( Ibid .506, 522; Parl. Hist. iv. in the first year of Richard II . , at the ad

40, & c.) In 1700 he held the Great Seal of which, May 6, 1378, he was contained

with his two brother chiefs from May 5 to a justice of the Court of king ': Brak

21 , and seven months afterwards his career where he sat as the only puispe judet

was terminated by his death on December four years.

13, athis house in KensingtonGravel Pits. Hewas promoted to the office of do
He was buried in the Temple Church . ' justice on June 22, 1:381, a week at ***

( Luttrell, iv.446 ; Lord Raymond,566, 627. ) murder of John de Cavendish, and it- ir
His excellence as a lawyer is universally duty to which he was called was !

admitted ; and his various arguments on the punishment of the insurgents. Sur «

question of monopolies, in defence of the the worst were those who bod nie

city charters, and in the bankers' case ( in Hertfordshire, and forcibly compeintz
which he differed from his colleagues ), suf- abbot of St. Alban's to grant them run

ficiently attest the extent of his learning. immunities. To that town he acenci . "

His high character as a judge, besides being the king, and the mode of trial be se

lauded by Evelyn (iii. 386 ), receives the was somewhat novel. He foreed oor

best confirmation from the following lines of twelve to present the ring tadınan

in an ode on his death ( State Poems, iv. ing to a list previously preparat :

365 ) jury was vext empanelled ,who to
Great without pride, and without wrinkles wise, the finding of the first ; and then the

Ohliging without art,and just without disguise, course was adopted with a third jer.
Wise in his counsels, humble in discourse ,

witnesses appear to hare betin e lar ***
Good without noise , and pleasant without force,

but every party charged was cours .
Easy of access , willing to bestow ,

on the personal knowledge of the 11 .Regarded virtue, and forgot his foe.

six men. ( Vercome's St. Abans, *

He wrote the annotations in the margin of executions here and in other our: ** ***

Dyer's Reports,and was the author of seve- described as being most numeroase":11
ral occasional pamphlets. silian's cruelty as having had no es

His first wife was Dorothy Westcott ; his till the campaign of Judge Jetirers !

second, Dorothy, daughter of Ralph Grange, centuries afterwards. Kuizhti , am :

Esq., of the Temple : and his third , Mrs. porary chronicler,states that wbik sv : **
Brindley, who brought him a fortune of accused before him , whether güncy **
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innocent, was sure to be condemned ; and with death ; and that the judgment against
other writers have extended the number of Michael de la Pole was erroneous and

the sufferers to fifteen hundred . ( Lingard, revocable.

iv. 182 ; Rapin, iv. 25. ) So awkwardly, however, had they con

The excited state of the country might certed their plans that the whole plot came

perhaps justify some stringent proceedings; speedily to the knowledge of the lords
but both he and others, engaged in putting commissioners, who forthwith appealed the

down the rebellion, seem to have been con- archbishop, de Vere, de la Pole , Tresilian,

scious that they had greatly exceeded any and Brambre ofhigh treason. This occurred

warrantable licence ; inasmuch as, in the on November 17 , 1387, when the king pro

parliament of the following November, an mised to summon a parliament in the fol

act of pardon and indemnity was deemed lowing February, that justice might be

expedient for those who had acted ' with- done. During the interval the archbishop,
outdue process of the law. ' de Vere, and de la Pole found safety in

No complaint appears to have been made flight; not, however, without some futile

against his judicialconduct in civil matters, attempts on the part of de Vere to resist

but in his political career he was not so the commissioners by force of arms. Tre

fortunate. Instead of using the influence of silian also in the first instance fled , and

his position to check the royal extravagance might have escaped but for his own infatu

and folly, he became, by countenancing ation . His place as chief justice was filled

whatever was agreeable to the king, a fa- up on January 31 , 1388, by the appoint

vourite at court, and a partisan of Robert ment of Walter de Clopton; and on Fe

de Vere, Duke of Ireland. The effect of bruary 3, the parliament baving met, the

this misplaced confidence was soon visible five lordswho acted as appellants - viz ., the

in the disordered state of the revenue, and Duke of Gloucester, and the Earls of Arun

the adoption of unpopular taxes to supply del, Nottingham , Derby, and Warwick - de

its deficiencies. Not only did the people livered in no less than thirty -nine articles

murmur, but the houses of parliament found of impeachment, charging the accused with

it necessary to put a stop to the maladmi- encroaching to themselves royal power by

nistration of de Vere and his associates. enslaving the king and blemishing his pre

One of these, the Chancellor de la Pole, rogative, and detailing variousacts in proof

was impeached in the first instance, and of their guilt. Not the least prominent

his conviction was followed by a statute among these was the constraint they had

placing the managementof the state and the put upon the justices to set their hands to

control of the revenue in the hands of eleven the answers to the unconstitutional ques

permanent commissioners, at the head of tions which had been propounded to them ,

whom were the king's uncles , the Dukes of and their endeavours by virtue thereof to

York and Gloucester. Although this com- get the lords and others , who had agreed

mission was solemnly confirmed by the to make the ordinance in the last parlia

king's letters patent,dated November 19, ment, attainted as traitors. All of the appel

1386,the parliament was no sooner dis- lees, except Brambre, who was in cusustody,

solved toan de Vere and the rest of the were pronounced guilty for default of ap

king's friends,representing to him his de- pearance ; and the duke, the earl, and

pendent state, urged him to take active Tresilian were sentenced to the death of

measures to release himself from the thral- traitors , and to forfeit their property to the

dom in which the obnoxious ordinance had king, the archbishop's temporalities being

placed him . The king's chief advisers, also taken into the king's hands. ( Rot.

besides de Vere and Tresilian , were Alex- Parl. iii , 229-237 )

ander Neville ,Archbishop of York ; Michael Nicholas Brambre was next brought for

de la Pole , the late chancellor ; and Sir ward to undergo his trial, and while it was

Nicholas Brambre, an alderman of London. proceeding Tresilian wastaken and brought

After endeavouring in vain to tamper with before the parliament. The circumstances
the sheriffs of the several counties to insure of his capture are related with some slight

the election of subservient members for the variations. The king had joined the Duke

next parliament, they summoned all the of Ireland at Bristol, and being desirous of

judges to a council at Nottingham on Au- knowing what proceedings were contem

gust 25, 1387, and by violent threats com- plated by his uncles at Westminster, Tre

pelled them to attach their signatures to a silian had volunteered to undertake the

series of questions and answers,which had perilous journey. Ile reached London with

been already prepared by Chief Justice out discovery, and taking up his lodging

Tresilian, the purport of which was to de- in an alehouse, or, according to another

clare the ' new statute , ordinance, and com- account, at an apothecary's, opposite the

mission to be derogatory to the royalty palace gate, he had ensconced himself in a

and prerogative of the king ; ' that all the window so that he could observe every one

persons concerned in procuring and making who passed. His disguise, however, though

itwere traitors, and ought to be punished sufficient to mislead ordinary observers,
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could not deceive a squire of the Duke of Society. The editor, in his preface (p. t . ) ,

Gloucesters who had been often in his com- says that the judge, according to leland,

pany. Thinking that he recognised the wasdescended from a family of some bite

chief justice, he went in and had an inter- in Norfolk ; a statement which is contra

view which satisfied him that he was not by a descent preserved in Sir Ricbari si

mistaken, although Tresilian represented George's Heraldic Collections; though tåe

himself as a farmer on Sir John Holland's documents from which this has been con

estate in Kent, come up to town in order piled refer exclusively to certain lande is

to obtain redress for some wrongs done to the county of Somerset. ' Thomas The

him by the men of the Archbishop of Can- was appointed, in 49 Edward III., to ass

terbury. The squire, pretending to believe the tallage on the “Villam de Shaft i

him , went directly to the duke,his master, in Dorsetshire. (Mador, i. 742. ) H.

by whose orders he returned with a suffi- actedas a justice itinerant for thatand the

cient guard, and brought the unfortunate neighbouring counties from 52 to -13 Henry

judge before the council. His fate was not III.

long delayed , for, after a short colloquy In August 1272, 56 Henry III . , the

with the duke, he was asked what he had priory and cathedral of Norwich bars

to say why execution should not be done been maliciously burnt by the citizens, ka

according to the judgment pronounced ; was sent there, according to the staten - si

and becoming as one struck dumb, so that of his son in the ' Annales' (279 ), to 7

he could not answer, he was led away to the malefactors. He calls his fathe

undergo his sentence. Froissart ( ii . 285) justiciarium militem quendam , Thick

says he was beheaded , and after hanged Treveth dictum , qui et justiciarius ition

upon a gibbet ; but the Parliament Roll fuerat de corona. The first clauza ni :>

states that he was taken to the Tower, and description seems to warrant the idea tha

thence drawn through the city, and hanged he was something more than a jus

at Tyburn. ( Holinshed, ii. 794.) His body itinerant. He died in 11 Edward I (.

was buried in thechurch of the Grey Friars. Rot. Orig. i. 36, 37. ) His son became a

These events, it is agreed by all, occurred Dominican friar, and is stated to bare ba

on February 19, 1388 ; and the attainder prior of their monastery in London, arut ?

against him and the others was confirmed have died in 1328. ( Preface, vii .; HAUAJI

in the same parliament. Although all Dorsetsh. ii . 441.)

these proceedings were reversed by the TREVOR , THOMAS, was the yonn rest of

parliament of 21 Richard II . , when the five sons of John Treror, Exq ., of Treso ..19

king regained his power in the state, they in Denbighsbire, of an ancient and Din ,

were again revived and confirmed on the Welsh family, by Mary, daughier of *

accession of Henry IV. George Bruges of London, and was bas

The confiscation of Tresilian's property July 6 , 1586. Hewas admitted a membuat
was not delayed for an instant. No less of the Inner Temple, and became and

than eleven manors in Cornwall are men- there in autumn 1620. He was on aip :

tioned as belonging to him , besides other knighted, and made solicitor to Pris

extensive possessions in that county and in Charles, who,when he ascended the line .

Oxfordshire. (Cal. Ing . p. m . iii. 106, 120.) called him to the degree of the cif, s :

By bis wife, Emeline, the daughter of nominated him one of his serjean's ..

William Hiwishe, of Stowford in Devon- | April 8 , 1625. On the 12th of the fils.

shire, he left one son, named John ; and a ing month he was advanced to a seatt..

daughter, who married John Hauley, of Exchequer. ( Rymer, xvii. 637.)

Dartmouth . Nothing is told of him for the fist

TREVAIGNON, JOHN DE, wasofa Cornish years of his judicial life, except that a :

family, the descendants of which still Bury assizes, trying a cause about wins

flourish in that county. Ilis name appears ing of cattle, and thinking the chara

in the reign of Edward II. as an advocate ; moderate, he said , “ Why, friend , the

and in 4 Edward III. he had the degree of most unreasonable; I wonder thu art >

the coif, and was afterwards one of the ashamed, for I myself bave known a lo

king's serjeants. On September 24, 1334, wintered one whole summer for a ait

8 Edward III . , he was constituted a judge That was a bull, my lori, I be fete, to

of the Common Pleas, and probably died torted the man, to the intinite art. 16

within the next year, as no fines were of the auditory. ( Anecdotes and Trussa

acknowledged before him subsequent to (Camden Soc.), 79.)
Michaelmas Term . 9 Edward III. But more serious matters son evra

TREVETT, Thomas, was the father of hin . The imposition of ship-m ****

Nicholas Trevet, the author of numerous attempted, and Baron Trevor un

works, one of which , entitled ' Annales sex the rest of the judges in 16w in su

Regum Angliæ, qui a comitibus Ande- ing a joint opinion in favour of its be az 1.

gavensibus originem traxerunt,' has been which he afterwards supported in a n

published (1845) by the English llistorical foolish inconclusive speech in the cas *

à

а
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Hampden. ( State Trials, iii. 1152.) On described of Ross-Trevor in Ireland,

the meeting of the Long Parliament in whither he had probably retired in reduced
1640 proceedings were commenced against circumstances, if Roger North's statement

him and five of the other judges, whowere (218) be true, that the son ' was bred a

eventually impeached for the judgment sort of clerk in the chambers of old Arthur

they had delivered. Trevor was sentenced Trevor, an eminentand worthy professor of
to imprisonment and a fine of 60001., but the law in the Inner Temple.” A gentle

upon payment he was discharged and per- man ,' he adds, ' that observed a strange

mitted to resume his duties. In 1643 the looking boy in his clerk's seat (for no per

king had issued proclamations to adjourn the son ever had a worse sort of squint than he
term from Westminster to Oxford ; but, as had ), asked who that gentleman was : “ A

these had been hitherto fruitless, ' for want kinsman of mine,” said Arthur Trevor,

of the necessary legal form of having the “ that I have allowed to sit here to learn

writs read in court,' the judges at Oxford the knavish part of the law .” That he

could not proceed to business there till was bettered by the instruction may be
that formality had been observed. The doubted ; but that he became an able pru

parliament, having then assumed the ficient there is evidence in the reputation

sovereign power, had published orders to he gained of being the best judge in all
the contrary; yet the king, thinking that gambling transactions, of the tricks and
the judges remaining in London would intricacies of which he had personal
obey him rather than the parliament, sent experience.
messengers in Michaelmas Term with He was called to the bar in May 1661,

directions to deliver them the writs . There became treasurer of his inn in 1674, and

were only three judges then sitting in reader in 1675. He was knighted in 1971,

London - Justice Bacon in the King's and there is no doubt that he was indebted

Bench, Justice Reeve in the Common to his cousin ,George Jeffreys, for some of

Pleas, and Baron Trevor in the Exchequer. his future preferments. In the parliament

The two latter were served , but im- of March 1679 he was elected for Beer

mediately ordered the apprehension of the alston, which returned him again for that
messengers, who , being tried by a council called in October of the same year. In the

of war, were condemned as spies, and one Oxford parliament of March 1681 he re

of them was actually executed as an ex- presented his native county of Denbigh ;
ample. The fears that then influenced and Sir John Bramston (208 ) records that

Trevor seem to have been dispersed by the he was the only man who spoke in favour
tragic termination of the king's life. On of Jeffreys when the complaint against him

February 8, 1649, he was one of the six as recorder of London was discussed in

judges who boldly refused to accept the new thehouse.
commission offered them by the then ruling On the accession of James II. , his cousin,

powers . Clarendon, iv . 287, 342 ; White- who was then chief justice, had an oppor

locke, 47, 76, 378. ) tunity of showing his gratitude. Trevor

He lived nearly eight years afterhisre- having obtained a seat in that king's only

tirement, and dying on December 21 , 1656, parliament for the town of Denbigh , Jef

was buried at Lemington -Hastang in War- reys , in opposition to Lord Keeper North ,

wickshire, the manor of which belonged to succeeded in recommending him to be
him. the speaker. So inefficient was he in the

He was twice married — first to Pru- requirements of the office that he was even

dence, daughter of Henry Butler, Esq.; obliged to read from a paper the few for

and secondly to Frances, daughter and mal words in which he announced to the

heir of Daniel Blennerbasset , Esq. ,, of house the king's approbation, and was

Norfolk . An only son he had by the for- guilty of some other irregularities that were

mer,named Thomas, was created a baronet inexcusable in one who had had so long a

in 1641, but the title became extinct in senatorial experience. He showed more

1676 . ( Stow's London, 875 ; Wotton's boldness and self-possession on the occasion
Baronet. iii. 143.) of presenting the revenue bill on May 30,

TREVOR, Joun, may claim a descent when he assured the king that the Com

from an elder branch of the old Welsh mons entirely relied on his majesty's sacred

family from which the above Thomas word to support and defend the religion of

Trevor sprung, his ancestor being seated at the Church of England. Of this reminder

Brynkynalt in Denbighshire at his death of the royal promise the king took not the

in 1494. He was second but eldest sur- slightest notice, nor apparently any offence,

viving son of John Trevor of that place , as on the 20th of the following October hé

by Mary , daughter of John Jeffreys , of promoted Sir John to the office of master

Helon in the same county, the aunt of the of the Rolls, then vacant. (Bramston, 197,

Judge Jeffreys of infamous memory . At 207 ; Parl. Hist. iv. 1359.)
the time of his admission to the Inner This elevation occurred at the period

Temple, in November 1654 , his father is when his relative and patron bad returned

a

X X
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from his bloody campaign and been re- A very graphic description of him is given
warded with the Great Seal. The Court by Lord Macaulay (üi. 547 ).

of Chancery was then presided over by two Being a bold and dexterous man ,' Trevor

judges of kindred spirit, and it might be a soon after had a renewal of his legal honoun

question which of the two exceeded the On January 13 he was replaced in his old

other in want of principle, or in the use of position as master of the Rolls ; and on

coarse vituperation. Yet they both deserve May 14 he was made one of the linis

praise in the exercise of their judicial commissioners of the Great Seal, an otic

functions, and the decrees they pronounced which he enjoyed for nearly three years, :I

in private causes were able and just. A the nomination ofSomers as lord keeper ca

sort of rivalry, however, soon rose up be- March 23 , 1693. Not satisfied with sil

tween them. Jeffreys sometimes reversed these honours and the emoluments tea:

his coadjutor's decrees and adopted other flowed from them, Trevor with unbluskins

irritating measures against him . Trevor, rapacity participated largely in the corrup

who could on occasion imitate not un- tion that then too universally prerail

successfully the objurgatory style of his In the investigation instituted by the pre

patron, now feeling himself no longer a ment it was found that he bad, am :

dependent, assumed a dictatorial manner, other bribes suspected but not proved, it

found fault with the chancellor's proceed- ceived a present from the city of Lorda

ings, and very early after his appointment for getting the orphans' bill passed, which

told him that if he pursued Alderman had several times before been breit

Cornish to execution, it would be no better into the house without success.
He was

than murder. Indeed, Roger North tells condemned to sit for six hours hearia :

us, ' like a true gamester, he fell to the himself abused, and at last was obliged tu

good work of supplanting his patron put the question and to declare hinei

and friend, and had certainly done it if guilty of a high crime and misdemeanwr.

King James's affairs had stood right much A new speaker was immediately appointed
longer, for he was advanced so far with him and hewas expelled the house on Nora

as to vilify and scold with him publicly 16, 1695, having only a fortnight be
at Whitehall.' attended in all state the queen's funeral in

He was not admitted to the privy council Westminster Abbey. ( Parl. Hi 5.9

till July 6, 1688 ; and on August 24 he was 10 ; Bramston, 386.) No further puisé

sent for in a hurry from the Wells' to be ment being awarded, the wits remarsd

present at that meeting when the king re- ' that justice was blind, but bribert eis

solved to have another parliament. Hewas squinted . He never afterwards over

again present in October, when proof was himself as a member ; but so little was be

given of the genuineness of the birth of the abashed by his expulsion that soon after, e

Prince of Wales ; and after the king's first meeting Archbishop Tillotson , he muttend

escape he was one of the faithful councillors loud enough to be heard , ' I hate a first

who attended at his levee on his return in lawn sleeves.' The archbishop answer

from Rochester. (Bramston, 311 ; State And I hate a knave in any sleeres '

Trials, xii. 123.) This disgrace did not deprivehimof ***

At the Revolution he, with all the other mastership of the Rolls, that office bars

judges, lost his place . But hemanaged by been conferred upon him for life. The

his open professions of adherence to the Lord Raymond ( p . 566) names his »

extreme doctrines of the Church of England joined with the three chiefs as con

to keep up some degree of popularity with sioner of the Great Seal on the dismissa . :

that party which was gradually superseding Lord Somers in 1700, the Crowa ( 6

the ministers, who, though they had been Minute -book ' ( p. 141) proves that the art
chiefly instrumental in effecting the great pointment was to the three chiefs si

change in the government of the kingdom , his commission being solely to bear di

soon disgusted the king by assuming too till a new lord keeper was app intech 1 :

great a control over him. To the Conven- continued master of the Rolls fur ist

tion Parliament he did not venture to offer two years after his expulsion, pusz

himsell; but the borough of Beeralston high a reputation as a lawyer that te

returned him again on a vacancy. Before frequently appealed to as auiburit

the end of the year he entered into the doubtful points by Lord Charel elle

debates as boldly as if he had never been court, but with the character of bird

connected with King James's court. In the to every sense of shame, and of treatorses

next parliament of March 1690 he was re- counsel who attended his court with

turned for Yarmouth, and was selected by and unfeeling brutality. So na :

the minister Carmarthen to be the speaker his public reproaches to a nephew

of it, as the most fit instrument in the that it is said the sensitive young ter

practice, too openly encouraged and too long sunk under them and never mourend T

continued ,of buying off those members who only honour he received in the mic

opposed the government. ( Burnet, iv . 74. ) Queen Anne was that of constabea 1.2

ܪ
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Castle in 1705, in the place of his father- , with temper, ability, and learning . On the

in -law , Sir Roger Mostyn. He died on May removal of Lord Somers in May 1700 he

20, 1717, at his house in Clement's Lane, declined the offer to be made lord keeper ;

and was buried in the Rolls Chapel. but on June 28, 1701 , he accepted themore

( Luttrell, iv. 641, v. 540.) permanent place of chief justice of the

The avarice for which he was notorious Common Pleas. He was member of one

was not redeemed, as it often is, by occa- parliament only, that of 1695, in which he

sional fits of generosity. Various stories represented Płympton , and according to
are told of his meanness. One of them is Speaker Onslow he divided against Sir

that on a relation calling upon him while John Fenwick's attainder , although he was

he was drinking his wine, he exclaimed to an officer of the government. ( State Trials,

the servant, ' You rascal, you have brought vols. xii. xiii. ; Luttrell, iv. 645 ; Burnet,

my cousin Roderick Lloyd, Esq., protho- iv. 234.)
notary of North Wales, marshal to Baron On the accession of Queen Anne he was

Price, and so forth, up. my back stairs. re -appointed chief justice, and presided in

Take him down again immediately, and the Court of Common Pleas during the

bring him up my front stairs .' During the whole of her reign. In the short interval

operation the bottle was removed, and Sir between the chancellorships of Lords Cow
John saved his wine. ( Yorke's Royal per and Harcourt, from September 26 to

Tribes of Wales, 109.) October 19, 1710, he was entrusted with

He married Jane, the daughter of Sir the Great Seal as first commissioner ; and

Roger Mostyn, Bart., and the widow of on December 31 , 1711 , he was called to

Roger Puliston, of Emeral in Flintshire, the peerage by the title of Baron Trevor of

and had by her four sons and a daughter, Bromham in Bedfordshire, being one of the

wbo by bermarriage with Michael Hill, of twelve peers whom Queen Anne by an un

Hillsborough in Ireland ,was the mother of usual exercise of her prerogative created at

Arthur, first Viscount Dungannon, who, once, to secure a majority for the proposed

succeeding to his grandfather's estates, took peace in the House of Lords. He was the

the name of Trevor. Anne, the daughter first chief justice of the Common Pleas

of Arthur, was the mother of the great who was ennobled while holding that

Duke of Wellington. ( Townsend's No. of office . Though commencing his profes

Commons,ii.53; Woolrych's Judge Jeffreys.) sional career as a whig, and being united

TREVOR, THOMAS (LORD TREVOR),was in office with Somers, he gradually joined

the grandson of Sir John Trevor, of Tre- the tory party, and attached himself to it

vallyn in Flintshire, an elder brother of the while Queen Anne reigned. He is thus

above Sir Thomas Trevor. His father, described in the account of the judges of

also Sir John, became secretary of state to the differentcourts given by Lord Cowper

Charles II. and died in 1672,leaving by his to George I. on his accession :

wife, Ruth, a daughterofthe celebrated John • The first (the chief justice) is an able

Hampden, four sons, of whom this Thomas man, but made one of the twelve lords,

was the second. Born about 1659, he entered weh the late ministry procur'd to be created

the Inner Temple in 1672 (just before the at once ( in such haste, ye few , if any, of

death of his father, who had been a bencher their patents had any preamble, or reasons

of the inn ), and was called to the bar on of their creation ), only to support their
November 28 , 1680. So early did he dis- peace, weh the House of Lords, they found,

tinguish himself in the courts that he was would not without that addition . From

elected a bencher in 1689, and was ele- that time, at least, he went violently into

vated to the post of solicitor-general on all the measures of that ministry, and was

May 3, 1692, and thereupon knighted . He much trusted by them ; and when they

refused the attorney -generalship in 1693, divided, a little before the queen’s death,

but on June 8, 1605, accepted the oflice. he sidedwhLa Bolingbr.; and for so doing,

( Luttrell, iii . 68 ; Lord Raymond,57.), ' tis credibly said, was to have been made

During the six years that he filled that id president. Many of ye lords think his

responsible place he had to conduct the being a peer an obj" to his being a judge ;

trials of the persons implicated in the because,by ye constitution, ye judges ought

Assassination Plot, in all of whichhe acted to be assistants to the House of Lords, wch

with a fairness and candour that formed a they can't be, if a part of that body. Ther

remarkable contrast to the criminal pro- is but one example known of the like; wch

ceedings in the late reigns. In the progress is that of L ' Jefferys, ch . just. of the King's

of thosetrials the act of parliament (St. 7 Bench ,and after chancellor to K. Ja. ye

Will. III. c. 3) for regulating trials for | 2nd 'Tis natural to think, yeother judges

treason, which gave to the prisoners so stomach ye distinction, while he is among

charged the privilege of having counsel, them : and tis said yi yº suitors dislike ye

came into operation, and Sir Thomas met difference they find in his behaviour to

the multiplied objections that were conse- them since he had this distinction . He is

quently urged by the defending advocates grown very wealthy . If it be thought fit
XX2
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to remove him ,S Peter King, record of like most sensible men , did not approve of

the City of London, I should humbly pro- the extreme views of either party ,and ,see

pose as fit to succeed him . ' ( Lord Camp- ing the impossibility of restoring the ex.

bell's Chanc. iv . 349. ) iled family, and that any attemptto do sy

Upon the hint thus given Lord Trevor would inevitably be accompanied by all
was removed on October 14, 1714. As his the horrors of a civil war, wisely lent his

appointment was ' quamdiu se bene gesse- aid in supporting the Hanoverian pribore
rit,' he said he would have tried the ques in the peaceful possession of the throne to

tion as to the king's power to eject him if which they had been called .
Chief Justice Holt had not, by taking out He married twice . By his first wia ,

a new commission when Queen Anne came Elizabeth , daughter and coheir of John

to the throne, decided that in his opinion Searle, Esq. , of Finchley, he had two sons

his former commission had expired on the and three daughters; and by his second

demise of the crown. ( Lord Raymond, wife, Anne, daughter of Robert Weldce,

1318 ; Burnet, v. 12 n.) Lord Trevor lived Esq ., and widow of Sir Robert Bernard,

sixteen years afterwards, and, changing bis Bart., he had three sons. The fourth of

party again, became in 1726 lord privy these five sons became Bishop of Durban

seal, and in the next year was one of the in 1752, and the three elder brothers beid

lords justices during the last absence of the title of Lord Trevor successively . Tbe

George I. He retained the privy seal last of them , Robert, fourth Lord Trere,

under George II., by whom he was raised, adopted the name of Hampden in 1714 , in

on May 8, 1730, to the high office of lord compliance with the will of his relative

president of the council , an honour which John Hampden, and in 1776 was adrand

he did not enjoy for more than six weeks, to the dignity of Viscount Hampden, bei
as he died on the 19th of the next month titles becoming extinct in 1824. ( Collins's

at his seat at Bromham , where he was Peerage, vi. 302 ; Nicolas's Synopsis ; Lot
buried under a monument with an elegant trell, v. 421 , 468.)

Latin inscription . TRIKINGHAM, LAMBERT DE, whore legal

He was generally admitted to have been and judicial life extended from the rigt

an able and upright judge, though Chief Edward I. to that of Edward III., belind

Justice Holt is said to have disparaged his to a familyso called from a place of tra
law . But the facility with which he name in Lincolnshire; and Alexander **

deserted one party to side with the other, Trikingham , who acted in the assessm -13
and returned again to the party he had left, of that county in the early part of the

could not but be detrimental to his charac- reign of Edward I., was probably the

ter. Yet Speaker Onslow says (Burnet, iv. judge's father. ( Parl. Writs, i . sil , i .

344, n . ) , ' Ile was the only man almost that 1324.)

I ever knew that changed his party as he The first mention of Lambert occur is

esteem with all parties as he did . When into Kent. In the nextyear he was raiad

he came back to the whigs he was made to the bench at Westminster as a jurtir
lord privy seal and afterwards president of of the Common Pleas, and the tines levand
the council, and had much joy in both . before him continued till Midsummer 1 : } ,

He liked being at court, and was much 9 Edward II. On August 6 in tbe lar : -1
there after he had these offices, but was year he was remored to the king's Beach

very awkward in it, by having been the where he remained exactly four years

most reserved, grave, and austere judge I tiring from that court on Augusi( , 12
ever saw in Westminster Hall.

Lord and being immediately made a baron of the

Hervey (i. 114) describes him as being "by Exchequer. We do not find him actie : as

principle (if he had any principle ) à Ja- a baron, nor summoned to parliam -s:

cobite. However, from interest and policy among the judges, later than the 45-3
he became, like his brother convert and teenth year of that reign , and it is L:

brother lawyer Lord Harcourt, as zealous probable that he left the bench abso

a servant to the Hanover family as any of that time, as a new baron was nams:

those who bad never been otherwise ; for as the close of the year, apparently on his

these two men were too knowing in their place. He still, however, wasempr33

trade to swerve from the established prin- a justiceitinerant, and he is placri nottu

ciples of their profession, they acted like the chief justice in the commission ::

most lawyers, who generally look on Northamptonshire as late as 13: 9 3 [ 3.

princes like other clients, and without any ward III. ( Dugdale's Orig. 41 ; R ... :

regard to right or wrong—the equity or 161-380. )

injustice of the cause - think themselves In 1317 he received the mastersip

obliged to maintain whoever fees them last Sherbourn Hospital in Durham . ( lettive

and pays them best . ' Durham , i . 138.)

This is a very prejudiced portrait and a TROP, or THORPE, SIMON DE LA *

most unfair judgment of lawyers. Trevor, name from the place in Northampi ..

6
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which was in those times as often spelled member for the county of Northampton in

Thorpe as Trop . His father, Ralph , met 12 Edward II . , and is named among the

with a violent death in 5 Henry III ., and knights of that county and the county of

three persons were charged with being Stafford in the seventeenth year, 1324. In

concerned in it. One of them, being a the interim he had been in armsagainst

clergyman , was delivered over to ecclesias- the government, and was with the Earl of

tical jurisdiction , where he purged himself Lancaster in the defeat at Boroughbridge.

of the accusation. ( Rot. Claus. i . 54, 46 He was there taken prisoner, and appears

486 , 611. ) Simon , there can be very little to have been in custody on July 20 , 1322,

doubt, was brought up to the law, for he but a writ for his pursuit and capture on

was appointed no less than four times, August 2 proves that he had made his

from 1252 to 1256, to act as a justice escape. In the next year he was at the

itinerant, not in his own county alone, but | head of those who ravaged the estates of

in several others. the Despencers. ( Parl. Writs, ii . p . ii.

He died in January 1259,43 Henry III., 1528. ) Joining the queen in France, he

leaving, by his wife, Maria, sister and co- accompanied her on her landing in England

heir of Robert de Salceto, a son named inSeptember 1326, and was present at the

Ralph, who did homage for his lands in fall of Bristol and the seizure of the elder

Northamptonshire. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . Despencer. Some writers say that the
i . 296 , ii . 293.) aged earl was executed without hearing or

TRUMPINGTON , WILLIAM DE, so called trial, while others state that he was accused

from a place of that name in Cambridge- before Sir William de Trussel, but there

shire, forfeited his lands by joining the are no remains of any regular proceedings

barons against King John . On his sub- against him . The younger Despencer, on

mission at the beginning of the next reign his capture, was arraigned before Trussel

they were restored to him, after which he in an equally informal manner, his speech ,

made his loyalty sufficiently apparent to be in pronouncing the horrible sentence,seem

appointed in 3 Henry III. one of the ing to have been the only indictment.

justices itinerant into his own county and That speech recapitulated all the popular

the neighbouring shires. ( Rot. Pat. 176 ; charges against the prisoner and his father,

Rot. Claus. i . 272, 273, 326.) and, after minutely particularising the

TRURO, LORD . See T. WILDE. punishment awarded , concluded by dis

TRUSSEL, WILLIAM, seems to have missing the fallen favourite with coarse

belonged to a Warwickshire family, as vituperation . Trussel is neither before nor

there was a suit relative to property in that after described as a judge, and the actor in

county in which he was concerned in 26 so summary a process, which has the

Henry III. He was constituted a justicier, appearance of martial law, is scarcely

Dugdale says of the Common Pleas, on entitled to beso designated.

September 3, 1252, and fines were acknow- Although there is no record that Trussel

ledged before him till November 1254 was returned as a knight or burgess to the

( Dugdule's Orig. 43), in which year he parliament that assembled at Westminster

went as one of the justices itinerant into on January 7, 1 :327 , there is no doubt that

the counties of Gloucester and Stafford . he was present in some character, as he

That he continued to act as a judge till was appointed procurator for the whole

September 1257 is evidenced by the pay- parliament, and deputed to proceed, with

ments made for assizes before him recorded certain prelates and peers, to Kenilworth

in the Rot. de Finibus ( ii . 102–262 ). He' Castle, where the king was confined,and

and his wife claimed the advowson of the to pronounce the renunciation of their

church of Sharneford in Staffordshire against homage and fealty to him .
the prior of Kirkeby, who in 53 llenry III . ' This formality completed, Edward III .

substantiated his right of possession . (Abb. was proclaimed, and Trussel received the
Placit. 178. ) reward of his devotion by being immedi

TRUSSEL, WILLIAM, is usually described ately constituted the king's escheator south1

by bistorians as a justiciary, but he cer- of Trent. He was, however, removed from

tainly was not a judge of either of the this office in the following year, having

courts of Westminster, nora regular justice made himself an enemy in Roger de Mor

of assize. His judicial functions seem to ' timer, the queen's favourite , on whose

have been contined to the special trials death he was reinstated in the fourth year.

with which his name is connected. He In 7 Edward III . some change took place

was apparently descended from the above in the office, and he had a grant of certain

William Trussel, and was second son of lands in the Isle of Anglesey, of which he

William Trussel, of Cublesdone ( Kibbles- Iwas soon after made sheritf, and constable
done ) in Staffordshire, and of other manors of the castle of Beaumaris. From the

in Northamptonshire, by Maud, daughter ninth to the fourteenth year we find him

and heir of Warin de Manwarin. again king's escheator, sometimes on one

After his father's death he was returned and sometimes on the other side of the

1
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Trent. (Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 4-14, 42–71, to his nomination on May 12 in the follow

78, 82, 103–136 .) ing year to the office of master of the Rolls.

After this time it is difficult to trace In 1519 he was made archdeacon of Chester,

distinctly whether the entries apply to his and soon afterwards was engaged with Sr

son William or to him; but it seems most Thomas More in settling the provisions

probable that it was theson who was the under the commercial treaty with Charles,

admiral of the fleet in 13 and 16 Edward now emperor. While at Brussels on this

III ., and who is stated by Dugdale (Ba- embassy his friendship commenced with

ronage, ii . 143) to have been summoned as Erasmus, in whose house he lodged. I

a baron to parliament in the latter year. May 1521 he became dean of Salisbury,

If so, however, it is difficult to understand and waselected Bishop of London in Ja

how Monsr. William Trussel’ answers as nuary 1522, soon after which he resigned

the representative of the Commons — that the mastership of the Rolls.

isto say,their speaker - in the parliament Surtees says that just previous to this be

held at Westminster in May, 17 Edward was made keeper of the Great Seal ; !

III. (Rot. Parl. ii. 136) ; but the question Parry in his “ Parliaments and Counck

is of little importance, because it is allowed mentions him as chancellor at the parliamet

that neither he nor any one of his posterity of April 1523. But both authors are mari

was ever afterwards summoned as a baron. festly mistaken, for Cardinal Wolsey was

TUNSTALL, CUTHBERT (BISHOP OF DUR- then in the plenitude of his power. Tu .

HAM), was grandson of Sir Thomas Tun- stall was , however, appointed keeper of the

stall of Thurland Castle in Lancashire, privy seal on July 12, 1523 ; and in V

whose two sons, Richard and Thomas, have vember he had the grant of a parden for

each at different times been described as the escape from his custody as bishop of

the father of Cuthbert ; but the evidence John Tompson, an attainted clergymás.

adduced by Surtees ( Durham , i . lxvi.) tends ( Ibid. xiv. I , 10. )

strongly to fix the parentage on Thomas. Before his next advance in the Church

His birth is said to have been illegitimate; he rendered further service in various em

and a curious story told by George Holland bassies — soliciting the release of Francis I.

in thegenealogical table of his family, com- when a prisoner after the battle of Paris

piled in 1563, may be supposed to give accompanying Cardinal Wolsey in his osteo

some grounds not only for this belief, but tatious visit to that monarch in 15:7 , id

also for the report that Richard, and not concluding, with Sir Thomas More in 15..

Thomas, was his father. He says, “ Cuth- the treaty ofCambray. On March 25 , 127 ,

bert Tunstall, late Bishop of Durham , in he received restitution of the temporalises

his youth near two years was brought up of Durham , to which see he had been trans

in my great- grandfather Sir Thomas Hol- lated on the resignation of Cardinal Wales .

land's kitchen unknown, 'till being known, ( Le Neve.)

he was sent home to Sir Richard Tunstall In the changes which Henry VIII. sal

his father, and so kept at school, as he him- sequently introduced, Bishop Tunstall dis

self declared in manner the same to me.' played someweakness and irresolution : 221

( Blomefield's Norfolk, i . 232.). on the king's assumption of the title +

He was born in 1474 or 1475, at Hatch- supreme head of the English Church, b .

ford in Richmondshire, and was entered at hesitated , argued, and submitted .' By

Balliol College in Oxford in 1491, but, on thus temporising he preserved the perser

account of the plague then raging there, favour of the king, who made him prezztra :

was removed to the sister university as a of the North , and appointed him one of time

member of King's Hall, now part of Trinity executors of his will,with a legacy of
College . He then completed his studies at ( Testam . Vetust. 41.)

the university of Padua, where he took the Under the reign of Edward VI., when

degree of Doctor of Laws, and on his return Protestantism was more strictly enim

to England entered into holy orders, being though in parliament he protested auki

only sub -deacon in 1508 . the changes in religion, yet when they were

Åt this date he received the rectory of adopted he obeyed the law .

Stanhope in Durham , which was followed He would have continued safe in his 70-6

by that of Harrow -on -the-Hill in Middle- retirement, but that Dudley the new 1125

sex, by prebends in the churches of Lincoln of Northumberland had a craving firs

and York, and by the appointment of vicar- episcopal possessions. A false charge **

general from Archbishop Warham . Intro- accordinglyconcocted against him . » wts

duced by that prelate to King Henry, the a bill for his attainder was introduod se

talents and learning for which he had been parliament; but, though it passed the les

recommended were soon employed in diplo- l of Lords, the Commons were not satisi

matic services. In October 1515 he was and would not sanction it . The pux

sent as ambassador to negotiate a treaty of bishop was not allowed thus to eatre. 4

peace with the Archduke Charles ( Rymer, commission was issued to the date's ez

xiii. 537 ), his success in which no doubt led creatures, who deprived him of his besh

6
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ric, and sent him to the Tower on August |Cambridge, of which his uncle,Dr. Joseph
14, 1552. Turner, dean of Norwich, was then master,

Mary, immediately on her accession, re- by obtaining the distinction of a wrangler's
leased him from prison, and restored him place in 1819, and soon after being elected
to his see . He assisted at her coronation to a fellowship there . He had previously

and at her marriage (Q. Jane and Q. Mary enteredthe society of Lincoln's Inn, and

(Camden Soc. ), 31, 142),but kept aloof from was called to the bar in July 1821 , first

the cruel persecutions that disgraced her preparing himself by becoming a pupil to

reign. Though named in several commis- Mr. Pepys (afterwards Lord Cottenham) .

sions, he devoted himself to his pastoral Attaching himself to the Court of Chancery,

duties ; and by his lenity and toleration his he worked diligently and successfully for

diocese enjoyed an uninterrupted peace, in nineteen years as a junior, when in 1840 he
happy contrast with the rest of the kingdom. was honoured with a silk gown . During

He discouraged too severe an investigation the next eleven years his energies were

into men's opinions,saying to his chancellor, brought more into play as well in his legi

when desirous of examining a preacher timate court of the Rolls , and in cases of

supposed to entertain heretical opinions, appeal, as in the House of Lords and in

• Hitherto we have had a good report among the judicialcommittee of the privy council.

our neighbours : I pray you bring not this In the latter he had particularly distin
man's blood upon myhead.' guished himself by his elaborate and tri

When Elizabeth, whose godfather he had umphant argumentfor the Rev. Mr. Gorham ,

been, ascended the throne, he was near the appellant against a decision of the
eighty - four years old-an age not likely to Bishop of Exeter.

give up preconceived opinions, nor tobe From 1847 to 1851 he sat in the House

swayed by worldly considerations. The of Commons as member for the city of

queen, influenced by the moderation he had Coventry. So conspicuous were his legal

exhibited, regarded him at first with favour, attainments, and so peculiarly qualified was

and employed him in the consecration of he allowed to be for ajudicial position, that

several bishops ; but at length, on his per- on April 2, 1851, he was selected as one of

sisting in his refusal to take the oath of the vice -chancellors, and was then knighted ,

supremacy, she was compelled after a year's and placed on the privy council. Two

trial to deprive him . Instead, however, of years afterwards, when Lord Cranworth

sending the aged man to prison, she com- became lord chancellor, Sir George was

mitted him in July 1559 to the custody of promoted to his place of lord justice of the

Archbishop Parker, in whom he found a Court of Appeal in Chancery, on January

kind and considerate host for the few re- 10, 1853 , as the colleague of Sir James

maining months of his life. He survived Lewis Knight-Bruce. By their united

till November 18, and was buried in the administration of justice, in the necessarily

chancel of Lambeth Church, at the expense difficult cases they had to decide, so much

of the archbishop: satisfaction was given , both to the suitors

In addition to his professional works, he and to the bar, that when a change took

published a treatise on arithmetic, ^ De Arte place by the removal of one of thema

Supputandi,' in 1522, the year of his eleva- the deepest regret was felt by all . This

tion to theepiscopal bench . (Godwin ; Sur- regret was doubled by the death of both

tees : Brit. Bioy .) within eight months of each other, his col

TURNER, GEORGE JAMEs, was one of league dying in November 1866, and he

those modest and retiring persons who following on July 9, 1867.
owe their prosperity to no extraordinary By his marriage with Louisa , one of the

incident in their lives, nor to any political daughters of Edward Jones, Esq . , of Brack

or extraneous interest, but simply to their ley in Northamptonshire, Sir George had a

honest efforts to do their duty in that family of six sons and three daughters.

state of life to which it has pleased God One of his sons was made Bishop ofGrafton
to call them . Little therefore can be and Armidale, in Australia, in February

recorded to render his biography interest- 1869.

ing , beyond the important lesson that a TURNHAM , STEPHEN DE,who is called

steady reliance on Providence will bless by different writers Stephen of Tours, or

all human exertions, when accompanied de Turonis, de Turnham ,or de Mazzai,wis

by integrity of purpose and persistent the younger son of Robert de Turnham ,

and intellectual industry. He was who founded the priory of Cumbwell in

of a large family , and was born in 1798 Kent. He was seneschal of Anjou in the

at Great Yarmouth , where his father, the latter part of the reign of Henry II., with

Rev. Richard Turner, B.D., was for thirty whom he was a great favourite, and over

years the minister . whom he exercised considerable influence .

His education was commenced at the He assisted that king in his last fatal wars ,

Charterhouse (where he became a go- and was with him at Mans when it was

vernor), and finished at Pembroke College, besieged by Pbilip of France; and intending

i

а
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to destroy the suburbs by fire, the flames 222 , 232 ; Manning and Bray's Surrey, i.

unfortunately extended to the city itself, 15, 83.)

and obliged Henry to fly. TURNOR, CHRISTOPHER, was the eldest

On Henry's death, he was taken by King son of Christopher Turnor, Esq ., of wilt -

Richard , and loaded with chains; nor was Erneys in Bedfordshire, by Helen ,dsugbter

he released until he had delivered up all of Thomas Sarn, Esq., of Printod , Herz

the castles and treasures which the late fordshire. He was born on December 6 ,

king had entrusted to him, nor, as Richard 1607, and was educated at Emmanuel

of Devizes asserts, without the payment of College , Cambridge, to which in after se

an enormous fine. He was, however, soon he contributed a liberal donation towards

restored to favour, and, accompanying rebuilding its chapel. Hetook the domes

Richard on his expedition to Jerusalem , of B.A. and M.A. in 1630 and 163, acd,

was, with Richard de Camville, entrusted having been admitted a student at the

with the government of Cyprus, and after- Middle Temple, was called to the bar 12

wards is enumerated among those noted November 1633, and became bencher -

“ for their high valiance ' in the holy war . 1654. His name does not frequently as

In 1193 he was appointed to conduct Queen pear in the Reports, and he is not mentira

Berengaria into Poictou, and after the king's as taking any prominent part in the troub

return he was employed in the Curia Regis Butthat he had a fair legal reputatica is

as one of the justiciers. His nameappears manifest from his being selected at the F-

on several fines levied there in the last two storation as third baron of the Exchequr

years of Richard's reign, and as acting as a on July 7, 1660. He was thereupo

justice itinerant in the counties of Essex, knighted. On his first circuit he refuse to

Hertford, and Surrey. During the first try three persons indicted for murder is

four years of John's reign also he was en- Gloucestershire, for the very sufficientras

gaged in the same duties. (Madox, i . 565, that the body had not been found the

733-7, 743. ) successor on that circuit at the next size

He then appears to have retired from Sir Robert Hyde, not influenced by the

active employment, inasmuch as in 5 John same consideration, condemned and harga

he fined one thousand marks to be dis- the prisoners, whose innocence was sont

charged from allaccounts, fines, &c. ( Rot. years afterwards established by the re

Pat. 41.) That this was intended to be appearance of the man supposed to bare

a favourable close of his account, and that been murdered .

he still enjoyed the confidence of his sove- A gossiping letter preserved in the State

reign, appears from the close of the entry, Paper Office ( Cal. [ 1660 ), 5:9 ) , da :ad 3

whereby the kingexcuses him three hundred March 1661, relates that Judge's Ades

marks, and orders that out of the residue and Turner, who went on the Midlands

he should be allowed one mark a day for cuit , are taken ill, the latter struck ul.

the custody of the king's niece, the sister and deaf.' It adds that it is thougóta

of the unfortunate Prince Arthur. judgment for their serere conduct to po

In 7 John he received several payments honest men. ' As no other record of tre

of one mark each for the use of the queen severity of the two judges appears, wemas

( Rot. de Præstito, 273–4) , and in 11 John hope that it existed only in the writers

à gift from the king of one hundred marks. imagination. The visitation on Sir ( t

( Rot. Misce, 154.). The Rotuli Misæ ofthe topher, if at all true, was only temps ,

latter year and of 14 John contain entries for he continued to perform the duties ad

of frequent payments to messengers to and bis office during fourteen subsequentnu

from Winchester conveying the corre- His death occurred in 1975, and his ree

spondence between the king and him , and mainsweredeposited at Milton -Estars
in 14 John he was commanded not to allow By his wife, Joice, sister of Sir W

any one to see the king's son Henry with Warwick , secretary of the Treasury, he t **

out special order. ( Rot. Claus. 121 , 123. ) several children , the descendants of mo

His property was considerably increased still flourish at Stoke-Rochford in Linguee

by his marriage with Edelin , the daughter shire . (Gent. Mag. lii . 6 ) ; 1 Seceria , 3 .

and one of the heirs of Ranulph de Broc. State Trials, xiv. 1318.)

He beld one of the estates so acquired by TURNOUR, EDWARD, was of a faz

the service of Ostiarius Cameræ Regis, which is said to be derived from a TE

and by another which he held in wardship who was one of the rewarded warras

he was marshal of the king's household . William the Conqueror, and where de

He died in 16 John, in which year his dants were long seated at Hartiti na

widow paid sixty marks and a palfrey for Suffolk, where Edward Turnour kis Tar :

liberty to marry with whom she pleased, father resided, and was a benebarbor

and his lands were divided among his fire Middle Temple in the time of Jam- L
daughters. ( Ibid. i. 168 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Arthur, the judge's father, was a 25-21

Fin . i.25 ; R. de Wendover, ii. 459, ii . in the next reign , and was seated at Lin

1 ; Ric. Devizes, 0, 7 ; Holinshed, ii, 202, Paringdon in Essex. By his wife, 4.0

&
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daughter of John Jermy, of Gunton in Nor- 1 general to the king, it must be presumed

folk, he had several children, the eldest that theabove vote did not forbid his prac

being the future chief baron, who was tising. When the parliament met in Octo

born in 1617 in Threadneedle Street, at the ber he resumed the chair, but, according to

house of his uncle Sir Thomas Moulson, Roger North (p . 52), he had lost much of

lord mayor of London. Educated first his former credit and authority in conse

under Dr. Goodwin, author of the ' An- quence of having received a small present,
tiquities Rome,' at the free school at in other words a bribe, from the East India

Abingdon, and next at Queen's College, Company.

Oxford, he was on October 30, 1633, ad- The session was terminated by a proroga

mitted to the Middle Temple ; and being tion in April 1671; and on the 23rd of the

called to the bar on June 19, 1640, became next month Sir Edward was removed from

bencher on June 29, 1660, and afterwards the chair of the House of Commons to the

treasurer . He was elected steward of seat of chief baron of the Exchequer, an

Hertford in 1648. ( Athen . Oxon . 1060.) elevation somewhat extraordinary for a man

He represented Essex in Cromwell's suffering under such an imputation. No

second and third parliaments, and in that complaint, however, has been made of his

of 1658, called by the Protector Richard ; presidency, which lasted only four years.

but that he was but a moderate republican, He died while on circuit at Bedford on

and veered at last to the side of monarchy, March 4, 1676, and was buried in the

is apparent from his being returned mem- chancel of Little Paringdon Church.
ber for the same county to the Convention He seems to have been prouder of his

Parliament of April 1660, and from his oratory than his law , for his publications

being knighted immediately on the Re- were confined to his speeches. *Of his two

storation; and that he was well reputed as wives, the first was Sarah, daughter and

a lawyer may be concluded from his being heir of Gerard Cole, alderman of London ;

engaged as counsel for the king in the the second , Mary, daughter and heir of

trials of the regicides, particularly in those Henry Ewer, of South Mimms, Middlesex.

of Harrison and Cook, and from his being By the first he had several children , the

made solicitor, and afterwards attorney, to eldest of whom was Sir Edward, M.P. for

the Duke of York. Being again returned Orford in Suffolk, whose daughter Sarah

to the parliament of May 1661, as member was the grandmother of Edward Garth,

for Hertford , he was elected speaker who, succeeding to the estates , assumed

(Manning's Speakers, 354) ; and his speeches the name of Turnour, and was in 1761

on this and subsequent occasions, though created baron , and in 1765 Earl of Winter

not without some touch of eloquence, are ton in Ireland. ( Manning and Bray's

remarkable for their excessive adulation Surrey, ii . 7 ; Biog. Peerage, iv . 85.)

and their amusing reference to sacred and TURRI, JORDAN DE, was an officer of the

profane history. ( State Trials, v. 1015, Exchequer in 1 Richard I. , the Great Roll

1103; Parl. Ilist. vols. iii . iv.; Burton, iv. of that year recording that the sheriffs of

431.) London and Middlesex accounted for cer

In December 1663 he had a grant of tain expenditure, per visum Jordani de

20001. as a free gift, and another of 50001. Turri et per testimonium Willelmi de S.

in July 1664. This parliament lasted for Mariæ Ecclesia .' (Madox, i . 370.) In 4

nearly eighteen years, during which there John, 1202, he was among the justiciers at

were no less than four speakers — Sir Ed- Westminster before whom tines were levied,

ward Turnour for twelve years, Sir Job present, perhaps, only as an officer. He

Charlton for little more than twelve days, died about 6 John, in which year certain

Sir Edward Seymour for five years, and houses he held in London were ordered to

Sir Robert Sawyer for the remaining be given to Hugh de Wells. ( Rot. Claus.

months. The speakers at that time were i. 18, 35.)

always attended by the mace, even during TURRI, NICHOLAS DE, was a justicier as

the adjournment of the house, and , being early as 35 Ilenry III., 1251, payments

lawyers, forbore to practise . In 1668, the being made from March in that year for

king having adjourned the parliament for a assizes to be held before him . These con

longer time than usual ( they did not meet i tinue uninterruptedly till May 1270, 54

for eighteen months), Sir Edward was Henry III . ( Excerpt. e Rot. Pin. ii. 100

naturally anxious to be freed from that : 513.) Dugdale, however, does not men

formality and interference with his profes- tion him till 41 Henry III. , 1200, and then

sional pursuits ; but on his application to only as a justice itinerant. In the iters of

be released from it the Commons declared 46 and 47 Henry III. he stands at the

that he ought to be attended by the mace head of all the commissions on which he is

as in time of shorter adjournments. But named . In the former of these years Dug

having on May 11 , 1670, during a six dale introduces bim among the justices of

months' adjournment of the ninth session, the Common Pleas , with a grant of 401.

received the appointment of solicitor- a year ; and the only fine he notices as
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having beenacknowledged before him is in / rage and malice of the enemies of that glo

48 Henry III. In 51 Henry III. , 1267, a rious prince (King William ) at the very

writ directing the removal of a processfrom beginning of the succeeding reign, and

bis court to the Exchequer is addressed that his disgrace was occasioned be bis

Nicholao de Turriet sociis suis justiciariis' honest and firm adherence to the Resulu

(Madox, i. 236), which would seem to im- tion interest.'

ply that he was then at the head of the He survived his discharge for six years ,

court. He died most probably in 1270, and died suddenly on March 12 , 1700. His

when he ceased to act ; and if so , he would wife was Anne, daughter of Samuel More ,

then have sat on the bench between nine- of More and Linley in Staffordshire. He
teen and twenty years. From an entry portrait is in Gray's Inn . ( Erdewick : Se

among the pleas of Michaelmas, 51-52 fordsh . 234 ; Luttrell, v. 181, vi . 27 ::

Henry III., relative to a messuage and Lord Raymond, 768 ; State Trials, xiii. #JI,

some land at Gretelington in Wiltshire, it 486, xiv. 221, 228.)

appears that Nicholas de Turri was parson TURVILL, MAURICE DE, was in the

of the church of All Saints in that place. vice of King John, by whom in 1215 ks

(Abb. Placit. 165.) was sent with three associates to the tax

TURTON, John , was the grandson of barons, and others of the county of Hæs

John Turton, of West Bromwich in Staf- to convey the royal commands andto ts .

fordshire, of whose two sons, John and plain the affairs of the kingdom . In the

William , the former was the ancestor of same year he and William de Faleise wir :

Sir Thomas Turton , created a baronet in custodes of the castle of Winchester. Ruta

1796 (now extinct ); and the latter wasthe Pat. 128, 136.) His only appearaner is s

father of the judge by his wife, Eleanor, judicial capacity was in 1219, as one of tb
daughter of Thomas Fownes. justices itinerant into Wilts,Hants,Be

He was born at Alrewas, his father's and Oxford . He held the office of opel

residence in the same county ,and,becoming the three coroners of the county of G. -

in 1669 a member of Gray's Inn, was called cester, all of whom were superseded , pro

to the bar in 1673. At the general election ter debilitatem , ' in 1225, when the she:

for the last parliament of Charles II., in was ordered to cause three others to

1681, his name is contained in a double elected in their stead. ( Rot. Claus. ii .

return for the town of Tamworth ; but as TUTTEBURY, THOMAS, was of a Intrbs

the dissolution occurred before it had sat shire family, and is first mentined I

week, the claims of the candidates were 1 Henry IV. with the designation of edib ,

never decided. History is silent as to Tur- as keeper of the king's wardrobe, inwc

ton's conduct during James's reign ; but character he received two sums of ***

that he was a friend to the Revolution, 138. 4d. and 131. 6s. Ed. for the crests and

and distinguished among his legal brethren, charges incurred for the carriage of the bus

is apparent from his being selected as a of Richard , late king of England, fra

baron of the Exchequer on May 4, 1689, Pountfreyt Castle to London. On Juw

and knighted. He sat in that court for 1401, he was rewarded for this series
seven years, when he was transferred on being constituted second baron of the Er

July 1, 1696, to the King's Bench. There chequer. In May 1402 we tind him st

he continued during the remainder of Wil- ing a messenger to the king andrat :

liam's reign, and was re-appointed on the the capture of a certain ship : $

accession of Queen Anne in March 1702. Scotland to victual those parts.'

On June 4 following, however, he received July 1403,when he received paym -I.

a message from the lord keeper that he account of his former office, am na wi

might forbear to sit on the next day, the is the sum of 2531. 9s. for fish , Dip* ,

first day of Trinity Term , her majesty de- concerning him is published. ( Theron's

signing to give him his quietus, and he Roll, 275-294; Cal.Rot. Pat. 244. )

accordingly received his supersedeas on the TWISDEN , THOMAS. The familrotT

9th. This removal no doubt was caused den is one of themost ancient inibec

by the prevalence of tory politics , which of Kent,and can be traced from the tri ?

then ran to great extremes. It became the Edward I., when it possessed a mare de

fashion to decry all King William's acts, iname in the parish of Sandhunt L : •

and even in an address to the throne the reign of Henry VIII.,William Trystus

victories of the Duke of Marlborough were , his marriage with Elizabeth, obe *

spoken of as signally · retrieving 'the an- daughters and coheirs of Thomas Rio

cient honour and glory of the English came into possession of Rordna lin. r.

nation. That Sir John Turton felt himself East Peckham , thence the chiefest

aggrieved may be well supposed, and the family. This William was the gran 2 :

sentiments of his family on the subject of Sir William Twysden, the first her :

were expressed by his grandson in a memo- who by his marriage with Anne , dass

rial presented to George I. in 1721 , stating of Sir Moyle Finch , of Eastwell, Res. »

that the judge fell the first sacrifice to the five sons, through the eldest of wc, Y
6
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Roger Twysden, renowned as much for his , a remembrance, and entrusted him with
antiquarian and constitutional learning as the George and Seals to be transmitted to

for his loyal and exemplary life, the title his son . Though Tomlinson was afterwards

bas descended to the present time. (Wote one of Cromwell's peers,and a commissioner

ton's Baronet. i. 211 ; Hasted,v. 96.) This for the management of Irish affairs, he

Thomas was Sir William's second son, and reaped at the Restoration the effect and

on establishing a new family altered the fruit ' of his generous treatment of the

usualspelling of his name from Twysden to fallen monarchby being called as a witness

Twisden, in order to distinguish the two on the trial of the regicides, instead of

branches. ( Ex inf. of the late Rev. Lambert being arraigned as an accomplice in their

B. Larking.) guilt. ( Evelyn , v. 183 ; Whitelocke, 666,

He was born at Roydon Hall on January 693 ; State Trials, v . 1178.)

8, 1602, and becamea fellow commoner of The serjeant continued the practice of

Emmanuel College, Cambridge, to the re- his profession through all the subsequent

building of the chapel of which he after changes, and it may well be supposed that
wards was a liberal contributor. Being the king's return was gladly welcomed by

admitted a member of the Inner Temple in him . Laying down the dignity which had

1618 , he was called to the bar in 1625. been forced upon him by the usurper, he
He was not raised to the bench of the was legitimately invested with the coif a

society till November 5 , 1646, but long few days after ; and on July 22 , 1660, he

before that time he was in full employment was sworn in as one of the judges of the

as an advocate, his name appearing in the King's Bench , and knighted . He retained
Reports of Croke, Styles, Aleyn, & c. After the office for the remainder of his life , but

the death of Charles I., Siderfin mentions ceased to exercise its functions in October

him frequently ; and it is evident he acquired 1678, more than four years before bis

much eminence in his profession, as Crom- death , the king, in consideration of his

well, in Hilary Term 1654, called him to great age, or, as Noble says ( Cromwell, i .

the degree of serjeant, a dignity which he 438 ), from being too virtuous for the place

says he accepted animo reluctante . ' In he held, then excusing him from further

the next year Cony's case arose. This gen- attendance in court.
tleman had been illegally imprisoned for Though on the commission for the trial

refusing to pay certain customs imposed of the regicides, he took little part in it,

without any authority but the protector's the principal conduct being left to the lord

dictum . He either brought an action for chief baron , Sir Orlando Bridgeman; and

false imprisonment, or sued out his Habeas in the trials of the Fifth Monarchy men

Corpus (for the accounts differ ), and he and Sir Harry Vane in the King's Bench ,

employed Serjeants Twisden, Maynard,and he is onlymentioned as speaking on points
Wadham Wyndham as his counsel. Their of law . He was one of the judges in the

advocacy was so effective that they were harsh proceedings against George Fox and

tyrannically silenced by being sent to the other Quakers for not taking the oath of

Tower, from whichthey did not get release obedience, and seems to have been some
till they petitioned theprotector. ( Ludlow , what puzzled to answer the arguments of

223 ; Clarendon , vii. 296 ; Harris's Lives, the zealous disputants. ( State Trials, vi .

74, 150, 206, 634. )

Twisden, like the rest of his family, was Roger North (Examen, 56) gives an

a staunch loyalist; and that his wife shared amusing account of an accident which

in his feelings is apparent from a letter befell the judge in Hilary Term 1673 :
addressed to her by Charles II . in 1650, in • His lordship ( Lord Shaftesbury) had

which , after stating that he hasassurance an early fancy, or rather freak , the first

of her readiness to perform his desires , he day of the term (when all the officers of

gives her directions as to the delivery of the law, king's counsel and judges, used to

the George and Seals ,' according to her wait upon the Great Seal to Westminster

brother's promise to his blessed father.' Hall) to make this procession on horse
This lady , whom Mr. Twisden married in back, as in old time the way was when

1639,was Jane,daughter of John Tomlin- coaches were not so rife . And accordingly

Bon, Esq.,of Whitby in Yorkshire;andthe the judges were spoken to to get horses,
brother alluded to was Matthew Tomlin- as they and all the rest did by borrowing
son, a colonel in the parliamentary army, or hiring, and so equipped themselves with

under whose charge Charles I. was placed black foot-cloaths in the best manner they
during the time of his trial, and on the could : and diverse of the nobility, as usual,

day of his execution. Unlike others about in compliment and honour to a new lord
the king, he treated him with kindness and chancellor, attended also in their equip
civility. This considerate conduct was ments . Upon notice in town of this caval

Tatefully acknowledged by his majesty in cade, all the show company took their

his last moments, when he presented the places at windows and balconies,withthe

colonel with his gold toothpick and case as foot guard in the streets, to partake of the

iii. 446.)
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fine sight, and being once settled for the began in May 1642, when he accepted the

march , it moved, as the design was, state- office of deputy lieutenant of bis native

lily along. Butwhen they came to straights county under Lord Paget, haring Hampio

and interruptions, for want of gravity in and Whitelocke among his colleagues. H.

the beasts, or too much in the riders, there soon after received a commission as och

happened some curvetting which made no in the parliament army, but pothing >
little disorder. Judge Twisden, to his recorded of his prowess, except that is

great affright, and the consternation of his quarrel that arose in Westminster He

grave brethren, was laid along in the dirt, between him and Sir William Andrew

but all at length arrived safe, without loss in April 1645, he behaved himself to

of life or limb in the service. This acci- creetly,' and was called into the house in

dent was enough to divert the like frolic thanked for his carriage therein. Plere :

for the future, and the very next term after perhaps with the flattering express

they fell to their coaches as before. ' addressed to him , he became desmus

The author speaks of this as the revival entering the parliament as a member me

of an ancient custom ; but it is one which did not succeed . During the next thir - a
could not have been long left off, for in eventful years history makes no mentice .

October 1660, only thirteen years before, him, though probably he resumed his pas
Pepys ( i . 116) says, “ In my way I met tice at the bar ; but at the end of their

the lord chancellor and all the judges was returned to Protector Richard's pie
riding on horseback and going to West- liament of January 1659, as member's

minster Hall, it being the first day of the Aylesbury. In that short sessing *
term. ' And Aubrey ( ii. 386) fixes the colonel took an active part in all quest 29

date of its discontinuance at the death of connected with the law, and sat as chum

Sir Robert Hyde in 1665.
man of the Committee of Grievances in

Sir Thomas's health began to fail him in Courts of Justice . On the dissolutie

the year 1677, and in October of the next the parliament, and the consequent tI->

year he received hie quietus in the honour- tionof Richard's power, the Long Pro

able manner before related, being allowed ment met again ; and soon after its Pria

to retain the title of judge with a pension dismissing the late commissioners of **

of 5001. a year during the continuance of Great Seal because they were membo

his life. He enjoyed the reputation of the house, they committed its cuso

being a sound lawyer and an upright judge, Tyrrell in conjunction with Brad-hai

though withal somewhat passionate, só Fountaine on June 4 for a period of ***

that the contemporary reporters, in record- months.

ing his judgments, begin, • Twisden, in On the 13th he was called to the burni

furore, observed,' & c. ( Lord Campbell's of his inn of court, being design .

Ch. Justices, i . 559. ) Having purebased Thomas Lord Tyrrell ,' and on the

Bradburn , a seat in East Malling in Kent, the parliament made him a serjeant -i- 15

at a very early period, the king in June The three commissioners held the sal

1666 conferred on him a baronetcy of that November 1 , when the army having a '

place. There he died on January 2, 1683, prevented the house from meeting, and >>

and was buried under a monument in the minated a committee of safety, it was tr* *

church of that parish . He was the father ferred to Whitelocke as sole keeper. 1

of eleven children, five sons and six daugh- the Long Parliament was again pern ."

ters ; but the baronetcy, after being enjoyed to sit, Tyrrell was restond on Jarur .

by seven of his descendants, became extinct 1660, with Fountaine one of his

in 1841 . colleagues and Sir Thomas Widdrit :

TYRRELL, THomas, was one of the The Convention Parliament, so **

military lawyers of the Commonwealth . summoned (to which Tyrrell was rir .

Hewas the third son of Sir Edward Tyrrell, as member for his county ), caused

of Thornton in Buckinghamshire, a knight II . to be proclaimed on May 7,and s1 *
of very ancient family ( descended from same time named the Earl of Manche

that Sir Walter who shot William II. in the speaker of the House of LN

the New Forest ), by his second wife,Mar- l other commissioner of the Seal, w1:
garet, daughter of Thomas Aston of Aston retained by all four till it was on :

in Cheshire, and relict of Thomas Egerton be defaced just before the reurs
of Walgreve . Sir Edward , by his first king. When that event took pizawly

wife, Mary, daughter of Benedict Lee, Esq. , was considered to have acted with us .
of Huncote, Bucks, had a son also uaned discretion that he was confirmat is

Edward ,who obtained a baronetcy in 1627, degree of the coif, and on July 2 os.
which became extinct in 1749. vanced to the bench as a justice 29

Thomas was born about the year 1594 , Common Pleas, and knightru.
and began his legal career at the Inner king Charles in 1063 tan ib .

Temple, where he was called to the bar on the estate of Castlethorpe in B. ******
November 13, 1621. Ilis military career he died on March 8, 1071- , at the sea
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78, and in the church of which he was By his first wife he had , besides daughters,

buried under a stately monument with his two sons, Thomas and Peter, the latter of

effigy in robes and coit. He married whom married a daughter of Carew Ra

thrice, but the names of two of his wives leigh, eldest surviving son of Sir Walter

only are known, the first and the third-viz. , Raleigh, and was created a baronet during

a daughter of Saunders, of Buckingham- his father's life in 1665, but the title be

shire ; and Bridget, one of the daughters came extinct in 1714. (Lipscombe's Bucks,

of Sir Richard Harrington , of Rid gton, iv . 89 ; Wotton's Baronet. ii. 77 ; Whitelocke,

Rutland, Bart. , who was also the father- 55, 144, 167,680–700 ; Burton's Diary, iv.

in-law of his colleague John Fountaine. I1, 126, & c.; 1 Siderfin, 3. )
1

U

ULECOT, JOAN DE, wasprobably a younger | north of the Tees, they stoutly defended

branch of the same family as the under- the castles committed to their charge from

mentioned Philip de Ulecot, and from the the attacks made upon them by the King

employments which he is recorded to have of Scots in behalf of Louis of France. ( R.

held seems to have been a retainer of the de Wendover, iii. 430, 433.)

court. He was sub-sheriff of Northamp- Soon after the accession of Henry III.

tonshire in 6 John, and of Cambridge and some quarrel seems to have occurred be

Huntingdon for four years from 5 Henry tween him and Roger Bertram , for they

III. The only time he acted as a justice were both summoned to appear before the

itinerant was in 14 Henry III . , 1229, when council, and shortly afterwards the sheriff

he was appointed for Sussex and Rutland. of Nottingham was con manded to seize his

Ten years afterwards he and Everard de lands if he did not give up the castle of

Trumpington, probably as the king's es- Midford to Roger, according to the king's

cheators, were commanded to extend the frequent commands. His favour was soon

lands of John, late Earl of Chester and restored , for in the very next month the

Huntingdon, beyond thecounty of Chester, manor of Corbrig wasassigned for his sup

and cause the same to be divided among port while in the king's service ( Rot. Claus.

the heirs of the earl. ( Madox, i . 226 ; Ex- | i. 336, 357, 360 ), which was followed by

cerpt, e Rot. Fin . i . 318. ) various other grants. In 3 Henry III . he

ULECOT, PHILIP DE, was a northern was one of the justices itinerantin the three

knight of great power and possessions, and northern counties, and in the next year he
was tined 1001. and a complete horse in the received the appointment of seneschal of

first year of King John's reign for his mar- Poictou and Gascony; and for his convey
riage with Johanna, the sister of the wife ance thither the barons of Hastings were

of Sewel Fitz-Henry, part of which fine ordered to provide three good ships. In
was subsequently remitted . (Rot . de Ob- this service he died , and the king, in a
latis, 5 ; Rot. de Liberat. 25.) In 5 John mandate dated November 2, 1220, 5 Henry

was appointed constable of Chinon in Tou- III ., announcing his death to the sheriff of

raine (Rot. Pat. 40) ; and it would appear Northumberland, calls him dominus tuus,'

that he was taken in battle, as the king showing that he still continued governor
gave him two hundred marks for his re- of the northern district. (Ibid. 430, 433,

demption ( Rot. Claus. i. 62 ); a very large 449, 466 ,ii. 20; E.rcerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 56.)
sum in those times, and showing by the UPSALE, GEOFFREY DE, of a Yorkshire

demand his value as a knight, and by the family, was among the justicesitinerant for
payment the extent of the royal favour. pleas of the forest only in the northern

In this he gradually advanced , and in 14 counties in 54 Henry III., 1270; buthe
John was invested with the office of forester never appears to have been engaged in ge

of Northumberland, with a grant of several neral judicial duties. (Ercerpt. e Rot. Fin.
manors. ( Rot. Chart. 190 ) . To these was ii . 419. )

added the sheriffalty of thatcounty, in con URSWYKE , THOMAS, named probably

junction with the Earl Warren and the from the parish of Urswick in Lancashire,

archdeacon of Durham , who, with him , was common serjeant of the city of London,

were also appointed custodes of the bishop- from which he was raised to the office of
ric of Durbam during its vacancy. ( Rot. recorder in 1455 . In that character he was

Pat. 93, 94; Rot. de Fin. 470, &c. ) . The one of those named in the commission to

sheritlalty he then held alone for the re- try treasons at Guildhall in July 1460,

inaioder of this and the first four years of when Sir Thomas Brown was convicted .
the reign of Henry III . In 1216, King ( Rot. Parl. vi . 19. ) In the following year,

John having constituted him and Hugo de after the queen had gained the second battle

Baliol governors of all the country to the lof St. Albans, and was advancing to
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London, the mob preventedthe lord mayor | Herry, every manne to goo home to dybere ;

from sending her a supply of provisions, and and in dyner tyme Kynge Edwarde wa

deputed Urswyke, with the Duchess of late in ,and so went forthe to the Bisshoppes

Bedford and some bishops, to makehis of Londone palece, and ther toke krax
excuses, and to give her majesty bopes of Herry and the Archebisschoppe of Yorat,

being received into the city as soon asthe and put theme in warde, the Thursday

people were appeased. ( Rapin, iv. 505. ) next before Ester-day.' (Warkworth Caron

The recorder willingly announced the stop- 15 , 21. ) In the middle of May the ronde.

page of the supplies, but no doubt did not being well armed in a strong jacke, de

participate in the encouragement held out. good service in repelling the forces of ty

A strong partisan of the Yorkist faction, he bastard Fauconbridge which in their u.

knew its power within the walls, and re- tempt upon London had assaulted Aicznie

joiced to see the Earl of March enter them ( Holinshed, iii. 323.)

shortly after, and mount the throne as Urswyke was immediately knighted; e

Edward IV.
soon after Edward bad re-established Le

In the first parliament of the new king self on the throne he received a more se

he was returned as the representative of the stantial reward by being made chief her :

city; and again in 1467,when he was one of the Exchequer on May 22, 1471, the

of the members selected to investigate the very day of Henry's death in the Tu # ci ,

silver coinage. ( Rot. Parl. v. 634.) He when he resigned the recordership.

still held therecordership when Henry VI. Although, filling the office of rest .

re-assumed the crown; but, retaining his he must have been brought up as a lawye.

loyalty to Edward IV. , he showed his de- it is evident that he held no eminenit isa

votion to that prince by admitting him in his profession, as his name Deter on

through a postern gate into the city before occurs in the Year Books before be true

the battle of Barnet, when the slightest im- advanced to the bench . Even then he se

pediment might have given time for War- not seem to have taken a prominentpart 3

wick's armyto arrive, and thushave brought the judgments in the Exchequer Chan
about a different consummation . King there recorded, being only meative :

Henry and the Archbishop of York were at four terms, in the fifteenth and sixiesh

the Bishop of London's palace, and had years, during his continuance in otice.

ridden through the streets to urge the He presided over the Court of Excheqe

peple to be trew unto hym ;' to which the eight years, and died in the coun

chronicler adds, " Nevere the latter, Urs- ment of 1479. By the inquisition tabte

wyke, recordere of Londone, and diverce his death ( Cal. iv. 397), it appears that

aldermen, such that hade reule of the cyte, was possessed of the manors of Variasi

commaundede alle the peple that were in Doneres in Essex, and other property a

harnes, kepynge the cite and Kynge the county .

V

VALOINES, THEOBALD DE, is called byLe | 1603. He was educated at the Kiz

Nere (189) archdeacon of Essex in 1218 ; School at Worcester, and Christ Chers

but he is not so designated in October 1223, Oxford, and went in 1621 to the 17 ***

7 Henry III. , when he was commanded to Temple. So many of the same a

give possession of the bishopric of Carlisle appear in the books of that society tisti

(of which he was custos ) to Walter Mau- is difficult to give the precise date

clerk, the newly -elected bishop. In 1225, call to the bar. A. Wood ( iu . lici :

however, he is so described, when he was that he for some time devoted himsel

constituted justice itinerant in the county of the study of poetry and mathematian

York. Le Neve adds that he is also men- curious combination ), until by hisiri.am

tioned as archdeacon in 1228. (Rot. Claus. with the learned Selden he waslei 172

i . 573, ii . 8 , 77.) ply himself to the law with so marbre

VAUGHAN, JOnn ,whose family is traced and industry that he soon establice

by Cambrian genealogists as high as the character which he afterwards mattare

founder of one of the noble tribes of Wales, He also associated with Edward H ... ***

and whose property of Trowscoed in Car- future chancellor, who (Life,i. $ 11, tà- 11

diganshire is stated by them to have been in giving him credit for his sup 319

possession of his forefathers for ten genera- ments, describes him as mattin 2 " .

tions, was the eldest son of Edward Vaughan supercilious in his humour, and prosi

and Letitia his wife, the daughter of John insolent in his behaviour. But *

Stedman , of Strata Florida in the same chancellor at the close of his care

county, and was born at Trowscoed in that he had some reason to curb 23 så
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Vaughan's ingratitude, the harshness of death, which took place suddenly at his

the picture might require a little softening, chambers in Serjeants' Inn on December 10,

were it not that he is painted in the same 1674. His remains lie in the Temple Church,

colours by others of his contemporaries. where there is a marble to his memory.

( Pepys, ii. 408.) Though Hyde says " he He has the credit of having put an end

looked to those parts of the law which to the iniquitous practice of fining and im

disposed him to least reverence to the crown prisoning juries for not giving such verdicts

.and most to popular authority,' he proved as the court approved, by the famous judg

his disgust at the violent measures taken ment,concurred in by all the judges, which

by the Long Parliament, to which he was he.delivered in the case of Bushell, who

returned asmember for the townof Cardi- being imprisoned with the rest of his fel

gan , by retiring from the scene at the very lows, for acquitting Penn and Mead contrary

commencement of them. That assembly, to the opinion of the mayor and recorder at

therefore, treated him as a malignant, dis- the Old Bailey sessions, had brought his

abled him from sitting, and gavehis library Habeas Corpus. He was rather overbearing

to John Glynn, then recorder and after- in his language, and treated the ignorance

wards chief justice. He withdrew at the of others with toomuch contempt. Even

same time from the practice of his pro- his colleagues on the bench did not escape.

fession, and spent the twenty years that It is told of him that on the hearing of a

elapsed before the Restoration in his own cause in which ecclesiastical points arose,

county, unharmed by the different rulers and the canon law being cited, two of the

in the interval. The Mr. Vaughan named judges interrupted the argument, owning

by Whitelocke (177, 361) among other they had no skill in that law , and priding

members as prisoners towhom on December themselves on that account. On which the

12, 1648, ‘ liberty was given upon their chief justice, lifting up his hands towards

paroles , ' was either Charles or Edward heaven, exclaimed , "Good God ! what sin

Vaughan, two of the victims of Pride's have I committed that I should sit on this

Purge. bench between two judges who boast in

In 1654 he acted as one of Selden's open court of their ignorance of the canon

executors, and shared in the bequest of his law ? ' ( Vaughan's Reports, 135 ; Law and

estate with Sir Matthew Haleand Rowland Lawyers, ii . 204.) To the evidence of his
Jewkes. They preserved his valuable high character which the friendship of

collection of books, amounting to 8000 Selden gives may be added the unwilling

volumes, by presenting it to the Bodleian testimony of Lord Clarendon,who describes
Library, where it was deposited in a noble him as 'in truth a man of great parts in

room , now generally known by the name of nature, and very well adorned by arts and
the Selden End. books. ' Evelyn (ii . 293) calls him a very

In the Convention Parliament of 1660 wise and learned person ; ' Harris ( v . 301)

Vaughan was returned for Cardiganshire, speaks of his honesty and courage;' and

and again sat for the same county in his legal learning is proved by his Ro

the first parliament called by Charles II. ports on the special cases argued while he
In the former he does not appear to have was chief justice, which were published

taken any part in the debates; but in by his son Edward three years after his

the latter he is noticed by Burnet ( i . 225) death .

and Pepys (ii . 111 , 125, 416 ) as taking a He married Jane, daughter of John Sted

prominent partin opposition to the court, man of Kilconnin. His eldestson Edward

and is spoken of by the latter as the great was the father of John Vaughan, who in
.

speaker. In 1667 the proceedings against 1695 was raised to the Irish peerage by the

the Earl of Clarendon took place ,and were title of Baron of Fethers and Viscount Lis

pressed with so muchvehemenceby Vaughan burne, titles to which the earldom of Lis

that, considering his alleged intimacy burne was added in 1776.

with that nobleman in early life, and his VAUGHAN, Joun, was of a different

subsequent professions of friendship and lineage, as well as of a different character,

respect for him , it is somewhat difficult to from his above namesake. He was

account for his conduct. ( Parl. Hist. native of the county of Leicester, and the

iv. 373, &c. ) The bill for Clarendon's second of five sons of Dr. James Vaughan,

banishment passed in December 1667, and a physician at Leicester, and of Hester,

in the following May Vaughan was raised daughter of John Smalley, alderman of that

to the judicial bench , by being appointed borough, and granddaughter of Sir Richard

chief justice of the Common Pleas, on May Halford , the fifth baronet of that name.

23, 1668, and knighted. He proved him- Three of the judge's brothers became emi

self worthy of his promotion by the learn- nent in their respective professions : the

ing, discrimination, and judgment which eldest, Henry, was the distinguished court

he displayed during the period of his presi- physician in the reigns of the three last sove

dency. That did not extend beyond six reigns, being honoured with a baronetey in

years and a half, and was terminated byhis 1809, and assuming the name and arms of

à

&
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Halford in 1814, on succeeding to the Hal- | visions, Robert de Vaux agreed to surrender,
ford estates; the third son , Peter, rose to if he was not relieved by Michaelmar: bat

be dean of Chester ; and the fourth son , Sir before that period the Scottish king was by

Charles Richard ,was employed as our envoy the gallantry of Ranulph de Glanville , de

extraordinary to theUnited States. feated and taken prisoner before Alnwiek.

John was born in 1768, and was educated (Lord Lyttelton , iii. 134. ) He also held ube

at Westminster School, from which he en- sheriffalty of that county from 21 to 3 )

tered at once into the study of the law at Henry II., and during some of those tears

Lincoln's Inn , and was called to the bar in he acted as one of the justices itinerant in

Trinity Term 1791. He chose the Midland the northern counties, having been selected

Circuit, and by his agreeable manners and for that duty when the council of Nora

good connection speedily succeeded. His ampton made the judicial division ofthe

advance was rapid : first he was elected re- kingdom in 1176. (Mador, i . 130-13 .)

corder of his native place , Leicester, and in There is an entry on the Pipe Roll of

1799 he took the degree of serjeant -at-law . Richard I. ( 137 ) of a fine of one band ?

During the next twenty -eight years he had marks which he incurred for allowing :

an immense business, which he owed less tain prisoners to escape out of his cusud ,

to his legal acquirements than to his fluency and for permitting, during his sherifa

of speech and the energy and pertinacity the currency of the old coin after it was

which he always displayed for his clients. been prohibited.

In fact, he was not deeply learned in the He married Ada, the daughter and be:

science , and knew littleof the lawof real of William de Engaine, and afterwards and

property. But he was industrious and pains- a second wife, named Alice. He fans:

taking, and, though his manner was some- the priory of Lanercost in Cumber'e

what boisterous, his addresses to the jury ( Monast. vi . 228 ), and gave the church

were humorous and effective. Helton to the canons of Carlisle. His cerca

For his subsequent advances, in 1814 as occurred just before or just after thras

solicitor and in 1816 as attorney general to cession of King John, leaving two AD

Queen Charlotte, in the same year as king's Robert and Ranulph, who in turn sucorded

serjeant, and lastly , on February 24, 1827, him .

as a baron of the Exchequer, he was no VAUX, OLIVER DE, was descended tre

doubt greatly indebted to the influence of Robert, a younger brother of Hubert,the

his brother, the royal physician ; and when father of the above Robert de l'aux. TL

he received the laiter appointment the bar branch of the family was settled in Noriu ,

joke was, that no one had a better title to where they founded the priory of Pente
it, as he was a judgebyprescription. After Oliver wasthesecond of serensort

sitting in the Exchequer for seven years, he Robert de Vaux, and, on the death meta

exchanged on April 29, 1834, with Sir Ed- elder brother without issue, succek ?"

ward Alderson into the Common Pleas, and the estate. ( Baronage, i. 526. ) Ingle:

was at the same time honoured with a seat is a curious entry ,authorising the cautab

in the privy council. In his new court of Winchester Castle to permit Jonte.com

he remained till his sudden death in Sep- Bianney, a knight whom he bad in caso!

tember 1839, of a heart complaint. Asa to go out of his prison twice a dar orr .

judge he was much respected for his kind ad eskermiandum ,' so that he reizs.

and gentlemanly demeanour, and, though Oliver de Vaux in his place till bis **

not pretending to any superior legalknow- turn, when Oliver might be dischared
ledge, his good sense ,patience,impartiality, caution, however, is given to the cool

and care enabled him to perform his judi- as he loves his goods and bis body,tips

cialfunctions verysatisfactorily. Jordan safe. Rot. Claus. i. ) L :

Hewas married twice . Ilis first wife John he accompanied the king to Ise.

was Augusta, daughter of Henry Beau- (Rot. de Praxit. 182, 200, 2.2 ); bat anton

champ, twelfth Lord St. John of Bletsoe; wards joining the barons in their bace
and his second was Louisa, daughter of Sir measures against him , all his pares

Charles William Rouse Broughton , Bart., were seized and distributed among the

and widow of St. Andrew, thirteenth Lord herents to the royalcause. Early in 24.01

St. John. III . he obtained their restoration ; des

VAUX, ROBERT DE, or DE VALLIBUS, 10 Henry III . his name appears at the me

was the son of Hubert de Vaux, to whom of those selected to assessthe quince :

Ranulph deMeschines granted the barony of Norfolk and Suffolk. ( Rot. Thou 13

Gillesland in Cumberland, and of Græcia |252, 374, ii. 146.) He was app inordi

his wife. (Baronage, i . 525.) In 19 Henry as a justice itinerant in two of the ans
II . , 1173, he was governor of the castle of sions in 1234.

Carlisle ; and when William , King of Scots, The date of his death is not recun!!

in 1174, laid siege to it , he made so brave he lived beyond 1245, when be is more **

a defence that the king was obliged to turn in the Pipe Roll. By his wie, Pyt :

the siege into a blockade. Pressed for pro- thewidow of Henry de Mars and sis !
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William de Longchamp,he left several sons. In 33 and 34 Edward I.he wasappointed

The succession of this barony devolved on one of the justices of trailbaston forseveral

the eldest, on the death of whose two sons, northern counties. ( N. Fædera, i. 970 ;

William and the under -mentioned John, Rot. Parl. i. 186, 218 ; Parl. Writs, i. 407.)

without male issue, it fell into abeyance. He was summoned to parliament from 27

Oliver's fourth son , Roger de Vaux, how- Edward I. to 6 Edward II. , the year in

ever, was the lineal ancestor of Nicholas which he died. ( Cal. Inq. p m. i .249.)

Vaux, who was created Baron Vaux of Har- He had three sons by his wife, Nichola,

rowden, by Henry VIII., in 1523. This the daughter of Sir Stephen Wallis of

title fell into abeyance in 1662, which Newton , neither of whom, nor their de

was terminated in 1838 in favour of George scendants, were summoned to parliament;
Mostyn, the present peer. but there are now two baronets derived

VAUX, JOAN DE, was oneof the justices from the same stock. ( Baronage, ii. 119.)

itinerant appointed in 6 Edward I., 1278, VAVASOUR, JOHN, was the son of John

to visit the northern counties, and alsó Vavasour of Haselwood ,by Isabel,daughter

up to the fourteenth year in various other and coheir of Thomas de la Haye, lord of

counties. ( Rat. Parl. i. 29 , 218 ; Madox, i. Spaldington , who brought that lordship

531.). As he takes precedence on all these to the family. ( Proc. Soc. Antiq. iv. 79.)

occasions of three who were regular justices, He is described as a member of the Inner

he was no doubt selected as a principal baron Temple when he was called serjeant in 18

of the district to head the commission . Edward IV. ( Y. B. 10. ) His first em

He was the grandson ofthe above Oliver ploymentin court that isrecorded in the

de Vaux. His father, Robert, died either Year Books is in Trinity Term 1467 ; and

in the lifetime of Oliver orsoon afterwards, having been invested with the coif as above

leaving several sons. William , the eldest, in 1478, he was in the last fortnight of

died without children in 1253, when this the reign of Edward V. appointed one of
John succeeded. In 49 Henry III., after the king's serjeants, his patent for which

the battle of Evesham, his fidelity to his was renewed both by Richard III. and

sovereign procured him the sheriifalty of Henry VII.

Norfolk and Suffolk, and a grant of certain In the first year of Henry's reign it

houses ' prope Garther ' in London. ( Cal. happened that Miles Metcalfe, the recorder

Rot. Pat. 39.). Under Edward I., besides of York, died , when, in opposition to the

the duties which he performed as a justice king's recommendation of Thomas Mid

itinerant, he was, in the eleventh year of delton, and to the Earl of Northumber

that reign, appointed steward of Aquitaine. land's ' in favour of Richard Greene, the

He died in 1288, leaving by Sibilla,his wife, corporation thought fit to exercise their

two daughters. (Baronage, i. 526.) privilege of naming their own officer, and

VAVASOUR , WILLIAM LE, is inserted by accordingly their election fell on Mr. Ser

Dugdale as a justice itinerant in 34 Henry jeant Vavasour. This disregard to theking 3

II., 1188 ; and in the roll of the previous wishes did not prevent him from visiting

year he appears with two others as setting that city in April 1486, when he was wel

the assize in the counties of Lincoln and comed in a speech by the newly-made

York. (Madox, i . 635, 713.) reco ler, who in the followingyear had a

In 1 Richard I. ( Pipe Roll, 139) his further opportunity of ingratiating himself

pleas are recorded in the northern counties. with the monarch, by being the bearer of

During the vacancy of the archbishopric of important despatches from the corporation

York he was one of the custodes of its with regard to the junction of the Earl of

rents and manors. ( Madox, i.309.) Lincoln in Lambert Simnel's rebellion . He

His own property was at Haslewood in soon after received the honour of knight

that county . His father was Mauger le hood, and it was not long before his loy

Vavasour, who gave some property to the alty, or his talent, was rewarded witha

monks of Sallcey; and his son Robert was seat on the bench . On August 14, 1490 ,

the grandfather of the next -mentioned Wil- he was constituted a justice of the Common

liam le Vavasour. Pleas. (Gent. Mag . May and November

VAVASOUR ,WILLIAM LE,was the great- 1851 ; Proc. Archæol. Inst. at York. )

grandson of the above William le Vavasour, From a memorial dated in 20 Henry VII.,

and the son of John le Vavasour of Hasel- it is much to be feared that he was one of

wood. He served his king in the expe- those who were influenced by the infamous

dition into Gascony and in his wars in Sir Richard Empson to pervert the course

Scotland, and his prowess is pithily de- of justice in a lawsuit which the latter had
scribed by the poetical historian of the instigated against Sir Robert Plumpton.

siege of Carlaverock ( 8, 113) in 1300 in (Corresp. cxvii.)

these lines : The last fine levied before him was in

E de celle mesmepart
Michaelmas 1506, soon after which the

Fu Guillemis li Vavasours date of his death may be fixed. ( Dugdale's

Ki darmes nest muet ne sours . Orig. 47.)

.
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VENTRIS, PEYTON, was of a family in fee could disclaim the estate devised, he

foreign in its origin, but traced in England said that a man cannot have an estate put

for at least threecenturies, when it became intohim in spite ofhis teeth .'

divided into two branches, established re- He died on April 6, 1691, at Ipswich,

spectively in the counties of Bedford and and was buried in the church of St.

Cambridge, to the latter of which the judge Nicholas there. By his wife, Margaret,

belonged . One of his ancestors represented daughter and coheir of Henry Whiting,

theborough of Cambridge in the reign of Esq., of Coggeshall in Essex, heleft several

Philip andMary, and was its mayor in that children , one of whom held the post of

of Elizabeth. He and his descendants pos- master of the King's Bench . Some men

sessed considerable property in the county, bers of the original stock still survive, and

and were connected in marriage with the to the kind information of the Rev. Ed

Erelyns, the Brewes, the Holts,and other ward Ventris, incumbent of Stow Quy, the

distinguished families. Edward Ventris , present representative of both branches of

the senator's great- grandson, inherited from the family, who possesses the original por

his father the manor of Granhams in Great trait of the judge by Riley, I owe many d

Shelford, and the rectory of Stow Quy in the particularshere recorded. ( Leatre , i

that county, together with other estates in 529, 598 , ii. 205 ; Parl. Hist. v. 29.)

Suffolk and Essex. He was a barrister of VERDUN, BERTRAM DE, was a powerful

Gray's Inn, and died in 1649 at the ageof baron, who signalised himself both in :

thirty, leaving by his wife, Mary, daughter civil and military capacity , acting as

of Sir JohnBrewe, of Wenham Hall in judge and counsellor under Henry II ., sed

Suffolk, four children, the eldest survivor doing his devoir as a soldier under his live

ofwhom was the future judge, then under hearted successor, Richard .

four years old . His grandfather, of the same name, was

Peyton Ventris was bornin November of French extraction ,probably coming over

1645 atWenham , the seat of his maternal with the Conqueror, as in his time be was

grandfather, and,having enteredthe society possessed of Farnham -Royal in Bueline

of the Middle Temple, was called to the hamshire, which he held by the service of

bar on June 2, 1667. That he was a dili- providing a glove, on the day of the king's

gent student, and a competent master of coronation, for his right hand, and of sopa

the intricacies of his profession, hegave porting his right arm while he held the

early proof by commencing, in 1668 his royal sceptre. This service is now attached

reports of cases adjudged in the King's to the lord of the manor of Workoop is

Bench and Common Pleas. These he con- Nottinghamshire, that estate having been

tinued during the rest of the reign of granted by letters patent of King Her

Charles II. , and in part of that ofJames VIII., dated November 26 , 1541 , to Francis

II. ; andin the reignof William and Mary Earl of Shrewsbury, then the propriate

he recorded those in his own court as long Farnham -Royal, in exchange for the latte ,

as he sat there as judge. They were first and upon the same tenure .

published after his death, andin thecus- Bertram's father was Norman de Verdes

tomary allowance of the publication all the who possessed Lutterworth in Leiceste

judges expressed their knowledge of the shire, and his mother Luceline, the dangte

great learning and judgment of the author.' ter of Geoffrey de Clinton , chamberlain ta

The editor also refers to his eminence in Henry I.

the profession and his great worth, andthe Bertram de Verdun held his princi

high reputation of the work is evidenced by seat in Staffordshire in 1166, and

the demand of no less than four editions in sheriff or fermer of the counties of Wo

thirty years. wick and Leicester from the 15th to the

As a constitutional lawyer he could not 30th years of the reign of Henry II.
but be disgusted with the recent encroach- In 1175, 21 Henry II., and the time

ments of the crown, nor fail to rejoice at following years, he was regularly present
the prospect of the beneficial change which a baron in the judicial proceedings
the arrival of the Prince of Orange opened. Curia Regis; and from the22nd to ibe

He represented Ipswich in the Convention of the reign, and probably later, b
Parliament, but sat there only four months, as a justice itinerant in eight cours

being appointed a judge of the Common (Mador, i . 94-137.) There are some entre
Pleas on May 4, 1689,and knighted in the of his pleas on the Pipe Roll of Richard i

following October. The honourable esti- (164), but they are clearly arrears& Forest
mation in which his character is regarded, years.

although he graced the bench forless than These and other employments show ,

two years, is the best proof of the excel- only that he enjoyed the coatidense C
lence and efficiency with which be per- sovereigo, but also that his talents were
formed the responsible duties of his office. a superior order. The remainder of 2

His phraseology on the bench was rather career was devoted to his sttendszer

familiar. On a question whether a devisee King Richard in his expedition to the US
å
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Land ,whitherhe accompanied him in the have had the custody of the Tower of

second year of his reign . In the agreement London ; and in 3 Henry III. was sheriff of

between the Kings of England and Sicily Essex and Hertfordshire. In that year

he was one of the sureties for its due per- also a fine was levied before him and his

formance on the part of Richard, who associates, justicesitinerant, atWestminster ;

committed Acre, on its being taken , to his and he again was selected to perform the

custody. Two years afterwards, in 1192, same duties in 9 Henry III. for the coun

he died at Joppa, and was buried at Acre. ty of Oxford. Between the two last dates

His religious benefactionswere numerous. his services were required in a diplomatic
He was twice married . His first wife capacity, he being sent to Rome in 4 Henry

was Maud, daughter ofRobertde Ferrers, III., and in thenextyear to Poictou. ( Roč.

Earl of Derby,by whom he had no issue. Claus. i . 158, 313, 320, 384,433, 477, 525.)

By his second wife, Rohese, he had two His death occurred in 1229, in March of

sons, Thomas and Nicholas, who in turn which year his son Ralph was admitted to

succeeded him . Rohese, the only daughter the seisin of his land at Blokesham in Ox

of the latter, married Theobald le Butiller, fordshire, on the payment of a relief of a

and was the mother of thenext-mentioned hundred shillings. ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i.

John de Verdun. ( Dugdale's Baron . i. 471 ; 182.)

Monast. v . 660.) VERE , ALBERIC DE, was the son of a

VERDUN ,JOAN DE, was the son of Theo- | Norman baron of the same name, who ac

bald le Butiller, and his wife Rohese de companied King William on his conquest

Verdun, the daughter and sole heir of of England, and who received for his re

Nicholas deVerdun, and the granddaughter ward Kensington and other lordships ;and

of the above Bertram de Verdun. Being of Beatrice, daughter of Henry, castellan
heir of the barony and of the large posses- of Bourbourg, and niece and heir of Ma
sions attached to it, she retained her sur- nasses Countof Ghisnes.

name, which continued to be borne by her The priory of Colne in Essex was founded

descendants. John was among the twelve by them in 1111. (Monasticon, iv. 99 , 100.)
who were appointed at the parliament of

The first mention that occurs of Alberic

Oxford in 1258 to treat for the whole com- Junior, as he was called, is in a charter of

munity on the common business, and as a King Henry, granting power to the prior

baron -marcher was in 1260 called upon to of Christchurch, or the Holy Trinity, in

resist the incursions of the Welsh. In the Aldgate, London, to enclosea way near

same year he was constituted one of the the church , addressed «To Richard, Bishop

justices itinerant for Shropshire, Stafford of London , and Albericus de Vere, sheriff,

shire, and the neighbouring counties. He and all his barons and lieges of London .

stood on the part of the king in the subse- ( Ibid. vi. 155.) Stuw also mentions that

quent troubles, and was employed in pur- Henry sent hissheriffs, to wit, Aubrey de
suing such of the rebellious barons as held Vere, and Roger, nephew to Hubert, to

out after the battle of Evesham . In 54 invest that priory with the soke of the

Henry III. he took the cross with Prince English Knighten Guilde, in pursuance of

Edward, and the next year went to the his charter addressed to the same bishop,
Holy Land. He died on October 21,1274, and witnessed by Queen Adelisa. This,

3 Edward I. , leaving Alianore, his second therefore, must have been between 1121,

wife, surviving: His first wife was Mar- when Adelisa wasmarried , and 1127, when

gerie, the daughter of Gilbert de Lacy, and Bishop Richard died . The office of sheriff

heir to her grandfather, Walter de Lacy . or portgrave of London corresponded with

( E.rcerpt. e Rot. Fin. i.446.) By her he that of the presentmayor,but was in those

had a son, Theobald, who succeeded him times one of considerable dignity, and held

andwas summoned to parliament ; on the by persons of high rank.
death of whose son, also Theobald , the Both Dugdale and Spelman introduce

barony fell into abeyance among his four him into their lists of chief justiciaries of

daughters. (Baronage, i . 473. ) England , but there does not appear suffi

VERDUN, WALTER DE, was probably a cient authority for so designating him.

junior branch of the noble family noticed That he acted judicially with the other

above. He was in King John's service in barons in the Curia Regis there can be no

the eleventh and twelfth yearsof his reign, doubt, and that he shared highly in the

accompanying him to Ireland in the latter. confidence of the king there is as little

(Rot. Misa , 123 ; Rot. de Præstit. 193 , &c. ) question. But that he never filled the

In 16 John he and Robert de Courtenay highest judicial office , the above and other

were sent into Shropshire for the defence of documents that remain afford strong pre
that county , and the custody of the castle sumptive evidence.
of Bridgenorth was committed to them . In the ancient Exchequer Roll of 31

( Rot. Pat. 136.) In 1 Henry III. he held Henry I. ( 1130) he appears to have had,

the office of one of the escheators of Lin- in conjunction with Richard Basset, the

colnshire ; in the next year he seems to control over eleven counties as sheriff or
YI2
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escape of a

fermer, but Richard Basset's name in- Henry II., 1177, he was engaged with

variably stands first. That this was an Walter de Gant in building the church at

office of at least asmuch trouble as honour Waltham , and they had 401. allowed to

appears from the fact that he fined, in the them towards the expenses. ( „Mador, i

same year, to be relieved from theburden 220.). He was raised to the bishoprie of

in Essex and Hertfordshire. The preced- Hereford on August 10, 1186, and presided

ing entry, that he was charged with 5501. there for thirteen years.
and four war -horses for th His pleas as a justice itinerant in the

prisoner, shows, perhaps, the cause of his counties of Buckingham and Bedford, Lir
retirement. coln and Derby, appear on the Pipe Roll of

In 1134 King Henry granted to him and 1 Richard I, 1189 (32,58, 156 ) ; but they
his heirs the office of his magistra came- seem to refer to a former year. He acted

raria(great chamberlain ) of allEngland,in in the same capacity in 7 Richard L, im

which character he was present at the posing fines in Staffordshire and assessing

general council held the firstyear of Ste- tallages in Gloucestershire. ( Vadar, i

phen ; and when that king, in the fourth 546 , 703.) . In the latter year, also, fins

year ofhis reign, was summoned to a coun- were levied before him as a justicier. He

cil by the Bishop of Winchester, to answer died on December 24, 1199, and was buried

for having seized the old Bishop of Salis- in his own cathedral. (Goduin, 481.)

bury, and his nephew Alexander, Bishop VERE, ROBERT DE (THE THIRD EARL 07

of Lincoln , and confiscated their property, OXFORD), was grandson ofthe above Alberic

he sent Alberic de Vere to defend him, as de Vere , and the son of Alberic the first

one experienced in those matters. This, earl, by Lucia his wife, who became firs

however, required more of policy than law , prioress of Heningham in Essex, founded
and his ' attendance in the Curia Regis by her husband. After the death of bis

would sufficiently instruct him in the latter. brother Alberic the second earl he joined

The selection, however, by no means proves the rebellious barons, for whichhe was **

him to have been chief justiciary at the only excommunicated ( R.de Wendorer, in .

time, and William of Malmesbury's desig- 297, 355 ), buthad his lands seized ints

nation of him as ' Albericus quidam de Ver, the king's hands in May 1215. In th:

homo causarum varietatibus exercitatus, ' following June, howerer, they were -

and as . causidicus Albericus, certainly i stored to him ; but before the end of the

bears no appearance thathe was so. year he again fell off from his alle ziszre .

He was killed in London on the ides of and again was in negotiation for a retartt .

May 1140,probably in performing some of favour, which does not appear to have be :

his duties as portgrave of the city. A completed at King John's death. B .:

query is raised by Spelman whether there soon after the accession of Henry III . t:.

were not two Alberics,one the earl and the was accomplished , and the whole of bs

other the portgrave; but he suggests no possessions were once more put into te
adequate reason for the doubt. hands. ( Rot. Claus. i. 115–337 ; Ret. Pie

He married Adeliza, the daughter of 171 , 172. )

Roger de Yvery, who came over with Wil- Dugdale introduces him as a justicier

liam the Conqueror, and whose son Roger 4 Henry III., 1220 ,on the authority of 19
was chief butler to William II. acknowledged before him from the Ees

Alberic, their eldest son (the third of of that year to the same festival in th

that name), was created Earl of Oxford in following. As none of these fines are stairc

1155. The ninth earl was advanced to the to have been levied at Westminste .

titles of Marquis of Dublin and Duke of as there is no evidence of his harins =

Ireland, but forfeited his honours. The any other occasion acted in the king's ( r.

earldom was granted to his uncle ; and on there may be some reason to doubt wb- 1 :

the death of the twentieth earl , without he was more than a justice itinerant bar

issue, in 1702, the title became extinct; whom fines were frequently levied ct

but the office of great chamberlain had, by circuits. He was certainly at the b -ei

the death of the eighteenth earl, without the itinerant justices sent in the fur :

issue, passed with his aunt Mary to the year into Hertfordshire ( Rot. Claus i

family of Bertie Baron Willoughby de 473 ), and not improbably had previe

Eresby, afterwards Earls of Lindsey and acted in a similar commission, at the b

Dukes of Ancaster, whose representative, of which noblemen were frequently pis .

the present Baron Willoughby de Eresby, Still it is to be remembered that ire :

is now great chamberlain of England . death of his father in 1194, till tha: *

( Stow's London , 116 ; Morant's Esser, ii. brother in 1214, he held the positos

292 ; Madox , i. 13 , 56, 164, 327, 458 ; younger son, and may therefore ist :

Baronage, i. 188 ; Leland, i . 129.) adopted the profession of the lar se

VERE, WILLIAM DE (BISHOP OF HERE honourable means of support, sed bres

FORD), was a son of Alberic de Vere, the eventually advanced to å seat

third of that name, Earl of Oxford. In 23 | bench .
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He died in October in 1221, leaving a four months, no doubt as part of the bar

son Hugh, a minor,by his wife, Margaretde gain, he was made a baron of the Exche

Bolebec. (Excerpt.e Rot. Fin.1.74,101,435.) chequer, his patent being dated November

VERNEY, JOHN, was the youngest son of 13. After remaining in that court three

George fourth Lord Willoughby deBroke, years and a half, he was removed to the

by Margaret, daughter and heir of Sir John Common Pleas on May 8, 1631. ( Rymer,

Heath, of Brasted in Kent, the son of Sir xix. 348.) In the great case of ship -money

Robert, the persecuted judge in the reign in 1637 he abstained from stating his rea

of Charles I. He studied the law at the sons on account of his want of health, but

Middle Temple, where he was called to delivered his opinion , not only in favour of

the bar in 1721. He represented Downton the charge, but also asserting ihat a statute

in the last parliament of George I. and in derogatory from the prerogative did not

the first of George II. , and while a member bind the king, and that the king might

of theformer he wasmade a judge of dispense with any lawin cases ofnecessity.
South Wales. George II. selected him to ( State Trials, iii. 1125. ) For these ultra

be one of his counsel,and in 1729 appointed sentiments he escaped the retribution which

him attorney -general to Queen Caroline. in the parliament of 1640 visited those of

Hisnext promotion was in December 1733 his colleagues who pronounced a similar

a3 chief justice of Chester; and he was ap- judgment,by his death , which occurred on

pointed master of the Rolls on October 9, December 16, 1639, at his chambers in
1738.

After enjoying this comfortable Serjeants’ Inn, Chancery Lane. He was

judicial seat not quite three years, he died buried in the Temple Church. Croke (Car.

on August 5, 1741. 565), his brother judge, describes him as

He married Abigail, only daughter of being a man of great reading in the sta

Edward Harley of Eyewood in Hereford- tute and common law , and of extraordinary

shire, and sister of the first Earl of Oxford ; memory ,' but says nothing of his integrity

and by her he left a son, John Peyto Verney, or independence.
who, upon the death of his uncles without His tirst wife was Jane, daughter of

issue, became sixth Lord Willoughby de Sir George Corbett, of Morton Corbett

Broke. ( Collins's Peerage, iv. 71, vi. 701.) in Shropshire. By her he had an only

VERNON, WILLIAM DE, was knightof daughter and heir, Muriel. Of his second

the county of Lancaster, and was at the wife nothing is known, except that she

head of a body of archers in 5 John . ( Rot. produced no issue.

de Liberat. 78. ) A few years afterwards VERULAM, LORD. See F. Bacon.

he was imprisoned for some offence, and VESCY, WILLIAM DE, was a descendant

paid a fine of twenty marks for his release. of Yvo de Vesci, who came over with the

( Rot. de Fin. 416 ; Rot. Claus.i.99.) He Conqueror, and was rewarded by receiving

accompanied the king to Ireland in 12 John in marriage the heiress of the lördships of

(Rot. de Præstit. 218 ), and was attached to Alnwick in Northumberland, and Malton

the service of William Earl Ferrers, under in Yorkshire. He was second son of Wil

whom he held various lands in Nottingham liam de Vesci, and of Agnes, one of the

and Derby. Hehad also other possessions daughters of William de Ferrers, Earl of

in Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Buckingham- Derby. His elder brother dying without

shire, Staffordshire, and Lancashire. ( Rot. children in 1289, he succeeded to the barony.

Claus. i . 206-631.) It was probably in ( Baronage, i . 90.)

respect to the latter that he was appointed Having begun his career as a younger son ,

in 3 Henry III . , 1219, one of the justices he had pursued the profession of the law,

itinerant for the northern counties ( Rymer, and was advanced to the oftice of justice of

i . 154 ), an office which he afterwards ex- the forests beyond Trent, receiving his ap

ercised in 1225 in Nottingham and Derby. pointment in 1285 ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i. 50,

In 11 Henry III. he was excused the scu- 90) ; and in the following year he was at

tage on his property in those counties. (Rot. the head of the justices itinerant for pleas
Claus. ii . 77, 201. ) of the forest in Nottinghamshire and Lan

VERNON , GEORGE, was descended from cashire. He retained his place till 1289,

the noble and ancient family of Vernon in when he was appointed governor of Scar

Normandy, which established itself in this borough Castle; and in the following year

country atthe Conquest. He was the he was constituted chief justice of Ireland.

son of Sir Thomas Vernon, of Haslington Three years afterwards, while in the execu

in Cheshire, and his wife, Dorothy, the tion of his duties, he was charged by John

daughter of William Egerton, Esq., of Fitz-Thomas with confederating against the

Betley. Becoming a member of the Inner king. The Rolls of Parliament contain a
Temple, he was called to the bar in 1603, curious account of the proceedings taken by

and was elected reader in 1621. On July him against the accuser for defamation ; of

4, 1627, he was raised to the degree of the the duel that was awarded ; of the summons

coif, an honour which Judge Whitelocke to appear before the king at Westminster,

states that he paid for - dedit aurum . In when De Vesci came fully armed, but Fitz
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Thomas kept away ; and of the ultimate the favour which he then enjoyed. In that

annulling of the process in 23 Edward I., on year , also, the bailiwick of Caen in Nor

account of some irregularity. ( Rot. Parl. mandy was committed to his charge, as

i. 127, 132 ; Abb. Placit. 234.) It does not that of Rouen had been in the previous

appear that any further proceeding took year. In the following year he was ap

place, but it is evident that the charge was pointed constable of Nottingham Castle,

not believed, as he was in the same year with the sheriffalty of that county and of

summoned to parliament, was employed in Derby, in which he continued till íl Jobo.

the wars of Gascony in that and the follow- | ( Ibid . 26, 33, 46.)

ing year, and had grants showing the Up to this period he does not appear to

favour ofhis sovereign. have acted in a judicial capacity ; but in 8

On the death of Margaret, Queen of John, Mr.Hunter introduces him into his

Scotland, in 1290, he became one of the list of justiciers before whom fines were

competitors for that crown, in right of acknowledged. It is not improbable that

Margaret, daughter of William the Lion, he performed this duty in one of his journeys

and sister of Alexander, King of Scotland, with the king, who frequently was himself

whom his ancestor Eustace de Vesci had present on these occasions. This, however.

married. From the immediate dismissal of was the sole year in John's reign in which

thisclaim , andthose of other daughters of he is so noticed. During the remainder si

Williamthe Lion,a doubt has arisen asto ithe was actively engaged in many respos

their legitimacy, the pretensions of Baliol sible and important trusts.

and Bruce being founded on a title which, In 9 John he had the custody of the

but on that presumption , would have been bishopric of Durham , and had a patent of
posterior. ( Tytler's Scotland, i. 90.) approval and confirmation of the sale be

He died on July 19, 1297, at his manor had made of the woods, and the terms ca

of Malton . His wife'was Isabel, daughter which he had let the lands, of the Art

of Adam de Periton, and widow of Robert bishop of York. ( Ibid. 76, 81.) From 12

de Welles. By her he had a son John, to 17 John he held the sheriffalty of D
who died before him. vonshire, and from 12 to 15 John that of

VETERI PONTE , ROBERT DE, whose Wiltshire. He accompanied the kir . Do

ancestor of the same name ( Vieuxpont, or Ireland and Wales in 12 John (Rot . Vse,

Vipont) flourished in the reign of the Con- 141-231), and adhered to him both during

queror (Baronage, i. 347), held an office in the interdict and in his subsequent wan
the treasury at the beginning of the reign of against thebarons. The king's son, Richari,

King John, and probably at the end of that was committed to his charge, to be tas-s

of Richard'I. The Rotulus Cancellarius of to his father ( Rot. Pat. 104 ); and in 17

3 John makes him account for several ferms John he was entrusted with the custody me

in Northamptonshire and Nottinghamshire the castles of Carlisle and Durham , tozeite:

for the 9 and 10 Richard I. In 2 John the with the county of Cumberland, and all tż

necessaries for the queen and her company, manors on the Tyne and the Tees ( loace

at Marlborough,were ordered to be provided 152, 163), and, with Brian de Insula ay

per testimonium Roberti de Veteri Ponte.' |Geoffrey de Luci, was appointed the kiaz

Similar entries are recorded in 3 and 5 lieutenant of all the castles and otber nisai

John. ( Rot. de Liberat. 7, 15 ; Rot. Cancell. possessions in Yorkshire.

306.) From this time the rolls contain The first notice under the reign of Fierny

numerous orders to him to pay money from III. is a grant to him of the manor of His

the treasury, showing his connection with dingesthorn in Northamptonshire, wie

that department. They evidence also his belonged to his brother Tro, who had juice

continual attendance on the king, and that the insurgent barons ( Rot. Ciaus. i. ;

prisoners taken in the French war were in a grant probably made with a view to is

his custody. ( Rot. Pat. 9-23.) ulterior restoration to his brother. He is

That his services were at this time highly among the loyal barons at the siege of the

appreciated by his royal master, ample castle of Montsorel, and assisted in the

proof is given by the grant he received, lief of Lincoln, receiving in reward to

in 4 John , of the castles of Appleby and forfeited possessions of several of the sebebi

Burgh, with the barony of the former, in- In 3 Henry III. he was made shers

cluding divers manors and castles, among Cumberland ; and was also selected as ube

which was Brougham Castle. To these of the justices itinerant in the counties

was added the sheriffwick of the county of York and Northumberland ; and 22 : per

Westmoreland ( Ibid. 25, 27) , which re- formed the sameduty in 10 Henry III. :

mained in his family long after the male Yorkshire. Dugdale adds that ons were
branch of it becameextinct. In 5 John the levied before him in the following the

castle ofBowes in Richmondshire was Roger de Wendover states that he was com

committed to him, and was delivered to his of the barons who continued to piurder

nephew Eudo to keep (Rot. de Liberat. 63) ; after the termination of the war with Luxus

and various other evidences are recorded of of France; and that, after some resistance ,
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he was obliged in 1224 to deliver up to Robert, on whose death, withoutmaleissue,

the king the castles he had in his custody. in 49 Henry III.,at the battle of Evesham,

The above appointments, however, as jus- his possessions, though seized by the king,

tice itinerant, with several instances of were regranted to his two daughters,one of

favours and employments conferred. upon whom, Isabel, married Roger de Clifford , a

him about the same time,manifestno great justice itinerant before noticed, ancestor of

animosity on the part ofthe government. the presentBaroness de Clifford, and of Lord

Thus, in 7 Henry III., 1222, five bucks and Clifford of Chudleigh . ( Baronage, i . 347 ;

fifteen does were given him from the R. de Wendover, iii. 237, 301, 353, iv. 15,

forest of Clivefor hispark at Isenden; two 19, 34, 93.)

years afterwards, his debtsto the king were VEYM, RICHARD DE, wasappointed, in 9

respited from February to Michaelmas ; and Henry III. , 1225, to act as a justice itinerant

in the ensuing May, the quinzime of West- in Gloucestershire, where his property was

moreland and of the bishopricof Carlisle situate. During the troubles at the end of

was directed to be collected under his con- King's John reign his land had been given

duct. ( Ibid. 518, ii. 15, 75. ) to Robert de Vernay ; but it may be pre

He died in 12 Henry III., previous to sumed it was afterwards restored to him , as

March 2 , 1228, leaving his wife surviving, he was selected in 10 Henry III. as one of

whowas Idonea,the daughter of John de those who were to assess and collect the

Builly, lord of ſ'ickhill. By her he had a quinzime of the county. ( Rot. Claus. i..

son named John, who died leaving a son 262, ii. 64, 76, 147.)

W

WADHAM, John, whose family tookits receiver ofthe petitions to parliament. ( Rot.

name from the place of its residence in the Parl. iii. 337.) He probably held the office

parish of Knowston, near South Molton,in for some time before, as he was instituted

Devonshire, was the son of Sir John Wad to the valuable living of St. Benet Shere

ham , knight, and was educated as a lawyer. hog in the city of London in 1389. He

His nameappears among the advocates in was advanced on March 2, 1405, to the

R. Bellewe's Reports, and he was eventu- mastership of the Rolls, which he enjoyed
ally made one of the king's serjeants. His for more than ten years. During this period

appointment as a justice of the Court of he twice held the Great Seal as keeper, in

Common Pleas is not recorded, but it pro- 11 and12 Henry IV., in the absence of the

bably took place in 11 Richard II. , at the chancellor.

time when the court was almost cleared by He became archdeacon of Canterbury in

the impeachment of all the judges except 1405, and canon of Wells in 1409. On

Sir William de Skipwith. The fines levied June 3, 1415, he exchanged the office of

before him commence in 12Richard II., master of the Rolls for that of keeper of

1388, and continue till 1397 (Dugdale's the privy seal (Kal. Exch. ii. 130-2 ), and

Orig. 46 ) ; and as beyond that year he was in the following year was elected Bishop of

not summoned to parliament, he probably Norwich .
was then removed, or resigned . He lived When the Council of Constance was held

till 1411 (Cal. Ing. p. m. iii. 338), and it in 1417, to settle the contention between

is said of him that being free of speech, the three claimants of the papal chair, the
6

he mingled it well with discretion; so that bishop was one of the six ecclesiastics who

he never touched any man, how mean were selected to attend on the part of

soever, out of order, either for sport or England, and he is said to have gained the

spight; but with alacrity of spirit and applause of the assembly by his learning

soundness of understanding, menaged all and wisdom . One of the candidates re

hisproceedings.' signed , the two others were formally de

His descendants continued in lineal suc- posed from their assumedauthority, and

cession till Nicholas, who,with his wife ihe election fell on Martin V.
Dorothy, the daughter of Sir William On the accession of Henry VI. he was

Petre , secretary of state to Queen Eliza- named as one of the special council of

beth , founded the college at Oxford which assistance to the protectors; but his ser
bears his name. ( Colins's Peerage, vii. vices in the third year of that reign were

273 ; Prince .) terminated by his death at his manor of

WAKERING , JOHN (BISHOP OF NOR- Thorpe on April 9, 1425. He was buried

WICH ), so called from a village of that name in his cathedral.

in Essex, was certainly one of themasters, He is spoken of as having been a person

or clerks of the higher grade, in Chancery of extraordinary merit, pious, bountiful,

in 19 Richard II ., 1395, when he acted as and affable, and governing his see with
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prudence and moderation. (Godwin , 438 ; January 13 ,1103-4 ; and there are four other

Blomefield's Norwich, i. 528; Hasted, xii. documents ofthis reignin the Monasticon,'

581 ; Rot. Parl, iv, 175, 201.) attested by him in the same character,

WALCOT, THOMAS, derived his descent which, though bearing no date, must have

from Llewelyn with the Golden Chain , lord been executed about this time. ( Monat.

of Yale in " Denbighland, one of whose i. 164, vi.1083, 1106, 1273. )

descendants married the heir of Sir John In 1106 a charter occurs, granted to the

Walcot, of Walcot in Shropshire, and there- church of Tewkesbury, one of thesignatures

upon assumed the name with the extensive to which , immediately following the king's

estates. He was the second surviving son is that. Walteri,Cancellarii ; ' and the same

of Humphrey Walcot,whowas sheriff of signature is added to another charter granted

the county in 1631 , and suffered consider tothe priory of Thetford, which is dated si

ably by his adherence to the royal cause, Ramsey, in transitu regis, on February 14.

by Anne, daughter of Thomas Dockwra, of ( Ibid . ii. 66 , v .149.). The year is not men

Poderich in Hertfordshire. tioned, but it probably was signed when the

Born in 1629, and admitted to the Middle king went to Normandy, in the same year.

Temple, he was called to the bar in 1653, No author notices such a chancellor as

becamea bencher in 1671, and Lent reader Walter, and thename only occurs on these

in 1677. He was elected recorder of Bewd- two occasions. It may fairly be presumed.

ley in1671, and in 1679 was summoned to therefore, that they are merely errors, either

take the degree of the coif. In the parlia- of the scribe or the printer, in substitatisz

ment of October 1679, dissolved in Ja- them for Waldric.

nuary 1681, he was elected member for In the preceding notice of Galdric, the

Ludlow, and in the same year he received chancellor under William II. , it is suggest

the honour of knighthood . On October 22, that he may be the same as this Waline;

1683, he was constituted a judge of the and an account is given of his taking Dake

King's Bench by Charles II., but retained Robert at the battle of Tenchebrai, si

his seat there for less than two years, being rewarded with the bishopric of Lan.

dying in the Trinity vacation which fol- It will be observed that all the above-men

lowed King James's accession. When the tioned instruments were executed before

sentence pronounced by that court in June that battle,which was fought on September

1684 against SirThomas Armstrong,on his 28, 1100, andthat the last of them was perce

attainder by outlawry, was taken up by the bably dated before embarking on the er

parliament in January 1689, it appeared pedition against Duke Robert.

that Mr. Justice Walcot had died intestate, That the name neither of Waldric Dorf

and had notleft an estate sufficient to pay Galdric occurs at anysubsequent date, asi

his debts. In the only other public trials that Ranulph soon after appears as co

in which his name appears, those of Rose- cellor, if affording no positive confirmat

well and Titus Oates,he made no remark in- at least offers no contradiction to the sur
dicative of either his character or his talents. gestion.

He married Mary , daughter of Sir Adam WALEDENE, HUMFREY DE, was an ofice

Littleton, of Stoke Melbury in Shropshire, in the Exchequer long before he became s

Bart., and by her had several children. He baron of that court. In 19 Edward I. z

was seated at Bitterly Court in that county, manor ofHorsington was committed to his .

which , by various intermarriages, has be- during the minority of the heir, at a rest

come the property of the senior branch of 501. a year. In 28 Edward L. he was apa

the family , the Walcot estate having been pointed to perambulate the forests of Shado
sold in 1764 to Lord Clive. ( Pedigree of set, Dorset, and Devon. In 30 Edward I

the Family ; Nash's Worcester, ii. 279; State the bishopric of Worcester was comme

Trials, x . 119, 151, 1198 ; 2 Shower, 434.) to him during its vacancy, and four years

WALDHULL , SIMON DE, probably mean- afterwards the archbishopric of Castetut

ing Wahull, is introduced by Dugdale as a (Abb.Rot.Orig. i. 66,119, 150 ; Parl. Ir

justicier in 12 John, 1210 , on the authority i. 398.)

of a fine levied before him. But Mr. Hunter He was appointed a baron of the Ex

omits him in the list he hasgiven, and cer- chequer on October 19, 1306, 34 Edward :

tainly his name does not appear on any of but he only retained his office till the 6+

the tines in those counties which have been lowing July, when the reign tertuin

hitherto published. (Madox, ii. 46–325.)

There was a barony of Wahull in Bed- Although he was not one of the beno

fordshire, the lord of which at this time was sworn in on the accession of Edward Ii .

John de Wahull, of whom this Simon may there is nothing to show that he was <

have been a younger brother. ( Baronage, graced. On the contrary, be is funt ases
i . 503. ) the justices of Oyer and Terminer, in ta

WALDRIC appears as chancellor to the fourth and eighth years of that mign fr

concord between the abbot of Fescamp and Essex and Hertford . In 18 Eiwad IL

Philip de Braiosa made at Salisbury on had an extensive grant of the stewariser1
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of various royal castles and manors in eleven possessed of sixteen manors, and extensive

counties — among which was the park of possessions in eight counties. ( Cal. Ing.

Windsor,—and of the auditorship of their p. m . i. 48.)

accounts . He is mentioned also as steward WALKINGHAM, ALAN DE , whose family

to the Earl of Hertford, and seems to have had considerable possessions in Yorkshire,

been appointed, at his desire, one of the was probably the son of John de Walking

justices to takean assize in which he was bam, whose widow, Agnes, paid for an

interested. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 252, 276 ; assize in that county in 1267. ( Excerpt. e

Rot. Parl. i. 398.) Rot. Fin. ii. 434.) He pursued thelegal

He was restored to his place on the Ex- profession, and was appointed in 8 Edward
chequer bench on June 18, 1324,17 Edward I. , 1280, one of the justices to take assizes

II. ; but, though he acted during the re- in different counties. In the next year he

mainderof the reign ,it does not appear that acted as the king's advocate, or local at

he sat as a baron under Edward III. He torney-general, in the pleas before the jus

died in the fifth year of that king, leaving tices itinerant in Yorkshire, and in 10
an infant heir, who became escheator of Edward I. was added to the commission of

Essex and Hertford in 23Edward III. ( Abb. justices itinerant in Cornwall. He died in

Rot. Orig. 50–203 ; Cal. Inq. p. m. ii. 37.) 12 Edward I. ( Cal. Ing. p. m. i . 34, 128 ;

WALEIS, WILLIAM LE, was one of the Madox, ii. 112.)

justices itinerantfor Dorsetshire in 9 Henry WALLOP, RICHARD, belonged to the

III. , 1225, and in the next year was ap- Hampshire family which was ennobled by
pointed to assess and collect the quinzime GeorgeI. with the earldom of Portsmouth .

in that county. His branch was settled at Bugbroke in

WALERAND, ROBERT, was a favourite of Northamptonshire, and his father, Richard,
Henry III . , and frequently employed in his was resident in that place. He was called

service, particularly in the Welsh wars. to the bar by the Middle Temple in Fe

The rolls contain frequentproofs of the con- bruary 1646, and was elected a bencher in

tidence reposed inhim , and of the farour 1666. Though not mentioned by the re

he enjoyed. In 30 Henry III., 1246, he porters till 1061 , his future success in his

hadthe custody of the lands and castles of profession may be estimated by the nume

William Mareschall, late Earl of Pem- rous state trials in which he was engaged ;

broke, and in the next year those of John and his political tendencies are apparent

de Munchanes. In 34 Henry III., 1250, the from hisbeing generally retained against

castles of Carmarthen and Cardigan, with the government during thereigns of Charles

the lands of Meilgon Fitz-Meilgon , were II. and James II. In 1680 he was leading

committed to his charge atthe small annual counsel for Lord Stafford, one of the five

rentofforty marks; and three years after- Popish lords. In 1681 he was selected as

wards he paid a fine of forty shillings of counsel for the Duke of York on the indict

gold for the marriage of Beatrice , the ment for recusancy, and was assigned to

daughter of Robert de Brus. ( Excerpt. e argue points of law in defence of Edward

Rot . Fin . i. 458, ii . 14, 87, 158.) Fitzharris, and of Stephen Colledge. In

From June 1251 there can be little doubt 1682 he assisted in defending the city of

that he was a regular justicier,many entries London gainst the quo warranto, and

occurring on the Rotulus de Finibus of pay- was engaged as counsel for the Earl of

ments made for assizes to be taken before Danby. He was peculiarly obnoxious to

him. These continue, with slight interrup - Chief Justice Jeffreys, who took every

tion, till August 1258. ( Ibid . ii. 107–286.) opportunity of brow beating him. When

He is described as the king's seneschal Wallop, on the trial of Bradford and Speke

in 36 Henry III. ( Ibid. ii. 358 ) and thefol- in 1684 for asserting that the Earl of Essex

lowing years ; and it probably arose from was murdered in the Tower, persisted in

his attending the court as seneschal that in asking some question of the witness, which

46 Henry III., 1262, the Great Seal was the chief justice disapproved, his lordship

temporarily put into his and Imbert de exclaimed , Nay , Mr. Wallop, be as angry

Munster's hands during the chancellorship as you will, you shall not hector the court
of Walter de Merton. out of their understandings ;' and upon
The Earl of Leicester's ravages in 1263 Wallop's saying, “ I refer myself to all that

were specially directed against him as one hear me, if I attempted such a thing as to
of the king's chief favourites ; but after hector the court,' he was checked thus
Henry regained his authority he resumed intemperately by the judge : * Refer your

his former position,and received some com- self to all that hear you ! refer yourself to
pensation for his losses. From April 1268 the court. It is a reflection on the govern

till August 1271 , the frequent entries of ment, I tell you the question is, and you
assizes to be held before him prove that sha'n't do any such thing while I sit here

he was restored to his place on the bench. by the grace of God, if I can help it ; ' and
( Ibud. iii. 441, 468–546 ; Abb. Placit. 182. ) again , Pray behave yourself as you ought,

He died about Edward I., and was found | Mr. Wallop ; you must not think to huff

6
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and swagger here . On the trial in the 1567; and being elected one of the governors

same year of Thomas Rosewell for high in 1575, he became reader in 1578, an !

treason the chief justice took another op- again in 1580. On the last occasion he had

portunity of showing his prejudice against just received his summons to take the de

the unfortunate counsel. " Seeing him in gree of the coif, which he accordingly as

court, he asked him what business he had sumed on October 18. (Dugdale's Ong.

there, and on his saying that he only came 253, 261; Holinshed, iv. 432. ) Chief Jus

from curiosity to hear the trial, Jeffreys tice Dyer having named the barristers

declared that it should not proceed while whom he had selected to receive ths:

he remained. Wallop, however, had the honour, Mr. Justice Francis Wyndhsza

pleasure afterwards of moving successfully wrote to Lord Burleigh, suggesting that

in arrest of the judgment. Another in- two in the list might be spared in respect

stance of this judge's brutality towards Mr. of suspicion of their religion. These were

Wallop occurred shortly after, when he was Mr. Maryot, of the Inner Temple, and
counsel for Richard Baxter. « Mr. Wallop ,' Walmesley ; and the judge's representa

said Jeffreys, ' I observe you are in all these tions, though failing in regard to the laria ,

dirty causes; and were it not for you gen- seem to have been successful against the

tlemen of the long robe, who should have former. (Manning's Serv. ad legem .)

morewit and honesty to support and hold Hewas constituted ajudgeof the Co

up these factious knaves by the chin, mon Pleas on May 10, 1589. On ki

we should not be at the pass we are at. James's accession he was re-appointed and

Mr. Wallop mildly answered, ‘ My lord, I knighted, and was one of the Thouses '

humbly conceive that the passages accused alluded to by Lord Ellesmere as differs

are natural deductionsfromthe text.' Upon both in theHouse of Lords and the Ex

which the infuriated chief cried out, ' You chequer Chamber from the majority of the

humbly conceive ! and I humbly conceive ; judges on the question of the post nati

swear him , swear him .' Wallop attempted ( State Trials, ii. 576 , 669.)

to proceed, but Jeffreys stopped his ad- His account of presents received and es

vocacy by saying, " Sometimes you humbly penses incurred on some of his circuits, a

conceive, and sometimes you are very posi- very curious record, has been presered

tive; you talk of your skill in Church his- among the Petre Papers. By this das
tory , and of your understanding Latin and ment appears that he went the Wes

English ; I think I understand something Circuit with Mr. Justice Fender fu Ive

of them aswell as you ; but in short I must consecutive years, from autumn 150 *

tell you that ifyou do not yourduty better, spring 1601. At each place of buiten

I shall teach it you .' ( State Trials, vols. the assize it was the custom for the mar *

vii. - xi.; Lrdtrell ,i. 69, 195, 297 ; Woolrych's and the sheriff to present some article of

Jeffreys, 145.) consumption, varying according to their

These attacks upon him originated pro- means or liberality. The eatables consisted

bably from some personal antipathy, as of half a bucke, ' 'onemutten,' • one veu

every other judge treated him and his ar- lambs, capons, quayles, conyes, turks

guments with respect. They continued herneshawes, chickings, ducks, guies

during the whole of the coarse chief jus- samons, lobsters, gurnetts, soales, baddocks,

tice's presidency of the court, and were and, among numerous pies and pasties, kes

regarded with the greater disgust from the redd deare pie.' Of drinkables there were

object of them being an old man approach- wine (withoutnaming the sort ) and seres

ing his seventieth year. hoggesheades of beare.' The noble

After ten or eleven years more of hard and gentry of the county also sent simius

forensic duty, heobtained a retirement from contributions of bucks, mutions, ce ; ben
his labours in the snug office of cursitor sides which these additional articles are s

baron of the Exchequer, to which he was corded : ‘ One kidd ,' pigeons, a pecuek, pe

appointed on March 16 , 1696. Not_long wetts, two peeces of turbett,' . one isde

was his enjoyment of it, Narcissus Lutt- sturgeon , " artychocks and peases and I
rell ( iv. 32, 267) recording that “ old Mr. suites ' (sweets ?). The sheriff of Dena
Wallop , cursitorbaron ,' died on August 22, seems to have been a most muniec
1697 .

caterer, for, besides presenting half a busck

WALMESLEY, THOMAS, of an honour- and two hogsheads of beer, he provided the

-able family settled at Sholley in Lancashire, judges with an excellent supper during the
was the eldest son of Thomas Walmesley, whole time they were at Exeter.

by his wife, Margaret, daughter of — Live- The ' Rewardes' paid by the judge is

say. He was born about 1537 , and com- these presents, varying from 58 dona u

menced hislegal studies either at Barnard's 6d ., amounted to 61. 15s. Besides was

Inn or Staple Inn ,for each claims him as they thus received, they had themsires >>
having been a student, before he was en- furnish a plentiful supply of food, w 200
tered at Lincoln's Inn.' He was called to their joint expenses of one circuit amok

the bar by the latter society on June 15, to 471. 188. 10d. To Judge Walmesley's bad

6

6
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filled up :

of this, 231. 198. 5d., are added his private a descendant of Sir Edward's succeeded

charges, for horse-meat, & c ., servants, and to the dukedom , which now remains in

20d. at each place ' to the poore,'amount- bis, theelder family. ( Collinson's Somerset,

ing to 231. 28. 5d ., making the whole cir- i. 42.)

cuit cost him 471. ls. 10d . ( Ex. inf. of WÁLSHE, Thomas, like many of the

Wm. Durrant Cooper, Esq ., F.S.A.) other barons, beganhis career as an officer

He retained his seat above twenty -three in the Exchequer. He was clerk of estreats

years, and died on November 26, 1612, aged in 1516, and was made treasurer's remem

seventy -five. He was buried at Blackburn brancer in April 1523, and was promoted

in Lancashire, where his magnificent monu- to a seat on the bench of that court as

ment was demolished by the parliamentary fourth baron on April 27, 1536. It appears

soldiers in 1642. The epitaph on it com- by an order of the privy council in June

menced with the following quaint lines 1541 that he was then engaged as a com
( Lansdoune MSS. No. 973, fo. 88) :- missioner in Ireland on some of the king's

business, and that hewas directed to return

Tombs have their period, monuments decay, to England to make his report. ( Acts Privy

And rust and age wear Epitaphs away:

But neither rust nor age nor time shall wear
Council, vii. 201.) He continued baron tiil

Judge Walmesley's name that lies entombed August 6 , 1542, when his place was

here,

Who never did for favour nor for awe WALSINGHAM, LORD. See W. De Grey.

Of great men’s frowns quitor forsake the lawe. WALSINGHAM, RICHARD DE , was a
His inside was his outside, he never sought

To make fair showes of what
he never thought. knight residing inNorfolk, his family being

so called from the town of that name. He

He had the repute of having amassed was returned for the county to the parlia

considerable wealth by great rapacity in his ments of 28, 29, and 33 Edward I.; and it
practice of the law ; but no evidence is was probably on that account that he was

given of the charge. He became possessed placed in the latter year among the five

of the estate of Dunkenhalgh, in the parish justices of trailbaston appointed for Norfolk

of Whalley, near Blackburn , on which he and Suffolk, and was re-nominated in the

built a fine mansion . By his wife, Anne, new commissions of 1307.

the rich heiress of Robert Shuttleworth, He was summonedamong the justices to

Esq., of Hackinge in the same county, he parliament in the first yearof Edward II. ,

left an only son, whose male descendants and during the remainder of his life was

failed at the beginning of the last century, occasionally employed in judicial business.

and the large property passed into the He still continued to represent Norfolk in

families of LordPetre and Lord Stourton, parliament up to 7 EdwardII ., and is last
who were the first and second husbands mentioned in 12 Edward II. In the fol

of the last possessor's sister and heir. lowing year his executors were directed

( Shuttleworth Accounts, Chetham Soc. to bring in the proceedings before him .

1856. ) ( Parl. Writs, i . 892, ii. 1574; Rot. Parl.

WALSH , John, called sometimes WELSH , i. 218.)

was the only son of another John Walsh, His wife, whose name was Anastasia,

of Cathanger, in the parish of Fivehead, was buried in the Black Friars at Thetford.

Somersetshire, by Jane, daughter of Sir ( Weever, 828.)

Edward Broke. "He becamea reader at WALTER, HUBERT (ARCHBISHOP

the Middle Temple in 1555, having been CANTERBURY), born at West Dereham in

previously mentioned as á barrister in Norfolk, was one of the sons of Hervey

Plowden's Reports. He was of those Walter, whose barony was in that county.

summoned in the last month of Mary's His mother was Maud, the daughter of

reign to take the degree of the coif in the Theobald de Valoines, and the sister of

following Easter, when by a new writ from Berta, the wife of Ranulph de Glanville,

Queen Elizabeth they were admitted on the great justiciary. Brought up under that

April 19, 1559. His next step was to the celebrated man to the two learned profes

bench of the Common Pleas, of which he sions of the church and the law , his ad

was constituted a judge on February 10, vance in both, under such instruction

1563, and had fines acknowledged before and with such patronage, could not be

him as late as February 1572. ( Dugdale's doubtful.

Orig. 48, 217.) In that year he died , So early as 31 Henry II. , 1185, his

and was buried in the parishchurch of name appears among the barons and justi

Fivehead. ciers before whom tines were levied in the

He left an only daughter, who married Curia Regis. Soon afterwards he was raised

Sir Edward Seymour, the eldest son of the to the deanery of York. Even at this early

tirst Duke of Somerset by his first wife, period of his career he gave evidence of his

who was excluded from the title till the piety and his gratitude by founding a

failure of the issue of the duke's second monastery for Præmonstratensian monks at

wife. This failure occurred in 1740, when his native place, for the souls of his father

>
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and mother, and of his patron Ranulph de Although he had been a faithful servant

Glanville and his wife. to Richard, his absence in the Holy Land

Immediately after the coronation of had prevented him from coming into col

Richard I. he was elected to the see of | lision with the king's brother, John. That

Salisbury , and in the following year he prince then, on Richard's death , knowing

accompanied that monarch on the crusade, the respect with which he was regarded.

and, with Archbishop Baldwin and his deputed him and William Mareschall, Earl

uncle Ranulph de Glanville, was placed in of Pembroke, to receive the fealty of the

command of the forces before Acre. He English barons. How the archbishop is

alone of the three survived the campaign, induced to set aside the more legitimate

and by his spirit and wisdom was of the claims of Prince Arthur does not appea :

greatest service to the army during Ri- but, as no improper motive is imputed to

chard's illness, being mainly instrumental him, it may be presumed that he had no

in procuring the truce with Saladin when obtained an insight into John's real cha

the King of France had deserted the cause. racter, and that he considered the safety

Before his return to England he had the the kingdom in its then unsettled staze

satisfaction of visiting Jerusalem . would be risked in the weak hands of

The king was so deeply impressed with youthful sovereign . He placed the cron

his talents and prudent counsel that when on John's head on May 27 , 1199, being

he heard of the sudden death of Reginald Ascension -day , and either on that dap x

Fitz- Josceline, Archbishop of Canterbury, immediately after was constituted his cho

he took every means, even before his own cellor. There is a charter given under is

release from prison, to procure Hubert's hand as chancellor, dated on June 6 ,burime

appointment to the vacant primacy. His ten days after that solemnity. ( Rymus, i

election having taken place on May 30 , 75.) His acceptance of this post did

1193, the new archbishop exerted himself escape remark as a proof of his cupidity.

in collecting the ransom for the release of It was sneeringly observed to him to

his sovereign. In September 1193 he was · Heretofore chancellors have been created

raised to the office of chief justiciary, and archbishops, but no archbishop before se
his power was afterwards greatly increased has vouchsafed to become chancellor.' The

by his being appointed legate of the apos- fact, however, merely proves that the ods
tolic see . of chancellor was then advancing in in

On Richárd's return he was high in his portance, and was rapidly treading ogta

confidence, officiated at his second corona- heels of that of chief justiciary, which is

tion in April 1194, and continued for four few years, in reference to all political props

years to perform the duties of his office it entirely superseded. In October

with firmness and moderation. By his ad- he again crowned King John , with bu

vice weights and measures were regulated, second wife, Queen Isabella, at West

and other laws against fraud were ordained. ster, and soon afterwards repeated the en

The possessor of power, however, is certain mony at Canterbury.

to have enemies,and he must be fortunate He continued to perform all the doties i

indeed who, in its exercise, commits no act the office of chancellor, if not to economy

which is obnoxious to censure. The arch- the favour of his sovereign , during iba

bishop was charged with neglecting his mainder of his life . (Mador, i . 52. ) H.

ecclesiastical duties, and with having vio- died at Tenham on July 13, 1 :205, and no

lated the right of sanctuary in directing buried in Canterbury Cathedral.
the execution of William Fitz -Osbert, a Few persons who have filled such

factious demagogue, who had taken refuge offices have passed through their

in the church of St. Mary-le-Bow. These with so little blame. Commencing his

and other representations to his disadvan- under the eye of his illustrious un is, is

tage were urged upon Pope Innocent by acquired that knowledge and laid S

tho monks of Canterbury, who, however, foundation for that experience and disco

are stated by Roger de Wendover to have tion which gained him the contidae

been instigated by the fear lest a magni- three kings of very opposite chancı :

ficent church which the archbishop was without degrading himself by any ks =

erecting at Lambeth should occasion the or undue subserviency. His private v

removal of the archiepiscopal seat from is evidenced by the friendship of Az.

their city. Nevertheless, their application bishop Baldwin , who entrusted hos

was successful; the new church was or- the execution of his will ; his resia

dered to be demolished, and the king,under and high spirit were shown by his et

the threatofan interdict,was compelled to panying King Richard in bis danger
part with his chief justiciary on the shallow enterprise in the Holy Land ; hisla

pretence that it was not lawful for bishops and gratitude by his energetic 3 - 5

to be engaged in secular affairs. Hubert's release him from captivity ; his nie

resignation was reluctantly accepted in July his administration of the girert:must,
1198, 9 Richard I. the useful laws he introduced : ard is
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his secular employments, he neglected some as counsel before the Peers in defending the

of his ecclesiastical duties, those of hos- king's title to alnage. (Issue of Exch . 32,

pitality and charity were not forgotten. 64. ) He was also counsellor for the uni

Besides the monastery at Dereham , he versity of Oxford ,and received from it on

founded another at Wolverhampton , en- July , 1613, the degree of M.A. In the

riched the revenues of hissee, ornamented same year he was selected as attorney

it with many buildings, and procured for it general to Prince Charles, and wasknighted

some valuable privileges. He presented on May 18, 1619. He still held this place,

also the living of Halegart to the church of when on a brief being sent to him against

Canterbury , devoting its revenues to the Sir Edward Coke, then prosecuted by the

support of the library there, and obtained court, hehad the courage to decline it,

from King John the liberty of a mint for saying, ' Let my tongue cleave to the roof

coining money in the city of Canterbury. of my mouth when I open it against Sir

( Drugdale's Orig. 8.) Edward Coke. ' ( Brit. Biog. iv. 179.) This

He was the brother of the next-men- generous conduct, forming such a con

tioned Theobald Walter. (Godwin , 83, trast with Bacon's on a similar occasion ,

342 ; Atkyns'sGloucestersh .9 ; Weever,218 ; did not prevent his advancement. Imme

Hasted, xii. 346; R. de Wendover, iii. 30- diately on Charles's coming to the crown

183 ; Lingard, &c.) he appointed Sir John Walter one of his

WALTER, THEOBALD, was one of the serjeants, and a month after he raised him

four brothers of the above Hubert Walter. to the chief seat in the Exchequer, on May

King Richard granted him the lordship 12 , 1625. ( Rymer, xviii.638.)

of Preston in Lancashire , with the whole The new chief baron, however, did not

wapentake and forest of Amundernesse; answer the king's expectations. He was

and he became sheriff of that county in 5 too independent and too honest to suit the

Richard I., and so continued till 1 John. royal will. For some cause or other, which

In 9 Richard I. , 1197–8, he was one of the is not precisely described , the king was

justices itinerant to set the tallage in Col- dissatisfied with his conduct, and would

chester. (Madox, i. 733.) have discharged him, had he submitted to

In 5 John he paid a fine of two palfreys be thus thrown aside. But he alleged that

for licence to go toIreland,where he held by his patentheheld his office quamdiu

the office of chief butler, andwhere he pos- se bene gesserit,' and he refused to retire

sessed large property. He founded two ab- without a scire fucias to show ówhether he

beys in that kingdom , thatof Wotheny in did bene se gerere, or not;' a course which

Limerick, and that of Nenagh in Tipperary, the king did not think proper to adopt, but
besides the monastery of Arkelo. In Eng- was obliged to be contented with forbidding

land, also, he founded an abbey at Cocker- him to sit in court. Before this event had

sand in Lancashire, for canons regular of taken place — viz., on February 14 , 1628-9–

the order of St. Augustin . he and the other barons had given the

He died in 9 John, and his widow ,Maud , somewhat equivocatinganswerto the House

the daughter of Robert le Vavasour ( Rot. of Commons for refusing to deliver back

Pat. 74 ), a few years afterwards married the goods seized for tonnage and poundage.

Fulke Fitz -Warren . His son, Theobald, ( Parl. Hist. ii. 472.) But the immediate

assumed the name of Boteler, from his cause of his disgrace was said to be that he

office, and was the progenitor of the noble disagreed with the rest of the judges as to
family of that name, the head of which is the legality of proceeding criminally against

the presentMarquisof Ormond. ( Dugdale's a member of parliament for acts donein

Baron . i . 633 ; Nicolas.)
the house. (Whitelocke, 16.) Sir W.

WALTER, John, was the son of Edmund Jones (Reports, 228 ) says he received his

Walter, of Ludlow in Shropshire, an eminent prohibition to sit in court in the beginning

counsel in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, of Michaelmas Term 1630, and that he
and chief justice of South Wales. The forbore till he died. The interval between

family was an offshoot of that of the above the two events was but short, for his de
Hubert and Theobald . His mother was cease took place on November 18, at his

Mary, the daughter of Thomas Hackluit, house in the Savoy. He was buried in the
Esq.,of Eyton in Herefordshire. He was church of Wolvercote, near Oxford , where
born in 1563,and, after completing his edu- there is a splendid monument to him and
cation at Brazenose College , Oxford, was his two wives. ( FastiOxon. i. 355.)

admitted a member of the Inner Temple , His contemporaryJudge Croke ( Car. 203)

and in 1590 was called to the bar, and describes him as a profoundly learned
became reader there in 1607. Previously man, and of great integrity and courage ; '
to this time he had sufficient reputation as and Fuller (Worthies, ii. 260 ) joins his

a barrister to be employed with Serjeant testimony to the same effect, adding thathe
Altham and Mr. Stevens, before the council ‘ was most passionate as Sir John, most

and thejudges, in defence of the rights and patient as Judge Walter ;' and that such

privileges of the Court of Exchequer, and was his gravity that once when Judge
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Denham said to him , "My lord, you are ever after appended to the office of master

not merry,' he answered , Merry enough of the Rolls. He resigned both on October

for a judge. In the yearafter his eleva- 24, 1386, and was then appointed keeper of

tion he obtained a curious licence for him- the privy seal. ( Rot. Parl. iii. 229.)

self and his wife, and any four friends In the meantime his ecclesiastical pre

invited to his table, to eat meat on the ferments were numerous. He became suc

prohibited days, onpayment of138. 4d.per cessively canon of York, archdeacon of

annum to the parish " where he resided. Richmond, master of Sherburn Hospital,

( Rymer, xviii. 309.) Durham , and sub -dean of York, and bad

His first wife was Margaret, daughter of not long resigned the mastership of the Rolle

William Offley, Esq., an eminent London before he was elected Bishop of Salisbury,

merchant; his second was Anne, daughter the papal provision being dated April
of William Wytham , Esq., of Leastone in 1388. ( Rymer, vii. 369, 416 ; Surtees Dag

Yorkshire, and relict of Sir Thomas Bigges, ham , i. 138 ; Le Neve, 258, 325.) Her
of Lenchwike in the county of Worcester, called upon to serve the responsible office

baronet. By the latter he left no issue, treasurer in 1391, 14 Richard II., and be
but by theformer he had four sons and retained it till his death, about September

four daughters. His eldest son was created 17 , 1395.
a baronet in 1641, but the title became ex- The favour with which he was regarded

tinct in 1731 . by his sovereign, testified by the varios

WALTHAM , JOHN DE (BISHOP OF SALIS- dignities he received, was more strongit
BURY), was born at Waltham ,near Grimsby, evidenced at his death, when the lis.

in Lincolnshire, in the church of which his notwithstanding the murmursof maoy ob

father and mother were buried, with the fol- jectors, caused his remains to be interes

lowing monumental inscription ( Archæol. in the royal chapel of Westminster Abber,
Journ . vii. 389 ) : where they now lie near the monument of

Hic jacentJohes et Margareta ux' ei quond’m Edward I.

pater et mater He was one ofthe bishops who resisted

Joh'is Walth’m nup' Sar' Ep'i quor' aiab3 the right of Archbishop Courteneye to visi

p'piciet deus. ame'. his diocese, but was soon frightened in :

It is not known whether he was a clerk submission ; for within two daysafter -

of the Chancery before he received his tence of excommunication was propounced

patent as keeper of the Rolls fromRichard against him he underwent the visitatie.

II., on September 8, 1381. He held the (Godwin , 348.).

place for more than five years, during which, WALTHAM , WILLIAM DE, was doubtless

ou the allegation that it was incumbent in someway related to the above, but bow

uponhim to visit his archdeaconry, he ob- does not clearly appear. He became keripar

tained a patent enabling him, as often as he of the Hanaper about 18 Richard II., 1.14

should absent himself for that or any other and had, with the master of the Rolls, edhe

reasonable cause, to depute any, person, temporary custody of the Great Seal z

whom the chancellor should consider suf- October 1. He granted a messuage and a

ficient, to exercise his office in his absence, shop in St. Martin's-le -Grand, London, to

the power of such deputy to cease after his the abbot and convent of Croyland, :
return . Richard II., after which date we find se

It appears, from a petition of the Com , further mention of his name. (Cah lag
mons in the reign of Henry V. ( Rot. Parl. p. m . iii.219.)

iv. 84 ), that he extended the jurisdiction of WALTHAM , ROGER . There was a Root

theCourt of Chancery by the introduction de Waltham who was keeper of the war
of the writ of subpæna ; a form of proceed- robe in the latter part ofthe reign of E3
ing of which they complained, but which, ward II. ( Rot. Parl. ii. 383, 463) , and a
the king refusing to discontinue it, has sur- seems not improbable that this person w

vived to the present time. not only the progenitor of both the above

On the discharge of the chancellor, Ri- butalso of thisRoger Waltham , thebarve
chard le Scrope, from July 11 to Sep- of the Exchequer.
tember 10, 1382, he was one of the persons Of the latter, as of those of his calett

to whom thecustody of the Great Seal was on that bench, scarcely any memoria's

entrusted till theappointment of a new be found . All that is known of him is the
chancellor. In 1386 he twice performed he was appointed a baron in 1418,6 Hox

the same duties: on one occasion, from V. ( Cal. Rot. Pat.267 ) ; but we have s
February 9 to March 28, two clerks of the the date of his resignation or his dead .
Chancery were associated with him ; but on He was not, however, re-appointed in

the other, from April 23 to May 14, he Henry VI., so that he could not have bed
acted alone. his place more than four years

After the death of his predecessor, Wil- WARBURTON, PETER , descended , inir

liam de Burstall, he became keeper of the rectly, from the ancient Cheshire fait

House of Converts, a benefice which was of Warburton and Arley, was the ma er
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Thomas Warburton (an illegitimate son WARBURTON, PETER, was a direct de

of John Warburton of Northwich in that scendant from the same family as the above.

county ), and Anne, the daughter of Richard It originated from one of five brothers who

Maisterson of Winnington . ( Family Pedi- came over with the Conqueror, and who

gree.) were all largely rewarded . The township

He was born at Northwich, and began of Warburton in Cheshire was acquired by

his legal studies atStaple Inn ( where his & younger son , one of whose descendants,

arms are in the south windowof the hall), Peter, first assumed its name in the reign

finishing them at Lincoln's Inn. By the of Edward II., and it has been since borne

latter he was called to the bar in 1573, be- by his posterity. The seat of Arley Hall
came one of the governors in 1581, and was in the same county was built in the time of

electedLent reader in 1584. ( Dugdale's Henry VII., and thenceforward became the

Orig. 253, 261.) He was then, and for some residence of the family .

time after, resident in a mansion called the The second Peter Warburton, in legal

Black Hall, Watergate Street, Chester, for- biography, was the grandson of 'Peter the

merly the house of the Grey Friars; and in purchaser of Hefferston Grange,who was

this year he was recommended by Henry the third son of Sir Peter Warburton, of

Earl of Derby to the mayor of Chester, to Arley, knight. He was bornin 1588, and
be an alderman of that city. (Harl. MSS. acquired the rudiments of the law in Staple

2173.) Though it is evident,from the large Inn, of which he was a member in 1618,

purchases he made in the county, thathe probably completing his studies at Lin

had a considerable practice as a barrister, coln's Inn, where several of his family had

it was probably chiefly in the provinces, previously been educated.
for his name doesnot occur in the Reports The first account of him is that he was

of Westminster till 1589, four years before appointed by the Long Parliament in March

he took the degree of the coif, on November 1647 one of the judges in Wales,and that

29, 1593. InSeptember 1593he was ap- John Bradshaw and he werejoined together

pointed vice -chamberlain of Chester, and on the Chester Circuit. His next advance
in November 1599 he appears as one of the was onJune 1, 1649, when he was raised

commissioners de schismate supprimendo.' to the bench at Westminster as justiceof

( Peck's Desid .Cur. b. v. 1 ; Egerton Papers, the Common Pleas ( Whitelocke, 240, 405,

192 ; Rymer, 386.) 407 ), in which character he was one of the

His elevation to the bench at Westmin- commissioners for the trial of John Lilburn

ster soon followed, hispatent as a judge of in October following, but he does not seem

the CommonPleas being dated November to have taken any active part in it. Ata

24, 1600. King James renewed it on his later period, apparently about June 1655,

accession, and knighted him . In none of he was removed to the Upper Bench, but

the state trials at which he was present the date is not precisely given . He is

does he seem to have taken a prominent mentioned as sitting in that court in Style's

part, and no record remains of his argument and Siderfin's Reports, and on the trial in

in the great case of the post nati. Cham- 1657 of Miles Sindercome for attempting

berlain, the letter-writer, records that in to murderthe protector. ( State Trials, ir.

October 1616 he was in disgrace at court 1269, v. 841.) His name does not appear

for hanging a Scotch falconer of the king, in Siderfin's Reports after Easter Term
contrary to express commands. ( Cal. State 1659, and, though he did not die till Fe

Papers ( 1611-18],398.) He died on Sep- bruary 26, 1666, his name is not among

tember 7, 1621, at Grafton Hall in Cheshire, the judges who were named by the Rump

a stately building erected by him on a manor Parliament in January 1660, noramong the

he purchased after he became a judge. He serjeants re-made by Charles II. Hewas

was buried in the church of T'ilston , the buried at Fetcham in Surrey. (Ormerod's

parish in which the manor is situate. ( Or- Cheshire, ii. 93 ; Family inf.; Nichols's
mero's Cheshire.) Lit. Anecdotes, v . 529.)
He was thrice married . His first wife WARD, WILLIAM , was an officer of the

was Margaret, daughter and sole heir of Exchequer, and in 1 Henry V., 1413, was

George Barlow , of Dronfield -Woodhouse appointed to audit the accounts of the re

in Derbyshire ; his second was Elizabeth, ceivers, & c., of the duchy of Cornwall.

daughter and coheir of Sir Thomas Butler, ( Devon's Issue Roll, 333.) In the first year

of Bewsey in Lancashire ; and his third of the following reign he was constituted

was Alice, daughter and coheirof Sir Peter king's remembrancer; and on May 26, 1426 ,

Warburton, of Arley Hall. By the first only 4 Henry VI., he became a baron of that

he had issue. His son John died in infancy, court ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 269, 273) ; but how

and his only surviving daughter, Elizabeth, long hè retained his seat on the bench does

inherited all his rich possessions. By her not appear.

marriagewith Sir Thomas Stanley, of Wever WÁRD, EDWARD, is described by Noble

and Alderley, she is the ancestress of the (Granger, ii . 181) as a native of Northamp

present LordStanley of Alderley . tonshire ; and Luttrell (iv. 277) says that
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in 1697 he purchased an estate in that pence, and the family is now represented

county of 2000l.a year. He was called to by G. Ward Hunt,Esq., the descendant of
the bår by the Inner Temple in 1670, and Jane, the chief baron'seldest daughter, and

soon got into good practice. The tendency member forNorth Northamptonshire.(I

of his political opinions may be inferred inf. T. Papillon, Esq., of Crorchurst.)

from his being engaged by LordRussell to WARE, RICHARD DE, who was electer?

argue points of lawonhis trialin 1683. abbot of Westminster, December 15, 1958,

He had married in 1676 Elizabeth, the was placed at the head of the commision

third daughter of Mr. Thomas Papillon, of of justices itinerant into the three northern

Acrise in Kent, a merchant of London, counties in 6 Edward I. , 1278 ; and in tha:

who was afterwards a candidate for the year he was sent on an embassy to Joko

office of sheriff of that city in the famous Duke of Brabant, to negotiate a marriage

contest that took place in 1683. He brought between that prince's eldest son and Ma

an action against Sir William Pritchard, garet, the king's daughter. His name does

thelord mayor, for a false return, andthe not appear on any future iter.
lord mayor in his turn brought an action He presided nearly twenty-five years

against Mr. Papillon for a malicious arrest. during which he procured many immun

Mr. Ward was one of the counsel employed ties for the abbey, and adorned it with the

to defend his father-in -law , and being ob- mosaic pavement before the high altar, the

noxious to SirGeorge Jeffreys,before whom rich materials of which he brought fro

it was tried, not only on account of his Rome. Besides the employments abcre
politics, but of his known connection with mentioned, he was engaged in 1261 in a

the defendant, the chief justice took the embassy to France, and in 1281wastres

opportunity of attempting to browbeat him. surer of the Exchequer, in which ofice Le

While making a very temperate statement, died on December 2 , 1283, this epitasi

and endeavouring to show that there was being placed over his tomb :

probable cause forthe arrest, Jeffreysrudely Abbas Richardus de Ware, qui requiescat

interrupted him, telling him that he did Hic , portat lapides, quos huc portavit ab l'obe

not understand the question at all,but that (Monasticon, i.273; Mador, ii. 37.)
he launched out in an ocean of discourse WARENNE, WILLIAM DE (Earl WA

that was wholly wide of the mark, and RENNE and EARL OF SURREY) . The

desired him not to make excursions ad man family of Warenne was endobled las

captandum populum , for he would suffer before the conquest of England, bearia:

none of his enamels nor his garnitures.' the nameof St. Martin before the earldo

On Mr. Ward's attempting to explain , Jef- of Warenne was conferred upon them ,

freys repeated his remarks so insultingly William de Warenne was distantly reidid

that the people hissed. This of course to the Conqueror,his aunt Gunnorá bariae

made the chief justice more irate, but at been that prince's great-grandmother. TŁU

length he was obliged to succumb, silenced connection was further cemented by his

by the respectful firmness of Mr. Ward, subsequent marriage with Gundreds o

and by a confirmatory sentence from Ser- of the daughters of King William and Me

jeant Maynard. ( State Trials, ix. 589, a. tilda. An attempt has lately been mad
336 ; Topog . and Geneal. iii . 35, 511. ) to prove that she was the daughter di

In 1687 Ward was elected a bencher of Matilda by a former marriage with (

his inn, and at the Revolution he modestly bodo, an avoué of St. Bertin, at St. Ce
declined a judgeship that was offered to ( Archæol. Journ. iii. 1, 26 ) ; but the bro

him . But on March 30, 1693, he accepted pothesis is fully and satisfactorily eter

the office of attorney-general; and on June turned by an able paperin the ‘ Archäologia

8, 1695 , he was appointed chief baron of ( xxxii. 108 ).

the Exchequer, and knighted .In this office He was entrusted with a commande

he remained during King William's life, the battle of Hastings, and greatly act :
and nearly all the reign of Queen Anne. buted to its successful result. In revai

For a brief interval of three weeks in May the lavish Conqueror conferred upon bis

1700 he held the Great Seal as one of the lordships and landsin almost erery part:

commissioners. ( Clarendon's Diary , ii. 273; the kingdom , his share of the spoil apa

Luttrell, i. 522 ; 1 Lord Raymond, 57, 566.) ing to 298 manors. He built castles &

He seems to have been an honestand in- Reigate in Surrey, Castle Acre in Varese

telligent judge,with sufficient legal know- Conisburgh in Yorkshire, and Lens

ledge and discretion ; but his name is not Sussex, at the latter of which he fired bus

distinguished by any prominence of cha- residence.

racter. He died at his house in Essex When the king left England in 10 :3

Street on July 16, 1714 , a fortnight before and Richard Fitz -Gilbert were appuissa!

his royal mistress, and was buried at Stoke chief justiciaries of the kingdomn. The

Doyle in the county of Rutland. By his government was principally distinzustad

wife he had twelve children . Two of his by overcoming the rebellion raised by the

sons became lawyers of considerable emi- Earls of Hereford and Norfolk ; but they

a

1
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disgraced their victory by cruelly ordering |to 1 John, 1195-1200, his name frequently

the right feet of their prisoners to be am- appears among the justiciers of the Curia

putated — a barbarous practice for which Regis at Westminster, before whom fines

they had the example of the king in some were levied . ( Hunter's Preface. )

of his Norman wars . In the next year he was appointed jus

On the death of the Conqueror, William tice of the Jews, and the rolls contain va

de Warenne assisted his second son , Wil- rious mandates to him and his fellows in

liam , to mount the throne, and was in that capacity till the ninth year of that

such favour with that monarch that he was reign , 1207-8. His death must have oc

created Earl of Surrey at his coronation. curred shortly afterwards, as in 11 John his

He did not long survive this honour, dying daughter Beatrice fined in three thousand

in the following June. The two earldoms one hundred marks, to be paid in four

devolved on his eldest son William , whose years, for having his lands. (Madox, i .

son, William, dying in 1148 without male 490.) He founded the priory of Wirmyay,

issue, that of Surrey passed with his and gave sixty acres of land to the canons

daughter Isabel to her husband, Hameline of Southwark .

Plantagenet, and ultimately, through sis- She was the daughter of his first wife,

ters , first to the Fitz-Alans, and after- Beatrice, and at the time of his death was

wards to the Howards, Dukes of Norfolk, the widow of Doun Bardolf, and afterwards

in which title it is nowmerged. ( Baronage, became the wife of Hubert de Burgh, Earl

i . 73 ; Horsfield's Lewes, i . 116; Turner, of Kent.

Lingard , & c .) By his second wife, Milicent, widowof

WARENNE, REGINALD DE,was grandson Richard Muntfichet, he leftno family.
of the above William , and was one of the ( Baronage, i . 83 ; Monast. vi . 591. )

sons of the second William , who succeeded WARENNE, JOHN DE, or PLANTAGE

to both earldoms, by his wife Elizabeth, NET (EARLWARREN and EarlOFSURREY),

daughter of Hugh the Great, Earl of Ver- was the grandson of the third Earl William ,

mandois, and widow of Robert Earl of who left a daughter Isabel, whose son,

Mellent. named William , succeeded to the earldoms

He was appointed by the convention be- and married Maud, sister and one of the

tween King Stephen and Henry Duke of coheirs of Anselm Mareschall, Earl of Pem

Normandy to have the custody of the broke, and widow of Hugh Bigot, Earl of

castles of Bellencumbre and Mortimer in Norfolk. They were the parents of this

Normandy. Under Henry II. he became Earl John.

an attendant at the court, and his name ap- At the time of his father's death, in 1240,

pears as the first of the witnesses to a con- he was a minor ( Excerpt.e Rot. Fin . i . 338,

cord at the Exchequer soon after Richard 447) , but attained his full age before 1245,

de Luci was made sole chief justiciary. when he sat with the rest of the earls in

(Mador, i . 215.) He naturally took the theparliament held in London .

part of the king in the contest with Becket ; The only timehe acted as a justice iti

but his devotion to the cause was somewhat nerant was in 1260, when he headed the

too violent, if it be true that he threatened commission into Somersetshire,Dorsetshire,

to cut off the archbishop's head when he and Devonshire.

landed in England . But although he joined In the contests between the king and the

Gervase de Cornhill, the sheriff of Kent, in barons he sided with his sovereign , but is

appearing on the shore of Sandwich on stated to have fled from the battle ofLewes .

that occasion, the intervention of John of He redeemed his character, however, at

Oxford prevented any mischief. Evesham , where the barons were defeated.

From the 14th to the 23rd Henry II., During the rest of this reign little worthy

1108–1177, he was regularly employed as of note is recorded of him ,except the vio

a justice itinerant, his pleas appearing in lent attack he made in Westminster Hall

twenty - one counties. ( Ibid. i.123–149.) He on Alan de Zouche and his son , occasioned

was also sheriff of Sussex for seven years, by some contest between them relative to

ending 23 Henry II. the title to certain land , in which he killed

By his marriage with Alice, the daughter the former and wounded the latter, and for

and heir of Robert de Wirmgay, in Nor- which he was compelled to make satisfac

folk , he became possessed of that barony. tion , and was fined ten thousand marks,

He died before 39 Henry II.,leaving a son , part of which he was afterwards pardoned

the next-mentioned William . ( Dugdale's in the next reign.

Baron . i . 83 ; Lord Lyttelton, i . 542, ii . 783.) Ile lived during thirty -two years under

WARENNE, WILLIAM DE, the son of King Edward, and signalised himself on

the above Reginald de Warenne, like his various occasions against the Welsh and

father, pursued the profession of the law, Scotch, by the latter of whom , after seve

and in 5 Richard I. , 1193-4, was a justice ral successful campaigns,he was eventually

itinerant in the counties of Essex and Hert- defeated in 25 Edward I.; but peace be

ford. (Mador, ii . 20.) From 7 Richard tween the two countries was duclared the

7 Z
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next year. Not only was he & loyal sup; 1 is evident that the king was not dissatiebed

porter of his sovereign's rights, but a bold with Warham'sconduct, since he was ad
assertor of his own . When he was asked vanced on the 13th of the following Fe

by the judges, under the recent statute en- bruary to the mastership of the Rolls, an

acted at Gloucester, called Quo Warranto, officewhich he held for eight years. During

by what title he held his lands, he drew this period he was frequently engagedin

his sword, and said, “ This is my warranty ! diplomatic services, and in his clericalcha

My ancestors cominginto this land with racter was instituted to the living of Parler

William the Bastard did obtain their lands in Hertfordshire in 1495, and preferred, vt

by the sword, andby it I am resolved to April28inthenextyear,from the pre
defend them. ' Another time, when ques- centorship of Wells, to which he had been

tioned as to the authority under whichhe appointed on November 2 , 1493, to ide

claimed free warren in Wurth and other archdeaconry of Huntingdon.
lands in Sussex, hepleadedthat all hisan- He was elected to the see of Loodaa

cestors had adhered to the Kings of Eng- in October 1501,and resigned the office of

land ; that when Normandy was lost,where master of the Rolls on February 1 , 1502.

they were earls, they also lost their lands On August 11he was appointed keeper

there, because they would not join the King the Great Seal, and was raised to the pri

of France against King John ; that in com- macy in November 1503. In January 14

pensation they had grants of other lands the king changed his title of keeper fr:

in England, with the privilege of free war- the more dignified one of lord chancellor of

ren over them , in regard of their surname England, which he retained during the rest

de Warenne; and his plea was allowed. of the reign, taking a prominent part in the

So highly were his services valued by the administration of the kingdom . ( Ryne,

king that on his death on September 27 , xii. 544, 655, 668, xii. 13, 21, 27, 90.)

1304, 32 Edward I. , a royal precept was In 1506 the archbishop was electedcts

directed to the bishopsand abbots to recom - cellor of his university, and his president

mend prayers for his soul, and indulgences only terminated with his life, a period of

were granted to those who joined in them . twenty -six years, during which he sb wei

He was buried in the abbey of Lewes. his love for his alma mater by EDT

He married Alice, daughter of Hugh le benefactions, in return for which he was

Brun, Earl of March, by Isabel, the widow regarded with a feeling approaching to

of King John, and consequently half -sister veneration.

to Henry III. By her he had, besides two Standing high as Warham did in the

daughters, a son, William , who died in his favour of the father, he was naturally

father's lifetime, leaving a son, named John, tained in his elevated post of chancen
who succeeded to the title . On John's when Henry VIII.succeeded to the throne :

death, without issue, in 1347,hissister Alice, but it wasnot long ere he lost the acceso

the wife of Edmund Earl of Arundel, be- dency which hehad hitherto possessed in t »

came his heir, and the title still survives in royal councils. Wolsey, with no hizta

her descendant,the presentDuke of Norfolk . office than that of almoner, was gradua

( Baronaye, i. 73-81; Nicolas.) acquiring an influence over the king ': ni

WARHAM , WILLIAM (ARCHBISHOP or which enabled him at length to attain t.

CANTERBURY), was born at Walsanger in highest position in the state ; and Hean ,

the parish of Okely in Hampshire, the resi- not well pleased perhaps with the ter

dence of his father, Robert Warham, whose scruples which the archbishop had raid

family had been long seated there. His against his proposed marriage with Cath

education was commenced at William of rine of Arragon, was probably aware të

Wykeham's school at Winchester, and con- though in his character of primate he per

tinued at New College, Oxford ,of which he formed the ceremony, he did not bearts

became fellow in 1475. Hetook the degree approve it. He continued, however, to be one
of doctor in both laws, and left his acade- the Great Seal for the first six years o .

mical retirement to enter into a more active half of the reign, although his palpably de

career in 1488, having previously been ad- creasing power and the purposed indistit

mitted into holy orders,and received from offered to him by the new favourite, en

his college the living of Horewood Magna, cially since the acquisition of the et

in the diocese of Lincoln. bishopric of York and the cardinalsbip is

Entering as an advocate in the Court of several times induced him to tender bis

Arches, he distinguished himself in such a signation . Having been obliged to re

manner as to be selected by Henry VII., in strate with Wolsey for causing his caret

July 1493, to go on an embassy with Sir be carried before him in the province od

Edward Poynings to the court of Archduke Canterbury, contrary to established praco

Philip , the realobject of the mission being the wily cardinal seemingly submited

to obtain the surrender of Perkin Warbeck , forthwith took steps to obtain from the

who had taken refuge in Flanders. Al- the appointment of legate e latere, ut

though they failed in their negotiation, it would give him a better claim to the C
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puted right. This at once decided Warham , His zeal for the Church made him too

who two months after, on December 22, great a persecutor of those who differed

1515, retired from his office of chancellor, from him to leave his character quite free
which was immediately given to his rival. from blame. To the same cause is to be

Thepride and insolence ofthecardinal were attributed his unavailing prohibition of Tyn

exhibited against the archbishop on many dal's Bible ; and his tendency to superstition

subsequent occasions, and he even went so may be seen in his too easy credence in the

faras to take offence at his subscribing him- pretended miracles of Elizabeth Barton ,the

self your Brother of Canterbury. War- Holy Maid of Kent. But, notwithstanding

ham bore these insults with calmness while these drawbacks, it is impossible not to ad
they affected himself alone, although during mire a man who in other respects passed

Wolsey's power his ecclesiastical dignity through his public career with so much
was reduced to a mere shadow ; but when credit, and who, as an ecclesiastic, has so

his clergy were interfered with and his many claims onour respect.
archiepiscopal authority invaded , by the The principal descriptions of the private

erection of alegatine courtand the arbi- life ofthe archbishop are derived from
trary judgments pronounced there, Warham Erasmus (Epist. 138 ; Ecclesiastes), of whom

made arepresentation to the king,who, de- he was one of the earliest English patrons,

claring his ignorance,charged him to convey contributing towards his expenses when he

to the cardinal the royal pleasure that these came to England in 1509, and supporting

things should be amended. However an- him wholly here in the following year.
noying such a command must have been ( Athen. Oxon. ii . 738 ; Godwin, 133, 190 ;
whendelivered by such a messenger, it was Le Neve ; Rapin ; Lingard, &c. )

followed by a still more bitter reprimand WARINE (PRIOR OF LOCHES). The only

from the king himself, which compelledthe mention made of • Magister Guarinus,'prior

ambitious priest to exercise greater caution . of Loches in Touraine, is that his authen

On Wolsey's disgrace in 1529, some tication appears to a royal charter to the

writers say that Warham declined the offer monasteryof Bonport,dated at Bellum

of his former office of lord chancellor, while Castrum de Rupe, on February 28, 1198,

others assert that the king had determined 9 Richard I. , with the words ' tunc agentis

that no churchman should hold the Great vicem Cancellarii' added to his name.

Seal. Indeed, the archbishop must have (Monast. vi. 1110 ; Neustria Pia .897.) He

been then too old to desire such an addition probably died soon after,as Peter deRupibus

to his responsibilities in times so dangerous. is called prior of Lochésin a charter dated

Attached as he was to the ancient system , July 30 , 1199, 1 John . (Rot. Chart. 10, 34. )

and asupporter of the papal authority, hé WARLEE, ÎNGELARD DE, was of the cle

must have looked with ananxious eye on rical profession , and was procurator for the

the king's proceedings; and it may be readily archdeacon of Worcester in the parliament

conceived how grating it must have been to of 35 Edward I. (Rot. Parl. i . 190,341.) Sir

his feelings when he was compelled in con- T. D.Hardy has introduced him as keeper of

vocation to pass a grant with a preamble the Great Seal on May 11 , 1310, 3 Edward

acknowledgingthe king to be the protector 11., because on the resignation of the chan

and, under God,the onlysupremeheadof cellor on that day the king delivered it to

the Church and clergy of England. His him to be kept in the wardrobe. He was

subsequent private protest against any sta- then keeper of that department, in which ,

tute that derogated from the authority of during any vacancy, the Sealwas ordinarily

the pope shows how fortunate it was for deposited merely for safe custody. It so

him that the king's supremacy was not re- remained, on this occasion, only till the next

cognised by parliament till after his death . day, when it was delivered to certain clerks

That event occurred on August 23, 1532, at of the Chancery, to perform the duties, and

St. Stephen's, near Canterbury,in the house afterwards re- deposited there. Ingelard de

of his relative , Archdeacon Warham . His Warlee continued keeper of the wardrobe

remains were deposited in a chapelbuilt by till the eighth year of that reign. In 10

himself near themartyrdom in his cathedral. Edward II . , on December 29, 1316, he was

His liberality during his lifewas evidenced appointed a baron of the Exchequer, and

by his poverty at his death , when, though he so continued till his death, which oc

he had filled the profitable office of chan- curred in June 1318. There is an entry in

cellor for thirteen years, and had enjoyed the wardrobe accounts,that ' two pieces

the primacy for twenty -eight, he left barely of Lucca cloth ' were laid upon his body,

sufficient to satisfy his creditors. On the buried in the church of St. Martin's-le

approach of his decease he is said to bare Grand. ( Archæologia, xxvi . 310. )
asked his steward how much money re- WARNEVILLE , RALPII DE. Roger de

mained in his hands, and, on being told Wendover ( ii . 370 ) states that Ralph de
that he had but thirty pounds, to have Warneville, sacrist of Rouen and ' trea

cheerfully answered that was enough to surer of York, was constituted chancellor
last till he got to heaven. ' of England in the year 1173; and Matthew

&
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Paris repeats the account in the same of the commissioners to enquire as to some

words ; but neither of them says whom he complaints of the inhabitants of Friswerk

succeeded in the office, nor how long he in Yorkshire as late as 1347. ( Angl. Sir.

retained it. Le Neve ( 319 ) inserts him i. 20 ; Barnes's Edward III. 212, 217 ; RA.

among the treasurers of York on the au- Parl. ii. 187.)

thorityof a similar passage in Matthew of WATSAND, ALAN DE, is called by Vat

Westminster, and places Richard Pudsey thew Paris clericus regis .' Hewas raid

next in the list, on whom he says the trea- to the bench about 1246, 30 Henry III,

surership was conferred by the king in 1189. and sat there till his death in Novembe :

Ralph de Diceto ( 567) is the only author or December 1257, up to which form-

who makes any addition to this announce- month there are entries of payments i :

ment. He describes Ralph de Warneville writs of assize to be taken before him .

as not altering in his advancement the His nameis often writtenWassand. (Dug

simple course of living which he had dale's Orig. 43 ; Ercerpt. e Rot. Fir. ż..

adopted in his private life, and adds that 6-219; Abb. Placit. 126.)
he committed his duties in the Curia Regis WATSON, WILLIAM HENRY, was bort at

to Walter de Constantiis, a canon of Rouen. Bamborough in 1796 , and when only tiite -1

There aretwocharters in the Monasticon' years old became a soldier, being the sun

(vi . 1067, 1106 ) bearing his attestation as of Captain John Watson of the 10th foui,

chancellor, both dated at Juliam Bonam ' upon whose early death the Duke of Yeri

(Lillebonne) , but with nothing to indicate gave his son a commission in the lst reta

the year in which they were granted. It dragoons in 1811. Raised the next year :

seems clear that he held the seals till the a lieutenancy , he exchanged into the in

appointment of Geoffrey Plantagenet,the dragoons, and shared in the glories of the

king's illegitimate son , in 1181. He after- Peninsular war, and in the crowninz sic

wards became Archbishop of Lisieux . tory of Waterloo. His march into Put

( Robert de Monte. ) with the allied armyvery shortly precede

WARWICK , EARL OF. See J. DE PLES- his retirement from the service , as the pay

which followed promised no actire ucra

WATH , MICHAEL DE, was of a Yorkshire pation .

family , and in 16 Edward II. , 1322, was a He then determined to adopt the k

surety for one of theadherents of the Earl profession, and , entering Lincoln's Ino r

of Lancaster. He is then described as 1817 , he pursued the study so diligenti

* clericus,' and two years afterwards is that he soon made himself competent is
named in a commission to assist the Arch- commence business as a special pleaces.

bishop of York in removing foreign priests He continued in this laborious brart

in theEast Riding of that county. In June practice for a great number of years wi ]

1332, 6 Edward III., he was one of the continually increasing success, till at lac

tallagers there ( N. Federa, ii . 574, 840) , in 1832 he felt it necessary both for his
and was probably a clerk in the Chancery, health and the prospect of advancemer.it

which was often held at York ; for he re- be called to the bar. During the inters !

ceived the appointment of master of the he published two books, one « On Ariet

Rolls on January 20, 1334, and was sworn tion ' in 1825, and the other on · The tre

in at the abbey of St. Mary at York . and Duties of Sheriff ' in 1827, the ele

He held this office little more than three lence and usefulness of which have bus

years, surrendering it on April 28, 13:37. proved by their being frequently recriar
It is remarkable that during that time he Both on the Northern Cireuit, wat k.

never held the Great Seal as the substitute joined, and in London , his previous replir

of the chancellor, as was then the custom tion secured to him full employment, * 1 -

with masters of the Rolls . But he was increased so much that in 1843 he fel: --

subsequently appointed to that duty in tified in accepting a silk gown. As a len :

conjunction with two associates, at the end he was most successful by his bearts

of the year 1339 ; and several entries prove forcible style of address ; and br his friend

that he continued to act as one of the clerks disposition and cordial bonhomie bez
of the Chancery in 1338 and 1340. ( Rot. most popular among his companias »
Parl. ii . 112. ) the circuit.

In the latter year he was one of the suf- In the meantime he had entend :

ferers on the king's angry return from ment in 1841, and sat for hirsile inst ,

France, and, with some of his brother offi- and afterwards in 1854 for llull, anire

cers, was cast into prison for maladminis- tinued its member till he was raised ta !

tration in his department . John de Strat- bench . That event did not occurial

ford, Archbishop of Canterbury, remon- ber 1856,when he was constituted a bare
strating against his imprisonment as a of the Exchequer. Ilis judicial carrer »

clergyman, procured his release ; but he not of long duration. On the spriozare :

does not again appear in connection with of 1860 he had opened the corarnisse :

the Chancery, though he is named as one Welshpool on March 19, and taijos
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cluded his charge to the grand jury, when for four years. (Godwin, 431 ; Weever, 700 ;
he was seized with apoplexy, and very Le Neve, 209.)

shortly after breathed his last. WAYNFLETE, WILLIAM (BISHOP OF

Hemarried first a sister of Sir William WINCHESTER), took his name from the

Armstrong, the inventor of the new artil- market town in Lincolnshire so called,

lery ; and secondly Mary, the daughter of where hewas born. His father was Richard

Anthony Capron, Esq . (who afterwards Patten of that place, and his mother was

took the name of Hollist), of Lodsworth, Margery, the daughter of Sir William

near Petworth, in Sussex . Brereton, possessing considerable property

WAUTON, JOHN DE, by his marriage in Cheshire , who held the post of governor

with Alice, the sister and heir of Odo de of Caenin Normandy, and greatlydistin

Dammartin, became possessedof lands in guished himself in the wars with France.

the counties of Surrey, Norfolk, and Suf- That he bore the name of Barbour also

folk. By a mandate in 1 Henry III. for appears from a formal declaration made by

the restoration of his estates, it would ap- Juliana Churchstile, that she was the heir

pear that he had been an adherent to the of the bishop, being sole daughter of

barons in the last years of King John, and Robert Patten ,brother and heir of Richard

so had lost them . His nameought scarcely Patten, otherwise called Barbour of Wayn

to be included in the list of justices itine- flete, father of the bishop .' It will also be

rant ; for although, in 9 Henry III., 1225, presently seen that the bishop himself at

he was one of those at first appointed for first used the nameof Barbour.

Surrey, another was put in his place, as Richard Patten, besides his two sons

he was not able to be present. He died William and John (who became dean of

about September 1230. (Rot. Claus. i . Chichester) , is said to have had a third ,

324, ii. 37, 76, 83 ; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . i. named Richard, who settled at Boslow in
202, 227 , 256.) Derbyshire, and was the progenitor of

WAUTON, SIMON DE (BISHOP OF NOR- the respectable line of the Patten family,

WICH ), was born at Wauton, or Walton which, removing into Lancashire, is now

Deyville , in Warwickshire. He wasbrought represented by John Wilson -Patten, Esq .,

up to the clerical profession, to which, ac- of Bank Hall, one of the representatives of

cording to the fashion of the times, he united that county in parliament. According to

the study of the law. In 7 John he was his pedigree, the family is as old as the

the king's clerk or chaplain , and had a Conquest, was settled in Essex in 1119, re

grant of the church of St. Andrew in Hast- moved to Waynflete in Lincolnshire in the

ings, and in the two following years re- reign of Edward III. , and the prelate's

ceived letters of presentation to the churches father was the third in succession of those

of Slapton and Colered. ( Rot. Pat. 61 , who lived there. But Dr. Chandler gives

68 , 75. ) several reasons for doubting whether this

In 30 Henry III., 1246, he was justice Richard was a brother of William and

itinerant into the northern counties, and John. William went to Wykeham's school

performed the same duty again in 1249 and at Winchester, and thence proceeded to

1250 in other parts of England . He was Oxford, but to what college there is un

raised to the judicial bench 1247, the certain.

Fine Rolls containing entries ofpayments for In April 1420 William Barbor is re

assizes to be taken before him of that date, corded in the Lincoln Registryas one of

which are regularly continued till May the unbeneficed acolytes; and in January of

1257, just before he was elected to the the following year, 1420-1 , it is stated that

bi-hopric of Norwich ; and he received the • William Barbor became a subdeacon by

acknowledgment of fines till about the same the style of William Waynfiete of Spald

period. (Excerpt.e Rot. Fin. ii.passim ; Abb. ing.' 'In the following March he was

Placit. 127, 132, 143 ; Dugdale's Orig . 43. ) ordained deacon by the latter name, and

In his circuits of 1253 and 1255 he stood in January 1426 presbyter, on the title of

at the head of his commissions, except that the house of Spalding.

an abbot was placed for ornament before It was not long before he attracted the

him in the last. On April 13, 1257, Robert notice of Robert Fitz -Hugh, then arch

de Briwes was ordered to be associated with deacon of Northampton, in the samediocese,

Simon de Wauton , et sociis suis, justi- and afterwards Bishop of London ; for when

ciariis de Banco,' from which it may be that learned divine was appointed to go on

conjectured that he was then at the head a mission to Rome, · William Waynflete

of the court. In the following August he in legibus bacallarius' was one of those

was confirmed Bishopof Norwich, after designed to accompany him; and his letter
which he does not appear to have acted on of protection , which was to last for one

the legal bench . He presided over that see year, was dated July 15 , 1429. ( Acts Privy

till his death , on January 2, 1205, and ob- Council, iii. 347. ) In the same year bis

tained the pope's permission to retain all talents and acquirements, and the excel

his ecclesinstical preferments in commendam lence of his character, gained him the

6
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appointmentofmasterof Wykeham's school | king's recovery, the energetic conduct of

at Winchester, the scene of his early edu- the queen bad for a time restored the coral

cation. Several ecclesiastical preferments ascendency, he was selected for the then

have been appropriated to him about this onerous post of chancellor in the place of

time, but there is considerable doubt Bourchier, Archbishop of Canterbury,whose

whether he held any of them , as the name ministry was deemed of too timeserving a

of Waynflete was not of uncommon occur- character. The Great Seal was placed in

rence, and some with his Christian name his handson October 11 , 1456 , and he beld

are clearly shown to have been different it for nearly four years — a disastrous period,

persons. "It is certain, however, that Car- during which, though he at first effected

dinal Beaufort conferred upon him the a temporary accommodation between the

mastership and chantry of the hospital of contending parties, the country was dis

St. Mary Magdalen, about a mile from tracted with the horrors of civil war , and

Winchester. He was in possession in 1438 , it was soon evident that the contest could

and continued to enjoy it till he himself not be terminated but by the absolute ruin

was raised to the see. of one or the other. Disheartened at lat

When Waynflete had filled the office of by the reverses of the field , in perpetual

master of Winchester School for about anxiety by the doubtful event of each sue
eleven

years, and had acquired a high re- cessive conflict, probably feeling that his

putation for the diligence , judgment, and services were misapplied in so bloody a

success with which he had performed his controversy, and perhaps dissenting from

duties, King Henry, who had begun to the violent measures of his party, be re

found Eton College on the same model, solved to retire. Accordingly on July 7 ,

paid a visit to Winchester for the purpose 1460, three days before the battle of

of personally inspecting the system . So Northampton, so fatal to the Lancastrians,
satisfied was he with his examination that he surrendered the Seal of the kingdom in

he resolved to give the mastership of his the king's tent on the field . The same das

new school to Waynflete, who accordingly a full pardon was granted to him for all

removed there in 1442 'with five of the offences which he might have previous

fellows and thirty - five of the scholars of committed ; and the pious king, touch

Winchester to commence the seminary. On defeated and a prisoner, cleared him in

December 21, 1443, he was promoted to be any imputation of disloyalty or lukewarm
provost of Eton.

ness in an affecting letter whichhe wrote

The king regarded him with such especial to the pope in the following Novembe ,

favour that on the very day of his uncle bearing * ample testimony to the bishops
Cardinal Beaufort's death, on April 11 , innocence, his meritorious services, and us

1447, he wrote to the church at Winchester | blemished reputation .'

to proceed immediately to a new election , During this anxious period his friend S :

with an urgent recommendation of his John Fastolf died, leaving him one of bis

. right trustyand well-beloved clerc and executors. The · Paston Correspondende

concelloure, Maister William Waynflete,' ( i . 102) contains bis instructions as to the

for their bishop ; and on the same day he execution of the will, which show that be

granted Waynflete the custody of the tem- was a man of business, and of a pious and

poralities of the see. The pope's confirma- liberal mind.

tion was given without delay, and the king That King Edward duly appreciated the

himself honoured the new prelate's en- merits of Bishop Wayntlete, and did 23
thronisation with his presence on August treat him with any harshness in conse

30 , 1418. quence of his attachment to the fara

In the contentions which then agitated Henry, appears from the bishop's beins

England the bishop had a difficult course appointed a trier of petitions in the Ex

to steer ; but while his devotion to his parliament of that reign ( Rot. Parl. F. t .

sovereign, to whom he was bound by the and from the just decision made by the

ties of loyalty and gratitude , was always king in that parliament against the cixas

firmly exhibited when his counsels were which had been raised by some of the

called for , in allaying the stormscreated by bishop's tenants in Hampshire. These acts

the insurrection of Jack Cade, the loss of were followed by others of an equally

the French acquisitions, and the first rising nerous character, till at last, in the eistih

of Richard Duke of York, his mildness and year of the reign , February 1 , 142, s fail

prudent conduct secured him from that pardon was granted to him, with an inn

inveterate enmity which followed others duction declaring his manifest good deerts.

who took so decided a part. Even after and that the king had admitied him to

the first battle of St. Albans in 1455, and his special favour. Whatever part car

the assumption of power by the duke, bishop took in the following year, who

apparently confirmed as it was by the King Henry was for a while rest :

growing imbecility of the king, the bishop which we have no clear account, it was

remained unmolested ; and when, on the overlooked by Edward on regaining the
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throne, and a new pardon released the high admiration which his pious efforts
bishop from any fears he might have enter- awakened.

tained. During the remainder of Edward's The edifice is one of the principal orna

reign, though he received frequent tokens ments of the university, and is a lasting

of the king's goodwill towards him, he memorialofthe taste aswell as the muniti

continued to enjoy the regard of the Lan- cence of the founder, who spared no expense

castrian party, owing both to the mild vir- in its erection. He lived to see the whole

tues of his character, and the absence of completed, and to find that the statutes he

intemperance on the one side and of ser- had prepared for its regulation practically

vility on the other. answered the purposes he contemplated .

Shortly after the usurpation of Richard With the same desire of encouraging

III., and before the murder of the princes learning and piety in his native town, he

in the Tower,Bishop Waynfletewas obliged erected there a school and chapelofhand

to assist in the reception of the king at Ox- some construction, which he also dedicated
ford, where the royal condescension and to St. Mary Magdalen, with a liberal en

generosity seem to have made a favourable dowment to the master.

impression . It may be presumed, however, The last scene of the venerable prelate's

that the bishop, although the college which useful life was now approaching, and he

he founded was benefited by some royal piously prepared for its termination . His

grants, was no friend to the character of will was dated April 27, and he died on

the usurper, and that he rejoiced greatly at August 11, 1486 , of a disease which, after

the triumph of the Lancastrians in the a life of uninterrupted health ,suddenly at
accession of their representative. Henry tacked him. He was buried at Winchester

VII . at once showed his regard to the pre- in a magnificent mausoleum whichhe had

late by confirming all the gifts which had provided in his lifetime. It is difficult to
been conferred on his college . speak too highly of his character, as there

Of that college, where, afteran interval isscarcely a virtue which has not been at

of more than three centuries, his memory tributed to him . ( Dr. Chandler's Life of

still survives and his virtues still are cele- the Bishop .)

brated, it would be out of place to attempt WEDDERBURN, ALEXANDER ( LORD

more than a short account. So early was LOUGHBOROUGH, EARL OF Rosslyn ), is

Waynflete impressed with the low state of another example of a political chancellor,

learning at the universities, that he had no who, although he was gifted with great

sooner been invested with the mitre than talents, and possessed many accomplish

he commenced his exertions to improve ments and undoubted eloquence, failed to

the condition of indigent students. He gain the respect of either party in the state,

obtained a royal licence on May 6 , 1448, because he was everything by turns, ' and

to found a hall at Oxford for the study of his own interests and advancement seemed

divinity and philosophy; and he lost no to prompt his various tergiversations. Ac

time in procuring adequate premises within cording to the common custom when a peer

the city, including Bostar Hall and Hare age is conferred , the descent of Alexander

Hall,which he united under the name of Wedderburn is traced from a family that

St. Mary Magdalen Hall, of which the first held lands in the county of Berwick at the

president received possession on August 29 time of the Conquest. Then follow a suc

in the same year. Besides this officer, the cession of individuals noticed in various

foundation was to consist of fifty poor ways in Scottish history, till we arrive at

scholars, graduates,with a power to aug- his father,Peter Lord Chesterhall, eminent

ment or diminish their numbers, and they inthe law, and advanced by that title in

had the right to use a common seal. The 1755 to be one of the senators of the college

means ofthe hall were afterwards con- of justice ,whomarried Janet, the daughter

siderably increased by several royal and of Colonel Ogilvie.

private benefactions. With these the bishop Hewas born at Edinburgh on February

was about to enlarge the site of his esta- | 13, 1733, and commenced his education at

blishment, when he obtained the king's a school at Dalkeith , finishing it at the

consent on July 18, 1456, to convert the university of Edinburgh, through which he

hall into a college. For this purpose he passed with great distinction. He natu

purchased the hospital of St. John the rally selected thelaw as hisprofession, and

Baptist, without the eastern gate of the applied himself so successfully to the study

city, where the college is now situate. Its of civil law and municipal jurisprudence

conversion and the erection of the new that he was admitted a member of the fa

buildings were long retarded bythe public culty of advocates in June 1754, being then

distractions ; butwhen tranquillity was re- only twenty-one. Before he took this step

stored he proceeded diligently in his work , he had shown a strong inclination to the

receiving numerous donations of valuable English bar by enteringhimself at the Inner

endowments, which were made from the Temple on May 8, 1753, and keeping bis

respect in wbich he was held, and the terms there. He was, howerer, persuaded

6
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to try his fortune at the Scottish bar, as his at once called upon him to retract and ap )

father's present position at it, and still more logise, on pain of deprivation , when Wede

his elevation in 1755 to the Scottish bench, derburn deliberately took off his gown,

seemed to promise prosperous results. The and, laying it on the bar, said , ' My lords I

early death of thenew lord in the nextyear neither retract nor apologise, but I will save

would have dissipated those hopes, had not you the trouble of deprivation ; there is my

the young man attained a certain éminence gown, and I will never wear it more :-tir

among his colleaguesby his association with tute me involvo.' Then, bowing to the

the literati of his country, and by his con- judges, he quitted the court.

nection with the generalassembly of the He immediately left Scotland, to which

Church of Scotland. He had been long he never returned, and was called to the

on intimate terms with Robertson , Adam English bar four months afterwards, on No

Smith, and particularly with David Hume, vember 25, 1757. During the first months

whom he had lately successfully defended after his arrival in London he applied him

against an attack upon him in the general self, under theinstruction of the elder Stee

assembly . In that arena, too, he soon after ridan and Macklin , to the study of English

strenuously opposed a censure upon Home pronunciation, with such effect that the

for his tragedy of Douglas,' and upon all peculiarities of the Scottish accent were

persons, lay and clerical,who attended the almost entirely eradicated. Through this

theatre . He hadbeen a prominentmember theatrical connection he obtained the early

of the Poker Club, and of its successor the business he had ; but among his Sectes

Select Society, formed for the discussion of friends was the Earl of Bute, who had been

questions of history, law , and ethics. In longed to the ‘ Select Society ' in Edine

that society he had the honour of presiding burgh, and under his patrcnage he became
on its first meeting in May 1754,number- member of the burghs of Ayr, &c. , in the

ing among his associates, besides the four first parliament of George III . In allus o

eminent men just named , Hugh Blair, Sir to his histrionic alliances and senatoria

David Dalrymple, Drs. Alexander Munro efforts, Churchill introduced him into de

and John Hope, and other persons famous · Rosciad,'in a most severe passage, inserted
in the law and the Church. He had taken in 1763, showing that even at that taris

a leading part in projecting the first • Edin- period thoseunfortunate characteristics site

burgh Review ,' to which he was during its visible which were attributed to him

short existence both editor and contributor. throughout his career.

With the prestige arising from all these Becoming a member of a club of literat

causes,Wedderburn still continued at the natives of Scotland which met at the

Scottish bar till about a year after his British coffee-house in Cockspur Streft, iG

father's death, when his connection with it which many Englishmen were 8000 ad

was wholly terminated by an incident in mitted , his success was gradualis forwarte

the court, originating in a premeditated by the influence of bis associates Bai

insult to Mr. Lockhart, then the dean of still bis business was so small that lawang
faculty, or chief of the advocates. were astonished at his boldness in scepers

Lockhart was so fotorious for treating a silk gown soon after his patroa Lord
the junior advocates with rudeness and in- Bute became prime minister. He received
fult that four of them agreed together that a patent of precedence in Hilary Ten

ihe first who was the subject of his vitupe- 1763. He now selected the Norton

ration should publicly resent it. The chance Circuit, from which its leader Sir F - 111 *

fell upon Wedderbuin, whom in an argu- Norton bad just retired, and in Loaiz

ment he called a " presumptuous boy ; ' and attached himself to the Court of Chanen ,

Wedderburn in his reply was not wanting where, and in the House of Lorus exa

in theattack that had been planned. Among Scotch appeals, he acbiered great sua*
other passages, be said , ' I do not say that He was remarkable for the cleaness of his

the learned dean is capable of reasoning, but statements and for the subtilty of Lis atske

if tears would have answered his purpose, I ments, and he particularly shone in se

am sure tearswould not have been wanting.' great Douglas cause, his speech in we
On Lockhart's look of vengeance, he unwar- was universally admired .

rantably added, ' I care little, my lords, for In the House of Commons, to which to

what may be said or done by a man who was returned to the new parliament of 1:4

has been disgraced in his person and dis- as member for Richmond, he dispieva
Jionoured in his bed ,' alluding to some cir- similar efficiency. After Lord Butest

cumstances in the dean's private life . The tirement, Wedderburn, from being ore

lord president very properly stopped him, the king's friends,' assumed the charts
and said that this waslanguageun becoming of a patriot , ' strenously defending W

in advocate and a gentleman,'on which the and taking the part of the Americans

i ate junior exclaimed that'' his lordship bis conduct with regard to the furteer

had said that as a judge which he could not felt himself in March 1709 obliged to ra .

justify as a gentleman.' The indignant court his seat for Richmond, which bod bra

6
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given to him as a tory, but was returned | experience of his dexterity in shifting the

as a whig in the following January for scene , means were taken to quiet his im
Bishop's Castle in Shropshire . This seat patience, and in the following June he

he owed to the gratitude of Lord Clive for became attorney -general. He occupied

his eloquent and earnest defence of him , this post for just two years, and on June

which his lordship further exhibited by á 14, 1780, his longing for promotion and

munificent present of a mansion atMitcham . peerage was gratified by the appointment

His secession from the court party was of chief justice of the Common Pleas and

hailed bythe oppositionists witha compli- by being created Baron Loughborough.

mentarydinner, and his subsequent efforts During the whole period of his holding

on that side were rewarded by thefreedom office he had been a most zealous and

of the city of London and the plaudits of effective supporter of the ministerial mea
Lord Chatham . Wedderburn continued sures, charming the house by his sarcasm

his patriotic exhibitions during the first and his wit, as well as leading it by the

year of Lord North's ministry , personally force and eloquence of his advocacy. Pro

pitting himself against that nobleman , and fessionally he continued to distinguish
exposing with great eloquence and power himself by his industry and management.
all his measures .

Towards the end, how- His speech on the prosecution of the

ever, of that year he was evidently laying Duchess of Kingston is an admired speci

himself outfor a junction with the minister; men of his forensic excellence, remarkable

and to the infinite disgust of all, but to the for clear and close argument and lucid

surprise of few , on themeeting of parlia- arrangement. In his last act as attorney

ment on January 25, 1771,he was gazetted general he has the credit of being the first

as solicitor-general, bound to support all to put an effectual stop to the No Popery

he had so recently and earnestly resisted . riots, by the advice he gave to the privy

Well might Junius say of him , 'As for council that themilitarymight act without

Wedderburn, there is something about him regard to the Riot Act.

which even treachery cannot trust. Yet, His first public appearance after his

notwithstanding this decided opinion and appointment was to preside in the next

various similar expressions by this extra- month at the trials of the rioters, when his

ordinary writer with regard to Wedder- charge to the grand jury,while it displayed
burn , there were some who attributed to his usual eloquence, is blamed as being

him the authorship of Junius's Letters, a more like the inflammatory address of an

notion which could have no foundation advocate than the calm direction of a

except in the elegance and force of his judge. During the twelve years that he

style, and which no one who investigates held the office he preserved its dignity and

the subject can possibly support. Braving acquired a well-deserved reputation for his

the sneers of the opposition bench , he soon, impartial administration of justice, as well

by bis admirable tact and insinuating elo- as for his patience and courtesy to those

quence, recovered his ascendency in the who practised under or came before him .
house. But he bad not much credit as a lawyer,

In 1774 he pronounced the tremendous and his decisions are not greatly regarded.

invective against Franklin before the privy Not content with the arena of Westminster

council, which increased the exasperation Hall and the circuits, he acted as chairman

of the Americans, and assisted in stirring of the quarter sessions in Yorkshire, where

up the civil war, in the progress of which he had property; and it is said that the

he gave the most unflinching support to the Court of King'sBench maliciously rejoiced

ministers, with undaunted front defending when it had occasion to overturn his de

them from the attacks of the opposition. cisions.

l'pon that speech and its consequences the But his aspirations had a higher aim

following lines were produced : than the presidency of his court. He looked

with longing to the chancellor's seat, but

Sarcastic Sawney, full of spite and hate,

On modest Franklin pour'd bis venal prate ;
despaired of it while Lord Thurlow was

The calm philosopher, without reply patronised by the king. Though he sup

Withdrew-and gave his country liberty. ported Lord North during the tottering

remainder of his ministry, it was principally

But he could not yet make himself happy by his silent vote, and when Lord Rock

in his position . He fancied that his ser- ingham came in he could not expect

vices were insufficiently appreciated, and to be advanced. But under Lord Shel

that he was neglected by Lord North ; yet burne's administration he renewed his

when he was offered the chief barony of intrigues, and when by the aid of his

the Exchequer at the end of 1777, he exertions in parliament thatministry was

refused it unless it was accompanied by a forced to resign, he hoped that the coalition

place in the legislature, and talked of which followed, and which he had the

taking an opportunity of extricating ', credit of advising , would give him his

himself from office. As ministers had some expected reward . Ile was, however, dis
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appointed ; the Seal was put in commis- niously defeated . During the eight years of

sion, and he wasobliged to content himself his chancellorship he kept outwardly on

with being the first commissioner,a post good terms with Mr. Pitt ; but towards the

which he filled during the short existence end of them he privately intrigued for that

of that unpopular administration, from minister's dismissal. Although he had for

April 9 to December 13, 1783. When the merlyprofessed himself &warmfriend to
coalitionists were indignantly dismissed, Catholic Emancipation, he now secretly

Lord Loughborough exerted himself stre- and artfully encouraged the scruples which

nuously in aid of the factious proceedings in the king entertained with regard to the

the lower house, tin ,by the dissolution of coronation oath, hoping that he should thus

the parliament,Mr. Pitt was firmly esta- certainly secure himself in the possession of

blished as prime minister. He had now his office in the event of a change. The

become a whig and a Foxite, and was con- change took place ; but to Lord Lourd

sidered the leader of the party in the borough's infinite chagrin and disapp 113

House of Lords. For the next five years ment he was himself superseded . The ting

nothing occurred to give him hopes of a was too well aware of his previous intrigues

chance, but with the illness of the king in to have any confidence in him , and was gle]

1788 his prospects brightened in the view to have the opportunity of availing his

of the regency. His first most unwise and of the services of Lord Eldon , as an adrie

unconstitutional advice to the Prince of whom he esteemed to be both zealous ad

Wales was that the government should at honest.

once be assumed byhim as of right; but The tenacity to office of the discarded

his royal highness was most fortunately chancellor was indecently exhibited after

influenced by more moderate counsels, and his dismissal by his attending unsummond

the bill was allowed to proceed, Lord the meetings of the cabinet, until Mr. Ad

Loughborough and his party vainlyendea- dington was obliged to give him a forra

vouring to mitigate its more objectionable notice that his presence was not required

restrictions. On the discovery of Lord His hope of restoration appeared from Li

Thurlow's double -dealing, the transfer of constant presence at court, from his tarid:

the Great Seal seemed secure, when the a house in the neighbourhood of Windse

king's sudden recovery reduced the whigs in order to enjoy frequent access to his La

and their politic adherent to their former jesty, and also from following the retai

unpromising position. Lord Loughborough movements to Weymouth . But it al

continued from this time to act steadily availed him nothing ; the king, thoug

with the wbig party, and even so late as courteous and kind to his fallen mini-t-I,

February 1792 supported Lord Porchester's never really respected him ; and wher, site:

motion censuring Mr. Pitt and his col- four years of these fruitless attempts, death

leagues for their conduct with regard to terminated his career, theking's real opis:

Russia. ( Parl. Hist. xxvii. 896.) On Lord of him is said to have been expressa by a

Thurlow's dismissal from hisoffice in the very strong exclamation. Lord Loest

following June, and the Seal being put borough was the first chancellor wbo beer
again in commission, his lordship's hopes fited by the act passed in 1799, bs w

began to revive ; and advantage being taken that officer becameentitled to an anel :

of a breach in the whig ranks, in conse- of 40001. His lordship was also solace

quence of Mr. Fox's opinions and conduct an advance in the peerage, being created

in reference to the French Revolution, Earl of Rosslyn, with a special rmany

negotiations were opened by the ministers to the heirs male of his sister, thewidos
which resulted in his joining the seceders Sir Henry Erskine, in whose favour be 12)

and accepting the bauble he had so long already received in 1795 a new patent of the

ardently desired. He became lord chan- barony of Loughborough.

cellor on January 28, 1793, and kept his Whatever opinions may be formed of bə

seat till April 14, 1801, a month after the political conduct, his judicial career ***
termination of Mr. Pitt's first administra- free from objection. Though not regard
tion . As very deep or learned in his protest

Hewas now once more called upon ne- nor having the credit of introducing !

cessarily to advocate many measures which improvements in the practice of the cx .

he had before opposed ; but, being joined be bad considerable reputation asa ecen : *

by some others of the alarmist party, he judge. His decrees were well consider ,

boldly performed the task, notwithstanding and were seldom overtumed ; ther, w:

the vituperation of the Foxites. He stimu- always delivered in forcible and also

lated the national excitement caused by the language, and were remarkable for thr per

affairs in France ; supported, if he did not spicuity ofthe argument by which there **
originate, the stringent laws that were en- enforced. He used his ecclesiastica

acted ; and advised those prosecutions for tronage with discrimination and Line

constructive treason against Hardy, Horne Once when he pronounced a judamiesi

Tooke, and others, which were so ignomi- I the House of Lords, which reduced 871
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tuous clergyman from affluence to penury, titles and estates devolved upon his nephew,

he immediately walked to the bar, and, ad- Sir James St. Clair Erskine, Bart.,by whose

dressing the unfortunate man, said, “ As a grandson they are now enjoyed. (Lives by

judge I have decided against you : your Townsend, Lord Campbell, & c.)

virtues are not unknown to me : may I beg WELLEFORD, GEOFFREY DE,was aclerk

your acceptance of this presentation to a of the Chancery in35 Edward I. (Parl.

vacant living which I happen fortunately to Writs, i. 191.) When Walter Reginald,

have at my disposal? ' . It was worth 6001. Bishop of Worcester, went to the king at
a year. ( B. Montagu's Bacon, xvi. cclii. Berwick , on December 12, 1310, 4 Edward

note e. ) II., the Great Seal was committed to Adam

His bearing towards the bar was cour- de Osgodby, the keeper of the Rolls, to be

teous and gentlemanlike ; and to those kept under the seals of Robert deBardelby

members of it who assisted the profession and Geoffrey de Welleford. They retained

by their learning, but who failed of success it till the chancellor's return, a week after

in practice, he was a kind and liberalpatron . wards. He appears again, under similar

To the suitors he was a favourite judge, for, circumstances, on December 1 , 1319. The

while they admired the patience with which last record of his acting as a clerk of the

he heard their cases, and the clearness of Chancery is on May 20, 1321,when he was

statement by which he provedthat he un- present at the delivery of the Seal.

derstood all the circumstances, he generally Of his private history little that is cer

contrived, when he had to decide against tain remains, and it is doubtful whether

any suitor, to say something to soften his he was connected with the family of the
disappointment and to soothe his feelings. under -mentioned Ralph de Welleford . He

His only contribution to legalliterature was had a grant, in 6 Edward II. , of a messu

a • Treatise on English Prisons,' containing age in the parish of St. Dunstan’s, near the

many useful suggestions for their improve- New Temple, at an annual rent of forty

ment, which he published in the year he shillings. ( Abb. Rot. Orig. i . 193. )
became chancellor. WELLEFORD, RALPH DE, in 9 Richard

Though his lordship’s public career can- and 1 John, was among the justiciers be

not be regarded with more honour or respect fore whom fines were levied (Hunter's

by the present generation than it was by Preface) ; and in 3 John he was one of
his contemporaries, yet in his private life the justicier itinerant into Gloucestershire.

there was much to extenuate his failings. ( Rot. Cancell. 42.)

In his family he was amiable and affec- He seems to have got into disgrace about

tionate ; to his friends, and he had many, 6 John,as he then paid ten marks and a

he was constant and true ; and to his oppo- Norway hawk for having seisin of his

nents, who varied with his politicalchanges, lands, of which he had been disseised by

he bore no malice. He was munificent in the king's precept, for taking away the

his charities at the French Revolution. corn de terra Veile , ' which was reserved

He gave De Barretin , the ex - chancellor, a for the king. Geoffrey Fitz-Peter, Earl of

house to live in, and allowed him 6001 a Essex, also, in the same year, became his

year till the peace of Amiens. He loved surety for another hawk, in which he was

literature and the society of literary men, tined for taking the corn of Dorsington

encouraging and assisting those who needed contrary to the king's prohibition. Both

help. He procured the pensions that Dr. these entries are in Warwickshire, where

Johnson and Shenstone enjoyed; he re- he had some land at Sturton ; and he is

commended Gibbon to the place he held mentioned as one of the pledges for the

under government, and Maurice to a post fine which Alicia Countess of Warwick

in the British Museum ; and he overcame agreed to pay for her widowhood , to

the objection made by the benchers of Lin- the extent of 2001., with a further re

coln's Inn to allow ſir James Mackintosh sponsibility, in conjunction with Reginald

to deliver his lectures in their hall. In Basset, for 271. and ten palfreys. ( Rot.

all his manners and actions he was a com- de Finibus, 220, 259, 276–7 ; Abb. Placit.

plete contrast to Thurlow , who, though 100.)

hating his rival, was candid enough, on WELLES, WILLIAM DE, held either part

hearing of his death, to allow that he was or the whole of a knight's fee in Grimsby

a gentleman .' in Lincolnshire, of the honor of Rich

The earl died suddenly at his house at mond. He was one of the adherents of

Baylis, between Slough and Salt Hill, on the barons at the end of John's reign, and

January 2 , 1805. His remains were de- still continued so at the commencement of

posited in the crypt of St. Paul's. Though that of Henry III., for bis land was then

married twice, he left no issue. His first given to Fulco de Oyri. Soon afterwards,

wife was Betty Ann, daughter and heir of however, it was restored to him on return

John Dawson, of Morley in Yorkshire. His ing to obedience; and in 5 Henry III. he

second wife was Charlotte, daughter of was employed as one of the escheators

William, first Viscount Courtenay. His of his county. He was next appointed a
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justice itinerant there in 9 Henry III. but this merely shows that he was the

(Rot. Claus. i . 309-471, ii. 77 ; Rot. de Fin . official instrument for the chancellor of the

588), after which his name is not men- time ; and three or four others were en

tioned till his death in June 1261, 45 ployed in similar duty at the same period.
Henry III. , when his son and heir Thomas Onthe roll there are several charters that

(by his wife Emma) did homage for the were so signed by him and John de Bran

lands he held of the king. ( Excerpt. e Rot. cestre jointly, as early as 2 John; and his

Fin. ii. 353.) His descendants were sum- separate authentication of charters appears

inoned to parliament from 1299 till 1503, under two successive chancellors, Areb
when the barony fell into abeyance. bishop Hubert and Walter de Grey,from

( Baronage, ii. 10 ; Nicolas's Synopsis .) July, 5 Johu, 1203, till April, 10 JOLE

WELLS, HUGH DE (BISHOP OF LINCOLN ), 1209. This long period of nearly tve

so called from the place of his birth , wasa years, during which he was in constan:

brother of the next-mentioned Josceline de official attendance on the court, accorts

Wells. He is sometimes corruptly called for the mistake of the historians; but tt

Wallis. The Rot. de Oblatis of 1 John antiquary ought to have known that u

shows that he held an office in the Camera one record ever describes him as chancelis

Regis, as it records several payments made Sir T. D. Hardy introduces him as ket pe:

to him there. In the next year he and the Sealunderthe two above -named chat

Ilugh de Bobi were appointed custodes of cellors; but he seemsrather, as others als)
the see of Lincoln, then vacant. ( Rot. who performed the same duty, to have

Chart. 99, 154.) His abilities soon at- been an officer of the Treasury of the Fs

tracted such notice that in 5 John he was chequer, where the Seal was usually di

sent into Normandy on the king's service, posited, or a clerk of the Chancery ,to wtro

a good and secure ship being ordered for the formal duty of affixing it on these

the voyage. (Rot. de Liberat. 71, 81.) In occasions was delegated.
this mandate he is styled .clericus noster.' It is worthy of remark that in 6 Jobs

80 that he was then one of the king's was one of the justiciers at Worst

chaplains; and in April of the same year, before whom fines were levied , describ ..

1204, he was preferred to the dignity of by his ecclesiastical title only, we

archdeacon of Wells. Several other bene- would not have been the case bad he be

fices were afterwards conferred upon him, either chancellor or vice - chancello . S

and grants were made to him of the manors also in 9 and 11 John, in the latter om

of Ceddra and Axebrige in Somersetshire, which years he is styled • Lincicie
and of the custody of the lands and heirs Electus.'

of Geoffrey de Evercrez and Richard Cotel . To avoid the king's fury, the biskop la

(Le Neve ; Rot. Chart. 127.) Ultimately, fled from England, but returned with bos
on December 12, 1209, he was elevated to brethren after the removal of the intie

the see of Lincoln. At this point he lost Disgusted with the tyranny of the kics, be

the royal favour,by disobeying the king's joined with the barons who resisted r . ,

commands to obtain confirmation from the and, as his reward , was in his turu ei

Archbishop of Rouen. Instead of doing municated by the pope, who now sup -

this, he proceeded to Langton, Archbishop the monarch whom he had forgiren. H

of Canterbury , and received that rite from could only obtain absolution by a te

him , whereupon the king seized the one thousand marks to the pontiz , ed .

temporalities of the bishopric, and detained bribe of one hundred to the legate Ir

them for five years. Roger de Wendover had the gratification of being press :

adds to this that he was at that time the glorious day of Runnymede, as W.

chancellor, and that the king immediately dover slyly adds . quasi ex parte

removed him from his office ,and delivered After the accession of Henry III -

the Great Seal to Walter de Grey. This was at the head of the justices it ?'

relation, however, is altogether erroneous, for the counties of Lincoln, Nottia ::.

because Walter deGrey had purchased the and Derby, in 1219 and 1226. In 1 )

chancellorship in October 1205, held itat was employed in an embassy to Franco
this very time, and continued to hold it, conjunction with the Bishop of Luzia.

with one short interval, till July 1214. Having held the bishoprie for barra

Matthew Paris, following Roger de Wen- quarter of a century, he died on Februar

dover, also calls him chancellor when he 1 , 1234. Roger de Wendorer calls

was raised to the episcopal bench ; and omnium virorum religiosorum iniura

Dugdale, Philipot, and Spelman all unite meaning only that he was an enemos
in giving him that title . “ Dugdale quotes monks. The hospital which he ato

as his authority a charter of 6 John ; but brother, Bishop Josceline , built a: W !

there is no charter which so distinguishes and his legacy of five thousand aus .

him . There are, indeed, many charters of pious uses, prove that the win's uit

that year which are subscribed Data per admit of a more general applicata e **
manum Hugh de Welln , archid . Wellens.;' was buried in his own cathedral oriente ,

6
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238 ; R. de Wendover, iii. 228-302,iv . 324 ; , November 9, 1242 , and was buried in the

Trivetus, 181.) choir of his cathedral under a tomb he had

WELLS,JOSCELINE DE (Bishop of BATH erected during his life , which was orna

ANDWELLS), brother of the above Hugh de mented with a flat brazen figure of him

Wells, was born and educated at Wells, self, being one of the earliest recorded

from which place, as was common among instances of that species of memorial in

the clergy, he took his name, and was a England . (Godwin, 371 ; Archæol. Jour

canon of thechurch there. By a liberate nal, i . 199. )

(97 ) of 5 John, 1203–4, it appears that he WELLS, SIMON DE. See S. Fitz -ROBERT.

hadbeen one of the custodes of the bishop- WELSON , WILLIAM ( BISHOP OF THET

ric of Lincoln during its vacancy , from FORD ), is known also by the names of Gal

which it may be inferred that he held some sagus and De Bellofago, with their varieties

office in the Exchequer or the Camera of Beaufo and Belfagus. He was of a noble

Regis. His name is also recorded among house , and was chaplain to William I.

the justiciers before whom fines were He held the chancellorship probably be

levied at Westminster, and also in the tween 1083-1085, after Maurice. There

country when the king was present. Sir is a charter (Monast. iii. 216 ) confirming

T. D. IIardy introduces him at this time as the grant of Yvo Tailboys of the manor of

keeper of the Great Seal, on the authority Spalding to St. Nicholas of Angiers, to

of a charter of 6 John given under his which the attestation of William the

hand ; but it may be questioned whether Chancellor’ is appended, which must have

this fact is of itself sufficient evidence to been dated after 1080 , as another of the

warrant such a presumption, as others were witnesses is William, Bishop of Durham ,

performing the same duty at the sametime, who was not elected till November in that

and as neither in the charter nor in the year. At Christmas 1085 he received the

contempory fines is he distinguished by bishopric of Thetford, and hewas one of the

that designation. His name appears in most munificent benefactors of the see, by

the same manner to numerous other char- enriching it with many of the manors and

ters between February and September other lands which he received from the

1205 , during the greatest part of which royal bounty.

period Hubert, Archbishop of Canterbury , He died about 1091, leaving his family

was chancellor, for whom , as an officer of very rich . One of his sons was Richard

the Chancery or the Exchequer, he pro- de Bellofago, archdeacon of Norwich in

bably took his turn of duty in affixing the 1107, and another, Ralph de Bellofago,

Seal.
sheriff of Norfolk and Suffolk in the reign

About this period he had various bene- of Henry .. I. (Godwin,426; Blomefield's

fices conferred upon him (Rot. Chart. 119, Norwich, ii . 465, 5:31, 638.)

14:2, 161 ) ; and on May 28, 1206, he was WENSLEYDALE, LORD. See J. PARKE.

consecrated Bishop of Bath and Wells, or WESTBURY, LORD. See R. BETIELL.

rather Bishop of Bath and Glastonbury, WESTBURY, WILLIAM (named probably

for it was not till his timethat the contest from Westbury in Wiltshire, as he en

with the monks of Glastonbury was ter- dowed a chantry there with lands in that

minated , and the union of Bath and Wells place, and possessed the manors of Bores

permanently established . He, with the and Lady Court and other property in that

other bishops, was compelled to absent county ), was one of those who refused a

himself from England during the five years serjeant's coif, and was called before the

which the interdict lasted ,buton its removal parliament and compelled to take it in 1417.

be returned to bis see . For the remainder i Rot. Parl . iv . 107.) For ten years pre

of John's reign he attached himself to his vious to this he had been a practiser in the

sovereign, and was present at the signature courts, and in another ten years he was

of Magna Charta. Under Henry III. he raised to thebench . He was placed in the

continued to enjoy the royal favour. His Court of king's Bench on February 6 ,

signature to many documents shows his 1426, 4 Henry VI., and in the same year

regular attendance on the court, and his had a licence to take recognitions where

name appears at the head of the justices ever he might be. (Cal. Rot. Pat. 273.)

itinerant for the counties of Cornwall, In consequence of riots in Norwich and

Somerset, Devonshire, and Dorset, in the Norfolk in 21. Henry VI., Sir John For

third year of that reign. ( Rot. Claus. i . tescue the chief justice and he were sent

387.) there to try the delinquents. They made

He presided over his see for thirty -seven their report to the council on March 13,

years, during which he not only united 1443, and in the following May Westbury

with hisbrother, Hugh , Bishop of Lincoln, received 101. for his services. ( Acts Priry

in founding the hospital of St. John in his Council, v . 247, 268.) He continued on

native place, but rebuilt the beautiful ca- the bench certainly till the twenty -third

thedral there, and made several liberal year of the reign, but did not die till

endowments to his church . He died on 28 Henry VI., when he is described as
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*William Westbury, senior.' The William | London, but to leave the regalia at West

Westbury who succeeded Bishop Wayn - minster; and two years afterwards the same

flete in 1448 was probably his son. ( Cal. two had the city of London placed in their

Inq.p . m . iv. 241,303; Cal. Rot. Put. 291.) hands on occasion of a transgression of the

WESTBY, BARTHOLOMEW ,was a member assize, connected no doubt with the city's

of the Middle Temple, for the compli- refusal to be tallaged . So late as 48 Henry

mentary address to the three members of III. he is described as a baron of the Ex

that house who were called serjeants in 19 chequer in the attestation of a charter;

Henry VII. was delivered by bim. Three but he was dead before 51 Henry III ,

years before, on May 12, 1501, he had been when his son Odo had possession of hi

raised to the bench of the Exchequer as office of fusor, and received permissions

second baron, and he received a new patent appoint a deputy for two years, while te

on the accession of Henry VIII. In the pursued his studies. (Mador, i. 270, 77= ;
third

year of that reign he and Sir Robert ii. 52, 248, 265, 310, 318, 319. )

Southwell were appointed general sur- WESTON, RICHARD, whose genealoz is
veyors and approvers of the king's manors, traced as high as Rainaldus de Balliole, is

& c. In 1514 he was made one of the Normandy, lord of Weston, Berton, Bro
'almess' knights of Windsor, but did noton ton, and Newton, in Staffordshire, in the

that account vacate his seat in the Exche- reign of theConqueror,was the second se
quer, no new second baron being named of John Weston, of Lichfield, who we

till 1521. ( Dugdale's Orig. 113 ; Ashmole's fourth son ofJohn Weston, of Rugeles, be
Order of the Garter, 95. ) Cecilia, sister of Ralph Nevil, Earl

WESTCOTE, JOHN DE, was located in Westmoreland. This grandfather is el

Sussex , where he had property in the where described as William Weston,

township of Leominster, and obtained a Prested Hall in Essex, and of Londe,

licence that the abbot of Battle might mercer. Having been entered of the Mid

grant him the manor of Anstigh for the dle Temple, he arrived at the rank of reader

term of his life. He was an advocate in in autumn 1554. His name appears occa

the courts, and his name occurs in the Year sionally in Dyer's Reports as an adrocate

Books in the early part of the reign of during the reignof Queen Mary, wboa

Edward II. In the fourth year he was November 20, 1557, made him her sobaits

not only one of the three justices of assize general. From this office Queen Elizabeth

appointed for Essex and Hertford, and the called him to the degree of the onif by :

four neighbouring counties,but was also in special patent on January 24, 155 , 591
a commission in Hampshire and Wiltshire. appointed him one of her serjeants in the

He is not named in any judicial employ- 13th of the next month. This was followed

ment later than 8 Edward II., and his by his promotion to the bench on (les aber

death occurred between that date and June 16 as a judge of theCommon Pleas, wber

in the thirteenth year, when his executors he sat for nearly thirteen years ( Ihiedai

were commanded to bring all proceedings Orig. 48, 215 ), dying on July 6 , 1572. =
before him into the Exchequer. ( Abb. Rot. possession of Sprenes, in Roxwell, a :

Orig. i. 198 ; Parl. Writs, ii. p. ii. 1601 ; other considerable property in Esser.
Rot. Parl. i . 300.) His brother, Dr. Robert Weston, dess

WESTMINSTER, EDWARD DE, the son of of Wells, was dean of the Arches, and < >

Odo the goldsmith, having in 24 Henry raised in 1567 to the chancellorship of Is

III., 1240, purchased the office of fusor, or land, which he enjoyed till his death

melter, of the Exchequer, for twelve marks May 1573.

of silver which hepaid to Odo, son of John, T'he judge was thrice married . His ses

who was proceeding to the Holy Land, wife was Wiburga, daughter of The

soon established his character so well that Catesby, of Seaton in Northampto-hr ,

in 30 Henry III . he and the abbot of and widow of Richard Jenour, of Duss'u

Westminster were appointed treasurers of in Essex ; his second was Marraret, -

a new Exchequer the king had founded for daughter of Eustace Burneby ; and bus

the receipt of moneys for the fabric of the third was Elizabeth, daughter of Tboy

church at Westminster, or, as they are Lovel,of Astwell in Northamptonsbin

called in another record, custodes of the latter having had two previous hustu

operations there. (Madox , ii.3, 310 ; Er- (as he had two previous wires), names

cerpt. e Rot. Fin. i. 449.). In 1248 Madox Anthony Cave and John Newdicate. ILI

introduces him among the barons sitting son Hieronymus, by his first wife , wet

at the Exchequer, and in the same year the father of Sir Richard Weston, ibu ..

seal of the office of chancellor of the Ex- made chancellor of the Excheques by

chequerwas placed in his custody. In 37 James I., and was created by Charles L

Henry III. he and Philip Luvel were Lord Weston of Neyland in a

directed by the king to remove all his gold which he was advanced to the earlina

and silver and jewels from Westminster Portland in 1633, filling the office of ladi

and the New Temple to the Tower of high treasurer till his death. These titra
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expired in 1688 by the death of the fourth | in 1676. His arguments in court are re

earl without issue. (Erdeswick's Staffordsh . ported by Sir T. Raymond from the year

136 ; Morant's Essex, i . 136 ; Nichols's Lei- 1662, but it was not till 1677 that he

cestersh. 370 ; Collins's Peerage, iv. 401.) attained the degree of the coif. He was

WESTON, JAMES, was thenephew of the made king's serjeant in 1678,and thereupon

above Richard Weston, beingthe third son knighted ; and on February 7, 1680, he was

of James Weston of Lichfield (the judge's raised to the bench of the Exchequer.
brother), who died in 1589. His mother, In the summer assizes after his appoint

Margeria, daughter of Humfrey Lowe of ment he had occasion to show his energy

Lichfield, died in 1587. He was then very and independence as a judge by publicly
young ; but three years after his father's checking the insolent forwardness of Sir

death he was entered of the Inner Temple, George Jeffreys, at Kingston, in browbeat

where,having been called to the bar in ing, as his manner was, the other side in

1600, he attained the post of reader in their examination of witnesses. On being

autumn 1618. He was summoned to take told by the judge, after some words had

the degree of serjeant on March 19, 1631, passed between them , to hold his tongue,

evidently for the purpose of being made a Jeffreys declared he was not treated as a

baron of the Exchequer, to which office he counsellor, being curbed in the management

was appointed on the 16th of the following of his brief. Ha !' returned the baron ,

May (Rymer, xix. 256, 348 ), and knighted. ' since the king has thrust his favours upon

His career as a judge was of very short dura- you in making you chief justice of Chester,

tion, for in the vacation between Michael- you think to run down everybody; if you

mas 1633 and Hilary 1634 he died in his think yourself aggrieved, make your com

chamber in the Inner Temple, being de- plaint; here's nobody cares for it.' (Wool

scribed by Croke (Car. 339) as a wise and rych's Jeffreys, 65.) This rebuff shows

learned man, and of courage .' plainly how well the bench and the bar

By his wife, Maria, daughter ofWilliam understood Jeffreys' character. It is not

Weston, Esq., of Kent, he had an only improbable that the malice it engendered

daughter. ( Erdeswick's Staffordsh. 136.) in Jeffreys' mind was the real cause of the

WESTON , RICHARD, of the same family complaint made against Baron Weston in

as both the above, was the son of Ralph the next parliament. In December the

Weston of Rugeley. Commons voted an impeachment against

Like his relative, he pursued his legal him upon the extraordinary accusation that

studies in the InnerTemple, where he was certain expressions used by him in his

elected reader in 1629. On May 25, 1632, charge to the grand jury at Kingston on

he became a judge on the Welsh Circuit ; the same circuitwerein derogation of the

and on Sir James Weston's death he was rights and privileges of parliament.

appointed, no doubt by the interest of Lord had inveighed against Calvin and Zuinglius

Weston , to succeed him as baron of the and their disciples for their fanatical and

Exchequer, his patent being dated April restless spirit , and had said that now they

30, 1634. (Rymer, xix .433, 528, 607.) He were amusing us with fears, and nothing

thereupon received the honour of knight would serve them but a parliament;' add

hood. ` In his argument in favour of ship- ing, ' for my part I know no representative

money , which was delivered four years of the nation but the king : all power cen

after, though it evinced some learning, he tres in him . It is true, he does intrust

was more technicalthan conclusive. ( State it with his ministers , but he is the sole

Trials, iii. 1065.) He was consequently representative; and, i'faith, he has wisdom

one of the six judges who were impeached enough to intrust it no more in these men

by the Long Parliament in 1641, and though who have given us such late examples of

he was not brought to trial , he was, by a their wisdom and faithfulness.' The dis

vote of the Commons on October 24, 1645, solution of the parliament, however, took

disabledfrom being a judge 'asthough he place before the impeachment was brought
was dead . ' ( Whitelocke, 47, 181. ) in , and the baron died before the next par

He lived till March 18, 1651, leaving by liament had proceeded to business. As a

his wife, Katherine, a son, Sir Richard, high prerogative man , he was, according to

who joined the army of Charles I. , and was Roger North ( Examen, 566 ), hated bitterly

slain in the Isle of Man. ( Erdeswick's Staf- by the opposition, and was of course a great
fordsh. 136.) favourite with that writer, who relates of

WESTON, RICHARD, of no known con- him that, while the other judges looked
nection with the above, entered at Corpus grave and solemn at this terrible sound
Christi College, Cambridge, in 1639, but of an impeachment, he was as gay and

took no degree. He is described in his debonair as at a wedding, and was only

admission to Gray's Inn in 1642 as the sorry that he had not an opportunity of
son and heir apparent of Edward Weston talking in the House of Commons, to have
of Hackney, and having been called to the had his full scope of arguing his own
bar in 1619, he arrived at the postof reader , case . Even Burnet (i . 485 ) speaks well of

He
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his courage in granting an Habeas Corpus barefoot and bareheaded, with a crucifir in

to Sheridan, who had been committed by his hand, from his prison to the sea ,

the House of Commons. Jlis judicial ca- and being placed in the vessel provided i:

reer was a very short one, as he died on histransportation. All his property, buik
March 23, 1681, at his house in Chancery real and personal, stated to have be+D of
Lane. the valueof 100,000 marks, was forfeited

Roger North gives some insight into his to the crown. ( Lingard, iii .; Abb. Rout.

personal character. He describes him a Orig. i . 61-4.) His wife, Margery die

learned man, not only in the common law , Morse, had a grant of her clothes abu

but in the civil and imperial law, as also jewels, and also of 601.out of his lands

in history and humanity in general ; and From entries on the Parliament Rols, i

would often in his charges shine with his may be inferred that he transferred to the

learning and wit . ' abbot of St. Edmund's Bury two of Le

Hemarried Frances, second daughter of manors as a consideration for the sylux

Sir George Marwood, of Little Bushby, he sought there, and thatseveral others i
Bart. his manors were saved from the release

WESTWODE, ROGER, was made second wreck, by means of his wife and childre

baron of the Exchequer on March 1 , 1403, being co-feoffees of them with him. ( Est

4 Henry IV.; and he was re -appointed at Parl. i.48, 51 , 66.)

the commencement of the two next reigns. No account of his future career is given.

No other fact is known of him. nor is the date of his death mentioned. H :

WEYLAND, THOMAS DE, was a younger left three children, Thomas, Richard, az

son of the next-mentioned William de Alienor ; and the family is now representant

Weyland, who possessed large estates in by John Weyland, Esq.,of Wovinising

the county of Norfolk. His mother was Norfolk .

Marsilia, who afterwards married John WEYLAND, WILLIAM DE, wasthe son

Brandon. ( Spelman's Reliq. 140.) He Herbert de Weyland, and Beatrix his

had attained sufficient eminencein 56 From September 1261, 45 Henry III b

Henry III., 1272, to be associated with was escheator south of Trent, and there's
Roger de Seyton as a justice itinerant into one instance of a mandate addresed

the counties of Essex and Hertford . He was him inthat character on April 24, 137 , :

constituted a judge of the Court of Common 1272 his nameis inserted in the commisur

Pleasas early as Michaelmas,2 Edward directed to the justices itinerant to the

I., some fines having been levied before county of Leicester ; and, inasın uch as ibe

himatthatdate . From thishewaspro- roll of that year contains an entry of a

moted to be chief justice of the same court payment made in September for an air

in 6 Edward I. , 1278 ; and fines continued to to be held before him for another (313:

be levied before him till 17 Edward I.,1280 (Suffolk ), there is verylittle doube taa:

(Duydule's Orig.44; Mador,ii. 66), atthe hewas thenappointeda justicier at*
close of which year charges were made minster; the more especially as he **

against him and the rest of the judgesof certainly a judge of the CommonPlaza
bribery and corruption in their office. Allof the first year of Edward I. , his name i5-23

them were convicted, except two,and were appearing on the acknowledgmentof a

subjected to large fines . Against Thomasde There is no subsequent mention of bin
Weyland , however, a more heinous crime a judge. By his wife, Marsilia, he

was imputed — that of instigating his ser- three sons, Richard, Nicholas, and

vants to commit murder, and then screen- above-mentioned Thomas. (Erarpate &

ing them from punishment. After his Fin . 360–185 , 580 ; Dugdale's Orig. #
apprehension he escaped from custody, and, WHIDDON, Jonn, whose famus pe

disruising himself, obtained admission as a long established atChagford in 1hromebimus
novice among the friars minors at St. Ed was the eldest son of John Whidung

mund's Bury. On the discovery of his re- that place by a daughter of — Ruk:
treat, the sanctuary was respected for the school of law was the Inner Trampa

forty days allowed by the law, afterwhich where he was elected reader in 150

the introduction of provisions into the 1536, three years afterwhich be filled to
convent was prohibited . The friars, not office of treasurer. He was nomizare
inclined to submit to starvation, soon re a serjeant at the close of !lenry VII

tired ; and the fallen judge, finding himself reign , but the death of that m 9 .

deserted , was compelled to deliver himself occurringbefore hewas instituted,

up to the ministers of justice, and was solemnity took place under a new
conveyed to the Tower. The king's the first week after that erent. (o Versi

councilgave him the option to stand his succession to the throne he was one if : 3

trial, to be imprisoned for life, or to abjure first judges she appointed, his pateste

the realm . To the latter he was entitled judge of the Queen'sBench besar danos

by virtue of his sanctuary, and he chose it. October 4, 1553 ; and he received
1

The ceremony consisted of his walking honour of kuighthood on January 25 , .***

1

1

.

.
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Fle is noticed as introducing the new prac- | appoint him steward of their lands, but he

tice of riding to Westminster Hall on a soon obtained an honourable and profitable

horse or gelding, instead of a mule as was practice ; and, going the Oxford Circuit, he

the previous custom . ( Dugdale's Orig. 38, was elected recorder ofWoodstock in 1606,
118, 164, 170 ; Machyn, 342.) In April for which borough he was returned mem

1557, when Thomas Stafford, having sur- ber in 1609. In the same year he was made

prised and taken Scarborough Castle, was steward andcounsel of Eton College, and

defeated by the Earl of Westmoreland, in 1610 of Westninster College also . In

Judge Whiddon was sent down to try the parliament he supported the argument that

prisoners, and is said to have been clothed the king had not the power to set im

with the commission of a general, giving positions on merchants' goods without the

him authority to raise forces to quell any assent of parliament, whereat the king

insurrection that might happen ; and he is took great offence, of which he soon after

even stated to have sat on the bench in felt the consequence. On May 18 , 1613 ,

armour on that occasion, from the appre- he was summoned before the council and
hensions then entertained of a rising. committed to the Fleet,and kept in con

His patent was renewed on Queen finement till June 13. He himself states

Elizabeth's accession, and during nearly that the cause of his commitment was that,

eighteen years of her reign he continued to in a cause between the College ofWest
exercise his judicial duties. His death minster and the Bishop of London, he had

occurred on January 27, 1575 ,at Chagford, been taunted and checked by the lord

where he was buried . He married twice. chancellor (Ellesmere ), who in another

By his first wife, Anne, daughter of Sir cause, between two members of the College

William Hollis, he had one daughter ; by of Arms, when Whitelocke had occasion to

his second,Elizabeth, daughter and heir argue in opposition to the power of the

of William Shilston , he had a large family Earl Marshal's Court to hear and decide

of six sons and seven daughters, whose it, inveighed against him in open court,

posterity long Hourished in his native and threatened to certify to the king that

place. ( Prince's Worthies.) he had spoken against the royal pre

WHITCHESTER, ROGER DE, so named rogative. The privy council books, how

from that place in Northumberland , was ever, found the complaint wholly on an

probably the son of RobertdeWhitchester, opinion Whitelocke had given to Sir

who was sheriff of that county in 5 and 6 Robert Mansell against the validity of a

Henry III. He was raised to the bench at royal commission relating to the navy.

least as early as October 9, 1252, 36 Henry His simply giving a private opinion as

III. , that being the date of the first entry a barrister,'as the charge is thus represented,

of payments made for assizes to be held is almost too incredible even for thosó

before him . These entries continue till arbitrary times. From the whole tenor of

August 1258, 42 Henry III. ; and he went the Attorney -General Bacon's speech (and

the circuit from 1254 to 1257. Dugdale weak enough it was) it would rather ap
describes him as a canon of St. Paul's. pear that Whitelocké had urged court

(Ercerpt. e Rot.Fin . ii. 141-286 ; Dugdale's an elaborate argument, contending that

Orig. 21 , 43.) some commission which the king had issued

WHITELOCKE, JAMES, was the youngest was not strictly according to lay—an ar

of twin sons of Richard Whitelocke, who gument which anycounsel might assuredly

belonged to an ancient family seated at the use, whether by private opinion or in open

Beeches, near Oakingham, Berkshire, but, court, without blame, if he did it in a
being a younger son, became a mercbant in decent and unobtrusive manner. White

London, anddied at Bordeaux. His mother locke made his submission and was dis

was Joan , the daughter of John Colte, of charged from custody, the king taking

Little Munden, Herts, and widow of a special and good liking ' of the sentence

London merchant named Brockhurst, and , from Tacitus with which he concluded his

being early left a widow , brought up her submission : Tibi summum rerum im

children carefully, and sent James, who perium Dii dederunt, nobis obedienti

was born on November 23, 1570, tó Mer- gloria relicta est.' His son, in a speech to

chant Taylors' School, whence he was the Long Parliament, publicly andwithout

elected a scholar of St. John's College, contradiction attributed his father's im

Oxford, in 1588, and eventually became a prisonment to what he said and did in a

fellow . He took the degree of Bachelor of former parliament. (Bacon's Works (Mon

Civil Law in 1594, and held his fellowship tagu ), vii. 381 ; State Trials, ii . 705. )

till June 1593, residing principally at the That this incident had no injurious effect

university . During the same period, how- on his character is evidenced by the fact

erer, he kept his terms at the Middle that in the short parliament that met in

Temple (having previously spent a year of April 1614, to be dissolved in June , he

preparation at NewInn ),andwas called to was not only returned for Woodstock, but

the bar in 1600. Not only did his college for Corfe Castle also . In this short session

6
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he was one of those appointed to conduct | motion that reparation should be made out

the conference with the Lords concerning of their estates, Judge Whitelocke, wbu

impositions ; and immediately after the had been long dead , on the representation

dissolution this most ridiculous farce was of his son, confirmed by several other

enacted. All the conductors were called members, that he was of the same opinion

before the council and made to deliver up with Judge Croke, was excused from ced

the arguments they had prepared for the sure. (Whitelocke, 39.)

discussion, to be burnt. This was done, Judge Whitelocke died on June 9. ,

not only in the presence of the council, but 1632 , at his house at Fawley in Bocks,

of the king himself, whom Whitelocke says and was buried there under a stately mas.

he saw throughe an open place in the ment erected by bis son. Though an ai

hangings about the bignes of the palm of vocate for the rights of the people, he was
ons hand .' The court cloud still hovered a conscientious supporter of the king's pre

over him, and prevented him from being rogative. King Charles said of him ibai

elected recorder in 1618 ; but in autumn he was a stout, wise , and learned man , at

1619 he was chosen reader in the Middle one who knew what belongs to up21

Temple, and took for his subject the Sta- magistrates and magistracy in their di:

tute 21 Henry VIII. c. 13 , his reading nity , ' and even designed him for the plan

upon which is now preserved in MS. in the of lord chief baron. All authorities all is

Ashmolean Museum at Oxford. He again him to have been an able lawyer and a

represented Woodstock in James's third deeply learned man . Of his skill in tbt

parliament, in 1621. Latin tongue he gave a remarkable para

In the meantime his political offences when sitting as judge of assize at Ox ?

had been atoned for or overlooked . On Some foreigners of distinction coming into

June 18, 1620, he was called serjeant, and court while he was addressing the te

on October 29 he was knighted and made jury, ' he repeated the heads of bis cher **

chief justice of Chester. He was ap- ' to them in good and elegant Latir , ari

pointed a judge of the King's Bench on thereby informed the strangers,' his se

October 18, 1624, a few months before adds, of the ability of our judges, and it

King James's death .
course of our proceedings in law and justino. "

His patent was renewed by Charles,and, (Whitelocke, 11 , 17. ) He was an exo 1 : 1

as junior judge, he had in the tirst year genealogist, and was not only deeply rem

to adjournMichaelmas Term to Reading on in Jewish history, but conversantwith :

account of the plagne then raging in Lon- of his own country, being one of the exis

don. The state of that city , and the terror members of the Society of Antiquaris

of those who approached it, are depicted the reign of Elizabeth, to which bere

by his son ( Mem . 2) in his description of tributed papers on the Antiqnity

the judge going from his house in Buck- Heralds,' of Places for the Students in

inghamshire, and arriving early the next the Law , and of ' Lawful Combis

morning at Hyde Park Corner, 'where he England.'

and his retinue dined on the ground, with His wife was Elizabeth, eldest dans'

such meat and drink as they brought in of Edward Bulstrode, of Bulstmode isl .

the coach with them, and afterwards he ton , Esq ., and Cecilia , daughter of Sir J.

drove fast through the streets, which were Croke, of Chilton, so that he was a

empty of people and overgrown with grass, connected with both the Judge

to Westminster Hall, where the officers Besides two daughters, he had air

were ready, and the judge and his com- surviving son, the next-mentioned :

pany went strait to the King's Bench , ad- strode Whitelocke.

journed the court, returned to his coach , He kept a record of the principal pw ***

and drove away presently out of town.' of his career, under the title of 1 %

He retained his place till his death ; and Famelicus,'now published by the l'ar

in the seven years that intervened the two Society, under the excellent editri

great cases of Habeas Corpus came before the late John Bruce,Esq ..ESA , to w

the court. For the first judgment, which I am indebted for many of the abıta 14

was against those who refused to contribute WHITELOCKE , BILSTRODE, was the

to the loan , he and the other judges gave son of the above Sir James Whites.

their reasons to theLords in the next par- and was born on August 6 , 16an , in F.

liament ( State Trials, iii. 161 ), which led Street, at the house of the eminent ist

to the Petition of Right. On the second, Sir George Croke, the uncle of his mu

when the court refused to discharge the and was christened with his 4

members imprisoned for their conduct in maiden name,she being Elizabth . da :

the previous parliament, without sureties of Edward Bulstrode Ex , and susze .

for their good behaviour, and afterwards, the reporter. He received his ear's exist

upon their refusing to plead, fined and im- tion at Merehant Taylors' Schouz ax 3 •

prisoned them , the judges were called to entered in 1620 as a gentleman

account by the Long Parliament. On a ! at St. Jobn's College, Oxford. In Love
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(afterwards Archbishop ) Laud, the then | Trials, iii. 14, 38.) In the debate on the

president, who was the intimate friend of militia Whitelocke made a compromising

his father, he received much kindness and speech ; but on the passing of the bill he

attention. Soon after Laud's promotion accepted the deputy lieutenancy of two
to the see of St. David's he left the uni- counties, Buckingham and Oxford ; and in

versity withouttaking a degree, and, having the great question of taking up arms he

been admitted as a student at the Middle argued forcibly against commencing a civil

Temple, he was called to the bar in war, but concluded by voting for its adop

Michaelmas Term 1626 . At Christmas tion. Actively engaged in his county for

1628 he was chosen Master of the Revels the parliament, and commanding a ' gallant

by his brother Templars, and was becom- company of his neighbours,' he experienced

ingly proud on receiving a frolicsome fee , the usual consequences. When the royal

and a prophecy of future greatness, from troops marched towards London, his house

Attorney -General Noy, when he attended at Fawley Court became the quarters of a

that officer on a matter arising out of these regiment of horse, who in the spirit of

Christmas revels ; and on the four inns of destruction despoiled it of all that was

court joining together in 1633 in perform- valuable. Hewas with the army opposed

ing a masque before the king and queen, he to the king at Brentford in November, and

was united with Mr. Edward Hyde (after- in the January following was one of the

wards Earl of Clarendon) to act for the commissioners appointed to treat with his

Middle Temple in the committee of pre- majesty for peace at Oxford .

paration. This probably was the com- This negotiation failing, Whitelocke in

mencement of the intimacy which the earl the next year repeated his endeavours, in it

records as existing between him and speech recommending a renewal of pacific

Whitelocke, of whom he always speaks overtures, which was followed in Novem

with kindness; and to the reminiscences of ber 1644 by a second commission to Ox

that friendship Whitelocke was not im- ford , partly English and partly Scotch,
probably indebted for the impunity he authorised merely to take certain proposi

experienced on the restoration of Charles tions of the parliament and to obtain the

II . The inclination of both of them at king's answer, but not to treat with bim

that time was to the popular party, each concerning them. Whitelocke details an

desiring to give what assistance he could interesting conversation which the king

to remove the grievances that pressed hard had privately with him and Mr. IIolles at

upon the peopie. a complimentary visit they paid to the

Whitelocke's first public display in Earl of Lindsey, in which they were grati

politics was at the quarter sessions at fied with the royal acknowledgment of the

Oxford in 1635, when in his charge to the sincerity of their wish to put an end to the

grand jury he ventured some allusions to unhappy dissensions. The propositions

the power of the temporal courts over were such that the king could not with

ecclesiastical matters, which had begin to honour accede to them ; but by his answer

be questioned . He was engaged by the he suggested that persons should be named

country gentlemen to defend their forest on both sides to discuss the various subjects

liberties and privileges, which were at- and conclude a trenty. It was arranged
tacked ; and he was advised with in the that this conference should take place at

defence which Hampden so nobly main- Uxbridge, where the commissioners, of

tained against ship -money. These evidences whom Whitelocke was one, accordingly

of his opinions resulted in his being re- met on January 29, 1015 ; but the same
turned as member for Marlow to the Long fate attended it. After quarrelling with

Parliament in November 1640. In one of obstinacy on both sides, upon subjects of

the earliest debates he took occasion to , Church government and the settlement of

make a spirited defence of his father, who the militia , tlie treaty was broken off on

was charged as being one of the judges February 22.
who had refused to bail Selden and his During the intervals between these

fellow - prisoners, and succeeded in exone- several negotiations Whitelocke had the

rating his father's memory from the impu- courage to refuse to serve on the committee

tation. He was chosen chairman of the appointed to manage the charges against

committee appointed to prepare the im- his early instructor and friend Archbishop

peachmentand arrange the evidence against Laud, and the house had the grace to

ihe Earl of Stratford, and at the trial had ; admit his excuse . He was a member of

the charge of the last seven articles. The the Assembly of Divines, and both thero

unfortunate earl gave Whitelocke the cre- and in parliament he spoke against the

dit of having used bim like a gentleman ; i opinion that the government of the Church

and Whitelocke seems evidently impressed , by presbyteries was Jure Dicino. In 1614

if not with the earl's innocence, with his , he was made attorney of the duchy of

eloquent deſence and his whole conduct Lancaster by the parliament; and in the

before his accusers and judges. ( State next month he and Serjeant Maynard were

!

3
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placed in the awkward position of being before sworn in Chief Baron Wilde. His

called upon by the Lord General Essexand speeches on both these occasions, which he

the Scots to advise whether Cromwell, of has preserved in his Memorials, are long

whom they began to be jealous, could be and laborious dissertations on the antiquity

proceeded against as an incendiary. The of the two courts and the dignity and du

counsel given by the two lawyers was such ties of the officers. He was evidently ford

that the charge was deferred ; and Crom- of these antiquarian displays, for he reports

well , to whom this incident was soon re- two others in 1649 — one on the appoint

ported, was of course pleased with the two ment ofnew judges ;and the other addressed

advisers, and set himself to work to coun- to the House of Commons on a motion to

tercheck his enemies. This he effectually exclude lawyers from parliament; and a

accomplished by the Self -Denying Ordi- third, still more elaborate, in 1650, histori

nance, which resulted in the resignation of cally vindicating the lawsof England, in

Essex. Whitelocke made a strong speech support of the act which directed all legal

against the ordinance, but in the end,as his proceedings to be in the English tongne.

manner was, voted for it. The commissioners were soon interrupted

In April 1645 he was appointed go- in their judicial proceedings at Westmin

vernor ofHenley -on - Thames and of the fort ster by Pride's Purge, when, in order t

of Phillis Court, with a garrison of 300 avoid the tumult, they were obliged to si

foot and a troop of horse ; and in July he in the Middle Temple Hall. This was

and Mr. Holles had to defend themselves followed by various conferences whica

against a violent attempt of the inde- Cromwell had with Whitelocke and his

pendent party to fix a treasonable charge brother commissioner Widdrington, wica

upon them for their communication with the pretended object of settling the kirs

the king at Oxford. They succeeded, dom; while at the same time he was makir

however, in obtaining a full acquittal by active preparations in the House of life

the house, with a permission to prosecute mons for bringing the king to trial . To

their accuser, Lord Savile. On the ter- two commissioners determined to refse

mination of the civil war Whitelocke re- their countenance to the measure , and, o

sumed his forensic duties, and was so suc- being sent for, escaped together to White

cessful that on the circuit he was retained locke's house in the country, till the Col

in almost every cause . Norwas his practice mons had passed the ordinance for tbe tra

confined to the common law courts, but without the concurrence of the Lorda

extended to the Chancery, the House of They then returned to their duties, a!

Lords, and also the Court of Wards till it shortly afterwards they obeyed an on

was abolished in the beginning of 1646. nance, made by the same mutilated suti.

To the suppression of that court he gave rity, to adjourn Hilary Term , that it mizi:

his aid in parliament, and was otherwise not interfere with the solemnity of the trial

serviceable in that assembly, being com- The bloody deed accomplished, the fur

monly named on all committees on foreign tions of the four commissioners cari

affairs. In May 1647 he advised and spoke The House of Lords was next abolisti

against disbanding the army, though the and Whitelocke, though he spoke enize

party to which he was attached had pro- it, drew up the ordinance for the purpm

posed the measure. This of course disposed Whitelocke justified his accepting the time

Cromwell more strongly in his favour, and Seal under the new government bra spa :

saved him from being included in the attack in which, acknowledging the parliament »

made by General Fairfax and the officers theonlyexisting authority,bemaintai
against eleven of his colleagues, and from the absolute necessity that the place sba

theconsequences to which it led. be filled , in order that right and justos

To his high standing in his profession, to should be done to men. He was there

his industrious labours in parliament, and sworn in, with L'Isle and Keeble for

perhaps more than all to the favour of the colleagues. He accepted a seat in te
general, and to the opinion which Crom- Council of State also, and was app

well had formed of his accommodating dis- high steward and keeper of Greren

position, he owed his elevation to the im- Park, an office which he exchanges
portant position to which he was next that of constable of Windsor ( &**

raised. On March 15 , 1648, the two houses and keeper of the forest. He ale)

concurred in appointing him to be one of made high steward and recorder ofOne

the four commissioners of the Great Seal and keeper of the library and medals at
for one year ; aud in October he was named James's.

by the parliament a serjeant-at-law and Cromwell was named lord gereral i :

king's serjeant. The latter appointments June 1650 ; and in September in that
were, however, deferred in order that as the following year he won two great true

lord commissioner he might swear in the tories, the first orer the Scots ni lugha

other new serjeants. This he did on the and the second over the king's arm

18th of the next month, having three days Worcester. On the latter occasioa WOS

tresܫ
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Incke was one of the four members deputed the way, in order that no obstacle might

by the house to convey its congratulations, be raised to the attainment of his ulterior

and was rewarded by Cromwell with a designs. This could only be safely effected

horse and two prisoners, to whom White- by an appointment to some honourable

locke immediately gave their liberty, and trust which would temporarily exile

passed them home to Scotland. After this Whitelocke from England. The pseudo

defeat of the royalists, Cromwell began to parliament accordingly, by Cromwell's dic

feel his way, how far he was likely suc- tation, nained him ambassador to the Queen

ceed in attaining absolute authority, the of Sweden, an office which, however dis

object of his present aspirations. To this tasteful on many accounts, Whitelocke

endhe calleda conference to consider the deemed it prudent not to refuse, conscious

settlement of the kingdom . The general of the power of the general, and doubtful

opinion was in favour of a mixture of of the consequences of resistance. (Burton's

monarchical government, which accorded Diary, i.) He sailed on November 6, 1653,

with Cromwell's wishes ; but when, on the and began his voyage gracefully, by releas
question in whom the power should be ing a Dutch vessel which he took, with all

placed, Whitelocke and others suggested her cargo, to the poor skipper, who would

one of the sons of the late king, themeet- have been ruined by their detention and

ingwas dissolved , with no other resultthan loss. He was absent from England till the

a discovery of the inclinations of those who 30th of the following June, and succeeded

composed it. Some months afterwards (in in effecting a treaty ofamity with Queen

November 1652) Cromwell again broached Christina, the last public act that she

the subject, and in a curious conversation transacted before ber abdication. Both by

sounded Whitelocke as to his assuming the her and Prince Charles Gustavus, who suc

title of king , and pressed for his opinion as ceeded her, Whitelocke was treated with

to the bestmeans to obviate the existing the greatest distinction and respect. He

difficulties and dangers .The recommenda- was honoured with her order ofAmarantha,

tion he received from Whitelocke — that he and on all occasions was admitted to pri

should apply to Charles, and, by a private vate and familiar conferences. In his voy

treaty for his restoration, in which the age out, as well on his return, he kept a

rights andliberties of the people should be daily journal, which is most interesting in

maintained, and proper limitations placed reference to the description of the country

on the monarchical power, secure to the through which he passed, his manner of

nation all they had been fighting for, and travelling, and the detail of his receptions,
to himself, his family, and friends, not the progress of his negotiations, the con

only impunity for the past, but riches and versations which he had with the queen

honours as his reward — he professed to be and her ministers, particularly the Chan

worthy of consideration ; and they parted. cellor Oxenstiern, and his tenaciousness

From this time Whitelocke says Cromwell with the latter as to all forms of ceremony,

altered his carriage towards him , and lest the honour and dignity of the Com

ceased to advise with him intimately. The monwealth should be compromised. This

general had before been displeased with Journal is more minute as to personal

Whitelocke for his “ non -compliance with matters than his Memorials, and ,bating a

his pleasure in some things, and particu- rather copious sprinkling of vanity and

larly in some Chancery causes,' and was ostentation, impresses the reader with a

suspected of an attempt to get him out of good opinion of his piety and judgment

the way, by appointing him chief commis in the ordering of his household, and his

sioner in Ireland , which he refused. abilities in diplomaey. This Journal was

Wbitelocke's opposition to the dissolu- not published till near a century after the

tion of the parliament confirmed Cromwell's author's death.
distrust in him, but did not prevent the During Whitelocke's eight months' ab

violent dismissal of that assembly in April sence the little parliamentbad resigned its

1653. In June, Cromwell, who now as- power into the hands of Cromwell, who was

sumed the whole power, called a sort of immediately inaugurated protector of the

council of 120 persons, afterwards nick- three kingdoms. A new commission for

named the Barebone's Parliament. To this the custody of the Great Seal was issued in

assembly Whitelocke was not summoned , April 1651, in which Whitelocke ( though

and by an early vote the Court of Chancery absent) wasthe first named, with his old

was ordered to be taken away. The ordi- associate Widdrington and his later one

Dance was however suspended before com- L'Isle. On his return to England he gave

pletion, and never came into operation, so an account of his embassy to Cromwell and

that the existing commissioners still pre- his council. Consenting to act under the
served some influence in the state . The new government,he was sworn into his office

plaus which Cromwell had formed he was on July 14, and was soon after made one of

aware wereobnoxious to Whitelocke, whom the commissioners of the Exchequer. Sueh

therefore he was desirous of sending out of was his popularity at that time that in the
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parliament whichwas summoned by Crom- | with politics, Whitelockesoon after sough:

well he was elected by three several con- for the provostship of Eton, then vacart ,

stituencies, the county of Bucks, the town but was disappointed in his application. He

of Bedford, and the city of Oxford, while was however consoled by being created ( ne

his son James was returned for the latter of the lords of Cromwell's "other bous , in

county. The parliament was opened on preparation for the meeting of parliament

September 4 in great state, when White- in January 1658. The jealousy of the Con

locke carried the purse before the protector, mons of that ' other house caused a disso

and two days after he made a second recital lution in the course of a fortnight, and do

of his negotiation in Sweden to the assem- doubt had its effect in disinclining White

bly, and not only received public thanks locke to accept the title of viscount,with

from the speaker, but also a vote of 20001. which Oliver wished in the following Angst

for his services. This sum was not how- to distinguish him . Cromwell's death *

ever paid to him till the vote was renewed place on the 3rd of the next month, and his

in February 1657. Croinwell dissolved this son Richard was proclaimed his successor .

parliament on December 31, as not suffi- Whitelocke was confirmed in his place in

ciently compliant with his views. Looking the Treasury by the new protector ( 4 kr

with jealousy upon Whitelocke, whose as- port Pub. Rec., App. 198 ), who on January

cendency in the house he thought too great, 22, 1659,replaced bim in his former positiva

and whose inclinations against his govern- asfirst commissioner of theGreatSeal , which

ment he suspected, he soon found an oppor- he retained for less than four months. At

tunity of removing him from office . He the termination of Richard's short rein,

caused an ordinance to be made by the and the restoration of the Long Parliam -ih,

council for new regulationsof the Court of he was again deprived of it on May l4 , al

Chancery, which were so objectionable both of course lost also his shortlived petra

in matter and form that Whitelocke and resuming his seat in the House of Comm.cs.

his colleague Widdrington declined to adopt He was however placed on the Council of

them . They were accordingly deprived of State and voted its president; and when the

the Seal on June 6, 1655. subsequent dispute with the army occur

Being thusdismissed from the office which and the Long Parliament was a second time

he had held for above six years, he resumed dismissed, he was nominated one of the

for a short time his practice at the bar ; but Committee of Safety, which, after sale

in the next month he was made commis- hesitation, he was induced to undertako

sioner of the Treasury, with the same salary One of the first acts of that committee weg

he had lost. Hewas subsequently appointed to appoint Whitelocke sole keeper of the

on the committee for trade, and also one Great Sealon November l ; and on the ith

of the commissioners to negotiate with the he received a commission to raise a D**

Swedish ambassador, with whom a treaty regiment of horse to oppose General M L

was concluded on July 17 , 1656. In the who had declared himself in farour of tee

next parliament, which met in the follow- discarded parliament. When that peris

ing September, he was again chosen for the ment wasagain restored , at the end i It

county of Bucks; and upon the illness of cember, Whitelocke, apprehensive of his

Sir Thomas Widdrington, the speaker, he being sent to the Tower for acting on the

was elected to supply his place till his re- Committee of Safety, concealed himself 1

covery, three weeks after. The important the country, leaving the Great Seal with

question ofthe settlement of the nation soon his wife to be delivered to the speaker. Il

after engaged the house , and, considering remained in retirement till the tinal dict

the sentiments professed by Whitelocke, it tion of that parliamentby its own ac ! : 9

is surprising that he was named chairman March 16 ,1660, nor did he venture to :

of the committee appointed to confer with himself as a candidate for the content
Cromwell on the subject, and still more so that succeeded it . Hedoes not runn ?

that he should endeavour to induce the pro- tion himself in his Memorials of the t.13 "

tector to take the title of king , and urge which terminate with Charles's solemnet

arguments against his pretended scruples. into London on May 29.

The army having remonstrated, Cromwell Great indeed must have been White

refused the monarchical title, but accepted locke's perplexity in the various chenzeif

a new instrument of governmentconfirming the last year ; and the conduet he purus

to him the title of lord protector, and em- demonstrates by too conclusive evid :307 2.0

powering him to declare his successor, and utter want of principle. The Protetor -

to nominate seventy members of the other chard's entrusted keeper of the Sun -

house,' that being the modest name under became amember of the Council of Sete ..

which an intended House of Lords was de- the party that dethroned him ; and we

signated . A solemn inauguration followed that party was in turn dismiss kp*

in June 1657, in which Whitelocke took a army he again changed sides , andwe :)

prominent part, and new commissions were the Committee of Safety and eas are prepost
issued for all the offices ofstate. Dissatisfied ' the Seal ; and, to crown all, though time pobo
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merous.

fessed object throughout the various changes , and not to trouble himself with state affairs,

was the settlement of the Commonwealth but to take care of his wife and sixteen

. without a king ,' yet he proposed to Gene- children . He could not expect any better

ral Fleetwood to go over to Charles and encouragement, and he wisely followed the

offer him the crown ; not from any loyal advice. He lived fifteen years after the Re

feeling, butmerely , as he himself acknow- storation , and dying in his retirement at

ledged, to forestall Monk in his supposed Chilton Park in Wiltshire, on January 28,

intentions, and to secure impunity for the 1676, he was buried at Fawley in Bucks,

past. where his family property wassituate.

It is not surprising, therefore, that many He was thrice married. His first wife

who had seen him acting in high stations was Rebecca, daughter of Thomas Bennet,

in every revolution since the king's death, Esq ., an alderman of London ; his second

always adhering to the side that was upper- was Frances, daughter of Lord Willoughby

most, should have deemed him a person so of Parham ;and his third , a widow named

obnoxious as to be properly excepted from Wilson, the daughter of — Carleton, Esq . ,

the act of pardon and oblivion passed at who survived him . He had children by

the Restoration. But , though his enemies each , but none of his male descendants re

were bitter, his friends werestrong and nu- main. ( Whitelocke's Memorials, and his

His undoubted merits and ability Embassy to Sweden , ed . Henry Reeve; Lord

pleaded for him , and particularly his mode- | Clarendon's Life, & c.)

ration when in power stood him in great WHITTINGTON, THOMAS, of the ancient

stead ; and consideration for his numerous family of that namelong seated at Pauntley

family united with the rest to preserve him , in Gloucestershire, was grand -nephew of

with some difficulty and by a small ma- Sir Richard Whittington, the famous lord

jority, from the ruin that threatened him. mayor of London , and son of SirGuy Whit

He no doubt owed much to his old friend tington, who was high sheriff of the county

Hyde, now lord chancellor, who accounts in 1428 and 1434. He himself filled the

for Whitelocke's fluctuating conductby the same office in 1475 ; but beyond his ap

weakness of his character. In his domestic pointment as second baron oftheExchequer,

relations he was kind, amiable, and good on February 3, 1481 , 20 Edward IV ., thé

humoured,and was evidently much beloved published records of the law are wholly

by his family ; as a lawyer, if not deep, he silent about him . He was not, however,

was well read and intelligent ; his practice removed from his place under Edward V.;

at the bar was consequently very extensive, but immediately on the accession of Richard
and his decisions on the bench were uncom- III. Brian Roucliffe was constituted second

plained of ; as a scholar the learned Selden's baron in his place, the patent being dated

frequent letters to him would be sufficient, June 26, 1483, the second day of that

without other evidences from his speeches usurper's reign . He lived several years

and writings, to prove him erudite in his- afterwards, his will being dated in 1450.

torical and classical literature ; and the By his marriage with Margaret, daughter

manner in which he performed the duties and heir of John Edwards, ' famosus ap

of the various employments in which he prenticius in lege peritus,' he becamepos
was engaged shows that, with whatever sessed of the manor of Rodmarton in Glou

motive he entered on them , he exerted him- cestershire, and other large estates, which

self strenuously to effect their object. His devolved on his only daughter, Maud, who

real deficiency was the want of moral cou- married William Wye,of Leppiet in that

rage, and his great weakness was ranity. county. (Er inf. of theRev. Samuel Lysons.)
The sentiments of mankind with regard to WICHINGHAM , WILLIAM DE, of Wich

him are a mixture of affection and contempt, ingham in Norfolk , was probably the son of

acquitting him of all the harsh feelings at- William de Wichingham , M.P. for Norwich

tributed to the leading opponents of the in the reign of Edward II. He is tirst
monarchy, but convicting him of aiding, by mentioned as an advocate in 21 Edward III .

his respectability, in their success . His cha- | at the assizes, but not till seven years after

racter is ably summed up by Clarendon, who in the court at Westminster, he having in
says he bowed his knees to Baul, and so the meantime been employed as a justice

served from his allegiance, but with less to fix the wages of labourers in his native

ranconr and malice than other men ; he county. His name appears as a justice of

never led, but followed ; and was rather car- assize from 34 Edward III., and two years

ried away with the torrent than swam with afterwards he was created a king's serjeant.

the stream ; and failed through those in- His elevation to the bench as a justice of the

firmities, which less than a general defection Common Pleas took place on October 29 ,

and a prosperous rebellion could never have 1365, 39 Edward 111. , and be continued to

discovered. ' act in that court till the end of the reign,

He is said to have had an interview with butwas not re -appointed on the accession

the king, when the merry monarch good- of Richard II. Spelman (Icenia, 151 ) calls

humouredly told him to go into the country, I liim ' clarissimus nominis illius jurisconsul
6
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tus.' ( Rot. Parl. ii . 455, iii . 4 ; Dugdale's He prepared the impeachmentof Bishop
Orig. 43. ) Wren, and introduced it into the House

WICHINTON, HIENRY DE, is inserted by of Lords with an intemperate and abusive
Dugdale as a justicier before whom a fine speech ( Parl. Hist. ii . 861, 886 ), the result

was levied at Westminster in 9 Richard, of which was the bishop's imprisonment in

1197–8 ; but Mr. Hunter's list notices his the Tower for eighteen years. Hewas one
name as occurring only in the first three of the commissioners sent by the parlis

years of the reign of John. ment to the army in June 1647, to know

In 8 Richard 1. he was discharged from what would satisfy them ; and, turning to

the sum of sixty marks which he had fined the independent party, he received the sp

for the custody and marriage of the daughter pointment of a commissioner of the Grat

of Philip de Niewebote, the king having Seal on March 15 , 1648 (Whitelocke, 37,

granted the same to Ralph de Gernemue. 293, 295 ), for which he was probably in

(Mador, i. 202, 323.) debted asmuch to his connection with the

WICHINTON, WILLIAM DE, or WY- general Lord Fairfax, whose sister be had

THINTUNE, for the name is spelled both married, as to hisabilities in his professia
ways, was no doubt selected as an itinerant In October following he was called to the

justice in the counties of Cambridge and degree of the coif, and by the parliament

Huntingdon in 9 Henry III., 1225, in con- declared king's serjeant. He and White
sequence of his being at that time senes- locke, the other commissioner of the Seal,

chal or steward of the great abbey of were su determined against having any.

Ramsey. In the next year he was oneof thing to do with the trial of theking that

those appointed to assess and collect the they both retired to Whitelocke's houe is

quinzime for those counties. His property the country to avoid the business.' ( Ivod

lay in Northamptonshire, and was seized 342, 349, 360–365 .)

into the king's hands at the latter end of When the tragedy was over, Sir Thomas,

John's reign , but restored to him soon after though named as commissioner by the Dr

the accession of his successor. ( Rot. Claus. government, declined to serve ; and the

i. 250, 320, ii . 77, 146.) Commons had so much respect for bus

WIDDRINGTON , THOMAS, belonged to scruples as not only to excuse bim, but to

a junior branch of the ancient and loyal order that he should practise within tbe

family of Widdrington, of Widdrington in bar, and have a quarter's wages more than
Northumberland, one of whom was the were due to him . He, however, was made

gallant squire renowned in the ballad of serjeant for the Commonwealth on June
* Chevy Chase.' Thomas was the eldest 1650, and became member of the Council

son of Lewis Widdrington , of Desbourne of State in February 1651 ; he was present

Grange in Norfolk, and, after spending some at the meeting at the speaker's house is
time at both universities, was admitted a the following December when Cromwe

member of Gray's Ion in 1618, where he discussed with those present what wasto
became a barrister and bencher, and was to be done for a settlement of the natin

elected reader in 1641. (Athen . Oxon . iii. after the battle of Worcester. Widdrinst.z
861.) on that occasion advocated a mixed ro

He was recorder of Berwick , and ad- narchical government as the most suitable

dressed King Charles in a loyal speech and in answer to the objection that the las

when passing through that town on June 2, king's eldest son had been in armis agains

1633, in his progress to Scotland, conclud- them, and his second son was their ectes

ing with the affectionate wish that the suggested that the third son, the Duke od

throne of King.Charles, the great and wise Gloucester, was still among them , and **

son of ourBritish Solomon, may be that of too young to be infected with the prica

King David, the father of Solomon, esta- ples of their enemies. This hint was se

blished before the Lord for ever.' Being relished by Cromwell, who son broke

elected in 1638 to the more important the conference. Nor' had Widdrinata's

office of recorder of York,he had to perform resistance to his proposal in April 14-15 ta

the same duty on the king's arrival in that put a period to the parliament any bite

city on March 30, 1039, when his oration effect, for the day after the general 17

exceeded the former in fulsome adulation. lently turned the members out of door to

How lamentable to contrast these ardent his own authority. Notwithstanding the

speeches with the different language soon opposition, Widdrington was reinstales

to be common, and with the recorder's his former place of commissioner of to

future career ! He was rewarded with the Great Seal on April 5, 1054, sono

honour of knighthood . ( Rushworth, i. 179, Cromwell became protector. In July be

ii . 887 ; Drake's York , 368.) was elected member for the city of lots

In 1640 he was elected member for Ber- in Cromwell's second parliament, and in
wick, and soon distinguished himself as a August he was placed on the cumns

zealous Presbyterian by taking a prominent for the Treasury, forwhich he had an attr

part in the violent proceedings of the times. I tional 10001, a year. He did not enjos de
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office much above a year, for Cromwell and (Whitelucke, 693) , in which place he con

his council having made an ordinance for tinued till the return of the king:
the better regulating and limiting the juris- In the Healing or Convention Parliament

diction of the High Court of Chancery,' of April 1660 Sir Thomas was elected for

which Whitelocke and Widdrington con- two places, Berwick and York, and sat for

sidered injuriousto the public, and illegal the latter. On the restoration of Charles

in itself, both of them refused to put it into II. he had the benefit of the Act of In

execution, andwere consequently dismissed demnity, and was the first named of the

on June 6, 1665. ( Ibid. 378-597, 621- re-appointed serjeants on June 1. ( Siderfin,

627. ) Cromwell in discharging them ex- 3.) A few days after he boldly opposed a

pressed no displeasure at their scruples ; proviso, moved by Colonel Jones and Mr.

and before the end of the year Widdring- Prynne, compelling all officers during the

ton was appointed chancellor for thecounty protectorate to refund their salaries, saying

palatine of Durham , with a salaryof 501. à that if he was included in it he had much

year. (5 Report Pub. Rec., App. ii. 253. ) better have been excluded from the act.

In the new parliament of September The clause was rejected. In December he

1656Widdrington was returned both for wasconfirmed in his previous appointment

the city of York and for Northumberland. of chancellor of Durham , and in May 1661

His residence being at Chisburn Grange in he was again returned for Berwick. He

that county, he elected to sit for it , and, resigned the recordership of York in 1662,

havingreceived the council's approval, was and dyingon May 13, 1664, was buried in

allowed to enter thehouse, and was chosen the chancel of St. Giles’s-in-the- Fields, with

speaker. The first business that devolved a handsome monument to his memory.

upon him was the reception of the spirited Though evidently an accomplished man,

remonstrance of thosemembers who had and well versed in his own profession, there

been excluded for want of the council's ismuch in his career to prove the truth of

certificate of approbation . ( Parl. Hist. iii. what was said of his character, that it had
1484–6 .) . more of the willow than the oak .'

It became his duty in March to present Hemarried Frances, daughter of Ferdi

“ The humble Petition and Advice to the nand Lord Fairfax of Cameron, the father

protector, calling upon him to take the of the parliamentary general, and had by

title of king, which he introduced in a her four surviving daughters.

speech showing the antiquity of the title, He left behind him a “ A Description or

and the present convenience and necessity Survey of theCity of York .'

of its beingassumed, very ingeniously but WIGHENHOLT, JOHN DE, was appointed

somewhat fancifully illustrated. When in 15 John constable of the castle of Wal

this was declined , and a new constitution lingford, he beingthen sheriff ofBerkshire.

established , Sir Thomas administered to ( Rot. Put. 109. ) He held both till the end

Cromwell the new oath as lord protector, of that reign , and during part of the next,

prefacing it by delivering to him the robe and in 17 John was presented to the church

of purple, the Bible, the sceptre, and the of Stokes in the diocese of Lincoln, and

sword , with a pithy comment on each . became one of the royal chaplains. In 3

(Burton's Diary, i. 397, ii.513.) The par- Henry III. , 1219, hewas a justice itinerant

liament was dissolved on February 4, 1858, in the counties of Wilts, Hants, Oxford,

principally because the Commons wasted and Berks ( Ibid . 166 ), being probably

their time in debating the title to be named as connected with the latter county,

given to the other house ;' and Widdring- and because it was usual to add a clerical

ton, whose arbitrary conduct as speaker associate. In 11 Henry III. a mandate was

had been frequently complained of by the addressed to him as a justice of the forests .
members, was rewarded with the vacant ( Rot. Claus. ii . 215. )

office of lord chief baron of the Exchequer WIGHTMAN, WILLIAM, was born in

on June 26. ( Siderfin, 106.) The death 1785 in Dumfriesshire, where his family

of Cromwell,which occurred on September had been long established.
3 , made no difference in his position, the After entering Cniversity College, Ox

Protector Richard re-appointing him ; but ford, he was elected to a Michell fellowship.

before Richard was deposed, Serjeant at Queen's College,and took his degree of

Wilde petitioned the parliament to be re- M.A. Becoming then a student in Lin

instated in his former place of lord chief coln's Inn, he practised for some years as a

baron . ( Burton, iv . 390, 468.) The ser- special pleader before he was called to the

jeant's application was not at that time bar. On taking that step in 1821 , the re

successful; but when the Long Parliament putation he had already acquired insured

reassumed the government, Widdrington, him at an early period a very considerable
having been appointed one of the Council business. His character for solid legal

of State, was transferred on January 17 , learning may be estimated by his being

1600 , from the Court of Exchequer to be employed for ten or twelve years as the

principal commissioner of the Great Seal assistant of the attorney-generals of the

a

6
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most agreable

day, in the office of junior counsel of the utility to the public, was not an eventful

Treasury, a post familiarly designated as one : it was a stream flowing on to its clo

that oflicer's devil,' and requiring a quali- with increasing volume, butwithout breaks,

fication which eminently belonged to him without falls, without overflows.
—that of the most unerring accuracy and He and I were not on the same circuit,

precision. This also led to his appointment when at the bar ; but we sate in the same
as one of the commissioners for enquiring row in court, and I had sufficient oppor

into the practice and proceedings of the tunity to form a high opinion of his great

common law courts in 1830, and in 1833 legal knowledge and practical ability,busca

in another commission for digesting the as a special pleader and advocate." 1.53
criminal law. happened that we were engaged on the

With such antecedents his ultimate pro- same side in the prosecutions which ener
motion was certain . It took place in out of the Bristol Riots, and were cus:

February 1841, when hewas constituted ducted under a special commission: and
a judge of the Queen's Bench , and was also in the informations against the mara
thereupon knighted. The selection was and aldermen of Bristol which followed.

more than justified : during the period Gradually there grew up between use
of nearly three-and -twentyyears in which good deal of friendly feeling and familis
he sat in that court, notwithstanding his intercourse. He was

exalted position , and the high estimation companion. Ido not think that he could

inwhichhemusthavebeen consciousthat be said,at thetime Ispeak of, to bare

he washeld, he neverlost that innate done his intellectfull justicein the wari
modesty for whichfrom the firsthe was literary cultivation . It mightbe owing to

distinguished. Tohis profoundknowledge his genuine modesty andvery undemonstra

of the lawhe added those judicialqualities tive character;hecertainly, however,du
of patience in listening, discriminationin not show at that time much of general

judging,and clearnessin explaining ,which reading or scholarshipin his talk ; but it
are so essential and becoming on the bench. was fullof information and anecdote,and so

His labours and hislife were suddenly rich vein of humour ranthrugtı allbe

terminated at York on December 10,1863, conversation - humour,as indeed it comes

by an attack of apoplexy, while attending monlyis, quite untranslatable,wbica o

theNorthern Circuit,being the third judge narrative can give an adequate idea of sol
whohas during the reign closed his career removed the farther from commodo

while in the exercise of his duties at the peciation, but the more raey to profesorassizes, the two others being Mr. Justice hearers, from its very commonls clothina

Talfourd and Mr. Baron Watson .
itself in quaintprofessionaldiction. Iwas

James Baird , Esq ., of Lasswade, near and when I wentuponthe Northern Cireu:

Edinburgh. as judge, I found him nearly, if notquite
It is with pride and pleasure that I am the first junior and engaged in nearly every

permitted to append to this slight memoir important case. To this posi tion he dere

man's former fellow - labourers on the bench . tion of a silk gown, and certainly very

a letter from one of Sir William Wight- seemingly having no desire for thedicen

The elegant and affectionate style of the averse to that which ambitiousjunjun

writer will be recognised by many of my said sometimes to covet-- the being cake

readers, who cannot fail to remark that in on to lead a cause owing to the userein

excellence which he justly attributes to his opportunities of distinction. I recent

the amiable character and the judicial | absence of his leader. Hedesired Duski

his own :

friend he has unconsciously delineated in vain putting on him all the pred

fairly in my power upou an occasion

,

My Dear Sir ,—Ihave delayed the ful- causes, and trying them at the same thingsfilment ofmy promise to you respecting in two courts. I wished him to leal

my late colleague and friend Mr. Justice cause, but he resolutely declined. Voce

Wightman longer than I intended -- in doubted that in the majority of caveste

with a view to its fulfilment has convinced that he would have exerciseda
Much , indeed , might be said respecting and these unquestioned qualitication bio

me that it was somewhat rashly made. fluence over a jury. With this dispues :

him by one competent to the task , and of did not covetpromotion, and renuaired'WILL

an interesting character both to lawyers a stuff gown on his back,until, in tbeFans

and to general readers ; but it might be of 1841, Mr, Justice Littedalena

hardly suitable to the plan of your work ; , and he was, with theuniversalappards

and his professional career, though one of of the profession , called by Lord iLanka':

uninterrupted success, and, for the part
Cottenham to till his place to strengit during which he was a judge, of eminent perhaps, at that time would have deve

a pow
erf

us

.
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reckoned equal to the retiring judge in the least the satisfaction that no favourable

knowledge of the common law ; but Wight- point had been overlooked or undervalued ,

man was a successful student in the same nothing adverse exaggerated or unduly

school , and he brought with him a greater pressed. Yet, with all this mastery over

knowledge of mankind and habits of a more the position, what we call anxious cases
prompt decision. The duties which he now cases of great length or complication , or

entered on he continued to discharge to the those which might end in capital punish

last day of his life ; and it is not merely ment- did make him very anxious ; and to

the exaggeration of a friend to say that he those who were near him on such occasions

did so with ever-increasing satisfaction to there were sometimes - outbreaks they can

the public. As at the bar, so on the hardly be called, but slight outpouringe of

bench, he was never a voluuteer of labour querulousness, free from ill-temper,and at

which it was not his duty to undertake, which no one was more ready to smile than

nor covetous of any occasional distinction; himself when the cause had passed away.
but he shrank from no labour which the * I saw him for the last time, I think, on

discharge of his duty called on him to November 29, 1863,when he called on me,

undertake ; and whenever circumstances just before he started on that circuit from

compelled him to be prominent, he was which he was never to return . He had

found to fill the post with ease and dignity walked a considerable distance from his

of manner, as well as simplicity. He had, own house in Eaton Place ; and he was

of course, often to prepare written judy- about to walk home, making other visits by

ments for himself, and not seldom for the the way. He had 'then nearly completed

court : he did this with great care, in a his eightieth year; yet he looked fresh and

clear style, and with a very lucid arrange- firm , walked uprightly, saw and heard

ment. Generally, indeed almost universally, perfectly , and was in the full vigour of his

he commenced with a statement of what he mental faculties. As we parted, I reminded

considered to be the facts, that, as he said, him of the last winter circuit at York, on

it might at all events appear on what he which we had been together, and how we

decided ; he arranged his authorities, or had then both agreed that that should be

stated his principles of decision, and then our last. He only smiled, and we parted

drew the conclusion . I have always con- without a foreboding on either side. Ile

sidered them as models of that class of com- found at York a heavy calendar, and from

position ; and his reasoning faculty was so the beginning it seemed to oppress him

sound, that he did not often miss a logical more than was usually the case .
We are

conclusion; to usea professional expression , apt, after an event of importance has hap

he was eminently “ a safe judge.” He never pened, to recollect slight circumstances and

exceeded in length ; indeed, it might have casual expressions which, if nothing had

been well if one so competent had on some happened, we should have forgotten or
occasions travelled wider afield , and illus- thought quite immaterial. It is remembered

trated his decision of the matter in hand now that the chaplain had omitted to

by analogies, of which his learning would mention him in the bidding prayer before
have furnished him with apt and striking his assize sermon . “ There was no one in

instances. He served with three chief the minster," said he after the service,

justices in succession, and I believe there “ who more needed the prayers of the
was no one of them who did not feel and people than the judge who has this list of

gratefully acknowledge the value of his prisoners to dispose of. ”

effective assistance - always zealously and • On the last day of his life he was in

nerer ostentatiously rendered. court early , and tried a complicated case ,

• When he sat alone at Nisi Prius, or in which lasted the whole day: it was ono

the trial of criminal cases , it was in a good which excited much interest in the county,

sense a great judicial display --always care- and the ball was crowded. He felt op

ful as to his appearance and dress,dignified pressed; but this did not appear to the

without the slightest ostentation, very audience, who listened with admiration to

courteous, yet very firm , quiet, saying a masterly summing up of the long evi

little, but that little very pointedly, in the dence—with admiration not unmixed with

course of the cause, very attentive, and wonder to see such vigourof intellect and

losing nothing ; disposing of points as they clearness of recollection, supported by such

arose, shortly, and with ease and distinct- activity of the bodily faculties, at such an

ness ; presenting the question, and the cir- advanced age. But it was the bright

cumstances as they bore on it, to the jury burning of the taper before its sinking into

with the greatest precision, and inevitably darkness. He returned to his lodgings,

Ipaking them feel entire contidence in his where, happily for himself and for her,

impartiality. The man who had a good Miss Wightman was waiting for him . The

cause, or the innocent prisoner, rejoiced father and the child passed the evening

that he had him for the judge: while he quietly together. He complained a little

against whom the verdict passed, felt at i of his work overcoming him , and spoke

:
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cheerfully of resignation and rambling on look back so far can hardly hare escaped

the Continent. He talked much and with the infirmity to which length of days is

overflowing affection of the different mem- most liable.

' bers of his family. So the evening passed, • I sometimes think, with regret, that

and he retired to his room. There was had he timely spared the unusual streria

just enough in his tone and manner to which was vouchsafed to him, and retired

excite a little uneasiness, and it is said that some few years since to labours less es

Miss Wightman made an excuse sometime hausting than those of the common law

after to tap at his door and enquire how he bench, he might now be among us, ont

was. He answered cheerfully, but he never ferring happiness on his family , and tea.

rose from his bed : the old man's strength, benetits on the public. But such retro

it should seem , had been too severely tried, are as unwise as they are unavailing. H

and he sank on the following day. lived happy in the course he pursued, and

It may well be supposed how awfully he died as I think he would have wisted

and sadly the news broke on the crowded to die - his loins girded, his harness on to

city of York. That a man at his time of back, in the faithful and conscientive

lite should pass away without note of discharge of his duty.

warning might seem not extraordinary ; ' I remain, my dear Sir,

but it is remarkable that, old as he was, Yours, & c.'

nothing in his appearance or manner called WIGRAM , JAMES, was of Irish extrse

up associations with the approach of death. tion . His father was Irish ; his paterre!

Even to his nearest friends and relations grandfather, John Wigram of Wexfori.

the event came with the shock of surprise ; and his paternal grandmother, Mars,

and here the bar, the jury, the witnesses, daughter of Robert Clifford of Wexfore

the crowd of interested spectators, had were also Irish. His father, Sir Robert

seen him last, and but theday before, on Wigram , was born at Wexford, and, se

the judgment-seat, administering justice tling in England, became one of the 1s

with the vigour and clearness of a man in eminent of its merchants. In 1805 he was

the prime of life — with the wisdom and honoured with a baronetey, which is Dar

consideration , butwithout a shadow of the possessed by his grandson, whose father.

weakness of old age. It may be truly said the second baronet, assumed the name of

that the feeling of surprise was not greater Fitzwygram. Sir Robert Wigram married

or more universal than that of regret. two wives, and was the parent of tweety

Not in the first moment, but after time three children, of whom Sir James, the

allowed for consideration ,which only added vice -chancellor, was his thin son by his

substance to the feeling, a meeting was second wife, Eleanor, daughter of Joao

held, and it was resolved to place a window Watts, Esq., of Southampton. He was

in the minster in commemoration of his born at his father's seat, Walthansi

public services, his private virtues, and the House, Essex, on November 5, liti

sorrow of his friends and the public for the Feeling that the seven years he spent ats
loss they had sustained. private school had been wasted, he had the

' I am not writing my friend's eulogy, courage, at the age of sixteen , to foulua

nor attempting to describe at full his the advice of the Rev. Thomas Bourdinis,

character ; normust I venture to lift up the of Fen Stanton, with whom he was the

veil , which must remain drawn before the placed as pupil, and to begin his educanda

long happinesses and sacred sorrows of again from the beginning. This he did su

domestic life, though it shuts out from successfully that at Cambridge (where be

respectful and loving admiration the best began his residence at Trinity Colleze is

parts, it may be, of a good man's character. 1811, under the private tutorship of the
It is enough to say that he left a widow Rev. Charles Webb le Bas, subsequent

who has to be thankful for nearly half a principal of the East India College , Ilar

century of unbroken harmony and happi- bury ) he became fifth wrangler in 1

ness, and four daughters and numerous and in autumn 1817 gained a fellowshpe

grandchildren, the objects of his constant Trinity, taking his degree of B.A. in 15 : 5
affection and care . Life must to them be and that of N.A. in 1818. In Deumb :

changed indeed ; but itmay safely be hoped 1818 he married Anne, daughterof Richard

that she and they will all be supported Arkwright, Esq., of Willersley in lesbo

under their great affliction by His hand, shire, and granddaughter of Sir Richard
who has ordained it for them. Arkwright, and in the following yen bu

' I am afraid Ihave been led to do what, was called to the bar by the society of

at the outset, I prepared you for my care- Lincoln's Inn . Attaching himælf to it

fully avoiding ; and perhaps I have written Court of Chancery, be practised thaw :)
what should have no place in your book : such success that in 1834 he was L

but you will consider over how many years one of the king's counsel, having in l .

of friendly and intimate intercourse my published a treatise entitled · An Fier

memory wanders, and that he who can nation of the Rules of Law repeting tje
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Admission of Extrinsic Evidence in aid ground for accusation. ( Parl. IIist. ii . 53. )

of the Interpretation of Wills, ' which has In 1636 he was called to the degree of

already gone through four editions. This serjeant. (Rymer , xx. 22. )

treatise was followed in 1836 by another, In the Long Parliament he was member

entitled ' Points in the Law of Discovery,' for Worcestershire, and was a prominent

which is equally useful and highly esteemed. actor in its proceedings. He was chairman

These publications led to a very interesting of the cominittee appointed to prepare the

correspondence with some of theAmerican impeachment against the thirteen bishops

judges,among whom was Dr. Story, the concerned in making the new canons,

celebrated author of the well-known Com- which , on August 3, 1641, he presented to

mentaries. the House of Lords. In December be

While enjoying a distinguished lead in presided over a committee of enquiry as to

the courts ofequity, he entered parliament a plot to bring in thearmy to overawe the

as member for Leominster in June 1841, parliament; and in January 1642 he re

but had little opportunity of exhibiting ported a conference with the Lords as to

any senatorial talent, for within four months the attorney - general (Sir Edward Herbert)

he received the reward of his forensic having impeached the five members, and

labours, and vacated his seat upon being conducted the impeachinent against that

raised to the bench. On October 28 of officer which the Commonsordered. ( Parl.

that year, on the passing of an act of Hist. ii. 895, 1039, 1121. ) In the same

parliament (5 Vict. c. 5 , 8. 19 ) autho- year he subscribed two horses and their

rising the appointment of two new judges maintenance for the defence of the parlia

of the Court of Chancery, to be called ment (Notes and Queries, 1st S. xii. 338 ) ;

vice -chancellors,Mr. J. L. Knight-Bruce and in February 1643 he was recommended

and Mr. James Wigram were selected from as chief baron of the Exchequer in the

the equity bar to fill those offices . They unsuccessful propositions made by the
were both knighted in January following, Commons to the king. (Clarendon ,iii.407.)

and sworn in as members of the privy The parliament having ordered a new

council. Sir James Wigram presided over Great Seal in place of thatwhich had been

his court for nine years, his decrees being carried to the king by Lord Lyttelton,

remarkable for the lucid exposition of the principally on the arguments of Mr. Ser

legnl principles involved in the cases on jeant Wilde, showing its necessity, resolved

which he had to adjudicate. They were to entrust it to six commissioners, two

the subject of general approbation, and lords and four commoners, and on Novem

were highly extolled by those most com- ber 10, 1643, the serjeant was elected as

petent to form a judgment. As reported one of the latter. By successive votes

by Mr. Thomas Hare,all of them have the these commissioners, notwithstanding the

special advantage of having been seen and Self-Denying Ordinance, retained the cus

approved by the judge before publication. tody of the Seal for three years, when on
In consequence of ill-health , which re- October 30, 1646, they surrendered it to

sulted in total loss of sight, Sir James felt the speakers of the two houses. During
himself compelled to resign his post in this time Serjeant Wilde still kept his seat
Trinity Vacation 1850. Serenely patient in the Commons, and was one of the

under his affliction , he lived many years managers on their part in the impeachment
afterwards, and died on July 20 , 1866. of Archbishop Laud, whose trial con
For many of the facts in this sketch I am menced on March 12, 1644. His speeches

indebted to the courteous liberality of Sir against the primate were more conspicuous
James Wigram . for political and religious rancour than for

WILDE , John , descended from a family argument or good taste. When Mr. Herne,

that resided at Holt in the county of the archbishop's counsel, argued that none

Denbigh about the reign of Henry IV., of the charges amounted to treason, the

was the son of George Wilde, of Droitwich serjeant said it had not been alleged that

in Worcestershire, a serjennt-at-law in the they did so , but we do say that all the

reign of James I.,and of Frances, daughter bishop's misdemeanours put together do,

of Sir Edmund Hudleston , of Sawston in by way of accumulation,make many grand

Cambridgeshire. He was educated at treasons .' Herne immediately replied, “ I

Balliol College, Oxford , where he took the crave your mercy, good Mr. Serjeant ; I
degree of B.A. in 1607, and of M.A. in never understood before this time that two

1610. Following his father's profession, hundred blackrabbits would make a black

he entered the Inner Temple,where he horse. The trial was superseded, as in the

was elected reader in 1631." (Fasti Oxon. Earl of Strafford's case, by a bill of

i . 321 , 338 ; Dugdale's Orig. 168.) A attainder, under which the archbishop

member of Charles's second parliament in suffered on January 10 , 1644-5 . Wilde

1626 , he took part in the debate against was elected recorder of Worcester in July

the Duke of Buckingham , arguing from 1616. ( Journals : Whitelocke, 77, 218;

Bracton that common famewas a sufficient State Trials, iv . 351-598.)
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After the Seal was taken from the ser- tion Parlinment, he escaped further qui

jeant, he was several times employed as tion , and, absolved by the Act of Indemnity,

judge of assize, and does not seem to have he retired to his house at Hampst-ad.

been very scrupulous in his proceedings. There he died about 1669, and was buried

He is accused at one timeof hanging Cap- at Wherwill in Hampshire, the cat si

tain John Burley at Winchester for causing Charles Lord de la Wart, the husban i no

a drum to be beaten for God and King his only daughter and heir, Anne. ( Collins'

Charles at Newport in the Isle of Wight, Peerage, i. 287, ii . 166, v. 24.) His wii.

in order to rescue his captive sovereign ; was Anne, daughter of Sir Thomas llar

and at another, of directing the grand jury ries, of Tonge Castle, serjeant- at-law abi

to ignore the bill of indictment preferred baronet.

against Major Edmund Rolph for intending Whitelocke describes him as learte !

to murder the king. The Commons voted in his profession, but of more reading the

their thanks to him for his great and good depth of judgment,' and as executing

service done to the parliament in that place with diligence and justice; ' but the

circuit, and Anthony Wood ( Fasti, i . 336 ) testimony of his other contemporaries ja

states that he received 10001. for each of strongly against him . Clarendon calls Lit

these transactions, adding that it was all an infamous judge;'and Archbishop lang

one to him whether he hung or hung not, in the account of his trial , says, I hace

so he got the beloved pelf.' character given me before of this gentlt 07"

On October 12, 1648 , the parliament which I will forbear to express, but in ta

took upon them to fill the vacancies on the speech of his, and his future proceedin .

judicial bench, and appointed Serjeant with me, I found it exactly true;"

Wilde to be chief baron of the Exchequer, Anthony Wood's opinion of bim has bee

who was sworn into office on November already stated . Burton also speaks of

16. He still retained his position when tiresome speeches.

the king was beheaded , took the new oaths, WILDE WILLIAM, born about 101.

and was placed on the Council of State. was the son of William Wilde, of Chfirs

(Whitelocke, 343-381.) When Cromwell Inn, London, and was called to the bar to

assumed the protectorate in December the Inner Temple in 16:37 , becamas

1653, he did not, for some unrecorded | bencher in 1652, and was elected res

reason, continue Wilde as chief baron , but of London on November 3, 1659. That be

appointed William Steele. (Hardres' Re- was considered one of the moderate part

ports.) There is a letter from Wilde, may be presumed from his being retur?

dated July 12, 1654 , complaining that as member for that city to the Charentin

after all his services he is removed , ad- Parliament that met in April 100, fr I

dressed to Whitelocke ( Swedish Emb. ii . his being knighted immediately on the

461) on bis return from the Swedish em- king's return , from his being called to :

bassy, who says that it was ' a usual reward degree of serjeant at the second call af 1

in such times for the best services, and the Restoration, and from his being fume

adds that he moved the protector on dignitied with a baronetry on Seperti

Wilde's behalf, “ but to no effect, the pro- 13 in the same year. Is recorder be ***

tector having a dislike to the serjeant, but of course named on the commission ,

the ground thereof I could not learn .' the trial of the regicides. On Sorert :

Wilde remained out ofemploymentduring 10 in the following year he was mad. et

the rest of Cromwell's life, butwas elected of the king's serjeants, which puni ' .:

memberfor Droitwich in Protector Richard's with that of recorder, he enjorid t1 :* :

parliament of 1558–9. He there presented April 16, 1668, when he resign d the lar :

à petition from himself, praying a restora- ottice on being appointed a judue of to

tion to his former office,and for payment Common Pleas. In that court be regis

of the arrears of 13001. due to him for his nearly five years, and then on January

salary. The former was refused , but the 1673 ,was removed to the king's less

latter was granted. ( Burton's Diary, iv. where he sat as judge above six 5 "

390.) ( 1 Siderfin , 4 ; Parl. lit. if. 4 .

On the return of the Long Parliament T. Raymond, 217 ; T. Jones, 43.)

Serjeant Wilde resumed his place as a On April 29, 1679, his patent was

member, and on January 17, 1659-60, was voked at the same time as the of th

restored to his judicial seat by the same other judges, viz., Vere Bertie, Thara :

power thathad firstappointed him . ( !!'hite- and Bramston. Burnet ( i . 4.50 ; aats ::
locke, 693.) Short, however, was his en- Sir William Wilde, “ a worthy and DE

joyment of it. The return of the king in judge, ' was turned out for his p.sa fre

May, and the immediate nomination of dom in telling Bedlow , one of the witnugtong
Sir Orlando Bridgeman as lord chief baron , of the Popish Plot, that he was a prr .

terminated the serjeant's legal career. In man , and ought to come a mi

consequence of his having assisted the court, but go home and repeut . ' in :
Lords in several committees of the Conven- preceding February, Green , Burry, and 11 : ?

6

more .
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vorce.

were tried for the murder of Sir Edmund- quer on April 13, 1860, and was thereupon

bury Godfrey ; and on April 16 Nathaniel knighted ; and had not sat in that court

Reading was tried for tampering with the more than three years and four months

king's evidence; the conviction on both before the lamented death of that excellent

trials being founded materially upon the judge Sir Cresswell Cresswell occasioned

evidence of Bedlow. Justice Wilde took a vacancy in the Court of Probate and Di

an active part in each , pronouncing sen It speaks highly of the judicial

tence of death in the former , and saying ability which Sir James Wilde had exhi

that the conviction of the latter was a bited that he should havebeen called upon

very good verdict. ' So that his discovery to undertake the responsible and delicate

of Bedlow's false swearing and his use of duties attached to the oflice of chief judge

the expressions recorded by Burnet must of the new court. He was appointed to it

have happened between April 16 and 26. on August 26, 1863, and so satisfactory has

(State Trials, vii . 222, 261.) He survived been his performance of its duties that it is

his dismissal only seven months, dying on the universal wish, both of the bar and the

November 23, 1679. He was buried in the public, that he may long be able to undergo

Temple Church . the heavy andincessant labour thatdevolves

He appears to have been well grounded upon him . He was honoured with a sent

in the law , and an honest and considerate in the privy council ; and on April 6 ,1869,

judge. Sir Henry Yel rton's Reports were he was called up to the House of Peers by

published by him in French in 1661,when the title of Lord Penzance.
hewas king's serjeant, and in English in Ile has shown that he is not merely a

1674, when he was judge . His residence careful administrator of the law, but also

when recorder was in Great St. Bartho- an able analyst of its principles. In an ex

lomew's Close , and afterwards at Lewis- cellent address delivered by him as presi

ham , Kent, until he purchased the manor dent of the department of jurisprudence and

of Goldston, or Goldstanton, in Ash in the amendment of the law , in a late meeting
same county. of the Social Science Congress at York, he

He married three wives. The name of gave a rapid account of our original social

the first is not recorded ; that of the second institutions, of the gradual formation of the

was Jane, daughter of Felix Wilson , of laws that regulated them , of the various

Hanwell in Middlesex; and the third was additions that the advances of civilisation

Frances, daughter of John Berecroft, of necessitated , and of the evils that arose from

Chard in Somersetshire. Ile had a son by the complication occasioned by the admix

each of thetwo latter, but both dying with ture of the new enactments with the old ,

out male issue , the baronetey became ex- which, though obsolete, remained unre
tinct . ( Add. MSS. 5507, 65 * ; Hasted, i . pealed. He pictured the consequent difii

503, xi . 196. ) culties felt by the judges, which compelled

WILDE, JAMES PLAISTED (Lord Pen- them frequently, in order to do justice, to

ZA NCE ),is the fourth son of Edward Archer become legislators instead of interpreters ;
Wilde, Esq . , an eminentattorney and soli- 1 and in pointing out that the cases they de
citor in London, for which city and the cided were so numerous , and the decisions

county of Middlesex he served the office of they pronounced were often so conflicting,

sherill' in 1828. His father was the brother the learned lecturer declared that he could

of the late Lord Truro , who for some time see no remedy but in a Digest, bringing

was engaged in that branch of the legal together the broad principles on which the

profession. common law reposes, and which tacitly

He was born in 1816 , and after his pre- guide the decisions of our courts.

liminary education at Winchester School Ile married Lady Mary Bouverie, the

proceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge, youngest daughter of William , third Earl

where he took his degrees of B.A. in 18:38 of Radnor.
and M.A. in 1842. With so much legal WILDE, Tnoas (LORD Truro ). The

blood in his veins he was naturally devoted career ofThomas Wilde atfords a most un

to the same profession, and, having been en- icommon instance of the rise from the lowest

tered of the society of Lincoln's Inn, was to the highest step in the law, passing

called to the bar in 1839. He attached through the different grades of attorney,

himself to the Northern Circuit, and in the barrister, serjeant, king's serjeant, solicitor

next year was appointed junior counsel to and attorney general, chief justice, and lord

the Excise and Customs. Soon distinguish- chancellor.

ing himself by his deep knowledge of mer- Ile was born on July 7, 1782 , in Warwick

cantile and maritime law , he rapidly ad- Square, and was the second son of Mr.

vanced in professional reputation ; in 1855 Thomas Wilde, an attorney-at-law, by his

he obtained an acknowledged lead as queen's wife, Margaret Anne Knight, whose two
counsel, and in 1859 he was made counsel other sonswere brought up in the same pro

to the duchy of Lancaster. fession ; the elder becoming a barristerand

Ile was appointed a baron of the Exche- ultimately chief justice at the Cape of Good
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fifth year.

Hope ; and the younger, Edward Archer to be given in their support. Lord Tenter

Wilde, holding a high rank as an attorney den is said to have described him as having

in London, the father of the above James industry enough to succeed without talent,

Plaisted Wilde, Lord Penzance. and talent enough to succeed without in

Thomas Wilde received his education at dustry .'

St. Paul's School, and in after life showed Not satisfied with his forensic triumpás,

how much he appreciated the advantages he sought parliamentary distinction ; and

he had derived from that establishment, by in May 1831, after many previous struş.

presenting to it 10001., the interest of which gles, he secured his seat for Newark-sa

he directed to be annually expended in prizes Trent, a borough which he continued to

to the best scholars. He was admitted as represent through the subsequent parts

an attorney in 1805, and continued to prac- ments till 1841, when he was returnri

tise with great success in that department for Worcester. In the senate he took the

for nearly twelve years. In 1813 hemarried liberal side of politics, and was remarkab

Mary, daughter ofWilliam Willman, Esq. , more for the clearness of his statements

and widow of William Devaynes, Esq ., the and closeness of his arguments that fs :

banker. At this time,dissatisfied with the the fascination of his eloqnence. His steais

limited sphere in which he acted, and con- support of the whig party, and his ent

scious that his powers were adapted to a manding position at the bar, naturally -

more extended range, he entered the Inner commended him to the government fe

Temple, and was called to the bar on Fe- employment, and on February 9 , 1940, to

bruary 7, 1817, being then in his thirty- was consequently made solicitor- gele

and knighted.

Overcoming all the obstacles in the way In the following June he lost his tik

of one who, as it were, intrudes himself into after a union of twenty - seren year ; 13

a higher branch of his profession, he almost having remained a widower for five yeas

instantly acquired a considerable proportion he married Augusta Emma D'Este, the

of business. He is said to have conquered daughter of the Duke of Sussex and Lars

an impediment in his speech, which pre- | Augusta Murray,whose legitimary be b .

vented him from uttering certain words, by previously endeavoured to establish before
forming a list of synonymes, and substi- the House of Lords.

tuting them whenever the words occurred In June 184 ), for the two months durins

which he could not pronounce . This per- which the administration of Lord Ne

severance was his peculiarcharacteristic, and bourne was doomed to last, he filled the

exemplified itself so remarkably in every office of attorney - general, of coure -

cause in which he was engaged that he won tiring from it with the minister. For the

general confidence. His firmness and inde tive following years he remained out a

pendence secured the attention of the judges ; office, but on the restoration of the rain

and the character he had thus acquired ,with party under Lord John Russell in Je .

his reputation for the power of precise ar- | 1846, he was replaced as attomer - genen .

rangement and for extraordinary industry, to beagain removed in three or four day

no doubt caused him to be selected, in 1820, on being promoted to the office of lord ab !
when he had been only three years at the justice of the Common Pleas on the ith

bar, as assistant counsel in the defence of that month , a vacancy in that court hare

Queen Caroline, who was so pleased with been occasioned by the death of Sir Vicces

his exertions on her behalf that she ap- Tindal only the day before.

pointed him one of her executors. This When he had presided in the Corps

naturally raised Mr. Wilde in professional Pleas for four years, he was constituen

estimation, and his business increased 80 lord chancellor of Great Britain , reces :

greatly that he felt warranted in accepting the Great Seal on July 15, 1850 , toget

the degree of the coif when offered to him, with a patent of peerage, by which be a

in Easter 1824, by Lord Eldon , although as created Baron Truro of Bowes in V4 :

a whig he was opposed to that nobleman's sex. This high dignity he held for bir

political principles. In 1827 he had a fur teen months only, the prime minister,L

ther advance in being made king's serjeant. John Russell, being compelled to retir :

He attained so prominent a lead in the February 1852 ,when Lord Truro ver
Common Pleas that in a short time there cessarily superseded .

was scarcely a single cause tried in that It must not have been the least att

court in which he was not engaged on one ing circumstance attending his elerati a "
side or the other. Fortunate were those receive an affectionate address of .

litigants who secured his services, for inde- tulation from nearly five hundred nem

fatigable were his exertions for their suc- of that branch of the professian :

cess ; and his were not the perfunctory he had originally belonged, erpressure
consultations too commonly granted for å their strong appreciation of his house

short half-hour, but real discussions into conduct through life, of his zeales

the points to be argued, and the evidence ' indefatigable exertions as an adracate ,
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of the unvarying courtesy they had expe- | 1855, at his house in Eaton Square. He

rienced at his hands. This address was was buried in the mausoleum erected by

accompanied by a request that his lordship Sir Augustus D'Este, at the church of St.

should sit for his portrait, to be placed in Lawrence, Ramsgate.

the hall of the Incorporated Law Society, By his wife hehad issue two sons and a

where it now ornaments the walls, and daughter, who is married to her cousin

reminds the young student that by personal Charles Norris Wilde, Esq ., the brother of

industry and exertion he may raise himself Lord Penzance.

to the same honours. Lady Truro, soon after his lordship's

During the short period in which Lord death , gracefully offered the whole of his

Truro held the Seal he was deeply engaged law books to the library of the House of

in promoting various important law reforms. Lords, and must have felt amply repaid for

He appointed a commission to enquire as her generous gift by the encomiums that

to the pleading and practice of his court, were attered by every leading peer when

and assisted Lord St. Leonards, who suc- accepting it, on the legal attainments and

ceeded him in his office, in carrying into judicial excellence of her husband , and on

effect the most important regulations in his honourable exertions for the public

the report. He established a system of and the disinterestedness thatcharacterised

paying the fees of the court by means of him .

stamps, and greatly reduced their amount. WILFORD , GERVASE DE, belonged to a

He eifected that most important change in family who possessed the manors of Clif

the constitution of the court,by the appoint- ton and Wilford in Nottinghamshire, one

ment of the Court of Appeal,which at once branch of which used the name of Clifton,

remedied the great 'evil of delay so long and the other that of Wilford. Hewas of

complained of, and relieved the chancellor the latter, and, having been remembrancer

of one of the most oppressive parts of his (Hospitallers in England, 284 ), was made

duties. His exertions were not limited to baron of the Exchequer on January 20,

reforming the Court ofChancery; they were 1341 , 14 Edward III. He was instituted

extended also to the common law courts, to the living of Barnack in Northampton

with regard to which he originated many shire, and in 18 Edward III. he assigned

important changes, which have been greatly various lands in Norfolk to the prior and

beneficial to the suitors, in preventing delay convent of Shouldham in the latter

and reducing expense. Both as chief jus- county .

tice and chancellor he showed the most He became chief baron on April 7, 1350,

untiring patience, and the judgments he and presided in the court till 1361. The

pronounced have been considered by the entry on the roll states that he was exone

profession to be highly satisfactory. It is rated , being broken down by age. In 1359

no small proof of their value that only one he obtained the Bishop of Lincoln's licence

was appealed from , though many of them alere et fovere pueros sub virga magistri,

were reversals of decisions of the vice- in lectura, cantu, et grammatica facultate,

chancellors, and that one was affirmed . ad augmentum cultus divini in sua parochia,

His courtesy and kindness were not con- et eosdem informare, clericis post pestem

fined to his professional clients nor to his diminutis.' ( Thoreshy's Nutts, i. 105; Cal.

political partisans, but were distinttive Ing . p . m . ii. 119 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 138, 159,

marks of his general character. He exhi- 174, 222 ; Ellis's Letters, & c ., 325.)

bited a pleasing proof of his generous feel- WILLES, Joux.was of one of the most an

ing when Sir Frederick Thesiger became cient families in Warwickshire. They were

solicitor-general in 1844, and before he had settled at Newbold Comyn in that county,

acquired any experience in his oflice had in the church of which is a memorial of

the additional dutiesof the attorney -general one of them in stained glass dated 1577.

thrown upon him by the illness and con- He was the son of the Rev. Dr. John

sequent absence of Sir William Follett. Willes, rector of Bishop's Ickington and
Though Sir Frederick was of the adverse canon of Lichfield, by Anne, daughter of

party in politics, and a coolness had existed Sir William Walker, mayor of Oxford :
between them from their having been und his brother Edward became in 1743

opposed to each other in the contest for Bishop of Buth and Wells. ( Berry's Gene

Newark, Sir Thomas Wilde, as soon as he alogies, Berks.)

saw the difficulty of Sir Frederick's posi- He was born on November 29, 1685, and

tion, most liberally offered and gave every received his education at Lichfield gram

assistance and advice in his power as to the mar school, and Trinity College, Oxford.

professional, apart from the political, duties Entering Lincoln's Inn , he was called to
of the office. the bar in June 1713. He then went the

Lord Truro survived his retirement for Oxford Circuit, and arrived at the dignity

nearly four years, during two of which he of king's counsel in 1719. In his early

suffered much from a paiuful illness,which life he was much more noted for hilarity

terminated in his death on November 11, and licentiousness than for learning and

а
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ability, though he was by no means 'defi- | enough to accept, but stipulated that a

cientin the latter. He sought advance- peerage should be added. This was refused,

ment by entering into the career of politics and he, thinking to obtain his terms by

under the patronage of Sir Robert Wal- standing out, made this a condition samt

pole, and in the parliament that met in quâ non . (Harris's Lord Hardıricke, iii.

October 1722 he procured a seat for 139.) Great then was his confusion and

Launceston. In May 1726 he was appointed indignation on finding that the ministers

second judge on the Chester Circuit; and had taken him at his word, and appoirut

thereupon vacating his seat for Launceston, the attorney -general, Sir Robert Heniet,

he was not re-elected; but a vacancy soon lord keeper. He lived four years after

after occurring in Weymouth, he was re- wards, and died at the advanced age

turned for that borough. In the parlia- seventy - six on December 15, 1761. He

ment of 1728 he represented West Lone ; was buried in the family vault at Bishop's

and before its close he was obliged to un- Ickington .

dergo two re -elections, one on his being That in the exercise of his judicial fue

promoted to the chief justiceship ofChester tions, both as chief justice and first ca.

in February 1729, and the other on being missioner, he showed great learning and

appointed attorney -general in January 1734. ability, the reports of his decisions prove ;

He was again returned for West Looe to but out of court he was ambitious and in

the new parliament of 1735, and sat for it triguing, joining the different factions de

till he was advanced to the bench. His he thought they would promote his vir

speech against the repeal of the Septennial He had a great enmity against Lord Hard

Act in 1734 is the only recorded specimen wicke, whom he looked upon as his ritmo

of his senatorial eloquence, and appears to and as impeding the royal favour ; and 1.23

deserve the praise it elicited. lordship had little respect for him, te

He was knighted as attorney -general, account of his questionable morality, sod

and filled that office exactly three years his indiscreet involvements. Horace a

when in January 1737 he was appointed pole (Memoirs, i. 77),whowas inelised on
lord chief justice of the Common Pleas. 1 be one of his admirers, tells a story willing

Over that court he presided for nearly five- shows that even when chief justice he still

and-twenty years, during the whole of pursued his old propensitities. A grie

which period he was hankering after the person came to reprove thescandalbe sure
Great Seal, which, when it was at last and to tell him that the world talk

within his grasp, he lost by his own folly. one of his maidservants being with cli

He was in perpetual expectation that the Willes said , “ What is that to me . " T :*

chancellorship of Lord Hardwicke would monitor answered , “ Oh ! but they stiin

be terminated by a change of ministry, and by your lordship.” “ And what is that w

took such measures as he thought would you ? " was the reply.'

secure him the succession . During the re- He married Margaret, daughter arden

bellion of 1745 he endeavoured to organise heir of – Brewster, Esq., of Worte.

a regimentof volunteers among the lawyers, and had by her four sons and four danstors

for the defence of the king's person , of WILLES, EDWARD ,was the second -

which he was to be the colonel ; but if we the above, and was called to the bar at in

may believe a satirical song of the time , he coln's Inn in February 17:26 . He is -

never got his commission ; and the danger confounded with his namesake who **

being ended, his majesty declined their ser- lord chief baron of the Irish Exchaquer és

vices. The poet slyly concludes with this 1757 to 1766, and who died in 1.1 11

couplet (Ex inf. w. Durrant Cooper, Esq., acquired the rank of king's counsel in 1 : ,
F.S.A.) and in 1766, five years after his in : ....

death, he was made solicitor -general. It

If you ask why a judge should attempt the the death of Lord Bowes, chane

command,
I'll tell you — Totake the Great Seal sword in Ireland, in 1767, attempts were mais ..

confer that appointment upon him : bu

was obliged to content himself with a

When at last Lord ardwicke did re- in the King's Bench, to which hemi

sign , Sir John was designed to take his moted on January 27, 1708. Som

place ; but some objection being made by the questions relative to Mr. Wie is

George II. to give bim the sole power, he before the court, exciting the pubur

was obliged to content himself with being intense degree. The judges were 1 *

the first of three commissioners to whom mous in their opinion on the rares p *

the Great Seal was entrusted. They held raised in his favour, and , though the

it for seven months, from November 19, then charged with corrupt biss (

1756, to June 30 , 1757, when the Duke of times have confirmed their judgment la

Newcastle's and Mr. Pitt's administration the dean of St. Asaph's ease Nr. Je.

commenced . Sir John was then offered Willes dissented from the otherjun.

the chancellorship, which he was willing his declaration that juries had the roads

hand .
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to give a general verdict was one of the occurs with that dignity as one of the

causes which led to the passing of Mr. justiciers present in the Curia Regis at

Fox's libel act. Westminster before whom a fine was

Mr. Justice Willes did not accept the levied in 1189. He is not mentioned as

usual honour of knighthood . He outlived archdeacon of Totness in Le Neve's list.

all his first colleagues except Lord Mans- WILLIAM , DAVID, seems to have been a

field, and after nineteen years of judicial native of Wales. Among the accounts of

life, unmarked by any other peculiar cha- the keepers of the House of Converts, now

racteristics than a certain flippancy of remaining in the records of the kingdom ,

manner and a neglect of costume, he died his commence in 2 Henry VII. , and refer

on January 14, 1787, and was buried at to his appointment on February 22, 1487,

Burnbam in Berkshire. By hiswife, Anne, that office being then always held in con

daughter of the Rev. Edward Taylor, of junction with the mastership of theRolls.

Sutton, Wilts, he left three sons. (4 Bur- He held the first place among the receivers

row , 2143 ; 1 Term Reports, 551 ; State of petitions in the parliaments thatmet in

Trials, xix . 1091 , 1123, xxi. 1040.) 1487 and 1488,but in that of 1491 he was

WILLES, JAMES Shaw , is one of the absent. ( Rot. Parl. xii. 385, 409. ) It is not

present judges of the Court of Common unlikely that this was occasioned by an

Pleas. He belongs to an Irish family of illness which terminated in his death before

English extraction. His grandfather and May 5, 1492 , the date of the patent of

father, both named James, were resident at John Blyth, hissuccessor.

Cork, the former as a merchant, and the WILLIAMS, David. It was not till the

latter, as a physician. His mother was reign of Henry VIII. that the Welsh be

Elizabeth Aldworth , daughter of John gan to abandon the practice of changing

Shaw, Esq. , mayor of Cork in 1792. He their names at each generation. The son
was born in Cork on February 13, 1814, had previously assumed the Christian name
and finished his education at Trinity Col- of his father, uniting it to his own Chris

lege, Dublin, where he took his degree of tian name by the word ' ap ' ( signifying

B.A. in 1836, and was called to the bar at 'son of '), in the same manner that the

the Inner Temple on June 12, 1840. He word Fitz ' was used by the English in

edited Smith's Leading Cases' in con- earlier times before surnames were gene

junction with Mr. Justice Keatingin 1847, rally introduced among them. Thus this

another edition of whichwas published by judge was originally called David ap Wil

them in 1856, and in 1850 he was selected liam , his father's namebeing William ap

as a common lawcommissioner. His prac- Ychan , and it was not till he removed into

tice was principally in the Court of Exche- England that he adopted the simpler ap

quer, where he filled the post of tubman pellation of David Williams.
from 1851 till his elevation to the bench The father, descended, it is said , from

on July 3, 1855, as a judge of the Court Bleddin ap Maenyrch , lord of Brecknock

of Common Pleas, when he was knighted. in 1091, was a substantial yeoman,whose

A pregnant proof of the estimation which property was situate in the parish of

he commands asa lawyer is afforded by his Ystradvelte in Brecknock. By his wife,
being placed on the Indian law commission Margaret, daughter of Rhys Griffith Bevan,

in 1861 , and on the English and Irish law Melin, he had three sons, the youngest of

commission in 1862. whom , this David, born about 1550, went

Devoting his body as well as his mind to to seek his fortune in England. Entering

the service of the country, and considering himself at the Middle Temple, he was
that the post of honour is the private called to the bar in 1576 , and arrived at

station,' he has served in the ranks of the the post of reader in 1590. This honour
Inps of Court Volunteer Corps since its was repeated in Lent 1594 , as a customary

formation in 1859. In 1860 the degree of compliment on his taking the degree of the

LL.D. was conferred upon him by his coif, according to his writ of summons

alma mater, stipendiis condonatis.' dated in the previous November. ( Drug

Hemarried Helen , daughter of Thomas dale's Orig. 218. ) It may be presumed,

Jennings, Esq., of Cork . from his name not occurring in any of the

WILLIAM , ARCHDEACON OF HEREFORD Reports till after he became a serjeant,

from 1200 to 1221, was one of the justiciers that his practice was principally in the

present with the king at Bristol in 10 provinces. That it was considerable may
John , 1208,when fines were acknowledged be interred from his being appointed re

before him , but I find no other record of corder of Brecon in 1587, and also from
his performance of judicialduties. He had his acquisition of many manors and lands

# grant of that portion of the church of at Bampton in Oxfordshire ; atGuernevet,
Ledbury which Henry Banastre held . Le near the Hay, in his native county; and at

Neve ( 118) thinks his name was Fitz- Kingston -Bagpuze in Berkshire, where he

Walter. ( Rot. Chart. 80. ) principally resided , and to the church of

WILLIAM, ARCHDEACON OF Totness, which he gave a new bell -tower.

6
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The estimation in which his professional | A berbran in the county of Brecon, Esq ., by

abilities were held appears from his being a daughter of Sir William Vaugban, of

mentioned by Lord Burleigh as a proper Porthaml. His second wife was Dorthy,

person to fill a vacancy on the Exchequer daughter and coheiress of Oliver Wells

bench ; and when King James, soon after born, of East Hanney, Berks, Esq., and

his accession ,determined to add a fifth judge widow ofJohn Latton, of Kingston in that

to each of the two superior courts, Lord county, Esq., by whom he had no children .

Chief Justice Popham ,in a letter to Lord Henry, the eldest of Sir David's surviving

Ellesmere, dated January 28, 1603-4 , re- sons, received in 1644 the dignity of barudut.

commended four serjeants, Danyell, Wil. He was described of Guerneret , where be

liams, Tanfyld, and Altham , for the king to entertained King Charles when he was s

make choice of two. The first two were fugitive after the battle of Naseby. The

selected, and Williams received his patent title became extinct in 1798.

as a judge of the King's Bench on February WILLIAMS, JOIN (BISHOP OP Lir

4, and was thereupon knighted. In 1608 COLN and ARCHBISHOP OF YORK ) , was the

he coincided with the majority of the youngest of five sons of Edmund Willians,

judges in the decision pronounced in the Esq., a gentleman of an ancient West

case of the post nati ( State Trials, ii . 576 ), family, by Mary, the daughter of Ow - a

but his argument is not reported. Among Wynne, Esq., and was born at Aberconway

the Egerton Papers ' ( 388, 447 ) is a letter in Carnarvonshire, the residence of tis

from Archbishop Abbot to Lord Elles- father, on March 25 , 1582. From the

mere, dated January 22, 1611-12, in which, grammar school of Ruthin he was removed

speaking of the condemnation of Legat in 1598 to St. John's College, Cambride.

and Wightman for imputed heresy, he says, There he pursued his studies so diligent,

• Mr. Justice Williams was with mee the taking it is said but three hours ' sleep out

other day ,who maketh no doubt but that of the twenty-four, and acquired such

the lawe is cleare to burne them. Hee commendation for his proficency , that whes

told me also of his utter dislike of all the he commenced bachelor of arts in lows te

Lord Coke his courses,' who seems to have was immediately elected fellow of his od

been of a contrary opinion. lege. His degree of master he took in

He died exactly a year after the date of 1605, and about the same time was ad

this letter. In his will, which was exe- mitted into clerical orders. He sogat

cuted a week before his death, is contained was called to preach before the king si

the following curious legacy, which shows Royston, and was so much admired las

the friendly terms on which he lived with learning and eloquence that Lond Chance

his brethren on the bench : “ And whereas Ellesmere in 1611 appointed him ose

it hath been heretofore agreed between my his chaplains. In the next year he berasz

good and kind brother Warburton and my; proctor to the university, and, thout br

self that the survivor of us twayne should performed its duties with generalappiace
have the other's best scarlet robes, now I he incurred theenmity of the vice chnyt

do will that my said good brother War- lor, Dr. Gouch, by the activity and earn

burton shall have the choice of either of ness he displayed in the elections of tă :

my scarlet robes, and he to take that shall headship of St. John's and the chanzo

best like him, praying him that as he hath ship of the university, both of which bone
been agood and kind brother unto me, so came vacant in his year of office. ( R

he will be a good and kind friend to my Tribes of Wales, 149 , 153.) At its :

children. ' He likewise gives to the lord mination he resumed his position as is

chancellor (Ellesmere) a great gilt standing lain , and sat in the convocation of los

cup with a cover,in token of his love and one of the archdeacons of Wales. To

affection, and begs him to be overseer of livings of Walgrave and Grafion- l's .

his will. A tablet in old Kingston church wood in Northamptonshire were su

records that his bowels were interred there, sented to him, to which were si

but his body was removed for burial to the residentiaryship in Lincoln ( atbedir :

church of St. John the Evangelist at Bre- a choral place in those of Peterbrized

con , where there is a sumptuous monument Hereford , and St. Darid's. Inerresita

to his memory, presenting his effigy in favour, he was treated with the as

judicial habiliments. The inscription by contidence by the lord chancells :

himself states that out of nine sons and frequently discussed with him the $

two daughters only four sons and two before the court, entrusted him durias

daughters remained, and concludes with illness with various meses og **
these lines: affairs to the king , and, just previse :

his death in 1616, presented him wiid
Nuper eram judex , nunc judicis ante tribunal

Subsistens paveo ; judicor ipse modo.
manuscript collections for the rzula. "

parliament and the council bani,

These children were all by his first wife. different courts over which be prea

Margaret, a daughter of John Games, of ' tools to work with ,' a legacy of

a
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Williams soon learned the value. Bacon office, and was himself selected by the

offered to retain him in his service, but he king and Buckingham in preference to all

declined the honour, and was forth with of them without any application on his

sworn one of the royal chaplains. In 1617 own behalf. The laiter fact is confirmed

he disputed in the schools for his doctor's by the record itself, which , in stating his

degree, on the occasion of the Archbishop appointment on July 10, 1621 , as lord

of Spalatro's visit to the university. In keeper, adds, “ præter suam expectationem . '

September 1619 he was presented with In the previous month he had been sworn

the deanery of Salisbury. In his personal of the privy council, and designated for the

attendance on the king, from being at first bishopric of Lincoln . His consecration was

conversed with for his learning and his delayed by the unfortunate occurrence

wit, he came by degrees to be consulted which happened to Archbishop Abbot in

for the wisdom of his counsel. He ingra- accidentally killing a man while aiming at a

tiated bimself with Buckingham by for- buck ; and at last, in consideration of the

warding the favourite's marriage with lord keeper's scruples, that ceremony was

Lady Katherine Manners, and converting performed by four bishops on November

her from the Romish faith. Thusfavoured , 11. Being allowed to retain his deanery,

he was advanced on July 12, 1620, to the bis canonry in Lincoln Cathedral, and his

deanery of Westminster; and when the living of Walgrave, he was fairly subject

parliament that met in the following Janu- | to the remark made of him , 'that he was a

ary began to cry out against the oppressions perfect diocese in himself, being at the same

of the people , and to proceed against Sir time bishop, dean, prebendary ,andparson .'

Giles Mompesson and other offenders, He took his seat in the Court of Chancery

Buckingham, who feared that he himself on October 9, the first day of Michaelmas

might be hit , and the king, who knew not Term , no ecclesiastic having presided there

where the bolt might fly , appealed for since Archbishop Heath in the reign of

advice to the dean. He gave them this Queen Mary.
counsel: " Swim with the tide, and you In the performance of his legal functions

cannot be drowned. Throw the cor- he supplied his want of knowledge of the

morants overboard in the storm . : : . Cast rules of the court by obtaining the frequent

all monopolies and patents of griping pro- assistance of two of the judges. His in
jections into the Dead Sea after them . dustry was extraordinary, leaving him

Damn all these by one proclamation, that scarcely any leisure, and , though he was

the world may see that the king, who is in the habit of checking any unnecessary

the pilot that sits at the helm , is ready to argument, he became a general

play the pump to eject such filth as grew favourite with the bar. At first some of

noysome to the nostrils of his people.' the advocates endeavoured to take advan

Acting on this advice , the storm passed tage of his inexperience, and one of them ,

over with only one other victim , Lord to puzzle him , trouled out a motion

Chancellor Bacon. cranimed like a granado with obsolete

Hacket, with regard to this event, exhi- words, coins of far-fetched antiquity,which

bits a somewbat suspicious reserve, stating had long been disused.' The lord keeper,

merely the fact of Bacon's downfall, and nothing bathed ,answered him in a cluster

the dean's surprise at his own elevation. of most crabbed notions, picked out of

There seems, however, to be no sufficient metaphysics and logic, as categorematical

ground for charging Williams with assist- and syncategorematical, and a deal of such

ing in the chancellor's disgrace, and still drumming stuff," so that the motioner wiss

less with advising the king and Buckingham foiled at his own weapon , and well laughed

to prevent him from defending himself. at by the court.

Any defence was hopeless, and Williams's In the Star Chamber he was ever merci

recommendation not to dissolve the par- ful in his judgments, and where they were

liament for the purpose of stopping the heavy forthe sake ofexample, he inter

proceedings appears to havebeen ashonestly ceded with the king to lighten the penalty.

as it was wisely offered . Ben Jonson He would not only with soft words turn

( Gifford, viii . 482) , whose partiality for away wrath, but would often venture on a

Bacon is evident more than once in his facetious jest to pacify the royal dis

works, both in prose and verse, would pleasure. By his leniency he incurred by

scarcely have addressed a complimental turns the suspicions of the antagonistic

epigram to Williams on his removal from religious parties, at one time being stir

the Seal, had he been suspected of any matised as a favourer of Roman Catholics,

underhand or unfriendly dealing towards and at another as one of the Puritans. The
Bacon . former charge may be answered by his

The Seal for the next two months was opposition to the erection of titular Popish

placed in the bands of commissioners, and , prelates in the kingdom , and the latter by
According to Hacket, the dean was con- his addition of four scholars to Westminster

sulted as to the different candidates for the College, with a liberal endowment to St.

soon
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John's College, Cambridge, and two fellow- Buckingham just before his assassination

ships to be chosen out of them, with four in 1628 ; but Bishop Laud, whom Williams

rich benefices for their ultimate provision. bad formerly befriended, then became his

In the parliaments over which he pre- bitter enemy, under the supposition that

sided his speeches were marked with in- he was a promoter of the Petition of Right,

genuity and wit, the customary flattery to and, what was considered worse, an es

the king not being altogether omitted , but courager of the Puritans. Continuing

more delicately administered. thus in disgrace at court, vexatious com

But the brightness of his fortune began plaints were made against him , all of

to be obscured. The fickleness of Buck- which failed in theirobject until 1637, wbea

ingham , and his jealousy of the reliance his enemies succeededin procuring a ense

shown by the king on the lord keeper's viction in the StarChamber for a pretended

judgment, with probably, too, his dis- offence committed nine or ten years before,

pleasure at Williams's occasional insubjec- in having revealed the king's secrets, and

tion to his will, were soon exhibited in his on a false accusation of tampering with the

attempts to sink the man whom he had witnesses, for wbich he was sentenced

aided to raise. His favour had been trans- pay a fine of 10,0001., to be imprisoned,

ferred to Bishop Laud , and, taking pre- and to be suspended from his ecclesiastial

tended offence atsome of the lord keeper's functions.

proceedings, and indignant at some expres- This sentence was executed with the

sions of confidence which the king had greatest rigour. His propertywas wantony

used, all the cunning of the duke was despoiled under pretence of raising his tiot,

exerted to hasten Williams's ruin. It was his person was incarcerated for three year

ineffectual, however, during the life of and a half, and his desire to offer subuis

King James, who, appreciating his keeper's sion was met by the demand of such

loyalty and prudence, and admiring his degrading and ruinous terms that he init

learning and wit, acted steadily as his compelled to reject them . He only pro

friend, and preserved him in his office to cured his liberation at last by presin

the end of his reign. But some of the ill a petition to the House of Lords in Vie

effects of the want of the favourite's coun- vember 1610, detailing his grieranors and

tenance could not fail to be experienced . demanding his writ. On bis dischartt be

As soon as it was perceived that Bucking- forgot his personal complaints in the ca
ham'seye began to look frowningly on the tress of the state, and boldly stood up our

lord keeper , disappointed suitors were his order and the monarchy. His amant

ready to complain of his decrees, and of course, pleased as much as it surpre !

accusations accumulated against him in the king, who not only erased all meinicial

both houses of parliament. He triumphed of the proceedings against him , but adiii

over them all . The Commons dismissed ted him to his favour, took counsel of his

seven -and -thirty in one day, and the Lords in the difficulties that surrounded to

punished one with the pillory for slander. throne, and on December 4 , 1641 , tras

(Parl. Hist. i. 1399.) King James died in lated him to the archbishopric of Yist
March 1625, and Williams preached his The cry against the bishops at that sin

funeral sermon , drawing a parallel between ran high, and twelve of them , of wbootea
him and Solomon . archbishop was at the head, were sus

Though King Charles retained Williams after his translation committed to the

as lord keeper, the latter soon felt the Tower under a ludicrous accusation of his

instability of his position. Buckingham treason for presenting a petition to the

was more than ever resolved to effect his Peers, complaining that the mob prerezte .

ruin , and endeavoured to induce Chief their access to the house, and dechri :

Justice Hobart to complain of his unfitness that whatsoever was done there du

for his place on account of his ignorance their forced absence was invalid and

and inability. The honest judge, though none effect. The act excluding the ksab

tempted with the promise of the post on from parliament baving passed during we

Williams's removal, answered, My lord, confinement, the prosecution dropped, s .

somewhat might have been said at first, the archbishop and his colleagues and

but he should do the lord keeper great released , after being detained for inlira

wrong that said so now .' Buckingham was weeks, in the course of which is

not easily thwarted . The king was already was reconciled to Archbishop Lau , --

prejudiced against Williams, and the grave an inmate of the same prison .
advice which he gave to his majesty and Retiring to his diocesa, the archtes

the favourite not to quarrel with the was soon obliged hurriedly to leave is

parliament completed his disfavour . The castle of Cawood, in consequence of te
Seal was taken from him on the 25th of advance of Sir John Ilotham's gotRV

October 1625, and placed in the hands of it ; and after having supplied thras
Sir Thomas Coventry. with what aid in men and money bec

There was a kind of reconciliation with he fled to his native country, wheat

а
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exerted himself to defend the royal cause. ,however, clearly preponderates in his

After fortifying Conway Castle at his own favour, though it must be allowed that, as

expense, he attended the king at Oxford, a counsellor ofstate, he was too much of a

where he is said to have cautioned his temporiser, and no excuse can justify the

majesty particularly against Cromwell, casuistry with which he recommended

and to have urged his being either won by Charles to consent to Strafford's death.

great promises or cut off by stratagem. But he was honest and sincere,andgene

His subsequent advice to the king to rally wise, in the advice which he offered ;

submit to the parliament on terms not and to the monarchs whom he served he

being relished, he returned to Conway was faithful and true.

Castle, in the government of which he was In person he was dignified and comely ;

superseded the year after by Sir John in manner affable and kind ; and though'in

Owen, under a commission from Prince temper he was warm , as most Welshmen

Rupert. Those who had deposited their are, yet bis anger was quickly mollified ;

money and jewels there were refused resti- and, notwithstanding the oppressionswhich

tution, and the archbishop's appeal to the he suffered, he showed no wish for revenge.

king on their and his own behalf was He was laborious in the performance of his

slighted ; so that when Colonel Milton, duties, both political and clerical, and

with an overpowering force, came into the refined in the choice of his relaxations,

country on the part of the parliament, they music, in which he was a proficient, being

represented their case to the colonel, and , his delight. His learning was undoubted;

upon his promise to restore to them their and his eloquence, according to the fashion

property, agreed to assist him in obtaining of the times, was superior to that of most

possession . In doing this they were aided of his contemporaries, bis allusions and

by the archbishop, whose conduct on the illustrations being more apt and ingenious,

occasion subjected him to the imputation and his wit more lively and delicately

of having deserted the king and assisted pointed. He was profusely hospitable in

the rebels. He defended himself by assert- his household, and liberal to learned

ing that, as the king's cause in Wales was poverty, and the sums which he expended

past hope, he was justified in obtaining in repairing Westminster Abbey,and in

the restoration of the property of his building the library at St. John's College,
friends, and in making the best terms he Cambridge, and the chapel at that of

could for bis countrymen's immunities. Lincoln, in Oxford, witness his genervus

From the fidelity of the king he never,' munificence.

says Bishop Hacket, ' went back an inch , His works were principally on clerical

and when the last scene of the tragedy was subjects, but that which excited the most

over, he deeply mourned his royalmaster's observationwas entitled 'The Holy Table,

death in solitary retirement; his cheerful- Name, and Thing,' published in opposition

ness forsook him , and he seldom spoke. to the innovations introduced by Arch

He survived the king little more than a bishop Laud. (Lives by Bishop Hacket

year, and died on his birthday, March and A. Philips : Clarendon ; and Heylin's

25, 1650, at Glodded , in the parish of Reformation Robertson :)
Eglwysrose, Carnarvonshire, the house of WILLIAMS, EDWARD VAUGHAN, who in

his kinswoman Lady Mostyn. His body 1865 retired from the bench , having served

was removed for burial to the church of for nearly nineteen years asoneof the judges

Llandegai, where his nephew and heir, of the Common Pleas, during the whole of

Sir Griffith Williams, erected a monument which time he fully maintained the high

to him , to which his former chaplain, reputation he had previously earned by bis
Bishop Hacket, supplied the inscription, useful and learned publications, was a law

It is difficult to form a just estimate of yer from his birth, his father, John Wil

the character of any individual who lived liams, Esq ., being the serjeant in the reign

in the times during which Archbishop of George III. who added valuable notes
Williams flourished. Men's passions were to an edition of Chief Justice Saunders's

so strong, their prejudices so great, and Reports. Though of Welsh extraction, he

their animosity against opposite opinions was born in London, and was educated at
so violent, that acts in themselves indif- Westminster School.

ferent were frequently misinterpreted, and He was called to the bar by the society

what was lauded by one party was abused of Lincoln's Inn on June 17, 1823, and na

by the other. Clarendon and Heylin, turally chose the South Wales and Chester

enemies of the archbishop, look with a Circuit. In the very next year he com

jaundiced eye on his whole career; and menced his career as an author by publishing

Bishop Hacket, his chaplain and friend, an edition of Saunders's Reporis, enriching

and Wilson the historian, give perhaps it, in conjunction with the late Mr. Justice

too partial a colouring to everything he Putteson , with admirable notes
to his

did ; so that entire reliance is not to be father's edition , bringing the history of the

placed on either. The weight of evidence, 1 law down to the date of the work. For

6
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8

the twenty-three years that he remained at ceedings in that court. These motions er

the bar be varied his forensic occupations by hibited undoubtedly too much acerbity, and

issuing from the press several other works, seemed to be dictated as much by personal

among which were a “ Treatise on the Law as they certainly were by political feelica

of Executors,'in 1832, which is in high against Lord Eldon. In 1827 he atiained
estimation ; and an edition of Burn's ' Jus- a silk gown; and on the accession of Wil

tice, in 1836, in conjunction with Mr. liam IV . he was appointed , first solicitor,
Serjeant D'Oyley. and then attorney general, to Queen Ade

He served an apprenticeship to the ju- laide, and on February 28, 1834, was aj

dicial office as recorder of Kidwelly, the vanced to the bench as a baron of ibe

corporation of which on his resignation ex- Excbequer. In the following term , hower ,

pressed their high estimation of him for his changing places with Mr. Justice Parke, be

undeniable integrity as a citizen , and his took his seat in the Court of King's Beard

well -deserved reputation as a profound having received the accustomed hongar

lawyer . He was raised to thebench of the knighthood.

Common Pleas in October 1846, from which During the whole of this period he nere

failing health obliged bim to retire at the deserted his classical favourites, contribute

end of Hilary Term 1865, when he was ing several articles on the Greek Oraton to

sworn of the privy council. the · Edinburgh Review ,' and translatin

He married Jane Margaret, a daughter some of their best orations. He was al-) :

of the Rev. Walter Bagot, of Pype Hall in adept in the turn of a Greek epigram , a .

Staffordsbire . Lord Tenterden speaks of several that is

WILLIAMS, John, in whom we had an- had written when queen's solicitor, speakina

other example of the union of law and of him as an admirable scholar.' 'He

literature, and an additional proof that the terwards published a collection under it

deepest scholastic attainments are not in- title of Nugæ Metricæ .'

compatible with professional success, was of He remained on the bench for a litt !-

Welsh extraction, being descended from an than thirteen years, when he died on St

ancient family in Merionethshire, but was tember 14 , 1816, at his seat,Livermore Parà,

born at Bunbury in Cheshire, of which his near Bury St. Edmund's. At his outset ia

father was vicar, as well as holding a living the judge's office he was ignorant of the

in the former county . He was born in Ja- minor details of practice, and many curi: us

nuary 1777, and imbibed his classical tastes anecdotes are told of his perplexing cowok

at the grammar school of Manchester, from and attorney by refusing to grant onless if

whence proceeding to the university of course, which involved sone absur an !

Cambridge, he gained a scholarship at since disused fiction of law . He soon nie

Trinity College at the age of eighteen . In came this difficulty,and became an excel e :

his progress he won many prizes, and, gra- judge. With much eccentricity of maare :.

duating as B.A. in 1798, he succeeded in and a strong and decided way of expre
obtaining a fellowship after a strenuous his opinions, he was a great favourite bath

competition. with his brethren and the bar, frim to

His legal school was the Middle Temple, cordiality and kindness of his nature . 19

where he took his degree of barrister in 1804. the last he would spout Horace and I

On the Northern Circuit and at the Man- mosthenes by the hour if he could obian as

chester and Chester sessions he made his audience ; and therewas nothing so and so

first attempts, where, though his progress him as to hear counsel perpetrate a tine

was slow, his merits were so great, and quantity.

his reputation for accuracy , ingenuity, and He married Harriet Catherine, the dength

boldness became so well established, that in ter of Davies Davenport, Esq., of Care

1820 he was selected to assist Mr.Brougham thorne Hall, Macclesfield, for many ries

and Mr. Denman in the defence of Queen M.P. for Cheshire. ( Law Mag. Fobiyi .

Caroline , in the course of which he fully WILLOUGHBY, THowas, was the faci

confirmed the character he had obtained . son of Sir Christopher Willoughby, who

This naturally made him a marked man ; grandfather was the second son of Walas,

but, though it increased his professional em- the fifth Baron Willoughby de Eresbr. ei

ployment, it delayed his acquisition of pro- whose eldest son , William , the judas bem

fessional rank. This, however,may perhaps ther, succeeded to that title in li

be accounted for by his attacks upon Lord seventh baron, on failure of the

Chancellor Eldon in theHouse of Commons, branch . Thomas, as was comma

ofwhich he had been elected a member for younger brothers, was destined to the los ,

Lincoln in 1823. No sooner had parliament and preparing himself for his forenser

met than Mr. Williams commenced that in Lincoln's Inn (of which he was tauton

series of motions upon the delays in Chan- a member on July 16 , 1502 ), be was mer

cery which ultimately, after some years, nated reader in 1517. In 1521 beber

led to a commission of enquiry and the a serjeant-at-law , and in 1.550 was cores

introduction of bills for reforming the pro- I tuted king's serjeant. While boldºg thai
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dignity he and John Baldwin were made native county, and in 1754 made a farewell
knights in 1534, being the first serjeantwho speech in the Court of Exchequer. He

had then ever accepted that distinction. was not long however allowed to enjoy his

He was raised to the bench as a judge of repose. In the next year, persuaded by his
the Common Pleas on October 9 , 15:37 , and friends and the demands of an increasing

dying on September 29 , 1545, lies buried in family, he was sworn in as a judge of the

the church of Chidingstone, Kent. King's Bench on February 11, 1755, and

By his marriage with Bridget, or, as some knighted.

call her, Catherine, daughter and coheir of Nothing can show more clearly the high

Chief Justice Sir Robert Read , he acquired estimation in which he was held than his

the estate of Bore Place, in Chidingstone, being appointed on the resignation of Loril

which devolved on his son Robert,whose Hard wicke, although the junior judge upon

descendant Francis was made a baronet in the bench , one of the three commissioners

1677, and his successor, Thomas, was in to whom the Great Seal was entrusted on

1712 created Lord Middleton of Middleton , November 19, 1756, and who held it for

Warwick, a title which still survives. upwards ofseven months, till June 30, 1757.

WILMOT, John EARDLEY, the antiquity So ably did he perform his duties in the

of whose family extends beyond the Con- office that it was contidently reported that

quest, was the son of Robert Wilmot, of he was likely to be appointed lord keeper.

Ormaston in Derbyshire, by Ursula, one of On hearing this rumour he expressed his

the daughters and coheiresses of Sir Samuel repugnance to his brother in these words :

Marow, of Berkswell in Warwickshire, « The acting junior in the commission is a

Bart.; and the brother of Robert Wilmot, spectre I started at ; but the sustaining the

who became secretary of the lord lieutenant office alone I must and will refuse at all

of Ireland, and was rewarded with the events. I will not give up the peace ofmy

baronetcy of Ormaston in 1772. mind to any earthly consideration what

He was born on August 16 , 1709, at ever. . . . Bread and water are nectar and

Derby, in the free school of which town ambrosia, when contrasted with the supre
he received his first instruction. Ile was macy of a court of justice.' While engaged

then placed under the Rev. Mr. Ilunter of as lord commissioner he still went the cir

Lichtield, where he numbered Samuel cuit, and in the spring assizes of 1757 he

Johnson and David Garrick among his had a narrow escape of his life by the fall

schooltellows, and where no less than four ing of a stack of chimneys through the roof

of his contemporary judges were educated. of the court at Worcester. Several persons
He next was removed to Westminster were killed by the accident, but the judge,

School, and afterwards to Trinity Hall, though his clerk who was sitting under

Cambridge. His great ambition was to him was one of the victims, escaped with
become a fellow of that society, and to de- out injury.

vote himself to the Church ; but, in obedi- By an epitaph which he composed for

ence to bis father's wish, he adopted the himself it is evident that he contemplated

profession of the law, and in December his retirement from Westminster Flali after

1728 was entered at the Inner Temple. a service of ten years ; and when that period

He was called to the bar in June 1732, had expired he endeavoured to obtain a re

and for many years contined himself prin- moval to the quiet post of chief justice of

cipally to country practice , with occasional Chester. The negotiationshowever failed ;
attendance on the London courts, and in but ere another year had passed his hopes

the House of Commons on contested elec- of retirement were to be severely tested.

tions. In the latter arena IIorace Walpole The elevation of Lord Camden to the chan

(Memoirs of Geo. II. ii. 107) tells us that cellorship made a vacancy in the office of

" he was an admired pleader, but being re- chief justice of the Common Pleas, and the

primanded on the contested election for government without hesitation offered Sir

Wareham with great haughtiness by Pitt, Eardlev the place, feeling that, from his

who told him he had brought thither the learning, his judgment, and his character,

pertness of his profession, and being pro- he was the only fit and proper person to

hibited by the speaker from making a re- till that station . Though he endeavoured

ply, he tſung down his brief in a passion, to divert the offer, and had actually written

and never would return to plead there any a letter declining it, yet at the earnest per

more.' The same lively author describes suasionsof his friends he was at last induced

him as a man of great vivacity of parts, reluctantly to give way ; and he was sworn

and loving hunting and wine, and not his lord chief justice of the Common Pleas on

profession . Though his merits were so August 21, 1766. The appointment was

conspicuous as to gain the esteem of Sir universally approved , and was especially

Dudley Ryder and Lord Hardwicke, yet satisfactory to the legal world, which both

public life was so distasteful to him that he admired and respected his talents and

not only declined the offer of a silk gown , urbanity.

but resolved on retiring entirely to his The publication of No. 45 of the North
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Briton'occurred during his judicial career, WILSON, John, is regarded as one of the

and his conduct in regard to it fully exem- worthies of Winandermere. He was bom

plitied his impartiality. On thepart of the on August 6, 1741, at the Howe in Apple

crown, as a judge of the King's Bench, in thwaite, where his father, whose Christia

pronouncing judgment against John Wil- name be bore, resided. He matriculated

liams, the publisher, he unhesitatingly stig- at Peterhouse, Cambridge; and while an

matised the libel as most scandalous and undergraduate in 1760 ° he distinguished

seditious, most malignant and dangerous to himself by a very able reply to an attack

the state ; and as chief justice of the Com- which Dr. Powell,master of St. John's . Da

mon Pleas, on the appeal to the House of made upon the ‘ Miscellanea Analytica'ef

Lords, he delivered in a learned speech the Dr. Waring, the Lucasian Professor ofa

unanimous opinion of his colleagues and Mathematics. ( Nicholls's Lit. Anad. č .

himself in confirmation of the judgment 717.) In 1761 he was senior wrangler, and

and sentence pronounced against Mr.Wilkes, then became a private tutor, ode of bis

the author of the libel. ( State Trials, xix. pupils being Dr. Paley. He took his lez.

1127.) On the other hand, on the part of degree at the Inner Temple in January

the people, bis summing up in the action 1763, and soon , by his talents and industry,

brought by Wilkes against Lord Halifax is gained a considerable practice. Atterris

a bold exposure of the illegality of general the Northern Circuit, Dunning thoughts
warrants, with the expression of his opinion much of him that he employed him

that the plaintiff was entitled to liberal answer many of his cases,and several of the

damages for the injury he had suffered by opinions signed by Dunning were really too
that issued in his case . opinions of Mr. Wilson, who soon became a

The Great Seal was pressed upon him on leader himself; and to his encouragemers

the resignation of Lord ChancellorCamden , and that of Sir James Manstield, is to be

and again on the death of the Hon . Charles attributed the continuance in West.is

Yorke, and also during the subsequent com- Hall of that great luminary of the law Jo

mission ; but he showed the sincerity of his Scott, Earl of Eldon, who, not sucumin

wish for privacy by refusing the proffered so rapidly as be expected, bad deteris

honour, and took advantage of the last op- in 1700 to retire to the country, when V :.

portunity to tender his resignation of the Wilson , earnestly advising him to give

office which he held. His retirement took the idea, generously offered to in -are Le

place on January 24, 1771 ; and, notwith- 4001. the next year. ( Tuise's Eldım , i la

standing his repugnance to a pension, the Mr. Wilson , keeping entirely aloci 30

king insisted that he should receive one of politics, never sought a seat in parliament,

24001. a year as a mark of approbation for and for his professionalmerit alode was the

his exemplary services. In return for this commended by Lord Thurlow , with whom

liberal allowance, he thought it his duty he had had no previous acquaintance, t .

to assist in hearing appeals to the privy a vacant seat in the Common Pleas , to wina

council, till his increasing infirmitiesobliged he was appointed on November 7, linia

him wholly to retire in 1782. He lived for ceiving the honour of knighthood. Ht ****

ten years more, and dying on February 5, so higbly respected as a judge , and per

1792, at the age of eighty -two, he was formed his duties with so much paad:

buried in Berkswell Church in Warwick and discrimination , that he was on the
shire . tirement of Lord Chancellor Thur . -

The 'Opinions and Judgments of Sir pointed one of the commissioners x 12

Eardley, and an affectionate memoir of his Great Seal, from June 15 , 1792, to decide

life , were published by bis son, and both 28, 1793. Before the end of thatye" :

contain ample evidence to prove that the was seized with paralysis, and died

judge was not only an erudíte lawyer, but tober 18, 1793, at kendal, where , og

a good man ; that he was devoted to his tomb, is an inscription from the pa .

duties as an advocate,a judge, and a Chris- Bishop Watson, eloquently descripts
tian ; that his merit solely raised him to his merits as a lawyer, his uprighti - ** * :

the places which his modesty and diffidence judge, and his worth as a man. In lis :

would have declined ; and that in the pri- became a fellow of the Royal Socieis

vate relations oflife — as a friend,a husband, married the daughter of Mr. Serjeantai.
and a father - he acquired the love and vene- and left a small infantfamily. ( H. Ben
ration of all around him . stone, 211 ; Gent. Mag. Lxü .943, Liiv . liki

By his marriage with Sarah, the daughter WILTON, RICHARD DE, was sbr .

of Thomas Rivett, Esq., of Derby, he had Wiltshire from 10 to 27 Henry IL Inc.

issue three sons and two daughters. The 19th year of that reign, 1175, he ? 24

second son, who was the author of the assize as one of the justices itberat :1

memoir, became a master in Chancery, and Devonshire, and in the following 13

was the fatherof Sir John Eardley Wilmot, his own county . (Madar, i . 1923 , 2013

who received a baronetcy (of Berkswell) in WILTON , LAURENCE DE was an e !

1831, being the third baronetey in the family. I siastic, and one of the justices 13. i

a
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3 Henry III., 1219, for Cumberland, West- | fee in the former capacity being forty marks,

moreland, and Lancashire. (Rymer, i.154.) and in the latter 10l. IIe was raised to the

The only previous notice ofhimis in 7 John, office of chancellor ofthe Exchequer about

when he obtained, on a fine of two palfreys, 1283,and filled it till his death in 1305, a

the king's charter, confirming to him a period of twenty -two years. During this

certain Stone House in Cunning Street, time he frequently acted as locum tenens

York, which Robert de Stuteville had of the treasurer, and seems to have been so

granted to him and his heirs at the annual indefatigable in his attention to the duties

rent of a pair ofgilt spurs. ( Rot. Chart. 163.) of his office that in 30 Edward I. the king,

WILTON , WILLIAM DE, had fines levied taking into consideration the length of his

before him in Trinity 1247, 31 Henry III., service, gave him a licence to attend at the

and the two following years. In 1248, Exchequer when it suited his leisure and

1248, and 1250 he acted as a justice itine- convenience. (Madox, ii. 54, 96 , &c. , 320–

rant, as his brethren did ( Dugdale's Oriy. 325 ; Abb. Placit. 281.)

43 ), but from that date till August 1253 Like inost of the officers of the court, he

bis namedoes not occur. During the latter was of the clerical profession, and first ob

and the two next years there are several tained as his reward a canonry of St. Paul's,

entries of payments for writs of assize to from which he was advanced inJune 1288

be taken before him ; and then there is to the deanery of Lincoln . (Le Neve, 145. )

another omission of his name for three suc- At his deathhe was possessed of the manor
cessive years more. These payments are of Byflete in Kent, and lands in Notts and

resumed in July 1259 (Abb. Placit. 134 ) ; Middlesex. (Cal. Ing. p. m. i . 196. )
and in the next two years he appears among WILUGHBY, RICHARD DE, the original

the justices itinerant, in the last of which, surname of whose family was Bugge, which

1261, he is placed at the head of three of was changed to Wilughby from their lord
the commissions. ship of that name in Nottinghamshire, was

On December 11, 1261 , he had a grant of the son of Richard de Wilughby, who pur

1001. per annum to support bim . in officio chased the manors of Wollaton in thesame

justiciariæ, ' being the allowance then made county, and Risley in Derbyshire. In 17

to those who held the chief place. Whether Edward II . he wassubstituted for his father

the court over which he presided was the as the representative in parliament for his

King's Bench or the Common Pleas does native county, and was about the same

not distinctly appear, but there seem suffi- time appointed chief justice of the Common

cient grounds to show he was then chief Pleas in Ireland . (Parl. Writs, ii . p . ii .

justice of the King's Bench . That at first 1616 ; Cal. Rot. Pat. 78, 94, 97.)
be belonged to the Common Pleas has On the accession of Edward III. he was

been presumed from fines having been removed from this position, and it would

acknowledged before him . But, as none appear that he resumed his practice at the

were so acknowledged after 33 Henry III . , English bar,as he is mentioned in the Year

he was in all likelihood, on his restoration Book as an advocate in the first year. On

to oflice ( for that he was twice removed March 6 , 1328, in the second year, low

there is reason to conjecture ), placed in the ever, he was placed on the bench ofthe

King's Bench, and continued there till he Common Pleas in England, and was further
was raised to the head of it. Writs of advanced on September 2, 1329, to be the

assize to be taken before him were granted second justice of that court. On December

up to Norember 1263,48 Henry III. (Ex- 15, 1330, he was removed into the Court
cerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 407. ) of King's Bench ; and when Geoffrey le

Whilesome of the judges of this period Scrope, thechief justice, went abroad with

were evidently members ofthe ecclesiastical the king, Wilugh by occupied the chief seat

body, others did notconsider military service during his absence, at different times from

inconsistent with their judicial character. 1332 till Geoffrey le Scrope ultimately
According to a manuscript preserved in resigned in the middle of 13:38. From this

Leland's Collections' ( i . 175 ), William de time there is no doubt that Wilughby pre

Wilton was killed at the battle of Lewes, sided in the court until he was displaced on

on May 14, 1264, fighting on the side of July 24, 1340, and on the 9th of October

his royal master. following he was restored to the Common

He and his wife , Roesa , had a charter Pleas.

for a market in an unnamed place in Kent Stephen Birchington ( Angl. Sac. i . 21 )

in 1256. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 245. ) says that he was one of the judges who

WILUGHBY, PHILIP DE (whose name is were arrested by the king on his hasty

variously spelled ), was appointed a baron return to England at the end of Novenuber

of the Exchequer before Michaelmas, 3 1340 , for some alleged misconduct; and it

Edward I. , 1275, when he is mentioned as is to be remarked that neither in the Book

being present with that title . He soon of Assizes, nor in the Rolls of Parliament,

after received the custody of one of the nor in any other document, does bis name

four keys of the royal treasury, his amual appear as a judge till the seventeenth year.
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He then certainly had a new patent (Cal. | Inn in 1581 , becamea bencher there in

Rot. Pat. 146 ), and from that date fines 1596, and reader in 1598. He must hase

were levied before him till Trinity, 31 acquired some character as a lawyer, for be

Edward III. ( Dugdale's Orig. 45) , when, as sat in the last three of Elizabeth's parlia

the Year Book does not record any of his ments for the town of Bedford , and was in

judgments of a later date, he probably vested with the degree of the coif in Trinity

retired from the bench, though he lived Term 1606, for the purpose of taking up a

for five years afterwards. him the office of chief baron of the És

It is related of him that about Christmas chequer in Ireland, to which he was ap

1331, which was before he was chief jus- pointed on November 8. He was tha

tice , he was attacked on his way to Grant- knighted , and two years afterwards he se

ham by one Richard Fulville, and forcibly ceeded Sir James Ley as lord chief jut:

taken into a wood, where a gang of lawless of the King's Bench in that country , with

men, large bodies of whom then infested salary of 3001. a year. He only retained

the country, compelled him to pay a ransom thatappointmentfrom December 8, 2017 in,

for his life of ninety marks. ( Barnes's till November 7, 1611 ( Smyth's Lax

Edw . III. 62. ) This violence, however Ireland, 88, 140 ), during which his chard

disagreeable to its object, bad the happy ter for quickness, industry, and dispatch

effect of causing measures to be taken to is recommended for imitation by Bacoa, ir

put a stop to these combinations. his speech to Sir William Jones,on takin:

He died in 36 Edward III., possessed of the same place. ( Bacon's Works (Montana ,

extensive estates in the counties of Notting- vii . 2 , 64.) Sir Humfrey was immediate

ham , Derby, and Lincoln, &c. , besides a translated into England , and constituteda

great house situate in ‘ le Baly ' in London . judge of the Common Pleas, where be si

( Cal. Ing . p . m . ii . 256.) for the next fifteen years. In August 16 : 9

He married three wives - 1, Isabel, he was sent into Ireland with three otte

daughter of Sir Roger Mortein ; 2 , Joanna ; commissioners to examine into the me

and 3, Isabella — and had several children . plaints of the people. (Pel Records, 12).

Twoof hisdescendants,Sir Henry Willough- Three years after he fell deservedly in

by of Risley, and Sir William Willoughby some disgrace, in consequence of copier

of Selston,werecreated baronets, the former ing and executing, at the summer geizes

in 1611, and the latter in 1660; but both at Leicester, no less than nine women a

titles became extinct on their deaths. witches, on the evidence of a boy, who pure

WIMER is called “ the Chaplain ' in tended that he had been bewitched and

every place where his name occurs, no tormented by them. The king, on a vi

doubt as filling that office in the king's to the town a month after the trial, pes

court. He held the sheriffalty of Norfolk sonally examining the boy, discovere!

and Suffolk for seventeen years and a balf, exposed the imposture, but too late to sere

commencing 16 Henry II., 1170. He is the unfortunate victims of this ahen

mentioned in the Chronicle of Joceline de superstition. (Leicester Records, USA )
Brakelonda (19) as being present as sheriff He died suddenly while robing to

at the inauguration of Samson to theabbacy into court on February 4, 1625, ard *
of St. Edmund's in 1182. In the 1st year buried in the cloisters of Pembroke Hel,

of Richard I. ( Pipe Roll, 44 ) he paid a fine Cambridge. Hisreports of “ ChoiceCases : a

of two hundred marks for his quittance his own court were published in 16-77 ; an !

from that sheriffalty, and from all com- Croke ( Jac. 700 ), his colleagueon the borde

plaints against him and his serjeants during calls him a learned and religious judge.

the time he bad held it ; offered probably By his wife, Cecily, daughter of Riebee !

by the sheriff as an easy discharge of long- Onslow, Esq ., recorder of Londoa au

continued accounts, and received by the speaker of the House of Commons belet

king as a convenient addition to his funds besides other issue, a son named (h

for the crusade. Winch, who was sheriff of Bedfordabir

His name occurs once only as a justice 1633 ; but his male representatives terem

itinerant in 1173, wben he and three others nated with Humfrey Winch , of Hamis

assessed the tallage on the king's demesnes that county, who was created a harce. E

in Essex and Hertfordshire. He also ac- 1660, and died without male issue in litt.

counted for the abbey of Hulme, then (Wotton's Barouet, iv . 475. )

vacant and in the king's bands. (Madox, i. WINCHESTEDE, JOHN DE, stan's the

308, 701. ) last of six justices itinerant before w

Possibly he may be the same with fine was levied at Westminster in 3 11.7"

Winemerus, mentioned in Le Neve ( 153, III., 1219, but no further mentia mftr *

161) as subdean of Lincoln in 1185, and occurs in any of the records of thatper
archdeacon of Northampton in 1195 , WINCHESTER , EARL OF. See &

WINCH, HUMFREY, of Everton in the Quincy.

county of Bedford, was born about 1545, WINCHESTER , MARQT18 07.

and was called to the bar at Lincoln's PAULET.

6

See °
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WINGHAM , HENRY DE ( BISHOP OF | 25 Henry II . , when the kingdom was di

LONDON ), was born at Wingham in Kent, vided into four parts for judicial circuits.

from which he took his name. He was He was one of the king's chaplains,and no

probably brought up in one of the offices of doubt was selected on that account. He

the Exchequer, since 2001. was entrusted to does not appear to have acted in any sub

him in 26 Henry III. to be expended in the sequent year.

king's service, and he was assigned in 30 WITEFELD, ROBERT DE, was a justicier

Henry III. , 1245, in conjunction with John appointed by the samegreat council held in
de Grey, the justice of Chester, to assess 25 Henry II., 1179. His presence in the
the tallage for that city . ( Pell Records,iii. Curia Regis when fines were taken is also

25 ; Madox, i. 7:35. ) He was then one of noticed in the 30th, 33rd, and 35th Henry

the king's escheators ( Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. II. (Hunter's Preface.)
i . 458-164, ii . 4-36 ), and, besides being In i Richard I. he was associated with

appointed chamberlain of Gascony, was other judges to aid the chief justiciaries in

employed in two embassies into France. the government of the kingdom during his
The patent, dated July 2, 1253, 37 Henry absence (Madox, i . 34), and his nameap
III., De provisione facta ad gubernationem pears as witness to a final concord in 3 Ri

regni, ' when theking left the government chard I. ( Introd. to Rot . Cur. Regis, cvii . )
in the hands of his queen during his There are two notices of his pleas among

absence, is signed ' per manusH.de Weng- those of the reign of King John, one in the

ham ,' showing, probably, that he was then first year, and the other without date ; but

connected with the Chancery , On January they apparently refer to the previous reign .
5, 1255, the Great Seal was delivered into ( Abb. Pacit. 25, 69. )
his custody ; but the title of chancellor does He was sheriff of the county of Glou

not appear to have accompanied it. ( Mado.r, cester in the 29th and 30th Henry II.
i . 68, 69.) In 1257 he was collated to the WODEHOUSE, ROBERT DE, was the son of

chancellorship of Exeter, and soon after- Sir Bertram de Wodehouse, a Norfolk knight
wards was advanced to the valuable deanery of great possessions, who is thus described

of St. Martin's. He was one of the twelve in a rhyming pedigree of the family. He

selected on the part of the king when the

Mad Parliament of Oxford, in June 1258,
Attended that brave king, Edward the First,

Into the north , when he the Scots disperst,
appointed twenty -four barons to draw up

Slew twenty thousand, Edinborough shook ,

provisions for the government of the king- Dunbar and Barwick, where they homage took .

dom ; and was continued in his office on

swearing not to put the Seal to any writ His mother was Muriel , daughter and heir

which had not the approbation of the pf Hamo, lord of Felton ; and his eldest

council as well as of the king. brother, Sir William , was the ancestor of

Soon after this, on the flight of theking's the present Baron Wodehouse of Kimberly,

half-brother, Ethelmar, who had been Norfolk.

elected Bishop of Winchester, the monks Being brought up to the Church, he be

of that church chose Henry de Wingham came chaplain to Edward II . , from whom

for their bishop ; but he, being unwilling he received the office of escheator. (Abb .

to mix in their dissensions, and doubtful Rot. Orig. i. 174–194.) On July 24, 1318,

perhaps of King Henry's real approbation, 12 Edward II. , he was constituted a baron

declined the proffered mitre, alleging his of the Exchequer, and was summoned to
insufficiency. This, however, did not pre- parliament among the judges as late as No

yent his acceptance of the bishopric of vember 1322, 16 Edward II., when he pro

London, to which he was shortly after- bably resigned or was removed, as about

wards appointed, and consecrated this time he became keeper of the king's

February 15, 1260. On October 18 he wardrobe, an office which he held at the

retired from the Chancery, and the king's end of that reign, and at thecommencement

approval of his conduct was shown by the of the next. Rot. Parl. ii . 388.)

permission he received to retain his dean- In 1 Edward III. he was presented to the

eries and all his other ecclesiastical prefer- archdeaconry of Richmond, and on April

ments, consisting of ten valuable prebends 16, 1329, was replaced on the Exchequer

and rectories. bench as second baron ; but again resigned

This discreet and circumspect courtier his seat on September 16, when he was

died on July 13, 1262, and was buried in made chancellorofthe Exchequer, by which
his own cathedral. (Godwin, 182, 221 ; title he bad a grant to bim in the next year

Le Neve, 88, 177 ; Weever, 359 ; Brady's of the manor of Ashele, with the bailiwiek

Engl. i. 625-6.35, App. 188, 199 ; Rupin, of the forests of Bere in Hampshire. ( Abb.

jii. 133.) Rot. Orig. ii . 43, 127. ) On March 10, 13:39,

WISEBEC, REGINALD de, so called pro- he was promoted to the office of treasurer

bably from having been born at Wisbeach, of the Exchequer, but seems only to have

was among the clergy named as justices continued in it till the following December.

itinerant at the council held at Windsor in He probably died in January 1345 , 19

on
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EdwardIII., as his will was proved on the entries of payments made for assizes to be

3rd of the following February, wherein he held before him , in each year, till May

ordered his body to be buried in the choir 1272, which raises a question whether be

of the Augustine monks at Stamford . ( Le may not be considered as a regular justider.

Neve, 325.) There are parishes of the name of W

WODESTOKE, JAMES DE, of Holshute in avington both in Somersetshire and Sussel,

Hampshire, was member for the county of from which the latter name might have

Berks in 1336. He wore the judicial er- been derived ; but if the former is the or

mine for a very short period, his patent, as rect one, it was probably taken from the

a judge of the Common Pleas, being dated manor of Wollaston in Staffordshire, where

on February 4, 1340, 14 Edward III., and a family so designated was seated at this

his death occurring either at the end of period .

that or the beginning of the next year . WOLLORE, DAVID DE, named from the

From the eighthyear of that reign his name town of Wollore in Northumberland, is

occurs in several commissions for the trial little known before he became master of the

of offences, gradually rising from thelowest Rolls. The only previous notice we have

to the highest step in them. His place of met with is that he was sent to attend the

birth may be presumed from his name, and parliament which King Edward Bail

from his being employed in 9 Edward III. summoned in Scotland in 8 Edward IIL

to raise money for the king in Oxfordshire. that his mission occupied eighteen data

At his death he was in possession of the and that he was allowed three shilling :

manor of Brunes Norton in that county, day for his expenses. (N. Fædera, ii . c.

and of that of Holshute and Appleton in 897.) There is no evidence to show that

Berkshire. ( Dugdale's Orig . 45 ; Cal. Ing. he was a clerk in the Chancery, nor does

p . m . ii. 99 ;Rot. Parl. ii. 78, 449; Abb. the date of his appointment as master d
Rot. Orig. ii. 99 ; N. Fædera, ii. 875, 897.) the Rolls appear. He is tirst mentioned in

WOGAN , John,was a referee, in conjunc- that office on July 2, 1346, 20 Edward III

tion with 'Hugo de Cressingham , of the ( Ibid. iii . 85. )

dispute between the queen and William de He continued in that office about fire

Valence and his wife, the result of which and -twenty years, during which time be

was stated to the parliament of 18 Edward frequently had the custody of the Great

I. At the same parliament Hugo de Cres- Seal - in 1349 , 1351, and 1353. He was

singham complained against him that he ceiver of petitions in the parliameots fra

entered the queen's court at Haverford, 36 to 43 Edward III. ( Rot. Parl. i .

and impeded the proceedings, to which 299.)

Wogan answered that he did so only to In his clerical character he was a canna

prevent one of the tenants from doing fealty of St. Paul's and rector of Bishop's Wear

to the queen for a tenement he held of mouth , his successor in which was inducted

William de Valence ; and the case was re- in 1370, the year of his death. ( Surders'
ferred for enquiry, but the decision does not Durham , i. 231.)

appear. ( Rot. Parl. i. 31 , 33.) In 20 Ed. WOLSELEY, RALPH, belonged to open

ward I. , 1292, he was one of the justices the most ancient families in Statford him.

itinerant assigned for the four northern whose principal estate was called Ws

counties ; and was appointed chief justice He was the son of Thomas de Wolsier, lo

of Ireland on October 18, 1295 ( Cal. Rot. Margery, daughter of William Brumla

Pat.), continuing to hold that important Longdon in the same county . Brushits

post for the remainder of that, and for the in the Exchequer,he received a grant
first twelve years of the next reign , when the office of victualler to the town ri

Roger de Mortimer was put in his place. Calais. This he surrendered in Ilava.ba

During the whole of this period he is 1466, and on the 29th of September ! :

occasionally mentioned in parliament, but lowing he was raised to the bench of the

does not appear to have acted judicially in Exchequer as a fourth baron. In the se

England in the reign of Edward II. ; for year a grant he had received of a

though he was named as a justice itinerant wood and underwood called Hopwasbass
into Kent on May 13, 1313, 6 Edward II. , Staffordshire was excepted out of tree

he was removed from the commission ten of resumption then passed. ( Rot, I thi. .

days afterwards, on account of other busi- 602, 615.)

ness requiring his attention , andanother Hewas supersededas baron no Jz .

was substituted for him. ( Parl. Writs, i . 14 , 1470, 10 Edward IV. , but was a

910, ii . 1631. ) pointed on March 8, 1478, 18 Estan 11 ,

WOLLAVESTON, WOLLAVINTON, and retained his place on the *** 34.9

HENRY DE, is mentioned under the former Edward V. and Richard III. He dida

nameasa justice itinerant, in 52 Henry III . , the early part of the second year of
1268, into eleven counties ; and again, under latter reign.

the latter name, in 1272, into Essex. ( Rot. He was twice married . Br his fint ri .

Claus. i . 459. ) From May 1269 there are who was a daughter of Lord Vvantj ,te

*

or
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had no issue. By his second , Margaret, and apparently the careful concealment, of

daughter of Sir Robert Aston, of Heywood, his employment, that, if not a butcher,he

knight, he left a son, John , in whose pos- followed some other obscure trade, of which

terity two baronetcies now flourish - one his son in his pride did not delight to

created in 1628, and the other in 1744. speak. His first biographer, George Caven

( Wotton's Baronet. ii . 133.) dish, who had been his gentleman usher,

WOLSEY, Thomas (ARCHBISHOP OF describes him as an honest poor man's

York and CARDINAL). The events of no son ;' and the father, in his will , refrains

man's life have been so frequently recorded from introducing any designation of his
as those of Cardinal Wolsey. No history calling.

of this country, nor indeed of any other This will was proved on October 11 ,

European state during the period in which 1496 , having been made eleven days pre

he flourished , can avoid the introduction of viously. In it he gives to his son, who

his name, or omit the scenes in which he was then twenty - five years old, ten marks,

acted ; and numerous have been the sepa- if he be a priest ' within a year after his

rate biographies which have described his death, as a salary for singing for him and

career. The picturesque memoirs by his his friends for the space of a year ; . but if

faithful gentleman usher George Cavendish, he be not a priest, then another honest

ably illustrated as they have been by Dr. priest ' was to have the ten marks for the
Wordsworth and Mr. Singer; the pithy same service. He then devises all his

• Observations' of David Lloyd in his lands, &c. , in the parishes of St. Nicholas,

* State Worthies ; ' the fearful folio of Dr. in Ipswich , and in St. Stoke, to his wife,

Fiddes, rendered valuable by his ' Collec- the extent and value of which may be fairly

tions ' of original documents; the earliest presumed not to be larger in amount than

literary effort of John Galt ; the various would be sufficient for her maintenance, as

articles in biographical dictionaries ; the he makes no provision whatever for his son .

interesting summary by Anthony Wood : Cavendish, therefore, is probably correct in
the able Life ' in the Library of Useful stating thathewasmaintained by means of

Knowledge ; and, lastly, the elegant and his good friends' at the university ofOxford,
excellent contribution to Lardner's Cabi- to which he was sent at a very early age.

net Cyclopædia, render it almost a work of There the first proof hegave of his сара

supererogation to repeat the oft-told tale. city — as it was perhaps the first incentive

The following slight sketch is formed prin- to his ambition - was the attainment of the

cipally from the materials which these degree of bachelor of Arts at the early age
authors have supplied. of tifteen ; and in after times he used to

Thomas Wolsey was born at Ipswich in pride himself in having been called the boy

March 1471. The Christian names of his bachelor. Such an early proficiencysoon

parents were Robert and Joan ; and the placed him as a fellow of Magdalen College,

surname is spelled Wuley in the father's and shortly afterwards raised him to the

will, and so did the cardinal himself spell it mastership of the grammar school attached

as late as August 1508, if a bull of Pope to that foundation. He was bursar of the

Julius II. of that date, confirming a dis- college in 1498, when the great tower was

pensation granted to him by Pope Alex- finished that goes by his name. There is

ander VI. in 1501 , in both of which he is an idle story of his having misapplied the

so called , may be taken as authority. But college funds towards its erection ; but it

in letters of his preserved in the State is supported by no authority.

Paper Office his signature is " Thomas He could not have availed himself of the

Wulcy ,' which name is also used in a petition conditional legacy, for he was not ad

from one of his relatives . Some error there- mitted into orders till nearly four years

fore must have crept into the former docu- after his father's death . In October 1500

ments, which is not unlikely in the careless he was instituted to the living of Lyming

writing of the day; and the letter e, by an ton in Somersetshire, on the presentation

easy mistake in reading or transcribing, may of the Marquis of Dorset, not only in grate

have been substituted for c. The letters ful acknowledgment of his pains and success

are so subscribed as late as September 1513, in the education of that nobleman's three

a few months after which he became Bishop sons, who had been put under his charge

of Lincoln,when he signed with his spiritual at Magdalen School, but in admiration of

title . He altered it in 1509, when he be- the agreeable manners and conversational

came almoner to the king. ( Rymer, xii . talent which he displayed when he accom

783, xjii . 217 , 267; Fiddes, Coll. i . ) panied his three noble pupils to their father's

Tradition states that his father was a mansion in the previous Christmas. As if

butcher ; and the popular voice and satiri- it were in anticipation of his future prefer

cal song of the time make the tale probable. ments, he immediately applied for and ob

Some of his biographers have given no tained a dispensation from thepope (that

credit to the story; but it may certainly be already referred to of 1501 ) for holding

inferred, from the absence of all mention, more benefices than one, and for non - resi
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dence on any. The honesty of his life | tions acquired his first insight into state

and manners, and his other laudable merits affairs. By the interest of Sir John, why

of probity and virtue, ' which are assigned was soon after compelled by his infirmities

in the bull as motives for granting it, to- to return to England, he obtained the ap

gether with the presentation of the living pointment of one of the king's chaplains
itself, afford a sufficient refutation ofthe his first step on the ladder of preferment

.

traditionary scandal about the misapplica- In this capacity hesucceeded in ingratiatin;
tion of the college funds. himself with Bishop Fox and Sir Thomas

Wolsey is represented as a very hand- Lovel—the former holding the office of lernt
some man at this time, though afterwards privy seal, and the latter being treasurer ri

he had a blemish in his right eye, so dis- the household. His tact and cleverna

figuring him that in his portraits he is joined to his courtly manners and a cour

always represented in profile. He was also manding address, induced them to rent -

rather more free and easy in hismanners mend him to Henry VII. to be employed

and habits than modern ideas of what a on a delicate mission which that king ***

clergyman should be warrant. An event desirous of sending to the Emperor Maxi
is stated to have occurred soon after he milian in Flanders, with reference to bis

took up his residence at Lymington, which , projected marriage with Margaret Duche

though the particulars may be embellished , of Savoy, the emperor's daughter. Tle

is undoubtedly true in the main. Though king, in a personal interview with Wolser,

attended with unpleasant consequences at having satisfied himself of the singular capa

the moment, it was perhaps a fortunate city of the new diplomatist, at once gasa

incident for him , as it taught him to be him his instructions, and so extraordinar

more circumspect in his public conduct for was the expedition Wolsey used on the
the future. It is said that, going with some occasion that he presented himself at

boon companions to a fair in the vicinity, English court four days afterwards. TL
he got into a drunken row , and that there- king, on seeing him , angrily rebuked bir

upon Sir Amyas Paulet, a neighbouring for delaying his departure so long; ST- ai
justice, to whom probably he had not paid therefore was bis majesty's surprise when

sufficient deference, set him in the stocks. Wolsey delivered to him the ensemres

This was an insult to his position as a priest letters in reply, and soon was added the

which it must be allowed no pretence royal admiration of his envoy's acutesa

could justify ; but it would have been more in supplying a defect in his credectual

dignified in him to forget it when he which had not been discovered till after be

had overcome the disgrace, and filled the was gone.

high post of lord chancellor. Instead of
The deanery of Lincoln soon beruni

doing so, he sent for the inconsiderate vacant, the grateful king was enabled iv

knight, and, after givivghim a sharp re- present it to his active servanton February

primand , dismissed him from his presence 2, 1509, about two months before his ren
with an injunction not to leave London was terminated by his death . To this dis

without licence. In no very enviable state nity two prebends in the same church were

of suspense, he remained in the Middle afterwards added , he having been peri

Temple for four or five years, till at last, ously instituted to the rectory of Red- tase
thinking that the best mode of appeasing in Suffolk , and the livings of Lyde in he !

the cardinal's displeasure was to flatter his and St. Bride's, London.
vanity, he rebuilt the gate-house there, On the accession of Henry VIII , WT

and embellished it with Wolsey's arms and had completed his thirty-eighth year. TI

ecclesiastical badges — an offering which recent activity he had di-played ws ::

had the desired effect. The disgrace in- likely to be overlooked ; and his cena

flicted on Wolsey of course obliged him position giving him ready access at
to retire from his parish , but he did not court, he soon recommended hiusk w !

resign the preferment till 1509. ( Fasti new sovereign by his wit and grief, Te: 2

Oxon . i . 28. ) he managed so to temper with dicks
In the interval between this retirement as not to outrage his eclesiastical com

and his resignation he became chaplain racter, nor yet to conceal those mary side

to Henry Dene, Archbishop of Canterbury, qualities which he must have been ex

when he was for a short time lord keeper scious of possessing. Henry was put in

of the Great Seal; and subsequently, on the in availing himself of his services,and

archbishop's death in February 1503, he ing him one of his council,andon Surabay

proceeded to Calaisas chaplain to Sir John 8, 1509 , granting bim the office of als

Nanphant, the treasurer there. Sir John (Rymer, xiii.207.) Thus plaerd in 19
was a man stricken with age, and was glad mate communication with the kins, ban

to avail himself of the assistance of his dually relieved the youthiul inserti

chaplain in performing the duties attached most of his political labours; and the e

to his place ; and it is not unlikely that acknowledged favourite, he Dut ist

Wolsey by his assiduity in these transac- ceived the usual ryal competeatas år
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his assiduity , but, according to Cavendish, upon him, and more particularly by the

* presents, gifts, and rewards came in so familiar and confidential style of the letters

plentifully that he lacked nothing that addressed to him by the king. In July

might either please his fantasy or enrich 1515 the Venetian ambassador says of

hiscoffers.' him, ' He really seems to have the manage

Professional preferment naturally fol- ment of the whole of this kingdom , ' and in

lowed. First the rectory of Torrington in the next year calls him ' ipse rex,' andrex

Devonshire was given to him, and then a et autor omnium .' ( Ellis's Letters, 1st S. i .

canonry of Windsor ; he was next made 78–89 ; Fiddes's Coll. 14,15 , c. ; Foner Years

registrar of the order of the Garter, and at the Court of Henry VIII. 110, 155, 160.)

dean of Hereford ; and on resigning the That sucha rapid advance in the short

latter, he received in February 1513 the period of ten years from the comparatively

deanery of York, holding each with his humble position of a court chaplain to the

formerpreferment as dean of Lincoln ; in elevated ranks of cardinal and legate in the

addition to which he was collated in the Church, and chief minister of the kingdom ,

following July to the precentorship of St. should have made an ordinary man in
Paul's. ebriated with prosperity,' as Archbishop

When King Henry undertook the expe- Warham described him , would cause no

dition against France in June 1513, Wolsey wonder; but that it should produce such

not only accompanied him, but hadthe sole an effect upon a person possessing the supe

direction of the supplies and provision for rior endowments and firmness of character
the royal army. He was present at the that distinguished Wolsey may well excite

taking ofTerouenne and Tournay,and was surprise. And yet it is manifest from his

rewarded with the bishopric of the latter. whole history that not merely the charge

He derived, however, very little profit from of vanity, but also that of an insatiable
this piece of preferment, a French com- appetite for the accumulation of riches, had

petitor, who had been previously elected, some foundation . Of the latter we have

intercepting the revenues. But he was soon proof in his holding two deaneries and

compensated by an English see, being raised various prebends and livings at the same

in February1514 to the episcopal bench as time ; in the rewards, which would now be

Bishop of Lincoln. He rapidly rose to the called bribes, acknowledged by his friendly
highest position he held inthe Church, for biographer to have been taken by him in

within six months he was translated to the his office ; and in the pension which he
archbishopric of York ; and on September 7 accepted from a foreign power. Of the

in the following year he received the car- former there are too many childish ex

dinal's hat from Pope Leo X., with the amples — in the state he observed in his

title of St. Cecilia, which was quickly suc- household , in his assumption of the cross

ceeded by a commission from the pontiff as of York within the prohibited province of
legate à latere, Canterbury, and in the anxiety he evinced

Although the only ostensible office in the to give a greater degree of consequence to

king's court hitherto held by Wolsey was the mission sent by the pope with the car

that of the royal almoner, he had for dinal's hat, by staying the journey of the

some time been the principal adviser and messengers till he could procure a retinue
mover in all affairs of state. That he was which he considered more suitable to his

considered as having the greatest influence high estate.

with his royal master is evidenced by the Wolsey was not yet satisfied. There was

flatteries he received from foreign princes, still another dignity to which he aspired.
and the applications for his intercession The lord chancellor had for a long series of

from eminent personages who sought the years, previous to the present reign , been

king's favour. The dignities granted to looked up to as the head of the council , and

him by the Roman pontiff were mani- as the prime minister. Wolsey accord

festly prompted by the wish to conciliate ingly thought his power would be incom

King Henry ; the confidential letters he plete without the possession of the Great

received from Queen Catherine herself so Seal. Archbishop Warham had held it for

early as 1513, and his correspondence with thirteen years ; and, though Wolsey had

the king's sister, the Princess Mary, in for some time deprived bim of the real

reference to her two marriages with King power of the chancellorship, there can be

Louis XII. of France, and Charles Bran- no doubt that his great aim was to super

don Duke of Suffolk, show how highly his sede the modest primate in the title also.

assistance was estimated ; and the annuity The indignities with which he treated the

of 10,000 ducats granted to him by the archbishop bave so much the appearance

Duke of Milan incontestably exhibits the of an attempt to enforce his resignation

ascendency which was attributed to him. that Wolsey's resistance, when the resigna

That his influence was not overrated may tion at last took place, can only be regarded

be judged from the quick succession of as a mere pretence.

ecclesiastical prefermenis that were heape- The entry on the rolls of Wolsey's

я
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appointment as lord chancellor, which is moval — when the perplexities of the di

dated on December 22, 1515, affords an vorce case, the trial of which was then

instance of his fondness for vain display, proceeding , were added to his other

and of his desire to depreciate others. In- anxieties. This patent was dated on June

stead of the simple manner in which former 11 , 1529, and it authorised the master of

transfers of theGreat Seal were generally the Rolls, three of the judges, six of the

made, he has caused all his titles to be masters in Chancery, and ten other per

written at length, even that of Primate sons, to hear all causes in Chancers, not

of England, while Archbishop Warbam less than four being present, of whom two

is described in the same instrument inthe were to be of the first -pamed ten. (Rymer,

most curt manner, and is docked of his title xiv. 299. )

of Primate of all England .' The same The other courts referred to by Holin

ostentation is visible in all the numerous shed were probably the Star Chamber,in

documents which are contained in Rymer's which he usually presided , the lezantina

• Federa. Even, to gratify this love of courts , which he held under the pup's

show , the simple bag in which the Great authority, and other minor courts connecied

Seal was deposited, which for centuries with the various offices he held .

before had been composed of linen or of The powers granted him by the pontif

leather, and which ,when delivered to him, were most extensive, and the manner in

was a bag of white leather,' was trans- which he used them was the subject of

formed to a magnificent purse, something universal complaint. Had he contine!

like that which is now carried before the himself to the enforcement of a more stria

chancellor, being described as a bag or discipline and morality among the cleros,

purse of crimson velvet, ornamented with which at that time was sufficiently las,

the arms and emblems of England.' The he might have expected and despisi

present practice also of bearing a silver gilt the enmity of those whose actions were

mace before the chancellor is supposed to subjected to his censure ; but he is chard

have originated with him. with employing under him a judge of bal

The description given by Cavendish (in character, who took bribes to stitie el

Wordsworth, i. 486 ) of his daily processions posure, with arrogating an authority in

to Westminster Hall, besides showing the reference to wills and administrationswbich

studied formality of his household , affords was beyond his commission, and, what was

another specimen of his love of ostentatious far worse in the estimation of the bisho

display. and nobles, with encroaching on their

For the manner in which he exercised general patronage. When these arbitrary

the jurisdiction of the Chancery during the proceedings came to the king's ear, Arb

fourteen years he presided in it bis repu- bishop Warham was ordered to admotis
tation stands high. Nowithstanding the him - an infliction we may suppose of

perpetual and varied demandson histime, verygrateful to the proud cardinal,930

and the importance of his political duties, the king himself afterwards found it be

his attendance on the court was regular cessary to administer a rebuke.

and punctual, and, whatever opinion may The account given of him by Sebastien

be formed by different writers of his cha- Giustinian, ambassador from the Seinai.

racter as a statesman, his decrees as chan- of Venice from 1515 to 1519 ,describes hin

cellor are acknowledged to have been as subject to violent fits of bad teme.

equitable and just. Hewould sometimes keep the ambassait

Holinshed says (iii . 615) that, being waiting for an audience for three been

tired of hearing so many causes himself, though he admitted others. Nor was te

Wolsey, by the king's commission , erected indignity peculiar to the representative

four under-courts to hear complaints ;' a powerful state, for such Venice then we

and Lord Campbell, in his recent work, even the pope's nuncio did not escape ti
has at once designated these as four new indecent violence. When irritated,

courts of equity. For this there exists no would keep goawing with his teeth a
authority whatever. The only other court little cane which it was his custom to cart
in which causes in Chancery were heard in his hand , and the ambassador declans

was that of the master of the Rolls, and bimself unable to convey an idea of his
that was by no means newly introduced rabid and insolent language duria : *

by Wolsey, the ancient records proving paroxysms, but he adds that he sine to

that bills in Chancery were addressed to had the good sense to retire to his bod
and suits heard by the master of the Rolls when these mad fits of rage came up

separately, as now , so early as the reign of him, and not to see any one.
Henry VI . The only proof of Wolsey Notwithstanding these failings, wit

requiring assistance in the court of equity were of course kept out of the total size

is a commission from the king, issued the favour with which Woler had be
shortly before the close of his career - only regarded by the king before he bar
four months, in fact, previous to his re- chancellor continued to incrase after t :

å

>
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was possessed of the Great Seal. The most sumptuousness of his banquets, and the
unbounded reliance was placed on his glories of his masques. Nobles were proud,

judgment, and no transaction in the state or professed to be proud, to wait on him ,

of the slightest importance was decided and their sons were sent to be educated in

without his advice and concurrence. The his palace. Such universal homage made

multitudinous series of documents in the him forget his original littleness, and

thirteenth and fourteenth volumes of Ry- prompted him to yet higher aspirations.

mer's ' Federa ' give some idea of the The popedom was the object at which he

variety and extent of his labours, and now aimed ; and twice did it seem within

plainly prove the consideration in which his grasp, supported as he was by the hearty

he was held , not only in this country, but wishes of his own sovereign, and by the ap

by all the foreign potentates of the age. parently as hearty promises of the emperor.

The estimation of the importance of his But on both occasions was he doomed to

services was not merely expressed in letters disappointment - in 1522 by the election of

of complimental flattery, which were nume- Adrian VI., andtwo years afterwards by

rous and fulsome, but in the more sub- that of Clement VII. According to the

stantial form of pensions from the differ- report of the Venetian ambassador four years

ent contending powers in Europe, from the before, one would have supposed that he

pope, from Castile, from the emperor, and might well have been satisfied with his

fron France. So large a space did he fill, actual position ; for he is described as ' in

so great an influence did he exercise in all very great repute, seven times more so than

the events of the time, that a detail of the if he were pope, ' and as ruling both the king
political occurrences of his life would com- and the kingdom. He relates that on bis

prehend the history of the civilised world first arrival the cardinal used to say to him ,

during the period of his unbounded power. " His majesty will do so-and-so ;' that sub

For his successive negotiations with theEm- sequently by degrees he went forgetting

peror of Germany and the King of France, himself, and commenced saying, 'We shall
and themotives that dictated his change- do so -and -80 ; ' but at last he reached such

able policy with regard to those two great a pitch that he says, ' I shall do so -and -so .'

antagonists, —for the splendour of his em- In the deference paid to one thus invested

bassies to both powers, and the extra- with almost absolute authority, it is diffi

ordinary consideration with which he was cult to distinguish between flattery and

treated by each , -- for a description of the truth . It is impossible, however, notto see

Field of the Cloth of Gold, arranged under that the respect shown to Wolsey by both

his sole direction , and of the alternate the universities, in submitting their statutes
meetings ofKing Henry with these princes, to his correction and amendment, was dic

-and for the varied transactions with the tated as much by a sincere appreciation of

minor governments of Europe, reference his wisdom as by a consideration of his

must be made to those historical works power ; and, besides other evidences before

where they have been gracefully and phi- adverted to, the ascendency he acquired
losophically treated . over such aman as Henry VIII., enabling

The income of Wolsey must have been him to resist so long the machinations of

enormous in amount, and is said to have those who were disgusted with his pride

even exceeded the royal revenue. Besides and jealous of his greatness,could not have

the proceeds of the archbishopric, of the been attained without the possession of

Chancery, and of the legantine commission, mental powers and personalqualities which

the various pensions he received from foreign |would warrant theexpression ofunsuspected

crowns, and the profits derived from nume- admiration . That he was too fond of adu

rous grants of lands and offices , he secured lation was one of his foibles , and that he

to himself the abbacy of St. Alban’s, and was jealous of any attempt to turn him into

was allowed to hold the bishopric of Bath ridicule, or to derogate from his high repu
and Wells in commendam in 1518. This he tation, was a natural consequence. This

afterwards resigned for that of Durham in feeling he exhibited by imprisoning Serjeant

1522 , which in1529 he again changed for Roe, the author of amasque performed by

the still more valuable see of Winchester. the students of Gray's Inn , in the allegory

His expenditurewas on a proportionate scale. of which he discovered, and not perhaps

The Venetian ambassador says, He always without some cause , an attack upon himself

has a sideboard of plate worth 25,000 du- and his government. His anger does not

cats, wherever he may be, and his silver is seem to have been long in appeasing, and

estimated at 150,000 ducats. In his own the punishments he inflicted on other occa

chamber there is always a cupboard with sions were in no instance accompanied by

vessels to the amount of 30,000 ducats, this personal cruelty. The only charge to the

being customary with the English nobility .' l contrary is the trial and death of the Duke

Cavendish delights in detailing the state of Buckingham ; but, in the total absence

and magnificence of his household, the during the cardinal's ministry of any other

number and rank of his attendants, the evidence of a sanguinary disposition, that
302
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execution may, with greater justice and pro- pope's bull, transgressed an old statute of

bability, be attributed to the jealous suspi- the reign of Richard II. Although to

cions of the king, and the imprudent bearing days afterwards he received the royalautho
of the duke. rity toappointtwo attorneys to appear for
He preserved the reputation of a scholar him, under which he selected John Seuse

which he had attained in the commence- and Christopher Jenney, the future judre

ment of his career. He encouraged learning (Rymer, xiv. 348, 350 ), and although he

and learned men. He was long the corre- had a complete defence to the indictment,

spondent of Erasmus, and in the university in the royal licence confirining the authority

where he was educated he established and under which he acted, he at once saw , in

endowed various lectures,and otherwise pro- this revival of an obsolete statute, which

moted classical studies, which were pecu- had been violated in numberless pretioas

liarly obnoxious to the bigotry of the times. instances with impunity, a preconcerted

As a more lasting record of his fame, he determination to effect his ruin. Feeliaz,

founded two colleges, one at Oxford and the therefore, the inutility of resistance, an ?

other at Ipswich — the latter being a sort hoping to mitigate the royal displeasure by

of nursery to the other - thereby imitating submission, he notonly allowed the juda

the two similar establishments, by William ment to go against him , but gave up all be

of Wykeham , of New College and Win- had to the king. The Great Seal, wbica

chester. To the college at Oxford, for the he surrendered on October 17 , was almost

erection of which severalpriories and smaller immediately placed in the hands of S ..

houses were dissolved, was given the name Thomas More, who, after a few years, fel

of Cardinal College, which, on Wolsey's also a victim to the cruelty of his capricios:

fall, the king, to deprive him of the merit master.

of the establishment, refounded under the Wolseywascommanded to retire to Faber,

name of King's College. A few years after an unfurnished house belonging to his bi

wards, however, when the episcopalsee was shopric of Winchester ; and, though kond

translated to Oxford, its name was again messages from the king had been presented

changed to its present designation , Christ to him, both in his way thither and after

Church ; Ipswichfell with its founder. wards, and letters had been eren issued on

The fall of Wolsey was as sudden as his November 18 taking him under the royal

elevation. The effortsof his enemies proved protection, he soon found that his trias

unavailing until the resentment of Anne were not terminated . In the parlianesi

Boleyn at his supposed opposition to her then sitting a bill of impeachment was bs
advance was added to the scale . Her troduced by his enemies, consisting of forty

charms formed the weight that pulled him fourmostly frivolousarticles. It wasdated

down ;
theirpower suggested the firstdoubt December 1 , and was signed by Sir Thomas

in the king's mind, whether real or pre- More, the new chancellor, and by fourteen

tended, as to the legality of his union with peers and two judges ; but how far it wu

Queen Catherine. Wolsey could not but approved by the king may be questioce

see the difficulties that surrounded the since Cromwell, who bad been in Wolsets

question, nor overlook the political dangers service, and was either then or soon attr

which it involved ; but knowing, as he did, admitted into that of Henry, was all sei

the wilfulness of his royal master, he was to oppose its adoption in the House i

obliged to qualify his real sentiments. The Commons. There his zealous and elqe:

consequence was that he wavered in his advocacy of his old master's cause was so

proceedings, appearing now to encourage effective thatthe bill was rejected , a mu

enquiry, and now to delay the decision, so upon which neither Cromwell nor the (...

that he made both the queen and the in- mons would have ventured without so

tended usurper of her bed equally doubtful assurance of his new master's appr bati

of his sincerity. The enmity of the latter There are many proofs that, notwithsan

was the most dangerous, and was finally ing the efforts of his enemies, the king

effective. The pretended trial before him tained much affection for his fallen minista .

and Cardinal Campeggio was scarcely over He sent his own physician , Dr. Butts, i

before Wolsey found that his power was Esher, when the cardinal was ill; be pro

slipping away ; and although in his last mitted him, when convalescent, to rote

audience with the king at Grafton on Sep- to a more commodious and bealthr mesia

tember 19, 1529, the friendly manner in dence at Richmond ; and erepturile, ca

which he was treated gave him hopes that February 12, 1530, he granted to him a me

the royal displeasure was abated, within a pardon in the fullest terms. In oasis

little month those hopes were entirely dis- tion however of these favours , the wave

sipated. Wolsey's personal property was senin ,

On the first day of Michaelmas Term except 63741. 38. 91d., which he is

legal proceedings were commenced against back in money and goods as a dinad :ser

him , on the absurd charge of having,by the the king. The revenues of the bi-lipat

exercise of his legantine powers under the Winchester and the ablacy of Si 1.2
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were given up, except an annuityof 1000 |together, to persuade him from his will

marks from the former ; and from the arch- and appetite, but could not prevail. And,

bishopric of York, which alone he was per- Master Kingston, had I but served my

mitted to retain, he was compelled, by an God as diligently as I have served my

illegal grant to the king, to dismember king, Hewould not have given me over in

York Place, which had been the London re- my grey hairs. But this is thejust reward

sidence of his predecessors for three cen- thatI must receive for my diligent pains

turies. When urged to do this by Judge and study, not regarding my service to

Shelley, after a long resistance he at length God, but onlyto my prince.'
consented, but said , ' Isay unto you in this He was buried in the abbey with decent

case, although you and other of your pro- solemnity, but no monument covered bis

fession perceive by the orders of the lawe, remains.

that the king may lawfully doe the thing It is remarkable that the king's divorce

which ye require of me ; how say you, Mr. from Queen Catherine, and his marriage
Shelley, may I doe it with conscience, to with Anne Boleyn , the cause of Wolsey's

give that away which is none of mine, from fall, were not completed till two years and

me and my successors ? ' He was obliged a half after his death.

to submit ; and the king, having obtained Altogether, Wolsey was certainly the

possession of thismagnificentpalace, changed mostextraordinaryman that, as favourite

its nameto Whitehall. or minister, ever ruled the destinies of this

In the following April, Wolsey was re- kingdom . By his own abilities he raised

quired to go to his diocese ; but even this himself froma humble origin toa position

command was accompanied by proofs of the of respectability and character in the uni

king's consideration forhim ,in royal letters versity ; by his patient wisdomhe counter

warmly recommending him to the attention acted an early disgrace ; and by his assiduity

of the Northern nobility. There he spent and willingness to assist those whom he
six months, and so ingratiated himself with served , he attained the stepping -stone from

all ranks by his piety, courtesy, and hospi- which he was to spring almost at once to

tality that when he was taken from his his topmost height. The first matter with

palace at Cawood on a charge of high which he was entrusted so fully manifested

treason he was accompanied by the tears his activity and political dexterity that he

and the blessings of the people. secured the approbation not only of an

His increasing popularity in the North aged and wise monarch , but also of a
excited his enemies at court by the fear young and ambitious prince. Over the

that he would in time re-establish his for- latter, almost from the moment of his ac

mer ascendency, and they took their steps cession, Wolsey acquired such an influence
accordingly. He had never visited his as to set all other favourites, and almost

cathedral, and by the custom of the place all other counsellors, aside, and to engross,

he could not do so without being installed solely and singly, the whole government of

as its archbishop. Preparations were there the realm. During his sway, which ex

fore made for the ceremony, when, three tended over nearly twenty years, there are

days before it was to take place, he was no such instancesof cruelty , or of oppres

arrested by the Earl of Northumberland sion , or even of caprice on his part, as too
on November 4 , 1530. The charges then often disgraced the career of powerful

made against him have not been recorded, favourites in former reigns; the interior of
and it is difficult to imagine what they the kingdom was peaceful, its commerce

could be, after the general pardon he had flourishing, and its wars triumphant ; it
received from the king. He was allowed assumed a higher rank in the scale of

to travel towards London by easy journeys, nations than it bad before attained , and its
which, indeed, the state of his health aid and alliance was soughtby popes, em

rendered necessary. At Sheffield he was perors, and kings. To conclude with the

entertained by the Earl of Shrewsbury, summary of the historian Lingard :The
with whom he remained a fortnight, at the best eulogy on his character is to be found

end of which a violent dysentery had re- in the contrast between the conduct of
duced his strength so much that on his Henry before and after the cardinal's fall.

arrival on the 26th at the monastery of As long as Wolsey continued in favour,

Leicester he was so conscious of his ap- the royal passions were confined within
proaching end that he said to the abbot, certain ' bounds; the moment his influence

• Father abbot, I am come to lay my bones was extinguished, they burst through every
among you. There he died on the morn- restraint, and by their caprice and violence

ing of the 29th, closing his life with the alarmed his subjects and astonished the

well-known and deeply suggestive address other nationsof Europe. '
to Sir William Kingston, the governor of Yet, notwithstanding these undoubted

the Tower : claims to our admiration, there is some

I do assure you, I have often kneeled thing about Wolsey's character that pre

before the king, sometimes for three hours cludes the possibility of regarding it with
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career .

entire respect. There was too much of was born in 1740, and, being intended for

statecraft in his policy, too great an the junior branch of the legal profession,

absence of straightforward dealing, and too was articled to Mr. West, an attorney at

little regard for the sacred obligation ofan Cawthorne. He was so assiduous in his
oath in the treaties he negotiated. His studies, and showed so much ability during

personal vanity and pompous assumption, his articles, that at the end of them bis

his greedineesin accumulating wealth, his master urged him to try his fortune at the

delight in the obsequiousness of those bar. This advice he fortunately took , and,
around him , the arrogance of his demeanour entering the Middle Temple, he commenced

and his fondness for parade and ostentatious as a special pleader on his own account.

display, all exhibit a littleness of mind He soon got into full practice, and esta

which it is very distasteful to contemplate. blished such a reputation that pupils

Hewas too proud -in his prosperity, too ab- flocked to him. Among them he gave the

ject when misfortune overtook him . During initiatory instructions to Mr. Law , after
his long career there is a total absence of wards Lord Ellenborough, in 1773, to Mr.

any striking personal incident or noble act afterwards Lord Erskine, in 1779, and to

onwhich we can delight to dwell, all the Mr. Abbott,afterwards Lord Tenterden, in
transactions in which he was engaged 1787, besides many others of the most

seeming to be tinged with an attempt to eminent lawyers of the day. So great was

glorifyand benefit himself. Even his mag- his celebrity as a master of the science

nificent erection of Hampton Court Palace, that when he was called to the bar he is

and the foundation of his two colleges at engaged on the part of the crown in all the

Oxford and Ipswich, are disfigured by state prosecutions commencing in December

marks of vainglory and a disregard to the 1792. He joined the Northern Circuit, and
property of others. was as successful in his practice in the

It is a remark of Bacon, that prosperity country as he was in Westminster Hall.

doth best discover vice, and adversity doth On one occasion he was the cause of a

best discover virtue. The truth of this special pleading joke from the bench . He

apophthegm is exemplified in Wolsey's had bought a horse with a warranty that

If bis faults and frailties clouded it was a good roadster, and free from

the day of his success, his excellences shone vice ; ' but when he attempted to leare

the more brightly in the evening of bis the stables nothing could induce the borse

downfall. The only part of his life in to move. On hearing this evidence at the

which an undivided interest can be felt for trial, Lord Mansfield gravely exclaim.d,

him are the six months of his exile in the “ Who would have thought that Mr.

North. His whole conduct in those his Wood's horse would have demurred, when

last days was so exemplary that he becomes he ought to have gone to the country

the object of our commiseration, and we This excellent joke , in the changes of the
cannotbut exclaim with our poet art of pleading ,may possibly soon become

Nothing in his life unintelligible.

Became him like the leaving it. A character so distinguished for legal

WOOD, THOMAS, is snid ( Lyson's Cheshire, erudition was not likely to be long nez

501) to have built Hall o' Wood, in Bal- lected by those whose duty it was to supply

terley, which, though now occupied as a the vacancies on the bench. Mr. Wond

farmhouse, was the seat of the family for accordingly received his promotion as a

many generations. baron of the Exchequer in April 1807, ard

His appearance in court as an advocate was knighted. He performed his judicia.

is first noticed in the Year Book of Trinity functions for nearly sixteen years, with

Term 1477, and he was included in the great advantage to the comníunity, and

first call of serjeants by Henry VII, in with all the credit to himself which we

1485. He received a patent as king's ser- anticipated from his previous career. In

jeant on June 3, 1488 , and was elevated to February 1823 he resigned his seat, asi

the bench as a judge of the Common Pleas lived little more than a year afterwaris

on November 24, 1495. After sitting in His death occurred on July 7 , 1824 , at 13

that court for about five years, he was house in Bedford Square, and be as

advanced to its head on October 28, 1500, buried in the Temple Church.

and presided there till his death , which He printed for private circulation sense

occurred in 1502. (Keilwey's Reports,46.) valuable 'Observations on Tithes and Ticke

He married a daughter of Sir Thomas de Laws, discussing the subject with great

la More,and Sir Henry Wood of Lowd- shrewdness and ability. This treatis wa

ham Hall in Suffolk is stated by H. afterwards published , and the principle se

Phillips to have been his descendant in recommended for the arrangement of the

1684.“ (Grandeur of the Law [ 1684 ]. ) charge was partially adopted in the bija

WOOD, GEORGE, was a native of Roy- for the commutation of' titbes.

stone, near Barnsley , in Yorkshire, his Trials, xxii. - xxix. ; Law and Lars :

father residing as the clergyman there. He 20, 142 ; Gent. Mag. Aug. 184, p . 177. !
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WOOD, WILLIAM PAGE (LORD HIATUER- | be attributed the early taste he acquired

LEY) , the present Lord Chancellor of Eng- for literature. Spending his infancy at his

land, is descended from a branch of ancient grandmother's at Woodbridge, he received

family of some note in the counties of the rudiments of his education at the free

Cornwall and Devon, called by the names grammar school of that town. After stay

of Att-wood and Wood. (Gilbert's Corn- ing there for a year, he went to Dr. Lind

wall, ii . 332.) One of his immediate an- say’s at Bow for three years. In 1812 he

cestors acted as squire at the funeral of was removed to Winchester College, where,

Catherine Countess of Devon, sister of under the able instruction of Dr. Gabell

Edward IV.; but the family gradually be- and Dr. Williams, head master and second

coming reduced in circumstances,his grand- master of the school, he acquired,besides the

father, who carried on the business of a complete mastery of the usual branches of

serge manufacturer,was incapable of making learning,thatclearnessand precision of state

any provision for a numerous progeny. mentwhich is his peculiar characteristic. In

The eldest of his children , Matthew Wood, May 1818 , being then a prefect, he was en

by his persevering industry and commercial gaged in the rebellion which was organised

integrityas a hop -merchant in Falcon against the master, and which was not sup

Square , London, restored the fortunes of pressed withouttheaid of the military. When
the house, first becoming a common coun- taken, he refused an escape from expulsion,

cilman andthen an alderman of the city of to which the other prefects were subjected,
London. Extremely popular, from the which was offered him on account of the

liberal opinions he entertained, he was re- favour which he had acquired with the

turned member for the city in 1815, and master by the general regularity of his

retained that honourable post, through nine conduct, and his success in gaining the

successive parliaments, to the end of his prize in every class through which he had

life - a period of 28 years. In the same passed. The lord chancellor must look

year he was elected lord mayor, and in back to this period of his life, notwithstand

the next year, such was the activity and ing its unfortunate termination, with pecu

intelligence he displayed that he had the liar pleasure, not only for the learning and

honour, which for centuries had been un experience he acquired, but still more for

known, of being elected a second time. the lasting friendship,which he formed at
Uniformly liberal in politics, he was vehe- school with Dr. Hook, the present dean of

mently opposed to the Corn Laws and to Chichester, who, besides the excellence of

the Test and Corporation Acts, and a firm his literary compositions, is deservedly re

advocate for Catholic emancipation and nowned for his untiring energy and extra
parliamentary reform ; and before his death ordinary success in his foriner incumbencies

lie had the satisfaction of seeing both the of Coventry and Leeds. To his appoint

latter effected, and all the former repealed. ment to the latter parish the lord chan

He took a most prominent part in support cellor had the delight of being accident

of Queen Caroline on the accession of ally, or rather providentially, instrumental ;

George IV ., and was created in December and it is worthy of record that during

1837 a baronet by Queen Victoria. It was each of the twenty -three years of his

owing to his recommendation to the Duke ministry there heprocured the erection of

of Kent, for whom he acted as trustee, a church, a school, and a parsonage ; and
that the duke returned to England from so effective was his influence with the in

Brussels, in order that his eldest child habitants that he was able to levy 10,0001.

might be born a Briton. He married a year among them . The calamity which

Maria, daughter of John Page, of Wood- lately befell Chichester Cathedral has now

bridge in Suffolk , surgeon, and upon his made a new demand on his exertions,

death in 1813 he left five surviving chil which have been equally successful.

dren-two daughters, both married ; and With this remarkable man the lord chan

three sons, the eldest of whom , Sir John cellor united in forming among their

Paye Wood, the present baronet, is rector schoolfellows an order of Shakspeare and

of St. Peter's, Cornhill, and ricar of Milton knighthood, they being of course

Creping in Essex ; the youngest, Western the first members. Their reading was not

Wood, Esq., died recently as representative confined to those authors, but extended to
of the city of London ; and the second is all the Elizabethan classics, the study of

the subject of the present memoir. Sir which was much encouraged by Dr.Gabell.
Matthew's brother, Benjamin Wood , Esq ., During the vacations the lord chancellor

successfully contestedaseat in parliament obtained his first experience of law by ac

for the borough of Southwark with the companying his father the alderman to the

late Mr. Walter, proprietor of the Times,' | Ola Bailey sessions, and took an early dis

and represented that borough till his death. gust at the proceedings there, especially at

William Page Wood was born on No- the wholesale sentences of death then pro

vember29, 1801, and was named after his pounced agninst prisoners, few of whom

uncle William Woods Page, to whom is to were intended to suffer the extremity of
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the law . In accompanying his father to rank he had earned in his college by his

the House of Commons also he had the attainments, yet, owing to a serious illness ,

advantage of hearing all the principal occasioned by too laborious an application
parliamentary orators ; and during the two to his studies, he failed in obtaining a

years of his father's mayoralties hismind was higher place in the list of honour in

further opened by association with the great January 1824, than that of twenty -fourth
men of all parties, who were entertained at wrangler. In October of that year, how

the Mansion House ; and in a short visit to ever, he stood for a fellowship in his college,

Puris at the conclusion of the mayoralty and succeeded in obtaining it, though nearly

he was admitted, whilst yet a boy, into the rejected by the veto of the master and var
highest French society . Such intercourse fellow , in consequence of the supp *
formed an important part in young Wood's radicalism of his prize declamation. The

education, and he naturally imbibed his threatened veto was, howerer, withdrawi

father's political sentiments, then enter- and as a Cambridge University comes

tained by a comparatively small but in- sioner he has since assisted in aboli-aix
creasing class, which subjected him to this power on the part of the master. iu

much ridicule among his church -and -state the previous Trinity Term he had bei
contemporaries at Winchester. entered at Lincoln's Inn, haring already

After leaving Winchester College he placed himself under the late Mastri

spent the next two years at Geneva, profit- Roupell for instructions in equity drawing,

ing greatly under the excellent lecturers of During his Cambridge career he promi

that university, among whom was the nently assisted in his father's energetic

eloqnent and learned Rossi, who wasafter- measures on behalf of the Spanish as

wards murdered when minister to Pope Italian refugees, then flocking to this een
Pius IX. From his instruction young try in extreme destitution , by which a sebe

Wood acquired a knowledge of the Roman scription of above 100,0001. was collecie

law ; and from the association with Genevan for their support.

society, and that of the variety of foreigners While studying for the bar he placed

of all nations who flocked there, he gained himself as a pupil under that greatmaster:

such an acquaintance with their several of the law of real property, John Tyrteil,

languages as gave him great advantages in Esq., when that branch of learning isin

his future intercourse with the world. He a transition state between the mass of rerbi

passed his first year's examination with age that had disgraced the conveyances of

great credit, but unfortunately was pre- land, and the more simple forms which

vented taking his degree in the second year, were then in a gradual course of adopti:11

by being obliged, by direction of his father By Mr. Tyrrell's careful mode of instruc

a fortnight before the examination took tion and indefatigable attention to his

place, to come to England in the suite of young pupils, Mr. Wood acquired that

Queen Caroline. Being then in his nine- deep insight into English law which he ese

ieenth year, he was naturally much em- hibíts on the bench . Our student's labas

ployed in the previous negotiations, and in this period were relaxed by another vict

deeply interested in the subsequent pro- to Italy, where he was introduced to iksi

gress, of the lamentable proceedingsagainst extraordinary linguist Cardinal Mezzofant,

her ; accompanying from June till October and by associating with many celebrities and

the persons sent to Italy to collect evidence the time, among whom were Irving, Car

on her behalf, and occasionally acting as lyle, Procter ( Barry Cornwall), and Code

translator of the necessary documents, and ridge. Most of these he met at the base

as interpreter on the examination of the of Basil Montagu, for whose edition
various witnesses. The result upon his Bacon's Works he translated the Norue

mind, from their testimony, from his own Organum ,' which bas been since separaciy

observation , and from the esteem with printed, and is described in the late Oxi

which many Italian families of the highest edition as the best rendering of that wood

respectability regarded her, was that she ful work, and is now used in that university,

was wholly innocentof the charge brought Just before his call to the bar, after is

against her, and guilty of nothing beyond battle of Navarino, hewrote a long letter,
imprudence. which was first published in the Time '

In October 1820 he joined his brother and afterwards in the Painphletear,' re

at Trinity College , Cambridge, where he commending an alliance between Frans

obtained a scholarship on his first trial, and England for the purpose of streagtits

and was always in the first class at the ex- ing Turkey against Russia ; in consyume

aminations. In the second year he gained of which he was offered by the then dit

one of the declamation prizes, the question of that influential paper full emplut Rest
being . Whether the Revolution or the if he would undertake to write it t34

Restoration had conferred the greater press. Mr. Wood, however, feelirs that

benefit on our country,' he arguing in it would interfere with his prussal

favour of the former. Notwithstanding the prospects, declined the flattering pria
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Mr. Wood was called to the bar on abolition of church-rates and for legalising

November 27, 1827, and established him- marriages with a deceased wife's sister.

self in the same chambers with a learned In May 1849 he accepted the office of

and intellectual barrister,William Lowndes, vice-chancellor of the county palatine of

Esq., afterwards a judge of the localcourt Lancaster, offered to him by Lord Camp

at Liverpool. Hewas soon well employed bell , then the chancellor of the duchy, on

as an equity draftsman and conveyancer, condition that a bill should be passed for

and when engaged in court experienced the reform of the court there, which from

the different but characteristic treatment its antiquated proceedings was then nearly

of the two principal judges, being visited useless , and he had the satisfaction of

by one of the usual rebuffs of Sir John obtaining the desired enactment, by which

Leach, and being encouraged by the natural the jurisdiction has been since rendered

courtesy of Lord Lyndhurst. On the in- highly effective.

troduction in the next year of the railway On March 28, 1851 , Mr. Wood was

system he was fortunate in obtaining a selected by Lord John Russell for the

large share in the new business then office of solicitor- general, and was soon

brought before the committees of the afterwards knighted. He was then ap

Houses of Commons and Lords, as either pointed one of the commissioners for re

the supporter or opposer of the various forming the Court of Chancery, the result

speculations to which it gave rise . In of whose labours was that the master's

January 1830 he married Charlotte , the offices were abolished, and the expense and

only daughter of Major Edward Moor, delay of the proceedings materially dimi

F.R.S., of Great Bealings, near Wood- nished. This and other improvements,

bridge, the author of the Hindoo Pan- proposed while Lord John Russell was
theon , and of various other works on prime minister, were so much approved by

interesting Indian subjects. In 1834 he the succeeding government that they were

was himself elected a fellow of the Royal at once adopted and passed the legislature.

Society, and has since served as a member The act for the appointment of the lord

of the council and as a vice -president of justices of appeal was passed while Sir

the society. Although largely engaged in William Page Wood was solicitor-general,

parliamentary practice, he did not neglect andLord Chancellor Truro then offered Sir

his business in Chancery, and both fully William the post of vice -chancellor,which

employed him. In the year 1841, how- at the request of Lord John Russell he

ever, the increased labour and demand on declined. In 1851 the university of Oxford

his time consequent on theappointment of conferred on him the honorary degree of

two additional vice - chancellors compelled D.C.L. He of course retired from office

him to confine himself to one or the other on the resignation of Lord John in Fe

practice. He wisely selected the latter, bruary 1852, when Lord Derby succeeded

though then infinitely less profitable ; and, and remained minister till December. The

attaching himself to Vice-Chancellor Wi- government being then surrendered to

gram's court, found his account by the Lord Aberdeen, and Sir George Turner

encouragement he received in a great being soon after constituted one of the

accession of business. About this timethe lords justices, the vacant vice -chancellor

long litigation relative to the will of Mr. ship was offered to Sir William Page

JamesWood of Gloucester was terminated , Wood , who was appointed on January 10,

by which Sir Matthew Wood's right to a 1853.

very large portion of the testator's estate Both before and after his elevation bis

was fully established, and his son's pro- services were put into active requisition on

spects materially benefited . In February numerous cominissions connected both with

1815 he was appointed queen's counsel, the Church and the law, which involved
and in 1847 was returned to parliament as him in perpetual labour. But he felt

member for the city of Oxford , which he himself repaid by the knowledge of the

continued to represent till bis elevation to benefits produced by the legislature's adop

the bench. In parliament he took a very tion of many of the recommendations con

prominent part, advocating the admissi- tained in their reports. He was selected

bility of Jew members on taking a modified by Lord Chancellor Cranworth to act with

oath, and introducing bills to allow the Lord Wensleydale and Sir Lawrence Peel

testimony of scrupulous persons to be as arbitrators between her majesty and the

received on such declarations as would King of Hanover with reference to certain

bind their own consciences, but under the crown jewels claimed by that king. A

usual penalties for perjury. He was a decided and conscientious Churchman, he

friend to reform in the representation, and has actively assisted the exertions of seve

even to vote by ballot; but, though advo- ral societies for the promotion of Church

cating these liberal views, he avowed him- objects and the instruction of the people.

self a firm supporter of the Church esta- In his own district, that of St.Margaret's

blishment, and resisted the motions for the and St. John's, Westminster, where, when
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he first knew it, there were only two appointed to read there in autumn 1545,

churches, a dilapidated chapel of ease, and 23 Henry VII. , his name appearing amn

five clergymen, with little more than two the governors of the house as late as 1527 .

hundred children at school, there are now He was appointed second baron of the

ten churches, twenty -six clergy, and more Exchequer on July 10, 1521, and in No

than ten times the originalnumber of vember 1523 he acted as collector of the

schools. To this amendment Sir William anticipation of the subsidy assessed on the

Page Wood greatly contributed by his judges and barons, his own property being

personal activity and extensive influence; valued at 2001. (3 Report Pub. Rec ., Ayo

and he had the satisfaction of materially ii . 63.)

aiding in the establishment in his district WRAY, CHRISTOPHER. Various are the

of the only free library under Mr. Ewart's accounts of the lineage of Sir Christopher

act in the metropolis, the benefit of which Wray, but three of them agree that he was

is proved by its being visited by 3000 born at Bedale in Yorkshire . ( Fuller's

persons every month, and by 4000 books Worthies, ii. 506 ; Wotton's Baronet. i. 24 .

Leiug lent for reading during the same Plowden's Reports, 342.) Asto his parent

time. In 1867 he published “ The Con- age, the tales are so different and contro

tinuity of Scripture,'a most valuablework , dictory that it would be absurd to juiz

whichhas passed through several editions. which of them is the most probable ope :

On March 5, 1868, he was promoted to the enough is shown from all of them to ini

office of lord justice of the CourtofAppeal cate the humble state of the family, till the

in Chancery,when his colleague Lord Jus- chief justice by his honourable exertioas

tice Selwyn, though previously appointed, raised it from obscurity.

gracefully gave up tohim the seniority, in The unquestioned part of the story is

deference to his long services and greater that he was a student at Buckingham x

experience . But ere that year had ended lege, Cambridge, which, during his res .

he was called upon to vacate this high dence, was refounded as Magdalen Coller,

position, in order to fill one of more to which he was afterwards a great bene

elevated rank. On Mr. Gladstone's ap- factor ; and that he removed thence is

pointment as prime minister, Sir William Lincoln's Inn, wherebe was called to tie

Page Wood was selected as lord chancellor bar on February 2, 1550. He attained the

on December 9, 1868, and was called up rank of reader in 1562, and again in 1367.

to the House ofPeersby the title of Lord when, according to Plowden, he dwelt st

Hatherley, in both which characters he Glentworth in Lincolnshire , as a om E

now retains thatdeserved estimation which ment then frequently paid when a memberi

be had attained in all his previous judicial was called serjeant, to which degree be ves
admitted in Easter Term , and was furbs

Of the manner in which he has exercised honoured by being appointed queen's ser

his judicial functions for the seventeen jeant on June 18. (Dugdale's Orig . 251

years during which he has presided in his That he was a favourite with his brethre

different courts, it would be unbecoming at the bar appears from the following one

to say more than that while he was vice in Chancery in the suit ‘ Brind e. Hvis

chancellor litigants were generally desirous drache,' on April 27, 1562 : “ Forası ucbas

of having their causes set down in his it is informed that, because the matter :3

paper. He is in the habit of pronouncing question toucheth Mr. Wray, of Limousi

his judgments ore tenus, not from prepared Inn, the plaintiff cannot get any to be

potes, and,notwithstanding thediscourteous counsel with him , therefore Mr. Bei B.

and somewhat indecorous reflections made Mr. Manwood are appointed by this ar

upon the practice by Lord Chancellor to be of counsel with the said plaintiff ' it

Campbell, he still continues it , satisfied eminence in the profession is evinci bra

with revising his judgments before they being returned as member for Bones

are printed by the regular reporters of his bridge, or Grimsby, or Ludgershall, i en

court, and justifying himself by the con- the parliaments during Mary's reign , as ..

sciousness that so much writing is injurious as in those of Elizabeth up to the thirte - cha

to his health, and by the conviction that year, when he was chosen spenker of :

the delay the preparation of them would which assembled on April 2, 15.1. II.

occasion would be much more detrimental to speech to the queen on the passion is

the suitor than could be compensated by any markable for nothing but its length ; rs

supposed clearness in the composition . delivery is said to have occupied two ba

WOTTON, WILLIAM, was probably of This parliament was dissolved in less than

Norfolk extraction , as in 1510 he was two months, and was the last in *

placed on the commission of the peace for Wray had a seat. ( Parl. Hist. i. 7:52

that county, and on that for gaol delivery On May 14, 1572, he was pravi:

for the city of Norwich. ( Cal. St. Papers the bench, not, as stated by Duit,

[ 1509–14 ), 191–198.). He was admitted a judge of the Common Pleas, but as a

member of Lincoln's Inn in July 1493, and of the Queen's Bench, a special cami

career .
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preserved in the ‘ BagadeSecretis,'and dated estate was kept : 1 , by understanding it ;

the sameday as his patent, distinctly calling 2, by spendingnot till it comes ; 3, by
him“another justice of theQueen's Bench. keeping old servants ; and 4, by a quarterly

(4Report Pub. Rec., App. ii . 270.) audit. He was mindful of what is past,

Hewasraised to the headof the Queen's observant of things present, and provident

Bench on November 8, 1574 ; and he pre- of things to come. By his will, in which

sided there, being then knighted , above his servants and the poor are charitably re

sixteen years, with a character which Sir membered, besides giving directions for the

EdwardCoke (3 Reports, 26) sums up by maintenance by his heirs forever of sixpoor

describing him as a most reverend judge, persons in the almshouse at Glentworth, he

of profound and judicial knowledge, accom- orders that they shall have their dinner

panied with a ready and singular capacity, every Sunday at Glentworth Hall, and in
grave and sensible elocution, and continual case of default he authorises the dean and

and admirable patience. ' A letter of his to chapter of Lincoln to distrain upon the land.
the Bishop of Chester, relative to an appli- By his wife, Anne, daughter of Nicholas

cation from the prelate and the Earl of Girlington, of Normanby, Yorkshire, Esq.,

Derby to dissolve a prohibition to the ec- he had a son, William , who was created a

clesiastical commissioners granted by the baronet in 1612, as was his grandson in

Court ofQueen's Bench, affords a proof of 1660, but both the titles havebecome ex

the manliness and independence of his cha- tinct. ( Wotton's Baronet. i. 242–249.)
racter. ( Peck's Desid. Cur. b. iii. 35.) WRIGHT, ROBERT, was the son of Jer

His judgments in theQueen's Bench are myn Wright, settled at Wangfordin Suf
reported by Dyer, Plowden, and Coke ;and folk, by his wife, Anne, daughter of Richard

the State Trials ' contain some over which Bachcroft, of Bexwell. He was educated

he presided . Whatever may be thought of first at the free school of Thetford, and

the criminal judicature of the period, it then at Peterhouse, Cambridge, where he

must be acknowledged that Chief Justice took the degrees of B.A. in 1658,and of M.A.

Wray not only abstained from all intempe- in 1661. Previously to his admission to the

rance and partiality, but exhibited great Inner Temple he had been included in the

calmpess and forbearance. He was present list of those who were qualified to bemade

during the proceedings against the Scottish knights of the intended order of the Royal

queen, but does not appear to have taken Oak, with an estate in Norfolk of the value

any part in them ; and in the farcical | of 10001. a year. ( Blomefields Norfolk , i .

arraignment of Secretary Davison in the 368 ; Wotton's Baronet. iv. 372.)
Star Chamber for sending down thewarrant Roger North informs us in his life of

for Mary's execution, the chief justice (in Lord Keeper Guilford ( p. 247) thatWright

consequence of the illness of Lord Chancel- went the Norfolk Circuit, and that by his

lor Bromley) presided in the temporary marriage with Susan, one ofthe daughters

character of lord privy seal. It is ludicrous of Bishop Wren, he was set in credit in

to note how on this latter occasion all the the country. Of a comely person, airy

commissioners in turn began by praising the and flourishing in his habits and manner of

secretary's intent, but finished by punishing living ,' he for some time commanded a

him for his act ; a chorus which waswound greater share of business than his companion

up by the chief justice's well-known dis- Mr. North, but was so poor a lawyer thata

tinction, “ Surely I think you meant well, he could not give an opinion on a written
and it was bonum , but not bene.' ( State case, but used to bring his cases to his friend

Trials, i. 1049-1239 .) Mr. North, who wrote the opinion on a

He performed his duties so much to paper, which Wright copied and signed as

Queen Elizabeth's satisfaction that she if it were his own.' This practice he con

granted to him the profits of the coinage tinued even when Mr. North was in London,

till he had built his noble house at Glent- and put off his clients upon pretence of

worth ; and he retained her favour till his taking more consideration . His deficiency

death, which occurred on May 7, 1592. He could notbe long concealed ; and,notgetting

was buried in the chancel of Glentworth much by the law , he .by favour was made

Church , under a magnificentmonument,on treasurer of the chest at Chatham , and by

which he is represented in his robes. his voluptuous unthinking course of life"

He was as exemplary in his private as in became embarrassed to so considerable a

his judicial life ; and he appears to have degree that his friend North, from whom he

been fond of putting his rules of conduct had occasionally borrowed money, paid off
into pithy forms. He is said by David his other debts and took a mortgage of his

Lloyd ( State Worthies, 580 ), who wrote in estate for 15001. The author adds the dis

the next century, to have been choice in graceful fact that some years afterwards he

five particulars: 1, his friend, which was obtained of Sir Walter Plummer 5001.

always wise and equal ; 2 , his wife ; 3, his more upon an original mortgage of the same

book; 4, his secrets; 5, his expression and estate, and made an affidavit that it was

garb . By four things he would say an clear from all incumbrances.

6
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In the meantime his name appears as his throne. Next he was one of the

representing King's Lynn on avacancy ecclesiastical commissioners,and was seat

during the second parliamentof CharlesII. down with Bishop Cartwright and Barca
In 1678 he was appointed counsel for the Jenner on the famous visitation of Mag

university, and in August 1679 was elected dalen College, Oxford, when the president

deputy recorder of the town of Cambridge. and all the fellows except three Papista

Having contracted a close friendship with were expelled. (Athen . Oron. iv. 50 :

Sir George Jeffreys, he had been in the State Trials, ix. 1354, xii. 26.) From bis

Easter preceding raised to the coif and being selected as a member of that one

knighted , and was further promoted to be mission, from his saying to one of the

king's serjeant on May 17, 1680. In the fellows, “ Your Oxford law is no better

next year he was made chief justice of than your Oxford divinity,' and from kin:

Glamorgan, and on October 30, 1684, was James granting him dispensation frua

appointed a baron of the Exchequer. ( T. taking the oaths and subscribing the test,

Raymond, 431.) Roger North relates that it would seem not improbable that be bad

Wright, being on thebrink of ruin, applied been, or was willing to be, converted to

to Jeffreys (then chief justice) to rescue the religion of the court. In the follower

him by getting him made a judge. On June he presided at the trial of the seres

the king suggesting hisname, Lord Keeper bishops, when, though heso far accomp

North answered that he knew him but dated himself to the king's anxiety to

too well , and was satisfied that he was the condemn them as to declare their petitie

most unfit man to be made a judge.' It to be a libel, he was at the same time sa

was therefore for some time delayed, but evidently awed by the general voice i

upon being again pressed the lord keeper their favour as to conduct the proceedings
detailed what he knew of him — that he with great apparent decency and impe

was a dunce, and no lawyer, of no truth or tiality. ( Bramston's Autob . 283 ; SL

honesty, guilty of perjury, and not worth Trials, xii. 42.)

a groat, having spent all his estate in Within six months from this time, wb

debauched living. Having thus done his the king deserted the throne, the chief

duty, the lord keeper left the decision to justice, conscious of his danger, retired 19

the king, who, urged by Jeffreys, at last some place of concealment. The character

gave way, and sent his warrant for the he bore among his contemporaries marbe

appointment judged from the following lines in a lan

He was elected recorder of Cambridge poon of the time :

on February 10, 1685 , four days after the Farewell Brent, farewell William,

accession of James II., who not only re- Farewell Wright, worse than Tresalas ;
newed his patent as judge, but selected Farewell chancellor, farewell mace ,

him to accompany his patron Jeffreys on Farewell prince, farewell race .

the bloody western assize, and on October His retreat was discovered on Januar

11 , immediately after his return there- 15 , 1689, by Sir William Waller,

from , removed him to the King's Bench. took him before Sir John Chapman, ut :

Eighteen months afterwards he was further lord mayor, by whom he was commitin

promoted to the chief justiceship of the to Newgate on a charge that hee, bere

Common Pleas, on April 16 , 1687. This one of the judges of the Court of his

office he held only five days, during which Bench, hee had endeavoured the subter

the case of the deserter came before the sion of the established goremment to

Court of King's Bench, when Chief Justice alloweing of a power to dispence with to

Herbert, having given an opinion adverse laws ; and that hee was one of the comun

to the king's claim to exercise martial law sioners for ecclesiastical affairs .' ( Wester

in time of peace, was removed to the Court of England,iv. 419 ; Bramstun , 3.4

Common Pleas to make way for Sir He was brought before the House of Les

Robert Wright, as morewilling to forward on May 6 , in relation to the case of

the king's designs. He was therefore Earl of Devonshire, when, though the

appointed chief justice of theKing's Bench committing of the earl was declared

on April 21, and the first proof of his manifest breach of privilege, and the

servility was to grant the order for banging of 30,0001. to be excessive and exorbitxe

the poor soldier, which his predecessor was no further proceedings appear to bare bra

dismissed for refusing. The next was in taken against the judges. On the ish 1

fining the Earl of Devonshire, who had the samemonth Sir Robert died in VE

always distinguished himself by his oppo gate of a fever, and thus escaped be ?:

sition to the court, for an assault on Colonel excepted from the Act of Indemnity, La

Culpepper in the king's presence -chamber, the debate on June 18 it was resolved i

in the exorbitant sum of 30,0001., and he should be excepted, though deal: . :

committing him to prison till it was paid, in the act itself, which was po pesad

the chief justice saying that the offence May 1690, his name was omittat, ib . ?

was ' next door to pulling the king out of l that of Lord Chancellor Jeffreys
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deceased, was retained . ( State Trials, ix . | 164 ; Burnet, v . 219 ; State Trials, xiii.

1367 ; Parl. Hist. v . 339.) 954,& c.)

He was thrice married . His first wife When King William in 1700 took the

was Dorothy Moor, of Wiggenhall St. tory party into power and dismissed Lord
Germans ; his second was Susan, daughter Chancellor Somers on April 17 , he must

of Matthew Wren, Bishop of Ely ; and his have been somewhat surprised at the
third was Elizabeth, daughter of Chief difficulty he found in filling the vacant

Justice Scroggs, by the two latter of whom office. The two chief justices and other
he had several children . great lawyers of the time declined to

WRIGHT,NATHAN, wasthe son of Dr. accept the Seal. Easter Term was then

Ezekiel Wright, rector of Thurcaston in about to commence, and the business of

Leicestershire, and Dorothy, sister and co- the Chancery could not be interrupted

heir of Sir John Onebye. Two baronetcies without great inconvenience. The Seal

granted to the elder branches of the family was therefore temporarily placed on May 5
are now extinct. in the hands of the chiefs of the three

He was born in 1653, and was educated other courts, together with the master of

at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, but the Rolls, and in the meantime negotiations
tookno degree, and becoming a student at were going on, which were at last ended

the Inner Temple, was called to the bar on by Sir Nathan Wright accepting the re

November 29, 1677; but more than a year sponsible office of lord keeper on May 21 .

before had married Elizabeth , daughter of In the next parliament he presided on the

George Ashby, of Quenby, who had been trial and pronounced the acquittal of his

sheriff of Leicestershire. In 1679 he was predecessor, and at the end of the session

enabled to purchase the estate of the Earl he was appointed one of the lords justices

of Stamford at Broughton Astley (Nichols'8 during the king's absence abroad . A new

Leicester ), and thus obtained such an in- parliament met in December 1701 , but
fluence in his native county that he was before the termination of its first session

chosen recorder of Leicester in 1680. He the king died on March 8, 1702. Queen

held the office (with a short interval when Anne confirmed the tories in the ministry ,

the town was deprived of its charter) till retaining the lord keeper. The only sub

he was made lord keeper. On his resig- sequent proceedings connected with his

nation he presented to the corporation name of any importance are his acting on

what was long after known as ' the loving a commission for the union with Scotland,

cup of Leicester, which was sacrificed which owing to the difficulties raised by

under the Municipal Corporation Act of the Scots was not at that time successful,

1835, but preserved by a private gentle- and his returning the thanks of the House
man and exhibited to the Society of of Lords to the Duke of Marlborough on

Antiquaries in 1851 . ( Proceedings, ii. the close of the campaign of 1704, which

147. ) was signalised by the battle of Blenheim .

In the trial of the seven bishops in 1688 (1 Lord Raymond, 567 ; Parl. Hist. v .

Mr. Wright was engaged for the prosecu- 1313, vi . 27, 374. )

tion, and Luttrell then calls him Young In the following year, the whigs having

Mr. Wright.' He was the junior counsel, regained their ascendency, Sir Nathan,who

and only opened the proceedings, taking no had failed to acquire the respect of either

other part in the discussion. In 1692 he party, was obliged to retire. Though be

was called to the degree of the coif, and was a good common lawyer, he was ac
in January 1697 he was made king's counted a weak and inefficient keeper ; but
serjeant, and knighted . Luttrell states still there was no complaint of his decisions

that he received these honours for his in equity. Burnet, with no friendly feeling

learned arguments in the House of Lords towards him , though he says that money

in support of the bill of attainder against did everything with the lord keeper, who

Sir John Fenwick ; and Speaker Onslow in was sordidly covetous, yet acknowledges

his notes on Burnet says that he managed that he never heard him charged with

the business so well as to raise his character bribery in his court. A story is told of a

very much at the time. Unfortunately his watchmaker, a day or two before the hear

speech is not reported in the State Trials,' ing of a suit in which he was a party, send
but that collection contains those made by ing a very fine timepiece to the lord keeper,

him as counsel for the crown against the who returned it with a message, “ That he
Earl of Warwick for murder, against Mr. had no doubt of the goodness of the piece,

Duncombe for falsely indorsing Exchequer but it had one motion in it too much fo

bills, and against Mary Butler for forging him .' Burnet alludes to a ' foul rumour'

a bond for 40,0001.; and also when em- of livings being set up for sale by the
ployed in 1700 for the Duke of Norfolk in officers under him ; and Speaker Onslow

support of the bill for dissolving his mar- adds in a note that in Baron Bury's book
riage. Luttrell also frequently notices his of accounts it appeared that the baron had

legul engagements. ( Luttrell, i . 446 , iv . given the lord keeper 10001. for making

6
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а

him a judge. Whatever truth there may same study - the elder, Thomas, beeoming

be in this scandal, there is no doubt that Garter; and the younger, William, being

he became extremely rich, that he ob- York herald, and the father of the chan
tained a valuable office for his son, and cellor, by his wife Agnes Drayton . He

bestowed the best livings on his poor re- was born at Garter Court in Barbican, and

lations. He survived his removal from the educated at St. John's College or 'Trinity

Seal for sixteen years, and died on August Hall, Cambridge. ( Fuller's Worthies, ii.

4 , 1721 , at Cancot Hall in Warwickshire. 70 ; Athen. Cantab. i. 98.) In 1529 be ap

His remains wereremoved to amanor hehad pears in the position of clerk to the cofferez
purchased at Gothurst, near NewportPag- of the household ( Trevelyan Papers, 100 ),
nell, in the church ofwhich there is a monu- and in 1530 he obtained the place of clerk
ment with his effigy in white marble. His to the Signet under Henry VIII ; and it

wife was Elizabeth, daughter of George was probably in the latter character that
Ashby, by whom he left several children . he accompanied Mr. Brereton, one of the

One of his sons was clerk of the crown , gentlemen of the privy chamber, on a mes .

another was recorder of Leicester, and á sage from the king to Wolsey at Southweli,

third wasa clergyman, and married a grand- when Cavendish intimates that they wen

daughter of the Marquis of Winchester. not friends to the cardinal and disdainfully

(Burnet, v.139, 218 ; Maxby's Secret Service, accepted his reward . According to Doz

41 ; Noble's Grunger, i . 35 ; Evelyn , iii . 382.) dale, he was entered at Gray's Inn in 1554 :

WRIGHT, Martin, is believed to have but he does not appear to have taken auy
been of a Hampshire family, his posses- office in that society, nor does his name

sions and his purchases being principally occur in any law report. In 1537, howest,
in that county. He was born on March he was appointed coroner and attorney in

24, 1691, and was the younger brother of the Court of Common Pleas, and in its
Thomas Wright, Esq.,, whose daughter he was placed in the responsible post of
Elizabeth married Sir John Guise, of High- one of the king's secretaries, and knighted.

nam, Bart. He receivedhis legal education Attached to the principles of the old ree

at the Inner Temple, and was called to the ligion, he had already secretly favourd
bar in June 1718. those who were devoted to it, by changing

His publication in 1730, ' An Intro- the rigours with which the Friars Obser
duction to the Law of Tenures, which vants were pursued , into banishment from

went through many editions, no doubt as- our shores. Yet he so accommodated hin

sisted his elevation to the bench of the self to the king's caprices that be was ein

Exchequer in November 1739 ,and his ployed on several important missions, one

removal to the Court of King's Bench on of which was the negotiation of a treaty né

November 28, 1740. He was not knighted marriage between Henry and Christina

till November 23, 1745, when he went up Duchess of Milan, the second daugbter of

with the judges' address on the rebellion; the king of Denmark, in which be failed

and after being nearly sixteen years on the ( Kennet's Hist. ii. 214.) He was afterwants

bench he resigned his seat on February 1 , one of the special council assigned to re

1755. He lived more than twelve years ceive the declaration of Anne of Cleops.

after, and died at Fulham on September by which she abandoned her matrimoniai

26 , 1767, leaving by his wife, Elizabeth , rights. ( Kal. Exch. i. , Introd. ci .)
daughter and coheir of Hugh Willoughby, In 1540 he wasmade constable of Sath.

Esq., M.D., of Barton Stacey in Hamp- ampton Castle, and twoyearsafterwards of

shire, two sons and two daughters, who that of Porchester ; and to these bodoen

all died without issue. The youngest son , able appointments was added the pratitab.

an eccentric character, on his decease in one of chamberlain of the Excheqner. In

1814, at the age of eighty -seven, bequeathed 1545 he acted as one of the commissione

his estates, amounting to 30001. a year,to for managing the treaty of league with time

Lady Frances Wilson, the wife of Sir Emperor Charles, and on January 1 , 1:44,

Henry Wilson of Chelsea Park, with whom was raised to the peerage by the title

he was totally unacquainted, but had seen Baron Wriothelsey of Tichtield in Hiasts

and admired her at the opera nearly twenty the monastery of which had been gar-

years before, when she was Lady Frances to him . The sickness of Lord lots

Bruce. ( Strange, 1148 ; Gent. Mag. vols . quickly, following, the Great Seal was

ix . x . xv. xxxvii. lxxxiv. ) placed in Wriothesley's hands on April

WRIOTHESLEY, THOMAS (LORD WR10- as keeper, a title which was changed

THIESLEY, EARL OF SOUTHAMPTON) , be- May 3 to that of lord chancellor, on Aud

longed to a family of heralds. His grand- ley's death. Before the end of the pas

father Sir John , first noticed as Faucon he wasinstalled a knight of the Gartei

herald , was advanced successively in the The change from Lord Chancellor Avi's

reign of Edward IV . to the offices of Nor- to Lord Chancellor Wriothesley was a fun!

roy and Garter king at arms. Both the one to many of those who were pr **

sviis of Sir John were brought up to the to the new religious tenets. The bis
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having publicly exhibited his own senti- a mere renewal of a commission issued to

ments, by passingthe act of the Six Articles, the same parties for the same purpose in

Wriothesley, always a secret supporter of 1544, it was immediately seized hold of as

these extreme doctrines, now pursued to an illegal act, inasmuch as he had no licence

extremity those who impugned them. His for it, either from the king or the regency,

zeal even attempted to prejudice the king while for the former he had the late king's

against his new wife, Catherine Parr, whose authority. The judges, who were formally

attachment to the reformed opinions he appealed to, gave this as their decision,

dreaded as dangerous to himself, andwhose and that the offence was punishable with

imprudence in disputing on the subject the loss of office and fine and imprisonment

with her opinionative husband gave him at the king's pleasure . The council hastened

too easy a handle. Had it not been for her to act on this opinion, and , after an ineffec

ready wit , she would perhapshave followed tual resistance, Wriothesley was obliged on

her predecessors to the scaffold ; but by an March 6 , 1547, to give up the Seal to Lord

artfúl submission, she foiled her malicious St. John , and to remain a prisoner in his
foe, who, having prepared articles against house in Ely Place till June 29, when he

her, when he came to takeher into custody, was discharged on entering into a bond

instead of receiving his intended victim, to pay any fine the king might impose
was met by reproaches from her pacified upon him .

lord. (Kennet, ii. 263.) Connected with Though thus deprived of his office, he

this was the charge against Anne Askew, was not excluded from the council ; but,

for the purpose of obtaining from whom cautioned by what had passed , and intimi

matter to implicate the queen, Wriothesley dated by the severity with which Somerset

is (perhaps wrongfully) accused of having enforced his absolute sway, he was obliged

himself applied the torture, when the to submit to those active measures, so re

common executioner appeared to com- pugnant to his known sentiments, by wbich

passionate the sufferer. ( Lingard, vi. 353.) the Reformation was advanced .' The pro

By the willof Henry VIII., Lord Wrio- tector's turn of unpopularity at length

thesley ( with a legacy of 5001.) was made arrived, and Wriothesley, as might bu

one of the sixteen executors of it, and expected, joined the Earlof Warwick in

* councillors of the privy council with our the proceedings which hastened Somerset's

son Edward, both in his private and pub- ruin . The satisfaction of his revenge, how

lic affairs . ( Testam . Vetust. 41.) Imme- ever, was unaccompanied by any restora

diately after the accession of Edward VI. tion of his own power; for Warwick as

the Earl of Hertford, the king's uncle, well as Somerset looked with suspicion on

was appointed protector of the realm and his intriguing spirit, and passed him over

guardian of the king's person , notwith- in the distribution of office. Wriothesley

standing the warm opposition of Wriothes- withdrew from the court a disappointeil

ley, who contended that under the will all man, and within a few months his vexation

the executors were invested with equal at the slight thus put upon him produced

power. His resistance was the more ear- the illness which terminated in his death .

nest because Hertford was a known sup- That event occurred on July 30, 1550, at

porter of the new doctrines ; but he was his house in Holborn, then called Lincoln

quieted by being elevated within three Place, but afterwards from him Southamp

weeks of the king's death to the earldom ton House. He was buried in St. Andrew's

of Southampton , and by having an addi- Church, but his body was removed thence

tional income granted to him for the sup- to a chapel in the parish church of Tich

port of his new dignity. This title had tield, where a sumptuous monument still

not been long extinct , and it is curious. exists.

that the late earl, the great naval com- Few persons who have held a prominent

mander, left Wriothesley by his will the position in the state have bad so little said to

best of his gilt cups. ( ibid. 708.) At the their creditas Wriothesley, Earl of South

same time the Earl of Hertford became ampton . He seems to have been looked
Duke of Somerset. upon as haughty towards his inferiors, and

The majority of thecouncil of regency slavishly subservient to those who were

were reformers. Wriothesley was impe- above him. When advanced to high office ,

rious and dogmatical, and so troublesome bis conceited opinion of his own superiority

in his intercourse with his brethren that made him treat with disdain those who

every endeavour might be expected to put differed from him , and this disposition ope

an end to his power. By his own in- rated with peculiar force against those

advertence he soon gave them an oppor- who advocated the reformed doctrines. His

tunity: On February 18 he put the Great severity and cruelty towards them , even if

Seal to a commission empowering the they could be ascribed to the dictates of
master of the Rolls and three masters in his conscience , necessarily raised a pre

Chancery to hear causes and pronounce judice against him in all moderate minds;
decrees in his absence. Although this was and not having the wisdom to modit's
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views where he must have seen that his further gratified with presentations to the

party was powerless, the majority of the churches of Wardon in Shepey, and of East

council risked no loss of popularity by Malling in Kent. ( Rot. Chart. 183 ; Rot.

silencing so intractable a member of their Pat. 59, 66 ; Le Nere, 46.)
body. Though devotedly attached to the By an entry on the Fine Roll of 9 John

Romish religion , he showed no scruples in (412) , it appears that he paid 2300 marks

sharing the plunder arising from its destruc- for the king's favour, ' benevolentiam regis .'

tion , and not only enriched himself with Were it not for the continued marks if

grants from King Henry, but even accepted honourand grants of personaladvantage that

others from the council that was planning distinguished bim at this time, and that
his disgrace. the other rolls of that and the previous

By his wife, Jane, the heiress of William year show that there was no interruption

Cheney, of Cheshamboys, Bucks, he had of the royal confidence, this fine might be

one son and fire daughters. His titles were considered as proving that he had incurred

held after him by three succeeding genera- the king's displeasure. It was probably ,

tions, when they all became extinct, together however, no more than a donum presente !

with the earldom of Chichester, which the to the king at the time of his father's death .

fourth Earl of Southampton had acquired as much with hopes of future benefit as in

by a special remainder on the death of that acknowledgment of past favours.
nobleman in 1667 with no other issue than In 11 and 12 John he was warden of

Rachel his daughter and heiress, whose the seaports, and in that character he is

name has been handed down to us as the ordered, as late as 16 John , to provide 3

devoted wife of the illustrious but unfor- ship to William de Percy, on the kings

nate William Lord Russell, and as the service. (Rot. de Fin . 547.) The Rotulas

author of letters which still continue to Misæ of 11 John, and that de Præstito od

delight all virtuous minds. ( Baronage, ii. 14 John, show that he was with the kia :

383 ; Hayward ; Rapin ; Lingard .) in those years ; and in 15 John he had

WROTHAM, WILLIAM DE, was the grand an additional ecclesiastical benetice , in the

son ofGeoffrey de Wrotham, of Radenville, grant of a prebend in the church of Hax

near Wrotham , in Kent, who had been a ings. He is mentioned by Roger de Wen
domestic servant of several Archbishops of dover ( iii. 237 ) as one of the king's

Canterbury, and whose son William , by advisers during the time of the interdis .

his wife, Maud de Cornhill, was the father in the wars at the end of the reign be

of the judge. (Collinson's Somerset, iii.63.) quitted the country, whether in cose

As both Williams, father and son, held quence of his having joined the baruas ar

similar offices, someof the following entries on his own affairs does not appear : but a

may apply to the elder, for the name fre- 17 John letters were granted to him , pero

quently occurs in the Curia Regis. In 10 mitting him to come to England and reiung

Richard I. , and in 8 and 10 John , fines in safety. ( Rot. Pat. 106 , 180.)

were acknowledged before him at West- His death occurred in 2 Henry III. (R.

minster ; and there are entries on the rolls Claus. i. 352–3.)

showing that he acted as a justicier in some Le Neve says he was archdeacon of Car

of the intervening years. terbury in 1206 ; and there is certainly as

His career was an active one, and he entry on the Close Rolls (70 ), dated War

filled many offices of responsibility and 19 in that year, in which he is called • W.

trust. He was for a long period custos of de Wrotham , Arch.Cant. ; ' but , inasmuch as

the stannaries of Devonshire and Cornwall, he is on no other occasion so styled, and s :

his accounts for the issues of the mines there five days afterwards he is designated brk

appearing on the rolls from 10 Richard I., title of archdeacon of Taunton, it is pr .

1199, to 14 John, 1213. ( Rot. Cancel. 28 ; bable that the word ' Cant.' is a misno .

Madox, ii . 132. ) In the early part of John's ing, or an error of the transcriber for Tact..

reign he was evidently in great favour, the usual abbreviation for Taunton.

both with his sovereign and the people, WYKEHAM , WILLIAM OF (BISHOP ***

for he had grants of Newenton and Linte- WINCHESTER). The name of William in

more, with other privileges from the king | Wykeham is held in such universal pipe

( Rot. Chart. 29) ; and the inhabitants of rence, and the interest felt in every per

Dorset and Somerset paid a fine of 100l. cular of his life is extended over so

for his appointment as forester for those classes of society, whether as admirers in

counties. In the same year he was con- his works or partakers of his bounty, tt.

stituted sheriff of Devonshire, and four we cannot wonder at the more than 13 :

years afterwards he appears as one of the nary degree of diligence which has bee

collectors of the quinzime of merchandise exercised in seeking outand recordingeres

(Madox, i. 771.) He is mentioned in 5 thing that can illustrate his history. 1 :

John as one of the canons of Wells, and in results exhibit an active mind Deserye

the following he was raised to the arch- cupied ; an energy subdued by dodattica -

deaconry of Taunton, and was soon after ties; foresight in the contrivance, CALL .
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in the development, and an union of judg- | the heir of Sir Williain Bottreaux attained

ment and taste in the execution of his his majority (Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 209),

works; an absence of all arrogance through- which he probably owed to the intercession

out his rapid advance in clerical honours ; of his patron the bishop .

and that discreet exercise of political power There is no record of his actual employ

which enabled him to hold the first place ment for the next six years, except that he

in the royal counsels without incurring the was attorney for the bishop in 1352, in

jealousy of the people. Few men have taking possession of certain lands; but it is

lived whose career has displayed such suggested that he probably assisted in the

continued exertions for the public good , and erection of the great tower at Windsor

none have left so many examples of prac- Castle, called the Tabula Rotunda, about

tical wisdom and well-applied munificence. which the king was then engaged. His

He was born at Wykeham in Hamp- merits must have been prominently dis

shire between July and September 1324 , played at an early period, as on May 10 ,1356 ,

18 Edward II. ; and, notwithstanding some he had advanced so far as to be placedin the

doubts which had been expressed on the responsible position of clerk of all the king's

subject, the evidence that has been col- works in his manors ofHenle and Yestamp

lected supports the presumption that the sted. There is a curious entry on August

name of his birthplace, by which he is 20 in that year of an allowance to him of

known, was not that of his family. 21. 108. for the keep of the king's eight dogs

His father and mother,according to that at Windsor for nine weeks, taking for each
evidence, were John and Sybil Longe, who dog three- farthings a day, and twopencea

were of good reputation and character, but day for a boy to keep them . (Pell Records,

not sufficiently prosperous in their circum- iii. 163.). In the following October he was
stances to be able to advance the education appointed surveyor of the works at the

of their son . His mother was of gentle ex- castle and in the park of Windsor, with

traction, being the daughter of William power to press artiticers and provide mate

Bowade, whose wife was the daughter of rials and carriages, and with the then libe

William and Amicia Stratton, of Stratton, ral payment of two shillings a day besides

near Selborne. They and his sister were extra allowances. In the next year the

buried in the church of Suthwyk Priory, sale of all the beasts in Windsor Park was

not far from Wykeham. ( Archæol. Journ. committed to him and two other persons

iii . 221.) ( Ibid . 244 ) ; and in 1354 he had another

Tradition says that Nicholas de Uvedale, royal patent, constituting him chief custos

lord of the manor of Wykeham , and go- and supervisor of the castles of Windsor

vernor of Winchester Castle, was the bene- and Ledes, and of the manors and parks

factor who sent him to school at Win- belonging to them . During this period he

chester ; and it is recorded that he after- projected and accomplished those splendid

wards acted as the governor's secretary. works at Windsor Castle which at this day

There is no evidence whatever of his having give celebrity to his name. Queen borough

studied at either university, although some Častle, erected under his direction between

writers have stated that he was at Oxford 1361 and 1367, showed his extraordinary

for nearly six years. The presumption is skill and abilities as an architect, but no

strongly in opposition to this assertion ; but longer exists as an example of them .

whatever he lost of scholastic knowledge This, however, is not the place to enlarge

by the want of that advantage was more on his architectural excellences, although

than compensated by the zeal and industry to them , and his readiness in executing the

with which he pursued the sciences which king's magnificent projects, he no doubt

were more practically useful, in the acquisi- primarily owed his future fortunes. But

tion of which he evinced so much mastery, we know too much of Edward's character

and in their application so much taste, that to suppose that these alone would have

he was soon , by the recommendation of his been sutlicient; and it is evident that

first patron , distinguished by the notice of Wykeham must have exhibited other quali

William de Edington, Bishop of Win- fications of greater weight to have sug

chester, who, finding his personal merits gested his employment in the important

equalled the talents he exhibited ,employed ottices , both lay and ecclesiastical, which

him in his service , and availed himself of he was called upon to till .

his architectural talents in the improve- It seems probable that Bishop Edington

ments heprojected at Winchester.
induced him to take the clerical tonsure ;

As Bishop Edington had not possession for he is called clericus ' as early as 1352,

of his see till February 1346, 20 Edward and in 1359 the king describes him as

III. , Wykeham was then little more than clericum suum ,' showing he was then one

twenty-one years of age. There is a record of the royal chaplains. He was not or

of a beneficial grant to him , in 1350, of the dained priest till June 12, 1:362. Before

custody of the manor of Rokeford, in his this he had received in succession , from the

native county , at a small annual rent, until king's presentation , the rectory of l'ulham

6

a
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in Norfolk in 1357; the prebend of Flix- King Edward resumed the title of King of

ton , in Lichfield Cathedral, in 1359 ; and France, which he had dropped for nice

in the next year the deanery of St. Martin's- years, and renewed the war with some dis

le-Grand in London. The latter he re- advantage. The chancellor's speeches on

tained for three years, during which he gave opening the parliament were distinguished

the first proof of his liberality by rebuild by the omission of quotations from Serip

ing the cloisters of the chapter-house and ture, which his predecessors had been in
the body of the church. Monasticon, vi. the habit of introducing into their addresses

1323.) 'In 1363 he became archdeacon of and by his confining them in a judicious

Northampton,which he exchanged for that and business -like manner to a clear state

ofLincoln, and according to Le Neve (156, ment of the emergencies of the state , and a

162, 167) was also archdeacon of Buck- lucid exposition of the object of their as

ingham. In addition to these benefices he sembling. His removal from the office

received several other prebendsand livings, arose from the necessity the king felt of

the list of which is contained in the certifi- giving way to the repeated representatives

cate delivered in October 1366, by virtue of the Lords and Commons that the affairs

of the pope's bull requiring a return of all of the kingdom were prejudiced by the

pluralities . The value of the whole is government being always in the hands of

stated to have amounted to the gross sum the Church ; and he accordingly made t.cc.

of 8731. 6s. 8d ., an enormous provision in for a lay chancellor, Sir Robert de Thorpe,

those days, even on the assumption, sug- by resigning on March 24, 1371.

gested by Dr. Lowth, that heheld high He still, however, retained the cont

offices in the state, and was designed for dence of his sorereign, and faithfully sidei

the earliest vacancy on the episcopal bench. with him in his declining years, wben ti

But it is truly said that he only received Duke of Lancaster and Alice Perren *

the revenues of the Church with one hand taking advantage of his weakness, and s

to expend them in her service with the suming the government of the kingd. I.

other . When the Prince of Wales, then in

During this period he had been appointed, desperate state of health, made a stres

in 1361, custos of the forests south of the effort in the ' good parliament' of 1376 )

Trent, in conjunction with Peter Attewode break this party, the bishop was one of tie

(Abb. Rot. Orig. ii. 263) : and on April 2, council then appointed to advise the king,

1364, he is described as holding the office and on the prince's death in June, Richard

of keeper of the privy seal. ( Pell Records, his son was declared Prince of Wales

iii . 182.) Although the pope addresses him No sooner was the parliament divised

in the following June as the king's secre- than the duke and his adherents resumed

tary, he did not fill that position till two their power, and vented on the bisbop nar:

years afterwards, holding it with the privy oftheir resentment. They exhibited agir

seal, which he retained till he was ap- him seven charges of crimes alleged to have

pointed chancellor. In 1365 he was one of been committed during his administraties,

the commissioners to treat of the ransom on which they relied so little as to od

of the King of Scotland, and the prolonga- proof in their support,but added an eighth

tion of the truce with that country ; and, as to cancelling a roll , and reducing a 13

besides many records of his presence in the from 801. to 401. in favour of John Grey :

king's council , his influence with his royal Retherfeld. Upon this trifling charge ta

master is evidenced by the expression of temporalities were adjudged, on Novemb :

Froissart, that at this time' everything was 17 , to be seized into the king's hands ar :

done by him , and nothing was done with he was forbidden to come within twki.**

out him . In his letters of pardon in 1 miles of the court. The further pre

Richard II . he is described asbeing at that ing thereon had been adjourned til Januar

period .clericus privati sigilli, et capitalis 20, 1377, but it was nerer brought to a

secreti consilii , ac gubernator magni con- hearing, although the Duke of Larca .

silii. ( Rot. Parl. iii . 388.) in the parliament of that month , pnce

The death of Bishop Edington on Octo- his exception from the general parint

ber 7, 1366, enabled King Edward to gra- granted to all offenders on occasion of

tify his wishes by rewarding Wykeham jubilee of the king's reign . From tips

with the vacant see of Winchester. Before liament the bishop had been exclub, 1.2.

his consecration, which did not take place the convocation, to which be bad :

till October 10 , 1367, he was constituted summoned as usual by the mandate :fi

chancellor in the place of Simon Langham , Archbishop of Canterbury, made na

Archbishop of Canterbury. The date of representations to the king of the in ---

his appointment does not appear ; but on which the bishop bad unjustly szeri

September 16 he is so called in a grant of The duke induced the king, insi

free warren to Archbishop Islip . complying with the clergy's putitas. :)

He held this high dignity for three years grant the temporalities of the hihanna

and a half . During bis administration , the Prince of Wales, but the pewpie ***

6
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so little satisfied with these proceedings |disturbances, and a suspension of the press

that they attacked the duke's palace and / ing subsidies that had been imposed. He

insulted his person, refusing to desist unless announced to the parliament the king's

he would suffer the bishop to be brought to desire to preserve peace, to secure to every

his answer, and be judged according to law. rank the enjoyment of its privileges, to

The effect of this was the restoration of the cause all evils to be redressed, and justice

temporalities on June 18, for which, how- and right to be administered as well to the

ever, a contribution to a considerable poor as to the rich ; and he acted with so

amount in ships and men, towards the much caution and forbearance that the

defence of the kingdom , was demanded Commons, on his resigning the Seal into

from him. The total extent of his dis- the king's hands,expressed their appro

grace, therefore, did not exceed seven bation of his fidelity and good conduct,

months. upon which he immediately resumed his

Three days afterwards King Edward functions.

died, and one of the earliest acts of the During the two years and a half that he

new reign was to pronounce the bishop's retained the Great Seal he had the happi
pardon in the fullest and most extensive ness to restore the public tranquillity so

terms, declaring him wholly innocent and effectually that the parliament thanked the
guiltless of all the matters alleged against king for his good government ; and could

him, and remitting the burdens to which he have been induced to remain in office,

he had been subjected ( Rymer, vii. 163), a it is probable that his wise counsels might

proceedingwhichwasratified ard confirmed have checked the king's intemperance, and
by the petition of the Commons in the next prevented the fatal consequences that fol
parliament. lowed. He finally gave up the Seal on

The confidence of the parliament in the September 27, 1391, and never appeared

bishop's integrity was still further evinced, prominently in any subsequent political

in 1380, by his being appointed one of the transaction of the reign . He seems to have

commissioners to enquire into the abuses been still treated with respect by the king,

of the late and the present reigns, and although the party with whom he had

afterwards to investigate the causes of the acted incurred the royal vengeance ; but as

great insurrections which bad recently dis- a payment for thisescape from the reaction

turbed the kingdom . Indeed, his influence by which his friends were sacrificed, a loan

with both the Lords and the Commons is ap- of 10001. was extorted from him, which he

parent by their frequent recurrence to him on was not in a condition safely to refuse.

points of difficulty, availing themselves of Richard II . resigned his crown on Sep

his wisdom and experience, and giving to tember 30, 1399 , and Wykeham, being

his advice that weight and authority which then very far advanced in years, seemsno

in such times couldhave been only secured further to have interfered in public affairs.

by the complete reliance they had on his His coming infirmities had warned him to

honesty andprudence. procure a bull from the pope, enabling him

Although avoiding as much as possible to appoint one or more coadjutors to per

any unnecessary interference in state affairs, form the duties of his diocese when he

such was bis reputation that in the sub- found himself incapable, and of this he

sequent contests occasioned by the extra- occasionally atailed himself during the last

vagance and weakness of the king, the two years of his life. Still , however, he

bishop was always one of the persons continued to transact business till within

appointed by the popular party to check four days of his death, which occurred at

the royal prerogative and control the South Waltham on September 27, 1404,

government expenditure. Yet no proof when he had attained the full age of eighty

can be stronger that, in the exercise of years. Ile was buried in the splendid

these duties, his conduct was tempered oratory in the cathedral, which he had

with mildness and moderation, than the erected in the very place where he had

fact that when King Richard, claiming been accustomed to perform his daily de

the rights of his majority, took the govern- votions in his youth.

ment into his own hands, and discharged He had presided over the see of Win

the officers who had been imposed upon chester for thirty -seven years, and,notwith

bim , he compelled the bishop, much against standing his almost constant employment

his inclination,to accept the office of chan- in the public service, he had been unre

cellor, and he accordingly received the mitting in his attention to his episcopal

Great Seal for a second time on May 4, duties, and in preserving the rights of his

1389 . church. Ile lost no time in putting all the

His first step was to quiet the appre- episcopal buildings into substantial repair,

hensions which naturally arose in the expending therein above 20,000 marks.

people's minds on the hazardous course the He corrected the abuses of the various re

king had taken. He obtained a confirma- ligious houses in his diocese,and introduced

tion of all the pardons granted for the late a complete reform in the hospital of St.
3 D 2
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Cross. The other houses subject to his of Eton and Cambridge. The bishop him

visitation submitted to his authority, and self had the gratification not only of wit.

suppressed the irregularities which he dis- nessing the full success and good effects if

covered. both his establishments, but of selecting

But the great and noble object of his life from those who were educated in themi

was to found an institution for the educa- men of learning and character to assist birn

tion of youth ,with the intent of supplying in his business, and to be rewarded with

the deficiency in the priesthood occasioned the preferments in his gift.

by the recent plagues, which were said to No sooner had he finished his two co

have swept away nine parts out of ten of leges, which he most liberally endowed ,

the clergy. The earlier years of his pre- than he undertook the reparation of his

lacy were occupied in a careful formation own cathedral, great part of which, beira

of his plans, and, having fully arranged in a very decayed state, he soon found i

them , he proceeded to take measures to necessary to rebuild . This he did in a trus

secure their execution . He determined to magnificent manner, thus occupying the

erect two colleges -- one at Winchester, the remaining ten years of his life. His works

place of his own education, for elementary there aremost lucidly detailed by Professis

learning ; and the other at Oxford , for the Willis and Cockerell in the · Proceedins

completion of the studies and for the pro- of the Archæological Institute at Win

vision of the scholars. He commenced the chester, 1845.'

first in 1373 by establishing a temporary His will is a most extraordinary doc

school at Winchester for such poor scholars ment, and shows that he preserved tu the

as he chose to send there ; and he prepared last that precision and considerate pr

for the last, not only by making a similar arrangement for which he was so remar

arrangement at Oxford by forming a society able . It is of very great length , and to

there under a warden, and lodging them in legacies bequeathed by it are numnya

various parts of the city, but by gradually and liberal. "No person, high or low , w

making such purchases as would eventually had a claim on his respect or gratitude :

put him in possession of the site which he who was attached to bis colleges, is omit ,

had resolved on , so that from the very out- all his connections and his servants ant -

set he was devoting his income to this wise membered, his piety and devotion an 11

and charitable purpose, and raising a supply emplified by various bequests for pranes

of occupants for his Oxford College when on his behalf, and due care is takta u :

it was finished.
charity to the poor shall not be fontti

The erection of the latter was his first In this disposition of his property be 5 .

The foundation stone of New Col- merely carrying on the daily practice of
lege, or more properly of St. Mary College life . During its whole continuare

of Winchester, in Oxford , was laid on seems to have employed his riches in -

March 5, 1380, and the building was ing his tenants, advancing his fria

finished for occupation on April 14 , 1386. relieving the needy, and in a large and z :

The society consisted of a warden and nificent hospitality, besides existing in

seventy poor scholars, whose studies were repair of churches, highways, and bradas

specially regulated by statutes, on the pre- It seems astonishing that there e

paration of which he bestowed the greatest ever be two opinions as to the mear as

attention and care. These were amended William of Wykeham's motto , assu :

by him at various subsequent periods, the doubt soon after the commencement if

last of which was in 1400, and , as then prosperity

enlarged, they still remain in force .
Manners makytb man.

On the completion of this building he

began that at Winchester, on the very spot It is difficult to suppose that any one n .

where he had received his own education . seriously believe that a person of his cd

The first stone of St. Mary College there racter intended to intimate that u

was laid on March 20, 1387, and full worldly interests are best forwa.si

possession was taken on March 28, 1393. elegant behaviour and general p : e---

It afforded instruction to seventy poor or that he could possibly be so als

scholars, and was governed by a warden, to hold himself up as an example

with ten fellows, and other officers and truth of the sentiment. Without n .

masters. The statutes were formed in the question whether the advocateni :

accordance with those at Oxford, and re- interpretation can produce a single ice

ceived similar corrections from his hand . in which the writers of the age bare e

His laws were found so practically use the word “ manners ' in the sense 3.78

ful that they were adopted by Henry cribe to it, it may be fairly asked - 1

Chicheley, Archbishop of Canterbury, one at the obscurity of his origin (

of his own scholars, in the foundation of could not hope,and which there is a

All Souls' College at Oxford, and after- dence that he wished, to concezi :

wards by King Ilenry VI. in the colleges the active industry and practical et

care.
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ment of his earlier years, and considering appointed a reader in 1572, in which year

the sacredness of his profession , and the he represented the county of Norfolk. He

frequent and ostentatious use of this motto was elected recorder of Norwich in 1576,

in his educational colleges - whether it is and in Michaelmas Term of the following

not palpable that it was his intention , by year was called to the degree of the coif.

its adoption, to inculcate the principle that l'he precise date of his becoming a judge of

man's success and estimation, even in this the Common Pleas is not stated, but the

world, depended not on his birth, or his first fine acknowledged before him as a

fortune, or his talents, but on his conduct judge is dated in October 1579. ( Dugdale's

and moral worth . ( Life by Dr. Lowth .) Orig. 48, 253.)

WYMBURN, WALTER DE, is called in 46 He is mentioned as one of the judges

Henry III., 1261, the king's clerk , but in the commission for hearing causes in

whether civil or ecclesiastic is uncertain. Chancery in the interval between November

He had then a grant of the king's year and 1591 and May 1592.

a day on some land which had been es- His death occurred at his house at Nor

cheated. (Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii. 363. ) wich in July 1592. Over his remains, in

In 4 Edward I., 1276 , he was appointed a the church of St. Peter's Mancroft in that

judge of the King's Bench, and we find city, was erected a stately monument, on

him acting in the same character as late as which he is represented in his judge's robes,

October 1288. Spelman (Gloss. 342 ) erro- and in the Gold -hall of that city there is a

neously states that during the tenth and picture of him as recorder.

thirteenth years of the reign he was chief By his wife , a daughter of Sir Nicholas

justice. Bacon, the lord keeper , he left no issue.

WYMUNDHAM, THOMAS DE, was ordered ( Blomefield's Norwich, i. 359, ii. 221 ; 4 Re

to be paid thirty shillings, for writing thirty port. Pub. Rec.,App. i . 272, 273.)

pair of statutes, " triginta paria statutorum , WYNDHAM,HUGH. Sir JohnWyndham ,

to be sent to all the justices in eyre and the uncle of the above Francis Wyndham ,

sheriffs throughout the realm ,and also four was not only the progenitor of this and the

shillings and sixpence for the parchment next-named judge, but also of three baro

on which they were written . (4 Report netcies, all of which are now extinct.

Pub. Rec., App. ii . 152.) In 42 Henry III., Hugh Wyndham was the sixth son of Sir

1258, he is inserted in Madox's list of John,of Orchard -Wyndham in Somerset

barons of the Exchequer, and Dugdale shire, and of Felbrigge in Norfolk, knight,

mentions his appointment as treasurer of by Joan, the daughter of Sir Henry Port
the Exchequer in the same year. In 50 man . He was born about 1603, and re

Henry III. he was addressed by that title, ceived his legal education at Lincoln's Inn,
and the king granted to lớm the first where he was called to the bar on June 10 ,

wardship that should fall in worth 501. a 1629. Though his practice as an advocate
year, together with the marriage of the is not recorded, he had acquired in 1654
heir, unless he should first provide him sufficient reputation as a lawyer to be dig

with some dignity , prebend , or benefice of nified with the coif, and to be sent as a

the annual value of 200 marks. In less temporary judge on the Northern Spring

than two years he accordingly received the Circuit, and afterwards to be raised to the

precentorship of Lichfield , being first so bench of the Common Pleas by Cromwell,
called in a record of 52 Henry III. This notwithstanding his objection to act under
is the last year in which he is described as the protector's commission. Whitelocke

treasurer, but according to Le Neve (128 ) states that he was appointed on May 30,

he wasalive in 1275, 3 Edward I. (5 1654, andwas re-appointed on November 27,
Report Pub. Rec. , App. ii . 63 ; Madox, ii . 1658,on the accession of Richard Cromwell
42, 48, 52, 186, 307, 319.) to the protectorship . In July 1659 and in

WYNDHAM , Francis, belonged to a January 1660 Whitelocke again records his

branch of an ancient family which took its appointment, the former being at the re

surname from the town so called in Norfolk, sumption of the Long Parliament, and the

and which have been distinguished from the latter after the dissolution of the committee

reign of Edward II. both in the council and of safety and the rearrangement of the courts

the field . Sir Thomas, of Felbrigge and in consequence of the resignation of Chief

Crounthorpe, the grandfather of the judge, Justice Glynne. ( I hitelocke, 591,675, 081 ,

was vice-admiral to Henry VIII.; and Sir 693; Burton, ii. 340, 4:38 . )

Edmund, his father, while sheriff of Norfolk The restoration of Charles of course put

in 2 Edward VI. , was active in suppress- an end to Wyndham's judicial functions;
ing Ket's insurrection . His mother was but he was immediately contirmed in his

Susan, daughter of Sir Roger Townsend, of degree of serjeant-at-law. In this cha
Raynham .

racter be resumed his practice, until eighteen

After an education at Cambridge he pro- months after the death of his younger

secuted his legal studies at Lincoln's Inn , brother, the next -noticed Judge Wadham

and , becoming a bencher there in 1569, was Wyndham , when, on June 20, 1670, he
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was promoted to the bench as baron of Hawles, solicitor-general in the reign of

the Exchequer, and received the customary William III., speaks of him as the second

honour of knighthood. On January 22, best judge which sat in Westminster Hall

1673,he was removedto the Common Pleas. since the king's restoration .' ( State Triats,

In neither court did he particularly distin- ix. 1003.).

guish himself, not interfering much in those He died on December 24, 1668 , at which

trials arising out of the Popish Plot in which time he was seated at Norrington in Wilt

he was among the presiding judges. He shire . By his wife, Barbara, daughter of

died at Norwich while engaged on the cir- Sir George Clarke, of Watford , North

cuit on July 27, 1684, in hiseighty-second amptonshire, he left a large family , whose
year, having sat on the bench, during the descendants still flourish in various counting

Commonwealth and since the Restoration , and promise a long continuance of the narne.

for twenty years. His monument at Silton Thomas, oneofhis grandsons, was, like him ,
in Dorsetshire records the names of his three a distinguished lawyer, and being maun,

wives -- viz., Jane, daughter of Sir Thomas first, chief justice of the Common Pleas in

Woodhouse, of Kimberley, Norfolk, Bart. ; Ireland, and then lord chancellor there, - *

Elizabeth , daughter of Sir William Minn, raised to the peerage of that kingdom , to

of Woodcott, Surrey, and widow of Sir the title of Baron Wyndham of Finglase in

Henry Berkeley, of Wimondham , Leicester- 1731, but, leaving no children at his deas

shire, Bart. ; and Katherine, daughter of in 1745, the title became extinct.
Thomas Fleming, of North Stoneham , Hants, WYNFORD, LORD. See W. D. Brst.

and widow of Sir Edward Hooper, of Bove- WYNTON, ELIAS DE. The error wb

ridge, Dorsetshire . By the first ofthese only Dugdale has committed in introducing his

he left issue. (1 Siderfin,3, 465 ; Hutchins's as a baron of the English , instead of a

Dorset, ii . 145, 324.) Irish , Exchequer, is explained under the

WYNDHAM, WADHAM, the younger name of Richard de Sabam .

brother of the above, received his baptismal WYTHENS, FRANCIS, was of a fam .

name from his grandmother, Florence, originally settled in Cheshire, but,migrati :2
daughter of John Wadham , Esq ., of Merri- to the south, one of them, Robert Wythe's
field in Somersetshire, descended from the became an alderman of London. His elde

before -mentioned judge of the Common son , Sir William, was sheriff of het in

Pleas of thatnamein the reign of Richard II. 1610, and dying in 1630, his residence

He was, like his brother, a member of Southend in the parish of Eltham was in

Lincoln's Inn, and was called to the bar on the possession of this judge at the time

May 17, 1636. His name appears in sereral his death in 1704 ; butwhether he inherit- 1

law reports during the time of the Com- it as the son, or grandson, or nephew of I

monwealth ,and he was one of the advocates William is uncertain . ( Hasted, i. 14

who were imprisoned for pleading the cause 478.)
of Cony, as related in the life of Judge The earliest notice of him is as E

Twisden, and who, like him , could not pro- steward of the Franchise Court of Wat

cure his release until he had petitioned the minster, and as a successfulcandidate for:

protector. Not receiving the coif under city in October 1679,butthe opening of par

Cromwell's government, he was selected as liament was deferred by seven proroga

one of the fourteen who were summoned to to October in the following year, whok .

be serjeants a month after the Restoration, return was disputed by Sir William Wam

having been previously called upon to and Sir William Pulteney. In the interton

consult with the judges at Serjeants’ Inn , numerous petitions having been preses

Fleet Street, with respect to the proceedings to the king praying for the meeting of porn

against the regicides, he being one of the liament, which were met by counter

counsel engaged in the prosecution. (1 Sider- dresses expressing abhorrence of the per

fin , 4 ; Kelyng, 7 ; State Trials, v. 1023.) tices of the petitioners asinterfering:

At the end ofthese trials hewas, on No- the king's prerogative, Wythens tik u

vember 24, 1660,promoted to be a judge of active part in getting up the latter, ani ne

the king's Bench , in wbich court he sat for presenting one from the grand inquese

eight years. During the whole of that time, the city of Westminster he received the

according to the evidence of his contem- honour of knighthood on April is , l .

poraries, he maintained a high character for As soon as the parliament met in (
learning and impartiality. Siderfin (393) Sir Francis, as a member, was the 2

says of him that he was of great discretion, who was charged with the fact as an

especially in his calm and sedate temper against the rights of the people ; and :

upon the bench ; ' that he was in all re- evidence taken and his own cunfess

spects wellqualified for the place ;'and that was ordered to be expelled the beer .

he held it for several years to the great to receive his sentence on bis korps

satisfaction of those at the barand others.' bar. The speaker accordingly as

Sir Thomas Raymond ( 174) calls him a him in these terms: You, being a

good and prudent man ; and Sir John have offended against your own prix .

6
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you have offended against yourself, your Without approving the prevalent levity of

own right, your own liberty, as an Eng- the time, we must think it rather hard

lishman. This is not only a crime against upon judges to expect that they should

the living, but a crime against those unborn. assume a solemn aspect because they had

You are dismembered from this body.' This presided at a capital conviction a fortnight

castigation must have been doubly painful before.

to the recipient, inasmuch as only a few On Charles's death , in February 1685, Sir

days after the committee on the petition Francis received a new patent, and in the

against his return reported that he was not following November was elected recorder

duly elected. ( Luttrell, i . 41 ; Commons' of Kingston -on -Thames. He accompanied

Journals.) Chief Justice Jeffreys in his bloody cam

Soon after his election for Westminster paign after the Duke of Monmouth's rebel

he was engaged as counsel to defend Thomas lion, and continued for two years to exercise

Knox on an indictment against him and his judicial functions with his accustomed

John Lane for a conspiracy to defame the pliancy, till a sudden boldness, or a pro

notorious witnesses to the Popish Plot, Titus phetic policy , prompted him to unite with

Oates and William Bedlowe, when, though Chief Justice Herbert in denying that the

his client was not acquitted, he was let off king could exercise martial law in time of

with a more merciful judgment than Chief peace without an act of parliament. The

Justice Scroggs was accustomed to pro- consequence was his immediate discharge
nounce. Sir Francis also assisted in the from his office on April 21,1687, the punish

prosecution of Henry Carr for a libel in pub- ment usually inflicted by King James on

lishing. The Weekly Packet of Advice from the slightest non -compliance with his will.

Rome,' exposing some of the tricks of Popery. Shower reports (ii. 498 ) that on the next

The chief justice was called to account by day he came to Westminster Hall and

the parliament for his conduct on both of practised as a serjeant, which seems to evi

these trials, and was removed from his office. dence his reliance on the popularity of his

Onder his successor, Sir Francis was em- decision.

ployed by the crown in the cases of Edward As this sole instance of his insubordina

Fitzharris, the Earl of Shaftesbury, and tion was too great to be overlooked by

Count Coningsmark ( State Trials, vii. 801 , James, so it was too little to plead in his

1125, viii. 269, 1125, ix . 15) , and on all these favour in the next reign, for he was one of

occasions he acted the part, if not of an able, the thirty -one persons who were excepted

of an intelligent advocate. out of the Act of Indemnity. Before this

He was made a judge of the King's bill was passed there had been various

Bench on April 23, 1683,and concurred in debates in the House of Commons ( Parl.

the following term in thejudgment against Hist. v . 338 ) relating to trials in which

the charter of the city of London. In the Judge Wythens had been concerned as one

other prosecutions during the life of King of the judges, and many of the judgments

Charles in which he acted as one of the and decisions had been declared arbitrary
judges, though there is nothing harsh or and illegal ; but the principal matter urged
violent in his observations or his language against him was his concurrence in the
towards the parties on their trials, he was opinion in favour of the king's dispensing

evidently, as Roger North describes him , power. Beyond the insertion of his name
80 weak and timid a man that he had not in the act, it does not appear that he was

the courage to differ from his more resolute visited with any penalty, except removal

chiefs. Consequently he assented to all the from the recordership of Kingston. He
iniquitous judgments that disgraced that survived his discharge till 1704,when he
period, and incurred a larger share of died at his family seat at Eltham , and was
odium than the other judges, from his buried in the church there on May 12.

being, according to the form of the court, Sir Francis married Elizabeth, sister of

the mouthpiece which pronounced most of Sir Thomas Taylor, of Parkhouse, Bart . ,

the sentences. Evelyn ( iii. 104 ) is indig- who, if the account given by Mrs. Manley

nant that Sir Francis was at a city wedding in the New Atalantis' ( ii : 257 ) is to be

on December 5 , 1683, when he and Chief credited, though clever and witty , brought
Justice Jeffreys danced with the bride and no comfort to her husband, and acquired

were exceeding merry, spending the rest for herself a very bad reputation. That
of the afternoon till eleven at night in she involved him in expenses for the pur

drinking healths, taking tobacco,and talking pose of putting him in prisor appears from
beneath the gravity of judges who had a an action brought against him in 1693 for

day or two before condemned Mr. Algernon extravagant outlay in dresses, &c. , which
Sidney. But, instead of a day or two, ' the he was obliged to pay . After his death

trial had taken place a fortnight before this shemarried Sir Thomas Colepe per,of Ayles

time, and it is most probable that Evelyn's ford, Bart . (Wotton's Buronet. i . 218 ;
disgust at the verdict influenced his opi- Skinner, 318.)

nion as to the private conduct of the judges. WYTHER, WILLIAM, seems to have been

5
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merely a justice itinerant for pleas of the February 1263 he was present at the

forest in Lancashire in 15 Edward I., 1287. acknowledgment of fines. In an undated

The only legal orjudicial character inwhich letter he begs the king to excuse him from

he afterwards appears is as the last named the office of justice of Oyer and Terminer

of four commissioners appointed in 35 Ed- on account of his bodily infirmity and po

ward I. to hear and determine a cause in verty ; but he acted on the iters in 40, 41 ,

North Wales between the Earl of Arundel and 47 Henry III. ( Dugdale's Orig. +3 ;

and others. (Rot. Parl. i . 206. ) Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. ii. 280-391 ; 5 Report

WYVILLE, JOHN DE, is placed by Dug- Pub. Rec., App. ii . 75.)

dale among the barons of the Exchequer His death may be fixed about the latter

in 37 Henry III. , 1253 ; but he perhaps sat year. His property was in Hampshire. If

there as one of the justices of the Jews, in the baronetcy of Wyville in Yorkabire

which character he is named by Madox (extinct in 1774) was derived from his

( ii . 318) among the barons two years pre- lineage, the famils still survives at Burtoa

viously. He was constituted a justice (of Constable, tracing its descent from Hum

the Common Pleas according to Dugdale) phrey de Wyvill, of Slingsby Castle, who

on February 1, 1256, from which time till came over with the Conqueror.

Y

YATES, JOSEPH, descended from an old quired frequent and intense applicatira ,

county family of Lancashire. His grand- andwhen it became burthensome he is

father and father, both named Joseph in the habit of relieving himself by nel

Yates, resided at Stanley House in that ing a few pages in Dean Swift's won

county, in which the former was a magis- which always sent him back cheerfalis a

trate ,and the latter high sheriff in 1728. his studies. On some extraordina.y c

In1730 he became possessed, under the cess in 1760 he was presented with a sises

will of a relation, of the estate of Peel vase, now preserved in the family, bearioz

Hall, near Manchester, with its large beds the following inscription : - “ Juriscorsal:

of coal, involving so great an expenditure perito, Josepho Yates, ob auxilium inside

that his means were eventually reduced , legum cognitoribus præstitum , Grati Cle

and his affairs seriously embarrassed. By entes D.D.D.'

his marriage with Ellen, daughter of Wil- So remarkable were his legal attais

liam Maghull of Maghuli, he had two sons, ments that when he bad been little mre

the younger of whom was the future judge. than ten years at the bar be was offered a

Joseph Yates was born in 1722, and judgeship of the King's Bench, which wie

from the grammar school of Manchester considerable reluctance he was prevailet v

he went to Queen's College, Oxford, where to accept on January 23, 1764, when te

he could not have continued, owing to his received the customary honour of knirdi .

father's difficulties, had it not been for the hood. In February 1765 the chanceliar

timely assistance of his relative Mr. Ser- ship of Durham was added. He vertunt

jeant Bootle,who generously stepped for- sometimes to differ from his noble et

ward and enabled him to finish his course Lord Mansfield, who chafed so much ur

at the university, and to pursue his legal any opposition of opinion that Sir Jax

studies. For this purpose he entered Staple to avoid his lordship's covert sarcasmns , de

Inn, on the south window of the hall of termined to take the first opportunits

which society his arms may still be seen. leave his court. This resolution is the sub

From Staple Inn he removed to the Inner ject of strong observation in Junius's fix

Temple, and practised as a special pleader letter to Lord Mansfield. On the resi.com

from Michaelmas 1748 till July 1753 , when tion of Mr. Justice Clive in February 1.7 "

he was called to the bar. Here he rapidly he induced Sir William Blacksub fr

rose in reputation, and acquired a practice whom the place was designed, to exches

so large that his fee-book records a profit it for the King's Bench. He thus obtain

of 23131. in one year. He had general his removal to the Common Pleas va F

retainers for the corporation of Liverpool, bruary 16, 1.770, preferring the quiet de

forGreenwich Hospital, and for the East junior seat in that court to the upsen's

India Company, and was employed by the contests in which his continuance it 19

crown in the militia riots of 1758, and in senior place in the King's Bescher

the proceedings against John Wilkes in likely to involve him . Not long bobo

1763. But the only legal rank which he enjoy the benefit he anticipated. W.

received before his elevation to the bench four months his mortal career was try

was that of king's counsel for the duchy of nated . He died on June 7, 1770, a

Lancaster in June 1761. His labours re- | lected cold falling on his chest , and me
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buried at Cheam in Surrey, where he had a III. ; and in the next year a record of a trial

house. ( Blackstone's Reports,450 ,681,714 .) before him.et sociis suis' occurs, in which

He was universally acknowledged to be a he is called ' justic. domini regis.' In 36

most able and learned judge ; and the Henry III. hewas pardoned 558.24d. out
points on which he differed from Lord of the issues of the lands of Stephen de

Mansfield were subsequently recognised as Hampton, the custody of which he had till

good law, and confirmed by the House of the heir was of age ; and in 53 Henry III.

Lords. Of his inflexible integrity a story the castle and forest of Windsor with other

was circulated, that he returned a letter manors were placed in his charge. Je

brought to him from the king unopened , married Aliva, the widow of Henry de

the minister having already tampered with Bathonia, and died in 1 Edward I, pos
him in vain previous to some trials involv- sessed of considerable property in Berkshire

ing the rights of the crown. Though the and Norfolk . ,,(Excerpt. e Rot.Fin. ii. 141,
precise details of this transaction are not 522–546 ; Abb. Placit. 183 ; Blomefield's

known, there seems too good reason to be- Norfolk, i. 185 ; Cal. Ing. p. m . i . 48, 51.)

lieve that the fact occurred, as it was pub- YELVERTON, William , belonged to an

licly stated in parliament' by Alderman ancient family established in the reign of

Townshend soon after the judge’s death , Edward II. in Norfolk, but apparently

and, though repented by another speaker, previously settled in Dorsetshire . Ile wig

remained uncontradicted by any member of the son of John Yelverton , of Rackheath

the administration. ( Parl. Hist. xvi . 1228, in the former county, recorder of Norwich

1295. ) It tells weì however for Lord in 1403, by his second wife, Elizabeth,

North, that soon after the death of Sir daughter and heir of John Read , of

Joseph he called on Lady Yates, and, after Rougham , and widow of Robert Clere, of

saying much that was most gratifying to Stokesby. He is stated to have been a

her and complimentaryto the deceased, reader in Gray's Inn ,andwas called to the
delicately enquired into her circumstances. degree of serjeant-at-law in Michaelmas,

The visit concluded by his saying that the 18 Henry VI., 1439. In 1427 he was one

widow of so great a man ought not to be left of the justices of the peace in Norwich ;
with so small a provision, and , regretting and he held the office of recorder of that

that the funds at his disposal would not city from 1433 to 1450.

admit of his offering more, asked whether În the parliament of 14 Henry VI . he
a pension of 2001. a year would be worth was returned as member for Yarmouth ;

her acceptance — a graceful act in the go- but after his attainment of the coif it does

vernment, and a flattering testimony of the not appear that he was again elected .

estimation in which he was held by a court He was appointed a judge of the King's

whose temptations he had the virtue and Bench_some time in 1443, 21 Henry VI.
the courage to resist. Another, less deli- ( Cal. Rot. Pat. 285) , and sat there till the

cate, but more significant, proofof his gene- deposition of that monarch . Edward IV.

ral reputation appeared at the time in the not only continued him in his place , but

following lines : created him aknight of the Bath previous

Hadst thou but ta'en each other judge, to the coronation .

Grim Death, to Pluto's gates, It seems probable, indeed, that soon after
Thou might'sthave done 't without a grudge, Edward's accession he was suspected of
Hadst thou but left us Yates.

some implication in the late king's affairs,

In his private life he was most amiable and as we are told by one of the Paston letters

considerate. He commenced his career ( i . 131, 150, 172 ) that a privy seal had

under great pecuniary difficulties, and con- come to him requiring his presence at court,

siderable feebleness of constitution , but and that he refused to go ; and in a subse

from the time of his leaving college he was quent letter we hear that he and Jenney

able by his industry to contribute largely are like for to be greatly punished, for be

to his father's comfort, and the advance- cause they camenot to the king. ' He how

ment of his brother's children. One of his ever must have succeeded in excusing him
weaknesses was a great attention to his self, since he still remained on the bench

dress, by which he acquired the character / when Henry VI. was replaced on the throne.

of being a fine gentleman,' and was the Although that luckless king included him
subject ofsome ludicrous stories.

in the new patents appointing the judges
Åt his father's decease he succeeded to on October 9, 1470, Yelverton appears to

the estate of Peel Hall; and at his own he have again fallen under suspicion , as Sir

left one son and one daughter, by his wife, John Paston , on November 16, desires his

Elizabeth, daughter and coheir of Charles brother to tell him that he may not appear

Baldwyn ofMunslow in Shropshire, a lady of a while in no wise, ' and promises to send

ot' very ancient Scotch descent. him word when he may. ( Ibid . ii . 57. )

YATTINDEN, NICHOLAS DE, had writs of The Year Book , howerer. proves that he

assize addressed to him from September acted as a judge of the King's Bench dur

1270, to August 1271 , 54 and 55 Henry ing some part of the short restoration.
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Whether he died or not in that brief in- | large family. Henry, his eldest son, suc

terval is uncertain ; but on the return of ceeded to ihe estates, and was father to

Edward IV. his name was omitted from the Sir William , who obtained & baronetey

list of the King's Bench judges then ap- of Rougham ) in 1620, which expired in

pointed, and no subsequent mention of him 1649.

occurs. Weever (821) gives the inscription Christopher was the third son, who,

on his monument at Rougham , but unfor- entering himself in 1552 at Gray's Inn ,

tunately the date of his death is omitted. relieved his legal studies there by an

On it he is described quondam Justic. dom . occasional offering to the Muses. When

Regis de suo Banco,' which would seem to - Jocasta,' a tragedy translated from Euri

imply that he was not so at the time of his pides by George Gascoigne and Francis
death. Kynwelmersh, was performed there in 13+ *

The brave and slandered knight Sir John the epilogue was supplied by Yelverton

Fastolf was Sir William Yelverton's early ( Athen. Oxon . i . 436 ), and he assisted in

patron and lasting friend till his death. other devices and shows of the society .

There is a letter from Sir William to him , He became reader in 1574, and again in

praying his interference with the king, the 1583, and in 1589 he was called to the

lord chancellor, and other lords, in case any degree of the coif, and made queen's ser

attempt to injure the judge should be made jeant in 1598. ( Dugdale's Orig. 295, 29

by certain parties in opposition to him , that In the parliament of October 15:17 b

no credence be given tomine hurt in mine was elected speaker. His disabling speech

absence. ' He was one of Fastolf's executors on that occasion gives a description of his

in 1459, and was engaged in the violent con- person and position ; and the prayer which ,

troversy which arose outof thewill. Another according to the custom of those times, be

letter recordsthe curious and scarcely cre- composed and read to the house erery

dible fact that in one of the proceedings he morning, has much devotional beauty. In

came down from the bench and plete the this parliament, which was dissolved in the
matter.' ( Paston , i. 12, 149.) following February, it is observable that

During the progress of the controversy the queen . refused or quashed forty -eiget

he is described as the cursed Norfolk jus- several bills which had passed both bouses.'
tice ; ' but as this is the expression of an ( Parl. Hist. i . 897, 905.) His conduce in

antagonist, it decides little as to his cha- the house was so satisfactory that his pro

racter. That seems to have been remark- motion to be queen's serjeant took p.ae
able for its energy ; and mention is made of three months after the dissolution. In this

the thank he had of the king ( Edward, in character he opened the indictments & raias

1462), at Cambridge, for cause he declared the Earl of Essex and the other conspira

so well the charge of extortion done by tors in 1600, but the principal duty of urs

sheriffs and other officers,&c. , for the which ing the evidence fellon Coke and Fleminz,

declaration the king took him by the hand, the attorney and solicitor general. (Se
and said he cowde him great thanks,and Trials, i. 1336 , 1419.)

prayed him so to do in this country (Nor- Lord Burleigh thought very highly of

folk ) . ' An earlier letter shows that he was him , and on February 2, 1002, he was

tainted with the superstitious credulity of nominated a judge of the King's Beach

the time. Speaking of Our Lady's house On the accession of James I. in the follow .

at Walsingham , he says, “for truly if I be ing year his patent was renewed, and be

drawn to any worship or welfare, and dis- received the honour of knighthood. It it !
charge ofmy enemies' danger, I ascribe it to his lot to pronounce sentence of death
unto Our Lady.' ( Ibid. 10, 151.) upon Robert Creighton, Lord Sanquire, f:

He married Agnes,daughter of Sir Oliver procuring the murder of Robert Ture,

le Gross, of Crostwick , Norfolk, and appa- à fencing master, who had by mische

rently widow of John Rands, and was the struck out his eye while playing with the

progenitor of the two next-named judges. foils. ( Ibid. ii. 752.)

Blomefield's Norwich, i. 125-156 .) Sir Christopher died in November 1812,

YELVERTON , CHRISTOPHER, was the son at Easton-Mauduit, an estate he had pre

of William , who came in direct descent chased in Northamptonshire, which bet

from theabove Sir William Yelverton, with remained the seatof his family up to it."
four generations between them , enjoying present time. About two years before he

the same property in Norfolk , and pursuing decease, Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury

the same profession. He held the office of gave this character of him to his sa

reader in Gray's Inn in 1535 and 1542 , and Henry : He is a gentleman, a learned further

it was probably he whose nameappears in and a lawyer ; one that will deliver is

the debates in theparliamentsof1671 and mind with perspicuous reason and 7 *:

1572. (Parl. Hist . i . 747, 762, 779. ) He comeliness.' " ( Archæologia , xv . 52. )

died in 1585, leaving, by his marriagewith His wife, Vargaret, daughter of Th.su

Anne, daughter and heir of Sir Henry Catesby, of Ecton and Whiston in a

Fermor, of East Barsham in Norfolk , å amptonshire, Esq., brought him two $ >
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and four daughters. One of his two sons | Arabella and the lord chancellor of Scot

was the next-noticed Henry. land, the Earl of Dunfermline, and he gives

YELVERTON, HENRY, was the eldest a very interesting and curious account of
son of the above, by his wife, Margaret, his interviews, in which he was successful
daughter of Thomas Catesby, Esq., and in satisfying both. He stated that, so far

was born, as somesay , at his father's seat from opposing the union, he refused the

at Easton-Mauduit in Northamptonshire, employment when assigned to argue the
or, as others assert, at Islington, near Lon- case of the post nati on the part contrary

don , on June 29, 1566. He was educated to his majesty's desire. The whole trans
in the university of Oxford, but Anthony action of the reconciliation is very credit

Wood does not state at what college, and able to all the parties. The grounds of

then became a member of Gray's Inn, where complaint are openly avowed, and the inge

his ancestors had pursued their legal stu- nions justification generously admitted. No

dies. Having been in due course called to unfair compromise of principle is demanded

the bar, he was appointed reader in 1607. or promised, and on a subsequent visit to
( Dugdale's Orig. 296.) But long before Robert Cecil, the lord treasurer, that

that time he had been elected recorder of nobleman says that be shall assure him
Northampton. self that Yelverton, to please the king, will

To the first parliament of James I. he not speak against his conscience. ( Archa

was returned as member for Northampton, ologia, xv. 27–52. ) The argument attri

and as a representative of the people hé buted to him in the ‘ State Trials' (vol.ii. p.

took an independent, but not a factious, 478) against the impositions of the crown

part. He supported the subsidy,but advo- on merchandise, and notpublished till 1641,

cated its gradual instead of its immediate eleven years after hisdeath, was really the

payment,and in all questions brought before speech of James Whitelocke, afterwards a

the house he freely expressed his real opi- judge. ( Notes and Queries, 2nd S. ix. 383,

nions, without considering whether they X. 39; Parl. Debates in 1610, 85 , 103.)

were acceptable to either party, and with- Yelverton had to wait nearly four years

out weighing over-nicely the expressions before he reaped any fruits of his recon

with which he urged them. But he was ciliation with the king. His father, the

popular as an advocate, and consequently judge, died in 1612, and on October 29,

had professional enemies jealous of his 1613 , he was made solicitor -general, and

fame. His plain dealing and the freedom knighted. In little more than two years

of his language were accordingly misrepre- his patron the Earl of Somerset was in

sented at court,and phrases were singled dicted for the murder of Sir Thomas Over

out of his speeches to prove that he hated bury ; but Sir Henry, though this was a

the Scotch , and had no respect for the state prosecution and he held an office

king. These reports gradually made their under the crown, is said to have declined

way to James's ear, and Yelverton found to appear against his patron, and he is not

after some time that he was looked upon recorded as having taken any part in the

with a suspicious and unfriendly eye, not trial . Bacon, who was the attorney-general

only by his sovereign, but by the Scotch at the time, must have felt this courageous

nobles around him. George Hume, Earl refusal as a reflection on his own conduct

of Dunbar, the lord treasurer of Scotland, with regard to the Earl of Essex, especially

took offence, when a question arose in par- as it was not visited by any evil conse

liament as to the contirmation of certain quences, such as he had pretended to fear.

land granted to the earl on the confines of Yelverton had always acted a friendly part

Scotland, contiguous toLordHume's land towards Bacon. When the House ofCom

on the confines of England, at Yelverton's mons showed some hesitation in allowing

using the cumulative words "humus super the attorney -general to sit as a member,

humum ,' conceiving they were intended as Yelverton came to the rescue and Bacon

a personalreflection. The king also felt was admitted ; and when Bacon had become

himself grievously offended because one of lord keeper, and had got into temporary

Yelverton's arguments for the naturalisa- disgrace both with the king and Bucking

tion of Lord Kinloss was that he was not all ham for his interference in respect to the

Scot, but half English ; and he was ó much marriage of Sir John Villiers with Sir

enraged that on another occasion Yel- Edward Coke's daughter, Yelverton , who

verton had said that he would weigh the hadsucceeded as attorney - general on March

king's reasons as he did his coin .' It was 7, 1617, wrote him a letter of excellent

natural, therefore, that a man all whose advice how to act under the circumstances.

intentions were loyal should be desirous of But whether Bacon was offended at Sir

understanding and explaining the charges Henry for not following his example in

made against him ; and Yelverton took the pleading aguinst the Earl of Somerset, or

straightforward course of seeking an inter- for his presumption in offering counsel to

viewboth withthe earl and theking. This his superior, or more probably becausehe
he effected through the means of the Lalv ' wished to ingratiate himself with Buck

6

6
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ingham , he frequently speaks injuriously of | recommended that he should be sequestered

Yelverton in his correspondence with that and proceeded against in the Star Chamber.

nobleman. (Bacon's Works [Montagu ], Hewas accordingly superseded on June 27,

xii . 263-5, 331, 387.) Yelverton was no 1620; and the proceedings in the Star
favourite with the duke, who was preju- Chamber commenced , in which Yelvertoo

diced against him from his connection cleared himself of any corruption, but ac

with Somerset, from his being suspected of knowledged himself guilty through igno

implication in Bacon's interference in regard rance ; and Bacon making a jesuitical spetch
to the marriage, and particularly from his against him , and Coke pressing him hand,

declared independence of the duke's pro- he was sentenced to imprisonment durinz

tection . Judge Whitelocke ( Liber Fame- pleasure, and to a fine of 40001. Baron's
licus, 55) gives a curious account, which letters, and his expression “ how I stirmd

he had from Yelverton's own mouth, of the the court I leave it to others to speak ,

* manner of his coming to the place ' of show his mean endeavours to aid Bucking.
attorney-general. Though pressed by the ham's inveteracy . ( Bacon's Torks, nii.

courtiers to apply to Buckingham , who 266, 446-9.) Yelverton was committed to

was agent to another,and did crosse him ,' the Tower, and while there the parliamet

he refused to deal with him about it nor by which Bacon was condemned met. La

speak to him , but protested he would the course of their investigations into the

leave it to the king, who he knew had grievances of patents the Commons imp.i

judgment enough to chuse his own ser- cated Yelverton, who , in his answer to the

vants. At last Buckingham sent to him Lords, cleared himself from the charra,

to bring his warrant, and expostulated with boldly asserting his innocence, and attrib

him that he had not used bis help, telling ting his present imprisonment to the course

him that he looked not for any recompense, which he had taken in the Patent of Inre

though Sir James Ley had offered 10,0001. The king thereupon took the matter up.

for the place. Yelverton protested to and , though in his speech he acquitted Sir

Whitelocke óthat he neither gave to the Ilenry, who he acknowledged disliked ari

erl , or to any other subject in the kingdom , resisted the proceedings intended against

one farthing to cum to the place, but the innkeepers, yet, because in his defense

when the businesse was done, he went he had inferred that all the punishin -at

privately to the king, and told him he did upon him was for his good service dane w

acknowledge how like a good master and his majesty,' he called upon the Lords. F.)

worthye prince he had dealte with him ; are able to do him justice, to punish S
and although there was never mention, Henry Yelverton for his slander. Seirer

speech, or expectation of anything to be ton , on being afterwards brought up azur.

had for his having of this place, but he made this inference more clear, by dirty

came to it freely , yet out of his duty he charging Buckingham with being on ,

wolde give him 40001. reddy money. The upon every occasion, to hew him down

king, ' proceeds the relation, tooke him in and with threatening thathe shouid nt
his armes, thanked him , and commended hold his place a month if he did not enge

him muche for it, and told him he had form himself in better manner to the Paies:

need of it, for it must serve even to buy of Inns,'and by roundly asserting that be

him dishes. ' suffered unjustly by his lerdship's m - ara '

One of the first public duties Yelverton This was naturally deemed an arvrarat ..

was called upon to perform was to pray an of his offence, and on May 16 , 1021, be ***

order of the court for execution of Sir sentenced to be imprisoned, and to pay

Walter Raleigh, on the judgment pro- 10,000 marks to the king, and 30 31

nounced against him fifteen years before; Buckingham , who immediately rentzen

and the language in which he did it forms his part of the fine , and the prince and

a strong contrast with that adopted by Sir Lords agreed to move his majesty to mis

Elward Coke on his trial. ( State Trials, gate the other. ( Parl. Hist, i 1923,
ii . 33.) 1243–8, 1255-9 .)

lle held his office for three years, sup- He did not long continue a captir.is

ported by the favour of the king ; but the Tower. It is related that Bashingtis

Buckingham , whom he further displeased came to him there in disguise, and iron. : ?

hy his opposition to some of the illegal result of the interview (the rery improbisex

patents which were afterwards the subject details of which Sir Anthony W

of enquiry, was resolved to remove him . ! (Court of James,157 ) professes to give .

An opportunity was at last found. A new made his peace, and procured his ini

charter had been granted to the city of diate release. He resumed his pra tira

London, into which the attorney -general , the bar in the followiny Michaelmas 1-7.

was charged with having introduced cer- when his name appears in Crohn's Rings

tain clauses not comprehended in the king's ' and for the remaining fouryears of the
warrant. Yelverton's submission not being That the reconciliation was emporta 2 *

considered satisfactory by the council, they apparent from the fact that,within sir mr -si

1

1
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after King Charles came to the crown, | third year he moved that, as Henry was

Buckingham procured for him a seat on the without children, the Duke of York should

bench of the Common Pleas, not to supply be declared heir presumptive to the crown.
any vacancy, but in addition to the court The time, however, had not arrived for the

as a fifth judge. He received his patent on duke's partisans to speak out ; and the in

May 10, 1625 ; and, according to Bishop discreet member, for this premature exhibi

Hacket ( ii. 19), there were rumours of his tion of his zeal, was straightway committed

being made lord keeper by the removal of to the Tower. ( Lingard, v . 141. ) His

Lord Coventry, which was only prevented party having shortly afterwards gained the

by the assassination of the duke, within ascendency, he petitioned the parliament

eighteen months of whichSirHenry's own for damages on account of his imprisonment,
career was closed by his death on January which he laid at one thousand marks ; and

24, 1630, at his house in Aldersgate Street. the king was compelled to assent to the

His remains were removed for interment in prayer, referring it to the lords of his coun

the church of Easton-Mauduit, where a cil to provide what should be thought con

monument is placed with recumbent effi- venient and reasonable. ( Rot. Parl. v. 337.)

gies of himself and his lady . His attendance in parliament did not

He was much respected and admired by prevent his practising at the bar, and the

his contemporaries for his eloquence, his Year Book records his name from 27 Henry
courage, his integrity, and his learning. VI. The accession of Edward IV . insured

His reputation as a lawyer was very great, him legal honours, and accordingly he was

and was not diminished by the subsequent summoned to take the degree of the coif on

publication, by Sir W.Wylde, of his Re- November 7, 1463, and was appointed one

ports of Special Cases.' Cecil Earl of of the king's serjeants on the very next

Salisbury, at an early period of his career, day . On the first opportunity he was raised

gave this testimony of him to his face : to the bench, being constituted a judge of

· Indeed, I must say your father's education the Common Pleas about November 1467.

of you, that have made you so lively resem- The first tine levied before him was in the

ble himself, for you have good elocution following February. ( Dugdale's Orig. 46. )
and sound reason, whereby the apprehen- Notwithstanding his known attachment

sion of them that hear you is made more to the Yorkists, he was not removed from

active, and so hath your father,which is a his seat when Ilenry VI. was restored to

great merit in the professors of the law .' the throne in October 1470, the advisers
Archaeologia, xv . 51. ) of that unfortunate monarch probably

He married Margaret,daughter of Robert deeming it politic to make as little change

Beale, Esq., clerk of the council to Queen as possible in the administration of the law .

Elizabeth, who had the unpleasant duty of But when Edward IV . returned, at the end

reading the warrant for the execution of of six months, Yonge was superseded, or

Mary Queen of Scots at the scaffold on at least was not re-appointed. That this

which she suffered. He left several chil- was more the result of his own choice than

dren, the eldest of whom , Christopher, was of any displeasure felt against him by the

created a baronet in 1611, and wassuc- | king may be presumed from the fact that

ceeded in the title by his son, Sir Henry, in the act of resumption, passed two years

who married Susan , in her own right afterwards, the grant of an annual tun of

Baroness Grey de Ruthyn. This title (after wine which had been made to him for his

the extinction in 1799 of two others sub- life in 9 Edward IV. was excepted froin

sequently granted) survived , and has been its operation . (Rot. Parl. vi. 82.)

since borne by many generations, and is , He however resumed the judicial ermine

now in abeyance. ( Athen. Oxon . ii. 476 ; in 15 Edward IV ., being constituted a

Collins's Peerage, vi . 624. ) judge, not of his old court, but of the

YONGE, THosas, several of whose an- King's Bench , on April 29, 1475. Ile died

cestors were merchants of Bristol,in such in the following year, 1476, and was buried

high estimation is to be elected repre- ' in Christ Church, London . ( Stow's London

sentatives of that city from the reign of ( Thoms), 120. ) By his wife, Joan, he leit

Edward III. , was the son of Thomas several sons, one of whom is believed to

Yonge, who was mayor of Bristol in have beenthe under-mentioned John Yonge.

12 Henry IV. The maiden name of his One of the descendants of the judge's eldest

mother, Joan , is not known . He was the son , Thomas, was in 1061 honour d with

elder of two brothers , the younger of whom , a baronetry, which becameextinct in 1830 .

John, was member for Londou in 3:3 Henry YONGE , JOHN, whom Fuller in bis

VI., lord mayor in 4 Edward IV ., and Worthies’hus mistaken for a John Young
knighted in 11 Edward IV . who was made Bishop of Callipoli in

He was a member of the Middle Temple, i Thrace in 1517, a vear after this John

and represented his native city in seven Yonge's death, is believed to have been

parliaments from the thirteenth year of the one of the sons of the above Thomas Vingis,

reign of Henry VI. In that of the thirty- , and to have been burn at Rye, receiving

*
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his education first at Wykeham's college were sent throughout England in 1240,

at Winchester, and then at New College, under the pretence of redressing grievances

Oxford. He graduated as doctor in both and easing the people, but with the real

laws, and practised as an advocate in the object of collecting money for the royal

ecclesiastical courts, taking, as was then treasury by means of fines and confiscations,

usual, boly orders also. In March 1502 About this time he was made provost of

he was presented to the church of St. Beverley, was subsequently rector of Etro

Stephen , Walbrook ; in March 1504 to and of Gatton, and in December 1246 was

that of St. Mary le Bow ; and in July 1513 elected Bishop of Salisbury. His elevation

to that of Cherfield in the archdeaconry of to the episcopal bench does not appear to

Huntingdon, the latter of which was given have removed him from his judicial duties,

to him by Cardinal Wolsey, whom he suc- as in 35 Henry III. he stands at the head

ceeded on May 17, 1514, as dean of York , of a commission to hear the pleas of the

when he resigned his other preferments. city of London, which were wont to be

The first mention of him in connection decided before the justices itinerant.

with politics is on May 16, 1503, as a wit- Matthew Paris mentions him as mest

ness to the enrolment of the bull relating learned in the laws, and a great favourite

to the chapel of Windsor. In August he with the king.

was at the head of the commissioners to He died on January 31 , 1256, and was

negotiate a mercantile treaty with Philip buried in his own cathedral. (Godirir ,

Duke of Burgundy; and in May 1505 he 344 ; Le Neve, 257; Excerpt. e Rot. Fin. i.

was employed to treat for the marriage of 292 , 431 ; Abb. Placit. 106-120.)

the king with Margaret Duchess of Savoy YORKE, PHILIP (EARL OF HARDWICKE ),

( Rymer, xiii. 61, 103, 128 ), an object which the character of this great man and distin
was subsequently relinquished .' Yonge's guished judge has had scanty justice dowe

exertions were not overlooked , the office to it by his biographers. Living wb

of master of the Rolls being given to him party spirit ran extravagantly high , it is

on January 22 , 1508, 23 Henry VII. not surprising that the estimate formed af

On the accession of Henry VIII. Dr. it by the opposing factions should be as

Yonge's appointment was renewed ; and wide apart as their political opinions; but

his diplomatic services were afterwards even his greatest vituperators, while eriti

occasionally demanded. ( Lingard, vi. 9. ) sing, and perhaps condemning,his procede

He retained the mastership of the Rolls ings as a statesman, are forced to ackn:

till his death , which happened on April 25, ledge his transcendent abilities as a mais

1516, two years after he had become dean trate. It is , however, curious to see its

of York. On his monument in the Rolls of his opponents differ widely in their re

Chapel, the work of Pietro Torregiano, a marks. Lord Chesterfield says that Lord

very eminent Florentine, he is represented Hardwicke • was never in the least son
in å scarlet robe with a four-cornered cap. pected of any kind of corruption ;' that is

Besides the favour of Wolsey, he bas was an ngreeable eloquent speaker in pr

the credit of having been the friend of liament;' and that he was a cheerful is

Dean Colet and the patron of Erasmus. structive companion , humane in his natura

( Athen. Oxon. ii . 727 ; Dugdale's Orig.335.) decent in bis manners, and unstained to

YORK , WILLIAM OF ( BISHOP OF SALIS- any vice (except avarice ).' Horace W

BURY),was brought up asan ecclesiastic pole, to whomhe was a subject of per
and a lawyer, and in 1226, 10 Henry III., aversion, on the contrary insinuates the s
was granted 101. for his expenses on an iter verse of all this, speaking of the extent of

into Lincolnshire. (Rot. Claus. i . 119. ) his baseness , and asserting that in the

His name occurs as justice itinerant in House of Lords he was laugbed at, in

Cumberland and the liberties ofthe bishop- cabinet despised ,' thus carrying his inra

ric of Durbam , in 11 and 12 Henry III. racy to so absurd a degree that no list

( Ibid . 213), about which time he was pro- can be placed on anything that he reints

bably appointed one of the regular justiciers The best memoir is the one in Mr. Wris

at Westminster. Fines were levied before collection ; but both that and Lord Car

him from 1231 to 1239. ( Dugdale's Orig. bell's give too much weight to the she to :

43.) On July 6 , 1234, on the nomination published by Mr. Cooksey in 17 : ] , and

of three judges of the Common Pleas, they the gossiping and malicious stories -
were directed to be admitted by Robert de tained in the letter introduced in

Lexinton and William of York, who were sketch from an anonymous corresposode

most likely the two senior judges, and per- who vents the most virulent abuse, s .

haps presided in the two branches of the even commits the gross ertravagantone

court. This receives some confirmation charging Lord Hardwicke with causiasis

from the fact that the former was placed at nephew to be sent on a fatal expediti r . ::
the head of the justices assigned for the order that by his death he might sue :

northern counties, and the latter at the , to his property - in short, accusins kiego po

head of those for the southern counties, who a conspiracy to murder. Lord Cambes

6
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though of the same party and approving Cooksey thought fit to publish, although

bis political principles, and of the same containing a variety of frivolous details not

profession and cognisant of the veneration tending, as the writer candidly professes,

with which his memory is regarded by its to flatter his lordship's memory.' The

members, seems to grudge the encomiums tale, without any better authority,has been

he is obliged to bestow , attenuating them subsequently repeated ; and Lord Campbell

by so many qualifications that the reader perpetually harps upon the penury under

cannot but regret that his lordship didnot which the chancellor commenced his career.

recollect his own remark , that historians Its improbability is apparent from the fact

and biographers make sad mistakes when that several estates belonging to the father

they begin to assign motives — which how- have remained in the family till the present

ever they often do as peremptorily as if generation ; and it is contrary to all likeli

they lived in familiar confidence with hood that a prosperous son who inscribed a

those whose actions they narrate.' A sub- tablet in St. James's Church, Dover ( still

sequent Life has been published by Mr. existing ), to the memory of his parents

George Harris in three volumes, which is at the death of his mother in 1727, con

written in so lengthy and uninteresting a cluding with the expressive line

style, and interlarded with so much extra

neous matter and so many insignificant de Quos amor in vitâ conjunxit, non ipsa mors

divisit,tails, that it has not met with the favour

to which it would have otherwise been en- would suffer poverty to overtake them

titled , for the valuable materials and au- during their lives.
thentic documents which the author has Philip Yorke the son was born at

had an opportunity of furnishing. Dover on December 1 , 1690, and received

Simon Yorke, the grandfather of Lord his education at a school of considerable
Hardwicke (descended, according to the reputation at Bethnal Green, kept by Mr.

inscription on his grave in St. James's Samuel Morland, a man of great classical

Church, Dover, from the ancient family of attainments. He continued there till

Yorke long settled in North Wiltshire ), Christmas 1706, having by his diligence,

left his native county at the time of the bis talents, and general behaviour earned

Great Rebellion, and established himself as the affection of his master, who for some
a merchant at Dover. By the council years afterwards kept up a Latin corre

books of that corporation it appears that spondence with him. Two of Mr. Morland's

at the Restoration he was restored to the letters are preserved. The first is dated in

office of common councilman. At his death February 1706–7, written soon after Yorke

in 1682 he left several sons, one of whom , left the school, in which the proud tutor

Philip, pursued the profession of the law not only predicts his pupil's future cele
with great success inthe same town, where brity, but declares that he reputes that

he filled the office of town clerk, and occu- the happiest day of his life on which he

pied one of the handsomest houses, the an- was entrusted with his education . The

tique beauty and great extent of which are other is dated October 1708, and addressed

remembered by some of its present inha- to his pupil at Mr. Salkeld's in Brooke

bitants. This Philip married Elizabeth, Street, Holborn, to whom his father had

daughter and heir of Richard Gibbon of sent him for his elementary legal studies.

Dover, and widow of her cousin Edward Mr. Salkeld was not, as some biographers

Gibbon of Westeliffe, near that town, whose have stated, the learned serjeant of that

namesake and descendant became illustri- name ( a natural mistake, as he was then

ous in literature as the historian of the in full practice, and lived for several years
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.' after, and as his well-known Reports were

Of the numerous family he had by her only first published under the care of Lord

three survived him - one son, the subject of Hardwicke ); but he was the serjeant's

the present sketch , and two daughters. brother,and an eminent attorney , who must

That' his death did not occur till June i have held a high rank among his brethren ,

1721 is a pregnant refutation of the report since in his office Viscount Jocelyn , lord

that he was distressed in his circumstances chancellor of Ireland, Sir Thomas Parker,

and died in despair, inasmuch as his son lord chief baron, and Sir John Strange,

had long before that date gained an emi- master of the Rolls, besides Lord llard

nent position at the bar, had for the seven wicke, the most eminent of all , were at

previous years been a member of parlia- different times seated as pupils.

ment, and for more than a year had held That Mr. Salkeld was Mr. Yorke's

the prominent and profitable post of solici- London agent, or that he received the son

tor-general. This report originated , as far as his gratis clerk,' there is no other

as I can trace ( for no allusion is made to authority than the gossip of Mr. Cooksey's

the alleged indigence of the father by any anonymous correspondent. The improba

of the son’s contemporaries) , in the anony- bility, if not the falsehood, of both stories

mous letter before mentioned, which mir. is evident from the fact that Mr. Yorke,
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two months before his son left school, justice's son, or by Mr. Thomas Parker, the

commissioned a relative in London to find chief justice's nephew. The latter wasa clerk

an eminent attorney with whom to place in Mr. Salkeld's office, but probably not at

his son, which would have been quite the sametime, as he was five years Yorke's

unnecessary had he had any previous con- junior ; so that if he was the introducer,

nection with Mr. Salkeld ; and in the same it would appear that Yorke frequented Mr.

letter, so far from alluding to his supposed | Salkeld's office after his admission to the

poverty, or intimating a wish to avoid the Middle Temple, and also was a brother

expense, he desires his friend to learn student with Parkerin that society. Wha:

the termes on which he may be disposed ever was the object of the introduction , it

of. Neither does it appear at all, though led to an intimacy most beneficial to the

generally asserted, that the son was in- youngman when he went to the bar. I:

tended for his father's branch of the pro- turned out, however, very injurious to the

fession ; but, on the contrary, the expressior peer, as, it is asserted, the favour he showei

used by his father in the above letter is to Yorke in the Court of Chancery excited

that he is desirous to place him with an the jealousy of some of his seniors so muca

eminent attorney in the Common Pleas for that it gave additional inveteracy to the

three years, thatby the practis of the lawe earl's prosecution.

he may be better qualified for the study of Yorke was called to the bar o. Mar 6 ,

it. ' This term was not a sufficient service 1715, and almost immediately obtained

then, any more than it is now, to enable a considerable employment. That for this

clerk to be admitted an attorney, and the success he was partly indebted to his legal

father's expression seems clearly to show connection, and partly to the influence of
his inclination to bring his son up to the his patron, there can be no doubt; bit

bar. Jeremy Bentham also, in a letter to neither would have arailed him had be

Mr. Cooksey (54 ,72) , states expressly that not shown himself competent to improve
the father, • intending him for the bar, very the opportunities thus put in his way . His

judiciously placed him with Mr. Salkeld' superiority of talent was soon recognized

Harris, i. 27, 29) ; and that he did so in- and that it procured him a large acceso
tend is contirmed by the fact that before of business is proved by the anecdote ir

the young student had been two years with lated in the memoir of Sir Littleton Posts
Mr. Salkeld he was, on November 29, 1708, | Other and better testimonies of the

actually admitted a member of the Middle mation in which he was regarded art : live

Temple. found in the two following facts. Ben

The anecdote told of Mrs. Salkeld send- he had been four years at the bar be us

ing him on family errands, and to fetch in sent down by the government to snus's

little necessaries from the markets, and of vacancy in the borough of Lewes, and

the ingenious mode he took for putting a returned its member on May 2, 1719. Asi

stop to the practice by charging Mr. Sal- secondly, his marriage later in the 2n

keld with coach -hire for the carriage , has month with Margaret,the daughter of V :.

little bearing on the question. Besides the Charles Cocks of Worcester, by the sid,

recollection that youth was not so tenacious of Lord Somers,and the young wide

and dignitied as in the present age, it proves Mr. William Lygon of Maddrestierd . T.:

nothin 2 more than that the lady took too lady he had met at her uncle's Sir Jab

great advantageoftheextreme good -nature Jekyll , whose strong recommendatior in

forwhich the young pupil was no doubt him and his future prospects overcame te
then as famous as he was in after life. objections of the father to a suitor wło ...:
Soon after his admission he left Mr. no present means of making a settlemer :

Salkeld's, and took chambers in Pump Ile kept up constant intercourse with

Court in the Temple, where he not only family and friends at Dover, and was
pursued with assiduity his legal studies, pointed recorder or steward of that can

attending the courts and noting cases, but poration. Nothing appears in this in :
employed his leisure hours in polite litera- course that gives the slightest insinux :
ture and philosophical enquiries. There of the imputed penuryof his father. i
he composed, there is little reason to doubt, correspondence to which Vr. Harri:

though it has been disputed, the letter had access contains the strongest prac
which appeared in the Spectator' of April Yorke's affection for both his parents :

28,1712,under the signature Philip Home- of his kindness to his sister, and libros .

bred, ridiculing the common practice of to her and her unfortunate husbui, vi

sending unfledged youth on foreign travel; indigence was caused by his dissipat cu .

the only literary , not legal, performance on misconduct. It also attords ampie erii :

which he ever ventured . About this time that throughout Yorke's career in law

he was introduced to Lord Vacclesfield, never deserted the friends of his pais ? :

lord chief justice of the King's Bench, did what he could to advance tren ;

either (for the narrations vary) by Mr. manifestly showing the malice of Jr Cars

Sukeld , or Mr. George Parker, the chief sey's anonymous correspondent in aret .

a
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tales of a contrary tendency , which it is to respect and deference which were paid to

be regretted havebeen too easily repeated hisopinion in the house. To this feeling on

by Lord Campbell, without sufficient en- the part of his senatorial colleagues may be

quiry into their truth. His father lived to attributed his being excused from taking

see the first fruits of his son's success, and any part in the impeachment of the Earl of

died in June 1721 , fifteen months after his Macclesfield ,on account of the close friend

first promotion. ship that existed between them. That he

That promotion took place in less than took no more steps in the earl's behalfthan

two years after his marriage, when he was by speeches in his place in parliament has

appointed solicitor-general on March 22, been unjustly made the ground of animad

1720, being knighted, and soon after be- version ,without a suggestion of what more

coming bencher, treasurer, and reader of he could have done, and without consider

his inn . On January 31, 1724, he succeeded ing that, being a member of the House of

to the office of attorney -general, and thus Commons, he could not take a professional

within nine years after his call to the bar, part in the defence of onewhom that house

and before he had attained thirty - four years had chosen to prosecute. It is rather laugh

of age, he had outstripped all his colleagues able that, more than a century after the

and becomethe leader in Westminster Hall. earl's death, he should be pitied for the de

If he had been a scion of nobility, or sur- sertion of a friend - of which he himself

rounded with the highest connections, it was never conscious — with whom he kept

would be idle to suppose that he could up a cordial intercourse from the time of
have attained this eminence by means of his trial to his death, and to whom in his

mere patronage . last letter he describes himself as his most

Ile filled this office for above tenyears, affectionate and most faithful humble ser

four under George I. and six under George vant.' ( Harris, i. 179 ,222.)

II. , and his excellence both as an advocate and In 1727 he published anonymously a

as a public prosecutor was acknowledged as work, which hasbeen erroneously fatheredа

well by his political opponents as his friends. on Sir Joseph. Jekyll, entitled ' A Discourse
The first is evidenced by the frequent re- on the Judicial Authority belonging to the

currence of his name in the Reports of the Master of the Rolls in the High Court of

time, and by the anxiety expressed in many Chancery. It was apparently in answer to

private letters from parties desirous of his The History of the Chancery , published

aid . The last is proved by his speeches, the year before by Mr. Samuel Burroughs,

remarkable at the same time for their whom Lord Chancellor King rewarded with

humanity and temperance and for their a mastership in Chancery. Sir Philip's book

force and effect, and is unmistakably con- evinced great learning and research , and on

firmed by the applause of both sides of the being answered by Burroughs, with the as

House of Commons on an accidental allu- sistance of Warburton, afterwards Bishop

sion by him to his conduct while in office. of Gloucester, in a work called • The Legal

A magistrate against whom he was engaged Judicature in Chancery Stated ,' was re

as counsel thought proper to challenge him , published in a second edition with a preface

and was obliged to ask his pardon in open containing an elaborate reply to all the op

court in order to prevent a criminal infor- posing arguments. ( Ibid . 195.)

mation . (Gent. Mag. i. 29.) His general Lord Chief Justice Raymond died on

success is manifested by his being enabled March 19, 17373, and his place in the Court

to purchase in 1725 the manor and estate of king's Bench remained vacant for nearly

of Hardwicke in Gloucestershire, which eight months, although Sir Philip Yorke

cost him about 24,0001. was regarded as the only competent suc

Ile continued in parliament from his first cessor, and although the Duke of Somerset

election for Lewes in 1719 till he was pro- was assured by the Duke of Newcastle that

moted to the upper house in 17:3:3, being it was at his own choice to succeed. (Nid.

returned for Seaford in the two intervening 130. ) It is not unlikely that there was

parliaments of 1720 and 1727. Each of some prudent hesitation on his own part to

ihese seats he owed to the patronage of the leave the profitable position of attorney

Duke of Newcastle, who from the first saw general, for he says to the Duke of Somer

his merit, and to the last never deserted set, • I am doubtful how suitable the office

him . With whatever disregard the cha- of chief justice of the King's Bench may be

Jacter of his grace may be treated, he cannot to my circumstances at this time of life,

be refused the credit of discrimination in and with a numerous family . Some time

this early recognition of the talents of a probably elapsed in overcoming that hesi

young man who became one of the most tation, and the rest may be well accounted

efficient supports of his administration. tor in arranging the means of doing so . It

Sr Philip's reported speeches as a com- was at last effected by increasing the salary

moner exhibit that power of argument of 20001. to 40001. a year, which Sir Philip
sind lucid arrangement for which he was insisted should not be for himself alone, but

always remarkable , and fully justify the for bis successors also . Ile was also to be

3E
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raised to the peerage. He was accordingly respect and deference by all parties in the

appointed chief justice on October 31, 1733, senate. He seems to have excited the ani

and created Lord Hardwicke on Novem- mosity of no one except Horace Walpole,
ber 23. who, for some cause or other, takes every

Much credit cannot be placed on the opportunity to vilify him by putting iale

statementmade by some that he aimed at constructions on his actions and fatse cu

the Seals, but gave way to his friend the louring to his opinions. For his character

Solicitor-General Talbot ; and still less to As a judge, whether estimated by his decis

the assertion, made by others, that they sions, or by the arguments by which be

were actually offered to him and declined. supported them, or by the principles os

In 1794 he was elected recorder of Glou . which they were founded, or , to take s

cester, and continued to hold the office till lower standard ,by the unadorned eloquear

his death, when he was succeeded in it by in which they were delivered, we have only

his son Charles Yorke. to refer to the satisfaction they gave to his

During the three years and a half that contemporaries, to thedeference with what

he presided over the King's Bench he more they are still always quoted , and to the

than satisfied the expectations of those who veneration with which his very name is

had formed the most favourable opinion of regarded , even at this distance of time, by

him. His legal knowledge, his habitual the ablest practisers of the law .
caution , his firmness and discrimination, Lord Hardwicke's entrance into the

gave weight to his decisions , and excited chancellorship was anything but an-picises

unquestioned admiration from even those He at once was made to experi-nee t...
to whom they were adverse. In the disagreeables of office , by being forced to

House of Lords also he shone with equal enter into the personal disputes of the monte

brilliancy. In the speeches he delivered family. Hewas commanded by the hie :

there was so much solidity, argument, and on the very day of his appointment to carry

eloquence that his brother peers welcomed an unwelcome message to the Itines me

him as an accomplished colleague. With Wales, the sting of which however be

this superiority both as a judge and a sena- managed to make less poignant; ard in te

tor, hie advance to a higher dignity could future progress of the quarrel,harsh 00 15

not but be anticipated. The opportunity side, and foolish and insolent on the otit,

soon occurred . Lord Talbot died after a he exerted himself as much as possible to

short and brilliant career ; and on the very effect a reconciliation .

day of the event the Great Seal was In the frequent absences of the king from

pressed upon Lord Hardwicke. He hesi- England, Lord Hardwicke was alware

tated to accept the precarious honour, and as one of the lords justices; and wiö

to give up a permanent position, to the Duke of Newcastle and his brother. d'1

duties of which he was accustomed , and in Sir Robert Walpole's resignatioa, ha !

which he had the opportunity of providing principal management of the atfairs at

for his family by the expected falling in of kingdom . During one of these interia .

a valuable office . This difficulty being soon commenced the Rebellion of 174.5 wir

overcome by giving him an equivalent in a was treated at first with apathy and iron

grant in reversion to his eldest son ofa tel- ference , and as of tritling moment, till

lership of the Exchequer, he undertook the success of the Young Pretender at P :
office and was constituted lord chancellor on Pans and his march into England to end

February 21, 1737. the country from its lethargy, and lei :

For the next four months Lord Hard- the retreat of the rebel armyand its -

wicke held both the offices of lord chan- sequent defeat at Culloden. In the 1 :

cellor and lord chief justice, and occasionally ofthe lords engaged in theconspiracy L.

sat in the King's Bench till June 8, when Hardwicke acted as lord high stewari, a :

the appointment of Sir William Lee to the ducting them with dignity and train -
latter court took place. and, though some writers have eyes

He retained the Great Seal for nearly his address to Lord Lovat as unner

twenty years of his life , and rendered his harsh and personal, it should auto :

name illustrious both as a statesman and a gotten that the occurrence of a

judge. The acts and policy of the govern- rebellion soon after that of 1717
ment, for which as a member of it he was a more solemn and circumstantial

responsible, and which he moderated by his tion of its enormity, while the side

prudent counsel and supported by his racter and disgraceful conduct of -

powerful eloquence, belong more to the titled criminal justitied any severity was
history of the country than to the bio- mark.

graphy of the man . But under Sir Robert In July 1749 he was unanimou - rep .

Walpole's ministry , and those that suc- bigh steward of the univerity of a

ceeded it, he stillmaintained his influence, bridge, an honour for which hebar

accommodating the personal disputes and to be proud , conferred as it was on me

feuds in the cabinet, and looked up to with without the claim of an academia
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cation, had acquired the reputation of high |penditure, are rather proofs ofhisprudence

classical attainments, in addition to the as a man who has first to establish himself

eminent intellectual powers with which he in the world , and next to support the pro

was endowed. After having several times minent position to which he was called at

declined an advance in the peerage, though an early period . Thathe kept up the dig

pressed upon him by ministers, he wasat nity of the various stations which he filled,

last induced to accept it,and on April 2, that he showed no penuriousness in the

1754, was created Earl of Hardwicke and education of his seven children, that he

Viscount Royston, dignities which were was liberal in his charities, and, above all,

universally recognised as fitting rewards for that he declined the offer made to him of a

his long and valuable services. For two pension on his retirement, leave a very con

years and seven months after this eleva- trary impression .
tion he coutinued to execute the duties of his It is not too much to say that the repu

high office, and to be one of the most active tation gained and deserved by Lord Hard

and efficient advisers in the administration. wicke as a lawyer and a judge was not

But when the Duke of Newcastle was exceeded by any previous holder of the

forced to succumb to the opposition and Great Seal,and has never been equalled,

give way to the Duke of Devonshire as except perhaps in one instance, by any of
first lord of the Treasury, Lord Hardwicke his successors. The justice of his decisions

took the opportunity to retire with his no one has ventured to impugn ; all have

friend, and, notwithstanding all the efforts been satisfied with the equitable principles

of the new ministry to retain him , on No- they established, and have admired the

vember 19, 1756, resigned theGreat Seal, reasoning by which he supported them .

after holding it, according to his own com- That only three of those pronounced in the

putation, nineteen years, eight months, course of nearly twenty years were the sub

and sixteen days.' ' Only two previous ject of appeal, and that none of them were

holders of the Seal, wheiher as keeper or reversed either during or after the termi

chancellor, had exceeded this length of nation of his chancellorship, must,notwith

service-Sir Nicholas Bacon, who was standing the depreciating remarks of Lord

keeper for twenty years ; and Sir Thomas Campbell, be regarded at the present time

Egerton, Lord Ellesmere, who retained the as a substantial proof of the excellence of

Seal as keeper and chancellor twenty years his decrees, as it was in his own time ac

and ten months; and only one subsequent knowledged by the President Montesquieu

lord chancellor, John Lord Eldon, whose to be . un éloge au dessus de toute la flat

occupation of office extended to twenty- terie . ? ( Harris, ii. 398.) One of his contem

four years, ten months, and twenty-four poraries who practised under him and

days, with an interval of about a year. became the ablest common law judge that

On the return of the Duke of Newcastle ever sat upon the bench, Lord ‘Mausfield,

to power and his junction with Mr. Pitt in said that when his lordship pronounced

the following June, Lord Hardwicke again bis decrees, Wisdom herself might be sup

refused the Great Seal, but aided the mi- posed to speak .' Even Horace Walpole,

nisterial counsels in the cabinet ; and it is whose personal antipathy is apparent in all
a curious circumstance that he prepared all he writes of him, does not deny bis claims

the speeches from the throne till the year in this respect ; and the depreciating eba

1762, as he had previously. done while in racteristics which he malignantly seeks to

office. On Lord Bute's accession to the attach to him need no other refutation

ministry, Lord Hardwicke, though offered than the contradictions which the writer

the privy seal , retired altogether into pri- himself unconsciously produces.
vate life. Llis health began to decline in Every contemporary account shows how

October 1763, and, gradually sinking, he great was the influence he exercised both

died on March 6, ' 1704, at his house in in the House of Commons and in theHouse

Grosvenor Square, in the seventy-fourth of Lords. Llis ascendency in the cabinet

year of his age. He was buried in the is manifest by the deference paid to his

church of Wimpole in Cambridgeshire, opinion by Sir Robert Walpole and the

where he had purchased in 1740 the large Duke of Newcastle, and by the respect and

estate of the Earl of Oxford, the mansion affection with which he was regarded by

on which he had greatly improved. A his sovereign. Some crities have objected

handsome monument to him and his lady to him that he was not a law reformer,

by Scheemakers adors the church . seeming to consider that it is incumbent on

Lord Chesterfield, hisopponent in politics, every lord chancellor to distinguish his

acknowledges that he was unstained by season of power by some legislative altera
any vice (except avarice),' but brings no tion in the existing laws ; while at the

proof to sustain the exception ; neither do same time they complain of the onerous

we find anytbing in his careerthat substan- multiplicity and the absorbing nature of
tiates it . That he was careful of his gains, his variousavocations. Lord Hardwicku

and neither profuse nor wasteful in his ex- probably thought that he was better

3 E 2
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employed and doing more essential good to crown, F.R.S., and M.P. for Reigate ; and

his country, by establishing that system of the fifth son , James, enjoyed in succession
equitable jurisprudence of which he has the bishoprics of St. David's, Gloucester,

the renown of being the framer, than in and Ely.

attempting to remove some slight defects Elizabeth, the elder of the chancellor's

which might incumber the proceedings. daughters, married Admiral Lord Anson;

His justification has been madeapparent by andMargaret, the youngerdaughter, married

the many abortive attemptsat amelioration Sir Gilbert Heathcote, Bart.; but both died

that have recently seen the light. But childless. ( Cooksey's Sketch ; and Lives by

though he abstained from interfering in Mr. George Harris, and in Welsby's Cola
these minor grievances, he devoted his lection, and in Lord Campbells Chancela

attention as a legislator to those of more lors, &c. )

importance. By him was the bill for YORKE, CHARLES, was the second son of

abolishing the feudal powers and the sepa- the above Philip Earl of Hardwicke. lle

rate jurisdiction in Scotland framed . He was born in January 1722, while his father
succeeded in passing an act for the natural- was solicitor -general. At about ten years

isation of the Jews, with a view to remove of age he was sent to a private school at

civil disabilities on account of faith, which , Hackney, from which in 1739 he was

however, popular prejudice induced parlia- removed to Corpus Christi College, Cam

ment to repeal in the following year . And bridge. At both he was an earnest and
he put an end to the miseries to which successful student, and at the latter he care

every English family was liable by intro- early proofs of his classical attainments and

ducing the act for the prevention of clan- his refined taste by his coutributions to the

destine marriages -- a measure for which all . Athenian Letters,' printed for private use

parents (ay, and all youths, masculine and in 1741. His father, destining him for bie

feminine) have reason to bless his name. own profession, had entered bim at the

The beauty of his person, the urbanity of Middle Temple in December 1735, but opo
his manners, and the peculiar sweetness of his taking his degree he was transferrit

his voice enhanced the admiration which Lincoln's Inn at the end of 1742 , and assi

could not fail to be excited by his excel- duously availed himself of his father's try

lence as a judge. His popularity among rience by listening to hisdecisions in court

those who practised under him could not and hearing their explanations in privacy

be exceeded, and few would deny the truth as well as by a diligent study of the ordi

of the expression of oneof them , that when nary books of legal instruction . In the be

he quitted his high station ‘ he left a name ginning of 1745 , while yet a student. "

that will be mentionedwith honour as long issued an anonymous publication, epil

as Westminster Halllasts.' (Wynne's Ser- . Considerations on the Law of Forleitura

jeant-at- Law , 103.) The unfortunate poet in support of his father's bill to attain : 15

Richard Savage, in his character' of Judge Pretender, then daily expected to laro, in
Page, thus alludes to him : which he so ably illustrated the constiti

Were all , like Yorke, of delicate address, tional argunient by classical allusions ils .

Strength to discern, and sweetness to express, the treatise was greatly admired ard were

Learn'd . just , polite, born ev'ry heart to gain , through several editions. The author an

Like Cummins mild , like Fortescue humane, called to the bar of Lincoln's Inn on Fe

All-eloquent of truth , divinely known,

So deep, so clear, all Science is his own.
bruary 1 , 1745-6 .

The son of a chancellor, with a capacity

The Countess of Hardwicke, after a happy to improve the advantage,was not likely *

union of forty -two years, died beforeher hus- be long unemployed, and consequently *:

band , leaving five sons and two daughters. find him pleading successfully in the Felt

The eldest son , Philip, succeeded his father next year before the House of Lords, si

and died without male issue, but by bis receiving the praise of his father,wbe,

marriage with Lady Jemima Campbell, his brother says, ' is notflippant in his ac

granddaughter of Henry Grey, first Duke mendations. He became his father's pure

of Kent, was the father of two daughters, bearer, and was made one of the deas

who by special limitations became succes- the crown in Chancery. In 1747 b * ***

sively Baronesses Lucas and Countesses De returned for the family borough of R *

Grey, titles which are now united with the which he continued to represent in ali :-*
earldom of Ripon. subsequent parliaments till that of 1

The chancellor's second son , the next- when he was elected for the univers

mentioned Charles,was the father ofthe Cambridge. In the Parliamentary Report
third Earl of Hardwicke, and his descen- there are few specimens of his speeches is.

dants still inherit that title. contemporary letters and records prote :98

The thirdson , Joseph, was in 1788 raised he took a prominent part in the desiren
to the barony of Dover, which athis death Amid all his legal and senatorial are to
in 1792 became extinct. he found time for intellectual relati, se

The fourth son, John, was clerk of the and for the enjoyment of friendly

6

:
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course . He kept up a constant correspond- | terview with Mr. Pitt ; but a sudden and

ence with the President Montesquieu, and unaccountable stop was put to thenegotia
with Bishops Warburton and Hurd, for tion . On the 3rd of November following
both of whom he exerted his interest. this failure Mr. Yorke thought proper to

In 1751 he was appointed counsel to the resign his office; and in the debate that

East India Company, and in the next year soon after took place in the House of Com

he narrowly escaped being burnt to death. mons he maintained his opinion against

His chambers in Lincoln's Inn were di- that of Chief Justice Pratt. On his quitting

rectly over Mr. Wilbraham's,which caught office he attended the court on the outside

fire, and Mr. Yorke had barely time to run bar in his stuff gown, although when ap

down stairs almost naked, and take refuge pointed solicitor-general to the Prince of

with an opposite neighbour. His whole Wales in 1754 he had received a patentof

property was destroyed ,including his books precedence, deeming probably that that
and manuscripts, and, what was of more patent was rendered void by his resignation .

importance, the valuable collection of state His brethren of the bar however paid him

papers left by his great- uncle Lord Somers, the compliment of giving him the privilege

which had been deposited with him for of precedence and pre-audience over them .

examination, and of which only a very Ile was chosen recorder of Gloucester in

small part was saved . Lord Hardwicke 1764 in the room of his father, who had

became extremely anxious about him in died in March .

this visitation, ashe knew that his spirits On the subsequent death of Sir Thomas

were not of the best and firmest kind, ' and Clarke the post ofmaster of the Rolls was

wished to do something to encourage him offered to him and refused ; but he accepted

by some permanent provision . An attempt a patent of precedence next after the at

was accordingly made to obtain for him the torney-general. In the miserable minis

appointment ofsolicitor - general, which was terial differences that followed , which

not however successful; but he was nomi- resulted in the Marquis of Rockingham be

nated soon after solicitor - general to the coming prime minister, Mr. Yorke was in

Prince ofWales, with a patent of pre- duced again to accept the office of attorney
cedence. On Lord Hardwicke's resignation general in July 1765, upon the king's

of the Great Seal in November 1756, the promise that he should have the Great

king promoted him to the solicitorship, as Seal in less than a twelvemonth. When,

a mark of his approbation of his father's however, in the following year by another
services. Mr. Yorke had at this time so intrigue the ministry was again changed ,

large a practice and so high a reputation and Mr. Pitt (now created Earl of Chat

that the appointment caused no surprise or ham ) obliged the king, to make Lord

jealousy among his brethren . After a few Camden chancellor,Mr.Yorke again threw

months a new ministry was formed by the up his oílice, but kept his lead at the bar

junction of the Duke of Newcastle with with the same success that had ever at

Mr. Pitt, in which Lord Hardwicke, though tended him . The Earl of Chatham soon

without office , had great power ; who in retiriny , the Duke of Grafton became the

January 1762 saw his son invested with head of the ministry , against whose

the attorney-generalship . measures a strong opposition was formed ,

On the formation of the Bute ministry in which the Earl of Hardwicke was one

in the following May, the new attorney- of the most zealous; and Mr. Yorke,

general began to feel his position uncom- though taking no very active share, was of

fortable, and wrote seriously to bis father of course united in the same ranks with his

his intention, if he resigned his office, of brother. Lord Camden, though chancellor,

retiring altogether from the bar. Although at length felt obliged to give utterance to

his father was at least in latent opposition his condemnation of the policy of his col
to Lord Bute's administration, Charles leagues, and was accordingly deprived of

Yorke remained attorney -general during its his otice in January 1770. The Duke of

continuance, and at its terinination he ad- Grafton knew not where to look for a suc

vised the prosecution of thefamous No. 45 censor, the tenure of his power being so
of the North Briton , published on April frail that none of his own party, if any

23, 1763 ; but he had nothing to do with were competent, would accept the pre

the general warrant on which its firebrand carious honour; and among his political

author John Wilkes was arrested. In the antagonists he could not expect to find one

subsequent ministry of George Grenville he who would not spurn the temptation. The

defended the king's messengers in the ac- attempt was made on Mr. Yorke, then the

tions brought against them for acting under most popular lawyer among them , and he

it ; but in subsequent debates he acknow- bad given the duke an absolute refusal.

ledged the illegality of such warrants. In This he had reiterated to the king, but in

August 1763 an attempt was made to form an evil hour he was induced to have a

a new administration on a whig basis, and second interview with his majesty, when,

the king had apparently a satisfactory in- / by flattery, by pressing entreaties, and even

W
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by threats, he was so overborne as at last . Such was the termination of the aspira

unwillingly to consent,without making any tions of Charles Yorke . To be tbe second

stipulations for bis personal benefit. This chancellor of his family was a natural am

occurred on January 17, 1770. bition. It was an office to wbich his up

His brotherwas, as he says,' astounded ,' doubted talents, bis extensive practice, and

and the opposition were loud in their dis- the high positions he had held in the pm

approval; but all observations were soon fession entitled bim to aim; moreover, in

silenced by the public being overwhelmed which he would have had the universal

by the announcement three days after of suffrage of the bar; and which the fate or

his sudden death . It is not to be wondered and even the absolute promise of his sore

at that under such circumstances a report reign warranted him in expecting. But, of

should bave arisen that he died by his own a reserved habit, fickle and irresolute,

band, that it should be circulated with jealous of honour, yet sensitive of the

minute details in various publications, and slightest blame, he fell upon times wh+11

even that it should still be believed by it was difficult to define the shades of pars,

many, though no proof was ever produced and almost impossible to pursue an entirely

that it had any substantial foundation. independent and unexceptionable coure

The evidence on the contrary seems to be Twice had he accepted and twice resisted

—that no inquest was holden by the the office of attorney -general, and each

coroner ; that persons were immediately acceptance and resignation seemed to be

after the death admitted to view the body; dictated more by personal than political

that Horace Walpole (no friend to the impulses; and at last, partly by flattery

family ), in a private letter written at the and partly by fear, he was induced to para

time, states that the death was caused by mit the great object of his hopes to be

a high fever and the bursting of a blood- thrust into bis unwilling hands , not only

vessel ; and that on a recent revival of the against his settled and expressed convie

report the survivingmembers of the family tions, but at a time when he was sur 11

gave it a distinct and positive contradic- be assailed with the deepest rage of his

tion . (Morn. Chron. May 12, June 6 , recent associates, and to risk the more

1828.) The subject is too delicate for dis- dreaded coldness of his family and frieais .

cussion , which would lead to no useful re- His first wife was Catherine, dangita:

sult. It is enough to say that the melan- and heir of William Freeman, Esquire, r !

choly event, however it occurred, was to be Aspeden Hall, Herts. His second wife

attributed to his vexation caused by his was Agneta, one of the daughters and tre

frie nds' disapprobation, and to his anxiety heirs of Henry Johnson , of Great Berktare

how to meet the confusion of the times. stead. By each he had issue. Philip. bis

The patentconferring upon him the title of son by his first wife, became third Eart

Lord Morden, which had been prepared , Hardwicke by the death of his uncle with .

but had not passed the Great Seal, was out issue in 1790 ,and was himself succe + ceae

after his death pressed upon but declined in the title in 1834 by his nephew , the pre

by his widow. sent peer.

Z

6

ZOUCHE, ALAN DE,was the son of Roger which the latter words refer. It matie

de Zouche, of Ashby in Leicestershire, and questioned, therefore, whether he wasé

of North Moulton in Devonshire, who was of the justices at Westminster, as his 15.

grandson of the Earl of Brittany. (Baron- is not otherwise mentioned among the

age, i.688.) In 34 Henry III. the custody In 41 Henry III. he was appointed justieun
of all the king's lands in Cheshire and North of Ireland. (Cal. Rot.Pat. 28 : 4 keest . ):

Wales was granted to him . This Dugdale Rec., App. ii . 145.) He acted as a jess

notices in his .Baronage ,' but makes no itinerant in the counties of Hustin :' -

mention there of his being a justice of the Buckingham ,and Northampton in 4. liar

King's Bench, although he has so intro- III.,being one of the years in which beri

duced him into his . Chronica Series,' from a sheriff of the latter county, an ntfice

patent of the same date, adding the words he held from 45 to 50 Henry III. .
* et ejus ampla potestas,' implying appa- In the former of these years, 121, he ws .

rently that he was chief of that court. The constituted justice of all the kinz's is

two quotations are no doubttaken from the south of Trent ( Ercerpt. e Ri. Fa

same grant which included in his office of 369, 404, 409 ) , and in 47 Henry III . « »

custos ofChester the power also of acting seneschal to the king. ( ( al. Re . The

as king's justice there (Abb. Placit. 142), to 34. )
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After the battle of Evesham he was one ward III . three eminent individuals named

of the persons nominated to carry into exe- William de Zouche flourished, one being

cution the dictum of Kenilworth, and on of Ashby, and the other two of Haring

June 25, 1267, was appointed constable of worth. Of the two latter, one held the

the Tower of London ( Ibid. 40) , in which barony, and the other was of the clerical

latter character, no doubt, it was that Stow profession, archdeacon of Exeter in 1330,

calls him custos of that city. Maitland in- dean of York in 1336 , Archbishop of York

serts him in his List of Mayors bothin 1267 in 1342, and died in 1352. There are two

and 1268, and both these authors allude to reasons which seem to prove that the jus
the site of bis house in Lime Street. tice itinerant into Derbyshire in 4 Edward

His death arose from a broil touching III., 1330, was the baron and not thepriest.

some title to land with John Earl Warren , Had it been the latter, he would probably

who assaulted him and his son Roger in have been described by his clerical title

Westminster Hall, and grievously wounded and dignity ; and the only other commis

both. Some accounts say that Alan was sion of justices itinerant issued during that

slain on the spot, and others that he did year was beaded, as we conceive this to

not die till two years from that time. It have been, by a nobleman.

is certain, however, that his death occurred If this be the case, William de Zouche

before October 20, 1270, 54 Henry III., his was the grandson of the above Alan de

son Roger doing homage for the lands of Zouche, through his younger son, Eudo.

his father, ' lately deceased.' Earl Warren The manor of Haringworth in North

was compelled to make satisfaction before amptonshire,with other extensive property,

he was pardoned for his offence in that came into William's possession at the death

year, and a fine of ten thousand marks was of his mother, Milisent, one of the sisters

imposed upon him. ( Baronage, i. 78, 088 ; and coheirs of George de Cantilupe, baron

Excerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 525. ) of Bergavenny, in 27 Edward I. Under

lle married Helena, one of the daughters Edward II. he distinguished himself as an

and heirs of Rogerde Quincy, Earl of Win- adherent of the Earl of Lancaster, and ulti

chester. Roger, his son, succeeded, but the mately assisted in the deposition of that

barony failed in the male line in 1314 , and unfortunate monarch . He died on March

is now in abeyance. (Nicolas's Synopsis.) 12 , 1352.

Besides the above -mentioned Roger, they He married Maude, the daughter of John

had a younger son named Eudo, who, by Lord Lovel of Tichmersh, and the barony

his marriage with Milisent, widow of Roger continued in the male line till 1625 , when

de Montalt, and one of the sisters and co- it fell into abeyance till 1815. It was then

heirs of George de Cantilupe, baron of Ber- terminated in favour of Sir Cecil Bishopp,

gavenny, became lord of Ilaringworth and who died in 1828, leaving only two daugh

many othermanors, and was apparently the ters. The consequent abeyance was termi

father of the next-mentioned William de nated in 1829 in favour of the elder, the

Zouche, wife of the Hon . Robert Curzon , the mother

ZOUCHE DE HARINGWORTH , WILLIAM of the present baron. ( Purl. Writs, ii.

In the early part of the reign of Ed- | 1050 ; Baronage, i . 190 ; Niculus's Synopsis.)
DE.
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ADDENDA

1

BACON, JAMES, was a member ofGray's vice-chancellor, and afterwards promoted to

Inn, and was called to the bar on May 16, the office of lord justice , his elevation and

1827. He received silk in 1816. He was promotion were received by his brethren

made one of the Commissioners of Bank- with one unanimous acclaim ,and thewhole

ruptcy, and on the establishment of the profession recognised in his appointments

new court he was appointed chief judge. the just rewards of pure professional merits,

On July 2, 1870, he was elevated to the honours and distinctionsmost worthily wou

post of vice- chancellor in the place of Sir and honourably bestowed. We all hoped

William Milbourne James, still, however, that he had a long period of useful life

retaining his place of chief judge. before him , and that in this court and th

GIFFARD, SIR GEORGE MARKHAM , died judicial committee of the privy council the

July 13, 1870 , after only a short illness, suitors, the profession, and the public wonld

having filled the post of lord justice of for many years have had the benefit of the

appeal a little more than eighteen months. great judicial qualities which had already

ile was considered one of the most able made him as eminent as a judge as he had

judges on the Equity bench. The remarks been distinguished as a counsel. But it

of Lord Justice James on his taking his has seemed otherwise good to the Almighty

seat in court on July 15, which are annexed, Disposer of our lives. The loss to me, wbi

show the estimation in which he was held had hoped to have sat by him , is very
by his brethren : “ I cannot proceed to the great ; it is scarcely less great to you who

business of the day without saying a few have practised before him . I know ani

words on the sad event which cast its black feel that this tribute to his memory,which

shadow over this court. During the short has come from the bottom of my berita

period in which I havebeen in this seat it finds an answering echo in yours. Marme
has been my misfortune notto have sat by in our respective careers be the better for

the side of mylamented colleague, but it thinking of what he was in them befure

has been my happiness to have known him us. '

well , intimately and as a friend, from the MELLISH , GEORGE, appointed lord justice

very commencement of his professionallife, of appeal in the place of the late Sir 6.N.
and for many years we sat side by side in Giffard, was a student of the Inner Te unple,

the court of Vice - Chancellor Wood. Ile and was called to the bar on June 9, 1 ***

at the very outset obtained an amount of After practising successfully for thirte

business under which a mind of less strength years in the common law courts, and on the

might well have failed. But he applied Northern Circuit as a junior, he tonk sila

himself to it with an industry which never in 1861, when his reputation idet 484

to the end flagged. His acute intellect , rapidly, and of late years he has rar l br 9

sound judgment, and unsurpassed know- lett out of any cause in which any down

ledge of legal principles made him the point of law was involved. Ile was forme

satest of advisers to the numerous clients pointed lord justice on August 4 , INZ".

who sought his counsel. What his powers with generalsatisfaction, though he hol

as an advocate were those only know and principally practised at common law , ar..

can tell who, like myself,were frequently shortly afterwards was knighted and maa

engaged against bim and found how for- a member of the privy council.

midable an opponent he was.
But he was POLLOCK , SIR FREDERICK, late che

not only a great lawyer and a great advo- baron of the Exchequer,died on August

cate ; he wasevery inch an English gentle- ! 1870, in his eighty-eighth year. He ke .

man . When, aftermany years of successful retired from the bench four years, but

practice, he was elevated to the bench as tained to the last the rigour of his intellexi
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raised to the peerage. Hewas accordingly respect and deference by all parties in the

appointed chief justice on October 31, 17:33, , senate . He seins to have exer1 : B

and created Lord Hardwicke on Novem- mosity of no one except Hurce We .

ber 23. who, for some canse or other, LAS

Much credit cannot be placed on the opportuinty to vilify him by putas.

statement made by some that he aimed at constructions on his actions and taman

the Seals, but gave way to his friend the louring to his opinions. Fuss ins kann:

Solicitor-General Talbot; and still leas to as a judge, whether estimated by lze :

the assertion, made by others, that they sions, or by the arguments by way to

were actually offered io him and declined. supported them, or by th- pripte

In 1794 he was elected recorder of Glou which they were founded, or, to tae

cester, and continued to bold the office till lower standard, by ebe unadergne --

his death , when he was succeeded in it by in which they were delivered, w lata

his son Charles Yorke. to refer to the satisfaction thrs !

During the three years and a half that contemporaries, to the defence web

he presided over the king's Bench he more I they are still always quoted, and in ...

tban satistied the expectations of those who veneration with which his vir

had formed the mesi favourable opinion of regarded, even at this distance of work !

him . His begal knowledge, his habitual the ablust practivesof the law .

caution, bis firmness and discrimination. ' Lord Handwicke's entraron just as to

gave weight to his decisions, and excited chancellorship wasanythitas ;
unquestioned admiration from even those lle at once was made tornare

to whom they were adverse. In the disagreeables of ottir , by bland ang

House of Lords also he shone with equal enter into the pur ranualdepeste altro

brilliancy. In the speeches be delivered family. He was caminand by the

there was so much solidity, argument, and on the very day of his appointment for att

eloquence that his brotker peers welcomed an unwelcome me ane to the 11 : " ~ !

him as an accomplished colleague. With Wales, the sting of winch bssos

this superiority both as a judge and a sena- managed to make įre priza!! , ..

tor, his advance to a bizkor dignity could future print * ef the quatri,harakat

not but be anticipated. The opportunity side , and toolish and instantin tayo

soon occurred. Lord Talbot died after å be exerted himself as muito es qurmations

short and brilliant career ; and on the very etlect a reconciliatin.

day of the event the Great Seal was In the frequent shunner ofthem

pressed upon Lord Hardwicke. He hesi- England, Lon Haniwiehe was nisa ,

tated to accept the precarious honour, and as one of the loris justiere ; at ::

to give up a permanent position , to the Duke of Newcastle and his brothers, per

duties of which he was accustomed, and in Sir Robert Walple's premiat 7.1

which he had the opportunity of providing principal managerunt ext ?l « **** ::
for his family by the expected falling in of kingdom . Duriuz one of t! 12.9

a valuable office. This ditficulty bring soon commenced the Rebelvettiin

overcome by giving him an equivalent in a was treated at trrs with apaty 1 .

grant in reversion to his eldest son of a tel- ference , and as of 4 !!! 21.1. , ! ..

ler- bip of the Exchequer, heundertook the ' success of the youn : l'unior a Prat

office and was constituted lord chancellor on Pans and his marih into this

February 21 , 1737. the country fruen is lethary, as ! .

For the next four months Lord Hard- ! the retreat of the pubwe) A.T1.5 au ; ' s . -

wicke held both the ottices of lord chan- quent defeat at l'alleatea . In to the

cellor and lord chief justice,and occasionally of the loniseren intreti ! 1 .

rat in the king's Brinch till June , when Handwiche stains lºrdbe

the appointment of Sir William Lee to the ducting thein with dizo.ts # 1 t.ru

latter court took place. ' and, though w me wmler hair 4.8

Ile retained the Great Seal for nearly his address to Lint as !",

twenty years of his life , and rendered his baral and postial, it sludili

name illustriou both as a statesman and a bulten that the otu ? Il a

judge. The arts and policy of the govern- rebellion run after that of 1:15 pm
ment, for which as a member of it he was * more poltinn ad cirum :....

responsible, and which he moderated by his tion of its enormally , Windo ...

prudent counsel and supported by his facter and d. 'the ful 413-4

powerful eloquence, belong more to the titled criminal justowed us forbaby s6
history of the country than to the bio- mark .

praphy of the man . But under Sir Robert In July 1749 he wasunarim : *

Walpole's ministry, and those that suc- hind steward of the us ! (

ceeded it, he still inaintained his intiuence , briidze, an honour for wh he bar

Accommodating the parenal disputes and to be proud ,enfarne mit was r

leuds in the cabin .t, and looked up to with without the claim of an tsitaan moda

1

.
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cation, had acquired the reputation of high penditure, are rather proofs of hisprudence

classical attainments, in addition to the as a man who has first to establish himself

eminent intellectual powers with which he in the world, and next to support the pro

was endowed . After having several times minent position to which he was called at

declined an advance in the peerage, though an early period. That he kept up the dig

pressed upon him by ministers, he was at nity of the various stations which he filled ,

last induced to accept it,and on April 2, that he showed no penuriousness in the

1754, was created Earl of Hardwicke and education of his seven children, that he

Viscount Royston, dignities which were was liberal in his charities, and , above all ,

universally recognised as fitting rewards for that he declined the offer made to him of a

his long and valuable services. For two pension on his retirement, leave a very con

years and seven months after this eleva- trary impression.
tion he continued to execute the duties of his It is not too much to say that the repu

high office, and to be one of the most active tation gained and deserved by Lord Hard
and efficient advisers in the administration. wicke as a lawyer and a judge was not

But when the Duke of Newcastle was exceeded by any previous holder of the

foreed to succumb to the opposition and Great Seal, and has never been equalled,

give way to the Duke of Devonshire as except perhaps in one instance, by any of

first lord of the Treasury, Lord Hardwicke his successors. The justice of bis decisions

took the opportunity to retire with his no one has ventured to impugn ; all have

friend, and, notwithstanding all the efforts been satisfied with the equitable principles

of the new ministry to retain him , on No- they established, and have admired 'tho

vember 19, 1756, resigned the Great Seal, reasoning by which he supported them .

after holding it, according to his own com- That only three of those pronounced in the

putation, nineteen years, eight months, course of nearly twenty years were the sub

and sixteen days. ' 'Only two previous ject of appeal, and that none of them were

holders of the Seal, whether as keeper or reversed either during or after the termi

chancellor, had exceeded this length of nation of his chancellorship, must,notwith

service-Sir Nicholas Bacon, who was standing the depreciating remarks of Lord

keeper for twenty years ; and Sir Thomas Campbell, be regarded at the present time

Egerton, Lord Ellesmere, who retained the as a substantial proof of the exeellence of

Seal as keeper and chancellor twenty years his decrees, as it was in his own time ac

and ten months ; and only one subsequent knowledged by the President Montesquieu

lord chancellor, John Lord Eldon, whose to be . un éloge au dessus de toute la flat

occupation of office extended to twenty- terie. (Harris, ii.398.) One of his contem

four years, ten months, and twenty -four poraries who practised under him and

days, with an interval of about a year. became the ablest common law judge that

On the return of the Duke of Newcastle ever sat upon the bench, Lord Mansfield,

to power and his junction with Mr. Pitt in said that when his lordship pronounced

the following June,Lord Hardwicke again bis decrees, Wisdom herself might be sup

refused the Great Seal, but aided the mi- posed to speak . ' Even Horace Walpole,

nisterial counsels in the cabinet ; and it is whose personal antipathy is apparent in all

a curious circumstance that he prepared all he writes of him , does not deny his claims

the speeches from the throne till the year in this respect; and the depreciating eba

1762, as he had previously done while in racteristics which he malignantly seeks to
office. On Lord Bute's accession to the attach to him need no other refutation

ministry, Lord Hardwicke, though offered than the contradictions which the writer

the privy seal , retired altogether into pri- himself unconsciously produces.

vate life. His health began to decline in Every contemporary account shows how

October 1763, and, gradually sinking, he great was the influence he exercised both

died on March 6 , 1764, at his house in in the House of Commons and in the House

Grosvenor Square, in the seventy -fourth of Lords. Llis ascendency in the cabinet

year of hisage. He was buried in the is manifest by the deference paid to his

church of Wimpole in Cambridgeshire, opinion by Sir Robert Walpole and the

where he had purchased in 1740 the large Duke of Newcastle, and by the respect and

estate of the Earl of Oxford, the mansion affection with which he was regarded by

on which he had greatly improved. A his sovereign . Some crities have objected

handsome monument to him and his lady to him that he was not a law reformer,

by Scheemakers adorns the church . seeming to consider that it is incumbent on

Lord Chesterfield,his opponent in politics, every lord chancellor to distinguish his

acknowledges that he was unsiained by season of power by some legislative altera

any vice (except avarice ),' but brings no tion in the existing laws; while at the

proof to sustain the exception ; neither do same time they complain of the onerous
we tind anything in his career that substan- multiplicity and the absorbing nature of
tiates it. That he was careful of his gains, his various avocations. Lord Hardwicke

and neither profuse nor wasteful in his ex- probably thought that be was better
3 E 2
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employed and doing more essential good to crown, F.R.S., and M.P. for Reinte : s

his country by establishing that system of the tifth son , James, enjoyed in na

equitable jurisprudence of which he has the bishoprics of St. David's, Grastet,

the renown of being the framer, than in and Ely.

attemptingto remove some slight defects Elizabeth , the elder of the cher ! r.

which might incumber the proceedings. daughters, married Admiral lavd Asse ,

His justification hasbeen madeapparent by andMargaret,the youngerdaughter, 92.8 : T +

the many' abortive attempts atamelioration Sir Gilbert Heathcote,bart.; butb.tait

that have recently seen the light. But ' childless. ( Conkey's Sketch: end les

though he abstained from interfering in Mr. Georye Harris, and in ratio (

these minor grievances, he devoted his lection, and in Lord Campbello ( barn.va

attention as a legislator to those of more lors, & c . )

importance. By him was the bill for YORKE, ('HARLES ,was the mea !

abolishing the feudal powers and the sepa- the above Philip Earl of Hardwake. ile

rate jurisdiction in Scotland framed . He was born in January 17"), while his a : ,1

succeeded in passing an act for the natural- was solicitor-general. At about to

isation of the Jews, with a view to remove ' of age he was sent to a privale hina di

civil disabilities on account of faith , which , i llackney, from which in 17 km *

however, popular prejudice induced parlia- removed to Corpus Chris Comen ,

ment to repeal in ihe following year. And bridge. At both he was an ranta !

be put an end to the miseries to which successful student, and at the laserl .

erery English family was liable by intro- early proofs of bis classical att4173e Lis 4

ducing the art for the prevention of clan- his retined taste by his contributors .

destine marriages-- a measure for which all . Athenian Latten 'printed in privat se

parents (ay, and all youths,masculine and in 1741. His father, destin.dk himnit !..

feminine ) have reason to bless his name. I own profexion, had entered him at t:

The beauty of his person, the urbanity of Middle Temple in December liini tamam

his manners, and the peculiar sweetness of his taking his degree he was traitepott

his voice enhanced the admiration which Lincoln's Inn at the end of 174 :, -

could not fail to be excited by his excel- duously availed himself of his falburarii

lence as a judge. His popularity among rience by listening to his deviez ma in porta

those who practised under him could not and hearing their explanat: 28 : ****

bu exceeded, and few would deny the truth as well as by a diligent study of the

of the expression of one of them , that when nary books of legnl in -frui ta . In the

he quitted his high station he left a name winning of 17 +1 , while Frimod.se

that will be mentioned with honour as long issued an anonymous pubis at: 9. es :

as Westminster Hall laxte.' ( Wynne's Ser: Considerations on the Law of bispo

jeant-at-Law, 103.) The unfortunate poet in support of his father'e bill to atie. • :

Richard Savage, in his character'oi Judye Pretender, then duilv expetent taler .
Page, thus alludes to him : which he no ablı illustinted theon

Were all , like Yorke, of delicate address tional argunzept br chamsind ni 1998 '18

Strength to discern , and sweetness to exporres, I the treatise was greatly aimed ***
Learn'd. just, pilitr, born ev'ry heart to wain, through sterul editi ne. The a : : - *
Like Cummins mild , like Fortescue humane,

called to the bar of Linoln . lu
Alleloquent of truth , divinely known ,

So deep, so clear, all scu noe is his own.
bruary 1 , 1745-0.

The son of a chancrilles, with a comer
The Countess of Hardwicke, after a bappy to improve the susanta t ,want

union of torty -two years,died before her hus- be long unemployed, and cot****, ! **

band, leaving five sons and two daughters. tind him pleadin : sunt *suivt. som

The eldest son, Philip, succeeded his father ,Dext year before the Hum if lande, et
and died without male issue, but by bis receiving the prur of his fa :tes, w

marriage with Lady Jemima Campbell, his brother ways is not that small in bass" }

granduaughter of llenry Grey, first Duke mendations.' 'lle became Lie taibes . ----

of Kent, was the father of two daughters, bearer, and was made me of the t'rus
who by special limitations became succe *- : the crown in Chancroy. In 1747 eur

sively Baronesses Lucas and Counteres De returned for the family businebant h.
Grey, titles which are now united with the which he continued to get you in a ' ..

earldom of Ripon. subsequent parliaments lil thot 19 .,,

The chancellor's second son , the next- when he was elected for the urinys *

mentioned Charles, was the father of the Cambridge. In the Px :l'arreglar lo

third Earl of Hardwicke, and his descen- there are few specimartsof his pr : - ? ..

dants still inherit that title .
contemporary litts and reminis porno tu

The third son . Joseph,was in 17 " raised be took a prominent part in the mus

to the barony of Dover, which at his death Amid all his legal and stanu ars'

in 1792 became extinct. he found time fuup intelin tal * 13 °

The fourth son, John, was clerk of the and for the ty joy thtui « fire est. y enop

1

1

re
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Course . He kept up a constant correspond- | terview with Mr. Pitt ; but a sudden and

ence with the President Montesquieu, and unaccountable stop was put to thenegotia

with Bishops Warburton and Ilurd, for tion . On the 3rd of November following

both of whom he exerted his interest . this failure Mr. Yorke thought proper to

In 1751 he was appointed counsel to the resign his office ; and in the debate that

East India Company, and in the next year soon after took place in the House of Com

he narrowly escaped being burnt to death. mons he maintained his opinion against

His chambers in Lincoln's Inn were di- that of Chief Justice Pratt. On his quitting

rectly overMr.Wilbraham's,which caught office heattended the court on the outside

fire, and Mr. Yorke bad barely time to run bar in his stutf gown, although when ap

down stairs almost naked, and take refuge pointed solicitor- general to the Prince of
with an opposite neighbour. His whole Wales in 1754 he had received a patentof

property was destroyed,including his books precedence, deeming probably that that
and manuscripts, and, what was of more patent was rendered void by his resignation.

importance, the valuable collection of state His brethren of the bar however paid him

papers left by his great-uncle Lord Somers, the compliment of giving him the privilege

which had been deposited with him for of precedence and pre -audience over them .
examination, and of which only a very He was chosen recorder of Gloucester in
small part was saved . Lord Hardwicke 1764 in the room of his father, who had
became extremely anxious about him in died in March.

this visitation, ashe knew that his spirits On the subsequent death of Sir Thomas

were not of the best and firmest kind, ' and Clarke the post ofmaster of the Rolls was

wished to do something to encourage him offered to him and refused ; but he accepted

bysome permanent provision. An attempt a patent of precedence next after the at
was accordingly made to obtain for him the torney - general. In the miserable minis
appointment of solicitor - general, which was terial differences that followed, which

not however successful ; but he was nomi- resulted in the Marquis of Rockingham be

nated soon after solicitor -general to the coming prime minister, Mr. Yorke was in

Prince of Wales, with a patent of pre- duced again to accept theoffice of attorney

cedence . On Lord Hardwicke’s resignation general in July 1765, upon the king's

of the Great Seal in November 1756, the promise that he should have the Great
king promoted him to the solicitorship, as Seal in less than a twelvemonth. When,

a mark of his approbation of his father's however, in the following year by another
services. Mr. Yorke had at this time so intrigue the ministry was again changed ,

large a practice and so high a reputation and Mr. Pitt (now created Earl of Chat

that the appointment caused no surprise or ham ), obliged the king to make Lord

jealousy among his brethren . After a few Camden chancellor, Mr.Yorke again threw

months a new ministry was formed by the up his office , but kept his lead at the bar
junction of the Duke of Newcastle with with the same success that had ever at

Mr. Pitt , in which Lord Hardwicke, though tended him . The Earl of Chatham soon

without office, had great power ; who in retiring, the Duke of Grafton became the

January 1762 saw his son invested with head of the ministry, against whose

the attorney -generalship. measures a strong opposition was formed ,

On the formation of the Bute ministry in which the Earl of Hardwicke was one

in the following May, the new attorney- of the most zealous ; and Mr. Yorke,

general began to feel his position uncom- though taking no very active share , was of

fortable, and wrote seriously to his father of course united in the same ranks with his

his intention, if he resigned his office, of brother. Lord Camden, though chancellor,

retiring altogether from the bar. Although at length felt obliged to give utterance to

his father was at least in latent opposition his condemnation of the policy of his col

to Lord Bute's administration , Charles leagues, and was accordingly deprived of
Yorke remained attorney - general during its his office in January 1770. The Duke of

continuance, and at its termination he ad- | Grafton knew not where to look for a suc

vised the prosecution of thefamous No. 45 cessor, the tenure of his power being so
of the North Briton, published on April frail that none of his own party, if any

23, 1763 ; but he had nothing to do with were competent, would accept the pre

the general warrant on which its firebrand |carious honour; and among his political
author John Wilkes was arrested . In the antagonists he could not expect to find one

subsequent ministry of George Grenville he who would not spurn the temptation. The

defended the king's messengers in the ac- attempt was made on Mr. Yorke, then the

tions brought against them for acting under most popular lawyer among them , and he

it ; but in subsequent debates he acknow- bad given the duke an absolute refusal.

ledged the illegality of such warrants . In This he had reiterated to the king, but in

August 1763 an attempt wasmade to form an evil hour he was induced to have a

a new administration on a whig basis, and second interview with his majesty, when,
the king had apparently a satisfactory in- by flattery, by pressing entreaties, and even
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1

by threats, he was so overborne as at last Such was the termination of the in

unwillingly to consent, without making any tions of Charles Yorke. To ke ibr

stipulations for bis personal benetit. This chancellor of his family was a natus. em .

occurred on January 17, 1770.
,

bition . It was an ottice to which br.

His brother was,as he says,“ astounded , ' doubted talents, bis extensive pratie , oºd

and the opposition were loud in their dis- Ithe high positions he had held in lb is

approval; but all observations were soon fession entitled bim to aim ; moreret, in

silenced by the public being overwhelmed which he would have had the universal

by the announcement three days after of suffrage of the bar ; and which the latest

his suddendeath . It is not to be wondered and even the absolute promise of his ***

at that under such circumstances a report reign warranted him in expecting. Be

should have arisen that he died by his own & reserved habit, tickle and irrel.:6,

hand, that it should be circulated with jealous of honour, jet sensitive of

minute details in various publications, and slightest Llame, he tell upon times in

even that it should still be believed by it was difficult to define the shades of parer,

many, though no proof was ever produced and almost impossible to pursue an 21.79

that it had any substantial foundation. , independent and unexceptionable future ,

The evidence on the contrary seems to be i Twice had be accepted and twicemi !

-that no inquest was bolden by the the office of attorney -georral, and ass

coroner; that persons were immediately acceptance and resignation saimed to the

after the death admitted to view the body; ' dictated more by permal than pitu :

that Horace Walpole (no friend to the impulses; and at laxi, partly by utory
family ) , in a private letter written at the ' and partly by fear, he was induere to go

time, states that the death was caused by i mit the great object of his hipu til

a high fever and the bursting of a blood- thrust into his unwiling burda D818

vessel ; and that on a recent revival of the against his settled and run 4.1

report the surviving members of the family tions, but at a time when he was sta

fave it a distinct and positive contradic- be assailed with the deepest rate of t .:

tion. ( Morn. Chron. May 12, June 6 , recent agencintes, and to make the r .

1828. ) The subject is too delicate for dis- dreaded coldnets of his family and fri .

cussion, which would lead to no useful re- ! His first wife was Catherine, d **

sult. It is enough to say that the melan- ' and heir of William Free tran , Emil

choly event , however it occurred, was to be Aspeden Hall, Herts. Rismuje

attributed to his vexation caused by his was Agneta, one of the dau tiers an

friends' disapprobation , and to his anxiety heirs of Henry Johnson, af tonat fura ! " .

how to meet the confusion of the times. stead . By each he had issue. 1 : 1

The patentconferring upon him the title of son by his tirut wife , became thing ba ?

Lord Morden, which bad been prepared , Hardwicke by the death of his urc " .

but had not passed the Great Seat, way out issue in 110, and was bin i ! sur med

after his death pressed upon but declined in the title in 1834 by bis nepiew , Leinen

by his widow. sent peer.

Z

ZOUCHE, ALAN DE,was the son of Roger which the latter worde delar. It 75 !

de Zouche, of Ashby in Leicestershire, and questioned , therefore, whether he *** su

of North Moulton in Devonshire, who was of the justices at Westminster, a bpom

grandson of the Earl of Brittany ( Barom- is not otherwise mentioned starties

age, i.CRR ) In 34 Henry III. The custody In 41 Henry III.bewasaux intext "66**

of all the king's lands in Cheshire and North of Ireland . ' ( Col. Rec . 4 Hugo

Wales was granted to him . This Dugdale Rec ., App. ii . 147. ) Ile acorda *

notices in his Baronage, but makes no itinerant in the courtirs of H ::

mention there of his being a justice of the Buckingham ,and Northarp ar tipl . og

King's Bench , although he has so intro- III.,being one of the year in we

duced him into his . Chronica Series,' from a sherit of the latter einir, an ry

patent of the same date, adding the words he held from 1 to 50 lei. III

set ejus ampla potestas,' implying appa- . In the former of these var i.l.

rently thathe was chief of that court. "The constituted justice of all the : ' ****

two quotations are no doubt taken from the mouth of Trout ( Ferrusele de

samne grantwhich included in his office of 369, 304, 4M ), and in 47 Hoc l'i

curtos of Chester the power also of acting ' senanhal to the king. trud laud : :

as king's justice there (Abb. I'lucit. 142 ) , to , H.)
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After the battle of Evesham he was one ward III, three eminent individuals named

of the persons nominated to carry into exe- William de Zouche flourished, one being

cution the dictum of Kenilworth, and on of Ashby, and the other two of Haring

June 25 , 1267 , was appointed constable of worth. Of the two latter, one held the

the Tower of London ( Ibid. 40) , in which barony, and the other was of the clerical

latter character, no doubt, it was that Stow profession, archdeacon of Exeter in 1330,

calls him custos of that city. Maitland in- dean of York in 1336, Archbishop of York

serts him in his List of Mayors bothin 1267 in 1342, and died in 1352. There are two

and 1268, and both these authors allude to reasons which seem to prove that the jus

the site of his house in Lime Street. tice itinerant into Derbyshire in 4 Edward

His death arose from a broil touching III ., 1330, was the baron and not the priest.

some title to land with John EarlWarren, Had it been the latter, he would probably

who assaulted him and his son Roger in have been described by his clerical title

Westminster Hall, and grievously wounded and dignity ; and the only other commis

both. Some accounts say that Alan was sion of justices itinerant issued during that

slain on the spot, and others that he did year was headed , as we conceive this to

not die till two years from that time. It have been, by a nobleman.

is certain, however, that his death occurred If this be the case, William de Zouche

before October 20, 1270, 54 Henry III. , his was the grandson of the above Alan de

son Roger doing homage for lands of Zouche, through his younger son , Eudo.

his father, ' lately deceased.' Earl Warren The manor of Haringworth in North

was compelled to make satisfaction before amptonshire, with other extensive property,

he was pardoned for his offence in that came into William's possession at the death

year, and a fine of ten thousand marks was of his mother, Milisent, one of the sisters

imposed upon him . ( Baronage, i. 78, 688 ; and coheirs of George deCantilupe, baron

Ercerpt. e Rot. Fin . ii . 525. ) of Bergavenny, in 27 Edward I. Under

Hemarried Helena, one of the daughters Edward II. he distinguished himself as an

and heirs of Rogerde Quincy, Earl of Win- adherent of the Earl of Lancaster, and ulti

chester . Roger, his son, succeeded ,but the mately assisted in the deposition of that

barony failed in the male line in 1314, and unfortunate monarch. lle died on March

is now in abeyance. (Nicolas's Synopsis.) 12 , 1352.

Besides the abore-mentioned Roger, they He married Maude, the daughter of John

had a younger son named Eudo,who, by Lord Lovel of Tichmersh, and the barony

his marriage with Milisent, widow of Roger continued in the male line till 1625, when

de Montalt, and one of the sisters and co- it fell into abeyance till 1815. It was then

heirs of George de Cantilupe, baron of Ber- terminated in favour of Sir Cecil Bishopp,

gavenny, became lord of Haringworth and who died in 1828, leaving only two daugh

many othermanors, and was apparently the ters. The consequent abeyance was termi

father of the next-mentioned William de nated in 1829 in favour of the elder, the
Zouche. wife of the Ilon. Robert Curzon, the mother

ZOUCHE DE HARINGWORTH , WILLIAM of the present baron. ( Parl. Writs, ii.

In the early part of the reign of Ed- | 1050 ; Baronage, i . 090 ; Nicolas's Synopsis .)DE.

ADDENDA,
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a

BACON, JAMES, was a member of Gratis vice -phan - 7.87 1 a Til sammen

Inn , an i was callein the bar on Mar 16 , the other of bri justiem , .. ** ) ma !

1-27 . He received siik in 1-6. He was prontin were period bs h 1 m ***

made one of the Commissioners of Bank- with one unan :mounam ,sed itews

ruptry, and on the establishinent of the presin resia b's no

new court he was appiated chi -f judor. El just rewaris ivf pure profesi

On July 2, 1570 , he was elevated to the binars and diarcti o nim wra .

piret of rice- chancellor in the place of Sir ant hoprimits best

William Mibourne James, still, however, that he hai a luz patienter med t ."

Tetaininz his place of chief julge . before bim , and that in this cart an *

GIFFARD, SIR GEORGE M ARKHAM , di -d judicial commi!!r * sf the niya 19 :

July 1:3, 1970),after only a sbort illness, witors, the provuaj in , and thepad or wrg
haring tilled the post of lord justice of fur many vars hase lumad the boy ! !

appral a little more than eighteen nionths xt at judi cal quehtii ** : 1. a .
He was con - idered one of the most abie made him as empent as a juziert :

judges on th» Equity bench . The remarke bern di-tinguished as a cl
of Lord Ju -tice James on his taking his has seemed otherwise pued to the le

peat in courton July 15 ,which are annexed, Drieper ofour lives. The me, s .

show the estimation in which he was held hai bipod to base sat bo hus, 1 *
by his brithred : I cannot proceed to the grat; it is scane! I uprapu »

birineus of the day without waring a few hare practid brlore himn. Tarin

words on the wall event which can it black fuel that it is tritt, to be mºm 17. :

shadow over this court. During the xhurt has come frım the bitsmoEn

in in
1.a4 been my misfortune nott » bave sat by in our pr -pective cam se bo the le

the side of my lamented colleague, but it thinking of what be was in the for

has been my happiness to have known him us. '

well, intimately and as a friend , from the MELLISH , (i fuese apomwing : - !...

very commencement of his professional life, of appeal in the pare of the IRR IS

and for many year we kat side by side in Gittard, was a tent of the la - 1 .

the court of Vice -Chancellor Wood. lle and was cal: to the bar on line 90 :

at the very outset obtained an amount of Aitor practising sucrestlin ist:

business under which a mind oflestrength years in the entran lave ! !

mnight will have failed. But he applied Northern Circuit as a jutro , letra

himself to it with an industry which never in 1 il, when his spra! 119 : 9

to the end flagged. His acute intellect, rapidly ,and of late ypara bebe 19.sto

round judgment, and unsurpasurd know- leit out of any calier in what

lenge of local principles made him the point of law was insilvet

safront of advisers to the numerous clients painted lord justice ( n . 4. 1 * .

who sought his counsel. What his power with general matintactile to

#s an advocate were those only kniw and prioripally practiwd at mapema

can tell who, like my rll, were frequently shortly afterwards was hit alk

pugnged against him and found bow for a member of the prurenet .

midable an opponent he way. But he was POLLOCK , SIR TRODY ,

n it only a print lawyer and a great adsone baron of the Euchapter. della

cate ; he was every inch an Englimh gentlema 1870, in his rcheveldiib peer

man . When,aftermany years of sucediul retired firm the beach !!

practice, he was elevated to the bench as tnited w the last the visur

9
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